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1 INTRODUCTION

T is Volume of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) includes comments and
responses on the Draft EIS for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at F.E. Warren Air
Force Base (AFB), Wyoming and ten candidate deployment installations; all original
written comment documents; and public hearing transcripts (comments sections only) as
recorded by court reporters for each of the 11 public hearings held on the Draft EIS. rL,-C ' C 4

cAc4 0 WtA ,-V ( LJC 4 cAA ftkA C5
During the public comment and review period (28 June 1988 through il August 1988), " .
written comments on the Draft EIS were received from federal, state, and local /
agencies; organizations; and individuals in addition to oral testimony received at the 11

public hearings. Each of the written comments received as memoranda, letters, and .
reports are referred to as documents. The issues raised within each document were
individually coded and responses prepared for each. A total of 497 written documents
were received and are shown in Section 2. Public hearing transcripts for the 11 hearings
are provided in Section 3 and are numbered 500 through 510. Eleven documents were
postmarked after the comment period deadline of 31 August 1988 and were assigned
document numbers 511 through 521. These documents and responses prepared for the
comments in each are provided in Section 4. Relevant information contained in these
documents has been incorporated, where appropriate, into the Final EIS text.

1.1 Summary of Respondents and Issues

Table 1 contains a listing of all respondents by location who submitted written comments
during the public review and comment period. It identifies the author's name, city, state,
and affiliation, if any, and the document number assigned to each respondent's
document. All documents received during the comment period are presented sequentially
from 1 through 497 in Section 2 and from 511 through 521 in Section 4. An individual
looking for a response to his/her written comments can look at Table 1, locate his/her
name, identify the document number, and go to the document number in Section 1.2.1 to
read the issues and responses or the responses in Section 4.1. Those who spoke at the
public hearings can look at Table 2, find their name, public hearing transcript number,
and the page on which their name first appears in the transcripts. They can then go to
Section 1.2.2 to read the comments and responses.

From the 508 written documents received (497 prior to and 11 after the 31 August 1988
deadline) and the 11 public hearings transcripts, a total of 2,670 comments were
identified. Table 3 provides a summary of the number of documents and comments by
location. Table 4 categorizes the comments by location and issue category. The largest
number of comments (867) pertained to Air Force policy, followed by 404 on system
requirements, 398 on the Environmental Impact Analysis Process, and 341 on system
safety. Among the resource categories, the largest number of comments pertained to
socioeconomics (236 comments). Biological resources and water resources were other
major resource categories eliciting 93 and 74 comments, respectively. All other
resources received 40 comments or less each. Eighty-four comments could not be clearly
classified and were categorized as general comments.
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Table 1
List of Respondents Submitting Written Comments

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming

Federal Agencies/Officials

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census (Roger A. Herriot) 323
(Washington, DC)

State Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable Mike Sullivun, Governor (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 422
2 Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 340

(Randolph Wood) (Cheyenne, Wyoming)
3,4 Wyoming Office of the Governor (Alan Edwards) 15, 488

(Cheyenne, Wyoming)
5 Wyoming House of Representatives 389

(Lynn Dickey) (Sheridan, Wyoming)

Local Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable Don Erickson, Mayor (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 485
2 Laramie County Clerk (Janet C. Whitehead)

(Laramie, Wyoming) 419
3 Laramie County School District Number One 260

(Dennis L. Peterson) (Cheyenne, Wyoming)

Organizations

1 Dan's County Market (Marlin Martin) (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 278
2 Dray, Madison, and Thomson 475

(William J. Thomson) (Cheyenne, Wyoming)
3 League of Women Voters (Linda L. Kirkbride) 492

(Cheyenne, Wyoming)

Individuals

1 Alvin Aldrich (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 373
2 Annette Aldrich (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 384
3 Enja Borgmann (Tie Siding, Wyoming) 444
4 Sharon Breitweiser (Laramie, Wyoming) 453
5 Daniel D. Brown (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 429
6 Andrea L. Cook (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 434
7 Sister Rosella Hehn (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 301
8 Lorraine Holcomb (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 436
9 Dean B. Holmer (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 435

10 Beth Howard (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 427
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Table 1 Continued, Page 2 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming (Continued)

Individuals (continued)

11 Mae Kirkbride (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 445
12 Eileen Lappe (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 430
13 Prudy Marshall (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 443

14,15 Darryl Miller (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 417, 433
16 Mr. & Mrs. Robert Nisbet (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 426
17 Adora Lindsley Palma (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 452
18 Sally Palmer (Laramie, Wyoming) 388
19 Bernard Phelan (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 229
20 Anne Radford (Scottsbluff, Nebraska) 308
21 Janet S. Rider (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 228
22 Sydney Spiegel (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 421
23 Eileen F. Starr (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 415
24 Edward Warsaw (Cheyenne, Wyoming) 418

Barksdale AFB, Louisiana

State Agencies/Officials

1 Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation, and Tourism 1
(Leslie P. Tassin) (Baton Rouge, Louisiana)

Local Agencies/Officials

1 Bossier City-Parish Metropolitan Planning Commission 8
(A. Dean Holt) (Bossier City, Louisiana)

Individuals

1 Eddy E. Arnold (Minden, Louisiana) 24
2 Christine Barberousse (Shreveport, Louisiana) 79
3 Ginny Homza (Shreveport, Louisiana) 83
4 Beal Locue (Shreveport, Louisiana) 9
5 Ronald A. Martin (Shreveport, Louisiana) 108
6 Jody Miller Shearer (New Orleans, Louisiana) 6
7 Thomas Neale (Shreveport, Louisiana) 410
8 Jan Nelson (Shreveport, Louisiana) 347
9 Eileen Oldag (Shreveport, Louisiana) 37

10 Alta Ruark (Springhill, Louisiana) 17
11 Renee Simar (Shreveport, Louisiana) 330
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Table 1 Continued, Page 3 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Dyess AFB, Texas

State Azencies/Officials

1 Honorable William P. Clements, Jr., Governor 188
2 Honorable Jim Mattox, Attorney General (Austin, Texas) 183
3 Railroad Commission of Texas (James Nugent) (Austin, Texas) 184
4 Texas Historical Commission (James E. Bruseth) (Austin, Texas) 16
5 Texas House of Representatives (Bill Arnold) (Austin, Texas) 165
6 Texas House of Representatives (Erwin Barton) 176

(Pasadena, Texas)
7 Texas House of Representatives (Jerry J. Beauchamp) 121

(Austin, Texas)
8 Texas House of Representatives (Hugo Berlanga) (Austin, Texas) 122
9 Texas House of Representatives (Weldon Betts) (Houston, Texas) 177

10 Texas House of Representatives (Dick Burnett) (Austin, Texas) 172
11 Texas House of Representatives (Frank Collazo, Jr.) 123

(Port Arthur, Texas)
12 Texas House of Representatives (Robert Earley) (Beeville, Texas) 161
13 Texas House of Representatives (Robert Eckels) (Austin, Texas) 124
14 Texas House of Representatives (Orlando L. Garcia) 125

(San Antonio, Texas)
15 Texas House of Representatives (John J. Gavin) (Austin, Texas) 126
16 Texas House of Representatives (Gerald Geistweidt) 173

(Austin, Texas)
17 Texas House of Representatives (Ron D. Givens) (Lubbock, Texas) 127
18 Texas House of Representatives (Kent Grusendorf) 128

(Arlington, Texas)
19 Texas House of Representatives (Lena Guerrero) (Austin, Texas) 129
20 Texas House of Representatives (Jack Harris) (Pearland, Texas) 130
21 Texas House of Representatives (Dudley Harrison) (Austin, Texas) 131
22 Texas House of Representatives (Jim Horn) (Lewisville, Texas) 132
23 Texas House of Representatives (Bob Hunter) (Austin, Texas) 164
24 Texas House of Representatives (Gibson Lewis) (Austin, Texas) 174
25 Texas House of Representatives (Ron Lewis) (Austin, Texas) 133
26 Texas House of Representatives (Jim McWilliams) (Austin, Texas) 134
27 Texas House of Representatives (Bob Melton) (Gatesville, Texas) 135
28 Texas House of Representatives (Mike Millsap) (Austin, Texas) 136
29 Texas House of Representatives (Alejandro Moreno, Jr.)

(Edinburg, Texas) 137
30 Texas House of Representatives (Anna Mowery)

(Fort Worth, Texas) 138
31 Texas House of Representatives (A.R. Ovard) (Austin, Texas) 139
32 Texas House of Representatives (Jim Parker) (Comanche, Texas) 140
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Table 1 Continued, Page 4 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Dyess AFB, Texas (continued)

State Agencies/Officials (continued)

33 Texas House of Representatives (L.P. Patterson) (Austin, Texas) 141
34 Texas House of Representatives (Glenn Repp) 142

(Duncanville, Texas)
35 Texas House of Representatives (Jim D. Rudd) (Brownfield, Texas) 143
36 Texas House of Representatives (Sam W. Russell) 144

(Austin, Texas)
37 Texas House of Representatives (Robert M. Saunders) 145

(La Grange, Texas)
38 Texas House of Representatives (Alan Schoolcraft) 175

(Universal City, Texas)
39 Texas House of Representatives (Curtis L. Seidlits, Jr.) 146

(Big Springs, Texas)
40 Texas House of Representatives (Larry Don Shaw)

(Austin, Texas) 147
41 Texas House of Representatives (Hugh D. Shine) (Austin, Texas) 148
42 Texas House of kepresentatives (Richard A. Smith) 149

(Austin, Texas)
43 Texas House of Representatives (John Smithee) (Austin, Texas) 150
44 Texas House of Representatives (Monte Stewart) (Bedford, Texas) 151
45 Texas House of Representatives (Mark W. Stiles)

(Austin, Texas) 152
46 Texas House of Representatives (Jim Tallas) (Sugar Land, Texas) 153
47 Texas House of Representatives (M.A. Taylor) (Waco, Texas) 154
48 Texas House of Representatives (Barry B. Telford) 155

(Texarkana, Texas)
49 Texas House of Representatives (Keith Valigura)

(Conroe, Texas) 156
50 Texas House of Representatives (Richard A. Waterfield) 157

(Canadien, Texas)
51 Texas House of Representatives (Foster Whaley) (Pampa, Texas) 158
52 Texas House of Representatives (Steven D. Wolens) 159

(Dallas, Texas)
53 Texas House of Representatives (Jerry Yost) (Austin, Texas) 160
54 Texas State Senate (Roy Blake) (Austin, Texas) 171
55 Texas State Senate (Chet Brooks) (Austin, Texas) 170
56 Texas State Senate (Kent A. Caperton) (Austin, Texas) 168
57 Texas State Senate (Chet Edwards) (Austin, Texas) 179
58 Texas State Senate (Bob Glasgow) (Fort Worth. Texas) 1 a
59 Texas State Senate (Don Henderson) (Houston, Texas) 163
60 Texas State Senate (Grant Jones) (Austin, Texas) 162
61 Texas State Senate (John N. Leedom) (Dallas, Texas) 181
62 Texas State Senate (Bob McFarland) (Austin, Texas) 178
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Table 1 Continued, Page 5 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Dyess AFB, Texas (continued)

State Agencies/Officials (continued)

63 Texas State Senate (Hugh Parmer) (Fort Worth, Texas) 167
64 Texas State Senate (Hector Uribe) (Austin, Texas) 169
65 Texas State Senate (Judith Zaffirini) (Austin, Texas) 180

Local Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable Bobbye Allen, Comanche County Judge 202
(Comanche, Texas)

2 Honorable P.C. Carr, Mayor (Aspermont, Texas) 204
3 Honorable William F. Goetz, Mayor (Ballinger, Texas) 213
4 Honorable Garth Gregory, Kent County Judge (Kent, Texas) 192
5 Walter M. Hertel, City Administrator (Munday, Texas) 191

6,7 Honorable Terry Julian, Nolan County Judge (Sweetwater, Texas) 30, 190
8 Honorable Mack Kniffen, Callahan County Judge (Baird, Texas) 195
9 Honorable Robert Knott, Mayor (Tuscola, Texas) 216

10 Honorable Weldon Leonard, Mayor (Breckenridge, Texas) 217
11 Honorable Johnny Livingston, Mayor (Comanche, Texas) 203
12 Honorable Catarino Martinez, Mayor (Loraine, Texas) 207
13 Honorable Bert V. Massey II, Mayor (Brownwood, Texas) 214
14 Roy McCorkle, City Manager (Coleman, Texas) 211
15 Honorable Michael B. Murchison, Runnels County Judge 196

(Ballinger, Texas)
16 Honorable David N. Perdue, Knox County Judge (Benjamin, Texas) 199
17 Honorable Gene Rodgers, Mayor (Anson, Texas) 198
18 Honorable David Rogers, Mayor (Ranger, Texas) 201

19,20 Honorable Marie Smith, Shackelford County Judge 14, 205
(Albany, Texas)

21,22 Honorable J. Hugh Stempel, Mayor (Coleman, Texas) 212, 218
23 Honorable Roy Thorn, Jones County Judge (Jones County, Texas) 200
24 Honorable Miller Tuttle, Stephens County Judge 206

(Breckenridge, Texas)
25 Honorable Joe Wheatley, Mayor (Cisco, Texas) 210
26 Honorable Ed Wolseh, Stonewall County Judge (Aspermont, Texas) 197

Native American Groups

1 Fort Sill Apache Tribe (Mildred J. Cleghorn) 368
(Apache, Oklahoma)
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Table 1 Continued, Page 6 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Dyess AFB, Texas (continued)

Organizations

1 International Association of Lions Club
(William King) Abilene, Texas 185

2 West Central Texas Municipal Water District
(David Bell) (Abilene, Texas) 486

Individuals

1 T.C. Adams (Austin, Texas) 109
2 Bruce R. Condit (Abilene, Texas) 182
3 Beckie Cox (Abilene, Texas) 286
4 Mrs. A.W. Crawford (Lubbock, Texas) 479
5 Lara Lynn Creech (Abilene, Texas) 12
6 Dick Dickenson (Abilene, Texas) 189
7 Werner Harsch (Miles, Texas) 209

8,9 Jack S. Herndan (Abilene, Texas) 349, 465
10 Barbara Hurt (Blackwell, Texas) 208
11 Richmond E. Kissko, Jr. (Lubbock, Texas) 358
12 Samuel B. Matta (Abilene, Texas) 187
13 Garry Mauro (Austin, Texas) 186
14 Greg Melton (Haskell, Texas) 193
15 Lila Senter (Abilene, Texas) 23
16 Scott Senter (Abilene, Texas) 22
17 Murray Simmons (Roby, Texas) 194
18 Mary M. Vines (Lubbock, Texas) 345
19 William Westney (Lubbock, Texas) 484
20 Troy Williamson (Snyder, Texas) 215

Eaker AFB, Arkansas

Organizations

1 Northeast Arkansas Citizens Committee
(James R. Deal) (Blytheville, Arkansas) 431

Individuals

1 Jim Brown (Blytheville, Arkansas) 88
2 Hildred G. Bunch (Blytheville, Arkansas) 223
3 Dennis Clardy (Blytheville, Arkansas) 263
4 Robert Gilliham (Mountain View, Arkansas) 460
5 Douglas M. Mason (Springfield, Missouri) 409
6 Jenny Russell (Jonesboro, Arkansas) 416
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Table 1 Continued, Page 7 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Fairchild AFB, Washington

Local Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable Vicki S. McNeill, Mayor (Spokane, Washington) 439
2 Honorable Al Ogdon, Mayor (Cheney, Washington) 62

Individuals

1 Larry Anderson (Spokane, Washington) 472
2 Keith Aubrey (Spokane, Washington) 104
3 Michael G. Blackburn (Spokane, Washington) 359
4 Russ Brown (Medical Lake, Washington) 47
5 David F. Carroll (Spokane, Washington) 364
6 Janice M. Doherty (Spokane, Washington) 476
7 Marilyn J. Geiger (Medical Lake, Washington) 269
8 David J. Hunt (Coeur d'Alene, Idaho) 477
9 Richard Juzix (Spokane, Washington) 45

10 Sue R. Krause (Spokane, Washington) 46
11 Judith Lacerti (Spokane, Washington) 236
12 Tom Lande (Spokane, Washington) 377
13 Al Mangan (Spokane, Washington) 482
14 Gene Sargeant (Spokane, Washington) 233
15 Helen M. Sargeant (Spokane, Washington) 412
16 Robert and Pearl Singer (Spokane, Washington) 224
17 Larry and Mary Stuckart (Spokane, Washington) 277

Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota

State Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable George A. Sinner, Governor 424
(Bismarck, North Dakota)

2 North Dakota State Historical Society (James E. Sperry) 480
(Bismarck, North Dakota)

Local Agencies/Officials

1 Grand Forks County Board of Commissioners 96
(James A. Earl) (Grand Forks, North Dakota)

2 Polk County Board of Commissioners 102
(Earl Radi) (Crookston, Minnesota)

3 Honorable Raymond Trosen, Mayor (Larimore, North Dakota) 314
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Table 1 Continued, Page 8 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota, (continued)

Organizations

1 Associated General Contractors of North Dakota 99
(Curtis L. Peterson) (Bismarck, North Dakota)

2 The Exchange Club of Grand Forks, North Dakota 98
(George McKinley Bowman) (Grand Forks, North Dakota)

3 Grand Forks Chamber of Commerce (Frank W. Coe) 225
(Grand Forks, North Dakota)

4 Grand Forks Chamber of Commerce (Marlan Helgeson) 282
(Grand Forks, North Dakota)

5 Grand Forks Kiwanis Club (Floyd K. Christianson) 103
(Grand Forks, North Dakota)

6 International Union of Operating Engineers 281
(Arden Grundvig) (Grand Forks, North Dakota)

7 North Dakota State Building and Construction Trades Council 100
(David A. Funston) (Bismarck, North Dakota)

Individuals

1 James R. Antes (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 312
2 Scott Bichler (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 93
3 DaLonna Bjorge (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 370
4 Jon Bonzer (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 97
5 Gerald Breyer (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 448
6 David Britton (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 92
7 Emma Browning (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 348
8 Sandra Donaldson (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 280
9 Don Fischer (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 110

10 Richard E. Frank (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 319
11 Bob Gustafson (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 284
12 Al Hackenberg (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 101
13 Al Hermodson (Crookston, Minnesota) 337
14 Gaile Kady (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 261
15 Donald F. Larsen (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 380
16 Don Linderen (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 235
17 Edwina D. Luevanos (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 489
18 M.?. Luevanos (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 490
19 D.E. Mack (East Grand Forks, Minnesota) 320
20 Pat McFarren (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 408
21 Virginia Miller (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 311
22 Glenn Moen (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 441
23 Abraham Musearl (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 231
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Table 1 Continued, Page 9 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota (continued)

Individuals (continued)

24 Dagne Olsen (Manvel, North Dakota) 94
25 Gloria Porter (Grandin, North Dakota) 428
26 Bruce Rampelburg (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 227
27 Ronnie Diane Rosenberg (Crookston, Minnesota) 315
28 John R. Salter, Jr. (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 285
29 Don Schneider (East Grand Forks, Minnesota) 95
30 William A. Schwalm (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 344
31 Francis and Edith Sears (Petersburg, North Dakota) 425
32 Dan Sheridan (East Grand Forks, Minnesota) 105
33 Richard Sinner (Fargo, North Dakota) 250
34 Kristen Sorenson (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 313
35 Dr. Curtis W. Stofferahn (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 318
36 James D. Stolee (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 386
37 Curt Walen (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 283
38 Lonny B. Winrich (Grand Forks, North Dakota) 316
39 Martin Zeilig (Winnipeg, Canada) 317

Little Rock AFB, Arkansas

State Agencies/Officials

1 Arkansas Department of Finance & Administration
(Joe Gillespie) (Little Rock, Arkansas) 272

2 Arkansas House of Representatives (Doug Woods) 219
(North Little Rock, Arkansas)

3 Arkansas Soil and Water Conservation Commission 7
(J. Randy Young) (Little Rock, Arkansas)

Local Agencies/Officials

1 Lula M. Leonard, City Clerk-Treasurer 399
(Jacksonville, Arkansas)

Organizations

1 ACORN (Gloria Wilson) (Little Rock, Arkan3as) 402
2 Arkansas for Peace (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 438
3 Jacksonville Commerce Corporation 397

(Jerry Halsell) (Jacksonville, Arkansas)
4 League of Women Voters of Pulaski County 450

(Little Rock, Arkansas)
5 League of Women Voters of Pulaski County 401

(Ruth Bell) (Little Rock, Arkansas)
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Table I Continued, Page 10 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Little Rock AFB, Arkansas (continued)

Individuals

I Sandy Baker (Sherwood, Arkansas) 60
2 John Agee Ball (Little Rock, Arkansas) 481
3 Lisa J. Bamburg (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 371
4 Vera Begeman (North Little Rock, Arkansas) 61
5 T.R. Bond (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 383
6 B. J. Borough (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 76
7 Art Brannen (Little Rock, Arkansas) 403
8 Kathy Carkbride (Tahlequah, Oklahoma) 457
9 Mary Carpenter (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 309

10 Steve Coop (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 27
11 Wainwright Copass, Jr. (Little Rock, Arkansas) 456
12 Dale Dabbs (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 336
13 James C. Davis (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 293
14 Ralph Desmarais (Little Rock, Arkansas) 87
15 Conrad F. DeVeau (Little Rock, Arkansas) 50
16 Lawrence Dupree (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 289
17 Shannon Dupree (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 288
18 Thomas W. Dupree (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 327
19 Eugene M. Farrell III (Little Rock, Arkansas) 398
20 Joel L. Faulkner (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 290
21 Gerry Getty (Little Rock, Arkansas) 89
22 Wayne Govar (North Little Rock, Arkansas) 226
23 Jim Green (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 343
24 Diana Gunlock (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 35
25 Bill Gwatney (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 396
26 Robert Haney (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 466
27 Alton Hardy (Sherwood, Arkansas) 59
28 Hans Heaney (Morrilton, Arkansas) 463
29 Trusten Holder (Little Rock, Arkansas) 400
30 Helda Hyme (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 329
31 Violet Jaynes (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 295
32 John A. Jones (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 342
33 Kathern Kappus - Beattie (Leslie, Arkansas) 454
34 Emma Knight (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 382
35 Harold Kohnest (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 300
36 Madeleine Korf macher (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 394
37 Walter Korf macher (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 395
38 Edith Lake (Jerusalem, Arkansas) 459
39 Kenneth Lake (Jerusalem, Arkansas) 458
40 John 0. Lewis (Cabot, Arkansas) 478
41 Catherine Markey (Little Rock, Arkansas) 232
42 Mark McAlister (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 303
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Table 1 Continued, Page 11 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Little Rock AFB, Arkansas (continued)

Individuals (continued)

43 Bob McCrary (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 328
44 Maggie Nehitten (North Little Rock, Arkansas) 52
45 Dana Daniels Nixon (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 363

46,47 James Prentess (Memphis, Tennessee) 369,464
48 Ken Proctor (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 304
49 Barbara Rifkin (Jerusalem, Arkansas) 461
50 Roland H. Roy (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 346
51 Carl S. Runyon (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 299
52 Hilbert Dal Santo (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 334
53 Sue Sharp (Jerusalem, Arkansas) 455
54 George Shaw (Sherwood, Arkansas) 51
55 John and Sue Simmons (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 350
56 Joe and Kim Stacey (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 291
57 David Swanson (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 338
58 Thomas Tackett (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 326
59 Patricia Taylor (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 297
60 Gordon and Clara Tubbs (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 468
61 Sid Vicious (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 29
62 Dan Von Bose (Tecumseh, Missouri) 462
63 Jeanette Warren (North Little Rock, Arkansas) 58
64 Kenneth N. Wilson (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 28
65 Larry Wilson (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 332
66 Molyle G. Zumwalt (Jacksonville, Arkansas) 341

Malmstrom AFB, Montana

Federal Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable John Melcher, U.S. Senate (Washington, DC) 355

State Agencies/Officials

1 Montana State Historic Preservation Office (Mark F. Baumler) 18
(Helena, Montana)

4

I
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Table 1 Continued, Page 12 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Malmstrom AFB, Montana (continued)

Individuals

1 Roy H. Ball (Great Falls, Montana) 258
2 Sue Dickenson (Great Falls, Montana) 420
3 Gretchen Grayum (Helena, Montana) 447
4 Allan Hahn (Great Falls, Montana) 294
5 Charles M. Heber (Great Falls, Montana) 296
6 Zarina Jackson (Great Falls, Montana) 471
7 Ray Jergeson (Great Falls, Montana) 270
8 Ira M. Kaufman, Jr. (Great Falls, Montana) 292
9 Donald R. Marble (Chester, Montana) 496

10 Cheryl M. Reichert (Great Falls, Montana) 495
11 Arlo Skari (Chester, Montana) 379
12 Paul Stephens (Great Falls, Montana) 234
13 Joan Stockton (Grass Range, Montana) 107

Minot AFB, North Dakota

State Agencies/Officials

1 North Dakota State Senate (Jim Maxson) (Minot, North Dakota) 354

Local Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable Tony Alef, Mayor (Glenburn, North Dakota) 240
2 Honorable George Christensen, Mayor (Minot, North Dakota) 353
3 Honorable Gary A. Holum, Ward County Judge 374

(Minot, North Dakota)
4 Minot Park District (Robert Petry) (Minot, North Dakota) 376
5 Ward County Sheriff's Department 244

(Arthur T. Anderson) (Minot, North Dakota)

Organizations

1 Air Force Association (Michael Fedorchak) 253
(Minot, North Dakota)

2 Allen Realty Company (Earl Allen) (Minot, North Dakota) 411
3 Associated General Contractors of North Dakota 254

(Curtis L. Peterson) (Bismarck, North Dakota)
4 Brady, Martz and Associates (Gary Hovdestad) 324

(Minot, North Dakota)
5 Building and Construction Trades Council (Dick Bergstad) 256

(Minot, North Dakota)
6 Knowles Jewelry (Bruce Peterson) (Minot, North Dakota) 362
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Table 1 Continued, Page 13 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Minot AFB, North Dakota (continued)

Organizations (continued)

7,8 Lutheran Campus Ministry, Minot State University 391, 392
(Neal Ruedisili) (Minot, North Dakota)

9 Mackley Construction Co., Inc. (Fred Abelseth) 238
(Minot, North Dakota)

10 Minot Area Chamber of Commerce (Art Ekblad) 257
(Minot, North Dakota)

11 Minot Area Development Corporation (Gary Wickre) 252
(Minot, North Dakota)

12 Minot Association of Builders (Ronald Huber) 243
(Minot, North Dakota)

13 Minot Association of Builders 242
(Brenda Mattson) (Minot, North Dakota)

14 Minot Chamber of Commerce (James M. Crawford) 239
(Minot, North Dakota)

15 Minot Jaycees (Daniel Christen) (Minot, North Dakota) 493
16 North Dakota State Building and Construction Trades Council 255

(David A. Funston) (Bismarck, North Dakota)
17 Signal Management (Bruce Christianson) 442

(Minot, North Dakota)
18 Souris River Telephone (Lowell D. Swart) 381

(Minot, North Dakota)

Individuals

1 Earl Beck (Minot, North Dakota) 325
2 Ruby G. Crites (Minot, North Dakota) 307
3 Gordon Dubovoy (Max, North Dakota) 451
4 Chuck Duke (Minot, North Dakota) 267
5 Daniel Feist (Minot, North Dakota) 237
6 Al Hermodson (Crookston, Minnesota) 333
7 Charles A. Hoffman (Minot, North Dakota) 306
8 Lloyd Huesers (Minot, North Dakota) 245
9 Dorothy Klungtvedt (Minot, North Dakota) 275

10 Karen Krebsbach (Minot, North Dakota) 249
11 Michelle Lange (Devil's Lake, North Dakota) 335
12 Anne Lian (Minot, North Dakota) 469
13 Christine Olson (Minot, North Dakota) 266
14 Nancy Rakness (Minot, North Dakota) 248
15 Kenneth K. Robertson (Minot, North Dakota) 246
16 Anne Ruedisili (Minot, North Dakota) 393
17 Lorraine Smith (Minot, North Dakota) 247
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Table 1 Continued, Page 14 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Minot AFB, North Dakota (continued)

Individuals (continued)

18 John D. Stewart (Minot, North Dakota) 375
19 Steve Sydness (Minot, North Dakota) 241
20 Larry Thompson (Minot, North Dakota) 251

Whiteman AFB, Missouri

State Agencies/Officials

1 Missouri Office of Administration (Lois Pohl) 321
(Jefferson City, Missouri)

Local Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable Edwin J. Denman, Mayor (Clinton, Missouri) 66
2 Honorable Larry G. Foster, Mayor (Sedalia, Missouri) 20
3 Honorable Woodrow Kurth, Mayor (Concordia, Missouri) 55
4 Honorable Ben J. Mangina, Mayor (Windsor Missouri) 71
5 Johnson County Commission (Ray Maring) (Warrensburg, Missouri) 70

Organizations

1 Action Realty Company (Elvin Maloney) 78
(Warrensburg, Missouri)

2 American Friends Service Committee (Gail Smith) 67
(Kansas City, Missouri)

3 Citizens Bank (Lynn A. Harmon) (Warrensburg, Missouri) 53
4 Eberting Chiropractic Center (Arthur Eberting) 73

(Clinton, Missouri)
5 Henry County Economic Development Council (Lyle Cummings) 64

(Clinton, Missouri)
6 Key Realty, Inc. (Vance A. DeLozier) (Warrensburg, Missouri) 274
7 Mid-Missouri Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign 264

(Mark Haim) (Columbia, Missouri)
8 Sedalia Area Chamber of Commerce 387

(Steven J. Dust) (Sedalia, Missouri)
9 Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth (Frances Russell) 407

(Leavenworth, Kansas)
10 Truman Area Audit Bureau (Robert J. Wilkins II) 74

(Clinton, Missouri)
11 Whiteman Area Steering Council (Delores Hudson) 86

(Warrensburg, Missouri)
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Table 1 Continued, Page 15 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Whiteman AFB, Missouri (continued)

Organizations (continued)

12 Whiteman Committer (Jerry E. Brown) (Warrensburg, Missouri) 72
13 Windsor Chamber of Commerce (Mark Moser) (Windsor, Missouri) 19

Individuals

1 Raymond Bass, Sr. (Knob Noster, Missouri) 268
2 Ervin C. Beard (Knob Noster, Missouri) 81
3 Mary E. Beckman (Columbia, Missouri) 91
4 Grant Brooks (Kansas City, Missouri) 69
5 Jerry E. Brown (Warrensburg, Missouri) 413
6 Helen Burnham (Columbia, Missouri) 494
7 Judy Carman (Warrensburg, Missouri) 385
8 Mark Carr (Kansas City, Missouri) 404
9 Helena Chudomelka (Aurora, Missouri) 40

10 Jim Coleman (Lohman, Missouri) 491
11 Garrett R. Crouch (Warrensburg, Missouri) 41
12 Garrett R. Crouch II (Warrensburg, Missouri) 42
13 Janice M. Dover (Kansas City, Missouri) 54
14 Marti Gilbert (Springfield, Missouri) 351
15 Margaret Hilermicec (Kansas City, Missouri) 49
16 Randall Howes (Kansas City, Missouri) 440
17 Mary Christine Huber (Columbia, Missouri) 470
18 Betty Hutson (Warrensburg, Missouri) 331
19 James T. Jones (Strafford, Missouri) 39
20 John Melvin Klotz (Kansas City, Missouri) 57
21 Robert A. Landewe (Warrensburg, Missouri) 222
22 Martin Levit (Kansas City, Missouri) 48
23 Gregg Lombardi (Kansas City, Missouri) 287
24 Catherine Hodge McCoid (Warrensburg, Missouri) 38

25,26 Betty McElwee (Warrensburg, Missouri) 220, 302
27 Judson R. McElwee (Warrensburg, Missouri) 80
28 Mr. and Mrs. William McGonigle (Kansas City, Missouri) 43
29 Nora McMullen (Jefferson City, Missouri) 68
30 Phillip J. McNally (Springfield, Missouri) 65

31,32 Patricia Nelson (Kansas City, Missouri) 298, 310
33 Diana Nomad (Columbia, Missouri) 449
34 Karen A. Prins (Columbia, Missouri) 92
35 Patty Purves (Columbia, Missouri) 85
36 Claude Schiratti (Kansas City, Missouri) 63
37 Harold Smith (Henry County, Missouri) 44
38 Henry M. Stoever (Kansas City, Missouri) 378
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Table 1 Continued, Page 16 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Whiteman AFB, Missouri (continued)

Individuals (continued)

39 Dotte Troxell (Lexington, Missouri) 273
40 Jerry Winsor (Warrensburg, Missouri) 221

Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan

Federal Agencies/Officials

1 U.S. Forest Service (Jerry McCormick) 497
(East Tawas, Michigan)

State Agencies/Officials

1 Michigan Bureau of History 2
(Martha Bigelow) (Lansing, Michigan)

Local Agencies/Officials

1 James Balten, losco County Administrator 25
(Tawas City, Michigan)

2 Charter Township of Oscoda (Robert Foster) (Oscoda, Michigan) 115
3 Honorable James Lansky, Mayor (Tawas City, Michigan) 114

Organizations

1 Covenant for Peace (C. Peter Dougherty)
(East Lansing, Michigan) 271

2 First of America Bank - Oscoda 112
(Ralph Ferber) (Oscoda, Michigan)

3 Home for Peace and Justice (Barbara Jackson)
(Birch Run, Michigan) 322

4 Oscoda-AuSable Chamber of Commerce (Oscoda, Michigan) 406
5 Oscoda-AuSable Chamber of Commerce (Bruce Myles)

(Oscoda, Michigan) 405
6 Oscoda Baptist Church (A. Royce Wolden) 352

(Oscoda, Michigan)
7 Physicians for Social Responsibility (Lawrence M. Probes) 5

(Grand Rapids, Michigan)
8 Women's Action for Nuclear Disarmament (Kathleen Mooney)

(Southfield, Michigan) 276
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Table 1 Continued, Page 17 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan (continued)

Individuals

1 James R. Anderson (East Lansing, Michigan) 120
2 Eugene Barrette (Millersburg, Michigan) 77
3 Shirley Berkrow (Bay City, Michigan) 10
I Vicki Brown (East Lansing, Michigan) 21
5 Theresa Burkey (Saginaw, Michigan) 113
6 Patsy Coffman (St. Johns, Michigan) 3
7 Ron and Sigrid Dale (Michigan) 13
8 Gayle Faba (Grand Haven, Michigan) 4
9 Carol Gilbert (Saginaw, Michigan) 34

10 Rita Goedken (Palms, Michigan) 305
11 Willard B. Hunter (Midland, Michigan) 119
12 Jeff Lange (Saginaw, Michigan) 467
13 Doug Lent (Lent, Michigan) 259
14 Joan McCoy (Saginaw, Michigan) 33
15 Terry R. Miller (Bay City, Michigan) 111
16 Doug Mowery (Bay City, Michigan) 26
17 Robert Pilaichi (Saginaw, Michigan) 75
18 Edward Piotrowski (Standish, Michigan) 31
19 George and JoAnn Prescott (Michigan) 372
20 Jean S. Prokopow (Bloomfield, Michigan) 56
21 Leona Riebling (Northville, Michigan) 474
22 Rosalie Riegle (Saginaw, Michigan) 117
23 Robert L. Schust (Greenbush, Michigan) 361
24 Mary Sinclair (Midland, Michigan) 84

25,26 Richard E. Skochdopole (Midland, Michigan) 32,116
27 Glenna L. Snider (Midland, Michigan) 118
28 Bernard Sorensen (Harrisville, Michigan) 106
29 Dorothy B. Suttles (Birmingham, Michigan) 279
30 Arlene Victor (Birmingham, Michigan) 265
31 A. Vernon Williams (Traverse City, Michigan) 90
32 Dorothy L. Yates (Midland, Michigan) 11

Other

Federal Agencies/Officials
4

1,2 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 262, 487
(David Clapp) (Atlanta, Georgia)

4
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Table I Continued, Page 18 of 18

Serial Document
Number Respondent Number

Other (continued)

Organizations

1 Franciscan Friars Province of Saint Barbara
(Joe Chinnici) (Oakland, California) 365

2 Physicians for Social Responsibility 366
(Christine Cassel) (Washington, DC)

3 Professional's Coalition for Nuclear Arms Control, Inc. 437
(Robert K. Musil) (Washington, DC)

4 Rural Coalition (Jeff Tracy) (Washington, DC) 483
5 SANE/FREEZE (Duane Shank) (Washington, DC) 390
6 Union of Concerned Scientists (Robert Zirkle) 414

(Washington, DC)

Individuals

1 Julia Bozar (Berkeley, California) 360
2 Carol A. Day (Mapleton, Utah) 230
3 Randal J. Divinski (Syracuse, New York) 473
4 Mary Ann Flese (La Grande, Oregon) 432
5 Lisa Hubbell (Oakland, California) 356
6 Ellen Tamm Sweeney (Brookline, Massachusetts) 339
7 Joe Tempel (Denver, Colorado) 446
8 Lauren Unger (Berkeley, California) 357
9 Stephen Wheeler (Berkeley, California) 367

Documents Postmarked and Received After 31 August 1988

Federal Agencies/Officials

1 U.S. Department of Interior (Bruce Blanchard) 516
(Washington, DC)

2 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Richard E. Sanderson) 513
(Washington, DC)

State Agencies/Officials

1 Honorable Ted Schwinden, Governor (Helena, Montana) 512
2 Honorable George A. Sinner, Governor 518

(Bismarck, North Dakota)
3,4 Texas Office of the Governor (T.C. Adams) (Austin, Texas) 514, 519

5 Washington Department of Ecology (M.F. Palko) 511
(Olympia, Washington)

Individuals

1 D. L. Blank (Whitefish, Montana) 521
2 Sandra and Fred Garcia (Marshall, Arkansas) 520
3 Victor Skorapa, Jr. (Gardiner, Maine) 515
4 Peter J. Stauffacher (Kansas City, Missouri) 517
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Table 2

Speakers at Public Hearings for Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Program
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

F.E. Warren AFB, Cheyenne, Wyoming
(Document 500)

Aldrich, Alvin (p113) Lappe, Eileen (p102)
Aldrich, Annette (p99) Lindsey, Tom (p53)
Applegate, Jim (p82) Martin, Carl (p7 1)
Atchison, Phyllis (p61) Meeker, E.L. (p78)
Atwell, Larry (p93) Miller, Darryl (p7 3)
Baggs, Fred (p109) Mitchell, Robert (p59)
Breitweiser, Sharon (p56) Moore, Richard (p74)
Brown, Bruce (p55) Oberg, Brad (p64)
Clay, John (p106) Olson, Brian (p66)
Cohen, Haskell (p86) Raford, Anne (p107)
Cook, Peter (pll) Scott, Robert (p69)
Edwards, Ala. (p44) Schlacter, Fred (p87)
Erickson, Don (p42) Spiegel, Sidney (p90)
Hehn, Rosella (p64) Starr, Eileen (p96)
Hines, Thomas (p53) Warsaw, Ed (p5 1)
Holcomb, Peter (p84) Warsaw, Sylvia (p62)
Illoway, Pete (p115) Whitehead, Janet (p48)
Kirkbride, Linda (p80)

Barksdale AFB, Bossier City, Louisiana
(Document 501)

Arceneaux, Thomas "Tom" (p47) Jones, Don (p35)
Barberousse, Christine (p89) Justice, Claire (p86)
Bennett, Wanda (p75) Larkin, Timothy (p57)
Bourland, Tom (p84) McCaffrey, Margaret (p78)
Bruce, James (p59) McElroy, Tim (p91)
Brun, Roy (p46) Neale, Tom (p61)
Burchett, Dewey (p90) Oldag, Eileen (p67)
Burford, Bob (p50) Prestridge, Roger M. (p56)
Carpenter, Ed (p59) Roberts, Deborah (p81)
Cassagno, Francois. (p87) Roberts, Mark (p60)
Clayton, Murray (p72) Scott, Leroy (p85)
Crumpton, Tom (p51) Sibley, Dale (p44)
Dolphin, LaVerne (p8 8) Taylor, Robert (p60)
Fayard, Ron (p53) Waggoner, Joe D. (p40)
Homza, Ginny (p42) Wojecki, C.A. (p48)
Hussey, John (p38)

Dyess AFB, Abilene, Texas
(Document 502)

Aneff, James (p110) Bolls, Downing (p48)
Barr, Grady (p87) Burnam, Lon (p118)
Blagg, Jim (p125) Calcote, Lynda (p101)
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Table 2 Continued, Page 2 of 6

Dyess AFB, Abilene, Texas
(Document 502)

(continued)

Canon, Joe (p127) Law, Violet (p57)
Cheves, Brad (p71) McClaraty, Tim (p77)
Conner, John E. (p85) Matta, Samuel (p52)
Dickson, Temple (p44) Morton, Walter P., Jr. (p133)
Dressen, Russell (p132) Nixon, Harold (p61)
Dudley, Don (p5i) Palmer, George (p88)
Estes, Kathy (p108) Rhodes, Rick (p59)
Ferguson, Dale (p55) Russell, John (p129)
Flanders, Hal (p79) Senter, Scott (p103)
Gee, Louis (p69) Shrader, Greg (p94)
Harendt, Tommie (p116) Stone, Roger (p76)
Harrell, Ronna (p136) Tiffany, Robert J. (p115)
Heaney, Jim (p69) Turley, Mack (p130)
Helbert, Brad (p81) Turner, John E. (p107)
Holloway, Jess (p47) Velasquez, Kristina (p117)
Hughes, Fred Lee (p83) Velasquez, Maria (p77)
Hurst, Boyd (p134) Weeks, David (p96)
Johnson, Lance E. (p109) Wells, Keith (p98)
Jungmeyer, Paul (p74) Wheat, Walter (p62)
Karrenbrock, Karl (p105) Wright, Bill (p112)
King, Dale (p 6 3 )

Eaker AFB, Blytheville, Arkansas
(Document 503)

Akin, Bill (p64) Huffman, Bo (p75)
Bell, Steve (p45) Inman, Bill (p58)
Bohannon, Jerry (p62) Ledbetter, Carl (p42)
Brown, LaJean (p77) Maddox, Lew (p44)
Darnell, Phil (p67) Mason, Douglas (p78)
Deal, James (p70) Middlebrook, Lonnie (p48)
Gabrielson, Terry (p60) Neely, Dewey (p69)
Gibson, Mike (p50) Prewitt, Dick (p48)
Glidewell, Carol (p77) Sudbury, Harold (p73)
Greene, Shirley (p55) Sullins, John (p53)
Gude, Joe (p39) Wagner, Wayne (p43)
Gurley, Joe (p41) Williams, Joyce (p40)
Hammett, Willy (p47) Wilson, Michael (p49)
Hendricks, Jim (p43)

Fairchild AFB, Medical Lake, Washington
(Document 504)

Aubrey, Keith (p62) Carroll, David (p108)
Barber, William (p61) Cofer, Randy (p97)
Blakely, Steven (p102) Doherty, Janice (p74)
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Table 2 Continued, Page 3 of 6

Fairchild AFB, Medical Lake, Washington
(Document 504)

(continued)

Donahoe, Kathleen (p95) Moran, W.P. (p104)
Fleser, Mary Ann (p90) Mueller, Marilynne (p92)
Gaylord, Lauren (p49) Niggemeyer, Bill (p7 1)
Gaylord, Randall (p68) Nothdurff, Donald (p106)
Greene, William (p51) Ramsey, George (p40)
Haggin, Lindell (p55) Ray, Douglas (p59)
Haggin, Margaret (p5 6 ) Reinbold, James (p101)
Hines, Jerry (p67) Reitemeier, George (p48)
Jaroneski, Matthew (p64) Riegel, Dorothy (p88)
Juzix, Richard (p50) Singer, Mary (p76)
Kavanagh, John (p6 6) Stacey, Frances (p44)
Kerwin, Peter (p103) Thomas, Jim (p41)
Mangan, Al (p86) Vose, John (p99)
Moos, Marion (p53) Wilsey, David (p79)

Wilson, Bonard (p81)

Grand Forks AFB, Grand Forks, North Dakota
(Document 505)

Armstrong, Jeff (p74) Madsen, Cheryl (p79)
Beach, David (p40) Miller, Virginia (p94)
Browning, Mark (p76) Moulds, Ken (p36)
Bordenkircher, Carole (p60) Olson, Marc (p65)
Bushfield, Bob (p53) O'Neil, Tom (p84)
Butler, Matthew (p80) Pearson, Wade (p66)
Christensen, Richard (p37) Peterson, Margaret (p77)
Clayburgh, Rich (p89) Phillips, Mike (p57)
Coe, Frank (p38) Phillips, Victoria (p49)
Dalglish, James (p81) Polovitz, Michael (p35)
Earl, James (p35) Richter, James (p34)
Finney, Maury (p102) Rolezynski, John (p68)
Finney, Steve (p45) Rosenberg, Ronnie (p82)
Frank, Richard (p77) Scott, Walter (p58)
Froemcie, Mark (p89) Shaft, Grant (p33)
Gjovig, Bruce (p56) Shawham, Pat (p49)
Hagness, Tom (p42) Sinner, Richard (p67)
Hall, Mark (p62) Spicer, Bill (p55)
Hermodson, Al (p92) Stofferahn, Curtis (p70)
Holmberg, Ray (p31) Stradley, Scott (p43)
Hudak, Kathleen (p96) Trosen, Ray (p36)
Jardine, Kevin (p99) West, Dale (p48)
Kuchera, Tom (p33) Winrich, Lonny (p50)
Lander, Tom (p89) Wogaman, George (p40)
Linfoot, C.L. "Bud" (p65) Zeilig, Martin (p60)
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Table 2 Continued, Page 4 of 6

Little Rock AFB, Jacksonville, Arkansas
(Document 506)

Ball, John (p51) Knight, Emma (p85)
Bass, Eliz (p35) Kohut, Nick (p24)
Belden, Ted (p14) Leonard, Lula (p13)
Bell, Ruth (p65) Markey, Catherine (p79)
Bland, Bob (p82) Meddress, James (p26)
Brannen, Art (p5 9 ) Meyers, Dub (p44)
Brooks, Tom (p19) Moore, Randy (p56)
De Veau, Elizabeth (p58) Mourot, Jon (p28)
De Veau, Fred (p47) Norton, Elizabeth (p75)
Desmarais, Ralph (p62) Norton, Wendel (p68)
Farrell, Gene (p15) Quinn, Roberta (p84)
Fletcher, Gary (p86) Smith, Marshall (p12)
Getty, Gerry (p77) Stead, William (p2 1)
Golgan, Sharon (p72) Stewart, Jo (p70)
Gwatney, Bill (p41) Swaim, Tommy (p9)
Halsell, Jerry (p27) Williams, Jeannie (p89)
Holder, Trusten (p64) Wilson, Mike (pA)
Johnson, Ray (p41) Wood, Doug (p)
Kappus-Beattie, Kathryn (p37) Zornek, Susan (p3 2)

Malmstrom AFB, Great Falls, Montana
(Document 507)

Aiken, Ardith (p36) Larson, Edward (p52)
Baiz, Claire (p75) Lowthian, Harvey (p74)
Boland, Tom (p64) Matheson, Gordon (p59)
Canon, Roscoe (p83) Matteucci, Ed (p58)
Crough, Will (p85) Maybanks, Sheila (p62)
Cummings, Jim (p57) Novak, Mauri (p97)
Dickoff, Art (p87) Parker, Bill (p78)
Gasvoda, Richard (p36) Phillips, John (p34)
Hahn, Allan (p69) Reichert, Arlyne (p81)
Hobbs, Alan (p94) Ryan, Tim (p46)
Humphrey, James, Jr. (p8 7) Stephens, Paul (p47)
Humphrey, Lucretia (p92) Whirry, Gordon (p55)
Jergeson, Ray (p53) Williamson, Doug (p40)
Larson, Doug (p37) Young, Roger (P102)

Minot AFB, Minot, North Dakota
(Document 508)

Aas, Lynn (p49) Christensen, George (p39)
Allen, Earl (p99) Chumas, Effie (p44)
Bakke, Steve (p73) Dienst, Brad (p60)
Ballman, Everett (p63) Ekblad, Art (p62)
Breding, Bill (p73) Fedorchak, Mike (p103)
Brevik, Charles (p102) Frey, Larry (p57)
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Table 2 Continued, Page 5 of 6

Minot AFB, Minot, North Dakota
(Document 508)

(continued)

Greenup, Wayne (p84) Redland, Roland (p4 1)
Hermodson, Al (p105) Robinson, Albert (p73)
Hoffman, Charles (p89) Rosenberg, Ronnie (p77)
Koland, David (p51) Ruedisili, Neal (p96)
Kramlich, Gary (p93) Schoenwald, Larry (p55)
Kuhn, Ed (p85) Semrau, Marvin (p93)
Lange, Larry (p70) Sydness, Steve (p52)
Mallberg, Leon (p110) Tollefson, Ben (p46)
Mattson, Brenda (p75) Waind, David (p87)
Morrison, Ethel Mae (p91) Wickre, Gary (p58)
Pence, John (p87) Wilson, Herbert (p82)
Peterson, James (p48)

White man AFB, Warrenburg, Missouri
(Document 509)

Ash, Richard (p102) Kurth, Woodrow (p47)
Bachand, Marc (p87) Landewe, Robert (p73)
Bogue, Laura (p77) Lombardi, Gregg (p62)
Brame, William (p50) Mangina, Ben (p44)
Brown, Jerry (p127) Marble, Robert (p92)
Burnham, Helen (p88) Maring, Ray (p48)
Chudomelka, Helen (p99) Massey, Kimberly (p85)
Coffman, Amy (p75) McNally, Phillip (p57)
Crouch, Lorraine (p56) Myers, Eva (p60)
Denman, Edwin (p41) Pearce, David (p109)
DuCharme, Charles (p96) Prins, Karen (p82)
Fitzpatrick, Thomas (p69) Purves, Patty (p124)
Gammeter, Daniel (p89) Renkaski, Ron (p90)
Ginsburg, Anna (p114) Russell, Frances (p103)
Haim, Mark (p105) Schulte, Luanne (p122)
Harmon, Lynn (p75) Stack, Jeff (p1 16 )
James, Robert (p119) Thomas, Kathy (p97)
Jones, James (p95) Wax, Jack (pl00)
King, Thomas (p50) Wilbur, Eric (p54)
Klotz, John (p68) Wittstruck, Scott (p66)
Krider, LeRoy (p51) Wolff, Mike (p61)

Young, Christi (p112)

Wurtsmith AFB, Oscoda, Michigan
(Document 510)

Anderson, James (p53) Gothson, Henrick (p74) 4

Chatel, Thomas (p37) Hammis, Keith (p45)
Ferber, Ralph (p53) Hartzler, Lois (p92)
Foster, Robert K. (p36) Hunter, Willard (p83)
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Table 2 Continued, Page 6 of 6

Wurtsmith AFB, Oscoda, Michigan
(Document 510)

(continued)

Jackson, Barbara (p4 9) Riebling, Leona (p61)
Jackson, David (p4 1) Rose, Larry (p32)
Jansson, Eva (p72) Shireman, Jan (p45)
Lenhart, Harold Blondin (p100) Skochdopole, Richard (p80)
McCoy, Joan (p88) Smith, Susan (p50)
McGarvey, Metta (p76) Snider, Glenna (p95)
Miller, Terry (p57 ) Snider, Robert (p39)
Mowery, Doug (p70) Titus, Keith (p47)
Myles, Bruce (p64 ) Troester, Rosalie (p94)
Ridgeway, Peg (p65)
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Table 3

Summary of Public Comments Received by Location

Number of Number of
Location Documents I  Comments

F.E. Warren AFB 39 420
Barksdale AFB 14 Iil
Dyess AFB 117 198
Eaker AFB 8 44
Fairchild AFB 21 206
Grand Forks AFB 53 156
Little Rock AFB 77 338
Malmstrom AFB 18 152
Minot AFB 45 132
Whiteman AFB 61 386
Wurtsmith AFB 46 312
Other 20 215

TOTAL: 519 2,670

Note: llncludes transcripts for 11 public hearings.
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1.2 Comments and Responses

Section 1.2.1 consists of the issues and responses for the 497 written documents
received on or before the 31 August 1988 public comment deadline. Section 1.2.2
consists of issues and responses for the 11 public hearing transcripts. To reduce the size
of this document, if a response was used for more than one comment, the later responses
were referred back to the first time a given response was used.

The majority of issues were paraphrased by the preparers of this document. For the
complete verbatim comment, reproductions of the original written documents and public
hearing transcripts are provided in Sections 2 and 3 respectively.

For many comments, particularly those where the commentor makes a general statement
and no specific response is warranted, the response is listed as "Noted." "Noted" is used
to denote that the comment was recognized, but that the Air Force does not necessarily
agree or disagree with the statement made.

1.2.1 Written Comments

Doc Comment
No. No.

1 1 ISSUE: Louisiana State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) withholding
comment on the Draft EIS regarding impacts at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana
because archaeological survey and testing is still underway.

RESPONSE: The report detailing the results of cultural resources
investigations at Barksdale AFB has been transmitted to the SHPO in
accordance with standard reporting procedures. The SHPO has concurred
that no NRHP eligible archaeological sites would be affected by the
Proposed Action, but suggested the architectural importance of the
historic buildings be considered. Program impacts on the historic
buildings are addressed in EIS Section 4.3.5.3.

2 1 ISSUE: Final comments on the Draft EIS regarding cultural resources at
Wurtsmith AFB will be made by the Michigan SHPO after review of the
cultural resources survey report.

RESPONSE: The report detailing the results of cultural resources
investigations at Wurtsmith AFB has been provided to the SHPO in
accordance with standard reporting procedure. Verbal agreement with the
EIS findings has been given by the SHPO.

3 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the No Action Alternative in the
interest of love and peace on earth and all of its creatures.

RESPONSE: This comment does not deal with the environmental matters
that are the subject of the EIS on the deployment and peacetime operation
of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program. Whether the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program should be deployed is a matter for decision by the
President and the Congress.

4 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the No Action Alternative because
deployment of nuclear weapons in the State of Michigan increases the
danger and decreases their safety.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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5 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the Rail Garrison program because of
broader social, economic, political, and health consequences of nuclear
arms build-up.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

5 2 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about disposal of radioactive waste.
Prevention is better than cure. This can only be achieved by reducing
production of nuclear warheads.

RESPONSE: The issue of ultimate disposal of the components of
decommissioned warheads is beyond the scope of this EIS. The radioactive
components of the missiles will be reused, recycled, or disposed of in
accordance with the status, regulations, and procedures in effect at the
time those actions are taken. The appropriate environmental analyses will
likewise be prepared under the regulations applicable at that time. Also
see EIS Section 1.10 and Chapter 5.

5 3 ISSUE: Commentor states that the Rail Garrison program is contradictory

to the spirit of START and should not be implemented.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

5 4 ISSUE: Commentor states that little is said about the security needed for
the rail garrisoned nuclear missiles. The missiles would be more
vulnerable to accidents, sabotage, and terrorism than silo based missiles.

RESPONSE: Security measures are expected to provide early warning of
sabotage attempts and prevent disabling of the system.

5 5 ISSUE: Commentor states that the MIRV warheads invite early,
preemptive Soviet response.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

5 6 ISSUE: Commentor states that dispersal of missile trains would invite
saturation bombing by the Soviets to destroy the missiles and the rail
system.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

5 7 ISSUE: Commentor states that the Rail Garrison program would violate
the ABM Treaty although abandoned years ago, but was resurrected in the
form of the Strategic Defense Initiative.

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

5 8 ISSUE: Commentor states that personnel charged with maintaining our
nuclear weapons have a substantial rate of alcoholism, substance abuse,
and aberrant behavior.

RESPONSE: Crew members will be subject to the Air Force Personnel
Reliability Program (Air Force Regulation [AFRI 35-99) or Civilian
Personnel Reliability Program (AFR 40-925). These programs are designed
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to ensure that military and civilian personnel who are assigned to nuclear
weapons duties have no medical problems or psychological traits which
might result in behavior which would threaten the national security of the
United States. Candidates must meet all the requirements of personnel
reliability programs before they may perform duties associated with
nuclear weapons. The requirements include security clearance, medical
and psychological screening, and random drug testing (see EIS
Section 5.1.2).

5 9 ISSUE: Commentor states that the scoping hearing was hastily convened
with little time for the public to respond. Only one hearing was set for
the entire State of Michigan, and it would be important that communities
all along the proposed railroad route be alerted to elicit their concerns.

RESPONSE: Scoping meetings were held in the communities in the
immediate vicinity of the candidate deployment locations where the
greatest impacts would likely occur.

5 10 ISSUE-- Commentor concerned that the dispersal of the missiles over a
four to six hour period may not make them less targetable by Soviet
missile operators.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond -the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

5 11 ISSUE: Commentor supports the No Action Alternative because they

believe in the "First do no harm" principle.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

5 12 ISSUE: How will the presence of MX missiles affect local property
values?

RESPONSE: No change in land values near the installations or along rail
lines are expected.

5 13 ISSUE: How often will the missiles be sent out on cars for testing?

RESPONSE: One missile (without warheads) per year would be moved by
rail to F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming and then to Vandenberg AFB,
California for test launching. No other movement of missiles on the rail
network for test purposes is proposed. There will be no advance public
notice of the missile movements for those test firings.

5 14 ISSUE: What is the psychological effect on children who discover that
nuclear missiles are in their neighborhood?

RESPONSE: The issue of moral or psychological concerns about defense
strategy is beyond the scope of this EIS. The U.S. Supreme Court has held
that psychological impacts attributable to fear of a program is not an
appropriate subject for EIS analysis because it is not related to the
physical impacts of the program (Metropolitan Edison vs. People Against
Nuclear Energy, April 1983).

6 1 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the high risk of derailment and
collision the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program entails.
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RESPONSE: The probability of a Peacekeeper train being involved in a
derailment or collision is low. In the unlikely event that a Peacekeeper
train Is involved in a collision or derailment, the risk to health and safety
is extremely low. However, to present a complete analysis these risks are
analyzed in detail in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

6 2 ISSUE: Commentor concerned of the ever increasing risk of sabotage that
threatens the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison basing mode and operation.

RESPONSE: Security measures are expected to provide early warning of
sabotage attempts and prevent disabling of the system.

6 3 ISSUE: This basing mode would heighten tensions between the

superpowers.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

7 1 ISSUE: State of Arkansas Technical Review Committee has no objection
to the Draft EIS and the preferred alternative provided the Department of
Health's concerns are addressed. (See Document 7, Comments 2 to 5.)

RESPONSE: Noted.

7 2 ISSUE: Arkansas Department of Health sees no major long-term
environmental health related impacts due to radiation identified in the
EIS. The Department concurs with the conclusion that the radiation risk
to the general population is negligible due to the low probability of an
offsite release of radioactive material and that the health risks to crews
will be extremely small.

RESPONSE: Noted.

7 3 ISSUE: Arkansas Department of Health stated that the more significant
risk in this system is the hazardous material and not the radioactive
material.

RESPONSE: The risk analysis of hazardous and radioactive materials are
analyzed in Section 5 of the EIS.

7 4 ISSUE: The emergency response activities appear to be in keeping with
current government policy. State and local governments are noted
although activity involving the warhead is correctly restricted to specially
trained federal responders.

RESPONSE: Noted.

7 5 ISSUE. Arkansas Department of Health stated that while the figures in
the tables regarding radiation-induced cancer are reasonable, no data
source for the figures was given.

RESPONSE: Estimates of latent cancer fatalities resulting from given
exposure levels were derived from Recommendations of the International
Commission on Radiological Protection, Annals of the ICRP, ICRP-26,
Volume 1, Oxford, England, 1977.
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7 6 ISSUE.- Statements were made that Eaker AFB, Arkansas seems to be an
unlikely candidate, due primarily to the New Madrid fault and the
potential for a severe earthquake during the proposed 20-year life of the
program.

RESPONSE: The issue of earthquakes at Eaker AFB has been addressed in
EIS Sections 3.9.4 and 4.5.8.2. Structures constructed for the proposed
program would be designed with consideration given to the maximum
credible event. The occurrence of an earthquake and potential
environmental effects of the program have also been addressed as a
separate issue in EIS Section 5.2.3.

7 7 ISSUE: Concerned about the presence of archaeological sites at
Eaker AFB.

RESPONSE: Discovery of an archaeological site does not preclude the use
of the area by the Air Force. Federal law requires that the existence of
the site be taken into account during program planning. It is Air Force
policy to minimize harm to important sites and protect them to the extent
possible. Often sites can be avoided by changing the project design. The
revised garrison design in EIS Section 4.5 represents such an effort to
avoid site 3MS105. When complete avoidance is not practical, data
recovery may be necessary. The appropriate level of data recovery is
determined through consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Officer, the Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, any
concerned Indian tribal authorities, and the interested public, in
accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

8 1 ISSUE: Bossier City-Parish Metropolitan Planning Commission in support
of the selection of Barksdale AFB, Louisiana as one of the MX missile
locations because neither safety nor environmental assets will be
sacrificed.

RESPONSE: Noted.

9 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison being placed
at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana because the adverse environmental issues are
insignificant.

RESPONSE: Noted.

10 1 ISSUE: No action should be taken to deploy more nuclear weapons in
Michigan or anywhere.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

11 1 ISSUE.- Commentor concerned about Peacekeeper Rail Garrison basing at
Wurtsmith AFB and supports reducing the number of nuclear weapons
deployed in Michigan.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

12 1 ISSUE Will Little Elm Creek be contaminated and flow into Lake
Abilene, which is a water reservoir?

RESPONSE: Little Elm Creek, which drains Dyess AFB, lies downstream
of Lake Abilene and does not affect the lake. However, the creek does
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drain to Lake Fort Phantom Hill, a major municipal supply reservoir
located downstream of the base. No permanent, new wastewater
discharges to surface or groundwater will result from the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison program. The only project-related pollutants likely to find
their way into Lake Fort Phantom Hill would be suspended sediment
eroded from the construction sites at Dyess AFB. Accelerated sediment
loss to Little Elm Creek is expected to be minor, with temporary impacts
occurring during construction (see EIS Section 4.4.7.3). No substantial
reservoir effects are anticipated.

12 2 ISSUE: Ground squirrels in the Abilene, Texas area will be harmed
because of the contamination caused by the program.

RESPONSE: Potential contamination associated with the program is
unlikely to have a notable adverse impact on ground squirrels or other
wildlife species because the program will affect an area that is relatively
low quality habitat, and any toxic spill that does occur will be contained
onbase. The safety analysis done for the EIS includes calculation of the
incorporation of radioactive materials into the food chain and resulting
human exposure. The contribution to the total risk from that possibility is
very small because the predominant radioactive material that might be
dispersed, plutonium dioxide, is relatively insoluble and very little would
enter the food chain (see EIS Section 4.4.6.3).

13 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to all nuclear weapons and Rail Garrison
basing in Michigan or anywhere else because of Christian convictions and
concerns for public safety.

RESPONSE: Public safety issues are discussed in Chapter 5. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1.

14 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Dyess
AFB, Texas. Also supports the Air Force and anything good that needs to
be done for the protection of our grand old America.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

15 1 ISSUE: Wyoming Public Service Commission concerned about the need for
and availability of utility services for the program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming, and the population growth attributable to installation of the
program.

RESPONSE: For the Proposed Action, utility demands are identified in
EIS Section 4.2.2.3. Alternative Act-on requirements are given in EIS
Section 4.2.2.4, while cumulative impacts are identified in EIS
Section 4.2.2.5. Data on the growth in population are given in EIS
Sections 4.2.1.3, 4.2.1.4, and 4.2.1.5.

15 2 ISSUE.* Statement concerning the effect the construction and operation of
the program will have on utility facilities in the area, including damage
due to the construction, operation, and maintenance of the program.

RESPONSE: Design of the onbase facilities and railroad track takes into
consideration the protection or modification of existing and proposed
utility services such as water, electric, and gas lines. Consultation with
the affected utility will take place during design. Operation and
maintenance of the program are not anticipated to significantly affect
utility service.
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15 3 ISUE. What steps will be taken to ensure the safety and integrity of the
railroad track and rolling stock and to ensure the operating viability of the
program?

RESPONSE: Peacekeeper trains will operate on the commercial rail
network. The track and railroad rights-of-way are maintained by railroad
companies who keep the track operational and safe. Normal monitoring is
expected to be effective in preventing impairment of the mission and
accidents due to damaged track. No environmental impact will result
from those measures so the issue is not discussed further in the EIS. The
rolling stock will belong to the Air Force and will be maintained by the
Air Force or contractors in accordance with Federal Railroad
Administration and American Association of Railroads procedures and will
meet or exceed their standards.

15 4 ISSUE: What steps will be taken to ensure that train crews are
functioning with the necessary physical and mental facilities to safely
operate a train?

RESPONSE: The Air Force would provide crews qualified to operate the
locomotives. The railroads would provide a pilot who is fully
knowledgeable on the physical characteristics and rules of operations of
railroads (see EIS Sections 1.4.4 and 5.1.3). In addition to the existing
railroad personnel and safety programs, crew members will be subject to
the Air Force Personnel Reliability Program (Air Force Regulation
[AFRI 35-99) or Civilian Personnel Reliability Program (AFR 40-925).
These programs are designed to ensure that military and civilian personnel
who are assigned to nuclear weapons duties have no medical problems or
psychological traits which might result in behavior which would threaten
the national security of the United States. Candidates must meet all the
requirements of personnel reliability programs before they may perform
duties associated with nuclear weapons. The requirements include
security clearance, medical and psychological screening, and random drug
testing (see EIS Section 5.1.2).

15 5 ISSUE: What steps will be taken to ensure that military train crews are
knowledgeable of the operating rules of each railroad so that accidents
can be avoided?

RESPONSE: The training programs for Peacekeeper train crews will be
similar to Air Force flight crew training programs and will ensure that the
crews are fully qualified before they are assigned operational duties. The
training will include classroom work, train simulator experience, job
proficiency and safety evaluations on training trains, and continuing
performance evaluations during exercises and maintenance operations (see
EIS Section 5.1.2). The military train crews will be assisted by a pilot who
is a railroad employee assigned to a train. This person will advise crews
on the physical characteristic and traffic rules of the specific railroad, or
portion of the railroad, over which the train is to be moved (see EIS
Sections 1.4.4 and 5.1.3).

16 1 ISSUE: Statement made by the Texas State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) that an archaeological survey should be undertaken by a qualified
professional in the proposed areas of construction. Field examinations
should include shovel testing to identify subsurface cultural deposits.
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RESPONSE: An archaeological survey of proposed program impact areas
was recently undertaken by the Texas Archeological Research Lab,
Austin. The scope of work, previously approved by the SHPO, included
subsurface testing. The report of investigations has been prepared and
transmitted to SHPO for comment and the results of the survey have been
incorporated in Section 4.4.5 of the EIS. The SHPO has not provided final
comment at this time.

17 1 ISSUE Commentor in opposition to the installation of the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison system at Barksdale AFB because the system may
potentially destroy the wetlands, home of the red-cockaded woodpecker
and the American alligator.

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system will have no impacts
on the red-cockaded woodpecker. Some wetlands may be affected but this
would not threaten the integrity or survival of alligator populations. See
details in EIS Section 4.3.6.3.

18 1 ISSUE: Montana State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) requested the
Cultural Resource Inventory Report for Malmstrom AFB, Montana.

RESPONSE: The report detailing the results of cultural resources
investigations at Malmstrom AFB has been forwarded to the SHPO in
accordance with standard reporting procedures and results have been
incorporated in Section 4.9.5 of the EIS. The SHPO has not provided final
comment at this time.

19 1 ISSUE: Commentor in full support of the proposed selection of Whiteman
AFB, Missouri as a site for the deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

20 1 ISSUE: City of Sedalia, Missouri in support of the addition of Rail
Garrison at Whiteman AFB because there would be little inconvenience in
relocating two buildings and inconsequential impacts on wildlife and
wetland/forest habitats.

RESPONSE: Noted. Section 4.11.6.3 of the EIS provides a discussion of
the impacts on wildlife and wetland/forest habitats.

21 1 ISSUE: A nuclear accident would kill thousands. The whole world would
be affected not just a few families or lives.

RESPONSE: The EIS addresses safety concerns associated with
deployment of peacetime operation of the system. Dispersal of
radioactive materials as a result of an accident is considered to be
extremely unlikely, but was addressed in the EIS in considerable detail,
including the combination of events necessary to create a possibility of
occurrence, the health risk created by such an event, and emergency
response and cleanup actions (See EIS Section 5.1.1.2). Nuclear detonation
resulting from an accident is virtually impossible as discussed in Section
5.4.4 of the EIS.

22 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison being located
at Dyess AFB, Texas.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

23 1 ISSUE: The environmental issues were addressed very thoroughly at the
public hearing in Abilene, Texas. The majority of citizens in Abilene
heartily welcome the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Dyess AFB.

RESPONSE: Noted.

24 1 ISSUE: Defending the nation as a whole is far more important than
creating more income opportunities in Louisiana. Therefore, the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system is not suitable at Barksdale AFB.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

24 2 ISSUE: Has the Air Force studied the number of derailment incidents in
recent years? The Barksdale area has some of the worst tracks in the
nation.

RESPONSE: The risk assessment conducted for this EIS takes into
account all rail accidents for the years 1983 to 1987. Regional
differences in accident rates were not found to be significant. In addition,
the Air Force has conducted exhaustive track investigations in the vicinity
of each candidate installation. There is sufficient quantity and quality of
track in the vicinity of each installation to warrant retention as a
candidate for deployment. Additionally, the Federal Railroad
Administration, through the railroad companies, assessed the national rail
network with regard to the Peacekeeper train parameters. There exists
more than 120,000 miles of track nationwide upon which the trains could
safely operate without restriction.

24 3 ISSUE: If Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is located at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana the people would eventually pay for rebuilding all the railroad
systems. Why can't the railroad concerns and those who use them
regularly pay for a safe rail system?

RESPONSE: The tracks and railroad rights-of-way are maintained by
railroad companies who own them. Since Peacekeeper trains will operate
on the commercial rail network, the Air Force will operate through a
track usage fee agreement and structure similar to commercial
operations.

24 4 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison trains could be easily located.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

24 5 ISSUE: Why is Barksdale AFB, Louisiana one of the bases being
considered?

RESPONSE: Each candidate installation was one of hundreds of military
bases in the 48 contiguous states that were initially considered. Eleven
installations were identified through the rigorous application of siting
criteria. Such critical factors as an existing weapons handling capability
at the installation, available land on or adjacent to the installation, Air
Force control or ownership of the installation, security, and access to a
suitable rail network were taken into consideration.
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25 1 ISSUE: The losco County Board of Commissioners feels the DEIS
overstates the seriousness of the groundwater contamination problem at
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan. The quality of the groundwater aquifer
supplying water to the base has not inhibited the continued operation of
the base. Strong efforts to protect the water supply and clean up the
contamination in the aquifer are being carried out by the base. Wurtsmith
AFB's groundwater quality situation should not be a stopper for any future
development or mission changes to the base.

RESPONSE: The State of Michigan considers the groundwater
contamination at Wurtsmith AFB to be serious enough to rate the base as
one of the state's top-priority cleanup sites. Although aquifer
contaminant concentrations have dropped considerably due to base
cleanup actions, several of the base supply wells remain uncontaminated
due only to continued operation of special groundwater purge wells.
Increased water demand due to the Proposed Action would intensify this
situation. Although this impact is rated as significant, it does not
preclude selection of Wurtsmith AFB as a garrison intallation (see EIS
Sections 3.8.7 and 4.12.7.3).

25 2 ISSUE: Resolution of the losco County Board of Commissioners in support
of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program for its importance to the
strategic posture of the United States. Also encourages placement of the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan for its economic
importance to losco County.

RESPONSE: Noted.

26 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Wurtsmith
AFB, Michigan. The local electrical workers union could provide local
manpower to support construction with very little impact on local housing.

RESPONSE: Noted.

27 1 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas should have minimal or no adverse impacts on the environment
since any development would be in an area currently developed or recently
occupied by military buildings. The project should have beneficial impacts
due to elimination of blighted areas and improved storm drainage in the
area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

28 1 ISSUE: Comments made by others at the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas
public hearing about nuclear buildup and threat in general were entirely
inappropriate and not appreciated by the majority of the community
people who choose to let their elected officials represent them, rather
than waste the valuable and generously given time of the gentlemen
conducting the hearings.

RESPONSE: Noted.

29 1 ISSUE: What color is the missile?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper missile is light grey.
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30 1 ISSUE: Resolution from Nolan County, Texas in support of the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system for its low-cost strategic deterrent
capability and the missile's proven success. The system is a vital national
program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

31 1 ISSUE: Will U.S. 23 near Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan be able to
accommodate the heavy transportation of all materials needed for the
construction of the garrison? What would be the plans to alleviate the
congested highway?

RESPONSE: U.S. 23 would be able to accommodate the heavy vehicles to
be used for hauling construction materials. Since no significant impacts
are expected on roads due to the program, no mitigation measures are
planned (see EIS Section 4.12.3.3).

32 1 ISSUE: The MX missile program should contribute its proportionate share
of the $25 billion needed to upgrade nuclear weapon production facilities
and operate them in a safe and environmentally acceptable manner, the
$35 billion to $65 billion to clean up the existing nuclear facilities and
their surroundings, and the $45 billion cost of disposing of nuclear wastes
and decommissioning weapon production facilities.

RESPONSE: The scope of this EIS on the proposed deployment and
peacetime operations of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system includes
discussion of the expected environmental and socioeconomic *mpacts and
safety concerns. Issues of national security policy (including co, -ideration
of alternative strategic weapon systems), morality ,iacluding
consideration of alternative means to ensure peace), and resource
allocation (including consideration of alternative uses of funds) are among
the important factors that affect the decision-making process of the
executive and legislative branches of the Government. However, the EIS
is not an appropriate place to address these issues.

33 1 ISSUE: Why is the MX Rail Garrison needed?

RESPONSE: The purpose and need for this system are described in EIS
Section 1.1.

33 2 ISSUE Why put MX in Oscoda, Michigan?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 5.

33 3 ISSUE: What will be the environmental impact on Oscoda and on
Michigan?

RESPONSE: Potential environmental impacts resulting from the
deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system at Wurtsmith AFB
are presented in Section 4.12 of the EIS.

33 4 ISSUE: What will be the impact on tourism in Michigan?

RESPONSE: Deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system is not
expected to have an effect on tourism in a region and for a state as a
whole. The proposed program may have an adverse effect on how a state
is perceived by potential tourists because of media attention focused on
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the deployment of the system and its peacetime operation (though the
system may be an attraction for some individuals). However, the
deployment of other missile systems in the past (e.g., Peacekeeper
missiles in Wyoming) has not resulted in a large amount of media
attention. General media coverage of the deployment and peacetime
operation of the system would not likely result in a noticeable effect on
tourism in a region or state and any decrease would likely be of short
duration. However, given the scenario that extensive media coverage
does occur, deployment of the system could result in an adverse effect on
a state's travel promotion efforts.

33 5 ISSUE: What will be the environmental impact of the measures necessary
to handle increased traffic on the roadways and railways in Oscoda and
throughout Michigan?

RESPONSE: The small increase in highway traffic and infrequent train
movements caused by the program are not projected to require any
mitigation measures. Existing road and railroad systems are adequate to
handle program requirements and will not result in significant impacts
(see EIS Section 4.12.3.3).

33 6 ISSUE- What is the environmental impact of building an ABM system in
order to protect MX Rail Garrison?

RESPONSE: Since no ABM system is proposed, no analysis of the impact
of such a system has been conducted.

33 7 ISSUE: What security measures will be implemented to protect MX?

RESPONSE: Appropriate security measures are planned for protection of
the system. These measures will be similar to current security systems
already in effect at each installation and for military transport. The
trains will be secured by military personnel onboard the trains. In the
event that individuals were to interfere or attempt to interfere with train
operations, appropriate security measures will be taken (see also EIS
Sections 1.3.5, 1.4.4 and 5.1.6).

33 8 ISSUE: Will the security measures on railway properties be under military
command?

RESPONSE: There will be no new security measures affecting railway
properties and no railway properties off existing military installations will
be under military command. Peacekeeper trains will have independent
security systems that will be in effect both in the garrison and in transit
(see also EIS Sections 1.3.5, 1.4.4, and 5.1.6).

33 9 ISSUE: If not the military, who will control the railway security network?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 8.

33 10 ISSUE: What will be MX's impact on local police authorities?

RESPONSE: No significant impacts on local police authorities are
expected to occur as a result of the program. Their participation and
assistance may be required in the unlikely event of accidents,
emergencies, or civil disputes outside a garrison installation.
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33 11 ISSUE: What powers will the local military security commanders have?

RESPONSE: There will be no change in the authority of local military
commanders. They will continue to have the authority currently granted
them to maintain the security of their installations.

33 12 ISSUE: Will any security commander or subordinate have the power to
automatically detain and search persons found on the railroad rights-of-
way as may be done on military reservations?

RESPONSE: The offbase tracks will not be secured by military
personnel. However, the trains will be secured by military personnel
onboard the trains. In the event that individuals were to interfere or
attempt to interfere with train operations, security measures would be
taken including detention of those responsible for criminal offenses
against the train or the crew. Such detainees would be turned over to the
appropriate civil authorities.

33 13 ISSUE: Will homes and properties immediately adjacent to the rights-of-
way be subject to unannounced searches and/or systematic observation?

RESPONSE: No.

33 14 ISSUE: Will plainclothes or secret agents be stationed in towns, villages,
or at other intervals along MX rail lines for security purposes?

RESPONSE: No.

33 15 ISSUE: Will persons living near the MX routes be advised that their
activities are subject to systematic monitoring?

RESPONSE: They will not be subject to systematic monitoring.

33 16 ISSUE: Will deployment of MX result in the establishment of a network of
secret police across the dispersal area?

RESPONSE: No network of secret police will be created.

33 17 ISSUE: Will there be congressional oversight of this security network?

RESPONSE: No network of secret police will be created.

33 18 ISSUE-- In view of recent FBI disregard for civil liberties, is it reasonable
to ask citizens to allow the formation and widespread deployment of
another secret security organization?

RESPONSE: No network of secret police will be created.

33 19 ISSUE: To what uses other than MX railway security will the security
network be utilized?

RESPONSE: No network of secret police will be created.

33 20 ISSUE: What additional security measures will be taken to prevent
sabotage or acts of terrorists?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.
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33 21 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact of safeguards on the affected
areas?

RESPONSE: No significant environmental impacts are projected to result
from program security.

33 22 ISSUE: How extensive will the "off limits" perimeter be?

RESPONSE: The security fences and base boundaries for each candidate
installation are depicted in the EIS. There will be no off limits perimeter
established when the trains are outside an installation and no physical
security measures will be imposed on the rail network.

33 23 ISSUE: What will be the impact of MX security measures on hunters,
fishermen, and other outdoor enthusiasts?

RESPONSE: None.

33 24 ISSUE: How will the MX impact on the constitutional right to bear arms?

RESPONSE: There will be no impact.

33 25 ISSUE. To what degree will the civil liberties of those living adjacent to
the MX railways be diminished?

RESPONSE: None.

33 26 ISSUE: To what degree will the civil liberties of persons in towns along
MX routes who oppose MX deployment be diminished?

RESPONSE: None.

33 27 ISSUE. What will be the sociological impact on the communities having
security personnel collecting information on them and their citizens?

RESPONSE: They will not be subject to systematic monitoring.

33 28 ISSUE- How many military personnel and how many civilian personnel will
be employed to secure the rail system?

RESPONSE: Additional employment which would result from deployment
of the system is described in base specific sections of the EIS. See
Section 4.2.1 through 4.12.1.

33 29 ISSUF- Where will MX trains travel?

RESPONSE: The routes used for initial system deployment, maintenance,
operational readiness testing, and training will be preplanned by the Air
Force and will consider safety as a major factor. If there is ever a
strategic dispersal in a time of national need, the trains will make
maximum use of all track in the national rail network, excluding only
track whose conditions or geometry would not accommodate the train.

33 30 ISSUE- What is the environmental impact on communities throughout the
state located along railways to be traversed by MX?
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RESPONSE: Other than safety risks, no environmental impacts will occur
in communities along the rail network. Potential safety risks for
communities along the rail network are discussed in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

33 31 ISSUE: What is the likelihood of train collisions and derailments?

RESPONSE- The likelihood of such accidents is covered in detail in
Section 5.3 of the EIS.

33 32 ISSUE' What is the environmental impact of a MX train collision and
derailment?

RESPONSE: The environmental consequences of such accidents are
covered in detail in Section 5.4 of the EIS.

33 33 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact on nearby states of various

kinds of accidents involving MX trains or the missiles?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 32.

33 34 ISSUE: A Titan missile exploded in a Damascus (Arkansas) silo because of
a dropped wrench; how susceptible to accidental explosion will MX be?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper missile contains solid-fueled propellant
(except small, well protected liquid fuels in the fourth stage) and is many
times more safe than the liquid-fueled Titan missile. A similar
occurrence involving a Peacekeeper missile would not cause a fire or
explosion, though it might cause damage to the missile that would need to
be repaired.

33 35 ISSUE' What are the chances of an explosion aboard the MX trains in
percent per year?

RESPONSE: Chapter 5 of the EIS contains a summary of the methods and
findings of a thorough risk assessment for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
system. The results of that study are reported there in a form that is
generally accepted for risk assessment. The figure requested was not
computed.

33 36 ISSUE: What are the chances in percent that an MX missile will explode
somewhere on the rail route sometime during the 20-year life of MX?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 35.

33 37 ISSUE: What is the likelihood of an accidental explosion of MX fuel?

RESPONSE' See EIS Section 5.3.

33 38 ISSUE' What is the environmental impact of an accidental explosion in
the garrison and during dispersal?

RESPONSE: The environmental impact of an explosion of a missile is
described in detail in Section 5.4 of the EIS.

33 .39 ISSUE' In tests on warheads, what can and cannot cause detonation of the
warheads and of the propellant? Can detonation be caused by the force of
collision or derailment; bridge collapse in transit; heat from fire or
explosion; or propellant explosion?
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RESPONSE& The warheads would not detonate under any, evenly remotely
foreseeable, circumstances during Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system
deployment and operation. The risk assessment in Chapter 5 of the EIS
does take into account the possibility that a very severe accident and
accompanying fire might ca,,se the nissile propellant to burn or explode.

33 40 ISSUE._ What is the effect on MX of sideways motion, such as that present
during transit on the railways?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper missile propellants are insensitive high
explosives (IHE). The characteristics and resistance of those propellants
to abnormal environments are well known. They can tolerate strong shock
and high temperatures without detonating. The characteristics of rail
travel, such as vibration, harmonics, and change in temperature, are well
within the range of environment which the [HE can experience without
chance of decomposition, explosion, or detonation. The system will also
be shock isolated which will mitigate the effects of sideways motion.

33 41 ISSUF: What is the effect on the MX solid fuel of the rhythmic vibrations

of rail travel?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 40.

33 42 ISSUE.- Have the linear and nonlinear oscillations (including harmonics and
subharmonics) induced into the missile carrier and missile fuel by
movement over the rail system been defined, quantified, and applied to
the detonation characteristics of the rocket fuel? What do these
calculations indicate the effects to be on the fuel long-term over the
projected life of the missiles? Were these calculations applied to the
varying speeds at which the carrier will be operated?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 40.

33 43 ISSUE: Since the rail network is not physically uniform throughout, have
the quantitative determinations been applied specifically to: a)
oscillations induced by trestles; b) oscillations induced by various rail
lengths found throughout the system; c) frequency changes due to the
changes in soil geology over which the railbed is built; and d) the effects
achieved when conditions from the lowest temperature recorded through
the highest temperature recorded in the area of MX distribution are
applied to the moving system?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 40.

33 44 ISSUE: What is the likelihood that an accidental explosion would trigger a
nuclear explosion?

RESPONSE: Virtually none.

33 45 ISSUE. What is the environmental impact of an explosion of one or more
of the nuclear warheads?

RESPONSE: An accidental, inadvertent, or deliberate (without emergency
war orders) detonation of the warhead is virtually impossible. Also see
EIS Section 5.1.1.2.
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33 46 ISSUE: If a 1-megaton explosion destroys nearly everything, including the
population, in a 4.3-mile radius, would an explosion of all the garrisoned
MX trains do the same in a 68.8-mile radius?

RESPONSE- See response to Document 33, Comment 45.

33 47 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact on Jacksonville, Little Rock and
the rest of the State of Arkansas from a first-strike nuclear attack on
MX?

RESPONSE: The issue of impacts due to nuclear war is beyond the scope

of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

33 48 ISSUE: What is the likelihood of accidental launch?

RESPONSE: An accidental launch is virtually impossible. See EIS
Section 5.1.1.2.

33 49 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact of MX launch on the immediate
area?

RESPONSE: The intentional launch of a missile is beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

33 50 ISSUE: How will the warheads be transported to Arkansas? How will they
be handled? What is the environmental impact of the transportation risks
involved?

RESPONSE: The warheads will be transported in assembled reentry
systems to the garrison installations by specially certified aircraft and
crews. The risk assessment for that transportation, and environmental
impacts of a release are presented in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

33 51 ISSUE: Why are scoping hearings not being held at an adequate number of
locations throughout the state to assure public involvement from all areas
of the state put at risk by MX?

RESPONSE: Scoping meetings were held in the communities in the
immediate vicinity of the candidate deployment locations where the
greatest impacts would likely occur.

33 52 ISSUE Why was there not adequate prior notice given to citizens on the
scoping hearings, especially since four dates were given for this one (for
Little Rock AFB)?

RESPONSE: The Notice of Intent was published in the Federal Register
and was released to national and local media outlets. That announcement
noted that the scoping meetings would be held in the communities
adjacent to the candidate deployment locations and that the specific
meeting information would be released through the local media.
Newspaper, radio, and television outlets were provided with the meeting
information by the base Public Affairs Officer as soon as pertinent travel
and auditorium schedules were confirmed.

33 53 ISSUE& What are the environmental impacts due to the following: a) the
scoping hearings are not a truly open process; b) the process is not
presided over by an impartial party; c) the hearing was not adequately
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advertised; d) the hearing site is an obscure, out of the way place far away
from the main population center; e) no notice was given to other impacted
communities throughout the state along the MX rail routes; f) civic
officials are allowed to make self-serving statements subject to no time
constraints, thereby stealing the limited time available for public input;
and g) Congressman Robinson abused his franking privileges in his
attempts to stack the hearing with MX supporters?

RESPONSE: All public meetings were held in accordance with the Council
on Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) and Air Force
Regulation 19-2. Public hearings are held by the lead agency, in this case
the Air Force. Elected public officials were given an opportunity to speak
first as they represent a large constituency. The 3-minute time limit was
imposed to allow the largest number of individuals to speak. The 10 P.M.
closing was the standard at all hearings. Those who did not have an
opportunity to speak were encouraged to submit written comments as
these were treated equally. The Final EIS covers all issues that are within
the scope of the EIS, whether identified at scoping meetings, in public
comments to the Draft EIS, or at any other time.

33 54 ISSUE-- Will local authorities he notified during times of MX train
dispersal?

RESPONSE: No.

33 55 ISSUE-- Will there be emergency training, evacuation plans, or medical
care for civilians in communities along MX train routes?

RESPONSE: Generally, emergency response and disaster preparedness
training and planning assistance for civilian communities is available from
several sources, including the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEM .). The Air Force routinely
participates in those planning processes. Funds for this training comes
from those agencies' budgets. For further information, please contact
FEMA, 500 C Street Southwest, Washington DC 20472. See Section 5.5 of
the EIS.

33 56 ISSUE: What fire prevention measures will be installed on MX trains?

RESPONSE: Fire prevention measures are receiving special attention in
the design of the train including: 1) All possible sources of fire will be
designed to prevent ignition from occurring; 2) All possible fire sources
will be isolated from possible fire propagation paths; 3) Fire extinguishing
devices will be strategically located at all possible fire sources and
propagation paths; 4) Monitoring devices will be 3trategically located at
all possible fire sources and propagation paths to immediately detect
fire/smoke and activate alarms and fire extinguishing devices; 5) Fire
retardant materials will be used throughout the train; and 6) All personnel
onboard the train will receive special training in fire prevention and
control.

33 57 ISSUE- Who will fight fires, civilian or military fire fighters? If military,
will they be on the trains? If so, who will fight fires in case of accident,
when the train crew is injured or disabled? If they will not be on the
trains, how will they be transported to the scene of an accident? If
civilian fire fighters will be responsible, what additional training will they
need? Who will bear the cost of such training? Is there any possibility of
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special equipment being necessary to respond to train accidents carrying
nuclear warheads and missile fuel? Who will bear the costs of obtaining
such equipment?

RESPONSE: The trains will be equipped with equipment for fighting small
fires on the trains. If the crew members were disabled in an accident, the
local fire departments, federal or civilian, in the area would respond.
Specialized equipment for handling accidents involving hazardous and
radioactive materials would be brought to the scene, if necessary, by the
Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Energy, Department of
Defense, and other agencies (see EIS Section 5.5.1).

33 58 ISSUE- How large will the MX project be?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.3.

33 59 ISSUE: How many workers, military and civilian, will be imported for this
project at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan and for how long? What special
services will be set up for those who come seeking work but do not find it
and who stay?

RESPONSE: Military worker inmigrants would number approximately 345
persons and would remain for the life of the program (with normal
turnover). Approximately 45 of the 63 civilian operations workers are
projected to inmigrate. Unsuccessful job-seekers are not expected to
number more than 20 to 30 persons within the region. No special services
are expected to be required.

33 60 ISSUE. How will land values around Wurtsmith AFB and along Michigan's
railways be impacted by the deployment of MX?

RESPONSE: No change in land values near the base or along railway lines
are expected.

33 61 ISSUE: When will this system become obsolete? Will it be obsolete before
it is deployed on rails?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program has an expected life
span of up to 20 or more years. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

33 62 ISSUE: What will be the economic environmental impact of MX
obsolescence?
RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of the EIS. Also see response

to Document 3, Comment 1.

33 63 1SSUE: What plans are being made for decommissioning?

RESPONSE: When the decision is made and the manner of
decommissioning is known, the Air Force will perform the appropriate
environmental analyses (see EIS Section 1.10).

33 64 ISSUE: Why is Rail Garrison so near an active earthquake fault?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 7, Comment 6.
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33 65 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact of an earthquake on MX trains
garrisoned at the air base and dispersed on the railways?

RESPONSE: The environmental impacts and the probability of mishaps
caused by natural disasters is addressed in EIS Section 5.2.3. The
potential effects of an earthquake on program components and operations
are discussed in EIS Section 3.9.4.

33 66 ISSUE: What is the likelihood of radioactivity escaping into the
environment in the event of tornado, flood, fire, or other natural
occurrence?

RESPONSE: There is virtually no possibility of an escape of radioactive
materials as a result of a tornado, flood, or other natural hazards. See EIS
Section 5.2.3. A series of events necessary to expose an RV to a fire
either of natural causes or from an accident are very unlikely to occur.
Although such an event is very improbable, to provide a complete
environmental analysis, the human health effects of exposure to
aerosolized plutonium are described in EIS Section 5.4.4.

33 67 ISSUE: Have studies been conducted on the effects of wind in case of a
radiation leak?

RESPONSE: The consequences of a radiation leak, including the effect of
wind, were analyzed in the study of the safety of the system presented in
Chapter 5 of the EIS.

33 68 ISSUE What toxic or hazardous wastes will be generated by MX? What is
the environmental impact of these wastes?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper missile is composed of various
chemical/propellant and radioactive materials that are hazardous. These
materials include ammonium perchlorate, hydroxyl-terminated
polybutadiene, cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine, nitroglycerine/-
polyethylene glycol, mono methylhydrazine, radioactive materials and
nitrogen tetroxide. Additionally, the maintenance of the rail cars will
generate various hazardous wastes consisting of solvents, waste oils and
lubricants, hydraulic fluids, anti-corrosives, and battery acid.
Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Defense, and
Department of Energy regulations govern the handling and disposal of
hazardous waste. These regulations will be complied with when dealing
with all waste generated by this program. The Air Force hazardous waste
program at all bases must comply with the "cradle to grave" management
concept of material and wastes required by the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976 as amended. All federal, state and local
standards and procedures required to manage, store, transport and dispose
of wastes are used (see response to Document 33, Comment 68). Air
Force managers at each installation have and will continue to participate
in local planning commissions for the purpose of sharing information to
include hazardous materials needed in responding to an emergency
involving Air Force property.

33 69 ISSUE: What funds will be set aside for hazardous waste cleanup?

RESPONSE: In the unlikely event of a mishap, funds from the Department
of Defense will be used to respond.
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33 70 ISSUE: How often will MX trains need to be returned to F.E. Warren
AFB?

RESPONSE: It is not envisioned that an entire train will be moved from a
garrison to F.E. Warren AFB. Maintenance/repair calculations indicate
that an average total for all the selected deployment bases would be about
two moves from the garrisons to F.E. Warren AFB per year. Prior to any
such moves, the reentry systems would be removed.

33 71 ISSUE-- What will be the environmental impact of an accident during
transportation?

RESPONSE: The environmental impacts of accidents are described in
detail in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

33 72 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact of a surprise enemy attack on
the garrison before dispersal and on Michigan after dispersal?

RESPONSE: The environmental impact of a surprise enemy attack is
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

33 73 ISSUE: Periodic adjustment of the guidance system is necessary to
missiles in stationary silos; how will this be handled on rail garrisoned
MX?

RESPONSE: Operational requirements of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
system are beyond the scope of this EIS.

33 74 ISSUE: MX railcars will need a special design to carry their load. Will
existing tracks and bridges sustain the anticipated weight? What is the
environmental impact of replacing tracks and bridges? What is the
environmental impact of altering the railway grades to accommodate MX?

RESPONSE: The design and fabrication of special cars to carry heavy
loads is not unusual. The dimensions of the missile iaunch car will
conform to Association of American Railroads (AAR) and Federal
Railroad Administration design constraints and, in addition, will conform
to kir Force Regulation 122-10, Nuclear Surety/Safety, design constraints
as necessary. Currently, the missile launch car will weigh approximately
550,000 pounds, including the missile. This weight is well within the
capabilities of the rail network projected for use. To verify the missile
launch car performs as required, the car will be subjected to numerous
tests and analyses and will be certified by the AAR. No track or bridges
will be replaced, nor will any grades be redesigned to accommodate the
system. Rail spur access between the installations and railroad main lines
may be built new or upgraded.

33 75 ISSUE- How many miles of new track will be laid? Where? How many
miles of track must have grade elevation changes? Where? Where will
the fill come from? Where will the gravel come from?

RESPONSE: See EIS Sections 4.2 through 4.12 for a discussion of the
amount of new track required at each installation.

33 76 ISSUE What is the impact to commercial traffic during MX train
dispersal?
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RESPONSE: Peacetime training train activity will be a well-planned,
scheduled, and coordinated activity between the Air Force and the
railroad industry. The training trains will be scheduled with regular
traffic on the commercial rail network on a regular basis to maintain crew
proficiency. The trains will be operated by Air Force personnel guided by
railroad "pilots." Railroads will be compensated for services provided.
The Peacekeeper trains would be blended in with commercial traffic. The
addition of 25 trains to a system which handles thousands of trains a day
will not significantly affect traffic patterns during dispersal. However,
disruption of commercial rail schedules could occur at varying degrees
based on the particular tactical situation at the time each train initially
joins the rail network. The Peacekeeper train could ask for highest
priority, blend with the existing commercial traffic, or travel at night
when traffic is at a minimum.

33 77 ISSUE: What is the economic environmental impact of halting commercial
train traffic during times of dispersal, which may be for extended periods?

RESPONSE: No extended interference with commercial train traffic is
foreseen. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 76.

33 78 ISSUE: During times of MX train dispersal, who dispatches and controls
rail traffic?

RESPONSE: During normal peacetime operating conditions, Air Force
personnel will operate the locomotive together with a railroad industry
"Pilot." The Air Force train commander is in charge of all operations on
the train. Train movement would be in close coordination with dispatch
centers to provide safe and effective movement.

33 79 ISSUE Will the electronic interference caused by a surprise nuclear
attack prevent dispersal? Who controls MX trains in such a case?

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

33 80 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact of the MX electronic
communications system on communities through which MX trains pass?

RESPONSE: There is no significant impact.

33 81 ISSUE.' Will railways be constantly monitored for damage? Who will be
responsible for maintaining the integrity of the track and railbeds?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

33 82 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact of floods, tornados, blizzards,
earthquakes, mechanical failures, and train wrecks on dispersal of MX
trains?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 65.

33 83 ISSUE-- Will MX be protected by helicopters? What is the environmental
impact of this increased air traffic around the air base and along the
railways?
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RESPONSE: The Proposed Action does not include use of helicopters to
protect the system except for surveillance during the transport of reentry
systems between the Cheyenne Airport and F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

33 84 ISSUE: The impact of living in fear of nuclear war or accident has
profound psychological effects on children and other vulnerable persons.
What impact will there be if the MX comes to Arkansas?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

33 85 ISSUE: What psychological effects can be expected in various age groups
near the garrison and along the MX rail routes?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

33 86 ISSUE: What corporations will benefit from the economic environmental
impact of MX Rail Garrison?

RESPONSE: Many industries, including construction, manufacturing,
trade, and transportation will be involved in the production and
deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program. Specific
contractors are selected by competitive bidding on a nationwide basis. It
is not possible to predict which contractors will be awarded the
contracts. Chapter 4.1 of the EIS provides an evaluation of the national
economic impacts.

33 87 ISSUE: What will be the effect on MX of a treaty eliminating half of all
strategic weapons as proposed by President Reagan? What would be the
economic environmental impact on Arkansas?

RESPONSE: Issues of the environmental and economic impact of treaties
are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

33 88 ISSUE: What will be the costs of the EIS process, including the scoping
hearings?

RESPONSE: The entire EIS process and associated hearings will cost
approximately $9 million.

33 89 ISSUE: What will be the completed costs of the MX project?

RESPONSE: The entire system would cost between $10 and $12 billion.

33 90 ISSUE: What will be the annual cost of maintenance and operation?

RESPONSE: Approximately $200 million (86 dollars) is currently budgeted
for annual maintenance and operations of the system.

33 91 ISSUE: Have any studies been done to determine how many industries will
not locate in the MX deployment area because of MX?

RESPONSE: No formal studies have been done but historical precedence
does not suggest that industrial development has been deterred due to the
presence of a military base. Indeed it has been documented that economic
growth has frequently been stimulated by the presence of a military
installation.
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33 92 ISSUE: What will be the effect on the economic development of the

deployment areas with the systematic denial of good industries?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 91.

33 93 ISSUE: How will these areas be compensated for the loss of well-paying,
high tech jobs?

RESPONSE: The military is itself a high-tech industry that requires a
great deal of support from similar private industries. Proximity to
military facilities is frequently a consideration for the location of such
firms.

33 94 ISSUE.- Will the denial of high quality jobs cause emigration of the
educated who can find no jobs commensurate with their educational level,
thereby further eroding the economic development of the area?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 93.

33 95 ISSUE: What will be the sociological impact of erosion of economic
development in the area?

RESPONSE: The deployment of a Rail Garrison is expected to increase
direct and secondary employment and income and not expected to cause
an erosion of economic development.

33 96 ISSUE: With regard to the international political environment, is the
aggregation of MX trains in garrison at the air base more likely to invite
enemy attack? Does it increase the probability of an enemy first strike?

RESPONSE: Issues of enemy targeting are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

33 97 ISSUE: Who or what is the high authority that will authorize dispersal of
MX trains during times of heightened international tensions?

RESPONSE: The high authority is defined as the President and Secretary

of Defense and their duly designated alternates and successors.

33 98 ISSUE: What constitutes the state of "heightened international tensions?"

RESPONSE: National need will be determined by United States leadership
based upon careful evaluation of all known relevant factors. While it is
not useful to speculate about possible scenarios, it is expected that
"national need" might occur during periods of heightened international
tensions such as occurred during the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis and the
1973 Middle East War.

33 99 ISSUE: Who may authorize firing MX?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

33 100 ISSUE- Will launch control officers be educated about their duty to
disobey unlawful orders under the Nuremburg principles?
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RESPONSE: The issue of officer education is beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

33 101 ISSUE: What safeguards will be instituted to prevent unauthorized or
accidental firing?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 5.1.1.2

33 102 ISSUE: MX is claimed to be aimed at Soviet missiles. It is also called a
deterrent, rather than a first-strike weapon. Will it be fired on empty
Soviet missile launching sites as logic dictates, or will it be used as a
first-strike weapon?

RESPONSE: Discussion of nuclear strategy is beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

33 103 ISSUE: If MX is to fire after computers indicate an enemy nuclear attack
has begun, what is the likelihood of a mistaken launch order?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

33 104 ISSUEz What will the ultimate environmental impact be after the firing of
MX and the ensuing escalation of nuclear warfare?

RESPONSE: The impacts of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

33 105 ISSUE: What will be the social and economic impacts on our area if the
President is successful in his intent to "rid the world of them" (all nuclear
weapons)?

RESPONSE: The social and economic impacts of elimination of all
nuclear weapons are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

34 1 ISSUE: Define the entire body of information regarding nuclear waste as
it relates to the MX missile system. What is produced? How much?
Where? How is it buried? What environmental impact does it create?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 2.

34 2 ISSUE: What is done with hazardous waste at Wurtsmith AFB? Tell us the
entire body of information surrounding this concern.

RESPONSE: See EIS Sections 4.12.2.2 and 4.12.2.3. Also see response to
Document 33, Comment 68.

34 3 ISSUE., Have doctors done an entire study of the contamination effects on
all military and civilian personnel at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan over the
past 20 years as it relates to miscarriages, stillbirths, baby deaths, and
gynecological problems?

RESPONSE: The issue of health effects of any prior contamination of
military and civilian personnel is outside the scope of this EIS. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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34 4 ISSUE: Basing modes have not been compared in this study. If there is
the possibility of taking no action, what proves to be the best of the 30
basing modes? Is there another that is more environmentally sound?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

34 5 ISSUE: Michigan voted in November 1982 that deployment of nuclear
weapons in Michigan is to be rejected. Therefore, prove to the public that
the MX Rail Garrison is actually needed for national defense and security
when its only stated use is to be reserved for attacks after the United
States has been attacked.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 6 ISSUE: If the MX is using the commercial rail system which spreads
through various Michigan cities, hearings of environmental impact on the
air, land, and water of these communities must be held for public
testimony. Persons who traveled at great inconvenience (4 hours) from
these cities were not heard because of limitations on time. All of us
present for the hearings believed that the hearing was totally for the
public after our reading of the document. We were willing to stay beyond
your 10:00 P.M. curfew because of the urgency of this matter.

RESPONSE: Public hearings were held in the communities in the
immediate vicinity of the proposed garrison installations where the
greatest impacts would most likely occur. The 10:00 P.M. closing was the
standard at all hearings. Those who did not receive an opportunity to
speak were encouraged to submit written comments as these were treated
equally.

34 7 ISSUE: In commentor's opinion, international law and the laws of God
prohibit the possession, use, and threat of use of nuclear weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 8 ISSUE: What assurance is there that these hearings are meant to truly
assess the will of the people?

RESPONSE: The hearings are intended to receive comments on the Draft
EIS. The will of the people regarding the deployment of the system must
be expressed through the President and Congress.

34 9 ISSUE: Why was inadequate notice given?

RESPONSE: Notification of all public hearings was made to local media
by the base public affairs offices at least three weeks prior to each
hearing when all pertinent travel and auditorium schedules were
confirmed.

34 10 ISSUE: Why has no information been forwarded to any of us who have
requested it from Congress persons?

RESPONSE: The inquiry should be addressed to the individual member of
Congress.

34 11 ISSUE: Why have all of the communities in which rail lines will be used
not been informed and called to public hearings in their local areas?
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RESPONSE: Public hearings were held in the communities in the
immediate vicinity of the proposed garrison installations where the
greatest impacts would most likely occur.

34 12 ISSUE: What evidence substantiates the need for the MX for national

security?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 13 ISSUE: Has there been any difficulty with the functioning of MX missiles?

RESPONSE: Issues relating to the development of the missile are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 14 ISSUE: Did the people of other parts of the country willingly accept MX?

RESPONSE: Evaluation of public acceptance of the system is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 15 ISSUF: What is the total projected plan for the Rail Garrison system?
What is the total cost?

RESPONSE: EIS Section 1.3 discusses the Proposed Action for the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system. Deployment of the system is
anticipated to be $10 billion to $12 billion.

34 16 ISSUE: Has Congress allocated all of the funds for the rail line system
and carriers, along with warheads?

RESPONSE: No decision about deployment has been made. Funding to
date is for research and development only.

34 17 ISSUE: If an attack were to occur on one of the railcars, what would the
result be?

RESPONSE: The security measures to be implemented are expected to
prevent any successful attack. However, in the event of a successful
attack, the environmental consequences would not be any worse than
those described in EIS Section 5.4.

34 18 ISSUE: Would there be a greater possibility that military bases and
weapon systems will be attacked by an opponent or terrorist if the system
were deployed?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy and enemy threat assessment are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

34 19 ISSUE: What materials/chemicals must be used to keep the MX rail
system from deteriorating? Is this material toxic? How is It contained or
is it disposed of?

RESPONSE: Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Defense,
and Department of Energy regulations govern handling and disposal of
toxic wastes. These regulations will be complied with when dealing with
all waste generated by this program. Also see response to Document 33,
Comment 68.
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34 20 ISSUE: Is the same rail system used for carrying contaminated materials
or is it carried on roadways? Is it buried at the site?

RESPONSE- See responses to Document 33, Comment 68 and
Document 34, Comment 19.

34 21 ISSUE: What is the chain of command to actually use the MX system on
potential enemies?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 22 ISSUE: Is the Peacekeeper considered to be a first-strike weapon?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 23 ISSUE: What numbers of people who live in losco County, Michigan or
relocate there would be affected by environmental hazards?

RESPONSE: Significant environmental impacts and safety concerns of the
affected population are described in EIS Section 4.12 and Chapter 5.

34 24 ISSUE- How many persons live near the rail lines that will be used by the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system?

RESPONSE: The analysis of environmental and human health impacts
included estimates of how many persons would be affected in a particular
situation. The results of the calculation of how many would be affected
are reported in the EIS. No attempt was made and nothing could be
gained in estimating the total number of persons who live within a specific
distance from all rail lines which might be used by the system.

34 25 ISSUE: Name the advantages and disadvantages of the Rail Garrison MX
in the State of Michigan an! n the Oscoda area.

RESPONSE: The significant environmental and socioeconomic impacts of
the system are discussed in EIS Section 4.12.

34 26 ISSUE: Give a summary of any environmental impact studies over the
past 30 years. What was done to improve these problems?

RESPONSE: An EIS appropriately covers the impact of the Proposed
Action and Alternatives, and discussion of previous EISs and problems
identified in them is not required, nor relevant.

34 27 ISSUE: Will the Department of Natural Resources of Michigan be able to
testify at the hearings? Will the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
be available to respond to questions?

RESPONSE: Any organization (public or private) or individual was
permitted to submit written comments at the public hearings. Public
hearings are held by the lead agency (in this case, the Air Force). Public
hearings on the proposed program were held at 11 locations between
25 July and 11 August 1988. The EPA received and reviewed the Draft
EIS and will receive the Final EIS.

34 28 ISSUE: What have been the negative effects of the base on well water,
Lake Van Etten, and Lake Huron in Michigan?
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RESPONSE: A great deal of effort and money has been expended to
define and control the groundwater contamination at Wurtsmith AFB. The
groundwater purge systems constructed at the base appear to be
successfully maintaining the quality of the current water supply wells used
by the base at an acceptable level. Although considerable quantities of
organic contaminants have been removed from the aquifer, the most
recent published report from the U.S. Geological Survey (in 1986)
indicates that trichloroethylene concentrations in the Arrow Street plume
are about 200 mg/l while tri- and dichloroethylene concentrations in the
Mission Street plume are over 1,000 mg/l, far above potable water
standards. Several of these plumes are in close proximity to water supply
wells and must be carefully controlled through the pumpage of purge wells
to prevent contamination of the supply wells. The Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program will increase pumpage from the base wells by about
14 percent, further stressing the groundwater management system. The
program does have the potential for a low, but significant local
groundwater impact at the base. This does not, however, imply that this
groundwater impact cannot be managed nor is this impact by any means
sufficient grounds for not siting the program at Wurtsmith AFB. It should
be noted that the base engineering staff has endorsed the concept of
shifting to a proposed regional water supply from Lake Huron as a
permanent solution for water supply at Wurtsmith AFB. The groundwater
contamination problems at Wurtsmith AFB are further discussed in EIS
Section 4.12.7. Little or none of the groundwater contaminants have been
found in Van Etten Lake. No effects from the base upon Lake Huron have
been documented.

34 29 ISSUE: Have any medical studies been done in the area to evaluate the
effect on human health of past use of contaminants, toxics, and injurious
materials?

RESPONSE: The effects of any past use of contaminants, toxics, etc. is
beyond the scope of this EIS.

34 30 ISSUE: What plans are being made to research the high number of baby
deaths, stillbirths, and women's pregnancy problems in the base area?

RESPONSE: These issues are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 31 ISSUE: From the military vantage point, what are the advantages and
disadvantages of this suggested basing mode?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of the EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 32 ISSUE: How does the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison basing mode compare to
the other 30 basing mode possibilities?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

34 33 ISSUE: Is no action a possible alternative at this time?

RESPONSE: Yes.

34 34 ISSUE-- Why should the MX be placed on the rail systems of Michigan?
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

34 35 ISSUF.: What previous studies have been made regarding this system?
What are the conclusions?

RESPONSE: No previous environmental impact studies have been done on

this system.

34 36 ISSUE: What is the complete history of the Rail Garrison MX system?

RESPONSE: The relevant history of the system is summarized in EIS
Section 1.1.

34 37 ISSUE: What is the impact of the necessary antiballistic missile system
needed to protect the project?

RESPONSE: No antiballistic missile system is proposed and therefore any

potential impacts of such a system have not been analyzed.

34 38 ISSUE: What safety of the people and environment is being assured?

RESPONSE: The safety concerns regarding the system are described in
Chapter 5 of the EIS.

34 39 ISSUE. What insurance is available for persons and property?

RESPONSE: No impact on insurance availability is anticipated.

34 40 ISSUE., What is the impact on the local land values around the base and
around the entire railway system in various parts of the State of
Michigan?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 60.

34 41 ISSUE: What kind of security, besides armed guards, will be implemented
to safeguard the MX? What impact will these safeguards have on the
lifestyles of persons living near the affected areas?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 7 through 16.

34 42 ISSUE.: How often will the missiles be moved out onto the rail lines for
testing purposes? How will people be alerted to this?

RESPONSE: One missile (without warheads) per year would be moved by
rail to F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming and then to Vandenberg AFB,
California for test launching. No other movement of missiles on the rail
network for test purposes is proposed. There will be no advance public
notice of the missile movements for those test firings.

34 43 ISSUE: What Is the impact on the environment and people if there were a
derailment while using it?

RESPONSE: See Section 5.4 of the EIS. Also see response to Document 6,
Comment 1.

34 44 ISSUE: Who is responsible for the upkeep, repair, and safety of the tracks
and surrounding rights-of-way?
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

34 45 ISSUE: If lawsuits or costs are incurred, who will pay for damages?

RESPONSE: Resolution of those issues would be decided by an agreement
between the affected parties, or in the event of a dispute by an
appropriate court.

34 46 ISSUE: How long will it take to move the trains from the base in case of
attack? Will the cruise missiles be removed at the same time?

RESPONSE: The issue of whether cruise missiles would be removed during
dispersal is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

34 47 ISSUE: What railroad track will be used by the Rail Garrison system and
will the same lines be used for commercial rail traffic?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 29.

34 48 ISSUE How many workers will be employed for this project at Wurtsmith
AFB, Michigan, both short and long term?

RESPONSE: During the construction phase, up to 535 workers will be
required by the program at Wurtsmith AFB. During operations,
345 military and 63 civilian workers will be employed.

34 49 ISSUE: How many workers will be employed from all of the areas
affected by the project at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan?

RESPONSE: Up to 919 direct and secondary workers will be needed during
the peak construction year at Wurtsmith AFB. During operations,
585 direct and secondary workers will be employed as a result of the
program.

34 50 ISSUE: How many workers will be imported from outside of the
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan area?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 59.

34 51 ISSUE How many workers will be retained for ongoing employment for
this project at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 59.

34 52 ISSUE: Will the federal government guidelines be followed for affirmative
action?

RESPONSE: Hiring practices would be set by the contractors who
successfully bid on the construction and assembly and checkout projects.
While no plans exist to specifically offer positions to minorities, women,
or handicapped persons, the Air Force, as well as its contractors, are
required to follow the law regarding hiring and employment practices and
are prohibited from discriminating against any individual. Advancement
opportunities would follow standard practices of the federal government
as well as for individual contractors.
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34 53 ISSUE: What services will be set in place in Oscoda, Michigan and other

affected areas for persons applying for employment but not hired?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 59.

34 54 ISSUE-- What is the projected length of time for the whole proposal?

RESPONSE: For purposes of the EIS analysis, construction activities at
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan are expected to begin in 1990 and completed in
1992 with full operations beginning in 1993. The expected life span of the
program is 20 years.

34 55 ISSUE: What support systems will be put in place for the communities
disrupted by this project?

RESPONSE: If significant impacts are identified in the EIS, appropriate
mitigative measures, if necessary, will be coordinated with affected local
jurisdictions.

34 56 ISSUE: What evacuation plans are being made for areas through which the
trains will pass? How is the public informed of the plans? Have there
been any practices?

RESPONSE: See Section 5.5 of the EIS. Also see response to
Document 33, Comment 55.

35 1 ISSUE- Commentor concerned that the Arkansas rail system should be in

excellent condition prior to use by the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison train.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 2.

35 2 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at
Little Rock AFB because of the lack of negative impacts on the
environment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

36 1 ISSUE: Who will review the classified annex to the EIS?

RESPONSE: Review and comment will be done by Department of Defense
officials and contractors who are knowledgeable about the program. Only
those with need-to-know interest and proper clearance will have access to
those portions that are classified.

37 1 ISSUE: Commentor strongly objects to word "Peacekeeper" in naming the
system because the system has nothing to do with peace. Request name
be discontinued.

RESPONSE: President Reagan announced on 22 November 1982 that this
missile system would be named "Peacekeeper."

37 2 ISSUE: Commentor feels the prepared presentation at the Louisiana
hearing was technically correct, but was biased and incomplete. Hearing
should also have had a prepared presentation of opposing views.

RESPONSE: The purpose of the public hearing is to summarize and
present the findings of the Draft EIS and to solicit public comment on the
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environmental adequacy and accuracy of the Draft EIS. It is not the
purpose of the hearings to discuss nonenvironmental controversial
subjects, morality, military tactics or general societal issues. Concerns
about these issues are best addressed to Congress and the President.

37 3 ISSUE-- How can a car designed to work on the commercial rail system be
designed to safely deploy a 195,000 pound missile?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

37 4 ISSUE: When derailments occur with regularity in both populated and
rural areas of east Texas and northwest Louisiana, how can this system be
considered safe for missile transportation in emergencies?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 2.

37 5 ISSUE: Who will drive the trains?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 78.

37 6 ISSUE: Who will determine the routes of the trains?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 29.

37 7 ISSUE: If the trains are taken out with the missiles, will they be moved
through highly populated areas? What does the Air Force consider a
highly populated area and will it stop for commercial rail traffic?

RESPONSE: Depending on the type of movement (initial deployment,
movements for maintenance, or for dispersal), highly populated areas will
be avoided where feasible. However, during times of national need, the
train commander of a dispersed operational train would have authority to
travel the national rail network, including through highly populated areas
if necessary. He would have the responsibility to ensure safety for the
local population. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 76.

37 8 ISSUE: What is the expected life span of the system?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 61.

37 9 ISSUE: How long before the system is obsolete and negotiated peace
treaties call for its dismantling?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

37 10 ISSUE:_ What is the projected risk factor for nuclear accident
probability? Hearings stated one to three persons might die as a direct
result of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system. Explain how this might
occur.

RESPONSE: All United States nuclear weapons are designed to withstand
extreme conditions without any possibility of nuclear detonation. The risk
of other kinds of potential accidents and their environmental consequence
are addressed in EIS Section 5.3.4.

37 11 ISSUE Is this a first-strike system?
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

37 12 ISSUE: How often will the active system be circulating in the commercial
system?

RESPONSE: Only during time of national need.

37 13 ISSUE: How long will it take to activate the system?

RESPONSE: Operational details involving no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

37 14 ISSUE The protection of animals is important, but the protection of
humans is more important.

RESPONSE: Noted.

37 15 ISSUE: What is the No Action Alternative?

RESPONSE: With this alternative, the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system
would not be deployed. Activities at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming and each
candidate Air Force installation would continue to support existing and
other proposed missions. Predictions for conditions with the No Action
Alternative are discussed under baseline conditions of each location in EIS
Chapter 4.

37 16 ISSUE While the administration is dismantling missiles, the Pentagon is
seeking to build more. This is illogical, threatening, and a wasteful
action. Conflict resolution is the result of diplomacy and negotiations.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

38 1 ISSUE: Why wasn't a copy of the Draft EIS sent to the university library
in Warrensburg, Missouri? The only available copy was in the Warrensburg
Public Library.

RESPONSE: University libraries are not as easily accessible to the public
as the public libraries, hence copies were sent to public libraries.
Additional copies were made available to all who asked for them.

38 2 ISSUE: Commentor states that the EIS does not adequately examine
social effects (such as on family, marriage, race relations, and politics) in
interrelation with other effects.

RESPONSE: The National Environmental Policy Act and its implementing
Council on Environmental Quality regulations stipulate that an EIS discuss
significant environmental impacts (40 CFR 1502.1). Social and
socioeconomic impacts are properly included in this discussion to the
extent they are judged to be significant. The population changes due to
the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at Whiteman AFB, Missouri are
expected to be small in magnitude compared to the baseline military and
civilian population of the area (see EIS Section 4.11.1.3). Moreover, these
new residents are likely to have many of the same demographic
characteristics as baseline residents of the area, many of whom also are
military personnel and dependents. Because these new residents are
expected to be both few in number and qualitatively similar
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demographically to baseline area residents, effects on family, marriage,
race relations, politics, and other social relationships are expected to be
negligible. These effects consequently do not warrant further analysis and
discussion.

38 3 ISSUE.- Commentor states that there is no comprehensive, holistic
assessment of both short-term and long-term consequences of the
interrelationships between changes in the biophysical and sociocultural
environments.

RESPONSE: Discussion of the relationships between short-term changes
in the environment and the long-term consequences are presented in EIS
Sections 4.2.13 through 4.12.13.

38 4 ISSUE: Commentor states that there are a number of programs being
developed in Missouri as well as current projects whose cumulative
impacts need to be systematically analyzed in relation to this proposed
program.

RESPONSE: The cumulative impacts of the proposed program and other
known or proposed projects were considered in the EIS to the extent that
these projects would be influenced or affected by the proposed program.
In some instances, such as the B-2 bomber program at Whiteman AFB,
Missouri the cumulative impacts of known or proposed projects were
incorporated into the existing and future baseline analyses.

38 5 ISSUE: Issues of morality, national security policy, and psychological
effects need to be part of the assessment process for any EIS. If they are
not, the issue of controversy over the effects on the quality of the human
environment will not be adequately assessed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

38 6 ISSUE In the Draft EIS, it is often difficult to figure out exactly how
conclusions were reached. Footnotes to actual sources used and to
describe step-by-step data collection and analysis are needed.

RESPONSE: Descriptions of the criteria used for conclusions regarding
the level of impacts and their significance are presented in EIS Chapter 3,
Environmental Analysis Methods.

39 1 ISSUE: Commentor objects to procedures used at public hearings. Air
Force officials took up too much time at the beginning of the hearing and
a military judge presided.

RESPONSE: The Air Force follows the Council on Environmental Quality
Regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) in its environmental impact analysis
process. Those regulations require that agencies "make diligent efforts to
involve the public." They allow considerable leeway in the conduct of
public hearings. The presentation made by the Air Force at the beginning
of each hearing was intended to provide a concise synopsis of the Proposed
Action and significant impacts so everyone would have a common
understanding of the subject matter. The presentation is believed to have
been effective in informing the public and focusing comments on relevant
Issues.
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39 2 ISSUE: Commentor believes more public hearings should be held in the

State of Missouri.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

40 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the system because it is destructive,
irrational, and endangering more of the population. To negotiate from
strength, we have to be strong economy-wise.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

41 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the mission because of the belief that a
strong national defense is required for the preservation of our
constitutional freedom and that the Rail Garrison plan is a vital part of
that defense.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

42 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the selection of Whiteman AFB, Missouri
for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program. In addition to its role in
maintaining a strong defense, the base has contributed significantly to the
growth and development of this area through its economic impact and the
participation of its personnel in community and civic affairs.

RESPONSE: Noted.

43 1 ISSUE: Commentor states the present rail system in Missouri would not
be able to support the extra heavy load.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 24, Comment 2 and
Document 33, Comment 74.

43 2 ISSUE: The civilian dispatcher would have to be notified if the MX train
entered regulir rail systems.

RESPONSE: Noted.

43 3 ISSUE: Commentor states that to leave and deploy from Whiteman AFB,
Missouri for any distance, the train would pass through heavily populated
areas. This is against the law.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 7.

43 4 ISSUE: The addition of Rail Garrison would make our state (Missouri) a
prime target for an attack.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

43 5 ISSUE: The world applauded the INF treaty, reducing by a small
percentage the nuclear weapons we possess. Why add to the overkill when
we already have 150 missile sites and the stealth bomber in this area?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

43 6 ISSUE: Train crashes and derailments are not uncommon in this country,
frequently due to the age and condition of the rails.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 1.

43 7 ISSUE: Commentor resents the title Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
Program. The MX is an offensive weapon and killer, not a Peacekeeper.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

44 1 ISSUE: Sworn affidavit by the Commission of Henry County, Missouri
endorsing Whiteman AFB as a site for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

45 1 ISSUE: The proposed Rail Garrison program will affect the moral,
sociological, and psychological environment. Why haven't the
measurements of the social scientists been sought?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 5, Comment 14 and
Document 38, Comment 2.

46 1 ISSUE: Commentor states there are too many unprotected environments
in the Fairchild AFB/Spokane, Washington area and the program should be
placed in an alternate site.

RESPONSE: Noted.

47 1 ISSUE: Commentor states that Medical Lake and Spokane, Washington
support the Rail Garrison project.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

48 1 ISSUE: The world's environment has not been addressed as it affects such
things as the technology race, accidental nuclear war, increased striking
power, and nonnuclear powers seeking their own weapons.

RESPONSE: These issues are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1.

48 2 ISSUE: The hypothetical "accidents" are only of one warhead. There may
be more. The Draft EIS seems to forget the oversized and overweight
system needed.

RESPONSE: The safety analysis considers the fact that each missile
carries ten warheads. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 74.

48 3 ISSUE: The EIS says nothing about the effects of vibration and harmonics
on, for example, metal fatigue.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 40.

49 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposes delivery, burial, and transportation of nuclear
missiles with plutonium because no safe method for plutonium storage has
been found.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 2.

49 2 ISSUE: The presence of weapons of this magnitude poses a direct threat
to the citizens around the storage areas, for they become a prime target.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

49 3 ISSUE: The development, presence, and maintenance of the missile
contradicts the spirit of the recent United States - Soviet agreement.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

49 4 ISSUE-- Why not use what appears to be abandoned missile silos near
Altus?

RESPONSE: Comparison of alternative basing modes is beyond the scope
of this EIS.

50 1 ISSUE: Comment made that the Draft EIS was received less than a month
from the scheduled hearing for Little Rocik AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: The Council on Environmental Quality regulations, which
implement the National Environmental Policy Act, require the Draft EIS
be available at least 15 days prior to the hearing. The Air Force allowed
60 days instead of the required 45 days for public comment in view of the
nature of the program. All written comments received consideration
equal to verbal ones.

50 2 ISSUE: All referenced documents in the Draft EIS should have been made
easily accessible to the public.

RESPONSE: All referenced documents are in the public domain and can
be accessed through public libraries. The Council on Environmental
Quality regulations require that the public have access to the Draft EIS
and be allowed to comment on it, including any perceived, specific
inadequacies of that document. The process does not require that
collateral documents be supplied. The military standards and Air Force
regulations may be obtained from any Air Force base for reproduction
cost ($0.15 per page) or by mail from Publication Distribution Office,
Technical Order Distribution, 63 MAW/DAPD, Norton AFB, CA
92409-5000. For the Integrated System Safety Program for the MX
Weapon System, Space and Missile Systems Organization Standard 79-1,
you should write to HQ BMO/DADF, Norton AFB, CA 92409-6468. Other
documents cited in the Draft EIS may be obtained from the National
Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield,
VA 22161, Attention Order Control.

50 3 ISSUE: If the cumulative environmental impacts of classified programs
are covered in a classified annex to the Final EIS, how can the public
comment on it? Who will review and comment on it?

RESPONSE: There is no requirement for the public to review and
comment on a classified document. Also see response to Document 36,
Comment 1.

50 4 ISSUE: On Draft EIS page S-38, it states that the Air Force will follow all
relevant laws at the time of decommissioning. What laws will be followed
now?

RESPONSE: If decommissioning were to take place soon after the start of
operations, National Environmental Policy Act and other applicable
environmental laws will be 'ollowed.
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50 5 ISSUE: If a new arms control treaty is signed, how will the Rail Garrison
project at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas be decommissioned? How will
propellant and nuclear material be disposed of? Is there money set aside
for site cleanup?

RESPONSE: The Air Force will fund any required site cleanup. Also see
response to Document 33, Comment 63.

50 6 ISSUE: Of the 12,000 program-related employment by 1994, how many of
these jobs will be military, and how many will be civilian?

RESPONSE: Subsequent to publication of the Draft EIS, the national
economic impact analysis (see EIS Section 4.1.1) was revised to include
more recent economic information. On the basis of this revision, the
number of steady-state jobs is projected at 9,000 in 1994 and thereafter.
Approximately 3,000 of these jobs are expected to be military personnel.
The remaining 6,000 would be civilian jobs.

50 7 ISSUE: Of the civilian jobs in 1994, how many are likely to be with the
missile builder?

RESPONSE: Nearly 3,000 jobs, or just under half of all civilian jobs
created by the program, are projected to be in the manufacturing sector.
A substantial portion of these manufacturing jobs would be in sectors
closely associated with production of ongoing replacement and upgrading
of missile components and similar technical equipment required by the
program.

50 8 ISSUE: How many local hires are expected?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program is projected to
generate about 6,000 civilian jobs during the operations phase (see
response to Document 50, Comment 6). About 1,600 of these civilian jobs
would be in the areas near the deployment installations. Approximately
1,300 of these jobs are projected to be filled by local hires. Additional
information on civilian jobs and local hires at each location is presented in
Sections 4.2.1 through 4.12.1 of the EIS.

50 9 ISSUE: What skills will be needed?

RESPONSE: Skills needed for the construction jobs associated with this
program correspond to the skills needed for the various crafts in the
construction trade. These would range from general laborers, painters,
and drywall installers to operating engineers, electricians, and
carpenters. Secondary jobs are expected to include those in the wholesale
and retail trade and services sectors. Skills required would vary depending
on the positions available.

50 10 ISSUE: Can communities support the local labor needs? If not, how many
people outside of the communities would be needed?

RESPONSE: Because most of the jobs created by the program would be in
urban areas, be small in number compared to the economies of those
areas, and require skills presently utilized on similar programs, most of
the employees needed by the program are expected to be available in the
areas where the jobs would be created. Relatively few people would need
to move into the areas where these jobs would be located, and impacts
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resulting from the small number of workers who may relocate are
expected to be negligible.

50 11 ISSUE: Will the program-related employed labor force work for minimum
wage?

RESPONSE: All of the jobs created by the program are expected to pay
wages at or above the minimum wage, with many of the skilled jobs well
above the minimum wage. Many similar jobs are presently filled by
workers on the Peacekeeper and Minuteman programs. Hiring an adequate
labor force for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at these prevailing
wages is not expected to present problems.

50 12 ISSUE: Will training of personnel be provided? Will workers be assisted in
locating jobs at the end of construction projects?

RESPONSE: For government personnel employed by the program, the
agencies involved have their own training policies and procedures. The
EIS assumes that these training policies and procedures would remain in
place for this program. For private-sector workers employed by the
program, it is not possible to determine precisely who the employers
would be. As a result, their personnel policies covering such matters as
training cannot be projected with any certainty. Numerous government
and private-sector employers would be involved in the program. For
government personnel, the agencies involved have established procedures
for transferring and reassigning personnel upon completion of either
construction or operational assignments, as appropriate, given agency
responsibilities and funding at that time. Many private-sector employers
are expected to have similar procedures. Some workers may be la'd off
when construction or operation of the system is completed. Employers on
the program will be covered by the unemployment insurance system and
related labor laws in the states where the jobs are located. These laws
are designed to mitigate the impacts of unemployment on the individuals
and communities involved in any lay-offs, and are assumed in this EIS to
remain in force.

50 13 ISSUE: How many minority, handicapped, and women workers will be
hired?

RESPONSE: As indicated in the response to Document 50, Comment 12,
numerous government and private employers would be involved in the
program, each responsible for compliance with applicable labor laws in the
states where the jobs would be located. These applicable labor laws
include those related to equal employment opportunity and affirmative
action in hiring and advancement for minorities, the handicapped, women,
and the economically disadvantaged. This EIS assumes these requirements
would remain in force. Government regulations require compliance with
these requirements for all government agencies, and public contracting
laws stipulate compliance by all government contractors.

50 14 ISSUE: What jobs will you offer to disadvantaged teens?

RESPONSE: No special programs for providing jobs to disadvantaged
teens other than those in response to Document 50, Comment 13 are
planned.

50 15 ISSUE: What benefits will employees receive?
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RESPONSE: Employment benefits available to personnel working on the
program depend on the employers involved. Government employees
typically are eligible for sick leave, vacation, partial medical insurance
coverage, and other benefits. Many private employers on the program
would offer similar benefits to their personnel, though coverage would
vary among employers. This EIS assumes these benefit programs would
remain in place. For reasons indicated in the response to Document 50,
Comment 12, precise information about these benefits is not available at
the present time, and further analysis is not warranted since no
environmental impacts are expected to be associated with these programs.

50 16 ISSUE: Will workers be allowed to unionize?

RESPONSE: Unionization of employees is governed by federal and state
labor laws. This EIS assumes these laws would remain in force. Many
employees of contractors providing construction and operation supplies
and services are unionized at the present time, and this pattern is assumed
to continue.

50 17 ISSUE: Will part-time positions be available?

RESPONSE: Jobs created by the program are expected to include both
full-time and part-time jobs, depending on the specific requirements of
the employers involved.

50 18 ISSUE: Will advanced notice of decommissioning be given?

RESPONSE: The government will provide advance notice of any
decommissioning actions, in the manner required under federal laws and
regulations in force at that time.

50 19 ISSUE: What kind of advancement opportunities will be offered?

RESPONSE: Advancement opportunities and skill development will
depend on the characteristics of individual workers and the nature of their
employment. As indicated above, policies will vary from employer to
employer, though all will be subject to applicable labor laws and
regulations regarding equal employment opportunity and affirmative
action.

50 20 ISSUE: What skills will employees take to other jobs?

RESPONSE: Since the range of employment opportunities will be large,
the range of skills learned by employees will also be large. For this
analysis, it was not necessary to identify these particular skills.

50 21 ISSUE: How will budget cuts affect the employees on the Rail Garrison
program?

RESPONSE: Issues of budget cuts are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also

see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

50 22 ISSUE: Who will oversee civilian employee health and safety?

RESPONSE: The U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, and state agencies in states where program jobs
are located administer federal and state laws and regulations regarding
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employee health and safety. These requirements have the purpose of
protecting covered employees while on the job. Government agencies and
firms under contract to the federal government will be required to comply
with applicable regulations. This EIS assumes these requirements would
remain in force.

50 23 ISSUE: Commentor thinks a discrepancy exists between Draft EIS Page
S-39 and Draft EIS Page A-2. If as stated on Page A-2, contract awards
to local firms would reduce population inmigration and consequently lower
demands for temporary housing, how can Page S-39 say that there would
be beneficial socioeconomic effects, such as increases in employment and
income and greater utilization of vacant housing.

RESPONSE: Beneficial effects would occur because the population
inmigration would be reduced, not eliminated. Increases in employment
and income would be virtually identical regardless of how contracts are
awarded.

50 24 ISSUE: Because on Draft EIS Page S-43 you have identified a major and
important archaeological site at the Eaker AFB, Arkansas onbase option,
you really have no choice but to avoid this planned site for basing
according to Draft EIS Appendix A.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 7, Comment 7.

50 25 ISSUE: Statement made that eventually we will run out of all common
prehistoric sites at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: Avoidance is generally the preferred treatment for
important (National Register of Historic Places-eligible) archeological
sites of all types, whether common or rare. Most sites have at least some
research potential, and common site types can be important for
understanding past lifeways. Therefore, even impacts on common sites
like 3MS528 can be significant. Nevertheless, all sites are not equally
important, and the LOI reflects the relative magnitude of the loss to the
regional resource base should a given site be disturbed. This evaluation is
vital to the decision makers.

50 26 ISSUE: Draft EIS page 1-3 states that "certain technical aspects of the
engineering design and operating concepts for the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison system are still undergoing change." What guarantee can you
give that these changes will not affect the Final EIS? Will the public be
told if there is a change? If there is a significant change, will the project
be abandoned? Why aren't all engineering aspects nailed down yet?

RESPONSE: The environmental impacts of the Proposed and Alternative
Actions that are analyzed are not expected to change substantially as a
result of changes in certain technical aspects of the program. However, if
major changes in the program concept which could have significant
environmental impacts are proposed for implementation subsequent to
filing of one or more Records of Decision, appropriate additional
environmental analyses would be prepared prior to any decision on such
changes.

50 27 ISSUE: In times of national need, civilian traffic is expected to increase.
The Draft EIS states that on a national average, the increase in rail
traffic would impact the rails slightly. Is this statement true for every
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state? What about the local level? Commentor concerned that looking at
the problem from a nationwide scope tends to hide any problems that may
arise at a local or statewide level.

RESPONSE: At both the local and nationwide levels, the small increase in
the number of train trips generated by the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program would be negligible in terms of the current rail traffic in the
affected locations.

50 28 ISSUE: If servicing is done offbase, how would you establish an explosive
safety zone? How will these zones impact the work areas in train yards or
in populated areas?

RESPONSE: Servicing and resupply of the trains would require only brief
stops and an explosive safety zone would therefore not be required.

50 29 ISSUE: How will garbage and other wastes be collected and disposed of?
How will these wastes be collected and stored onboard the trains?

RESPONSE: Domestic solid waste generated onboard the trains will be
gathered, stored onboard, and returned to the base for disposal.

50 30 ISSUE: How will hazardous wastes, specifically nuclear materials,
propellants, igniters, petroleum products, and other explosive materials be
stored, handled, and picked up for disposal? How will you inform local
public health and safety officials about these hazardous materials under
the right-to-know laws?

RESPONSE: The Environmental Protection Agency, Department of
Defense, and Department of Energy regulations govern the handling and
disposal of hazardous waste. These regulations will be complied with
when dealing with all waste generated by this program. The Air Force
hazardous waste program at all bases must comply with the "cradle to
grave" management concept of material and wastes required by the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended. All
federal, state and local standards and procedures required to manage,
store, transport and dispose of wastes are used (see response to Document
33, Comment 68). Air Force managers at each installation have and will
continue to participate in local planning commissions for the purpose of
sharing information to include hazardous materials needed in responding
to an emergency involving Air Force property.

50 31 ISSUE: On Draft EIS Page 1-14 it states that "Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
test facility requirements at other locations are generally minor and form
part of their regular missions." What exactly are these test
requirements? What are the chances of a mishap occurring?

RESPONSE: Since a silo-based Peacekeeper system is currently in
operational status at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming, testing requirements for
proposed Rail Garrison basing will primarily involve its adaptation to a
rail-mobile system. Initial launch ejection tests of missile-weight
dummies from rail-based canisters will not create significant health or
safety risks under any potential mishap possibility. Full operational tests
will be conducted at Vandenberg AFB, California where risk management
procedures have prevented all mishap-related public consequences.
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50 32 ISSUE: Will new scoping hearings be conducted if a second rail connection
from a garrison to a main line is considered at a later date? Will a new
EIS be drafted and opened to public comment?

RESPONSE: Appropriate environmental analyses will be prepared in
accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality regulations
(40 CFR SS 1500-1508) and Air Force Regulation 19-2. (See Section 1.8 of
the EIS.)

50 33 ISSUE- At the time of decommissioning, what happens to the nuclear
material such as the solid propellant, igniter, liquid fuel, any high
explosive material, and other components of the missile.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

50 34 ISSUE. If the destruction method of decommissioning is to be by firing
the missile, as the Pershing missiles are, how will this impact the
environment at the firing line?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

50 35 ISSUE-- If you stockpile the weapons at decommissioning, how will leakage
be prevented?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

50 36 ISSUE: The rail transportation section needs to address the impacts on
state and local levels as well as national levels.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 76.

50 37 ISSUE: Will the garrison trains pick up empty rail cars to make it look
real? What impact will this have on the railroads?

RESPONSE: The trains would resemble existing railroad equipment as
much as possible. The current concept is to include two locomotives, two
missile launch cars, two security cars, a launch control car, and a
maintenance car. Additional cars may be added as required for
operation. These cars will not be taken from the regular rail car
inventory and will have no impacts on the railroads.

50 38 ISSUE If loaded rail cars are used as extra rail cars, will the criteria for
explosive zones apply to them?

RESPONSE: As a general precaution at all Air Force bases, explosive
safety zones provide safe distance between places where explosives are
stored or processed and other specified locations. The explosive safety
zone for the Peacekeeper train will not be affected by the addition of any
extra cars. Explosive safety zones are established from the perimeter of
facilities containing explosive material, not from the equipment or
material inside the facility. The size of the zone is determined by the net
equivalent weight (to TNT) of the explosive material stored.

50 39 ISSUE How will the public be protected from attack?

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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50 40 ISSUE: Why wasn't the controversy over the purpose, need, or desirability
of this program not considered in evaluating the significance of impacts?

RESPONSE: Possible controversy over the purpose, need, or desirability is
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

50 41 ISSUE: Why weren't the psychological impacts of the basing plan
addressed?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

50 42 ISSUE: Why are only the elementary schools looked at when applying the
significance criteria of pupil-to-teacher ratios?

RESPONSE: The education analysis in the EIS primarily addressed
impacts on elementary schools because the majority of program-related
students, 55 percent of the total, were expected to enroll in grades at the
elementary level, versus approximately 15 percent at the junior high level,
and 30 percent at the senior high level. Given these projections, even at
the base with the most additional students, no more than 30 junior high
and 50 senior high students would be expected. These additions would be
manageable in light of the higher pupil-to-teacher ratio prevalent at the
secondary level, the flexibility of a period/module system to evenly absorb
students, and the option to bus secondary students. Most school districts
in order to maintain the neighborhood school concept, are adverse to
busing at the elementary level.

50 43 ISSUE: What methods will be used to keep vegetation clear of the area
between the garrison perimeter fences, plus two additional 45-foot clear
zones immediately inside and outside of the fences? If herbicides are
used, what will they be?

RESPONSE: The Air Force uses a variety of methods to control
vegetation for security purposes including mowing and herbicide
application. When herbicides are required, an EPA approved herbicide will
be applied by a licensed contractor in accordance with the instructions on
the container label.

50 44 ISSUE: If herbicides are used to clear vegetation between the garrison
perimeter, how will this affect the soil both in the short term and long
term?

RESPONSE: The application of chemical pesticides and herbicides will
not cause significant adverse environmental impacts. These chemicals are
regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and when applied
in the prescribed concentration for their intended use, will not present
unreasonable risks to the environment or human health effects.

50 45 iSSUE: When the garrison is decommissioned, will the land be restored to
its original condition?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

50 46 ISSUE: Draft EIS Page 4.8-1 states that "the 3.6 miles of existing track
would require upgrading." Is this rail an example of the rail systems in
Arkansas? Will all the rails in the state be upgraded?
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RESPONSE: No, this information was provided to describe program
requirements to upgrade this spur line and not as an example of the rail
system in Arkansas. No other rail tracks in the state will be upgraded as
part of the program.

50 47 ISSUE: Will all the rails in the State of Arkansas be nuclear certified?

RESPONSE: The rails are not critical nuclear weapon components and
therefore will not be nuclear certified.

50 48 ISSUE: Who will pay for the additional teachers in the Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas area? Where will the qualified teachers come from?

RESPONSE: The referenced increases refer to normal growth under
baseline conditions of approximately 1.3 percent per year during the 1990
to 1995 period. This level of baseline growth would be able to be
accommodated through existing funding mechanisms.

50 49 ISSUE: Can the local economies in the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area
withstand tax increases to pay for additional teachers?

RESPONSE: The projected teacher requirements under baseline
conditions would be funded through a combination of state, federal, and
local revenue sources. State funding accounts for about two-thirds of
local district revenues. Revenue from local tax sources would naturally
increase as the tax base expands under normal baseline growth
conditions. No increases in the tax burden on existing residents is
projected.

50 50 ISSUE: Why is it that the Draft EIS never mentioned that Arkansas ranks
near the bottom of nearly every measure when it comes to education?
Commentor concerned that the education system in Arkansas is already
overburdened.

RESPONSE: The purpose of the Draft EIS is to ascertain the impact of
the additional enrollment due to the program. A comparative analysis of
educational measures between all Arkansas schools and other schools is
not within the scope of this analysis.

50 51 ISSUE: Who will pay for the additional people needed in public services in
the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area? If additional people are not hired,
what will be the impacts on the already rising crime rate and burdened
health care system?

RESPONSE: The additional personnel required under baseline conditions
would be supported under existing programs. If additional personnel were
not hired, service levels, as measured by the number of personnel per
1,000 population, would decrease from 6.5 to 6.4 in the City of
Jacksonville. This reduction in personnel per 1000 population will not
greatly affect the city's ability to provide public safety and health
services.

50 52 ISSUE: Of the new jobs created in the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area,
will these jobs be skilled or unskilled positions? Does the community have
the necessary skills to support this effort?
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RESPONSE-- During the construction phase, the direct employment would
generally be for skilled workers, although some unskilled labor would also
be required. Approximately 80 percent of the direct, civilian worker, and
secondary jobs created by the program would be filled from the local labor
market.

50 53 ISSUE: Will the new jobs created in the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area

be paid minimum wage only or better?

RESPONSE: See EIS Sections 4.2.1 through 4.12.1.

50 54 ISSUE: What secondary jobs in the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area will
the project create? What is the creation of secondary jobs based on?

RESPONSE: Secondary job creation is assumed to be across all sectors of
the local economy and is based on respending of program-generated
income in the local economy.

50 55 ISSUE: Will the Air Force pay for the costs incurred by the increased
demands in the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area on potable water
treatment, wastewater, and solid and hazardous waste?

RESPONSE: The Air Force contracts with the City of Jacksonville for
potable water and wastewater treatment and private firms for waste
disposal. No new facilities would be required to provide the service, and
the fees paid for these services should cover any increased costs
associated with meeting the new demands.

50 56 ISSUE: Will the proposed increases in diesel fuel demand cause shortages
in the country and drive prices up? Where will the fuel come from? Will
this use impact whatever local area you stop in? Will accidents and spills
increase because of an increase in traffic from hauling in the fuel?

RESPONSE: The Air Force will purchase diesel fuel through contracts
with local suppliers. These purchases are not anticipated to affect the
supply and price. The Air Force will be revising the Spill Prevention and
Response Plan for each installation to include new procedures necessary
to react to any mishaps associated with the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program.

50 57 ISSUE: What are the environmental impacts of moving the seven existing
onbase facilities, the conventional weapons storage area, and especially
the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO) and its hazardous
waste storage area at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas as discussed ou Draft
EIS Page 4.8-21?

RESPONSE: The relocation of these facilities will be accomplished in
accordance with Air Force construction and environmental regulations.
The environmental impacts are discussed in EIS Section 4.8.

50 58 ISSUE: If the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO) at
Little Rock AFB, Arkansas is relocated, where will the hazardous wastes
be disposed? Will this facility comply with the right-to-know laws?

RESPONSE: The DRMO will be relocated to another site onbase and will
continue to store the waste prior to shipment to Environmental Protection
Agency approved treatment and disposal facilities. Also see response to
Document 50, Comment 30.
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50 59 ISSUE: Commentor thinks that with the recent drought and groundwater
levels dropping steadily in the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area, any
increased water usage should be considered significant. Will additional
studies be conducted in the area using more current data?

RESPONSE: According to the U.S. Geological Survey in Little Rock,
Arkansas groundwater declines are prevalent in the rice-growing areas of
Lonoke County, 5 to 10 miles east of Jacksonville. The Jacksonville
Water Department reports little decline in its wells in recent years. The
amount of water needed to support the Rail Garrison program is relatively
minor, approximately 180 acre-f t/yr, and will be supplied primarily from
Jacksonville's water system. This 3 percent increase in water use in the
Jacksonville system is not expected to materially affect groundwater
availability in the area. No additional water supply studies are planned in
support of this program (see EIS Section 4.8.7).

50 60 ISSUE: Will farmers in the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area be
compensated when they are no longer able to pump water to irrigate their
crops?

RESPONSE: This program is not expected to materially diminish
groundwater supplies available to local farmers. Therefore, no need for
compensation is anticipated (see EIS Section 4.8.7).

50 61 ISSUE: What will the extra water on the project be used for?

RESPONSE: Of the approximately 180 acre-ft/yr of water needed for
long-term operations of the program at Little Rock AFB, 24 acre-ft/yr or
13 percent would be used for office workers and system support at Little
Rock AFB. The remaining 87 percent would be used to meet the domestic
water needs of the estimated 426 new workers and dependents who will
move into the area as a result of the program (see EIS Section 4.8.7.3).

50 62 ISSUE: What would be the effects of an earthquake on the garrison at
Little Rock AFB, Arkansas?

RESPONSE: Earthquakes at Little Rock AFB have been addressed under
EIS Sections 3.9.4 and 4.8.8.2. Structures constructed for the proposed
program would be designed with consideration given to the maximum
credible event. The occurrence of an earthquake and potential
environmental effects of the program have also been addressed as a
separate issue in Safety under EIS Section 5.2.3.

50 63 ISSUE: Should an earthquake occur, what safeguards will protect the
public from radioactive material and other hazardous materials?

RESPONSE: No radioactive or hazardous material release risk is expected
from the effect of an earthquake (see EIS Section 5.2.3).

50 64 ISSUE: If an earthquake damages the rails such that the trains could not
be deployed from the garrison, will the missile be launched at the garrison
site? What would be the impact of launch?

RESPONSE: Issues of intentional launch of the missile are beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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50 65 ISSUE: What if the missile fails to fire, or if the rocket does ignite, strays
off course? And even if the rails are not damaged, would the missile be
launched from the garrison site anyway (upon orders)?

RESPONSE: Issues of intentional launch of the missile are beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

50 66 ISSUE: What training will be given to local and state agencies? Who will
pay for this training?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

50 67 ISSUE: Who will pay if the public needs to be evacuated for any reason?
What would be the impacts of evacuations on the local economy? Will the
loss of business and crops be compensated?

RESPONSE: Requests for compensation for damage or loss involving an
Air Force activity will be evaluated in accordance with Air Force
regulations.

50 68 ISSUE: How will the spread of chemical and/or nuclear contamination be
controlled? Who will pay for current and future medical bills if the public
inhales or ingests nuclear material?

RESPONSE: Control of chemical and/or nuclear contamination from an
accident would depend on such factors as terrain, geology, and
meteorological conditions and the manpower and equipment available.
See the discussion in EIS Section 5.5. The question of damages to injured
parties in case of an accident is beyond the scope of this EIS. Requests
for compensation for personal injuries involving an Air Force activity will
be evaluated in accordance with Air Force regulations.

50 69 ISSUE: Will the civilian employees and railroad crews be trained in
accident/incident response?

RESPONSE: The personnel training programs will include appropriate
emergency response procedure training. Also see response to
Document 33, Comment 55.

50 70 ISSUE: In a national emergency, will the civilian pilots be overruled on

rail safety matters and operating practices?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 78.

50 71 ISSUE: Who will monitor the trains during normal operating conditions?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 78.

50 72 ISSUE: Will the Air Force submit to any ruling or judgment against them
on bad rail practices or rule/law infractions?

RESPONSE: Yes. Appropriate disciplinary action will be taken against
Air Force personnel who violate the law or are derelict in the
performance of their military duties.

50 73 ISSUE: In the State of Arkansas, what are the chances of a grade crossing
collision between the train and other vehicles? Has this problem been
looked into on a state-by-state basis?
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RESPONSE: The chances of a grade crossing collision were considered in
the safety analysis using rail incident data provided by the Federal
Railroad Administration. The national rail network averages were used in
the safety analysis; regional differences in reported rail incidents were
judged not te be substantially different from the national averages.

50 74 ISSUE: What are the details of the training to be given to the operating
crew? Will trainees drive the train? Who will design and develop these
courses? What retraining requirements will there be? How often will new
personnel come onboard? How long will it take these personnel to be fully
qualified? Will civilian employees and train crew members be trained?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 5.

50 75 ISSUE: What hazardous materials will be used or generated by the Rail
Garrison?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 68.

50 76 ISSUE: Will the local public safety and health officials receive the
Material Safety Data Sheets listing all hazardous wastes associated with
the Rail Garrison program?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 30.

50 77 ISSUE: If a blizzard stops a train, will an explosive hazard zone be
established? If yes, how will this be done? Will any of the local
population that falls in this zone be relocated?

RESPONSE: If it becomes necessary to stop the train for natural causes
such as a blizzard, relocation of local personnel would be evaluated. If
relocation is carried out, it would be accomplished considering federal,
state, and local disaster plans and regulations.

50 78 ISSUE: Will the Air Force compensate businesses or farmers for loss of
income if R blizzard requires establishment of an explosive safety zone
and relocation of the local population?

RESPONSE: In the extremely remote situation where natural causes such
as a blizzard stop the train and it becomes necessary to relocate local
population, compensation for damages and loss involving this Air Force
activity would be evaluated in accordance with Air Force regulations.

50 79 ISSUE: Why aren't man-made disasters addressed, such as collisions by
other trains, sabotage, or plane crashes?

RESPONSE: The accident statistics used in the safety analysis for the EIS
are collected by the Federal Railroad Administration. They include all
accidents causing more than a certain monetary level of damage to
railroad equipment (approximately $5,000). The accident rate used for the
analysis thus includes collision with other trains, vandalism which leads to
serious accidents, and derailment caused by sabotage. Plane crashes are
analyzed in EIS Section 5.3.2. Also see EIS Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.3.1.1 for
the rail accident data used in this analysis.

50 80 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact of fuel leakage during refueling
or maintenance?
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RESPONSE: All refueling and maintenance facilities will be designed to
capture any release of fluids and these fluids will be disposed of in an
environmentally safe manner.

50 81 ISSUE., What are the chances of an accident during maintenance?

RESPONSE: The probability and consequences of accidents during
maintenance were considered. The probability of such accidents is so low
compared to the probability of transportation accidents that they do not
contribute substantially to the total risk.

50 82 ISSUE: How will the environment be protected from runoff of spilled
material?

RESPONSE: If it ever becomes necessary, runoff from a spill will be
contained to the extent possible using the materials and equipment
available at the time. Because there is no way to be sure it can be
contained, the environmental impacts of spills are described in EIS
Chapter 5.

50 83 ISSUE: Because water is incompatible with many of the missile
components, what will be used for fire fighting or spill control?

RESPONSE: Though water would not be an effective fire fighting
substance, it could be used to prevent the spread of the fire or to
extinguish secondary fires. There is no substantial risk from using water
on or in the vicinity of missile components, for either fire or spill
control.

50 84 ISSUE.- If spilled toxic material gets into the local creeks and rivers , how
will this impact the wildlife? Who will clean up this problem?

RESPONSE: The release of toxic substances into aquatic habitats would
adversely affect wildlife including increased mortality and disruption of
feeding and reproductive behavior. The extent of the impact on wildlife
would be dependent upon the quantity of toxic substance released, the
toxicity of the substance, and the susceptibility of the wildlife species
affected. The Air Force will be responsible for cleaning up toxic
substance spills that originate on Air Force installations or from Air Force
equipment such as the Peacekeeper train. This will be done in accordance
with the National Contingency Plan published by the Environmental
Protection Agency in 1985 and currently being reissued to reflect the
amendments made under the Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization
Act of 1986 and Executive Order 12580.

50 85 ISSUE: What are the chances of a high explosive detonation? What are
the toxicological effects of the nonnuclear materials in the warhead?

RESPONSE: It is assumed that the question asks about an explosion of the
high explosive (nonnuclear) in the warhead. They are insensitive high
explosives which tolerate strong shock and high temperatures without
detonating. As a result, such an explosion is a much less likely cause of
radioactive material dispersal than a missile propellant fire or explosion.
The missile and warhead contain metals and plastics which would produce
toxic gases if burned. In the event of a fire involving the missile, the
toxic effects of nitrogen oxides and hydrochloric acid would overwhelm
other toxic gases. The toxic effects of those gases are described in
Section 5.4 of the EIS.
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50 86 ISSUE: Because most of the operations will be in rural areas in the Little
Rock AFB, Arkansas area, will local law enforcement agencies be able to
handle the security required? When and how will they be trained? Who
will train them? What kind of training will they receive? Who will pay
for this training and who will pay for the use of these officials in an
emergency?

RESPONSE: The operational Peacekeeper trains would only be on
commercial tracks when directed to disperse by a higher authority. If
trains were dispersed, Air Force security personnel would deploy with the
trains. Security personnel would react to threats as necessary. If an
accident involving a Peacekeeper train, airplane, or truck carrying
missiles or components should occur, the Department of Defense (DOD)
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) would respond and
assume responsibility of the cleanup from whatever local response
agencies that initially arrived. DOD and EPA would deploy teams
specially trained and equipped to deal with any contingency. They would
also obtain assistance from other federal or local agencies as necessary.
Also see response to Document 33, Comment 10.

50 87 ISSUE: If crime, riots, etc., arise because of the program in the Little

Rock AFB, Arkansas area, how will these problems be handled?

RESPONSE: See response to Document )0, Comment 86.

50 88 ISSUE: Regarding Draft EIS Appendix A, will studies 'e conducted on the
air, ground, water, and animal and plant life at all proposed sites to
establish baseline data fo- such chemicals such as nitrogen, nitrate,
nitrous acid, ammonia, sulfide, sulfites, methane, organic halogen, and
chloroform?

RESPONSE: No such monitoring is planned regarding watc or air
quality. The Air Force does not anticipate conducting detailed studies at
the proposed sites in order to establish baseline data for nitrogen, nitrate,
nitrous acid, ammonia, sulfide, sulfites, methane, organic halogen, and
chloroform, nor for natural and man-made radioactive elements such as
rubidium, strontium 90, cesium, iodine, cobalt, and tritium. However, the
flora and fauna of the proposed sites have been characterized and
documented.

50 89 ISSUE: Regarding Draft EIS Appendix A, will the Air Force perform
continuous monitoring at all sites to look for changes and trends in
chemical baseline data?

RESPONSE: No such monitoring is needed.

50 90 ISSUE: Regarding Draft EIS Appendix A, will the Air Force conduct
studies on the air, ground, water, and animal and plant life at all proposed
sites wu establish baseline data on natural and man-made sources of
ra.iation and radioactive elements such as rubidium, Sttontium 90,
ce-: um, iodine, cobalt, and tritium?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 88.

50 91 ISSUE: Regarding Draft EIS Appendix A, will baseline data and continuous
trend monitoring be conducted at all sites for gross alpha and beta
radiation emissions from natural and man-made sources?
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RESPONSE: No such monitoring is needed.

50 92 ISSUE: Regarding Draft EIS Appendix A, will the Air Force establish
continuous monitoring at all sites for oil and grease contamination of the
ground and water?

RESPONSE: Many of the bases routinely monitor for oil and grease
concentrations downstream of runways and flight operations areas. No
additional monitoring of this type will be carried out for the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison program.

50 93 ISSUE: Regarding Draft EIS Appendix A, will the Air Force set maximum
limits on chemicals, elements, and materials? What will the
environmental impacts be of exceeding the limits that are set?

RESPONSE: No. The Air Force Occupational Safety and Health and
Environmental Protection Programs use established Occupational Safety
and Health Administration standards to monitor and prevent occupational
exposures in the workplace and applicable Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) standards to preserve the quality of the environment on our
installations. If an incident should occur, where a release to the
environment is possible, investigative actions to determine the impact will
be in concert with EPA, state, and local regulatory authorities.

50 94 ISSUE: Regarding Draft EIS Appendix A, will the Air Force monitor the
workplace and surrounding environment for beryllium and beryllium
compound contamination as well as chromates and hydrazine? What are

the environmental impacts of exceeding established limits?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 93.

50 95 ISSUE: During welding activities at the sites, especially when welding
stainless steel components, will the Air Force monitor the environment
for ozone production and for chromium and nickel compounds?

RESPONSE: Yes, Welding by products are routinely monitored to protect
our workers from any occupational exposures. Also see response to
Document 50, Comment 93.

50 96 ISSUE: Should an accident involving extremely flammable materials occur
with one of the MX trains nearby, could the missile cars withstand the
force of the LP gas explosion and resulting fire? Could the heat from
such a fire cause the rocket's solid or liquid fuel to ignite? What would be
the environmental impact of such a combined disaster? How could fire
fighters cope with such a problem?

RESPONSE: The probability of a series of events such that components of
the Peacekeeper train (e.g., the missile car) could be damaged by
accidents involving volatile materials associated with a nearby facility or
train is extremely remote. Nevertheless, the EIS (Chapter 5) described
the environmental and human health effect of such an event.

50 97 ISSUE: Will the Air Force place LP gas tank cars or any other type of rail
cars carrying hazardous materials on an MX train to make it look real?

RESPONSE: No.
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50 98 ISSUE: Even though preventive maintenance of the garrison's rail cars is
planned, will that extra maintenance be performed on the other rail cars
which may be used?

RESPONSE: Maintenance will be performed on all rolling stock used on
the Peacekeeper trains.

50 99 ISSUE: Will the garrison train crews be allowed to take drugs to keep the
crews alert, such as Dexedrine and Seconal, during the dispersal runs and
heightened tensions?

RESPONSE: No. Also see response to Document 15, Comment 4.

50 100 ISSUE: How often will the crews be relieved? How will this be
accomplished when the garrison is dispersed?

RESPONSE: No problem with fatigue is anticipated. Operational
Peacekeeper trains will have sufficient crew members onboard to perform
the required duties during dispersal.

50 101 ISSUE: How can the Air Force say for sure that they will be able to clean
up any contamination from accidents involving a nuclear warhead when
post accidental contamination is still present in the world?

RESPONSE: Cleanup would be to acceptable levels, as defined by
Environmental Protection Agency. Responsible Air Force, railroad, and
civilian authorities will be notified and corrective actions will be taken.
Also see response to Document 33, Comment 55.

50 102 ISSUE: How would the Air Force attempt to clean up a nuclear warhead
accident?

RESPONSE: The methods used would depend on the local conditions, the
extent of contamination, etc. A general description of possible methods is
included in Section 5.5.2 of the EIS.

50 103 ISSUE: Can any radioactive materials or contamination enter the food
chain?

RESPONSE: The safety analysis done for the EIS includes calculation of
the incorporation of radioactive materials into the food chain and
resulting human exposure. The contribution to the total risk from that
possibility is very small because the predominant radioactive material
that would be dispersed, plutonium dioxide, is relatively insoluble and very
little would enter the food chain.

50 104 ISSUE: What is the toxicologiep effect of ingesting or inhaling
plutonium?

RESPONSE: The toxicological effects of ingesting or inhaling plutonium
include deposition in the lung, liver, and bone with resulting disease
including the induction of cancer. However, the toxic effect is negligible
compared to the radiation risk.

50 105 ISSUE: What is the half-life of plutonium and other nuclear material in
the warhead? What elements will the nuclear materials decay to? Will
these daughter products be toxic also?
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RESPONSE: Plutonium 239 has a half-life of 24,390 years. The other
radioactive materials in the warhead and plutonium decay daughter
products contribute insignificant levels of radiation exposure and toxicity
risks compared to the pluto.ium. Analysis of the risks as though only
plutonium was dispersed in EIS Chapter 5 adequately quantifies the risk.

51 1 ISSUE.- Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at

Little Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

52 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

53 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program at Whiteman AFB, Missouri. The economic impact of
the program and additional diversification of people coming to the area
would be a benefit to Warrensburg, Johnson County, and the surrounding
area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

54 1 ISSUE-- Commentor supports the removal of all nuclear weapons because
of religious beliefs.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

55 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program, sees no adverse effect on
the environment which cannot be controlled and believes the central
location of Whiteman AFB, Missouri is an ideal location for deployment of
the system.

RESPONSE: Noted.

56 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to placing Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan because the commentor does not like the trains
on the state's commercial tracks; increased danger of sabotage, terrorism,
and accident; and the negative impact on the environment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

56 2 ISSUE: What happens to the program if a new arms control agreement is
signed?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

57 1 ISSUE: Commentor enclosed various pieces of literature in support of his
opinion that nuclear weapons are unjustifiable and it is a crime against
humanity to develop or deploy them.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

58 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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59 1 ISSUF. Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at

Little Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

60 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Little
Rock AFB, Arkansas because the base is designed to accommodate more
active duty personnel, work ethic is strong, quality of life is excellent, and
attitude toward military presence is very supportive.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

61 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Little
Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

62 1 ISSUE: West Plains Association of Cities (Washington) supports the results
of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison EIS. The report is environmentally and
economically balanced reflecting a fair and accurate report of the facts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

63 1 ISSUE: It is not ethical to spend so much money, resources, and time on a
project which ultimately does not keep peace, but robs human
development and the environment.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

64 1 ISSUE: Statement in support of Rail Garrison at Whiteman AFB,
Missouri. No significant problems foreseen in changes of wetlands, and
the economic base would be enhanced in Henry County.

RESPONSE: Section 4.11.6.3 of the EIS provides a discussion on the
impacts to wetlands at Whiteman AFB. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

65 1 ISSUE: Public hearing should have been held at several locations in
Missouri.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

65 2 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to address the economic impacts on tourism.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 4.

65 3 iSSUE. You must consider the environmental impacts of a first strike.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

66 1 ISSUE: Statement and resolution from the City of Clinton, Missouri in
support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Whiteman AFB because of
positive economic impacts and excellent community support.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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67 1 ISSUE: The system would make the Midwest an even more likely target.
Statements make reference to a report on Rail Garrison basing mode, its
trains and movements. System violates the Geneva Convention and has
the intention to violate the Salt II Treaty. System will destabilize START
talks and decrease national security. System inconsistent with United
States negotiating position. Need to pursue policies to enhance security
through mutual, verifiable agreements to halt and reverse the arms race.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

67 2 ISSUE: The effects of deployment on civil defense as system is dispersed
need to be addressed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

68 1 ISSUE: The system is a threat to life, our foreign policy, and how safe is
it?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1. Safety is
addressed in EIS Chapter 5.

69 1 ISSUE: Since train tracks are easily destroyed, why not put these weapons
on trucks and use the road system.

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

70 1 ISSUE: Statement from Johnson County Commission in support of
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison deployment at Whiteman AFB, Missouri for its
strategic location and the added economy the base will generate.

RESPONSE: Noted.

71 1 ISSUE: Statement for the record in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
system at Whiteman AFB, Missouri because of the base's location and
accessibility, most of the impacts would not be significant, and there
would be economic benefits.

RESPONSE: Noted.

72 1 ISSUE: Commentor endorses the Draft EIS for the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program because it is an effective product and provides anyone
with t'.e totality of information needed to make an enlightened decision
on the program.

RESPONSE: Noted.

73 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the efforts of the Armed Forces in their
attempts and successes in maintaining proper balance of world power in
order to preserve world peace.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

74 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports and endorses the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
at Whiteman AFB, Missouri because of positive community support, good
base relations, and strong positive economic impact.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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75 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at

Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

76 1 ISSUE: Commentor feels the Rail Garrison program would be an asset to
the area and would be welcomed by the citizens.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

77 1 ISSUE' Commentor in support of the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
facility at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

78 1 ISSUE: Statement for the record supporting the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison at Whiteman AFB, Missouri because of its strategic location, its
accessibility, and the continued added economy the base generates.

RESPONSE: Noted.

79 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program
and suggests a comprehensive test ban treaty. Also has concerns of
national security.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

80 1 ISSUE: We should decrease, not increase, bombs as, in fact, we and the
Soviets are dismantling bombs. Putting more bombs on rail increases the
chance of accidents.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

81 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at
Whiteman AFB, Missouri because the area already has the Minuteman
missile and the Stealth bomber is coming and because the Peacekeeper is
too costly.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

81 2 ISSUE: Commentor thinks the railroads are not safe enough to handle the
system. They should be put on submarines instead. Peacekeeper would be
safer in submarines than the railroads.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 1.

82 1 ISSUE: Why has the Air Force restricted its investigation of
environmental impant issues to only the area immediately surrounding the
proposed bases, specifically Whiteman AFB, Missouri?

RESPONSE: Environmental i npacts are evaluated in the areas where
program induced effects of any magnitude may be expected to occur. At
Whiteman AFB, as with all candidate bases, the region of influence will
only extend outward from the base, a certain distance. Since no impacts
are expected to be experienced beyond this distance, an investigation
outside the RO1 is not necessary. Nationwide impacts are discussed for
relevant issues such as socioeconomics, transportation, and safety. See
EIS Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 and Chapter 5.
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82 2 ISSUE.- Why were there no hearings held in any areas except at the
proposed sites?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

82 3 ISSUE. The Draft EIS does not address the human factor, i.e., issue of
human fallibility.

RESPONSE: See Section 5.1.2 of the EIS.

82 4 ISSUE: What number of people would constitute a reasonable amount as
expendable in an accident in order to implement this system?

RESPONSE: People are not expendable. Our American tradition places
great value on human life. Safety has been, and will continue to be, the
primary concern in the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system deployment and
operation.

82 5 ISSUE: The Draft EIS barely touches on the environmental impact that
would occur should an MX train have an accident in a relatively isolated
area or near a vast metropolitan city with millions of people.

RESPONSE: The safety analysis summarized in Chapter 5 of the EIS

considers the consequence of accidents at all locations adjacent to the
track that the Rail Garrison train might utilize. The greater
consequences in populated areas are reflected in the rail unit risk factors
which are described in Section 5.4 of the EIS.

82 6 ISSUE: Why did the Draft EIS not examine and address a comparative
study on more than 30 basing modes.

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

82 7 ISSUE: Why has the Air Force considered the 100 MX missiles as an
alternative when Congress has mandated only 50 missiles?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.1.

82 8 ISSUE: Why has the Air Force not considered the "No Action"
Alternative?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

82 9 ISSUE: Why do we need a land-based mobile system when we already have
the Trident submarine program?

RESPONSE: To ensure a high degree of survivability of our nuclear
deterrence, the United States relies on the Triad system of land, sea, and
air-based nuclear assets. The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program is in
response to the country's need to modernize the land leg of the Triad.

83 1 ISSUE: Statements from U.S. Senators J. Bennett Johnson and John
Breaux supporting the program because it will provide much needed jobs in
the Barksdale AFB, Louisiana area and proper mitigation will ensure
threatened and endangered species impacts would be minimal.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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84 1 ISSUE: The Rail Garrison system at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan will disrupt
the prime tourist and recreational areas throughout the eastern part of
Michigan's outstanding tourist areas.

RESPONSE: Noted.

84 2 ISSUF: Concerned that Michigan's whole life support system of air, earth,
and water are being held hostage by the military.

RESPONSE: Noted.

84 3 ISSUE. Concerned that the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program will
impact the water supplies in Mi-ehigan -- its lakes and streams.

RESPONSE: Impacts on water supplies are discussed in EIS Section 4.12.7.

84 4 ISSUE., Concerned that the wetlands in Michigan and all the fish and
wildlife that are dependent on them will be threatened by the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at Wurtsmith AFB.

RESPONSE: A summary of potential impacts is presented in
Table 4.12.6-2. and Section 4.12.6.3 of the EIS. The proposed location of
the rail spur would disturb approximately 3.2 acres of wetlands in the
Au Sable River floodplain and is the only siting design that would
accommodate the special engineering constraints of the program.
However, the Air Force would take actions to mitigate this loss (see the
Appendix of the EIS).

84 5 ISSUE= Concerned that the groundwater supply wells are already
vulnerable to contamination from adjacent locations within the principal
aquifer in the Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan area. With the Rail Garrison
system, groundwater use would increase by 12 percent which might pull
contaminated grourdwater into uncontaminated wells and may threaten
the health and safety of the citizens of the region and visitors to the area.

RESPONSE: The groundwater contamination problem at the base has been
recognized for quite some time and cleanup actions have been extensive.
For more than a decade the U.S. Geological Survey has carried out a
series of studies, drilling hundreds of monitoring wells to trace the extent
of the contamination. Through this effort, several additional groundwater
contaminant plumes have been identified. Working with the State of
Michigan, the base has constructed two purge-well and groundwater
treatment systems with a third scheduled to go into operation in 1989.
Expenditures for groundwater cleanup measures at the base have reached
$8 million since 1977. Nearly $200,000 is spent annually for monitoring
and water testing to assure the quality of the water from the wells
currently in use. If monitoring indicates local migration of contaminated
groundwater toward production wells, purge well pumping can be
increased to help control the extent of contaminant migration. These
actions indicate a strong commitment on the part of the Air Force to
control and eventually eliminate the contaminated groundwater plumes at
Wurtsmith AFB. All of this does not minimize the level and significance
of impacts of water resources at the base which have been judged to be
low but significant. This, however, would not threaten the water supplies
of nearby townships nor the health and welfare of the people who visit this
area.
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85 1 ISSUE: Statement made that the No Action Alternative should be chosen
because the military mentality that computes for levels of acceptable
losses of human lives does not apply to the civilian population.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

86 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports project because Missouri is in the center of
the United States, the main line of the Union Pacific Railroad is adjacent
to the base, land is available for necessary facility construction, and there
is public support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

87 1 ISSUE: The potential impact of the earthquakes related to the New
Madrid fault system in the Blytheville, Arkansas area could conceivably
affect the Little Rock AFB area as well. This alone should eliminate
Blytheville as a potential site and render Little Rock questionable.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 3, Comment 1 and Document 50,
Comment 62.

87 2 ISSUE: Commentor states that Little Rock AFB, Arkansas should be an
unlikely choice because the frequency of tornados could make tracks
impassable and train wrecks more likely.

RESPONSE: Noted.

87 3 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to consider the extent of the impact the Rail
Garrison program would have on the already environmentally stressed
Little Rock AFB, Arkansas. The base already has 18 areas that have been
contaminated.

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program will not create new
areas of contamination on the base.

87 4 ISSUE: Commentor states that the defense of the nation should be
contracted to some private firm that has a good environmental record and
does not depend upon young careless men as the main component of their
labor force.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

87 5 ISSUE: Population growth in the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area has
outstripped the areas water supply. Some communities, including
Jacksonville, have had to go to outside water supplies in Little Rock and
Lonoke County.

RESPONSE: Currently, Jacksonville, which supplies water to Little Rock
AFB, receives about 75 percent of its annual 4,560 acre-ft water
requirements from the Little Rock city supply. The water sources
available to Jacksonville are 3,370 acre-ft/yr from the metropolitan
system and 6,130 acre-ft/yr from city wells. This adds up to a total of
9,500 acre-ft/yr. When the program is in full operation in 1993, total
water use in Jacksonville is projected to be about 5,600 acre-ft or
59 percent of the supply available to the city. The Jacksonville Water
Department has stated that it can readily meet program needs (see EIS
Section 4.8.7.3).
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87 6 ISSU- Commentor states that both the military and railway workers in
Arkansas have been notorious for their high drug use rates. This could
contribute to the high accident rate of train accidents.

RESPONSE: The military crews are not expected to have drug problems.
See Section 5.1.2 of the EIS.

87 7 ISSUE: Commentor states that wastewater treatment has been stressed
due to the influx of population into the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area.

RESPONSE: The City of Jacksonville has just completed construction of
three new wastewater treatment facilities to treat flows from the base
and the city's residents. Little Rock AFB contributed to the cost of
constructing these facilities and pays for the treatment of their wastes.

87 8 ISSUE: Commentor states that police protection has been stressed due to
the influx of population into the Little Rock AFB, Arkansas area.

RESPONSE: There has been a slight reduction in staffing levels recently
for the Jacksonville Police Department due to budgetary problems. Local
officials believe they are still providing the area with the same level of
public safety protection as in the past, although this has required some
overtime work by the staff. The population influx associated with the
program is not expected to add measurable increases in demand for public
safety services.

87 9 ISSUF- Statement made that Arkansas far exceeds the national average
for rail accidents and therefore should not be chosen as a Rail Garrison
site.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 2.

87 10 ISSUE. Statement made that the MX is unnecessary and is a destabilizing
contributor to the possibility of nuclear war and shouldn't be based in
Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

88 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison mission at
Eaker AFB, Arkansas for its excellent year-round weather that will not
shut things down and the patriotic citizens who are interested in peace,
freedom, and a strong defense.

RESPONSE: Noted.

89 1 ISSUE: The EIS should address the consequences of a collision with
another train at the time the missile is ready to be launched.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

89 2 ISSUE. The environmental analysis for a catastrophic accident should
include the number of citizens who would be impacted and how they are
affected by the worst possible disaster. In other words, describe the type
of destruction possible at different distances from the disaster site.

RESPONSE: The consequences to persons, plants, and animals at various
distances from a fire or explosion are described in detail in Section 5.4 of
the EIS.
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90 1 ISSUE. The environmental impacts at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan will be
detrimental to wetlands in the Au Sable River watershed and Van Etten
Lake areas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 84, Comment 4.

90 2 ISSUE- The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is not feasible.

RESPONSE: In the past, the Air Force wanted to deploy a portion of its
land-based missile force in a mobile mode, but the guidance system
technology would not allow it. This was solved by the late 1970s and
several mobile basing modes were examined, including the Rail Garrison
basing mode. The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison mode is not only feasible,
but also allows the United States to reap the advantages of the world's
most accurate ICBM.

90 3 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is a first-strike weapon.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

90 4 ISSUE- The entire rail system would be at risk in case of an actual attack
which would endanger all shipping of necessary goods.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

90 5 ISSUE: Commentor supports the nonexpansion of defense and deterrent
atomic weapons and urges that the Peacekeeper missile system be
discontinued as an unwarranted expense for national security.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

91 1 ISSUE: Commentor states first-strike capabilities of the Peacekeeper
missile are not addressed in the Draft EIS. The United States strategy has
resulted in the arms race which includes first-strike capabilities as with
the Peacekeeper missile.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

91 2 ISSUE: The MX cannot be allowed in Missouri because of moral and
spiritual convictions.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

91 3 ISSUE: If tax dollars are spent at the Pentagon and with the Peacekeeper,
where is the money needed for environmental problems such as nuclear
waste, industrial waste, erosion, etc.?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

91 4 ISSUE: The jobs are largely for males and do not create a product, or
service human needs. Therefore, no taxes are paid, and mental and
educational programs suffer.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

91 5 ISSUE: It was said 18.5 percent fewer accidents occurred on railroads this
year. Where was that number taken from?
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RESPONSE: As reported in the revised Chapter 5 of the EIS, the rail
accident rate per million miles traveled for the years 1983-1987
were: 1983 - 5.11; 1984 - 4.84; 1985 - 4.28; 1986 - 3.64; and 1987 - 3.45.
The average five year period of rates, or 4.27, is now used to calculate the
probability of an accident involving a Peacekeeper train. The 1987 rate
is 14.8 percent lower than the average for the five years.

92 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Rail Garrison at Grand Forks AFB,
North Dakota for its substantial benefits to the economy, defense, and
deterrence.

RESPONSE: Noted.

93 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Rail Garrison at Grand Forks AFB,
North Dakota for its economic benefit, no risk to the community and
environmenr, and the need for diversity and flexibility in our strategic
defenses.

RESPONSE: Noted.

94 1 ISSUE. Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. Peace
through strength.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

95 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the system at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota. Excellent defense system with its mobility and has many positive
impacts for the area.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

96 1 ISSUE: Resolution from Grand Forks County Board of Commissioners in
support of Grand Fork AFB, North Dakota being chosen as a deployment
site for the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

97 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program
at Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

98 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system
near Grand Forks, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

99 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Rail Garrison project at Grand Forks
AFB, North Dakota for economic benefits that can be generated by
construction services required of such a project.

RESPONSE: Noted.

100 1 ISSUE: Commentor in full support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program at Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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101 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Grand
Forks AFB, North Dakota because it is a cost-effective mobile system,
will increase deterrent capabilities, and strengthen business in the
community.

RESPONSE: Noted.

102 1 ISSUE: Resolution from Polk County (Minnesota) Board of Commissioners
in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota because it will promote world peace and have a strong, positive
effect on the local economy.

RESPONSE: Noted.

103 1 ISSUE: Resolution for the record in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
at Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota because it is highly mobile, survivable,
and a cost-effective deterrent for the national defense. Grand Forks has
an extensive rail system, land, and people to deploy this system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the project because the "No Action
Alternative" is the only realistic option available.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 2 ISSUE: During wartime, isn't playing hide and seek with ICBMs
endangering and not protecting United States citizens.

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 3 ISSUE: The Draft EIS deliberately limited the scope of the document to
eliminate controversial topics.

RESPONSE: Controversial topics were discussed in the EIS when it
involved disagreement among recognized professionals over environmental
impacts or assessment methods. Possible controversy over the purpose,
need, or desirability of the program are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 4 ISSUE: The EIS needs to look at the effects of the system on human
psychology.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

104 5 ISSUE: The EIS should look at impacts (social) that death row inmates
have on their environment and how this relates to the social impacts of
the project on people.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

104 6 ISSUE: MX missiles garrisoned at Fairchild AFB, Washington would make
Spokane County a general target area.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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104 7 I1SUE: The EIS should look at wartime effects of the system.

RESPONSE: Issues of wartime effects are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 8 ISSUE: Commentor dislikes the name Peacekeeper.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

104 9 ISSUE: Commentor feels the threat to our vulnerability of all land-based
missiles is not real. Why should I pay for this protection?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 10 ISSUE: Fairchild AFB, Washington should not be chosen because of
impacts on wetlands, Swainson's hawk, ferruginous hawks, and the great
blue heron.

RESPONSE: Impacts on biological resources at Fairchild AFB are
addressed in EIS Section 4.6.6.3.

104 11 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to adequately assess program impacts to plant
and animal communities, because it does not address the effects of a
nuclear explosion.

RESPONSE: Nuclear explosion effects are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 12 ISSUE The operation scenario (Draft EIS Page 1-11) never addresses the
launching of a missile.

RESPONSE: The issue of intentional launching of the missile is beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 13 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not analyze the health effects of incoming
missiles, nor is there an analysis of the effects of outgoing missiles on a
Soviet city.

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

104 14 ISSUE: The EIS needs an in-depth analysis of the effects of bombing of
Spokane, Washington or the USSR.

RESPONSE: The issue of the effects of nuclear war is beyond the scope
of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

105 1 ISSUE Commentor opposed to the system being situated anywhere and

also opposed because the system won't move until it is too late.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

106 1 ISSUE: The railway is in bad condition in Michigan. The Air Force should
do an inspection.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 2.
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107 1 ISSUE-- Commentor opposed to the system. Believes the system is
antiquated and therefore represents a waste of tax dollars and will place a
drain on the economy. Present missile system is adequate to meet
defense needs.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

107 2 ISSUE: The EIS fails to address the psychological impacts of the
Peacekeeper missile.

RESPONSE- See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

107 3 ISSUE The effects of a nuclear accident are inadequately addressed in
the EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 21, Comment 1.

107 4 ISSUE: Commentor objects to hearings only being held in one location
when other areas with rail lines would also be impacted.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

108 1 ISSUE Commentor urges a thorough environmental impact study by local
scientists of the disturbance of the red-cockaded woodpecker colonies in
the forest in the Barksdale AFB, Louisiana area.

RESPONSE: In compliance with a recommendation of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (Lafayette, Louisiana Field Office), a survey was
conducted in the spring of 1988 by a qualified wildlife biologist to
determine whether suitable habitat for the red-cockaded woodpecker is
present on Barksdale AFB. The results of the survey indicate that some
suitable (although not prime) habitat is present in the upland pine forest
on the eastern side of the base; however, no individuals of the species
were observed. Facilities for the proposed Rail Garrison program have
been sited in areas of bottomland hardwood forest on the western side of
the base. Therefore, this program will not have any impacts on red-
cockaded woodpeckers or potential habitat.

109 1 ISSUE: Texas Governor's Office of Budget and Planning provides list of
Draft EIS review participants.

RESPONSE: Noted.

110 1 ISSUE Commentor strongly supports the development of Rail Garrison at
Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

111 1 ISSUE Commentor concerned that 244 acres of jack pine forest in the
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan area will be devastated as a result of the
deployment of the MX Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: The potential impact is discussed in Section 4.12.6.3 of
the EIS.

111 2 ISSUE: Commentor is concerned about the disruption of 437 acres of
undeveloped land including wetlands as a result of the project at
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 84, Comment 4.

111 3 ISSUE: Commentor is concerned about the contamination of the shallow
aquifer supplying water to Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan, and the townships of
Oscoda and Au Sable, due to the expanded water usage demanded by the
missile system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 84, Comment 5.

111 4 ISSUE: Commentor states that the program increases the likelihood of a
nuclear accident and/or a nuclear exchange, is vulnerable to attack, and a
waste of taxpayer's money.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

111 5 ISSUE: Commentor opposes the project because it represents a threat to
life, both nuclear and environmental, is too costly, and money could be
better spent on the real problems of the global community.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

111 6 ISSUE: Commentor supports the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

112 1 ISSUE The First America Bank in Michigan is in the planning stage of
providing the funds necessary to build the housing required to correct the
housing shortage identified in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE Noted.

113 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the project because it is in defiance of
international law and is a crime against God and humanity.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

114 1 ISSUE Statement by the local governmental units of Eastern losco
County, Michigan clarifying the current status of the proposal within the
Department of Defense and to note the urgency of expediting current and
associated reviews and approvals associated with Wurtsmith AFB
participation in a regional water system.

RESPONSE: The EIS has identified a significant groundwater impact at
Wurtsmith AFB due to increased reliance for water supply on a locally
contaminated shallow aquifer underlying the base. One mitigation
measure to avoid this impact would be for the base to switch to an
alternate water source. Participation in the proposed Lake Huron regional
supply system would mitigate this ground water impact as identified In EIS
Section 4.12.7.3. Also see response to Document 84, Comment 5.

115 1 ISSUE: Charter Township of Oscoda in support of the project at
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan because the mission is critical to our free
society and lifestyle.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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116 1 ISSUE: Commentor feels that the MX missile system is designed to fight
a nuclear war and not for nuclear deterrence. Has the government
changed its policy on nuclear deterrence?

RESPONSE: The policy of the United States government has not changed
with regard to deterrence of nuclear war. Also see response to
Document 32, Comment 1.

116 2 ISSUE: Comment made that it is not sensible to choose a crowded area
such as the Midland-Bay City-Saginaw, Michigan area with 250,000 people
as a potential deployment site for launching nuclear missiles.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

116 3 ISSUE: Will the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency hold a hearing on
this EIS? Who will act on it and decide the alternative?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 27.

116 4 ISSUE: Statement made that the building of bridges across streams is
known to severely degrade the stream quality. In the analysis for
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan, has this been considered and provided for so
that long-term sedimentation does not occur at the railroad bridges to be
built?

RESPONSE: Should bridges be constructed, water quality impacts can be
avoided if construction proceeds during periods of little or no flow. All
bridges will be built to pass flood flows and no long-duration water quality
impacts are expected to result from the bridges.

117 1 ISSUE-- If the Rail Garrison system has negligible chances of explosion,
why is there a large safety area on the base where they will be housed?

RESPONSE: As a general precaution at all Air Force bases, explosive
safety zones provide safe distance between places where explosives
(including rocket propellants) are stored or processed and other specified
locations, such as inhabited buildings, public traffic routes, recreational
areas, utilities, petroleum storage facilities, and storage or processing
facilities for other explosives.

118 1 ISSUE: Has it been shown that the 125,000 or more miles of commercial
railroads will be able to safely handle these missile cars, which are much
heavier than normal cars and at 70-plus feet long are a third longer than
the usual 55 feet for a normal car.

RESPONSE: Most commercial rail track in the United States currently
can accommodate trains composed of rail cars that approximate the size
and weight of the Rail Garrison cars. Also see response to Document 24,
Comment 2.

118 2 ISSUE: How has it been shown that a deployment time of two to six hours
could be in any way survivable or even effective when Soviet ICBMs
attack 30 minutes after launch?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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118 3 ISSUE: Why hasn't the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (DNR),
at least on a local or district level, been contacted or notified about the
Rail Garrison proposal at Wurtsmith AFB?

RESPONSE: The Air Force began coordinating with the Michigan DNR as
soon as Rail Garrison facility siting plans for Wurtsmith AFB became
available (early 1988). The Air Force contractor, Tetra Tech, was
referred to specific offices and individuals for consultation on the various
biological issues (e.g., wetlands, sensitive species, habitats). The early
consultations with the DNR and siting modifications helped to minimize
the potential impacts on biological resources that would result from this
program.

118 4 ISSUE-- Why would a second rail line be needed, as discussed in Draft EIS
Pages 4.12-43 to 46, since it appears to run nearly parallel to the present
line? The construction of this new line would be very costly and
environmentally damaging.

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.8.

118 5 ISSUE On Draft EIS, Page 4.12-45, third paragraph it states that "The
most western three miles (36 acres) of ROW would be located near the
urban area of Midland, Michigan. Specific land use in this area is
unknown. ." Why is nothing known about this area if such a supposedly
carefully detailed and complete study was made?

RESPONSE: The question relates to possible dual-rail egress. If the
option for construction of a second rail connection is adopted at a later
date, appropriate environmental analysis will be accomplished at that
time (see EIS Section 1.8).

119 1 ISSUE: Commentor states that nuclear accidents have and will happen.

RESPONSE: Accidents involving nuclear weapons, nuclear generators in
satellites, and nuclear power plants have occurred, but no United States
nuclear weapon accident has caused even a partial nuclear detonation.

119 2 ISSUE.- Commentor states that the Rail Garrison system is the most
expensive missile program in American history on a per unit basis.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

119 3 ISSUE: Commentor states that from a public perspective, the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system is frightening and loaded with potential
danger. He feels that with this basing mode we have more to worry about
from our own Air Force than from Soviet missiles.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

119 4 ISSUE Commentor assumes that the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency will conduct the formal public hearings.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 27.

119 5 ISSUE Commentor feels that the Draft EIS is inadequate because there is
little or no data to support the conclusions that the sponsor's proposed
action is environmentally safe. Background information on the safety
analysis was totally excluded.
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RESPONSE: See EIS Chapter 5 which has been revised to clarify several
points raised during public hearings.

119 6 ISSUE: What kind of analysis was done on the Draft EIS when statements
such as "specific land use in this area is urknown, but there could be a
conflict with inhabited buildings on the eastern edge of town" were made?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 118, Comment 5.

119 7 ISSUE-- On Draft EIS Page 4.0-2, it is very fuzzy on which state and local
environmental laws will be followed. Which Environmental Protection
Agency, state and environmental regulations will be impacted by your
actions? Will you comply with them or not?

RESPONSE: Generally, activities undertaken by the federal government
are not subject to state regulation or control unless the Congress
specifically invites that regulation and control. However, the Air Force
will cooperate with the appropriate agencies to meet their requirements
to the extent possible.

119 8 ISSUE. In regard to the performance of the missile cars in the event of a
possible accident, an actual test of the safety of the cars in the worst-
case scenario should be conducted. A computer simulation is not
acceptable.

RESPONSE: The design certification process includes testing as
applicable to assure all requirements are met. Computer simulation for
purposes of accident risk assessment is an acceptable procedure.

119 9 ISSUE-- When will the m'3sile cars be moved?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.3.6.

119 10 ISSUE. What evacuation plans have you prepared and discussed with local
communities in Michigan?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

119 11 ISSUE: What training will be provided to local fire departments in the
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan area for handling radiation mixed with lethal
plumes of gases?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

119 12 ISSUE: What rail restrictions will you follow in moving the trains both
back to the home base and when loaded with the nuclear weapons? At
what speeds will you move these trains, and what quality of track will you
move on?

RESPONSE: All track segments used to support the dispersed movement
of Peacekeeper trains will be of the quality needed to ensure the safety of
the train, crew and public. Civilian pilots, thoroughly familiar with the
track and all other aspects of the route will be on board each Peacekeeper
train. No unique restriction will be imposed on the train and speeds will
be established to conform with routine railroad procedures as outlined by
the Federal Railroad Administration.
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119 13 ISSUE- What is the quality of the Detroit and Mackinac track servicing
Oscoda and the remainder of that line? How will you handle the oversized
cars?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 118, Comment 1.

119 14 ISSUE: How will you decommission the missiles, trains, and garrison
facilities?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

119 15 ISSUE: When the system is decommissioned, how will you handle
contaminated equipment and earth?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

119 16 ISSUF: Statement made that the Draft EIS is full of comments about
computer simulations. Commentor asks where is the output of the
computer simulations and what assumptions did you make to run the
models?

RESPONSE: The output from the various computer simulations have been
used in the analysis of impacts and are summarized in Chapters 4
(Affected Environments and Environmental Consequences) and 5 (Safety
Considerations). Assumptions used in performing these simulations are
referenced in Chapter 3 (Environmental Analysis Methods) and Chapter 5
(Safety Consideration) as appropriate.

119 17 ISSUF Statement made that key sections of the Draft EIS gloss over
decommissioning and transportation of the weapons by hiding behind
references to non-Department of Defense agencies.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

120 1 ISSUE: Commentor called the Draft EIS consideration of the No Action
Alternative feeble. States that National Environmental Policy Act
requirements to "identify alternatives as to their beneficial and
detrimental effects on the environmental elements, specifically taking
into account the alternative of No Action" were not met.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

120 2 ISSUE: As a railroad system, what does the MX Rail Garrison produce,
and what if anything does it contribute to the maintenance and
enhancement of long-term productivity? More than 380 congressional
districts will experience net losses in both capital resources and jobs.
Every job involved with the Rail Garrison program will be offset by the
loss of one job in the production economy.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 32, Comment 1.

120 3 ISSUE: Statement made that the project is too costly and that the
balance of trade deficit is the single-greatest threat to the national
security of the United States.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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120 4 ISSUF Commentor thinks the money spent on the project in Michigan

would be better spent on a more productive and efficient rail system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

121 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas
because it is highly survivable, low risk, low cost, and fully flexible.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

122 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas
because the system is highly reliable, survivable, and the community is
supportive.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

123 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB because of
community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

124 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of low cost, reliability, survivability, and location.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

125 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
it would be a practical and geographically advantageous site, and has
community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

126 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

127 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

128 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

129 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
the system is highly survivable.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

130 1 ISSUE- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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131 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because

of its geography and support of the community.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

132 1 ISSUE= Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
it has a low risk, low cost, and is highly survivable.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

133 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because

of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

134 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

135 1 ISSUE. Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because

of location and community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

136 1 ISSUE. Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

137 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

138 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

139 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

140 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of low cost, high mobility, and community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

141 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

142 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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143 1 ISSUME Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

144 1 ISSUE% Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of Its location.

RESPONSE See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

145 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support, size and location of the base, and many miles of
accessible railroad track.

RESPONSE= See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

146 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

147 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

148 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

149 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of its location, effectiveness in administrating new programs, widespread
and adequate railway tracks, positive economic impact, and community
support.

RESPONSE: Noted.

150 1 ISSUE- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

151 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of the positive economic effect on the Fort Worth area and the entire
State of Texas.

RESPONSE: Noted.

152 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support and location.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

153 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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154 1 ISBUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because

of Its usefulness as a deterrent.

RESPONSE-- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

155 1 ISSUE- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
the base meets all Defense Department qualifications and would provide
the necessary infrastructure for the system, its geography, and its
location.

RESPONSE- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

156 1 ISSUE. Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of positive economic impacts and community support.

RESPONSE- Noted.

157 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

158 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support and the need for a strong national defense.

RESPONSE See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

159 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

160 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
the State of Texas supports a strong role in continuing military
preparedness.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

161 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of its location, minimal building of new railway lines, adequate space, and
community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

162 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

163 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support and the base is strategically located.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

164 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support and location.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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165 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because

of community support, geography, and existing railroad capabilities.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

166 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support and because the area offers all the benefits needed
to support the project.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

167 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of its accessibility to 170,000 miles of rail lines and community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

168 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

169 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

170 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

171 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because

of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

172 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of a positive economic impact to the State of Texas, climate, and
adequate rail lines.

RESPONSE: Noted.

173 1 ISSUE.- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of strong community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

174 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

175 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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176 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because

of community support.

RESPONSE. See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

177 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

178 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

179 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas oecause
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

180 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

181 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

182 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of an excellent work force and community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

183 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

184 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support and the good condition of the railroad network in
west Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

185 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

186 1 ISSUe. Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support and a need for a strong national defense.

RESPONSF. See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

187 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support.
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RESPONSE See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

188 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of no adverse impacts on the community, additional jobs, and economic
boost.

RESPONSE- Noted.

189 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of community support, climate, location, and the low cost of locating the
system at Dyess AFB.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

190 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

191 1 ISSUE- Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

192 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

193 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

194 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

195 1 ISSUE. Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

196 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

197 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

198 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

199 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

200 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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201 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

202 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

203 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

204 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

205 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

206 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because
of its strategic location and community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

207 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

208 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

209 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

210 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

211 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

212 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

213 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

214 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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215 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

216 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

217 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

218 1 ISSUE: Resolution supporting the project at Dyess AFB, Texas because of
increased employment, diversification of the economy, increased revenue,
and community support.

RFSPONSE: Noted.

219 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas
because the area is centrally located and has a considerable amount of rail
mileage available.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

219 2 ISSUE: Is there a lease cost imposed on the use of the national rail system
by the Air Force?

RESPONSE: Since Peacekeeper trains will operate on the commercial rail
network, the Air Force will operate through a track usage fee agreement
and structure similar to commercial operations.

220 1 ISSUE: Commentor submitted newspaper articles on train accidents in
Missouri and asked that we stop this expensive and immoral program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

221 1 ISSUE: What is the civil defense plan being considered for this system at
Whiteman AFB, Missouri?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

221 2 ISSUE-- What is considered an adequate defense? We should hold up
development of a new weapons system.

RESPONSE: Issues of national defense are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

221 3 ISSUE: What could be done in our county if we took similar dollars to
protect and renew our resources in Johnson and Pettis Counties, Missouri?

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

221 4 ISSUF. The Air Force should establish a program of peace studies dollars
for dollars with defense spending.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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222 1 ISSUE: The notification of hearings was inadequate and the cities and

towns along the rail lines should have hearings.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 34, Comments 9 and 11.

222 2 ISSUE The missile propellants present a hazard in case of derailments in
and around populated areas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 30.

222 3 ISSUE: Commentor wants the Missouri soil to give life and not be planned
for death.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

222 4 ISSUE.- Commentor feels hearings should be held in other cities and towns
that will have to be host to the MX as it passes through on practice runs.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

222 5 ISSUE.- Our nuclear strategic forces do not need the Peacekeeper in light
of such things as the new D-5 missile and the C-4.

RESPONSE-- Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

223 1 ISSUE Commentor suggested an alternate routing for the connector rail
spur for the onbase option at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: The routing of the connector rail spur at Eaker AFB for the
onbase option was determined based on required engineering specifications
(e.g., degree of track curvature and surface drainage characteristics),
including crossing Pemiscot Bayou at right angles to minimize the length
of the bridge required to cross the channel. The proposed routing would
traverse an area with few inhabited structures and would coincide with
property lines where possible, to minimize disruption of current land uses.

224 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to placement of nuclear weapons in any kind
of rail system. The money and jobs are not important compared to the
death and destruction these weapons can incur.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

224 2 ISSUE: Commentor dislikes the name "Peacekeeper."

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

225 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Grand
Forks AFB, North Dakota because of long-term economic benefits and to
protect the national security.

RESPONSE: Noted.

226 1 ISSUE: The need for newer aircraft is greater than the need for long-
range missiles. Opposes appropriation of $1.4 billion for electronics with
the missile program.
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RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scooe of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

226 2 ISSUE: Electromagnetic energy densities are now an issue for the Final
EIS; e.g., effects on vegetation, air quality, a health hazard issue, and
should be an issue for legislative controls.

RESPONSE: The levels of electromagnetic energy which would be
generated by the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system are lower than those
generated by many common commercial sources. While the human health
effects of high energy electromagnetic fields and pulses are being studied,
no such effects have been identified as an expected consequence of this
system as currently proposed. Therefore, no analysis of that issue is
included in the EIS.

226 3 ISSUE: Foreign countries are leading the United States in many areas of
electronic technology and production. It is also another opportunity for
nondomestic companies to place embedded surveillance systems, sneak
circuits, hackable hardware, or overrides on our equipment. Please address
both the human health hazards of embedded foreign electronic equipment
not purchased and used by the Air Force and those purchased and used by
the Air Force in the missile program.

RESPONSE: No human health effects have been identified as expected
consequences of electromagnetic emissions from equipment used in the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system. It is not expected that embedded
surveillance systems and the like will be in the equipment, but they would
be suppressed, removed or destroyed whenever detected.

226 4 ISSUE., Would the Air Force support the public right to know and support
a warning device about local electronic transmitter or emission sources
that are intermittently pulsed, or in continuous operation in communities
around missile sites, the health hazard capabilities of each, who owns and
operates it, and what purpose it serves in the community whether located
on private or public property?

RESPONSE: Any electromagnetic field or pulse sources would be
evaluated for safety before being installed. Whether or not information
about those sources would be made available to the public would depend
on national security and classification considerations.

227 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Grand
Forks AFB, North Dakota because of continued base support for the
community, the economic benefits and to help keep this country free.

RESPONSE: Noted.

228 1 ISSUE: Commentor expressed concern over rail upkeep, personnel
reliability, and sabotage.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

229 1 ISSUE. The Air Force should address the psychological impact upon the
population in Cheyenne, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.
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230 1 ISSUE: Why does the United States need the MX (Peacekeeper)? Don't we
already have enough missiles?
RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.

Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

230 2 ISSUE. Why does the United States need the Rail Garrison program?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

230 3 ISSUE: How often will the missiles be moved around?

RESPONSE: See EIS Chapter 1.

230 4 ISSUE: What will be the impact on the communities they (missile trains)
move through?

RESPONSE: The movement of the Peacekeeper train through
communities will not be different than a commercial train. Also see
response to Document 33, Comment 30.

230 5 ISSUE-- Will there be local training in case of accidents?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

230 6 ISSUE What security systems will be implemented to safeguard
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison and how will these affect the lifestyle of the
area?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 7 and 21.

230 7 ISSUE: What are the alternatives to Rail Garrison including the No Action
option?

RESPONSE Comparison of alternative basing modes is beyond the scope
of this EIS. Also see response to Document 37, Comment 15.

231 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Grand
Forks AFB, North Dakota because no significant environmental problems
are foreseen and the excellent relationship between the base and the
community.

RESPONSE: Noted.

231 2 ISSUE Resolution for the record in support of Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota being chosen as a site for the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

231 3 ISSUE: Resolution for the record in support of Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota being designated as a site for the proposed Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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232 1 ISSUE: The psychological environment should be studied as those which

affect the physical elements.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

232 2 ISSUE: Opposed to additional weapons that are vulnerable to attack, yet
also possess a prompt hard-target kill capability; in other words, a first-
strike weapon.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

232 3 ISSUE: Increasing the number and deployment of the Peacekeeper is a
destabilizing factor.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

232 4 ISSUE: Questions on environment, such as clean water, clean air, medical
and housing should be given priority considerations.

RESPONSE: The EIS equally addresses the elements mentioned and others
in regard to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.

233 1 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison serves to attract barrage attack
by the Soviets and saturate tracks and support facilities with nuclear
explosions.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

234 1 ISSUE: Testimony given at Great Falls, Montana public hearing opposed
to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison deployment for such reasons such as dollars
spent on the system, need for the system, limited economic benefits, and
production of nuclear weapons is environmentally harmful.

RESPONSE: Noted.

235 1 ISSUE: Commentor in strong support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program at Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota because we need to keep this
country militarily strong to counter Soviet strategy, and the economic
benefits with no negative impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

236 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the Peacekeeper at Fairchild AFB or in
the State of Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

237 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Minot
AFB, North Dakota because there will not be any environmental impacts,
and the benefits to the economy.

RESPONSE: Noted.

238 1 ISSUE: Commentor strongly supports selection of Minot AFB, North
Dakota for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program for its positive
socioeconomic impact and because the community wants the program and
America needs the program.
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RESPONSE: Noted.

239 1 ISSUE-- Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Minot AFB,
North Dakota for its strong, existing base-community infrastructure,
minimal environmental impacts, its current mitigation activities, the
socioeconomic values, and a need for a strong national defense posture.

RESPONSE: Noted.

240 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Minot
AFB, North Dakota for its many beneficial impacts on the community,
such as more jobs, increased school enrollment, and increased real estate
activity.

RESPONSE: Noted.

241 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Minot
AFB, North Dakota for its strength to protect our peace and security, to
aid in arms reduction talks, its beneficial economic impacts, and safety
assurances from a clear, detailed Environmental Impact Statement.

RESPONSE: Noted.

242 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison EIS for
Minot AFB, North Dakota because they are in agreement with statements
made in interested areas.

RESPONSE: Noted.

243 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison EIS for
Minot AFB, North Dakota because they are in agreement with statements
made in interested areas.

RESPONSE: Noted.

244 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Rail Garrison project for the
benefits it will bring to the local communities.

RESPONSE: Noted.

245 1 ISSUE Commentor in agreement with cultural resources statements
made on Draft EIS Page 4.10-21, Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 6.

RESPONSE: Noted.

246 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system at
Minot AFB, North Dakota because we need a strong defense for our nation
and our allies to continue our way of life.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

247 1 ISSUE: More than 600 acres of good farmland will be needed in Minot,
North Dakota for the project. What happens to the farmers?

RESPONSE Agricultural operations would not be affected on the
proposed 666 acre restrictive easement (Proposed Action). The 317 acres
required for fee acquisition represents less than 0.1 percent of farmland in
the local county, and land owners would be compensated.
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247 2 ISSUE The dollars spent for this program would be better spent in other
areas such as the environment, schools, and public services that would
result in good economic growth.

RESPONSE-- See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

248 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the EIS, and Rail Garrison being located
in Minot AFB, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

249 1 ISSUE Commentor supports the findings of the EIS. Supports the
selection of the North Dakota Air Force bases because it will strengthen
the economy, the rail system is sufficient or can easily be upgraded if
needed, and believes in a strong defense system to support freedom.

RESPONSE: Noted.

250 1 ISSUE-- Submitted excerpt from a newspaper article on a speech made by
Governor Dukakis on the Peacekeeper missile.

RESPONSE: Noted.

250 2 ISSUE: Comment by a religious movement opposed to the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison basing mode because of beliefs expressed in and from a
pastoral document that nuclear weapons are not morally justified.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

250 3 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper has a first-strike capability and is vulnerable to
attack.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

250 4 ISSUE: Money for military spending would be better spent on other areas
such as child care, homeless, and the hungry.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

251 1 ISSUE-- Commentor reaffirms that the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison will not
have a negative impact on natural gas in Minot, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: Noted.

251 2 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Minot,
North Dakota because it will benefit the local economy and it will make a
strong military presence for our nation's defense.

RESPONSE: Noted.

252 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Minot
AFB, North Dakota for reasons such as: the program will not result in any
significant Impact on any resource; will have beneficial socioeconomic
impacts on employment and income; greater utilization of temporary
housing; plus a belief that strong deterrent is the best defense.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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253 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Minot AFB,
North Dakota because the Draft EIS states there will be no adverse
impacts in the resource areas. The program is a must to provide
incentives for the Soviets to seriously engage in arms control negotiations
and also to help assure our national security.

RESPONSE: Noted.

254 1 ISSUE._ Comment for the record in support of the Rail Garrison project at
Minot AFB, North Dakota for its economic benefits that can be generated
by construction services required of such a project.

RESPONSE: Noted.

255 1 ISSUE& Comment for the record in full support of the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program for North Dakota and Minot; the program can supply
skilled workers for any construction project, and feels the program will
help the defense of this country.

RESPONSE: Noted.

256 1 I1SUE: Commentor pledges support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
system at Minot AFB, North Dakota. They have a good working
relationship with the Air Force and can supply a well-trained work force
for all phases of construction and maintenance.

RESPONSE: Noted.

257 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Draft EIS as presented because the
community of Minot, North Dakota is in a very good position to host
deployment at Minot AFB.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

258 1 ISSUE: Commentor assures that the people of the Great Falls, Montana
area will welcome the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

259 1 ISSUE Commentor opposed to deployment of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
in the State of Michigan for such reasons as the Peacekeeper is
destabilizing, vulnerable, costly, increases risk on rail lines, and makes all
communities along rail lines targets of attack.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

260 1 ISSUE: Commentor states that with baseline growth alone, elementary
and junior high schools in Cheyenne, Wyoming will be at their capacities in
the early 1990s with existing facilities. If the project increases student
enrollments, it will create severe hardships on the district and
compromise student/teacher ratios without major financial commitment
for capital construction.

RESPONSE: EIS Sections 4.2.1.2 and 4.2.1.3 contain discussions of
education impacts which have been revised to reflect the new
Information.
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260 2 ISSUE-- Commentor states that the Laramie County School District which
is number one in Wyoming will compromise the quality of education if
enrollment is increased.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 260, Comment 1.

260 3 ISSUE: The Draft EIS estimates the cash reserves in Laramie County
School District Number 1 in Wyoming to be $12.4 million. The actual cash
balance is projected to shrink to $4.1 million at the end of the current
fiscal year from $11 million on July 1, 1986. The projected funding from
the state may zero out this cash reserve by the 1990 fiscal year, creating
additional hardship on the district to maintain its current level of
educational programs.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 4.2.1.2 has been revised to reflect the new
information.

260 4 ISSUE: Due to cuts in revenues and increases in personnel costs mainly
due to increasing enrollment, the district is in serious financial difficulty
and will be unable to handle any increase in enrollment due to the
proposed program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 260, Comment 1.

260 5 ISSUE: The Draft EIS needs to further analyze the fact that elementary
students in Cheyenne, Wyoming represent 60 percent of military-related
students and specific neighborhoods are more impacted than others.

REdPONSE: The Draft EIS analysis assumes a 55 percent and 45 percent
split between elementary and secondary levels for inmigrant students.
These ratios came from Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos monitoring data
and are thought to be reflective of the demographic characteristics
associated with the Rail Garrison program personnel. The summation of
individual choices for housing locations that reflects the existing
distribution of military-related enrollment throughout the district would
not necessarily be valid for Rail Garrison inmigrants since there would be
changes in the underlying housing market conditions on which these
choices were based. Therefore, the assumption that "students would be
dispersed throughout the district, reducing instances of localized
overcrowding" seems appropriate.

260 6 ISSUE: The location of appropriate/available housing needs in the
Cheyenne, Wyoming area need to be further analyzed.

RESPONSE: Discussion with local housing market representatives
indicate available housing is dispersed throughout the community.

260 7 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not address the impacts on school district
property. If the north site is used for the Missile Assembly Building, what
restrictions would be placed on this property?

RESPONSE: The restrictive easement for the Missile Assembly Building
does not involve the school district land. However, the restrictive
easement for the Rail Garrison Train Alert Shelters does. About 160
acres of the school property (the southwest area) would lie within the
inhabited building restrictive easement. This land would be treated no
differently than private land within the easement. Current uses (grazing
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and an uninhabited building) could continue without restriction. Air Force

Regulation 127-100 would preclude from the restrictive easement any
future structure designed for human occupation (on a permanent basis),
gathering places for outdoor recreation (such as athletic fields or
stadiums), overhead power lines of 69 KV or more, and nonmilitary
runways. There would be no Air Force restriction on the approximately
246 acres of school district land outside the restrictive easement.

261 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Grand
Forks AFB, North Dakota because without our military services, we would
not have this opportunity to voice our opinions.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

262 1 ISSUL& Request that dust control measures during construction, open
burning, indoor air quality, and compliance with air quality standards be
included in the Final EIS.

RESPONSE: It was assumed for the air quality modeling of fugitive
emissions that sufficient watering would be performed to reduce emissions
by 50 percent. Open burning was not discussed in the Draft EIS. This
activity is controlled by local and state air pollution control agencies.
Open burning is not planned for the Proposed Action. Indoor air pollution
is not discussed under the Air Quality sections. The Clean Air Act, which
deals with atmospheric air quality, does not include any regulations
regarding indoor air quality. In the workplace, air quality is an
occupational safety and health issue and is regulated by the Occupational
Health and Safety Administration. The compliance with air quality
standards is discussed in the EIS. Compliance is part of the level of impact
criteria.

262 2 ISSUE.: Request that potable water, body contact recreation, and
compliance with wastewater treatment standards be included in the Final
EIS.

RESPONSE: These concerns have been incorporated into the
environmental analyses in the water resources section at each base.

262 3 ISSUE: Request that any unusual or suspected health effects associated
with solid waste disposal, the effects of littering, and provisions for
cleanup of solid waste should be included in the Final EIS.

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program is not anticipated to
generate any solid waste with unusual or suspected health effects. Onbase
construction activities will be conducted in a manner that reduces the
amount of litter and all sites will be maintained in a manner that reduces
the potential for vectors.

262 4 ISSUE Request that ambient noise levels during construction and
Implementation, and the effectiveness of any proposed noise reduction
measures following construction and implementation be included in the
Final EIS.

RESPONSE-- Ambient noise levels during the construction and operations
phases were considered in the EIS. Since none of the noise impacts were
considered significant, noise mitigation measures were not proposed.
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262 5 ISSUE Request that the Final EIS include exposures to ionizing and
nonionizing radiation which may adversely affect human health.

RESPONSE: The significant ionizing radiation risks are discussed in
Chapter 5 of the EIS. No significant nonionizing radiation hazard has been
identified in the Proposed Action.

262 6 ISSUF: Request that the Final EIS include solid, liquid, or gaseous wastes
which because of their physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics
pose a substantial threat to human health.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 68.

262 7 ISSUE: Request that the Final EIS include contamination of. floodplains
and how the food chain is affected.

RESPONSE: Construction and operation activities in or adjacent to
wetlands and floodplains may result in increased siltation or the
accidental release of waste oil, gasoline or other foreign substances into
these areas and the subsequent contamination of the food chain. Also see
responses to Document 50, Comments 84 and 103.

262 8 ISSUE: Request that the EIS include an analysis of construction in
floodplains which may endanger human health.

RESPONSE: Construction activities would occur in floodplains only at
Barksdale AFB, Louisiana and are discussed in EIS Section 4.3.8. Also see
response to Document 262, Comment 7.

262 9 ISSUE: The Final EIS should include evaluation of the occupation and
public health hazards associated with the construction and operation of
the proposed program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 22.

262 10 ISSUE: Request that the Final EIS include general worker safety/injury
control provisions.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 262, Comment 9.

262 11 ISSUE: Will the Air Force provide adequate ventilation, heating,
insulation, and lighting in housing?

RESPONSE: Government-built housing will comply with all regulations
concerning specifications for these items. The Air Force, however, does
not have control over privately developed units.

262 12 ISSUE: The Final EIS should include vector control provisions.

RESPONSE: Vector control provisions were not specifically analyzed
since the proposed program is not expected to result in any vector control
problems at any of the candidate installations. Also see response to
Document 262, Comment 3.

262 13 ISSUE- The Final EIS should include the impacts of the project on the
displacement and/or relocation of persons.
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RESPONSE: Wherever an inhabited building is located within an area
proposed to be acquired in fee, the owner may sell the residence to the
Air Force. The Air Force would pay fair market value for the land and
structures. The owner would be given the opportunity to repurchase the
house and improvements at salvage value. Relocation benefits would be
paid as authorized by law. Wherever an inhabited building is located
within a proposed restrictive safety easement area, the same rules would
apply to the building. The land, however, would remain with the present
owner and could be used for any purpose other than inhabited buildings
(see EIS Section 4.0 for details).

263 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at
Eaker AFB, Arkansas for reasons as overwhelming local acceptance and
peace through a strong national defense system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

264 1 ISSUE: The Final EIS should address the environmental impacts associated
with all stages of nuclear warhead production, handling, shipping and all
other processes or activities that are part of the warhead manufacturing
process.

RESPONSE: The production of warheads for the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison missiles is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

265 1 ISSUE-- Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison in the State of
Michigan or anywhere and requests that no action be taken on the system
proposed for Wurtsmith AFB.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

266 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program in
Minot, North Dakota because of increased jobs the project will bring to
the area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

267 1 ISSUE: Commentor on the Draft EIS states that the very small increases
to public services such as fire, police, and public works will not result in
deterioration of the quality of services received by the public in Minot,
North Dakota.

RESPONSE: Noted.

267 2 ISSUE. Commentor on the Draft EIS states that there is no need for
concern about water shortages in Minot, North Dakota due to the
adequate supplies and reserves of fresh water in Minot.

RESPONSE: Noted.

267 3 ISSUE: Commentor on the Draft EIS states the City of Minot, North
Dakota can handle the anticipated small increases in solid waste without
hiring any additional manpower or purchasing new equipment.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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268 1 ISSUE Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Whiteman
AFB, Missouri because it will be an asset to the community and our
country must have defensive power.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

269 1 ISSUE- Concerned about the noise level near Fairchild AFB, Washington
due to the proposed move of the ATC resistance training compound and
the relocation of the explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) range.

RESPONSE: The Bartholomew Road area is currently subjected to noise
from Fairchild AFB aircraft operations and from activities at the EOD
range and the ATC resistance training compound (RTC). Noise levels in
the Bartholomew Road area, resulting from aircraft operations, range
from 75 to 80 dBA (Ldn). Estimated noise levels resulting from activities
in the EOD range and the RTC (existing locations) are approximately 35
to 40 dBA. The proposed relocation of these facilities will reduce their
distance to the Bartholomew Road area. However, calculations, based on
the attenuation of sound with distance, indicate these distance reductions
will increase the noise levels in the Bartholomew Road area by about 3
dBA. It has been found experimentally that most people can just detect
noise level changes of 2 to 3 dBA. Thus, the projected increase of 3 DBA
in noise levels should hardly be noticed by Bartholomew Road residents.

269 2 ISSUE: Concerned that property values in the Medical Lake, Washington
area will decrease because the area will become undesirable due to noise
levels.

RESPONSE: The increase in noise levels is not expected to adversely
affect property values in the area.

270 1 ISSUE: Why is the rest of Montana not given a chance to testify at a
convenient location?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

270 2 ISSUE: Will the program replace 10 Minuteman for 1 MX?

RESPONSE: Issues regarding strategic policy are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

270 3 ISSUE: Why does the Air Force mislead the public by telling them that
MX history began in 1983, with the Scowcroft Commission Report?

RESPONSE: The date is mentioned in connection with the history of the
Rail Garrison basing mode, not of the missile itself. That history can
reasonably be said to begin with the Scoweroft Commission.

270 4 ISSUE: How much will the transient population increase in Cascade
County, Montana with the announcement of adoption of these nuclear
programs?

RESPONSE: During the construction phase, fewer than 30 inmigrants and
their dependents are projected to be unsuccessful job seekers. This
estimate is based on similar military construction programs.
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270 5 ISSUE-- Who will assist construction workers to relocate after the project
is completed?

RESPONSE: Construction is carried out by private contractors. They
assume the responsibility for personnel buildup and phase down.

270 6 ISSUE: Will outside businesses refuse to locate here if the military

presence is increased?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 91.

270 7 ISSUE: What are the psychological effects on us and our children with
nuclear warheads located right here in town?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

270 8 ISSUE: What happens if an aircraft flying nuclear warheads in and out of
Malmstrom AFB, Montana crashes either onbase or offbase on approach?

RESPONSE: The Air Force has contingency plans to handle any
emergency which might arise from the transport of nuclear weapons.
During all forms of warhead transport, safety measures are designed to
prevent any accident from causing the weapon to detonate.

270 9 ISSUE Is there a limit on mitigation monies available for the Great Falls,
Montana school district?

RESPONSE: The impacts are not sufficient in magnitude to trigger Office
of Economic Adjustment educational assistance funds. Therefore, no
mitigation funds are available.

270 10 ISSUE: How will the socioeconomic pattern in Great Falls, Montana
change; that is, what will be the effects on average age and income during
construction and during deployment?

RESPONSE: Construction worker wages are estimated at about $29,900
while military wages during operations would be about $17,400. Per
capita personal income would remain essentially unchanged at $12,300.
Military personnel are expected to be slightly younger than the average in
the county. However, because of the relatively small size of the program,
the demographic make-up of the county would remain essentially
unchanged.

270 11 ISSUE: What will prevent a boom and bust cycle locally and/or nationally?

RESPONSE: Because the project is small, as major defense projects go,
no great boom is expected. Therefore, no bust is expected. On the
contrary, operations income will likely serve as a stabilizing impact.

270 12 ISSUE-- Has the Air Force studied previous boom and bust cycles, such as
at Glasgow, Montana?

RESPONSE: Yes, the Air Force looked at large numbers of boom/bust
articles and other studies. According to standing definitions, no
boom/bust Is expected.
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270 13 ISSUE: Will homes along rail rights-of-way be subject to unannounced

searches and observation?

RESPONSE: No.

270 14 ISSUE: Will plainclothes or secret agents be stationed at intervals along
the tracks where the MX might travel?

RESPONSE: No.

270 15 ISSUE: Will we still be able to carry arms, as guaranteed by the
Constitution, along affected lines?

RESPONSE: Yes.

270 16 ISSUE: During serious arms reduction negotiations, why even consider
building additional nuclear systems?

RESPONSE: Issues regarding strategic policy are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

270 17 ISSUE: Could tourists start regarding Great Falls, Montana as "Nuclear
City?"

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 4.

270 18 ISSUE: Since MX missiles are theoretically mobile, why aren't there more
hearings throughout the state?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

270 19 ISSUE: What law or regulation states that the Air Force can use the first
portion of the program for their own promotion, leaving the citizens to a
time-limited second position?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 39, Comment i.

270 20 ISSUE: What visual markings will distinguish a training train?

RESPONSE: The training trains would resemble existing railroad
equipment as much as possible. The final design may be influenced by the
results of arms control talks.

270 21 ISSUE: Since we cannot safely store nuclear wastes at the Hanford
Reservation in Washington state and at the Savannah River station in
Georgia, how do we rationalize adding more tonnage to those ecological
messes?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 30.

270 22 ISSUE: What would happen if 1 of the 10 bombs within the MX missile
detonates; if all 10 detonate; if all 8 to 12 missiles detonate?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 45.

270 23 ISSUE: How many tons of common metals (iron, steel, etc.), precious
metals (platinum, gold, silver, etc.), and other products (vinyl, pipe,
caulking, lumber, etc.) will be consumed in production and deployment?
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RESPONSE: Major construction materials consist of about 7,600 tons of
structure steel, 294 tons of reinforcing steel, 45,000 square feet of metal
siding, 542,000 pounds of miscellaneous metal, 300 tons of asphalt,
57,000 square feet of plywood, and 540,000 board feet of lumber.

270 24 ISSUE: Other than the Cuban Missile Crisis of nearly 30 years ago, what
examples of international tension would cause MX trains to be dispersed?

RESPONSE: Another more recent event that might have caused a higher
authority to order dispersal of the trains is the 1973 Middle East War.

270 25 ISSUE: Will civilian train crews and/or civilian railroad dispatchers be

inducte" into the military during MX rail dispersal?

RESPONSE: No.

270 26 ISSUE: Can MX be launched from inside the garrison?

RESPONSE: Yes.

270 27 ISSUE If long-range area reduction negotiations succeed, thereby
reducing long-range ICBMs by 50 percent, will the MX be scrapped?

RESPONSE: Issues regarding strategic policy are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

270 28 ISSUE: MX and Midgetman nuclear systems are called "deterrent" in
nature by the Air Force. Will they be firing on empty Soviet silos as logic
dictates, or will they be used as a first-strike weapons?

RESPONSE: Issues regarding strategic policy are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

270 29 ISSUE: Will current Minuteman missiles be rendered obsolete one-for-one
with replacement of either MX or Midgetman?

RESPONSE: Issues regarding strategic policy are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

270 30 ISSUE: Why does the Air Force call a nuclear delivery and explosive
system "Peacekeeper" while the current defense appropriation bill still
refers to the same system as MX?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

270 31 ISSUE: Under the "No Alternative" choice, the Air Force has not outlined
the national and local benefits of building neither MX or Midgetman, thus
leaving the money in the private sector. Why not?

RESPONSE: Not building either system would not necessarily have the
effect of "leaving the money in the private sector." Also see response to
Document 37, Comment 15.

270 32 ISSUE: Is it possible that the Secretary of Interior or Agriculture could
order the launch of the MX or Midgetman?
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RESPONSE: Issues related to Presidential succession are beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

270 33 ISSUE: What will prevent an accidental launch because of computer
error?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

270 34 ISSUE.- Section 4.9 of the Draft EIS deals exclusively with Malmstrom
AFB. Yet, on Page 4.9-29 (first paragraph) the Draft EIS mistakenly refers
to the "Cheyenne area" while on page 4.9-66 the Draft EIS twice
mistakenly refers to "Grand Forks AFB". What assurances do we have
that Air Force training manuals are prepared any more accurately?

RESPONSE: The errors identified and others in the document have been
corrected in the Final EIS.

271 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper missiles being deployed at
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan. Requests that there be no action regarding the
Final EIS and existing Peacekeeper missiles be taken apart and made
useless.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

272 1 ISSUE: Letter transmits document number 7.

RESPONSE: Noted.

273 1 ISSUE: The fascists' won World War II by manipulation of our government.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

273 2 ISSUE: The MX invites disaster to our nation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

273 3 ISSUE: Scientists and Congress did not have full access of actual amounts
of fallout in the 1959 hearings.

RESPONSE: Noted.

273 4 ISSUE: Radiation causes "race poisoning" and has resulted in an AIDS
epidemic. Do the Russians love their babies? How many genetically
afflicted children are enough?

RESPONSE: There is no generally accepted evidence that radiation
causes "race poisoning" or played any part in the AIDS epidemic. Any
genetically affected children are too many; the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
system is not expected to cause any genetic afflictions.

273 5 ISSUE: In commentor's opinion, human bodies are piling up as a result of
radiation and few believe it.

RESPONSE: Exposure to radiation does cause an increased likelihood of
cancer in humans. The average annual radiation dose to individuals in the
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United States is 210 millirems, mostly from natural background
radioactivity and medical applications. The increased risk of cancer as a
result of exposure to that amount of radiation is approximately
.002 percent. A person in the fallout cloud of a worst-case radiation
release from a Peacekeeper weapon would receive a radiation dose of
approximately 600 millirems, causing an increased cancer risk
of .006 percent. Also see response to Document 7, Comment 3.

273 6 ISSUE: Commentor urges the government to take a more rational
approach to protection; we cannot afford the Rail Garrison and its
inherent risks.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

274 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Whiteman
AFB, Missouri. Whiteman is an integral part of the community with an
excellent relationship between base personnel and Warrensburg.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

275 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison; nuclear war is
immoral and a different way of spending the billions of dollars should be
found.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

276 1 ISSUE: Commentor requests that the No Action Alternative be chosen.
Nuclear weapons should not be deployed in Michigan or anywhere else.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

277 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the MX missiles being located at Fairchild
AFB, Washington because they are environmental hazards to the entire
world.

RESPONSE: Noted.

278 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Rail Garrison program at F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming because the program is vitally important to the security
and defense of our country, significant economic impacts, and community
support.

RESPONSE: Noted.

279 1 ISSUE. Commentor requests that no action be taken in Michigan because
of the safety of our citizens.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

280 1 L8UE. Concerned that the military will increase its claims on the
national railroad system and significantly restrict a portion of it.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 76.

281 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota because of community support, little adverse impacts, and
increased employment.
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RESPONSE: Noted.

282 1 ISSUE: Resolution in full support of the project at Grand Forks AFB,
North Dakota.

RESPONSE-- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

283 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota because of existing rail lines, lower cost in North Dakota, minimal
environmental impact, and favorable economic impact.

RESPONSE: Noted.

284 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the project at Grand Forks, North
Dakota because the system is affordable, Grand Fork's excellent rail
network, minimal environmental impact, and positive economic impact.

RESPONSE: Noted

285 1 ISSUE.- Will the MY project necessitate a new rail line in Grand Forks,
North Dakota which will cut through American Indian burial grounds?

RESPONSE: Construction of a possible second rail line is not a part of the
Proposed Action or alternatives, and it was not analyzed in detail. EIS
Section 4.7.14 is intended simply to identify major concerns requiring
further analysis should a second rail line be considered in the future. In
that event, more detailed studies would be conducted including
archeological survey and Native American consultation. The Air Force
has been a leader in the involvement of Native Americans in planning at
the regional and national level. It is Air Force policy to work directly
with civil and traditional leaders of tribal groups to avoid all sensitive
sites to the extent possible. If burials cannot be avoided, or are
encountered accidentally during construction, they would be reburied or
otherwise treated in accordance with the wishes and customs of the
appropriate tribes (see EIS Sections 1.8 and 4.7.14). Also see responses to
Document 7, Comment 5 and Document 50, Comments 15.

286 1 ISSUE: Opposed to the MX missile system at Dyess AFB, Texas because
Abilene is already burdened with the B-1 bomber which has not lived up to
its reputation as a plane or an economic boom.

RESPONSE: Noted.

287 1 ISSUE: Why were most of the issues raised during scoping not addressed in
the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: The EIS covers all issues that are within the scope of the EIS
whether identified at scoping meetings, in public comments to the Draft
EIS, or at any other time. Also see response to Document 33,
Comment 53.

287 2 ISSUE Requests extending deadline for filing written comments until at
least 45 days after the Draft EIS and information references have been
sent.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 50, Comments 1 and 2.
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287 3 ISSUE.- Public hearings should provide more comment time and hearings
should be held in all communities with populations greater than 50,000
within 5 miles of MX train rail lines.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 6.

287 4 ISSUE: The means of transportation and routes to be used in transporting
the MX missiles and their warheads from Wyoming to Missouri must be
considered in the EIS.

RESPONSE: Missiles will be transported by rail and the warheads will be
transported by military airlift. The safety considerations of these
transport modes and routes are analyzed in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

287 5 ISSUE: The risk and consequences of radiation leakage during
transportation must be considered in the Final EIS.

RESPONSE: The issue is treated in EIS Sections 5.2.2.3 and 5.3.2.

287 6 ISSUE: The risk and consequences of accidental or intentional detonation
of nuclear warheads during transport of weapon system from Wyoming to
Missouri needs to be addressed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 45.

287 7 ISSUE: The risk and consequences of accidental or intentional ignition of
the rocket fuel for the missiles during transport must be addressed in the
EIS.

RESPONSE: See EIS Sections 5.3.1.4 and 5.4.

287 8 ISSUE: Why were the risk and consequences of accidental detonation of
one or more of the warheads while they are in storage not considered in
the EIS?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 45.

287 9 ISSUE: The risk and consequences of the accidental ignition of the missile
fuel while the stages are in storage needs to be addressed.

RESPONSE: An accidental, inadvertant, or deliberate (without emergency
war orders) launch or detonation of the missile or components while on
alert, in transit, or in storage is virtually impossible. In the unlikely event
of such an accident, the risk and consequences would be no greater than
those described in the EIS. Also see EIS Sections 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.4.

287 10 ISSUE: Why were the risk and consequences of the accidental launching of
a missile while on alert not considered in the EIS?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 9.

287 11 ISSUE: What are the risk and consequences of sabotage of the missiles at
Whiteman AFB, Missouri?

RESPONSE: The probability of such an event is estimated to be
extremely remote because the garrison at Whiteman AFB will be well
guarded. Therefore, adding in the risk of such an occurrence would not
change the risk reported in Chapter 5 of the EIS.
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287 12 ISSUE: What are the consequences of having the warheads in storage at
Whiteman AFB, Missouri fall into the hands of terrorists either through
terrorism or subversion by employees?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 45.

287 13 ISSUE: What are the risks and consequences of an accident caused by
earthquakes, tornados, flooding or other natural disasters while the system
is in the garrisons?

RESPONSE: These are addressed in EIS Section 5.2.3.

287 14 ISSUE: Why are the consequences of Soviet nuclear attack on Whiteman
AFB, Missouri not addressed in the EIS?

RESPONSE: Consequences of an enemy attack are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 15 ISSUE: Why is the increased risk of nuclear war and the consequences
thereof due to the deployment of Rail Garrison not addressed in the EIS?

RESPONSE: The issue of increased risk of nuclear war is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 16 ISSUE: What are the transportation risks due to the tremendous size of
the missile car?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

287 17 ISSUE: What are the transportation risks due to the age and strength of
rail lines and bridges?

RESPONSE: Peacekeeper trains will not impose greater loads on rails and
bridges than some current commercial traffic. The Federal Railway
Administration statistics used to calculate the accident rate for the
safety analysis includes accidents from all causes, including those due to
rail or bridge failure. The rail safety analysis in the EIS thus reflects the
possibility of accidents due to age and strength of rail lines and bridges.
Also see response to Document 24, Comment 2.

287 18 ISSUE: What are the transportation risks due to the lack of familiarity of
Air Force train operators with the railroad lines that they will be
traveling on?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 4.

287 19 ISSUE What are the risks of an accident caused by blizzard,
thunderstorm, flooding, earthquake, tornado, or other natural disaster
during transport of the missiles?

RESPONSE: These are addressed in EIS Section 5.2.3. Also see response
to Document 33, Comment 66.

287 20 ISSUE: The outsized nature of the missile launch car makes it easy to
identify while on the national rail network. What are the risks of sabotage
while being transported?
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RESPONSE: This is discussed in EIS Section 5.1.6. Also see response to
Document 33, Comment 74.

287 21 ISSUE: Does the Safety section consider the effects on the area rail lines
and bridges due to the movement of Peacekeeper missiles over them?

RESPONSE: Yes. Also see responses to Document 24, Comment 2 and
Document 287, Comment 17.

287 22 ISSUE: What are the consequences of the accidental ign-tion or firing of

the missile due to a rail accident?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 9.

287 23 ISSUE: What are the consequences of an accidental detonation of a
warhead due to a rail accident?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 9.

287 24 ISSUE: What are the plans for evacuation of area communities in case of
an accident involving a train carrying missiles?

RESPONSE: This is discussed in EIS Section 5.5. Also see response to
Document 33, Comment 55.

287 25 ISSUE: What are the health and economic costs to residents who would be
evacuated in case of an accident?

RESPONSE: In the unlikely event of an accident which requires
evacuation of residents, requests for compensation for personal injuries,
damage, or loss will be evaluated in accordance with Air Force
regulations. There are no particular anticipated health effects on persons
who have been evacuated in a timely manner.

287 26 ISSUE: Certainly, even in times of peace, the system must be tested on
actual railroad tracks. This will expose communities along the railroad
tracks to the numerous risks associated with movement of live missiles.

RESPONSE: There will be no system testing involving movement of "live
missiles" on the national rail network. Peacekeeper trains with "live
missiles" will be on the public tracks infrequently if ever and, then, only
when directed to disperse by a higher authority in time of national need.
The training trains without the missiles or nuclear warheads would travel
to the garrison installations to conduct dispersal training exercises.
Occasionally, components of the Peacekeeper train, including missiles
without the warheads, may have to be moved to the main operating base
at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming or depot facilities for major repair and
maintenance.

287 27 ISSUE-- What are the risks and consequences of a preemptive Soviet
nuclear attack caused by the dispersal of the Rail Garrison system being
seen as a threatening act by the Soviets?

RESPONSE: Issues of a nuclear attack are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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287 28 ISSUE-- What are the risks and consequences of a nuclear warhead, from a
Rail Garrison train that is dispersed in a time of national need, falling into
the hands of terrorists?

RESPONSE: The probability of such an event is estimated to be
extremely remote because both the trains and garrisons will be well
guarded and the effort and time required to remove a warhead from the
missile is beyond the capability of a terrorist group. Therefore, adding in
the risk of such an occurrence would not change the risk reported in the
EIS. If terrorists, or anyone for that matter, were able to obtain a
warhead, the security and safety devices on the weapon would prevent any
nuclear detonation. The consequences of any use they might make of the
hazardous material in the weapon would not likely be any greater than
those described in Section 5.4 of the EIS. Also see response to
Document 34, Comment 17.

287 29 ISSUE: What are the risks and consequences of using Air Force personnel
to operate the MX rail cars while they are carrying warheads?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 15, Comments 4 and 5.

287 30 ISSUE: What are the risks and consequences of a Soviet attack on the Rail
Garrison system following dispersal of the system in a time of national
need?

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 31 ISSUE What is the impact of an electromagnetic pulse on the Rail
Garrison system?

RESPONSE: The system is designed to be resistant to electromagnetic
pulse. Issues of operational capabilities are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 32 ISSUE: Why were the risks of accident and damage inherent to the
launching of missiles from a rail car not considered in the EIS?

RESPONSE: The issue of operational launch of a missile is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 33 ISSUE: The EIS should consider the specific economic consequences of the
waste of $20 billion of the money of U.S. taxpayers for the deployment of
the MX missile.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

287 34 ISSUE The EIS needs to address the tremendous strain on schools,
hospitals, police forces, and utilities from the sudden influx of personnel
to construct Rail Garrison at Whiteman, AFB, Missouri.

RESPONSE: Impacts of the Proposed Action on schools and public
services are discussed in EIS Section 4.11.1.3, and impacts on utilities in
EIS Section 4.11.2.3.
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287 35 ISSUE: The EIS needs to address the damage to the local economy caused

by the sudden departure of workers after the completion of the garrisons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

287 36 ISSUE: The EIS doesn't address the severe economic adverse impacts
which will affect Warrensburg, Missouri such as increased unemployment,
and a higher inflation rate.

RESPONSE: No measurable changes in the local unemployment or
inflation rates are expected in Warrensburg as a result of this program.

287 37 ISSUE: Adverse secondary effects at Warrensburg, Missouri need to be
addressed, such as higher crime rate, poorer public facilities (schools and
hospitals) and a lower standard of living.

RESPONSE: Potential impacts on employment and income, public
services, and education are presented in Section 4.11.1 of the EIS.

287 38 ISSUE: The Rail Garrison system is a first-strike weapon and greatly
increases the risk of nuclear war. The EIS should discuss this as one of the
consequences of deployment.

RESPONSE: Issues of increased risk of nuclear war are beyond the scope
of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 39 ISSUE. The United S' ates already has more than sufficient nuclear arms
to deter Soviet attack, no additional weapons are needed. The Air Force
has no good reason to increase the risk of nuclear war nor endanger the
United States by putting MX missiles on railcars at Whiteman, AFB,
Missouri.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 40 ISSUE: The EIS should consider the use of Trident II missiles as an
alternative to the Proposed Action. This would be a much better, safer
and cheaper method.

RESPONSE: Consideration of alternative strategic systems is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 41 ISSUE: The EIS should consider as an alternative to the Proposed Action
the deployment of nonfirst-strike weapons which are lighter, smaller and
less expensive.

RESPONSE: Consideration of alternative strategic systems is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 42 ISSUE: Adequate public notice for the public scoping meetings was not
given. The Federal Register was the only notice given and that notice did
not give the date, time, or location of the hearings.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 52.

287 43 ISSUE- The Air Force did not provide the public with sufficient
information to evaluate the proposal prior to scoping.
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RESPONSE: The purpose of scoping is to identify issues to be addressed in
the EIS. Handouts were distributed to the public at the meetings. Inputs
have been accepted since the Notice of Intent verbally or in writing.

287 44 ISSUE: The scoping hearings for the program were inadequate. People
wishing to speak should be given at least 10 minutes each and at least
6 hours should be given to public comment.

RESPONSE: Public scoping meetings were held in accordance with the
Council on Environmental Quality Regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) and Air
Force Regulation 19-2. Those unable to speak at the meetings were
encouraged to submit written input, which received the same
consideration as spoken comments. The purpose of scoping is to identify
issues to be covered by the EIS. The Final EIS covers all issues that are
within the scope of the EIS, whether identified at scoping meetings, in
public comments to the Draft EIS, or at any other time.

287 45 ISSUE: Adequate public notice of the hearings was not given. The Air
Force should take out advertisements in the newspapers and radio and TV
stations in each community.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 9.

287 46 ISSUE: Written information needs to be provided to the public more than
30 days prior to the public hearings to comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

287 47 ISSUE: The Draft EIS is deficient because it does not state the weight of
each component to be carried on the missile launch car, i.e., the car
itself, the canister, the launching apparatus, the hoisting apparatus, and
all other materials on the car.

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper train is adequately described in
Section 1.3.2 of the EIS.

287 48 ISSUE: It is my understanding that the Air Force is considering launching
the MX missiles not from the rail cars but from stationary, permanent
missile silos that it plans to build at various points along the rail lines that
the MX rail cars would travel. The Draft EIS for the proposed MX Rail
Garrison does not consider any of the numerous and substantial peacetime
environmental impacts of the construction, maintenance and use of
stationary missile silos for launching of the MX missile.

RESPONSE: The Proposed Action does not include use of missile silos of
any kind.

287 49 ISSU.- The majority of the weight of the missile launch car will be
concentrated at one end. The EIS should discuss the risks associated with
this uneven weight distribution.

RESPONSE: Initial concept designs for the missile Ilhnch car do not
project an uneven weight distribution for the launch car. Also see
response to Document 33, Comment 74.
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287 50 ISSUE-- The center of gravity of the missile launch car will be dangerously
high. The EIS should discuss the risks associated with this condition.

RESPONSE: The center of gravity for Peacekeeper Rail Garrison cars
will not be dangerously high. Also see responses to Document 33,
Comment 74 and Document 287, Comment 17.

287 51 ISSUE: The EIS needs to address the interaction of length, weight, center
of gravity and how they affect the stability of the car and the risks
associated with this.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comment 74 and
Document 287, Comment 17.

287 52 ISSUE: Since the Air Force doesn't know the final design of the missile
launch car, it might be substantially larger than is discussed in the Draft
EIS. The EIS should consider the greater risks inherent in any greater
length, width, weight, etc.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Conment 74 and
Document 287, Comment 17.

287 53 ISSUE: The American Association of Railroads designates any car more
than 12 feet wide as a "wide load," and provides that all adjacent tracks
must be cleared to avoid accidents. The EIS should discuss the impact of
this on system safety and security.

RESPONSE: It is not anticipated that all adjacent tracks must be cleared;
see EIS Sections 1.3 and 5.1.5. Also see response to Document 33,
Comment 74.

287 54 ISSUE It is unlikely that military operations will have significant
experience on train operation. The EIS must consider the increased risk of
accidents due to the low level of experience of Air Force operators.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 15, Comments 4 and 5.

287 55 ISSUE: The "Unauthorized Access" section of the Draft EIS does not
adequately address terrorism and sabotage. The environmental
consequences of these acts should be addressed specifically.

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy and enemy threat assessment are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

287 56 ISSUE: In order to interface with the commercial railway system, the Air
Force will need to communicate its intentions. How will terrorists be
prevented from following these communications and waiting to ambush
Rail Garrison trains?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 34,
Comment 17.

287 57 ISSUE: The EIS should discuss the environmental impact of the safety
measures that the Air Force will take to avoid sabotage and terrorist
attacks.
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RESPONSE: Se3 response to Document 33, Comment 21.

287 58 ISSUE: The EIS should deal with the public interface problems associated
with acts of civil disobedience directed toward Rail Garrison. Congress
specifically wanted the Air Force to address this.

RESPONSE: The unpredictability of Peacekeeper train movements for
mainline training or dispersal will make holding of vigils by potential
demonstrators on the track off the base difficult. Therefore, no civil
disturbance of substantial scale or duration is anticipated. If such a
disturbance should occur, federal, military, and civil law enforcement
agencies have the responsibility and capability to maintain order. While
the offbase tracks will not be secured by military personnel, the trains
will be. The security personnel on the trains will safeguard them. In the
event that individuals were to interfere with train operations, security
measures could be taken including detention of those responsible for
criminal offenses against the trains or crews. Such detainees would be
turned over promptly to appropriate civil authorities. The measures to
assure maintenance of order and the security of the train are not
anticipated to cause significant environmental impacts.

287 59 ISSUE: On June 17, 1966, a United States plane crashed in Spain while
carrying nuclear missiles and one missile was missing for several months.
The EIS should consider the risk and consequences of having a warhead
missing for several days, weeks or months.

RESPONSE: The probability of a crash involving an Air Force C-141B
aircraft transporting a reentry system (RS) is very unlikely (see EIS
Section 5.3.2). Moreover, in the event of a crash, the probability of a
reentry vehicle (RV) and its attendant warhead being separated from the
RS and lost is even more unlikely. However, in the extremely unlikely
event that a warhead would be further separated from a RV, and could not
be located and was "leaking" radiation, it would be quickly located by
radiation detectors. If no radiation was escaping, the only consequence
during the time it was temporarily missing would be that a potentially
large area might be cordoned off while the crews searched for it.

287 60 ISSUE: Army documents that are incorporated into the EIS by reference
should be made available to the public and an additional 45 days provided
for written comments on the Draft EIS after providing this material.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 50, Comments 1 and 2.

287 61 ISSUE: The EIS should state what criteria will be used and what tests will
be run by the Air Force Inspection and Safety Center and the Department
of Defense Explosive Safety Board for certification and siting approval of
facilities.

RESPONSE: See the discussion in Section 5.1 of the EIS. The criteria and
other details of the procedures used are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

287 62 ISSUE: The EIS should discuss the consequence of sabotage by Air Force
personnel.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 28.
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287 63 ISSUE-- The EIS should consider the risk of accident due to problems with
communications between Air Force and civilian train controllers.

RESPONSE: The means of communication between Peacekeeper trains
and civilian train controllers are described in EIS Section 5.2.1.1.
Communications between Peacekeeper train and certain controllers will
be as efficient, or more efficient, than communication between the
controller and commercial trains. The Federal Railway Administration
rail accident data used to predict accidents and calculate risk in the EIS
safety analysis includes accidents caused by miscommunication. The
safety analysis in the EIS therefore includes the risk of accidents due to
Peacekeeper trains to train controller communication problems.

287 64 ISSUE.' Trains would be dispersed in times of "national need." The term

"national need" is not defined anywhere in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 98.

287 65 ISSUE: The EIS should approximate both the frequency and duration of
the "times of national need" or there is no way for the public to evaluate
the riskof an accident.

RESPONSE: Any approximation of frequency or duration of the strategic
dispersal of the system would be speculative. The 1962 Cuban Missile
Crisis and 1973 Middle East War are examples of the magnitude of crisis
constituting national need. A four week long dispersal was assumed for
the safety analysis reported in the EIS.

287 66 ISSUE: The EIS should evaluate the risk of sabotage during the 20 hrs/day
that the train is not moving while it is dispersed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

287 67 ISSUE: The propellants used by the Air Force must be stored under
carefully controlled environmental conditions. The EIS should deal with
the risk and consequences should the fuels be allowed to freeze or
overheat.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 40.

287 68 ISSUE: Was the collision analysis performed with computer simulation or
through the use of actual railcars?

RESPONSE: The collision analysis reported in the EIS Safety Chapter 5
was done by engineering analysis based on the design of the missile launch
car and design and test data on actual Peacekeeper missiles and launch
canisters. Also see response to Document 119, Comment 8.

287 69 ISSUE. The Draft EIS says the reentry vehicle will not likely be breached
in a fire. The EIS should quantify the risk so the danger can be evaluated.

RESPONSE: Fire resistance tests of the reentry vehicle are not sufficient
to quantify that risk in isolation. The probabilistic risk assessment
summarized in EIS Section 5.3 includes a conservative estimate of the
probability that radioactive material would be released. That assessment
takes into account the possibility of release from various causes including
fire, crash, puncture, and impact. The probability of release is not broken
down by cause.
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287 70 ISSUE: The Draft EIS says the pressure of a fire would likely cause the
reentry vehicle (RV) to be expelled from the fire. The EIS then should
evaluate the risk that one or more nuclear warheads would not be found
for several days.

RESPONSE: The statement that an RV would likely be expelled from a
propellant fire is not in the Final EIS. That might happen, but it is not
certain how often it would happen. The probability of radioactive
material dispersal would be less if it were expelled. Because the
probability of an RV being expelled could not be determined, the reduction
in total risk expected to result was not subtracted from the total risk,
making the analysis conservative.

287 71 ISSUE: The Draft EIS makes the false assumption that rail accidents are
equally likely to occur in urban, suburban and rural communities. Rail
accidents are more likely to occur in areas of high population density.

RESPONSE: For the safety analyses, rail accidents were assumed to
occur in each of the three population density areas in proportion to the
amount of track in each of those areas. That assumption takes into
account the fact that track density, i.e., amount of track per square mile,
is higher in urban areas than suburban or rural areas. The fact that urban-
area accidents generally occur at lower speeds and are less severe tends
to balance out any greater frequency of accidents in urban areas. The
method used in the EIS is considered to be reasonable.

287 72 ISSUE.- What was the upper limit of exposure and how many people will be
exposed to adversely affecting radiation doses in a mishap?

RESPONSE: The estimated upper limit of exposure is 0.6. The latent
cancer rate estimated to result from that level of exposure is 2 persons
per million exposed.

287 73 ISSUE: The EIS should take into account that air transportation accidents
are much more likely to occur in urban and suburban areas (near runways)
than in rural areas.

RESPONSE: Calculating air transportation risk as proportional to the
quantity of travel in each of the population zones is a reasonable
balancing of frequency and severity factors. More accidents occur in or
near runways, which are near population centers generally, but those
accidents are usually less severe in terms of impact speed, crush, and
puncture forces, etc., than those that occur in rural areas.

287 74 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not seriously consider the problems caused by
the secondary fires caused by the burning missile propellants.

RESPONSE: The probability that the missile propellant would explode in a
manner that would expel burning chunks of propellant is expected to be
very small. Tests have shown that it will burn in place rather than
explode under the conditions likely to occur in a rail accident. The
likelihood of secondary fires and their environmental and human health
effects would vary greatly depending on the location of an accident. A
description of the possible scattering of burning chunks of propellant is
included in Chapter 5 of the EIS.
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287 75 ISSUF. The EIS does not deal with the fact that firefighters are not
equipped or trained to deal with fires involving the chemicals used as
propellants for the Peacekeeper missile.

RESPONSE: In the unlikely event of a mishap, the Department of Defense
and the Environmental Protection Agency would respond by deploying
teams specially trained and equipped to deal with any contingency. Until
such response forces arrive at the scene, the train commander or other
designated crew members will maintain control of the accident scene.
Local firefighters and other first responders will be appropriately directed
in their response efforts. Such direction will include information about
the type and nature of the chemicals involved and the best way of dealing
with the situation on an interim basis while the response team is in transit
(Also see EIS Section 5.5).

287 76 ISSUE: The EIS should seriously consider the consequences of fouling
individuals' and communities' water systems with propellants after a spill.

RESPONSE: This issue is discussed in EIS Section 5.4.

287 77 ISSUE: The EIS assumes a constant movement of the MMH plume. A
heavy gas may settle in one area at higher concentrations. The EIS should
consider this risk.

RESPONSE: The assessment of the risk posed by gas which is heavier than
air is based on meteorological conditions which would cause the more
serious consequences. It would accumulate in low terrain at higher
concentrations, but over a smaller area, potentially affecting fewer
people. The assumption used in the EIS is therefore considered more
indicative of the magnitude of the risk than the assumption suggested in
the comment.

287 78 ISSUE: What are the long-term toxic effects of MMH exposures?

RESPONSE: Hydrazine compounds are hepatotoxic and would affect
normal liver functions. MMH is also a suspect human carcinogen (see EIS
Section 5.4.2.1).

287 79 ISSUE: What are the short-term effects of MMH exposure?

RESPONSE: Short-term effects: if inhaled, the vapor causes local
irritation of the respiratory tract, followed by systemic effects. Systemic
effects at 30 ppm would involve the central nervous system and cause
tremors. In addition, MMH can penetrate skin, causing systemic effects
similar to those produced when MMH is inhaled (see EIS Section 5.4.2.1).

287 80 ISSUE-- Nitrogen tetroxide is heavier than air and heavy concentrations
would be trapped in valleys, trenches and other low-lying areas. The EIS
should consider this problem.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 77.

287 81 ISSUFL How will local firefighting teams be informed of the risk of the
chemicals involved in a Peacekeeper accident?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 75.
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287 82 ISSUE: How would individuals be kept from approaching the accident
site?

RESPONSE: Security and safety cordons would be established as soon as
possible. Local law enforcement agencies are likely to be the first
responders and will act to protect the public in this circumstance the
same ways they would in other situations. Military response units assume
responsibility as soon as they arrive.

287 83 ISSUE-- What are the increased risks and consequences of secondary fires
and other secondary consequences due to the fact that rescue personnel
will not be able to approach the site of the accident for a significant
amount of time?

RESPONSE: The increase in risks and consequences which may result
from rescue personnel not being able to approach the accident site for a
significant amount of time were not calculated separately. However, the
potential severity of an accident and the reasonably expected
consequences were considered in the calculation of risk in Section 5.3 of
the EIS and description of consequences in EIS Section 5.4.

287 84 ISSUE: The Draft EIS says there is "virtually no possibility of a nuclear
detonation." The EIS should quantify this statement.

RESPONSE: Minimum design standards for United States warheads
require that the probability of a nuclear detonation be less than one in one
billion under normal circumstances and less than one in one billion over
the service of life of a weapon and less than one in one million per
exposure to an abnormal environment (for example, an accident).

287 85 ISSUE: The EIS should state what fraction of the nuclear material would
be disbursed in particles small enough to be inhaled and lodged in lungs.
The Final EIS should define distance of contamination. EIS Section 5.4.4.1
implies that it would be an eight square mile area.

RESPONSE: The analysis of the risks associated with the potential for
release of radioactive materials required consideration of classified
information. In order to produce an unclassified discussion of that risk,
some details of the calculations had to be deleted. The "respirable
fraction" is one of the deleted details but will be included in the classified
annex.

287 86 ISSUE: The EIS says no significant long-term impacts result from
radioactive materials disbursed by an explosion. Define long-term
impacts.

RESPONSE: The long-term impacts of radioactive material
contamination are possible human exposure and a risk of latent cancer
resulting from that. The section containing the quoted statement has
been rewritten in EIS Section 5.4.4.

287 87 ISSUE: What are the short-term impacts created by the dispersal of
radioactive materials in an explosion?

RESPONSE: Short-term impacts are discussed in EIS Section 5.4.4.
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287 88 ISSUE: The EIS says surface water contaminated by radioactive particles
may pose a limited risk to biota. This risk should be quantified for the EIS
to be accurate.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 84.

287 89 ISSUE: The EIS should consider the cost of removing and destroying
radioactive food after an accident.

RESPONSE: It is difficult to speculate on the cost of hypothetical
contamination. The Air Force would be responsible for those costs in the
event contamination occurs.

287 90 ISSUE: The EIS should consider the cumulative effect of exposure to
radiation from radioactive food along with exposure from other potential
sources of radiation.

RESPONSE: Impacts discussed in EIS Section 5.4.4 are cumulative.

287 91 ISSUE: Even if there was no radiation leak, the loss to farmers from
dropping prices caused by fear of contamination could reach tens of
millions of dollars. The EIS should consider the economic impact of
perceived radiation contamination.

RESPONSE: Radiation is very easy to detect. Screening farm products
for contamination would be easy and inexpensive. Unreasonable fear of
contamination is not expected to be widespread enough to affect crop
values.

287 92 ISSUE: The EIS should examine how long it would take an "advance
contamination survey party" to reach the scene of a derailment.

RESPONSE: The response time would vary greatly, depending on the
location. The Nuclear Accident Response Procedures manual estimates
(for planning purposes only) that the advance team will determine whether
contamination is present approximately 2 hours after the National
Military Command Center is notified of an accident.

287 93 ISSUE: The EIS should state how people will know to contact Chemtrec in
case of an emergency and how to find the Chemtrec telephone number.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 75.

287 94 ISSUE: The Air Force should seriously consider the economic effects
spending these billions of dollars on education, health or retiring the
national debt.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

287 95 ISSUE: The EIS should consider the vastly decreased property values for
land near Rail Garrisons and missile rail lines.

RESPONSE: No adverse impacts on land values are projected to result
from the program. See individual Housing sections for each location in
Chapter 4.
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287 96 ISSUE: The EIS should provide the average and median duration of jobs
that will be created as a result of Rail Garrison.

RESPONSE: Program-related construction jobs could continue over a
3-year period although based on past programs, most would have a
duration between 6 and 18 months. The duration of program-related jobs
during the construction phase is dependent upon the private companies
who are awarded construction contracts. Jobs related to the operations of
the program would have no limitations on duration.

287 97 ISSUE: The EIS should list the specific job categories that will be created
by Rail Garrison deployment.

RESPONSE: Virtually all types of building trades and crafts will be
required during the construction phase of the program. Operations
requirements for civilian employees will be primarily in administration
and services.

287 98 ISSUE: The EIS should list the average and median hourly wage the Air
Force plans to pay workers.

RESPONSE: Average construction wages based on a cross-sector of
trades and crafts is about $29,100 annually. Average nonconstruction
civilian wages are about $23,900 annually. Also see response to
Document 50, Comment 8.

287 99 ISSUE: The EIS should state the amount of work (in dollars) that will be
done by out-of-state contractors and their employees.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 98.

287 100 ISSUE: The EIS should list the amount of jobs, expressed as percentage,
numbers and dollars, that will be filled by military personnel at Whiteman
AFB, Missouri.

RESPONSE: During the peak construction year, 89 jobs, or 20 percent of
the program, will be military. The average annual salary for these
positions is about $19,000. During operations, 281 jobs, or 83 percent of
the program, will be military with an average annual salary of $17,400.

288 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Little Rock, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

289 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas from a military and economical standpoint.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

290 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

291 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

292 1 ISSUE- Commentor in support of the project at Malmstrom AFB,
Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

293 1 ISSUE- Commentor in support of the project at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

294 1 ISSUE: Concerned about the poor quality of tracks in Montana which is
evidenced by numerous train derailments. Statistics on number of deaths,
injuries, property loss, and income loss need to be studied.

RESPONSE: Safety is paramount, the Air Force will not use unsafe
tracks. Also see response to Document 15, Comment 3.

294 2 ISSUE: Commentor states that none of the concerns from the Great Falls,
Montana scoping hearing were addressed in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

294 3 ISSUE: What would be the effects of an atomic explosion? There is no
proposal to protect the civilian population in the event of such an
occurrence.

RESPONSE This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 21, Comment 1.

294 4 ISUE: The Final EIS should include a breakdown of all income coming
from services provided by the Air Force and money for services provided
locally in Great Falls, Montana by outside contractors.

RESPONSE: The increase in personal income due to the program
represents the earnings which would go to all program-related employees
(direct civilian workers, military personnel, and the secondary jobholders)
in the Great Falls area. Money provided for services by outside
contractors is not included in these estimates.

294 5 ISSUE: The Final EIS should include the cost of housing provided by the
Air Forcn Great Falls, Montana.

RESPONSE: Current projections of housing vacancies and potential new
construction In Great Falls suggests that the Air Force would not have to
provide any additional units through its housing programs (see EIS
Section 4.9.1.3).

294 6 ISSUE: The Final EIS should include actual contributions made to Great
Falls, Montana by the Air Force to offset the direct costs of
implementation of the program.

RESPONSE: Costs of implementation of the program are borne by all
taxpayers nationwide and not just by residents of Great Falls. Economic
contributions to the Great Falls area are presented in EIS Section 4.9.1.3.
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294 7 ISSUE- All data both pro and con should be included in the Final EIS so
that the figures can be verified.

RESPONSE: The Final EIS was prepared in accordance with the Council
on Environmental Quality Regulations implementing the National
Environmental Policy Act.

294 8 ISSUE: The safety record at Malmstrom AFB, Montana should be exposed
to facilitate the accuracy of the Final EIS.

RESPONSE: The issue of Malmstrom AFB's safety record is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

294 9 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not address the sabotage issue and other issues
including the safety of communities through which these trains must pass.

RESPONSE: The available information on the issue indicates that the
probability that sabotage would be attempted and would result in a missile
propellant fire or explosion is extremely small. Because there is no
relevant pattern of sabotage from which to generalize, the probability
estimate is necessarily qualitative. However, the consequences of a
propellant fire or explosion and other mishaps are described in the EIS and
no evidence suggests the consequences would be any greater in an instance
of sabotage than described for the accidental occurrence of those
events. Also see response to Document 37, Comment 7.

294 10 ISSUE: Commentor disagrees with statement made at Great Falls,
Montana public hearing that trains at no time would be going anywhere
near rail switching systems.

RESPONSE: The response provided at the public hearing stated that it
would be very unlikely that the Peacekeeper trains would be in a transfer
yard for a length of time if the system were ever deployed.

294 11 ISSUE: Commentor states that the 30 mph speed limit for the trains is
unrealistic and misleading.

RESPONSE: Noted.

294 12 ISSUE: Commentor states that because the system is stationary it is an
attempt to violate treaties that are in place or are being negotiated.

RESPONSE: Violations of treaties are beyond the scope ol this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

295 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas because there would not be any adverse effect on the
environment or the community.

RESPONSE: Noted.

296 1 ISSUE: Has the communication system that is dependent upon Montana
Power Company been adequately examined?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program will increase
Montana Power's peak demand for electricity by less than one percent.
The program will have no effect on the existing communication system.
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296 2 ISSUE: In the event of an emergency with a minimum amount of warning,
would not the rail-based missile in the garrisons be more apt to be
destroyed rather than in individual silos?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

297 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports deployment of Peacekeeper missile at Little
Rock AFB, Arkansas because of economic opportunities.

RESPONSE: Noted.

298 1 ISSUE: If a nuclear attack can happen in only a few minutes, how would
the MX Rail be useful if it is to be taken out of garrison and that takes
4-6 hours?

RESPONSE: Operational details involving no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

298 2 ISSUE: Doesn't arming the rail in a need situation promote a first-strike
attitude?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

298 3 ISSUE: Does not storage of the MX and other nuclear weapons create a
target for the enemy to aim at?

RESPONSE: Issues of enemy targeting are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

298 4 ISSUEM What other economic carrots with job potential are being offered
to devastated farm communities besides weapon involvement?

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

299 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program
at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

300 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper missile at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas because a strong defense means a peaceful coexistence with our
world neighbors.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

301 1 ISSUE: During a national crisis when the Peacekeeper train would be on
the passenger track, there would likely be much heavier use of the
railroad by those hoping to escape the area.

RESPONSE: Railroad dispatchers control traffic on the rail network. In a
time of national need, Peacekeeper trains will receive top priority.

301 2 ISSUE: Concerned that a vulnerable (faulty) track will be used as a launch
pad.
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RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

302 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison and submitted

newspaper article on a train derailment.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

303 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Little Rock
AFB, Arkansas, and sees no negative environmental matters. The program
would be a great addition to the community.

RESPONSE: Noted.

304 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison deployment in
Jacksonville, Arkansas. Issues have been discussed satisfactorily and it is
apparent that environmental impact will be minimal. The economic
impact will be beneficial to the community.

RESPONSE: Noted.

305 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports no action and that no nuclear weapons be
deployed in Michigan or anywhere.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

306 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to nuclear weapons. Whatever needs to be
done can be done by agreement, if the motives on both sides are equal.
Also submitted newspaper article on United States inspection at Soviet
sites.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

306 2 ISSUE: Commentor asks what publication discusses the Soviet rejection of
limiting their mobile trains and truck missiles.

RESPONSE: Such limits are being discussed under the START talks
between the United States and the Soviet Union.

306 3 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison because of the
economics involved.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

307 1 ISSUE: The Minot schools welcome the opportunity to meet the needs of
the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

308 1 ISSUE: Define national need, so we can understand what circumstances
Rail Garrison would be activated beyond the base.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 98.

308 2 ISSUE: Where can a citizen obtain copies of the Draft EIS supplementary
documents.
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RESPONSE: No supplementing documents have been prepared in support
of the Draft EIS. Also see response to Document 50, Comment 2.

308 3 ISSUE: Railroads should be addressed in the transportation section for
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: Discussion of railroads in the F.E. Warren, AFB area are
addressed in EIS Section 4.1.2.

308 4 ISSUE: No county officials in the Panhandle received any word on
potential basing of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

RESPONSE-- Only those counties impacted by the potential deployment
were notified of the project.

309 1 ISSUE: Commentor in total support of the Peacekeeper system at Little
Rock, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

310 1 ISSUE: What is the life expectancy of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
system?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 61.

310 2 ISSUE: What is to be done with the radioactive wastes when the life of
the system is over?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comment 63 and
Document 50, Comment 30.

310 3 ISSUE: This system is based on the idea of a winnable nuclear war. There
are many scientists who believe that there is no such thing and that
nuclear war - even on a small scale would lead to a nuclear winter. How
do you respond to this?

RESPONSE: The issue of increased risk of nuclear war is beyond the

scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

310 4 ISSUE: What is the definition of a "Peacekeeper" nuclear weapon?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper missile is described in EIS Chapter 1.

310 5 ISSUE: Who will be responsible for cleanup of contamination in case of a
derailment or some other devastating accident?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 84.

310 6 ISSUE: How can you be sure that your moving missile launcher will act as
planned when Murphy's Law is always at work, especially where moving
parts are involved?

RESPONSE: Measures that will be taken to ensure safe operation are
described in EIS Chapter 5. Issues concerning system reliability are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.
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311 1 ISSUFM The Draft EIS does not properly address the No Action Alternative
other than the statement made in the Draft EIS. "No Action" and spending
the money in education or leaving it in the civilian economy should be
analyzed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 31.

311 2 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper anywhere because the money
would be better spent on education and a more productive economy.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

312 1 ISSUE: Comment made that the economic benefits in Grand Forks, North
Dakota will not be evenly distributed, such as retail business and service
sectors. There are no benefits for government employees or retired
people.

RESPONSE: Economic benefits would be experienced primarily in the
construction, transportation services, and trade sectors, however, all
sectors may experience some program-related activity.

312 2 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to adequately discuss the economic impacts of
the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 31.

312 3 ISSUE: Will the system make us safer? Will it destabilize the dynamic
balance we have with the Soviets and will it encourage them to react with
a "hair trigger" in times of crisis.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

313 1 ISSUE: There is no justifiable military need for building mobile
Peacekeeper missiles. It will add to the defense of the United States, but
it will escalate the arms race.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

314 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports implementation of the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison system at Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota and recognizes the
attendant responsibilities of the surrounding communities to the logistics,
operations, and increased labor force in support thereof.

RESPONSE: Noted.

315 1 ISSUE: Hearing notice fails to conform to Air Force Department of
Defense (DOD) Regulation 989.15 (b) (2).

RESPONSE: A review of the DOD regulation indices reveals no reference
to DOD Regulation Section 989.15(b)(2). Air Force regulations are not
enumerated in this manner.

315 2 ISSUE: The EIS is not widely available.

RESPONSE: The Draft EIS was sent to everyone who either attended a
scoping meeting and filled out a card requesting one, or sent a letter to
the Air Force. Copies were also sent to selected libraries.
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315 3 ISSUE: Public hearings are not being held at a sufficient number of

locations.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

315 4 ISSUE- Time between distribution of the Draft EIS and hearing yvas not
sufficient for adequate preparation of a critique.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

315 5 ISSUE: Supporting documents (to Draft EIS) were not provided when
requested, which made it impossible to analyze data properly.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 308, Comment 2.

315 6 ISSUE: The Air Force has not released transcripts of the scoping meetings
when requested to do so.

RESPONSE: Publication of scoping meeting transcripts is not required.
Transcripts of hearings for the Draft EIS will be published in Volume II of
the EIS.

315 7 ISSUE: Three hours is not sufficient for this meeting given the fact that

the Air Force uses up part of that time for their presentation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

315 8 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to adequately present the alternatives,
including the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

315 9 ISSUE: The Draft EIS has not included the impact of building an ABM

system to protect the MX.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 6.

315 10 ISSUE: Concerned about baseline analysis for Grand Forks, North
Dakota. The Draft EIS is flawed because all demographic projections are
based on an influx of 1,004 people for the Over-the-Horizon program.

RESPONSE: Should the Over-the-Horizon radar program not be deployed,
the availability of housing, public services, classroom space, and local
government finances would be larger than stated in the Draft EIS. As a
result, impacts would be lower than presented in the Draft EIS.

315 11 ISSUE: The Air Force has not considered the extent of which the proposed
project Is controversial.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 104, Comment 3.

315 12 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to address the degree to which this action
establishes a precedent for future actions.

RESPONSE: The degree to which the Proposed Action and alternatives
may have established a precedent for future actions with significant
effects or representing a decision in principle about a future consideration
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was considered according to Council of Environmental Quality regulations

(see EIS Chapter 3).

316 1 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to adequately address decommissioning.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

316 2 ISSUE: Relying on future improved technology for the handling and
disposal of nuclear waste could pose dangers to air, water, and food
products ultimately consumed by humans.

RESPONSE: Noted.

316 3 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to deploying the proposed system and states
an alternative plan should be completed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

317 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison because it
increases the likelihood of nuclear confrontation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

318 1 ISSUE: Is Rail Garrison spending an effective creator of jobs compared
with alternative ways of using government monies?

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

318 2 ISSUE: Will Rail Garrison spending create the kinds of jobs most needed
and most helpful in developing a vital economy?

RESPONSE: Analysis of the impact of government spending is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

318 3 ISSUE: Will Rail Garrison spending represent an efficient or equitable use
of government resources?

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

319 1 ISSUE: Commentor suggests we concentrate on promoting international
understanding and solving our serious environmental problems rather than
military buildup.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

320 1 ISSUE: Resolution for the record from the City of East Grand Forks,
Minnesota in support of Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota chosen as a site
of the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

321 1 ISSUE: The State of Missouri Federal Assistance Clearinghouse in
cooperation with interested state and local agencies had no comments or
recommendations to offer.
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RESPONSE: Noted.

322 1 ISSUE: The submitted comments are an exact copy of a major portion of
Document 287.

RESPONSE: See Document 287, Comments 47 through 100.

323 1 ISSUE: The U.S. Bureau of the Census July 1, 1984 population for the City
of Cheyenne, Wyoming was 50,935.

RESPONSE: Noted.

324 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the EIS and the selection of Minot AFB,
North Dakota for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

325 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Rail Garrison because it is what is best for
the nation and has minimal impacts on Minot, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: Noted.

326 1 ISSUE- Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison because it is
a vital part of our nation and would also be an asset to Jacksonville,
Arkansas and the surrounding communities.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

327 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper at Jacksonville, Arkansas if
approved by Congress.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

328 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system in
Jacksonville, Arkansas. No adverse environmental problems have been
noted over the 21 years of the Titan missile and the same would be the
case for this system.

RESPONSE: Noted.

329 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper missile at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

330 1 ISSUF. Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison because the
dollars are better spent on food, health care, education, and shelter for
each United States citizen.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

330 2 ISSUE: What is the breakdown of new civilian jobs versus new military
jobs in the Bossier-Shreveport, Louisiana area?

RESPONSE: In the peak year of construction activities related to the
Proposed Action, civilian jobs (including secondary jobs) would number 691
and military jobs would be 110. During each year of operations, civilian
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jobs would number 219 and military jobs would number 353 (see EIS
Section 4.3.1.3).

330 3 ISSUE: Which jobs (quantity) will give job placement to citizens presently
living in Shreveport-Bossier, Louisiana both during construction and
operation of the garrison?

RESPONSE: During peak construction activities for the Proposed Action,
approximately 580 local hires out of 801 total (civilian and military) jobs
created are projected. During operations, 174 local hires are projected
out of 572 total jobs created (see EIS Section 4.3.1.3).

330 4 ISSUE: What training will be necessary to work at the site in Louisiana
(i.e., those with "hi-tech" backgrounds or blue collar workers)?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 9.

330 5 ISSUE: How many new military personnel will be imported to Barksdale
AFB, Louisiana?

RESPONSE: Military personnel would number 110 during the peak
construction year and 353 during operations and would all be inmigrants.

331 1 ISSUE- In the event of a derailment or any kind of accident, the impact
would affect thousands, even millions of people and other environmental
life in an area at least 50 to 100 miles from Whiteman AFB, Missouri.
This was not addressed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: Safety concerns are addressed in EIS Chapter 5.

331 2 ISSUE: Commentor disappointed that no one cares if the MX is deployed
at Whiteman AFB, Missouri if wildlife habitats will be destroyed.

RESPONSE: Impacts on biological resources at Whiteman AFB are
discussed in Section 4.11.6.3 of the EIS.

332 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Little Rock
AFB, Arkansas. All environmental issues have been addressed with no
adverse impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

333 1 ISSUE: The proposed system should not be developed and deployed
because it is a first-strike weapon and therefore destabilizing, the United
States already has enough nuclear weapons; the nuclear weapons violate
international law; and the promotion of the system by the Air Force is
more an effort to preserve and enhance Air Force jobs and promotions in
an interservice rivalry with the Navy than a genuine concern about
national security.

RESPONSE: Preservation and enhancement of Air Force jobs are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

334 1 ISSUE: Commentor in full support of Peacekeeper deployment at Little
Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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335 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison because the

dollars spent on this system could be spent in a more productive way.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

336 1 IBSUF Comment for the record in full support of Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

337 1 ISSUF. The proposed system should not be developed and deployed
because it is a first-strike weapon and therefore destabilizing; the United
States already has enough nuclear weapons; the nuclear weapons violate
international law; and the promotion of the system by the Air Force is
more an effort to preserve and enhance Air Force jobs and promotions in
an interservice rivalry with the Navy than a genuine concern about
national security.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 3, Comment 1 and Document 34,
Comment 22.

337 2 ISSUE: The Final EIS should discuss the relative events of this system and
previously proposed basing modes that were rejected and should show how
the system conforms to the spirit of the INF treaty.

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

337 3 ISSUE: The EIS should discuss the environmental impacts of producing the
material for the Peacekeeper missiles.

RESPONSE: The production of material for the Peacekeeper missile is
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

337 4 ISSUE: The EIS should discuss the environmental impacts of the
intentional use of nuclear wealz=ns.

RESPONSE: The issue of intentional use of nuclear weapons is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

338 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas because of additional local jobs in Jacksonville.

RESPONSE: Noted.

339 1 ISSUE: The Rail Garrison basing mode is destabilizing.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

339 2 ISSUE-- The lag time of four to six hours before the missiles are well
spread out makes this basing system very vulnerable to "surprise" attack.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

339 3 ISSUE- Using public train tracks poses major logistical problems if the
military works in concert with civilian railroad workers, then Soviet
intelligence could fairly easily infiltrate the system.
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RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of the EIS.

339 4 ISSUE: If the military operates the train alone, there is a likelihood of
confusion and possible accidents in the event of nuclear war.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

339 5 ISSUE: Train tracks are susceptible to natural damages and sabotage.

RESPONSE: Natural damages are addressed in EIS Section 5.2.3. Also see
response to Document 6, Comment 2.

339 6 ISSUE: Having the missiles continuously riding public tracks increases all
dangers.

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper trains would be dispersed onto the national
rail network only during times of national need.

339 7 ISSUE: It makes no sense to spend more money on the Peacekeeper when
United States arms control policy is focused on eliminating long-range
nuclear weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

340 1 ISSUE: The Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality states that
permits to construct must be obtained for certain types of sediment
control structures, and water and sewer line extensions.

RESPONSE: A discussion held with personnel from the Wyoming
Department of Environmental Quality determined that no special
construction permit was required with respect to water quality. If
constructed, water and sewer line permits would be obtained. Estimates
of construction-induced sedimentation from the proposed Rail Garrison
sites are provided in Section 4.2 of the EIS.

340 2 ISSUE: Statements regarding erosion and water quality are confusing, if
not contradictory. Terms such as "minor" and "short-term impact" are
used to describe water quality, while Draft EIS Page 2-8 indicates that
impacts from soil erosion would be significant.

RESPONSE: Significant soil erosion impacts do not necessarily result in
significant water quality impacts, particularly if the site is remote from a
water body or drained by a highly intermittent stream, as is the case for
the north garrison site at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

340 3 ISSUE._ Concerned about leaving 102.4 acres barren of vegetation during
the life of the program.

RESPONSE: For the program, some land will be permanently disturbed by
the construction of facilities. Land that is temporarily disturbed during
the construction phase will be revegetated to the extent feasible.

340 4 ISSUE: Additional information should be provided to substantiate
statements regarding erosion and water quality and to quantify any
impacts. Mitigation and control measures should be identified.
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RESPONSE: Estimates of construction-induced sedimentation from the
proposed Rail Garrison sites are provided in EIS Sections 4.2.8 to 4.12.8.
At F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming a detention pond is recommended to
control potentially significant increases in storm runoff and sedimentation
in the Dry Creek drainage if concurrent deployment of the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison and Small ICBM programs occur. In addition, EIS Chapter 4
summarizes a number of construction practices that would be
incorporated into the environmental plans developed by the contractors
selected to construct the various portions of the Rail Garrison program.
These include the best management practices for avoiding soil erosion, for
soil stabilization, and revegetation (EIS Chapter 4 and Section 4.2.7.5).

341 1 ISSUE: At the public hearing, not one person, agency, or group presented
a serious, logical, and realistic argument against the establishment of
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison in the state or specifically located at Little
Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: Noted.

342 1 ISSUE: The Draft EIS did not appear to have any adverse impacts caused
by deployment of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas. Although subjective and important, the relationship between
the base and the City of Jacksonville was not touched upon.

RESPONSE: In every resource area, a Region of Influence was addressed
as to where impacts are likely to occur. In most cases, the affected area
would be the base and local community, such as Jacksonville.

342 2 ISSUE-- Commentor supports Peacekeeper at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas
because it would be beneficial to the base and the City of Jacksonville.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

343 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at
Jacksonville, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

344 1 ISSUE: The Final EIS should address potential hazards such as a missile
propellant fire or explosion which could result from sabotage and the
precautions being taken to prevent such an incident.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

344 2 ISSUE: The psychological impact of the deployment of the system, and
the resulting economic impact should be addressed in the Final EIS. The
psychological impact could include discouraging people or businesses from
locating in the area, causing an economic impact.

RESPONSE._ Available evidence on the issue indicates that there is a net
positive economic impact as a result of deployment of a missile system in
an area. The purely psychological effects of deployment are beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 5, Comment 14.

344 3 ISSUE. The Final EIS should address the impact of decommissioning and
removing the system from the deployment installations.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

345 1 ISSUES Commentor objects to nuclear warhead weapons passing through
any city with the danger of rail accidents.

RESPONSE: Noted.

345 2 ISSUE: Commentor skeptical of the purpose of this mobile basing to
shield the locations and keep it unknown.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

345 3 ISSUE: Doubling the number of Peacekeeper missiles is counter to
Congressional approval and counter to the weapons reduction efforts being
pursued by the administration.

RESPONSE: The purpose and need of the program are discussed in EIS
Section 1.1.

345 4 ISSUE: Commentor supports the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

346 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Little
Rock AFB, Arkansas. All aspects pro and con of the proposed program
were covered at length and in detail.

RESPONSE: Noted.

347 1 ISSUE: With the sophisticated intelligence technologies today, commentor
questions the effectiveness of the system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

347 2 ISSUE: In the event of a train wreck, how will plutonium leaks be
minimized and what kind of test will be performed to study this problem
for safe missile transportation?

RESPONSE: The design and construction of the reentry vehicle, reentry
system, launch cannister and missile launch car ensure that the probability
of release of radioactive material is minimal. Inspections and tests of
those components, to ensure compliance with design requirements, will
precede deployment of the system.

347 3 ISSUE: It appears there are insurmountable security problems and
environmental risks which threaten the well-being of people who live near
rail lines.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

348 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the Rail Garrison program in Grand Forks,
North Dakota or anywhere in the United States.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

349 1 ISSUE: Commentor critical of civic leaders ability to speak at public
hearings and commentor not able to speak.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

349 2 ISSUE= The environment will be rubbled if the missile accidentally
explodes.

RESPONSE: The likelihood and consequences of such accidents are
discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of the EIS.

349 3 ISSUE: The rails in the Abilene, Texas area are not the best, creating an
unsafe situation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 2.

350 1 ISSUE-- Commentor in full support of this mission.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

351 1 ISSUE: Commentor suggests other public hearing locations be set up so
they can attend and voice their concern.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

351 2 ISSUE: Commentor's opinion is that housing Peacekeepers on trains on
their tracks is inappropriate and impractical.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

351 3 ISSUE. Why do we need more missiles?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

352 1 ISSUE: Commentor heartily endorses and supports the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison basing at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

353 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Minot AFB,
North Dakota because of favorable response from the people of the area,
and the fact that the EIS shows no problem with the environment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

354 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison project at
Minot AFB, North Dakota because of the positive economic impact in the
Minot area and no damage to the environment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

355 1 ISSUE: Commentor protests the 3-minute time limitation for individuals
to testify and closing the hearing at 10 P.M., even when more people
wanted to speak.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

355 2 ISSUE-- Commentor stated both Peacekeeper and Small ICBM are
redundant, destabilizing, and expensive and would like both projects
stopped.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

356 1 ISSUE: Sending the trains on regular train tracks through highly populated
areas of the western states puts too many people at risk.

RESPONSE: Noted.

356 2 ISSUE. Sending trains on regular train tracks conceivably leaves it more
open to terrorist attack.

RESPONSE: See response Document 6, Comment 2.

356 3 ISSUE: The project was inadequately publicized, not giving the general
public or any concerned groups opportunity to submit comments before a
decision is made.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 9.

357 1 ISSUE: The system does not make one feel any safer from the Russians
and there are more important ways to spend the money.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

358 1 ISSUE: Concerned about transporting of nuclear weapons near population

centers.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 7.

358 2 ISSUE: Shouldn't the United States wait for the outcome of current arms
control talks before building a new missile?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

359 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at

Spokane, Washington or anywhere else.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

360 1 ISSUE: The availability of the Draft EIS was not well advertised.

RESPONSE: The filing of the Draft EIS was released to national and local
media outlets. Also see response to Document 315, Comment 2.

360 2 ISSUE- Commentor opposed to the program because warheads on trains
would pass through or near major cities, or on passenger trains.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 7.

361 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Wurtsmith
AFB, Michigan. The community and Michigan need the program and
Wurtsmith is a perfect location.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

362 1 ISSUE. Commentor supports the Rail Garrison program at Minot AFB,
North Dakota to help the theme of deterrence. The base plays an
important role in the economy and community of Minot.
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RESPONSE: Noted.

363 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas because over the long term, Little Rock AFB would be the most
economical compared with other locations studied.

RESPONSE: Noted.

364 1 ISSUE: Commentor protests the 3-minute time limit for verbal comment
and the location of the meeting in Medical Lake, Washington.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comment 53 and
Document 34, Comment 11.

364 2 ISSUE: The money spent for Rail Garrison is better spent on satellites and
launch vehicles to enhance security.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

364 3 ISSUE: Rail accidents are very common in the Spokane, Washington
area. The potential for rail accidents will certainly increase during times
of national need because of increased auto traffic and general
nervousness. This can be addressed and not just dismissed as "no
information available."

RESPONSE: Risk assessments for rail accidents involving the

Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system are discussed in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

364 4 ISSUE: Many times drug or alcohol abuse is the cause of rail accidents.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 4.

364 5 ISSUE: It is stated in Chapter 5 that plutonium "dust" on clothing or even
skin results in contamination and does not result in biological harm. That
is not correct. It should read "will most likely result in plutonium being
inhaled and ingested."

RESPONSE: The discussion referred to was intended to explain the
difference between contamination by radioactive materials (specifically
alpha-emitters) and exposure to radiation. The discussion has been
rewritten in EIS Chapter 5 to remove any implication that contamination
is not a serious concern.

364 6 ISSUE: "Cleanup of dispersed plutonium by recognized means" glosses
over a serious problem. A quantity such as might be in a special weapon
could ruin an entire city such as Spokane, Washington.

RESPONSE: The commitment to clean up any radioactive material
contamination was not meant as a glossing over of the problem. The
means used to cleanup dispersed radioactive material would vary from site
to site depending on the conditions encountered. Previous dispersals of
weapon grade plutonium have been cleaned up by the Department of
Defense. Future dispersals would be also. Though a dispersal in a city
like Spokane would be time consuming, it is not thought to be impossible.
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364 7 ISSUE: The "plutonium dust" referred to in the Draft EIS is most likely
plutonium dioxide.

RESPONSE: The Final EIS has been revised to read "plutonium dioxide
dust."

364 8 ISSUE: The Draft EIS is seriously lacking in details regarding how an
accident involving a plutonium warhead fire could be handled. What about
the training of local police, fire, and other emergency teams?

RESPONSE: A discussion of accident response and cleanup is in EIS

Section 5.5. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 55.

364 9 ISSUE- Should residents of the area have radioactivity monitors?

RESPONSE: Public announcement of an accident and potential hazard
would, in almost all cases, precede the spread of any radioactivity.
Privately owned monitoring equipment is therefore not expected to be of
any use.

364 10 ISSUE: How will residents be told to evacuate, and where should they go?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

364 11 ISSUE We have uranium mines and thorium deposits in the Spokane,
Washington area. Portable detectors such as those used by radiation
monitoring personnel cannot tell the difference among these
radionuclides. If a detector goes off the scale at the site of an accident,
how will anyone know whether it is plutonium? Are you going to do a
survey of rail routes to locate naturally occurring alpha emitters?

RESPONSE: A plutonium spill or dispersal would be characterized by a
very high radioactivity level at the source and diminishing levels at
increasing distance. Naturally occurring radiation would be more
uniformly radioactive over a larger area. If any doubt persists, samples
can be tested chemically usually within a number of hours.

365 1 ISSUE: Commentor states the MX system is a first-strike weapon aimed
at targets in the Soviet Union and is not a deterrent weapon. It is morally
and psychologically not justified and endangers the Spokane area.
Commentor opposed to deployment anywhere.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 3, Comment 1 and Document 5,
Comment 14.

366 1 ISSUE: Hearings were held only adjacent to the bases being considered for
garrison construction, despite the fact that this missile system will be
mobile and traversing many other states and regions during normal
operation and in time of national need.
RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

366 2 ISSUE: In the areas where public hearings weren't held, state and localofficials were not informed of the proposal or of the Draft EIS process and
were not provided with copies of the Draft EIS.
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RESPONSE: Copies of the Draft EIS were sent to the Governor's offices,
as well as the State Clearinghouses in each state affected by the
program. Also see responses to Document 34, Comment 11 and
Document 315, Comment 2.

366 3 ISSUE: Insufficient time was provided at those public hearings which were
held for input from citizens in the affected areas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

366 4 ISSUE: At the public hearings, the Air Force representative spoke for two
hours leaving only one hour for questions and comments from the public
audience.

RESPONSE: At each of the 11 public hearings, an Air Force
representative used the first hour of the hearing to present to those in
attendance a summary of the program and the findings of the Draft EIS.
The remaining two hours were used to solicit questions and comments
from the public audience on the environmental adequacy and accuracy of
the Draft EIS. During this period, Air Force representatives provided
responses to specific questions or comments, if requested, or corrected
factually incorrect statements.

366 5 ISSUE: Wartime and psychological impacts must be considered in the EIS
process.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

366 6 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to meet the standard of adequacy in its
discussion of the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

366 7 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not address the national economic impacts of
the No Action Alternative. How many jobs would be created if $10 - $15
billion was spent on other public works projects, rail systems, or
education?

RESPONSE: The revised cost estimate is $10 to $12 billion. See response
to Document 270, Comment 31.

366 8 ISSUE: Why haven't any of the other MX basing modes under active
consideration been chosen?

RESPONS- Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

366 9 ISSUE Why doesn't the Draft EIS discuss the reasons that the Rail
Garrison system was rejected in previous years and whether those reasons
still include significant environmental impacts?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

366 10 ISSUE: The Proposed Action fails to specify whether 50 MX missiles
would be the ones currently deployed in silos at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming or whether 50 additional missiles would b. deployed on trains.
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RESPONSE: New missiles would be manufactured for the Proposed
Action. The Alternative Action would include 50 new missiles and
50 missiles removed from silos near F.E. Warren AFB.

366 11 ISSUE: If 50 additional missiles are to be deployed at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming, what is the cost of procuring them and why aren't these costs
included in the table on Draft EIS Page 4.1-2?

RESPONSE: Up to 8 missiles for the Proposed Action and up to 12
missiles for the Alternative Action may be deployed at F.E. Warren AFB.
The production cost of the 50 Peacekeeper missiles required for the Rail
Garrison program is approximately $4.3 billion. This amount is included in
total program expenditures presented in Table 4.1.1-1 of the Final EIS.
The 50 additional missiles required for the Alternative Action have
already been procured under the Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos program
and no further expenditure would be required.

366 12 ISSUE: Why aren't the impacts and cost3 of deploying the 50 MX missiles
currently in silos at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming discussed?

RESPONSE: The impacts were analyzed and documented in the
Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos Final EIS filed in January 1984. The
effects of using these 50 missiles for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program are included in the Alternative Action discussion in EIS Section
4.2.

366 13 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to answer how this system will function and
the impacts of its deployment with the general public.

RESPONSE: The operations function is described in Chapter 1; the
analytical methodology in Chapter 3, and the impacts in Chapter 4 of the
EIS.

366 14 ISSUE: How will the operation of this system interface with public and
private use of rail lines, rights-of-way, and rail crossings during practice
runs or during times of crisis?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 76.

366 15 ISSUE: What will be the cost to public and private rail users of
interruptions in service?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 76.

366 16 ISSUE: Will MX trains be granted special rights-of-way privileges? Will
these powers increase the possibility of collision and other accidents?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 7.

366 17 ISSUE.: How will the populations living near garrisons and rail lines used
by these MX trains be able to distinguish between practice runs and an
actual crisis release of MX missile trains for use in nuclear war?

RESPONSE: Physically, the training train will resemble an operational
train. The public probably will not be able to identify either Rail Garrison
training trains or operational trains, which will look much like ordinary
freight trains.
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366 18 ISSUE: What dangers might armed security personnel pose to civilians
living or traveling near the tracks who might be misidentified as a threat
to the train?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 7, 12, and 13.

366 19 ISSUE: Will the security personnel on training trains be authorized to use
force if protestors are encountered?

RESPONSE: No new or special authorization for use of force by security
personnel is expected. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 45.

366 20 ISSUE: If civilian police officers are used to clear the track, how will
they be compensated? Has this expenditure been calculated into the
basing mode budget?

RESPONSE: It is the function of local law enforcement authorities to
prevent civilians from breaking the peace or trespassing.

366 21 ISSUE: Will the trains be authorized to run over individuals intentionally
blocking their path?

RESPONSE: No. The trains will not intentionally run over such
individuals.

366 22 ISSUE: Will the real or perceived mobilization of MX trains trigger
apprehension of a crisis on a local, national, or global scale? How will the
Air Force mitigate the effects of public fear about impending attack?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

366 23 ISSUE: Will civil unrest interfere with the operation-as-designed of the
MX rail system?

RESPONSE: No. Also see response to Document 50, Comment 86.

366 24 ISSUE: If MX trains are able to leave their garrison undetected and are
constructed to look like civilian rail traffic, how can the civilian
dispatchers responsible for clearing the rail lines be relied on to cooperate
with Air Force plans?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

366 25 ISSUE: Will the dispatchers be told what they are clearing the tracks
for? How can they be counted on to give the MX trains priority over
civilian traffic? Will martial law be imposed during a time of crisis?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

366 26 ISSUE: How can civilians be relied on not to tell the Soviets the location
of the missile trains within their jurisdiction?

RESPONSE: Operational details 1having no er-ironmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.
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366 27 IS8UE Will civilian dispatchers be required to have a security clearance,
comply with random drug testing, and be screened medically and
psychologically?

RESPONSE: This is still to be determined between the Air Force and the
railroads.

366 28 ISSUE: Ii time of national need, what measures would be taken to compel
civilian dispatchers to report for work? If they do not report, what steps
will the Air Force take to keep the system running? What will be the
cost?

RESPONSE: Operational details involving no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

366 29 ISSUE: What indicators and assumptions were used to generate the
employment figures shown on Draft EIS Table 4.1.1.-i? These figures are
completely outside the range of all reputable studies.

RESPONSE: Employment estimates were derived using a national input-
output model. The model was developed by the U.S. Bureau of Economic
Analysis, based on 1977 national input-output relationships among the 537
sectors identified for the United States and updated with the most recent
available employment and earnings estimates (1984).

366 30 ISSUE: Will short-term jobs really have any net positive effect on local
communities or the nation as a whole? How long will these jobs last?

RESPONSE: Initial program requirements during the construction and
deployment phase would provide additional employment and income over
a 3 to 4 year period. Construction activity would primarily affect local
communities hosting garrison bases; while research, development and
production activities would involve industries throughout the United
States. Operations requirements, including both direct employment and
program procurement at a reduced level, would continue for the lifetime
of the system. Increased direct spending would provide additional
secondary employment during both program phases.

366 31 ISSUE: Will the new jobs created by garrison construction employ those
who are currently unemployed? Will the jobs be filled by local citizens or
by specialists from outside the region?

RESPONSE: A mix of currently unemployed workers and specialists from
outside the region is projected. On the average, approximately 70 percent
of the construction labor requirement is estimated to be filled by the local
labor force.

366 32 ISSUE: After construction of the garrisons, will there be any long-term
economic benefits derived from the project? If so, what are these
benefits, and how long will they exist after the garrisons are completed?

RESPONSE: National economic benefits are approximately 9,000 jobs and
$175 million in earnings per year projected to last over the life of the
program (see EIS Section 4.1.1).
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366 33 ISSUF. Will the workers be allowed to use the Air Force's BX and other
facilities? If they are, how will this new economic activity impact
already existing local economies?

RESPONSE: No. Onbase BX facilities are reserved for use only by
military personnel and their dependents.

366 34 ISSUE: How much track renovation and new track construction will be
required to implement the Rail Garrison system? How will the costs be
shared?

RESPONSE: The proposal includes track renovation and construction only
on tracks between the garrisons and the main line where the trains will
access the rail network. The cost of that renovation and construction has
not yet been determined exactly, but estimates are included in the total
program cost. Also see response to Document 15, Comment 3.

366 35 ISSUE: If the Air Force plans to build more than one rail line out of each
garrison, what additional rights-of-way will need to be purchased for the
required track?

RESPONSE: The Dual Rail Egress described in EIS Section 1.8 is not part
of the Proposed Action. It is unknown what additional rights-of-way
would be required to implement more than one rail line out of each
garrison because no such study has been undertaken. Before any decision
is made to construct additional rail lines, appropriate environmental
analyses would be prepared.

366 36 ISSUE: How does the Air Force plan to reimburse residents or owners who
might be displaced from, or lose the use of, their property due to program
construction?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 262, Comment 13.

366 37 ISSUE: What steps will be taken to protect ordinary citizens from MX
missile train mishaps while carrying dangerous cargo? What will be the
cost and how will the Air Force determine if these steps are sufficient to
protect the public?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

366 38 ISSUE: How will public cooperation be mobilized to respond to an
accident or malfunction of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system? Will
martial law be imposed during a time of national crisis?

RESPONSE: In the event of an accident, the public will be warned by the
train crew and the early response team to stay away from any potential
hazard area. Deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system would
not alter the laws regarding the imposition of martial law. Also see
response to Document 33, Comment 55.

366 39 ISSUE: In the event of a derailment caused by either a collision with
another train or by sabotage, can radioactive isotopes escape from the
missile warheads either as the result of the collision impact or fire?

RESPONSE: Though such an event is extremely unlikely, the safety
analysis considers the possibility and, to provide a complete analysis, the
EIS (Section 5.3.1) describes the environmental impacts of such an event.
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366 40 ISSUE: What provisions will be made to protect the public and the
environment from an accident resulting in an explosion and/or the release
of radioactivity into the environment? What is the cost of such protective
steps?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 21, Comment 1.

366 41 ISSUE: Will local personnel near the rail lines used by the MX missile
trains be equipped to deal with hazardous waste containment and
removal? What is the cost of such preparations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 68.

366 42 ISSUE: Will each community along the proposed MX train deployment
arterials have its own evacuation plan? Who is responsible for writing and
giving final approval to such plans, and for coordinating the plans and
responses of several different communities along the same rail line?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

366 43 ISSUE: What provisions will be made to secure the civilian rail bed from
sabotage by terrorists or others seeking to derail civilian rail traffic?
What is the cost of such preparations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

366 44 ISSUE: How will MX components with dangerous explosives or radioactive
materials be transported to their garrisons for final assembly? How can
the Air Force assure the public that MX missiles and their components
will be shipped safely to their basing location?

RESPONSE: The transportation of the missiles and reentry systems to the
garrisons are described in EIS Section 5.2.1. The safety assurances the Air
Force can provide are procedures and regulations designed to ensure safe
deployment and operation of the system and a commitment to adhere to
those procedures and regulations.

366 45 ISSUE: How will the Air Force ensure against accidents at assembly areas
like the recent Morton Thiokol plant accident in Utah?

RESPONSE: The nuclear certification and safety procedures are
described in Section 5.1 of the EIS.

366 46 ISSUE: What effect would an accident involving one missile have on other
nearby missiles in their garrisons?

RESPONSE: Train Alert Shelters are designed to prevent an accident to
one missile affecting any other missiles.

366 47 ISSUE: Would the MX missile trains be hardened against electromagnetic
pulse? If so, how much would the hardening cost? If not, how will the Air
Force ensure that the communications system necessary to authorize and
target a missile launch will operate in the event of an atomic explosion
high above the United States?

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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366 48 ISSUE: Is the civilian rail bed that this system would incorporate strong
enough to withstand the firing of missiles from trains at any point in the
system? If not, what would it cost to upgrade civilian rail lines to allow
missile launches?

RESPONSE: The missile launch car is equipped with stabilization
outriggers, housed on the underside of the car, which would deploy and
stabilize the car by distributing the weight of the car over the rails and
ballast. This enables the missile to be erected and ejected from the
cannister and prevents damage to the rail network.

366 49 ISSUE: The EIS must fully examine the No Action option and evaluate
worst-case scenarios.

RESPONSE: Worst-case scenarios are discussed in Chapter 5 of the EIS.
Also see response to Document 37, Comment 15.

367 1 ISSUE: Commentor requests an additional 30 days of the comment period
because the Proposed Action is quite large and controversial.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

367 2 ISSUE Commentor requests that future hearings and public notifications
be conducted on a national rather than a regional level because the
program is national in scope.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

368 1 ISSUE: The Fort Sill Apache Tribe in Apache, Oklahoma has no concerns
in regard to the area around the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison site.

RESPONSE: Noted.

369 1 ISSUE: Comment sheet by Shoney's South, Inc. with no comment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

370 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the project at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakot, because the site is one of the least expensive locations, has rail
lines in every direction, and can accommodate the additional people.

RESPONSE: Noted.

371 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas
because the environmental consequences were adequately covered.

RESPONSE: Noted.

372 1 ISSUE Commentor opposes nuclear missiles in the Midwest or any
population centers.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

373 1 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately address the questions raised at
the scoping hearings. The Final EIS must do this.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.
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373 2 ISSUE The Draft EIS does not adequately address the environmental
impacts of the No Action Alternative, especially the economic impact of
not spending $10 - 15 Billion on the Rail Garrison MX program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 7.

373 3 ISSUE: There should be hearings in Colorado because MX trains and
supply trains will travel through this state.

RESPONSE-- See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

373 4 ISSUE- The Draft EIS does not address many possible deployment options.

RESPONSE-- Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

373 5 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately assess the human factor in risk
quantitatively and add this to a quantitative assessment of the technologic
error risk.

RESPONSE: See EIS Chapter 5.

373 6 ISSUE- It appears the Rail Garrison MX program is being built before it
has been tested.

RESPONSE: Noted.

373 7 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately discuss how the Rail Garrison
MX would function in chill factors of 60 degrees below zero.

RESPONSE: Wind chill factors are measurements of the effect of wind on
humans and are not applicable to mechanical systems.

373 8 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not define a "higher authority."

RESPONSE: The term higher authority is defined as the President and
Secretary of Defense and their duly deputized alternates or successors.

373 9 ISSUE.- The Draft EIS doesn't define wartime use.

RESPONSE: Wartime use would be any use of the system during a period
of active hostilities.

374 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Minot AFB, North Dakota
because of community support.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

375 1 ISSUE-- Commentor supports the project at Minot AFB, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

376 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Minot AFB, North Dakota
because there will be no negative effect on the Minot Park District.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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377 1 ISSUE: No provisions seem to be made for notifying the general populace
in the event of any mishap. An independent liaison should be selected to
report on problems with the health and safety aspect of the program.

RESPONSE: Existing provisions for notifying the public of hazards are
adequate for any Peacekeeper Rail Garrison hazards. EIS Chapter 5
discusses safety issues.

378 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the project at Whiteman AFB, Missouri
because the location is near Kansas City; it is a duplication of other high-
priced systems; arms negotiations will suffer; deterrence already exists;
valuable farmland would be taken; and for moral purposes.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

379 1 ISSUE- Commentor feels that this project is taking a giant step
backwards in arms negotiations and is financially ruining our country.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

380 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota because of deterrence.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

381 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Minot AFB, North Dakota
because of nuclear and economic security.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

382 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

383 1 ISSUE. Supports the project at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas because of no
significant impacts on the local environment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

384 1 ISSUE: Who is in charge of informing the residents of southeast Wyoming
and northern Colorado in case of an accident or incoming missiles?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

384 2 ISSUE: Will the Air Force help with funding of the Laramie Civil Defense
and the State Emergency Management Agency?

RESPONSE: The Air Force does not currently have such plans. Also see
response to Document 33, Comment 55.

384 3 ISSUE: What is the working relationship with the Air Force, Federal
Emergency Management Agency, Wyoming State Emergency Management,
and Leramie County Civil Defense?

RESPONSE: Each is an independent agency with its unique jurisdiction
and responsibilities. In the event of an emergency, they would work
cooperatively. Issues of each agency's responsibility and authority would
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depend on the nature of the emergency, its location, the ownership of the
assets involved and other factors. Many of those issues are covered in the
National Contingency Plan, which is referenced in Section 5.5.1 of
the EIS.

384 4 ISSUE: Is it true that there is no working relationship between states ?

RESPONSE: Whether or not there is a working relationship between
states is beyond of the scope of this EIS.

385 1 ISSUE: Opposed to the project at Whiteman AFB, Missouri or any other
base because we are moving forward towards peace now, and it is a danger
to our communities and nation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

385 2 ISSUE: Commentor requests a thorough examination of the risk of rail
accidents due to excessive weight and size of cars, and also due to
sabotage.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 6, Comment 2 and Document 33,
Comment 74.

385 3 ISSUE: The Final EIS should address the psychological stress the MX
would cause especially on the children.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

386 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota because the area is not congested, community support, excellent
schools, large labor force, community support, and an economic boost.

RESPONSE: Noted.

387 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Whiteman AFB, Missouri
because of community support, a significant economic impact, available
local labor force, commercial development, strong housing market,
beneficial social impacts, and excellent public services.

RESPONSE: Noted.

387 2 ISSUE: The Air Force should work closely with the local emergency
response teams identifying the types of hazardous materials onbase and
coordinate the planning and use of the new conforming storage facility
with the Whiteman Area Study Committee in Missouri.

RESPONSE: To assist local emergency response teams, the Air Force, as
a matter of policy, will comply with community right-to-know laws as
defined in the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986
even though the law does not require such. The new conforming storage
facility will be a temporary storage facility and no treatment or disposal
of wastes will be associated with its operation. The siting and design has
been completed and the facility is awaiting approval and funding.
Discussions concerning its use should be directed to personnel at
Whiteman AFB, or any other concerned base.

388 1 ISSUE: When will we have enough weapons?
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RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

388 2 ISSUE: Isn't the Rail Garrison simply a refashioning of the weapon system

that was already rejected under President Carter?

RESPONSE: No. See Section 1.1 of the EIS.

388 3 ISSUE: Does not the MX Rail Garrison plan undermine the legitimate
peacemaking efforts of both the United States and Soviet governments?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

388 4 ISSUE: Isn't the Rail Garrison plan yet another step in the gradual
proliferation of weapons systems which introduce the threats of accidents,
the certainty of fallout, and increases international tension by making
civilians and governments alike "hostages" to the nuclear powers?

RESPONSE: Issues regarding proliferation of nuclear weapons are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

389 1 ISSUE: Commentor wonders why scoping questions asked in Cheyenne,
Wyoming were not addressed or even acknowledged in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

389 2 ISSUE: What, if any, effect will the public comments received at the Air
Force hearings have on the Air Force's decision-making process?

RESPONSE: All comments received have been reviewed for pertinence to
the analysis. If changes are appropriate, these are reflected in the EIS.
The decision-makers will be aware of all comments and concerns during
the selection process.

389 3 ISSUE: The Draft EIS doesn't discuss the ways in which the MX is
expected to enhance America's national security, or failure to deploy it
will have any impact at all on our national security.

RESPONSE: Issues of national security policy are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

389 4 ISSUE: Will the Air Force comply with laws such as Wyoming's Industrial
Siting Law or regulations that the state be notified when hazardous
materials are being transported on our highways?

RESPONSE: Generally, activities undertaken by the federal government
are not subject to state regulation or control unless the Congress
specifically cooperates with the appropriate agencies to meet their
requirements to the extent possible.

389 5 ISSUE: Commentor feels that words like "war" or "'enemy" should be
included in the EIS.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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390 1 ISSUE-- Will the 50 MX missiles based in the Rail Garrison mode be new
missiles or existing ones? What is the cost?

RESPONSE: The Proposed Action assumes deployment of 50 new
missiles. Under the Alternative Action, 100 missiles will be deployed. Of
these, 50 missiles will be obtained from the repostured Minuteman Silos
while the other 50 missiles will be new. The production cost of the 50 new
missiles is approximately $4.3 billion.

390 2 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not address the environmental impact of
nuclear warheads dropped on cities along the MX train route.

RESPONSE: The environmental impact of nuclear warheads is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

390 3 ISSUE: What methodology was used and what assumptions were made to
generate the job estimates in the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 29.

390 4 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately analyze the No Action
Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

390 5 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not consider how many jobs could be generated
by spending the $10 - $15 billion it projects as the Rail Garrison's cost on
other sectors of the economy such as housing or education.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 7.

390 6 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to analyze the economic impact on local
communities of the boom-bust job cycle created by the MX.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

390 7 ISSUE: Does the Air Force have any plans to address the unemployment
and resulting trauma the MX program can be expected to leave in its
wake?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

391 1 ISSUE: In Draft EIS Section 4.10.5.3, it states that "specific Native
American resources such as sacred areas have not been identified.
Therefore, none would be affected by the Proposed Action." Commentor
states that whether or not research has been done in the area, to state
that nothing would be affected is not logical, but is rather cavilier and
careless.

RESPONSE: EIS Sections 4.10.5.2 and 4.10.5.3 have been revised to
reflect the results of consultation with Native American groups.
Representatives of the Three Tribes (Arikara, Hidatsa, Mandan) and the
Chippewa Cree were provided with project maps and invited to express
concerns about potential effects on areas important for sacred or heritage
reasons. The tribes did not identify any sites or sensitive areas that would
be affected by the proposed project.
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391 2 ISSUE-- Commentor doubts the statement in Draft EIS Section 4.10.14
that "none of these streams (Little Deep Creek, Egg Creek, and an
unnamed creek) requiring bridges have state-designated uses."

RESPONSE: The level of concern of state and federal agencies having
jurisdiction over water resources is an important factor when considering
water quality issues. This level of concern is generally reflected in the
state classification of streams and the designation of beneficial uses.
Some streams, however, are not classified because of their intermittent
nature. The undependability of these streams to sustain adequate flows,
and their poor water quality when they flow, make unclassified streams of
questionable value from a water supply standpoint. The streams in
question (i.e., Egg Creek, Little Deep Creek, and the unnamed creek) fall
in this category. Their applicable water quality standards are the least
stringent, and the text has been revised to clarify this point (see EIS
Section 4.10.14.)

391 3 ISSUE: Are the people living north of the proposed garrison at Minot,
North Dakota aware that 152 acres of land would be used if a second rail
connector is chosen?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 35.

391 4 ISSUE: Why doesn't the Draft EIS deal with the rail hazard of heat?
Excessive heat can cause rail distortion and subsequent accidents.

RESPONSE: Discussion of the issue of heat buckling of railroad track has
been added to the section on natural hazards (see EIS Section 5.2.3).

391 5 ISSUE- Commentor disagrees with Draft EIS Page S-44 statement that
the program at Minot AFB, North Dakota would not result in significant
impacts on any resource.

RESPONSE: Noted.

391 6 ISSUE: Commentor states that creating 300-400 jobs in Minot, North
Dakota is not worth having something as suspect and outlandish as putting
MX missiles on our nation's rails.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

392 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the project at Minot AFB, North Dakota
because economically it is good for Minot but is not in the best interest of
our country and world.

RESPONSE: Noted.

393 1 ISSUE. Commentor opposed to the project at Minot AFB, North Dakota
because of fear of nuclear accidents, we already have enough deterrence
and our tourism will suffer.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

394 1 ISSUE: Commentor is against the project at Little Rock, Arkansas and
would rather see the money spent on public services.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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395 1 ISSUE: When based in the garrison, the MX trains would be more
vulnerable to Soviet strategic warheads than they are in their current
fixed silo deployment sites.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1

395 2 ISSUE: The Rail Garrison program would be strategically destabilizing
because it is vulnerable and increases incentives for a first strike.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

395 3 ISSUE: The deployment sites, as well as the surrounding areas in which
the missile trains would patrol, will become targets for "barrage" attacks
as the Soviets saturate the areas with nuclear explosions.

RESPONSE: Issues of enemy targeting are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

396 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas
because of an able work force, adequate utilities, and available highway
and rail systems.

RESPONSE: Noted.

397 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports and endorses the selection of Little Rock
AFB, Arkansas for the deployment of the Rail Garrison Peacekeeper
missile.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

398 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the project at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas
because it is a step backward in nuclear disarmament, the system is
basically obsolete, the basing site is more vulnerable, and economics
should not be the reason for choosing Little Rock.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

399 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas because of economic growth.

RESPONSE: Noted.

400 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas
because of the economic boost to the area and no significant
environmental impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

401 1 ISSUE: Commentor requests that the Final EIS discuss in detail the
impact on the Rail Garrison housing and to the rail track if an earthquake
registering 6.5 to 8.5 on the Richter Scale occurred.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 62.

401 2 ISSUE: The Final EIS should discuss the probability of accidental or
enemy damage to the Rail Garrison and the types of air and water
pollution that could result from that damage.
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RESPONSE: Probability of accidents and air and water pollution impacts
due to accidents occurring during the operation of the Rail Garrison
program are covered in EIS Section 5.4.

401 3 ISSUE: The Final EIS should discuss the environmental impact on the
aquifer near Little Rock AFB, Arkansas for hazardous materials spills,
especially the impact on the City of Jacksonville's water wells.

RESPONSE: The probability and consequences of hazardous material
releases are coscribed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of the EIS, respectively.
The analysis in those sections of the EIS shows that contamination of
stream or groundwater is not a significant risk from deployment and
operation of the system.

401 4 ISSUF: The Final EIS should address the effect of spilled pollutants on the
area's surface water including Bayou Meto and the Arkansas River.

RESPONSE: System operation is not expected to result in accidental
pollution of the Bayou Meto, the Arkansas River, or other surface
waters. The consequences of a spill or other release of hazardous
material is described in Section 5.4 of the EIS.

402 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the project because placing this costly and
dangerous weapon in our country will endanger our citizens by making us a
target of Soviet missiles. Money would be better spent on necessities.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

403 1 ISSUE: Commentor sent article assessing the threat of Soviet power.

RESPONSE: Noted.

404 1 ISSUE: The increased chances of accidents due to the immense size and
weight of the cars isn't addressed in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

404 2 ISSUE: Will the MX cars need to be wider to accommodate the launch
assembly and other needed equipment? If the cars are 12 feet wide, the
tracks will need to be cleared before the train can enter the system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

404 3 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the economic impacts on Johnson
County, Missouri if a nuclear accident causes a drop in agricultural sales.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 91.

404 4 ISSUE: What would be the economic impact on land values, city and
county tax revenues, and school systems in Missouri if an accident
happens?

RESPONSE: If there is an accident, the Air Force would be responsible
for clean up and restoration of the area. No long-term economic impacts
are expected.
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404 5 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that the federal government will not assist
in the costs associated with enforcing laws that are broken by protestors
and in the prosecution of such protestors.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 10.

404 6 ISSUE: How many people will be employed to maintain security?

RESPONSE: Operational details on the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program are beyond the scope of this EIS. However, no network of secret
police will be created.

404 7 ISSUE: Will trained security personnel have the right to detain and search

anyone approaching the tracks as they do on Air Force installations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 12.

404 8 ISSUE: Will security personnel be keeping local people under observation?

RESPONSE: No.

404 9 ISSUE: The Draft EIS doesn't cover the secondary effects of accident
scenarios, such as when more than one missile becomes affected.

RESPONSE: The safety analysis done for the EIS assumes that if one
missile burns or explodes, the other missile on the train will also burn or
explode. Therefore, the environmental and human health effects are
calculated for releases from both missiles. The design and spacing of the
Train Alert Shelters in the garrison are such that if one missile explosion
occurs, the missiles in adjacent Train Alert Shelters are not capable of
being affected.

404 10 ISSUE: The Draft EIS doesn't adequately discuss the risks or consequences
of sabotage, given that MX trains are easily identifiable and all tracks
cannot be protected.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 17.

404 11 ISSUE: The Air Force didn't examine the secondary effects of a rail
accident involving another vehicle carrying hazardous or explosive
materials.

RESPONSE: The safety analysis done for the EIS took into account the
accident statistics for all rail accidents occurring in the previous
five years. Those statistics include the occurrence of collisions involving
trains and trucks carrying hazardous cargoc3. The EIS did not discuss the
environmental impacts of releases of hazardous materials from those
other vehicles because such collisions are extremely unlikely and including
that risk to the total risk reported in the EIS would not substantially
change the result. Also see response to Document 91, Comment 5.

404 12 ISSUE-- The economic impact of shutting down the program after it has

been built is not discussed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

404 13 ISSUE: The No Action Alternative is not adequately discussed.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

404 14 ISSUE: The effects from producing the nuclear warheads, including the
generation of waste, the release of radioactive materials, and the
exposure of workers are not adequately addressed in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: The production of warheads for the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison missiles is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

404 15 ISSUE: There was not enough time to analyze the Draft EIS after it was
released, let alone analyzing another EIS which was referenced.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

404 16 ISSUE: The DEIS does not adequately address the question of emergency
response, in particular, how long it would take emergency teams to
respond. The DEIS states that a fuel fire would last for six minutes. In a
small town, would public safety personnel be trained to safely minimize
health and property damage, or does the Air Force plan to respond to the
scene within the six minutes that the fire burns.

RESPONSE: A missile propellant fire is expected to last more than six
minutes and the reference to the length of the fire is not in the EIS.
However, neither local nor Air Force firefighters are expected, in most
instances, to arrive at the scene of an accident before a burning missile
would burn out. Air Force emergency response personnel will be
dispatched to an accident as soon as possible (see EIS Section 5.5.5.1).
Neither local nor Air Force personnel should attempt to extinguish such a
fire because the fire could niot be extinguished and approaching the fire
would be dangerous.

404 17 ISSUE- If there were an accident with secondary damage, as -'-.,uld be
likely if a train caught fire in a drought stricken area, would the Air Force
pay for the secondary damage?

RESPONSE: In the unlikely event of an accident, requests for
compensation for secondary damages will be evaluated in accordance with
Air Force regulations.

404 18 ISSUE: The Draft EIS doesn't adequately address the economic effects of

the cost of the missiles.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 390, Comment 1.

404 19 ISSUE: Is the Air Force going to purchase 50 new MX missiles, or will the
ones deployed in silos in Wyoming be used?

RESPONSE: See response to DocumEnt 366, Comment 10.

404 20 ISSUE: What will be the economic effect of shutting down t'-e MX silo
con) nand on the economy of Wyoming?

RESPONSE: Effects of reposturing of Peacekeeper missiles currently in
Minuteman Silos for use in the Rail Garrison program are discussed under
the Alternative Action at F.E. Warren AFB (see Section 4.2 of the EIS).
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404 21 ISSUE: What are the environmental effects of removing and transporting
the missiles from the silos?

RESPONSE: There are no environmental effects in addition to those
addressed in the EIS for the Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos program.
Alternative Action discussion is found in EIS Section 4.2.

404 22 ISSUE: What would be the environmental effects of a failure of the
heating or cooling system on the missile trains during a time of extreme
weather?

RESPONSE: Such failures may impact system capability but would not
have any environmental impacts.

404 23 ISSUE: Is there a possibility that the MX Rail Garrison could be later
turned into a continuously mobile system? Do Air Force contingency
plans include such a plan and would such a plan change the risk assessment
section of the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: The Proposed Action does not include a plan for the system
to be continuously mobile. If such a plan were proposed, the Air Force
would accomplish appropriate environmental documentation.

404 24 ISSUE: Have studies been done to assess the impact of the vibrations and
harmonics that the missiles, warheads, and fuel would be exposed to?
Would this increase chances of accident or explosions? What are the
effects of those variables on metal fatigue within the launcher, the rail
car, and the missile itself?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 40.

404 25 ISSUE: What is the increased chance of an accident due to the lack of
experience of the crew?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 15, Comments 4 and 5.

404 26 ISSUE: The discussion of the risks of air transport mishaps is inadequate
in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: The probability of an accident during air transport and the
effects of an accident are discussed in Section 5.3.2 of the EIS and the
analysis is believed to be adequate.

404 27 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not evaluate fully the risks of sabotage by Air
Force personnel or the results of such sabotage.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 28.

404 28 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not define well enough the criteria under
which the trains would be deployed. National need is hardly adequate for
the public or Congress to evaluate how often the system would leave the
garrison, and there can be no effective analysis of the risk measurements
that are based on numbers of rail miles traveled.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 98.
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404 29 ISSUE: The population density figures average all people over a range of
suburbs, urban areas, and rural areas. Since it is likely that the trains will
spend more time in urban areas than in rural, and since more accidents
occur in these higher density areas, the EIS should use a weighted average.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 71.

404 30 ISSUE: Radiation exposure figures should not be average but should tell
how many people are exposed to lethal or harmful doses of radiation.

RESPONSE: The system will not expose anyone to a harmful dose of
radiation if no severe accident occurs. In the event of a severe accident
which releases radiation, the number of people who would be exposed will
depend on many variables, including location, time of day, the severity of
the accident, and many other circumstances that cannot be predicted. It
is therefore not possible to specify how many people would be exposed.
However, the average dose figure in the Draft EIS has been replaced by a
maximum dose figure in the Final EIS (see Section 5.4 of the EIS).

404 31 ISSUE: The EIS must discuss the cost of any alternative use of money that
would be spent on Rail Garrison.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

404 32 ISSUE: What are the results of the investigation of building MX Rail
Garrison with an ABM system? What would be the environmental impact
of an ABM system?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 6.

404 33 ISSUE: The EIS must investigate a chemical accident if the air is still and
allows concentration of airborne chemicals to remain high and in one area.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 77.

404 34 ISSUE: The Final EIS should quantify the risk of nuclear explosion in any
potential mishap.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 45.

404 35 ISSUE: The Draft EIS says that radioactive particles would settle over a
fairly small area. What is a small area?

RESPONSE: The exact reference could not be found in the Draft EIS.
The dispersal of radioactive materials based on the meteorological
conditions used in the safety analysis is depicted in Figure 5.3.1-5 of the
Draft EIS and Figure 5.4.4-1 of the Final EIS.

404 36 ISSUE: Are there any notification procedures which will be used for
deployment or transport?

RESPONSE: There will be no notification to the general public or local
authorities.

404 37 ISSUE: What is the need for an additional 500 counterforce (first-strike)
warheads in maintaining our deterrence?
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

404 38 ISSUE: What protection is being planned against the effects of
electromagnetic pulse? What are the potential costs and problems
associated with such a system?

RESPONSE: See response to Ducument 3, Comment 1.

404 39 ISSUE: What provisions are being made to comply with nuclear free zone
ordinances that have been passed in areas through which trains may pass?

RESPONSE: Initial delivery of nuclear weapons or their components to
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming or movement of Peacekeeper trains on the
national rail network could result in the transportation of radioactive
materials through states and localities that have enacted "nuclear free
zone" laws prohibiting, or otherwise regulating, the transportation of
radioactive materials within their boundaries. The transportation of
Peacekeeper missiles and/or their components within these jurisdictions
may be inconsistent with these laws. Conversely, these laws necessarily
conflict with the power granted under the Constitution to a higher
authority to operate and disperse the Peacekeeper trains. Operation of
the Peacekeeper system is a vital part of the national defense, which is a
matter constitutionally entrusted to the authority of Congress and the
President. State and local governments have no authority to enact or
enforce conflicting laws. The Air Force will not comply with these laws
since compliance would unduly inhibit the operational capability of the
Peacekeeper system. The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act
(HMTA), in conjunction with Department of Transportation regulations,
governs the procedures for transporting radioactive materials in the
United States. Department of Defense (DOD) shipments of radioactive
materials that are under escort and are for purposes of national security
are specifically exempted from additional regulation under the HMTA.
Additionally, the HMTA explicitly preempts all conflicting state and local
statutes regarding radioactive material transportation (49 U.S.C
S 1811[a]). This establishes that federal law alone regulates the
transportation of radioactive materials. Therefore, any state or local
statute establishing "nuclear free zones" would be unconstitutional as
applied to the transportation of Peacekeeper missiles and/or their
components. In transporting radioactive materials to support this
program, the Air Force will either comply with the HMTA shipment and
packaging regulations or meet the criteria for exemption (i.e., be escorted
by personnel specifically designated by the DOD). Air Force procedures
and safeguards for handling and protecting nuclear materials are at least
as thorough as those required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
the Department of Energy for civilian radioactive materials. These
procedures have been established in coordination with these agencies. The
consequence associated with the Air Force's position not to comply with
these "nuclear free zone" laws is that the public may be exposed to the
transportation of radioactive materials through their communities. The
significance of these events is discussed and analyzed in Chapter 5, Safety
Considerations.

404 40 ISSUE: Are there any nuclear free zone ordinances along the route of the
trains?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 404, Comment 39.
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404 41 ISSUE: Is this the most cost-effective way to meet our security needs
given that security of the trains may be a problem?

RESPONSE: Security needs of the train are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

404 42 ISSUE: Has the cost of developing a guidance system that works been
included?

RESPONSE: Issues relating to the development of the missile are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

404 43 ISSUE: Since actual testing of missiles from trains is not projected to
take place until 1991, isn't it possible that much environmental damage
could be done before discovering that the system is useless?

RESPONSE: No. The Air Force has every confidence the system will
perform to its design requirements.

404 44 ISSUE: Is this system necessary, given that missiles are more vulnerable
than in silos for the first four to six hours.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

404 45 ISSUE: Is this system necessary given that START negotiations would ban
land-based mobile ICBMs?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

404 46 ISSUE: Is this system necessary given that trains leaving the bases during
times of high international tension could be seen as provocative?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

404 47 ISSUE: Why is this system necessary?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

404 48 ISSUE: Are civil defense plans along the route adequate or will they be
adjusted to reflect the increased likelihood of nuclear attack?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 3, Comment 1 and Document 33,
Comment 55.

404 49 ISSUE: Does the potential for the loss of retaliatory capability due to the
ease of access for sabotage make the system justifiable?

RESPONSE: EIS Section 5.1.6 discusses security measures.

404 50 ISSUE: Why is this basing method better than the other methods that have
been considered and rejected such as the "Race Track."

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

404 51 ISSUE: What makes Whiteman AFB, Missouri such a good location?

RESPONSE: See response to rTocument 24, Comment 5.
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404 52 ISSUE. How can a first-strike weapon like the MX missile build our

deterrent capability?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

404 53 ISSUE: What procedures were used to notify the public of these hearings?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 9.

404 54 ISSUE: How far in advance did the Air Force know the time and date of
the hearing?

RESPONSE: Approximately three weeks prior to the hearing when all
pertinent travel and auditorium schedules were confirmed.

404 55 ISSUE: Can the Air Force say that the public has had an adequate amount

of time to respond to the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: See Response to Document 50, Comment 1.

404 56 ISSUE: How many person-hours did the Air Force spend preparing the
Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: The Air Force contractor required approximately 92,000
person-hours in preparing the Draft EIS.

404 57 ISSUE: Has the public had adequate time and information to reasonably
analyze the Air Force's methodology?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

404 58 ISSUE: Is the public hearing process set up to hear the concerns of the
public when ordinary citizens speak after the Air Force and after elected
officials?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

404 59 ISSUE: How can all of the concerns of all the citizens affected be heard
with a 3-minute time limit in only one hearing of three hours?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

404 60 ISSUE: How many people at the hearings in other parts of the country
didn't get a chance to speak?

RESPONSE: Of those who expressed an interest in speaking, only a few
were denied due to time constraint. They were requested to send their
comments in writing. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 53.

404 61 ISSUE: Why was time lost at public hearings through late starting, sound

-ystem problems, etc., taken off the public comment period?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

404 62 ISSUE: How much time at the Missouri public meeting was spent in total
by the Air Force, by elected officials, and by members of the public in
speaking both in the scoping and in the Draft EIS hearings?
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RESPONSE: A total of six hours was spent in scoping meetings and public

hearings. Two-thirds of this time was used by the public.

404 63 ISSUE: How many of the public hearings did the Air Force start late?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

404 64 ISSUE: How can the Air Force justify holding hearings, and preparing an
EIS only for the area immediately surrounding Whiteman AFB, Missouri
when people all along the rail line could be affected?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

404 65 ISSUE: How much time, money, and effort did the Air Force spend in
preparing the Rail Garrison presentation, and what proportion of that was
spent on alternative basing modes including No Action?

RESPONSE: About 800 hours of effort costing approximately $15,000
were required to prepare the Rail Garrison presentation. Including the No
Action, over half of these resources were applied to the presentation of
project alternatives. No time was spent on alternative basing modes
which are beyond the scope of this EIS.

405 1 ISSUE: Commentor states that there is adequate housing available for the
project in the Oscoda/Au Sable, Michigan area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

406 1 ISSUE: Declaration of support of the project at Wurtsmith AFB,
Michigan.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

407 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program because it expands the
targeting area and dramatically places more people and land at risk both
in this country and in the Soviet Union.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

407 2 ISSUE: The MX is provocative in nature and representative of a threat
that fosters destabilization on both sides.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

407 3 ISSUE: The MX is strategically flawed because it will take four to six
hours to disperse the missile trains from their garrisons to their point of
destination.

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

407 4 ISSUE: The money to be used for the MX program would be better spent
on rebuilding the economies of the states where the program may go.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.
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408 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the project at Grand Forks AFB, North

Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

409 1 ISSUE- The Final EIS should discuss the likelihood of earthquakes and
their effects on Eaker AFB, Arkansas. Also, why locate MX missiles in an
area with such a potential for catastrophe?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 7, Comment 6.

410 1 ISSUE: Commentor is concerned that the prehistoric sites of the Caddo
Indian culture in Louisiana will be lost or damaged by MX deployment.
How will the integrity of these sites be preserved?

RESPONSE: When the Draft EIS was being prepared, archaeological field
work at the base was just beginning and site-specific data were not
available. The probability of affecting Caddo sites was identified as an
issue because a number of such sites were known to occur in the vicinity
of the base. However, an archaeological survey completed in July 1988
failed to identify any prehistoric sites in the proposed impact areas.
Therefore, no Caddo sites would be affected by the proposed program (see
EIS Section 4.3.5.3).

410 2 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the American alligator in
Louisiana. What will the Air Force do to protect the habitat of these
species?

RESPONSE After consulting with local U.S. Fish and Wildlife officials, it
was determined that the proposed construction for the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program would in no way jeopardize local alligator populations.
As indicated in Appendix A of the EIS, the Air Force would take actions to
mitigate any unavoidable loss of wetland habitat on Barksdale AFB if the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program were implemented.

410 3 ISSUE: What will the Air Force do to preserve the habitats of the
federally listed bald eagle and the red-cockaded woodpecker in Louisiana?

RESPONSE: Construction of facilities for the proposed program would
occur in areas which are unsuitable habitat for either the red-cockaded
woodpecker or the bald eagle. Therefore, the program would have no
impact on these species or their respective habitats.

410 4 ISSUE: Does the Air Force have any proposals for alleviating the
problems in traffic congestion that will occur at the main gate at
Barksdale AFB, Louisiana if the MX is deployed?

RESPONSE: EIS Sections 4.3.3.2 and 4.3.3.3 have been revised to
incorporate local and Air Force plans.

410 5 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that the area near Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana has overcrowded jails and needs further investigation.

RESPONSE: Local officials indicate that the jail is fairly full but not at
100 percent occupancy. A work release program has been instituted that
would curtail any overcrowding problem. The population inmigration is
not expected to noticeably increase demand at this facility.
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410 6 ISSUE-- Does the Air Force have any concerns about, or solutions to the
possible layoff of 50 to 55 policemen in Bossier City, Louisiana?

RESPONSE: The police department has lost 15 officers this past year due
to budgetary problems. Local officials do not feel this has affected public
safety in the area, although there has been a reduction/elimination in
some nonessential services previously provided. The department does not
foresee any further personnel cuts in the coming fiscal year.

410 7 ISSUE.- How can acts of sabotage and terrorism be prevented? Repairs to
a rail system would be long and difficult especially relative to the
situation of a national crisis.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

410 8 ISSUE-- If a nuclear weapon were to detonate 200 feet in the atmosphere
above Shreveport - Bossier, Louisiana, wouldn't the electromagnetic pulse
cause an electricity failure throughout the area? Would the train be able
to operate under these conditions?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

410 9 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the quality of workmanship of the
MX missile at the Morton Thiokol plants. What has been done to ensure
the quality of workmanship?

RESPONSE: The nuclear certification programs and policies described in
Section 5.1.1 of the EIS will apply to the design and production of all
critical components of the system.

410 10 ISSUE-- Concerned about the quality of the guidance system. Has
Northrop Corporation adhered to proper inspection schedules?

RESPONSE: There are no major technical problems with the Peacekeeper
missile. Recent news stories refer to the inability of a contractor to
deliver a major component of the guidance system in a timely fashion
under the terms of the contract. This is being corrected. The Air Force
has every confidence the missile will perform to its design requirements.
Seventeen out of 17 flight tests have shown Peacekeeper to be the most
accurate ICBM in history and meeting all performance requirements.

410 11 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the project because it is too costly,
vulnerable, and is a first-strike weapon.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

410 12 ISSUE: Commentor states that money would be better spent on a student
exchange program between the U.S. and USSR.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

411 1 ISSUE Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program
at Minot AFB, North Dakota and agrees with the findings of the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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412 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the deployment of Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison at Fairchild AFB, Washington because it is environmentally
unsound.

RESPONSE: Impacts of the proposed program at Fairchild AFB are
described in EIS Section 4.6.

412 2 ISSUE: When based in garrisons, the MX trains would be more susceptible
to Soviet attack.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

412 3 ISSUE: When dispersed out of their garrison, the MX trains would be even
more vulnerable to attack resulting in easy destruction of the trains.

RESPONSE: Following direction from a higher authority to disperse, the
Peacekeeper train(s) will have access to the nation's rail net. This
accessibility increases the response capability of the system by enhancing
dispersal flexibility; thereby complicating enemy planning activities. This
decreases the vulnerability of the Peacekeeper train(s).

412 4 ISSUE: Fairchild AFB, Washington as well as the surrounding areas could
become targets for barrage attacks.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

412 5 ISSUE- The missile trains may be vulnerable to sabotage and will be
susceptible to accidents.

RESPONSE: Risk assessments for rail accidents involving the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system are discussed Chapter 5 of the EIS.
Also see response to Document 6, Comment 2.

412 6 ISSUE The risk involved in basing the MX Rail Garrison system at
Fairchild AFB, Washington or anywhere else is unacceptable.

RESPONSE:, See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

413 1 ISSUE:' Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program
at Whiteman AFB, Missouri and agrees with the findings of the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: Noted.

414 1 ISSUE: The sections on likelihood and consequences of mishaps involving
the missile solid and liquid fuel propellant (EIS Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2,
respectively) do not adequately explore the pathway and likelihood of the
two liquid-fuel component igniting and the resulting ignition or
detonation.

RESPONSE: EIS Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 discuss the consequences of
various events. They are not intended to present the complete analysis on
those topics. The probabilistic risk assessment of the likelihood and
consequences of those and other events is described in Section 5.3 of
the EIS.
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414 2 ISSU EIS Section 5.4.2.2 states that monomethyhydrazine (MMH) could
explode in concentration in air as low as 2.5 percent to 4.7 percent in the
presence of an ignition source. In fact, the liquid-fuel stages carry their
own ignition source in the form of nitrogen tetroxide, the second element
of the liquid-fuel propellant.

RESPONSE: The referenced section describes the risk involved when only
MMH leaks from its containers. If MMH and nitrogen tetroxide both
leaked, ignition is certain to occur, as discussed in Section 5.4.2.4 of
the EIS.

414 3 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately address either the impact of a
liquid-fuel fire or the consequences of an explosion of the solid-fuel
propellants.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 5.4 discusses the environmental and human
health effects of fire and explosion scenarios. Editing done between the
Draft and Final EISs should make the discussion more clear.

414 4 ISSUE.- The Final EIS should discuss the risks of personal injury or death
and substantial property damage posed during dispersal when the train
would carry nuclear-armed, fully fueled missiles.

RESPONSE: The risks during that phase of operation are discussed in EIS
Sections 5.2.2, 5.3.1, 5.3.4 and all of Section 5.4. The risks are
summarized in Table 5.3.4-1 under the heading of "Strategic Dispersal."

414 5 ISSUE. The Final EIS should describe the other rail or road vehicles which
might collide with a Peacekeeper train and should address the
consequences of a collision with a vehicle containing flammable or
explosive substances.

RESPONSE: The risk assessment conducted for the EIS considers the
possibility of collision of the Peacekeeper train with the common mix of
vehicles and cargo on the roads and rail network. The primary contributor
to the longer fire scenarios discussed is fuel or other flammables carried
on such a vehicle. The probabilistic risk assessment method does not
concentrate on particular scenarios, but takes into account all causes of
accidents in the years 1983 to 1987. This approach was selected rather
than the "scenario analysis" approach because the former is thought to be
more rigorous.

414 6 ISSUE-- The Final EIS should address the impacts of an attempted
terrorists attack and the consequences in the unlikely event that such an
attack were successful.

RESPONSE: Security measures are expected to provide early warnings of
sabotage attempts and prevent disabling of the system. If a terrorist
attempt were successful, the consequences would riot be greater than
those described in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

414 7 ISSUL The economic impacts of environmental and human health effects
of various mishaps should be addressed in the Final EIS.

RESPONSE: Requests for compensation for damage or loss involving an
Air Force activity will be evaluated in accordance with Air Force
regulations.
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414 8 ISSUE: The Final EIS should discuss the economic impact on the
Cheyenne, Wyoming area of withdrawing the Peacekeeper missiles now in
silos there and using them for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system
because current law restricts the total number of deployed Peacekeeper
missiles to 50 and the Air Force would have no choice but to use those 50
in the silos.

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 4.2.1.

415 1 ISSUE: What is the rationale behind deploying more nuclear warheads?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

415 2 ISSUE: Why is the Air Force so interested in deploying the missiles on
rails when the Scowcroft Report maintains Small ICBM for deploying
the MX?

RESPONSE: The purpose and need for this system is described in EIS
Section 1.1.

415 3 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is
vulnerable to attack from enemies of the United States.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

415 4 ISSUE: Is this system going to increase noise levels to Cheyenne's
residential areas?

RESPONSE: Noise impacts from Rail Garrison deployment at F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming are discussed in EIS Section 4.2.10.3.

415 5 ISSUE: An in-depth analysis of the No Action Alternative is needed since
the presc nt text does not adequately address the topic.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

415 6 ISSUE The EIS should compare the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program
with the system that the Soviet Union has with emphasis on the rail
mileage and its public status.

RESPONSE: Comparison of the system with another nation's system is
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

415 7 ISSUE: Why were public hearings not held in other areas in Wyoming and
Nebraska?

RESPONSE: See Lesponse to Document 34, Comment 11.

415 8 ISSUE How many permanent civilian jobs will be created by the Rail
Garrison project?

RESPONSE: Permanent civilian employment at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming is estimated at 53 direct workers and 182 indirect workers over 4

the operations phase of the program.
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415 9 ISSUE-- Concerned about the reliability of the MX guidance system

together with adequate supervision of government contractors.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 410, Comment 9.

415 10 ISSUE. What will the Air Force do about metal fatigue in the MX missiles
currently on-line in Wyoming? How does the Air Force plan to improve
the shell of the missile or the defective parts?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper missile was designed for use in a mobile
basing mode involving storage and transport of the missile in a horizontal
position. No modification of the missile is necessary for the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison system.

415 11 ISSUE: Safety was briefly discussed at the public hearing with the history
of past nuclear accidents. How can the Air Force be so confident about
the safety of the MX when there are numerous problems with the missile
such as the guidance system and metal fatigue?

RESPONSE" See EIS Chapter 5. Also see response to Document 410,
Comment 9.

415 12 ISSUE: Where will the nuclear waste be disposed of for the Rail Garrison
project in Wyoming?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 30.

416 1 ISSUE: Commentor believes there is no need to deploy Peacekeeper in
mobile or fixed basing mode as there are plenty of missiles already
deployed. Recommends we direct valuable resources toward nuclear
disarmament and peaceful resolution while working on utilizing what is
already available to its maximum benefit.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

417 1 ISSUE How would missile trains operate? Would missile trains have
priority over the traffic? How would MX rail operations affect railroad
operations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 76.

417 2 ISSUE: Because MX rail cars will be wider than 9 feet, the Air Force will
have to announce its path in order to clear rails. What are the security
implications of this?

RESPONSE: See Section 1.3.2 of the EIS.

417 3 ISSUE: Will the MX train comply with the rule of 500,000 pounds? Can
the tracks on which the train will ride support this weight?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

417 4 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the center of balance on the MX
train In light of 45 mph winds in Wyoming.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.
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418 1 ISSUE: Questions mailed after the public scoping meeting in Cheyenne,

Wyoming were ,oily superficially or generally addressed in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

418 2 ISSUE: Will the Air Force ensure that city, county, and state governments
in Wyoming will not have to pay for increased service demands due to this
program?

RESPONSE: Program-related spending by Air Force contractors as well
as direct program employees is projected to generate sufficient revenues
to meet the required outlays for the increased service demands. While the
Air Force cannot ensure this, monitoring surveys conducted for the
Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos program indicated that service demands,
and subsequent expenditures, would be negligible.

418 3 ISSUE: Will existing employers in Cheyenne, Wyoming close up shop due

to this program? How many jobs will be lost?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 91.

418 4 ISSUE: What will construction and operations noise levels be in residential
areas in Cheyenne, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: Noise impacts from Rail Garrison deployment at F.E. Warren
AFB are discussed in EIS Section 4.2.10.3.

418 5 ISSUE: Moral and ethical concerns should be addressed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

419 1 ISSUE: Clerk of Laramie County disagrees with public finance baseline
projections for Laramie County.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 4.2.1.2 has been revised.

420 1 ISSUE: Commentor maintains the language in the Draft EIS is misleading,
e.g., Peacekeeper for MX; reentry vehicle for nuclear warhead and
guidance system, and mishap for accidents.

RESPONSE: The document is not intended to be misleading. The missile
was named "Peacekeeper" by President Reagan (see response to
Document 37, Comment 1). The term reentry vehicle has a specific
meaning and is thought to be an adequately descriptive name. It would be
inaccurate to call it a warhead; it would be cumbersome to name all the
things it contains every time reference was made to it. The word mishap
was intended to encompass either rail incidents or accidents, as defined by
the Federal Railway Administration (see EIS Section 5.2.1.1).

420 2 ISSUE: How can Great Falls, Montana officials maintain this system will
create jobs and lower unemployment in Great Falls?

RESPONSE: A secondary benefit of the program is in fact the creation of
jobs and lowering of unemployment rates in the region (see EIS
Section 4.9.1).
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420 3 ISSUL: The figure of student-teacher ratio of 21:1 in the Great Falls,
Montana school system is highly inaccurate.

RESPONSE: For the 1987-1988 school year, Great Falls School District
No. 1 (an elementary level district) had an overall pupil-to-teacher ratio
of 21.5 to 1. These numbers were based on school district data showing
enrollment and teachers at the elementary level by grade and by school,
and are, therefore, reflective of existing conditions in the district.

420 4 ISSUE-- Commentor does not want to submit Montana to irreparable harm
by putting additional missiles here.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

420 5 ISSUE: The money spent on the rail-based MX is better spent on such
things as farmers, unemployed, schools, the hungry, etc. The priorities of
the citizens are not reflected in the continuing arms buildup.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

420 6 ISSUE: Commentor questions our capability technologically to handle a
crisis situation.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 45 and 97.

420 7 ISSUE: Commentor questions our capability from a human standpoint to
handle a crisis situation.

RESPONSE: Every attempt will be made to conduct training in a realistic
environment. However, our training trains will not carry real missiles or
explosives. Training will be conducted on the rail network with the least
interference possible. Simulators and occasional high priority training
may be used to supplement this training program, if this is required to
maintain the necessary levels of proficiency. Also see response to
Document 15, Comment 4.

420 8 ISSUE- Commentor opposed to the rail-based MX because it is unsafe,
destabilizing, and dangerous game playing when the opportunity is ripe for
arms reduction. Our security will not be enhanced by more weapons but
by fewer and a new approaches to international and fiscal situations.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

421 1 ISSUE: The MX is a first-strike weapon. What is the Soviet response to
this threat?

RESPONSE: The issue of a Soviet response is beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see responses to Document 3, Comment 1.

421 2 ISSUE: How does this program protect our freedom?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

421 3 ISSUE: Does the MX ensure continued flow of profits to defense
contractors?
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RESPONSE: The issues of potential defense procurement of contracts,
and/or taxes, and fraud associated with contractors is beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

421 4 ISSUE: Commentor makes statement that history teaches that those who
prepare for war end up having a war.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

422 1 ISSUE. The Draft EIS fails to provide adequate details to allow a reviewer
the opportunity to fully and critically evaluate and test the conclusions
presented.

RESPONSE: The Draft EIS presents a description of the research methods
and data used to produce its conclusions of significant environmental
issues. Specific omissions of information noted in comments regarding the
Draft EIS have been included in the Final EIS.

422 2 ISSUE: Commentor questions the use of 1985 traffic data to determine
current baseline conditions of F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: The latest traffic report available from the Wyoming
Highway Department provides 1985 counts of traffic volumes along
Cheyenne roads.

422 3 ISSUE: Commentor states that reserve funds (in most cases) are not
available to finance program-related public expenditures in Cheyenne,
Wyoming as assumed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 4.2.1 has been revised to reflect current
information.

422 4 ISSUE: The geologically significant impact of erosion and insignificant
impacts on water and air are at odds with each other.

RESPONSE: Significant local erosion impacts do not necessarily result in
significant water quality impacts, particularly if the site is remote from a
water body or drained by a highly intermittent stream, as is the case at
the two alternative garrison sites at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming (see EIS
Sections 4.2.6 and 4.2.8).

422 5 ISSUE: The Air Force must work directly with the local government
entities in Cheyenne, Wyoming to address their concerns and develop
appropriate and necessary mitigation measures to mitigate the negative
program impacts.

RESPONSE: The Air Force will work with local government entities in
Cheyenne, as appropriate, to address their concerns and develop necessary
mitigation measures to mitigate identified negative program impacts.

423 1 ISSUE: How can security be maintained over hundreds of thousands of
miles of track without revoking the Constitution?

RESPONSE: Due to the mobility and random nature of the movements
during dispersal, terrorists would find it very difficult to attack the
system. Also see response to Document 287, Comment 58.
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423 2 ISSUE: How many H-Bombs will land at Cheyenne Airport?

RESPONSE All Peacekeeper reentry systems will be transported through
the Cheyenne, Wyoming Airport (see Sections 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 of the EIS).

423 3 ISSUE: Commentor questions survivability of the system. Commentor
does not believe that the Soviets would be so stupid as to warn us.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

423 4 ISSUE: Money could be better spent in other ways.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

423 5 ISSUE: How many missiles will be deployed at how many bases?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5.

423 6 ISSUE: Commentor questions safety.

RESPONSE: EIS Chapter 5 addresses safety concerns associated with the
system.

424 1 ISSUE: State of North Dakota requests that projections of tax revenues
be included in the Final EIS. This would allow for impacts to be
effectively studied.

RESPONSE: Direct tax receipts such as property taxes are not expected
to be affected by project activities. Other nontax revenues such as
charges for service, redistributed state-collected revenues (gasoline
excise taxes and cigarette excise taxes, as examples), fines, and fees,
however, are expected to increase as population in the areas increases.
Revenue from these sources would be sufficient to meet the estimate
increases in expenditures in the jurisdictions.

424 2 ISSUE: State of North Dakota suggests that maintaining ratios of
government employees to population will not account for increased
expenditures in social services.

RESPONSE: Most human services and other family-related services are
provided to military personnel by the Air Force at each installation.
Monitoring of these types of service demands from community-based
service agencies, for both military and civilian program-related personnel,
during the Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming indicates no significant increases in demand would be expected
for locally provided human services.

424 3 ISSUE: Reliance on school district reserve funds at Grand Forks and
Minot, North Dakota is questionable at this time. Consideration of
Department of Defense financial aid to school districts should be
addressed.

RESPONSE: Text has been revised to reflect current information (see EIS
Sections 4.7.1.3. and 4.10.1.3).
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424 4 ISSUE: Wastewater treatment facilities at Grand Forks AFB and Minot
AFB, North Dakota should be adequate and efforts should be increased to
mitigate any impact associated with base operations so as to minimize any
pollution which may occur.

RESPONSE: Currently, both bases are evaluating the ability of their
wastewater systems to adequately process their flows. Based on the
results of this analysis, the Air Force will schedule the improvements that
are necessary to maintain the quality of their discharge.

424 5 ISSUE: Both existing and planned rail spurs adjacent to Grand Forks
AFB, North Dakota (planned to cross U.S. 2) should be consolidated into
one. Crossing maintenance should be the responsibility of the Air e'orce.
Also, the program should include grade separation and emergency vehicle
provision to remedy traffic blockages.

RESPONSE: The existing spur is in poor condition both on and offbase and
would not provide an efficient route to the proposed garrison site. An at-
grade crossing for the new rail spur will be constructed at U.S. 2 and
appropriate warning devices such as flashing lights and gates will be
provided. Traffic blockages are not expected to be a problem (see EIS
Section 4.7.3.3).

424 6 ISSUE: The Draft EIS judgment of cultural sites at Grand Forks AFB,
North Dakota is premature until the results of the cultural resource
survey has been reviewed by the State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO).

RESPONSE: In accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act, cultural resources surveys have been completed for the
proposed program areas at both Grand Forks AFB and Minot AFB.
Preliminary drafts of both cultural resources reports were sent to the
North Dakota SHPO for review. Verbal agreement with the EIS findings
has been given by the SHPO.

424 7 ISSUE: The EIS needs to consider the issue of the benefits of widespread
dispersion of missile capabilities.

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

424 8 ISSUE: What is the Air Force policy regarding protestors interfering with
the training trains during the performance of their duties?

RESPONSE: The Air Force will cooperate with local law enforcement
authorities to resolve any difficulties that may occur.

425 1 ISSUE: Commentor dislikes the name "Peacekeeper."

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

425 2 ISSUE: One's environment is placed in jeopardy when the community in
which he lives is bristling with missiles. 4

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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425 3 ISSUE: Jobs should never be considered as a reason for creating Rail
Garrison. Tax dollars are better used to clean up the environment for new
roads, parks, education, etc.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

426 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper and the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison. Also submitted a local newspaper article.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
427 1 ISSUE: How much more survivable is this Rail Garrison concept than the

current basing mode?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

427 2 ISSUE: Why has the high-density population adjacent to F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming been minimized in the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: The map used is the latest available (1978) U.S. Geological
Survey of the Cheyenne/F.E. Warren AFB area and is not intended to be a
current land use map. The northern half of the Western Hills subdivision
(adjacent to the base) was developed after 1978. The purpose of these
figures is to show the proposed locations of various project facilities.
When the area north of the Western Hills subdivision is built out, the
homes closest to the proposed garrison would be about 3,750 feet away.
This would be about 300 feet outside the explosive safety zone (see EIS
Section 4.2.4.2).

427 3 ISSUE: An old map (more than 5 years old) has been used in Figures
S-5, S-19, and 4.2-3. It is the same old map in each case. This map leaves
off the entire northern half of the Western Hills subdivision which is a half
mile, with at least 20 streets of high-density single family housing and
multiple family townhouses all excluded. This entire subdivision is within
the city limits.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 427, Comment 2.

427 4 ISSUE: Why is there no Department of Defense proposed explosive safety
zone at the Cheyenne, Wyoming Municipal Airport?

RESPONSE: An explosive safety zone is the prescribed safety zone or
required safe distance between places where explosives (including rocket
propellants) are stored or processed and other specified locations, such as
inhabited buildings, public traffic routes, recreational areas, utilities,
petroleum storage facilities, and storage or processing facilities for other
explosives. The Cheyenne Municipal Airport will not store or process any
explosives.

427 5 ISSUE What is the increased safety risk to Cheyenne, Wyoming with F.E.
Warren AFB as the Main Operating Base (MOB)?

RESPONSE: F.E. Warren AFB was identified as the MOB for the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program because the facilities at the base are
designed to handle 100 Peacekeeper missiles. For over 25 years, F.E.
Warren AFB has handled missiles without a major accident involving
propellants, stages, reentry vehicles or reentry systems. It is anticipated
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that this excellent safety record will continue for the life of the system.
However, if an accident were to occur, the environmental consequences
and human health effects would not be worse than those described in
Chapter 5 of the EIS.

427 6 ISSUE: What would the economic impact be of the derailment of a
Peacekeeper train that interferes with regular train traffic?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper train will follow the standard operational
procedures of regular rail travel. In the unlikely event of a derailment,
the problem would be corrected as quickly as possible resulting in a
minimum of interference with regularly scheduled rail traffic.

428 1 ISSUE: How will North Dakota transport grain and coal by rail if
the ICBM is dispersed on the main lines? Will new sidings be built?

RESPONSE: Peacekeeper trains are not anticipated to disrupt
commercial rail schedules, especially since the trains would remain in the
garrisons except during periods of national need, and would then represent
only 25 of thousands of trains. New sidings are not anticipated to be
needed. For movements in an emergency, appropriate procedures and
protocols are being developed with the rail industry.

428 2 ISSUE: What local area problems would occur when the ICBM is fired
from the site?

RESPONSE: The impacts of the intentional use of the missile are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

428 3 ISSUE: Will the Air Force or federal government upgrade the rural rail
system in North Dakota to support the trains?

RESPONSE: The main line track will not be upgraded. The rail spur
connecting the garrison with the existing commercial rail system at Minot
AFB would be upgraded to meet design requirements and a new spur would
be constructed at Grand Forks AFB.

428 4 ISSUE: What will be the reaction to the Rail Garrison as it sits on the
siding by or near any small town? Would it be fenced off to keep security
tight? How long will it sit or would it be moved from site to site?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper trains would remain in the garrisons unless
directed to disperse by a higher authority in time of national need.
Operational details having no environmental impact are beyond the scope
of this EIS.

428 5 ISSUE: In regard to sidings, would any location know they could be a
possible site for ICBM Rail Garrison train location?

RESPONSE: Every accessible location would be a possible site.

429 1 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately address prevention of "heat
buckling" of railroad tracks. Notes potential for derailment.

RESPONSE: A discussion of "heat buckling" of railroad track has been
added to the EIS Section 5.2.3 on natural hazards.
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429 2 ISSUE The Draft EIS does not identify specific evacuation plans in case

of hazardous material accidents and explosions.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

429 3 ISSUE: Commentor questions the basis for the identification of minimal
health risks. What are cancer and other health-related impacts on
employees preparing warhead materials?

RESPONSE: Health risks associated with the production of warheads are
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

429 4 ISSUE._ Commentor questions the utility of painting the Missile Assembly
Building (MAB) blue at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: The MAB will be painted a pale blue so it blends in better
visually with the background mountain viewscape on the horizon.

429 5 ISSUE: How will the Air Force prevent sabotage of the railways and
the MX train?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

429 6 ISSUE: How much more radioactive pollution will be emitted directly into
our environment as a direct result of the process of producing the
missiles?

RESPONSE: The production of warheads for the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison missiles is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

429 7 ISSUE: How many truckloads containing radioactive materials will be on
our highways each day, and how many days will they continue to be on our
highways if the proposed Rail Garrison project is passed by Congress?
How many ships and airplanes will be carrying radioactive materials
related to the Rail Garrison project; and for how many days?

RESPONSE: The movement of nuclear components in support of the
Peacekeeper mission is detailed in the EIS. Ships will not be used for the
movement of warheads in support of the program. Aircraft will be used to
transport the nuclear components between the manufacturer and
Cheyenne. The only other airlift requirement will be for maintenance of
the reentry system between F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming and the selected
garrison bases.

429 8 ISSUE: What precautions will be implemented to ensure the public safety
in preventing accidents on the highways, on airplanes, and on vessels
(carrying radioactive materials) and how much do these precautions cost?

RESPONSE: As with all weapon systems, public safety is a primary
concern. This concern includes all aspects of the operation, both on and
off the Air Force bases. The details of the Safety Program are described
in Section 5.1 of the EIS.

429 9 ISSUE: What are your plans for restoring the wildlife and plant life that is
killed as a result of radioactive accidents or emissions from nuclear
facilities?
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RESPONSE: The probabilities of such events are extremely small as
described in Chapter 5 of the EIS. If such an event occurred, the removal
of contaminated soil would be required. Specific plans for restoration
would be prepared as necessary.

429 10 ISSUE: How much money per person is the Air Force willing to pay to
compensate employees and public citizens that become contaminated or
experience radiation poisoning due to accidents related to the Rail
Garrison project?

RESPONSE: Requests for compensation for damage or loss involving an
Air Force activity will be evaluated in accordance with Air Force
regulations.

429 11 ISSUE: How will you compensate our allies if our missiles hit their
countries rather than the Soviet Union?

RESPONSE: The issue of intentional use is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

429 12 ISSUE-- How much money for the Rail Garrison project will be diverted
illegally into funds to support the Contras in Nicaragua?

RESPONSE: None.

429 13 ISSUE: How much does each car on the train weigh and will our current
rails be able to carry that enormous weight?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

429 14 ISSUE: How much ground damage will result from a launch? Will it leave
the train derailed? If so, how long will it take to put it back on the track,
and at what cost? What is the potential for train crew casualties as a
result of a launch?

RESPONSE: The issue of intentional use is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

429 15 ISSUE: Are the 0-rings on the missiles the same type made by Morton
Thiokol that were found defective in the Challenger mishap? If so, what
measures will be taken to ensure safe launches in subzero weather?

RESPONSE: There are no joints within the stages of the Peacekeeper
missile, so a mishap similar to the one which caused the Challenger
disaster could not happen to a Peacekeeper missile. Nevertheless, while
testing has not been completed, it will include testing in extreme
environmental conditions.

429 16 ISSUE.- In order to help prevent accidents, what measures will the Air
Force take to ensure that no Air Force or other railroad personnel will be
on drugs either legal or illegal?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 4.

429 17 ISSUE. How long will the shifts be?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 100.
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429 18 ISSUE: What are the specific health conditions you look for in your

personnel to ensure they are fit for this type of duty?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 4.

429 19 ISSUE: How young will the personnel be who are Air Force or railroad
personnel? What training will they have?

RESPONSE: Program operations will be provided by a hierarchy of fully
capable and trained Air Force personnel directed by a higher authority.
Regardless of age, each individual assigned will be knowledgeable of his or
her responsibilities and duties, and will carry them out as ordered. Also
see EIS Section 1.4.6.

429 20 ISSUE-- How will the Air Force prevent other commercial and passenger
trains from colliding with the garrison trains?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 5.

429 21 ISSUE: How often will practice runs of the trains take place each month,
and at what cost?

RESPONSE: The training trains will be scheduled to visit each base once
during each quarter of the year. The cost is included in the annual
operational budget of about $225 million annually.

429 22 ISSUE: What would be the impact of a tornado hitting the garrison?

RESPONSE: The effects of natural catastrophies such as tornadoes,
floods, and earthquakes striking the missiles and garrison are discussed in
EIS Section 5.2.3.

429 23 ISSUE: What would be the impact of an earthquake in Cheyenne,
Wyoming?

RESPONSE: No active or inactive faults have been identified in the
Region of Influence for the proposed program at F.E. Warren AFB. The
Wheatland-Whalen Fault Zone is located 40 miles north of the installation
and has been determined to be an inactive fault. Consequently, surface
fault rupture and other effects of an earthquake are not considered a
likely event at F.E. Warren AFB. The installation is also located in a
generally low risk seismic region. The effects of an earthquake are
addressed under EIS Sections 3.9.4 and 5.2.3.

429 24 ISSUE: What would be the impact of small missile rockets from close
range by saboteurs?

RESPONSE: Security measures are expected to provide early warning of
sabotage attempts and prevent disabling of the system. If a sabotage
attempt were successful, the consequences would not be greater than
those described in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

429 25 ISSUE. What would be the impact of ice and snow covered tracks?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.
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429 26 ISSUE: What would be the impact of a head-on collision with another very

heavy train going at a fast speed?

RESPONSE: Worst-case scenarios are discussed in EIS Chapter 5.

429 27 ISSUE.- After a catastrophe, what compensation will be allowed?

RESPONSE: Requests for compensation for damage or loss involving an
Air Force activity will be evaluated in accordance with Air Force
regulations.

429 28 ISSUE.- How much fraud and deception is the Air Force and administration
anticipating from each defense contractor associated with the Rail
Garrison project?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

429 29 ISSUE: How much will each defense contractor pay in taxes as a result of
their involvement in the Rail Garrison project? How much will they
receive in tax rebates and profits?

RESPONSE: These issues are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1.

429 30 ISSUE- How much will the program cost the United States over the next
seven years?

RESPONSE: The entire system would cost between $10 and $12 billion
over the life of the system.

429 31 ISSUE- After the Air Force receives the order to launch, how long will it
take before the missile is actually launched?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

429 32 ISSUE: How long will it take the MX-launched missiles on the trains to
reach their targets, that is, if they hit their intended targets?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

429 33 ISSUE: What precautions will the Air Force take to prevent radar
jamming devices from interfering with the communication systems
between the control centers and the trains?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

429 34 ISSUE: What extra precautions will be taken to ensure that wildlife such
as rodents or weeds, etc. will not cause a malfunction in the operation of
the train to prevent it from moving?

RESPONSE: None. Peacekeeper trains will undergo regular maintenance
and system inspections.
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429 35 ISSUE: What other specific basing modes have been addressed and why

were they rejected?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

429 36 ISSUE: Why do we need more missiles?

RESPONSE: The purpose and need of the system are described in EIS
Section 1.1.

429 37 ISSUE: Will there be an independent commission appointed to investigate
all the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) concerns (i.e., in
addition to the Air Force study)?

RESPONSE: No. This document has been prepared by an independent
contractor, Tetra Tech, Inc., in compliance with the Council of
Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) implementing
NEPA.

429 38 ISSUE: How well protected will the garrison igloos be? How much will it
cost to build these igloos underground? What could a tornado do to them?

RESPONSE: EIS Section 1.3.5 discusses igloo construction. EIS Section
5.2.3 discusses the effects of a natural catastrophe on the system. At this
time, there are no plans to construct the igloos underground.

429 39 ISSUE What would be the effect on the ozone layer if 12,000 United
States and 11,000 Soviet missiles were to be launched? Would any life on
earth exist after such an exchange?

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

429 40 ISSUE: Will there be restricted air space over the garrison? If a
commercial or passenger plane went over these areas, would they be shot
down?

RESPONSE: The garrison will not change any currently imposed air space
restrictions at any selected garrison installation. Planes are not shot down
if they enter restricted air space.

429 41 ISSUE: What is the estimated economic impact in terms of jobs on each
of the 11 planned sites? What will the Air Force do to accommodate all
the extra strain put on each location - education, medical, commercial?

RESPONSE: Discussion of socioeconomic impacts such as jobs and public
services at each location are described in EIS Sections 4.2.1 to 4.12.1.

429 42 ISSUE After a flashflood, what would be the impact of having the trains
with their computers soaked? After a flood will the tracks be useable?

RESPONSE: Impacts of flooding on the system are discussed in EIS
Chapter 5.

429 43 ISSUE: When will the administration move away from a policy of mutually
assured destruction and toward a policy of peace?
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RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

429 44 ISSUE: What will be done with nuclear wastes that are produced as a
result of the production process of the MX missiles? How much will it cost
to clean up sites after the missiles are made? Where will nuclear wastes
be disposed of?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 2.

430 1 ISSUE-- Commentor supports the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

431 1 ISSUE: Commentor questions the ability to move the trains from their
silos within the delivery time of enemy missiles.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

431 2 ISSUE: Commentor questions development and effectiveness of
electromagnetic pulse technology and acknowledges that the subject is
beyond the scope of this EIS.

RESPONSE: Noted.

431 3 ISSUE-- Commentor states that Blytheville, Arkansas is in the path of the
New Madrid Fault.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 7, Comment 6.

432 1 ISSUE-- Commentor supports the No Action Alternative for reasons such
as disarmament talks with USSR, the economy has borne the burden of
military spending, the Trident 1I should be able to point out some serious
citizen dissent, and the nation's rail system is deficient and poses a safety
hazard.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

433 1 ISSUE: Will this system become obsolete before it is finished?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 61.

433 2 ISSUE: In the event of an attack, can the trains and Rail Garrison system
as a whole respond quickly enough especially if the trains are in the Train
Alert Shelters?
RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impacts are

beyond the scope of this EIS.

434 1 ISSUE: What will be the Final EIS cost?

RESPONSE: The entire EIS process and associated hearings will cost
approximately $9 million.

434 2 ISSUE: Expand on the Federal Emergency Management Agency
evacuation plans covering the consequences of accidents or nuclear war.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

434 3 ISSUE: What is the impact of a No Action Alternative?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

435 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Rail Garrison program at F.E. Warren
AFB and Cheyenne, Wyoming. The presentation was well done.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 1 ISSUE: What is the impact of not building the missile at all?

RESPONSE: The scope of an EIS as defined by law and the Council of
Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) include the
physical environment, safety and socioeconomic issues, which are included
in this EIS. Other issues suggested by the comment are beyond the scope
of this EIS. Also see response to Document 37, Comment 15.

436 2 ISSUE: Are responses to our concerns going to be provided?

RESPONSE: As part of the Environmental Impact Assessment Process,
public comments received during the public comment period will be
responded to and will be shown in EIS, Volume II.

436 3 ISSUE: What is the procedure for submitting additional written comments
and questions?

RESPONSE: For questions about the program write to:
Director of Public Affairs
Headquarters
Ballistic Missile Office
Norton AFB, CA 92409-6468
(714) 382-6631

For comments:
Director, Programs and Environmental Division
AFRCE-BMS/DEP
Norton AFB, CA 92409-6448

436 4 ISSUE: Why is only one hearing scheduled in Cheyenne?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

436 5 ISSUE: Who was chosen to write the EIS and how was the selection
process conducted?

RESPONSE: The Air Force has a contract with Tetra Tech, Inc. to help
prepare this document. Air Force contracts are awarded through a
federally mandated contracting process that is designed to ensure that the
federal government meets its requirements for the program in addition to
encouraging a competitive selection process. Tetra Tech, Inc. was
selected from a number of qualified firms competing in this process. The
contractor was selected in 1985 to provide environmental support for new
missile programs. Both the Air Force and Tetra Tech, Inc. recognize the
benefit of using local expertise. Tetra Tech, Inc. is using local
subcontractors in the candidate deployment locations to accomplish
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cultural studies and other analyses, thereby benefiting from local

knowledge and expertise.

436 6 ISSUE Is the hearing being recorded and can anyone record the hearings?

RESPONSE: All of the scoping meetings and public hearings were
recorded. They could have been recorded by any who wish to do so.

436 7 ISSUE: An inadequate number of scoping hearings were held among
communities along the tracks.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 51.

436 8 ISSUE: Do you intend to fully address citizens' concerns for the
environment in the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 436, Comment 2.

436 9 ISSUE: Do you intend to limit the definition of the words "Environmental
Impact?"

RESPONSE: Environmental impacts as defined by the National
Environmental Policy Act and the Council on Environmental Quality
regulations (40 CFR SS 1500-1508) were used as the basis for this analysis.

436 10 ISSUE: Do you intend to consider all other basing modes including other
methods of deterring aggression?

RESPONSE Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

436 11 ISSUE: How long can the arms race go on before there is a nuclear
incident?

RESPONSE: The issue of an arms race is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 12 ISSUE: How often will the trains be undeployable due to nearby train
wrecks, mechanical failures, blizzards, tornadoes, floods, and
earthquakes?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper trains would only be dispersed during times
of national need. The likelihood that such events would make the system
undeployable cannot be predicted with any certainty. However, even with
such occurrences, the geographical separation of the proposed garrison
installations are not likely to make the entire system undeployable. These
concerns are addressed in Safety Section 5 of the EIS.

436 13 ISSUE How will the Rail Garrison affect the proposed SDI system.

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 14 ISSUE How will deployment in the time of "international tension" affect
the Soviet government?

RESPONSE: Issues of international relations are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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436 15 ISSUE Why is this basing mode superior?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

436 18 ISSUE: Has the Air Force abandoned the "survivability concept" by
placing so many eggs in one basket?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 17 ISSUE. What testing has been done on the MX in deployment mode in
Wyoming winter conditions?

RESPONSE: The testing program is incomplete at this time but will
include testing in extreme environmental conditions.

436 18 ISSUE- Has the MX ever been put on the table in Geneva? What cheaper
and more environmentally sound bargaining chips have been explored?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 19 ISSUE- How can you propose that the Peacekeeper is a deterrent?

RESPONSE- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 20 ISSUE. Who is the higher authority? Who will authorize firing the
missile?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 97 and 99.

436 21 ISSUE- Why is Rail Garrison so near an earthquake fault in Cheyenne,
Wyoming?

RESPONSE; See response to Document 429, Comment 23.

436 22 ISSUE: What additional security measures will be taken to prevent
sabotage or acts of terrorists?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

436 23 ISSUE.- What is the likelihood of train wrecks and what would be their
impact?

RESPONSE: Chapter 5 of the EIS analyzes the risk of derailment or
collisions.

436 24 ISSUF What are the chances of radioactive material escaping in the
event of tornado, flood, fire, or earthquake?

RESPONSE-- The occurrence of these natural disasters and the potential
environmental effects on the project have been addressed as a separate
Issue In Safety under EIS Section 5.2.3.

436 25 ISSUE What are the chances of accidental ignition of the propellant fuel?

RESPONSE: See Section 5.3 of the EIS.
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436 26 ISSUL. How much will these additional warheads increase the chances of
accidents and injuries and radioactive incidents at Rocky Flat, Amarillo,
and other production plants?

RESPONSE: The production of warheads for the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison missiles is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

436 27 ISSUE: How much will these additional trains increase chances of
accidents at the missile assembly plants?

RESPONSE: The production of warheads for the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison missiles is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

436 28 ISSUE: What could be the impacts on nearby states of various kinds of

accidents?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 21, Comment 1.

436 29 ISSUE: How is the first stage joined to the second stage? Has it been
tested in Wyoming blizzard conditions? Who makes this joint?

RESPONSE: The stages are joined by mechanical connections. There are
no joints within the stages of the Peacekeeper missile. While testing has
not been completed, it will include testing in extreme environmental
conditions.

436 30 ISSUE: What is the possibility of accidental launch?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 48.

436 31 ISSUE How will the warheads be transported and handled? What
additional risks will be incurred transporting missiles from Cheyenne,
Wyoming to Rail Garrison bases?

RESPONSE: The warheads would be transported from F.E. Warren AFB to
the selected garrison bases via air transport. Risks incurred in the
transport of missiles are addressed in the Safety section (Chapter 5) of the
EIS.

436 32 ISSUE Is it wise to make Cheyenne, Wyoming or any populated area a
target?

RESPONSE: Issues of enemy targeting are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 33 ISSUE Could the force of a collision derailment, heat from fire and
explosions, or bridge collapse cause detonation of either the warhead or
propellent?

RESPONSE: See EIS Chapter 5.

436 34 ISSUE Is a radiation leak possible and have wind and soil contamination
and cleanup been studied?

RESPONSE: These issues are addressed in EIS Chapter 5.
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436 35 ISSUE: What is the maximum explosion of all trains?

RESPONSE: Details regarding the net explosive weight of each
component of the Peacekeeper missile can be found in EIS Table 5.1.1-1
(see EIS Section 5.1).

436 36 ISSUE- How will supplies be delivered from Cheyenne, Wyoming to the
other bases?

RESPONSE: Through existing supply channels.

436 37 ISSUE: Will emergency training, notification, and medical care be
provided to communities through which the train travels?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

436 38 ISSUE: How will periodic adjustment of the guidance system be handled in
transit on a railroad bed?

RESPONSE: Operational details of the system which are not related to
environmental impacts are beyond the scope of this EIS.

436 39 ISSUE: How raw will the parts that are to be assembled at the assembly
building be? What possible effect would fire, flood, tornado, wind, or an
earthquake have on this?

RESPONSE: Warheads arrive completely assembled at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming. Effects of natural disasters on the final assembly are discussed
in EIS Section 5.2.3.

436 40 ISSUE- Are the assembly building complex and Rail Garrison far enough
from Western Hills, Wyoming (high school, junior high, and populated
area)?

RESPONSE: Air Force explosives safety standards (Air Force
Regulation 127-10) are applied to the explosives safety zone boundaries of
both the Rail Garrison and Missile Assembly Building (MAB). The
F.E. Warren AFB south site option for the Rail Garrison is located in an
area less populated than the north site option. The MAB would be located
at the same site as shown in EIS Figure 4.2-1 and addressed in EIS
Section 4.2. The consequences of the most severe credible mishap
involving a Peacekeeper missile or component is addressed in EIS
Chapter 5, Safety Considerations.

436 41 ISSUE.: Will existing rail bridges be able to sustain the load of a
Peacekeeper train?

RESPONSE: The missile launch cars would be heavier than most standard
cars used in commercial service, but would be designed for compatibility
with the operating parameters (weight and geometry) of the national rail
network. Existing rail bridges would therefore be able to sustain the load
of the Peacekeeper train.

436 42 ISSUF: Who dispatches and controls rail traffic?

RESPONSE: Railroad company dispatchers monitor and control rail
traffic including movement of the Peacekeeper and training trains.
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436 43 ISSUE: How will the Peacekeeper trains int when they encounter a
commercial train? Are the rail yards capable of supporting the
Peacekeeper trains?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 76.

436 44 ISSUE: Will the rail tracks be checked for damage by the training trains?

RESPONSE: Changes in the operational availability of the track are
generally relayed by the trains to the dispatchers who then relay them to
other trains which would use the track. If the training trains encounter
any problems with the track, information would be relayed to the
dispatcher. Also see response to Document 15, Comment 3.

436 45 ISSUE: Who will be responsible for the integrity of the track and railroad?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

436 46 ISSUE: How fail-safe are the technologies used for this system?

RESPONSE: EIS Section 1.4.7 discusses the testing of the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison system.

436 47 ISSUE: Will the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program use the guidance
system from the MX that has been cited as being faulty?

RESPONSE See response to Document 410, Comment 10.

436 48 ISSUE: What is the statistical likelihood of a ground-level nuclear
detonation in Cheyenne and what are the immediate and long-term
effects.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 21, Comment 1.

436 49 ISSUE: What would be the effect of a solid fuel fire?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 5.4.1.

436 50 ISSUE: What will be the effect of sabotage and the fear of sabotage?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 6, Comment 2 and Document 5,
Comment 14.

436 51 ISSUE: What hazardous materials (other than nuclear and solid fuel) will
be present and what will be the greatest effect on Cheyenne, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: F.E. Warren AFB has been a Main Operating Base for
strategic systems for over 30 years. The safe operation of strategic
defense systems is as important today as It has been. No new hazardous
materials will be introduced with the Peacekeeper. In addition to diesel
fuel, the maintenance of rail cars will generate small amounts of solvents,
waste oils and lubricants, hydraulic fluids, and battery acid. All hazardous
material will be disposed of according to regulation and they will
represent no danger to the residents of Cheyenne.

436 52 ISSUE: In commentor's opinion, the issues of competence, law, and
concern for our welfare are suspect because of rudimentary design flaws
and the history of our government and military to deny hazards.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 53 ISSUE: Could an accidental burn cause a disastrous prairie fire?

RESPONSE: The possibility of a disasterous fire resulting from an
accident involving a Peacekeeper train would be the same as that
involving a standard train.

436 54 ISSUE: Could a launch impair the rails or bed?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 48.

436 55 ISSUE: What is the relationship between the Air Force and the
railroads? How are interests and schedules going to be coordinated?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 3.

436 56 ISSUE: What is the environmental impact of a first strike by the Soviets
on the trains in a garrison?

RESPONSE: The environmental impact of a Soviet first strike is beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 57 ISSUE: Will nuclear materials be transported on public highways?

RESPONSE: If direct air transport to garrison facilities is not possible,
highway transport in secure convoys would be required.

436 58 ISSUE= What are the actual chances of nuclear material being released in
vehicle accidents and of vehicles carrying nuclear material being involved
in accidents.

RESPONSE: EIS Chapter 5 addresses safety concerns of nuclear material
release.

436 59 ISSUE: Why is the Air Force returning to a mobile system, when in 1984
during Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos, they decided that option was
safer?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 60 ISSUE: Disproportionate demands for different human services in
Cheyenne, Wyoming should be calculated.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 424, Comment 2.

436 61 ISSUE: What psychological effects can be expected in various age groups;
in neighborhoods of close proximity?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

436 62 ISSUE: How will the view from the Western Hills subdivision in Wyoming
be affected?

RESPONSE: The Train Alert Shelters would be located about 4,900 feet
from the closest Western Hill subdivision house, and would be hidden by
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the rolling terrain in that area. A portion of the Missile Assembly
Building (MAB) would reach heights of 140 feet, but it would be located
about 8,400 feet (1.6 miles) from the Western Hills subdivision (one key
observation point) and 10,600 feet from 1-25 (the other key observation
point). Without intervening higher land (that would block the view), the
MAB could be seen from the back of about ten Western Hills residences
and would be seen to rise about 1.3 degrees above the horizon. However,
for the most part, intervening topography would preclude views of the
MAB from the east base boundary. The light color of the MAB would tend
to make it less visible to viewers. Night lighting would be similar to that
presently found at the base Weapons Storage Area.

436 63 ISSUE: How close will the building and rail lines be to existing housing in
Cheyenne, Wyoming?

RESPONSE: A partially developed Read Tracts subdivision located on
Wrangler, Powell, and Laughlin Roads between Interstate 25 and the
eastern base boundary would be about 3,750 feet away from the Train
Alert Shelters. Since the main line of the Burlington Northern Railroad is
located within the City of Cheyenne, existing housing could be within 100
feet to 200 feet from the existing track. The rail spur for the north site
option would be constructed within the boundaries of F.E. Warren AFB.
The closest offbase housing to this new track would be an isolated
residence 3,800 feet west of the track. The nearest subdivision (on
Wrangler and Laughlin Roads) would be the Read Tracts 4,500 feet east of
the spur track (see EIS Section 4.2.4.3).

436 64 ISSUE: Will the historic train depot in Cheyenne, Wyoming be affected?

RESPONSE: The Union Pacific train depot in downtown Cheyenne will not
be affected.

436 65 ISSUE Will historic buildings at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming be affected?

RESPONSE: No historic buildings at F.E. Warren AFB are scheduled for
alteration or modification.

436 66 ISSUE: The impact of living in fear of a nuclear war or accident on
children should be addressed.

RESPONSE: The issue of nuclear war is beyond the scoi~e of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 5, Comment 14.

436 67 ISSUE: Programs to prevent personal, family, and social disruptions
should be recommended and funded.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

436 68 ISSUE: Will there be any additional off-limit areas at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming? If so, where will they be and how large?

RESPONSE: Off-limit areas are presented on maps in the chapters
describing impacts on each candidate base.

436 69 ISSUE: Will there be any effects on the local media and their access to
information?
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RESPONSE: There will be no changes in Air Force policy regarding the
media and access to information as a result of deployment of the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system.

436 70 ISSUE.- When the trains are at the garrison or deployed, how will
additional security measures impinge on existing human rights? Will
individuals be subject to additional scrutiny by intelligence agencies?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 7 through 16.

436 71 ISSUE: What corporations will benefit from Rail Garrison and how much?

RESPONSE: The issue of corporate profits is beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 72 ISSUE: How will property values be affected in Western Hills and other
neighborhoods in Cheyenne, Wyoming?

RESPONSE: Analysis of this type of activity has found that the additional
demand for housing has either encouraged the additional construction of
housing, has raised the prices of existing housing, or has been a beneficial
impact by taking otherwise unoccupied homes. No adverse effects on
property values is expected.

436 73 ISSUE: How would a treaty reducing strategic weapons affect the Rail
Garrison?

RESPONSE: Issues regarding theoretical treaties are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 74 ISSUEM What will be the completed costs of the project?

RESPONSE: The entire system is expected to cost between $10 billion
and $12 billion.

436 75 ISSUE: What will be the annual costs of maintenance and operations?

RESPONSE: Approximately $200 million (1986 dollars) is currently
budgeted for annual maintenance and operations of the system.

436 76 ISSUE: What will be the costs of the EIS process including the scoping
hearings?

RESPONSE- The entire EIS process and associated hearings will cost
approximately $9 million.

436 77 ISSUE: When will the system become obsolete? Will it be obsolete before
it is built?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 61.

436 78 ISSUE: What will be the social and economic impacts on the Cheyenne,
Wyoming area if the President is successful of ridding the world of nuclear
weapons.

RESPONSE: Discussion of nuclear strategy is beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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436 79 ISSUE. What happened to the funds promised in the last EIS for the first
50 MX missiles?

RESPONSE: What funds were "promised" in the Peacekeeper in
Minuteman Silos EIS cannot be determined without more information from
the commentor. The "first 50 missiles" have been deployed in Minuteman
silos. The Air Force has expended considerable sums to mitigate the
socioeconomic impacts, for example on schools and other public facilities
in the Cheyenne area.

436 80 ISSUE: Is there some tactical advantage to siting the system in Wyoming?

RESPONSE: F.E. Warren AFB has been chosen as the Main Operating
Base because of the already available resources such as existing technical
facilities, manpower, and equipment for the Peacekeeper system.

436 81 ISSUE. How many engineers and scientists from the project could be
working on other programs to benefit our economy?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 82 ISSUE: The Air Force must consider the impact of reduced funding for
agriculture, infrastructure, Environmental Protection Agency, and other
programs as a result of the funding of this program.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

436 83 ISSUE: How many miles of new track will be laid? Where? How many
miles will be upgraded? Where? Where will gravel come from?

RESPONSE: New rail spurs to connect the Rail Garrison with existing rail
lines will be constructed. Some existing rail lines between the base and
the main rail line which are in poor condition would either be upgraded or
reconstructed. These are indicated at each base as part of program
requirements. No new tracks would be constructed offbase at F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming for the north site option. New track for the south site
option will be land acquired by the Air Force for this purpose. Necessary
aggregate will come from adequate local supplies.

436 84 ISSUE: Where will the trains go?

RESPONSE: The initial delivery of trains to the garrison and maintenance
activities would involve a rail network passing through 24 states, while
training and operations movements would utilize rail lines throughout the
contiguous United States.

436 85 ISSUE: How large will the project be?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.3.

436 86 ISSUE: How large will the "off-limits" perimeter be?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 436, Comment 68.
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436 87 ISSUE: Is there need for an ABM system to protect this project? If so,

what will those impacts be?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 6.

436 88 ISSUE: How can we get an independent assessment of the guidance
system reliability?

RESPONSE: There is no current plan for an independent assessment of
the system. Such an assessment could be done if directed by the
President, Congress, or other competent authority.

436 89 ISSUE: Why isn't this hearing being conducted by an independent agency?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 27.

436 90 ISSUE: The hearing is premature. The Secretary of Defense has not
decided between Rail Garrison and Midgetman systems.

RESPONSE: Public hearings on the Draft EIS was held in accordance with
the Council on Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508).
Also see Section 1.1 of the EIS.

436 91 ISSUE: Commentor feels that building of more megatonage than earth
can survive is a crime against humanity.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 92 ISSUE: Have launch control officers been educated about their duty to
disobey unlawful orders under the Nuremburg principles?

RESPONSE: The issue of officer education is beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 93 ISSUE: What will be the environmental impacts if the missiles are fired
and exploded as they were designed to do?

RESPONSE-- The issue of intentional use of the system is beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 94 ISSUE: Is building even more nuclear weapons an act of terrorism?

RESPONSE: No.

436 95 ISSUE How expendable is the human race?

RESPONSE. The issue of impacts due to nuclear war is beyond the scope
of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 96 ISSUE: Will building more nuclear arms promote an environment less
decent and loving?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 97 ISSUE.: How can we justify these weapons in terms of democratic
principles?
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RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

436 98 ISSUE: What will be the environmental impact of not deploying the

system?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

437 1 ISSUE: Wider public participation is needed. This would include more
public hearings throughout the nation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

437 2 ISSUE: There was insufficient time for public participation at the public
hearings.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

437 3 ISSUE: What plans does the Air Force have for dealing with civil
disobedience?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system proposal does not
include plans for any change to laws, regulations, or policies with regards
to civil disobedience. Also see response to Document 50, Comment 86.

437 4 ISSUE.' Will martial law be imposed in time of "national need?"

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system proposal does not
include plans to impose martial law.

437 5 ISSUF.' What standards of deadly force will be allowed for security guards
in order to protect nonviolent protestors and ordinary citizens who may be
misconstrued as interfering with MX operations?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison does not include any plans for
change to statute, regulations and policies regarding use of deadly force
by security personnel. Also see response to Document 50, Comment 86.

437 6 ISSUE: When civil disobedience and other protests occur, how will local
communities be trained or supported in dealing with such acts in an
appropriate and legal manner? What will be the costs of such training?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 86.

437 7 ISSU Commentor disturbed by the incorrect instructions by the Air
Force in hearings that "wartime effects" and "psychological impact" of
Rail Garrison deployment were "beyond the scope" of the hearings.

RESPONSE: The information given at the hearings was correct.
Comments on those topics were permitted, but those topics are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see responses to Document 3, Comment 1 and
Document 5, Comment 14.

437 8 ISSUE: How will citizens be notified if nuclear war is imminent? How
will panic be avoided? And conversely, how will a "garrison mentality" be
avoided in which anyone who disapproves of, is afraid of, or takes political
action against MX rail-based missiles is seen as subversive or dangerous?
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RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system proposal does not
include any plan to change the way the public is notified of world
conditions. That and the other issues raised in the comments are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 55.

437 9 ISSUE: How will civilian dispatchers and Air Force train operators
communicate?

RESPONSE: Peacekeeper trains will communicate with dispatchers by the
same means as commercial traffic. See EIS Section 5.1.3 for details.

437 10 ISSUE: How will the Air Force ensure that its train operators are both
adequately trained and experienced engineers since MX rail can pose
serious problems in weight, wide loads, and high centers-of-gravity?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 5.1.2. Also see responses to Document 15,
Comment 5 and Document 33, Comment 74.

437 11 ISSUE: The problem of adequate security for MX rail cars and the
prevention of sabotage whether by terrorists, foreign agents, disgruntled
employees, or violent protestors in time of ".iational need" is not
adequately considered. What security measures will be taken? What is
their cost?

RESPONSE: Security measures have been considered carefully. Details
are not reported in the EIS because they would not have a significant
impact on the environment. Also see response to Document 33,
Comment 7.

437 12 ISSUE: The Draft EIS acknowledges that monomethylhydrazine (MMH)
and nitrogen tetroxide "ignite spontaneously on contact with each other"
(pp. 5-35). If these two chemicals do ignite, the Draft EIS acknowledges
that the heat "could involve the adjacent solid propellants and cause them
to ignite or explode." Why is such an event judged "extremely unlikely?"

RESPONSE: The tanks are designed to withstand forces greater than
those imposed by any reasonable accident which may involve the
Peacekeeper Missile Launch Car. Although the series of events necessary
to cause the liquid propellants to leak are very unlikely, a complete
environmental analysis of the environmental and human health effects are
described in EIS Section 5.4.

437 13 ISSUE: What is the qualitative risk that "a propellant fire would not likely
last [long enough] to breach the reentry vehicle (RV) and begin
aerosolization of plutonium" especially when such a fire would "likely
cause the RV to be expelled."

RESPONSE: The method used to calculate the probability of radioactive
material release and the consequences of a release is probabilistic risk
assessment. It is generally thought to be more rigorous than a scenario
analysis approach. It does not, however, produce a "qualitative risk that a
propellant fire would likely last long enough to breach the RV and begin
aerosolization of plutonium." It does include an estimate, based on
historical data and engineering judgment of the likelihood of dispersal of
radioactive materials. The results of that analysis are reported in
Section 5.3 of the EIS.
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437 14 ISSUE: Why is the possibility of serious secondary fires and toxic spills
not sufficiently explored? What are the hazards for local citizens? For
firefighters?

RESPONSE: The possibilities of those events and the consequences have
been revised in Section 5.4 of the EIS.

437 15 ISSUE: What are the consequences of disbursement of radioactive
materials, especially in light of the health, social, and economic
consequences of previous disbursements such as the B-52 accident in Rota,
Spain where local farmers were seriously impacted and top soil had to be
removed and shipped to the United States?

RESPONSE: The probability and consequences of dispersal of radioactive
materials is adequately discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of the EIS.

437 16 ISUE: A serious defect of the Air Force Draft EIS is that it does not
adequately portray the functioning of the MX rail-based system, nor does
it sufficiently explore other strategic options including No Action, single
warhead missiles, and sea-based alternatives.

RESPONSE: The issues of system operational requirements and of other
strategic options are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 37, Comment 15.

437 17 ISSUE- The launching procedures for the MX are not adequately
described. Is the civilian rail bed adequate at all places to sustain missile
launches? If not, how will it be reinforced and what will be the costs?

RESPONSE: The issue of system operational requirements are beyond the
scope of the EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

437 18 ISSUE: If the MX is not to be launched from rail cars, what alternatives,
such as permanent silos built along rail lines, are being considered? If
such a rail/silo system is chosen, will the Air Force hold additional
hearings as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, Council on
Environmental Quality, and Department of Defense regulations?

RESPONSE: A rail/silo system is not proposed.

437 19 ISSUE: How will the MX rail system operate in a nuclear war environment
since its design is ostensibly for the purpose of responding to an enemy
strategic nuclear attack.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

437 20 ISSUE: Will the MX missile trains be hardened against electromagnetic

pulse resulting from high attitude nuclear bursts?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 287, Comment 31.

437 21 ISSUE: How will central authorities communicate with rail cars and
launch offices under attack?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.
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438 1 ISSUE-- What is the environmental impact of not deploying MX?

RESPONSE: If the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is not deployed, activities
at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming and the other candidate Air Force
installations would continue to support existing and other proposed
missions.

438 2 ISSUE: What are the environmental impacts of alternative deployment
methods, such as, but not limited to, the 30-plus basing modes examined
over the past 25 years?

RESPONSE: The issue of analyzing alternative deployment methods is
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

438 3 ISSUE: Exact questions as shown in Document 33.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 3 through 22.

438 4 ISSUE: To protect against sabotage or terrorist attack, will the Air Force
be required to fire on anyone who comes near the tracks as the MX
railcars pass?

RESPONSE: No. See response to Document 33, Comment 7.

438 5 ISSUE: Will landowners adjacent to the tracks be required to remove
trees and other things that might provide cover for attackers?

RESPONSE: No. Railways rights-of-way are the responsibility of
individual railroad companies. The security provisions for the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system will not cause disruption of the lives of
those living near the garrisons or the rail lines that the system might use.

438 6 ISSUE: Exact questions as shown in Document 33.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 23 through 30.

438 7 ISSUE: Exact questions as shown in Document 33.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 51 through 57.

438 8 ISSUE: In EIS Section 5.4, it states that all light structures within 1,000
feet of the blast would be destroyed. The potential for human casualties
is ignored. What is the environmental impact of such a mishap?

RESPONSE: The first mention of blast damage to structure is in EIS
Section 5.4.1.1. That same paragraph discusses the distances for human
fatality and injury. The section has been rearranged and revised for the
Final EIS.

438 9 ISSUE: Draft EIS Page 5-29 states nitrous oxide and hydrochlorine acid
gas concentrations up to 66 miles away from the attack would create
potentially lethal exposures. What is the true environmental impact of
such an event occurring in heavily populated areas?

RESPONSE: If there were a release in a heavily populated area, the
consequences would be more serious than for a similar event in a sparsely
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populated area. The population densities in all areas through which a
Peacekeeper train might travel were considered in the risk analysis
performed by Sandia National Laboratories and summarized in EIS
Section 5.3.1.4.

438 10 ISSUE: Exact questions as shown in Document 33.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 58 through 69.

438 11 ISSUE: Exact questions as shown in Document 33.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 31 through 50.

438 12 ISSUE: Exact questions as shown in Document .3.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 70 through 75.

438 13 ISSUE: Considering the high number of derailments caused by substandard
track in Arkansas, why does the Draft EIS not include plans for replacing
existing rails?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 2.

438 14 ISSUE: Exact questions as shown in Document 33.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 76 through 105.

438 15 ISSUE: What endangered species are threatened throughout Arkansas by
low-level radiation?

RESPONSE: Since the risk of low-level radiation exposure is negligible,
there is no threat to endangered species.

438 16 ISSUE: Are there any plans to recreate any lost wetlands in Arkansas?

RESPONSE: The proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program would not
affect any wetlands on Little Rock AFB and would affect only 0.1 acre of
nonforested wetland on Eaker AFB. Therefore, there are no plans to
recreate wetlands. See Section 4.5.6.3, Table 4.5.6-2, Section 4.8.6.3, and
Table 4.8.6-2 in the EIS.

438 17 ISSUE: Are there any plans to recreate lost endangered species habitat in
Arkansas?

RESPONSE: Locating the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at
either Little Rock or Eaker AFBs would not affect any federally listed
species; therefore, there are no plans to recreate any endangered species
habitat. See Section 4.5.6.3, Table 4.5.6-1, Section 4.8.6.3, and
Table 4.8.6-1 in the EiS.

438 18 ISSUE: Will the deployment of MX impact or interact with existing
environmental problems on the Air Force bases and along the proposed
train routes? What would the interactive environment be?

RESPONSE: Deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program on
the proposed air bases would have some cumulative effects with existing
environmental problems. The extent of these cumulative impacts onbase
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and along the rail lines would be dependent upon the amount of new
disturbance generated by the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.
Potential cumulative impacts were evaluated for all bases but were only
discussed in the EIS when there were known future military programs
proposed for the base.

438 19 ISSUE: Will new warheads be produced for use in the missiles and if so,
how will the radioactive waste be dealt with at all stages of the fuel
cycle?

RESPONSE: The issue of warhead production and disposing of radioactive
waste is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

438 20 ISSUE: How many jobs would be created if $10 to $15 billion was spent on
education?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 7.

438 21 ISSUE: How many jobs on the average would be created if the money
remained in the civilian economy rather than being taxed for use by the
military?

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

438 22 ISSUE. The Reagan Administration was known to have had at least four
MX basing modes under active consideration prior to selecting the Rail
Garrison option in December 1986. Why haven't any of those alternatives
been included in the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: Comparison of other basing modes is beyond the scope of this
EIS.

438 23 ISSUE: The alternative of dismantling the 50 silo-based MX missiles
currently deployed should be included. Such an option might make sense
as the reductions being pursued in the President's START negotiations.

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

438 24 ISSUE: Descriptions of the Proposed Action fail to specify whether its
50 MX missiles would be the ones currently deployed in silos at F.E.
Warren AFB, Wyoming or whether these would be 50 new missiles. If new
missiles are involved, why aren't these costs included in EIS Table 4.1-2
(Rail Garrison Expenditures)? If missiles are to be taken from silos, why
isn't the impact of this included when discussing F.E. Warren AFB
(including the silo operation jobs lost)?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 390, Comment 1.

438 25 ISSUE: Under purpose and need, the Air Force implies that the Proposed
Action will enhance deterrence. According to the Congressional Budget
Office (November 1987), after a surprise attack, 3,700 nuclear weapons
would endure while 8,200 nuclear weapons would remain if there was
sufficient warning. Doesn't this constitute sufficient military strength?
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RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

438 26 ISSUFM The trains will have "appropriately armed" security personnel.
What dangers might this pose to civilians living or traveling near the
tracks who might be misidentified as a threat to the train? Will the
security personnel on training trains be authorized to use force (or make
arrests) if protestors are encountered? Will the trains be authorized to
run over protestors?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comment 8 and
Document 366, Comment 19.

438 27 ISSUE: Each base is to have a 400-foot-long attached shelter which would
house supplemental railcars. What is the purpose of these cars? Is the
purchase price included in the overall costs? How many cars will fit
inside the shelter?

RESPONSE: The supplemental cars would help the train look more like
commercial trains. The design of the cars is not final, but a cost estimate
was included in the analysis. How many will fit into the shelter will
depend on the final design, but would be approximately six cars to eight
cars.

438 28 ISSUE: Considering what has happened in the past, why should citizens
believe the MX Rail Garrison testing and manufacturing will be conducted
any better?

RESPONSE: Issues of system development are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

438 29 ISSUE.: It seems that while the MX trains might be completely tested
before they are deployed, the missiles they carry will not.

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper missile has been successfully flight tested
17 out of 17 times. The Air Force has every confidence in the system.

438 30 ISSUE: If the enemy must use more weapons to destroy the MX trains,
isn't this just another way of saying that towns and cities along the
MX train route could expect to become targets in a nuclear war?

RESPONSE: Issues involving enemy targeting strategy are beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

438 31 ISSUE: If civilian dispatchers know the precise location of MX trains, why
couldn't enemy intelligence gain access to this information, thereby
defeating the whole purpose of the basing mode?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

438 32 ISSUE: Isn't it likely that MX trains will be granted special rights-of-way
privileges or other extraordinary powers that would increase the
possibility of collision and other accidents?
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RESPONSE No. Priorities will be preestablished with the rail industry.
The Peacekeeper and training trains will follow standard railroad industry
operating rules and commercial practices and would not purposely cause
disruption to other rail or road traffic.

438 33 ISSUE Will measures such as security clearance, random drug testing,
and medical and psychological measuring be imposed on the civil
dispatchers?

RESPONSE: The Air Force does not have the authority to impose those
measures.

438 34 ISSUE: In a crisis which would trigger deployment of the MX train, what
measures would be taken to compel the civilian dispatcher to show up for
work rather than stay at home with their families?

RESPONSE: Operational details involving no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

438 35 ISSULM EIS Table 4.1.1-1 includes statistics representing the Air Force's
claims for the national impact on employment (direct, indirect, and
induced) of Rail Garrison expenditures. The employment projections
amount to a claim over 52,000 jobs (man-years) per billion dollars spent.
Such a claim is completely outside the range of all reputable studies on
this kind of spending (too high by at least 50-100%). What indicators and
assumptions were used to generate these employment figures?

RESPONSE: National economic impacts have been updated in
Section 1.1.1 of the EIS. EIS Section 1.3.1 discusses methods for assessing
national economic impacts.

438 36 ISSUE. An indication that the employment estimates in EIS Table 4.1.1-1
are in error is the lack of fluctuation in the jobs per billion ratio (obtained
by dividing the employment number by the actual dollars spent). The
table indicates that in Fiscal Year 1989, nearly all the money from the
program will go towards research and development, while by Fiscal Year
1992, nearly all Rail Garrison money will go towards operations. These
very different types of spending would not generate similar jobs per billion
ratios in a well-done economic analysis. Again, what indicators and
assumptions were used to generate these employment figures?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 438, Comment 35.

438 37 ISSUE-- The Draft EIS forecasts that jobs created by the program would go
"from nearly 40,000 in FY 1989 to nearly 148,000 in FY 1991, and then
decline sharply to 13,000 by FY 1993 and just under 12,000 in FY 1994 and
beyond." This indicates that the Rail Garrison program would have an
extreme "boom-bust" effect on the economy. While the employment
figures are highly suspect, this basic boom-bust pattern is likely to be
correct. Will such short-term jobs really have any net positive effect on
lucal communities, or the nation as a whole?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

439 1 ISSUE: Concerned about the routes to be used by the missile train in
populated areas because of the potential hazards and dangers.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 7.

440 1 ISSUE. Frequent reports of train wrecks show that rail transportation is
not safe enough to consider putting Peacekeeper missiles on trains.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 1.

441 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Rail Garrison program at Grand Forks,
AFB, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

442 1 ISSUE: The program at Minot AFB, North Dakota will generate enough
revenue to cover any additional financial outlays.

RESPONSE: Noted.

442 2 ISSUE: Minot, North Dakota has the housing available now and in 1990
when the program begins.

RESPONSE: Noted.

442 3 ISSUE: The project located adjacent to the northwestern end of Minot
AFB, North Dakota will not require the dislocation of a single inhabited
dwelling.

RESPONSE: Noted.

443 1 ISSUE: The Final EIS should consider the psychological consequences of
deploying the MX Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

444 1 ISSUE: If the Region of Influence for employment and income includes
two counties in Wyoming and two counties in Colorado, why weren't more
hearings held?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

444 2 ISSUE-- Safety concerns, Wyoming weather, human error, and/or sabotage
have been addressed inadequately. The Challenger and Chernobyl are
examples of disasters that shouldn't have happened.

RESPONSE: It is obvious from the very nature of the Shuttle rocket
motor and the design and procedures of the Chernobyl plant that those
operations were many times more hazardous than the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison system. The safety analysis for this program was done by Sandia
National Laboratories, a leader in transportation safety analysis,
especially nuclear materials transport. The estimates in Chapter 5 are
reasonable.

444 3 ISSUE: No provisions have been made for human services including the
mental health of school age children who now list the fear of nuclear
destruction as their number one concern.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

1
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444 4 ISSUE: Concerns are magnified on a national level, where the public has
to pay for further research and documentation of a project they, through
Congress, have already rejected.

RESPONSE: Noted.

444 5 ISSUE: Commentor supports the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

445 1 ISSUE: Commentor disagrees with EIS Figure 2.2-1 that there would be no
short-term effects on utilities, air quality and noise. States that there
might be long-term noise impacts if engines are run continuously.

RESPONSE: There would be some short-term impacts on utilities but they
are considered negligible. Blank boxes in EIS Figure 2.2-1 do not mean "no
impacts." The EIS has been revised to show short-term air quality impacts
at base property lines. These are greater than the impacts reported in the
Draft EIS. Short-term noise impacts related to construction activities
will be negligible because of large distances from construction areas to
sensitive receptors. Locomotives will not be run continuously. They will
be run occasionally for maintenance purposes; therefore, long-term
impacts from locomotive noise will be negligible.

445 2 ISSUE The Draft EIS in Chapter 2, Pages 2-1 through 2-10, assume that
the only impact would be on the City of Cheyenne, Wyoming and ignores
the impact on rural areas.

RESPONSE: Analysis summarized in Chapter 2 were for those
communities and areas proposed to receive significant impacts. Impacts
of lesser extent and/or indirect to various resources and locations within
the study areas are covered in Chapter 4 of the EIS.

445 3 ISSUE: If deployment at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming is approved by

Congress, will there be another round of hearings?

RESPONSE: No.

445 4 ISSUE: Mention is made of other classified options for F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming. How will the public concern about impacts be ascertained?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 3.

445 5 ISSUE: The number of train trips on Draft EIS Page 2-2 compared to trips
on a national network does not apply to individual bases. There needs to
be a comparison of local traffic to missile traffic.

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper and training trains could travel on any of
the rail routes of the national rail network. Deployment and maintenance
activities of the program would involve a rail network passing through 24
states, while training and operations could utilize rail lines throughout the
country. Potential rail impacts are therefore evaluated on a national
basis (see EIS Section 4.1).

445 6 ISSUE: The EIS should have an analysis of the likelihood of accidents and
sabotage. The plan for securing an area in the event of an accident or
breakdown was also not addressed.
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RESPONSE: See responses to Document 6, Comments 1 and 2.

445 7 ISSUE: After reading EIS Section 5, commentor felt the dangers of this
weapon system were being underestimated. Further, the assumption that
local authorities would be able to handle any accident are grossly
underestimated. There is no oversight agency in Wyoming (or possibly no
communication) to protect the citizens in the event of a potentially
dangerous situation.

RESPONSE: Noted.

445 8 ISSUE: The map on Draft EIS Page S-5 shows the Missile Assembly
Building (MAB) between two public water aquifers into Cheyenne,
Wyoming. Why is there not a danger to local water supply through
explosion or chemical leak?

RESPONSE: Roundtop Reservoir is located just west of F.E. Warren
AFB. It is situated outside the explosive safety zone of the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison program and would not be affected by an accident. The two
aqueducts indicated on EIS Figure S-5 are actually buried pipelines. These
would not be subject to contamination due to a leak or spill. The pipeline
lies 1,100 feet south and 650 feet north of the MAB site. They are buried
at least three feet to four feet deep and are located outside the required
safety distance for buried utility lines (176 ft).

446 1 ISSUE: Commentor feels thcre are other less costly alternatives with a
less destabilizing threat-which can lead to greater national security.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are outside the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

447 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to deploying MX Rail Garrison or any mode in
Montana because Montana already has enough war weapons and power;
Montana is already a number one target. With more missiles, it will only
make that fact more true.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

447 2 ISSUE: The project in Montana would create few jobs and would become a
"boom and bust" leaving no money and unemployment.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

447 3 ISSUE: Having more military growth in Montana will not appeal to
tourists.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

447 4 ISSUE: The money spent on where to put the missiles could be better
spent to help the sick and the poor.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

448 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports the Rail Garrison program at Grand Forks
AFB, North Dakota.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

449 1 ISSUE. Commentor urges that No Action Alternative be taken at
Whiteman AFB, Missouri.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

449 2 ISSUE: How does the Air Force plan to remove all birds from Whiteman
AFB, Missouri to reduce bird air strike hazards?

RESPONSE: The Air Force has no plans to remove all birds from
Whiteman AFB. However, to reduce the potential for collisions between
greater prairie chickens and aircraft, Whiteman AFB removed all prairie
chickens from the base in early 1988 according to procedures established
by the Missouri Department of Conservation.

449 3 ISSUE: Commentor states that the proposed construction of the project
at Whiteman AFB, Missouri includes placement of culverts, diversions, and
destruction of three springheads in undisturbed wetlands. States it is
totally impractical to build on a floodplain.

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program will involve
channeling a small, intermittent stream around the perimeter or
underneath the garrison site. A biological survey of the garrison site
revealed no springs. The commentor may be referring to an existing base
project to channelize Long Branch Creek.

450 1 ISSUE: The Final EIS must discuss in detail the impact on the Rail
Garrison housing and to the rail track if an earthquake registering 6.5
to 8.5 on the Richter Scale occurs at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 62.

450 2 ISSUE., The Final EIS should describe air and water pollution which might
result from sabotage, especially the impact on the water supply for the
City of Jacksonville, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: The possibility of a significant hazardous material release at
any site is extremely low. However, the environmental impact of
hazardous material releases, whether from an accident or sabotage, are
described in Section 5.4 of the EIS. That generalized description can be
overlaid on the Jacksonville area or any other site to assess the impacts
on that particular area.

451 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the system for reasons such as religious
beliefs, against nuclear, conventional, biological, chemical, incendiary,
economical, and psychological war toys and the destruction if used.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

452 1 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately address the increased security
provisions for Peacekeeper Rail Garrison and the disruption of lives of
local residents they will cause.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 7 and 13.
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452 2 ISSUE: Will there be an increase in commuter traffic at the north gate of
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming?

RESPONSE: The north gate is only used for the movement of the stage
transporter, transportation of horses to and from the stables occasionally,
and for morning and evening commuting. This could also be used for
moving Peacekeeper materials and equipment. However, the increase
would be minimal.

452 3 ISSUE: Will there be an increase in secured transporting of missiles,
missile parts, and military goods at the north gate of F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming.

RESPONSE: The north gate could also be used for moving Peacekeeper
parts and equipment. The increase is expected to be minimal. EIS
Section 4.2.3.3 states that other gates (not only the north gate) could be
used for the program.

452 4 ISSUE: Consideration needs to be given to the potential for traffic
conflicts at the north gate of F.E. Warren, AFB, Wyoming, particularly
because of the limited access to Western Hills from the rest of the city.

RESPONSE: The north gate is presently available to vehicular traffic as
an access route to the base because of the construction activity near the
south gate. Once the south gate is opened, traffic along the north gate
would be reduced.

452 5 ISSUE: Would interruptions to vehicular flow along public roads because
of railroad crossings at the south site be reduced if the Missile Assembly
Building (MAB) and/or other Rail Garrison facilities were located on the
south site in closer proximity to the train shelters?

RESPONSE: Yes, however, construction of the MAB and/or other
facilities on the south site would require greater land area and increase
the cost of the program.

452 6 ISSUE: What will the at-grade crossing impacts be if the north site of
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming is chosen?

RESPONSE: Because the rail spur for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program would connect to existing lines onbase, interruptions to vehicular
traffic would occur along existing at-grade crossings onbase. As stated in
the EIS, the trains would only move out of the garrison when necessary,
and interruptions to vehicular traffic at at-grade rail crossings would be
minimal. Also see response to Document 50, Comment 73.

452 7 ISSUE: The transportation impacts for both alternatives at F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming should be identified and a comparison should be made.

RESPONSE: Transportation impacts for both alternatives at F.E. Warren
AFB are discussed in EIS Section 4.2.3.3.

452 8 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not address future plans for lands north and
west of F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming. How will the proposed restrictive
easement affect these plans?
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RESPONSE: About 160 acres of the school property (located north of the
base) would lie within the inhabited building restrictive easement. This
land would be treated no differently than private land within the
easement. Current uses (grazing and an uninhabited building) could
continue without restriction. Air Force Regulation 127-100 would
preclude from the restrictive easement any future structure designed for
human occupation (on a permanent basis), gathering places for outdoor
recreation (such as athletic fields or stadiums), overhead powerlines of 69
KV or more, and nonmilitary runways.

452 9 ISSUE: What is the likelihood that explosive safety zones at F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming will be expanded after the Final EIS is completed? How
much extra distance, for the two sites under construction, is available
should the zones have to be expanded?

RESPONSE: No easement expansion is anticipated. If such expansion
were contemplated, it could be moved about 1,700 feet west, 300 feet
east, and 1,000 feet northeast before the easement would encroach on an
inhabited building.

452 10 ISSUE: If the Missile Assembly Building (MAB) will be considerably taller
than other base buildings and if it will be visible from area residences,
mitigation measures should be addressed in the Final EIS. Lighting and
visual impacts during dark hours should also be addressed.

RESPONSE: The text of the EIS has been amended to briefly discuss this
concern. The MAB would reach heights of approximately 140 feet, but it
would be located about 8,400 feet (1.6 miles) from the Western Hills
subdivision (one key observation point, and 10,600 feet from 1-25 the other
key observation point). Without intervening higher land (that would block
the view), the MAB could be seen from the back of about ten Western
Hills residences. However, for the most part, intervening topography
would preclude views of the MAB from the east base boundary. The light
color of the MAB would tend to make it less visible to viewers. Night
lighting would be similar to that presently found at the base Weapons
Storage Area.

452 11 ISSUE: There are several locations in the northern portion of Cheyenne,
Wyoming that are prone to flooding during heavy stormwater runoff
situations. How will these be affected by the project? The stormwater
runoff impacts for each of the two alternative sites should be identified
and a comparison should be made.

RESPONSE: Areas along Dry Creek in northern Cheyenne are prone to
flooding. The proposed north garrison site is located in the drainage
immediately north of Dry Creek and would therefore not affect the
current flood problems along Diy Creek. The stormwater runoff analysis
of a 2-year storm event indicates that runoff from the north site would
boost peak runoff by about 15 cfs, at Interstate 25. The south garrison
site would not increase existing peak flows in Clear Creek. Other
program components consist of isolated buildings which would have a very
small effect on stormwater flows in adjacent, natural channels.

452 12 ISSUE- What provisions will be made to assure watering for fugitive dust?

RESPONSE: Dust control measures will be required and specified in the
construction contracts.
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452 13 IS8UE: Will the Cheyenne, Wyoming area's customary northwest winds
focus the dust in some areas and reduce it in others?

RESPONSE: The prevailing wind direction at F.E. Warren AFB is west to
west-northwest. The wind blows about one-third of the time from these
directions. Average wind speed from these directions is about 14 mph.
Because of these relatively high wind speeds, the dust will be well
dispersed as it moves downwind. By the time it reaches the residential
areas east of the base (approximately 5,000 feet from the Train Alert
Shelter construction area), the dust would be well dispersed and below
ambient air quality standards. Although the transport of dust in an
easterly direction will occur one-third of the time, the reduced dust
concentrations will have little impact on downwind receptors.

452 14 ISSUE: Fugitive dust impacts for both alternative sites at F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming should be identified and a comparison should be made.

RESPONSE: The fugitive dust impacts at both the north and south sites
will be low. The nearest residential areas are about 5,000 feet from the
Train Alert Shelter at either site.

452 15 ISSUE: The noises associated with the operation of a railroad yard should
be addressed, such as the rearrangement of cars and other movements
made in the yard. How frequent will such noises occur? Where and at
what level will these noises be heard if the north site or south site is
selected?

RESPONSE: The operation of the Peacekeeper trains will be minimal and
will be confined to the base. They will be parked in Train Alert Shelters
on the base. The trains are kept assembled and ready to move on short
notice. Thus, a conventional railroad yard is not required for the Proposed
Action and typical railroad yard noise would be minimal or nonexistent at
either site.

452 16 ISSUE: The Air Force needs to address how the deployment of Small
ICBMs might affect the advantages of one Cheyenne, Wyoming site over
the other.

RESPONSE: The Air Force has considered the advantages of collocating
Small ICBMs at the Rail Garrison locations under consideration. There
are advantages in siting these systems on the south F.E. Warren AFB
alternative; however, the advantages of siting on north F.E. Warren AFB
far outweighed the south alternative.

452 17 ISSUE: Will the Air Force know whether Small ICBMs are to be deployed
at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming before the site selection for the Rail
Garrison is made?

RESPONSE: The Rail Garrison basing decision for deploying Peacekeeper
missiles directs that F.E. Warren AFB will be the system's Main Operating
Base. The Minuteman silo basing decision for deploying the Small ICBM
on Hardened Mobile Launchers at Malmstrom AFB, Montana is only
indirectly tied to the Rail Garrison basing requirements at F.E. Warren
AFB. The decision to collocate the Small ICBM basing option with Rail
Garrison facilities at F.E. Warren AFB is only an indirect issue to the
Peacekeeper basing decision under consideration.
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452 18 ISSUE: The consequences of solid propellant explosion and radioactive
materials release should be analyzed and compared for the alternative
garrison sites at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: The analyses done of the hazardous material spread in the
event of an accident were not done on a site-specific basis. The
meteorological conditions, for example, used to estimate the
consequences were those which gave the worst-case results. The
prevailing winds in the Cheyenne area are much stronger than the winds
used in the example. The result would be that in Cheyenne, dispersal
would be faster and the impact would be less than in the generalized
scenarios in the EIS.

452 19 ISSUE: The possibilities of intentional and accidental damage to railroad
tracks should be addressed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

452 20 ISSUE: Consideration should be given to routing missiles (for
maintenance, training, or in times of national need) over tracks located as
far as possible from inhabited areas.

RESPONSE: Noted.

452 21 ISSUE: There is no demonstration that large reserve funding levels in
Cheyenne, Wyoming the County, and School District Number One are
actually available. Rail Garrison impacts should be mitigated by the Air
Force not through. local government budgets.

RESPONSE: EIS Sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4 have been revised to reflect
updated information on the availability of reserve funding levels.

452 22 ISSUE: How does the Air Force propose to avoid overbuilding in Wyoming
so that vacancy rates do not soar once construction is completed?

RESPONSE: The Air Force will provide information on program housing
requirements to the private housing industry so that an appropriate
response to increased demands can be made.

452 23 ISSUE: Demands for rental units in the Cheyenne, Wyoming area are not
completely assessed. Demand should be tied to location and
affordability. Are units available in locations and at costs commensurate
with demand?

RESPONSE: Discussions with real estate market representatives and local
officials indicate a sufficient supply of rental units is available to meet
program-related demands without any adverse market impacts.

452 24 ISSUE: While the program-related increase in demand for solid waste
disposal in Cheyenne, Wyoming may be small, the Air Force has a
responsibility to assure that adequate solid waste facilities are available
to manage project impacts. Cheyenne's ability to locate, permit, and
develop a new landfill by the 1992 deadline should also be assessed.

RESPONSE: Program-related solid waste will be collected by a private
contractor and transported to the existing landfill or to the waste disposal
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facility developed by the city to replace the landfill. To the extent
feasible, the Air Force will cooperate with other agencies in developing
this facility.

452 25 ISSUE: What systems are proposed to monitor impacts, coordinate
mitigation with local governmental bodies, address unforeseen problems,
and assure that expected impacts are not significantly greater than
expected?

RESPONSE: A monitoring program designed to track key project and
community indicators will be implemented, as necessary, to assure the
identification and mitigation of unforeseen impacts.

453 1 ISSUE: The general public was given insufficient time to prepare for the
Draft EIS hearings. The Draft EIS was not received by private citizens
until approximately three weeks before the scheduled hearing, although
government agencies reportedly had the document weeks ahead of that
time.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

453 2 ISSUE: A Draft EIS hearing should be held in Laramie, Wyoming. It is
unfair to expect people in Laramie to drive 45 miles to attend a hearing.
We would be directly impacted by the movement of trains on the rails of
Wyoming as well as by any accidents associated with the MX program, and
our community deserves to have a hearing scheduled to allow concerned
residents to ask questions and voice their concerns.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

453 3 ISSUE: The No Action Alternative needs to be more thoroughly addressed
in the Final EIS. Specifically, the impacts of using MX Rail Garrison
funds elsewhere in our society should be considered. The United States is
a debtor nation, and the Final EIS should look at whether our national
security environment would be better enhanced by using these funds to
reduce the national debt -- or to feed the hungry, house the homeless,
eradicate illiteracy, and provide health care to our people.

RESPONSE: The issue of budgetary priorities is beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

453 4 ISSUE: I would like to see the accident issue considered in greater depth,
using real rail accidents as possible scenarios and determining whether or
not such disasters could be avoided in the MX program and what would
happen if they were not. The recent heat buckling of rails is one type of
incident that comes to mind. How can the Air Force assure that
maintenance of hundreds of thousands of miles cf track can be adequate?
What about the human error factor that could result in an accidental
launch: how can the public be sure that personnel are trained to eliminate
such risks, when we have too many tragic accidents demonstrating
otherwise?

RESPONSE: The safety analysis done by Sandia National Laboratories for
this system considered all types of accidents reported to the Federal
Railway Administration and the probability of such accidents. The plans
for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system include many precautions for
avoiding accidents, including monitoring track conditions and eliminating
human error. Also see response to Document 15, Comment 3.
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453 5 ISSUE: The Final EIS should address the wartime effects of the system.

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

453 6 ISSUE: National need should be more clearly defined.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 98.

453 7 ISSUE: If an explosive safety zone is needed at the siting facilities,
wouldn't similar areas be required on each side of all railroad tracks
proposed for the system?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 28.

453 8 ISSUE: Commentor disputes that socioeconomic impacts at F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming are low and not significant. Spending $10-15 million on
nuclear warheads when people go hungry and without shelter is a serious
social and economic concern.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 7.

453 9 ISSUE: Mitigation measures and options should have been determined
prior to issuing the Draft EIS and addressed therein for public comment.

RESPONSE: Mitigation measures have been addressed for all resources if
significant impacts have been identified. In general, the Air Force,
through its construction agent, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE),
will implement those mitigation measures directly under the control of
the COE. Measures more appropriately developed and implemented by
other institutions will be supported to the extent possible.

453 10 ISSUE: The Air Force always states that MX hearings are not a forum for
persons to state their views on arms control. However, the Air Force
never says that the hearings are not a forum for people to praise the
military. The entire EIS process needs to be more sensitive to the views of
all and not a rubber-stamp process for the escalation of the nuclear arms
race.

RESPONSE: Noted.

454 1 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about putting the State of Arkansas at a
strategic target point.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

454 2 ISSUE: What would happen to the ecological balance and how many people
would be affected if a train with a missile derailed over the river in the
state?

RESPONSE: With regard to the potential for stream contamination,
perhaps the worst spill incident would involve diesel fuel from a
locomotive reaching a stream. This is due to the large volume of material
potentially involved (up to 13,000 gallons) and the mobility of the liquid,
which enable it to reach a stream and be rapidly transported away from
the spill site. In a flowing stream, diesel fuel could be carried many miles
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downstream from a spill. Although the fuel is not readily soluble in water,
it is toxic to aquatic animals at low concentrations and could be expected
to kill most organisms downstream from the spill, particularly in a small,
shallow stream. After spill cleanup efforts were completed, toxic
concentrations of fuel would be quickly flushed away in such an
environment. Repopulation of aquatic organisms of the affected stream
stretch would likely occur within a year or two following the spill for most
species.

454 3 ISSUE: Who defines peacetime?

RESPONSE: Under U.S. Constitution, Section 8, Clause 11, Congress has
the authority to declare war. Congress and the President exert the war
power of the nation and the President has the authority to use the military
and Naval forces to repel an attack. Peacetime is the absence of either a
declaration of war by Congress or a Presidential determination of a need
to repel an attack by a foreign power.

454 4 ISSUE: Who deems it necessary to start the MX on the rails?

RESPONSE: A higher authority which can be defined as the President and
Secretary of Defense and their duly designated alternates or successors.

454 5 ISSUE: How many practice runs must it make?

RESPONSE: Two training trains without any warheads or missile
propellants would travel to the garrison installat.ons every quarter to
conduct dispersal training exercises.

454 6 ISSUE: In lieu of the INF treaty, why are we doing this?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

454 7 ISSUE: What will be done to protect the people during the four to six
hours time period at deployment.

RESPONSE: No additional actions are needed to protect the United

States population during dispersal of the trains in times of national need.

455 1 ISSUE: Can the existing railroad lines safely accommodate the MX cars?

RESPONSE: Yes. Also see response to Document 118, Comment 1.

455 2 ISSUE: Will the railroad lines be well maintained to assure no accidents
will occur?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

455 3 ISSUE: Will the citizens in the area that the MX passes through be
affected, bothered, disrupted, or their privacy jeopardized?

RESPONSE: Transit of the Peacekeeper train will have no more impact
than a commercial freight train.

456 1 ISSUE: Existing pollution at 18 onbase sites at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas
are already too high, which should make the base an unlikely candidate for
the project.
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RESPONSE: Existing contaminated sites at the base are being evaluated
by a different contractor so that cleanup activities can be completed.
This program recognizes these sites and will avoid any conflict with future
cleanup activities.

457 1 ISSUE Commentor opposed to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison for reasons
such as it is antithetical to national defense, threatens weaker nations,
and the full scope of historical and environmental effects are inadequate.

RESPONSE: Noted.

458 1 ISSUE: It seems quite clear that the trains will be easily identifiable and
are an open invitation to sabotage.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

458 2 ISSUE: The size and weight of the train will make accidents much more
likely.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

459 1 ISSUE: The trains will be bigger so that they can't be hidden; the greater
weight of the train will make accidents very probable and sabotage would
be easier.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

460 1 ISSUE: Has the Air Force thought about the amount of rail disasters in
the past few years?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 453, Comment 4.

461 1 ISSUE: The new stress and weight will be detrimental to the safety of the
track.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

461 2 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about accidents caused by human error.

RESPONSE: Noted.

461 3 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to MX because of probable increased
terrorism, the MX will be a prime target, and because of security
problem.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

462 1 ISSUE: The making and waging of war whether it's called a police action,
undercover, or for reasons of national or global security will be damaging
to the environment. There should be no place for nuclear weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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463 1 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program is not environmentally
sound and system vulnerability is underestimated with warhead and
propellant fuel posing enormous dangers.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

464 1 ISSUE: Commentor is in support of deployment at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas because of the positive economic impact which the project will
have in the area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

465 1 ISSUE: Commentor critical of civic leaders ability to speak at the public
hearing and the commentor not able to speak. Also submitted newspaper
article with his comment on the article.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

466 1 ISSUE: Commentor is in support of this deployment and is supporting and
serving any Air Force program and personnel.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

467 1 ISSUE: Disturbance to Allen Lake, Michigan should not be permitted since
mitigation procedures cannot compensate for the loss.

RESPONSE: Allen Lake will not be physically disturbed by the program;
however, it will receive some sediment generated by construction of a rail
spur embankment 0.2 mile north. This situation will last for only a year or
two until revegetation is complete.

467 2 ISSUE: Because of disturbance to Allen Lake and nearby water resources
in Michigan, a second rail connector is impractical and environmentally
dangerous.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 467, Comment 1.

467 3 ISSUE: The existing groundwater contamination problems in Michigan
should be corrected before any new program is considered.

RESPONSE: By the end of 1989, three separate groundwater purge wells
and air stripping systems will have been installed at Wurtsmith AFB to
control the movement of and to decontaminate polluted plumes of
groundwater underlying the base. To date, groundwater cleanup measures
at the base have exceeded $8.0 million. The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program will be operated to avoid the creation of new groundwater
problems at the base.

467 4 ISSUE: Where will the missiles strike?

RESPONSE- Issues regarding intentional use of the system are beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

467 5 ISSUE: The recent INF Treaty indicates that a reduction has been made
so there is no apparent need for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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468 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Little Rock AFB, Arkansas for the

installation of the Peacekeeper mission.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

469 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program
being located anywhere because of potential dangers and rail safety.
Money is better spent on such things as toxic waste cleanup, reducing drug
problem, and education.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

469 2 ISSUE: Why are such issues as the "national security policy,"
"psychological impact," and "morality" considered "beyond the scope" of
these hearings?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 32, Comment 1 and Document 5,
Comment 14.

469 3 ISSUE: Why hasn't the "No Action Alternative" been considered in terms
of the nationwide economic impact? How many jobs would be created if
over $10 billion was spent instead on education or medical science, for
example? Or how many jobs would be created if the money was left in the
civilian economy instead of toward taxes for military expenses?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 31.

469 4 ISSUE: Why were only 61 lines of text (8 of them original text) devoted to
the "No Action Alternative" rather than being seriously considered and
detailed in the EIS?

RESPONSE: The result of the No Action Alternative to Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison is that current conditions and trends will continue. Also see
response to Document 37, Comment 15.

469 5 ISSUE: Why wasn't there a "no MX alternative" considered in the EIS?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

469 6 ISSUE: Will the 50 MX missiles described in the "Proposed Action" be
some that are currently deployed or new missiles? If new missiles, why
aren't these costs included in the expenditures table?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 390, Comment 1.

469 7 ISSUE-- Why does the Air Force believe that we do not already have
"sufficient military strength?"

RESPONSE: Issues of national defense are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

469 8 ISSUE: What is the danger of "appropriately armed" security personnel to
civilians living or traveling near the tracks who might be misidentified as
a threat? Who will be considered a threat?
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RESPONSE See responses to Document 33, Comments 7, 12, 13 and
Document 366, Comment 19.

469 9 ISSUE: Is the purchase price of the "supplemental railcars" included in the
cost estimates?

RESPONSE: Yes.

469 10 ISSUE: Because this system is supposed to complicate the enemy's
targeting task, does this mean that more towns and communities along the
route could expect to be targets of an attack in a nuclear war?

RESPONSE: Issues of enemy targeting strategy are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

469 11 ISSUE: If civilian dispatchers will know the precise location of trains,
what would keep the Soviets or others from gaining this information?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

469 12 ISSUE: What would compel these civilian dispatchers and other employees
to stay on the job during a crisis?

RESPONSE: The nation has continuously shown a cohesiveness (as with
the Cuban Missile Crisis) when national peril is obvious and it is expected
that the dispatchers would remain on the job.

469 13 ISSUF: Would the civil dispatchers also be subjected to the random drug
testing, security, medical, and psychological checks discussed in the Draft
EIS?

RESPONSE: The Air Force is not authorized to impose those measures.

469 14 ISSUE: Although the trains are said to move randomly throughout the
United States, won't they actually be given special consideration and
rights-of-way privileges thereby possibly increasing collisions and other
accidents?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 438, Comment 32.

469 15 ISSUE: The employment projections amount to a claim of over 52,000 jobs
per billion dollars spent. This amount Is too high according to similar,
reputable studies. What indicators and assumptions were used to generate
these employment figures?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 438, Comment 35.

469 16 ISSUE: Job type fluctuations are indicated from year to year according to
program needs (research and development and operations). Thus, spending
would not generate similar jobs per billion ratio. What indicators and
assumptions were used to generate these employment figures?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 438, Comment 35.

469 17 ISSUE: A boom-bust pattern is predicted in the Draft EIS with job
numbers fluctuating from 40,000 to 148,000 to 13,000 and to under 12,000
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in 1994 and beyond. Will these short-term jobs really have a positive
effect on this community and in the nation as a whole? It has been found
that a community in Michigan diversified its economic base (after losing
Air Force base jobs) and achieved a stronger and more secure job market
and economic stability than experienced during its dependence on military
spending. Let us not be swayed by the promise of jobs and money flowing
into the community before we look seriously at alternatives.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

470 1 ISSUE: The EIS glossed over the worst-case scenario of rail collision and
other accidents in highly populated areas such as Whiteman AFB, Missouri
and along UP tracks to St. Louis and Kansas City.

RESPONSE: The probabilistic risk analysis done for the safety chapter of
the EIS takes into account accidents in highly populated areas. The
results of that analysis are reported in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

470 2 ISSUE: A mobile missile system only expands the target area in the event
of a first strike or a retaliation.

RESPONSE: Issues of enemy targeting are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

470 3 ISSUE: The system is destabilizing, costly, and an ineffective system for
our national defense.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

471 1 ISSUE: Commentor protests the holding of only one hearing for Montana
in Great Falls.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

471 2 ISSUE: Commentor protests only 22 days to review the document. The
public should be given sufficient time to study it.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

471 3 ISSUE: The No Action Alternative was inadequately studied in the Draft
EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

471 4 ISSUE: What would be the economic impact on the Region of Influence in
Great Falls/ Cascade County, Montana of injecting $92 million into the
economy for community development? What would be the impact of
dividing $15 billion among 11 host communities of the MX?

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

472 1 ISSUE: The EIS operates under the assumption that the warheads will not
be used when in fact they will be creating a global environmental impact.

RESPONSE: Issues regarding intentional use of the system are beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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472 2 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not include the effects to eastern Washington
area from fallout and other harmful effects of detonation of a bomb in
Russia creating environmental effects in the United States and its allies.

RESPONSE: The issue of fallout is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1.

472 3 ISSUE: The Final EIS should state the effect in the Spokane, Washington
area of accidental detonation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 21, Comment 1.

472 4 ISSUE: The EIS should include psychological effects on the populace as a
result of this weapon system and being a target for nuclear attack.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

472 5 ISSUE: The EIS is defective for failing to assess the increased potential of
nuclear war due to tension and anxiety of the Russian populace toward the
American populace and vice versa.

RESPONSE: The increased potential for nuclear war is beyond the scope

of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

473 1 ISSUE: Will 50 new MX missiles be built?

RESPONSE: The Proposed Action assumes 50 new missiles.

473 2 ISSUE: Why aren't the costs of building the 50 new MX missiles included
in the Draft EIS (pg 4.1-2)? Also new MX costs are missing from the

Alternative Action proposal to deploy 100 MX on 50 trains.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 11.

473 3 ISSUE: MX relocation/silo shutdown costs are missing from the
Alternative Action proposal to deploy 100 MX on 50 trains.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 404, Comment 21.

473 4 ISSUE: Won't the MX trains make nuclear targets of every town along
their route?

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

473 5 ISSUE: Isn't it possible that at some future date MX trains will be
dispersed on public rail lines all the time? Why isn't this rail-mobile
option even mentioned in the Draft EIS? Is the Air Force willing to state
categorically that this is not being considered?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 404, Comment 23.

473 6 ISSUE: Won't MX trains be vulnerable to sabotage? Why isn't the issue of
sabotage addressed in the Draft EIS? Will people with packs or briefcases
be detained and searched by MX security crews?
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RESPONSE: See responses to Document 6, Comment 2 and Document 35,
Comment 13.

473 7 ISSUE: Will train security personnel pose dangers to the public? MX
trains will have "appropriately armed" security personnel. Will the
security personnel on training trains be authorized to use force if
protestors are encountered? Will trains be authorized to run over
protestors? Could innocent people be hurt if they were misidentified as a
threat by armed security personnel?

RESPONSE: No. See responses to Document 33, Comments 7 and 12 and
Document 366, Comment 19.

473 8 ISSUE: If civilian dispatchers know the precise location of MX trains,
couldn't Soviet intelligence also find out?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

473 9 ISSUE: Who will control the movements of the MX trains?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 78.

473 10 ISSUE: How many civilian railroad employees will know that an MX train
is operating within their area of trackage?

RESPONSE: The numbers of dispatchers on duty during infrequent train
movements for each railroad company is not known at this time.

473 11 ISSUE: Will civilian dispatchers have total authority over the MX train or
will the train commander have special rights-of-way privileges or other
extraordinary powers?

RESPONSE: It depends on the operations scenario. The missile train
could be given sufficient priority to move upon the authority of, and
according to, the procedures established for the train commander. In
some cases, however, coordination of activity between the Air Force and
rail industry may be required for the train's safe and effective
movement. In all operations situations, the Air Force will select the train
route. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 76.

473 12 ISSUE:- How much disruption would Peacekeeper trains cause to other rail
traffic and road traffic which must cross rail lines?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comment 76 and
Document 438, Comment 32.

473 13 ISSUE: How widespread will the imposition be for railroad dispatch crews
in proposed operating areas given security clearance and background
checks, etc.? How much will it cost? Are these measures constitutional?

RESPONSE: The Air Force will work with the railroad to provide
appropriately certified people to accomplish the required tasking. Costs
are not known.

473 14 ISSUE: How thoroughly would MX trains be tested before deployment?
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RESPONSE: The test program is divided into three phases: development
testing, integration testing, and weapon system testing. This is addressed
in Chapter 1 of the EIS.

473 15 ISSUE- It seems, while the trains might be completely tested, the missile
will not.

RESPONSE: The Air Force has every confidence the missile will perform
to its design requirements. Seventeen out of 17 flights tests have shown
the Peacekeeper to be the most accurate ICBM in history and meeting all
performance requirements.

473 16 ISSUE: How many jobs would the MX program really generate on a
nationwide scale? The Draft EIS statistics on the national impact on
employment (direct, indirect, and induced) Rail Garrison expenditures is
highly suspect. The projected employment rate is over 52,000 jobs (man-
years) per billion dollars spent, a rate completely outside the range of all
reputable studies on military spending (it is too high by somewhere
between 50-100% -- see, for example, the study "The Empty Pork
Barrel"). What indicators and assumptions were used to generate these
employment figures? What is included under the category "induced?"

RESPONSE: See response to Document 438, Comment 35.

473 17 ISSUE: An indication of sloppy employment analysis in the Draft EIS is
the lack of fluctuation in the number of jobs generated per dollar spent.
Even though nearly all the Fiscal Year (FY) 1989 money from the program
would go towards research and development, and nearly all the FY 1992
funds would go towards operations -- employing very different types of
workers -- the ratio of jobs generated remain about the same. A refined
analysis would not produce such figures. What indicators and assumptions
were used by the Air Force to generate these employment figures? Please
be as detailed as possible.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 438, Comment 35.

473 18 ISSUE.* What about the jobs that would be generated if the money was
invested productively instead of squandered on weapons we don't need?
The Draft EIS fails to consider the job creation potential of spending
the $10 to $15 billion it projects for MX Rail Garrison on something else
instead - education or low-income housing, for example. Instead of
presenting real alternatives, the illusion is manufactured that the money
for MX trains would appear out of thin air. Money which simply remains
in the civilian economy (instead of being taxed for the military) also
creates jobs, and some rough figures should be provided for comparison
before MX trains are accepted as some kind of jobs miracle.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 7.

473 19 ISSUE: More attention should be given to the trauma for local economies
from the "boom-bust" job cycle that would accompany the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison program. The Draft EIS forecasts that jobs created by the
program would go "from nearly 40,000 in fiscal year (FY) 1989 to nearly
148,000 in FY 1991, and then decline sharply to 13,000 by FY 1993 and
just under 12,000 in FY 1994 and beyond (nationally)." Will the benefits of
mostly short-term jobs have a net positive effect or will the dislocation
and transition difficulties they create tend to offset the positive benefits?
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

473 20 ISSUE: Don't we already have enough nuclear weapons for deterrence?
According to the Congressional Budget Office (November 1987),
approximately 3,700 United States nuclear weapons would endure even the
most unexpected Soviet surprise attack, while roughly 8,200 United States
nuclear weapons would remain if there was enough warning time to alert
our strategic forces. Doesn't this constitute "sufficient military
strength?"

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

473 21 ISSUE: Why have a number of issues been declared "beyond the scope" of
the hearings, including: "national security policy" (including "arms control
impact" and "wartime effect"), "morality," and "psychological impact" of
Rail Garrison deployment. It is my considered opinion that the No Action
Alternative would be found superior to all MX deployment options in
terms of these criteria, if such an analysis were included.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 3, Comment 1, Document 5,
Commeit 14, and Document 37, Comment 15.

473 22 ISSUE: Why are so few basing alternatives (such as carry hard, superhard
silos, shallow tunnel, deep basing) not considered in the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

473 23 ISSUE: There has been some indication that the MX trains will have
"supplemental" train cars attached, apparently to make it more difficult
to distinguish the trains from regular rail traffic. About 60 supplemental
train cars would have to be added to each MX train to approximate the
length of average commercial trains. This would require roughly 240
supplemental cars at each four-MX train installation. Has adequate
storage space been set aside for these extra cars? Has the cost of
supplemental cars been calculated and included in the total program
costs?

RESPONSE: In the current design, each Train Alert Shelter (TAS) has an
attached 400 foot shelter for the supplemental cars. There would not be
60 supplemental cars, only the number which would fit in the TAS
attachment. The cost of the supplemental cars was included in the cost
analysis.

473 24 ISSUE: Problems continue to plague the guidance systems of the silo-
based MX missiles already deployed. Shouldn't these problems be rectified
before production of additional MX missiles is even considered? Will
train-based MX missiles use the same guidance system or will they require
an even more complicated and untested design?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 410, Comment 10 and
Document 473, Comment 15.

473 25 ISSUE: Has the Air Force conducted any studies as to potential public
reaction to the MX trains?
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RESPONSE: As a result of the EIS scoping and public hearing process, the
Air Force has received public reaction to the program. However, no
studies have been conducted to determine public reaction as this is outside
the scope of this EIS.

473 26 ISSUE: Who will pay the legal fees if there are protests of MX train
movements? Isn't this a potential hidden cost for local communities?

RESPONSE: The issue of legal fees or other costs incurred as a result of
protests is speculative and beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 33, Comment 10.

474 1 ISSUE: The ultimate environmental impact of using the MX missile should
be addressed in the Final EIS. Also submitted a resolution on weapons of
mass destruction.

RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

474 2 ISSUE: In 1985, Congress voted for deployment of only 50 missiles. Why
are 50 more missiles being proposed now?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.1.

474 3 ISSUE: Every opportunity that is available to educate the public about the
use of nuclear weapons must be used.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

475 1 ISSUE: Commentor says the Air Force failed to consider reasonable
alternatives and asks that the Air Force revise the FIS to fully analyze
each alternative for location of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison facilities
in the Cheyenne, Wyoming area and respond to all concerns raised by the
public.

RESPONSE: The EIS analyzes alternative facility locations at F.E.
Warren AFB, Wyoming. Responses to all comments are included in the
appendix to EIS Volume 1.

475 2 ISSUE: Little information on the Missile Assembly Building (MAB) is given
in the EIS, if it is in a mountain range near Cheyenne, and painted pale
blue, it would look strange and affect adjacent developed areas adversely.

RESPONSE: The text of the EIS has been amended to briefly discuss this
concern. The MAB would reach heights of 140 feet, but it would be
located about 8,400 feet (1.6 miles) from the Western Hills subdivision
(one key observation point) and 10,600 feet from 1-25 (the other key
observation point). With intervening higher land (that would block the
view) the MAB could be seen from the back of about ten Western Hills
residences and would be seen to rise about 1.3 degrees above the horizon.
However, for the most part, intervening topography would prelude views
of the the MAB from the east base boundary. The light color of the MAB
would tend to make the part extending above the nearby hills less visible
against the mountain backgrounds. Night lighting would be similar to that
presently found at the base Weapons Storage Area (see EIS Section
4.2.4.3).
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476 1 ISSUE: There is no realistic inclusion of the human factors as assurances
that MX operators will not be mentally incapacitated by drugs, depression
or strain due to wartime pressures like the recent mistaken identification
of a civilian plane over Iran.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 4.

476 2 ISSUE: There is no analysis of how the Air Force would counteract
sabotage of Burlington Northern tracks and crossings.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

476 3 ISSUE: There is no explanation of how figures such as "1.3 additional
deaths" were calculated. If track-related fatalities are based on
percentage of Fairchild, Washington tracks vs. United States total tracks,
there is little to show that such accidents as the August mishap with
Amtrak derailing due to overheated rails could not happen with MX.

RESPONSE: The safety chapter has been revised and edited to provide
more explanation of the calculations (see EIS Section 5.3). The possibility
of derailment by heat-buckled track as occurred in August is addressed in
EIS Section 5.2.3. The calculations of risk in the Draft EIS included that
possibility by considering all historical accident causes in the Federal
Railroad Administration accident records over a 5-year period.

476 4 ISSUE: There was no analysis of how wartime deployment on Burlington
Northern tracks would not conflict with Federal Emergency Management
Agency evacuation routes already in place for - Spokane County in
Washington.

RESPONSE: The addition of 25 trains to a country wide rail network that
handles 5,000 to 7,000 train trips a day is not expected to cause any
substantial interference with rail traffic at any location.

476 5 ISSUE: There was no realistic analysis of how highly flammable contents
of MX containers would be handled by Fairchild AFB, Washington or local
firefighters in the event of explosion.

RESPONSE: The missile propellants would burn completely in minutes and
could not be extinguished by any practical means. Firefighters and others
should remain clear of the area until the propellants are burned out, then
fight secondary fires, which result, if any.

476 6 ISSUE: There was no regard for the close proximity to Spokane
International Airport, Washington and the possibility of air crash on or
near the garrison.

RESPONSE: The probability of an airplane crashing into a Peacekeeper
train in the garrison or elsewhere is considered to be remote. In the event
of such an unlikely occurrence, the environmental effects would be no
different than those discussed in Section 5.4 of the EIS.

476 7 ISSUE. No precise break-out of economic impact in terms of specific job
descriptions for civilian and military personnel is given.

RESPONSE: Direct civilian jobs during the construction period would be
principally construction-related jobs. Secondary jobs would be created
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across all sectors of the local economy. Civilian jobs during operation
would be principally white-collar workers. Military jobs would range from
security-related positions to launch control posttions.

476 8 ISSUE: The cost to the economy should be in the perspective of lost jobs
due to the high tech percentages of dollars with every $1 billion in
military expenditures.

RESPONSE: Program activities are generally considered economically
beneficial in that jobs are created, not lost.

476 9 ISSUE: The statement that there are no uranium mines in the Fairchild
AFB, Washington vicinity is inaccurate.

RESPONSE: The EIS states that mineral resources were not identified in
the Region of Influence (ROI) which is approximately a 1-mile radius
surrounding the base. The statements made in the EIS are accurate
because uranium, precious metal, and critical/strategic material have
been identified in the Spokane, Washington area but not within the ROI.

476 10 ISSUE. There is missing analysis of the threat of fire in this area. Note
the current burning conditions and the number of acres burned in/around
Spokane, Washington just this summer.

RESPONSE: The issue of an analysis of the threat of fire in the area
because of current burning conditions is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

477 1 ISSUE: The EIS does not address the psychological and social impacts
from making the Inland Empire a potential first-strike location.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

478 1 ISSUE: Commentor strongly urges deploying the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas because the mission contributes
greatly to the security of the nation, environmental impacts will be
minimal, and the economic impact will be positive.

RESPONSE: Noted.

479 1 ISSUE: The plan is fraught with dangers to residents near the area where
the trains with missiles would be moving.

RESPONSE: Noted.

479 2 ISSUE: Why was there no hearing in Lubbock, Texas through which the
trains would move? Is one planned in the future?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

479 3 ISSUE: Why has your plan not been approved by Congress?

RESPONSE: The EIS is an element in the decision-making process. The
President and Congress will make the final decision (see EIS Chapter 1).

479 4 ISSUE Commentor opposed to development of the MX missiles and
strongly urges the plan to develop and base them anywhere be abandoned.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

480 1 ISSUE: The State Historical Society of North Dakota will give its review
of the Draft EIS after the cultural resources surveys have been completed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 424, Comment 6.

481 1 ISSUE: The statement was made by the Air Force at a public hearing that
a good deal of the technology embroiled in the Minuteman missile force
was 20 to 25 years old. That is not true; the Minuteman III has been
constantly upgraded. I respectfully request that when you discuss the
Minuteman missile system with the public in the future, you not leave the
impression that nothing has been done to modernize our ICBM forces for
two decades, or more. Such unfounded assertions add undue pressure to
deploy the Peacekeeper.

RESPONSE: The assertion that a good deal of the technology
incorporated with the Minuteman missile system is 20 or 25 year old is not
inconsistent with the fact that elements of the system have been upgraded
and incorporated with very recent technology.

481 2 ISSUE: If there are plans or studies conducted or underway to "harden"
the advanced train control system (ATCS) against electromagnetic pulse
effects, the economic and other impacts of that program should be
addressed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: The Proposed Action does not include reliance on ATCS or
hardening of the system. If that is proposed later, any significant
environmental impacts will be addressed in appropriate impact analysis
documents.

481 3 ISSUE: Commentor asks for information on system "hardness" tests,
vulnerability of the system to Soviet nuclear barrage attacks, estimates
of Soviet intelligence cycle time, threat of Soviet blackjack bomber to
the Rail Garrison system, what will constitute strategic warning, and
other issues of nuclear weapon strategy.

RESPONSE: The issues of defense strategy and capabilities are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

481 4 ISSUE: Are the costs of producing the warheads for the Peacekeeper
included in the stated cost of the program? If not, what will the cost be?

RESPONSE: The costs of production of warheads are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

482 1 ISSUE-- The assertions in the EIS that estimates of the consequences of
radiation exposure are less precise because the health effects of radiation
cannot be measured accurately and one humans health effect of low doses
of ionizing radiation is the very small possibility that an exposed person
may develop cancer are inconsistent. How can the risk be known to be
low if the effects cannot be measured accurately? What is the basis for
the prediction of human health effects?

RESPONSE: The end of the first sentence quoted above should read "...
health effects of radiation cannot be measured as accurately." The source
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of the estimate of human health effects is Recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection, Annuals of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection, ICRP - 26 Volume 1,
Oxford, England, 1977.

482 2 ISSUE: The Draft EIS states that in the event of dispersal of radioactive
material, the public would be kept at a safe distance. How is that safe
distance determined?

RESPONSE: Radiation monitoring would begin as soon as possible. A safe
distance would be determined by the Department of Defense, Department
of Energy, and Environmental Protection Agency experts and would be at
least the minimum distance required to ensure that no one was
accidentally contaminated. Factors such as nature of the contamination
risks and meteorological condition would be taken into account.

482 3 ISSUE: What about dispersal of radioactive materials in an area not
readily accessible to Department of Defense and Environmental
Protection Agency "contingency plans?"

RESPONSE: The ease, speed and cost of cleanup would be dependent on
the accessibility of the site of the dispersal. The first priority will be
minimizing adverse effects.

482 4 ISSUE: Commentor requests that the number of personnel treated for
drug and alcohol-related causes under Air Force personnel reliability
programs be provided.

RESPONSE: The requested statistics were not used in preparation of this
EIS and are not available from this office. The request may be made to
Headquarters, Strategic Air Command, Offutt AFB, Nebraska.

482 5 ISSUE: Nowhere in the Draft EIS is there a statement that radioactive
materials could not be released as a result of sabotage or terrorist
activity.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 17.

482 6 ISSUE: Given the amount of weapons grade nuclear material unaccounted
for at Hanford and other production facilities, the trains could be
attacked by a nuclear weapon, fired or launched outside the area of
electronic surveillance.

RESPONSE: Noted.

482 7 ISSUE: Would a successful terrorist attack or sabotage at the point the
train leaves the garrison prevent use of the system?

RESPONSE: No. The system is designed to allow launch of the missilesfrom the garrison, so there could be a delay in dispersal, but not a
disabling of the missile system.

482 ISSUE: Every document referenced in the Draft EIS should be distributed
to all persons who testified, all who have requested a copy of the Draft
EIS or Final EIS, and all organizations similarly situated and that the
National Environmental Policy Act process be suspended to allow each
person at least 60 days to review, digest, and comment on these
dcuments.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

482 9 ISSUE.- EIS Table 4.6-1, Page 4.6-3 does not state whether the number of
direct jobs is for the Region of Influence (ROI) of Fairchild AFB,
Washington.

RESPONSE: The number of direct jobs listed in EIS Table 4.6-1 is for the
ROI. These numbers correspond to the direct employment numbers listed
in EIS Table 4.6-1.

482 10 ISSUE: EIS Table 4.6.1-1 does give Region of Influence (ROI) employment
for the Proposed Action but not for the alternative. There are no data to
substantiate figures or prove these are new, not existing jobs.

RESPONSE: EIS Tables 4.6.1-1 and 4.6.1-2, give ROI employment for the
Proposed Action, and Alternative Action, respectively. Direct jobs were
estimated from the Corps of Engineer estimates of the number of man
years needed for program construction, and from Ballistic Missile Office
and Strategic Air Command manpower estimates for system staffing.
Secondary jobs were developed using employment output ratios in
conjunction with regional demand changes estimated from an Input-Output
model. All direct and secondary jobs would be new jobs.

482 11 ISSUE: EIS Table 4.6.1-1 shows the total of the column at the top, but not
all figures are to be added, unlike EIS Table 4.6.1. Why change the
methodology in consecutive tables?

RESPONSE: EIS Table 4.6.1-1 gives total program-related jobs, which are
comprised of direct and secondary jobs. Direct jobs are further broken
down into civilian and military categories. Local hires were put in the
table to show the estimated number of jobs that would be filled by the
local labor supply, and should not be added to direct and secondary jobs to
arrive at total program employment. EIS Table 4.6.1 presents only direct
program employment.

482 12 ISSUE: EIS Table 4.6.1-1 shows 155 secondary jobs, offering no
explanation as to what type of jobs, union jobs, minimum wage jobs or part
time jobs. Without clarifying information, these figures are meaningless
and uninformative to the public trying to analyze the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: Indirect jobs would be created by regional demand changes
brought on by direct program-related outlays for expenditures and
payrolls. Indirect jobs would be created in most major sectors of the
economy, though the majority would be in the construction,
manufacturing, trade, and service sectors. It is expected that these jobs
would receive the prevailing wage rate for each job category, some of
which may be at the minimum wage.

482 13 ISSUE. Would the personal income of $23,000,000 shown in EIS Table
4.6.1-1 for 1991 and in the text be a direct result of the Proposed Action
or the 'rollover' effect on the economy?

RESPONSE: Regional personal income includes wages occurring from
both direct and secondary jobs.
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482 14 ISSUEM The Draft EIS does not give figures estimating construction and
labor costs during the construction period, with a breakdown of civilian
and military labor costs. Without these figures, the socioeconomic
impacts are difficult to predict.

RESPONSE: Construction costs (material and labor) at Fairchild AFB,
Washington are estimated at approximately $80.3 million in constant 1986
dollars (see EIS Section 4.6). During the year of peak construction
activity (1991), approximately 70 percent of the labor cost would be
civilian-related.

482 15 ISSUE: No explanation is offered as to the proportional and actual
decreases in secondary jobs in '92 and '93 in EIS Table 4.6.1-1.

RESPONSE: The reduction in secondary jobs between 1992 and 1993 is
attributable to the phasing down of program-related construction material
procurement. The reduction in the number of direct construction jobs and
program-related expenditures would lead to a reduction in the number of
secondary jobs.

482 16 ISSUE: The impact of the fall in average per capita income receives no
mention in the Fairchild AFB, Washington section of the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: Based on current projections, baseline per capita personal
income is expected to decrease from $11,533 in 1990 to $11,339 in 1995.
Project impacts would not affect these projections appreciably.

482 17 ISSUE: Little mention is given to unemployment and there are no
mitigation measures. While the number of persons unemployed by layoffs
would be a small percentage of the Region of Influence workforce, they
would constitute over 60 percent of the peak time jobs. This would create
a "boom-bust" cycle.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

482 18 ISSUE: There is a serious possibility of hazardous plutonium
contamination if the nuclear material were involved in an explosion or
fire.

RESPONSE: See EIS Chap er 5.

482 19 ISSUE*. Persons in the vicinity of the train cars would be placed at risk
from low-level radiation. The health effects of low doses of radiation
cannot be measured but is recognized to be a probable cause of cancer,
congenital defects, and spontaneous abortions.

RESPONSE: The issue of "accident-free radiological risk" is discussed in
detail in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of the EIS.

482 20 ISSUE.- The Draft EIS states that radiation monitoring of personnel will
continue for the duration of the Rail Garrison program. What will be done
for missile launches, train crew members and others who had been exposed
after the monitoring period ends.

RESPONSE: The text referred to in the comment is misleading in the
Draft EIS and has been clarified in the Final EIS. It should have and now
does read "Radiation monitoring to ensure personnel protection will
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continue for the duration of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program." The
monitoring will be to ensure that no workers are exposed to radiation in
excess of Nuclear Regulatory Commission exposure limits.

482 21 ISSUFL In the event exposure to low doses of radiation causes cancer or
other radiation diseases, what assurance is there that Air Force personnel
will receive compensation?

RESPONSE: The issue of compensation to be paid in the event of an
accident is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

482 22 ISSUE: Why wasn't current water use data for the Fairchild AFB,
Washington Region of Influence (ROI) presented under existing conditions
- Major Water Users?

RESPONSE: The Tacoma Office of the U.S. Geological Survey has only
recently released up-to-date data on county-level water use in
Washington. This data now appears in EIS Section 4.6.7.2. These data are
for 1985 and are consistent with data presented for other ROIs in the EIS.

482 23 ISSUE- What is the possibility of contamination of the Spokane Aquifer
due to groundwater discharges of wastewater resulting from the project?

RESPONSE: The western boundary of the Spokane Aquifer is eight miles
east of Fairchild AFB, Washington. Little or no discharge of wastewater
to the Spokane Aquifer will result from the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program and the potential for contamination to the aquifer is negligible.

482 24 ISSUE: An incorrect factor was used to convert acre-ft into gallons in EIS
Section 4.6.7.3.

RESPONSE: There are 7.48 gallons per cubic feet and 43,560 cubic feet
per acre-ft. The product of these two factors is 325,829 gallons per
acre-ft, not 328,500 s stated by the commentor. For purposes of
analysis, a rounded figure of 326,000 gallons per acre-ft was used for
conversion. Also, the reader should note that many of the water and
wastewater numbers have been rounded but are still within one percent of
the actual number.

482 25 ISSUE-- Calculations performed by the commentor seem to indicate that
widely varying per capita wastewater generation rates were used in the
wastewater analysis conducted for Fairchild AFB, Washington.

RESPONSE: The 30 acre-ft/yr of program-induced wastewater at
Fairchild AFB was calculated from two classes of program-induced people
at the base in 1993 and onwards: daytime workers and new residents. The
base has no statistics suitable for calculation of true, per capita
wastewater rates. Parts of its wastewater collection system are old and
suffer from considerable groundwater infiltration into the system. Thus,
one cannot simply divide wastewater flows by number of users to obtain
realistic per capita rates. Instead, a standard 100 gallons-per-person-
per-day (gpcd) was applied to the 107 new base residents while 40 gallons-
per-capita-per-day was applied to the 419 new workers at the base. This
calculates to about 34 acre-ft/yr in 1993, which, given the uncertainty of
the projections and the per-capita rates, was rounded to the nearest
ten acre-ft. As stated in EIS Section 4.6.7.3, this represents an increase
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of just three percent above baseline wastewater flows at the base.
Further refinement of the figures is not necessary for purposes of
environmental analysis.

482 26 ISSUE: There appears to be a discrepancy between the actual amount of
wastewater discharged by Fairchild AFB, Washington as stated on two
successive pages of the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: Approximately 1,000 acre-ft/yr (actually about 1,008
acre-ft/yr) of wastewater is projected for the base under baseline
conditions, alone. The additional 30 acre-ft/yr attributable to the
program would bring the total to approximately 1,040 acre-ft/yr as stated
under the impact analysis on the following page.

482 27 ISSUE: There is uncertainty concerning the actual amount of additional
wastewater at Fairchild AFB, Washington which would result from the
program.

RESPONSE: As stated in EIS Section 4.6.7.3, the program would result in
approximately 30 acre-ft/yr of additional wastewater at the base.

482 28 ISSUE: What is the justification for consideration of wastewater impacts
under a water resource discussion?

RESPONSE: In the Water Resource description section (EIS Section 3.8.1),
program effects on surface and groundwater quality are presented as
topics of discussion. The quality impacts of new or increased wastewater
discharges are legitimate topics of a water resource impact analysis.

482 29 ISSUE: What is known about the movement and potential for
contamination of treated effluent from Fairchild AFB, Washington which
is disposed to the groundwater?

RESPONSE: The fate of the infiltrated effluent has not been studied.
The effluent is presumed to recharge the basalt formation which underlies
the disposal site. The Washington Department of Ecology has no water
quality concerns associated with the disposal system. There is no
possibility for the infiltrated effluent to affect the quality of the Spokane
Aquifer which is located eight miles east.

482 30 ISSUE: At what point does additional effluent discharge from Fairchild
AFB, Washington render the local groundwater unfit for human
consumption?

RESPONSE: The existing information on the local groundwater system is
not sufficient to accurately answer this question. The proposed program
would generate relatively little additional wastewater (3% above existing
amounts). Given the absence of existing, known problems with the
disposal system, it is reasonable to conclude that the impact would be
minimal.

482 31 ISSUE: Explain how the figure of 2,940 acre-ft/yr of water use at
Fairchild AFB, Washington shown in EIS Figure 4.6.7-1 would remain
constant, given 419 new people employed at the base.

RESPONSE: As implied in the reference to this figure in EIS Section
4.6.7.2, the numbers presented (including 2,940 acre-f t/yr) are for baseline
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conditions only. EIS Table 4.6.7-1, appearing on the same page as the
figure, lists increased water usage attributable to the project. Baseline-
plus-program water usage at the base in 1993 can be estimated to be
approximately 2,990 acre-ft/yr using the data given in the figure and the
table.

482 32 ISSUE: Positive control measures to control and dispose of the toxic
substances generated by the Rail Garrison program should be included in
the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: In compliance with federal regulations, each base has a
Hazardous Waste Management Plan and a Spill Prevention and Response
Plan. These plans identify the process of collecting, storing, and shipping
hazardous wastes. The plans also outline the procedures necessary to
respond to unplanned releases of hazardous wastes. Each of these plans
will be updated incorporating the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison facilities and
the program-related wastes.

482 33 ISSUE: There was discussion of the effect of present toxic waste sites of
Fairchild AFB, Washington on the Rail Garrison program?

RESPONSE: New facilities associated with the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program were sited after evaluating the base's Installation Restoration
Program and consulting with base, state and federal officials. Presently,
no disturbance of any contaminated area onbase is anticipated and
particular attention will be given the placement of the rail line as it
passes the industrial waste lagoons, which are currently being evaluated
for cleanup measures.

482 34 ISSUE: Excluding discussion of the psychological effects of deploying the
system is a violation of the letter and spirit of the National Environmental
Policy Act process.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

482 35 ISSUE: During scoping and Draft EIS public hearings, attendees were told
that comments should be confined to "peacetime operations," but no
documenting basis for that limitation was provided. Request that
commentor and every person who testified or submitted written comments
be provided a copy of the document or documents prohibiting and
excluding testimony on potential environmental impacts of wartime use of
the MX missile.

RESPONSE: The basis for the suggestion that wartime use is beyond the
scope of the EIS is the recently upheld "Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos"
litigation, Romer vs Carlucci (Eight Circuit Court of Appeals, Docket
No. 86-1458, May 18, 1988). Many persons addressed wartime use in their
public comment and they are included in this document.

482 36 ISSUE: Was the Spokane, Washington Chamber of Commerce or any of its
officers notified other than through an announcement in the paper? An
inadequate amount of notice of the hearing was given.

RESPONSE: All organizations who identified themselves at the scoping
meetings, as well as local government officials, and state clearinghouses
were notified of the public hearing information by letter in addition to any
media announcement.
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482 37 ISSUE:_ The Air Force neglected its duty to invite "early and open"

participation in the scoping.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

482 38 ISSUE.- Far from being an "informal public hearing," the Draft EIS hearing
on August 4, 1988 at Medical Lake, Washington was conducted as a court-
martial might be.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 39, Comment 1.

482 39 ISSUE: Announcements of the Medical Lake, Washington hearing were not
distributed to all interested persons and agencies.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 482, Comment 36.

482 40 ISSUE: Two of the three notices given for the Medical Lake, Washington
hearing did not include time limitations.

RESPONSE: Noted.

482 41 ISSUE: Copies of the Draft EIS were generally not available, even from
Fairchild AFB, Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 315, Comment 2.

482 42 ISSUE: The hearing location was not readily accessible to the Spokane,
Washington population.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

482 43 ISSUE: Neutral hearing officers, rather than Air Force personnel subject
to orders and discipline of their superior officers, should be used for
hearings. The hearing officer said to address all remarks to him - there is
no such rule by law.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 39, Comment 1.

482 44 ISSUE: Three minutes is not a "reasonable opportunity to speak."
Speakers were cut off in the mid-sentence. The hearing officer could
have exercised his right to extend the hearing time in order to allow more
speakers.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

482 45 ISSUE-- Hearings should have been held along the rights-of-way.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

483 1 ISSUE.' The Air Force has made statements that this EIS is being done to
determine where the MX should be based in Rail Garrison as opposed to if
the MX should be deployed in Rail Garrison. If that is truly what the Air
Force is doing, it means that this whole process is in violation of the law
and that we might as well not continue with this process. Congress has
not determined if MX will be deployed in Rail Garrison and; therefore, the
Air Force must use the EIS as a way to help Congress and the Air Force to
determine if they should proceed with the proposal.
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RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program is being developed in
response to the congressional mandate to provide a more survivable basing
mode. This EIS was prepared to aid in the following interrelated
decisions: whether or not to deploy Peacekeeper missiles in the Rail
Garrison basing mode, how many Peacekeeper missiles to deploy in this
mode, the deployment locations facility sitings at deployment locations
where alternative sitings are available, and mitigation actions to reduce
identified significant adverse impacts associated with system deployment.

483 2 ISSUE: The Air Force should comply with the National Environmental
Policy Act law and include in the EIS all of the reasonable alternative
basing modes for MX and compare what the impact to the public and the
environment would be in deploying MX in each of those different basing
modes.

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

483 3 ISSUE: The "No Action Alternative" should be thoroughly examined in
terms of the impact on the deployment area if the No Action Alternative
is adopted. This analysis should include the financial impact on both the
national level and on the local deployment area of not spending the money
on MX Rail Garrison.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

483 4 ISSUE: The Air Force should ensure the security of the entire railroad
system on which the MX would possibly be traveling both in times of
nonuse and in times of actual use and what the impact of this action
(security of the tracks) will be on the public and their environment.

RESPONSE: There will be no special security of the rail system.
Peacekeeper trains would comply with operational rules as other
commercial users.

483 5 ISSUE: What safeguards will be used in the event there is a derailment of
the train carrying the MX missile?

RESPONSE: Air Force missile handling experts and other Department of
Defense and Department of Energy accident response teams could respond
to the accident and direct retrieval operation (see EIS Section 5.5).

483 6 ISSUE: What are the impacts of building an anti-ballistic missile system
to protect the MX rail garrison?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 6.

483 7 ISSUE: How is the Air Force planning to deal with keeping the public
from panicking once the public realizes that the trains have been released
and we in fact are in a time of high international crisis and what the
impact of those measures will be on the public.

RESPONSE: The Air Force does not anticipate a panic to occur.

483 8 ISSUE: If you are not going to use an anti-ballistic missile system to
protect Rail Garrison, I would like you to address how the system will be
protected and what impact the construction of that system will have on
the public and their environment.
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RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program is being developed in
response to the congressional mandate to provide a more survivable basing
mode. No additional system is proposed for protection.

483 9 ISSUE: What is the impact of deployment of Small ICBM in conjunction
with deployment of MX in Rail Garrison at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: The impacts of potential deployment are discussed in EIS
Section 4.2 as part of the cumulative impacts.

483 10 ISSUE: What is the impact of the efforts that will be taken by the Air
Force to protect the communication lines involved with MX Rail Garrison
from electromagnetic pulse.

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

483 11 ISSUE: How is the Air Force planning to deal with civilian dispatchers
who know the location of the MX trains in a time of crisis and what the
impact will be on dispatchers in times of high international tension. In
particular, what is the impact on dispatchers in terms of their ability to
communicate with others when off their shift while in a time of high
international tension.

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impacts are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

483 12 ISSUE: What will be the impact (including economic impact) for the
commercial railroad companies when an extended period of high
international tension exists (a 2-week period)? Normal train traffic will
be disrupted during times of high international tension due to deployment
of MX on the railroad and thus an economic loss would be anticipated
from such a break in the normal train traffic. How much loss would you
estimate to occur, and how will this be made up to the railroad
corporations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 76.

483 13 ISSUE: Will the Air Force need to buy land in order to build additional
railroad spurs (for MX Rail Garrison) outside of F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming and if so what procedures will be used to accomplish this
purchase, and what will be the impact in the areas where new land must
be acquired?

RESPONSE: A discussion of land acquisition for the siting of Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison at F.E. Warren AFB is provided in Section 4.2 of the EIS.

483 14 ISSUE How will the current lawsuit by ranchers in the F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming area against the Air Force regarding land leases impact further
land acquisition for MX Rail Garrison?

RESPONSE: The issues are only minimally related; no impact in future
acquisition is anticipated.

483 15 ISSUE: Will the Air Force need to rescind oil and gas leases on land that
may be purchased in order to satisfy the safety zone surrounding the Rail
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Garrison at the base. What impact will the action have on those currently
holding the oil and gas leases.

RESPONSE: The potential acquisition of additional land for base
expansion may affect mineral leases. The Air Force would compensate
the leaseholder or landowner for losses as a result of these expansions.
The negotiations for compensation would be handled on a case-by-case
basis. Certain resource extraction uses of the land within the explosive
safety zone are additionally restricted (e.g., inhabited structures, use of
explosives at certain distances from the installation, mining operations
[surface or underground] which involve workers within certain distances
from the garrison facilities).

483 16 ISSUE: How often will the tracks be checked for problems and what
impact will the checking of the tracks have on individuals living close to
the tracks? Who will check the tracks (military personnel or railroad
personnel) and what impact will this have on the railroad corporations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

483 17 ISSUE: How often will dummy trains be used and how will normal
commercial railroad traffic be impacted by MX Rail Garrison dummy
trains?

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 4.1.2.

483 18 ISSUE: How large a safety zone must be on either side of the tracks in
order to satisfy the safety zone for each missile and what will the impact
be in meeting that safety zone requirement?

RESPONSE: There is no prescribed safety zone for tracks.

484 1 ISSUE: The MX missile is a dangerous, destabilizing, offensive first-strike
weapon.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

484 2 ISSUE: Since trains inevitably have accidents, passing trains with missiles
through population centers large and small introduces major hazards to
the population without its consent.

RESPONSE: The explanation of accident risks associated with the
dispersal of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison trains is presented in
Chapter 5 of the EIS.

484 3 ISSUE: To propose increasing the number of MX missiles at this point is
directly counter to the current atmosphere of containment of the arms
race and would negate the recent achievement of the Reagan
Administration.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

484 4 ISSUE: Commentor recommends that No Action is the best.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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484 5 ISSUE: Commentor recommends postponement of the August 31 deadline

for comments.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

484 6 ISSUE: Commentor recommends holding hearings in every community
along the route.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

485 1 ISSUE: More detail should be included after adjustment to the area of
public finance, to the area of local human service agencies, and the use of
parks and recreation facilities. The City of Cheyenne, Wyoming does not
have the resiliency to provide additional services for program-related
demands.

RESPONSE: Human services and other family-related services are
provided to military personnel by the Air Force through their own onbase
agencies. Monitoring service demands from community-based service
agencies as well as recreation services, for both military and civilian
program-related personnel, during the Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos
program indicates no significant increases in demand for these services
would be expected.

485 2 ISSUE: Mechanisms must be found to properly plan and monitor the

program at a local level for the duration of the program.

RESPONSE: Noted.

485 3 ISSUE: Preparers of the Draft EIS must verify with Cheyenne, Wyoming
officials their interpretation of information and data collected.

RESPONSE: Meetings between Air Force representatives and officials
from the State of Wyoming and the City of Cheyenne were held prior to
the publication of the Final EIS to review data and analyses.

485 4 ISSUE: There is no "state standard" pupil-to-teacher ratio in Wyoming,
the standard was established by local planning criteria, in Cheyenne's
case, the Laramie County School District No. 1. The District's planning
objectives should be used to determine project related costs.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 4.2.1.2 has been revised, omitting the phase
"state standard" and incorporating local planning criteria.

485 5 ISSUE: The majority of funds stated as being available for Laramie and
Cheyenne County in Wyoming and the school district are already
dedicated for specific purposes and could not be redirected to recover
operating costs as suggested.

RESPONSE: EIS Sections 4.2.1.2. and 4.2.1.3 have been revised to reflect
updated information.

485 6 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not contain any information on material
purchases, estimated sales tax payments, or impact assistance payments.
Without such information, Cheyenne and other local officials cannot
compare benefits and costs of the project.
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RESPONSE: Material purchases are estimated at approximately
$4.4 million in constant 1986 dollars over the construction phase. Along
with taxable retail sales purchases associated with program-related
income gains, sales and use tax collections by the City of Cheyenne and
Laramie County would total approximately $550,000 over the 3-year
construction period. Impact aid would generate an additional $540,000 in
constant 1986 dollars. Over the operations phase, these contributions
would decline to approximately $65,000 annually. Although property taxes
and state-shared revenue from mineral royalties and severance taxes
would not be affected by program activities, the increased population is
projected to generate approximately $250,000 annually in other revenues
such as service charges, fines, fees, and vehicle license taxes, as
examples. These program-related increases in revenues would be
sufficient to meet expected expenditures over both the construction and
operations phases of the program.

485 7 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper monitoring program should continue to be funded
to continue into the Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: Monitoring has been identified as a possible mitigative
measure in the Final EIS, and would be implemented, if necessary, to
assist in the mitigation of potential significant impacts. Appropriate
mitigation measures will be identified in the official record of decision for
the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.

485 8 ISSUE: Additional program-related demands on elementary school
facilities cannot be accommodated.

RESPONSE: EIS Sections 4.2.1.2 and 4.2.1.3 have been revised to reflect
current district plans to increase facilities. Under the summary of
impacts section it is noted that if new facilities are not forthcoming,
education impacts may become significant.

485 9 ISSUE: The location of available housing or proposed housing needs to be
established to determine specific school impacts.

RESPONSE: The number of available housing units in Cheyenne, Wyoming
substantially exceeds program requirements. Since the Air Force cannot
tell civilian or even military personnel where to live offbase, the
determination of program-related school enrollments was assumed to
follow existing distributions within the city.

485 10 ISSUE: The State of Wyoming and school district will be unable to absorb
additional educational operating costs during peak year construction.

RESPONSE: Estimated contributions from the State Foundation Program
(approximately $1.0 million in the peak year and $800,00 during
operations) would represent less than a 1-percent increase in the State
Foundation Program budget. Because Foundation Program contributions
represent a major part of local school district revenues and are funded
principally through mineral royalty, severance taxes, and property taxes
(revenue sources which would not be affected by program activities), local
school district impacts may become significant unless funding for
Foundation Program expenditures are changed to capture benefits
associated with program activities. EIS Section 4.2.13 has been revised to
reflect this information.
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485 11 ISSUE: The Department of Defense should commit to implementing
mitigation measures as agreed to in the "Initial Year Mitigation
Agreement" between the Intergovernmental Executive Impact Council and
the Department of the Defense, such as payment of sales and use tax and
recruitment of local labor force.

RESPONSE: It is the policy of the Air Force to make every effort
practicable to avoid environmental impacts through careful design, siting,
and construction of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system, as well as in
activating the system for operation. Specific procedures and guidelines
(referred to as Recommended Mitigation Measures) have been committed
to by the Air Force to protect and restore environmental resources
disturbed by program activity. Additional mitigations (referred to as
Other Possible Mitigation Measures) are also available. Decisions on
which mitigation actions will be implemented by the Air Force will be
made after the Final EIS is file, and will be documented in one or more
Records of Decision.

485 12 ISSUE: It is not true that impacts to local governments are not significant
because "reserve funding levels" and "increased revenues" should be able
to meet expected costs.

RESPONSE: References to reserve funding levels have been revised to
reflect current information. Also see response to Document 485,
Comment 6.

485 13 ISSUE: The program-related population increase is underestimated and
the local hire rate is too- high, unless the Air Force implements a local
hire encouragement program as for the original Peacekeeper deployment.

RESPONSE: The Air Force plans to maximize participation of the local
workforce in the construction of this project as it has previously done.

485 14 ISSUE: The service sector response shown in the Draft EIS is significantly
lower than expected based on both the original Laramie County Economic
Base Study and its recent update.

RESPONSE: Service sector responses are based on projected levels of
program-related population inmigration. Inmigration estimates presented
in the Draft EIS reflect the most recent information available with
respect to local labor hiring practices, as presented in the Peacekeeper in
Minuteman Silos monitoring program at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

485 15 ISSUE: Information distinguishing between rental units and owner
occupied units is necessary to ensure that adequate housing is available to
meet program-related demands.

RESPONSE: It has been agreed with local officials that adequate housing
in the Cheyenne, Wyoming area will exist to house program-related
inmigrants.

485 16 ISSUE: Program-related transportation programs on already congested
Randall Avenue/Interstate 25 interchange in Cheyenne, Wyoming should
bc mitigated along with current and projected north gate traffic.

RESPONSE: Potential mitigation measures are listed in the document
including the possible opening of the north gate as additional access to
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming (see EIS Section 4.2.3.5).
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485 17 ISSUE: Only one percent of project expenditures are proposed for F.E.
Warren AFB, Wyoming. Significant efforts should be made to transfer
project expenditures to areas impacted by deployment to increase
economic benefits of the project to impacted communities.

RESPONSE: The amount of expenditures occurring within a region is
dependent upon the types of labor and materials available in the area and
the contractors who successfully bid and are awarded the program
contracts. These factors cannot be easily or fairly changed. Several of
the mitigations presented in the Final EIS would result in greater local
economic benefits.

485 18 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately analyze the impacts of the Rail
Garrison program on Wyoming. The shortcomings may be corrected
through the implementation of an intergovernmental planning process.

RESPONSE: The Air Force is working with the State of Wyoming to
ensure valid and accurate environmental analyses of potential program
impacts.

486 1 ISSUE: West Central Texas Municipal Water District salutes the Air
Force for the accomplishment of a significant effort to evaluate an
extremely complex proposal within the guidelines of current
environmental and defense security law, policy, and supporting
regulations.

RESPONSE: Noted.

486 2 ISSUE: The EIS should address concerns of appropriate pesticide and
herbicide use on rights-of-way.

RESPONSE: The application of chemical pesticides and herbicides will
not cause significant adverse environmental impacts. These chemicals are
regulated by the Environmentcl Protection Agency and when applied in
the prescribed concentration for their intended use, will not present
unreasonable risks to the environment or human health affects.

487 1 ISSUE: The use of RADTRAN, HAZTRAN and the unidentified computer
code used for air quality impact assessment should be justified.

RESPONSE: A discussion of the justification for their use is included in
EIS Chapter 5.

487 2 ISSUE: EIS Table 5.4.6-1 should be expanded to include numerical risk
quantification associated with each mishap along with the narrative
statement of environmental effects.

RESPONSE: The quantification of risk is presented in Section 5.3 of the
EIS.

488 1 ISSUE: The Draft EIS is unclear on Peacekeeper specific training which
would be provided at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: In addition to the general training activities (e.g., train
simulators and training trains) descril-rl in Section 1.4.6 of the EIS, F.E.
Warren AFB will be the location for t, - specific training facilities. The
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Trainer and Instruction Facility will be used for the initial training of
maintenance and operations personnel. The Missile Rail Trainer Facility
will be used for training personnel in the removal and replacement of the
reentry system and the missile guidance and control system. Also see
response to Document 15, Comment 5.

488 2 ISSUE: Train deployment per garrison site was confusing in the Draft
EIS. Clarification in the Final EIS would be helpful.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 4.1.2 has been revised to clarify train
deployment.

488 3 ISSUE: Design of lighting systems should seek to reduce lighting impacts
on residential areas. The EIS should address this.

RESPONSE: Lighting systems are still under preliminary design, and
therefore can not be described at this time. It is expected that the
system would present a nighttime glow in the sky similar to that now
found at the Weapons Storage Area at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

488 4 ISSUE: The Final EIS will identify the preferred alternative. The effect
of the cultural sites on the alternative selection should be identified in the
Final EIS.

RESPONSE: The EIS evaluates effects of the alternatives on the
environment (e.g., cultural sites), not the reverse. Impacts relating to all
alternatives and options are identified in EIS Section 4.2.5.

488 5 ISSUE: The Region of Influence (ROI) has different significance if it is
used to assess economics, labor market, transportation, and other issues.
Remaining questions on this issue should be resolved before the Final EIS.

RESPONSE: ROIs were defined separately for each environmental
resource in order to assess project impacts for the most appropriate
area. These areas range from multistate and multicounty regions to site-
specific locations within a community.

488 6 ISSUE: Any differences in the significance criteria to address
transportation issues between the previous Peacekeeper EIS and this Draft
EIS should be resolved before the Final EIS.

RESPONSE: The Region of Influence and significance criteria used for
both the Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos and Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
are the same. Impacts would be rated significant if the level of service is
reduced to a substandard level lower than C (see EIS Section 3.4.7).

488 7 ISSUE: Further clarification regarding water quality standards and
impacts should be provided in the Final EIS. The project mitigation should
identify that construction standards will be established to meet water
quality standards.

RESPONSE: The significance criteria in EIS Section 3.8.7 have been
modified to state that the potential for violation of state water quality
standards is grounds for a significant impact. No federal surface water
quality standards exist in the F.E. Warren AFB Region of Influence. The
environmental analysis does address project water quality impacts. As
stated in EIS Chapter 4, standard construction methods, including soil
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stabilization measures and revegetation, plus best management practices
have been assumed as basic mitigations to minimize construction water
quality impacts. Specific construction standards to mitigate water quality
impacts will be identified for each project component in the
environmental plan developed by the specific contractors selected to
construct the project. In addition, the plan will be reviewed by the
program construction agent, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

488 8 ISSUE: The Final EIS should include new housing information.

RESPONSE: Additional housing information, has been included in
Section 4.2.1.2 of the EIS.

488 9 ISSUE: The Draft EIS needs to be modified to reflect enrollment, pupil-
to-teacher ratios, and revenue and reserve data from School District
No. 1. The Final EIS should reflect the new data and the resulting changes
in impacts.

RESPONSE: New data have been incorporated in EIS Sections 4.2.1.2
and 4.2.1.3.

488 10 ISSUE: Employment, revenue, and reserve data for Cheyenne and Laramie
County, Wyoming need to be updated and impacts reassessed.

RESPONSE: See EIS Sections 4.2.1.2 , 4.2.1.3, and 4.2.1.4 for revised
text.

488 11 ISSUE: Impacts on the education system do not reflect' cost impacts felt
by the State School Foundation program. Enrollment Table 4.2.1-1 will
generate demands and these impacts need to be discussed.

RESPONSE: Section 4.2.1.3 of the EIS has been revised to reflect this
new information.

488 12 ISSUE: There is a program for expansion of wastewater service at the Dry
Creek Plant. Other public utility coordination issues need to be
coordinated with the City of Cheyenne, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: This information has been incorporated in EIS
Section 4.2.2.2. Coordination of local utility issues will continue as
necessary.

488 13 ISSUE: Public Service Commission of Wyoming feels that the actual
impacts on gas and electric utilities will be less than that identified in the
Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: The information was provided on gas and electric utilities by
the local utilities and are presented in EIS Sections 4.2.2.3, 4.2.2.4
and 4.2.2.5.

488 14 ISSUE: Transportation issues are difficult to assess in the Draft EIS. The
EIS should provide additional information such as: a) onbase projects
currently being considered; b) current traffic use at the north gate and
related level of service (LOS) on Central Avenue and Yellowstone
Highway; and c) would LOS on Central Avenue be affected by north gate
operations? Mitigation should include coordination with the City and the
Wyoming Highway Department.
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RESPONSE: LOS on Central Avenue will not be affected by north gate
operations (see EIS Section 4.2.3.2). The Air Force will coordinate with
the City and the Wyoming Highway Department on any traffic problems
that may arise because of the program.

488 15 ISSUE: Is there any need to work with local land use planners to identify
areas at risk (in the event of an accident) for future planning and zoning?

RESPONSE: For the north site option, adjoining land use plans are
compatible with proposed project facilities. At the south site, proposed
project facilities would be incompatible with the variety of proposed land
uses indicated in the Cheyenne, Wyoming area development plan. The
proposed restrictive easements would, however, preclude safety risks to
residents (see EIS Section 4.2.4.3).

488 16 ISSUE: Is a second road access necessary at the south site option? If so,
site impacts should address it.

RESPONSE: A second road access for the south site is not necessary.

488 17 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the impact on irrigated land due to
possible abandonment of Swan Reservoir if the south site garrison option
at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming is chosen.

RESPONSE: The main portion of Swan Reservoir would be unaffected by
the south site garrison option. However, a shallow, 6-acre, southern
extension of the reservoir would probably be filled to accommodate the
garrison site. The resulting loss in reservoir storage and possible effects
on downstream irrigated land are now discussed in EIS Section 4.2.7.3.

488 18 ISSUE: The lower wind speed used in the accident modeling assumption
reflects worst-case condition.

RESPONSE: Noted.

488 19 ISSUE: Will the Air Force work with state and local (safety) response
coordinators to evaluate existing programs and identify needed program
modifications?

RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program does not include
training for state and local personnel. Also See response to Document 33,
Comment 55.

488 20 ISSUE: Will joint training exercises be considered for state and local
personnel?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 55.

488 21 ISSUE: Health and human service program impacts were not addressed in
the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE- See response to Document 424, Comment 2.

488 22 ISSUE: Wyoming Game and Fish Department has made recommendations
of mitigations for impacts on wildlife such as antelope.
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RESPONSE: The recommendations of the Wyoming Game and Fish
Department are addressed specifically in Document 488, Comments 25
through 29.

488 23 ISSUE Mitigation plan for the Rail Garrison program must address issues
such as payment of local sale and use taxes and methods of contracting.
The mitigation plan should also address a monitoring plan.

RESPONSE: No significant impacts of this type from the Rail Garrison
program at F.E. Warren AFB have been identified. Therefore no
mitigation measures are proposed.

488 24 ISSUE: Cumulative impacts from Small ICBM deployment have not been
evaluated by the Governor of Wyoming's Office, since a separate EIS
would be completed for that program.

RESPONSE: Noted.

488 25 ISSUE: Commentor states that the EIS does not completely analyze
environmental consequences of the Proposed Action. Significant adverse
impacts on wildlife could result from secondary impacts of the project.
The construction work force and Air Force personnel could have an impact
on local territorial wildlife and habitat because of residential and road
construction and increased demands on utilities and recreation resources.
Disagrees with the assessment of low and not significant impacts.

RESPONSE: Locating the program at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming would
cause a maximum increase of approximately 1,443 people in 1992, which
represents a 2.6 percent increase in the existing population. Increasing
the population will cause increased demand for various services (housing,
water, and utilities); however, existing services would be able to
accommodate the program-induced demand because of the small
population increase expected. Therefore, habitat loss due to program-
induced construction would be minimal. The increased demand for
recreational resources may indirectly affect wildlife in the Region of
Influence; however, it is unlikely that a 2.6 percent increase in the
baseline population will have an adverse impact because many activities
(e.g., hunting and fishing) are regulated and would be dispersed over a
large area. Concurrent development of the Small ICBM program and the
Peacekeeper program would not cause significant housing impacts because
the Air Force would provide adequate housing for its personnel to offset
potential shortages. It is not known at this time where the new housing
units would be constructed.

488 26 ISSUE: North site - Commentor states that F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming
provides year-long habitat for mule deer, white-tailed deer, and
antelope. Security fences will increase amount of habitat lost and
increase mortality as a result of collisions, entrapment, etc. The
Proposed Action will reduce available habitat.

RESPONSE: Construction for the program at the north site would affect
approximately 296 acres of which 83.9 acres have been developed for
other Air Force uses and 175 acres have been disturbed by explosive
ordnance disposal area clearance activities. Pronghorn and mule deer
would be affected by construction and operation activities including
disruption of daily/seasonal behavior, displacement to adjacent habitats,
and loss of habitat. These impacts would be low because of the small
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amount of undisturbed habitat that would be affected and the existing
level of disturbance on the north site. Displacement of animals may
increase competition and mortality because adjacent habitats may be at
carrying capacity; however, the degree of competition and mortality
would be dependent on the amount of habitat lost and whether the
disturbance is temporary or permanent. Entrapment of pronghorn and
deer during construction of security fences may occur, but is expected to
be an infrequent occurrence. In addition, collisions between
deer/pronghorn and vehicles are also expected to be infrequent. White-
tailed deer do occur onbase, but are confined primarily to riparian
habitats along Crow and Diamond Creeks, which will not be affected by
the program. No white-tailed deer habitat occurs in the direct impact
area of the north site. It is noted that mule deer, white-tailed deer and
antelope are not threatened or endangered species.

488 27 ISSUE: South Site - Commentor states that mule deer, antelope and
white-tailed deer herds will be affected by the project on the south site of
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming. The project will affect grassland, wetland,
and intermittent stream habitat. Security fences may deny wildlife
access to water and result in additional loss of big game habitat.
Increased losses of big game may occur due to collisions with vehicles,
fence entrapment, etc. Fencing may funnel antelope between site and
freeway and result in increased winter mortality.

RESPONSE: Construction of the program at the south site would disturb
approximately 167 acres of grassland habitat, which is used by
pronghorn. Mule deer may also occasionally occur in the area. White-
tailed deer occur primarily in woodland and riparian habita(s. These
latter habitat types do not occur on the south site; consequently, white-
tailed deer are not likely to be affected by the program. Impacts on the
pronghorn and mule deer would include disruption of daily/seasonal
behavior, displacement to adjacent habitats, and loss of habitat.
Displacement of animals may increase competition and mortality because
adjacent habitats may be at carrying capacity; however, the degree of
competition and mortality would be dependent on the amount of habitat
lost and whether it is temporary or permanent. Increased mortality may
also occur due to animal/vehicle collisions and from entrapment during
construction; however, these occurrences are expected to be infrequent.
Big game animals trapped within security fences would be removed from
the enclosures. Pronghorn winter mortality resulting from entrapment
would be minimal. Locating the program at the south site would disturb
6 acres of reservoirs. Elimination of these water sources would affect
wildlife in the immediate area; however, several other reservoirs and
ponds occur in the vicinity of the south site (see EIS Figure 4.2.6-1) and
would be adequate to support wildlife. Construction of security fences
around the garrison area would not deny wildlife access to vital water
sources, nor would it restrict access to their former ranges.

488 28 ISSUF& Impacts on threatened and endangered species - Commentor
stated that construction could destroy nesting habitat for burrowing owls,
nest trees or sites for Swainson's and ferruginous hawks, and dens of
northern swift fox. These species may occur on one or both sites. EIS
Table 4.2.6-1 lists the northern swift fox incorrectly as a federally listed
species. It is a candidate species. A swift fox den has been documented
in the area adjacent to the south site of F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.
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RESPONSE- Construction activities at either site may affect the
burrowing owl (state-sensitive) and swift fox (federal candidate) including
destruction of nests/dens, disruption of daily and seasonal behavior,
displacement to adjacent habitats, loss of habitat, and increased
mortality. A documented swift fox den is located approximately three
miles west of the south site (Section 12, T12N, R68W). This den would not
be affected by construction or operational activities. The Swainson's and
ferruginous hawks may be affected by construction and operation
activities (disruption of feeding and displacement); however, impacts on
nesting sites would not occur because no trees will be removed at either
site. In addition, no nest sites are known to occur immediately adjacent
to either site.

488 29 ISSUE: Commentor suggests that all wetlands, ponds, and reservoirs be
replaced in kind on or adjacent to the project site at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming.

RESPONSE: The Air Force will develop a site specific mitigation plan to
mitigate the loss of any wetlands and aquatic habitats resulting from
deployment of the proposed program at F.E. Warren AFB. This plan would
be prepared as per the requirements in Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act and in cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and other interested local, state, and
federal agencies. Mitigation of these lost habitats would be on or
adjacent to the project area where possible (see EIS Section 4.2.6).

488 30 ISSUE: Commentor suggests that the Air Force mitigate the loss of
200 acres of wildlife habitat in-kind with an objective of no net loss of
noncritical habitat. Commentor also suggests that additional mitigative
measures might be needed if daily and seasonal movements of big game
are affected by the program.

RESPONSE: Locating the proposed program at the north site option of
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming would affect 295.6 acres of land of which
261.7 acres have been disturbed by previous activities. Only 33.9 acres of
habitat (i.e., grassland and nonforested wetlands) are relatively
undisturbed at the north site. Locating the proposed program at the south
site option would affect 287.7 acres of land of which 117 acres have been
previously disturbed. About 170.7 acres of habitat (i.e., grassland,
nonforested wetlands, and reservoirs) are relatively undisturbed at the
south site. Loss of wildlife habitats at either site would not adversely
affect wildlife populations in the area, consequently, the Air Force does
not anticipate mitigating for the loss of these habitats, except for
wetlands as required by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Additionally,
locating the proposed program at either site would not adversely affect
the distributional patterns of any big game species; therefore, the Air
Force does not anticipate mitigations for this type of potential impacts to
big game species (see EIS Section 4.2.6.3 and Table 4.2.6-2).

488 31 ISSUE: Commentor suggests that the Air Force mitigate the loss of
raptor nests or nest trees, water resources, and wetlands by replacing
these habitat features on nearby sites.

RESPONSE: Field surveys on the north and south sites of F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming in 1988 indicated that there are no trees on either site that
would be lost due to program activities. Additionally, no known nest sites
occur adjacent to either site; therefore, the program would not affect
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raptor nesting activities. The Air Force would prepare a site specific
mitigation plan to mitigate the loss of any wetlands and aquatic habitats
due to program activities. This plan would be prepared as per
requirements in Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and in cooperation
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency,
and other interested local, state, and federal agencies. Mitigation of
these habitats would be on or adjacent to the project area where possible
(see EIS Section 4.2.6.3).

488 32 ISSUE: Commentor suggests that range fences constructed due to the
program be three-strand fences, 45 inches high. If four-strand fences are
built, the bottom wire should be smooth and 16 inches above the ground.
Four-strand fences should also be 45 inches high.

RESPONSE: The Air Force does not anticipate constructing any range
fences; however, a double chain link security fence would be constructed
around the proposed garrison for security purposes. If range fences are
constructed, the Air Force would adhere to the requirements outlined in
the above issue.

488 33 ISSUE: Commentor suggests that the Air Force inventory the proposed
sites for raptor nests and swift fox dens. Mitigation plans should also be
prepared if any nests or dens are located.

RESPONSE: Field surveys in 1989, on the north and south sites of F.E.
Warren AFB, Wyoming, indicated that there were no trees on either site;
therefore, the program would not affect raptors which require trees for
nesting activities. The nearest known swift fox den is located
approximately three miles west of the south site (Section 12, T13N, R68W)
and would not be affected by construction activities (see EIS
Section 4.2.6.3). Field surveys for presence of nests of ground-nesting
raptors and surveys for swift fox dens will be conducted and coordinated
with state and federal agencies prior to construction.

488 34 ISSUE: Commentor suggests that the Air Force provide additional access
to land for recreational activities (e.g., hunting, fishing, and
nonconsumptive uses of wildlife). About 50 square miles should be made
available if only the MX Rail Garrison program is developed, or
150-200 square miles if the Small ICBM program is developed
concurrently.

RESPONSE: The Air Force does not anticipate providing additional public
access to land for recreational purposes.

488 35 ISSUE-- Commentor suggests that the Air Force reimburse the Wyoming
Game and Fish Department for the cost of removing any big game animals
trapped within security fences constructed for the proposed program.

RESPONSE: The Air Force would reimburse the Wyoming Game and Fish
Departii, t fvc the cost of removing any big game animals that become
trapped within security fences constructed for the proposed program.

488 36 ISSUE: Commentor provided explanation of School Foundation Program
and stated concern that Impact Assistance Tax payments are not an
appropriate revenue source to mitigate increased school attendance.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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488 37 ISSUE: Water resources were fairly well covered in the Draft EIS. Water
supply for the irrigated lands supplied from Swan Reservoir was not
addressed for south site of F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 488, Comment 17.

488 38 ISSUE: It does not appear that the Proposed Action will produce a
significant impact on the water resources of the Cheyenne, Wyoming area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

488 39 ISSUE: The Regional Recreation Monitoring Program report completed in
March 1987 (University of Wyoming) concluded that the Peacekeeper
population has little impact on the recreation resources of the area of
influence. The Rail Garrison will also have little impact on recreation
resources.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

488 40 ISSUE: Additional staff and resources will be needed in the Division of
Public Assistance and Social Services due to program-related inmigration.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 424, Comment 2.

488 41 ISSUE. Commentor questions whether accident scenarios have been
properly addressed. For example, a collision of a Peacekeeper train and a
commercial train carrying dangerous materials.

RESPONSE: The possibility of secondary impacts such as hazardous
material spills that might result from a collision with a commercial train
were assessed in the safety analysis. Those secondary impacts were
difficult to quantify, but were estimated to be small compared to the
primary impacts. Though they were not specifically included in the risk
figures in Chapter 5 of the EIS, they are small enough that their omission
from those figures does not alter the conservative quality of the analysis.

488 42 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that housing in Cheyenne, Wyoming will be
filled up before the program begins.

RESPONSE-- The Air Force is committed to providing suitable housing for
its personnel. Should the local housing market be unable to meet military
needs, the Air Force would provide these units through one of the options
available to it (see EIS Chapter 4). The Air Force will continue to monitor
the local housing market to determine if additional units should be built.

488 43 ISSUE: The population increases of 7.5 percent and 13 percent would
occur in Cheyenne, Wyoming due to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. The
demands for services would increase by a like amount.

RESPONSE: The referenced increases refer to the cumulative effects of
concurrent deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison and the Small
ICBM programs. See EIS Section 4.2.1.3 for the impacts of the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program and EIS Section 4.2.1.5 for cumulative
effects of the two programs.
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488 44 ISSUE. The Wyoming Department of Health and Human Service does not
feel the program will provide or cause any degradation of health in
Cheyenne, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: Noted.

488 45 ISSUE: Permits to construct at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming must be
obtained for certain types of sediment control structures, and for sewer
line extensions to serve facilities. Impacts due to soil erosion have not
been adequately addressed. Erosion and water quality statements in the
Draft EIS are confusing, if not contradictory.

RESPONSE: A discussion held with personnel from the Wyoming
Department of Environmental Quality determined that no special
construction permit was required with respect to water quality. If
constructed, water and sewer line permits would be obtained. Estimates
of construction-induced sedimentation from the proposed Rail Garrison
sites are provided in Section 4.2 of the EIS. Also see response to
Document 422, Comment 4.

488 46 ISSUE: Regulations of the National Historic Preservation Act and
Advisory Council (36 CFR S 800) call for survey, evaluation and protection
of significant historic and archeological sites prior to any disturbance.
There are no objections to the project if procedures established in
regulations are followed. Specific comments will be provided to the Air
Force after review of the cultural resource report.

RESPONSE: The Air Force has been coordinating data acquisition efforts
with the Wyoming State Historic Preservation Officer since the program
was announced early this year. The Air Force will continue to consult
with your staff throughout the report preparation phase of work. The
results of the recent field investigations in impact areas identified in the
EIS are in completed draft form. However, as requested, additional
archival research relating to previous years' studies is presently
underway. As requested, the results of the archival work are being
combined with the recent field studies into a single report. The estimated
completion date for the final combined report is January 1989.

488 47 ISSUE State and localities will not realize "the normal benefits"
associated with Peacekeeper Rail Garrison in the absence of a mitigation
agreement.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 488, Comment 23.

488 48 ISSUE- The socioeconomic Region of Influence (ROI) should be limited to
Laramie County in Wyoming. The inclusion of Larimer and Ws.ld counties
skews the baseline analysis.

RESPONSE: Larimer and Weld counties were included in the ROI because
they would likely supply an appreciable amount of labor and materials to
the program.

488 49 ISSUE Commentor disagrees with baseline population projections as
supplied by Wyoming Department of Fiscal Control.

RESPONSE: Discussion with local officials have yielded a more
conservative population projection which was incorporated into the
baseline analysis. Also see Section 4.2.1.2 of the EIS.
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488 50 ISSUE: The EIS baseline underestimates secondary job creation.

RESPONSE: Estimating procedures have been calculated with historic
data to assure forecasts that are as accurate as possible.

488 51 ISSUE: The Draft EIS assumes a baseline population that apparently does
not vary with employment opportunities locally available. What is needed
is an analysis of labor force, employment demand, employment supply,
unemployment, population, etc., with and without the proposed project in
Laramie County, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: Baseline population estimates have been revised based on
discussions with local officials (see EIS Section 4.2.1.3). Labor force and
employment analyses are presented in EIS Sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4.

488 52 ISSUE: A linear relationship between population and housing needs, school
enrollments, public services and local government services and
expenditures is inappropriate.

RESPONSE: The linear relationship was only used to determine an overall
level of impact, not significance. To determine significance, estimates of
household sizes, accompaniment rates, pupil/worker ratios, public service
demand rates, and public expenditure and revenues per worker were
evaluated by worker type. These demands were then compared to
projected supplies and shortages/shortfalls were identified. These
shortages/shortfalls determine significance (see EIS Sections 4.2.1.3,
4.2.1.4, and 4.2.1.5).

488 53 ISSUE: A more rigorous approach and analysis of economic effects are
needed before legitimate conclusions can be drawn.

RESPONSE: The EIS analysis uses detailed information regarding the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program labor and material requirements and
regional input - output models developed for each of the proposed garrison
locations. The models were developed using the most recent economic
data available for each region.

489 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Rail Garrison at Grand Forks or Minot
AFBs, North Dakota because of the likelihood of derailment and the
danger presented by ignition of missile fuels.

RESPONSE: The likelihood and consequences of such an accident are
described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of the EIS.

490 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to Rail Garrison MX-bearing train at Grand
Forks and Minot AFBs, North Dakota for its inherent dangers as
derailment, possible fuel explosion, and toxic gas clouds.

RESPONSE: The likelihood and consequence of such an accident are
described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of the EIS. Also see response to
Document 24, Comment 2.

491 1 ISSUE: The EIS needs to more fully address rail safety because of heavier
loads on the tracks which increase the chance of accidents.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.
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491 2 ISSUE: The EIS needs to more fully address decommissioning weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

492 1 ISSUE: A Congressional Budget Office report in November 1987 said that
in any credible attack scenario, even with no warning, the United States
would have remaining about 3,700 warheads capable of returning the
attack. With warning, the figure jumped to 8,200 warheads. Given these
figures, what is the need for an additional 500 counterforce (first-strike)
warheads in maintaining our deterrence?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

492 2 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not define adequately the criteria under which
the trains would be deployed. "National need" is hardly adequate for the
public or Congress to evaluate how often the system would leave the
garrison, therefore, please address if there can be an effective analysis of
the risk measurements that are based on the numbers of rail miles
traveled.

RESPONSE: To estimate the total risk over the life of the system
requires making an assumption about how long the trains will be dispersed
because of crises like the Cuban Missile Crisis and the 1973 Middle-East
War and compare that to the one-month dispersal risk figures in the EIS.
Also see response to Document 33, Comment 98.

492 -3 ISSUE: The Department of Defense briefing implied that MX Rail
Garrison could be later turned into a continuously mobile system. Is this a
possibility? Do Air Force contingency plans include such a plan? What
would such a plan do to the risk assessment section of the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 404, Comment 23.

492 4 ISSUE: Will this document serve as the EIS on the Midgetman missile
system which this Draft EIS (June 1988) said "up to 150 single warhead
missiles will be based with the Rail Garrison from 1992-97." Address
completely the possible double impact for Cheyenne, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: In December 1986, President Reagan selected Malmstrom
AFB, Montana and F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming as potential main operating
bases for the Small ICBM program. In this EIS, the cumulative impacts of
the two programs are evaluated assuming concurrent deployment of the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison and Small ICBM programs (see EIS Sections 4.2
and 4.9). This document will not serve as the EIS for the Small ICBM
program. Another EIS will be prepared if the Small ICBM program isimplemented at F.E. Warren AFB.

493 1 ISSUE: Commentor supports Minot AFB, North Dakota as the site for Rail
Garrison because of the need for defense and recognizes the importance
of the Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

494 1 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to nuclear weapons and feels the Rail
Garrison plan is poorly conceived.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

495 1 ISSUE: The Burlington Northern railroad tracks in Montana are
susceptible to sabotage.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

495 2 IS'E: The risks of aerosolization of plutonium are not adequately
addiessed. What would happen to the individual on the train or in the
immediate area? The half-life of plutonium and risks of long-term
exposure are not addressed. How many Curies are in each missile?

RESPONSE: The risks to human health are addressed in Chapter 5 in the
EIS. Revisions and editing for the Final EIS have made the discussion
clearer. Because the half-life of plutonium is very long (24,390 years),
contamination would be considered a serious problem and cleanup would
be required. The number of Curies per missile is not discussed for
security reasons. However, the quantity that can be expected to be
dispersed, is presented in EIS Figures 5.4.4.1 and 5.4.4.2.

495 3 ISSUE: This project is too expensive to be funded in an era when our
government must consider a variety of other priorities.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

495 4 ISSUE: Commentor opposes the Rail Garrison program but believes in a
strong defense system including the ICBM system and supports the
military colleagues at Malmstrom AFB, Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

496 1 ISSUE: Notice of the hearing was inadequate to reasonably reach the
general and interested public. Chester, Montana is downwind of the silos
and is on the main line of the Burlington Northern Railroad and better
notice should have been given in our area.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

496 2 ISSUE: There should have been more hearings in Montana. All of the
areas and towns on the Burlington Northern lines and rail link lines that
would be used should have been notified and received a hearing.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

496 3 ISSUE: It was not reasonable to have one EIS for all of the areas involved
since to do so meant that the EIS could not reasonably and fairly cover the
subjects required by the National Environmental Policy Act.

RESPONSE: The large geographical area coverage caused the EIS to be
extraordinarily long, but there has not been any identification of
inadequate coverage of any particular areas.

496 4 ISSUE: Adequate time was not given to the public to present their
testimony. Some groups were not allowed to complete their statement
denying fair presentation to present their views. The Air Force presented
their views.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

496 5 ISSUE: The document does not properly inform the involved public of the
nature of the project and of the environmental effects as required by
National Environmental Policy Act. There was no description of the
tracks that would be used in an emergency. We have no idea what areas
are involved.

RESPONSE: In the event of a dispersal of the trains in a time of national
need, virtually all railroad track would be considered available to
dispersing trains. There is nothing in the Proposed Action or EIS which
specifies track to be used in an emergency. The impacts of potential
accidents are described in EIS Section 5.5.

496 6 ISSUE: No mention was made of the half-life of plutonium which I believe
is about 40,000 years.

RESPONSE: The half-life of plutonium 239 is 24,390 years, which means
that it would not degrade appreciably in a human lifetime. Accordingly,
plutonium contamination is considered a very serious consequence. The
response and cleanup procedure which recognize the seriousness of a
release are described in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

496 7 ISSUE: The computer studies of the spreading of the contaminants should
there be an accident were inaccurate in that the basic assumptions were
not accurate. This includes wind velocity and elevation.

RESPONSE: The meteorological conditions used in the safety analyses are
hypothetical. They were selected to provide a "worst case" situation, that
is, one which would pose the worst risk to the largest area. They are not
"accurate" for any particular area. If the conditions vary from those used
in the analyses, the consequences would generally be less serious.

496 8 ISSUE: The EIS did not consider the scenario of an attack by submarine
located off the coast of Washington in which case there would be only
about 15 minutes warning. What would happen? Would the general public
be in more danger in such a case if the missiles were located in Grcat
Falls, Montana?

RESPONSE: Issues of wartime use are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

497 1 ISSUE: The U.S. Forest Service concurs with the Draft EIS assessment of
impacts on threatened and endangered species in the Wurtsmith AFB,
Michigan vicinity.

RESPONSE: Noted.

497 2 ISSUE: The U.S. Forest Service concurs with further study of loss of
wetlands but feels the loss is negligible because there are several thousand
acres of wetland along the entire Au Sable River under their management.

RESPONSE: The Au Sable River Floodplain in the vicinity of the proposed
rail route (immediately south of the Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan flightline)
was surveyed and evaluated according to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) wetland delineation methodology. The area met the USFWS
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criteria for wetlands, and was judged to have high habitat value by field
personnel. In addition, concern for the potential fill of this area was
expressed by the Michigan Department of National Resources (DNR) in
Lansing and the Lansing District USFWS during consultations with these
agencies. If the Rail Garrison program is implemented at Wurtsmith AFB,
the Michigan DNR will be the primary reviewer of the permit application
for wetland fill. Because of the legal protection given to wetland by three
Michigan state laws, the concern this issue has elicited from key state and
federal agencies, and the quality of the habitat in question, it was
determined that disturbance of 3.2 acres in this area would be a moderate
and significant impact.

497 3 ISSUE: The U.S. Forest Service is unaware of any bald eagles occupying
the area 0.5 mile west of Allen Lake on the southbank of the Au Sable
River at this time.

RESPONSE: The source of the information presented in EIS
Table 4.12.6-1 (pertaining to the distribution of the bald eagle) is the
Michigan Natural Features Inventory. The Rail Garrison program is not
expected to have any direct impact on bald eagles; however, it is
considered important to include, as baseline information, the historical
locations of federally listed threatened and endangered species in the
general region, even though there is only a remote possibility that they
may be sighted in the area touay.

497 4 ISSUE: The mitigation measures identified Zor the program in Michigan
appear to satisfactorily address the projected impacts on the biological
resources of this project.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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1.2.2 Oral Comments

For individuals who provided oral testimony which addressed issues contained in written
comments or testimony submitted, the reader is referred to the written documents in
Section 2 and the issues Pnd responses in Section 1.2.

500 1 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by the Honorable Don Erickson.

RESPONSE: See Document 485.

500 2 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Alan Edwards.

RESPONSE: See Document 422.

500 3 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Janet Whitehead.

RESPONSE: See Document 419.

500 4 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ed Warsaw.

RESPONSE: See Document 418.

500 5 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming
because the benefits derived from the program far exceed any minimal
environmental impact.

RESPONSE: Noted.

500 6 ISSUE: Commentor against further delays in procuring missiles. The
military should have the best weapons available to protect the United
States.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 7 ISSUE: The Union Pacific Railroad has reviewed the proposed project at
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming from a railroad operations standpoint and can
not see any adverse environmental impacts whatsoever.

RESPONSE: Noted.

500 8 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Sharon Breitweiser.

RESPONSE: See Document 453.

500 9 ISSUE: How will the Air Force mitigate the effects on the national
historic sites on F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: In 1984, a Programmatic Agreement was signed by the
Wyoming State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), and the Air Force for the
preservation and mitigation of cultural resources at F.E. Warren AFB. A
Cultural Resources Management Plan was finalized in 1984 and provides
detailed guidelines on the treatment of cultural resources. Avoidanee is
the preferred treatment for all cultural resources; however, if avoidance
is not possible, data-recovery plans and various architectural treatments
would be implemented. Program alteration or modification of any historic
structure within the National Register District or National Historic
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Landmark would be mitigated by following the guidelines for maintaining
architectural integrity established in the Cultural Resources Management
Plan. Additional standing structures may require archival research and
documentation according to the Historic American Building Survey or the
Historic American Engineering Record standards for historic structures.
Appropriate site treatments are determined in consultation with the
SHPO, ACHP, and the base Historic Preservation Coordination
Committee.

500 10 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 11 ISSUE: Commentor feels rails are structurally unreliable during extreme
temperatures so entire program is absolutely idiotic.

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 5.2.3.

500 12 ISSUE: What will be the impact of not building any more MX missiles?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

500 13 ISSUE: What will be the impact on the global environment of removing
and disassembling all ground based ICBMs?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 14 ISSUE: Impacts of reduced funding for competing nonmilitary programs
should be discussed.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

500 15 ISSUE: Commentor questioned survivability and first-strike capability of
the MX.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 16 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 17 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Sister Rosella Hehn.

RESPONSE: See Document 301.

500 18 ISSUE: Commentor requests that the people of Cheyenne, Wyoming be
kept posted in regard to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

RESPONSE: Decisions on deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program will be made by the President and Congress. Appropriate public
notification will be made at that time.

500 19 ISSUE_ Who is going to supervise track maintenance?
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

500 20 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: See respc-ise to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 21 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that the more missiles we have, the more
problems we have with being attacked by our enemies.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 22 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about an accident resulting in spilling and
possible ignition of fuel.

RESPONSE: See EIS Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

500 23 ISSUE: If 3,000 feet of clearance is needed for safety reasons, what about
the homes in Laramie, Wyoming that are less than 3,000 feet from the
railroad?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 28.

500 24 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about mental stress caused by becoming a
greater target.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

500 25 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that this program is more vulnerable than
placing missiles in silos and makes us more prone to first strike from the
Soviet Union.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 26 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Darryl Miller.

RESPONSE: See Document 417.

500 27 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Richard Moore.

RESPONSE: See Document 485.

500 28 ISSUE: Community should not tell their Commander in Chief what to do.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 29 ISSUE: What is the need for an additional 500 counterforce or first-strike
warheads in maintaining our deterrence?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 30 ISSUE: The Draft EIS does not adequately define the criteria under which
trains would be deployed. National need is hardly adequate to evaluate
how often the system would leave the garrison.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 98.
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500 31 ISSUE: There cannot be an effective risk assessment without knowledge
of number of rail miles traveled per year.

RESPONSE: Estimated rail travel distances ara shown in EIS
Table 5.3.1-6.

500 32 ISSUE: Would the system become continuously mobile in the future? How
would that change the risk assessment in the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 404, Comment 23.

500 33 ISSUE: Will this document serve as the Midgetman EIS?

RESPONSE: No.

500 34 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming because it makes economic sense.

RESPONSE: Noted.

500 35 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the government's record on safety in
light of the Space Shuttle, Three Mile Island, and the explosion in Utah.

RESPONSE: The safety of the system is analyzed in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

500 36 ISSUE: Commentor wants scenarios clarified as to the number of bases
and number of trains at each base.

RESPONSE: The decision has not yet been made as to the number of
installations at which the system will be deployed and the number of
trains to be deployed at each installation.

500 37 ISSUE: The EIS should address the effects on the economy if the
scientists and engineers employed in developing the missiles were
employed in the civilian economy.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 32, Comment 1.

500 38 ISSUE: How can security be maintained over hundreds of thousands of
miles of track?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 7.

500 39 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming because it is economically feasible.

RESPONSE: Noted.

500 40 ISSUE: How much did the EIS cost?

RESPONSE: The entire EIS process and associated hearings will cost
approximately $9 million.

500 41 ISSUE: Was a similar study done prior to the Peacekeeper coming to
F.E. Warren, AFB, Wyoming?
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RESPONSE: An EIS for the Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos program was
completed in January 1984.

500 42 ISSUE: The money spent on the EIS could have been better spent by
buying a few more Peacekeepers.

RESPONSE: An EIS is required by the National Environmental Policy Act

for major federal actions significantly affecting the human environment.

500 43 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Sydney Spiegel.

RESPONSE: See Document 421.

500 44 ISSUE: Commentor states that the proposed project should not adversely
impact the greater Cheyenne, Wyoming area from the position of undue
burden of the community's infrastructure, facilities, and services.

RESPONSE: Noted.

500 45 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that traffic on Randall Avenue during the
construction phase will create congestion and have potential accidents,
whether the north or south alternative at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming is
selected.

RESPONSE: EIS Sections 4.2.3.2, 4.2.3.3, and 4.2.3.4 discuss new data
reflecting the problem at the Randall Avenue Interchange.

500 46 ISSUE: In regard to housing, the Air Force should take a more affirmative
role in ensuring that the private sector at the local level be induced in
meeting the identified housing demand both on and offbase of F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming.

RESPONSE: The housing analysis concludes that housing demands
generated by the Proposed or Alternative Actions can be met by existing
vacancies within the local housing stock. Only under cumulative impacts
is there the need Lur increases in the housing supply to meet program
related demand. The Air Force is committed to letting the local market
supply these units. Only if these excess demands would disrupt the market
will the Air Force step in to ensure available housing through Military
Construction Program funding or other housing programs (i.e., 801
housing).

500 47 ISSUE: The Air Force should ensure that Cheyenne, Wyoming is provided
wth the means to mitigate identified impacts which might occur in the
local education system.

RESPONSE: It is the policy of the Air Force to make every effort
practicable to avoid environmental impacts through careful design, siting,
and construction of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system, as well as in
activating the system for operation. Specific procedures and guidelines
(referred to as Recommended Mitigation Measures) have been committed
to by the Air Force to protect and restore environmental resources
disturbed by program activity. Additional mitigations (referred to as
Other Possible Mitigation Measures) are also available. The appendix to
the EIS summarizes both types of mitigation measures. Decisions on
which mitigation actions will be implemented by the Air Force will be
made after the Final EIS is filed and will be documented in one or more
Records of Decision.
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500 48 ISSUE: To ensure long-term economic benefits to Cheyenne, Wyoming,
the Air Force should consider mechanisms whereby business development
which occurs from this program generates localized opportunities.

RESPONSE: Program-related outlays for materials and payrolls will have
a positive economic effect on the local economy. The Air Force,
operating within the procurement guidelines, supports the effort of local
businesses to bid for contracts let out for this program.

500 49 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Eileen Starr.

RESPONSE: See Document 415.

500 50 ISSUE: Would Wyoming become a prime target? What provisions will the
Air Force make to inform the public and provide for their safety?

RESPONSE: The issue of enemy threat is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Warnings and provisions for safety are the responsibility of existing civil
defense agencies. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 55.

500 51 ISSUE: What can be done for the elderly or children in Cheyenne,
Wyoming who may not have radios? Can they be protected in time from
incoming missiles?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 500, Comment 50.

500 52 ISSUE: Will roads leading to F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming be given priority
over other roads for snow removal?

RESPONSE: Roads leading to the base would not be given priority in
maintenance and snow removal activity of the city.

500 53 ISSUE: If a missile is launched, will these railroad tracks be destroyed,
preventing future use of the rail system and will there be ensuing fires?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 54 ISSUE: With a 30-minute launch time for Russian missiles and the
2-3 hours to get trains underway, missiles have to be fired from the base.
Can you explain the logic of this?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 55 ISSUE: Will workers on trains be tested for alcohol and drug abuse?

RESPONSE: With respect to nonmilitary civilian personnel, this concern
is still to be determined between the Air Force and the railroads. Also
see response to Document 15, Comment 4.

500 56 ISSUE: Will workers ani members of the military crew on trains be given
hazardous duty pay and be under the Human Reliability Program?

RESPONSE: Air Force personnel will be compensated according to
existing grade/rank and length of service schedules and will be subject to
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a Personnel Reliability Program (see response to Document 15,
Comment 4 and Section 5.1.2 of the EIS) with respect to nonmilitary
civilian personnel, these concerns are still to be determined between the
Air Force and the railroads.

500 57 ISSUE: Who has authority when trains are going through towns?

RESPONSE: Unless martial law is declared, the military has no authority
outside of any military installations. Also see response to Document 33,
Comments 8 and 12.

500 58 ISSUE: How will the Missile Assembly Building be camouflaged at
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming?

RESPONSE: Its proposed location has been moved from the eastern edge
of the base to the extreme western portion of the base so it will blend into
the mountain backdrop better. It will also be painted a pale blue to make
it less visually obtrusive. Also see response to Document 475,
Comment 2.

500 59 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 60 ISSUE: Scottsbluff County, Nebraska was not informed of the program or
the public hearing.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

500 61 ISSUE: The definition of national need should be explained in the EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 98.

500 62 ISSUE: How does a person acquire supplementary documents referred to
in the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 2.

500 63 ISSUE: The transportation analysis does not discuss railroads. This should
be included.

RESPONSE: Impacts on railroads around F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming are
discussed in EIS Section 4.1.2.

500 64 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 65 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Alvin Aldrich.

RESPONSE: See Document 373.

500 66 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

500 67 ISSUE- The south site option at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming should be
fully explored.

RESPONSE: The south site option is fully discussed in EIS Section 4.2 for
each of the affected resource areas.

501 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the project at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana
because it enhances national defense and has no long-term impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

501 2 ISSUE: Commentor in support of basing Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at
Barksdale AFB, Louisiana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 3 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Rail Garrison coming to Shreveport,
Louisiana because benefits outweigh any adverse impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

501 4 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 5 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ginny Homza.

RESPONSE: See Document 83.

501 6 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the MX Rail Garrison system and its
implementation at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 7 ISSUE: Commentor in support of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 8 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program
at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana because Louisiana is committed to the
national defense effort.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 9 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 10 ISSUE Commentor in support of the Rail Garrison program because of
belief in strong defensive posture and the long and mutually beneficial
relationship between Shreveport and Bossier City, Louisiana and the Air
Force.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 11 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program due to past conservation
efforts by the government showing concern of environmental impacts and
importance of continued strategic importance that Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana provides.

RESPONSE: Noted.

501 12 ISSUE: Statement made that the American alligator is not endangered in
the State of Louisiana. There are no alligators in the impact area, and no
alligator habitat in the area.

RESPONSE: EIS Table 4.3.6-1 indicates that the American alligator is
federally listed as "threatened by similarity of appearance to the
American crocodile." High quality alligator habitats lie immediately
south and east of the proposed garrison site, and there are few barriers to
passage from these areas to the proposed construction area. Food sources
(e.g., small mammals and crustaceans) are also plentiful on the site.
Therefore, it is possible that a few alligators could occur on the site
during the wet periods of the year. EIS Section 4.3.6.3 has been revised to
further emphasize that alligator populations on Barksdale AFB are not
likely to be seriously affected by the proposed program.

501 13 ISSUE: The program at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana would not impact the
bald eagle. The heavy brush growth within the impacted area precludes
eagle use.

RESPONSE: The information regarding the distribution of bald eagles on
Barksdale AFB, Louisiana has been incorporated into EIS Table 4.3.6-1 and
Section 4.3.6.2 of the EIS.

501 14 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana would have no effect on the red-cockaded woodpecker. The
woodpecker inhabits pine forest and the nearest pine forest is two miles to
the east.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 4.3.6.3 states that "No impacts on red-cockaded
woodpeckers or potential habitat are expected to occur from the Proposed
Action." The distribution of this species has been revised in EIS
Table 4.3.6-1.

501 15 ISSUE: The Flathead snake is not endangered or threatened in the
impacted area of Louisiana.

RESPONSE: The Flathead snake does not occur in the proposed direct
impact area on Barksdale AFB. Agreed, this species is not listed as
threatened or endangered by the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries, or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; however the snake is
listed by the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries as a S4
species (i.e., apparently secure in Louisiana). See Section 4.3.6.3 and
Table 4.3.6-1 of the EIS.

501 16 ISSUE: The western sand darter is not endangered by the program at
Barksdale AFB, Louisiana because it does not occur in the streams near
the impacted area.
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RESPONSE: EIS Table 4.3.6-1 indicates that the western sand darter has
a state ranking of S2 and occurs in the Red River.

501 17 ISSUE: The Proposed Action at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana will have no
effect on trout lilies.

RESPONSE: EIS Table 4.3.6-1 indicates that trout lilies occur on a
hillside on the eastern side of Flag Lake on Barksdale AFB. This area will
not be impacted by program activities.

501 18 ISSUE: The Rail Garrison program at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana would not
impact wild turkey habitat.

RESPONSE: The high level of security in the garrison area could
potentially reduce poaching of wild turkeys in adjacent habitats, but this
benefit would be greatly offset by the potential loss of habitat. Wild
turkeys require large forested areas with interspersed old fields, openings,
and mixed timber stands. Protection from man is critical. Some of the
land which would be cleared for the proposed program would have
facilities built upon it and would no longer serve any habitat function.
Additional clearings in the bottomland forest would be created, but these
would be areas with considerable human presence and activity, and only a
low vegetative cover.

501 19 ISSUE: The Proposed Action at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana will not affect
prime hardwood stands on the base.

RESPONSE: No impacts are expected to occur.

501 20 ISSUE: The tract of land in question at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana was
agricultural prior to its acquisition by the Air Force. This (and other
evidence) indicates that the land is not a wetland.

RESPONSE: Whether the tract of land in question was agricultural prior
to its acquisition by the Air Force is not evidence of its original
physiographic type (i.e., wetland or upland). The land appears to be
reverting back to a habitat similar to its original type, as evidenced by
establishment of many wetland indicator plant species. Clearing of
bottomland forested wetlands for crop production was a common practice
in Louisiana in the past, and has been a major factor leading to the decline
of these highly productive habitats. The Region 6 Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) off;-, which has jurisdiction over permitting for
wetland fill on the base, was consulted prior to conducting field su-veys to
identify and delineate wetlands in the proposed construction areas
onbase. EPA advised that wetlands on the base should be identified and
delineated using the procedures and criteria described in "Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual," Technical Report Y-87-1 (U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers 1987), which requires positive evidence of
hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology. The
prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation was established by determining the
wetland indicator status of all woody and herbaceous plants identified in
the proposed construction areas, using the "National List of Plant Species
That Occur in Wetlands, Region 2" (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1987).
The wetland indicator status of species in the garrison area supports the
findings of positive evidence of hydrophytic vegetation. The presence of
hydric soils was determine from the "Soil Survey of Bossier Parish" (U.S.
Soil Conservation Service 1962) and from the manual "Hydric Soils of the
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United States" (U.S. Soil Conservation Service 1987). The soils at the
proposed construction sites were also field checked by a soil scientist.
The hydrologic characteristics of areas on the base were determined from
aerial photographs, National Wetland Inventory and U.S. Geological Survey
topographic quadrangle maps, and various Barksdale AFB environmental
base documents. In addition, evidence of periodic inundation
(e.g., ponding, soil saturation, and water marks on trees) was observed
during field surveys of the sites.

501 21 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana because there are no negative impacLts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

501 22 ISSUE: Commentor pledged support of the Caddo-Bossier Port
Commission to the Rail Garrison program at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 23 ISSUE: Bossier Parish Levee Board unanimously approves resolution

supporting location of the garrison system at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 24 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana due to the importance of national defense.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 25 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana because it makes economic sense.

V 'SPONSE: Noted.

501 26 ISSUE: Steps have been taken to ease Bossier City, Louisiana traffic
conditions.

RESPONSE: The baseline conditions reported in EIS Section 4.3.3.2 have
been revised to reflect these recent changes.

501 27 ISSUE: The American alligator will pose no problem if Rail Garrison is
located at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana.

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 4.3.6.3 regarding biological impacts of the
proposed program and the response to Document 501, Comment 12
regarding the current federal listing of the American alligator. Because
of the ecological importance of wetland habitats and the legal protection
afforded them by Executive Order 11990 (1977) and Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act, it was determined that permanent disturbance of over
188 acres of forested wetlands would be a high and significant impact on
biological resources at Barksdale AFB.

501 28 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Thomas Neale.

RESPONSE: See Document 410.

501 29 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Eileen Oldag.
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RESPONSE: See Document 37.

501 30 ISSUE: The Peacekeeper is a first-strike weapon that should not be
accepted as a deterrent.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 31 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to any system which unleashes this kind of
death to God's children.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 32 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program because God tells us that
Jesus had righteous indignation at times and this is a defensive weapon.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 33 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana due to wanting defense of our nation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 34 ISSUE: Cominmentor opposed to the program at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana
due to the destructiveness of the weapon.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 35 ISSUE: Railcars would have to be made wider and this would make them
unbalanced, causing a safety hazard.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

501 36 ISSUE: There will have to be an alert signal to other railroad trains to
warn of this train's coming, because of its width.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

501 37 ISSUE: How will we keep the Russians from knowing about it when we
have got to alert other trains about its movements?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are

beyond the scope of this EIS.

501 38 ISSUE: What is the preparation for sabotage and terrorist attacks?

RESPONSE-- Issues of enemy threat assessment are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 39 ISSUE: This money would be better spent to help the economy of our
country.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

501 40 ISSUE: Commentor offended by the name "Peacekeeper."
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

501 41 ISSUE: How can you say these trains would not be vulnerable to collision
or derailments?

RESPONSE: This claim is not made in the EIS. See Chapter 5.

501 42 ISSUE: Commentor strongly opposes the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 43 ISSUE: Commentor feels there is no satisfactory basing mode and the
military need is not evident.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 44 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to monies being spent on this project.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

501 45 ISSUE: The Rail Garrison poses no significant environmental problems to
endangered species or wildlife habitat at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana.

RESPONSE: As stated in EIS Section 4.3.6.3, the Rail Garrison program is
not expected to substantially affect any federally listed threatened or
endangered species on Barksdale AFB. However, the program would result
in disturbance of extensive areas of bottomland forest and wetland
habitats onbase, which support a large and diverse group of wildlife
species. Disturbance of the wetlands, in particular, constitutes a high and
significant impact to biological resources on Barksdale AFB.

501 46 ISSUE: Wetland impacts at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana should be mitigated
as proposed.

RESPONSE: If the decision to deploy Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is made
for a candidate installation, applications for Section 404 permits will be
submitted. Mitigation procedures will be discussed in the process of this
application.

501 47 ISSUE: Adverse effects are minimized and favorable impacts are as good
for Barksdale AFB, Louisiana as anywhere else.

RESPONSE: Noted.

501 48 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program because nuclear war is not
survivable.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1

501 49 ISSUE: Commentor feels the survival of the missile is being given priority
to the survival of the people.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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501 50 ISSUE: If technology and consultants exist that can assure the safety of
movement of the missile on our rail system, why do we continue to have
railway accidents that are killing civilians?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 3.

501 51 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana because we need good jobs and this program will help minorities.

RESPONSE: Noted.

501 52 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program because of the potential to
destroy the environment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

501 53 ISSUE: The money would be better spent on human services and meeting
human needs.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

501 54 ISSUE: Commentor strongly opposed to the program because national
security is beyond mere sophisticated weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

501 55 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana because there should be no adverse hydrological effects from
relocation of improvements near the Flat River.

RESPONSE: Noted.

501 56 ISSUE: Peacekeeper Rail Garrison enhances the missile force and
therefore national defense, which outweighs adverse environmental
impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

502 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 2 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 3 ISSUE: Ground squirrels in west Texas are very resourceful and will move
and set up another colony elsewhere.

RESPONSE: Noted.

502 4 ISSUE: The EIS does not note the presence of wild turkeys on the
reservation.

RESPONSE: The turkeys that occur on Dyess AFB, Texas are primarily
confined to the eastern portion of the base and do not present any hazards
to aircraft activities.
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502 5 ISSUE: Commentor warned about disturbing the west Texas bumblebee in
the Dyess AFB area.

RESPONSE: No impacts are expected on the west Texas bumblebee.
Workers will be notified of their possible presence.

502 6 ISSUE: Commentor in favor of the system at Dyess AFB, Texas since
adverse impacts are minimal.

RESPONSE: Noted.

502 7 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the system at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 8 ISSUE: Commentor in favor of the system at Dyess AFB, Texas because
there is no greater honor than patriotism.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 9 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 10 ISSUE: The City of Tye Council is in support of the program at Dyess
AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 11 ISSUE: Commentor in favor of the system at Dyess AFB, Texas and the
defense efforts.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 12 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 13 ISSUE: Commentor states that Abilene, Texas is willing to take a chance
on deploying such a weapon to deter our enemy.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 14 ISSUE: Statement made that the State Senator from District 5 supports
selection of Abilene, Texas for the Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 15 ISSUE. State Senator from District 12 supports the Rail Garrison program
in Abilene, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 16 ISSUE: State Representative of District 79 supports the program at Dyess
AFB, Texas.
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RESPONSE- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 17 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 18 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 19 ISSUE: Abilene Hotel/Motel Association is in favor of the system at
Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 20 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 21 ISSUE: Commentor concerned with the weapon system being defective
through defense contractors' negligence.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 22 ISSUE Concerned with pesticides/biocides used in construction and
maintenance by contractors and railroad companies.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 486, Comment 2.

502 23 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 24 ISSUE: Governor of Texas in support of the Rail Garrison program at
Dyess AFB.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 25 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 26 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 27 ISSUE' Commentor feels the MX is a political weapon and comes at too
high a cost.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 28 ISSUE Statement by Abilene Reporter News in support of the program at
Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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502 29 ISSUE: Statement from the Chairman of the Texas Railroad Commission

in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 30 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 31 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 32 ISSUE: Commentor would like the north site option explored at Dyess
AFB, Texas as opposed to the south site.

RESPONSE: Environmental analyses for all affected resource areas have
been conducted for the north site option at Dyess AFB (see EIS
Section 4.4).

502 33 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 34 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 35 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 36 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 37 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 38 ISSUE: Commentor does not have a problem with archaeological sites
because the Air Force has the means to mitigate impacts to them.

RESPONSE: As noted by Dr. Malouf, archaeologists are capable of
mitigating impacts to archaeological resources. Avoidance of
archaeological sites is not meant to imply that data recovery cannot be
successfully carried out at present. It is simply a sound conservation
practice when dealing with finite, nonrenewable resources. EIS
Section 4.4.5.2 has been revised to reflect the results of surveys
conducted in proposed impact areas by the University of Texas at Austin.

502 39 ISSUE. Commentor In support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 40 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 41 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program because Dyess AFB, Texas
would be higher up on the target list.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 42 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about decommissioning of system which
includes disposal of missile fuel/nuclear material.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

502 43 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that the Air Force is passing responsibility
of hazardous wastes disposal to the Department of Energy.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 30.

502 44 ISSUE: The national economic impact analysis needs more discussion in
the EIS.

RESPONSE: Because of the very small effects projected on a national
level, the more detailed discussions were prepared for effects at the local
level.

502 45 ISSUE: Minor technical statistical discrepancies that occur in the report
should be cleared up.

RESPONSE: These discrepancies have been corrected.

502 46 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that if obvious mistakes were found in the
Draft EIS, how can the citizens of Texas be assured that the safety
section is correct?

RESPONSE: The Draft EIS was distributed to solicit public and agency
comments on the adequacy and accuracy of the environmental and safety
analyses. Many issues addressed during the public comment period led to
further analysis, reanalysis, or verification of environmental and safety
data, and have resulted in revision or modification of the EIS text. In
addition, changes have been made to improve the quality and readability
of the document.

502 47 ISSUE: The Draft EIS failed at addressing pesticide/chemical use.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 486, Comment 2.

502 48 ISSUE: Commentor feels the program should not be accepted at Dyess
AFB, Texas because it is not economically useful, cost effective, or
environmentally sound.

RESPONSE: Noted.

502 49 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas
because there would be no adverse effects on public services.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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502 50 ISSUE: City of Abilene, Texas is spending $8 million to improve its
wastewater system and study the feasibility of wastewater reuse.

RESPONSE: This information has been incorporated into the baseline
analysis for Dyess AFB.

502 51 ISSUE: Commentor in agreement with findings in the Draft EIS that there
are no significant impacts of this program on the City of Abilene, Texas.

RESPONSE: Noted.

502 52 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 53 ISSUE: Commentor agrees with the Draft EIS and supports the program at
Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 54 ISSUE-- Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 55 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 56 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 57 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

502 58 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Dyess AFB, Texas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program and the community of
Blytheville, Arkansas supports it too.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 2 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program because of the location of
Eaker AFB, sufficient undeveloped land available, climate, and the
support of the people of Blytheville, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 3 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas and
noted that some impacts to archaeology, roads, and schools can be
satisfactorily remedied. Also noted support of the people to the base.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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503 4 ISSUE: Commentor pledged support to the program and noted the

importance of Eaker AFB, Arkansas to the City of Gosnell.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 5 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program because Eaker AFB, Arkansas
provides an excellent site, is a vital strategic base in our national defense
system, and Mississippi County strongly supports the Air Force mission.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 6 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program. Noted that he has not received
any correspondence with negative feedback and that people of Gosnell and
District 23 are very proud of Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 7 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 8 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program. Noted that of those
expressing their opinions in support of basing the program at Eaker AFB,
Arkansas far outweighs opposition to it. City and the base have good
relationship.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 9 ISUE: Commentor in support of the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 10 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 11 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program and noted that Eaker AFB,
Arkansas has contributed to the growth of Osceola. He sees no danger
with the Peacekeeper trains using the rail lines in their community.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 12 ISSUE: Commentor endorsed the program and read resolution passed by
the City Council of Wilson, Arkansas to encourage Congress to approve
program and urge the Air Force to install the system at Eaker AFB,
Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 13 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 14 ISSUE: The mitigation of archaeological sites may result in beneficial
impacts. What is the possibility that four sites may be eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)?
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RESPONSE: Impacts to site 3MS105 are not completely eliminated by the
revised onbase garrison design. However, most of the site would be
protected, resulting in a benefit to the regional resource base (see EIS
Section 4.5.5.3). The potential for presenting the results of the
archae ological investigations as part of a public awareness program is also
identified (see EIS Section 4.5.5.3). The relative importance of historical
properties is evaluated in relation to a set of criteria established by the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation regulations (36 CFR § 60.4). If
a site qualifies for the NRHP, it is, by definition, historically important.
The four sites are considered very likely to be eligible for the NRHP.
However, preliminary assessments of the field archaeologists are
tentative until the State Historic Preservation Officer concurs with their
findings. In some cases, more data recovery may be necessary to fully
evaluate site importance.

503 15 ISSUE: Why are we spending all this money for the Peacekeeper program

when the MX is not even in good shape?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 473, Comment 15.

503 16 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that Blytheville, Arkansas is on the New
Madrid fault. What would be the effect of this on the site?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 7, Comment 6.

503 17 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that Eaker AFB, Arkansas is located in

tornado alley, what is its effect?

RESPONSE: This has been considered in EIS Section 5.2.3.

503 18 ISSUE: After the Draft EIS, what is the next step to be taken in the
selection process and when will the actual selection of garrison sites be
made?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 500, Comment 18.

503 19 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.
Noted that public schools could easily accommodate any increase in
students, and that they are in the process of upgrading facilities and
adding new facilities.

RESPONSE: Noted.

503 20 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 21 ISSUE: The EIS tries to limit statements that do not consider the
psychological, national security, or morality factors.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 5, Comment 14 and
Document 32, Comment 1.

503 22 ISSUE: Commentor feels we should be trying to reduce our nuclear
arsenal and moving towards a more peaceful world.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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503 23 ISSUE: The money would be better spent in other areas of Blytheville,
Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 24 ISSUE: The Draft EIS seems to imply that deterrence is somehow
enhanced by this system when this is adding about 50 warheads to our
arsenal.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 25 ISSUE: The statement is weak in terms of looking at what happens when
trains get out on the rail and the safety factors involved. They do not talk
about weapons and trains being sabotaged.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

503 26 ISSUE: Will the new onbase option at Eaker AFB, Arkansas avoid the
Sawba Cemetery.

RESPONSE: The new onbase option avoids most of the large prehistoric
site (3MS105), but the Sawba Cemetery would be affected. The Proposed
Action would disturb about half the cemetery and most of it would be
affected by the Alternative Action. It is assumed that the graves would
be relocated in accordance with established U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
policy (see EIS Section 4.5.5.3).

503 27 ISSUE: Would the Stage 4 liquid propellant be carried along with all four
stages at once on the maintenance train?

RESPONSE: The Stage 4 component will be with the missile when it is

taken back to F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming for maintenance.

503 28 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 29 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 30 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by James Deal.

RESPONSE: See Document 431.

503 31 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas. Noted
the commendable manner with which Colonel Walsh conducted the scoping
meeting and requested that community support for the program be
included in the Final EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 32 ISSUE: What methods of investigation were used to verify ern
archaeological site at Eaker AFB, Arkansas?
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RESPONSE: A series of preliminary archaeological surveys and test
excavations were conducted on and adjacent to Eaker AFB. As a standard
procedure, existing state site files were consulted prior to initiating field
studies. Sites were then identified in the field by systematically walking
over the proposed program area with a maximum crew spacing of
20 meters and mapping the surface extent of artifacts. At Site 3MS105,
controlled surface collection of 0.5 percent of the site was undertaken to
map artifact density and distribution. The resulting collection, containing
thousands of artifacts, indicated clusters probably representing groups of
houses. A proton magnetometer was then used to search for intact buried
deposits in the vicinity of surface artifact concentrations. The device
measures residual soil magnetism, enabling the archaeologist to identify
buried houses and other disturbances without digging through them in the
process. Small-scale test excavations were then carried out in a few
places identified by the magnetometer as containing possible cultural
features. In almost every test case, the presence of houses, wall trenches,
middens, or other features was verified. Finally, soil cores were taken
along the south and east sides of the site to verify the boundary for
planning purposes.

503 33 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program and wants mission based at
Eaker AFB, Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 34 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Eaker AFB, Arkansas.
Noted good relationship between the community and the base.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

503 35 ISSUE Public hearing comment by Douglas Mason.

RESPONSE: See Document 409.

504 1 ISSUE: The City of Medical Lake, Washington would like to be consulted
if there are any alterations made to State Highway 902.

RESPONSE: No alteration., to Washington State Highway 902 are
expected.

504 2 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Fairchild AFB,
Washington because there are no significant impacts on the City of
Medical Lake.

RESPONSE: Noted.

504 3 ISSUE: The Air Force failed to provide information which was
requested. This has seriously impaired the ability to assess the Proposed
Action.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 2.

504 4 ISSUE Commentor protests that we are asked to comment on this
proposal when we do not have any assurance that the final program will
not be substantially different.
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RESPONSE: If there is a substantial change in the design of the system,
the Air Force will prepare appropriate environmental analyses.

504 5 ISSUE: Commentor requests that the classified annex be made publicly
available before the end of the Draft EIS comment period.

RESPONSE: There is no requirement for the public to review and
comment on classified material.

504 6 ISSUE: The Air Force has failed to include in its analysis any mention of
how many more people will be hungry or homeless or unemployed because
of the Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 7 ISSUE: Draft EIS Page 4.6-1 lists Spokane, Washington as host
community. Why not a public hearing in Spokane?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

504 8 ISSUE- For Fairchild AFB, Washington the Draft EIS addresses measures
which would mitigate the harmful impacts on the habitat of the
endangered species. These measures lack adequate detail and do not
represent a sufficient commitment on the part of the Air Force to protect
the environment.

RESPONSE: No federally listed endangered species are known to occur -n
Fairchild AFB; however, two federal candidate species and four state
sensitive species may occur in habitats onbase that would be directly
affected by the proposed program. Impacts to these six species may
include loss of habitat, increased mortality, disruption of daily/seasonal
activities, and displacement to adjacent habitats. Consideration will be
given to mitigating impacts to these species where feasible (see EIS
Section 4.6.6.3).

504 9 ISSUE: The safety considerations are not specific to each of the proposed
bases and do not provide enough information for an intelligent assessment,
e.g., where is the nearest emergency response crew which would handle an
accident at Fairchild AFB, Washington involving a nuclear warhead and/or
missile motor?

RESPONSE: There are many levels of response available depending on the
nature of the emergency. Firefighting units onbase would handle minor
events. The nearest Department of Energy Radiological Assistance
Region Office is in Richland, Washington.

504 10 ISSUE: Commentor supports the No Action Alternative at Fairchild AFB,
Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 11 ISSUE: Concerned about the destruction of wetlands in Washington.

RESPONSE: If Fairchild AFB is chosen for deployment of the program, a
site specific mitigation plan would be developed to mitigate the 26.6 acres
of wetlands that would be affected. This plan would be prepared in
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compliance with the requirements of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
and in cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and other
interested agencies.

504 12 ISSUE: Is the program need great enough to remove about 290 acres of

prime farmland from Washington?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 13 ISSUE: Adequacy of Spokane, Washington's solid waste disposal facilities
is questioned.

RESPONSE: Spokane proposes to build an incinerator to burn much of the
solid waste generated in the region. Currently, its availability is
projected for 1990 or 1991. If the incinerator is not constructed then
Spokane will have to develop another alternative to dispose of the 1,146
tons per day generated in 1992. Program-related wastes are estimated to
be 4.3 tons per day or less than one percent of the waste generated in the
Spokane region in 1992 and will not affect the operation of the incinerator
or any other facility.

504 14 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the potential shortage of low and
moderate income housing in Medical Lake, Washington.

RESPONSE: Program-related housing demand in Medical Lake could
cause a shortage of low and moderately priced housing in Medical Lake.
However, excess demand can be readily absorbed by excess vacancies in
Spokane (see EIS Section 4.6.1.3).

504 15 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that Spokane/Colville, Washington tribes
concerns were not addressed in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: Based on their past involvement with cultural resources
issues in the region, the Spokane and Colville groups were identified as
likely to have an interest in projects in the region. Subsequently, in
accordance with Air Force Regulation 126-7, the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act, and other applicable regulations, the groups were
contacted about the proposed program. They were provided with project
maps and invited to express concerns about potential effects on areas
important for sacred or heritage reasons. Although concerns were
expressed about some areas in the general region, no specific problems
(either sacred or ecological) were identified for the areas to be affected
by the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program.

504 16 ISSUE: Commentor against the program being based in Spokane,
Washington because nuclear weapons are obsolete and pose environmental
and health hazards.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 17 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the facility at Fairchild AFB,
Washington as it is reported in the EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 18 ISSU& Commentor concerned about wetland mitigation measures at
Fairchild AFB, Washington.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 504, Comment 11.

504 19 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the mitigation of impacts from Rail
Garrison accidents and requests a greater analysis of the threat to the
safety of the entire region.

RESPONSE: Measures that will be taken to prevent accidents are
discussed in Section 5.1 of the EIS. The analysis of the risk posed by the
system is addressed in EIS Sections 5.2 and 5.3, and response and cleanup
measures are discussed in EIS Section 5.5. These sections have been
revised for the Final EIS to make those discussions clearer and more
complete.

504 20 ISSUE: Commentor requested greater consideration of other alternatives
and more specific mitigation measures.

RESPONSE: All appropriate program alternatives are presented in the
EIS. Potential mitigation are presented in Appendix A of the EIS.

504 21 ISSUE: Sociopsychological issues were not addressed in the Draft EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

504 22 ISSUE: Any significant exchange of nuclear weapons would lead to a
nuclear winter and the destruction of all humans. Why was not this
discussed in the Draft EIS?

RESPONSE: The issue of nuclear war is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 23 ISSUE: Commentor disagrees with the City Council of Spokane,
Washington's support for the program. Feels there was no citizen input.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 24 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that 26 acres of wetland habitat will be
disturbed in Washington because of the program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 504, Comment 11.

504 25 ISSUE: Continued human presence at Fairchild AFB, Washington is bound
to have an impact in the presence of the burrowing owl, rabbits, and the
bluebird.

RESPONSE: Construction activities may affect the burrowing owl and the
western bluebird, including loss of habitat, increased mortality, disruption
of daily/seasonal activities, and displacement to adjacent habitats.
Hnwever, the program will not adversely affect the overall regional
populations of these two species (see EIS Section 4.6.6.3).

504 26 ISSUE: Commentor recommends the No Action Alternative at Fairchild
AFB, Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 27 ISSUE: Commentor worried about a dollar for environment trade-off.
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RESPONSE-- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 28 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that the bluebird is being pushed away
from its natural, predestined environment in Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 504, Comment 25.

504 29 ISSUE: The accident fatality risk calculations in the EIS are deficient
because it is based on accident figures for the entire nation. It is no
secret that the rail system in the western United States is far worse than
in the east. In support of that I'd like to point out that at a hearing last
month, the Department of Energy rejected the option of rail transport of
transuranic waste from the Hanford Reservation to New Mexico on the
grounds that the nation's rail system is unsafe.

RESPONSE: Regional differences in rail accidents were Investigated and
determined not to be significant compared to other considerations, such as
the population density differences between regions. For rail accident risk
calculations, the use of nationwide rail accident rates is reasonable. The
hearing referred to was an Oregon Hanford Advisory Committee briefing
and information workshop. The "Questions, Answers, and Comments"
pamphlet distributed after those workshops states that rail transport has
not been ruled out, though truck transport is preferred. Truck basing is
not an option for the Peacekeeper, so no comparison of the relation of
truck transport versus rail has been conducted for this EIS.

504 30 ISSUEt The EIS should include the sociopsychological effects of the

program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

504 31 ISSUE- Commentor recommends the No Action Alternative at Fairchild
AFB, Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 32 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Keith Aubrey.

RESPONSE: See Document 104.

504 33 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about temporary nature of jobs created in
Washington.

RESPONSE: Peacekeeper Rail Garrison employment represents only one
phase of ongoing Department of Defense programs. The national
employment estimates should not necessarily be construed as new
temporary positions but rather positions which would generally maintain
existing employment levels in the potentially affected industries. Also see
response to Document 270, Comment 11.

504 34 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about traffic on Interstate 90 in
Washington which would double by the next ten years.

RESPONSE: Traffic along Interstate 90, without the program, is not
expected to double in the next ten years. Impacts on transportation at
Fairchild AFB are described in EIS Section 4.6.3.3.
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504 35 ISSUE: What is an explosive safety zone and why is it needed? What is
the chance of explosion and what damage will be caused inside and outside
of the zone?

RESPONSE: As a general precaution at all Air Force bases, explosive
safety zones provide safe distance between places where explosives
(including rocket propellants) are stored or processed and other specified
locations, such as inhabited buildings, public traffic routes, recreational
areas, utilities, petroleum storage facilities, and storage or processing
facilities for other explosives. Also see EIS Sections 5.1.1.1, 5.3 and 5.4.

504 36 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that the MX test firing (two of three did
not work) shows that the program would be a waste of taxpayer's money.

RESPONSE: There have been 17 successful launches of the Peacekeeper
missile and all 17 have performed beyond expectations.

504 37 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Fairchild AFB,

Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 38 ISSUE: The public hearing should have been held in Spokane, Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

504 39 ISSUE: Commentor thinks more alternatives than the given ones should
have been studied (i.e., less missiles, fewer sites).

RESPONSE: Impacts of these alternatives would not be greater than the
Proposed or Alternative Actions.

504 40 ISSUE: Commentor disagrees with the positive economic effects at
Fairchild AFB, Washington.

RESPONSE: Noted.

504 41 ISSUE: By placing these missiles at Fairchild AFB, Washington you are
inviting Spokane as a targeted area in the rail system.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 42 ISSUE: Will there be efforts to prevent sabotage of Highbridge preventing
deployment?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

504 43 ISSUE: Commentor favors the No Action Alternative at Fairchild AFB,
Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 44 ISSUE: What means will be taken to provide protection for the MX
missiles at Fairchild AFB, Washington?
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RESPONSE: The protection will be very similar to that now afforded to
strategic weapons stored in the weapons storage area onbase, specifically,
the dual fence line will be extended to encompass the Rail Garrison and
the security force that is on duty. This would not only provide coverage
to the existing strategic weapons but also to the Rail Garrison.

504 45 ISSUE: How does the Air Force plan on protecting the miles and miles of
rails that the trains carrying the MX missiles will travel on?

RESPONSE: No extraordinary action would take place. Random
movement would make exact location very difficult to predict.

504 46 ISSUE: Commentor questions the psychological harm in knowing

Washington state is a number one target.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

504 47 ISSUE: Will there be another document discussing the psychological harm
of the Peacekeeper missiles?

RESPONSE: No.

504 48 ISSUE: Will the program scare away future private investment in
Spokane, Washington?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 91.

504 49 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the placement of MX missiles at Fairchild
AFB, Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 50 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that for every million dollars that goes into
a military program there is a loss of jobs.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

504 51 ISSUE: Which counties in Washington will people evacuate to in the event
of a nuclear attack?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 52 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about sabotage on the rail lines, especially

during a national crisis.

RESPONSE-- See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

504 53 ISSUE The number one fear of children in adolescence is a nuclear war.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

504 54 ISSUE: A nuclear attack upon Spokane, Washington could disrupt the
Spokane Aquifer which is the city's sole source of water supply.
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RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response

to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 55 ISSUE: Would civilians or military be driving the trains?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 15, Comments 4 and 5.

504 56 ISSUE: Periodic drug testing has failed in the past. What exactly do you
mean by periodic drug testing?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 4.

504 57 ISSUE: How will the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program affect toxic

waste cleanup at Fairchild AFB, Washington?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 482, Comment 3.

504 58 ISSUE: In commentor's opinion, Fairchild AFB, Washington is already a
disarmed target.

RESPONSE: Issues of enemy targeting are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 59 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about drugs and alcohol in our
environment. Requests that there be mandatory testing.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 15, Comment 4.

504 60 ISSUE: What is the impact of having these missiles in our community
right in our midst? It puts Washington as a target.

RESPONSE: Environmental impacts to the region around Fairchild AFB
are described in Section 4.6 of the EIS. The issue of being a target is
beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

504 61 ISSUE: What evidence do we have that somebody is getting ready to
attack us and that we need to have these things here so that we can
attack back or attack first?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy and enemy threat are beyond the
scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 62 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Al Mangan.

RESPONSE: See Document 482.

504 63 ISSUE: Additional and precise information on the amount and type of
toxic waste that would be brought into our area by having the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program based at Fairchild AFB, Washington
should be provided.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comment 68 and
Document 50, Comment 30.

504 64 ISSUE: Money spent on other than the military would produce more jobs.
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RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyox-i the scope of this

EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

504 65 ISSUE: Commentor offended by the name "Peacekeeper."

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

504 66 ISSUE: The EIS has not addressed the environmental concerns if these
weapons are ever used.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 67 ISSUE: Concerned that Washington will become a police state because of
the increased civil strife and the large number of security personnel
employed to protect the weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 7.

504 68 ISSUE: Commentor in favor of the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 69 ISSUE: The MX is a first-strike weapon.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 70 ISSUE: Commentor feels a decision on location of the MX should not be
influenced by job creation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 71 ISSUE The same amount of money will produce many more jobs in the
private sector. This needs to be addressed.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

504 72 ISSUE: The EIS should address the negative impacts on the poor.

RESPONSE: Impacts on the poor are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

504 73 ISSUE: All movement of the trains, whether training, maintenance, or
operational could make Spokane, Washington subject to massive attack.
Populated or agricultural areas should be avoided.

RESPONSE& This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 74 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about sabotage.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

504 75 ISSUE: Commentor recommends the No Action Alternative at Fairchild
AFB, Washington.
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RESPONSE- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 76 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that the rail lines in Colville, Washington
are not in very good shape and that train derailments do and will occur.

RESPONSE- A discussion of the likelihood of a rail accident is discussed
in EIS Chapter 5. Also see responses to Document 15, Comment 3 and
Document 24, Comment 2.

504 77 ISSUE: Commentor does not believe that military spending is good for the
economics of the community or country. Thinks that missiles for money
and jobs are not a good reason for them to be deployed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 78 ISSUE: An alternative investment of money scenario should be discussed
along with a cumulative discussion of all military programs in the
community rather than incremental for each new system.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

504 79 ISSUE: It is a financial burden to the cities and counties where arrests to
protestors are made.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 10.

504 80 ISSUE: -Commentor upset that one third of the time at the public hearing
was used for Air Force presentation.

RESPONSE- See response to Document 39, Comment 1.

504 81 ISSUF: The EIS should address the vulnerability of track damage and
derailment using information currently available concerning derailments
in the United States.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 2.

504 82 ISSUE: The EIS should discuss the disruption and expense caused by
"people of conscience" occupying the tracks.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 10.

504 83 ISSUE: How many weapons do we need for deterrence?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 84 ISSUE: The EIS should address the impact of missile propellant explosions
in rural areas as well as urban areas.

RESPONSE: The impact of missile propellant explosions is addressed in
Sections 5.3.1.4 and 5.4 of the EIS.

504 85 ISSUE: What is the probability of an action or accident between armed
security personnel and civilians?
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RESPONSE: Minimal. See response to Document 366, Comment 19.

504 86 ISSUE: Wartime effects and impacts on arms control should be discussed
in the EIS.

RESPONSE: These issues are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 87 ISSUE: Commentor requests that the No Action Alternative at Fairchild

AFB, Washington be taken.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 88 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Fairchild AFB,
Washington.

RESPONSE: See re.ponse to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 89 ISSUE: How many of the 26.5 acres of wetlands in Washington will be
disturbed by the nonprogram-related relocation of the Survival School?

RESPONSE: The Air Training Command Survival School will be relocated
to an area south of the Fairchild AFB flightline (see EIS Figure 4.6-1).
The area that would be affected consists of agricultural land and mixed
grass-shrub. No wetland areas will be affected by this relocation (see EIS
Section 4.6.6.2, Figure 4.6.6-1 and Section 4.6.6.3).

504 90 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Honorable Al Ogdon.

RESPONSE: See Document 62.

504 91 ISSUE: The EIS is not complete because it does not follow the definition
of environment.

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.2.

504 92 ISSUE: Commentor is offended that the Peacekeeper is looked at as a
deterrent when it really comes down to a show of force.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 93 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program because the missile is

vulnerable.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 94 ISSUE: Money spent on the program is a waste and makes Spokane,
Washington a number one target.

RESPONSE: These issues are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 95 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the effects of the program on the
aquifer in Spokane, Washington.

RESPONSE: The City of Spokane relies on the Spokane Aquifer for its
entire water supply and the aquifer has been designated as a sole source
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aquifer by the Environmental Protection Agency. The Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison is projected to have minimal effects upon this aquifer (see EIS
Sections 4.6.7.2 and 4.6.7.3).

504 96 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that the air quality of Spokane, Washington
has never been able to meet its standards.

RESPONSE: Although the City of Spokane is designated as a
nonattainment area for carbon monoxide (CO) and particulates, Fairchild
AFB is classified as attainment for these pollutants as well as for all the
other criteria pollutants. The emissions emitted from the Proposed
Action, both during the construction and operations phases, will cause
negligible impacts on the air quality in the City of Spokane and in Spokane
County. The total particulate burden in Spokane County would
temporarily increase only two percent during the construction phase while
CO burden increase would be about 0.1 percent. During the operations
phase, the particulate burden would return to near the same level that
existed prior to the construction phase, and the CO burden increase would
remain near the 0.1-percent level (see EIS Section 4.6.9).

504 97 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program at Fairchild AFB, Washington.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 98 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the environmental impact upon
fields, wetlands, and all that dwells there, especially the humans.

RESPONSE: Noted.

504 99 ISSUE: Commentor feels Spokane, Washington will be a first-strike
target. We are being held hostage by our enemies.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

504 100 ISSUE: A psychological and spiritual study of effects on parents and
children should be done.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

504 101 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by David Carroll.

RESPONSE: See Document 364.

505 1 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 2 ISSUE Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 3 ISSUE: Commentor feels beneficial effects at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota might be greater than the Draft EIS indicates.
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RESPONSE: Noted.

505 4 ISSUE: Resolution in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 5 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by James Earl.

RESPONSE: See Document 96.

505 6 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 7 ISSUE: Resolution in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North

Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 8 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by the Honorable Raymond Trosen.

RESPONSE: See Document 314.

505 9 ISSUE: How many accidents have occurred in the last 15 years concerning
missiles that use liquid fuel? What can be done to contain such a fire and
what is the effect of the toxic fumes generated by the fire?

RESPONSE: See EIS Chapter 5.

505 10 ISSUE: What effects do hydrogen-chloride and hydrogen-oxide have on the
human body?

RESPONSE: A discussion of the human health effects of hydrogen-
chloride and nitrogen-oxide can be found in EIS Section 5.4.

505 11 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Frank Coe.

RESPONSE: See Document 225.

505 12 ISSUE: Resolution in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 13 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 14 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 15 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the MX missile.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 16 ISSUE: The jobs created by the program in Grand Forks, North Dakota are
not permanent. The program expected lifetime is 20 years. At the end of
20 years, the program could be abandoned.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

505 17 ISSUE: Commentor disagrees with population projections and subsequent
housing analysis.

RESPONSE: Population projections are from the North Dakota Census
Data Center, Department of Agricultural Economics, North Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station, North Dakota State University, Fargo,
North Dakota. They were deemed the best available and were updated to
reflect recent information. Based upon these projections, no shortages in
the general housing market were projected. EIS Section 4.7.1.3 indicates,
however, that increases in competition for low-cost housing are expected
and might result in the use of substandard units.

505 18 ISSUE: The costs of the modified or eliminated program at Grand Forks,

North Dakota should be discussed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

505 19 ISSUE- Commentor opposed to the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota because the economic benefits are not worth it.

RESPONSE: Noted.

505 20 ISSUE: Resolution in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 21 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 22 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 23 ISSUE-- Public hearing comment by Lonny Winrich.

RESPONSE: See Document 316.

505 24 ISSUE: The Draft EIS adequately discusses impacts and Grand Forks,
North Dakota can accommodate any program-related growth.

RESPONSE: Noted.

505 25 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 26 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the MX Rail Garrison system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 27 ISSUE: Grand Forks, North Dakota is an ideal location for the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 28 ISSUE: Commentor disagrees with the conclusion of negligible cultural
impacts at Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota particularly with regard to
railroad spurs being located near or in the very area where some burial
sites have been discovered.

RESPONSE: Construction of a possible second rail egress is not a part of
the Proposed or Alternative Actions, and was not analyzed in detail. EIS
Section 4.7.14 is intended simply to identify major concerns requiring
further analysis should a second rail line be considered in the future. In
that event, detailed archaeological studies would be conducted and
important sites avoided to the extent possible through program redesign.
Because this is a site-specific EIS, impact assessments refer to those
particular locations that would be affected by Rail Garrison facilities.
Arc iaeologists from the University of North Dakota conducted survey and
testing in the proposed impact areas at the base. Only two sites were
identified and neither qualify as historically important according to
National Register of Historic Places criteria. Site importance is
evaluated in relation to this specific set of criteria established by law, and
in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer.

505 29 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 30 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Martin Zeilig.

RESPONSE: See Document 317.

505 31 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 32 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ronnie Diane Rosenberg.

RESPONSE: See Document 315.

505 33 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 34 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Ccmment 1.

505 35 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 36 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program because it is not morally
justified, is vulnerable to attack, is a first-strike weapon, and affects the
psychological well-being of the young.

RESPONSE: These issues are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see
response to Document 3, Comment 1 and Document 5, Comment 14.

505 37 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North

Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 38 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Curtis Stofferahn.

RESPONSE: See Document 318.

505 39 ISSUE: Commentor disagrees with the current United States military
policy.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 40 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota because the economic advantages are not worth it.

RESPONSE: Noted.

505 41 ISSUE: Commentor questions the quality of life in Grand Forks, North
Dakota because of increased importance as a target for nuclear attack.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 42 ISSUE: Human resources c3uld be used to better the community instead

of increasing the nuclear arms race.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 43 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 44 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Richard Frank.

RESPONSE: See Document 319.

505 45 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 46 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 47 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 48 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ronnie Rosenberg.

RESPONSE: See Document 315.

505 49 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the weapons system because of morality,
feasibility, and what will happen strategically if it is deployed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 50 ISSUE: Commentor questions the possible detonation or explosion of
nuclear weapons during the time of dispersal on the rail lines of the MX
missiles.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 45.

505 51 ISSUE: Are there test data available to show that a nuclear detonation
cannot occur in an accident scenario?

RESPONSE: The nuclear system certification process described in EIS
Section 5.1.1 provides the data that demonstrates that a nuclear
detonation is virtually impossible. In addition, see the Department of
Energy EISs referred to in EIS Section 5.

505 52 ISSUE: If one warhead is detonated, would the other 19 on the train be
detonated?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 45.

505 53 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 54 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Grand Forks AFB, North

Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 55 ISSUE: By putting these missiles on rails, you are escalating the chance of
a first strike.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 56 ISSUE-- Who is going to pay for the impact of Grand Forks, North Dakota
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when the Air Force moves the people out and those jobs evaporate?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

505 57 ISSUE: The money would be better spent on other services.

RESPONSE: The issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

505 58 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Al Hermondson.

RESPONSE: See Document 337.

505 59 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Virginia Miller.

RESPONSE: See Document 311.

505 60 ISSUE Commentor questions safety section conclusions.

RESPONSE: The commentor's concern is noted. The conclusions in the
Safety section were based on the most current information available,
years of experience in weapon development and deployment, and an
exhaustive study by highly qualified researchers. Barring specific
comments on any of these areas, a more specific reply cannot be provided.

505 61 ISSUE: Military spending would be better used on community services.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities ° are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

505 62 ISSUE: Canadians need to have a say in what happens near their border.
Also need a discussion of the environmental impact of a Soviet nuclear
strike on the MX missiles and how Canada would be impacted.

RESPONSE: The President and Congress will make the final decision on
deployment of the system. Issues of environmental impact of a nuclear
strike are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3,
Comment 1.

505 63 ISSUE: Storing several nuclear warheads in the railroad garrison all in one
place seems a very unsafe and destabilizing proposal. Does not this
grouping of missiles in trains make us an easy, first-rate target?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

505 64 ISSUE: More research should be done for another system that will not
cause any community to become such a primary target.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response

to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 1 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by the Honorable Doug Wood.

RESPONSE: See Document 219.

506 2 ISSUE: The people of north Pulaski County give unqualified support of
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 14 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Jerry Halsell.

RESPONSE: See Document 397.

506 15 ISSUE: Will any security commander or subordinate have the power to
automatically detain or search persons found on the railroad rights-of-way
as may be done on military reservations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 12.

506 16 ISSUE: Will homes and properties immediately adjacent to the rights-of-
way be subject to unannounced searches and/or systematic observation?

RESPONSE: No.

506 17 ISSUE: Will plainclothes or secret agents be stationed in towns, villages,
or at other intervals along MX rail lines for security purposes?

RESPONSE: No.

506 18 ISSUE: Will persons living near the MX routes be advised that their
activities are subject to systematic monitoring?

RESPONSE: They will not be subjected to systematic monitoring.

506 19 ISSUE: Will deployment of the MX result in the establishment of a
network of secret police across the dispersal area?

RESPONSE: No network of secret police will be established

506 20 ISSUE: Will there be Congressional oversight of this security network?

RESPONSE: No network of secret police will be established.

506 21 ISSUE: Is it reasonable to ask citizens to allow the formation and
widespread deployment of another secret security organization?

RESPONSE: No network of secret police will be established.

506 22 ISSUE: To what uses, other than the MX railway security, will the
security network be utilized?

RESPONSE: No network of secret police will be established.

506 23 ISSUE: What additional security measures will be taken to prevent
sabotage or acts of terrorism? What is the environmental impact of the
above safeguards?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 7 and 21.

506 24 1SUE: The No Action Alternative has not been properly considered in
terms of economic impacts.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 31.
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506 25 ISSUE.- How many jobs would be created if $10 to $15 billion were spent

on education instead of the military?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 366, Comment 7.

506 26 ISSUE: Why haven't other MX basing modes been considered?

RESPONSE: Comparison of basing modes is beyond the scope of this EIS.

506 27 ISSUE: Why hasn't a discussion of MX deletion been considered?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 28 ISSUE: Descriptions in the Proposed Action fail to specify whether
missiles are the ones currently in silos.

RESPONSE: The Proposed Action assumes 50 new missiles.

506 29 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to any kind of nuclear weapon.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 30 ISSUE: What would be the effect on groundwater if an accident in
northern Arkansas caused seepage of propellants?

RESPONSE: The missile solid propellants are relatively insoluble in water
and do not pose any threat to the water supplies. The liquid propellants
are quite volatile and reactive so they would evaporate or react with
plants, soil and other substances rather than seep into the water supply.
The consequences of propellant releases are described in Section 5.4 of
the EIS.

506 31 ISSUE: Would missiles used be those currently in silos at F.E. Warren
AFB, Wyoming? If new missiles are involved, why aren't costs included
for their manufacture? If missiles are taken from silos, why is loss of silo
jobs not taken into consideration?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 390, Comment 1.

506 32 ISSUE.- The railroad system should be preserved for transportation, not a
toy for the military.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 33 ISSUE. The Proposed Action fails to specify whether missiles are to be
removed from silos and what impact the removal would have on the
Alternative Action.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 404, Comment 21.

506 34 ISSUE-- Since current weapons would endure a Soviet surprise attack with
enough weaponry to retaliate, doesn't this constitute "sufficient military
strength?"

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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506 35 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to nuclear weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 36 ISSUE: What dangers are posed to civilians living or traveling near tracks
who might be misidentified as a threat to trains? Will personnel be
authorized to use force? Will trains be authorized to run over protestors?

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comment 12 and
Document 366, Comment 21.

506 37 ISSUE: What is the purpose of the 400-foot-long attached shelter and the
attached supplemental railcars? Is their cost included in the discussion?

RESPONSE: The attached shelter will be used to house any supplemental
rail cars which may be used. The cost is included in the cost estimates of
the program described in EIS Section 4.1.1.

506 38 ISSUE: Is the purchase price of the supplemental rail cars included in the
overall cost estimates of the program?

RESPONSE: Yes.

506 39 ISSUE: How many cars will fit into the shelter? Will supplemental cars
be too great in number?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 473, Comment 23.

506 40 ISSUE: The dollars to be spent in the Draft EIS are in 1986 dollars. Will
this be updated?

RESPONSE: The most recent economic series data available are for the
year 1986, therefore, all estimates are presented in constant 1986 dollars.

506 41 ISSUE: Why should the public believe this MX program is conducted more
safely than prior MX programs? Why are trains tested but missiles are
not?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 473, Comment 15.

506 42 ISSUE: Homebuilders Association of greater Little Rock, Arkansas
supports missile deployment in Arkansas.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 43 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Bill Gwatney.

RESPONSE: See Document 396.

506 44 ISSUE: Chamber of Commerce in Jacksonville, Arkansas supports
deployment of the MX at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas because it is needed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 45 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Fred Deveau.
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RESPONSE: See Document 50.

506 46 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by John Ball.

RESPONSE: See Document 481.

506 47 ISSUE: How much destruction can ten warheads cause?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. See response to
Document 3, Comment 1.

506 48 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Elizabeth DeVeau.

RESPONSE: See Document 50.

506 49 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the Rail Garrison system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 50 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ralph Desmarais.

RESPONSE: See Document 87.

506 51 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Trusten Holden.

RESPONSE: See Document 400.

506 52 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ruth Bell.

RESPONSE: See Document 401.

506 53 ISSUE: Commentor requests that surface water quality in Arkansas be
addressed in case of an accident.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 401, Comment 4.

506 54 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the MX missile system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 55 ISSUE: Will civil dispatchers be required to submit to security clearance,
random drug testing, and medical and psychological screening? Would
measures be taken to make sure dispatchers show up in a crisis situation?

RESPONSE: This is still to be determined between the Air Force and the
railroads. Operational procedures having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

506 56 ISSUE: What indicators were used to generate employment figures? EIS
Table 4.1.1-1 figures are in error because of lack of fluctuation in the
jobs/billion ratio obtained by dividing employment by actual dollars spent.

RESPONSE: National employment effects were estimated using a
national Input-output model developed by the U.S. Bureau of Economic
Analysis. The minor fluctuations in jobs/billion ratio stems from the fact
that only a few industry sectors would receive the majority of the
economic stimulus.
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506 57 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to nuclear weapons and money being used to

support a military/industrial complex.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 58 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the MX missile system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 59 ISSUE: Commentor not opposed to national security but is opposed to the
MX missile.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 60 ISSUE: What is peacetime? What sort of threat will no longer be
peacetime? How many miles away will it be before there is a direct
threat?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 454, Comment 3.

506 61 ISSUE: What is national need?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 98.

506 62 ISSUE: What were the chances of explosion for the Titan?

RESPONSE: Chances of explosion on Titan missiles is not in the scope of
this document. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 34.

506 63 ISSUE: What will the net positive effect of short-term jobs be on
Jacksonville, Arkansas or the nation as a whole?

RESPONSE: Some of the program-related jobs (especially direct
construction jobs) will be of short duration. The economic effects of this
program would be to employ workers and material that may have
otherwise been unused or underutilized. This would create jobs, income,
and spending in the affected area.

506 64 ISSUE: How extensive will the "off limits" perimeter be?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 22

506 65 ISSUE: Will the Air Force be required to fire on anyone near the tracks as
the MX railcars pass?

RESPONSE: No.

506 66 ISSUE: Will landowners adjacent to the tracks be required to remove
trees and other things that might provide cover for attackers?

RESPONSE: No. Railway rights-of-way are the responsibility of
individual railroad companies. The security provisions for the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system will not cause disruption of the lives of
those living near the garrisons or the rail lines that the system might use.

506 67 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Gerry Getty.
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RESPONSE: See Document 89.

506 68 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Catherine Markey.

RESPONSE: See Document 232.

506 69 ISSUE: How do you know the trains leaving sheds will not provoke a first
strike by the Soviet Union?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 70 ISSUE: How will weight and length of the car affect rail or tire failure,
excessive rocking, too high center of gravity, tipping and weight
distribution, or flexing and turning radius?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

506 71 ISSUE: How easy is it for terrorists or attackers to identify these trains?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 72 ISSUE- Once the trains get rolling around, how do you call them back?

RESPONSE: During dispersal, the Peacekeeper trains would continue to
operate on the national rail network until directed by a higher authority to
return to the garrisons (see EIS Section 1.4.4).

506 73 ISSUE: Commentor requests that the Air Force clean up the Vertac site
and Agent Orange storage before another mess is made.

RESPONSE: The issue of mitigation of prior incidents is beyond the scope
of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 74 ISSUE-- The Final EIS should address the problem of passing this train

through the Vertac site.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 506, Comment 73.

506 75 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the MX missile system.

RESPONSE-- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

506 76 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Emma Knight.

RESPONSE: See Document 382.

506 77 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the morals of the country.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 32, Comment 1.

506 78 ISSUL: Commentor in support of the MX system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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507 1 ISSUE The missile will not change much in the Great Falls, Montana

area.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 2 ISSUE: Will the Air Force pay for the extra demands placed on our
schools in Great Falls, Montana, our streets, and our county services?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 47.

507 3 ISSUE: If the President, Congress, and the Pentagon support this system
deployment, so do I.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 4 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Malmstrom AFB,
Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 5 ISSUE: Is the quality of security force adequate at Malmstrom AFB,
Montana?

RESPONSE: Yes.

507 6 ISSUE: Would construction resources such as gravel be adequate to
withstand added demand?

RESPONSE: Studies have been conducted to identify aggregate resources
and production rates for the area. It has been concluded that aggregate
resources for the area exceed the demand of the proposed program and do
not present any concern for local producers or anticipated demands.

507 7 ISSUE. This missile's very nature could be considered threatening to the
Soviet Union which would initiate a first strike. Do we really need it at
present? Do we need to spend money on this system that is already
outdated and not needed?

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this

EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

507 8 ISSUE: Are the people going to be made aware of expected train routes?

RESPONSE: No. Also see response to Document 33, Comment 29.

507 9 ISSUE. By "credible track" do you mean the rail is workable and operable?

RESPONSE: No reference to credible track could be found. A study made
by the Federal Railroad Administration and the Association of American
Railroads found most of the track in the national rail network suitable for
our trains. Credible track is track with the physical characteristics
necessary to permit unlimited movement of the Peacekeeper train during
dispersed operations. Also see response to Document 24, Comment 2.

507 10 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the national defense policy.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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507 11 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Paul Stephens.

RESPONSE: See Document 234.

507 12 ISSUE: Has removal of gravel been looked at in relation to what it will do
to future generations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 507, Comment 6.

507 13 ISSUE: Will public hearings be held in other areas besides Great Falls,
Montana?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

507 14 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ray Jergeson.

RESPONSE: See Document 270.

507 15 ISSUE: The Draft EIS is not an objective analysis of impacts but an
elaborate rationalization of decisions already made.

RESPONSE: The Draft EIS was prepared using the most recent data and
appropriate scientific methodologies available, and was subject to
vigorous review by experts in all environmental fields. The purpose of the
document is to present an unbiased evaluation capable of withstanding
close scrutiny and challenge.

507 16 ISSUE: Why was only one hearing held in Montana?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

507 17 ISSUE: Why is construction underway at Malmstrom AFB, Montana for
the Midgetman launcher storage building and offices?

RESPONSE: Research and development is continuing on the ICBM. The
facilities being constructed at Malmstrom AFB are for storage of the
engineering test unit of the Small ICBM Hard Mobile Launcher.

507 18 ISSUE: The EIS tends to gloss over harmful impacts.

RESPONSE: Impacts of deploying the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison are
discussed in Chapter 4 of the EIS.

507 19 ISSUE: Economic activity brought on by the project will increase national
inflation. Diversion of program funds from private to governmental
factors will weaken our economy and add to the national debt. Attracting
new businesses and tourists will become harder for Great Falls, Montana
as they become more dependent on the military economy and get a
reputation of being in the missile business.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

507 20 ISSUE: An upgraded missile program would assist United States deterrent
effort in maintaining a peaceful status.
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RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 21 ISSUE: Have bases been prioritized as to which one gets the missiles first
if the program is implemented?

RESPONSE: The bases have not been prioritized at this time.

507 22 ISSUE: Commentor will support the program at Malmstrom AFB, Montana
if our elected officials decide to implement the program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 23 ISSUE: What is a credible accident?

RESPONSE: That term refers to accidents that have some chance,
however remote, of occurring.

507 24 ISSUE: When there is land acquisition, does the "fair-market value"
include the future value after the Air Force improves it with housing, for
example?

RESPONSE: Local appraisers who are familiar with local realty
conditions will calculate the fair market value of the land at the time of
acquisition. The Air Force is required by law to offer the full value that
the appraiser determines that property is worth. The proposed future use
of the property to be acquired does not affect the fair market value at the
time of acquisition.

507 25 ISSUE: Safety concerns during dismantling should be addressed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

507 26 ISSUE: The League of Women Voters does not support the MX program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 27 ISSUE: Sabotage of rail lines is not adequately addressed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

507 28 ISSUE: Who is Tetra Tech, Inc.?

RESPONSE: Tetra Tech, Inc. is a major consulting firm with over two
decades of experience in environmental and engineering programs for both
the United States government and civilian-sector clients.

507 29 ISSUE-- The Draft EIS did not consider comments made in the scoping
hearing.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

507 30 ISSUE-- Public hearing comment by Allan Hahn.

RESPONSE: See Document 294.

507 31 ISSUE: What is the average speed of trains in the system? Is it integrated
into an operational system of the line it is on?
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RESPONSE: The train is capable of 55 to 60 mph, but the average speed
during dispersal will be about 30 mph. Yes, it will be integrated into the
commercial rail networks.

507 32 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Malmstrom AFB,

Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 33 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to nuclear weapon technology.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 34 ISSUE: The Draft EIS failed to include a schedule of projected cost
overruns, nor the cost of bombs.

RESPONSE: Issues of cost overruns and the cost of warheads are beyond
the scope of this EIS. See response to Document 3, Comment 1

507 35 ISSUE: How can the Air Force assess the reliability of the MX with no
planned testing on the rail?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 118, Comment 1.

507 36 ISSUE: The existing Montana track is in deplorable condition. Weathering
of the track has not been taken into consideration, nor has the
vulnerability to sabotage.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 15, Comment 3 and
Document 24, Comment 2.

507 37 ISSUE: Building a missile system does not promote peace or international

stability.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 38 ISSUE: Commentor's opinion is that the MX missiles are bad business. It
will turn Great Falls, Montana into a garrison town.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 39 ISSUE: Are there any provisions made to help defray the costs of
transportation and jail problems?

RESPONSE: See response to Documert 507, Comment 2.

507 40 ISSUE: In the south site option at Malmstrom AFB, Montana, the airstrip
is located in an explosive safety zone. Is this wise?

RESPONSE: Explosive safety zones are established to preclude large
numbers of people from gathering for long periods of time in areas where
potential accidents could harm them. Short-term presence in the zones is
permitted and involves negligible risk.

507 41 ISSUE: Will an internal power system be sufficient since Montana Power
lines are not adequate to handle increased loads?
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RESPONSE: At this time, Montana Power indicates that their lines will
be adequate (see EIS Section 4.9.2).

507 42 ISSUE: Commentor hopes we can find a middleground of utilization of
these monies for civilian purposes.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

507 43 ISSUE: National need can be redefined at any time by the Department of
Defense.

RESPONSE: The President and Congress define national need. Also see

response to Document 33, Comment 98.

507 44 ISSUE: Who owns Tetra Tech?

RESPONSE: Tetra Tech is an employee-owned company.

507 45 ISSUE: The Great Falls Chamber of Commerce supports the program at
Malmstrom AFB, Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 46 ISSUE: Do the command, communication and control systems
necessitated by Rail Garrison pose any type of threat to human health of
Great Falls, Montana?

RESPONSE: Command and control communication systems will use
existing technology. No threats to human health as a result of their use
have been identified.

507 47 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about the effect of the dispersal of
radiation of toxic substances, and is uneasy about living near a genuine
hazard.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 68.

507 48 ISSUE: Commentor against nuclear war.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 49 ISSUE: Were current projects on Highway 87 taken into account when
considering road congestion at Malmstrom AFB, Montana? Is the problem
temporary or minimal?

RESPONSE: Current projects were taken into account during the analysis
but temporary impacts may be felt during construction.

507 50 ISSUE: Who will have final review of the EIS? Will Congress and the
administration have final say as to the approval and implementation of the
program?

RESPONSE: The EIS will be reviewed by the President, Congress, and the
Department of Defense. The purpose of this EIS is to provide an objective
appraisal of the environmental impacts associated with deployment of the
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Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program. The findings of this EIS and other
factors such as operational aspects, costs, and strategic posturing will be
considered by the President and Congress in the decision-making process.

507 51 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Malmstrom AFB,
Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 52 ISSUE: More hearings should have been held in Montana, in particular,
Havre, or Shelby.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

507 53 ISSUE: Could the Soviet satellites see trains leaving their garrison?

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

507 54 ISSUE: How many different garrisons are proposed? How many trains are
proposed for Great Falls, Montana.

RESPONSE: Malmstrom AFB and ten other locations are being
considered. Up to four trains for the Proposed Action and up to six trains
for the Alternative Action could be based at Great Falls.

507 55 ISSUE: How much time would the United States have to deploy the Rail
Garrison if missiles were launched from shores outside Washington?

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 56 ISSUE: Commentor feels the world is not a safer place because of nuclear
weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

507 57 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Malmstrom AFB,
Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 1 ISSUF: Commentor supports the program because the City of Minot,
North Dakota has already negotiated the purchase of land necessary to
deploy the garrison; the socioeconomic value of Rail Garrison far
outweighs the loss of potential revenue from oil and gas leases; and the
region has the necessary growth potential in land, housing, schools, and
energy and water resources to absorb the program.

RESPONSE: Noted.

508 2 ISSUE: Commentor stated that Minot's current water supply is adequate
to accommodate the proposed program. Small increases in water use
would not interfere with existing major users.

RESPONSE: This is stated in EIS Section 4.10.7.3.
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508 3 ISSUE: Minot, North Dakota's wastewater treatment plant is approaching
capacity, but added flows should not overfill.

RESPONSE: A study prepared by the city evaluating potential
improvements to the wastewater system is currently under review by the
Minot City Council and will be reviewed by the state and the
Environmental Protection Agency during the upcoming months. Final
action by the city should provide additional capacity to process projected
baseline flows.

508 4 ISSUE: Commentor stated that the added demand of less than one-tenth
of one percent of the annual average flow of the Souris River in North
Dakota would not degrade the baseline water quality.

RESPONSE: This is stated in EIS Section 4.10.7.3.

508 5 ISSUE: Commentor stated that the erosion and associated sediment
transport to Egg Creek, North Dakota is expected to be limited and have
only minor and intermittent effects on the water quality of the creek.

RESPONSE: This is stated in EIS Section 4.10.7.3.

508 6 ISSUE: The upgrading of 14 miles of existing railroad track would cause
some sedimentation during infrequent periods of storm water runoff but
when soil stabilization efforts have been in effect, the sedimentation
would clear.

RESPONSE: This is stated in EIS Section 4.10.7.3.

508 7 ISSUE: Effects on groundwater quantity and quality are expected to be
minor because the Minot, North Dakota aquifer has a natural recharge
which is more than twice its anticipated baseline plus program pumpage.

RESPONSE: This is stated in EIS Section 4.10.7.3.

508 8 ISSUE: Commentor stated that the program would have positive economic
impacts on the Minot, North Dakota area and would do no damage to the
environment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

508 9 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota due to economic activity it would maintain and because of strong
patriotic population in the area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

508 10 ISSUE: Commentor stated that the local utility deems that the increase
of three-tenths of one percent in 1992 would be no problem.

RESPONSE: Noted.

508 11 ISSUE: Commentor stated that displacement of waterfowl ,rid shorebirds
is not a bad thing because it may improve overall health of species by
placing it in a richer, better environment.
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RESPONSE: Approximately 2.5 acres of prairie potholes would be
destroyed by the program. These wetlands provide important habitat for
waterfowl and shorebird. Loss of the prairie pothole would displace
wildlife that is dependent upon these areas (see EIS Section 4.10.6.3).

508 12 ISSUE: Commentor stated that the destruction of naturally occurring
plants and plant cover would be replaced after construction by more
desirable cover such as grass, shrubbery, and trees.

RESPONSE: The majority of the area that would be affected has been
previously disturbed or used for agricultural purposes. Approximately
46 acres of natural habitat would be disturbed by the program.

508 13 ISSUE: Commentor supported the program because of the creation of 419
new jobs and increase in personal income. Also stated that construction
industry would be able to handle construction requirements of the
program.

RESPONSE: Noted.

508 14 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 15 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota because of the socioeconomic benefits, increased employment, and
plans to award small contracts to enable local firms to bid.

RESPONSE: Noted.

508 16 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Steve Sydness.

RESPONSE: See Document 241.

508 17 ISSUE: Commentor stated that statistics quoted in the Draft EIS on
safety and railroads in regards to railroad collisions are probably not very
applicable to North Dakota because they have not had an accident since
he has been working on the railroad.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 24, Comment 2.

508 18 ISSUE: Commentor supported the program because of the amount of jobs
in Minot, North Dakota that are going to be created.

RESPONSE: Noted.

508 19 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota because the MX is safe and environmentally sound. The city and
the base have a good working relationship.

RESPONSE: Noted.

508 20 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Gary Wickre.

RESPONSE: See Document 252.
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508 21 ISSUE.- Commentor opposed to nuclear arms.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 22 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Art Ekblad.

RESPONSE: See Document 257.

508 23 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 24 ISSUE: The notice for the hearing fails to conform to Air Force,
Department of Defense Regulations, Section 989.15, subsection B(2). The
Draft EIS is not widely available in libraries of surrounding communities;
public hearings are not being held in sufficient number of locations; and
three-hour public hearings are not sufficient.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 34, Comments 9 and 11 and
Document 315, Comments 1 and 2.

508 25 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to adequately present the alternatives,
including the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 15.

508 26 ISSUE: The Draft EIS must consider the extent to which the proposal is
controversial.

RESPONSE: Controversy involves disagreement among recognized
professionals over environmental impacts or assessment methods.
Possible controversy over the purpose, need, or desirability of this
program was not considered in the evaluation of the significant impact.

508 27 ISSUE: The Draft EIS fails to address the degree to which the action

establishes a precedent for future actions.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 315, Comment 12.

508 28 ISSUE: The Draft EIS for Minot, North Dakota fails to consider whether
the overall unemployment rate for the area would increase for 1993 and
thereafter.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 4.10.1.3 has been revised to incorporate
program-induced changes in unemployment rates.

508 29 ISSUE: Commentor against the program because money to be used for MX
could be used for other better programs, the MX is a "peace polluter," and
pollutes the political process.

RESPONSE: These issues are beyond the scope of this EIS. See responses

to Document 3, Comment 1 and Document 32, Comment 1.

508 30 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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508 31 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the EIS.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 32 ISSUE: Commentor supports the program and raised the question on
whether impacts to local surrounding towns such as Glenburn and Mohall,
North Dakota were covered in the EIS.

RESPONSE: In the socioeconomic study, a five-county area with the
primary county (Ward) was looked at. The other counties looked at
included Bottineau, McHenry, McLean and Renville. Those counties were
evaluated individually, but no specific cities within them were included in
the evaluation. Only those cities where a majority of the program-related
inmigration would occur were considered. Glenfall and Mohall are not
expected to receive an appreciable number of inmigrants.

508 33 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Brenda Mattson.

RESPONSE: See Document 242.

508 34 ISSUE: The entire handling of the section on wildlife (Draft EIS
Page 4.10-24) is not very clear. The language is unclear as to how the
species would be affected, by what means, and whether any measures to
mitigate were considered.

RESPONSE: EIS Section 4.10.6.3 has been revised.

508 35 ISSUE: Draft EIS Section 4.10.2.2 on wastewater is inadequate.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 508, Comment 3.

508 36 ISSUE: Draft EIS Section 4.10.5.2 on prehistoric and historic resources is
inadequate and unclear.

RESPONSE: The discussion of prehistoric and historic resources (EIS
Section 4.10.5.2) has been revised to reflect the results of field studies in
the specific areas which would be affected by Rail Garrison facilities.
Archaeologists from the University of North Dakota conducted a survey
and testing in the proposed impact areas. No historically important sites
were identified. Site importance is evaluated according to criteria, set
out in the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
regulations (36 CFR 60.4), and in consultation with the North Dakota
State Historic Preservation Office.

508 37 ISSUE The Draft EIS fails to consider the extent to which military
personnel and dependents make the economy of Minot, North Dakota
dependent on federal dollars and vulnerable in the event of military
defense cutbacks.

RESPONSE: Economic dependence on the military is beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

508 38 ISSUE: Why was the Draft EIS prepared by Tetra Tech, Inc. which until
earlier this year, was a subsidiary of Honeywell, a major defense
contractor?
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RESPONSE: Tetra Tech provided a disclosure statement to the Air Force
due to concern regarding its association with Honeywell. Honeywell no
longer owns Tetra Tech thus the statement verified the separation of
Honeywell from Tetra Tech management, which satisfied the Air Force.

508 39 ISSUE: The Draft EIS must be expanded to address concerns raised at the
hearing. Additional public hearings must be held after the revised EIS is
prepared. The public must be given full and fair opportunity to be heard.

RESPONSE: The issuance of a supplemental Draft EIS is only warranted
when there are substantial changes to the program and/or to the
conclusions of the document. The Final EIS does address concerns raised
at the public hearings. Therefore, a revised Draft EIS will not be prepared
and no additional public hearings will be held.

508 40 ISSUE: Commentor against the Rail Garrison program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 41 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 42 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota because of increased employment, enhancement of an already
good rail transportation system, and interruptions to rail traffic would not
be -a problem.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 43 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 44 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program to be deployed in Minot
AFB, North Dakota because the city can handle or meet program
requirements.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 45 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Charles Hoffman.

RESPONSE: See Document 306.

508 46 ISSUE: Commentor against the Rail Garrison system but if the system is
deployed it might as well be in Minot, North Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 47 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the findings of the Draft EIS for Minot
AFB, North Dakota and the program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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508 48 ISSUF& Section 4.10.7 of the Draft EIS which says that 829 housing units
are available, is short now. It should be 1,000 because the community lost
the 5th Fighter.

RESPONSE: Available housing unit estimates include effects of the loss

of the 5th Fighter Squadron.

508 49 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Neal Ruedisili.

RESPONSE: See Document 391.

508 50 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Earl Allen.

RESPONSE: See Document 411.

508 51 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 52 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Mike Fedorchak.

RESPONSE: See Document 253.

508 53 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Al Hermondson.

RESPONSE: See Document 337.

508 54 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Minot AFB, North
Dakota because it is for the defense and security of this state and nation,
because impacts to the area are within acceptable limits, and because the
area is receptive and able to accommodate the program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

508 55 ISSUE: Have there been any environmental restrictions by state and local
law or regulations as per Draft EIS Page 4.0-2 incurred that would
discourage the Air Force from coming to Minot AFB, North Dakota?

RESPONSE: The Air Force will comply with legally applicable
environmental restrictions of state and local laws and regulations (see EIS
Chapter 4).

509 1 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by the Honorable Edwin Denman.

RESPONSE: See Document 66.

509 2 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by the Honorable Ben Mangina.

RESPONSE: See Document 71.

509 3 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by the Honorable Woodrow Kurth.

RESPONSE: See Document 55.

509 4 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ray Maring.
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RESPONSE: See Document 70.

509 5 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Whiteman AFB, Missouri.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 6 ISSUE: Addition of half a section of land to Whiteman AFB, Missouri for
the Rail Garrison would be an asset to the area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

509 7 ISSUE: Kaysinger Basin Regional Planning Commission in Clinton,
Missouri feels statistical impact on Whiteman AFB would not be any
different except the new rail spur might slightly affect a few households.

RESPONSE: Impacts on land use at Whiteman AFB are discussed in EIS
Section 4.4.4.3.

509 8 ISSUE: Noise levels would not increase normal levels at Whiteman AFB,
Missouri.

RESPONSE: Impacts on noise associated with deployment of the proposed
program at Whiteman AFB are discussed in EIS Section 4.11.10.3.

509 9 ISSUE: Since rail traffic on the Katy line is decreasing, added Rail
Garrison traffic would not increase existing traffic at Whiteman AFB,
Missouri.

RESPONSE: Noted.

509 10 ISSUE: Local archaeologist says there should be no archaeological sites of
any significance near the rail spur.

RESPONSE: The impressions of professional researchers familiar with the
region may be useful as background information. However, reliance on
that sort of information does not fulfill the Air Force's legal obligation to
"identify and evaluate" resources that could be affected by the proposed
program. When project areas are relatively small, or when precise
resource locations are required for planning, field studies are normally the
preferred approach. Field surveys at Whiteman AFB identified eight
historic sites in proposed impact areas. As required by law, the sites were
evaluated according to National Register of Historic Places criteria and
none were found to be historically important. These findings have been
submitted to the Missouri State Historic Preservation Office to obtain the
necessary concurrence.

509 11 ISSUE: Black-tail rabbit is found in the vicinity but railroad rights-of-way
should provide excellent habitat for this Missouri listed rare species.

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 4.11.6.2. The black-tailed jackrabbit is
known to occur on Whiteman AFB. Railroad rights-of-way may
inadvertently preserve native habitat for a number of plants and animals,
including the black-tailed jackrabbit.

509 12 ISSUE: The southeast corner of Whiteman AFB, Missouri is presently not
being used by prairie chicken, however, railroad rights-of-way would be
excellent habitat, should they return.
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RESPONSE: Noted.

509 13 ISSUE: Nothing indicates any natural prairie plant remnants are in the
particular Whiteman AFB, Missouri area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

509 14 ISSUE: There may be some incidence of summer gray bats in standing
dead timber, but there have been no sightings in the Whiteman AFB,
Missouri area.

RESPONSE: Consultation with experts from local natural resource
agencies and results of field surveys conducted during 1988 did not
indicate occurrence of this species in the project area (see EIS
Section 4.11.6.2).

509 15 ISSUE: Was the B-2 bomber coming to Whiteman AFB, Missouri ever
considered?

RESPONSE: Deployment of the B-2 bomber mission at Whiteman AFB is
considered in the baseline analysis (see EIS Sections 1.8.2 and 4.11).

509 16 ISSUE: The EIS should cover impacts on a national scale.

RESPONSE: Nationwide impacts on the national economy and railroads
are discussed in Section 4.1 of the EIS.

509 17 ISSUE: You will be able to tell the missile cars from commercial cars
because they are so large.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74 and EIS
Section 1.3.

509 18 ISSUE: Commentor asks how people will feel when a train rolls out; if

they will think its the "real thing."

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

509 19 ISSUE- Public hearing comment by Phillip McNally.

RESPONSE: See Document 65.

509 20 ISSUE: Commentor in favor of the Rail Garrison because it is well worth
the small risk involved.

RESPONSE-- See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 21 ISSUE- Commentor questions whether figures given by the Federal
Railroad Administration were for the piece of rail in question in the
Whiteman AFB, Missouri area.

RESPONSE-- Data on railroad capabilities, conditions, utilization, and
safety were provided for all railways in the United States. Also see
response to Document 24, Comment 2.
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509 22 ISSUE: The Air Force should be concerned that although there is not
much of an impact on Johnson County, Missouri, the county may secede
from the union as the third largest nuclear power.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 15, Comment 3 and Document
24, Comment 2.

509 23 ISSUE- Missouri has an inadequate rail system.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 15, Comment 3 and
Document 24, Comment 2.

509 24 ISSUE: More hearings along the train route should be held.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

509 25 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Gregg Lombardi.

RESPONSE: See Document 287.

509 26 ISSUE: The Air Force should consider the future of the race and think
twice about children.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 27 ISSUE Public hearing comment by John Klotz.

RESPONSE: See Document 57.

509 28 ISSUE Commentor in support of basing Rail Garrison at Whiteman AFB,
Missouri.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 29 ISSUE: Describe the length and weight of the rail car carrying the
missile.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.

509 30 ISSUE: The church teaches it is immoral to threaten the lives of other
human beings and commentor feels MX Rail Garrison does this and is
wrong.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 31 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Lynn Harmon.

RESPONSE: See Document 53.

509 32 ISSUE. The scope of the EIS is too narrow; it should include train routes
and the impact of nuclear war.

RESPONSE: The issue of nuclear war is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see responses to Document 33, Comments 29.

509 33 ISSUE: There is no empirical evidence to support the impact of any kind
of accident In Missouri with these trains.
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RESPONSE Noted.

509 34 ISSUE: Was there contingency plans for: the fuel plant in Nevada that
exploded or the Titan II explosion in Arkansas?

RESPONSE: The Air Force has had nuclear weapon system emergency
plans and general disaster plans since the early days of nuclear weapon
system deployment. The Titan II accident was managed in accordance
with these plans. The Nevada fuel plant accident was handled by local,
civilian emergency responders. The nature of their accident planning is
beyond the scope of this EIS.

509 35 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Karen Prins.

RESPONSE: See Document 82.

509 36 ISSUE: How many people will be employed to maintain security?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 28.

509 37 ISSUE-- Will trained security personnel have the right to detain and search
anybody, such as hunters and fishermen, as they approach the track at Air
Force installations?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 12.

509 38 ISSUE: Local law enforcement agencies will get no extra power to
protect this system and will be using county money to remove protestors
on the tracks. Local law enforcement officers will get the worst job out
of all this.

RESPONSE: All required security for the system will be provided by the
Air Force. The Air Force will work with local authorities to minimize
potential civil disturbances.

509 39 ISSUE: Commentor feels the Air Force has kept faith with the people of
Missouri by keeping the missile sites as low-keyed as possible. Based on
Whiteman AFB's past performance, the Rail Garrison will be a safe
system.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 40 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Helen Burnham.

RESPONSE: See Document 494.

509 41 ISSUE: Commentor welcomes the Peacekeeper to the Whiteman AFB,
Missouri area. It has a positive economic impact and minimal or no
environmental impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

509 42 ISSUE: What are the dimensions of the rail car?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 74.
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509 43 ISSUE: The Draft EIS was not available soon enough for concerned

citizens to review.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

509 44 ISSUE.' Naming the MX missile Peacekeeper is a big lie.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

509 45 ISSUE: The MX is a war starter missile. It is designed and planned to
deploy in a first-strike mode. It is a weapon intended to start a nuclear
war. The missile already deployed in Wyoming cannot survive a first
strike back to the Soviets, therefore they must launch very early.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 46 ISSUE: Will having approximately 40 very accurate hydrogen bombs on
rail cars within two city blocks in the Oscoda, Michigan area tempt the
Soviets or other adversaries to launch an attack on that spot early during
the crisis.

RESPONSE: Issues of national security are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 47 ISSUE: The secondary effects of a missile train accident involving a

tanker truck carrying hazardous materials must be addressed.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 404, Comment 11.

509 48 ISSUE The hearings were designed to give those people with a vested
interest more opportunities to speak than those against the action.

RESPONSE: At the hearing for Whiteman AFB, Missouri, there were five
elected officials who represented the most people and were allowed to
speak first. The balance of the speakers were randomly selected. Also
see response to Document 33, Comment 53.

509 49 ISSUE The use of the word "Peacekeeper" for the name of a missile gives
a pleasant meaning to an unpleasant reality. This name indicates the Air
Force is trying to persuade the public of something they want to do.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 37, Comment 1.

509 50 ISSUE: Meetings were held for a few people in a small area when all the
people of Missouri and the nation should be heard.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

509 51 ISSUE: The public has a much larger interest than the many unending
technicalities that are raised in this report, such as the impacts of nuclear
war.

RESPONSE: The issue of impacts due to nuclear war is beyond the scope
of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 52 ISSUE: Commentor quotes the Union of Concerned Scientists who say the
MX missile is extremely destabilizing and could be perceived by the
Soviets as provocative, therefore exacerbating the crisis.
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RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the scope of this EIS. Also see response
to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 53 ISSUE: Commentor quotes the Union of Concerned Scientists who claims
the MX missile is a waste of taxpayers' money since the United States
already possesses sufficient nuclear deterrence.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

509 54 ISSUE: Commentor quotes statement by the Union of Concerned
Scientists saying the new rail basing mode is vulnerable to attack since it
takes up to 6 hours to disperse the trains from garrisons and Soviet missile
can reach American soil in 30 minutes.

RESPONSE: Operational details having no environmental impact are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

509 55 ISSUE: Commentor quotes the Union of Concerned Scientists statement
saying the vulnerable MX basing mode increases America's incentive to
strike early; it is a first-strike weapon and is therefore directly contrary
to the United States' negotiating position in the strategic arms reduction
treaty.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 56 ISSUF: Public hearing comment by James Jones.

RESPONSE: See Document 39.

509 57 ISSUE: Facts, details, and specifics of the trains should be included in the
EIS.

RESPONSE: See EIS Section 1.3.2. Also see response to Document 33,
Comment 74.

509 58 ISSUE: Commentor concerned that while deployment of the missile is said
to bring economic growth to Johnson and Pettis counties, Missouri, it
would not affect unemployment rates in the area but personal incomes
will rise. This means that those which already have will get more, while
displaced farmers and unemployed workers would continue on the road to
chronic poverty.

RESPONSF: The construction phase of the program would create between
700 and 800 civilian jobs over a three year period decreasing
unemployment by about 0.1 percent. Since most of the operational jobs
are military, the local effect will be minimal (see EIS Section 4.1.1.3).

509 59 ISSUF: It's time the government played its rightful role by investing in
the strength of the people instead of wasting money on weapons systems
we don't need.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.
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509 60 ISSUE: The few jobs created during peak construction are for a very short
time, then drop off sharply.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 270, Comment 11.

509 61 ISSUE& Why do we continue to produce nuclear waste before we know how
to dispose of it?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 2.

509 62 ISSUE: Commentor read a first-hand account of the aftermath of
Nagasaki and commented that it was not his will to have more nuclear
weapons which create this effect.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 63 ISSUE: It is against the will of the American people to have more nuclear
weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 64 ISSUE: Commentor felt the EIS shouldn't forget people in other countries
that don't deseeve to die or the moral dimension of allowing these weapons
into the community and of teaching children these weapons are
acceptable.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 65 ISSUE While we do have the right to defend our country, it is stupid and
vicious to use this crude, morally repugnant method that will carry out
and increase the threat of nuclear war.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 66 ISSUE.- Why is it important to spend more money on this system when we
have appropriated so much for the Trident II missile?

RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 67 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Frances Russell.

RESPONSE-- See Document 407.

509 68 ISSUE Public hearing comment by Mark Haim.

RESPONSE See Document 264.

509 69 ISSUE. Commentor in support of the program at Whiteman AFB, Missouri.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 70 ISSUE: Commentor felt the Warrensburg School Board was working with
the Air Force by deciding no signs could be put up at the meeting.

RESPONSE Regulations of the Warrensburg School Board were in effect
at the public hearing.
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509 71 ISSUE: Commentor felt three minutes was not long enough to comment at

the public hearing.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

509 72 ISSUE: Commentor felt more hearings should be held to allow more folks
to comment.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

509 73 ISSUE.' Commentor objected to the restriction of comments only to the
construction site rather than the issue of placing multi-warhead missiles
in uncovered garages near a population center.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 482, Comment 35.

509 74 ISSUE: Commentor feels the issue of placing missiles so near a population
center should be addressed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: Potential safety issues concerning population centers are
discussed in EIS Chapter 5.

509 75 ISSUE: Commentor feels the EIS should address secondary economic
impacts such as the impact of an explosion and the release of radiation on
agricultural crop sales.

RESPONSE: See responses 'to Document 33, Comment 66 and
Document 287, Comment 91.

509 76 ISSUE: Commentor feels the hearing procedures were inadequate.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

509 77 ISSUE: The current deadline for the comment period should be extended
to give nontechnical persons time to understand the document and
determine the issues.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 1.

509 78 ISSUE- More hearings should be held in St. Louis and other concerned
communities in Missouri.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

509 79 ISSUE: Commentor asked whether cumulative effects of soil erosion on
railroad tracks and accidents along the Missouri River were considered.

RESPONSE: Cumulative effects of a train accident on soil erosion along
the Missouri River are not expected to occur. Train accidents are of
short-duration and do no, result in considerable erosion. However, erosion
control methods would be utilized if necessary.

509 80 ISSUE-- Commentor felt that each commentor should have the same
40 minutes the Air Force got.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.
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509 81 ISSUE: Commentor felt the public has not been included in the process
since no names were used.

RESPONSE: Names of individuals who made statements at the public
hearings for the Draft EIS or submitted written comments on the Draft
EIS are provided in Section 1.1 of this volume of the EIS (Volume II, Public
Comments).

509 82 ISSUE: Commentor points out that well over half the people present at

the Warrensburg, Missouri meeting were opposed to the MX missile.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 83 ISSUE: The EIS needs to consider impacts of nuclear war.

RESPONSE: The impacts of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 84 ISSUE: Commentor feels we need to deal with the homeless people before
working on trying to destroy them.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 85 ISSUE: Commentor feels sending a panel to Warrensburg to whitewash the
MX missile program is insulting and a mockery and travesty of justice.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 86 ISSUE: Commentor felt the 3-minute time limit given to comment on a
statement as thick as the Draft EIS is too short.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

509 87 ISSUE: Commentor felt the EIS should discuss impacts of nuclear war.

RESPONSE: The impacts of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 88 ISSUE: Commentor pointed out that although the District Representative
is not known as a dove, and usually votes in favor of any weapons system,
even he voted to cut MX spending.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

509 89 ISSUE: The EIS should state that the public be informed immediately
whether an accident involves the presence or absence of nuclear weapons.

RESPONSE: See Section 5.5.1 of the EIS.

509 90 ISSUE Public hearing comment by Patty Purves.

RESPONSE: See Document 85.

509 91 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Jerry Brown.

RESPONSE: See Document 72.
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510 1 ISSUE: Commentor questions the significance of groundwater
contamination at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan in regard to supplying
additional water for the program.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 28.

510 2 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Robert Foster.

RESPONSE: See Document 115.

510 3 ISSUE: Commentor in support of the program at Wurtsmith AFB,
Michigan due to positive economic impact it would have on the area's
income and employment levels.

RESPONSE: Noted.

510 4 ISSUE- Commentor questions the observation in the Draft EIS concerning
availability of water and potential aggravation of groundwater
contamination.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 28.

510 5 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Robert Snider.

RESPONSE: See Document 118.

510 6 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by David Jackson.

RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, Comments 6 to 30 and
Comments 54 to 61.

510 7 ISSUE: Local contractors are currently building additional housing in the
Oscoda, Michigan area.

RESPONSE: Noted.

510 8 ISSUE: It is unfair that only one hearing was held in Michigan.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

510 9 ISSUE: There was not enough time for all to speak. The three-minute
limit was not fair to citizens.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 53.

510 10 ISSUE: Commentor againqt the MX basing in Michigan or anywhere else.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 11 ISSUE: Commentor does not believe there is a negligible risk from
plutonium release.

RESPONSE: Potential human health effects are discussed in EIS
Section 5.4.
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510 12 ISSUE: Commentor in favor of the program at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan

but with reservations for the environment.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 13 ISSUE: Commentor against the MX because it would create a destructive
environment for the nation.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 14 ISSUE: Commentor against the MX system and all nuclear weapons
because it is inconsistent with United States arms control policy.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 15 ISSUE: Money spent on the nuclear weapons would be better spent on
human needs.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

510 16 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Ralph Ferber.

RESPONSE: See Document 112.

510 17 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by James Anderson.

RESPONSE: See Document 120.

510 18 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Terry Miller.

RESPONSE: See Document 111.

510 19 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Leona Riebling.

RESPONSE: See Document 474.

510 20 ISSUE: The Proposed Action would not likely jeopardize continued
existence of any listed species, or result in loss or adverse modifications
of critical habitat. Measures to avoid or minimize impacts should be easy
given 5,200 acres available on Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan.

RESPONSE: A summary of potential impacts is presented in EIS
Table 4.12.6-2 and Section 4.12.6.3. Much of the upland habitat
(grassland, forest, and shrubland) that would be disturbed for the proposed
program would not be allowed to recover to predisturbance conditions, and
would be permanently lost. In addition, construction of the rail spur would
result in the loss of approximately 3.2 acres of valuable forested wetland
habitat in the Au Sable River floodplain. The proposed location of the rail
spur on Wurtsmith AFB is the only siting design that would accommodate
the special engineering constraints of the program. Reestablishment of
comparable habitat values at a wetland creation site would be a long-term
(many generations for most wildlife species) process because of the
complexity of natural ecosystems. Mitigation would be undertaken in
cooperation with the Michigan Department of Natural Resources and
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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510 21 ISSUE. Were local environmental agencies, such as the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) consulted for the Draft EIS
analysis?

RESPONSE: The Michigan DNR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
Michigan Natural Features Inventory were consulted regarding potential
impacts of the proposed program on biological resources at Wurtsmith
AFB, Michigan.

510 22 ISSUE: What permits will the Air Force get for construction in wetland
area?

RESPONSE: A permit application for wetland fill would be filed with the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources if the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program is deployed at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan.

510 23 ISSUE: What other nine threatened and endangered species which would
be affected besides Kirtlands warbler and the lake sturgeon?

RESPONSE: Twelve threatened and endangered, federal-candidate, and
state-sensitive species occur in the general region of influence (see EIS
Table 4.12.6-1 for list of species and distributions); however, only one of
these species (the eastern massasauga) occurs onbase or in the program
area. The eastern massasauga, a federal-candidate species, may be
disturbed by construction of a small portion of the rail spur in the
Au Sable River floodplain south of Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan.

510 24 ISSUE: What are the plans to dispose of solid/toxic wastes? How- is
hazardous waste managed at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan now?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 68.

510 25 ISSUE: If the 244 acres of forest land (jack pine) is destroyed, how will it
be done?

RESPONSE: The garrison site at Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan was previously
burned during a forest fire and currently supports scrubby regrowth of
pine and oak and planted pine saplings. Other facility sites (e.g. grenade
range and explosive ordnance disposal range) are in mature forest habitat.
Construction for the proposed program would require complete removal of
woody vegetation, and grading of the sites according to engineering
specifications.

510 26 ISSUE: If the Air Force plans to fill the 3.4 acres of wetlands connected
with the Au Sable River in Michigan, what will be the altered routes of
water underground?

RESPONSE: The proposed rail construction in a small portion of the
Au Sable River floodplain and would occur approximately 0.5 mile away
from the river, and is not likely to alter present groundwater flow paths.

510 27 ISSUE: Commentor does not foresee the need for much temporary housing
in Oscoda, Michigan as there are many workers in the area, some
commute up to 100 miles, and others use campsites.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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510 28 ISSUE: Commentor against nuclear arms.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 29 ISSUE: Commentor against nuclear arms anywhere in the world. The
money spent on the program would be better spent in fields like education
and health care.

RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 32, Comment 1.

510 30 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to nuclear weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 31 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Richard Skochdopole.

RESPONSE: See Document 116.

510 32 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Willard Hunter.

RESPONSE: See Document 119.

510 33 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Joan McCoy.

RESPONSE: See Document 33.

510 34 ISSUE: Commentor opposed to the program in Michigan or anywhere else.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 35 ISSUE: Environmental hearings should be held in every city that the
MX rail system trains will practice and travel.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

510 36 ISSUE: If the Rail Garrison system has negligible danger of explosion
while on the tracks, why is there a large safety area onbase where they
will be housed?

RESPONSE: See response to Document 504, Comment 35.

510 37 ISSUE: Public hearing comment by Glenna Snider.

RESPONSE: See Document 118.

510 38 ISSUE: Great care has been taken in increasing survivability of the
missile system but not enough to increase survivability of the residents
and the ecosystems of the Great Lakes, Michigan area.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 39 ISSUE: More weapons mean more expense and more eventual nuclear
waste to dispose of.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 30.
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510 40 ISSUE-- Commentor concerned about security aspects of the system,

sabotage, terrorists, etc.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 6, Comment 2.

510 41 ISSUE.' Commentor concerned about radioactive isotopes being released
and local medical community's ability to respond.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 50, Comment 6.

510 42 ISSUE: Commentor concerned about psychological effect on children who
discover nukes in their neighborhood.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 5, Comment 14.

510 43 ISSUE: Studies show arms spending generates fewer jobs and wealth than
equal wealth spent on health care or education. Michigan often loses
more in taxes than it gains in military spending.

RESPONSE: See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

510 44 ISSUE& What do studies show about long-term effects on property values
when nukes moved into an area?

RESPONSE: In an analysis of this type of activity, it has been found that
additional demand for housing has either raised the prices of houses,
encouraged new construction, or has been beneficial by using otherwise
unoccupied or available housing.
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2 DOCUMENTS RECEIVED

This section Includes all the documents received during the public comment period. The
documents are presented four sheets to a page and are assigned sequential numbers
from 1 through 497. Every effort has been made to reproduce all documents in a clear
and legible form. However, in some cases, the original documents were handwritten in
pencil or light ink, or lightly typed and therefore may not have reproduced clearly.
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Should you have any questions concerning our comments, do not
hesitate to contact my staff in the Divisions of Archaeology and
Historic Preservation.

July 7, 1988 
7Srsl1

Lt. Col. Peter Walsh. ..i

APRCR-5IlSDZV State Historic Preservation Officosr
Morton APR, CA 92409-6448

LPT:PGR:s
Re: Draft Enviro nental Impact Stat seknt

Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Program
United States Air Force

Dear Lt. Col. Walsh:

Reference is made to Xr. Gary D. Vest's letter dated June 29.
1988. transmitting a copy of the above document for our review.
We have comipisted our review of the appropriate cultural
resources section, and have the following omenta to of fer.

On page 2-7, it is stated that impacts to significant cultural
resources are anticipated at P .RI. Warren APB in Wyomsing and Raker
AMR in Arkansas and that Cultural resource impacts at all other

hasWould not he significant." The latter statemnt includes
Rarksdale APR here in Louisiana., which is our area of concern.
We question how this statment can he mads when on page 4.3-24.
In the discussion of Imspact. to cultural resources on Rarksdale
APR, it is stated that "Archaeological surrey A testing is
underway to ident ify and evaluate resources in proposed program
areas."

Aa "e have not received the cultural resources survey report for
Rarksdale APR as of this date. we cannot concur with the
statement on page 2-7 that the cultural resources impacts at the
hame would not he significant. Consequently, we must withhold
further comment pending submittal of the cultural resources
survey report for our review.
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DOCUMENT 5 DOCUMENT 5
Scoplas Statement

loopng SatcxntPage 3

doxtropcd *:1,-ix 1, Woridi, a t1. Tbe,. a-oi bomb dropped I 51 : ,~: oI.pa: t ool "" it x r o ko * bbIo by Nba Stot t
:!oain wan ao t in I t.

61 do tiro Xb ...l. n hori ~ . .. .Id vulnerable
dia nOf ".r wofm that. n Ju.le8 Cn ard iicIAtbaseda atter share i th y r. delyed. ix.oui a uo~

I Hm*tsetn Ill nil.. mod ordered tha Alr for-, to deveiop 40 Altsruaiicc
belies mode more likely to '-VcIVO-6clear atitack lips1, the U.S. was *baodooo year. man, but ii hen hom- r.Ourt d ix

titoeo toSrii infn t int i of (S ro.ad i a ot
Taw140 o Ox e to i to place the tissiie. on rail car.. two to a loia1ocn"xrtuaoraata naio alra acaoc
car. vitOfr0 i roil ".7w total. In a crisis, n ormal rall traffic 7 ihu conslx intg tbn40ah x.ia oldaatal a y LIt

1O 1vi. i-ch. a e lo misil xatain ol ol: onr a Aoc torohoruln cooth U.Sr Cotrlt ollr. ao tcol oan.a nooi

toatrpdermit to tof nori oft IsO aod IbudctI.ipaatd.1 twrnxgbr

Phyiian. for tgt t8- .toteus Cogrn -li-a 0 -1 t I s whlii c h 1~o.ixaan fttnrlo.04 xai tboauS od.* t 0 ba

La4to ae@ 'art c at here." Anod soeie etb n freatmen 1.a The pe snli c adith 10ait.iin ou tata..aon av

nowd . 1.t c a o fta lernaitva dep~loyts and Nobifat Cci. PSo no Ix auoay Plyxct Inten .oia ......il ..t aoppctroapon o

Yhy ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n 10oopoexpatlSaomnnI h bod tlee t j.. P rod. m a o tua r a a (too. b- - i. ocor auit n

nndrac tacrria t1w Tilo bSndta o Tbf rir, lio. tittle time
S na ta porl ::ttaiI, Itjott lix. t9lda tarn to'~ .t . _ , tr afo atdt

dxalot. i xinctxico. ar.ol illyad dup atl to11 att ID
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DOCUMENT? DOCUMENT 7

TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE .,STATE OP ARKANSAS
OtAIUiCfT OP P,5*,CC Ahrt AOwwIIntuvwO

COMMENTS I 4

TO: All Technical Rview Coemittee Metmers 1 .1 Ci '

FRO: Joe Gillespie, Manager - State Clearinghouse

DATE: June 29. 198

Kmatt.: is. 1e 11 SUBJECT: EIS No. DRAFT Enviro m ntal lar StIa rnt Owarwp-- 0.11 Orrlson

AWoe A okw, 1. 4 m.-e, Program

'Aft auksa. w. a P.. www

aM lAn...e nca. .0a tw I oearmwe e f
Please review the above staAed aocutet under Drovisions C' Ee-tiOn 4C4 cf tie

SP t O S Clean Water Act, Section 10, (Z) (c) of the 'atiora1 Enviro.erto: Pciicy Ut

AW A k. w..m cm .cas. . of 1969 and the Arkansas Project Nctiflication arc Review Systr..

AAM mewme Hem" amwww YOUR COMMENTS SHCJLA GE RETURNED hY Uul -n o----)ANKGA w e MR. RANDY YOUNG, CHAiI - TECHNILAL Rcls RITTEE, #I CAPITOL MALL. SUITE
AP aaaa. ._. a enw remm, 2-0. LITTLE ROCK, ARKNSAS 72203.

aSK 5i5...ao Oss-bi C "oowes C " If we have no reply within that tic we s111 assue you hove no coments and

aZt ""n" m NF ae l will proceed with the sion-off.

CouMErs ZSPPORT i MA NOT SUPPORT (CMEIE'ITS ATTACHED)

EL COMMENTS ATTACHED SUPPORT W)TH FOLLOI; COMOITIONS

Elmo COMMES [] NON-OEGRADATION CERTIFICATIO ISSUES
(APPLIES TO PC&C ONLY)

1INT-.f AGEOCi llk264 DOTA 7 4

DOCUMENT 7 DOCUMENT 7

STATE OP ARKANSAS STATE OF ARKANSAS

............mn ::v:ef:w . . . ... . ,,.. .m.v..,a- avf -a

em50v a a t Il Gg

Memorandum *ODoiAlt, Memorandum
_______ D SOIL ANh *ALc

TO: All Technical Review Committee Menbers TO: All Technical Review Committee Menbers CAMSERATION COMOIS4OM

FROA: Joe Gillespie. Manager - State Clearinihouse FROM: Joe Gillespie, Manager - State Clearinghouse

OATE: June 29, 1988 DATE: June 29. 198

SUBJECT: EIS go. DRAFT EnvSrUBntal imrn SntJn O~vvokw*vr Awl rrrisn SRECT: EIS CT . DRAFT EnvirISnanat Sion. r..r~ko r a.. i -Orrison

Program Program

.lease review t- -bove state, cOcuoet ue re, lons C" re:!o d r tAl Please review thn above stated 0o0u-ent unuer nrc-siOn c
e 

le:tion AL- of tie
Clean Later Act. lection IOC ICE IcE of the ';atioial Environ reti: Pc;ivy ;ct Clean ater Act. lection 10, (Z) Ic) of the Etra nd roeertal PcEicy -ct
of 19i and the Aesanses Project itviication arc Revies Syster. of 1969 and the Erkansos Project Nctification ard Review yste .

iOUE CC,[ETS SHCAD BE RETUR 0 no --i- TOGR CAV9ENTS SHCJLO RE RETURNCD An Eul-v im-
ARtEOS SUGCUA IRN A R. EC .. . .R. RAv0i DOUNG. CHIR AN - TECHNICAL ARVTIr WUTTEE. CI CI . CTE..

2 . Ti n CHAIRMA- TECHNICAL OcoadIWITTEE, il CAPITOL -ALL. SUITE 0-.LITTLECAPITOL R ,,OCLR SUITE

0-0. LITTLE ROCK. ARKANKSAS 72203.

If e have no reply within that Dine we sill assure you have no conerts and
If we have 9o reply within that tre will aWssue yOu have no ients ond will proceed wit the sin-or!.
wil proceed with tho sINwofi.

SP. D I SUPPORT L DO NOT SUPPORT (COISIMEITS ATTACHED)
U. RAPPOT [j M NAT SUPPORT (COMEE TSO ATTACHEDE --_

F COMMENiTS ATTACHED SUPPORT MATH FOLLO14 C0PDITIONS E COMMENTS ATTACHED SUPPORT aNTH FOLLOWIUS COiOITIOMO

C Mf O UO-DEGRADATIDOi CERTIFICAT10GA ISSOES
NO CMR EN TSM-OEGRPDATIt CERTIFICATION ISlSES LTZ

2  
C - AO.,L ET ,C& T ONLY)

(APPLIES TO P&C ONLY) (APPLIES TO Put ORLi)

SI~aaTG 4ui&~tf GER 4~E4J~~TE& a~ pSIGATM Z 4 ?A A GERCY Cv R ~ 4 it

zuSnc oto-on-Is IRS/SC 0010-006-0a

4
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DOCUMENT 7 DOCUMENT 7

STATE oP ARKANSAS STATEFOP ARKANSAS
Onegn ePOw nl .wm inSnno wvnln0 PnOil An dnT n..AI

-. lmmnMr ' "v -

mm~~m JU 0U 11998 8

Mmorandum JmorandumSUL AM) WRILK
TO: All Technaical Revive Coamittee Mimbers WgI = s NU TO: All Technical Itvle Committee Members

FROM: Joe Gillespie, Manager - State Clearinghouse FROM: Joe Gillespie, Manager - State Clearinghouse

DATE: June 29, 1988 DATE: June 29. 1988

SUBJECT: EIS No. peAFr Evyromlntal Iort Gatrte.t p .i ... own rison SUBJECT: EIS No. goon Evolroremrtl tmwwrv Sfant Ow..-k-fw. I1 rison

Program Program

Please review the above stated Docurent under rovisions Ct' Section 404 of tne Please review the above stated aocument under Provisions o' Se:tlon 404 rf toe
Clean hater Act. Section 12) (21 (c) of the 'latioral Environrernt Pclicy Oct Clean water Act. Section 102 (2) Cc) of the 'Iatioral Environentl Pclicy oct
of 19E9 and the Arkansas Project MPctification ard Review Syster, of 1909 and the Arkansas Project Ntification are Review Systen.

YOUR C[nMENTS SHOD BE RETURhD BY (uly 9 1 .C.- YOUR COog1ENTS SHOCJL BC RETURNED Bn (July 2 -1-----
R. 16 0OU00 0010. - TECAHIC 0-A t) ITTEE. 1 CAPITOL LL. SUITE MR. RAST YOUN, CHAIRM. - TECHNIjCAL REv, &IETTEE. OS CAPITOL MALL, SUITE

2-0, LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72203. 2-D, LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72203.

If we have vo reply nithin that time we w111 assure you have no contents and If we have no reply within that tim we will assure nou have no cornents and
nill poceed wit the sion-off, well proceed with the socn-off.

L. SUPPORT 0j 0 NOT SUPPORT (COIIEITS ATTACHED) L-- SUPPORT LIDO NOT SUPPORT (COMAl[ iTS ATTACHED)

F- COMIRIETS ATTACHED [] SUPPORT WITH FOLLOIII CORDITIONS -COMMENTS ATTACHED ] SUPPORT WITH FOLLOA;, CONDITIONS

E . s []R N-DEORAATION CERTIFICATION ISSUES N INO COMNTS NDM-DRARUADATIJ CERTIFICTIOR 1050ES

(APPLIES TO PCOC ONLY) (APPLIES TO PCIC ONLY)

SIGNATURE4 AGENCY T4'-I.0 .,Y DAT A ..? SIGNATURE ALytiju.......... AGENCY A 4_ DATE5.. ORT

IS/SC a0" -O-R IRS/SC 0100-006-85

DOCUMENT 7 DOCUMENT 7

STATE oP ARKANSAS

TO a g mni a r Revie o: tte uoe wsers niwn ... ,- ... JO[ 1IW

DATE:STATE o ARKANSAS

JUL 1 5 IM Otnwnvcwwv OF P:"vv(CXA,t ominiwvnvvo JUL 20 wj

Pr-a U C: I O RF Wnvi*omna - l StlLnt0P Stm ion

SSOiL AND ftft
ORSOIAD ORMI,v f ONRIDAR O MISSID&

MemorandumP

TO: A1 Technical Review Committee Members 
JU 

e 
1 19tn

FOM: Joe ihe npkMn ger - State Clearieghous TO:se AlTechnical Reve Comt rn oisi O t.'04 o H Re
BATE: June 29. 1908 FROM: Jwe Gillespie. Manager- State Clearinghouse

SUBJECT: RIO No. OwnEorina manSww.w wv.~p.. 0.41 rarriswn DATE: June 29. 1900

Program SUBJECT. EIS No. DRFfnioeaTlwr te e.wkw .. D C.rwn

Program ____________________________

Plee re foto bv stated dvcvoenl under ortvisions c' Tection 400 rf toe ______________________________________
Cenate . Teto '0 (21 (c f the Jatiw'.l lnviron, ertal Pchicy ct

of 1909 and the ArkantS ProjecZt 4ctificalion are Review Syslvo. Please review ton above stated jounent ulcer ortvisioos t' lection -0d of toe

YOUR CAME4TS SHCLD 8- RETURl-.7 By (Jul ) 0 Clean water Act. Section 102 ( ) (C) of the latioral Enviromental Policy ;ct
88. MHDV 00UN0, CMAIOR - TEC ICAL RV TTE. CAPIToL M............-ALL. SUITE of 1969 and the Orkansa s Project cli ficotiwn arc Review Sys-er.

2-D. LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72203. YOUR COVENTS SHCLD B. RETURNED BY oulv 20 180 1 7 - -
MR. RNODY YOUN, CHAIRMAN - TECH ICAL RIVi) C0:TTEE. CS CAPITOL HALL. SUITE

If we have no reply within that tine we will assue you have no corments and 2-D. LITTLE ROCK. ARKISAS 72203.
will proceed wilt the sicn-off.

If we have no reply within that tme we will assure You have no cownents and
will proceed wigh the wion-off.

I SP SUPPORT DO NOT SUPPORT (C"tl'EETTS ATTACHED)

COMMENTS ATTACHED F-1 SUPPORT WITH FOLLOIu3 CONDITIONS

[--ICWMMENTS ATTACHED [] SUPPORT WITH FOLLOIA- CONDITIONS['--I/NO ORIR 'S ] NM-OOARATIOMl CERTIFICATIO ISSUES
CORIERTS ~(OPhIE TO POOC DALY) K--N NO COMENTS 18NR-DGRDnATIO CERTIFICATIO ISSUES

(APPIIES TO PC&C ONLT)

484'tD11a eV i.,k- -SIGNATRE L jn..±~4~j AGNY AE ft h -n Woa.

IS/C 010-5645 SIGNATUREE"--oT

IS/SC 0100-006-85
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DOCUMENT 7 DOCUMENT -7

Aiians& DEFARMENT OF HEALTH. nrurOFim
-- mem-gon - ufa"emewarnDE RTN TOFHA

-C~na .msmn o aase -sr

at a~rmatrix"o as me.

To: Harold Seifert, Director

Division of togiering

aF row: Grnt. J. Diva., Directr
Division of Radiation Contror 4 Emergency managmnt

Mr. J. R. Young. P.. Chirman~ Dote: July 19, 1988
Trelboloal nenieO Cmaie
One Copitol eafli .Sute 2- S.4bject: Review of Draft E.D.S. Peveo Kempre Rail Garrison Program.

Dea Xr. Doniug:
Selected ports of hm t.I.S. have boon, given cursory ceoiew by staff

Attached is a copy of a aoeoraodam from Greta Dicta, Director embers oad o bove the foliowing commento:

of tbe ooaeltb Dprteot's Divtsion of Radiatioo Control &

hoygosry Ha" ct., Those represeot the Departaota' comments 1. W seei aorno long-tem enviroementai health related insects o

othe Draft XIO Peooobie~r tail Gampison. to rodiatiec identifiSod in the E.I.

If you hane soy qv..atioo., Pleave cal.- 21 2. Ulm concur with the conclusion that the radiation riisk to the geeral
population So negiigibie due to the Sow probabilitr of an off-sits

S I release of radioactive eaterial. We aio agree that the health risks

to ce. aiil be sotremoely smaii._Z W 9 C ~~~~~~d 3:11 3 h oesgiia iki thi sysem is the zrosmtia
Director
Dioiion of ynginieering 4.The seg rorsponse eutioitier apr to ho in keering sith ourrsent

4 onernaent policy. state tedloal geoato are tdatog

S:yd I evry activity involving the wacheed is correctl reotrittad to
Ispatially traied federel resoners.i

.Thr-etr sytees, v1iiihotraneourote to the garrison by air;
thereore aes the inarto Al ert. the radioactios material
sill ot ho transported off bae by eorfat or. .

51 I - Whl fig-ics in th tables presented regarding radiation Sedated
ar- raonbeo data so-c- fee these Vigoce waye Given.

JUL 2 OW8 1_ clmer pt'e e- to ho an unlikely candidate de rimarily to the Not

61 Madrid faalt. arid the potential of a e a aartng-Mve during the
SOIL0 R i ot proposed 20 year tife of teprogram. Th. eed f or additional len

WWSWRT cv~lSSP71 at that hose aed the Presenc of artheologitai sites are aditional

DOCUMENT 8 DOCUMENT 9

MPTOPUT CMMSSONLOCATO LA L l C O' L76V1
COMMENTS5141S

i.. AIR FORCE PEACEKErPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

July 26. 1900 Thank you for attoendle tiiasring. Ose ptepoaa to, moating ibis bearisM i. to
smtrie for yea the enironmoeetal eoseeqsemncee me hoee determined may error, if tho
Peaeekeepor Rail Garrisen progeam proneeds. and afford yes so opportunity to bring to

no tmeI.1 or ay tenneco. eon attention matters me may hone ieadnrrtently onerloobed. O" "oa isa edo
eselrsmeeta' analysis thot mill ho vaeilablo to public Offeiia od elionabforea

the hi, , tuaddess he .. i, ta -,Isafey c-id .. t~no*I~t.g t Foal deciaioe on Rho progs'sm, Is made. Pae was ibis sheet to bring to onr attentioe

Thi S t adneo hsen ilraiat art feodrtosrotain to. esomeetai is-ve thot yetee hove set bees adqoastely anlysed in the Draft
tm possbl.e yaiot of th pieaiercoott at Barkes ticre eAse bnveronmental Impart Ria oue~t

Ao portion of eiarhaie tn rev Res vs soneond into -h coorrtt limits.

oySesion city. fthv includeo al the restideoiv aod doeoloped! portin of tie
hoses. Ths octed rrivtcontait. 1i00 Acres whic o worccd in 1965. ___________________________________

Thoe ranina roctern the area off base because se ha no jorisdiction yr4rT t 7s l Ax

The city of Session City throogh the merrorolitan Pining cinisalon andIn C.aesa Zu~t r, a.p -2

the C ity coucl1 vitdt protecting the alisono of the ... e throogh the d A r 
5
o rpr 5 h.4 Ltv r

police poerne beb h eiaIotur. tf the State of inutiata. by the

adoption of our hoing Odndlates. f jfifvv ft r pc jpo n,£A h 55 a

o lya odinrc ot ysed n io. oled na hiynh et ehich v

Abe idnia wote Ocidt poone hone in the AirinaltotcetieAA 
u y.r;rcn.

ya hos report of ln16 and t900. This a e prbito o a nident Io end any ____________________________________

high density use ahich -. ui ncoactth e landin so tf aligment.

in ,dd tio *n the riryortihose. e use the AvOI report to enudy the voice

roesadtss. o rcomndd in nai Compatibl e h oses.

A posniblo yonnartion to the etng ev ril ire, along the nerthern boundary

of the hoom with Its iited propoode, - uld not cause Ao y adarsenvoironeantal

nroafety probkle In Wy opinion.

Theacictatd ncras I th nor f opvyss orioq onth hose could
not ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' be othta .ia -ees 0ya oorpa shigdn by Ac-tinr

fin at rean Than ea"se of ro oas.ibi locatton oR h Ias tissue end I
orchat.t te: cyI, ponn the hehoeae hoing studlIed whicthol goni

tor reiatnat altogether soy traffic proba creat.ed by this pco.acc.

icrceitny baa niela an soain ehngritc -t itt Roh .a Air .
?o, And& ra we .mtIe. 'd11 ,i oi u n 34 0f 1 9 W Atore 31. .1nn,11~t ZA 7/jO0T

forsee yrIa then eight rtse Name Street Address City state

he ~ ~ ~ ~ r to,-y:,oudesc b *ic o of arda . one .1 the MiPlease, hoed tis fe.o Wn q mail lt Li Ce1 Peter Waleh
evalelcatl Y.e %thu a rvigorefty ovting any -vnwnt asse..ts. APRCS-BflDEV

MoNrton Air Pos- Sams
Itan Srdies, catifeesla I4oS

ow. -enRit
eoocuontemeator
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DOCUMENT 10 DOCUMENT 11

0o l ,hrnk m Adl y fm

c-_-~ tit~-,~ N- _ Af CA

DOCUMENT 12 DOCUMENT 13

LOCATION _ F X (' 1

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM t sr. 40of 'O s y10lOll#5A

Thank you o ttending this hearing. GOu purpos to hosting this heaing 0s to
oooso.er00 ou t e10 nvionmofent&l ololqO,100 we have determined maoy occur i Ito heAX

Po~~o~~koopoo$ Raan.I~. .500P . d afforod yoll an opportuity to bring to "0". '

norl attention m011000 we may have. Inadvertefltly overlookled. Our goal 0s a10.01 thooug ?P~e c, 5 swe. -e4 1, .1e/0~ ed g',ae'-o
ervifronenll' analysi ha 110 11 be available to pubicO officils olnd .111.ens betore.
final decision 0n 1110 prepFm 01 fl~e. Pis00- tis h1.1t to brin to 00, attention~. b s~s~q' g'
envoironmentl b~eo ;u0 foat loot ntl been adequately analysed in1. ft ll1po~

1 oulnd sicely lie to state thtI a AGINSTthlFe'er
0111 Garrine hengstatin-d at Dyes.. I feel that there Will he

'otrtiotal -ffoetsoen tho envir rnent. -"alwe/ wne 4;0-w /V 2"t4,,W ~, ~t'2y~I.
1. Feree'r. at the hee-in Its11tated that th-r mye h eoe Arir./ +1,~t A'~ne.'~,
ot- centaninaten in "little 1, Cree._ im Crokjs net efee ','/

lorg eot ere&,. Alo. it flee~o inte Lake Abilene, which ie ene of eur £MoI~A b lAl " OyO Oa V~/~e ctoo-/~' z Ale ,

1,ater In the meeting, seneene cenmnted that ther- bas an dxcnsilvo lW.lfY ~ er rS0.~.s...
o.ter tr atert plac geinj en right now. This in being done hecashe the O' 0

t
? / *If~o~~ .4t a-91(Otj~ ~eAt

Ahllene ater yster dii net paso the healths inomoetion in many areas. I ~~'~' db! ~',l'5k0 O.e~o

1;, Teoan. it is r-nkd in the leoct tier anfar as safe drieking water isA

_:Low if this ew o notmineon , 1 ddad __ad people animals, asnd gOC o',t f'eM., a/
5

1stJ e hg94
1 ants hben CIll or di ehe do eou - milfl ,eiva the hlwe ,,c. wo'GM.',?~,s' W

that ease the hatrn, the Iseple- will hia-e the 'X.- Thio nay eeued e'01.0/t00 lj 4 i oe' -

for-fetched on rldicsile-8. _Hos.cvoq.2ml e hooottoto one ott . .01 .

the rjeeting ou etd Justas ridiculous,7 '~ as" 'A" ,tc'-
I Altheegh erestd m oIrrpls soued rather e0tt1 they are atPar ef our g,/ I'ao wc-ia'd.eVae.'

feed chin and1 eould eventually do harm. oee-

lMs.. Street Add-0 City stole 30 l.lea' /V, jcg,' ,,

Pt-. hand4111 thi ore I .. 1 to, Lt CoI Peter Walsh yP~'1t,/. /v ~ 0e. A s~j~ e
AFRCE-RMAS/DEVt"

San. SerosodlCaifoiat 82408 w'e/n.s 9 'e' .sgsiai9 e~ ~ss~r

/14 aeo "10o'& "'b .'ua/b e L-leaeewi' ;/o at' Ss.etod
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DOCUMENT 13 DOCUMENT 14

nsliaae LOCATION t~' 7 2 i o~t
COMM1ENT &MEET

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thank you for sttendlng this hearilg. Otr purpose for hostglq thia hearing i[ to

# Peaekeeper Rail Gal en prgram peoeeds, and afford you an opportunity to bring to
our attention matter we may have lndvertently overlooked. Our go.] Is a thorough
environmental analysi that will be avalable to public officials Wni ltinetm beore a
final decision on the prorm Is made. Ples ue this sheet to b o* attention
envsnmental isus that you feel have ant been adequately analyzed in the Draft
Envtronmental Impact Statement.

AiNron A ir /&-or Cc Fr a± r

Atn )7- jkin'y , 42eli920

1 -..r......... i...... &r a o 4-iee es-ii

7Wio oe.u,'es Ot Sta Tu .a 4 atato . UO rS.

CO'n~~ A i.e.-t

Ns.o Streal Adde~sa city / Sste

Plese hand this fonr It oe ml I: LI Col Peter Walsh

AFRC E-BS /EV
Norrto Ale Fae Base
San Beenardien, California 92409

DOCUMENT 15 DOCUMENT 15

net ~~~as stn-Amouo

STATE OF WYOMING
on non lnOF T Ot th piiops re

9
eie R R O mA aion

it an cotis ui e
cted t. tau in

uThe at-In Cn i e Irtis Connstit ewCtti ses

Untced StaestAiorcv antirspondao t uvtgottwihth
Onporton oftneAir orcsessteeise. OetosI ,S l h edfradaalblt fuiiysrie o h
tngiooale Civi queo Tpaetyntseiial drse n1I Pora andCthO CIpltoErS h trbtbl oisalaino

qail-t.c.....iI-S yot (AFFOC) STATE PLANNING CUOODI~NIOn
Norton Air FoCrc e n, CA 92409 

FOz F 3"" -/
Oe: Proposed vail Garoison Program CH1fF ENGINEER - Pth

Diear Col. Walsh: DATE: APRIL 7, iNNS 8

c an fo, ading fo i- co.tieret ton ovnvto from the RE: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPCT STATEMENT SCORING PROCEDRE OtR TOE
ouog hi r invoie Ceni o Ft rgvdio e I n porod pr et PEACEKEEPERS AIL GARRIStiO PROGRAM

I hadd intendnd to forwad this wito op lnett of Ney It an 9 8fr 1

y o o v v o t o use . T h r o u g h a n A e i g h t , t he i r le t r a t ort
included.

The lollowig e tasen this mi.eit se.a

I vo nd yppreci e if you t consulta t could r oie t the addressed in the riereocd t nr ta t f ao t Statement,
attac ed questi and repo d to Jn Jacquot wuth the
information he nedtno ott t..te ites. nu The need for sod e.I lability of utility sernicet fnr the

and " are the guestioAnt apparentu r noI pesCi ficullyaddes ned ion PC gram and the popu lion sroeth attnibutablt to installutin of
te Aafl Em. If these ses could h addressed in the nh e t the Program.
couple of tenkn, any questions rem- unn unensatred auth tho PSC 121 The affect that conruction and operation of the
c..old he raised at the end of nherevniew poriod. Pra tI hse on uIiY facilities is the area, including

Thank yoo for your attention to t hase issues. damg :dam iv t he construotijn, operstion aed Maintenan of tht

Ill steps that will be taken to insure the safety and
Sincerely, integrity if h te r naiload tesa age used fee the Program sot osly

for the as o the Program and those exposed to it, hot fer3 the oper iblity oaf th e P rogrm.

AlnEdsad (41 &tepo thatll he tshe n toinsure the integrity of the
rollin stech used fwr the rogeram to i stre sot only the sfetySNotral ReOsourcet Analyst of the"Programi en Btne tPosed to It. bat to insure the

ot: ~ opeestieg baiity of the Ovrogra
151] " If trait oresare use nh a te * emlyd by the

ocooeI railroad, stepsithat'til hI bltaken to .Insure that tsis votres. are
Enlsue41 fue7Ctlning With the necetsary physioal and mental facilities to

c: Jot Jacquot NI I mlitary train trees are u.ted, wat till he dose to
lotre h'e ertn u te Frews are hknewledgeahle ofthe epvtn ue f

each rilroad so that accidenta can be anolde,
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DOCUMENT 16 DOCUMENT 17

TEXAS HISTORICAL CO0M MI S SIO0N

Julyh 2.988 accfa. (~

T.C Adiane.SaeStgr efto ot
Goure' Offi BugeitdPlan ing4
P0. Bo. 12420 i.9C. G o f

CRe Penkcrkme Rail Garint Systeet ,
DrIft EIS OT-AR9fllC 7 WXttI-0-0

Thank you for providing the inforreaoion concerning the ahove referenced roctA revieiw otfa.ta~
asadble daia concerning culcul resources indicates that an saclteologcI srvey of ara it he A~ ~~~P UW ,.A C.A lt P Qt {J 4ar IM a1
disturhed would4 be appropriate. The purpose of the survey will he ta~t ify any archeilogiial "s' Clci.
sis cwhstoetc poeerswttlthepproject hoidanre t0at try he eligible lot iclusIn with,hiicri -
Natinal Register of Historic PlacesJ CCtf jn

The general region contains many known urcheological tites. identificed thtougli hoth tyotentin,~(L ~ja.C. ~'fa.a.~--. . .
and casual sureys, Many sites ure poatentially eligible foe h-4.lai Regisier of His-,n Places. L~~.~-
raegtng in date freer aslong aigou 81100 years-t he present. anvdiranging in acti..ity torn t11ittl ~I. c 'zt - ~ .~ . i.
camrps tonldin illages to cemeteries, Ae archeological survey aneotakoti hy a qualified Vr' cn iat~ Lq- CL - I..tOA 4 4,
Pacific :oe isol heconducted foerthe prepocd areas of cnstruction Field ,md naticon .[, 1 IY ~ '
should include shesl testieg to identify suhsurface cultural depoits. C.cuti.oiiaooitue al, 4L,AJ ~ &1t 1& a9.it.a... £5~4A~ 0 -, ~ JLc~
pet in ther tests is required. A report of inestigatin should he produiced in conoatirce I, I 4 4. c

iih the Srec y of the lerinen' Standards and Goidelinet for Archeology and Ilisioi-nf~. JuLuiL 8.sc.~'.. l~-l~~A,.a -- ~4
Thank you foe all1-ng u- o pariipate in the review po-rcnc We uill clininct cntti, n a---ro lAT Lc t ttIi Ulu-AA. A./a.. 5  kAe7a6t ~
conder 36CFRSIIO. thc orirptetnentiog regclations of the Naioal Flite Ptetcrvaticti Actii.i nouan
mrecept of the survey teycte. If you have any questtons an if we cue heaf further-cttnc. pirave
cortac Dehoeh Smith ofritc office at 5124h3.6(P6.t

Deput Stae Histuc Peeservanon. Office, ~..LCC 3 4~'

S/lBhft cc: Lt CaL Petet Watch, Ntion AFB ~

DOCUMENT 18 DOCUMENT 19

Aeradie Wroaaa.ii a.... ns ae ra wr, sea-r, nou Owwyrn ae-a

State Historic Preservation Office
Montana HKstorical SocietyChmeofomrc
Mailing Addenes. 225 North Roberts - Helena, MT 59620-9990h m ero1om ec
Othe Address 102 Broadwcay Helena. MIT. 1406) 444 7715hV P 0 Box its WiD s tastt6a5

July 28, 1888 July 29, 19881

Lt. Col. Peter Walsh ieto

ldortoet Aie Fure Base. CA 92489-6448 Aorv:-BsinAi fe n

R:1988 Drta Enioneretal 1apece Stateret foe Pearokeeper Rail gartrison Ian Oernadioa, CA 924125-6411
Pringemi lear Director

M6ar Lt. Col Balish Av President vf the Witnd-a, Muv..ctvri Otanher of (reecIaodlike
We ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c cr nrcito h tn ie cnetw hadesst ake tis li-ottity ta cell yiaa thet ovr aratratn in ii lll

Propsed nd arenativai of the Peaccied epernsen r e ision dd r aetoa t naylnirt up of teproposedi selection of Initntin Air farc Base, tisucars
Apree am a(Meetatnea)trn as th Perkem arsnPneea ema site for tie deplovoonit lcvzntiof tire Pracekeeper tail Garrison

Withoat the proper doranrattla, we see uablfie to oaatent, at thia tine regarding Ia Osariher If Scrnerce hen alanys oipcrile toe proggrwvs af the Air
the ocierlsern reached that there sill he no direct, indirect, or Oarsailatlee iorry at Whiterian Icits alotdycno f A eneatrs

eretource eareatt o bp ti stkrr. Pes owadtemte ~tn Miouternan 11 Missile Pra, and msit recently in its se lec tin
ci~t~ee ty report(s) whtn tlich this ifteeeleatln was based foe our 1 the vito for the 0-2 Stealth Otanher Programn. Wiodsor has tiecaW trhareIt

coerent aed reniew in comliance aith Saet 186 a rte natinal Hstoricn eur 1 taliay ponne aod trwie lainlirn see the years. Mary of the
Prese-ntimr Ant of 1966, as tded. ,il tary ...tdents I--cne i-.1-cd in th, c-rii, -- c nd iirot

sincerely.tis I liW sr nd ora ratirtul fur tnre help urn

uho hace cooseti nor cit as th Ilc -mr hyan to spend the ret
cf their livons.

Deuy.ROA Again, let no rertytani chat coo Wttads.r Qiter of Cneanrrce 1k IchtfpasVSdaeologit uoppirts nd ecourafi,. th, dplcI re- of tie Peacekeeper cal I Garao

Pile: Ale Poeite/Bailbase Pe-spatm/1fi Pragewn, to lni ini air 11~ ae

Mark Moner

tin
tI- (,I. livews, I. Kcannig .Pr

Qardrr. Whitean Air fore Bane
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DOCUMENT 20 DOCUMENT 21

LOCA101___________________

00000~~ ~ ~ o -COMMENT sum
U.N AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL OAIRSN PROORLAM

July 29. 1988 Th.00 you for attong this booclog. Ow wopome for bootleg ttle h*eig is to
mmtooforjot the 1 .tol -eot maveoo deormlod may 0mw It the

P00.00.09.. Mot O..Garrison mm peonood.. ed .11*090 yu o - IltY to bring to
Dtr~dte.; toelroQaonta1 oneolo attetion matto. we *ay ho omrartel~y wrarlook.4 Ow goal Isoa thorougt
A70C3-tOM D EV .m tI 00yo that will he .oallotl. to public .121.10).s and oltlere beorv, a
.orto. ARl oRme Fina l decisio. an the prora Is mad. Flame us tis ~~. to bring to nor attention

San ernadino Calf .. ia 24096448wavitmmtet. ionmo that y00 Pool hawe -t been adeqoot~iynlye n100 tbe Draft
Soo Broordno. olifooto 2009.t88 ,motaJ Impact Sittment.

RE: Como~eto DEIS Poeckeeper Raii torrliao 1hteOO tPI. A,4 b ,... ., o' Se.,.t~

Door Sir: 4dnd4 w , ~t .oeU~4 rioe IAo~

Po0a000 ido aation of tile Peaceeper Rlaat Garrtn ttothe 'Uhitc-c
0030. I -o offering the folloutn_ comtz. ha.

pr.... d , -. fora.. 0.. or. leatad ten ancus'e retoca;tathcere-
leeatlae or tao boatdtnor. Vhujo taoo304teei aeaoe 1I
tit, at 330ld oppeor toI oere . 00 baooonaeeae 'nothe 'ad o a,. -t - -
tlli significant prabIet attal. the ear t ope I. the P ~ra

Th.ean - oIpact focused oe -oloreu -aou. coo ue± I~, ' of 1/ ~ u oe j.o. ] frcL 
6
.r

neoadat a. t d a orqc ba. T'he Feu end Jahasa -a1oyac ae
Th0e00 -Y p~ atne ata tf h.- o -11-d ould atto oa ,.Ih tutany
00010.- 30ac o110 0 thts I.a.y.

,.,Th. -atoen 00& SeoaiuPta onyaa o r.ed.y .- t~t t~i /
_ tuo3aton, . boo en th . euao dr _. .A o-.- - u-c .- .. o

reopec 
t
ftliy and p..oefua of the jab thtey o n at aeu ue ouar ~f

oare -ortahte .tO t1ho ocay operaaan, -aI e..~u

Thank yau ror your t;C0 and cota&.0471 
-0.n5d t aaah." 

11
Sinoere ly, Ka.d. Street0 Adee len S~L.t~~ N

zI.0t t Pi, b1Z.Foohn ti. form Int or mail too Lt Col Pete. W.0

Lorry 1Fa~t~r.4Newrotn Air Force Be
oe enrodino, California 12405

DOCUMENT 22 DOCUMENT 23

LOCATION ,~~E/ X £' ~ ~LOCATION .

COMMENT SMET COMMENTS ET
U.& AIR FORCE PEACREEPER RAIL GARISON PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thank) you, for attordig tis hoog. Ow, purose, for bootleg tiseringc Is to 1Than0 yen for attenoding title Morctal. OW Purmoe for heotg title Imictn W. to
smmamoe for o the evironmentl oooo9.a m en. datermlod inay oacer It the Rmomorio. for yon the environmtetal cotmqece me hemw dtrmlawd my oenor If the
Peacekeeper Roil Garrisoe po$gom poneeden Md affo you n 0opportunity to brig to Peoelamopor Ril 0*0.00o program I 'Ied. afrd.2 Few9000 agpowt01Y to breg to.
our alttoo mattoe m. may here Inaderttly ovrooed. Our godl in a thorouogh nor attentioe motte.. we may have 101 ortenty overloolmd. OW godl Isa tboel

efvrcaetl) .odele thnt mill he 9"U"bI to public .121.10). and 0111000. before a environmetal armlyle that Wl he arnllable to pubioffie 01o..3 a0cttev befre,..
fil eldod an the pogram Is maeo. Flamm0 two heat to bring to o .ttentoo final dfelelo an the peogrom IN med.. plower bae *0l dim to Mrig to ow, attetion
aoewonott boom the) y00 feel be" met boon adequately analyzed In the Draft . -ieeetal bom hat yot, foa hoee mt heen. d.omtely 000)0 Ion the OThtt

.="lem0t [mpet Statemet. gEnvionental Impmrt Statement.

-~A -A4.,-
Sr~~2 - a- ~i at.L

C)10'~~~~~~~ott~~~~o -______________________

_______________________________________ Ii. .iAL. CL..&
ofnJu~f ''Lol 4 tdi a 4---d aIt..e 44le2t-..e___________________________

ill ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J e-oo AAA,~ CaOF Ita.a .- t'71r~,,, L...

______________________________________ CA--'.~ ,~..

Me 01 Ade i 3 Kate..L.J dt A,. City..a. mue&- a

/IL

Flows heod thesformIneormollto, Lt Cog Ptr "eb Poooohandthsform 1.or .0 We Lt Cot PetoUlo .. 111"
AFRaCE.BimS/DR AFRCK-BMS/DEV
Mortem Air Foree Boo Metto Air Foreamr.L-.
Smn Somweo, California 92461 l. eore,.toot Californta N9ON24 .. j89t2.
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DOCUMENT 24 DOCUMENT 24

Eddy E. Arnold w...-.&Page 2, ltr to AfCE-S/DEV, dtd 07-27-as

P.O. drawer 670 1 don't know if the idea of moving les.iles around the countryside
July 27, 1988 MINDEN. LA. 71058 on %rais in the bent Idea or not, but I do remember military procedure,

which means "it" is the idea you have to work with.
Dre-tor (31111 377-1M7 In that respect, you all must find the best location, with proper
AlCz-8MS/Dr elrail facilities which are already safe to use, not like our railroad
Nortot n, A 0,system. You must also find a base which is more secure from terrorists,

or tracks from within our borders. You certainly don't need to select
RE: Barksdale AB and the X system a base which has an interstate highway offering a ciear view of flight-

line operations, pius landings of loaded bombers and tankers.
Dear Sirs: For the sake of our economy and the needs of our people, I Would

love to see the federal government, or anyone for that matter, institute
It would've been rather foolish of me to attend the public hearings programs which would pomp more jobs and money into our local economy.

concerning the studies dealing with Barksdale AF and the MX-peacekeeper However, for the sake of our nations defense capabilities. Barkdale
missile system. After all, to speak out against any new job opportunity AFB is not the answer for the MX system.
for our poor economic environment would be the name an speaking against Please do not he swayed by the beggings of -r local busineus
motherhood, apple pie and the LSU Fighting Tigers. and political leaders, or our powerful leaders In Wsshi,,ton. Politics

Make no miotake about it, we do need more jobs. However, defending should not decide the home bases of the MX program, but rather those
our nation a- a whole Is far more important than creating more income needs of the program should decide where it is to be located.
opportunities nere in Louisiana. Therefore, the MX system isn't suitable If I may ever be of any assistance to you all, please feel free
for placement at nearby Barksdale AFB. to call upon me, anytime.

I realipe Barksdale has been called a "primary candidate" recently.
but I believe that is more politicai than practical. Enemy terrorists.
or agents operating within this country, could cripple the operations
of thIn major bane uing hand-held missiles and worknlg from highways ilceel
which afford a clear view (and shot) at loaded B-52's and C-10's.

tEven if the "enemy" would not be given a chance to attack missiles
located on a modern train, the rail system of our area would threat
enou without an attack. Have you all studied the nhber of derailment id Arnold, Sr.

n c ts in recent years? We have some of the worst tracks and track- Ebeds in the nation. We can't even trust slow moving freight trains
to haul logs and oil, so why would anyone put their trust in a system
of outdated tracks and beds?

If you all located the MX system at Barksdale, the people sould3 have to eventually pay for the rebuilding of all these railroad systems
Just to keep the project alive and safe. Why can't the railroad concerns
a.i hose wlho u e the, regularly 1ay for e cafe rail syste. .. first,
and then "consider" If the system should be located here.

On .op of all of this you've got far too many slow-moving freight
traIns moving about this unction of the country, especially in timber,
oil and chemical areas. Even the most dis-witted intelligence agent
Would be able to learn the schedules of these slow, sluggish trains
and develop a current list of places the MX system could not go.

In simple terms If an agent knew that you had 8 options available
to our MX train, but six of those were closed by traffic and one
was closed for repairs, there would be no secret as to their direction
of travel. To me, that defeats the entire purpose of moving the missiles
on the rails.

DOCUMENT 25 AOCUMENT 25

Office of County Administrator Iosco COUNTY
raw.i-a BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

SIOSCOCOUNTY BUILDING
P.O. Box 778

Tasn City. Michigan 48764-0778
Phone: (517) 3624212

n ... n l e pact H arin. Pea cskeeper Rail Garrison Program.
Wurtevith AlaE. M. July 28. 198

July 29, 1988
cc. Ststsment for the Record smontsd sith -urtesith Water

Guslity free the Citioens of onvo County

Lt. Col. Peter Walsh
AFRCE- MS/DEV Me as mih to clarify and aorrsot statements in the dr;ft
Norton Air Force Base tnvirocentsl Impact Statemant bO cubShed in Juts of '989
San Bernardino, CA 92409 rlatice to the mter guaity rot urct Are. The atat.anta

.ddressed .a repeated throughout the fIS and moy ha 0ousd in the
Re: Peackeeper Rail Garrison Program folloming locations: in the Executioe Susaury on eons 0-dO. n

the Sunsary and Coepriso of PrIrsm cts on page 2-' and
Dear Lt. Col. Walsh: repeated on page 2-13, .od aithin mortion 4.12-32 and pass 4.-

37. It Ithe iae of long t,, local residnt eand supporters
Enclosed please find a written statement that was read at the of ourtsmith oF that these statements sinlad ::d parpetuat
public hearing for Wurtmith Air Force Base on Jily 28, 1988. untruth r-stie to otter quality and hoe it ssociates ata't
It does address water quality concers that the U.S. Air Force nith the bedduen of a nei .s.sion s eall a the day-to-dsy
identified in its Environmental Impact Draft. Also included is oPeriroc ef the sasting eission. I hess thin knosledge on what
a resolution of support by the losco County Board of has been publiclp released informion over the yearm.
Commissioners.

The tsllnnstteent in the fIt generally lyp pOemmnd rpeans
If you have any additional questions or concerns, or if the itself throughout the documett thot the ispants of the proposed
Isco County Board of Commissioners can help in any way, please oction on eater resourcese woId be significant at only one
contact Me. 1st ion, Surtee itO A. MI. bceue "prgrae eater snds euld

bdranefreoawllstulnrble to grund eatr cotmiation frm
Sincerely, ad jacent areas of the loal aquifer>

Certainly potahl* seatr ,, is aasin teed To diiihit
importooc. in the funtion of an sir bass or en industry en
hems would be i ncorret. nowevor. I hun Acoen ths Wurtemith APR( County Admnistrator msonto be non-d-,,:ahed.1 to b data b, the groundwater
contamina__on "problem' that has been in .e.stn.e for a decade.

JJB/cls
Since 9i8, the boe has contained purgd Ind cleaned the

E uaguifr o in cooperation h he t gn
Depnrtment of nature) neources. the EnironeentaI Protection
AOency. US eologirl - urey and tha strategic Oir Comand
Headqunrte. The into)v nt of thia lottar entity is noted for
th sieple fact that they he not coma on record end proposed
the demure of wurtemith AlE or any ether diminishment of
sctic:ty here because of a .atar problem." It is difficult for
us to understand. aecitnens in this localh sho share the aSe
aquifer sa does Wurtesith. atd all ether commun i tte up nd dton
this greet Lkes shorelive. ehy the spectra cf ester quality is
an issue to the beddoen of , neei seon addition to curesita h
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DOCUMENT 25 DOCUMENT 25

stn t s otonisue sith ..i .1--9nin is ion hat tiS andit soitn.ithcnitgmilnsfta dlar
"hrts tt*osattiti.Thr. i sf quit on.tht. san d to continue t. develop the base etnd tofs 0. I sthrfr
aquifer down to 65ft at any location Presents the vuno Irbility sy rei teiated gii..stin. shy should this be at ;..u. st al1 with
for .. -11i11t in, Thaneire s n tustu that~f t ...os-ienr the *kespr Sail Gario -9os.in. urte ith ate idin thiacountryuponti tilsdcae ao of ueit anhtthinseor:Pthan auilitythtsoinn y igPord d

thos itasY" ord unpitonnh groud Wirtseth APBis no refined to keep iup ith current 14.,sod guidelines und ha
greatera olutr nor contai.ns teas it it ..... I difft.r. 1 than played .o role up to no nthe lungsty or .t her misshio

.n lsar in. this oountry. both on nd of iiayrela te o as ed sith this inets.11ti-n?

Sign d.
Iftw i f . th .t"s "otss ih fro thi teadi den ite if ipy h fact that they ha f dnifad and

hau cleaned up the legacy of our patancec in this Lasr
country, it clearly esons ton th t he, a rson thefrrotf soT pnr
tahnolog, sod mould hab ogs uti positine rather than u C f Y:- coa onr
neautio fashion.

Thereintlibltysoissath th utcith ater
cirontna. Opeiol tird the hbs hss had the 110
Seolcoira '~ uryagenc involvedhereorat year Vd hMyhn edlld the gruidaster hiettosn se ic h
single pollutio source as .dcovered in Denenher 197t. Therm
nre over 4110 nonitur eall. onhoe. Billion- of asllun. of't"i

han ben wmea ilp rmocd fomthe ground, poihed through
carbn ad chsrgsd hack Int .tor drainsoc. ao pluas of

... otaniatn - hv.hee halted i" thi sonent n ls oethe yea:thas diniishd t he ir yunt.r Onn to b lIs the Imt
required for drinhing mater atandards. Altern -t, sell fields o
bame hae: Asndulpd prolsot to prnde star true Lake
Hurn s. lodge nuar of yer o n the SilitniCostucio 'rgn 5~ that requ 1rswc tnasi n epros
and funodig The stePf r ah. orfor both Cungysssao eni

an-estn Lon have heen briafed s
In to the fture need to opgrsde otihs ae ytm

Stratgic tir Coemn has .eleteu through the pat t-.icm of
rer ' o to cuosge tha % rc sod, thu the s-tar

T.u'nerahlity at itaeih Oal to rty eiy 'fcn
liability that it ... to make it ahilh enough priority roiiunio
innedisne fudig Thepuc ia' iio its-- turn. Th:oiwth.
say o f th!"Vi7%ry corttyctiumrore p,. rose Setue n
the nIt a~ the fact that, regional .eter -tdy i. beinG
conducted at ns ti. un tth AFB is a pnrty to that
Process. If t'c.es t t frutio . baese 111 be connected to

asse reLke gurn erig oorucuniie alongth

all of thea. facts.. ine.y va-% .. cntlyso hatursih
sat.n quaity iat- , hu c. n iay .'hb unni dared
ahow stopper fuor any future de..ep-en cr nist on changesuth
hues. E- as I sPak. -- sder..lm million of dull ar. am
bhing spent upgrading duet s. a.ifieds and the alert..iri-g

hangar,atedunodanafr station -il fulu ahtI
1heeafer Thor ho cnt hsete... tiuntkd nr hol

there have beae., relatinento then putbl, eater supply at untaw Ith
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LOAIN~- - '

COMMENT SHEET
U.S& AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Think yfaa fattendleng this jeering. Osr pampase far hoating this hearing Is to
suemmarize foe you the environmental comseqaences we Sane determined smay oneur if the
Peafekeeper Rail Gameo program Proceeds. sand afford you am oppartunity Is bring ta
sue attentionmeaftters we may Sane Iaadvertently overlooked. Olw "oa Is a thoarough
emalemeiel analysis that mill he Avalabhle to peblic officials sand citizns before a

final decision am the pogram is made. Ple.- -s this sheet Is being to our attetion
senvirotmntal Issues that you feel hams ot been adequetely amalyged ie the Draft

RRSOE.UTIO Ernenleetal Impact Statemient.

VMBM. the lesco County Beard of Caiieilnmara etawortie Ao .n.u'.gi.ilL- o4.afie...'
activities of Ntirtessith Air force ismiss and
WHIUAS, the I 0eco Cmtemty Board Of CMiieonepra insotragee the . .
ezaoenion of perwice.s at Wartanith Air force noee,

WWe. 02EPUZ, BE fT YZ~V= that the 1"mc County Board of
CCiainero supports the Pacetseeper Bail Gerleon progream and
appreciatee the importaoef thais weapoea ae to the -A -d 41 t -2, .... In %'z2 Strategic Posture Of the iUited Statee. It further encaurageesthe placOMnt of the Peeceteeper RailhOarrieion Progress at1 d '
VurteiRAlt Alf Force fate. Farther, that it also realized the ,/ 45h~~~tn ~ fo e~I.
moomemic imortance, to zeec ounty with the placeent of the OS auePeecekeepe"r Matl Garciea= at Vurteaiti, Air Vore Be.

I IFRuTINVI 35OLS that this reecolutios he entered into . . ia. 'uP-'...uS..nae
ttlleny at the Publ~eIc Beaing on July 28, 1966e .... ~~..... . ....o.1

S amne Street Address City state

Planar hand this faoem In or mall toi Lt Cal Peter Walesh
APOC K-BUS/DEt
Nlorton Atr Faoine Bse
Sam Rrmarie, Califoenia 92401
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hCA 1I N/I1!4O* / LOCATIONI- ~ .~
C0~METSI COMMENT SHEET

U1.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.&. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Theme 1300 tor attending this bowinog. 0Ou purpose too hosting tisl haring Is0T~o tooTak tor teaoding this hearing. Orpup f310ar oo tnl this hearing 1. to
sumarize to. yco =0 environmental oonaeque-n we. hav. d01termined may occur If1the sooumoolo for you th. envionment.al ooaeqoero..0 we have determined ay 000cur If the
P....kepor Roll Garrison Iogom proceeds, and. afflord you an opportunity to bin~g to Peacekeeper Roil GaMeon pwogooa proooeo4. mid afford 1300 a opportunity t0 bring to
-0 attenon.mot . 0t- 03 mayoav Inadvertenly oerloo.4. Gar gool I. . thoough o:w attention 0,01000l we my have inadvertently overlooke. Oar goal W. a horouogh

environomnta analysis that will b. avalable o 0public official. 00 1.0 iznsbeora onvironmnto analysis 1ha1 will be avalle to public officials and citizens 0b1for.
finalJ decision o the potegns Is .0.4.. Pl.00. a.e 1010 00001 to briog to ooo attention final decision on the progroam 1.made. Plenum lao this soe. to bring to ooo attention

hobo. .01.1 Impct 8010.0. Environmental impact0 Statement.

1--11 -j 1 -

71ts____51-______A_____Z&_ Z,

A-47~p

No..~~ Stole N1. Cly Slt

Nooo 0Alt Adooe. /city state Al.. ForetAd-.t Stat .

SBeSrnardio, California 92409 Boo Bernardino, Calitornia 1409
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COMMENT SHEET
13.3 AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Times you fo. atending this laorbog. Ove pulp-~ to. hoolog title hearing 1. 10
.oooo.zef to the evionmna 0000000.01..questo weO hem deotrined may0occur0If the

F..o0..o Roll Garrisono progra prom.a4., 00d Afford you 00, opportun.ity 10 bring t0 SWEETWATER, TEXAS 79sso
C 0o0w 0 attention 0,00,013 we ,0 may .. 0 1 he"Indvrtnty veloke. Our goal 1. a thorough010.040

enviromental .a0alys10 that1 will be oollohI. to public offl.1010 and cliznseo re . a. con" -s
final decision 00 100 'roge0 in to mde. Plasma wee this 00.1 to bring to ooo attentionO- 0
enviromental.0 lowes th 00 tyouel ba,. not b000 adequately anal.1 1In. hOraft 0 10

130OTO PEACEEEPER

10 pl=%r~ II 000000 000.v Coal-00 0

forc.0~ 00 I I o po the, if noo..Y

The non 1300 no00ie~ig ~lyoto PEtACEIEI'1O i-.11o
I, "0.11 ber .,

1310C 'ER30; old .11 rol .0100 ., 0 00 lrtOol,
'Ili taoll. ol4 00000010011y.

.0 olt 11010 00 too'' lot dot IT..,.. Th. 00000000or C' cp-
obtlitioo. and 0000 00001ed.4 . .0300. 0-1 dotooo 13000000

ICM', provide th. "lovoo Cosl" 010.1.010 d.ltrr*oc. Th, 0000

000 -'1, 0 olfon.lfg 0000...

No.. 510... Ad-. ciOy at.. ....osy for 40. t0 he Soolol UnIo.

plws, ham0, th o.. inor mail 00, LI Cot Peter Walsh tlAOO17 10 00lt 00030'001l 3030.o440 0014 0l,.00

AFFICE-FISDIEV 000130 01 010010 0100 0r o, ho, 00.011130

Hoart- Al, Fo- Bse..
a. B..nad~no. Caioniam 921404
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disruapt a Soytat ncolest attack to its initial ph..... aod It 1..

Slstat ciideace a t cc.scfuli trst strtke. 2365 feat ie In bAd
PEKCUIMU etc.. the capabhltty s. sold to data, theacoviets. it'.

he.;. Iit awrite; it. an scedulde.. a. coat. and on targat. It lea -Pro- Stadish, Michigan 48658
Sea rarme. ogsaet 1, 1988

Ise Iserciaco isa very practical. affordable concept. Hosat of tha

.qtdp.ot aitad Is already avaoilable. The Sysea tacuid Uaa Xetittt

breaan ril lima.. flit aissi .ise _bcId's beat aod it I, already Das
t
ar of 3omjacaastmetal Planning

daeloped. lbo.. factor, tabe call gacctac. avattahia qulckly.

!;cc oh :- iatl-arying traica void lao::, r ~rto ba..
and. daeperea a . ;: tr.. itrc. only durtng tIe. thr rod ba Mor~aton Air Force Base, talifoacaitia 92409-6448
enironmntal impact cr pauhiic interiace otc~rt Ic time oi met ..oal
emargency. With the tattoo unodar threat of attach, char. is IvoryaO
.auraoca that tha dmelcca pecpia aoild ha aopporttoa Doar Sir:

r...:Acu&n in rail garrisc o itai oatioal prSora. A.ma If the proposed Placeikeeper hill Garrison FacIlitiesa
.oh. Iccp ahjaotloely. ira. aoat'a beat for oheI. otry"

paaatv.oPi toaoa Counot Taseiaghbors to at of cy.a.. APR., at durtfl AFR, Rtletigan ta approved will the prest
caport tha PEACKEEPR tall lerrioca Syete.

US-23 be able to accotdate thos heavy timisccportatietl of

all Materiala needed for thte construction of the garriainl

4 1 Stice US-23 Is the mn artery to the AIB at 'Artaiti

.o lacj Id..
4  Michigan anid with thte inceseed traffic voumaes yearly

Iflosalong thea US-23 what oe the plansa to alleviatel the at-

Seated hljtway?

mhact yu
Sincerely,

Sivwar Piotarwei
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IOA~O 'iil plc I conc ,'-x''c cilik cansm -Adcincacc rack 5 S--ic SBA 641iccc

COMMENT SHEET 
Ihf cllltrrmc:afcee ac --. cocey. eapath 11111 1-oc icc. coa

VL. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM Ci.011occ4:1iccc 1 13 A, i~o 111d giha I=~a c Icr ~i o act-.cc, avi1vol

Thaink you for atctnding this hearing. GO. Purpoae for bostig thia hearing is to Inco oJr ccc Ic -oco oohic ocia ii.o.cy ccacioclcchc

ecamalat for pot tha airaactal aoercma !.te doaaillcad coy corr Iths e port GAcocIc it,, ii .,cii -c N-Wc $25

Peaschaapar RAI Ganel Programt protrada, arid effod Toc ec oliPOrtcy to bring to htilioc ,:Icr~criicc ccbihii, 0. Irci co-e eiet
co attontioc mensta we mop have Inadverctently ovarloohad. Our goal as a thorougb rio 10-ca c1-ci 1-d .. vococo .'PI. ha:irieios IdcTtcalolta d&is.aclniiill

aovi-.aacacc a 1 that wtill he.. ac le to public officials ad befoa irc .o 1piao io.. 1.1ic to cioi~caiaciai ha Accacoc Coocoi .1 icI
1

cccckc itcrcic

fiaal decisona.o.od program Ie meda. Piece wse thia shoat to hbring to our attectior Calc codicoio cepi olind-, .. ha-oicr ol a15 ee -aos lice aoc .nacoc handn

aaahacote rid eeaa that yea feo no st hrac adequately acalycad In tha Draft cacor fct- $11 hilicc 1., 5 hoI h- l~ igocr Irili to rphu cryccItjnc i bee:

Ecrvrtaioaatall Impact StatriMer. agr orciicckct'o crcnieZ n co~ ahc~i occ oacci
icc~~~~~~~~~~~~ ricccccc cr71 ic hN 1c i ~ l aaci ecioc tcc i criceoi

do 1lcor... d3scaer eIlche N c 1c.cacac 1,ciccn i: circ~

~tfi4Itcc~ocl~c. it~ c~~c. ~ Od e b i clL c coccccc i.cioicooin icrcc.. ocic ii cccoccoic cctccracoc itoccc ci:: IriIta

a . .-~n iroicca -lac ceacr lni Ind oooirra io

j ~ ~ ~ ~ "' a Yco' ifSlc acaa ccco~- Oca(~lPN ... c~~lcciia Acr 0U0c labd ccc 1, etoaiy Inac

1, c .J /( I 
Isjecc h. heo-coctdit-'

cot ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Oai a-.( acocccaacP c oayiJG Ocac o St .. mc-a cc. cu i 11cr latc...ialI ioeaoccidr C.co t.r IA.icc Spcaii Icciic -r lei

h
8
IoIrI-ciiic Aoi-ecdnciocooiorcl mcocilonotaicroicchchirmai65

o iacccc- 00 ci.oiL cickcc~coo..*oco ltOO# d5 L
4

0t 
0 00

.t crOPlca a H -1.: 11c ciiC- 40.ccd cqo r cc cch& Writcr A rrc c iciureoicocc

V~~E ~ 1. ~fl . pr~ccircotc.,.c lchi1rJ-ccIior cidocI-, Ih CacooloroIoSclo ie M--Icaccc.icea

'I~~ki~i rob I-d al Adoo .r.d Sent raitcI oI-ool 1c pay nlo taco &h "o'c trcoco Arc' the Cc
?clc~~c~o +o Jocpcot. I .....a.oaci .t e b.11 Itr Rc 21 cc

0 
ceq=c . -rhcra hle & rociui r-c11- cc rie .. i. ore-1PI

ILc. it EPoA'. cr0iMI~cccr.diicl coci ocrcao idcccaccoaa

.iciceccct -l.zn ... cocccco per I aon n1, P111a11cI,1 sopeodoci cod -ccrWi cric od hreopor ircic o 11.1 io Icoel ol

.I..ilc~~~o ascanbbb at plcc chachy .ccvied.o-r .c Idl.
1 

- g-c cocea cecbooric cccoc ~ y bee
isFceh~oclpAicaccgocicclco oicocoucevccckcccrcrc I-cai

___________________________________________Grtqoe urge vagirel far R&D faitocrrdl

plenas Streat Addess City state phi;sior i" icll. 5 204, cicicic lor circ 1cbhclc . 011.
icivcc .c .hi h orac ;aEA Ic docrIccd Ihc icciveicihycta cod

plases had this fores a or call coc Lt C-1 Peter Weac -r e cirahcc ccih o od .ap.rd ceceicooeidruri I., 1-1=e c "tocci bro -arc

APRCEcBMS/DEY brcbrccccor -P " hi - ~lbs h ococi cce -pcar.ioc -...ioiiciicic endc

Mrcon Air Torm Bear Ioerh A Secoc rharce ..i, i~o Re r .Or- bhe naocoIi ccncc1-1.c

Sn Bernardino. celferrl 02402 endTrioihrc cocrac cod clooy g-oc: Aorooclic cc" iriccc ciicaa Icic. I-
.h.. lobis Ic . cca i... aca PhIl Soo. ISy cbs bogo re ... hrracccc i _cyag

Ptotci otaMoc'cccibar cccotcS iac-lycddcc..cinrrroccrat"c=cr .nto

Seei.1 iba Occoci 1.pcisc codw ha -
1  

1.c: 4il miller Wh e 30 c1a.c
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_Wha t is the Il of %-M %tri cI on n s erailment t.
Ahiat missth e pl o ert stte .,I cars .s-Sd ofacdet

34 c; too 1.tpibet arccidental enI- i

I5 cot.r the chances of neP-l1IsIIton hoar the -11 trd iIn

cc, connitodcltIrn~gt~nt 371 nti tho lifellhoodi of on Occidental ecelosic oIlM
il :i h El of at. accidental ci-plSoti on , garrson and during

61 E10 icieh h ,:i,,ga.Ob.iyM .. no-rdoert, p-ococtox 381oepsa7-'1cc..t1uo~m iI Us 1 .. -oetd toI oecr tooItstll ?nii ;:rh hat c"- and In at eoai n : c
'ioity ..a..o on, raInay Irpertios h unb 4~ holi o 0 1 0r a -am t, b-4dgecieose in tranoti heat fom fi.,e8 I1itrt~ ai e 1,oicio propellant a- pl oI,

--f a.. -Ito ... I 1oing cccen reae to the effect of - -hmet on M

11~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~W. i1arilteIoai~idyeu~yuondri.~ n ~I the effect on M. ofl o, deoYaysction, such as that presr-V Oi 4u. oulynitieotcrdottdet, oo o ~ l0 n g trotit on the raiaoyso
*.u u~o-t-i" ai- _--cl icoot ndl o1n the rula ll I at is tIeefc n. h Mc solid duel o4 the rhyttoic

1 O1i 1-10 .00 procro t. iio dte -aj n. to 10rn the linear and nnIhea osoililti., l-ito ding tarocn.c

c to~, 421 noenent 00rthe rIl -yte'bee deficed gonpfa n cliad'tc

an lotnosu-caio. ce "tti" in -ooteocnc ncoa terotc cf the roolet ful Wtat dothese14 I :.;2w:>cc at t~er inelnuls along no roil ie sfrtci' c .kl-ir indicate the effets to be on tede ogtr.ce hI .,, ,projected life 00 the -i.7i..- ars. these calculation p cotIrocotth "IS, i-,etuu.t-td! hotti c t-e nor,,ng spedt at o1hiot l. ecarrmill be operted"
ar5 ln. c ,c.cnati noto .g Sice the rail netooi is not Physically utnifon thogco.tn

1o 1ield te aPplied sped ficlly to, a' oscil lotions ind-ce U, ttloo L>

on-17luoci .c 1>t 43 '.so'tncbfreguen~y changes due to thechne tsilgogydn
to llo Ot trotio dd odeprroWhich the roi Icd is built; and dli the efet 7 hi ua mccc18 . Iot I~o-n.__: --- ,it oran_ tntdtloofo th loeo tempeatur recddttro the ighect

ojil ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 Itt isiIo~ ilIoec'A; cht ths 1. 1,oi that anmpo n rf 000 r moreof tt,.nu-1lcar g

It .- , o l -1 clt ulcy-S It o 1 .l to lc. trot9t d1 oy ~ain46 th lII"~t_ :fn*_.' _ ltohoi5>_..' ::n: o::
Ao ' .1, 01t,eli 47 lWcrn,,chs liio aayctcuat'. no I.Jf.n-ra I)., oitold at. e-dlthio ofs 1 1-

261- i t.Edli.- tist.o dntcr Idto I aecst~tI t
0

E
I 1100 ~~~I t.. . l-heot troncoted to 01ott foill t't281 P.-.;l~n~~:~o t-50aot,~clylnio pt.0110-~l so 1  

ltIE..'Oirdp~t~ iC

29i -n~n
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5 11 1 t1rougheo the lats' ntasr pu b,,h:liet inroloeent fo 1 71' .4e 11 t he El l of an. accde t or .t* r Wsp rtation'aehc~7 the state pot atris bMO7onbfr52 t nft.l:: o tc ginen toctuninthoIdoeo l n eo the Etat: a Ite It.of1 sl~e: t o

to th fIioig al, the gjj si istainr sIo boo 0111 ts be banded g on oi l

a~er~ed heherngsieSoancmor t o of The o n plare MA e t rcsadbigsssante ani iate ..igt. Wat i
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1  
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0  
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0  
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o~i co a t a n cg i ii t e n e 
0  
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0  
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I  , , i L. In ( zt tta e tae nel a olatacal en aron nect, in the9 6 . , 'j. i I . t c a', t l I .tr g e ,'-a h n t thm aa r base m e re le ly te

96 tn~ij .natts testate oa 'i.eIshtcr.d iteti n.. I yjkcall to conscience I
.9c"l . bt nre9ib thar rono ILI

971- ................... ...................... bur prncpls fo ' I!Io,"t

100 ..... ,ci..c. nt...l....t-c.......... c............... dutytoto not mistake our.. si e n for complicity with

loll1 l
t  

eq1o~ dc -l1 be a,sttoted to pr-e1ent onetherazed or this terrorizing arms rae. Rather accept our pe-

'c wied at he tt a sum. tid sence here as testimony of our moral outrage and
102l~ ~ 11. 1~ ....................... .. ......... Wiolln int ,:,inm hal....,..

enairwts iet n . I t be ar e beckoning and oIng c t conscience.102jaa. --- i,, i or))r)t.)h sate s we lgac dictates, cc wall it be
t I h t 1, c d, t t .IaI.tb Let us recall together that Dchau and Auschwitz

were accepted by Hitler. the government, busi ss and103 1.,- t  w whet in the I telJihoed otawista:en launch o-dmr' ordilnaryspeop a enoironmencally soud.iheeart
, t t t E l.b e.a f t er. t he. a i r i n g . n a .e n ' a n d t h e h e l d m a s s r i a g r o u n d s o f m i l l i o n s o f p e o p l e T h e b:, otiz ttuh.'. bea fit,, rae9 filigair captured the aroma of incinerated flesh and the
i), h t hr mc:l and ecenenac impacts to or area i the waters of turope drai ned the blood of innocen t aict ms

'In . , 1
r

-""Today, in defiance of international law, in crimes
_ against God and huaanIty, the Pentagon and politicians

defile God's fragile earth and people aith an escalated

~ L e 7p l for death and destruction:

kc~ p J~, Q >4~5.~ ermny U.S.

Master race .. .. .... Master nation

Dictator gone Insane . . . Corporate machine gone
insa ne

Concentration camps Captivity of minds & soul

Military A civilian . 0i1,-ilitary
jobs economy

Creiwatoriums .... M fXRall Garrison, Cruise.

Stealth, minuteman,
Trident. Star Wart

Genocide . . . . . . . . . . Omnicide

. . .butnGt Inourrm !!

CALL LS ALL TO CMSIENCI !
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Ieshuld ne.r forget that .oerything doiph
1ile did in Germny ws 'Ingt and eInryhnwan 'ill It was 'lega'to comfor an call to conscie

that the Hungarian freedow fighters did n Hungary-as "illegal." it wa s "illegalm to ccfr . Jew

in Hitler's Germany. Even so. I am sure that, had
I l i v e d i n G e r m a n y a t t h e t i m e , I w o u l d h a v e a i d e d n o t r , i l ne T o l tci t y w i t h

no no mitk our siec fo copict witand comforted my Jewish brothers and sisters this terroricing arms race. father accept our pre-

Martin Luther Ping, Jr. sence here as testimony of our moral outrage and a
beckoning and loving call to conscience.

Let us recall together that Dachau and Auschit
wre accepted by Hitler. the government. business and
ordinary people asi environmentally sound. The earth
held mass burial grounds of millions of people. The
air captured the aroma of incinerated flesh and the
waters of Europe drained the blood of innocent victims.

Dady %in defiance of international law, fn crimes
against God and humanity, the Pentagon and politicIans
defile God's fragile earth and people with an escalated
plan for death and destruction:

Germany U.S.A.

Master race. , . . . . ster nation

Dictator gone insane . , , Corporate machine gone
Insane

Concentration camps. ... . Captivlty of minds & soul

victor Frankl. the Jewish psychiatrist and Military & clvilian . . . . . Civiltan-miltary
suravvor of German concentration camps. said that jobs econOmy
in time of crisis people do one of three things:
The dy It... they despair.., or they commit Crematoriums .... fIB Rail Garrison, Cruise,
theselves to ask critical questions. Perhaps you Itealth. Minuteman.
and 1. being who we are can give the gift of Chrisitan Trideal , Star Oars
discomfort. By knowing enough to say no, we can make
it Impossible for anyone to make war easily. And Genocide . .. . . Omnicide
we can g vn others the knowledge it takes to do the 5t eauJ
sam. . .. b not In ur tno !!!l.

Joan Chttster, SLS ALL TO O1&IENCE An &-L,& .
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LOCATION OSCODA NIGH SCHOOL, OXCODA, MICHIGAN

COMMENT SHEET
U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROCRAM

Me should never forget that everything Adolph
Hitler did In Germany .ds legul" and everything Thank you for attending thin hearing. Our purpose In. honting tiS henil I. to
that the Hungarian freedom fighters did in Hungory sumnmarim for you the environmental ensequences we have determined ay occur if the
wan 'illegal." It was "illegal" to tomfort a inn Pencakeper Ril Ga,rion pengeam p*ds, and afford you an oportunity to bIng to
in oilier's Germany. Even so, I am sure that, had our attention matters we may have Ieadnertently overlooked. One gold in a thorough
I lived in Germany at the time, I vu nave aided environmental analysis that will be available to public offielal ad eltizens before a
and comforted my Jeoish brothers and sisters, final deciion on the program is made. Plane use this set to brin to our attention

envionmental Iaues that you feel have sot been admquotlv aalyned in the Draft
Martin Luther King, Jr. Envirnmental Impact Statement.

We being to your attention the followin enclosed materials for your
consideration nd response. We submit the CLJ so cot~ins; as near tesuisony

under the Nuremberg Principles a a cecesaity for your aderences t o International
Laws. We, also, resubmit our Mnch 30th cosunication to you with each section
checked that ban not been responded to in the Environmental Impact Statesent.

It is evident that the statesent includee environment to mean socio-econvmic,

biological, sedicsljhealth, air-land-ater and other impact realities. Yet,

in the public hearing you sees to reject the asme public's interpretation and

testimony as it relates to that extended meaing.

Our major concerns left unanswered are:

1. Define the entire body of information regarding nuclear waste as1 it relates to the CX missile system. What is produced? How such?

Where? How is it buried? What environmental impact does it crente?

2. What is done with hazardous waste at Wortseith? Tell us the entire

2 body of inforsstion miyrOunding this concern.

Victor Frankl, the Jewish psychiatrist and 3. 0Hale doctoro do an entire study of the contamination effects on all
suomer of German concentration casps, said that military and civilian personnel at Wortssith over the past 20 yearnin tIme of crisis people do one of three things:3

They deny it... they despair... or they cosmit as it relates to .1scarriages, stillbirths, baby deaths and gnoeco-
themselves to ask critical questions. Perhaps you logical problems. These can not be skirted over as no-existeot.
and i, beIng who we are can give the gift of Chrisitan Bgicad obeas hnoe ben nompared at all in the stu y itet.r
discomfort. By knowing enough to say no, we can make 4 " inthe modeibihalie nt ting O ACTION, a proves to be the bter
it ispossible for anyone to make war easily. And f thn t
or can give others the knowledge it takes to do the of the thirty basing modes? Is there another that is sore
sae. Name Street Ad"esn city State

loan Chiteisner, 010

Plaie hand thin form In or mail to: Lt Col Peter Wah
AFRC-BMS/DEV
Norton Air Porn Rme
San ernardine, California 2409
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environsentally sound?

5 Are you aware that Michigan voted in Nov., 1982 that deployment of nuclear sarch 50, 1988
weapons in Mitchigan is to be rejected? Therefore, prove to the public that

when its only stated use is to be preserved for attacks after the U.S. has FRC/S S-DEV
bea attacked. Norton APEB

6. If the NX in using the commercial rail system which spreada through various California
1 inhigan cities - hearinGS of environmental impact on the air, land and Re: Commntary for the bcoping Hearing
eater of thewe comunitiesunt be held for public testimony. Peroono whe bai Garyri
traveled at great inconvenience (4 hours) from these cities were not heard ail ar or ase n
becase of Such limitations n time. All of us present for the hearing
believed that the hearing was totally for the public after our reading of
the document. We were willing to stay beyond your 10:00 p.m. curfew be- It is with deep concern and conviction that I add my questions

cause of the urgency of this watter. and conclusions to the public record regarding the proposedalail

Garrison X System to he housed at Wrtesmith Air Force Base and liningThank you for your presenve and the time thet you did tehe to

pursne with us vUr concerns. We know that you are ere that the rsaral and city amo of Michigan. It is my ondarstanding that all
we will do everything in our power to block the M rail garrison questions posed here will be responded to in future hearings, that all
from nosing to this State. We hope you join us in thin goal. information gathered for the DEIS and FEIS will be sent to me for my

study and further questioning. My concerns are the following:

In m upirlt of love and nonviolence, /1. International Law prohibits the possessior of nuclear weapons.
'bague Convention Respecting the Laws and uatoms of War on Land

sof Ot. 18, 1907 38 bieR..2277 T.C. *03."The Charter of the International Military Tribunal, Aug. 8, 195,
59 Stat. 1 34

.. .L Aix ,4Dealartion of St. Petersburg, 1868,*ffa;ue Convention, 1899
9.a Al' 7Mr "Kellog-riand Pant, 1928

*197 7 Geneva Protocol
M

4
t o / 4'9/1 "Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide, 1951

"Outer Spans Treaty of 1967
"Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1970
*Read the Delaration on Atomic Energy, 1945, 60 sat. 14*9, T.I.A.S. 150*

7 2. The use of nuclear weapons is violative of International Law.
'Declaration and the Prohibition of the use of Nuclear and Therc-
nuclear Weapons G.A. bee. 165 Section XMI 11-24-61

nSimodm v. Japan 355 Rasre Jiho Decisions Bulletin 17, 1963
3. Under the provisions of the Nuremberg Principles you ad I have

responsibility to hold our gvernmsent responsible to International
Law, Treaties, Pacts, Protocols, Charters, Conventions, the Laws of
Humanity
'Trials of War Criminals, Vol. I, se. B, Charter of the International
Military Tribunal
'Artiol 6(s)
"Artile 8

/4. The use and threatening to use ouclear neapons on civilian populations
defiles, also, the laws of God and most reliis tredition in the
world today. The placesent of the bail-Garrieon C syatem is another
defiance of Emodus 20:13 and Matthen 5:44.
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of dollars already spent can never repair the fragile earth of this
Involvement of the pblic giificent tourist area of our State.

L The Stu. of Miohigan in November, 1962 voted in a slid Majority 231 ". What nubers of people li e i. losoout or reete there who
rejection of nuclear weapons. The public called for a freese in the would be affected by environmeotal bastards?
researah, testing, conostruotion snd deployment of nuclear weapons. The 241 12. How many persons live in the areas through which the rail lines
federal government, pentagon, air force personnel resisted the will of the will be used by the KX Garrison?
peeple of this State by deploying cruise missiles on B 52 bombers six 251 3. Noe the advasntages and dieadvantages of the Rail Garrison aI in
ocths later at WAYS2 the State and in the Oecoda area?

8 1 . What esaurance have the people of Kiliean that these hearings are 6 . Will you give a sumsary of any environmental impact studies over
meant to truly assess the will of the people? 261 the past thirty years? What was done to improve these problems?

2. Why has inadequato notice been given? What has be total oest been?
3. W has no information been forwarded to any of us who have requested 1 5. Will the Department of Natural Resourcs of Michigan be able to

it fromCongreesperona? 27' testify at the hearings and the EPA be available to respond to
11' "' . Wh ell of the commoities through which the rail lines will ? q.etins?

be used not besn informed and called to public hearings in their V 6. What have been the negative effects from the base on well water.
local areas? Lake Van Itten, and Lake Huron?

a missile System Itself 9 7. Have an medical studies been done in the ares to evoaluate the
effect of past use of contaminants, toxtes and injurious Materials

The X Missile system mrely escalates the as race to hair trigger to huban life?
proportions. At the tie of ares control, the passage of the IN Treaty iOI / 8. What plans are being made to research the high nmbers of baby
and elimination of classes of weapons, the adainistrations work toward 30I deaths, still births, and women's piegency problems in the base
outting 50 nuolear weapons, there is no logic in deploying another set area?
of lof l osed warheads on a new basing mode.
11. What evidene substantiates the need for the XX for national security? Resits ident fow my study of the total nuclear wampum capaity

V2 Hlam there be.. any difficulty with the functioning of .1 missiles? of the United States and the inability of any of Shim military potential
c . Did the people of other parts of the country willingly accept W. to be used without surally assured destruction , that NO ACTION Is the

If not, wby not? ost sound decision of basing mo.
i n the total projected plan for the ail-Garrioo systemWhatl. From the military vantage point, what are the advantages and die-1 s .ithetotal cost? 311 advantages for this suggested baoing mode?

161 &
/
5 Has Congreas allocated all of the funds for the rail line system sod 32i e 2. What is the omparison with the other thirty hosing mode possibilities?

61 car ars, along with warheads?

I16. If an explosio /detonation of one of the KX's were to occur, what 3 3. Is NO CTI te a poasible alternative at this time, or have you gone

-I would the result he? bey ond the point of no return?
17 /7. If an attack were to occur on one of the rail cars, what would the 341 / 6. W should the XX be placed on the rail system of Nishigan?

result be to the surrounding are? 1/ 5. Whet previous studies have been made regarding this syste?
18 1 111- 8. sthore a greater possibility that military bases end weapon systems .6. Wat airs the Oodplebe h 8 ory of the Rail Garrison X system?

w 1i be attaed by an opponent or terrorist? 36 / Wat ie the cail Garrison asystem?
.,9- What sateriala/hemicals mast be used to keep the aX/Rail System Security for the Rail Garrison a System

191 from deterioratinf? Is this material toxe? How is it contained
w or i t di sd I It does sot seem appropriate for en unprotected train to be10 Is the dised traveling through Our State. Even if tell fences with barb wires were
do 0 heisane rail system used for cerrying contaminated materials enclosing all the railway system, there would be no assurance that
or is it carried on roadways? Is it buried at the site? the natural disasters of collision, track disrepair, or blockage on

ted 11. What is the Chain of commend located to actually use the X System the tracks would not occur. There is no real protection for this system.
£11 on the opponent population? What is the impact of the necessary Anti-Balliatio Missle System

S12. Ithe aX considered to be a first strike weapon by the military? A37 needed to protect the poect?
If not, does it mean that an attack oould have already taken place 3 / 2. Aha neeto ot the p oject?
at the base before'the aI is used?k 8 . What maf sty of the people and environment is being assured?

391 $e 3. What assurances and insurance is available for ?erson and property?
Wurtsmith Air Force Base. Oscode v . What is the impact on the local land values around the base and

u f p i t fdr Af 5. around the entire Railway system in various pts of the State?It is sy umderstanding fromilita persoel in the federal courts 4 5. What kind of security, besides armed guards, will be implemented
in sichigan, that the Base has not received sufficient funds in the past to safeguard the W?
to clean up the environmental contamination cited by the MS. Millions 4 6. What iMpact will these safeguards have on the lifestyle of persons

living near the affected areas?
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7. How often will the missiles be aoved out onto the rail lines for
42 testing purposes? These are some of my preliminary concerns, questions and conclusions.

e H. Sow will the people be alerted to this dsnger? I do anticipate participating in some of the hearings that will follow
43g 1 9. What is the impact on the environment and people if there were a and request that you send me all aterials to be placed before the public

dersilmet while 188"0&i . - - a th ubion April 5, 1988. 1 would also appreciate any other informatio. that
A 110. Who is responsible for the upkeep, repair and safety of the tracks you have availabl for yourttlly cpre ns e ohrino that

a4fwyyo4aee1ial o yortt lcoprehensive planning of the syste.and suroundig right ofy I exect so receive notices of all the future hearings through your
451 v 11. If ouito or costs are incurred, who will pay for damages? mailing to concerned persons and syself?
46 V /12. How long will it take to Move the trains from the base in case of

1 tak? Will the wruise missiles be removed at the swi e time? As you know, Michigan is a peninsular State surrounded by water. It
471 " HoWht nyril e tlines k will be used sd fortuhhish ven ities? is through the magificent scenic, environmental and natural resources that

S oudr State continues to exist during these desperate economic times. The
15 Will these same lines be used for all commercisl purposes? military industry detrecte from the major industries. I believe in

a new way to solve conflict in the world. All of you would not only have
Workers jobs; you would be happier in your jobs because you would be working

I Usually the argument made for the military venture of this nature for life on the earth, for preserving the fragile earth resources ad
is that ore tjobs and much more mossy will be brought into the are, would not be caught up in wer-making.
oot prjeats of this nature, however, bring sporadic employment and

discontinue once the project is oospleted. Military jobs are already Sincerely snd gently submitted,
initited end do not increase the complement, while money spent for CPA a'-
military hardware dereases the number of jobs when compared to the
civilin economy. Please study the vorks of Jim end Marian Anderson Sist r Adeth P attn
of Lansing, si. to be able to evaluate this false slea pitch to the State. C2t~a - ilbot481 1 H ow manydworkers will be employed for this total project, both Sise r ilbort

short and long term? 
903 N. 7th St.

491 2. How many workers will be employed from all of the areas affected by Saginaw, sichigan 48601
hepro jeot?

501 3. Sow sony workers will be imported froa outside of the areas?
1 .. How mny workers will be retained for an ongoing employment forsil this project?

521 -S" Will the federel government guidelinso be followed for affirmative5 ation in both of these areas of • loymeot?
6 Wat servi e. will be set in placemTn Oscods snd other affected

es for persons applying for employment but not hired?
541 1: We is the projected length of time for the whole proposal?

What oupport systems wll be put in pisce for the communities
551 dierupted by this project?

Evauation lss

11 If you would take s survey of soy city or rural area in eichigan
you would find that set of us have no idea of evacuation plane in case
of "udlear mishaps, nor do we believe that any paper planning would work.
There is nome discussion about saving the politicians of the ares. Do
you really believe that persons can evacuate safely from an attack ares
or from an HI system explnsion?
5 1. What ""ostion plans are being made for the residents and tourists

oftsoCounty sod beyod?
561 2. Whet odditinal plans are being made for all of the cities and form

areas through which the rail lines pass?
.-3. How are these evacuation pless being taught, changed, developed,

ond implementedl Have any ever been practiced?
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LOCATION efFVLOCATION Li,, r 4?t. 4FB
COMMENT RNZtE!?MNTRE

UJL IR ORCEPEAEKEEER AIL ARRBON ROGAM.S.. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM
Tha ye m te sitaifg this hlsurg. Our Pupe tee hooing this hewing IS to
musamartae tee yea t sswviremetsi eaqa leea we hane determined may oeoe Ifthai Thoas yea fee atteafdleg this hareieg. Ott ptmPOe fee thooting iti hesring is to
Pefhshkepse Rail Osecisesm peegram preetfl. sod atfeerd you an opportunity to bring to tanemwise foe yea the aseioeeeet.l eewqaees we hae. determised may ecor if the
-er stteaties watten ma May hoe Inadveretly everleeokd& Otr 9esi Is a tisoetgtt Posaesepsr Rail Oarriet Peeps.m penesed6 sad atfeerd yea smoeppertoeity to hring to

nmlwai oeial aalysis that will he sosilia to V.11,11 offli.i sad eltiss by' - seratention estees ma may hove Inaderttetly overloohed. Ow COWi Is a thereo
fia dasom a. the peogam is mae. Phans no this aset to twisq to n attentiso environmental analysis that will he sesailable to mtio officiat asa cties hater.a

eme.-ail banse that yes teel hae set bae adequately analyed Is the Draft flowl dwatision a the progra s. made. Phasse -s this teet to brieg to se atteetion
Eanheanwet. Impact Mt ..ment. mtnresaatal bss that yea feel have set hase adequately osayaed to the Draft

ReeeetlImpac RStament.

ii otO ts./rc iew, tie

at, =e , .- aF CO

News Street Addses City State

Pltans had this feem Ineor matil to: Lt Cal Peter Walsh
APRCE-RMS/8DRV Plas. haed this far.m1 is er 1 mitt Lt Cal Petser Walsh
Mactee Air Forhe ease APRCE-RMS/OEV
San Zmeradita. Califernia 920 Noron Ale Pen Sass

Soe Baeseaedfie, Califeornia 92400
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of Who driaves these treina? If thc trainsae only
Aguat 1. 1988 taker oct it evect of strike threat, that ore the

chance, of havingtanentieer hbe k-oo the character
5 of thec ,oeriat roil sytrand patentia liy dengeroot

Eotece xidag or f7It

iS arche etta LA Who0 ali deesn h otao he trains' If they
Shecpot ,d em1iliar

ore dteyslee by reeate e.cy etteIo redetersited.
o1het'Is to letore ticst u...afe Coeroe rtI iitth

Director at E-,mntfreeee Pli.Ing used7
A'RCE -HIV/DEV
Norton Air Foe Bae. CA 92409-6WW48d Whet does thIttey eir0 highly yaPp"fated area'

it th trit aretke ou etc s-e, alt
1 

they be
Re: Reponse to hecotd Scapieg Heariags -Shreseort/reoeier City. LA eaed through highly papotate"I aras'? Wit therb hr ee

w through Cities duringanor-oI to high traffic pros
Fo I-nr are sy camnta.eact lose sod qo-atica raieed a0 the July lb nX W Wil they hae to stop for cosmercial roil traffic ileither
hesrie. I _Oald apeCIst.eCpy of ehe il Iear sad. at.tI rorsi or poyalatedi areas?

ataioefleaing ansec to thee quest ieee' I t ,,ireot.
.el Whet it.th repated tifepe of this s~tee in part

I a teangly thjeot to the ilase of leegage It ,nie this tystem adhe? lOn bg hre It is oh1.o.etHn laong he-
eyeeepee. Peace soy he host defted a feald- free frenfr egotiaed Peace treetica cell for its dissectliag'

vy r espbs edf!itatrusets at aleeca' itgrate ctoa
.yse thtpooe er at eutlrar ct idanta ted is justified f) The .prys.tar at the duty 26 prentetion g.te oIt...e..

hr fear of at ene. itonk Thon a -sreehaioeoe a stt acc0ident PrCah bI i t. I as. ot .hic to

isa r eyet.e. end has eathingl ta do atth peace: I request reOrd his oral reahe at the informatioe. I do rcalli that
that ass of the nose " koeeeper" he, discontinued. the Projection Ia thea Onty ace to three ;ocon a-IdI die

asr a, dirt rehato ftelxrl-gria2)1 I uppoet puhii heringseend the pIat ege of isdividuaals to 10 aggleatta it -ili ho seerY herd far anty ate to ther peole
especes,:,, apnaaad asustos o pr-t late the to di. exteyt it s statistical aetac.l key.-tarn iee cidect

lad7 tidi enipt ncee i a ncd guard that teae ouh9 i t esti ec to ktI thaoeands.
hearig tak p=ate. h~ il n e..I o

hoarg, tke pace.Piece inctade to clror, aimyle langusge the projected risk
31 t de not adeesteod.ehy, the P.prrd prceeetas .io ealisitn. ftttnet aa careretly figured sad explin h-u the death at

tlfy s icepo ked ed de Iteered hy slitery Personnel oroato thre e n sigh Occur.

te ate~l e atrreetore e alto" the pabli ad h I l i ia first-stietse't i s htI h
could ho preetd ittea e t far ..t Ctt onstituting I 1 rjeted frecec of ca'l-u:thet Is h-e at tei

2 "debae." t feet coatH i en hee nose. of the Inoeetia "ie 12 .et.c itte e tel system'"C.ae Inceerect tee ttcheicat sense, hut , kne foe fecil in thatJ.-st.

I Itit i netfirs-trke, hoe, Can this sestee he justA-
WI hae he fetllecing qaceians concerting she dealse of the 1 j feahe i tke forhalhestocteeed
'asw Ctrike-catice ".1 I n the r-go of teet,

at ge :an sca .desge teenn ic 1h seta 5) I hsae the falit o msente end queestions conterning the

ra t1 sateh desigeed'1 ec sfely deplay a is5,00i It. ceoettlimpact:

I si Te esyr of osete City respoeded to the ff1 issue of
hi ahs destisesa rcaratei rea tertydi.has end eae ielIdite by atting that prcte oea- f

ye ..tte an. d an s e :,,I afas Tree se:d noethes -4 onte is9 iiportent. hat that protecting huemans is
nots ha a hi, setee be ceet:dered safe me se isytetmnt.

tee =91strnasportatilon in essreenres'
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gues th a l eiesusm us the best desciption of such
a, ott t . prhaps an appropriate respons e is to ask

uht ontiuts roecio uast = ,it our crrent an- -onAT T5PAI1 ANALYSIS

141 nrtal e of .N .. nuclear apenu . no
0  

n'.f .. are no n 1-an e of h-aa protetion. boa many ,P TTI
other spct aot be endangered on eliainated no make nPAPT ENprgNMsENuo IA AT OTTm5

human secue? U.. AIRFORCE. doted 3une 'S, I1'A0
ht The prepoen cotisa lteaiceAno ln but faila - nt y

to pinode a oAtion Alternation plaint 
hy

With no action. the m-isting ..an.. rtutuot and f'tc Iroof rol.P. , I
ilogical environmental i sro.culd eno.Pet ~io~Te lP oo of oh rl,

15 oatAet uhat the national nd local apac in the cutra.Co ,o
5

t In ot oanlncnnt.Natnoog

social.iand ecOmitl eninrots cud be if tis no;hr-h nh -l, Ash nnn 100

,rtes in t ,,plneted and the ff0-l billion in
anac able fur other pa jeci n these Onoironnicta areas.

6) ~~~~ ~ ~ ra r:, otrart tir'S~d haotin I St n - ~n-1ea oatei'

ssekn nobuil mate Inu hardlo fid . kind dIscltcX' h~ r ~ i -- 11-1 Ptr -1I. -ta Peyht t
of this illogical. lhnnahenigadnneu cic The nlitt-i

na. u-nooccna besc lsahudhby,opponenas .te teeit...... IFinneF~

Luke al a Ipn a ... harn . the IIX nystem isnacrnsi

befor I anooilcttl. Conilion ate no lunger renofod by con-'sy
--n outfac or che. ee nor. lea so ae n Aimt i, Afghan-

and t nedinoc'.'. . t 0 1.,. 0 ran ohiT do ToerF roonroIir ll
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interrelations ateen the social and tiophysical aspect. of the enviroLent.
total ennicoseent. For esasple, chat effects on the local
economy and quality of life eight result from Impacts on the Although a nuebes of concerns were raised at earlier public
lmeasureably rich Vildlife at Knob Noster State Park? That park haltings to datereine the scope of Issues for the proposed
is a natural resource which is used not only by the general action, this XiS contains the foioring stateent on poge 1-21:
public In a variety of cays bat by the school. fros the -A discussion of .orality. national secucity pulIey. or
elementary through the university as an exten son of their psychological effect Is beyond the scope of this IS." This is
cla0soos. Co much reduction In ecological a.ureness an admission that this environeenta lepact statement did not
appreciation in those students will result fr. any cumulative adequately atteept to seasons such social Impacts and indeed
iep.ct there? Imply did not secognice thee as releont. Isue of eorality,

national security policy, sod psychological effect need to be
These are not the kinds of questions that have been addressed in 5 part of the assessent process for any CI. If they are nun, the
this environeental lepct statement. Sat they need to be. Many issue of controversy over the effects on the quality of the hman
f us sho have been sceltesing throgh the 100 degree plus heat environment In (4) above will not be adequately assessed.
and the drought for so long this suser certa inly wish the
society and world had paid ore attentlon to the possible For example, in a community with a significantproport of

cueulative long-term climatic and social consequences of changes people with the moral perspective that any nuclear ceapons nystee
that eany felt cere In their short-tere benefit, such o is leecral and oho are vi11ng to go to jail to prevent 10 nurs
autosotive and Industrial air pollution and cutting doen rain being Implemented, the impact of such development c he such
forests, higher than is a colmunity obese this is not such a significunt

moral issue.
4. 5alcliantic f! . ase en 27). This section
relates both to Iaterelaiedueaa of social concerns and the Issue 5. scientific methodueo and scitni caccry (41 Cp .
of contraversy. It says, in part: Section fl22. . This section staten that:

*"Significa ty- as used In NP requires considerations cgencles shall insure the professional integrity,
of both coe xt and intensity: including scientific Integrity, of the discussions

(a) Conteet. Thiseans that the significance of an and analyses in environmentul Ilpact statements.action est be analysed in several contests such 0a They shall identif y methodoloqien used and shall
society as a choi (hus, national), the affected region, sale eoplicit reference by footnote to the scientific
the affected interests, end the locality. Significance and other sources relied upon for conclusions in the
varies with the setting of the proposed action.... moth statecent. un aqency cay place di-noesion of sethod-
short- and long-ters effects are relevant. ology in an appendix."

(b) Intensity. This refers to the severity of lepact.
... The fTiloeing should be considered in evaluating In- In this draft document,r t Is ften difficult to figure out
tensity: enactly han conclusions r. eached:, ootnotes to actual

ill Zmpacts that may be both beneficial and adverse... 6 ource used and to describe step-by-step data collection and
E2) The degree to shich the proposed action affects analysis are needed.

public health or safety...
(4) The degree to which the effects on the quality of Wkee Is these any evidence of randos us other scientifically

the ton esIlronaent are likely to be highly contnovercll, detereined representative sple of hoosehoids in the ispucted
IS) The degree to chich the possible effects on the areas? Where is there quantification from such saspies of the

human environsent are highly uncertain or involve unique or iepacts of the proposed progree? Cithout footnotes to sources in
unnon riSks. virtually every section dealing sith Impacts, it Is not possible

(6) The degree to chich the action may establish a to determine exactly hu conclusions vere reached, or to
precedent foe future actions vith significant effects cc replicate it, a requiresent of scientific accuracy. This in the
represents a decisions in principle shot a futuce case on virtually every page discussing methods, data reporting,
consideration. end conclusions. For esasple, on page 4.11-17, the alternative

() whether the action 1 related to other actions ction ideploylng 100 Peacekeeper sissiles is the Sail Garrison(7th Individuallysheh inth acio is rel at o er ains basing code at Fr. Careen bFS. as opposed to SI in the peoposed
lpacts. Significa nce exists i f It Is reasvl foa action) is indicated as bringing 10 core students above those
nicpato a l ug fica n t irason to levels reported for the proposed action. Since there is no
anticipat a cusulatively sigeficant Iepact us the
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footnoting of the exact sourcen and cethod, used to arrive at Since, as discussed in previous soctions, this approach does not
such projections, the reader cannot authocitatinely challenge or adequately seasuce potential lepact on ieterrelations beteen
accept tae conclusions, social and biophysical aspects of the environsent or cuulative

ispeot, the scientific sethodology is else inadequate In this
The chapter on ethodology is filled with vague statements such regard.
as this one us eployment and incee 

5
Focecasts of futurebaseline forecasts sere based on ecososetric sodels developed for In conclasion, the exasples used in these comments use for the

each 5a1" (9I, p. 3-6, Section 3.2.4). (ROI refers to Regional purposes of illustration only. They in no cay repcesent
Sconoeic Information.) ixactly chich econometric models vre coeprehenslve critique of this draft environeental ispect
used Is not stated and no references in footnotes are given. etateent and may not even include soe of the most significant

illustratione of Its inadequacies. It Simply eas not possihle tO
dIcilarly, the discussion of methods for assessing future and do a coprehensive analysis of It in the time available or with
baseline conditions in population and deunrcaphics is vaque, rith the materials published In the draft IS.
sattements such as: "Future baseline projects ner based on
esisting forecasts obtained irim state rad iscel planning either a more comprehensive see draft envirnoental ispctagencies." shat methods did those planning agencies use? Where stateent or at least a coprehensive supplesental draft 118 is
ee citations so that could be deterined? Since population needed to address Issues raised in these and other cosmeets.
prolectione depend on so many interacting variables, including Ceeteinly the sociocultural lepects of the changes proposed in
chat is happening in the social life of the population affected, this prograe have to be examined comprehensively in interrelation
many demographic projections, such as those dune by the United to biophysical changes. This could need to include specifically
Nations invoice mking several different projections based on determining the nature and extent of public controversy.
possible variations in ce..sus releted conditions. For esaeple,
if a aignificant number of people no living in Warrensburg The aithnr: Catherine i Ide CIO s is a Professor of
becse fearful that the 55 eissile systee posed a goater threat Anthropology at Central Missouri State University vhere she has
to their children's health, looeed for jobs elseehere, and coved, taught since 1971. She is also the President of Global Dynmics,
the populatIon projectlons would be affected. If there cas a a private consulting fire doing a variety of proects to evaluate
recession or depression In the world and national economy, all and help leplesent social changes. Assessing short-ter
projections, not simply population could be affected. olitial/econnic patterns and long term political/economic

change is a focus of that york. she is the author o numerous
The sections examining impacts of the proposed action provide scientific papern presented at scholarly seetings and articles
furthes Illustrinns of these ,ethodrlogical seakeses. This published in a variety of scholarly inurnes, including the
etatecant is given nick regard to Prehistoric Resources: Journal of Anthropological Research. er hook, rarryivq
"Chiteman AFB is in as upland prairie region acay frin the Capacities of Sation-utates (Onlee Souls, eucen neistions lea
drainages, forest, and praisie-forest transition near ehich cost li.es, Inc., .aeeHaven,Conn., lH d) in a nociocuitoral ecological
of the prehistoric sites in the area an be epent to occur- analysis of a side variety of patterns includinq population and
Therefore, no important prehistoric sites are libely to be economic ones, In 124 countries. She Is a meeber of number of
affected by the Proposed Action." (2i, P . 1-Z, Section professional associations, including the slerican nthropological
4.11.5.2). Association. in shich she is a Fellor, as sell as the Srlttsh

Sociological Society.
This Ic as entreely inconclusire dismissal of potential
prehistoric resoureeS. on iAportant fact about prehistoric sites
in that ee they ar deetroyed, they are destroyed fosever.
Apparently no actual on-site analysis va carrled out by any of
the five archeologists listed as preperers in this document, for
on p ge ,-23, it is stated that -The significance of impects sa
determined by evaluating prehistoric, historic, end
paeontoiugical sites fur their Importance relatice to other
resources In the 00mm, as determined through consultation aith
area professionals and appropriate agency representativee."

Scientific sethodology Includes the conceptual or theoretical
frseeorh for accessing coesequences of the proposed progree.
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Dll' to r. Eoalronoeooal la lo g Augu st 3, 1988

A!,toon Mr Force Bas.

Whitan AIr oozeSoso-OxRailGarrsonAFRCE-OS/DEV
n Bernardino, CA 92409-6444

Re: Whitlan Air Force Base - Peacekeeper Rail GarrisonOooa etera oO world ad II, lncluding outy 0r00 500- Progras
fond, tn C'eroao o, I OavPfodfep appreolatr on0r the Oree-

does I"a"at" ". ... otutonr, 00"t It 0)00 to cure Dear Sir:
t'e-, - .. 1 oat it aes to OOeserae them. 00,, as a rf51-
e s1 eouo -nly for a1-00 40 years, I 4a-r been As a lifetime resident of Warrensburg and the Whiteman Air
,301 lar lin Whitlean Air Force Base sin, .t- reactla- Force ho.m comaunity, I have always recognizeo the impact of
* -o 1a52, ..t .s sos0 andO or o. 0he personnel the base on this area. end I have Welcomed its presence. In

.have partlniated 1n helpng to resolae addition to its role in maintaining a strong defense,
vad:.05 ase- eomo~lv o ee. Whlteman Air Force Base ha contri :ted significantly to the

growth and development of this are, throuqh its economic
:0 10O Or 1r.f roa"a strong 'at oal Offeose is O- mpact .nd the participation of it. personnel in cofmunity

1.0] fo orr 'Oe 0r50,rltn o
¢ 

oor ton'it.tio004 rreerlo0 , and civiC affairs.
an1 blee -1. tfe I.:, 0 ar110 rla Is a ,Itdl car
1r ",a df'--. Throughout the y:or , litsman hes served , voriety of

1 is-ions. Each .ission has been supported by the
o not ...0 . n, -all s Fre50,00 Ia t e TO~t, surrounding comunities, and the challenges relatd to much

In rflai0 oqr o ftn ase. o e lOcal crfeltiO Oaae ssione have been successfully addressed. I a5 confident00 0~en aol, no me. .a 1-d ; 0e.Iefo 0ha, 000 nee 03 le~qes that If Whiteman Air Fore. Rse I. selected a. a site for
shl-, C>'' OeFryer; etint sits -ne 4n an oveonomer' tho Peacoeksper Rail Garrio. Program, these counitie.

cr01 ogrit respond ;,ooltivoly.

I appreciate your consideration of my thagghts .s yo-
'r,, 00,., detersine where to deploy this newest defense system, I

e.inc ..o n .ofeg" your. slection of nhit.a Air Force

.. sa a o of the Ite..

Sincerely,

Garrott R. Crouch II
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cleasp? Iage S-43: "Long-ducatlor luipacts on cultural

NATIONAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS I eso-ces would bet iglh broe.... constructIo woulId

Page S-39: "Ny 1994. total program-related employment destroy portions of two lues .., one of nae nost

is projected to be at a steady-state level of about ieportant of its kind...

12,000 jobs."

6 1 -How easy of these jobs oill be cilitary? Moo many civli an? region ,oul be disturbed."i" ni h

7 1 Of the civilian jobs. hoe many are expected to be with the

eleeflsse builder?. oe many local hires do you nxpect? What :,cause yo ... c.. identifie d.a e'or and I sntortaot arcs-

9 1 ekills will you need? Can all the coesunitilee support jour 24 asol0ogical Si te at -teinr F~ , in -bee opt,,, you r::11,

10 1 labor needs? If not, how caoy people oill you haoe to brirg b4 avenonchoice but to aoid twi p1 ane it e for lacing.
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noose itholdling my tederaltmeol ~o ynnuloort a heg to nit-batttha:tpthey, ner all dospe ino a"o.v
I. I.r nart wi1thold)tI hereby agrento piano the anot ofifederal grave. Tee days later 26 bndies acre found ddt-asnO

toom bei nitdattepeetio otpyceiit a lga of earth. They ne.- oreongiabie. After hour. of sear-

eo-oaoitat Laorel dmoien-tar Eank of' XEnna City. ?tts. rt-. Chieg, the bodies of Jw.ge sald Eugenin nero foond...
I ill continue, cinder th. conoditicon only to fil - -nternal

Rfnenus herioin documents (includingd inoome -tarfoeisnal In 1977 the Ialand poaeActt enotty of Solsotinm, to Lake
C will further add to tha escr-ow accourt Vae foi amounit of amy,
fnd euI tar oyed at thy end of the yoo-r hot -11l not dithdaao SHy Ninaraguia was destroyed by etat* police under bonusa. Ernesto
edeeee. federal tax nitheld.

If thne Internal Revenue erIce cntinues to diJthold feder-al Cr~aaflo ahlcpis n edo etlBri.

too mne re each paynck, heoer, pleasettake notie aQ&o helped found It and when it oas destroyed he joined Prente Sandinista.
iodate o. th 1ete tint 1 ni11 he fored to r1itsjl.ii
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-the United States oa... Nl pmd-:A ton and deploymnut of "no" when every sobs of tba heart woud say 
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y.. ., too, loag

nugt- es" aPone fo finimuty onthe land, heartc.en ltugle. or nwn tot-f.
-te nted Statee coasosi to eubvrt or hielp to violently the ars* le hr aeen' -a heaus dth i

dot-how the gonernments of other nation tIted hot fegoo.I siry vrtiag0 e.c hoe. built. i e
-the ~ictndoStatea ceoms to zoutoeIn re gi atrotI n or military reeni. Per-haps In chook, perhaps in a names of er.e ei
coosctiptI n outside a denibre naio a ergenoy to savor on our tongues a languae that is Io-lt al run1 s

-the. urltrd stat. ... osam forever ft-vs osing nonserots out- phra.es ik Ie .lagit team inenc "imited retaiation,- 'hilling

e ad th Iliti cf ;Aid c..snripths ho saoto or'(oen I. for the ile of the kiogilo." * we have croseed cyst-, we are
federal ston i d elhitieots16. toe tot-ritnry of the. no inaia .lk the pope ry rLte's rten-sd

Joitt I-Atom under sny condivt.io -- even t-s. or: trthn Mel.1 1s hvdipardInto this en-16.d
if we Canot easily handle both gospel and Stin. we drop the gospel.

If euice. a leaflet Including a t-igitt-tion fore fcr tax an ispedissm t .
rfetr a and a letter the editor publse to the Kansas5 City Star. ndour eca;i.;.,

_"t'orThey are ontasimstfd to what they do, and evedeened in shat
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John Uvi~ln xiot oco O oees
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Nay 28, 1986

Editor sic gome aimr s. inal. jasr. is Nuderfutility
E&Ia-hhsan CITIZENSr TAX o zUx (FaesrabA/r Orye .sa ,) me

Siaita Acvoma.RgL ol -Mth
It den eot take ajoritima to scra gerernentl it taken Committad ainorities. .aE*OJoo8.nt
Mason ecul at hae achievsd voting rights without eome pioners going to Jail. P.1i 0.h a s 20 201 Kalma Ct. Licacnd.w ls

unions ass amea illgal and pecseoatadjl they could not hars gotten juatica for 31)e ,r 6410 RODasflaa~ a6sV
arbors withasat tha power of the. atrik.. Gandhi could not hove libercad Indio (816) 931-M07 Ows and siascia

vitheat a Slt Mah and isatila boycott. lbhrio Lthear King Jr. could act bast Joel 0. Taunton - .; he 0.
aea civil rights legislations without a ha. boycott and lanc counter sit-ins. P. 3489 N.s of Jlune 25, 1988) .ao ancsw we

To thik that asing - orlri fram nuclear annihiflation Is going Uo require lo.s LOT Aamee 4e=fr20908Zaasas ,sa
of as In astrich-lila foohlsneo. is to thinh that ae can proest effectively - .-- - - - - ..-. cZ - pa -- aI..-
Whlei cantinuing to pay the Govenmeot whtose policies e knbon. are so viciously 0-o h"t gsW or lallow
dastrctaie in a tragic andceetly aaif..dacstion. i t w

IZ - million Americans c-ii. lott.-, vets, or mart tn,orrcc, teat cooan
oil ha igored. If ons, million Americans rafuoc to n~ay their tacos, thatcl

ha the and of tie arma rane.I I

If ea satar of Coegress hoard from 1,00 constituent taxpayes that they caere.n
going to cases cayaent until the Unitad States atoys driving thea ras race an-4
I..va Cs.trl America in .o, w hn ould ones.oae votes chaters. Its. ~ -
up to as. Ifour days arn already ahortened, if our children loch toous to ci 9 6L..D

maCiao nNrtro C?)i aioieotr fpoawoatr 0 ;ilthee a fctcr., if a really ant to earse our aorid, eon ae-o conooc-dc less? & !Z 3 g
measauring th. magitod. of ths evil toard which tic present regdom is Isadirv a'0

as (deatrcctico aof humanity ad ansl-avet ef Central Americans) and after ". z a"D
attesoting all other peacaful a.- for chatngo, flied It justified to threaten the * ~ A '& q
rasessa base of aur Govaoat. 015 In a etuorke of poteatial car tax rafusors e 0 oed. 1  0I

(o')coordinated hy a quarerly newsletter pchihu iWove i Angeles. ~I
Wae o -tars of 014 are aeehing to go beyondsyolic resistance by sg- if o
Intaring 100 EI Mw tr-a to ach Coageinosl District, -a total of 0.5,000 £; aP 0
Peoplea. e ar a n n theascqiiioicn that if thers an 1435,000 potential 

1 1 iOtrls, a could, tensen chone, effectivaly domand a reconsideration hy Congrss
of has. n tao masy. an haing apet. Thin In becaose the IRS could not haveas-
the .cciy to audit andoethercie soa toos payaent of all thcse who in co- a;a e - . ipany vitite 1.35,000 cai be raetic pay. 5 j 3i*
Wde eta belong to 0114 halieve thet the powr of potentili Otr's to onion can ha *4 o'i

ar ffactica than all the trial, asd atrugglas of idvidual actual Otra, brave I I
asd aces.waes they ay, hen boon. Potential Otr's ay aover hare to beg-in a . a 313h
_tsanr If rao~i~ Tott th opver of the atite-acatims It has to he 1Ia I Ji ,-

sed fysaestrag aresgh It doesn't. '6j @ a[.ss
Ws ms aolog thesme haltevs that -no. tans refusal could change per gararereni Ma -o=t
policiea to organize small tooal groups within thin Distict to register non. SIRU n zj. -19ti
hantial otr'a asd to discuss hoar and when in threoten a tan aeratoriaw. Withoat 3:IE z
dinclaaiag whether or at they are current ssirle, aid withoot pressure to do so 5

If you ar Inraed with ocr Portman and pregram &W anht in hesen hum can -s a
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LOCATIOOU25 Crt& A/ b-o'4 C>l -A/- ' -' LOATIO k$A 41C4

COMMENT SHEET COMMENT SHEET
U.S. AIR FORCE PcEACEgKEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM i.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thank you fur attending ihis hearing. Ocr parpoae fcc bosting ihis hesring Is so Thank you for attending this hearing. Ow ur pse for healing this hearing 10 1o
aemoniuc rc 0 iso heenironoenial coneuensces ws hacs determnad nay occu If the aummarice for you the environvental cneaqunces we havs determned cay occu if sic

tcck opa Rai GaI a rgo rceh o for aa polsl hlos Peacoeseper Rail Garrison progran penda. mcd afford you an oppoctooity so icing so
ooekee tl arsnpormpoed n forlodo a oltuisy ao bringi u solo taoer as may "o idnc o erl ooiked. One goal Is a Ihacugpan i alceico oasis,. we nay hace Iandvertently ovrokdchrgolI hruhocranicme tealna Ihayli he acailct alc fiil n ole, ooenvironmental eaalsia that will he avalable so publir officiala and citizcns befoce a finaleisronna 00alsepormis adPss thatwl epbis sortiri I cr ti v eoe

final decision an the progran Is node. Piease use this shees to icing to our aitetion fi ecison ons e reptate you foci lease hi s aesot atond t o r anso
oeiom-ontoi iaouse that yea foal have ast boss adequatcly anaiyzed in the DrafteniomtaIsushtyufelov tbendqaeyaayzdnteDrt
Environentai Impact Ssatcment. Enolmntl m e Satmet

Sirs Address Cipy state 7M'cOmc Stred Address Clipy slats

Plan hand thia foam hi or, vai Se. LI CcI Peter Woan Planse hand thia form 1.os .ali to: is "oI Polo, ash
APRCE-BMDM ~IV APRCE-SN4RI0EV
No"-rAan Fst Sea Norton Air Fros a-
Soeerardino, California 12401 hon Ocoario, California 12421
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LCAON --TML LOCATOc, *Zi&,, oe~a

COMMENT SHIEET COMMENT SHEET
U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thoors you tor attending this hearing. Ot purpose for hortlrg this thearing Is to TitooR you tor attending this hearing. Ot ipot for oowtlng thio hoarlong a to
suommariae for you tho ooirom nto oeqooces e hove determined may occur If the senmariss, for you the envirnmeattal ewa~aa e have mO determinted may occuot it the
PeooehePer Roil Garrison program proeeds, and afford you an opportunity to bring to Pearooheeper Roll Garrion program proceeds. ad afford yen art oportunity to hring to
.. r attention mot. era may hove leodnertently overlooked. Ot goal isea thorough our attention .att-erm may hoe. Inadvertently -talooked. One goal a. a thorough
environmental analysis thot will ho availahle to puhic officials and a10100.. hefore e nvironmental analysis that will he avallahl., to pubhic officials aod oltlves heoe a
final decisi~oon -tote profgret Is made. Please us this .heot to ooing tu our attention fteal tlecion on the program to made. Plers sa Ohio Nlear to brig to otr attention

.eneireental hoase toot yns toel hoe eat ton adequately salyned In the Draft enviromental hos- toot yeu as too honeet bae audeopstaly aaalyaed 1. the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. Environmental Impart statement.

____ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____I Zt2 ~ ~ ~ - e:_A;,.
UW~~~r' s 5 9. i

Vtri GO_________________________Al,____

'-. rn d.0A 0cA ~ 5._____________________________

Lie ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .I t' ',I A r 4A

t~~~d~~u. M YL vi AA-___________________________

k, r lvlo AgaAlz %,I\If#- ,

Name 3 Street Add-oa City Stat. 40.. ~ tra Ad&-a ctty surte

Plese hoed this furIn nor mall to: Lt CoI Peter Walsh Plo... hood tisormotInlor mail toe Lt Cal Peter Walo
AFRCE-BNS/tltV AFRCE-BMS/t)EV
Ntn Air Force Bson Morton Atr Porns Baso
Son Beroardin-, California 92409 Son Berardino, California 92449
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August 4, 198 LCAIO

C MENT SlHEET
U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEREEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Think you for attending this hearing. Our purposeo for hooting thio hearing Is to

To Whea It Klay Concern summarize for you the environmeetal consequeneso we hove determined moy occur It the
Peacekeeper Rall Garrisn program prurode. and afford yno 00 opportunity to hring to

I Thy Sent Plato, Association of Citie.S sithen no go on r"cord as or attention matters e may hove Inadvertently overlooked. 0. goal is a thorough
*.ornn environmental anolysis that mill he anailabhie to puhlic officials and citizn eforea
Stud spotng Treults Or the h'i rriso tniumno " opc final disi on on the program to made. Please use this sheet to hring to our attentionI td.It s our belief that the reyort I, envirnenll y 004

Ieconcelcally halanced reflecting a fsIr and accurate reort of the environmental hous thot you feel hove eat heren adequately analysed in the Draft
fatctnS. Environental [mpaet Statement.

hyrCi ty of CheneyA
Chai'r, West Plains Au 1 otio -21'

R..e Street Add-se City State

Pis..e hoed this form In or mail tn Lt Col Peter Walsh
3,- APRCE-BMS/DEn

Son Bernrdino, Calitornia $240
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A STATENJUIT FROM5 HEN5RY COUNTY ECONOMtIC DRVEI.OPHENT COUNOCIL LOATO

RALGRIO RAIN ETOR COMMENT 3111W?
RAL.A RISN EDREE TO TO U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON4 PROGRM

RAIL GARRISO SCM VIBONETAL IMPACT HEARING Thank yes for sttordn this. Itaecho. Oo pu.p.s for hosting this hbar.Iq a to
HIGH SCHOOL. MARR5ES5UG. MISSOURI s..totopnU..vcotoa onq~e.w o oomsdwyso.I b

AGUS .11 Posekohopr Rail Otsoen~ program . so Iad afford you so opportunity to "eo to
-o otteou.t l l- Nto .6y h.. Inadverstently seerlthkd Ou goal Is .I teoout

.onfiroosnetal analysis tha~t wil1 he available to public noficils sod sitisat. hotorsa

MY .a.e i. LYle Co-... 1104 S. 7th. Clinton. NO. 1 0final doolos sot the lopsro Is made. Plas00 two this sheet to bring to oat taetioo

-7 'nty the chatso tof Itny County Eonowic. D.o I nt eniono.o Ios ta you fast boe" hot hass adqntoty oslynod In thes Draft
Colnrfll. The Ioni Iebrhp1 ~OO of 5cco: s~to EnuironmetallImpact Stslme
of elected city-county officials. industry, business. and , 't
poiat. " til&9n4,

Go pops is to work for Econowic Growt1h in ths ,Hens?

C~ouyara. Me are cecogold as a .OA. CoosY r the4 'Lnn
tod-ra Esons.i. I D eo-1paent Admlolstr~tlon. '

Myp Ippe.. nv o .n thatr bn fIs to show support of rho 2t - ...... i.o.. .~tas
proosd .al It .,I I oon locatio th0 h Mhtosan Alt Force sase. 1 _______________________________

Wefrhrnppoot the railroad spu concep .c nd 11 41 F

a... cLoted with . fut-r .econd toll connection..,

changes of wetlonde. , ,

Sne1960. Hir ont l ts hos worke sod Ilvd, . ~ " -soon, the. hta Airforc. nos ,.ltush . os tioswthIo',.v
)ior ohiections froo our local populae. 6 O....2y, i X J ~tD
VIh S:.n, "'1 .arsn heir: hloed onL~ Mhtawn Air ease for the 2n

.hb. aon would not.i our opin on, he obiectahle.17;j -r ' 9 k
The .I -a1 lari o istallation- at .hit..a At rForcns tt..'~n.4.,.t-. J ',t'.

woold also onhuanre otr conoeo hoe here in Hastry Coloty. as
particlulurly the North East quadrant. The city of WIndsor is. .Lo.ze .aA,.
located in th a Nrth .at q uadrant, Only 14. a.e of New
constcuction would givl a oo rotute to StsNi ..- .......T....
railrod, away Irse large setro areas.. 1,0 3 /~ 7.G.d

Mews Street Add- city Stet. .£9

Il-e .eo this to. .bor wtall to. Lt Cot Pet. Walsh
AFRCE-BMMF/DEV
Mortoo Air Focee lbos
Ree Bscnerus, Calif.."a 3409
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COMEINTS
FOR

PUBLIC HEARING
PEACEK(EEPER M IS SILE RAIL GARRISON

I cmt Edwin J. Derntan, Mayor, City of Clinton, Missouri located

approximately Thirty-seven (37) tiles southwesterly froml Whiteman Air

Force Bole ond within the confines of the orea currently supporting the

Mission of the 351St Strategic Missile Wing.

Since the Inception as a Military facility engaged In securing

the Peace of our Nation, State and surrounding commnunities, It has pravided

~ "'-' ~' ~a positive economic Inmpact thereby enhancing growth In the area, Our

~ ,. ~ y~ ~residlentt have had full knowledge of the Mission of the 351st and have
44, F .. LItO, 7l .}&b..a peacefully co-foisted with the Deterring Farces.

I-~o. Lt*~~*~t ~ >~ ~~ ~ ~" ~The City of Clinton and Henry County, Missouri have a vital

~~A I & nterestin the future, not only of our domain, but the surrounding
commnunities an el.I addition to the current Mission of the 351st

44-Strategic Missile Wing and its positive economic IeaCt from expenditures
1 by Air Force personnel and the future Advanced Technology Bombter basing

eith its Positive potential, we feel that the Proposed Peocekeeper Missile

Roil Garrison would be an added asset far the total Commtunity,

The Military personnel have been and will continue as Goad
Neighbors. Nat only thot aspect has been considered, but we readily
recognize that It will be goad for an economy that has suffered trueendously

aver the yast few years due to the sagging Agricultural economy aN decline

In fanning efforts. Expenditures brought abDUt by basing the Rail tiartisat
In the area would have an affect on not only the comnunities Lontiguous to

WAFB but to a wide area around It.

The Clinton City Council, on behalf of Its constituents, has

gone on record In support of the proposed Rail Garrison basing at Whiteman
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Air Force Bose as evidenced by adoption of a supporting Resolution (copy
RESOLUTION NO. 28-S8

attached) affirming that position. A similar action was taken and our
Position presented during a previous hearing 7 April 1988. We are WHEREAS, Whitesan Air Force Base is being considered as a

pposibie site for basing the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison;

cognizance of the great contributions that military personnel make in the and

WEREAS, the location of Whiteman Air Force base, apprn.isat-area. They are readily accented and encourage to Interact in calunitiy .1y thirty-seven 137) miles northeasterly from the
city of Clinton, Niesouri, represents a force of infla-programs aid! efforts. .ce on the loca I economy; and

It Is the considered opinion that, through the present efforts WHEREAS, for the past approximately twenty 120) years the
of the Whiteman Area Steering Council, the increased activities that ay city of Clinton and surrounding comunities have suppor-

ted tie Mission of the United states Air Force and
eRail Garrison at WAF con be adequotely, Whiteman Air Force Base, during which time the area

be brought about by locating the has esperienced no adverse circumstances; and

epedltlously and effectively dealt with to the positive benefit of all. WHEREAS, personnel assigned no Whiteman Aic Force hone

We stand ready to do our port to absorb the probiaes as well as ,he benefits. hane aic inta-ned excellent community relations and
participated in community projects and have been sppor-

In sunmary, the City of Clinton wholeheartely supports the concept tive of the area; and,

of basing the Peacekeeper Missile Garrison as on additional Mission for WasEBAS, the designation of Whiteman Air Force Base as
a Peacekee per Rail Garrison iouid have a positive

Whiteman Air Force Base. We will continue to strive to maintain cocerative ecososic ispact on nhe City of Clinton and surrounding
nosaunities within a fifty-mle radius of the ease.

and coordinated efforts of the Military community to minimize the obstacles NOW, THEREFOE, B IT RESOLVEs BY TOE CITY COUNCIL Or THr
In this undertaking which will act as a catalyst to overcome Our struggling CITY Or CLINTON, HENRY COUNTY, MISSOURI:
with an already depressed agricultural economy. THAT, the , citizens, through the City Council, actively

support the efforts to designate, as an additional

In reiteration, the citizens of CiViLt. 's actively support the 5ission, Whiteman Air Force Base to serve as . site
for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison; and further

efforts to designate Whiteman Air Force Bose as n Peacekeeper Rail Garrison THAT, the increased a-nininy brought about by such desig-
and give assurance of cooperation, coordination and open communicotion to nation is Welcomed as a positive co-unity impact

and cooperation in the resolution of many facets of

this effort. such designation is pledged; and further
On behalf of the Citizens of Clinton. I wish to thank you for this THAT, the City of Clinton will striOe to maintain the coopor-

stive sod coordinated efforts of the Military no minimize

opportunity to speak In support of the Military xiiunity, the obstacles in this undertaking; and further

THAT, the basing of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is regarded
as having a postive econoei impact on an are, that

Respectfull]y tuirni tted.

EDWIN J. DENMW
Mayor

Attachment
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AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
is struggling with the depressed agricultural economy
in the area and throughout the State.

ADOPTED THIS 2ND DAY OF AUGUST, 1988.

~/3 sas a..A 5e. 120AN as1. 50.at
-41i -_ I~m mC . Mo. -itt

to .t NM AN MEANING ON U EPLOnT Of PM MISSILES IN1 THE BAIL flSORB

ATTEST: August 3. 1988

The Kansas City Office of the Aamerican Friends Service committee is concerned

•uamo lh thet the 6eployment of la Missiles In the Rail Garrtso Mode as proposed
SUSAw J SHIELDS by the Air Fdrce will further target kid-western populations for Soviet
Ci ty C lark Nuce ar attak.

A July 10th Kanas City Star article stated that the Metropolitian ares is
currently targeted by no less than five Soviet nuclear warheads; this because
military bases, defense contractors, 1,000 missiles In 200 silos and
coinicattots/transportation networks are located within the extended Kansas
City regions

*, Susan -1. Shield., City Clerk for the City of Clinton, The focus of this article s civil defense In Kansas City. The director of
4isaOsr: *do hereby certify that the foregoing insteument the Kansas City Emergency Mnagemnt Administration characterized the civil
Is a true and correct as it appears on the official records defense program as 'in disarray.' This *disarray" can be found in ctil defense
foe tie city of Clinton, Henry County, Missouri. pregras throughout the United States.

w,nos eeth my hand and seat this 3rd day of August, Given the lack of preparedness of our ares cvl defense office, it Is diffirult
198. to lmagtne the Air Force as actually contemplating the NO Rail Garrison, stich

will sake the ideest i even smre likely target. The deploymnt sites, as
Ksin- $J-v ~we se as the surrosnding areas in shich the sistile's trains sosld patrol.

Would becom targets for "barrage" attacks as the Soviets saturate the area with
SUSAN J. SHI ELDS nuclear warheads.

City clerk
According to the Report of the Panel on ICBM Moderntztio to the Comittee on
Armd Services of the Bnted States House of Representatives Subcomittees on
Research aid Development and Procuremnt and ilitary and Procurement Systems
(artch 211,598). the purpose of the rail garrison basing sode of the MO missile
is to reduce 'the vulnerability of the lnd-based element of the nation's
nuclear deterrent.'

This report soes os to state the 'rail gsreison trains will disperse across the
U.S. rail setwsrk, becoming "lost' among day-to-day rsil traffic." In order to
become 'Iost" the train Would have to at least pass through ajor ctiv1tn rail
Yards. It ls reasonable to assm that 'hetsmtng lost' muld at ties actually
require the trains to stop for periods of tims in civilian rail yards or
residential areas.

An A2-3ttn Oction teoros
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Page Two
Ni Rail Haar ings

LOCATION_______________
The Report of the Panel further states that the trains would actually be underENSH 

T"the direction of the tioilian rail transportation system." Later In the report COMMEN HEcoece" 15 espressed over the reaction of a nuamber of local communities through U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM
whic'h the trains will Ip:as, particularly those that hate adopted "nuclear free
zoafm ordinances. fliwab you foe altewdiag lhla hsarineg. Clu pusea fw heatig this laing is to

awamlmfoe you lb. saietalw minawaiumaoe .. lmnw dmt.emaid amay ane If lU.
All of this clearly Indicates that in times of itternational crisis the Air Paameahnmer Sail Garrmsan program proeadm, ansd affrd yaw An oppotunlty ta being to

Porte intends to make the MX missile systm less vulterable to a Soviet military wise attentiow esaltam ma way Moea Inademetly awerlawls.& Our goal is a thoroughs
atakby dispersing the rail based missiles to areas where douilit persons aevronmentul ausalyalA taa mill be sealble to pubie elfielalp aad eltIamaw before

live nd wok. This represents a clear use of civilians to render weapons inmine fnmal daelw an the progeam Ia ade. Plaaae uma Cl. lb set to being heot mi~ ttlanto
to military operaI Ions. wevironmetal laaaaa tbal yaw feal hona aot brmal admqamately salymad In the Draft

Shielding anapons of mas destruction by transporting then to cioilian areas niomna matSaeet

is a clear v Iolatiwn of Article 28 of the 1949 Geneva Convention. Tie onl y
purpases that twuid he served by moving the ill missiles off a military base and .t 9&,'
oto the civil ian rail systae a re to confuse the Soviets about the location of

the missiles and oihbtaSoe preemptive attack on the missiles by
placing thems ithin civilian areas.

In oah Case the itn isma k our "Aapons less suceptable to Soviet G .-a A& -
ata, la Eith the intent athe effect

0
Cth r a garison basing made is an0 , r ,A e

io'lalion of the spirit an letter of a treaty that the Unicted States is swore
tw upheld. It wil Amoont to use of tie cioilian Population to protect the U.S. 4 f 4 4 a
arsenwl from military operatives. ! a

Ihi e are very concerned over this specific proposal to violate a provision A* &a
of the -nav Conventions, an are aware that this is eArely the latest'A -y
instance of O.S. willingness to set aside treaties if they hamper t he developmnt
of new weapons stemrs. In recent years the Reagan Odministration has publicly
announced its Intention to violate theterms of the SILT 11 treaty Inhorder
to deploy the ne Trdn I mssile an to violate the Alii Treaty in order to
proceed with its Stratei ,Pefense Inlitiive.

Ile believ that arms control treaties and a process beard i ncr na
b Iaeral nc 4 'c- I "ima disarmment are the only way to provide security In the nuclear Ae d
ape. Therefore, an ire deeply concerned that this new armmet Proposal notu
only represents a forthe, escalation of the ace race, but also an attack ona treaty to0 which the United ttates is a party and a destabIl ization of the ________________________________________
START talks. The hail Garrisono is Inconsistent with the US. negotiating
posit Ion.

The deployment of the MXO missile in Rail Garrison Mode will decrease ournana seuiy I sjs one mre schee to deploy a new weapon systen m. . A -. ,...a, ~ . y
thtwilreut naditioa Soitaaons deploynent. It will also /f41~01500Zu. ,l~.usuu. ~l~OtL0.

further erode intereatio..aI confidence in the United S tte as Ah ntion ho .is Name Steet Addees &ty bal
willing to live by the t reaties it signs. The erosion of A climate of
Internati onal confidence he treaty compliance is a major threat to our national OIaaaa ad this fvem lneo mall tns Li Cal Paler WalaRi
security. AFRCE-SMW/DEO

Much has been made of the need to modernize our nuclear weapon systems. Moara Air ordme Caarma121
I suggest that what an need to "miodernize" is our genuine porsuit of policies SnBradnClfri 20
to enhance o.ur security through working for mutual. cerif iable agreerents to

- hat and reere the Arms race.

Submitted by

.~ ~. Xc.. tt. V.. IPrograe omdntet Mlember. Kansas City tifice
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LOCATIONR'gd pov..Y ._ Y cE

COMMENT SHIEET h ..cuots. cmEanaws
O.S. AIR FORCE PEACESRPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM v~ n w

flmfl yaw fee attendig tl. heraring. Osse puip-ai oe ating tOO. hearing I. 10 itiMDom aTomn
awaiaia far yam lbm.-tsniamntml aeaseaaanmm Me ave deiermined ma~y venm if the eaam
Paaeakaee al A laahon program peneafl, and afd ou atsm opportuasity to being toCnwav, waaO~n
wa 01allan.t .m lle a. my ape bldnelntyanel a. Or goa Is a thorough GEGOII
amefrmaloal analys is at mill he analble tv ploolle efflelala . a vitlema before ACO N Y FJ H S N Icw alnn
ThaI alala an tse iageam I. made. Pleane um tll Sal to king tw osr attention COUNT OFJ HN O m w,,a
metnlenamal Oimmat lhat y00 foal Mnve ant been adaqawely Analyaed in the Draft WARRENSPURG. MISOURI 640113 C~n~. a a

Enioental Impact Stalteatm.

V7,,.... C.~ ...* 'n-N Cm. "Ruluodo peckevovto kvvovt. gvn.t...Ihasvun l, twa:

! l P a tjal:: A!.,I'll

-. .... .I I ...... :e

. - -~ s tuoutd .rvto cv ci, Unicef ictvu-d ther-f1ov.

t.,eA1- aon-n ...... adw.V r'n... yAlccl I....cnt

- . ye~t~evd ar unto -dco 1-li -auooonlintonvwdicvo detnd

Flaw, inch: MIrAeen fect inovuntwo malIoIv PtrWlhannm

mco .inissn COLrl'i aameSS~l

__n Berardno Calfrml 12409IanIn
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Statut p-e~d at Rail G -too SOopq Meeting, brreWot'i ND, -Wea ity that -art ily r*fort the bas" ogf the Peo.m~ r Rail Grrrfet

AkAt 3rd, 19B8. W:By ha. lmato, M yo, City of Wndsr. MD) 6S360. Iyt O n~~t orWtt Air PbOst Bas. MoHi-o

To, Difrector

San Bernredinto, Ch 92409-6448

Let the reorod Show that the City of Wioad- folly Mrta the b.aURe Of

the hehaepr hAl theoat Syrtan at Btitar Air fbOe Bas, OPoao0 tOm

City. along with many of the other rities near andl artard thet haer have for meM aern of Wonq,,4 5

.. y yersWpotd the -- oeo rolotry i-ror -gao to that Base. Its

paret respoiiity of mae.t and cotrolling 150 ltootea 11 Miasile Slos,
is in evry way oaqn~taoble wtth aorutit at aaiiitiorl toirile riotior. Copy to: CO1. sih,- E. n-mtog, Jr.

There aee other reata that toe of a pirrto'e nabxre, for baaotq the Fail Otpnd 351 Strategic Missile Wooq

torrot Syrtse onrhi Aitr MO ltt Boa- It ia totrally lonated -od readily dm-AB'M 50-0

accessible to the vrouso su600 of trtawwrtatont both Fatsttd otri teoith-h

71%is is especilly trte of the netwaork of rail ryrtata w6hich affld pttroot multiple

aporttrzitooa of chtioe for deplyet of the Pearokeeper Horroir Systott.

The feaibility of addoa the sead rail 00ao, addresse in the Draft

1tiooretal Sqoart tate-tt On page 4.11-46, torald greatly ddotre the rot

apprtzfties of the mssile Systat fot the Bat lbloBe. A further appraisal of

fhese .30paet-Iotis re qrophirelly poartrayed On the National tool Network or
p"4.1-4 fig-r 4.1.2-1. NO other hae, beopa oaoio36d for this roaior,ot

asc there toot cpprttioes.

I have retoewed the- Ioyro Charts or pages S-40-41, Foqiret 5-33-34 ar1

ftound that, in both the proporri anot alterrative artior. wioth the rotptoor of the
land us oandt biologiral reatoote., the -aparots On oll other ratoerora I.od not

he sigrofianat.

arty of the military persoatel and their faoil les havt. sncte the

eatalofeot of this bat., eleted to rrside it the City of Windatr and the

other terea surounding this ijatllam. 71hes hate ot orly otatrlatod

a tservc to this tMUo tot alat to the cities in which* they lioe. They hate

been a defitet asset to to- cities.

C -erse ly. many of oa cotiotr hae bee of forded the ~O rtoaoty 00

eptosoatt at thor instalaton thereby troletiog to the emrxtoo well heing

of fhie area.
The Secrity of thir Botior is the rerponsibility of evroy Citito of there

thitrl States, ot jt 3 the Miolittry. It or oan thit rpirit of core- bond of

DOCUMENT 72 DOCUMENT 72

L8hT' W 1%W Lb.AW6IiuM ftoiTL At~ 4ve r~Pws) kIti) or jmm4 -oe).

fl..~~ ~a~~u A A 4u 4FICSL Wei A~~f fte *a ArI p reitiri .o
1-66 v 5re.,ii'J +a 4k.. d dev Ws .P Ta( tus

%wootNava~L Pr ho%74&ua s~fzqac LMv~& qtAr"I. so*.E4A
t. d.. j&r T MIA IVMLP F~S £. Rtiij
ft P tfTk 9p k)be 11-4 OAa4) Cam0 VA Id
luke;& An Cow1nnf, ai% 46. irrs & 1 W. bVAai( mo~smisroLq imPione raremar-
%.t oft !m #00 mrara I"c Elatoe ) 14, lbmfl(4 ffa g-V bA sr it

dvialo~eor mm 4;eeniu&v -sit liamui ha rJaUe * , eTUA

E..jduw~~ima.. Im~~*v Svtrueiv I*"d,~ kma) un).v wea d.
IT~~~~~~~~ iah in 1AnIuII t.a.eJ iia "~ o,~ Ah4A d C a s. as w4 *myhev

EoI#mA3mebje Srrow? WA~ Id C)idbu Wk AMPW6li .Vrmaw Wo koTmb

k" *r wma, 41*&m ftda.
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% 1 L 1 9 @k. 6 0 I t ti w a s ! W & .m ) 6 6 v i

40t.~d jtas r;0 I PASCF.da-1d. Tk&ar ;P aur Fmo ar Wes;a. ef
60 i'I a Ae I.Nu *#WA*a Pa liupftr SM4 ffet A1@0W; 11 SaMV
W II. I.., eu.~o litl4,.ur 1J Anla ra a mb 7 fe.s0 00e *0;rn ;0
140 ~e A. h s afvarwe . Ne sr4 faftoo w *1i4 *w* W3 eiT V

W m 46 QhAe4ii VAC or 10~ A 10%i~ 1 AP6A~'
ig 4ftL600 4 1t t1 A dueg
'be~ O 4 emv 2 isa. rainss som (rA6".en

Lei tAAS4I #&& beA 1wm &~. D 46w ' iw (as&. #A

AM. to~c Ok y* t Asd Ur m Mf (#F 3~( f'' ftwoksosp]bA;Ao

O iSIAt *ua * tg. AiW ofW CA*uvaX~- bjavgm1 7 so& w~" do ParC646

15014 0.i & C~S .e - 4LI4 ha .. r U, ,.SSI r 001C. ..we .... as..
&a MrV& cataces .. ssalsone w~4% s. is 2 O Zit. *Ptdc~aw COPAMaaWA
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EBERTING CHIROPRACTIC CENTER TRUMAN AREA AUDIT BUREAU
L --- E. Exm-,-c DCJaaF~

Asnium L. Egfmir-G. DC C F.A.c.* P.O 0 Auus 3 1
aIQi -s P. 0. BOX 157

CLINf094, MIUSSOiJRI 47

United States Air Force
AFNCEBMSI DEV
Norton AFB, CA 92400-6448

sta-ic arms ..oncerning thermo nuclear devices E eckee ai arsniCN

.Asaformer.USA1 weather ohr ev.r at Whitreman AF8 and in Vietnam,c-, otrovert ii yet realistic rot., in the present as wll a an 18-yea res ident and businesan in Clinto.*fly scenario of io dpeacr. -t aol rieli yM nurIwoeernl endorse the Peacekeeper Rail Garriso

tonorraevryboidy would 0 oe to the vonvi aon that airet dhiea F, isui

olvod r better spen t if dirctcd tnrs thrIn oer twenty fyears. intthis area, and artive ly invnlved in
al s egments nfcesunat life, I ave noted only positive

1bjcct-oc and thr michin- of war could he se aside.- support by th e ritizenry for the M ission af the 3Isla SMWi.
en renalitially -o, n.tIon does vo, exit in .n eden. The 'people of this area nave a Position rapport wit h both

-4 b - olhfrindl an unriedlyandthethe comand and support ferces that we meet in nun daily lines..

'r.tof ling our way of life b-conoeve, -clost The "Air Base-Communi ty Counril" rnvept hasfteea
th, ld~n,-,nt f -n- in ouh AeriaEurpegno mnunnn and I am conf Ident athan thr e sidents will
.i.thnilanreetotonntis i SuthOmeir. troo rntiueto oport this added sInS Ion should ah itnaan AFE

* ~A-. I am in support of the eftfortn o( our armed be selected.

r ~intihri r.tt-,it and -urrvsvs in Mit nngIn preperat,,n for this letter. I Spoke with Mnn. [An Skelton, MC1 th Congrea. InIa Distr'irn, and a distinguished member of
.al-vrevtworldl power in order to preservorlC d th. House Armed hero Ines Committee. IkSe assured me that the

Tho r-i jarri-n aod the stealIth bomber proqrms people i h misale complex ar ea never complain about the
mItr mssion, an d hefels thatI a goad relationship willI

t. -flerxion of or time-. They arc nota threit cnt Iese with the' 1ai Gh rison.
.. ,, untcr to our security atd a promise~ that weAdtoal htmnwilhv togpstv

-1 -i o ful to the dreis, of thoseaavtinqgnhatn- economic impasct o am wI the B-1 Stealth Enebee -- n fact
10 Nither our natun. penpi cor freedom are enpendLl! i s aleady" hlIngs al the cmunities in the aancentral

-t- sr mus..t -stand %throng, ready yard covincing t.
hiea,, 1hevtin ia. Those that Oppose thin plan and implementation are, as. yau

might assume, froe outside the general area, and doa for
their owepISannal reasons. They do nat reflhe -ud~yco t~5 f the lncal pnpolat inn.

A-h Fert-,D.C.In conrlus Ion, I believe that thone of us whn "live with it*
on a daily A ass wIll welnom.an support the Pearekeeper

wail arnian asa via d secessrY dterrast in our defns
sytm rnt vill here in Sbssurl b. ut throughout the Oie

Respec tful ly,

5054/rjb Robert J. Wilkins 11
nC: I~ he kelon President

_______KmW 1kAM Wm Ya bwjlm.. Pb~hm (016) UE-6W6
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LOCATION____________ LOCAT1ON J4rI' oc.. .,;i/ dr ,,

COMMENT SHEUT COMMENT SHEUT
U.S. All FORCE PEACIEEPER RAIL OIARIPCOM PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARISON PROGRAM

Tbank Pows for Attnin this heain. O.. Purpoose for buittow this oooIow I. to Theak yne to. atteedieg this hearing. Ot. purpose for Backlog 100 hearing Is to
suamaorlse fo. yo thio saommuse~ot.I o oqoome we he"o determined may oror if th S00eli far016 Is tiw 100OoiOOO*.W ofta~mmms me have datoaetd my soe, If too
limmeo0oo Ro rion,10 propse proeoo*. 004 afford Preo An opportunity to bring to Pinse.Oooper Rall Garrison -opo as oo4. I ,10. - f ordFe - " praolly to bring to
ou attention matters we may have loodveoroll overlooked. Ow Suoole a thorough am, attention matters we may 000" 10040 Otoetly overl 0t~ ooke Orlwi a0 Ohorwegh
oookwOmotWalysis17 thot Wl be avellabe to pobie offietals a04 altizers; beore . evelemamental ana~ml that will bo m,11041. to Publicoffelshe 0 d 01010. . A.
110.1 dircht.. an, tho progam.. merle. PloW. um, t01s sheet to brin to or attention fiel 40101000me1t0 program is mero. FIOWOm Bae 1010 sho000 to bring to mrs, stteret10
we0viesso00i01 4wm toot you foot 100. nt bee0 adequately beslyood 1. the Draft 000*0,0000 terms t00t Pan feel In." 01 bases eidlegmttly o0057w04 I0 too Omnp
R0oimetetal Imprint Statemenot. taRoaontal lIpmet Statement0.

Aft!!r tyioviga Your jcqro.Lbroc.r Local 1090 fully 1 " "~ 2,. 4,%:r4 2' 7z 7A, AV,.ci -4-1' .

Laborers Local 1098

No.. Street Addoeno City State Name Street Addref. city 80010.

Plemr hand tis for In 100 mail to, Lt Col Peter Walshi Ft..., 00nd this farm 10 or alol tor Lt Colte Walsh01
AFRCE-RMS/DEV RFRCE-RMRIDEV
Norton Air Frs Base NO.000n Air Fares am
Sot Oornordino. Calfornia 0240 ft. Bernardio. Califeoh 3209
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LOCATION___ ACTION REALTY COMPANY II.
COMMENT SHEET -a-00000

U.S. AI R FORC E PEAC EREEPER RAI L G A RBISON PROG RA MR ! Y
Tbark yoo for attending ths hearing. Oar purpose fo. boltig 0010 hearing is toRO
summarize r yoa tho environmenotal orpoeOo we0 have determtined may090000 It the
Feroreeper Rail Gotriso0 programl p000904., and af for yarn An0 opp~ortunity to bring to August 1. 1988

00. attention olten~o 00e 00.y here et~i ovriorkard. 0ur foal 1 A thorooqi,
otnrooOOttl analysis that1 Will 00 I.R.M.b to publie offlolo.an 0a itloen bofore

final decision oo too prograbm 1. made. Pleael ussthisshee to twin to oar attenltion
hooeemnitl Issues toot y0u feel 00ve n0t booe fideqoally analyzed In too Droft ACTIONI REALTY COMPANY wou~ld like to go on record as suoportlng the "Rail

onviroomental lopoet Statemnent. G~arrison Pracekeercer" netork designation of Whiteman Air Force Base as
oe of the deploymernt bases for the Peacekeeper Roil Garrison SysteO.

Jtoo reoiewing your oon I tallY 3uPPOrt Your Pccpootd Logistics Odec bys depended upon strategic locations. Whiteman Air
__________~~~ _______________rcr B.s is Iccte4 centrally in t U Uited States ano tiherefore. its

poacolsoaor 1ad Gacrajrc Pacility t Wi tamuc APB, Michigun d1100ptOraooccesnibiliny to Points nthocoybcut thr country Shcal
4 

be coalstdered Is

1 The Citizens of Warrensburg naoe lioed 0sking Nnuteran Missile Bases far
may years 0nd oer-y aware of the Iumportance of a stroon military deeo.

Warrensburg ban a loys supoorted Whtembn Air Force Bates's basi elIll -1
and have welctod the bone personnel into its coaritles. Businesses and
local cobuoties continue to welcw0. tbe added econary tine base generates.

_______ __________ACTION REALTY COMPANY hos approximatte 20 Active RES1 Es tote Agents ard all
of us and our fawilies or e ory supportive of this prject.

_______________________________________________Sincerely.

Elvin Maloney. BROKRt8INtt

Eugene Barrette so, 251 Mill roboog. MY 49759

lit.. Street Ad4re. rit, Slt

Fiowo head thilaw nor wal to061, Lt Cal PFt. Wobb
AFRCE-ONS/DEV
No.00 Air F-e, Balm
3. Brneafinio. Callfotnl. 92400
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lOCATION_ usrca~n~olbti&SflosL dt h SCHtoLi

-7 COMMENT MIERY
U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

05th Mlherry rive .it Foe fa ate.adial tis brHeeig. 00 Ppoe. low h~inon1 thin heering Is to,
Srvor.LA 71115P onnsare for yvnt the ontelromuoIl eanooms w .aeteslnd ay 000.0 It thne

3.1, 31. i9n. Peoealtespoe Rall 0.erina OC atp. posaN n8 yd ajftord yoan nopportunity to bring to
ver antionv mattee. ah0 ety Pae oa edoereonll avriookod. 0.go 195 le tbvheh

C veror etPoh iv earOt 0 Oto i OO~fl* IIS~ot Oslyie envirnmvental oalylin. that will ha -slale toyptibilo offleii end hlle-. before.
"MMe. to npoeloe"tI I Cer po finialtb0 decision en lt.e Fogee Mv 1emde. Plumes asv this $bteat "t bring to e attettion

onerk.tnntal hoe. that you feel h.ve not baeo adequately atelymed in the Draft
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n vett cRatoeeo ocrigteNil G rniso P, 

0
rvve ganronreet.1Impactslaent.

I ~ ~ ~ ~ : vsoeiseovenditive ot eeoeitoc !is.- la
tpeviog eoniroso peepttive ovt~vcooloiovtirovint intnt is -evtritxzwntl 1y LtttL. dg to . Pullt of the oicotnobtte

I eeoretyopp~e he !Peceeeee - ai G ricon avge.lv t
to .. -ooeeeiov ...... ide...tivo to nrve I.tetod vf v.s as I and the ettice wrld. one accident is sil.tit takew

1vil Gvorteo 1-1,5. i t top enevooeheoe in Ten, v antd sceideto do happat. Niotice row our aioeoptione did not0
Trvt t ed l tet o 0 otonenpotby the totdStt

e1 oe :1S mS-1 th- 1t vi Anc t7 " :,d %:cou-ryaddop t , ho....ock prvpery at the meeting!

tvttlio to th ione prht of ovod confiv aod t...i... i0 -t1&sr.toras ~ T rf~ctcrv, fo
nvd o' . toh.oloiret qotti-o -Ch 7"". o v.gavietan T t ae s n.

beyond .ve. ..ophre lnd oep e hot eiron n*tt .. tt~ .. 0sioe

.O... ...iin .. 'vie for t1i'e poor.z 1.Mi. 40. .0 .e.,.h IOn OO as id.n 0w
Itve thett poor j. nc -01 --etona boh, imoy-irtd a.l

c4?~~..i.tL~t~ ~9~t~~ J~ - ~n~tod~tgpnevfny Le as aocnse Lacriosse tine tnumber of

I sm 67 yease of ge and v eteran of lWocid War Ll. L an 9

esirousM,mature pervon who Wrinte onLy peace and5wotoh

Otcn myhgradcvdhilden van -ro up. Thank you .

vot=o ii5 .tttlgrffijwrrznsintre.lo 64093

N... Stret Aone ity State

Pleane hsnd thin fortm Inn or mai tot it Cal Petr Welsh
AFSGE-BMSIDEV
Noetovt Air Fore. Bse
Sae Seentns.r California glo0s
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LOCAT(ON tfvrenburn, isouori _DATE Aug"~ 3. 1980

LOCATION LL9itot~~ L oro..~vn-Q~~Yt'~ OMMENT WIZET

CO1MMT SHEET U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISOIN PROGRAM
Ui.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER SAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thmak yo far attnding ths hearin. Our pupose feehosti000hifoheatngeIdleoThthinyutfortaten.iOnetisoeeetig. foerPprp tieg(thintingehisimee ing to gognve oo
Thee yon to ettndio thn P.010. Gt p~rO..foe oetol 1th Pevig intoan fpolty to mi0st "~ in identifying partovt W00. to, tealye. it lhin the

esvl.for ynn. the -nnleental eeieos teehav. detrmemd moccu 00 It the oovllpooeotai Impact stteent. Ouo goal lee thorough envierontental docuent that
P..oveknper Sail Gerrison Progrnm pro0.08 and afford you n o~portunity to hring to will he mae.d. oliahle to publict oflcl.in Sd citizens beore a finl decision 00 bving
our it toit mattoeso sa y livor Insilertenlly overt05608. O. goal In a thorough nd deploymenot is taeed. P1ev tse this nheot to hetod to -o at-L-oiin potertiSI
evilroneentni alaled thvt will be itoliahle to public offiils OWd eltivern. before a environmentsl issuestIhat you Teni should he analyned in the enromental Imepact
final decisionon the penget It made. Planes nay thin abot to bring to 000r attention stateent.
evironmtental nou00 that yOu feel hae. ot been adequately snnlyood In the Deaft

Enleoeetl lopst Start.. t.

=______________ 
nvi. I_____________

X 7___________________

dtre itt PrL tot 1. So --T-lerl. 0 h
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Whiy has the Air F orce restricted it's investigation of The draft hotel ytouchea on the environmental impart

environmastal impact issues to only the area immediately that would occur should an MX train nave an accident in a

surrounding the proposed bases, specifically here the relatively isolated area - and then there is no mention of

Whiteman Air Force Base? Do the hundreds of thousands of illness, homelessness. mtsery and death. Furthermore. the

people uluag the track route not count- Is their health and report fails to roamins the impact if such an accident

safety nota concern here' a that why there rere no 5 should occur In or near a vast Metropolitan city With

hearings in any areas except at the proposed sites? millions of people. The Air Force seeas to ignore the fact

The report with the charts and figures containing that this5 system oill leave the base And shet it
equations. ratios and percentages looks impressive to some. does, where does it go'

But shere is the human element in all of this? Your report How far are we willing tu go at a nation. in putting

3 doe nt addru. the isue of hutau fallibility. h..an our own citizens at such high risk in supposely defending

error. careleesness. momentary thoughtlemsness. greed, ourselves against the Soviets? Why has the draft non

disregard for the sanctity of life - Whatever motivates or exaeined and prepared a comparative study of the more than

inf1uences the people who operate the proposed system. thirty bating modes? Why have you reesidered the O MX

These are human values and intangible but nevertheless missiles an alternat.ve whe, Congress has spcifically

highly relevant to the issue of environmental impact. g1 mandated 50 missiles? This is not a proper alternative.

And the proposed system. There has never been a systemO- And why have you not considered the "No Action"

Of Ann sort developed and put into operation which did not 9 alternatine' Why' when we have the Trident submarines which

experiene saciles flas and mechanical or technical9 are highly motile. dn at need a land-hased mull nystem

failures,. On paper. in theory. in the report pou've made it which is daily more dangerous to us than to the Soviets?

011 sound fine. That there's les than i %chance of even In presenting this report as information to our Congress,

one person dying due to "mishaps". upon which they are supposed to make an informed decision

Th.is is absolutely impossible. According totyour map -1tt1tn. al i sipIeIdo -tithisis osouteyimasshlo. Innrdig t yor ep -as toswhether the hail Garrison it implemented or n~t, ths

Figure 4.1.2-1 labelled "Potential Rutls for Initial report i incmplete and therefore inaccurate.

Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Deployment". MX trains will be While I am for good defense, I am -otally opposed to

passing throuah or outside such major metropolitan areas an the MX Rail Garrison and Weapon deployment systems Which by

Kansas City, St. Loul:, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Memphis. their very character isply that areas of our country and4 Detroit .. I many moe Stafcicess ode he
4f :etro and ma e ,hatrafficinra sodues the segments of our population are expendable. The end doe not

likelihood of human error and an accident. In your justify the meano.

estimation and analysis, what number of people woelt Please respond to these questions and comments in the

costitutea reason ble a.ount as enpendahle Ie In acideen final Environmental Statement.

in order to implement this system? Thank you.

Karen Prins

Route I. Box 129, Columbia. MO 65201 (314)657-2967
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M E M F R D M: staff Assistant Statement of Sn. Bennett ohnsaton
v. s. senator J. n-nt jost.n Pu bi Keasing on KXi Rail Garrison Proposal

inny homea garkadals Ate Force Base
July 26, los

7-27-8 I send my greetings to thoe of you attending the public

meting on the proposal for an MX Rail Garrison at Barksdals Air
Poru Bas. Regretfully, the business of the Senate preents Me

These statemntsre read at the phl tearing last night from being hera with you to listen to your important concerns.
in rummier alty, La, feer arksale Oir curve ease.

I feel strongly that the MX Rail Garrison 
propoesal will be a

nat besit for the stats of Louislsna. It is a Significant

projoct tor Sariadala end for Bhranport-Boeaier City that mill

provide muah sQdsd jTbs r our area. The project will alma

bring untold millions of dolia into rthwest Louisiana each
year.

While this propoesal is importlnt for Louilsiana, I agree that

05 1 h CsgeRa moat encoUrags thm '.S. Air Force to alleviate the
etfect on the local environment. rha Enviromentl Impact

Statement prepared by the Air Por:a for Barksdale states that

"the design eOf th garrison and Asignmnt of the rail spur Would

inmims z h t otal wetland disturonce at this b1catie withi.

program engineering and satety reuirement
. 

Little adverse

Impact is forasen for thrsatned and endangered apeces much as

the iAsr ias alligator and the red-cockadad woodpecler. I folly
aspect the Air Force to take the propar mitigatIon moamaras to
,eure that the impact on the environment is minimal.

I hope that this public seating is mucessful in allayin
ennironmental concerns. Thm MX Rail Garrison is a stratagically
oaund Atd asenible project that I hope you will join me in

t ongly 
s tppoeti g.

Thank yOU all for Coming to this esating.
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- - - Haring $ttamom on

Midland Michigan 48b,40

an t 5 -- Wurt91m1111 Air FOrce base

MX Rail Garriso l'oqoci
u~atluiieJuly 28,1988

My nme i May Siclar. ad IAm resident of Midland. Michsigans. I June a
July 26,1588 ~''Masters Degree in Environmental Communications Iross tse University of Mscigans

and I have taught at she University My professional esperesce also includes
technical Writing for the Dow Chemitcsl Coi and Dow Corning. and scientific wFits= sitd

Statement of U.S. Sen. John lareaust concerning the Barkadale editing on nataonal chemical publicstions
Air Fo rce Base tNt Rail Garrison

Assa catizen it Michigan. and one whot cunsiders Northern Michigan AS An
, aI regret that I a unable to attend the manting thin isurpassed recreational area in the nationt. I am deeply .orcrnds shoal sthe plain to

evenng due to a heavy legislative nchedule in Wiashington place no MX Rest Garrison system based at Wurtsmith Air Foirce Pise -n this Stair
atthin tiga. The rail tenaclt it this aystem will reach ot and diwfupi prime tourist act

I -u ware enm conca- hue been expressad About the 1 recreational areas thr11OU9sghoatshe Eastern Part it Michigan a Outstandinsg tontrist acelf
I.aa of habitat,. #eaifically alligators and res-headed It will destroy the greatest valae that this region has by imposing a grotesque
swoodpeckers, if the itt Pail Garrison is construicted or the Monument to the military Calture that is increasingly escroehing on all aspects it
refuge at Barksdale. f i irie in this country. It raises the quiestion whether we are indeed being

Pa yu kotsI hve lonstadin coicitten conern 21 defended by this bizarre infrastructure or whether we. and our whole life support
Ing the coneervation or endangered species and will work system it sir, earth and water. are being held hotae by this one Aspect of ur
with ithe U.S. Pihtand Wildlife Service and other inteeted nationnl life- -the mitarwy
partic. to . ssrs tat this6 program proceeds without
endangering the continued existence of wildlife. 3~ orall resources thai wil Dhirestened by this project, the imphcns on the waser

thsI look forward to contieuing our collective af forts on 4 satssilMsOfthis area--its lakes and streuns. the wetlnnds and all ci the fish and
the roposal and if I can be if uny further assaistance, wildlife that are dependent On them 1s 01 paramount oncern These resources are

pieas. do not hesiAcute to contact -esseatial to the heslth and wet)-hoeit it the peotle who live here an well As iii the
many thousands it citizens who Come so visit this area to be reatored and renewed byv
this entraordinary natural bounty.

The history it water management and toxic waste management at Vurtsmith is out
one thnt can give the people it Michigan any confidence in whai will happen in the
future. Yet th draft environmental impact statement Stases that the impact On WatW
resources it thi MX RiI project wilt he greatesi At Wurtamith Air Porce Ease 'Dena

5 EIS 2.8) These impacts are expected tu be Significant betuse Wate needs Would be
drawn fromn wells vulnerable so groundwater contamination from adjacent areas it the

loa qifer

fIn the past there ban been serious ground waier Contnmination as A resuli Sl
activities at the Base principally from tichlss-etbylene. dichheweithvlenew end negaie
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These contaminants leaksed from underground sloraes tacks aod have required 3e401ls Pinttr l 020e
extensive cleans-up operations In 1987. the Michigan Dept. it Natual Resources 3t4 an2-7oss
ranked Worismith us fifth oui of the 1532 toxic waste sites in the stito Thin is S
ranking according to the threat to the enironment and human Wealts TESTIMONY FOR DcIt eFuRMING ON 5X RAItt iARRtsON PROPOSAL

The principal aquifer in ihe Wurtsmaiih Ares is a sand and gravel unit thai eienits iood evening. eentesen. And "stonee to Misoeri. I respectfutty hops,

from land surface toua depth that averages 61 ft . according toi ihe Ui SCGeoloeical rout ay to nor proud state hs heen enjoyable And your nontacn wien

Survey (Rtepori 86-4188) Thin aqutfer is nostly usder waer Iable cciiditiis The stinuln ... tsaap .. ant, In spits 0f the fact tiat any of .s hoe tamns..
depth so water ranges from aboat 25 ft to ions than 10 ft. Mosi lgruol water flow is bane tba ocnnsstoe in return kern or buainessaapin.
eastward toward Van Bttes Luke and Van Eaten Creek. u small pa, flows soothiward to
the Aasahle River However. acording to the I'S Grnhogicai Survey. the natural sy cncoerna aristing fras thu utberian carefully prepared DEIS. ate fee
direction it flow to significantly alered as water moves toward pumped wells h ay-uetosadifrne i eto ,Sft osdrtos

Basing she missile system at Wo rismith would result in a 12 percent oncrease in A, 0 hos rean forsee nlt tho poasibhesvariahles It each of the faollowing
the use it groand water This significant new demand or Waler is the reasn ior the ...ea. I enold lion. no ttst the .osur oblrtoaaa...aPtoe
preat concern that this increased pumping will pull contaminated enround waiier ito On air tranot, 'The probabilty of a mishap dortng ateir tasport or

uncontaminated wellss U.S. Geological Survey han pointed oat ihAL there ace Oats the reentry systnem iseotety neutsl."5 lmited potuable water supplies at the Ease (iIbid.- p. 21 The Draft EIS states thai the
very shallow aquifer it this area musi supply not only the Ease hot she townships of Os toreadoesi .. a Sonis teals could ho deraited by track deintd

Ownidg and AuSsatle. The aquifer is highly vulnerahle to contamination from surface Oy a turnudo or culd ho duetild Or the rErc of a soeaa. This prooso-
chemica spills and leaking storage tanks Moderate tr high levels (A trichloroeihvesie. I

t
aly of such a stshap is osry snall and noe wold ho neet na~ tu

dichaloroethlene and herizenes anderlie several areas of the Base to asiditi Cause Arus oe anr hasa..doas esurtat."
substantial increases in phosphorous and ammonia concentrations have heo ft floudingi Ftuods say caftan rondaded causing track dtsruptlan, and
measured in the groundewater underlying the infiltration ponds near ihe AoSablesdialet.Tefre ,teedesl~t.-dntb aflett
River through which watewuter effluents are discharged from the Ease iES, 4.12 34) caeaylaret. Ion feosIn hs eatanaen e onifeatt

The supply welts are already tulnerable to contamination frost Adlucent locations fn sarthqah aurthquakes frse intnnsity of 6.1 And hatter nould
within the aquifer and expensive groundwater proiection measures musi Currently Pe vause dsrnttst of trains, dstroy buildings and deratl trains.
masntained to Assure adeqate quality Actording to the El 5S the demands ft the "eowsvsr, tt winild nut resat In the disae so tha Peacekeeper Missile
proposed program would further aggravate this situation I Ieraeive the imtft nhtch toutld causahazardos a stsral release.-
would be Significant Water from Late Huaron is Weing considered as an alternaiive
sew soarce. hot accoding to the EIS. such a new regionlal supply minhti casteI 'a ante the poop%, lining in thu anon of the Charnobyl -104ca pesr plant
substantial water resource impacts. and seeds a good deal it study to determine its isiised thu safety ssem shore preclsud alt Task to odily injury and
feasibility 14.12-37) deatruction of theirn oevitnt sod sets masurved of thus by branchos

of thear 6eteet.
Alt it these facts point to ihe conclusion that basing ihe MX bail Garrison si

Wurtsmith Air Porces Ease in Nlortheasiern Michigan Would he cerise not onlt trots
thea point it view it safe operation it the sviilem hat Allo with respect io ihe health The disturbting inferonona on whh inv alid --seobouton.ae dinset
and safety of the caiziessi the reain. and the well-Wing it many ihaoasands (A nos, shut beaanse thu Air Frcen Special Ctra Squdrnh"a set noperlesnd
people thraumt the coiuntry who neded ihe natorul benefits ihai ibis Ares basi tlfer a atenap transportilag nuclear eateals is 2S yeats. whinh oreated damage

so the rentry syste,. thus It nver tilt happat. mae Ssansferuence

Is that hunnous thu Oteelo E-orgy CmaaIis And hepalrasat nof arer howe

transported nol a . bsp y rell fr see 29 y.ur eithtut any slashope

enportahle under FOR standurds thus, ne Aains an secident neern sill happen.
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Until July 3 S901, oh. atobp raood of the sophlticated ode4 technolog

of tjo type oboard the Vlcnnes battlshlp V-ud hAve llot 4 toftontot

to be tm that the destrtolt of 290 civillan live. -uld never he I A OELORES HJOSON, CHAIRAAN OF THE WHITEMAN AREA STEERING COUNCIL, WHICH IS

bpped . THE CIVILIAN GROUP ORGANIZD TO DEVELOP APPROPRIATE PLANS TO DEAL WITH THE
IMPACT OF THE STEALTH BOMBER.

ho 1eoated is. rn l eos tota y. a piano crush did occur to Tools.

ta, te to Jae ary, It". Th. 3-52 boobor Car do four -olar oapoo. AS EVERYONE IN THIS ROOK KNOWS. WHITEAiN AIR FORCE HAS BEEN OESIGNATED AS THE

all wat darmyd by fire. Radioctive Contasitatton occurred over
237,000 cobic foot. Let's constder %*at would happon if on of the danger, FIRST SITE FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE STEALTH BOMER. ACCORDING TO THE DEPART-

mtasd above, and dislsed by sateption and iforetco In the DEIS. PENT OF DEFENSE, THE CENTRAL LOCATION. THE EXISTING RJNWAYS. AND THE AVAILASLE

sould a an happned to Tle. Dr...oland. os. to look.a.clanh AIRSPACE WERE ALL IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS WHEN SELECTING WHITEANR. THE MOST
oIto of tbbited sea ito. Do ia hoo our counto yoldo; to to the very
air to botb petmosd. and there I m esocapt t It is turong to IFVRTANT FACTOR. HAEVER. WAS THE ATTITUDE OF THE PEOPLE IN THE SURRO NDING

ot ohildc we ge life to atd watch trm atthatr risk of a CMIPNJITIES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE BASE.

bhels death With every beath they take. Your tahle for calculatn

ct to the aberal poputl tion e y hr Ib heM RAiL Gu-ris plan are I MENTION THIS TONIGHT BECAUSE THAT SAE PESITIVE ATTITUDE AND RELATIONSHIP

Very bop.toast bot ot tto lat bit comforttin. It taos. a mightier EXISTS IN REGARD TO THE RAIL GARRISON. THE PUBLIC HEARING TONIDAT IS NOT TO

po e tha te Atr Forco to control for the marln of eorro crested

by A p-ti tso ce . Tho silitary aotalty the O.put.. fo DISCEUSS HETHER THE RAIL GARRISON SHOULD BE DEPLOYED. THAT DECISION HAS BEEN

lols of acceptable loss. of huant lives doe hot apply to tse civilian - ADE. RATHER WE ARE HERE TO DISCUSS THE MERITS OF SELECTING WHITEMAN AIR FORCE

populttde. It only tae. what Itre MA the results would b catastrophic. BASE AS THE LOCATION SITE. MISSOURI IS IN THE CENTER OF THE UITTED STATES,

Paso o hot to 'S " taniobt ad considor boo ry iportant it THE MAINLINE OF THE ONIM OArTFIC RAILRAD IS ADJACENT T THE BASE. AND LAND

t to rcommend the So Actlin Alterative, i the final EIS. It Is your IS AVAILABLE FOR NECESSARY FACILITY CONSTRUCTION. THESE CONSIDERATIONS AY BE
o-tptoillty so defenda of Aoorican lives. EQUAL AT OTHER SITES, BUT THE HOST IMPORTANT INGREDIENT. THAT OF PUBLIC SUPPORT,

IS, WE BELIEVE, UNEUALLED AT OTHER POTENTIAL SITES.

THE WHITEM4AN AREA STEERING COUNCIL, REPPESENTING THE COMSHAIITItS IN THE

SURROUNDING 0-COUNTY AREA
, 

HAS VOTED UNANIMOSLY TO ENDORSE THE DEPLOYENT OF

THE RAIL GARRISON AT WHITEHAN AIR FORCE BASE. THE PLANNING WHICH IS IN PROCESS

TO DEAL WITH THE STEALTH COULD EASILY ENCOMPASS THE RAIL GARRISON.

WE RECOGNIZE AND RESPECT THOSE PERSONS WRHO EXPRESS CONCERN ABOUT THE PUBLIC

SAFETY, THE CONDITION OF THE RAIL TRACKS, THE ONCERTAINTY OF TRAINS TRAVELING

THERGH POPULATED AREAS, AND THE VERY EXISTENCE OF NUCLEAR WEAPO S. HOEVER.
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/

OUR VIEWS ON THESE ISSUES ARE TEMERED BECASE E ARE KEENLY AWARE THAT THE 
/  

' F . '4/ . -

MILITARY ALSO SHARES THESE CONCERNS. LIVING AS RE O IN THE PROIIMITY OF A ', 7 ' , 2) ,T.

MISSILE BASE. WE UNDERSTAND, ACCEPT. AND APPRECIATE THAT THE MILITARY MISSION Thers or foor sajor envroetll concernt thOt need to be

IS ONE OF PEACE. IT IS SIGNIFICANT TO NOTE THAT THE PEOPLE HOST DIRECTLY addr sasd. The first mainly eftets lh Blytheville are WOW has
already beet addssoed by lbs RDS - th pote ll lopact trot the

AFFECTED BY THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE RAIL GARRISON AT HITEMAN ARE AFFIRMATIVE IN eartbquakes rotatd 1o 5t Ro N2tId1 fault system. h&o oulZd
coceivably effect the Little lock APR are as vall, although te

THEIR SUPPORT. 2I %t c oot art 10 sore threateond by tornados. It Is be, Reeling
that the Oorthqut threat alots Should ollatatO the RLythovIlLo
2 rso ud rtndor the l o~ oo questionaRoe. ahs frequency

THANK YOU FO THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS THESE SENTIHErNTS WHICH REPRESENT THE |oR tortdos the LIt to at .ra ohich s ts trsctsLlSp&33&bl* and train v recl: or lit ly would v• fel I e the
OPINION Of MANY OF THE PEOPLE GATHERED AT THIS HEARING TONIGHT. area an unlNotrychoice. T os ll t wo co foot 1he Ubtn ot

Sthe tpsct its p ascement could hors oh lbe streody ontroolont lly
stresood ~ ~ I atp:. Oh o~o fticob r th ::ri anst!l

stresses are so greot Os to lo the placing Of thN ID at tL IRAPS
oofeslhtt, 5050 boo 10 ho Uoteldered. USb too loosted IN soeas

en lbS hest thet te or boos I. the Ts Oen R on RE0tA ed
IOP for thoes aresa hos been Submitted to lbe USAP. AT least nine
Hf tRNOO 01100 would 110 directly totopt cft on~struction

heribed to roe IRIS. 5100e it clii ho lapostbl mo t0o14 0r topof thee sits li r estoion boe oth o pleted, the d -aya
/tnvolned 8o14 eltiooto lhe LRAPR as a potntiel alt. In

additton to the esol Otmoination related to otllttry activlite.
the beso Was at one tie the stse of agent orange 9r1d Otlot ohion
continued on Its eorors by the Vr ac plont 0ntil Just recentl.
Both grounood ourfsoo or, a solIN core borvly ot oonrd3 nith toh 4 00 t tOnd h toloted phnos sod Denons. Th
artoss running thrOugh the plant 00d the buse Riot Into the sayoe
Ne to nwtch boo boon tmactod Stontly hy Roost octiclttAo 004 t50
di co rgo 2 fr oet oatv ter treal ao t pme n tt of tham b e nlauttty
e :d neighnrlng oosonti

t
y A flobtog btnth. os ten 1. OXi Cl fotr

the toot ftrs yeas d oleutiog offo to plotoed of the
plant. There 10 no 000y oolutiot to th probles of retoring such
sites. AS th SG0 lIP shove. It tIll be 100 ye olore . plat
ts redy for tho bas. lACol olotlup tIll tort p10 thrty

s T he ahs a rrouodtog tho best ho a h o t to for ioes

eighteen 011.0 lO~ll*0. Tbo Itsth
0 

DRsauey u ilS *tpart.nacd 000
explosion 050004 Ry 5 dropped roob that n ,ry ttio Op 0
subotlntooI port sf lbs Set and caused envtronoenll toa4ge thet
bo.tnvr boot folly asssosd - not to ontotn doothe eod ttJ rlso
to Illtery peroonoll. over tot yo er e hes h one boo. no....ue
stor eptill. n tRole O.te. sity of fool, that hane cused
coaplalots fre osorby clttseons. Ohs rerord of the OIlitory 10 50

4 , ::dUa0: o:Col:conclude that the defense of the atron nooi441 D: on.tracted to ioll prlv,t;.!Irl tha ni go nvtron.etel

record sad 4000 hot dopeod 5pen yostg OutrIOeO OOR 50 IhO auto
oopotost of Ibelt .sor focre. ft sdditiono thoe directly
re I I1.tehlltery otroe.e to lbs e .ntrot.e.t. the ur.. Is one ol
l fastel o grotng area, In the Stat. PopulatIOn growth boo
Out strppt h a lr spply and sol oOlntO Icldlg

5 1JthCg0 101110be hid 10 gO to outaide sotr sspplsa lo Little
loct WnO In Lonos Couty. O e Paslble msoOc Of the hlgb tccIhent
rote In Irsus b osong the atllory sod r.llosy S ortoro so he

6 prlmry sarljoann-groclog ebs 10 lbs aotloo - rIght bInd
Celifornls. It 0 O R the ISta dreg roues .lta the
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LOCATION_-4(O 1 .koual-
COMMENT SHEET

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

ChaItry. Both thre.ltlttry ced tellmey orker.a 1. Arkans.. hove 16 Thank you for attending this hearing. Our puyoso for bonltng this trig 1. 0.
he notoi.to r t their klqh drug use trOte. Other systems 17 smmarlte for you the environmental oonebenoes we have determined mny -oor If 1h1
InclodliS eatoteter treeonst. ,ransprt. an4 police protection Peacekeep R il Garbon peogrum proceeds. and afford you an opportunity to ring to
move all hoe• atres oa dou tO t 101nflux of population. Major :or attention matter we may hove Inadvartently overlooked. Our goal is a thoroughsoolue' s Involving trcths att ,rolos have 1.e0 8 fct of 110e In envIronmental analysis that will be available to public officills .04 citizens before a
thi ere - aN Ofthea revolving tO IC at r te and cau |9 fnal decion on the program Is made. Plae oe 1his 51ee0 to bitg to our .trenton

buhsotntlal osages into the .1111005 of dole to neorby environmental Leues that you feel hoe not been adequately analyzed in the Draft
realdonts. At toast one Occident in the last tow years Involved Environmental Impoct Statement.
truck 4arrylng highly toxlc ellttary-relatod fuel., Aa a s 9

:Ilol .o han 00~ o r0100 ate 11-nlrud, thate, *sad too AA%':utkkI C t4't~ , Ik- i'c
natilanol anorage -0100 to fot oorsod a r year I. tha Alot on years. The poiot of all this Is that theaa rea Should not
00 eubleoted to .ny uaaecessay en0lronalntal *tt.s0e0. SIn 1

poss:h~l ty of 00010er Ot. 00r .lIt.00 nut he place a 1(!

oere. most certainly not In Arkansas - V Arkansan: have done a i
enougb 4n have Stre4 e000gb I to. the preseooe 00 tE tlyttry

0 air In:tuot fdototv.,~t 
-~I.IS

1 4-

Name Street Addrie. ity State

Plana hand this form In or mail to. Lt Col Peter Wal1h
AFRCE-BM/DEVNorvo Air ore Bane
San Bernadi-, California 02400
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LOCATION Lttle hock Air Force 3se DATE 8-3-88

COMMENT SHES'r

U.L AIR PORCR PEACSKEEPER RAIL OARRISON PROGRAM

Tthank you for attending this meeting. Our puyoe. for huoting this moeting 0s to give you
an opportunlty to mist us in Identifying pertinent issues for analysis within the we.uon.. w,
environment.I Impect statement. Our goal Is . thorough environmental document that ,. - a...
.il be made tab!c public officials and citizens before 8 final decision on basing n on,

and deployment Is made. Plesse ase this sheet to being to oor attention potentil
enoironmental isa.s tht you feel should be analyzed in the environmental Impact
statement.

NOTE. THIS IS OLY THE FIRST PART CF MY STATEFNfT AT THE 8-1-88
MEA I NREARING M__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ RC4 13A5/DiE

7 T
Iam mefber oL he Satioool Coo oc 0 oStop the MX. And I am

vr pos .. .. . f0 .... m fo response 1 by the

Jno railroad systee and the docomented ion of drups ty Oraln

carryInt these nuclear bombs.

toe RI-heatin trains w1l1 operate. (Euch fiX missile weiphn1 190.000 pounds and Is 71 feet lon.) These trains wouIo ye soo--a

a hol-on collision 00 thr time that0 the minsilr is renly to be
fired.-

I Tha onvlronm ntal asalyhia for such a catatrophic accident ehould

di Ie thot s.. enu per typoof i dten bou Vponiha erelat
different Oastonces from ne Otnaon sloe,.

AD I -I he - ..... . 00 00 0r in p0owoi,
center of Little Rock.

Get,34 0.0tt1 1 All Dr. LittleZR01 AR 72205
Meter Street A4doo City State Zip Code

Pluse hand this fbem In or mil to, Dirsoo." Pinlhoenre , e'i.-.bre rtninto
APRCEMSe/DEV
Nforto Air Pore. se
Sn Bornaedlno. CA 9540
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~ 1279 layShor....r. LOCATION_- -___________

cl~brid Troterse City. I. 491184
"Peacemaiv-S S Aug. 08 COMMENT SHEEOT

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Director Environmental Planning Thank yew tee attending this hearing. Car purpose or hosting this heaing is to
AFR CE-BIHS/DES .utmmrtc~ foe youen 6 efllmt~awa cons0equncs we how. detrmined may o-o If tO.
Nor ton A ir F orce Base Pineekeper Sil Garrison '"""om pwaO. d fori ~d yOo a opportonlly to bring te

Son Bernardoino, CA 92409-6448 Draft Environmental IMpact Statement :w attention matters .. may hme Indvetetfly overlooked. Or g0al I. . th0tugh
fteoring #2 Oscoda.;l re; MO- Pece- nmnmeatnswll nalysis that:1 mi e available04 to public officials nd eltiserm beforem

Dear Director. Lt. Peter Walsh: eer'tsl 0,1 Garion ceoing. flo.Imlio01wpoemtomd.Paeia16001t0lilortwt
k ...mmnomwt.t issues that yo fest bar. not boem adequately nalyzed In thn CraftI

copygat~n of the opnn Jun 198 Droftt 1 1eanee.r, Environmenttipsc Smactate ment.0'resain.u
individual poItn on sae We on noirkinq toe 03rd'onicoersoary timetof -9A.n.O. 93-. Len 0cnd-nn.u 4u,--. ao., - "0oi. e $.91dropping the first at..ic 250 . 11,~ August 6 00d 9 at lirossim and .An te.-s.
agasi on theIr I civilia puaion, in effct ending ..1 Ith Joan I /

The environmentolipc 1l be detetinentialto wetlands in the Au I k th
0
o 00~

4
... ~~,I~~ ~

~~:rr I. tens and Sn Eten ltk e mos A m emberI of th eaSordi e f. ~ ~
so stted i coclus oh on fl~ier working o n the proposedsile. m./r-, -e

21 ff1 PThe Ml garrionp;roosal isuf ile and rathler hanhiofaec

3 e ~:~r oa frt atlre wepo n Zt he "ie.I be i " tIncof Center of e- 0
Tes nomatsion than -resentso such mtters ;t,-,,, t...~ oo.i i~a.r 1, 1/7Z, n

41 13)1rh,, 5ylte m in t' nts h wovldobe at risk 0 coon,, Of an octual ~AaI,.-r~ k o
wol nagra s IgIneesoy gods _IA-,u lo nt X1

1) OWe US AirFore air photos 106 fO o ecets smoeitl aftertthe 1 -I

60 1, Cog IS atta fro the U-DEw ~.Dhns ooeare Of the -
Joint 056/Japan Atomicf ffect s Study Center,. ohian vod siteo both ~ ,.~, nsics/,.sfC(*,(, j.
Peace rarst Moses urs and tnn bowb epicenters-. -f: a , 19,

51 In oiew of 0550 000 otner-reososs f or non-eaosi.. of .o-calle "dnfooso' 00In' '-
"deterrant- atomi c eopons. we ask, that this effort to eopang the f aulted
MX-Missle systew be discontinued as ao unwarran ted expense for national 'ai Is.ji,,;A P-r ' i,,,onwt.Isecurity. o

Submitted .i th Suner by. .' --

V OL-Caso 4-.~ " ,At pa

tIVs
1~ (Mrs." A Wro islliams i 14,- Pot rouP4i.ue ,,ijwJl~

Rep Sy oaderJogt ( ii .9th Dist. Plasma hawd thin fortm In we mol t o, Lt Cot Pint- Wlshi
APSCE-9MS/fOEV
Nortow Air Pwre Bsen
Saw Benmardino Caiftornia 82448

02500 ioc~mo1Sc50 ~w~u~n. Osn-~

DOCUNIENT 91 DOCUMENT 92
M 0S d~4eesic.. '*b AAnL -fJe ~

frSL M HJUt 0- A-u1u e-o. q, P-P LOCATION _____,

Aacst -644i,0-D COMMENT SHEET

A-. A - G a u A-coa~ao 4a-- .S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

uV-0..,, ZZ0 1 Thanok you tor attning thin hearing. Ot puepose foe hoofthis 61 hearing is to
summsaize too you 10. ervleomeentalwm.Mqbonnwot we have detinedi monccur It the
Pa.iu&-ep- Rmll iTwin,ogrs er-ds. IL.J itteld ywoua owwportuity tw being to~,,. ~. ~ o.o. oer n&tlentonmaersne we tiay havm Iadvetetitly overloks&l Onr goa .) a t hewogo

- ~~'5CO ~i~oJ~ Snwwtwnmeeil thsatwl 11 be 0. Oadlble ye public offilli nd ci tizens befoea
45sd.u..~us.ttioeaoCi.od'tQ .s.... A C, ttna drelolo ow the pmi In med. Pinno. uss, tht. sheet to bring to ouratemtion

.j,.. ~~envinlwmental iasuas tha1 yewtet have moel aw dmquately atnlyzed in the Dranft~(s0k>4P.5lo~taji~c~ 20dw
0

~.ii~..u-C-viL./tJ~e~ .Envmentwtl itipact Stateimnt.

I-j -Y) a. Ow, 6 (toe_~(
x Av iA .8 rir .G srOc .wd

1C
-. ~ ~ us~~nO, ho~. - -. ik. P o Rin

M A Mh
A. e.e.T toL Plte Kujuk'n, kuLt 6, LP~t A IC A~ CA 5'S', i

AA-m. C.f a.I Le _ _ __

21 rt oda4 NxairL Of -Imn Ce~- _ __ _ _~ _ _ _ _

Gislt~Ms.. Streetmm 51.0 Adde. City Sitt

21 PI.Plan od tlw toot .ler -111 to! It Cot Pater Walsht
i~ - ~ '~" "* ~ ~AF8CE-BMSIDEV~a4 .~'te~oose. isn~~fP nwado ~sduc? n...at'Mweoti At'rc 0m Ra

01 t Ab A. 0 .7 fZ d. Ow
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LOCATION "6'Oj 74FOCK OJt LOCATION_

COMMnT UsIE COMMENT SHIEET
U.S AIR FORCE PEACEEEER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

.. assmse eeo to , 1 "..01,mma.t.I p... a .am, m ill..rhed may ooov, IfthIII su...,itt for y00 the. environmental c-..orme we.o Imin, .. 0 deeala 0ay000 I the
P....kesw .. 3.a1 Owh..o por" - .~ and afford you an oqpor.0ly, to bring to Peseekeper Rail Garrison0 program proete, and4 afford you an opportity to 00103 10

fledI d.iaedom -III. 3p a.. .i. P...... thlc, himet1 t bring 10o - ttenltion ia d11.1 .0. 0he prrm1. NOPIO101141. Pi-01 -111 th.11 10ea t 0 br0n 0. our atentio
savilroameeta Wase that you final boa et 11... adequtely apseliyeo In th1. DraftI enviromentlt. Waves tha11 ot YO 000 feel1 hav ht benaft y wilyzed In the. Draft

Ag

N... Street Add4.0. City State Kt. Sre d-Ct tt

Plae 11.0111 this 10 formIn mai to Lt I ot 1. Within Plenum hand this form In or mail 10: LI Cot Peter Milan
AFRCE-BMS/DZV AFRCE-BMS/DE'
NHurt- At,.I B0.. Norton1 Air Fore. Be00
8.. Smantoo, CaliforI.nia 92409Sod.11008100fl, California 92481

DOCUMENT 94 DOCUMENT 94
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LOCATION 4A-aV F892KI J,2 Board of Commissloners z

UAk AR P01CR PRACRIRIPIR RAIL GARRSN PROGRAM
PFACEtE,;PER RAIL ARRBcO RES.JLUTIJI

Thea m eearttsf this hearing. Our o targtfe ibtlg this hearing W. to

anaysi tht tillbe ivaliale s pltal. 111lAWlaw .1hans bfor . HERFcAS, we all nope and pray for world peace. hot Ma~t
an te pegrus n sads pls" se tis was to" t ou, atenionresember 'hst tte Jolted Sta te. Ia raegarded as art

lardlemmaktl Imma thatIm fel havemat Ilas atmpaitkil smilldoer Inthy oaft adensationsmay andton neyd the l.did al-oa
11-11akeeatalIsipt stftesrat.t'' opportunity to randar us helpless aga in.

Y /j,11-" their for... s and

WHEREtAS, . ..sat all beaantncsranii ait0
this pointinntoy .uscotuaoal

rea u 4-.-.nr leaders to ne" it froa a Position o f
as.. .-.. ,~/ re trengtn istead oftlonciliatlon. and

___________________________________________________ dFtRA3. Pac ... pe, Rail ;-rI. aocIfene Ipatna .. n bee

a-.. cosen by Zongres3 and the President for enhancn
the heationst defensive Ssates. and

Lit ~a~r/ ZeWHRES. tne peacekee par Rail larriaon s o '~ent
t he msa practical, coa t of.Olensat 1ti

__________________________________________________ lg exiating 120tI ailseil.a and ins J. i. -atrn

3yatee, and

______________________________________________ ddHEEAS. only In ties. of national eereoy ooIdin
tris wui idbtoe operational psacese per

sisi -h ieted to 2e.-. naeriosnd
_______________________________________________ deply wCitnin the roil Sstes. lcd

-iEREAS. the 3rond Forts Alr F orce Rase plays an integral
____________________________________________8 pot in the luti ono defense otrategicalily loated

in tne northern tier sates, and

WdROAS, rs-S Fork. Air For.. does hars ton. lad and toe
peple to deploy tis ny-tna adinioa

________ ________________________________________located on Major rail linoes nun mo odlli...n1
milas of traco located witnin wars. nd

11,EtiPSR.O IT RFSOLYST. that toe Irani Forks :Ou ty
Pe.~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~ I a'. ezcC 4I r 0 C0 e~,oe' na n goes on record in support of irsod Fora i

2~Ad- Ct A 5 1Force ane. osiog onne a a epiyat stfor tepro-
NM 10. - ~ a Ct State posled Penoeneapar bail ;a.ris- Syte..

twoa. haed siis faes n ocIl se. Lt Call Peter Walsh
AFRCE-BIVDRV
"I-se At, Farees. -'6eo-
Sae Sseaoin. Caulfteeda "918 ~eA.CFhira

Grand Forts County ZoaMSasin

DOOUMENT S7HEEMEN 9

L O C A T I O N ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * i L h I 
4 
0 .. .df #4(n D 

. .. . . . . . . . . .

pe.eeeper Rail Garcrisn prnras. p-.&. ed, safford yos an oppom.,ily to bring to

:ar s..oteaiItr ee y1- -d-hle ~endely overlooked. Otet Coal a A thorouhid . r eCps 1'>S.-. oy* -Ot -Se.

eseeeti ttysa flat sill he . liable to psblir tffirals Ad cit los bef.nt
final derisioon nk h prograt s a mde. Ple.- t- this sheet in Way to our attention
eshtronmrsntai Issues that you feel ax. s-t hean adequately Analyzed in the Draft e .*soed

5
sj..p.

4
t /

Enlromes lrrImat St1temet.

tL. ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 a5 L e cc..

- I-s' -t4 ..

fis. Sthret Add-ee Clty stere ci.t C

Plo.. hand this for is or ll 10: Lt fCol Peter Wlah

Plono Air Pore 11-a4
San Beroordis, Califernts 91405
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. . . . . ... .. .. .NORTH DAKOTA STATE BUILDING AND
Asoiae Setrera Conracor eem f CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL

UNE.........
-Assmes,'i'm- h.TESTIMONY FROM DAVID A. FUNSTON . PRESIDENT & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OF TAB 9.5, STATE BUILDING a CONSTRUCTION TRADED COUNCIL

TO Ton Deprmn ofheAlrorn :on the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
August M. 1988N Prga Evromna Ispact Nern

I as David A. Fonaston. President and Executine Direcor of the North

To Wom I MayConcrn:Dakota Ruilding A Trades Coonoil. I represent the Construotion Unions of

The mand ad eneal Cntratorsof orthDakoa, Il o goon rcoe are here, to aloe this projeot oirsifull support. Masher.of the
The Aaotss Geea Cntstr of Not Ocne i~st nn odBiding Trades .s h en a pr t of every %aJor defence rojent in North

inippoet yf the Ra I Garrison Penlect baeg proposed to he hoilt et the Grand Oits.N ar prou nohreh r InolddAdpodo u vdo

Forks Air Base. gttng the 1 o or den ti e: ba/r, a-,t hea rod of oue Thi ha.or kee

nor Ier in the p t n ciih aln a sf aer Dvledu ThshIn
The AG'C of North Dshota is a Constriotion Trade Associatint representing purjeo i h oladilIb .jb.a . eit d1

1D enerai contractors sand 3S0 allied fire,. In North Dakota. Collectively theneP

comtpantes are, capabie and qusalied to provide all conatraiione trvices reguired We kayo eh,: aho have helped hu.ild the- Den Line. he Greenland and huilt
of sco a roect. projeoteon th So.uth P1olead ce etl1l have to this day. _eshar. going

Whil ths pojet reresntsa sund nvetmet I thedefnsesysem1 to thosie faraway planes fins lse to thee to erfors saintenanone and
he tis pe th minae tim et a ssdieoevn them o dele00 system In Notonstruotuon. Wen van ad silePl okr o ayvntut

ofte aini nndatsesaetmeoeaeae~nmeo 38 nk eNot roJevo in North Dakota. there has sot keen enough work in North Dakota
Osak dre theml antetoto kceo h ntlei h uieastnt for our entire sesherhp alonee 1964. bot this project ewoild vertainiy
geeerated med tans henefits to she State -s a remvit of this project wouid he 1195 help us and the defense of this country.
MInin and B3.85 miilion respectively. These figures ae hased o en independent
study of she evoiv iopact generated Dy North Dakota's ContIrori Indstry'. We havesa long history of being a part of the Department of Defense

Agsiin. we urge the vompietin of this project at Grand Forks. seetinw here In Grand Forks. The participant. Sn these meeting. havr
and e till are the Federal Mediatin Seroice, Deportment of Airforva.An

incerely, Corp. of Engineer., end the Construotion Unions in North Dakota.

<L Again, for the record ne are here to gie or foil support to this
Project end to assist in anyr say we van to get this project for North

( t .S PETERSON Dakota. And if it is huilt. work for suvoecafoI completion of the
Eecutive Vice President proj ect.

CLP'.rsThank you, and If you have any guset1Ooe I would he sore than happyr to
CL~reanswer the. non or later.

David A. Furst-n
Presoident a Eseoutive Direotor

tasrmn foist.,ms TtimiOcligtif comumaoo tismooci' 41. &*&ia

DOC MEN 10'ot1 DOCUMEN 1010OsN'5'.~ I

torks NI' Forceo BaeNML IB SLSD'_ALZN

2 1 - Fro I

vovuort deployent Of tee Peac.ekeeper Vail Garrisn at Grand r rcct vroco oooi nci ie

Forks Air Force nave.a h otcs-efc- yt d I caLL Tt Ovbe wil take1 pLO8 lacInZIOGgO f ogrs

2. lee ;, Fork, M/AF Po iML..L ~ ~ Otis iv vol Nove to I0 Iou to et oe ot c S.fco

3. supor th Ral Grrion rojct ecase eac isortan itvv or- tn roackece Vail. I arrito dpoyrvno t Oail

frieomr s neo tadot f h e preceko p a is vrigil anc n -io t GraveFok

Peaceeepe Rait Gariite ni allo tahe Ueco to Aaaoitqain Ithatgo

procohrd si
t

opponet of too Sytail Grivv~ conoet Gusies

havrhs' stFtgi foce an itse mobit chratritis Ioicuoo lo otfco
3. 1si~ioortton ail arrinovOrojct hcans Deao aiioutave it intto rtohRail G arrIv so pojyect. of Rail

fureedeplsotrmen-tf. loc of Peaccikeipieavcail Garrison at Grave Forks.FO

5ea1esupprt Rait Perrikeepir RaillGartoon b.teai ais ltiato eas atmr -es, uor tbcas hrs

6. Amrai a G ei to Oi .. ivoes It delyter e o o eahlity ai l our- a , h . u .i~ tx~ y

th0e0 wrird neconoate ofl ihien toe crioniciae tue reuvivet

moeniz ours strategic forces. t oiIooee eitc5

fromor deoot-v of 'eieas] .... Garriso atceeee Graid Garsoorkoyse.d--o o

Fork hasthenecesaryattibuts toelcme te pepleand h oility at tOu 00itirconise. a Ibaulcti Va i e frrio s.- Thi

miso socte t Peacekeepr d ai G arriso n aaseI 'supgore mociluty I sent oheomiie Ifsucit iti o Igetrand theeo

ten silll tsghiet ovite ae ass-srk weapotrnt nor ret aloee tod

soesrvies noren statgi forces.irtstkQb a e
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RESOLUTION OF THE POLKC COUNTY
ROALRS OP COUMISSIONERS

PCAC(ELER I 8. TORLIZtti ugee foltts ng resolution was offered by Comusissioser

WHEREAS, The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Systemn will

fppnents have called ton Peacakeeper hail Garrison promste world peace: and.

desabicojg. hey~ sssi
1
n rais Icavng oe arrsonWHEREAS, The.Grand Forks lAir Force Sate has, and thedestbilzin. Thy sy mssie trinsleaing he arrsonproposed Peareheeper Rail Garrison System will Sane, a

would force an .oney to strike. I propose that the opf~t togposit ~,,, 1ive effect on the economy Of Northweestern1 innesta and Eatern North Osotsa
Would happen. An enesy woulId he less likely in atoack if oe Anna NOW TI REPOSE SE IT RESOLVED, Sy the Board -i County

thecisil tain hvedisered ecuseou rtalatry oresCoslslonere of Polo County that the Board supportsi
themi Ilatrans av dipered ecase urretliaoryforesthe establiehment and operation of the Peacekeeper Ri

can survive. I support Rail Garrison at Grand Forks at a cost GarsnSystms at tine Grand Forks Air Force Rae.

affection soy to ensure surcicabil ity of our strategic forces. Comsnisnloner Reitsweler seconded the foregoing

I resolution sned it was deolared adopted upon the following

PEACKEEER eIL ARRSON S DSTABLIZNGnote. YEAS: Mattson, Bakken, Reitnsmier, Syserson SAYS:

If toe Peacekeopur mssile is so dostanilioi-cg shy is it that Rose.

she U-S. has deployed 40 cec Peacekeeper nissilet In Wyuming and

th relationship between tohe super powers has continued to cars. Adopted this Ind day of Aug9at, 198.

This demonstrates so me chat ton Sncietis respect power. Let us

in arms,
continue negotiations to effect a cerifiable redcction ivae.IPolk County Board of

but en ouSt continue ui th our resolve to defend our great nation. ComatiSsioners

I support Peacekenper fail Garrison. 
TPOFINETA as
COUNTY OF POLK I

PEACEKEEPER WiULl INVITE A STRIKE dY GiR ENEMIES I, John P. Scfniaienberg, County Coordinator to and Clerk of

losenav aruedtha coingthecisiletrans ut f te ithe Polk County Board of Coissioners do hereby certify
garrison eould cause ncr enemies to helienoOur intent eas ta aevmee h oeon eooinwt h

hostileha an force an~r attch Ioeon reroputie that outveisovl
hostle nd orc anattck.I prpos tht or eemis wuldoriginal resolution filed in my office on the 2nd day of

see this shoe of force as aarning to stop their threatecing -Aust, 19ff and that the .aie is a true and correct copy of

actions. What really concerns me is the feeling that as a natinn the whole thereof.

we are eperiencing a l essening of our resolve to defend

Ourselues. Reing stronh does n ot incite an attack, heing wean INS adadOfca elo okC.Y

init s anac. Crookston, Minnesota this 2nd dny)pf t 8st Nd

0 0 P. lobme enbere/

DOCUMENT 103 DOCUMENT 104

Augst 6, 19d8

It. Col. Peter Walnh

.- thon Air Force Base
PEACKEEER AILGARRSONRESLL-IiSan GeruIo, CA 92409

iWHERtAS. Wn ane all again., toclear annihilit,. e eonn , tDst Inr
todays world there -t force, thet nould eas ily he send As etay Io t. 4)an aecuany cf thn Hirosima inchng, It in a Cinting duo

Incintt ke sgeinst uc if crts n.ot fot the feet of Conra In nonie to you my opposliin too h Pesceseper" foilI iC-ln Proposal
retslltnne.for Faichild nir Forme Pace, an to nclearc weaons To general.

aHtntiG. The eeer orcr Conernseet and the SoetPlo Uhaveh . een dat1ng redou-d 11, Draft Ennironmental Inyact Stateeot or the proynsl. I ren-
ecklegT coeintdpoteei ule m ednrc ct ct tics ho Oct10,: ylsorraitve Is tie only concnientious decisivn. There-

ma1 coniu tvlOeur leaderstO feo~t reeam Corn, he Plncc ES run cf nt that aLtarrIoe 1n gm-u-n decL,, -c ttiat tlhe
positin o t gh stasement will reflect ite Adintages thut Noct oion 000mI oertshe P-onsd

unfols, The Pe-ckeepe Rs r lntio defence epe.te :eeb:.n chees detoc. I inunlce the reauocha thce sNo AnGcto ulsrnacle. end not teitad In
hycnseesh te reideet as pirytnhatec ru greater. detsan co ea-ce it eprenemt 'to Butoo~ c firest - eust remeehe

national defense system. thaut the -otone cCf fuleotild S.Ftm ca t I, I ,aonctlnuaa Impact upon the1,H Synhun mlaent .. Secohsi tie tto.ioonid tie Proposed Potion It.
WHEttEAS, The Psck:eeper ec Garden defeces, y its ofte ' c thl noscAu.o to she to Gotloc Altmneres .- esas. an intalatre In tte SETS fthal

-,,,e. cu, ae cot nifLnble't oaf f se ithen eve could esily ias any decision based vpon tics document,
nualse detertent ced out natincl defence.

In."sc re sts DEIS Is extremely thococugc. It shoen thatushny nafety pre-
WHtREASl, The irsed Feeka Air Foroce se. plays cc' tiora- t bl norcucoehr een planned Con the yccgrn--osceyn Coo sic mst obvious, cost

nttine dn fete n ,Its eategic loctin on the the- m nIetie sisntprre Pretaution, she No Action Alternative. Certainly
Tict. si t are ot ocet n Ohs o-leed garrlson that she TEll does not21 tfestia-In AaErtos Oct retoeIno pasyto hIde-cost-eek sith lOBM's eniuc.

WHEREAS, Grand Forks has e ... te.sins railroad system and -t land cod geclog tim lieu cf Amerinans rather ta prnso g thI Ru, htstios
people to deploy this syes.. secuoty policy. The DEIS statas that -A oferns 0lso related tO tie

pinynsiat sci da enlnosot, inrololog safety nonuideoutlcss. wre Idetlfe

fev.,T TEOcn Bt IT RESdOLVED thee Goced Fths fceic:Cliinoe o through its coping process ant hare lest lenryratad lonthe snaly!slm" (S-38).
rend it cpport ot the Grand Ferk:a flbig ohsn asdpern But ay an "lce related so she phy.molc n"a toWa annlrnnt hae- been

site foe the ptoposed re...ceepet OcI Sarninc Sypete.. willfully Ignored. For the nstemet to tot treat the No untios Alternative sari-
Inl (lec ticeac t100anuds Itsa dorcs n the do nof te Gees catalog), 'ds ConIt o to Ielude It etall the peace ansi untI-nuclearnonec rained at the

Sooplog Sarlng. whih ercaty aure "Issues related to tie phneical ant coole
<6.0... - .irhnlrset." Is Cop she Air Popes so nocluds Itself Cree she demcoratio prin-

ntplen upon wch puit hearngs are bsed. The* DISi, : feel, dessads a nester-
atre analysts Of the adnacstagsa and disadvntagea of each alternnative. and sch
sore Input Octe dieinternsted pa~rts.

31 A .'. suetad shone I -ee tat the AIr For- hue dliteratai lm-ted the
BI tep Oth ~ o culide controversial sopres. The Ensouse S-Any nof the

Drafe LIS eita thaUt 'Thin Oras Enironmental Impact Statement -aa prepred to
aid IS the Colloam dcielocet whnether on net to deploy PaNeekper skles. It
the Hall .sctac basin sae. . .- (S-1). DenIsi-osse thin sttn n eO
wsly made If is limis ourelea to data sthas can he counted itscured. The
TRIG also a Is. that lTh ennoseuntal rnu c ategories ar enensist groups
of Issue Ares siotoer ic nre sestrcie nof eonvrnental Issues likly to

heepe icct o5 eut nOfn ()ore -I). I disagresi etcem Are vtally
Important snniraoeevcu condocce tit0 ......tenent Ignere, hitlh I tshl addre-a
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Tim ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~9 Po e a n ti e s 
te to r us t s a at t e o pi g 0~ 4EflProtect . ? hA ot y must I pay for that prote tion? floastic aly, we nLI this
Th. rogam vervew f~mto -. tamad atthe .- PIC -- I formh--blkid of prOtootico "raokttering,." I suggest tout ths Aserican public ha bmo.

ya. of I-us that a- Outside tie .oop. of this £15. The. Icluded mequests duped Ioto playing ths rols of . sto-gglog sopknepnr, sA that oh. silit"y h.
to asaynaAM ah ffects of Peacekeepsr Rail Garison dsployasot oa Poesent acd bee sislorly duped Into playing the rols of a p'in foroe witi a rorecupt head-
future ama control .gomoastts. tOther commenots Initedi analysis of vartime of-
faoths h. mooalbty of bilding otuolear wmapoeo, and of Psychological reactions qusrtha, toy AMe organirod crimes syndicoate of ohe oiapoewo prodtucerm.

. bocal solIsots awot to Paaoawapar deployamont. ma. purpose of an CIS. Taooeooi thia l11- of wmaobg I inibmv. that t loans attlmd upon b toohs
botet. is to saly..f possilei environenotal toomotonosaes of ctns Proposed Action Air Porn art evidence of it. uowilliengness to lista, to AMe publio. lT Fiosl
atd its ocaanoambbe alternative. Inocluding ohs N~o Aotlosw AtereAti. A db~msn CIS sill oo nftter Or not ohs Air Porm aots Io tin apirit Of the Asonanay
of morality. ntioal seourity pobioy, or peYdoologinal effeot is :;yorsi AM .. oo. it purports to potnct.
of this CIS . (1-20).

If -thepurposeof an CS Is toanalyz possibe anv~xnmentCosnonsiueftomm".Iispocntsingtherima ltgathmaaplogrri.ceaprdgra ooou no aw icdibldli .t tFair-

muf "AM poathorofghan.s o t anar e .osst b l .mo parontslf nviruonen tb dol.h AM SIS stuoo tout DLoo-durution Imas oo binlogical resources would
stint ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rt do aohouoy.A no.a artoonalapatoounob iinmtts riAed AMe II as, 'begins to adverely affeot AMe onsltin of

Doan- I Ite-tart? Don't I breaths this air ansi drink this oater? litunt this poplatboos, biologicsl cumunitie. or ton botegrity of ecological myo:Wa.
batd assiA - I s Antd s a pant of tis tonvironent. Aont IlptO 0For thepb AM roposal program ingins to affeot AMe rtproitn sucea of
it Wtat It 15? IOn ot our psychological hnalti, cur political relationship- abecboj ause ntlui eas ouid exl-cn Permanent Aicturinnon and
with or slgboom,. atd nur moral doarantor, shape AMhoe l no lbIt upon? seeroal faderual-osndatt ad state-cognced snsitive anie. oulA bikely in

affected, mans impects soWA in signlficant innuoe of thea soogtcal importarce

To "J"a tsyirnrital Aeisco us Sf tiny -s in mae fra of huan Psoychologyo of A'M htoateu andthAM concern ohase. ytnoisl wetlend Impects could cause io

4 Independent of 1 natbconal scurity policy, atd without come idration of tonal natural ranourus, aoa.nt agoncdes" (S-no). This, I e l esson alon to
,amdlce . i to in ignorant of inn t oorlA funtinus, ansi to art cith a orb-1 diaquli 'y Fairchlild as . andtidate ina. Annording to tune CIS. thM Swson .

sisal agligine. oar a century Ago, nt that fan fro m , Chisf Seattle tried andcs farrogiosa beebe andt AM great bln herno tand to in -inted fron tir
is -cpbla that sib tinogs ar parts of t nob of lift, ant that what -n do In mast hmat. whilch sill in filled. atd to auffer an Incrtase In mortality. to
cre plsceon t wab affacts all other parts of it. As cannot t, ascral abot our aks room for t II trains. Am I seriously alting that tin Jntd Staies Atr
nly pioto environumeotal decisonsoc that arot not made aorally sill aucely howt Porno 1st a yr 0 hawris ana hnerco, a fewosres of osrlat * coand In its amy'
immoral results. Ell" cannot justify amacn. but ac- sill determine eosts. Ainoluteby. Past. airon, scanoin he Acl ort. peasahpielg titan All

5 hwse nt. - an loan "relatd to thM physical ant, social anironenat." Isuggest nuclear tsutilo..

(that the CISl ock at mstudies Of Ohs ispacts that Death Roo mte haveh bomUpon their Th DEIS tisusggeots any mitigation mensures that ran, to unertaken. I suggeot
o eenft, andi t ispact tUt eonvirnment hs cupon theinmaons inbi-o that AMe only mitigation possible In tNo Actin.

jmrnly jaoobcl, hat oloo yoyrtnulngioel. asotal, atut emotinnal. XS aissiles gar-

Iroansad ate FDEdilsuAsP posnCut erlnugtsn.Au 0 ImS alsn otate. tout "Primacy atotetios can givn to tiusa plant andi anial
61 tnefn flnng with a loaded gum at your tesybe? For anst of us. a nclearrs hmlclpplain ol erdcdb pormrltdatvte

bmbn i.so anbt_.rtios. hat just living amng ts bus alreadiy ous,ti h oandoi sprms eo l puniistato woulb isrtubd top progra-ebaa im actinitia2)
affeota on us. Tin onosron atd feas of our schoochildren, fOr instanno. baw o.vr a t r gnores ccabthe ac that ull sin s boud b prucen bnays +h()j- pro-
ben noli-douated. mae Il nods to bock Into all pssible health effects-- gran-miatad actibvity," andl all romaunitiem ouolA t, disturbed bty AM major'"pro-
not. are lnyysial inalt--muto mono, arbously then It Ado. gra ispsot--uaaeby, AMe enplososo of a nuclear wearo esA It In Spoaon County

or In AMe SnOino Union. Of sib tin 'p-rogou tma-at that need to in analysed,

Tin Air Force non0 uget. in t DSIS that "wartias affecta" an beynd t this is the anst Isportant. The failure to even secnion it In the ttement is
ep. of AMe asttmnt. I suggest that phraseo lila "peacetiw e p oyennt' ant 'ohs an ichthyologion's aiud0 

of shariot failing to mntior AMe tooth.
7 dotarrence to maintain pence" art octredcticot tiding ble.. In a discucsion
71of nuclear noapry, iotinctioos; betwoen martime and Pitootise not irotbncti In tAM Executive Sumary of the DSIS. no ar tubA that r--nsod MXO atoalles

preparens for nor cannot in called Peace. ton cnn true peon, be naiotd pos. "a ngligible nabk to huaan toealth andtihA envirnent" (S-45). This saleo
throught thnutu of iosc.And ,ulli,,g a nuclear msile . "Pant-~ a a1 as enter if AM Air Fo, fuly unsironst inw a missile work.. ?urtitmreceo

ito -o, aodistic joko. Abrahamn Munt. sulA, "mart Is no 7e to Peano=op n is 121 the Oprations Scenario (1-11) otter addreacssU utig asns -- no__r-

SI M sy"Again, aert(ac)ososct Justify anons (weapons). hat at (n-talWY AMe Primary operation for ohict t tOO ee mated satd Is itattled.
Poem)sil detoanton thei ed (nor). Pan must b. both cur cl sAtnor - eus.

*It T cesntral assuaption that unaterlie. AMe grouping of AMe ennir rotal i.euso
* , T In s51tates that 'In renrt peors, tm too ien a growing n-ser 1i0i t that In fact ,ed*erlio t entire statemant, is tha the C,,as Stains atd otoe

, u-mrbil Ity oft.n Strategic Tria to the exreging Sov~nt threats" (I-I). too-e l non ill cover in actuality nune ta. unagisatlp enpiairt noapor.

.hsert doea tin sistasoot ation ato thm concerred parties arto nor does it In- 11.1-girably cplnom. tone of u s i capable of basgiotinbly nmpmrtito- a
ettigte whtiner tin throats act real or Isagine-A. Pa asaption this toadn, .. claarac.plosion. Ito. tos big tout us must ramier that Alfred tobel Initeaded

withot Aocuenistic ur oupori. Is toatf IngIc. ,,t~yidente ould call It a dnmlemadtret efl tw touiaial x~lafraynt

atrac man, arguent. if I dc not feeb tretened by AMe Sovtt Snion, why must you dtobau oarn.tmfi tn c osoisl nier o ccrt
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sartae usans that it woulA pont an end to war. Sine Nobl' day, nonve COMMENTf SHEET1

cuddynaite fur averything from mining to hank robbing. U.lnISolr ... i. AIR FORCE FEACEKEEFER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Towardo tin etnd of AMe ISIS it is stated that 'Public safety s in.. satd till Thash, you for satteadlog tis haring. Ouro parpmaw for booling Ihis hearing to Is

Cntioue to in of utwomt concen throughout AMe davelopmetnt ant prooed deploy- ausessaims for yos tin tentaoetat eoatqsoena at taet dattersmined nosy onto If ihn

soot of AM Peackmopr inil Garrison oYatas" (5-1). tout Ictr in AMe DEIS in eeooketpat Rail Gariai pragemo prseadand aff- ord 7 An OPgetwelty to toeing to

A llo an anlaao the health effects of Incoming elsoiln (AMe tanceeof car Atnon .male .. my Ito. tanieonMly .. tskd t odI brnl

doic, I ibe.- ould in inorassad by any deployment of any SX I e In..oa--n-r a..lrsntelal sosiala that alo lt availablr in poalie officials ao citis.a infort

hA~~n an aay t f t effeta Of outgoin missiles on a Sovnet 'ity. Of fi1s da 1.-rn tin t yrog e mae. Ftass Adut el he yet n to the Drtat
etue ocur misesiles (no m ust ont a me oin l y at hatlecd targets--d ton ott tteaIselitpofrtn.asRtedqstip ttd stnDat
Air Farce ant--a us tt AMe iusino till bit tir hardened targets. But can mcenttai Imact Statement.

no, AMe Amrican pety.e A ffored to sas that AMe Air Force till in light? We X o oxrYp 4V 7C-V1.4
anst ot binling to allot t Air Torne to thin n so golly a rtsyoribtoy. c at S O v- Ye pl rs c fq sedt

Tmssile. ay ieu. What Impact tould this i-nno, suy. Spoke-'. Fraensoip SArt lirw.f,ag .Vom .74 '.0

141 City in t Soviet Union. italtonaoiniola? Withtout an in-depth analytit of AM th .'-Atr , at Cr r 4ap
affects of a nuclesr bnog of into Spoke,* ansi ltaioiacikla. t1-c ISIS It
Inconplete andi ufinlehnd. AAr. 7AW g ~-g taar5iS b

plasoo, put s no meoed As urging AM Air Porn to dhonnaA too Action, Alter- 'o!~--
aiv, at %archild A.Fto. If tot at all AMe catatidste inses.

Finally. pleas .11co as to tabe this ti. to Ltach ycci Col. WAlein, for my -__________________

copy of AMe Draft Envirnmental Impact StateasIt, nds alo f or your hetllIna of
AMe hearings. You tmeated with preat inspect an audionce that dit not often
enough annosa you tine eame. Altough no tue han cur o- work to dn ned u

tort my often in at odds, I apymniata and amir. Your Profe.-t'- an r. ___________________

Kei Afe"§-

to. 155 Poplar. #5
Spokane. VA 9920"

Sat. BlocSoon

Ion. Booth Coare
tapor Vicki Ontill
Lt. Col. Faber Walsh ~W~ e tb 7// S0a *tA Ctrw S,

Nate Soret Adde- City slate 40WM _ex~
Fimae tand th form tsaor .. ii to, Lt Cot Paler Usatoh

APtC-BM&IDEV
Steion Alr fttce Sem.
tan Sertardiee. Cslfnoots Sties
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UB. AM3 13CS IPSAC3131E lXAB 0A3314 F1100IA" August 6. 19U

71 ee I for at I b ths aof. Chai porposes for iisl be , Is.t
areee tee the lb *meate soee man bsemee s -"- = I" lbe ti

Nemepe 1e Worde jams Ronne t e Wal "i~ t 1. ~ soe iSocton

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ wds .t-,U. -sb , Nm o oeb~ wjebB bpi1.leq o. 142
O.*min.tel Wmlpie lS wm b availbl to pub ofghisW ae I I.. ade. a C... b , mt.
find es dw% lb the III .eisf e. RON l ~ metoW abe tow eaow 5902
.. m .. tsl b ot fel bII.= anls IN asei Drafti tlb. Col Peter Was

APM0-MINe

-'rA -sw-11- me por Col. Walsh:

______________jF______,o ______t____Scot______ I m writing this letter In ros,.... to. t.e 1mlroexa..n. laen

Y" Ss.at as S. runosuso lalie na. O Io Sbe tI I jurrl... hemsd

I 5.05 to *OW*msm. my oposiio to the 4.,l.reae of tefi mislez:::sstemIn m basing .04.. ItSi . ne 09-b that this not..rw..S
notiq....t.c.n.logy.a.d.t.e .eo-at. cam dollar. Th. goal

LdDa=Zof it*o.Sralae to to So fttS. Sbf Pocketboks of t. are.a1 -4S... conraclor. .rar tan to -.- Ia IF -eh-. -a deense net..
- C o t C~~reaeS missil.- -IS.a-r ohdmtm ..95. ..Ot -a 4.2.. a.a else

too* 10 ,;,eIa, Xa stinge awxxhill 0 fP tre ~awh capabliiesI. to SAo
Pr*...o. o o url .*cI as~l. oee by 4r-4b. Ia pr",.

________________________________ .are gaSonet waste that wll onl aon furr 1in. a su

- t. w subject of tect. ofeS . moc Ouola aa . Se1.0

L-i bedn he- mee sad woul bae Imace CSIlo this Utb,

10eQ 11Amlbv11 CeAlll R:
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ILO-2
011/1"AmTEXAS REVIEW MID COMENlT SYSTEM

UNCAIIOW1 0'--Z, 4; 44 ~ I.fS I1" REVIEW NOT IFICATION

counMmUI* Appilitant/Origineting Agency: U.S. AIR FORCE
VAL, AM3 FORM FLAC3KCRPU "M GAUSS= ICRN FWIA Project Title: PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON SYSTEM

si offortually S. me"U a t ldmlfyI
1 
pellet. Nisea fee analsi wihi thdeS adt g~y d ~ /ES:C--SO-AOR-OO

ee.eate apel etatement. lb gepil 1. a theetqhk e.viaem.Ual docuet t.a
-01 be mief wrilalle toS pebla officials me attam before a fleeS d"Ill. m hesag EData ORc.ited. Joatn 30. 1988 Date Cmmnts Due SPO: OR/13/WA
me d til~. Is med.. Pie.m con thi sheet to WM15 to was attention votestll ............. REVIEW PRTICIPANTS . .... w w....

Isees.at tha lbSw. feel sousld he analyzed in Sbe netoitoestl Imepost

Teas Air Control Roard
'i. Cc.. noI.

4
u ZD.,, ),.,epertme..t of Patlic Safety

War.. of Econom.ic Geology
-po~o-4~AL G i. ~ 4o. ~ ~~ 1  

eneraeI Land Office
________________________________________________________________ e.., Oepartevt of IlesIth

Tet., HiStOrical Cmiasio
4jnec.....I .... d 4.dd 4.d( .A'~g.jstate Dept. of HigSWoys ano Publ ic Transportation

West Central Texas Counctil of teeernment

Lo Ial Park, ans'1d ife Separtment

- tn.S=a.ez Texast Water Co a. o"~-- ' Texas Water 8..1oee Bad

SI pecl iNte/Cmsets: We tave provided copies to the revew.ers
IliSted at....

[] No Comment.

~e'~AD .457.'1~~hry ""id.4 /'1Retan Cments to: Ref YSintr

Maa be 41ACtd&tS ZpCd E.ie.S . 1g ~c er Contact
Islosm, bw Khkis wo 1 or fl no Go Off ice af Budet end Planting

Flae edSb .. I.. eDl D Oreata., ieaviremnet Planning Divisio P.O.M Roe12428
AI3CN-BUgfDZV Atinn"Titus 7117ll
Harton Ale Form 1bee (5I2) 4A3- 17S
Go Swroedim, CA RI461
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LOCATION Grand Forks, NO Terry . Killet
3329 Glendora

COMMENT SHEET Bay City. Nichigan 4600
U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thek you fI. attendmg this he arig. Our purpse for hotiq this heatrin a, tO wurtsmith Air Force Base
eummariae for ywu the emvirnamattal e-aaaqaa we have determined may ovour if the IX Rail Garrison Project
Prochuepr Rail G3-toom peogrra proceed, and afford you an opportunity to bi 'ng to Ju ly 20, 1900

attention .. tt. we may have Indverently overlooked. Our 1 1 a thorouJh
evionmental analysIA that will be avalable to public offiviala and citizens before a
final deeion on the Program ia made. Pleame ue this sheet to bring to our attention My name is Terry B. Killer, and I am a resident of Bay City,
onitronmeetal heass that you feel have not beet adequately aaly.ad I. the DIt Nichigan. I as a teacher for the School System of the City of
Environmental impact Satement. Saginaw. For the past ten years I have had a strmng and active
This -s supposed to be a forum to debate the enoiroen al concern in environmental matters, particularly in the Saginaw

Valley. .1 am presently chairman of the Lone Tree Council, an
consequences that may occur if if the Ral garrison program environmental group founded in 1978 to actively oppose the

Consumers Power Company-s construction of a nuclear power
proceeds, not to debate the nuclear arms issue. Nuclear arms facility in Midland. Michigan. Kin the coacellation of that
are a reality and good baslc common sense ciii lead us to -eaject, Lone Tree has concerned itself with a number of
point of understanding that they must be a part of our defence enuironmental ic.uua in the at

ar__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ihere this evening.

program. Good blslc common sense also aill lead us to a final Scientista tell us there are at least four ecological
. . . . .... . ... oGnFituatlon that demand immediate remedial action an aglobal

choice of Graod Forks. PrO us a location for Rail Garrison. acale. I cant to discues two of those.
I am a resident of Grand Forks and a businessan in this The first in the rapid destruction of oaygen-supplying life

forma. Ac me pollute our oceans, we are diminiahing one of
coomun ity. I strongly support the deelopment oh Rail Garrison our greatest source. of Oxygen for all life. Tre editerranean

at Grand forks AFS. NI. Sea Is almost barren on the bottom: fish and vegetation that used
,to be so plentiful are nom very aparsa. Cow many of us have not
seen the horror stortes brought to us via televisions beaches
covered with plastic garbage; crack vials, needles and syringes
dead and decaying rats shellfish too tuxic to mati hake and

i ,ilefish with ugly red lesions on their bellies and fine that are
rotting away. As ocan explorer Jacques-Couateau said, The very
survival of the human apeciea dependa upon the maintenance of an
ocean clean and alive...The ocean is ouZ planctla life belt.'

The other great oxygen factory is our foreast. Yet they too
are rapidly being destroyed by chain saca and bulldozera. hnd if
the bulldozers are eaiated, smokestacks spew forth oeidea af
aulfur and nitrogen, bhich add to high-flying partiolea from
urban smog, and are carried hundrede of miles to get dumped aa
"acid rain- on our forests and lakes. According to a number of
studies, Michigan forests and lake; are non experiencing the
industrial destruction of acid rain.

Ion fischer 71g Oeluont Grand Flrks, NI hiiA a second ecological situation is the rapid depletion of our
drinking water supplies. FPr instance, the Oglala Aquifer andec

Name teet Add~ev City State the Great Plains statee of the U.S is almost exhaustad. In parta
of- the Dallas-Fort Worth area, the eater table has dropped more

Fnsthandthifominemmalltn LtCol Peter Wauh than 400 feet in 25 years, what we are not using up we are
APRCE-BdS/D£v polluting. Carelessly diecarded industrial wastes have already
Norton AirForeBenz poisoned round water thSt aa people have deunded on for their
San emardlnso, Califonia 92409 supply. Love Canal's are being discovered a& over.
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Michigan has not been untouched by these water problems.
Despite efforta to clean Michigan caters, and remarkable
improvenents in aome areax, Maably phosphates and DDT, B00 toxic
chemicals hace been identified in the Great Lakea. Most recently -ame m i
guantitieI of mercury have been found in Kichigan sport fish. ,.r rsiou,.e
According tc the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (NDt) C ,c.i,..C., u-io.cCfi ,
1500 dumpa and landfills dot the Michigan landscaper 3,000 5*'a'
facilities pomp waste cater into the groundi 20,000 abandoned oil
a nd gaa ovm threaten water supplies along with thousands of

leaking underground storage tanks.
Again, according to the 5DNB, 1,000 places have known

groundwater contamination, and estimates of 50,000 more where the
wter in fouled. Vaichigan ham 56 Superfund aites with 13
proposedt in addition Michigan has 1,532 toxic wante ites.

which brings us to my reason for being here. FAWETOC
eDo e need more deveatation of our foresta? So we need the July 28, 1988

leveling of 244 acres of Jack pine an a result of the deployment
of the 5X rail g arrisn project? Do we Need the disruption of
437 acea Of undeveloped land including wetlands as a result of
this project? ... cto. EnlrInIt.l Placnnn

In 1997, the KD.R ranked Cartemith am the fifth worst toxic AF1CE-Bt/D)EV
site in the state. Because of the expanded water usage demanded Norton Air Force Rase3 by the missile System, contamination of the shallow aquifer San CA 92409-6448

supplying water to the Wrtamith base, and the toenships of
Ocode and AuSable, is a real pomiblity. Do we need the further Gentlemen:
contamination of groundwater in northeastern Michigan?

And for what? On hhall of Ih thre ba.kn ivntitutloe, fIr, of -e1ca Bank-
A 'defense system- that increases the liklihood of a nuclear Oncoda, Fmrmsr a Merchant* Stt bank. aod Huo Comoenity 3nak.4 accident, and/or a nuclear exchange. A system that has been w havm placed the housing shortag, ocer a, Idmntos In the

questioned repeatedly am vulnerable to attack, and a easteful 1 ronectal Impuot Otaw
5

nt In our plannln proesa,. It

expenditure of tan monies. Ia our destre r0 prolida thn .d eceasary to uild mheoumna
In September 1984, 19 Nobel prize winners issued a joint regulrd tcot thn partlcular concern.

statement mayIng humani f faced extinction through either nuclear
war or environmental catastrophe unless we changed our ways. The Peacebenpar rail Groleon Proucam i. Cc pmpot art af tht

The statement vent on to say, 'What nuclear war could do in 50 overall alsmlon acd -. thr tinancial Icettutlos of bate County.
to 150 minutes, an eploding population assaulting the earth's -Ict to dn our pact roae thut th. Peacake.por is deployed her.
life-support systems could do in 50 to 150 years." ow wurtamits Atr Fto name.

5 tThe X rail garrison project represents a threat to life from

both perapectives, nuclear and environmental. Its existence will Steraly,
represent one more threat to the nearly instantaneous extinction
of life on this planet. It existence wili coat hundreds of
millions of dollars that could help attack the real problems of
the global community, the destruction of our oceans, the Ralph e. Ferbar
devastation of our forests, the pollution of our caters, the loam PrmecItCfO
of topsoil, and growing erosion of the esrths onone layer.
Finally, ita eistence will represent a direct threat to the cUF/k

0
environmental quality of oreheastern w tchogan.

For those reasons, The Lone Tree Council wimbes to go n
record supporting life: Ne-may q)o* tO the basing of the M rail
garrison system at Kurtsmith Air Force asam.
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c afll to conscience
we should never forget that everything Adolph

HIte did In Gereany was legaV and evlerything
to t tae our silence for tospticity with that tIhe oungarian fre figter dd in iigr

titerrorizing ores race. Rather accept our pre- was "illegal., it own oigat to comfort a Jew
sence here as testiesty of our moral ostr'age and a in milrs e any ,ven so,. I to sore that. had

beckonIng and tovlng tall to conscience. I ticed in eatny at t he tine . I would have aide.d
L I s rcalltogthertha Dacau nd Actvitzand cosforted my Jewish brothers and sisters.

anew ccepted by Hiler.the goovenment. Duntiwess and Kartin Luther ring, Jr.
ordinary people as e.nriroseeally noand. The earth
held sass b aa gronds of millions of IPeople. the
ai r captared the arosa of inActnerated flesh an the
waters of Europe drained the blood of innncent victimn

.Todayin defiance of international law, In crises
1 aglst hod and humanaity. the Pentagon wod politician

defile Gods fragIe earth and people With an escalatedplan fr death and dt oTVifn:

Germany g.S.A.

Master race .. . . . Ma.Kster Ation

tictator gone insane . . . . Corporate machine gene
I nsane

Concentration ca~ps.Captivity of sleds & soul

Military A civilian . Civilian-military

Jobs economy

Cresatoriouss .. . . . M f ail Garrison, Cruise.
S tealth. Minuteman, H ictor franhi, the Jewish pspchiatrist and
Trident. Star Cars survioor of German concentration casis. said that

in ties of crisis peoplet do one of three things:
henocide... . . . ... Onicide They deny i t... they despair., or they Cmmt

thewneloes to ash critia goest , ions. Perhaps you
..but rut Iti our rtoe and 1, being who we are can give the gft" of Chrisita

dincomfort. fly knowing enough to say no. We tae sabe
CALL U ALL TO 016t1(E I t Impossible for anyone to sake ear easily. And

no cano give nthers the knoeledge it takes to do the

Joan Chittinter. OSB
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STATEMNTr Or AGoREMEr RGARDING WUOTOMITH AIR FORCE &AW was hirnd no perlor the stody.
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.............. S. C ........ .00 D-1.. 00.... ....... CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF OSCODA

00-00. Thai, -0pp-0 0l0 00.l 01dged ' 0h0 MCP ite00. 0I t -

0. 0,000.00 000,- ,i' 1*

... Id I.. .at -t o1-- July 29. 1988

,he 1L1 00000000001 -- If eaternltCO Conty .00. .. 00000

o a. 00 .11lceay 00. 0 data 00d do0u.e.tatio

00g~rdlg 0h0 opoo~tonty 00 e ey,0 
0

a1001 y 000 ost Director, Environmental Planning
-- I APRCE-BMS/DEV

Norton Air Force EIse
add, ne - -It Ility San Bernardino. CA 92409-6448

The Peacekeeping mission of the United State. Air
Force is certain~ly critical to te. free society
and life style we eojoy in tis great toutriy.

Wayo,. as City R0 rt C. Bolen, Mayor, test Tawas
0'Th. Decode Coamaunity in very proud to be a pact

of that mission by being a hoot to Wurtoih Air
Force Bale.*

'on Leslie, es. Tws Chber Of Co1erce Wurtsth Aiir Force Base has bean part of our

Sthe Air Force he ..n ireind and noigbbor to
Us.

f*v~n'oet, S e will be proud to have the rail garrison located
~O~~oC~s.~rd~ hero in or comunity.

Thonk you.

Robert K. Foster
Oscoda Township Supervisor
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DR. AI ORCE PRACRKRR RAIL CARRN= PROGRAMI . AM) FORCE PRACRRPU RAIL OARUNON PROGRAM
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My last question is heing aked by many pe.Pl 1:in Mtidland. There ist
reference on p. 4.12-45 which states am follows. The mst western 3 miles
(36 acres) of right of way would be Iocated near the urban area of Midland.5 Michigan. Spacific land .a. In th 1a area ia c.k ... hot th~r culd be

July 28. 1988 oonf" llo nth !nhabitad2d oldg on the. eate I dge oftht ciy Why i.
notInh nw a tbout this ars if much auPosedl carefully detileid and
complete study waw made?

Good Evening Gentleen

My eame is -J Lena Solder, and I reide in Midland. Michigan I hate come "t ajo i.pU
her today hecauae I have some urgent concerns about the PaeeprPi
Glarrison Program Proposed by PresIdent Peacan in 1983. and aloo heing studied
by the United Statew A ir crs for implementaticon hr 1991.

My concerns anchaeroatlona are not those of a person with a background and,
trinn n sciene hut,as I hae read portion 0of the EnveIronsanta impact
St tesnt. and also a program resview issued by the HowsYArmed .Sercicee
Commi ttee in March. 1908. pius several other articles. syocrn. gron. They
range from the hig picture !ofhogs and.carl duadly ICBM . roaming around

th outyide and thrcugh orctaonaegular bowls for maintenance; to
the ver Ysal picture of the dea.roctlon of Milchigan Jack Pine foreta
habtto the endangered Kirtlands 8Warbler; and destruction of important
setiwn.d --ea. and of the aiIdIi fe population inhabiting these areas.

fee t thth citiaensof Mi1chIg8an. 0a well a. citizen: of the entire
Untd Sn teIa need to ban manY quesIons answe.red before any decisionw on

imploeneting the Peacekeeper Plail Garrison Program ia made.

Some of the. are

- Iia awI been shown Illt thI25.11,. or mor ilas of commercial
Ii lroda sil ne e tosfly hanl tha missile 'arn. ohichare such
heavIer that no rsal c ars, and at 70 PIus ft. long, are a hrd longr than
the usual 5 5 ft for . normal car'

"eat Ho- has It bee"n sose than Cadployment ImeI of 2 no 8I hours could be

21 r:~~ni l or an Ifetle whn Soniet ICBMs6 attach 30 minutas

IAnother qaestion Prom our inquiries, it appears that the Michigan Department
Iof Natural Reorce. ham not In any way been contacted or ntified about nba

31 Pail Garriaon Project proposal -ean thoah its construction and
I mplementation sill da~ge an etroy acm i rtant forests, wetlands, and
haitant of endangered species 1:,M L~gn WhL=. ~~a. ~~~Q

Mow, an-a qu stio Ibotnhe Future Second Mail Connector discussed on
p., 4,12-43 no 40 Why ewud a second rail line ha needed. since i t
appear. no rae nearlr paral .1 to the present 11we? The conestruo to of this4 new lime wouid he vere cos:tly, and very sneironmentallye dsaging. accordlng
to the 111S. It details the conetruction of 13 larga bridges over pristiwe*
rec reaticeal river.. through fihn easeme. nt areas, near 2 dama. roadside
Parks. etc.
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PREPARED BY: THE PEACEKEEPER MISSILE PROGRAM WILL COST THE
WILLARD . HUNTER
5417 WANETAH DRIVE U.S. TAXPAYERS IN EXCESS OF $30 BILLION DOLLARS.

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 48640 THIS COST IS MORE THAN THE Bl BOMBER PROGRAM. IT IS
517-631-4718 2 THE MOST EXPENSIVE MISSILE PROGRAM IN AMERICAN

HISTORY ON A PER UNIT BASIS. IT INVOLVES A NEW,

PEACEKEEPER MISSILE TALK UNTESTED DEUVERY SYSTEM. NEVER BEFORE IN U.S.

HISTORY HAVE NUCLEAR MISSILES MOVED AROUND

ON JULY 27, 1956 A U.S. B-47 CRASHED AT A ROYAL AIR THE U.S. COUNTRYSIDE AND BEEN LAUNCHED FROM

FORCE STATION NORTHEAST OF CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND. IT RAILROAD CARS. FROM A NATIONAL SECURITY

HIT A STORAGE IGLOO HOUSING THREE MARK 6 NUCLEAR PERSPECTIVE THE MILITARY MAY FIND THIS BASING

BOMS. FIREMEN EXTI1NGISHED THE BURNING FUEL BEFORE SYSTEM VERY ATTRACTIVE, BUT FROM A PUBLIC

IT IGNITED THE 8,0C LBS OF TNT IN THE TRIGGER 3 SAFETY PERSPECTIVE IT IS FRIGHTENING AND LOADED

MECHANISMS OF TI- BOMBS. ONE AIR FORCE GENERAL WITH POTENTIAL DANGER. WITH THIS BASING MODE WE

COMMENTED T IS POSSIBLE THAT A PART OF EASTERN HAVE MORE TO WORRY ABOUT FROM OUR OW AIR FORCE

ENGLAND WOULD HAVE BECOME A DESERT HAD THE TNT THAN FROM SOVIETS MISSILES!

THIS EVENINGS HEARING IS FOR CITIZENS TO RESPOND

IN GOLDSBORO, N.C. JANUARY 24, 1961 A B-52 FELL TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

APART IN MIDAIR AND RELEASED TWO 24-MEGATON RELEASED TO THE PUBUC JUST TWO WEEKS AGO.

NUCLEAR BOMBS. ONE BOMB WAS NEVER FOUND. THE 4 YOUR SCHEDULE SUGGESTS THAT IT IS N )T THE FINAL
SECOND BOMB WAS RECOVERED AND STUDIED. FIVE HEARING PLANNED. THE EPA WILL CONDUCT, I
OF ITS SIX SAFETY DEVICES HAD FAILED. (SOURCE: PRESUME, THE FORMAL HEARINGS.

CENTER FOR DEFENSE INFORMATION)
THE PURPOSE OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT IS

NUCLEAR WEAPON ACCIDENTS HAPPEN. TO PROVIDE IN A SINGLE DOCUMENT EVIDENCE SUPPORTING

5 THE SPONSORS VIEWPOINT THAT THE SPONSORS PROPOSED

ACTION IS ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE. THAT DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT 119 DOCUMENT 119
4 5

SHOULD PROVIDE. BEYOND THE SHADOW OF A DOUBT, SEGMENTS. THERE IS, HOWEVER, LITTLE OR NO DATA

EVIDENCE THAT ALL REASONABLE AND MANY TO SUPPORT YOUR CONCLUSIONS. YOU HAVE CHOSEN

UNREASONABLE CONTIGENCIES HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED AND FOR SOME UNKNOWN REASON TO TOTALLY EXCLUDE

PLANNED FOR THE BACKGROUND INFORMATION UPON WHICH YOU

BASE YOUR DECISIONS. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO HAVE
GENTLEMEN, IN THAT CONTEXT, WHAT YOU HAVE SUBMITTED CONFIDENCE IN THE SAFETY OF YOUR PROGRAM WITIOUT

AS AN EIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. IT EAILS TO SUPPORT YOUR 5 TH;S INPUT. HOW CAN WE AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH YOUR

PROPOSED ACTION. CONCLUSIONS V" 7HOUT SEEING THE EVIDENCE COLLECTED TO

SUPPORT YOUR CASE?

AN EIS MM CONTAIN THREE ELEMENTS:

WE SHOULD EXPECT DOCUMENTATION FOR EACH BASE AT

1. A MAJOR SEGMENT DETAILING EVIDENCE AND LEAST AS THICK AS THE SINGLE DOCUMENT YOU SUPPLIED

INFORMATION COLLECTED FOR EVALUATION. FOR THE WHOLE PROGRAM.

2. A SEGMENT SHOWING HOW YOU USED THE THE ENTIRE EIS IS FULL OF GENERALIZATIONS THAT

INFORMATION TO PREDICT WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEED SUPPORT. EXAMPLES INCLUDE:

BASED ON THE ACTION YOU WANT TO TAKE.
1. FOR AN EXPANDED RAIL SYSTEM YOU ARE

3. A SEGMENT THAT COMPARES YOUR ACTION CONSIDERING CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW SPUR. YOU SAY

AGAINST THE "NO ACTION' BASELINE, "THE MOST WESTERN THREE MILES (36 ACRES OF RIGHT-

6 OF-WAY) WOULD BE LOCATED NEAR THE URBAN AREA

IF DONE WELL. AN OBSERVER CAN LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE OF MIDLAND, MICHIGAN. SPhCINIC LAND USE IN THIS

COLLECTED AND HAVE CONFIDENCE THAT IT WAS ANALYZED AREA IS UNKNOWN, BUT THERE COULD BE A CONFLICT

INTELGENTLY AND AGREE WITH YOUR CONCLUSIONS. WITH INHABITED BUILDINGS ON THE EASTERN EDGE OF

THAT TOWN." WHAT KIND OF ANALYSIS IS THAT?

IN THIS SINGLE VOLUME THE AIR FORCE HAS GONE TO

SOME LENGTH REGARDING THE SECOND AND THIRD 4
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2. ON PAGE 4.0-2 THE DOCUMENT IS VERY NATIONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAMS WON'T ARRIVE FOR

FUZZY ON WHICH STATE AND LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL SEVERAL HOURS AFTER AN ACCIDENT - TOO LATE TO

LAWS WILL BE FOLLOWED. WHICH EPA, STATE AND PROVIDE IMMEDIATE HELP. WHAT TRAINING WILL YOU

7 ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS WLL BE IMPACTED BY 11 PROVIDE LOCAL FIRE DEPARTMENTS FOR HANDLING

YOUR ACTIONS? WILL YOU COMPLY WITH THEM OR RADIATION MIXED WITH LETHAL PLUMES OF GASES?

NOT? WE NEED YOUR DATA, AND IT IS NOT INCLUDED. IS
YOUR ANALYSIS INCOMPLETE? 5. WHAT RAIL RESTRICTIONS WILL YOU FOLLOW

IN MOVING THE TRAINS BOTH BACK TO THE HOME

3. A CRITICAL PART OF THE ENTIRE ANALYSIS 12 BASE AND WHEN LOADED WITH THE NUCLEAR

IS WHAT WILL BE THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MISSILE WEAPONS? AT WHAT SPEEDS WILL YOU MOVE THESE

CARS IN THE ADVENT OF A POSSIBLE ACCIDENT. TRAINS, AND WHAT QUALITY OF TRACK WILL YOU
STATISTICALLY, YOU WILL NEED TO PLAN FOR ROUGHLY ONE MOVE ON? WHAT IS THE QUALITY, FOR EXAMPLE, OF THE

ACCIDENT PER YEAR. NOTH0G IN THE ES SUGGESTS DETROIT AND MACKINAW TRACK SERVICING OSCODA AND
THAT YOU WILL ACTUALLY IE=T THE SAFETY OF THE 13 THE REMAINDER OF THAT UNE? HOW WILL YOU HANDLE THE

8 CARS IN WORST CASE SCENARIOS. GENTLEMEN, WE NEED OVERSIZED CARS? WHERE IS YOUR DATA? WE CANT MAKE
TO KNOW HOW THOSE CARS WILL PERFORM IF THEY DERAIL JUDGMENTS THAT YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT

IF THEY'RE IMPACTED BY A GASOLINE TRUCK OR IF A IF YOU DON'T GIVE US THE FACTS.

TERRORISTS STINGER MISSILE SHOUL STRIKE A MISSILE
CAR. IM THE CARS, DONT GIVE US COMPUTER N4

1  
HOW WILL YOU DECOMMISSION THE MISSILES,

SIMULATIONS! TRAINS, AND GARRISON FACILITIES? YOU TOTALLY
IGNORE THAT SITUATION BY SAYING YOU WILL FOLLOW

91 4. WHEN WILL YOU MOVE THE CARS? HOW WILL REGULATIONS AT SOME FUZZY TIME IN THE FUTURE. THAT

YOU ALERT LOCAL COMMUNITIES? WHAT EVACUATION ISN'T ACCEPTABLE. HOW WILL YOU HANDLE

PLANS HAVE YOU PREPARED AND DISCUSSED WITH 151 DECOMMISSIONING? HOW WILL YOU HANDLE CONTAMINATED
10 LOCAL COMMUNITIES? THOSE DETAILS ARE MISSING. EQUIPMENT AND EARTH? WHAT WILL YOU DO?

IF YOU BRING NUCLEAR MISSILES INTO OUR COMMUNITY WE

WILL WANT TO KNOW ABOUT THOSE MOVEMENTS. THE

DOCUMENT 119 DOCUMENT 120

8

YOUR EIS IS FULL OF COMMENTS ABOUT COMPUTER

SIMULATIONS? WHERE IS THE OUTPUT OF THE

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS? WHAT ASSUMPTIONS DID
16 YOU MAKE TO RUN THE MODELS? WHERE IS YOUR

DATA?

KEY SECTIONS GLOSS OVER IMOMY ON

17 DECOMMISSIONING AND TRANSPORTATION OF THE oN L IMAC STATEMENT

I WEAPONS BY HIDING BEHIND REFERENCES TO NON-DOD PEACM (M) RAZL GMsO PRGRA

AGENCIES. THIS MISSILE PROGRAM IS YOUR PROGRAM. uNTO sTEs AIR RCE, JN I

THIS EIS IN YOUR STATEMENT. YOU CAN'T HIDE BEHIND AT Mc MANG, CSCM HG SCHOM, CS03OA, MIHIA

OTHER AGENCIES AND NOT ADORESS THOSE KEY QUESTIONS!
W8. JAME A. AZERSCI

GENTLEMEN, MY SUGGESTION IS THAT YOU S5A THIS PPSSR OR HUMANITI

VERSION OF THE EIS AND COME BACK TO THE PUBLIC WITH C OF A A

MORE HEARINGS WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR TASK 518 9ou 9MIE

WHEN YOU RETURN, PLEASE HAVE THE DATA -INCLUDING MICHIA sr- U~rVSM
ENS LANDSIAI, 810118811 48824

THE ACTUAL TESTING OF THE MISSILE CARS - IN YOUR

DOCUMENT THAT WILL SUPPORT YOUR CONCLUSIONS. WHAT

YOU HAVE PRESENTED US ISA WHITEWASH. J.ly 28, 1988
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(rxa ~ ''~'"'' *&atee*of7%za
- OU~r of 3Rprsentafibeg 'House of ftpreseqtativeI

JEF0Y J. BEAUCHAMPC_ q
0000 000000f00Hugo Bootang. .,n..n

June. 9. 1980

.1- ,no 1988

The. O"O;1rbl1,1Frank C. ClollCiThHoralFanC.aluc
S _:t. r 0,t DoS. 0000etarytof Dfe".

The Pentagon
8..Oogtn. .C.2030.1000Wa.0±Ogyon. PC 20301-1155

Dear Mr. Secretary: Dear Secretary Carlucci:

t i in,,8rlnigto yosArF.0 .. i 0 The puropose of 101s 1e11.r is to 000er my, support of Dyegm Air
100 Is 1 m b. un 0001adin th1at Bssird is t I 010fr f0000 Base in Abilene, Tox.s a. the s1te for the Peacekeeper
1th0 Peacekeeper 0811 lori1.e a tm C*"';Y0411i Garrison which0 combine. the e01st1ng Peacekeeper m1ssi1e

1,-l ho~hert~ly lke o 0C. y wth the0 U.S. railroad. in 0c- strategic weapons system. Dy.00

vuIld' olicorol g lk a 0 T 01h P0 SP ft Of s is151 on. of ten site. in th. erountry under consideration &nM the
vitl oro ogi rt. * i,. Roil Garris-onw000, 1000 only one in Texa.

exist ng Peacekeeper missile.it th10 U0.S. railroads to
provide a 119011, ,orolable .08 cPble to0i OPf h eOke: alGrrsn 0011009poe 1.1 11sf5100 ohi ch in10r.low cost "Tnd .0 foll fPell c0 -tOper Ral Gion c001 obidne* 0 01,v mi11s01e w0ith1.

5,10 00010011 ol 0 rat0011 0,0.0470oo. The mobility featoro produoes survivablity--&
th co of Abilene and our great 00010 10 gene~ral.e nodot I dlroo. I.nt~n0010fod

'Y~tcidoe relo. in dterrnce eao al~o naoton base 11 n 011.. 0.
I ronpoctfolly org. your favorable Consideration of this deernc0rtetecewtou0iitn h lbri. es

Since1e .1100..n haa & h1i1tory of ontriobuting to th. fre. worl18.
Sin~ero~f no000.. The cOsonnity actively proact.. a c.1.0 00d strong

rel~tion.0ip wi110 Dyes. ArB. The on 0,09 inity11 support as -.11
a. its highly sophisticated facilities wcould make West4 and
Ap11.0.e00 Ideal site for 1100 eekieper Ra&L Garrison.

Jer 1 0.009Thehupeoplo of Texas support thi. v1101 strategic program 80nd
Sat. Rursntlo 'ttou i ly urge0 the s.lacton of Dyea. Air Force0 1000.0s
District 119 10nto 00&i Pasoye al0. 00

/10
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Frank CoIlwo, Jr.
57010 ss"oanus June 6. 1988

Junae 23, 1988 The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of One.
Department of Defense
The Pentagon

The ;:., C.CarlcciWashington. 
S. C. 20301-1155

Secretar o ee Dear Mr. Secretary:
The Penao
ei.anhiego, BC 20301-IISS It is my, tnderetanditc8 that the DepartmentaofiDeftencel isoonaidering locating the Peaneeepe RI Carriene ina
Bear Mr. Cort so nmber of eites, including De.Air Force BAs in Abilene,

Texas.

s trengly sapport Bgoas Air Forern Bas the be..w far
Uss~~~~~~~~ PenkatrRi or-an osunity support han long been demntrated in Abilene

"I i: :*" I Ii fcedwit bugetry robesstoiard Dyels AYB. The adnantage aOf the Peaebeepn-ease

t ann hmes ean afre hdeaypolm1 o a aarnind Io ot, high Potntiol for reliability

andpeahos anamit tht s aredy :ssto and aroeilth the adsurvivability, and others-a saIt adifrneino

sanlea aesI j"st make. sene te ge ahed with tha ucn n dtrig apsibeSve tat ys i
feaskepm' Ril sriae sa krate at Bysan Air Fam ... ... Force B.e intoprreing aitoaned: fo raceeto h

Ohlnadala mT exas strongly supporta thin eckeeo 
h

p roc and. cass pia' SIthen. en does and Intamahow yea For the above resn .. preite yur..nn
same tre tesa ilesptality nonaieration ofsituatn the Peaceheer Rail'arnno

Dyns ir Forcet Bae Afee aa. I Ica prsovie

laua ranfurther infOratsion no be of* assistance, please feel free to

FRost £015000, JR.
Bit rint 2 3

FC:sn

81/dm

DOCUMENT 125 DCMN 2

*o sane,:state of Texas
Wassea9oisn of Represeqtatave5 onJ xi

OR~aNO L 08010State of Texas

House Of Representatives

Jue 2. 1988
Jun A. 1988

The gonorable Fan c. Carlunn

ThSentagof DeesThe Honorable Frank C. Carlunni
Department Of Defense Steaya ees

The PetagonDeparteent of Defenne
WashimgtonashCington,1DC 2he3Pentago

Dear Mr. Secretnry 
ThesPentaon C23115

55 the sne1 aelention drawe near for the Peaceteeper Rail Dear Mr. Secretary:

Dyensne. Ai; Frepspetu i rg yourne Txsn Aoedeaiolfthough the District thet I represent is loet distance frolm

listen s Air Force Base n a le dsre. Tecas. tSpess Ail Forte Base in.Abilnee, can encourag faorbl

tis n gogahinb O nideralon Of Syesn an home fr the Peacesats Pal arin

n ha Oen irFoceBnealeayseve iat wold ta a iht Itaait epei this area bane learne trin o
Part of the nation'. nuclear forces, I feel it aodb apate the prf ion fnrmltr n .ta

the ap of the peopl of' 
te ebilene.il o u -1tar ndkowta

cactcal od eogrphicllyadnanegeue ite.onic ba sprt Of their e9a30M extends beynd prodiding landan
support sattes. We bane learned hos to sake 0 hem feelacose. eno

Thank you for pour consideration. mtteri ha o elty thysph ted

7! YIt is, therefore. with sincere pleasure, and with the knowledge
Sincerely, ~that QYusS Is an ercellent choice. that Ivruaetelcto

of the Rail Garrison in yeoas.corgthoain

Orlando L. Garcia 'c
Diatrint 115 4 .. c

PO0B. 2910poo~y

Aulaw, r- 78769.29ff Flod CO. a702073

Sf24630534817 766.64M
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cussnnstc7Texa House of Representatives
ROND, GIVENS r E PASA4/

KmU Onmmedmf

State of Texas
House of Representatives4.-

ENSTRICT 83

June 9, 1968 June 7, 1988

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defense The Hono rable Ffrank C. Carlucci

Department of Defense Scretary of Defes
hePnon Depatent of Defense. The Pentagon

Thet gtoDC 0311 Washington, DC 20301-155

Dear Mr. Secretary: Sear Hr. Secretary;

At I underStand it, DyOSS Air Force ease is Deinq considre I n their,:ndeao to be eleeotp s one of Americas eSites

ACAs ste for a Peacekeeper Hail Garrison utit. I believ I for th Paekeeper Rail Garr %. Im Piseed t nhusi

Dyes APwuld he en excellent site choice,.providiogq 
asticaily support the efforrtaO thecty of abilone. its,

seurtyfo c rob. Taes military -Otlain .1 cell Chime o Comerce and DyS( rforce ness.

ae Aces toan eteoiverailay yctft.The people of ls.oes aed te Citizens of Texas have iceS

I Texan have along history of enthusiactic support for U.S. had a traditios of ptip a Rer role ia the defena ci our

I iit~ry Programs. The City Of Abilene and the State of cto. V esnt oit~ fbeieisDmsb..
I Tenas fully support rn enort thCe rectc f DYear Air RalGarrisons, SO 55 *ftwco Weel to whe peamssid t

Force Base as a cite for the Pckeer Rail rric.sn to Wich ?.uesth P550 be long been =WMUMthd

Sincerely. ForYour positive ron7..:s~ otiscftegic defense
- program at Dye s Air PIeS....T I thank you.

.. Z'"'l-Sincerely.
tosiviuns
Siita Hoe83 ta

.i trt 93Kent Grusendoef

ROG/bmsKGl

P 0 HB. 29:0. A-i T.... 78769. 1512)4610542

419 A., J . innoc. T .... 79408 n~b: 763 4468

DOCUMENT 129 DOCUMENT 130

tkaff Hf Irmas

~OIfof 3.rprrSrtAsIafbtS

June 16. 198

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secreteary of Defense,Jue1,98
DepIrtee"t of DefeneJn.I,18
The pentegon, saehint- D.C. 2030-1j15

DearMr. ecreary:The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci

Teass I nn.tdto fcnrbtn otefe ol' Secretary of Defense

defnc. There tr nses' ... rcutegir, nilitary .ate throughu no.,or Department of Defense

great stat that aid in the detern-' of on- while r-eservig the The Peetegon

peace. al fretedoc ling people evny. Washington, D.C. 20301-115S

Cornttlyf.DyesseAira Force Haes in Abilene Texas is being considered Deer Hr. Secretory:

a a sit fr th P e eer Rail Garrison. The Peacekeeper, a four-IseWing t potoflcigth

stage, inertially guided I CHM would he bused on trains in gmwrtngiripprtonocaigsh
fo dployn nOto the or thn1.0 ies f iroe Pes1e-ee71 HlGario atcst ruForce Base.

tc This highly buisle and capeble steic wee!per sill be en~this Is a vi prgrM- nd wolIhp

set greater a.set to the security of this country and .11 free a tAie , Texs. that has so actively

peoples. supported Dyes. Airi Force Here it the past wnoild
he chosen for the site.

Tet.a, is ready to suprt the efforts of the Department of DefIen"s. I

would like to yors my uppr fo telcation of tIhe ecnnprI hnp n ilgc Tes yor ot fevorable

CalIl Garrio a:t. Des. Air.Force Base i n Abilene. If I can be of ayconsideration in selecting site.

ssI.t:nc.0 p e dcn hesitate to call oc e. Sincerely,

-eta Gun oJR/de

District 51
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Q Gtxas Hose of Reprntatives

House of Representatives ~~ zc~ .Jm'ln
Austin, Texas ne

May 31, 1988

The onrbsFak. Carlucci
cretary of efns

Departent of Defense The Honorable trans C. CaLcl
The Pentagon Soetary of Defens.eI
Wash ieston. D.C. -.o10llh5 Departmnto f Defense

The Pestaqo

Dear Me. Seerstacyt washimOton. D.C. 20301-i!255

Thicsn request that You gissrous .esdertn Dear Hr. Senretr-y

the site foe nhe Packeeper sil .arri... M .. noeenod- Tnshstn onnpo oe h rns

Ing is that this. proje:ct .cal nsIe the -.iting Peace- p eaarthrou det eene. - hepems

keeper missile with U.S. railroad s incur 
strategic weapn.ece 

-q e

spenee. Fos r noer 30 years Dyoss AFB hos 5 erv-d asaSC

Altoug oter ecion IfI* .. l~ ar copetnghats__eninas hone to t he B-47, roe 0-52I. an he

Alsh othe section ten W ounld ar coptn4u -1. This nunclear tradi tic -c 1- eaeOv f5 a

thi prjen. bilnewoud e epeeisy app.epritetenO1'. ceclleor tee for the reaceiae alars

I and rene'ptic not the psaesheepnr eail Garriso. .t cli.ae

Insdeogrph an t in epe bt n aeth ieThe nail Garrison promises to providesaeats of

idesl. deplnyind the P eacekneper shinh is I. criek. low cot
fsinrelrelb, "ad io hlY survivahl. As a t-in whn

Siceel, uhdleta ry pressures are thres teniol -ny .ci I defeose
Proir assibseems loqica to n a h ead a ith the R-1

08, jhIsincrley 
appreciate your taloshle tine. Ift

f ney yeer be of -rricetc you. pieecsteine

Sincerely.

F~ Sin r

brafe of texas &ate of' cTexas

louse of tiepresesratts JI,'WL M House of Represeqative

",LEWISLIAM 
C-weseEs

Secretaryu' of eano Deews

Washntn , Da. 2C. 20011S5 88- rl

Dea ereta of lu ci Def nse 
Peprnetagont o

eashiconoWahinto, D.C C.2001115 eretrythfee

Dear Secredoary pear le ofe e t n Ab.C.n 
2upo t th3Pr g am1-11 

r D pa t en'5s p or

t o ul 
D,.hl . h Ie lc e 

to ur e ynu nompae th Pe ne keeper Hail hea 'n. Secretarye.. k ep r a

they would Iot to he th1hs3o-hePac eee1er1Cri The IPeople Of Texas are proud ,f the role that

'the free wendes defense. For 00c 3 'yas ye AF hu spYies
sereed as a ~ 'DY F SAC hase, and the coessoi p -rti-sl penensea I patiulr there isdep sense of pride end

clos ad snrnng reltinesip -i h Dyss.. It fact the Ir.noscpesi h hl e osnin o rs ~
the -5 Y orgia 50a cre .re donated no the Air Fcree by I~ tde Igtaiin of haigp Wedarl n o e

thei 
homesy of 

t eu lesI defnsre ystem.

C-p ~ tePeceepe1 hop that You and the Departmnt e sfneiI

Ini v pnnnna tettueben e PaeeprgatAhilen a nd hy B Athe Ippurnun my .... prcid th

Thaing Garion 
funI 

e p.ture 
hoee of the eAFae Raild thrice

Thnigynfor your cnnsideratin, I sePaeaerPpP.

Sincerely.

n Leer
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- .uiui T ia HOUSE OF REPRESENTATiVES

AUSTIN TEXAS

annE keLOSIC
BOB MELTON

June 17, 1988

Jane 2. 1988
The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci

Secretary 
of Defer.,

Department of Defens.

The Honorable Frenk C. Carlucc The Pentagon

Secretary of Defense Washington, D.C. 20301-1155

Department of Defensme
The Pentagon Dear Mr. Secretry:

Washington, D C 20301-1155 The oItiens of the state of Tenue support a strong national

Deer Secretary Carlucci, defense as I dterrent to foreign aggression.

I wjtUW to you in reards to my wholehearted support In response to Congressional direction that a more surviv-

of B to an as abl, basing mode be found for the 50 additional Peacekeeper
Rao B rie A ir co a ies the itin Pacekeeper lsiles, the reulting Peacekeeper Rail Garrison plan is

*ai Gariosta ." ea the s itierh Pecekeeper o lni
missIle with V. S. railroads in our strategic Wepons rondering Dyesa Air Force Base as a basing site.

Isy 1se. Tecas ia home to fny of the nao's m)or defense indus-

I Briefly, my rasons are two fold. First of all, I think tries as cell as 45 military haSee. The opportunity to

Dyes. Air Force aase is en extremely excellent location expand the role our state plays in the strategic defense of

ad scondly, this projert certainly has the support of our nation, is welcomed not only by the residents of Abilene

the people Ie thi area, but also by all Texans.

Thank you for your consideration. I appreciate your favorable consideration of Dyess Air Force
Base as the future home of the Peareksspor Rail Garrison.

Since.rely, Sincerely,

State Representetive 4IRE MILLSAP

MM/jI

DOCUMENT 137 DOCUMENT 1380
lor *tatt of lexas

*oust of trprtlfntanbB HOUsE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Representation Anno (ory
3109 Hulec, Suite 112

June 20, 198 Fort Worth, Texas 76107

June 7, 1988

The Honcreble Frank C. Corluc '
Secretary of Defense The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci

Department of Defense Secretary of Defense
The Pentagon Department of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20301-1155 The Pentagon

Washington, D.C. 20301-Ills

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Dear Mr. Sncretary:
It is my Understanding that Dyess Air Force Base, which is
locared near Abilene, Texas, is one of ten sites in the I would like to take this opportunity to express my

country being considered for the Peacekeeper nail Garrison. support for Dyess Air Force Busease site for the Peacekeeper
1 culd like tt register sy snrong support for this vital Hail Garrison. I understand that the Peacekeepr Rail Garrison

-trsnegi program to be located in Texas. combines the eeisting Peacekeeper missile with U.S. railroads

to improve our strategic weapons system.

a• ho to the B-4, the 8-52, and the B-I. Teeasis CRacing once lived in Abilene, I know that the citicens

proud to be A hoe To a portion of the United State. nuclear there cre proud to hare Dyes Air Force Ease in their city
forces snd -iIi continue to promote A strong relationship and I am sure that they Would welcome the Peacekeeper rail
with National Security. Garrison with equal enthueiasm. I know that I could certainly

be proud to have this important weapon ayetm based -, Texas.

Your favorable consideration of Dyes. AFD for the site of
the Peacekeeper Bail Garrison will be greatly appreciated. I hope that you will give careful consideration to Dyne

Air Force Base when selecting a site for the Peacekeepor Rail
Sincerely. Garrison.

, 4 'n 7 Sincers ly yours,

Ale~andro Moreno, Jr.
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

St2te62preosntatlo
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ltbt *oust of tprtsntatibts

A .R AUGHE OVARO * ST~r nfl~,tu 11 0cno 9_________

JIM PAlEI P.O.30 1910 AUSTIN. TEXAS 7 769 . 12-40*44 cm
Dn- 65 Cnma. Jan.eda ,D0I N 006m 6

Cac h. T_. 764al JudKW Affan

(1) 3w56261 ciesnw I .a

June 2, 1988

J- 7, 1988

Th. Honorale Prak C. Carlueci The Honorable Frank C. Careucci

trat, f = Th. Secretary of Defense
IM.feinn of Ofane, The PDataooa Departnet of Defense
wabigntoa. D.C. 20301-1155 The Pentagon

Washington, D. C. 20301-1155

Dear ft. ScreiarT Dear Mr. Secretary,

Just a sort 00e0to trq u tha You givaseio Row pleased I - to learn of a Peacekeeper tail Garrison
o . _rstle no ye aa Air Force Bast s the site fo the being proposed for Dyes. AFR, Texas. Not only will the

Feaakeespe Rail Gartsoo whib c ie the .xiimts plan be considerably less expensive than the initial silo-
Peacek~as sdal weith U.S. -ailnoeda i. r *trrsi based Peacekeeper isiles. bt the Bobility feature of the

apa syat. Rail Garrison should provide an added degree of security.

Thak you for your hard wark behalf of our onry's While I understand there are other locations being conid-

is1si isortnn defense prosras. aed, Z, of course, believe you will find no better site
than Dyess AF. The wonderful, patriotic people of the -Big

Country" stond solidly in your corner. You can ask for no

btter support than that.

S7 I respectfully urge youc aelection of Dyssea ATE &a one ofthe new 100 ions for the Pecehsper Pali Garrison.

A.a. (Augie) Oad Since ly.
U1l.e - Disrttc 113

icarher

Jr/el

DOCUMENT 141 DOCUMENT 142

-Lc~ o(tdrt qq fkP-vWon GLEN,,N REPP
'L P{t)Pcer ',one of I pcsripme PO ST-T Rnp. ,eerTc,

c 4a re. 20 g , 2rIhte.T T.n . 711st.116

June 2, 1988

Honorable Frank C. Carlucci

June 7, 1988 secretary of Defn.e
Department of Defense
The Pentagon
IWeshiogton, DC 20301-1155

The Honorable Frank 
C. Carlucci

Secretary of Defense Dear Ste. Canluccil
Departeent of DOefene
The Pentagon It is my understanding that Dyes. Air Force Base, Te.as. is

Washington, D.C. 203011155 being conaidered as a site for a Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

On behalf of the people of the great State of Texas, let a

Dear Secretary Carlucci: say that we would be proud to play such a eaOr role in
helping to deter global war.

I This is to express ey support for Dyes. Air Force Base as -

the site for a Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. Abilene. Texas. T .e.an here a history of willlngness to tand and defend

ome of Dyes. hir Force Base, he. in the past demonstrcted against tyranny. we support the policy of peace through

I its support for our nation's defense, and welcomes kth strength syebolited by the Peacekeeper missile. As you weil

opportunity to serve as the home for the garrieon. know, Abilon. Is already home to a portion of America
nuclear forces and would wetlcoe this additional strategic

GO behalf of the people of East Texas, I request your progra into their comunity.

coned-rti.n of Dynec Air For.es. * ..
Please be assured that your affirmative decision to base the

Sincerely, -- peaceieeper el Garrison at Dyes APb would be greatly

apprciatd. I's sure you will find that the people Of

Pillen, are living examples of the state eotto, 
5

rlnd-
ship.'

L. P. (Pete) Patterson

Respectfully,
LPP/ca c/

Glenn Hopp

House District 104

GA2/-t

Deco, Dcec ft-c saeb- a Coms. C tees ~a Ikien qat
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9ras Houseo desentwsm
SlITE REPOESE\U Sync

se w. su as. State of Texas
-~ ..'House of Ipresentatives

June 1, 1988

June 6, 1988

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301-1155

Deer Sir. The sonorable Frank C. Carlucci

Secretary of Defense, The Pentagon

This letter is in support of Dyess Air Force Base as the Washington, D.C. 20301-1155

1 site for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison which combines the
xistinq Peacekeeper missile with U.S- railroads in ouarD Mr. Secretary:

trtgcweapons systeS.
it gc wepon sysem.Z wholeheartedly support the efforts of the city of Abilene,

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. its Chamber of Comeerce, and Dyes Air Force ease. in their
attempt to be selected as the site for the Peacekeeper Rail

ncerely, Garrison.

Abilene hoe a Iong-standing tradition of contributing to
Americas defense. In looking over the proposed sites, I am
sure you will agree that Abilene 

would absolutely e the

Jim C. Rudd perfect location for the Peacekeeping RAil Garrison and,

/) f5 they would certainly Welcome the opportunity.

It is my belief that the nation would greatly benefIt from
your positive consideration of this strategic defense
program at Dyes. Air Force Base.

Sours very truly.

Sam W. Russell

SWR/pm

DOCUMENT 145 DOCUMENT 146

* &ate of Texas
-muse of Prepresrtatiu

Pt f.r 'to ft o.,.nu

Jute 1. 1988 June 14, 19Sf

The ioeorsble Frank C. Carl(
Secretsry of Defense The lonnorehle Frsnk C. CarluciDepatent of Defenos Secretory of Defense
The Pentagon Department of Defense

Washingtnn, D.C. 20301-1155 The Pentagon
Dear Mr. Secretary 1 ,

Jun.Dea Hr. Secretary:.19

I would like to take this tie to voice my support for Dyese

Air Force ease as the site for the Peucekeepec Sail j wo li ke tn take this Opportunity to espress sy support for
Gsrrison. Obilene, Texs would make on excellent home for lycos Air Forte Sass ss the site for the Peacekeper Rail Garrison.
tcs strategic weapoes systee. The c nrity actirely
promotes a close and stroeg relationship with Dyass Air I As Isl sure you are emarn the City of ihilne is a strung supporter
FOrce ease, having donated 5.000 acres in which Dyes was .i of Iyess Air Force Sane and or nation's defense system. I support the
built. l yoss Air Force Sase sits hacause it is good for Teses and oar nationalaease of our sloe and location, and the many miles of I defense.

railroad track t thate hes ththet Pcekeepor Rail Garrison and Is
logical choice for the Pscerehe Sal Rri T peopl s the Rail G arrison looks fortrd to clling Ahslepe ortf.

of Abilene sod aes Texas support thIs vital strategic
progtrs and look forward to being its home. Sncrctvl
If I can a of any assistance, plsase feel free to contactf

ay office.
progra a lo/oklCurtis i. tebdlnts. Jr.

CS/s Is, 
utsL edis r

R Saunders

P355/ Sac

Come

f30 fib-m t G Cow
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Hugh D. Shine
MTM 0State Repte-tance

June 6. 158

Jue 8, 1968

The Honorable Frnk C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defense
Ospartmet nf Defense, The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301-1155 The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci

hertary of Defense, Dept. of Defense
Dear Mr. Secretary. The Pentagon

Washington, DC 20301-1155
r He writing to urge your support for making the Dvesa Air
Force base in Abilene, Texas the home for the Peacekeeper Deer Mr. Secreta-
Rail Garrison.

I would like to add my support to that of the people of
As a State Representative for a very large section of West Abilene and West Texas for the Dyes. Air Force Base a. the
Texea, I can tell you that Abilene and all of Weat Texs. has site fr the Peacekeeper Rail Garrieon which coebines the
a long history of support for the strength of our armed existing Pe'cekeeper missile with U.S. railroads in our
forces. The community of Abilene has been home to the Dyese strateqic weepons cysts.
Air Force Base for over thirty years serving a. home to the
B-47. the 8-52 and the B-1 programs. Dyess Air Poree Base Dyess is one 7f ten sites being considered in the country
is a wlcnoed and atronql supported part of the Mest Texas I and is the only site considered in Texas. I would
oraunity. appreciate your support in bringing this important strategic

program to Texas.
r urge your support for locating the Peacekeeping Pail
Garrison here at Dynss Air Force Base in Abilene, Texas. Sincerely,

Hugh (

St .P .....tive

DOCUMENT 149 DOCUMENT 150

State of Texas

'House of )epreseqtative
cAustiq t1t tatt of enas

Riohtod A S~ith OON OHEoEn *Oust of ArprfstntabW oso

CU.S ,,. , OW . ,...,,. se....ca 0so

T... .. 78-08., Jane 14. 1988 -. sa

Jane 6, 1988

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defense Secretary of Defense
The Pe ntgon Departoent of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20201-1155 The Pentagon

Washington, D.C. 20301-115S
Deer Secretery Cerlucci:

This letter is to offer my encouragement and support for the Dear Secretary Carlucci:
basing of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Dyese Air Force Base
in Abliene To". DOye is as ideal e to support this vital I strongly support Dyes. Air Force Base as the site
defence syste , both administratively and logieticaly. for the Penekeeper Rail Garrison. Your coneiderstion

Foremost, DyOes has proven effective in administrating new for thtrngl a
prograe vi h Its Successful initiation of the -1 program.
Geog.raphically speaking, Toexa can offer efficient transportation Yours vary truly,
Of the missile with its centralixed location end wide open areas '
vithin the tate, Of equl importance. Texas can provide
wideapread a adequate rellway tracks to suppo:rt the system. John
Dytes is centrally ioceted in the state, offering easy access John 'smithee
to the railways.

JS/eh
At this crucial tins of economic uncertainty in Texas, there
is no doubt the Peacekeeper would have a positive and lasting
sccomic Impact in the state. The eystee also would have a
positive lnpact on Texas land because it would uSe existing
railway tracks, and oilos would not have to be built.

Texans support this project and the strong defense posture of
this administration. On behalf of cit oe of this state, I ask
your continued consideration of the significant contributions
Tees. has to offer thie program. Thank you for your ti In
addressing theme concerne.

Very truly yours,

Richard A. Smith

rAc. -M . .s Os..... -
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Jun. 14, 1908

June 6, 1988 The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defenso
The Pentagon
Washington. D.C. 20301-1155

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci 
Darsecta, DCa2311.

Secretary Of Defense Door Secretary Carlucci,
Department of Defense
The Pentagon I -e in support of the Dys.s Air Force Base in Te. .s

WAshington, D.C. 20301-1155 the sit for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. This particular
region in Texas has previously waelcoed seeral nuclear

Dear Mr. Secretary: forces including the B-47, B-52 and the -1 and ouold be an
excellent location for the Psacekeeper Nall Garrison.

I want to encourage you to select Dyess Air Force Base in Abilene, Thank you in advance for your consideration. Please
Texas as the site for the Peacekeeper Rall Garrison, feel free to contact me if I can be of assistance to you.

Abilene and the Fort Worth area, which I represent, have many
financial and cercial ties since Fort Worth is known as the Si I

Gateway to Weet Texas.

I y program that brings more jobe to Abilene has a positive effect

on the Port Worth area and the entire State of Texas. s. Stiles

Thank yoo for your consideration of the Lone Star State for this Stt riet 21
project. Dist

sincerly, MMS/111

T. to epreetative
District 92

MS/tw

DOCUMENT 153 DOCUMENT 154

blatt of af 1 State of Tom
'iUst of .Rnpr t.ntatn. House of Representatives

somc- MA. TAYLOR

JIM5 TALLAS 0 5

STATE REeRERscsrTA-E~e~P5L~

3J5 3. C-80

June lS, 
193,

The nonoreble Frank C. Cati.cci
The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci secreary of Coren-
Secretary of Defense X -artnc or De an
Departeent of Defense The ntagon
The Pentagon Washington, D.C. 2001-1155
Weshingtn. S.C. 20-1SS

Dear Mr. Secretary: oor

I could like to go o record as strongly urging the Defense i e heartly endorso the concept of the reecakeres Rail Gar-e and

Departeent to support Dyess Air Force Base as the site for I1
the Pescekeeper Roil Garrison which combine$ the existing
eacekeeper mssile with U.S. railroad, in our strategic M are exctremly ple"d to kno that DOsI r Force ass at AbieOn
weapons system. is helog coceidered as we of the -ttx- for the fsaekeeper sail Oarrtsoe.
Abilene, Texs has had a long tradition of contributing to Sin this isthe honly lation being :onared 1n Tase. w aserongly

,r~e . I, .ce 9y or f-crahie considsoratiuc Of Dy055 hUe rorce msos s one of
the free world's defense. The cosunity is e strong the sites.
supporter of Dyess Air Force Base and is proud to a hose
to s portion of America's nuclear force'.

I respectfully request your support.

Sincerely, 
e. a. Tonr'

ntate Fpresentt.i

5I. ToSles 
j

JT/rc

- .1 em -0
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OGUR^

9n , 7958 Jun. 1, 198

The Hon. Prank C. Car:uon
5mroete.y of oefens.
Deprteen t of The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Tho 5enron Secretary of Defense
easbinoton. DC 20301 Department of Defense

The Pentagon
Dear Secretary Carluccip Washington, D.C. 20301-1155

I ensid like no inform yoo of ey supporforor Dyes Air 7oDm Case rear Dear Secretary Carlucc,
Obifleo, Tae., as oh. sit, for 0.ne Poan keoper nIll narrison

eir th roee en e 1rn - o a a g t a o This letter is to inform you of our support for
dnh mnsie esryifr enonae .. rnt esne s loCating the Peacekerpr All Garrison in Abilene.end could provie h el•r nr•utr fo h sye. Too Texas.

geography and oeton of nba Dyes. .ine aoo i a.sleo mes no ke it an
iai o nI The economic Cieate in Teas has been suffering

am you know, so the people of Abilene and Dyess
Thank you for yoar noneidenetion sod I se sore the Depern*enI will 1 Air Force Base will be most diligent in attending
give the nyse sits a rein hearing, to this projert. They have a long-standing record

of support of the nation's defense efforts.

Please do everything in Your power to see that the

aT / k .
t- 

r a i l g a r r i s o n i s a s s i g n e d t o b i l e n s T e x a s .

DOCUMENT 157 DOCUMENT 158

Fos~ae

State ofTea R oxI State of Texas A".., O.-.
Roote L BoatS P0 Bo, 2910

Ptteo1Tea.r, Teak. noei Holuse ol Repuesertatives ho,,. Tern Th76-l S

H o u s e o f R e p r e s e n ta tiv e s O ffic Ph . e H ouS) o f5.e p51 O me ph one T p %76 -291

Austin, Texas
DikWateaield cos ,,ae

June 8, 1998

The Honoreble Frank c. Carlucci
saorentry of Daers.m

The Honorable Frak C. Carlucc Mearnt of Defense

Seretnry of Defense, Dept. of Defense op. Puntogon

The Pent-aon 
eThigno, Pe 20ta 1-g1on

Washington, DC 20301-1155

Dear Mr. Secretary:
I lair o.e. foremen Chsrloe nnmblm. atat. kpesseoatios Bob nt-

I would like to add o support to thatoa y hof one knalessn entne and ninir lsaur in rIgSest-

Abilen e and west Tees for the Dysen Air Force ease am the ir, that onsiodernion be gcwn to malurtieg Dyse air PM" Ces t

elte for the Pescekeener ail Garrison which coebinee the th Psursheaor Bail sarfiss.

e 9iting Peareeper aissile with 3.. railroade in okr

stretegic weapon. myste. I beiliem nhat a enrong ntibual defense is ae of thm Most Imeortantisease farig a in eda. fooplareary I ao. aeanrone Than ae

Dyen be nne of ten Mites being considered in the country d Is• lag raner and hsurt d1am a heMorons it effeom nt oust

and ie the oniy mite ronsidered in Tenae. I would -any thunsande, bit ilians of people. Ca aut keep a trna defensa
appreriste your snpport in bringieg this inportant strategic mysnia io thim enrid of nurlear mismilus.

program to o Tese 
1 h:iMn huso - " ktjs

Sinerely, to T citem of abliens as -ll Ms '1 of 'Men Tes, would be honorsd
Sinrerely, to be s part of this Srategic defente prU,,rx and urge o to qi

acelae oebdertian t eing nba -rksupsr Bail Uarrisan i.,

Z Hichard A. Wtarfbled 
sincerely,

Poster Whaley

M/m

to me.s , n~.e as~s s~'DtWiCT Ca ArmmsaeC Bd.e C eM Ce I CembY. Dkbhes eey. Fisrd. G. Sal
'em o nne e usesap Lebe ank vmrsl. aed ae st2-67
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June 8, 1988

June 1, 1988

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defence
Department of Defense
The Pentagon
Weehinlton, DC 20301-1155

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defense Deer Secretary Cerlucci:
Department of Defense
The Pentagon fleee allow this letter to stand in support of your
Hashington. D. C. 20301-1155 selection of Dyess Air Force Sao: for the PeacekeeperRail Garrison. Although the cite selection of Dyess is
Dear Mr. Secretary: not in my distrct. s o member of the Teas House of

Representatives, my support reflects a continuing coit-
I enthusiastically encourage your favorable ment to this crates role in our continuing military pre-

support for Dyeas Air Force Bens as the site for paredness.
the Peacekeeper Rail Garison. An the nation looks to Texas for it. comminment to our

Abilene and all of Heat Teres is known for military, Teens looks to the Department of Defense for
hcontribution to the world-s defense. Dyess those opportunities in particlpating in chin moan criticalAirsor e desires this responsibility. aree. I feel your favorable consideration will be mostwelcome by both civilian and military personnel who are
Am an eight year member of the Texas nouse of called upon to share in the responsibilities that Teas

Representatives, it is my judgment that the place- hen so readily coitted itself to in the past, the present,
cent would be eneficial for che coontry and for and for the future in dealing with our national defense.
Tenas.

Thank you for the opportunity of allowing my msarks to
be submitted into the record.

Hith hind regarda, Sneey
Sincerely.

Steven D. Wolens Jerty Yot

SDW/cb

DOCUMENT 161 DOCUMENT 162

(be texas legislature
Oust of ftprrnfftafin ,...

us enoom o.2vHain Iffx ic nac June 9, 1988

June 10, 1988 The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense
The Pentagon

The 0F inntl trek C. Carl-iwl Washington, D.C. 20301-1155
Secretary of Define
Drflot of Defense Dear Mr. Secretary:

abinigm, D.C. 20301-1155 I would respectfully urge your favorable consideration of
Abilene, Tenas, as the new home for the Peacemaker Rail

Dor Mr. Ssecta-y Garrlon.

I % writing to voice sy pport of Dyms Air Fore Bae, bilene, Abilene has consistently been supportive of our nation'a
Tean bths site for the Ioskeser Rail Garrison. nuclear deterrent forces. Dyesas Air Force Has was built on

land contributed to the Air Force by the com unity, and a
Dyss is stratngically located in sparsely pulanWt T-tm an) close cooperative relationship continues to be fostered by

expomm wou: 1 be miniml in bulding now fallamy lines, saiwo the TEXa- the comeunity as a whole with the personnel and the purpose
Pacific Pa-aced borers the base. In additin, Decs is a large facil- of the forces stationed at Dyes$.
ity with adeqa , dich would enable it to be cpetible with this
national defense efft. The people of Abilene have probably worked harder on base-

co nity relations then any other municipality similarly
In citisene of Abilmne and Most Tomas hem an cellan utato situated in the country. The Air Force has or several occe-

for suprtin and oking With Eyes Afl and itn pernscanl. For s as *ions brought civilians in from other locations to .ee what
thin thirty yeers, Disc has n at the focefomt of military an excellent job Abilene has done in maintaining an atos-
peparzwds mid th poaheping effort, and I con think of no facility phsre of respect and support for its military installation.
hete-nsicd to he rim Os of tm Pcmceim~r Fail Seret~.

Should the department choose to loes the Peacemaker Rail
Siuorely, Garrison in our area, r feel certain the decision would be

welcomed with open acme.

Your very truly,

cat
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STATE of TEXAS
HOUSE of REPRESENTATIVES

. l "r * Wstfl , '"- BOB HUNTER

June 30. 19M8 July 14, 1988

The Honorable Frank C. CarlucciSecretary of Defense
Deparment of Dese The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
The Pentegon Secretary of Defense
Washington, D.C. 0301-1155 Department of Defense

The Pentagon
Dear Sir: Waahington. D. C. 20301-1155

I understand that the Department of Defense is considering Dynst Air Dear Or. Secretary:
Force eae at Abilene, Teas as a ste for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

u arge you to select Dyess AF for this installation . am pleased to choleheartedly endorse the placement
of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Dyesa Air Force

Oyets AI is situated in a strategic location for quick and easy dispersion Base at Abilene, Texas.
of the missiles should the need arise. The qualitis of the base ere well-
know,. Dt is the commnity and the state that I would like to bring to The Dpartment of Defense could not flnd a More sup-
year attention. portine coamunity for this program. Abilene has had

T pp o e d eia n bn lnho of omunity and military cooperation,
The people of Abilene and the military nun ty hve a long history of ad thi oect, ould be no different. There is no
cooperation and concern for each other. The base was esteblished due to a question that the Dyes AFB location meets the tech-
community effort at the beginning. The people aem proud of Dyess Air nical needs for the program.
Forte Sane. This defensx system is vital to our national ivterest,
The citizens of Texas have been very supportive of oar country's efforts and Dyocs APB noold ha an ideal location for a defense
to haild a strong national security. They anderstend that a strong system of this nature.
nuclear defense is a Major deterreet to aggressive tendencies by other
coutries. Therefore, they welcome the opportunity to be a strategic part
of that defense.

In Dyess Air Forte Base. I believe you have all of the Ingredients for a
saccesfal installation of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. I sincerely

h: p t h p in l I g i v e i t e v e r y 
c o n s i d e r a ti o n .

DHIzh

DOCUMENT 165 DOCUMENT 166

Svetart of Inna Th 4-ut of
3pust of t1tprestntabi.ts

Aiseld June 9, 1988

o , June 21. 1988

The Honorhte Frank C. Corlucci The "onoraie Frank C. Carlucci
Se.retry f e Secretary of Defense
Departent of Defense Department of Defense
The Pentagon The Pentagon
Washington. D. C. 20301-15S Weshington, D.C. 20301-1155

Dear Hr. Secretary: Dear Mr. Secretary:

We are in strong support of Dyess Air Force Base as the site I would like to add my support for the location of the
for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. Peacekeeper RaiI Garrison at Dyess Air Force Base In

Our investigation has revealed that the comunity of Abilene

as well as the Chamber of Comerce ate very supportive of I represent Senatorial District 22 In the Texas Senate.
this project and have pledged their support in the accomplish- This District lies just to the fast of fyess Afir Force fese.
sent of thin endeavor. The track record shows that there has and most of my constituents will be directly affected by the
been long standing rapport between the citizens and the location of the Peacekeeper Rail Darrison in Abilene. This
military, area has been severely affected by the oil and gas industry

in Teens. The people in iis area are nary su portive of
Our investigation also shows that geographically Abilene the military xnd certainly of Dycss Air Force Saxe.
ouId rank very high sgainst the other nine Sites by being

able to utilize their exinting railroad capabilities in I believe this area offers all of the benefits needed
Texas for use in this particular strategic weapon system. to support this program and cant to work with you and the

Department of Defense to achiene the placement of the
The State of Texas has long been recognined as a state that Peaceheeper Rel1 Gerrison in 1 hilene.
eohibits political support toward the Arced Forces. It iS
oUr opinion that to locate the Peacekeper Rail Garrison at Very truly yours.
Dyas Air Force fane would even strengthen tht support
We usd appreciat pe response to thin very
important issue.

Bob tlasgow
Scre| O/gec

A /bl
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the *maete of of4 Su t..
IIho Afste of trex£4 *tat*. of texn.

.......... Austin ZSZll

01000 9.90059 ,|." KENT A. ERTo.w-

Jase 20. dI9aeSe

The HosorIs l Frek c. Carlucci June 24, 1980
Seoratary of Dtfeae
DpaItsrv It the Defense
The Peatasoa
Weshbnto. D.C. 20301-1155

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Dear et. sacr.tary: Secretary of Defense

Department of Defense

I - wrining in aupper at locatita the Paeeeaker Reil Garrison at Dyes. The Pentagon
Air Pence se, Abilene. Tas. Per many year. Tene ad Teoa have Washington, D.C. 20301-1155
dedicated thaeelvea to the full sap"rt of the United Sae. Kilitary.
Teas- i bless.d vith mny highly stilled civilian as serite peoel Dear Secretary Carlucci:

A. cell Tense.= hem hl kild ii.'&
State Senator Grant Jones (D-Abilene) has asked that I lend my

Amq those site* tich hae deep n-6ca ad aIn ties 0o res. ed the Support to the Selection Of Dyes* Air Force Base as the site for
Det sn me yst af the United Itan*. ie Dy7. Air Pcee ae. At Dye. the the Peacekeeper (MX Missile) Rail Garrison.
Peaneeper a ail carian senld find a eitshle Ira... I think Dye. il
lagi.i.. e. e ina and efci, ins lna. it is .,ategi 1 understand from Senator Jons. that the Abilene community
sillery intllatios a.d ie readily atnesihle to 170,000 .ilee of rail w hleheartedly eupports the selection of their areas am the aite
linee. for the MR Missile, which is consistent with their general

patronage of Dyes. AS's existing status ae the site for other

ld hap, that the oople of Abilene, and .1l of Texas. odooonaclear weapone such ae the B-47, the a-52, End the -1.
yo. to recogni e the historicsl uppt ve have provided to Che Sited
loca Oilitary ne nonn that the PeaDem..r tail Garriscon hoald he I appreciate your consideration.
lantd• e ee. Sincerely.

Th an f ar you 

Sincierelfvv

,Yre/ Kent A' Caperton

So .1 ACs~e

UP/,hcc: 
Senator Grant Jones

Isom
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A. lax 12068 i .Aste. Case Zorn0

iustin, texas 78711
(512)463-0127 

......

- s.-.-v s~c tosatJune I0, 1900

The Honorable Prank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defense

July 18, 1908 United States Department of Defense
The Pentagon

Washington. D.C. 20301-1155

Dear Mr. Serretary,
The Honorable Prank C. Carlucci

Secretnry of Defenne Dynes hir Force Ease, headquarters of the 12th Air Division.
Teparrmenf of Defen e Strategic Air Cosend, and located 6 miles wst-southwest of
The Pentagon Rbilene, Ten. is being considered at a mite for the Peacemaker
Sfashingtnn, D.C. 20301-1135 Rail Gerrison.

Deer Mr. Secretary: Texas proudly haa been one of the leading etste. in military
Ictivities since 1045. and became the birthplace of military

It is with confIdence het offer our s ppert far tha sviation when Lieutenant Benjamin D. Foulcie flw an army
deplayRent of the Peafekseper Rail Gerrisnn er Des Air airplane at Fort Sam Houston on March 2, 1915.
Forre Sase, Tes.

Citizen. throughout Texas have embraced the strong military
The- penple of Abilene and 4el Air Force biee lAP) hove presence in our state, and reciprocation by military personnel is

been and will elwaye be to-mitted to preeerving our peace. evidenced by the largs number who make Te.as their permanent hom

Thi coittent coupied with the aimles copehilitlee of after they retire.
the Peecekeeper .ll Garrison are cure to produce a weapon

system Of superier geality.SyTh. 
Afi 

p r o q a i y 
bilene , an agribusiness city O fi 09 000 p ep 

le iand strate ically

located on prairie land in central Texas with three nearby lakes
Tha greet state of Tomo and Dyess AFB would be proud to be end a stats perk, has played n important part in t'nasetes
Called hem by the Peackeeper Rail Garrison. silitary heritag. The city ha two enlnereitico, one foor-ear

college and a junior college branch. Anoual rscreational
Sincerely activities includa the Texas Cowboy Reunion and the West Texas

Sitilen of Abilene have been nthuietic in their support for
Hector Uribe Dyes raB, and they ould welcome the honor of being home to a

Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. I feel, therefore, that Dyee bIB
IU/dfl 5 would be an excellent choice as a site for the Peaceheeper Rall

Garrison.

cc: Rep. Bob Hoter
Sen. Grant Jones Sipcer

CBopbnh
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T1The oonorabl Frank C. Carlucci
JStS Ii.1988Sec retary of Defense,

Departmen t o Defense
The Pentagoo
Washington, D.C. 20301-1155

The Honorable Frank C. CarlouDacccetriCruoi
Secretary, of Defense Do ertr alci

De Prentgof ees As a seeker of the Texas Souse of Repreaentatives I
T.h PentaonD .231lS naturally aupport any Measure then will benefit the

state. economically or othervise.

Dear Mr. Secretary: SOver, the placement of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison

Thi:s letter is written in support of making Dyess Air Force 1 at Dyefs Air more Base in Ablene, Tenas wuld benefit
Bane the site for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. m1re than just the citisens of Teeas. It would benefit

all Aerican citizens. I have been informed that of the
Dy .;,Air Force Base's original acres were donated to the ten bases being considered, the total cost for the entire
Air res by the community and it continues to receive project is lowest at Dyess AFB. only 1.7 miles of

strong support from Abilene and the surrounding area. For additional railroad is needed and the Texas climate allows
ver 30 years Dyes, Air Force Ease had bee a parc of the for continual access without worry of snowstorms in the

Strategic Air Command and has served as home for the 5-47, winter time.
B-52. and the B-1 Bombers. I an well as the people of
Abilene and West Tenas strongly support the location of the Due to the strong comunity support in Abilene for the
Peacekeeper BalI Garrison at Dyesa Air Force Base. project and the above reasons, I gladly add my name to

the list of those supporting the peacekeeper Rail
We will greatly appreciate youn support as well. Garrison's installation at Dyes Air Force Base.

Dick Burnett

DB/jc
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bat of teus TEXAS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIcvS

GeALDS GGHTjg IeP Q .ON D (Cib) LE"

Jna ea. 1988
June 7, 1988

The Honorable Frank C. Crluci
Sacrteary of Dfsna-

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci psrteet of Defense
Secretary of Defens The Penajon
Department of Defense iauhingtoo. S. C. 20301-1155
The Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301-115I Sear Sen.tuy Carluccl:

Deer Hr. Secretary, I ant to add "y a to oihsrs rho ha voeicsd their suppnrt of Dyes.
Alr Force Bse Is Abiles, Tess as the ite for the Peacekeepe Rail

This letter is written in spport of Dyess Air Forte Base as Grniaon. It 1, 5y dersendisa that t, bllen It. I. the III, Air
the aste for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison which will r " In Texas to make thshort list.
coabine the existing Pesacekeeper Misslei with U. S. rel-
roads in our strategic weapons system. I'm confident that you ill be pressed th the loal and tat*' iaor, dninH .'nyr pbil hsaringlo Abile. The People of Wast Tnase
It is my underetanding that Dyes* A.F.5. located in West Ilook forwerd no con I-InB to serc their o ntry's national defense
Texas has served as a SAC base for over 30 years with strong sysnen.
c1miunity support. The people of Abilene and Wat Teeas are
supportive of this strategic defense progrm and eould Sincer
welcome Dye. A.F.a. being chosen as the site.

Tour stong consideration of Dyese A.P.B. a. the site would
be sest appreciated. GDL/J r4(ib) Lewis
Hi rely.
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ERWIN W BART'

bate of Texas a,
touae o RiepresentatibeS T

As,,n tlout-Lse oF QeprescnabivCS
eAsnss isjo~lll ' ,,is ',t,+ .+ --n s ,eae 5oie tom+,,s l+ +l,+

June 1, 1988

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci

Secretary of Defense
Departent of Defense
The Pentagon

Washington, DC 20301-1155

The Honorable Prank C. Carlucci
Dear Secretary Carlucci: Secretary of Defense

Dparnent of Dfence
As a eber of the Texas Legislature and a former member of the The Pentagon
U D. mil itary, I ae .riting to express my support of Dyess Air Washingnon, DC 20j01-1155
Force Base as the site for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

Dear no. Secretary.
If you bring that defense critical new addition to our strategic
weapons system to Tex, I ran proxuax you perhaps the important s n of the r- sizes uoderconaoareio I
thing of all. You i haye the foil and total supprt of the ecooraga te seletion or oyeee sir Forc nace in alilen,

patriotic and informed citizens of Abilene and the surrounding 
T
sxa a the home bae of the Peanekeper Rail Gacrison.

area. Texas will welcome the new military units as it has always
done -- with open arms and generoos support. Nowhere in America The entire uity of A"ileo is rry svrportice of nhis
will you find the receptive, pro-military environment you find in project ed have a long history of inlsdt wit Dyee
Texas. This is espectally true of Abilene where the base and city 1 Air Force Base. All of x in Tes recngnio toe Import-
have existed in harmony for decades. We are very proud of our ance of being cameitted to oa nation' defense efforts.
military bases and try to shox that fact anytime and anyway we
can. Your favorable consideration of Dyess Air Force asa as

tnae for toe Peace- sper nail Garrison wuld be greatly
know other states in contenton for the Peacekeeper Sail apcreaed.

Garrison also have good points. But they are not Tenas and at the
risk of soonding s bit proud, I think that just about says it Sincerey
all. 6<

Thank you for your time and consderation.

Resectfully.

EWB j.

Ala D olceaft

State hepresentat

DOCUMENT 177 DOCUMENT 178

Texrs 'f( tt,'
House of Repeserifatives *fr,.lte t of Texxv

P Box 291 na-a n .. v.

Austirt.Texuf 7N769 o . r.ne

oit+u,, ,+ , '. .aJc June 16, 1988;4 ....... ..** -

June 27, 1988 The Honorable Frank Carlucci

Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense

The Honrable Frank C. Carluci The Penta .C.gon
Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense near Mr. Secretary:
The Pentagon
ashington, .C. 20301-1155 I would like to take this opportunity to express my

support for Dyexe Air Force ase as the site for the
Dear Mr. Secretaryi Peacekeeper Cail Garrison.

1 nio .e. clleagueA in the Texas Hose of Oepre- Texans hare a long .hi.ty of supporting deterrence a
sensatioes and Texs Senate along with other busi- the beat defense fo insuring peace. The Abilene, Texas area
nesa, governmental and civic leaders in supporting proudly raised funds to porchae and donate nn the Air force

4 Dyss Air Forre ease 4e sh sit for the
DyPess Areepr oCeall Gaiso Th.ise fo dcomine the 1 3,500 of the original 5,000 acres nsmprising Dyes Air Force
eisting eaekeepe r hiissil sis old combine the Base. For over 30 years Dyess AFB ha seirved as a SAC base
eitingPe isi hwhile en]oying a close relationship nith the surrounding
roads in our strategic weapons system. community. The citizens of Abilene and West Texas are proud

't i" my sinere hope that you will give every of their ties to our nation's nuclear defense.
Itosideysionr hnp thans yns will gne notersit
cne.sider.as no Dyese. Air Force Base as the site I don't think you will find a more hospitable area
for the Peacebeeper Bail Garrisn. anywhere in our nation than Abilene for the Peacekeeper Rail

Garrieon and, once again, I heartily recommend Dyess AFB to

yo as the site for this integral national defense program.

Sincerely, co t.

Weldon Betts BMc/bh
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t4r Owe ofTV*f

n~coa , Sen*rateof ile tatea of TrXX*

a ,h- JuV* C ~dithi Zeffiniei

I. TheHoorable Frank C. Carlucci
Setft 23115 ecretary of Defense

Depparteet of ofeDefnns

The Pentagon

Irespetful~ly ees~t youro inclsion Of my he to the qemeing Washington, D.C. 20301-1155
list ef tIei who supot the seletiat of Dt

1
eas ie FtomBass and

-xlno es;a;test o h eckee alGcici Dear M~r. Secretary:

lIn keeping with it.e tradition of contributihg to the free world's Please accept this letter asan iniaio Ifm
dfenee Abilne pjses eelent hos fee the Peaek~eee. foll support far locating the Pc:maker Rail Gar ri..n

M I te on -ty suport nf th miltay bsase, beinning at Dyess Air Fnrce Base in Abilene. Textas.
with th. Original donation of S,0RR scem; to Rhe instailatidet West

Twoare eallying toeth.er crss again lit thir attaypt to bgtheOSI AhIlehalcg tiiedardtonoror-

Ieiqe 
tolRafstt 

1 in to he free wlds efene hr.-h is tll

Folloinga R.mthebeak Of Rhe Moesat War. Dyess Aie fores Base weas sapport nf Dys Air Fore ase. The communi ty aad
aecetivated an a Stategic Aie Cmmand nstli. Operting awo SAC ollof West Tetas has actively promoted aclcse an d
aaee, sieahseeda I nh I -7 i ... I -20tron g rel lotionshipi with the air base and its cersoonel

dma oinas; to peemia a neten fece loth nI st of alt Citizens of the Lane Star Sthate are proud of the
ihster ef ess .aing inmt Wines a. t th psirepweion and many defenne instal lations located here. Re wculd
caablty ia DI fes Afi torc Bad a opent. ofs o ains de talclt wecm h ponnt oh oto o ths sitlcrategic

wra paepsred to esmiat the PwekaqW Rail Garrn. rga t s o orftrhecnieain

11- histoey boasts thet lToxrs are proud of marc free Werld. We Very .a.> yours,

of far cas etaft ast a osis, fon the Peakeee Rail Garrison tO neinfoece
orm mitet to RI. teest weld' adfense. LAo , .

Judith Zalfir-Ii

JZ/dr

State Imtor

CE.kjh.paq.l

aaaeanriaa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Vm..oee, -18a a, A .i.ie.,nneep* .ln .b.... V-a.. Za11 1k ,'i ii

DOCUMENT 181 DOCUMENT 182

lCt *a ofTea
.Asgstinstt

Se rt r oCf Defense; 
or O~ E~ ~.

Th.l S. 1955

Pece of our netin and it's secrit is imotn to th
peopleen of sfnes. Airlie Force Baseg is.onejofithe

Peic of oin oio n the cos idseity ior imtant tn thee rc ' t~r~ .~7

1 supaois this eotry saic eeeeidee d lrth cPato ie n .f~
Ab i orie. -. , ~46-.e~re '~d.

Joh lin. Leeoo

c? ilonerabie Grant JonweJg.~ ~e''"i~,~'n. ' de'.>y,.V... 7
State Senatnr Distriet 24-C"c:'
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RAILROAD COM.MISia OF TEXA

-~mana' a~emus.may 31. 1988

July 20, 1980

The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci
Secretary of Defense
Denranrten of Defenrse
The Peteg"1.90a~C aroc
Waarangfon. D.C. 20301-1155 seHretabl oFrn Ce . Carucc

Deprearyn of De-.,
Dow Secrelay Carlucci: Tep-e ofDfes

The purpose of this letter is to support the application of ttyess Air Force Bas Wahington, D.C. 20301-1155
as a possible Mae Ior the Peacekreeper Rail Garrion. Throughout the years. Dear Mr. oeccetarye
1 Opens Ar Force Bass half done a line, job for the United States of America and

tepeople of Abilene hNw* been strongly supportive of each and every program As Chairean of the Teas~ Railroad Coaission I want to
wich fres been conrducted by the Air Force. express my strong support of Dyeas APB, Taeaa a. h-o for

the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Systole.
I would eppreciate your consideration and Support on behalf of Dyess Air Force
Bane in tocating the Peacekeeper Rail Garrson at Dyess. Thank you very Abilen hac a long history of supporting the military,
much for your conskdertion and suppon. irorod ing tactical aod mtrategic unite and vilacilo

installations . Because of the etrategic and ennrooestai
Verytrul Yous. onotributions of the area, I hope you'll select Abilene and
Varytrul yous 1 Dye-. US, Texas for the Peacekeeper Bail Garrison, Oyetis.

Li I qreo up in the San Angelo area not far f roe Abilene
Weat Teno Also, that country is extrewely well usited
for locatio fh eckelper Rtall Garrison Systax. or
rilrod netutrk to Vat Tenasi in good condition and is

Jim Llttox accesaible for Bowng or static deployment.

Attrne Geerl o TeasThe peopie of thei Abilene area support this wita pat
of our national defenc .... nd j oin in their ehth.*ia!epcod
support of the, aiccion of Oyeea with the Peacokeeper.

I f there is anything my office can do piease call. IWe
will he happy to assist you and your effort.

JIM/ri

DOCUMENT 185 DOCUMENT 185
TirE INTERNATONaAL ASSOItATM ~ __

LIONS CLUBS

cacaJuly 25.n 1988

Our city has many fine Boy Scout troops. It was In one of these
trooys that my Son and I attained the rank of Eagle Scoot. The

Colonel Michael McShane, worldwide BOY Scout Motto Of "BE PREPARED" was Indelibly Ingrained
Staff Judge Advocate, Iy our lives.
Llnited States Afir FOrcea
united States of giririca So It Is with this Insight, that I encourage your conlsideration

to bring to frition Dyess Air Force Base as one of the sites for
Dear olonl Mcane;t he Peacekeeper Mail Garrison.

Thank you for the Opyortunity to speak to you In supyort of the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. These words are Spoken humrbly, yet they S ryl yours.
cows froym deey Inside my heart and mind. I volunteered to represent ;etfl,
the thoughts and Ideas of my service club, the Abilene Cactus Lions -' c'9'
Club. We are one club of some 38.000 clubs In over 160 countries 1I 4,!1iE. 'Bill" King 4'
throughout the free world. Our motto Is 'WE SERVE'. L.l.O.N,S stands L
for Liberty. Intelligence, Qur ftations 5afety.

This area Is surrounded by old forts that were built and maintained
by the military to Drotect and help the early settlers of the western
Dart of this mation. We are extremerly Drood of this early heritage
and have gurm and will go to extreme mfeasur~es to yreserve this tradit-
Ion.

It Was my good fortune to huve been born and raised here In Abilene
Dbi Christain Parents who took an active Interest In a great church.
We are blessed with many faiths and numerous denomrinations here.
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Col. Icliiane and other representative's of the United States

Air Farce, welcome to Alene.

;Ip name Be Samosel B. liatta, I corrently serve as

justice of the Peace for Taylor County, Pet 1. P1 2,

June 1. 12me and as the only hispanic elected official in the Big

Country, it is with great hooor thiat I address yeu on

The Honorable Pre- C, Carlucei the issue before no.

Depertset of Defense Geotl n,
The Pentagon,
Washington. D.C. 20301-1135 .. nA",,. i i nLo on th. roo.

Ever Secretary Carlucci: .1 G., cc>, nid

I support locating the proposed Pecaesper Well Garrison at Dyes. Air v icent Thoern exist tnose in the world, who are
Frce ass in Abilna., Teeas. Should Congress adopt this setsod of
deployn -okeep.r esesllas I believe then loeating the gerrison at dtrie ocin- htfc ycntnl

Dyse a. sald enhance the effectivenese of our, nation-s strategic wisponsdtecldtocaethtftbyonaty
systet. threatesing American and World Peace alike; and

Abuses * a Dysee Air Forsa Bas bee.ervd the -"t-o veil as a SAC base
for ovr3 sr.This basesa contribution to our national seouril is SAieroan. lie a0 Americans arec s.argod with defending
due In no sa part to the support of the cooesanity which welomead It
to Teas, te honor of or fornfatoers diho cave their

The people of Teas hae alvays advocated a strong national defenes as a ol,. so that we night enjo,! peace and freedom
deterrent to war. I urge you to rely on Abilene and Dyass AIs as a key
elassest In preservin 9peace. for agcs to corn, nd

Sincerely WhIereon liWe the citioens of Ahilene lovo our counctry

and all it atandn for, and

ihoreao Ahileso nd hyoss :%ave. what we consider, a

GE ~~4an A.',l. excelcont and nciqnc relationship in car joined

4J~~n~fl~kAAeffort t keep~e/ IZ1: :e peace of car beloved

5,s-mwhi-allXierica con bc proud of, no

Ge" P-a doterrent of oeny nggression.

-, asons

'Xa0c -wtny

DOCUMENT 18? DOCUMENT 188

WZe the People of Ailene gladly asd strongly support its

impleentation and of course, as always, we would welcomne

tar projeor Ioto our hone with open arms, for there is STATE OF TicAS

no greater honaor s ense of patriotiso than to be part ar OFFC or m GovERtNo

of the defense of "the land of the Free and the homeAUTNEXS"1

of the irave ." JLsetae~h uly II. 1iSA

1 If I night add, as a representtve of the people of

Aellene and Taylor Conty, Sentlceno you may search The Haeorable Frank C. tensed

"Pro t. he moeteic. tv the vallep. to tho ocean uhtte Secretarytof Defense

with fcni , t lioccerv will you find a morc supportive Th. Pentagon
Wshingtoe. D.C. 20310-1155 a

or patriotic People iliac Li citizoon- of Ahilce and the Dear Fraek:

Big Counitry. I had the pleasurs of raealsing a coyof the gaited ltatsAir Force 's Draft
Col.!Ic~ane.F.invironental Ipact I tt t (DEIll on the Peacekeeper Asi 1Garrison

to.Ithsthe late president John K' ennedy challenged as with Fr TIs prgapaisasferlabe dscremleain

the words: 'Asi not unat poor country can do for you, hut ash sc, For the So peacekeeper pis eis siIes, eic A & been asiherized by Congress.
Certainly, this athod if deplYARnt sill Allay any Coegressinal cese

what yon can do for poor oootrp. A' incl Sir, we have asked abasethe, s"sa rats of PeaceepAr mssils. as any en1ey s-al he faced

si4th teformidable task of sacceasfally attacking ae array o f rail- based
the latter of tha two questions and hiave heen given the ssile launthers tranelling across the natioe's rail netork.

opportunity to provide a hose, for the Peace-fewer Ra~l farrison. The DEIll lists Dyess Air Force Base in Abilene as a potential rail garrisoe
site. The DEIS1 eplains that a rail garrison cold be plIAced at Dyeso

and all I can say is "We stand ready and coeavltted to the witout any adverse Impacts to the community. uelike Sepy other sites whith

Pass narious eniroseta difficulties. The fail garrison iaostruction
task beforen. progras would direttly create seer NO0 local jobs. with totalp seq-tee

direc and Indirect pregrae-relaed efiaOewt Of 555 Jabs. Prject lWOywnl
Thank Tonll 1 ill t $20 sill imisto the localI etonewy during the coestrsctiant phase

and will Insl ino a irease of 110.4 milli"e in personal iCe In the
Abileise area seer the long-tense 3peration of the garrison facility.

ThiS type af economic Impact ealgd he a tremndous boost for this scat Tesas
city . I asemsitted to expasding the numer of federal facilities In car
s tate as they preside sabStantislI direct and IndIreatt ecOescic ben-fits.

I arge yca to consider the findings of the DfI1 on this program, whith
indicates that Abilene's Dyesa Air Force Base ol d he one of the bae

,nsail altos for a Rail garrison anit, I enthusiastically sapport the
lasckeeper Bail Garrison Preograft andfaa confident toot the Congress sill

apprectet the benefits of this significant addition to car overall Ational
defense,
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The Honorable Frank C. Carlucci ~- 9e
July 14. 1988 6W
page 2 p ,-y "r

The CitizePs of the State o? Texas are proud of the role We play in preservitq mo12
our hatlocal security and look f-rard to tis opportunity to eake additional

Governor

00: The honorable Lloyd Bentsen Cd~L

The honorable Philarle ilse~wn,,~o e'~~n

The Honorable Karoln Leath

The Honorable Ronald Coleen 1 ~6i5di~ '

The Honorable Soloewn P. Ortiz

the hOor. ble Albert Gi. Bultaan~te 7(~~oe j'u s (eoo ~ao
The Honorable To. Delay c/-i''~ 'l02l0J, ~ 4Z

The Honorable Mac Sweeey '-~

The Hororable Bob Hunter

The hnorable Dale E. Ferguson atqll In-aw 5 1J(LAu-

City of 801 leeef Ltn

DOCUMENT 189 DOCUMENT 189

5C,-- e8-,~ 9--a ?OH aA-&f(- T

a~---- ~-rc L~ cA.. Ad . *0 .

~~1UIR. PER 8)

E le P. Gu) le o~

1 71LE 1W ! A" 111Cj
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SWEEWATE2. TEXAS 79i5

/ I c o ., 8 8

dpi . 1980

oor ,p hhtrc .con ity, Of A ileos. and It C entra f ee fo

thisoe ct l hr fre .lyappreolted..

.lr! hii , I. I. I o

STA d iar'cpteooi n, la tc i ti -i- l its iiil p es. Ceacd i -leee
chi. projecdt ~ itt leut getly firt tci-.

here: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , itors .tetceu.c0..at tagt. it italpro

haeesacdrI 5 lIcec. ~ c Tei ilietetr1ld'!s ... he ri t itt.ready

SIIPPOET P~~t PEACEKEEPER dclpd Tho fa trs capsabilit g ,rridotco l-hle uickly. '

SWEETA~t TEXA 79Sioee; i th eiks i . .- critogle 0.eo ,ou d -rctar g rr. It o eearo

fores cd uraeic'sahl tyto spopthe fecsery eractat the A rIcat eop'le could he supportic e n flt 1..y

Th ctic s cadeiSUPRati dpocr o PEA EKEPE Esaie dfttpER it rail gfr-- o -k.. it a ri iona prre. akl s

iti:: "Ri ..nso"bst . esees thei coneUie Sae .. ,1d! . cp h lacte .froys ,hs'-,ihet orthe conty
to r= ,: 1d: !.P I' e t it tci.-el~~a C out 1eces 'eg h p t o1.E.e - of tye A t

.ceara a. hack to h ie ... rdao .tWe ceel, d toco d erha h..aoonye. t I h * f k heet
focest. end -at in s i ily to .eapl. that f torte e e rticela ha thy Aalil needl ~ltrsrsly

P h ation~e so ah raigaing c~~ake " ood sEE EPE tae i-ila, PECKEE . alg /I :Prga
e ,iiit ari eA to cirailyg . a y i . , o h. . ..

,aptiTti . a od he h fat ku i n . etro gtha ou d- pp-in phoP AC KE PRacreS , .

flet srbe has ..hi cu tods o dic y attc gis heo

car tsEitot a tsr yatatakurnth:ole Sae

10th'. proId. the"lfet. het t -pirdtrne. Thef 0 .1s
I. ehoatI act of s e toa opereno k. eB supr fud A fr
ocr strategi atfethato forces. i 'erc

oIChMsh potart a n. dwt he last tour1. Mdyitrakt.. ons

trteg y ar ear ly the trackt blot eUie tr,

IhCBhrea o the " nor .lea -nr t" rhertogre. " .n the a c-tyt

t - -. --frc.

of IC anorn-i b. T, hp '' ::.1"pti2-77a..
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ICBM'. Provide the -1o-a .oon ..raeegic d.an..r.e.. The coon

Io aboof 12 percent of the total operattona and support fundieg for
cotr straegic offensive forces.

S'AMATR. TEXS 7956

cum am of both Polltical parties and the tear four adarattions.

ale sos FACitUPER capabilitiee are necesaery no corny cuoo ,r motion'.

stateey for deterring the Sovetnto01..
SUPPORT POR PEACfiiifh

'SALLGARRSON'PiACKKIUPfl has the Accoraoy And rapid ranpooee seeded t0 hold hack

rho threan of Soviet nuclear forcaes. therefor, we haoe rho ability to

The ot asi naionl s-rty ojeciveIf he nitd Sate indiaropf. a vIrI nuclear attack to1, It. itioal ph...e, sad ft lasean

to preserve today'. peae And prvn 000 n-e' war. Deerec 0f dete the ats at'

nucleariAttack te based on ha qee~t end pr*pared-a.of onr atrategi
here; in wrrke; ires on achedue. on coat. and en ftafe. If Ioae pro-

foresa. aed eec moafs abiCthlify fo empioy ohsn Ift eceoar.

Tmtioarto I.en deliberatnog doployseon of PtACfZPf mistles
tall garriaon lsaeary practical, Affordable concepn. Motia of tha

in "
0

fll Garriaon" hoeing.

To eat oh., stage for nha rail Bartle-c we -le coneider thie coo-t-te I led ,ialTe,, -d-etrn

has And rail lie.. The mieaile is rth wrldos heat aed It fe alrnady
-apt irs A 'hack tc haeion" approach. We need to consider ehy no bea

developed. Thoan fecfore aska refl 1 trrioa availle qoickly.
IBe', And why it'e Important no heap that fora effective; why wenoed

Stra the lale-arryleg trains ewoild leane nhetr garrison baee
PtaCflltUfh; end why tell garrisn Ak,. 'good -asae atretegically.

.ili-ilyan daep...ecae1. c o rii crach. oely doting -rle-a there wel be eo

moteal fe.Ipact or pehlio itferfica .acapt in tiae of national

ICBMs prvid capbilties tha stengten .. srateic efeneeserreeory. V1th nba eonion eadertheaf of attach, rhara Ia every w
eod ceetelboro to Soviet denerreeca The fooitr bon oar ICBM's cep-

earaac ohat rho dericee people weuld he ooporotna
Abilifties. ad that hoeLnig. strengrh.-a oo defana.tne poanor.

P ratUht to tell garrieoa n ise vital enot proram. As e
ICBM', at. based within co border.. boy atrack againsf cbsn 00

... a the coacept objectinely. from o "whates benr for rho counetry"
our nerritory is clearly Am Attack uon rhe United Sta,.

DOCUMENT 190 DOCUMENT 191

Popeonlon ve It Molon County To-.. ailghbora to war of Ilyen. 010.

support rha PEhCfttPn Ratil Garrion Syatem.

The Noecrable Frank Carlacci

Tery fftoaclrorory of Dofenie
Oolae..ot~Jiae lpjaret of Diefene

The PentegeeTS:o Wdesh.Inn.IC. 20301-1115

hoer fir. Secretory:

Tihe City If Otundec' . Texas enthasioniels aprncn
efforts If cur neighlbor. the Ctof Ablen and its Chamber of
Ceinerce in their endeaors to be infected Aon t of Aneericon.
n Itee for the Peacebrnpor ia-i Garri son auntile. Ce are acorn of1 the Jetra"gc ponitien lyen. Air Foroe Sate ploys in the defense
of e"r nation and elcoe the Peacekeeper fool Garri Son at a
additional are to lthe peal b eeping Mnio to which West Tocans
id o al ready comitted .

Ycur ponitive consideration of Abilene and West Centrel Teoon for
tis project owill he greatly oppreciated.

Sincerely.

Mlter it. Hertel, City Adm.

-Boo 39, Monday. Texg. 76371

In rnqoler aeelon of the Monday City CoonCl on April
12th. 196 gr0 ove eovd the above, reslutioc be,,pneed.
hAtdrade aeonded the motton. Doting for ware brv, Indeed..
T idvell, Tooher aod Abue. floes. Man*. Cariad.
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The Honorable Frank Carlucti
Secretary of Defense
Deprtent of Defense
The Pentagon

The Honorable Frant Carlucst Washington, D.C. 20301-111
Secretary of oeonae
Dearteet of Defense Dear Mr. Secretary:The* Pentgon
Tishigtn, D.C. 20301- S lie City of A , Texas enthusiastlcally supports the

efforts Of our neighbor, the City of Abilene. and its Chamber of

Dear Mr. Secretary: Caurce in their endeavors to be selected as one of Aserca's
sites for the Peacekeeper Rail rrison olsuile. We are adar of

The Co.nty of e. te / Texas enthusiastically supports the 1 the strategic position Dyess Air Fore Case plays in the defense

efforts of our neighbor, tee City of Obilene. and its Chamber of of our tio and welcome the Peacekeeper Rti Garrison as an

Cmmrce in their endeavors to be selected as on of ameica' s additional am to the peace keepino mission to which West Texons

sites for the Psacekeewr 011 Garrison missile, am ere aw of have already committed.

the strategic positfon oyess Air Force Pae plays in the sefensre
of oor natlon and seIcome the Peacekepor Ra1l Garrison aS an Your positise consideration of AbIlene and West Central Texas for

additional a- to the peace keItng mission to shich West Tean this project 011 be greatly appreciated.

hase already coitted. Sincerely.

leer positive consideration of Abilene and West Central Texas Per
ths project sill he greatly appreciated.

DOCUMENT 194 DOCUMENT 195

MACK KNIFFEN

dyril 4. 1980

The Honorable Frank 
Cerlucci

Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301-1115

Deer Mr. Secretary:
The Honorable Frank Carlucci

St . City of hhs .
t
onrluisial sp r the Secreay of Defense

efforts of our neghbor, the City of Abln, Its Chamber of Department of Defense

Coamerce In their endeasors to be selected as one of Aerica's The Pentagon

sites for the Peacekeeper Roil Garrison missile. We are scare of -ahington. D.C. 201-t115
the st ra te ic position Oyess Air Force 

Base plays in the defense

of our notion and welcome the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison as an Dear Mr. Secretary:
additional arm to the peace keeping 

mission to ohich knst Texans

have already committed. The County of Callahan. Texas certainly supports the efforts of
our neighbor, the City of Abilene. and its Chamber of Commerce

Your positive consideration of Abilene and dest Central Texas for to be selected as one of paericas sites for the Peacekenper Rail

this project %,Ill be greatly appreciated. Garrison Missie, ne ao A re of the dtrategic position lynss

Air Force Base plays in the defense of our natIon and weltoe the

Sincerely. Peacekeeper Rail Garrison as mn additional am to the peace keeping
mission to s oite West Tegans have already committed.

I Your positive consIderation of Abilene and Hest Central Texas for

MAYOR- this project will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely.

Mack Kiffen

NK:an
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cesas i'a-sn

ED WOLSCH
RUNNELS COUNTY., .

MICHAEL.S MURCWSON it 3IDAME JONES
cPenn,, 0 aloes-,12 vson

PHONE 915-363-2633
SALLINGER. TEXAS 76821 The Honorable Prank Carlucci

April 4, 1188 Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense
The Peotaqon
ah'nqton. O.C. 2030i-1ll5

Th anarable Prank Carluon
Scretary of Defenise
Depr tment of Defense Dear fir. Secretary;
The Peo tagas

WasingonD.C 2001-115The County Of Stonewoall, Texas enthusiasnica ily

Sear er. Secrenary* supoorts the efforts of our neighhor. tho City Of Ahilene.

Th~ocuny O RunelS Teas nthsiaticaly upprtstheand its Chaeber of Commerce in their endeavors no be

e ffarts af oar neighbor, the C ity af Abilese, end its Chain- selected es one Of America' ietes for the Peanekeeper
ber of Cammerce in their endeaors to be seleeted as one of 1 Rail Darrison missilIe. ae one aware of the stranegic
Americas ite for the Peencekeeper 8.11 GDreri ao eisle
We ar Car f thes strategic position Syess Air Farce plays position Dye.. Air Porce Rose plays in the defense of
in the defense of oar nation and welcome the Peanekeeper our nation and welcome the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison as
Rail Garrison &:ana additionai are to the peane keeping mis-
sio n to bio bles Wt Teases bane already comeeitted. an additional em to the peace keepinmission to ehich

Toar pas n conideratian of Abilene and Wstee Central Tea- Ws p,, aearaycmitd

so fo ii~c ib this poject nI bgreatly appreciated. Your poiie cosdra Ano kilene, and West

Sincerely, Central Tenosfor tin p roject ail he oreotlo appreciated.

Ilieheel B. Murchisnn Sincerely-
Coanty Judge 1.
Cancels1 Coaunty, Texas1'

eMhl:nJ Ed kicinch

en: West Central Texas Couifty Judge
Council of Government. Stoneall County. Toes

Bos 3 195Abilene, Te. 79604

DOCUMENT 198 DOCUMENT 199

Tem sbS Ham ;1a' .lasso.Wm

Flmmma GM mm we.(gciuljv of knx
Ve& -ugmm CMH .caws
Th-ws lSses PUO Waft D OFFICE oP COUNTY JUDGE

OF DeenseApfil 1. 1988

The Pentagon

Washington, D.C. 20301-1115

DerMr ecrnetary:
The Honrarble Frark CA lucc.
Deparenit ofDfneornihothe City of Ahilene, end its Chaeber of Camenrce in

Ti'sr endeavor Wob lce soe ore Aerecaof theeeaesoegtc

Was~qtw D.. 2051-llSposition Speen Air Force Baee plays in the defense, ofi or nation

and eeloee the Feacekeeper Rail Garrison as an aditional are tn

Der Me. Secretary; the peace keeping eleson no which Wean Texans bave already roaited.

Th. ityof Awon Teas ethuiasicaly appqrts he f f,. o oTeaor positive consideration of Abilene and Went Central Texas for
The ityat rara. Tsaswnfeaiaticily wlaenanit ffots f ~this prnject aill b e grestly appreciated.

neihbr, he City af Ablene, and its Chabr of Ccaurcc in their
c,"-5le n t b-ecn -0 ea of Ojarican3 sits iar ti, Panteklicqa lr
Rail Garrieon nanile. W~e sasrew of thes strategic puaatat Dys
Ai r Porm N Ihit ipsy ie nt i.fco, af ai cater and urhs the
Peoskeeper Rail Carries M 00 additional amtso thes peate keqirq
-m--a tosh West Taexns Nive airnady comeattal. Savid N. Perdue

Your posiie iaaiaeratuei of Abilene anid West Centrsl Teeas far tis5 DRP/jr
prn~et call be gratlny sppred.

Siincerely,
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Wah Milan. D.C i20ui1-1115

Ber.Secretary : o23Def.se

The Conty of J .oes Texas enthusiastically supports the !D c ar
efforts of our neighbor, the City of Abilene. and its Chamber of
Comerce In their eedoaoos to he selected as oeof Oaverice' $1 CT , V Ranges ILI" ,ist~i Isupo
sits$ for the Poacekeeper Rail Garr ison missile We are an"" of ci iL At C 4 .a, tsC.

treategiC positionea Air Force Ra I , Ie the defense -,c nIcrnvvr o'e selected Li os, f nerr

additionl arm to the peace keeping nission to which Wnst Texanes ,r F-- ,c cca,, 1. tic _f'.-.
esCaready comittedd, i ai n d-t1 a r PackLpe, iail C, rtr5

i;dJ am tohSL h ;,5.1Pms'

Your posi tive consideration of Abilene end West Central Texas for at a, aotd
this Project sill he greatly apprec iated.

Sincerely, t~jils ,C Iii i aTt)ci aprecated.

Couty Judge tay Thorn ~J.{/
lones County Mayor Ctty)of Raosger. T..As

DOCUMENT 202 DOCUMENT 203

-courin' or COMANgCHE . ...
ITY csnss

00, -~ es76442

APRIL 1, 1968

Th eHonorable Frak Carlcci
Beortary of Defesse
Oersaet of Defense
The. Penstagon
iWsissieqtess D.C. 20301-IIlS The Honorable Frank Corluc

Bear Ne. aeoretary! Secretory ofB: Deese
Bepartiseot of Defense

The County of Comache, Texase tiu sialy supports the efforts The Postago.
of cor_ teibr thiCt of Ahiee uO tsChaeber of Commerce washinigton D.C. ?3iltin their endeovora to be selected us one of Oieoaa sites for the Da r ~ceay
Pea'-oeoyeer Os~i Gurrison missile. W~e ore swore of the strategicherr.ectry

poind a yiss Air P or- 1ese piay o thdfns of 0 rm utto The.City of Coed.l Texas enthusiastically supports the
an- nof he pecek eping epr Pawich Warrso Teas hen addlreiade t efforts of osr nighbOr, ~the ity of Ableo.: and i1ts Chaiiber of
coth e do.eogesint hibCs eushc lOd Commserte In their end s to be slcte asoe Of Anrlta's

- sites for the Peacekeeper sail Garrison sissile. We are sor of
Your positiv00 coos idenation of hhiiet and Woot Central Texas for the strategic position Dyess hir Force Ruse plays in the defen se
this pro)ecn 0000k he 9 r ati apprec iteda :f our outien sod welcose the Peacekeepor Rail Garrison as an

additoal ans to thepests keeping nission to which West Texans
in - ely I aearead fosited

Your Positive consideration of AbileIe and West Central Teoas for
this project sill be greatly aporeted.

"Cye Au oin 

erely. ,

114 W. Cenral
Cawcw. fexas Prw
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CiT-i OF ASPERMONTr

SHACKELFORD COUNTY

Office of the County Judge
MVFV STH

P 0 Boo 1614

Apil 5, 19a Atia". Texas 76430

April 5. 1988

Ibs hab Frank Carlucnci ts, Honorable roMn Cali
Secretary of Setssi Secretary of 9sf.,..e
lbsart of Defenses Department of Dsfaens

The FM.9-The Pentagon
Wa shgtn, D.C 230-115 Qu aton. D.C. 20301-1115

Dear Kr. Secretaryv

Deepr Mr. ~Sactaryt the le Coutty Of tacklford, Taxe; ntusiasticallyss t
ST City of Asaset. T--n anittaitioaly support hi efforts Of sur r.4hor. the City of Aions. a" it. Chier
efforts of onsig"" ,fstr the City of Abie, and its Chaber of of Coro in their Oneavetr to he selected As ans of America's
Caearos in their eadavors to he selscted - oa of Psnaricasa 1 ie ft r the Peacseepr Rail Garrison mim.ila. We are, ser.
sit"e for the Pecekeper Rail arise eutsells. We ans awar of oftesrtegic position Dyes.R Air Force ense playSs i h defnes1 this streica Position Dyes Ar Fore ease plays ts the defns f 0s, rical nd wlne cte P-espier Rail Gaiso as An
of o nation and walcove the Nnmohessi Rail Garrio as- diinlab t h pe""liaepinga istision to hich West Texarn
additional does to the pases keapig astis-on hc hi Weat Tess.m hae- already ooetitted.

have lreay coemited. our positive conaideration of Abilere sand wast Central Taes
Your Positive consideration of Pisiluin and est Cancerl TNo for for this pro~ect will be greatly apprecad.
tins protlect Will he greatly apprceciated. Siorrey.

Sinosely6WjwYrt

7j6~A-.slarims iti
Countty Judtge

Thn City of Aaeennstn ShackatIford Countty
My-,. P.C. Car viS/fst

DOCUMENT 208 DOCUMENT 207

S 42Secreta ry Of Defes
lep rtoeot of Defense

ttitssi~51. i Apeit 1988 soeiasWashtegtos. D.C. 20301-1115

bear Ar. Secretary:

efforts .c our no'gIftr, th Il e. et,lc ad 5i Ciiavber of
ah:,:*"*bIf Cras.C-i-oes Coonerce in their endeavors to be sceled at One of loerita's

tocreary* ofs ites for tce Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Oltile. As are acor of
i-e t o fse theo strateit positivn Dyess Air Force Bate plays it the detess

DeTh o o .. I.pedf.f setr oho~ aid wcre tee Peacehcep fai isGarison as an
Wh asinosDC 03111 O.dltlil are to Ithe Peace Leepitil cisilot to which Rest Texats

Dens Me. Oscrtay: Yor positive consideration of dbilee and Aest Central Teas for

11:1** ".t pO th effrtsof ur ighor.this project iti11 be greatly appreciated.
.t; I* CAy 'ies.. Csisate 

11  
aptt hetrt tcr e ir

te Cit of iie, sa ad is Chshs of Coesre is thsaedaor .... Sincerely.
As slectad s its of Aecirs', site. toe she Pesseikeeper Rail Gaerisos

Vaes fa ofr the Dtaai postic cary.ss Ol orssaeptt i he

adiiva see t he peays kespiog ei..io. so ahiich Ve ast .ts .. ha-c lreadyCaaooateiadr

tosrs a poi an ve idntos of Aileneo and ..s, Co-1-1 T.. tee tvhia
project siltlssat ysp aoi d.

tincrealy yoor..

etLitS TUTTLE

bee: Be. Brea Bsrie
BSsviiis Deic
Vest Ctsl isas Cossil of totir"se t
F. 0. 3los 'te
Abilee, Teas 79604
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DOCUMENT 20M1 DOCUMENT 209

The Honorable Frank Cariucci The Honorable Frank Corluctl
Secraear of Defense Sectary of Defense
Departnt of Defense Department of Defense
The Pee tage The Pentagon
Wiashington. D.C. 20301-111h Wiashington, D.C. 20301-111h

Dear Mr. Secretoiry: Dear Br. Secretary:

The City ofj4 cAla.ol. . Tevas enthusiastically soeports the The City of ,OI~. Teoas enthuialstically supports theIefforcs of oar ne ighbor, the Cit oAbilene . and ito Chatter of efforts of our neighbor. the City of Ib#oc n Its Checker of
C C mare in their endeavors to be slce asoef erasC rein that edavr to be slcte fas One ofAmerca's
4 Istsfor the Peacekeeper ltall Garrison aissile. Ho are acare of sItes for the Peackeeper Boil Garrison missile. Ho are aware of
t She strategIc position Dress Air Force Base plays In the defense I the stra tegIc position Dyess dir Force Base plays In the defense

Iof ear nation and "Ilcome the Peacekeeper Rail Garrilson as anof ou cation and welcome ltve Peacekeeper Rall Garrid s an
aditional am to the peace keeping emssion to olh, a est Tevac.s additional Are to the peace keeping ninssion to which Host'Tmoans
have al ready coaseltted. have alIready committed.

Door positive consideration of Abilene and Host Central Teoos for Your positive cosideration of Abilene and dent Central Texas for
thi s Project will bn greatly appreciated. thin project 0H1 be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely. Sincerely., 6~~~v voO~.o

DOCUMENT 210 DOCUMENT 211

ao 110 Coco Toa. 70437 16171. 421- April 6. 190

Inc Hoorable Froo Corucl
b Secretory of Defense

Deportmet of Defence
entagon

aasiloton. D.C. 20301-111S

April 6. loge Dlevr Mr. Secrtary:

Tre City or Coleman, Texasoenthusistically supports the efforto
tha Honorable Frank Carload o or nelghloor. the City of Abilene, ya Lto Chamber of Cmeon

Oaenero neemIn the, endcr t..:..or be eleod ao one of oerlo 31e for
Depsimai viDelme. th feeke.pr All GarIson minsile. Hoeore aware ofthe trotegit

Teo tme A nlin p ir Forte Deply Inthe defenne of no nt Ion
Waah~igon, D.C. 20301-111S aod'!onlome the femoeeeper eall Garrion on, an additional ore to

the peace 0000100 nmisslon to Khith Went Tevaao haoe already comitted.
Dae Be. Beeetaev

your positive conesideration of Abilene and Weon Central Teoas for
I~atim of eem laa. othaiaii tot apo t e ibmaiota of son this project sill greatlfyI o pprOlted.I ~ ~ ~ t naihhels oilP rh Cc no- blo an l hsn ofO ceiv

thaie ovdeanvo v he aed a of A meria eit- fvi tha fvvcakacpo SIncerely,
Rail Gaveav i val Wa e yea anvee vi 'tha natgepeltingav l

BaitGeeleosaa n avvatwi adlsooiaito oh. pae kegaping ajsajon
in wich the eilivoa of Ciaco. Ahi ..ena ad Ho.t lev .... a..e.ndy romotttad.Ry orl

City Manager
la paij m oide-rion of Abitiom and Wasi Conrl Teasefe this

pe-'ee I hobeal n. appe-tiald. BIH~rh

(7 LUtgj

V04M A MOM PAST (01116" A MOMleaa Pulpa
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Aprl 6. 198

The Hlonorable Frank Carlucci
Secretary ofFDefehse' April 5, 1988
DODartment of Defens
The Pen tagon
asnthon , D.C. 20301-1115

DearMr. ecreary:The Honorable Frank Carlucci
DearMr. ecreary:Secretary of Defense

DOpartet of Defene
o The City of Coleman. Texas enltN31satitallY supports the efforts The Pentago

oouneighbor, the City or Abilene, nd Its Cheapbr of Commeerce Washington, D.C. 20301-1115*in their endeavors to be selected ad one or America-. Sits. for
she Peacekeeper Rail Garrison missile. We are aware or the strategica
POs Ition DYes. Air Force Base plays in the defense or our nato Dear Mrn. Secretary:Iand oniCosi the Peacaeeeer Rail Giarrison as an additional est

th ekeeping iinta hc a e- hove already commsitted. The City of Ballioger, Teas. enthusiastically Supporta the

tOvr Poitive COnsidertiOn Of Aiilee and Went Central Texs o r :fforts of our neighhor, the City of Abisee, and its Chasber
this Is of Corners.e is their eneavors to ba selected as ne oftheproject cill te greatly apreciated Aaenica's sites for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrion missile.
Sincerly, . are awatre of the strategic position Dysa Air Force ESO
Siyrlpiays in the def.... of oar natio a nd waecI=* the Paaceheepen

Rail Garrison as an additionai am to the peace heaping mission
to which West Texans have already cornit-ted.

~o rs~Your positive considerati on of Abilene and West Central Texs
for this project will he greatly a ppreciated.

JIIS:rh

Mayor

DOCUMENT 214 DOCUMENT 215

C(ity of THE CITY OF SNYDER, TEXAS
SBrownwood (

April 1. 19"

April 5, 190a

The llonorable Frank Carlucci
TheHamrt Flts arecolDecretar of.Dfes

SecretaryeFr, aian ear to Defensepr.
senretar ? Voana The Pentagon

The Petagon Washingttn, D.C. 20301-1115
eashlioatn. E.C. 20 lii,1 Dear Hr. Secretary.
Dear Mr-. Secretary, TeCt fSy~.Txsetuisial uprsteefr.o u

The City of Broarooa, Texs eetbasia.01-11y Supports the efforts of par neighbor, the City oftAbil. ne, acd its Chambher of.Cosenerce in their
neighber, the Clty of Alilene, sad its Chner of Cmrta I. Their entlw endeavors to he selected as one of Axwerics's ite fan the ipeacheper
to be seletas en s of APrloe*Ita-e for tis Peaceleser Rel I erseni Garrison nirsFoiei: . we ar e ar of the strategic psto ys

elsli. . ae ea. o te tre posieaties Dyos A)r Fsro. eateI ArFrsns plays inh th A des of our nation and "elcein the.1~eaeese "I.flarer tte taei il Garri son senadditional am -to ba peac epoIn the defense of par etiM end elcome the Peendleaper Rall Garilsaneas en paekeipn to whic geteepinhvgarad cmttd
additional " to the peace Salling elsalon to which West Tess. bane alreadymisotowchWtTeasavalad ete.
-, "ad. Your positive nonsideration of Abilene and nest Central Tenas for this

tear poeitive conalderstias of Abilene And West Central Tesm for This projeact will1 be 9 reotly appreciated.
project will he greatly appreciated. Sincerely,

Siaerefy. . .'-

4&10 -XTroy ID. lfilliaeson

Be"nee O.aPnneyrI
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CIl Y OF TUSCOLA

_. . ...... City of BreckenridgerU913 LA. TEXAS *

The Hoorle Fn zcS cretary of e rf e 0oC,, 6. .980
U, arW-tn of no,
TI, Penuanon
iishieton, 0 C.! C?'t- !!i

C "l 1 St.-, j iz *, .

> 1 c : - -- IofO~t of C-, 2070-:

C.-run. I :, n- 1'. - S *Cmu0 ........

tine o rel ., 0.-,',- - .. *. ).o,.,om.,.o o , ,..a~u s * -t ooeo ~
TO ; os tv e 0,',t a:-)- t .3. n ?ro d,-0 U s . 1 T s . . C -tt afv o 0 C 2030
a Ioa r- to o .r

hi Prjc 111 e aieai.1

.ur ,c . .,.L... . . . v , ..... ..
Sincerely. ......n. . o~.Oo ue 0tm . 8 or 00 , '

200N. BRECKENRIOGEAVE * BRECKENRIDGE Tx 7M24.3503 PHONE 181T1.5t58287

DOCUMENT 218 DOCUMENT 218

ADOPTED on this the 27th day o4ApI, A Ile.Texas.

A RESOLUTtn*f T r EXECUTIVE COSINITTEE OF THE WEST CENTIRALEXAS
OVUIIL OF GIERNMENTS SUPPORTING THE POSITION OF THE CITY OF ARILENE 9 r To
005 TOE ABILFOE CHORAER OF CnRMMERCE - MILITARY AFFAIRS Cd1gITTEE THAT7
TIE CITY OF AEILENE RE SELECTED AS A SITE FOR A PEACEKEEPER RAIL YOR. I OLEMN
ARRISOd SYSTEM.

WHEREAS, the West Central Texas CounCIl of rSoermnents (WCTCO;) Is a 8
Poi ica. Subdivision of the State Of Texas 0 r a ... d under 0.0I i..
1011M. VACS.. as am ..d.tl, to serw the citizens of the ninete of GovermentscoutyStte lnne 1' d trcAe ev no TRUSTEE. ABILENE INOEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
County State .lnot., eo~ Or ee;.5

WOEREAS. thn oEacutise C-enteye is the qoooreiq body of NCTCnr 88.1
is responsible fore , adopton of esolutions dose- d by It to be In
the best interests of the cItzens I represents; a80 t Ora arhal . - o0 c reSident

West Central Texas Council of Goverments

AOERES. lhe econ y of Abile, Taylor County. and the surrounding COUNTY JUOE. FISHER COU8NTY

reqlon tas Seen lnqel. dependent 9n ol .nd related iotdtri.s; Md

WHEREAS. the orowth snd ierests of the 188i8td States have long bee
Srved by the oetroleum resources of the State of Texas, any ATTEST:

soeclflCatly thos of the west Texas area; and

WHEREAS. inh th. totto , of etr.. . Industries. the u-pioi,- t
rates of ,bilene, Taylor rounty. and the surrounding reqion hve l roble7;1 o1' t Coursey. ncretAry
Itemroaed slg'fficntly; and West Central Texas Council of Governments

COUNCILMAN. CITY OF lOiO R
WHEREAS. the diversification of the eony in this area is vita1 to
the survI of nyy est Central Texas torns and comunities; and

tHIEREAS, oCTCOr Suoports the efforts of its Member governvents in

their attmst to broaden their 0.0 bases and develop new efeoloyent
opotunfties for their citizens; -d

WHEREAS. the citizens of the 00st Central Tex#$ area already recognize
ana appreviat, the eleslon arvi goals of UynSS Air Force Rase. both for
Its 0I.1 role It the defens of Our nation and for its inestimable
ont ibutlon to the region's sconmy, and support Its oterall

otovtunitios Cor exansion and groath;

00W. THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED BY THE EXECUTIVE COMMITEE OF THE WEST
CENTRAL TEXAS CO JNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS TO SUPetORT THE EFFORTS OF THE
CITY OF AST LEIE AND THE ABILEE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - MITILART AFFAIRS
C MITTEE t1 TOER EdOEAVORS TO GAIN FLL AD FAVORABLE CSOSIOERATIOT SNTOJ Of
FROM THE UNITED STATES OEPARTMENT OF DEFENST TO SECURE A SITE FOR A EST CENTRAL TEXAS
PEACEKEEPTR RAIl 001009 14 ARTLESS. TAYL R 0 r01 4TY, TEYCa: A4 COU0C1L OF OO VERINENTS

BE IT FURTHR RESOLVED THAT ACTCOG OUL0 NO0 EACOURAIE THE uNITEr

STATES DEPARTMNRT OF OEFENSE TO SERIOUSLY CONSIER LOCATING A SITE FOR
A PEACEREEPER RAIL GARRISON I4 AILEE. TAYLOR COUNT. TEXAS. AND
PR'IliTG THE LOCAL GIOERMEqTS OF WEST CETRAL TEXAS AN OPPORTURITY
TO FURTHER SERVE THE UmITED STATES tt A MANtER AOVATAGEOJS TO ALL

INVOL~VE-).
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DOUG WOO LTC Peter Walsh
2&1 August 8, 1988

P.0 ecnw, T T F O X OO Please let askow if tis will be osidred is the final

August 6, 1988

LTC Pate" Walsh DU O

AFMC-tU/Dgv DW/cd
Horton APB, Callfo.ia 92409-644.8

cc: Honorable Tomay Robinson

UZ: Fmiroaest b= ,ctStatemest for Peacekeeper

Dear Col Walsh:

During the recent public hearing hold in Jocksonville on August
let,!I questioned why the smmunt of mil.ag* and accesaibility
of the national ril system was not indead in the

Inioens epc ttset I sea particularly concerned
that several of the base* wwre located immediately adjacent to
foreign borders and I pointed out that Little Rock Air force
Base wee centrally located in. the country with a 360 arc and a
considerable aeount of rail aileag* Available. You replied
that this factor would be under the site selection criteria, as
opposed to envirnmental iapact. I forgot to mantino my
question about tariffs imposed by the national railroad. Is
there a lease cost Imposed upon the use of the national rail
syem by the Air Force? If so, this becommes a very relevant
figureasd should be coeputed into the econosec impact potions

ofthe enwironeenal stateent. For sample, if a tarifI
lower for the CottoaIet Railroad and Unin Pacific, this would

2make Little Rock Air Force bae" such more attractive then
eapewth:at haeahihrtifonheNlnto
oreror teSouther Pacific liaes. Or, has the tariffs

hews bean accsd under federal lac or is there no requiraeent
to pay for thetus of the track sine* it is a national

arecy I think this should be covered in the environental
impact stateent.

DOCUMENT 220 DOCUMENT 220

August S. 1988

CoL. Whish
Director o f Enooronwmetal Planning
AVRCE..34S/DRV Fin starts afer tmam
Ctt fornla 92409-6448 m h his& w to
Dear Str, sese,eesb.I
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Qa~r ~of the "oomttee of the 901'. is rg onal oca iyaanohoe
goal is to create a Healtha nonmiltarstc so..my throug h

a hsi pabl ic aehes of defnt se isse. and hoe they imact
ta the local eo.o..y.

In the midst sI a drou.ght, an. rcsa ecosomar
AtnFm15 P ,CCaX-' a~4o9 and a national economic situati on characterized by ea-a

deict. a shrtage or amtmet cpital aggata tradedeflicit and'hort.ge o In g -Iesmeo Fodm or social"1 prora.
o&9-Iaa", ttra t6e l~x liS aena~a dacatios. high- tech research and develI oar.. me .dical care.

£ -a.. ~~0~jJ, %~ ~ ao oteI ctlsed.mern it hard to belimoe that the
iO~aO.Oe~r '~~'' -x Air Forc andodr smltr contrac tore 004 Id ask the

A .Americas people and the Csongream tha .em tmumto speet0'e of bill iona of dollarm ona a land-lae taeo
1tt m g,.a- oru-e,. yftisoj bee dQA S-ta missile systm. All the mopertI teat amos indicate a that

. -- ~ t (-'%-.L. l .1.R m there is no herd for trim Syatem. the Midgetman. or anything.?~Ja. fla.~~ah5..~ a. ~ ,like it. Weaepreo1ontly in the sideot of serios arasonegotiation.
aartL. $jU IA*i h056 ain herr nuclear pe. an t here Is ry indictio

aft k.t d.That or all hav sa common inheres' t is. dummtlogoa arulma
meaposa completely. toe Barry Goideater. long the di rce ra

tL=Va ,O-di.. major advocathe as the Senate. has pal himself Firal Iy on the Aide
o-0u'.dt~i. .4 l .jja~.~e34n~s,.r,~ ofthose as F no f total naclear di ..ar.amnt. Cany Air

Las,~tO.4.iv55uO. (NSA F r ce e FF cr eel the .... aIy absout it, and hair
VN ,. On 3~c e~e&-stOO tmtafiedcrordasly.

on~,~':;~~,ta jen.I~ado th .ea .hi as an o thaocmta mpc hearing asd m
tt.1.i~eM are .supsd I addrsm the msi-entalt' ip act. oF thia

bu& ~sgn&& &~tsni 1 proposed deplosment . thr intentt n OfLsct ehacheere
this hearing is ts protect threnirhent. mod an ouri no.

O era no single greater threat to ,the ,irhetta

hurl ear meapone, them production, deploymet an :d poacille'
"""'tz ui izain. It am Futile and alod'o 'for th ar Force
to c laim mat t heer ecua ns -'leirng 'ieplonra and amiotaisd

?2j.ao. Snuui~e~.*so that then mill nevcr berusnd. Certoainly a- noa ad cray

thtte .eer:.all tee,* but ohy deploy them as the fara
plae'It s rr to on herei GretFal that at im economic
ineet.defense contrac tore, and local bamismem pepleah

favor thim deplonment. Out of all the Caoties in Maseasa. oonli
ons Ell rea areasny short-term net ryonomic benefit. th*a
ea Iraarn't bailt eit h F ree ey tiEer" doll or allarsteId

toa their prodataos and .- itas..nore munt he takes aeoy from
some others -, I inch ...0t of this defecse baild-ar is

malred tosu esn acdIdeit. atirhcatl
soktan. invst. tmt in American basies oh.Ih hoe e a red

the soat. Oar lac.. o c cosp tot t isre. the eaprt
of eitlan. or industial "jo-s. asdp, oa -onng - "aTiodeficit ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .1 asitrainlta arl ttribatabge to haoahg
eot acr a 1his dl aon u"Meeasr e...y ap.ono camat

oortypooh 8 nears.. For t he stteo Moetoem, the remaIto*
have lees parti rly daaastru. Ihalentmadtha
Most anan, are t asd aboat 11 n-iliaa rerFrmltr
ricesditurr OF all kinds. M.,stoaaa ohT hrr ma ayProjects
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LOCATION
In theetate retors only.about 400 f y:imeolu nen. Thus, am 

'lose apesomately 130 0 alli-Assna dam to largel y asneac .. e COMMENT SINEF
s- tory mopeeda turms. or shoal 1350/rear for every man, ..mee U.,&AIRPFORCEBPEACEKEEPER RAILOARRISON PROGRAM

med child on the state,. Ist CacdoCoh an the~proporionsI
a ,enecd. Maln o :cd."s penda sem SF0 alinnerhr. Thank ys t oe attendieg this hearing. Oar Pper e ating this latrig Is to

mod .:"pay only aboat $50 milliaor. IncidentlI , the fi gure. wmmmnio For yes threienvioiental esrueeea me lame deteminted mlaysreiur Ifthl
ehich Calstrom r-1ie- booed on aincoame ea' 1p1ara asd the Pe..miarper Rail Gaerisen program pesmewde, wad afford yes me opportunity to b-log to
lake hasma len lees ngestocrd..'a An ohearsohee . o oar atenetion mallen me my hae- Ilmd.eIteet onrl * "dL Our go.t I. A thorough

hane ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ in lee clse donho col nroooaurg Of mnooeeAlnalyis slat will be amailale to Puablie affiisl and citloes befarea
sonscgrowth and as. reoal I.r h I loral. economy after fleal dreciso or ala program isa de-eseati sheet tm brlog to oar attention

the Air Force depatr' One seed only coopare the ecoomi emeleermetal basoma tlat Yoo fel ase . seeen adaquately analysed Ienlthe Draft
*ell-lea-g (or'Tlock or aLt ) rF Grea falls .it the otherlarge EatrnnmetsllImpact Statement.
cit"es as Motsas to realize that rather than bea-9 as
economir loss to a, the Air Force has ac tuall y andersIsed Oh hAki it O. IN0h10001 I ou311it Am 004 MU ~ . YOH117 W000 . W1.

sue loa Lcson Lght mano factaan9 , agricultures, educationS 1Y.~a FWY r 2
and other t radatioa I. .lnenghhe of1 the locl ..no. has_ atall n XOysnlfa hm 025Ty5tyay., iatne.

deln dudring the period oh ar F urce marnd tur ee o 141lFGiX I .yfOl M YP tll~ a ~~~ ~ni
have incrased. a. oAS-. I NCt UOt LY Ion a MFSCJ r otF aYI.' AJ,4 FAdILY all ALL. OF

Theprdcto oF saIeraaoo adensathin cci -s OF ncoA -A. n 10r axE I AA A W(0.9.0 PRoO111T lOt H PXCEEE1 'Actz Tn tOL
the canl "han bdget of the Inergs P etsnt. is probably'u: eth-AD 4X I'i-CEbS- K U rO
thm moa t analonses tslly harmful, delrtas. and costly RAY,~e~ ''nouftop A Pao~ki IQ, HA,11 fhs I 51 ah.*OFlI~
environeental R mat ight sam, a am rat;sa:o that -:9. .orniah toV Oy;nl oouaaaApArcat t -at11

memle Ivclan ap and dpa oF all th enorclear esatro n.r.lk 1-.411A1.1SRN
'Ial Mafard'end o ther sac lear a..alretnragesit le aill iU
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0tht f ).nlIA 551 5t5 
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" rf'?nt~y~ ~cn
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0
d51.UhFItAf ro
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dotheale pad':F a s of t He fand nmsaIamoa,~ in ti nS,11 n' n -a aa11xAISA' F-uVIL AU Ca"kt~th5
sarroandlng9 the denelopment and deployment of nuclear se e... .
yet the government cnetinal ly stals as pate OF aoa g*. -a: cns t' us 0410101 OF eJJ~l' 'I~n kI&~MRS 07 -1

da sg ma Jar-pall icv mlr In draiing op plase t ocle :50 tfA
5 5

a jtVatpo'iot-rh fSC9'I (0'

ap med dTapae oF allJ.'h. the r sa 'r ama"m h"c h adossnd arSII l,z tat ovEor I-t~In(0~5F?1 CAM. s.'e E504 00T10113'S 0 1 y
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d "la mare d far C5 msad Midgetma ass ystems as thi ero VA_____________IPU EMMOI- E F1V

and tn h .. bo ark and ask far mare. then eveyt hang of OF 'hO Hs1(0 h
t

Or.a.n Voat Wn Ale FoF IT I , Ciy01 FOR ThEO chUCIxTeVe
clened up, loo at the anternatios I0 situation IFA or are

lin goIS eran hy some amiv. S ooiet arms!ut*d-u land. MALI O TH/0150 ucNoSIAs at snt', Bna O vanmUhll .1a -oSAlt~
4  

a400

fabrications)I, thin name hark and ak or for a-onm 0 to buid'aCn.~t~l.O55.

sea trot~icorapnmytee mot Of us doubt that thisa -1A1~9 A d.. .
time bu hapo o i a does. 1ro bI e preard to lashes CA4j 4nvdwo~ Sayndep " FUK6 t (o

and aaraal iy consaider coar'penpasale. L* m~~mm Ct 11
Thank yoa. [has tontladeemynteehione. Planse hard thisee le.a. r mall tat Lt Cot Peter Walsh

A PlC t-OM/DE V
Martoe Ale flees, Base
Car Bernardin. Califor-nia 12401
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COININZAT -EI
U.L AlM FORCE P19ACEKIEPI RAIL GARISON PROORAN

1um I"s fo atteaisl thabIss toe. Ow ~PEM Bar g this bearing Is to
sammaara. for rom tdo sntroeisataki aembq m " hem Ietin. "a seemsi It the
Posselsasper lg Gareisn peMaM praeds WA affeed Fall AS earetafty to bring to Daniel L. Feist
wa altaints satterew smaj ban.y imsasattl ' @,eaeh C al s a thoresqo P.O. Box 508

h.hamaa Im~ that will be snllehi to p*Iloff* Hit ad atleese ta a Minot. Nlorth Dakota 58702
Steel ieeies as ta g.n lie. ted& II ms thls ~he to htg to sta attests..
eamirnsmal Imems ta o maI hers tone t been Aieqately mipaed I. ta Draft

hapet Stteomn.Ausgust 11, 1988

A TO WHOMIT KAYCONlCRN:

AA7 h'J~iseh iiu Ilb.l.a J&turLI. 00Y Isrn.nA,- A both a member of the Mlinot Association of guilders aod the Minot Raltors
SAssociation, I to very euch in faor of obtaining the Peacekeeper/Rail Garrison

for Minot Air Force Base.

Lo 441Q ,, p"- -4o4( I da not farsee any enri roanmental Impact as a result Ol'tobtaining the Peacekeeper/
I , tai Garrison; but I agree that it could be lmetatio Ito the ecotnomy of the

14't A.A._______________________________________ 6.,-int a rea,-ood help atone for the loss of the Sth Fighter Interceptor
4'e, n fv A"' 'e"Stoadronan;d associated personnel.

4.0Y071Oii I repeat, I support the Peacekeeper/Rail Garrison!

V h Sincerely,

DLF:ann Daniel 1. Fel

A- ~ Stsa Adress city Etate

Plama toad thi foe. tnar malil t Lt Col P0w Wash
AFRCE-BNWDMi
Woehan Alt Fers, as
Sam Bomadlmb Callffoela 911401
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MACKLIEY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC. f7v10~Ij''~ W 9.0

MINOT. N05TN DAOOTo-- -

oAaaer 10. inn8 j.A' t 10. 198

oitr- Of Onirowatta Plantinlg Diretor Of Enirowal Pianning

nton An. Sao n ralino. Ca. 92409-6448 Horton.oAn. San tarnadino toI. 92409-6"80

Minot. eHth tek.t De is
Minot, North tahnt,

tear sir.
Dear Sir.

A I inotaa o, iossa nohoha v .aII oneiderahia hn~t ett I,~a

:oppar the rtaoiisepar Raie arsn(00.i e ao.7 Oar 1 bot -a acknepn Rail Garian (PKRG! is a prograw than f its nicely~ into tha -nroo
and Amica11. It 'ac na or Minor becaus eh coweoit -i .~ai he progra; has-caontry intlrsrc-ara that already cit.The eninwtiIpac

a-niti.ucoea.~i i pc te-iiitot a, hoa 3!Snrssiiiary illor ennrosena hato hnntra eaeaoponinhstttn

1 iol a ' 7:s 1, i initial con.tuctio, and InrSMt in additti.naI anni .. i hatnripat hc do e. It., , - I h ... aadn neotiaithe pachs
Inc- in alargs ene r-- nool ofagtt Iian tnt hto o4 a h d n ta~ay o deploy tha ar s .reod. -e bane determinnd thet

nat ~ ~ ~ ~ :r "an ' "eaiy-oehn ihe ctnc a iasbn ro fih. poor I, I*"sct -nl talusa h ot rga tar natola the I", of Paoi
and nil1 inotloto h: prood ati*h uos coaysppor,*theslcinrfaa rthe .oIl" soAs leases ahich ,old be otr into aya. Th Ird.
.t Mioat Ant tar deployment of the PANG. ,: nt motntlyn,.th ln r hlo. sthe neossay arth potential in

land, hoing. chl.anenry nd -er -rae ta absorb both the
roroin an -I.;d iota term deployment of the PKIt system. 01.0. I ltherisht

t- c.rely, I ... t-aand -suapport , -K&tnatioaI defensa astrs.

sincerely.

roED a. ABtLStHl
PleaI ide

eilitarn Affair. Comsitte

yFto/h l

jot/hal
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THE OUTLYING URBAN CONMMUNITIES AROUND MINOT AFB ARE BEING NORE

AlSD MARE DEPENDENT UPON THE ACTIVITY OF THE MILITARY INSTALLATION U COL OL RBBYBNFTTEMS.TEEHSBE

STEADY DECLINING ENROLLMRENT IN THE RURAL AGRICULTURAL. AREAS.
IN OUR MIDST.

HERE IN GLEMBURN THE MILITARY PEOPLE WHO CHOOSE TO LIVE IN OUR
NO LUNGER IS THERE ANY0 CAHANCE FOR IMPLEMENT COMPANIES OR

OTHE ACIVIY REATIG T AGICULURELOOINGTO LCAT INTHESCHOOL DISTBICT OR HAVE FOUND THE COMHJMITY OF GLEI5URN. HAVE
OTAR ACIVIY VEATIA T AGICULURELOGINGTO LCAT INTHEHELPED OUR ENROLLMENT CONSIDERABLY.

SAWLL COMUNITIES. NO LONGER CAR THESE SMALLER COMUNITIES RELY
RAIL GARRISON SHOULD AOD TO THAT ENROLLMENT WHICH INTORN WILL

UN SUPPORT FROM THE OIL INOOSTRY AS IN THE PAST. IT'S BEEN A LUNG
STRENGTHEN OUR DISTRICT AD KEEP OUR OORS OPEN FOR A LUNG TINE

TINE SINCE EITHER THE AGRICULTURAL OR OIL ECOROY HAS DIRECTLY
INTO THE FUTURE.

OR INDIRECTLY BOUGHT EVEN ANY RESIDENCIAL REAL ESTATE IN THESE

SMRWLL COMMUNITIES.

TODAY IN THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES SUCH AS GLENBURN. DEERING.,O. E
MAYOR OF GLENBURN

LANSFORD. CAPIO. ETC..* RESIDENTIAL REAL EUTATE IS BEINU MARKETED

PRIMARILY TO MILITARY FAMILIES WHO DESIRE TO LIVE OFF THE INSTALLATION

IN A QUIET SMALL TOWN ENVIRONMIENT.

THE COMNMUNITY OF OLENVURN LOCATED ONLY TEN MILES FOM THE BASE

WOULD BE HERO HARD PRESSES IF THE MILITARY RASE WERE NAT HERE OH

THE MISSION KEPT GETTING SMALLER IN SCOPE. THE OPENING OP THE NEW

HOSPITAL AD NON THE POSSIBILITY OF ADDING RAIL GARRISON TO THE

MIHOT APR MISSION WILL BENEFIT COBMYOITIES SUCH AS GLEARURN. THE

POSSIBILITY OF DRAWING SORE NEW PEOPLE TO OR COIMMNITY. EITHER

MILITARY OU CIVILIAN. FROM THE JUN MARKET TROT WILL BE CREATES BY

PAIL GARRISON. GILL CONTRIBUTE IRMMEASURABLY TO THE SURVIVAL OF

OUR TOWN. THE UPDATING WHO MAINTENRACE OF THE HAIL SYSTEM AROUND

US AS A RESULT OF RAIL GARRISON COULD VERY EASILY PROVIDE THE

ARRICULTURAL ECONOMY H ROOST BY POSSIBLY REDUCING COSTS FOR SHIPPING

GRAIN BY RAIL. THESE BENEFITS WOULD RE POSITIVELY FELT IN THE

SMALLER COMUNITIES MUCH SOONER THAN IN THE BIG CITIES.
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I -----E you for this opportauty to coNimt an Naw kvnnunt

I Nihi U's clar frorn the mnth of peopl haretii that
thi s a WOet dal of bitera in 1 MX nImaI aid Its

poafdknpet an North alolst.

STATEMENT BY
STEVE SYDNESS I Vibl ft's also clw trorn URN da ald n onnwtdki as

Stateinaint that weawe conlmnenting on ,lit that theas, lis IM
ass for comnaan ff Minot kidcs to hoat the rdl-beed NIX

MX E.I.S. HEARING I thlit dow his ta we nescd to be moat cna a bout hI the
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA angethi &a of Ees ad Amatoim I the NIX k not daply4d
AUGUST 11, IMW 1 lu or -- ilBassde.

We lowd to ha ,oum-dabout how the Soviet wil vlew such an
-aon We need to be aboseddout thes hIsthat would

I an st an, tw woulM~d not hedeu

W INDe iune he peat ar l years HIMt peae awd emaIml
-on mlwNI i.1At~o atimmofL That's what the iral-Ieeed NIX

would prwos - aigtl to prolect ow pseo and aemttly.

Tho. who wo I oppoe ur wid ar li Itregth They a~peo
stregth And, It is heon pi q nn that It hIs a m douis was
to st3111n0th at hems thni e wm to erahosly wou with us
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We wall aware of the I aIl blaaol amn aol
Wad pray rdW th day .4.. wep1na I1ke th MX AMId tie otilar avwal non doa a yew In pal would hra t ow am
filsII attu Iaa our prlo wol't ba rmadal. Today. binem mM we wd ', m that so wll.

or he t Wt ttin , we cm n envla on uh a w o ld 1 PA we kn w t at it. X I no a sn onIc deve op nm p e t

We ca - 'aftin suc a we becuse ow kadare wura alee mu , dou ino wt t me twot gos. it Isna prA &nt to
toi -1Inat strong I mor our country. We told the Orie ou pe d our eity. Ard that lIa mat we1My

"W e Vale ow pearamid ow tism id we wA protect oal

I can till of no meor n e Ilel Ina .
We mwa contiue to ad t* wtd that soar meaap unl we cmi

1 dink nwd o do e cirbl here, uncltand l 0 nd for Owl MXId e ar tio - pet Io here aowneso lon w we

hae emel menioa or t a" Of th ymai

I thb*. with the akonfmantl ct ateament that we m
1eld ng taothlt, we hve that aememia.

OthO ha deady contientd, mid nre w, I'm amre, tl
about Ubmfdl N cnoi A I pact the MX rall-beelt wouI
hae on tis region l the debte Is mad to put It hae. That
conaldartion I not a sall s.

We wlci the lobse mid te peop e MX would brn o
at**. More thn 400 contruction jobe mndl/noa 310 pmunan

jobs numi a lot I a atateat oure.
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01.00 owillo~tiN a 11il6iro

I. t" Col. 0050 .. h.

A.m. it la't-a Ward County Sheriff's Department

Pis41-? r00 ioIS1 or 00ttfitOw to iw flrt and .tietorodft 7ras 7 -lho Sol
P..0103. $.0. 1lto -ta1t to -1ar teollte cot.ato h0st - o 1. rte 0 01

ostro:t tee Osoodnl .00 oata tio base. Mh .n.0, 01 a 

The 0000 t-oiftire 0$ 0111WS .001 .eIWa te Pleoeell 6111 Iarita I't.O t"E i1000
,b.0 soI 1. 0,00%- 10000 hi tM E,oft, aimut Staotao releaed by tOO Ai, roce.

510010Ie. 
5801.

.i111001 OI101W0110 OFyrc Woh. t-he 0.11 Col,.ot Pr-c t... t.. beret bIto t.

rretoat ohch I cly .. talled -od bl, i.ohadl. 1h.1 -.cilciot r.

Thot.k l

ATA/If
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i9'X)J Highland Dt. Aut0It1,.1988

Mijo t. , N. Dak. 38701 Drto~oroeoP~tr
AW~g~ 11,1948FRCE-SMS/DEV

051.0 $88. CA 92409-6448

Door Sir,

To Whom it %toy concern:m While I cannot cnchioloelY 3tate tht I hae Molin Kr0WlM t$ a" with Marsy (IRISH of the
Evirometal Impact StealWet. I do nt dirserv with it Further, I 9uppoill the poos10t

I hoove rod tte Roil Gaorrison impact0 statemenlt a01 $0 Ins00a0l fMX Ra1 0i 0OOl at Minot 8,

interesoted life-torE resident, a Min0t Park Core.isiioerl In aty Wysteet of this ioett and coplexity. there ". bound to ba ntegative factors. but

a 84inot HighScltool loloaly tedclmert and a0 a to 011( who thesewill b orI= e0 Wmtithe0thptll Ona Some OepItlkwhywMeshould he

har tooght for -oey years Genology at Mineot loigh Schsool. MXRO we we are elrdy a "e~ INS of the praised MireAhe Syset a That W~e
omtte its oee anwr We -r already a "40 Therefore there.0will ben Inrease in

As a Gtoio,.y Tootler I cot dtited many field trips in the itopet SW Ing the wst5(00or omKxmU O Ir00eother head. MX8Oreprnts aWOt~hat0
ar- oncrne wih Ral Grrion.iuc wt5 vueale 0.5 tea first str*0loblitycmpardto th~e Mintemaen ts'0 n.0 0001

or ce~re wt RilC~leeo.- it- -now yotdotcartertcwill ta- a higerdos of0 0nrtiny in the ml05e f
Sur. po0til0 adversaie00 Sttwill give toemervn reao to think twice Wore0 italai

Dterodie the portioni of th0 Impact Sta0teet concterning Irrtoabeca. That I asitiveImpat t Mintotndountion

C. ittae i .. 0 0 c moge 4.1 1-2L, para.;erha 1,2,3, and6
find I adole thiat Rail Garrison oill not affect these 1 o O&Igti ~ Wrlbb ihteSoit atJnwa t teSme

resources a; there 8 islitle to distuarb. colatefo the Atintlc Countcil atthe StateDepatmwentI ahingtf0o. I gt~ot Mete i
Or we ff Disthinse sloI@We and otalus from0 left. No~t. & mola Gow h US
sadt ATO political spectrum vlitaly el agee 0450100 ar nsrolW nt'n meurWt10in
Roogie. chaneso Ing wil thplully to better f0r ello 08 too wever. they eIMitalPOSly all

Lloyd B. Huethrs ag Rout we still must heery.cartMORO 1, will help usto00 hery wrIll Aneditwill

8400itn55the dsfreof tturS ho emten 0804oli* Thet enretltutweswe htopect 005to

thu 05800 point otetl agree with rev iighbas wnd tontryeng wito cry 005t e mid doo
mucht toe good with the, tha0t00 is beng 3Wel we w That I we dm00 fet We
glipmove ento00,.00.0.O.t 1000 e l ~o0 l~ thitotetr
mew witnahomeale rimmo. 0051 mens to be onuniomotw0ltQ Mt ter part00 .010.00 WlC&

Streog do5. P0 for ou 000 Weioadou00.544,00 owryme.eiilya o 00 wey assay 00peat 0000
anything. Aned we would wt Pave the digity of beiug able 00 don our man leaer and chi
the wwy 00101

2042 05it0.010 Drive
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LOCATION AvftOO-i

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACREREPE R"I OAREVIN PROGRAM UJs. AIR FORCE PEACEURPIR RAI GARRtN &RORAM

Ilesi "as tw.l t. h0. Ow - for bodies thin hearing Is to limaou in. to, ttooIN thi harn O..tq ro t for pp to, hst lb@hWtq is as
postmi e. do ga. mmgal. "~m. arso determind -7 ohw It lb. swnmo..l.t"as ha o .toonoo omam s w. honw daltomutod -7 orno It the

Pe~g tal ogb. o. proessals an ffor Vn yaa oppeortunity to bhat to Poseako4 tOil Garrison pos"Pra I I - and off01 ymaan aoodty to beaw to
- olhalin tto, maR0 to " maiostolookod Ow gaol lsa thaw~ cor attentlo. matters -r may how loidartsitly o1, -eaIaI Ow goal o a thorough

smlamil t imbale that wild b. no.110*0 to palll. allliol and oltivenew before a na.vto.goatai MlYint that .111 ha .001*. to fabtldo fflaol. and etk11m Waves~ a
an alsoos n to. piogan Is asot Movi Wa thin ~ba to hbn to nor tteindke flod dealtoi ft th. ragran Is mads, los us till s*001 to brig to wsatention
mrsimisat hom that Fw teal hama net to-n admtey yaed Intoe Draft an Is menal laoom that Po fe let nor base 0.0 h*1iJ*ysal to lhe Dr~aft

va~bom"W illert sttansentbEnvionmental Import tteet..

-T A ~~Tt4L :

1A5 \P ;

*03. @Meet Adias city state K" 91brea RAd-Qioi cit AIlsf

nam t" tm farm Ino moOWA to. Lt Col Peter Walsh Plea hand tis two i tor mal to Lt cot Fate, tam
APRCE-BM/DEV AIIRCE-50ty
"ot. Air Fare. too. swmoo Air Fars a

Ran Bernardino, California 00 so Bernardio. cauitmt 004011
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It,. y K . Krlbtotoh, 1himnEe D u k e vs VO. DoGresto.- North l~oc. Abocloriton (State omber of Coopotoe)

Co. c~em idotermbes f h harngcnmttr.M nrn 49su p p o rt for24
CreterNoth akoa ssoiaton- Not aota Statehrbro Conaote,

I appar teore, you today in %4,pot of theo findings of the. ?owirormestal farm s, C A
to .da. . ~M n: Democrats

i owtetosrntaing North~ Daoa.o tttcona t e wetoh ctoion ~ moo~uaao e nsy
(increasing incmean jobs) to theuee .oMn prorioty of the Asocoition. N Ds- rw.-k too negative r ~I ~~t~~

T1m tao Air Force bases, in North itobot am Impiortant, ooaplimento Of -WV. Sd. aaaft .
-..- -wd iom..rrtop! ot. 0

North Daolta I. ecoom. North Daklota I.o 18Id.1 location for daplopset .o.on.~.o ,..g., l
UNIX~0~--o se-m , sowhaa tlh~f.L i

of the system. SOw call netwaork is aaftfloit to suport syste reio4.aa.,ts .o00.oo,... ~om M i i i

m~id can rosily to upgrded if needed. Caussurty mn.port io the betootonemo; l~00~

O.OlwnIonanrlct or Iaets wn o00za pl.. I, of norhenra

Ntorth Dakota. wat itoe Pasaeoqr ltil Carison. in their area. ~ ~ ~tom.o- .toig 0

strong defense syscte ooIs 0 0 al"c istn d. the Greater Nth Dakota liaO.oaop-~nan aen.wa wo 000 ~ jj
Asocooltl's objectives of staporti,-g fredimn - - froado.s of ountry at witl P- w f aa w an. aed0 i JETIt~1

indduo ft IFoe 04, Elf0 .Rn~k. o

The tapioct of ot big awade the PooCaopr toil bottloon in 0w-. 0.Wi 000 0000o000 I
000000000.000 I007 0 w Fstate miundd to by tar arm deto00om-tal than any pmears threa~t to ous ao~aaO 0.0(1100I00 0

watrant. 7lwrefore, the Grae North Dakota Assoctation urge theoo 000w 06 I M Ann - a- '
Air Force to brng~ Pftcd..qm Rail Garrio, to N4orth ~p Odor, mri M- ease ynk-.. w"m A. tRt I o
prorioty to given oa first seletoni te. .nh.00 ln.ai ''F-0I

-~ ~ ifl ha 0 0 0
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IUA mum Catheoi poor. nowesestt sectonF

PanChisi M00 boo for it major prioritie (1) disrmmet; (2) M AEI AR H SN MTEDVSO
oteroen to viabeace0 (3) pea. education; (4) Primay of M AEI AR HMSN MTEDVSO
4= 0" 3oo e . )*just 00,1 order. MANAGER FOR MONTANA-DAKOTA UTILITIES CO. IN MINOT. THE
aoift l A. oppoition to the NK and NX rail based mode is DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT HAS INDICATED THAT

s~e~dis the w. ttesin Catholic ta i A*op potor-l ,.--.''-
2 on, =r mum s o l -in this decument the &ob-p. stat* THE ADDITION OF THE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON MISSILE

khy do not kno of my situatie on LAbhih the deliberate in itiosanc1eor noo.oesttor am bee restricted a wcas. can he ~ , jAT THE MINOT AIR FORCE BASE WOULD INCREASE NATURAL GALS

.L jazfiw aecio 150 CONSUMPTION BY APPROXIMATELY 3.1 PERCENT.

1 3 in ue ba o& pe fyi.. thttrp so hy poo h I VISA TO REAFFIRM THAT THIS SLIGHT INCREASE IN

~T~? hs~~so . te~t.. o ~stheothr ei.' reolisoryfore. ois,.ho.
0

NATURAL GAS CONSUM4PTION AT MINOT AIR FORCE BASE VOULD
An.@me *Wrt& In trtegic theory ee io 1903 said that ie what NOT NAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON MONTANA-DAKITA'S SYSTEM OR

th 1oa (So ect 190) thO±ossyed qe. N ITS ABILITY TO CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SAFE. RELIABLE
as Clarity th politiloll Of0@e=NATURAL GAS SERVICE TO MINOT AIR FORCE BOSE, OR THE CITY

wJhizchrf'o" t1siie theet. Pschloial dumpitug
dean to t-t.ypol. aspecopth yf the heeam, ,t OF MINOT AND SURROUNDING COMMUJNITIES.
dlotre. of PC iortlo-bilsse readily Spent f etutv

trte hus p.fitched battle@ are 00.04 daily 1. cr
4S* t-*4i o or much0 t for the bomloe,

hegry. the helpSle hero /n-bod Mscin14 Y COMPANY DOES NAVE ADEQUATE FACILITIES AND RESERVES

4k ~ ~ ~ Ia .pdo dsUpoio y14. kno that food minute'. to th. Miliihry TI SERVE THIS AND OTHER REV LOADS IN THE AREA WELL PASSED
or SC program? SIC-4koe, Infests sod Children- toea progran 1J THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE.

to'jc h alcso wl auiy hound oa death TI ACCOMM4ODATE SUBSEQUENT ECONOMIC GROVTH IN THE AREA.
d dstrctin... adlooted, to he conscious 01 and commttd to

Them -o oin b.rl Paz Cirtoti-the P. of Cojt-tre. pos-to TO MAKE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TI THE DEFENSE OF DUB

th.' world.
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COUNTRT AND I HOPE THE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON MISSILE M ~T AREA DEVELO.@Mr CORYORATI&V

IS DEPLOYED AT MINOT AIR FORCE BOSE SO VE CAN CONTINUE rr, oo

TO MAKE THAT CONTRIBUTION. A . e

I HOVE OBSERVED THAT THE LATEST HEARINGS AT OTHER

CANDIDATE BASES REGARDING PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON HOVE My nae is Gary Sickre, Chairman of the Bord of the Minot

BEEN RECEIVED VITH MIXED SUPPORT. YOU HOVE HEARD SOME Area Deeopment corporatioe.

OPPOSITION TO THE MISSILE CONING TO T90i P TINITE

BUT. BY UO.ARGE. THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT MINOT WANTS The M~inot Area Deelopment Cooporotion i. comprtsed of 223

21 PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON. I TOTALLT SUPPORT A STRONG Businaess~ represented by 19 voting Directors end 11 zx-IMINOT ECONOMY BUT. MORE THOR THAT. I SUPPORT A STRONG officio -.. b..

MILITART PRESENCE FOR OUR NATION'S DEFENSE.

I have reviewed the draft evironmental impact otatem.ont

regarding the proposed tail Garrison project for M~inot Air

Force lose and agre

The Proposed artion ot the Minot Air Force . ...s 014 Q21

............ result in significant impart on ay resourre.

Both short and 1009 duration benefirial .ocoeronooit

1 efferts would be generated by the proposal and alternattve

acti0n, including increoas in employment and income . nd

orotor utilization of temporary housing.

The purpose end objertive of the Minot hre. Deelopment

corporation is to promiote and faciltte the general

development of the rity of Minot and its trade area.
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The itaii garrison5 Project is in keeping with our pups an *WA ~~ W -

objectives. It within its saelf - plus the additional job. As 101010s6004 0panAoaapee Orgaeoe

ad Indiustry it potentially will create. (was an Ix ONOW tINamn~s

T. Minot gid. Dvelopment corporationt is dedicated to 4 Augus l988

assisting thes conpanies locating. relocating or expanding "was000 HEO O N OtECORD es

In Minot a"d the surrounding area to support the Rail a . TO: Lt. Col. Peter WsIaN, AFACE-ISS/EV, Norton a I , CA ''

Gagrris Projet. age. FOM: Mtch..l Fsdorcbk. Presid-~

wew-el SUBJECTt 08.11 iEnrlrranental twpac Stat--l-P-rrrheelrr ee
smsl "tl Crrls Progre Utilted StatS Air For,,, J... 1989. e

In SuseTr we support the project for resn stated -plussl~iI
-- e ith regard to the:I E1 . treo S-ay. Page S-44l I i

- al.. aatoo dt~rst . t15 beatfl *afee.a, (te '*ft- AIr Fore:sr North Oskota. Te Propoed ,

.= o-0 :,d Attetfl Atlfot at ttot Aft wol o reut
O d sIgotlso "epct hi s"y r...rce" Th"' theretor ow

leeds on to the cooclualon that there oII brtoares
ate tepsIt to etletnn t utIlle. tr-ceorttioo. 1teed saans

~ ua~t, od000.olht or tt. uther, h"-d ot the 'p

neaee support dotuanatorntle Ithe FI :draft. tMot

h heee . A4r Force t*c Is a lolcal cho.1 to he at the top of the ne

ne se Is lt taIor-hl, conlder.. too to gatrisot the F-et-
owesse .eeper .. si. .s

rsw-wwmte The EIS mak.s tefere...cI to Free -t .otNega els- a
05. listlng I .. atlsan coteaso Clied the Pr...I.en's A ~

Cosslsslem _ 0.I 0b Straec Forces sla ref e -e C the ma

geseeerott Costs.Ion. As statd In the ttncrot report Pa

see taee 'yetre t0 oM Is es...eni 0 In order to rewosthStltd1antage IIt ca'poh~tlty td help det:tthe
eose threato trt I801o I 1.te nues attakso the entn

.1latr uhdpluoentt Is .1st Cecssry to e- ""rag
511th toles 1.0 -.tad the eore thl rebfog'se :f ds- s"

- wae loyweots and so.m trl Our tl. orce hare he wa se

haed IC." .atd.eca ttadequatyholdthnt01.

atse Therefore, she primary purpoa of U.S. ICtII =oerteto
ases is tred drs this geso lhlcc n ptt.hade-

.wesOea target h III Cpaility. and to Inproor the deterrent talus
sa~. of the I snd-ha8,d IChO leg 01 the Tried. The Scoeroft t

5
-

wsestee Coa.l....n.reportd, 'Ahadndot Fereheeper deploymet .ose
e tud 'etpsnte Io enhn 't th M~eood of reachng swss

a atahtl 101mg ~ ~ C- In ... dthl 
a r t nt" C tn e d da lo -ie rsO -eo heytd the tlrat t0 m 1~e. It a heln sodeasees

011s- hl to C-ttg-1. Is .e...... 1I to "'t ou t ].edIat
,flitay requir-t, prorId ig even Iurther Ittettoes
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Im U.S. deforrphlt c tetdultg the I!r,

imdei, tenss td tllirs naeetrg thatamu,

euptor tio AI Fot thl as then 1a.lt to0 .wa;s ' s

8
rt-m the Peareheepr tf-sl. ocs

Aednal 11, 198

CIlohset Fedrrhak,
P r Ide C

Oe". Dard C. -,~ Copter
AIC FotIu= ett To Whom ItMay Coisosen

The Assoolaed General Cogtratora of North Dakota. .illi0g to gP us record
is support of the Roll Gario Projet belisg proposed to be bsilt 0t thse ineot
Alr Bse.

The AOC of Northl Dakota 10a Constinaction Trade Assocaton repireaenting
log general contracorseamso 350 aled firs I0 North Dakota. Collectivly lthese
tootI'ae. see capable and qualified to prumide ali construcion e aefis requaired

1 f .1se a pro'.e'.
While ts proeeet eopesesis a sond Instlt 8o the. defene. systems of

of stse N.Atlo. It wonuld at thssaits timeo cre0te a inoimum of 3.000 jobs In Norih
DaotaS dueisg tse costruction phase :f the Iie~tion e, bubsea activity

:mra =adtsu haefis to the Sosts 0 5 eault of this project woulid be $195
tlln e$.85 .s1111o eephactivelp. Th~sa flglass a" based on so loide.gsse

Study of she ecoomics Impact generated by North Dakota's Cnetstiictso Industry.

Again. we args the comspletion of this project as Minot.

E.touive Vice Pesideet

CLF
t
.ea

-..W -86igs Figian aimevion, eowaw 4 eAabg
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NORTH DAKOTA STATE BUILDING AND
CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL

.. 'S - STnu -- " RIL ND -.0CNRI- TRADES -- LCU

Agust Ii 198Mirot, North Dakota BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES DEPARTMdENT

T3?Io-Ty oy now -vi A. iUSoS, VrUSZNm An 33300818 31300 R gROm 0i 0 OU
O. 83 V.D. STATI BIDINGZ CONSTRUCTION U *3 COUNCIL

TO: The Departent of the Airforce .0d Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Program
Bow Ironswental Imact Stateet

I a. David A. PFanctoR, President cod Reecnative Director of the P.D. Stae
Buildinig A Construction Trade. Council. I an here tonight representing Good evening, MY 0000, in Dick 6,,Satd. I =e the presidenlt of the Miot
the Can tructlon Unions in Worth Dakota. Undr the umbrella of the AFL-Rldo n osrcloTo. ~o0.TloeioIa ~ ph~a for
CO 10ce erR here to give this project ouar foil support. Mebers of the R~fg.dC.. ol. rd. .el hs-.~ epk

Worth Dakota Building Trades have been a part of every major defeRse the 0i0ot Nullding Trades Council, consisting of appr-iwately 1500 craftsmO

project In North Dakota. Re are Proud to have beeR included aod proud of in the Minor area.
our r-oord of getting the Mark d~oR OR time aR8/or a head of schedule.-
Th I ha. been a record in the pat and wiii he as long a.s weare involved Th. Cooncil ri.es 1. ocprc of 0el B-rd -.X rcoe effoncev- Modality

In an prooct.for depiofino Ohio t~ypt of w on, oeyoeR. The uarvivabilily fIt ... 0 alo P-
Meaber of the North Dekota Building Trades have been invoived in Major pot .thia .yp of doplofean..
defene proJect. aroudate uorld for any year.. We heve and were a
part of the = toe-rutio of the East Li-e ua have he.. ad -y still a The Min0r C ....if hee hade, very good workcing reletilonship with the Air
Part of the cnotruotioo Projects in Greeniand and on the Sooth Poie to
this day. Fore, frow the very first hondlol of earth Roved to construct the Scae ief.

we cn ad wll uppl sklle wokersforanycontrucionproect into the construction of the original Oloote Man sytre.. and throooh the years

NrhDkt.There has not heen enough work 1n Worth Dakota for our th. ooeote

enaiehmership eo 1954. hut this Project would oertail heip 1usaehn oih opeg oyc a nov onr fteArFre
ad the St Nate of Nrth Dakota and wc feei it could also help the defenew r etngtt ldet o u gig-pr fteArFr,
of this ooutry. Miort Air force Bee and the ,sp,,,i., of that facility.

We have a long history of heing a part of the Doprtmeot of Defense Lahor We also want you no koow wt beve areedy, eble. neil trained work force
danaeacot Meatings in Grand Forks and h0005, North Dakota. The
particlpants hero In Mlinot have heen the FedteralI Mediation Service, to assiot you in all phaue, of constract ion and eainte.net.

Departaent of Airforoe Amy, Corp. of goraers. and the Construction cian 0 o00 n orpoet
Union. in North isko. Incosn. we 00l oneain pledge .aroapporetoyan orpjet

00 iook forward to ... rking with the Air Forc and our ... ogreesioeel delegation
Again. for the record the Worth Dakota Buil1ding Trades are hero to giveintcigMnra ifrgilBsdM nfnly o h .
or full support to this Project cod 11 ci assist int any stay Re oan toisiOttoNntaetefruiRad 1ed.ieiyfrthaceli
get thic project for Worth Dakota and Minot and if it is built. aork for coepletton of that project en the 0i0cr Air Force Mae,.
the -ucosefu comapletion of the project.

Tuhan yoa for the opportmoity to speak to you this eoeItR i, hehalf of the
I sat to thank you for allowing as to testify here tonight and I wili Minor adn n Tae oni
accept questions ow or at any tice ia the futura. thank you. ilig.dTaeC- l

David A. funetoet. Presi~vot A

ro-. 00 aseack. NO
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U1J]i~MY~ ~LOCATION _______

J~J J~~ )~F9~jdJ Ar U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEER RAILTGARRISON PROGRAM

Thank yti 100 atten0ding this hesolog. 0.r purpose, foe huetlg thia hering 1. to
roy a eoaramle~r foe you th= nrmttai onseqences we have determined mtay ace. It the

Peacekeeper Rall Gero Progeram procneeds, aued afford yoo 00 oppofolty 00 bring to

o. sito mat iters we may havce Iesineientlp anerloohed. 0.goal Is th og
e nenetal analis at W0cill be available to puhblicoffieialse4 ae nisetoar

final deciulson t the program It made. Pleaee wee this sheet 00 brig to oor otttisen
.ovironoentcl We"'u that yoo feel tent 00t beea adequaelyi anoalysed Int the Drff0

MV: COL. MICHAEL. eCioiot ANl LT. COL. PETER WALSHt Environmetal imlpact Staement.

ROM: ART EKLAD. PRESIDENT. MIN0T both CoAMBEn OP COMMtERCEL -" & k

DATE: THURSDUY, AUGUST 11. 19800UP

TOM ART EKOLAU. PRESIDENT OF TOE MINOT AREA CHAMRER OF COMMTERCE 100 I

0I00 TO EXPRESS THE CHArMBER yr COMMOERCE'S UNQUUALIFIED SUPPORT OF TOE

ENVIRONMIENTAL IMPACT STATEMNT SOIFT AO PRESENTED. Z 2i-2Io

ALL OF THE REPORT TESTIFIES TO TOE FACT TOUT TOE MtINOT SIR FOECE ROSE

1 AND TOE COMMUNITY OF MINOT ARE IN A VERY SOOT POSITION TO HANDLE TOE1

IMPLEMENOTATION OF RAIL GARRISON HEEE UT TOE MINOT hIR FORCE RUSE.

~i- ~ooPa.. I.~.J - -/1. yT y-~~ec.~
WE UT TOE COAMBER ARE VERY PLEASED~

AGAIN. TOE COMMUENITY OF MINOT ANT TOE MINOT AIR FORCE OASE WILL RE PR0OUDc &..

TO MOST RAIL GAREISON- ...

Mazin Street Addemi city &t.

Plae hand thus fore Ineor mall to: Lt Cal Peter WaSh
ARCE-BM&IDEV
Hrot-R Aie Force Sam

But Barecedna California 92409
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's, ISit To Rt Laramie County School flitrict Nuxmber One
LOATO 2810 iHouse seen- Cbsysrra. Wotic lo=t (307) 771.2100

LOCA~iN Uiit~s o~tIch A.0 Doet L Pa-in. PhD.

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM 4 ! 7

Tbheh You for %tteidlttgll tis heswing. OmPurptpose far hosttig this hooting is to August 9, l9SS
sumamoin fur you the eniroontl otsequencos me have detormined may occur if tbe
Paoskeegor Rail Garrison progrom proccedhan d atfturd you an opportunity tn bring to
ata artotiao matiors we may boo. Iodadnoetly Ovarlooked. One goal is a thorough
eaniroomenol analysis that Will be available to public offinialsand Citizens hefore a In. Col. Potor Walsh
final deison an the program Is mads. Plasas tis 111&hoot to being to oar attention AFOCE-OBt/Dnh

reniremutmntal issaes that you feel hano nt boon adequatoly gaayomi In the Draft sorton Afl, CaLitorois 92409-6448
Environmental ho.u Statomont.

~t 1 cto~uttn.qt
t  

ouckea. 8s'tas0 totPd~~tin 1 ::Drat Enoirooaoontsl Impact Otatomoot
losdr in~oe otdotscycm.ecIa.~d~o.,~ytttoesoors ctbmdla Pack.apcr Heil Garrisot Proga

iA- ebl &vtlw Amsen -41,; L)Lr'1* IE- hear Cotl.o.I WIh
eW~i3tkUS1lettrAL IMPACT1 ACCiO.Ey.IAL WJLCL~R% hU~iPiiD Larain County School Diatrict has had an oucolloot orkiog r.Iatio..ship with
lpego'% It &t16 6 uau a o&t '-4 as- Anssvosntcssn _bapn v... thy Warren Air rorco Bass and, as in nho past, no .ro coumitted totcootiuitg

aL tear- vi aPsC We -6- DeiW this working part....hip.

101 &,1!l
9 

7 e->eoS~o~ Vo~o' -tb - e
4~ c.JA\9 2?7 qgA 1,ona lreoiewing thy Draft EIS, tho followng ...oas are aajurcaocer,, to thy

ltm I istrictc. e r.quos.t further studyias to their impact on tho District and
MCA;,t SW/ fE CaecennensoajAWtec 2 37 idoutificutico of sppropitsitigtu a *rs to .hatbob ho Air Fot.
Stmpn.

4

ea.C 5 ~tlto s ur iitwltlon'sk6eag to assur thy high qualiny of od-stion _7thsn hs hor est hiihd

~S3. tO tn :ti . Imea.A ' 44~JaO.Orllawana: The hn..oiine prujoutiuna fur the Dis trict show so nros of
o I fou huodred tudants 01or the oonr three year,, Tha curren.t Ilaotr

t;patity haled o the District guidlio5vi otoltl sdni
S tt IA oi unin5 shol yar. Coitc I shrtagoawil oiat, ifsdditiooal eltocotay

d~r&ID~ -4cla..aoos space ia ot 1 .tv rd to, the i99119 soh"I year.

5t
4
5jvaw,% O'a hytciskt tN Junior High rapauiny will o..d no ho addc.....d priuc to the 1992/93 eoh-1
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Lt. Col. Peter Walsh
P.aco-lselual Gsrrisot ?,.gr
Augost 9. 1.90
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ietp cts from the handling and transportation of this tritium to Fnt.x. In*s rm I 8 Two.:

Im1pcts from the processing, handling and shipping of highly enriched uranium
atI to, and from Pantex and Oak Ridgo, Tennessee;

* Impacts from the assembly of the warheads, their handling, and their shipment
*WHEREIS THE BOMB?- to their points of deployment:

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF MARK HAIM. DIRECTOR MID-MO NUCLEAR FREEZE * Impacts from any and all other processes, and/or activities at any and all
other locations not specifically noted above that are part of the warhead man-

COMMENTS Of THE DEIS FOR THE MX RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM ufacturing process.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the MX Rail Garrison Program
Igneres or glosses over the most serious environmental Impacts of the proposal. Since the dawn of the nuclear age the U.S. has produced a hoarrendous
The Increased risk of nuclear war--the ultimate environmental problem--is not legacy of nuclear weapons waste. Approximately 60,000 warheads have been
addressed, because the EIS loks only at peacetime impacts. manufactured. How to effectively isolate the massive waste inventory for the

Another oat of envIronmental concerns--those associated with manufacturing requisIte thnefram r ins a unsovd--and potentially lnnlnalel--dllma.

the nuclear warheado to be used on the MX missiles--Is also quite neatly swept The Departmnt of Energy estimates the cost of eventual cleanup at $110
under the rug, ostensibly because the warheads are produced by the Dept. of billion. The General Accounting Office is guessing $350 billion. The truth Is
Energy. This "that's-not-my-departmet" mertality is all too pervasive In large that no one knows. The saddest part Is the fact that these figures exclude the
bureaucracies. This leads me then to my central questio: WHERE'S THE human costs--the cancers. lukemias. and birth defects. These costs will be
BOMB? We are presented with a DEIS for a nuclear weapons system that has borne by those who are exposed because the wastes are not properly isolated.
been neatly anitized of Its cental feature. Where is the bomb? and by thoe who ore exposed on the jo while working to clean up the mess.

and dispose of the problem.

NEPA mandates an examintion of the Impact of a proposed action, and

comparlsio with alternative actions, including a "no action" alternative. Should We cannot in mood conscience allow a decision to produce over 500 rtew
the MX Rail Garrison be authorized It would necessitate the manufacture of at warheads to be made without first examining the full and true touts. An envi-
least S00 nuclear warheads which would not otherwise t produced. We must rcnme ) i-pact statement for the MXRG program which does not exmine the
look at the full impact of the action. This obviously Includes the production of environmental Impact of Producing the weapons is a crel hoax.
the warheads.

Let's pot all the cards on the table. The advocates of this program must
The public and our elected officials must demand accountabllity. Before we oe clean. I reiterate: Where's the bomb' What's the environmental impact of

allow MXRG to be authorized we must be given clear answers to the serious this weae s program? Yes.w -V S' to know the impact of laying new
environmental problems associated with warhead production. The environmental track, oT-building Train Alert Shelters. But these impacts pale by comparison
issues which must be addressed if this course of action Is taken include, but are to the impacts of the bob: and the" Impacts are real and very significant oven
not limited to. the following: if nuclear war never occurs.

impacts from plutonium production at Savannah River. South Carolina: includ-
ing worker eposure. routine and accidental environmental releases. and eventual
waste processing, handling, isolation, shipping and so-called -disposal" (note:
each of the following activities should also be examined with regard to the
aforonamed categories of impacts);

impacts from the reprocessing to extract the plutonium in the Savannah River
PUREX facility;

* Impacts from the handling and transportation of this plutonium to Rocky Flats.

in Colorado;

* Impacts from the manufacture of the plutonium parts at Rocky Flats;

* Impacts from the production of tritium at Savannah River;

USMleMee Ndsal Wleee Fre Cespelge
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COMMENTS.GIVEN BY CHUCK DUKE. PRESIDENT OF MINOT CITY COUNCIL. AT THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
AUGUST it. 1988

HEARING ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS) FOR THE PEACEKEEPER PAGE 2

RAIL GARRISON PROJECT --- AUGUST 11, 1988. LASTLY, THE DRAFT EIS NOTES THAT SOLID WASTE GENERATION WOULD

INCREASE BY ONE TON PER DAY OR LESS THEN ONE PERCENT FOR THE
GOOD EVENING. MY NAME IS CHUCK DUKE. AND I AM PRESENTLY SERVING CITY OF MINOT IN 0992. ALONG HITH GREAT SUPPORT FROM FIVE

AS PRESIDENT OF THE MINOT CITY COUNCIL. 3 REMOVAL FIRMS AND A LANDFILL LIFESPAN OF 28 YEARS, THE CITY

I WISH TO COMMENT THIS EVENING ON THREE AREAS THAT ARE MENTIONED OF MINOT CAN HANDLE THIS SMALL INCREASE IN SOLID WASTE WITHOUT

IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT: HIRING ANY ADDITIONAL MANPOWER OR PURCHASING NEW EQUIPMENT.

FIRST, THE DRAFT EIS STATES THAT TO MAINTAIN THE CURRENT THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION TO MY COMMENTS.

SERVICE LEVEL OF 6.2 PERSONNEL PER 1.000 POPULATION. CITY

STAFFING WOULD HAVE TO INCREASE FROM 283 TO 288 PUBLIC

WORKERS BY 1993. THE EIS ALSO STATES THAT IF NO ADDITIONAL

PERSONNEL WERE HIRED, THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL PER 1.000
POPULATION WOULD DROP FROM 6.2 TO 6.1. THE EIS NOTES THERE

WILL BE A SMALL INCREASE IN THE DEMANDS FOR PUBLIC SERVICES,

SUCH AS FIRE. POLICE AND PUBLIC WORKS. THIS INCREASE WILL

BE VERY SMALL, AND WILL NOT RESULT IN DETERIORATION OF THE

QUALITY OF SERVICES RECEIVED BY THE PUBLIC.

SECOND. THE E:S DRAFT STATES THAT WATER IS DERIVED FROM A

SERIES OF WELLS IN TWO AQUIFIERS, AND THE SOURIS RIVER. THE

AVERAGE DAILY USE OF WATER IN 1987 WAS 6.4 MILLION GALLONS

PER DAY. BY 1990 AND 1994. DEMANDS ARE PROJECTED TO BE 6.3
2 AND 6.5 MILLION GALLONS PER DAY, RESPECTIVELY. PEOPLE CONCERNED

ABUAT WATEH SHORTAGES DUE TO EXTRLME HEAT CONDITIONS HAVE NO

NEED FOR CONCERN DUE TO THE ADEQUATE SUPPLIES AND RESERVES OF

FRESH WATER.
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LOCCATION KNtV NSDDTER MISC}UeT ,... '. /4jZ

COMMENT SHEET COMMENT SHEET

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.8. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thank you for attendlng this healen. Our purpose for hostlng this hearing Is to Thook yoO for attending this hear ng. Our purpose for hotltn thli hearing is to
summarzle for you the environmental consequences we have determined may occur If the summarIze for you the envlronmental osquenes we have determined may occur If the
Peaokeeper Rail Garrison program proceed, and afford you an opportunity to bring to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program proceed., and afford YOU an opportunity to bring to
our cttention matters we may have inadvertently overlooked. Our goal Is a thorough our attention mattens we may have Inedvertenttly overlooked. Our gol Is a thorough
enlronmental ainalysis that will be avallible to public officials ad citizens before a environmental anlyle that will be available to public officials and eitlzers before a
final decision an the program Is made. Pleae use thls sheet to brilg to our attention flnl decision on the programl Is made. Pleece Use this sheet to bring to our attention
environmental Islues that you feel have not been adequotely ailyzed In the Dft environmental issues that you feel have not been Adequately anlyzed In the Draft

Evironmental Impact Statement. Envlronmental Impact Statement.
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27 . NXl a Cnd bygema -1.. sill MO be .ecalld" 'dotn Ornoti attn l Ocrnteadi o rtiby~t itritt attr ias asitniOiirc~t I..,.tI

A t n',Fon'w ill they be firedfneemly 8*,egilowelo
or t I they be oeed .. o fIrmt at i" k. aon1

2s l , bdr daotl b s leee1 -.
29 ::ottn"tocercZ-vtt ,.,either MXit 'tMidgetmtt?

I~~odoiten refor. to nvttrt..tsom:.n.t Is..o..

22. ISdlen' the 'No Altarnesttoa choice. the AIr For-ehas not ootlird( C
31 het notlml el local baeeits , RotIlding netthe, His or Midgeotmnn

thos lesavnn the ewo,,y In. hprivate aect.,. Whyc noR?00 to tlcot

1 h2 the retacy "ofZ1 Inter'o or Ayroo tor dol ord rcoh of

331 "' moat sill ereen an -ae nal leach bema -- uwf ...s.t

3I. SVctlaon 4 9 of the 061O deals encleelna ly with moeasnt- 1. et.
e- gage. 0, firet onyrght the 1XIIg mistakenly orfer -ha

34 1 Otherrinewea wile on wage 4.9-46 the ocx. twice altisik r~er
S or Man e APO'. Whabt oonsoe.d Owe have that As~ training

5Onooes are ersiearedall ay -e nnwstl$

;Th. At.. P01- tea sloesta a baetn, elan for the .. that it inoo
o Ia ,mien'ble onds doettabil 11Ing.-

-- oetC. MCoran--July i. 192e
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STATE or ARKANSAS

Fst;NehbS04)ik ,4416fteu

July 22. 198
Sim t noU

Patrick P. Careena. Col. USAF AF&04V
Deputy Director Of Strategic. SOF
and Airlift Programs 2m

Assistant Secretary,(Acguisitioo) Seb.MWiu~k-~u
Department of the Air Force
Washiington. D.C. 20330-190

RE: DtIS: PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISONS PROGRAM.DerS.

tear Colonel Caruana: I wish to bring myour albasihua Rm te mi Imam Mtissuins Jm*Jmm. whomwithin

The Stat. Cl earinghouse has receloed the aboe Envi ronmental Document hin lffiSSMn. Mied melitary jWUs t vunoshwiftV oftherelief an om oerbooked in
1p1ursl to Section 12(2 ),c) of the National Environmental Policy Act of l1969~iesteA9~iS~in .K.JMeiauiKUdm urW I pw
und the Arkansas Project Notification and Review System. Woflo. adIepPsfniuwmiloi rowns ofgMot --- this Isntruttsat ntbdiMd.

to To carry Ot th revie and commentpro ess, this .docunient eo foroadddlkW Tul-ms eelAVsowwt.-wtipsitoo~orrs
er Fthe Arkans chnca Reie vote.Rsl~gcnetreceived from th Techncal eoeaComoltee which represents the position of Was win-ibpleue

the State of Arkansas are aed.

The State Clearinghouse wistes to thank you for your cooperation with the in mpnipnA Rue miiiary mi5Sedtp w'eeglnele Im5r Of N~~ ero. re"S Ord
Arkansas Project Notification and Rteviee System. rad I amosiimi rtcks a Fsin (a is m* P ) andS msoa. inKUim,

sincerely dcments, fro utgimiu Marmt rigerpfl tiellte and War pas Uwistk m~f by ft
illitary ad geerieud In itsutfir t Rpks There Is no edIl in proSMI. ---

If youkill ThoeWomeny$sk to ipocl

State CleringhouseI *" amo ftmo -NUKL you on w hat hobwI' Irish ifU

JIGTCICb Womt. r,sng ifs FrTes We Kda*r whuichi inlinel go CIA isW ttes of ftM

pc: Randy Toung sgim n UK RUor p wnsRgihi atr anise irUmidwSgve, nr"~Wi55 UKd
Arknsas Sol I R ater 1 nvrste ItI h pno -' wlyo ufil;rWnsrios fe rFw

m I~~WWlin roIip. 5 C. c . saIm U da~

LSkM he nted sSW Sas wtu rned Ito a WIN bmbt flmsy UK ft daag

2 1 graiose fn~t~ is we 5 fe ta miint gsr g u Slwh K S . m d
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21 ia nta tion DNA ait molas trruarsiblei. dnL5 You. TaukagItnutsi. bts-Illiflevelt'

Ifloidi saa From Ireanrifsalmal ileIngso 1969 Vol. I ppa 617y- IA nuydistuvhirl H-i BODlIin ES ARE PILINOLIPI

31 Udoii~mkqng---It ifis.DsI ttd M hIWM UK fum. Srltos ul

= =-ARee .e sttstU Mss~ tINi Mad -Kiso -n 11e 1:18 Ail Ru caeful pianeng oK Poll Garrim ;no( f aR iibia poi rOiR dmsp 0 mes
ism,~Ih~ni~~U -= : .Kda ~dnah ~ Think aou it -- hinWsol snm U ae -0 if, ~U~t l of P wor. --- atf, DI ejei

- am weliriq thin --- te gmc espc ag Still Kdipeeo nSIs tost I f emse the~i~od~y arro an toe ae if a*lytV SIn t. M Ire IN~
TM stnriam Atmi romt ifsritv f, pea FsefmbmUstp in Pieif.~Islkm lfpfs uSMi n15. MthImss

argp amae isp-ee milin Of Your comiriga (meW Ahunic Pbuised8 he brig

'itis at edar preoissi how mueho 01 ifssing tell as Is ineafd T~n h e If. fmel Dram and Edwad lelt.Th tMm OF probealln hat SMw slee d IVSVU us to in
siebruniE A8 Marteinl as ifen~in tensiniil fWhifP lrd SM that~j~iI~Imjs u ~OSpie iPne We Knoml ip ~ mu k eilwe mirs0"

(wnanufg oi ron rWaiKn Bulletin MD. 11). NK if. is. K fs S~tk 6 ration UKd thoe dir"n in neeiv~v p0in Win K ih f ei. heop~le. W WI

cN~nfLgMZM t ~ e fl w Deceber 1, 5955, to Augst 1956 we anorml Namor me teIliwy UK goverse In Ifs put. in gs as v UKd RuSir vme
raportid In Bualein No 12. eiihI in aflR.* (Sme 1959 Homps Rol. pp. (Siuggdo PlbdOaSllSWSitt Sin tIs tiak shm~niui-nP

di7- l8). SM apso~r VW Bfe air mii bifareenble harm, to ia was Kf 'p No*i we hae
hin our eoasi wer/. pkiqfn t ontry Into Mi UKd chtroig Rue well-being Kf future

Ife Wai irom boib Trinity in 1965 is lull K ot b im awat ieada .rUSly govissitlons We con nt naitionlly Word Roll erursm UKd fs high risk$ SMa 12tf
oiriy In 1958. lut ell priewiner Or Moit.r. 00lt16 1bgJsa0 'rZ@ ppsWInlr. . Huss t u rmtMa.- aJm bUS~eS vPiling lit

Wilet Dr. Barry nesADm prti. SMa In wmwuinl tlphirty yme "ni wol sim ais
ofKamm di sisitbefrome tSS~w dn. kue ID Ru r 11 is, op. asUU so ~in Ruas Thank WI for your timned ldMn
diaumense whichM On n oRu heele K OfBmatng f was thR iis tinMeJMa

tUS a*e Ru a M paen rusptopp iS chnild) --- 00i onv Moe s* ive tei DOW?

CWr? lie wi mWW iMus O Wnpeifl US~t idi UK Il~ ? lNe mel Kin0 musi wif e u Lww Ce

sp Kf ra~tldisgoidenS. "~I] kmnon oSig se-eisa's, --.- Mfat umilitary.I

In 1958. 1Make, Frdeick0 Ad efl. an ACieing from thSm~UKse.starndn 'A db&--W
hompiiai iIsSInAbqoqus 1 1 1as

5 *Ih Wee vW"NgUW pit.eifrn pUv htn Rtbo hSe--- efin w R11W6-
5 ~ gi Sptinv . elmw bsgm b oe 010iniw C/C I4U.ugawk
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CASH VALUE OF 
& eAST-

F P I 1P *O'DCTS ( 19 7) C EI P AL STATES * STAT e

TL00 ATI. T
An Example of Double Talk S S OUTAI STATES ATLANIC
"T5. oaat.0A 1St oopa c bllll r.dodftOO pr4.I1 t. ti .04 -ii Oas t o/t~epti 1t40 ( TA

- .oo0o Nmt~t s ro0. of to OtT .1 too.. p er r r..ttw .t' t. pt ,o* p too 0 T
tOiio 40iWr OOOwmt rfl sae.0i I d*00of - Rn hl coto f Shn 0000t.t400 lmmtott - 120 RA)IOACTNITY (00.'S T0KT'

p I9tVoI2-tPytryel 0

80

_t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ RS *ET RADOATIIT OF 10JO US RIVERS W-ft - 1..1. 2 AIOCIIY TOSP

60

40

STRATOSPWKI

GROSSAUS [ AROCTPiYOFMAORUS IVR

Cop of O1wes pr,"bd by or CWroo F S rES to Aoot Co monot . S *0.0,. r. Puy 6, 1959
Trmnpr 4n0*oq m - dopoooo., f nASeS oGa~to trOo mns1aton egoAr detontono (SNnoto I Or Stra V.b Moo ~v not stornO Ri. Cobont. 5evr bet .. s. bctto a1 ttaS d 00.0;04 S.l A-o f aH1d noSt.TuSg

1, 1007 Vol 2, fhso Bef... ftt- ft" 010. el.. oo-o.of -fio rtWwka-W# oot.054 --- Ot I-S. f-ia oner k"S

Swcu SmIt-It d 5.0.t ofxro ewS Col wtt - bovl ftnry hqt 1 0 5 ..--------

C5e of ". Unt" Stito Re.re.tnt. o.J -Ad ft hvels h- o . f p0odr"o4 amt

S,000 of *5 food motn1. w res .'- fr m of T" f- tam t o 0957"
may0 5.6,7. andS. 19
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Tr n- A I. v.m!n pa b, t-e Ss.j Prept Sect- of . US V.41tw 8- r 2 oter 1- 0.0

ov rlS do t ubsAe Trott. --n o. of Osots S~ster o-rqOr 000005 of 7. T~ -Ow - aflor serio of S.
500 Scpe.or" t to Sny, Itto. 2 sorms. yo 31000-- ar *,U Ses 0 mode m R.PON an w nod by

OOOhr .OotrO-e t10* -k0.5

100 Re moved by Soil.
Plants, etc

10 OF-135

10 X Removal -99 3

10J

C

05[

Overlay of ShosS from
0 1 0o53Vo2 boIzmann. Mail 28 195 7 p2091

HeorngS-9591 FranklIn,. June 2, 1957 p 200
Wilsonl, Jone 18, 1957 p, 209A

Prtscillla. Junoe 24. 1957 P 2094
ood,0 July 5. 1957p 205

DOblto. July 15.1957 p 2o96 of Nerm4 , Vol 3- 1959

J~ltt. JuI9 19,1957 p 2097 " .

Oesl, Julti 25. 
9
57p 2 '

MOeJl2US AUO 7 957 2100

Doppler, Au9 23. 1957 p 2002 01 IHaarotnql Vol 3- 1959
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= .Iobv0 t enli$ roinoi Of a ISnim U lenaio-.. DW Lt, Mat PERILOUS VAPOR NATIONWIDE RADIATION

Is there a Connection With fallout?

SO FAR RADON HAS BEEN DETECTED IN 30 STATES
-- AND AT ELEVATED LEVELS IN 10

Highest radioactivity, measured in picocuries per liter. has So tar
been in the East The middle west is under investigation

L..Jhao naran id. M..n sio in aw E arahgu a~
. Ot~ tnchMr tbo -ha-1 M rdno nhIr~amr WC~'i So t

Overlapping Shots o AF tnn iti n dor EPAra id

Frank iin Pri me. Aug 30, 1g53 p 2103 ~ ,~.n ofa 00 W, .- Vag radon aaono fn

Smoky, Aug 31, 1957 p 2 104'-o SOURCE Lawerence Berkty Laboratory
Galileo, Sept 2, 1957 p 2105
Wheeler, Sept 6, 1957 p 2t106
Coutomb B Sept 6. 1957 p 2107
La Place, Sept , 1957p 2 108 of Hearing', Vol 3-1959

Ovelapin Shots oFA Ch" a AL l

Fizea. Sep 14, 957 p109 *~, Rado --- nvisile, Als n dres--snwters
Newon~pi 6.157 211 \~(T 1 / ,4~ aos- sor-e SRdain mrca R*Whilneg,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~wl Set2.15 1 yt."s Rdnlvl aebe oiord 0 hranimmnstsreae

Chretn et28 97012-Bu osnsseZe h oett EhiSh ntrl r els 1aon

Morgan. Ocpt 7, 1957 p 21131 Herig VoRad9 oul imper i bl e tastls a n omdminisg a-t-visg nwtil l st

1984-
---- Newsweek August lB. 1966
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KEY~~~~g RELY N.KfRALTY, INC.

nsan .o 19 a . oet.1Oe 'a 0 I iaa00t0 a e t.40.0O a

E,- - E -ia i 1Pan~snin ,aaa_ Page~ ianoou2
AFaae -a aaaS01000

*000ioa.0a Air0114 F-O0 8...M05.~~n

.iorton 
Air Fo::e 

r.:n

T:n ettrio cnlOoiih.a . h p20 - p e d Ppttn .... kyself. Roi ttppn- t. eat haris in ti
111-1rea - hOC, Cunl* 7. angP n-dii,, iiC thupl Cr0.c htor

Aetn andt the roprsen ttaresda4 ths notg wanin thein on-h
Thi tther Ril - in ous te t h Pr o - Area.o r ui l r is n40-intnn hleetn re iier
Gtaaroso thgra n th e p~ etEAtuigS nteSi~~tteP et

tha tan aeon !*ti inArrnno

pato an, thi ari i n hn.nowCut re . rapeo
it, ee ht a thgh aii-fnting .f h-. n al ep t -, CC Oao,.Kani, r

nut~Pi~ib Cr0 that C.r. atZ altu e n' C-u ron ti

btat- t -. keinitg fit tA- i. -. 1ot. h t pl. th. Eu.-
C1 hatale te neoiith va 1 ir0 'peat-t C tye grtoMe- . n r Co

her, and t t gpinon patnfi -e. nt y and to tr.e-
':Int -an Chsint ad rorsnag e oe oott ToasCtonig r

eara- u.g If thr ta a al. I ral thtClnlith osne
-Ir. ur did n8 p .nw vow "tbeln the g t.e t and w.

beaonat pekin ot b todetionao ho la t108ao
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LOCATIONI P4 "t I-
COMMENT SHEET

11.0 AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thankt you for att-deg this hearing. Or Ppoeor h0iosting thd.iserig Is to

Peek 0Roll Garrisont program proeeds, sod afford yoo an opportunity to briog to W R MAT WIo-t atoention matt- e. may~ have Inadvertently overlooked. Our goal is a thoough w ii 1O O NCA I A E
.. eIroan-sthl soalib that will bt. availlei to pubitc officiasand citizens itefore
IIId .01010 on t.e Peoge A is mads. Please r- this shoot to beg to our attention .
.. li. oretal isses that you feel have 00t base adequately analysed In the DlraftI'.' /
Enoen~~tal Impact0 Statemenat.

So.ct- . C ~ L ~ . eo

_____ ____ _____ ___ \~4,

;i 4L g -t IV. !,-i // Ad !--o

AFRC-HAVOE WMUU /P BO 257/ OUTHFIELD, 0,00010A8037 /01,318610W

NotoB.ernadio Caifria9409
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LOCATION ~ L
COMNTERT

U.0 AIR FORCE PRACRESPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Titsai y0. f0. Ott550 tii -t5g Our PWT~p 10 detemis a iocu If toe
Pee-k-por ROll G..,100 progams anood.od afford 1050n apot0.ity to hriog to August 0. 19088
00. attention matter w 1.01 hae Inaderetly overisokd. Ow goal IS . tougit
0eironmen0tal analysis that w.11it. b ano.I to p.0010 offilol lI.i~oos Ba itieecefreao .... no~oote I Pla... a

11.1d~isos0.th popw s to..P10.. me, tii @iteat to Mpg t Iaot attention AfOOSS/l
.1ro-mrtal Mosm titat Tom foel 0000. base Sdi.~stI7 WslAIS" In tit. Draft I No 0 A" fore 00.-a hesetal Impact Statement. 5. eedo.C.lit-ri. 92409-644R

near irecto."

hed It. oe :.sui :0 Auut 110 ce .. 0 the
Rail Carr..o. Project.

Alt1,houhI 0tit.b -t1 o the ale od uositle to slteld the
her d I ~to 10 ofr my supor toesrd li.01

_________________________________________________________ trrisoo Project via this loter.

LA :seIi1 oCtrncjutoe ir.ysssd hsoe hsdu-c. ~ ~ C An c\8ev-itoA l'- NI, the ..odf.1 opportunitly It it coet. OoIld otit h
toiled States Air force titr.u it the OilItsrY Alff*,r*
C,~i tee c!:td "jl fr.ci . - SOr.. Ar erce .5 in

the Air ,oce has for lthe defensive posture o f our coi try
(Uoiled SltsSpa C- .e. Peer Airfoe ..

etc. Thtese facilities Sod lhit r sYse.. have .led sn

ausrcos tose or the need to uconliou to .1.sY. isp....1 the ef~o~oe sei .1,s111i, of or country and our
- - capsabilities fortdeterrnc.

_______________________________________________ I " hob tho Beil G:.rrisi.. Proj.. .. is itslr ipor!ot to"
lthcur lysd efec of o ur c-utr y I slAo0 fee that
it is isportanl to Cheyenne sod F. ff. Warren Air Force Base.

Cheroot. t.: * " h goo rebliatpotlt i oc.0 i

* tr.., ssre.oftsuport 'ioe toeahoer

The ecooir ipact I oe Ciee from this project -old also

nams, Str000 Aeas City Stt

Flow. 0000 this 10.rm In.0.1Mail 1o, t Cal Pter Wlh
AFRCE-IMGEV
Karl=0 Air Teme BOB
San035rom.vi3m, Coglfoal "4419
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... I. Wr, Fr. y. .. o. oer~ Missyn o

city. I hnlnte. t hi. 000d -ootinn -th the Rail Gnri. o. so.

MoiMartin
1764 0.1 Runse tied.
Cheyeon. Wyo~i~g 82009
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LOCATION Gree -No,. NorthI Osho LOCATION Grand Forks

COMMENT SHEET COMMENT SHEET

U.S. AIR FORCE PM*S"2MP9RRAIL OAREWN PROGRAM 11.11. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL OARRIBOI4 PROGRM

Thanh you for atteofdhrg thin hingf. 0.e purpose, for tooting thin hengh1 .In I Tback you for a011.06106 thin INI,1,1. Car porPo.. foe btonh thin tonng In to
.mmmeuIe, for yt. zhe environental nfusqaeno we hoe determhined may -~~ If the ... ad.t for y00 the conmoWt. a ma0Q nnbe w03 detoend may oce If the

Peacekeeper Roil Garrison Proram Pr00.060. Sand afford you n opportunity to bring to Poehoper Rail Garon roga t.Peone nd af ford y00 an opportunity inbeing to

nor attention mat~ 17tt OdOtot!neI~.O.gtersin wtog nor attentin matters wn etny hoaw odwtriteti OvreloOtod. Ou0go1 I.a thoong

..ncle-chtc~l a001y.is I will he a-MW.iol to public6 officials aod otioon hefore a -,I-. noetai "ale thotil be1 to .on I.oot pubicn offils da 06 mea b11000 aon

fica1 dm=lln n the Program, i. .06. Places - this h-t0 to teing to or attention final d"*W- nm e 0 p. to,060. Placs -n thins0Waterto bring to or attention

.aon...t.1n 130 that You feei ho.. aot ben adequateiy aalysed in tho Draft1 envirtomntal Wa00 that y00 feel to- act be00 adequatelynlye 0176 the Draftt
Environmental imlpact Statomnn. E-noonotalimhpact Statemnt.

,p-, a or of -11 cot oeisen eceocn that I - eoeerd about i, tI Pen y eryortt

=eto n is ra10ntion. thrailon .. nto- - .- ht-a .i noeceecitin

On t-714,owcan so in. 1.15 tI,.. ewebse.n ~tlt~
.rttoofrdoa Itnee lt,tin saoc tho Z=*ndy ator Cone th.

ai i alree o ,utr otetially-isit. ...oo. se o h eeO-qtt hOte

It to-rtoor nodict and Ceocd. Rar...tt-it Doen

send'.0 Wt1id.. t06 S. 0 tr eet -tnd yoth.. Wr 5no01 Prdc. G-,tai P.O. he, 1715 Grond Frk. .111 58206-1715

No.. 310.01 Address City grain Ila.. ttwt Addess City 5101.

Pinme ham thif.arm al ton Lt C" PterWebbh Pieceshamthsfar InorMi~l t. Lt ColPetr lt
AFRCE-SBitDEV AFRCR-BMS(DEV
86010. Air P000.t Rss. ot Air Town Raw.
fon Bor"nnifo, Colfoes. 91409 0 Sneansormw Californ 81458
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Intergnational Uni of Operig Engineers r .
=AiC IRN ICH 49, 19A. A"., AMG 490 ma "NNd o s w bm fC m

MOMA - NOINH CXOTA I-eIII DAKOA l1e- hail N10 lo a

August i0, 1958

'San BernardinoeCaliforni 92409

Angust 9, 1988
Clear Lt Col Walsh:

Lt, Cl* We hlI Apell, 1988 tne Board of Dirnctorn of nihe Grand Forkon Chambee of Ciommre wnt
Dieco o Enironnena 1 Planting on record in uantrt of the following revoltion:

111CE - 111ffE
Nort on A ir Force ane.. CA 92109-6148 whereas,~ Peacneeper Rail Garrion Defense System has teen cdn by Conngeaa nd

tne President as a top priority foe etnhncting the nations defensive systems,

Whierea tne Peaceepr Rail Garrion Project represents tne east practicOal,
Mly nm inidoGran.doig,.iron Rprentiefo the Io ceootoalt-ffodable system otiliaing exiating ICBM miasiles and the US railroad
UnIon of .O raio Do i ..r Loa 49 no t'ido ofI the Gad "it-,
Pork. Building end Conscroc tion Tredee Council.

whereas, tne Congrnessand President hate called for tne establihmet of 5 or 6

I uen fr alotof n 'in pepl thrugh'out the1rrn a ho Peaceheeper Rail Garrisons at Strategic Ace Canned baaes in thne United Staten,
neitom and aipporn the Bai a ri cnet The iyo Grand
Park.and the Geand Fork. Sir Force Bane haI norke d together for alieneas, only in ties of national emrgeny woulid tine trainsa equipped with
aenera It yearn tofiaum our safBety nod the p renerontio* o our operational Peaceheeper missiles ha directed to leave tne garrisons end deploy
dencai na of life. 

8
a '," cotinu to .opprt an. iltr with tne rail syatem,

work that will keep or nation a srong and frea norIct, and will

hepood to he at ofaynrk that will keep on tha nay ler. tine mobility fatore, of this system peomnises high snuevivability than
lauin no, d Contrrio Crfnaohv oprad and hol he 1 making .trong deterrent to any adveraary,
Be ennenarayi p iac thog n o are no tadrad
to do what eone in necessar y to help pranure our freedom from 0--eea tine Grand Porks region he. en extenive railroad trachage syste knn
oppress ion. deteotlon in a tin. of national emegency Uanlikely,

in the annironmeta impac atd'a ho ohr ittloaderne Wheres, tne Grand Foek. Air Porce Baae playn an intoegai part in tne natins
effect to tine arroand ltg com ition.': the" t're h n: cm no defnenae atrategirally located in tne norathern tier states,
niport perniien .I nod help to enhance the enniroemen n in or

ecnm 'irahoot the area. Wie will gln or full nopport to gneream . Grand Fooks in ideally bocated on major rail linen, With many aditionaml
the nyte ninnald ti i area he aelected. sIa of tr l ocated aitinursanna

Whnerea, Grand Forte Air Force Bene hen the land end the peole no deploy thin
.yaten with a minimal onxt of infrastorture iaprovemnents to deploy thin

lo den Gro is' 
-.

iren ie preaatine
O I . Lca 4 Therefore, ha it resolved that the Grand Porte Chamber of Cmmre g-e o racoed
P..in11 in siupport of Grand Porte Air Force Bane heing con an a site to houme the
Grand Forksa. ND 58206-i715 proposed Peaoekeepner Pail Gatrion System.

Sincerely.

Barlan liolgeson, C.ni-en
Board of Direcors
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August 8. 1988
LOCATION Grand Poksiior 0th tainot LOCATION_____________

CMEN BalT COMMENT BSHEET
U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRIBOIF PROGRAM Ui.S. AIR FORCE PEACEREEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thankn you for attendinng Chit harieg. One parpose far flatntg thia hearing istoC Thank you for attendingR thin hang. One purpose far hosng thit hnearing in Ca
namnegelan for yro the ennirnomental eansegnere e hane determined Ray neete If the summaeize for you the enviinmental ceuenesa m have detrmined may avennr If Che
Peaeeeper Rail Oareesan peogram peneada and affoed youan opportunity Ca hrlng to Peaeheepee Rail Ganeino pengram Peoceds, and afford you8 an nptanity ta bnring to
cam attention mataters we may have Inadveetently oeriaoked. Owr goai In m tharnagh .a.atet te a .e -e eaf hare lndvertently anenIlahd. On- goai i. a thorug
nniraamenaa aedlynis Chat mill he anailahla to publie nffiil and eitiaena hafore a envirounmntal analynit that mill ha availahle to public nffiia And eltizns beforen
finall decition an the pengeram it made. Piesea tChin anst to bring to oae attention findl decision on the Program in made. Piease us Chit chnsohea legt a e teai.. neennnntal leaaes tit yea Peal hem eat teen adeguately analyzed In the DeaftC envieonmenta lance that prou feel have et teen adequately analysed in theDrf
Envieoemental [.paet Btatement. Envirnenetal Impaet gtatement.

Ism ob otnataf non. fresident of tne Grand Forte Cnamber of Canre u

it. meoven of L-coth PIlaing and ira -io C.eparY, 135 Sloon Third 800 caeber strong organization repuresenting approniatoly 75% of the buiniin

Street, Grand Forth, North Daictoa, withec to exPreto, its support of the ocneaity of or city aend other aasociations, organoizatins aud Inidauaols,

peacekneeper Rail Garrion nystem an a viaible funt .Vo 40 airm natiorts hau gone on record in full asupmort of the depnloymnt of Peacaeeper Fil Garrian

defense oad gas or record oh supporcting its puccent at Grand Forkt hir ut Grand Forte Air Ponce Pane.
Fo-Bsu lc te fll-q rasos:Rail Garrison is cont nffordabnle and practicel using existing lICN misilies

l.eoismn rail lines in all ckttired directions anid the US railroad netnwork. The aystne -ai1t for 5 bases within tm Strategic
2.ctu of instal lotion and opertion late in North naknta than in Air Command to house the Peacekeetper. Cenly in tines of internatinal crinis

other oara oosdered woild thney ha deployed. Becase of Grand Forks' excellent rail eatwtrn anid

3in wl rourata upart m the area h 0ofW rMie -inue arnetal iaunot of tne project, lusi nerving; in on

B.ftonorablir ecn airepart to tne Grand Forks region integral role in our cationx at-rategio defenne. reacekeper Pail Garrison and

1 Grand Forte ir Force Bone are an, eaelent match.

There ceoi he am gonst-io that the economtic ingract to or ossenanty ol
ha very ponaitiop creting conatrurtion and penatnmnt opportunities for cnployeent
haem but more, iomportaotiy, o support nine Peacekeeper Bail Garrison Project
hease peane without treader in no trade offt for Amerimca and! the free wold.

Wie believe Grand Forte has the neceasary attributes to orient, tne eatio

and people of Peaceheeper Pail Garrison and its deployenet haem at Grand Forks

-wn tine 'Public Meeting ittuince Betord' cod, I coanlnrtently oherked Air Force Pane.

niehit th nitedan on ccld Ikr to rmon a Graft EIS. Plea-r

Ba 86Stag Addess City stare Namn Stratddaaa City stale

leman lend Chit fans Ie or mail ton LI Call Peter Walsh Platt hand thin form In or maii t01 it Col Peter Maish
APRCE-BMS/DRV AFRCC-BMB/DEV
Noneor Ale Fren Sane Nortn Ale Pamc Bane
Ban Bernnardien CAilfesIa 82405 Sae Bernardin, California 1409
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Grand Forks, ND 50201

Director of tnvironmental Planning 
18

APrCE-nK/DEV e

San Bernadino, California 92409-6448

Dear Directori

For purposes of identification, A's a nocLologist, a Professor, and

Chairperson of the America Indian Stodiv Deatmnt at niversity
of North Dakota. My large family and I have lived her fr sore than at
seven years and are sell established in this setting.

Although .. na...nab .atind the Environmental I.. pa . Haring ze
hu he KSr iarlier thi neck. I do cant to r:gI ti'.r my ac

Strong opposition to.he p.J. a Hd my large family joins me in a --
this oppomition). I understand from Senator Kent Conrad (ND) that - ,d-

yo, -re receiving writtnn Comments on the matter through thin month

Of August. 4 j '( i
I understand from the Impact Stetesent that the .S project sill

ncmiteancrail lie eich Hill cut through American Indian
borial grounds. Such desecratIon of those grounds would be in- i 6 ,n a Uw d u#p tO
defensible for tso basic reasons, the primary reson is cimply thatI
much an incursion would be immoral, lAst yourself, Wht could happen
if whie graves were involved?" "What could happen if Indisna dug rap'
throeghi a csthoi or Protmatan c-mtary?- A n importn c.. roliery , c tQ onr .e txv r4 'a ne.
rson invnives the fact that a number of us have Worked systematically
through the yearnto d evlop positive r c Ial .ult.uaI rela ons be-
tween Indiana and vhite: in this area -- and, thus far, cm have been
substantially succeseful. If you-all build a railroad across Indian

buril., you wl .il sw Nde of dincard which could lad to a bitter
harvest. aVG1 A.& 1
on.c again, we strongly hope you do not go through with the MS/rail {vmi. W"- ot4'gr Wm" U
Ine Project jll11r

John R. Salter, Jr.

cc, Senator Kent Contred

Ms. Virginia Miller

DOCUMENT 286 DOCUMENT 287

Gregg Lo-berdirn.. a bat~h i38,6 Washington, Apt. 3-S
Kansas City, NO 6411t

1 ya~ ca rt. W V k fe io? Agust 24, 1988

CERTIFIED HAIL

Lt. Col. Peter Walsh

Eoviro ntal Prl..nIng Division
AFRCE-BKS/ DOV
Horton AFS, CA. 92409-6448

Re: Comments on Proposed X Rail-Garrinon at

Whiteane AFB

Dear Lt. Col. Welsh:

Enclosed you will find the following which are to be
conldered in preparation of the Foial Evironmental Impact
Statement regarding the proposed deployment of the KS
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile in the ail-Garrison Basing
Node at Whiteman Air Force Base in Warrensburg, Missouri:

Testimony regarding the proposed deployment
of the KX Intercontinental Bailistic M isnile
in the Rail-Garrison Basing od at Whiteman
Air Force Base in Warrensburg, Missouri Ithis
Is my original testimony submitted in regard
to the draft environmental impect statement
for this project. I want to make sure that
the Air Force, and its consultants, respond

to all of the .ssue raised in thee c= .tenn
when they prepare their final environental

impact statement. most of the issues that
were raised in those comments were not

addressed in the draft environmeetal impact
statement. Thie cission is s clear problem
of the DEIS);

Commente on the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement Regarding the Proposed Deployment

of the 5X Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
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Lt. COl. Walsh Page 3
August 24, 1988Lt sh

August 24, 1988

in the Sail-Garrison Basing Mode (these
nents deal with specific deficiencies of
the Draft Environeental Impact Statement). the opportunity to prepare testimony in regard to that

inforeation.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft

Environaental Impact Statement. However, I would note that I did Sincerely,
not receive the DEIS until July 20, 1988, and thus did not have
sufficient ties to prepare detailed comments either for the -
hearing at Whiteman Air Force Base on August 3 or for the August - J4&.' -'
30 comment deadline. (For example, there is a great deal of "n gg Eosbardi
research in regard to railroads and railroad regulations that I
was unable to do, and I was unable to obtain and revieo the GL:sdj
numerous environeental impact statements and Air Force regulations
that were incorporated in the Draft Environeotal Impact Statement
by reference, but which are not available to the public).

I kno of ncerous other people in the Kansas City area
who did not receive their copy of the DEIS until well after I did.
Indeed, sae individuals still have not received the DEIS.
Accordingly, I could again request that yen actend the deadline
for filing written comments on the DEIS until at least 45 days
after you have sent, to every Individual who has requested it, the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement and all of the information
that ie incorporated into the Draft Environmantal Impact Statement
by reference, but which information is not available to the
public.

I sold also note that as with the Scoping Hearings,
there wacs clearly insufficient time for public comment at the
August 3 hearings concerning the Draft Environmental I"pact
Statement. All told, the general public wa given only 81 minutes
to respond to the numerous problems in the Air Force's more than
600 page long Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Clearly, this
was inadequate. Alao, hearings should be held in il1 communities
with a population greater than 50,000 which are located within
five miles of the raillines to be used by the MX missile railcars.
These hearings too should provide ample tie for publi. comment.

I appreciate the opportunity to comment and look forward
to receiving the additional materials I have requested and having

DOCUMENT 287 DOCUMENT 287
Testimony Submtl ted
By Gregg Lombardi
3816 Washington,
Apt. 3-S
Kansas City. WO 64111

Testimony Regarding 
the Proposed

Deployment of the X Intercontinental Ballistics it basic information regarding the impact of the deployment. To
Missile in the Rail Garrison sasiog Mode at

.hiteman Air Force Sass in W.rnessbur. Miasouri meet these requiresenta, an environmental impact statement must

contain consideration of each of the following issues:A/
The question of whether to deploy the multi-billion

dollar WX Missile Rail Garrison at Whiteman Air Force Base in
Assembly cod Tranasortation of the 50 Missile to Mhitean Air

Warrensburg, Missouri is one of great significance for the doa h m i t
1. Under the proposed prora , the x missiles to be

community of Warrensburg, the state of Missouri, and the nation as
deployed, wOuld he assembled at Warren Air Force Base in Wyoming.

a whole.
It is unclear, however, how the missiles and their warheads are to

Congress has ordered the United States Air Force to
be transported from Wyoming to Warrensburg, Missouri. A

prepare an environmental impact statement so that Congress can
coeprehensive environeental impact statement must consider:

effectinely evaluate the sail Garrison propOSal.
e a. The means of transportation and routes to he used

The law requires that, in preparing its environmental in transporting the MX missiles and their warheads from
Wyoming to sissouri;

impact statement for this project, the Air Force must consider all
A . The risk and consequences of radiation leakage in

-reasonably fvreseeable" significant adverse impacts on the human 5 transpOrtation, either from accidents or from
intentional sabotage;

environment, including "impacts which have catastrophic I c. The risk and consequences of accidental or
consequences, even if their probability of occurrence is low." 6 intentional detonation of nuclear warheads in

transportation from Wyoming to Missouri;
The statement must also include a detailed discussion of

1 d. The risk and consequences of aceidental or
alternatives to the proposed action, including the no action intentional ignition of the rocket fuel for the 5X

alternative.!/ 
missiles in transportation from Wyoming to Missouri.

Theas requirement make sense: for Congress to be able to

mess the monumental decision as to whether to deploy the MX

missile on this nation's public rail system, it must have before

1/ 40 C.F.R. 51502.22. / Given the complexity, both technical and strategic, of
deploying the MX missile in the Rail Garrison Mode, this list of

2/ isa, Farmland Per Iat.n Association v. Goldch-idt, fil issues is necessarily incomplete. It Is at beat, a starting point
F,2d 233, 236 6th Cit. 1970.; Jackson County v. Jones, 571 r.2d from which a reasonable environmental impact statement would
104, 100 n.4 (Oth Cir. 197W). begin.

-2-
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StM[sse launch a pre-emptive first strike, and attack the KX missiles at

2. Under the proposed program at least six MX missiles, Whiteman with Soviet nuclear weapons, while they are stili in

with approximately 60 warheads, will be stored at Wehasan Air storage (in other words, during their peacetime operation).

Force Based in Warrensburg, Missouri. A comprehensive Accordingly, a comprehensive environmental impact statement must

environmental impact statement must consider: consider:
i . The ris a.d con equences of accidental detonation i a. The risk and consequences.of a Sovie nuclear

of one or more of the warheads while they are in attack o Whiteman Air Force Base or upon western
storage; 141  Missouri in general, hile the MX missiles are in

b. The risk and consequences of accidental ignition of storage at Whiteman Air Force Base;

the fuel fnr the RX missiles in storage: I h The increased risk of nuclear war and the
1 consequences thereof due to the deployment of 9X101n, .The riskl and consequences of accidental launching missiles in the nail Garrison Basing Mode.

of anMX miss iles. in storage:111 Th ris an conequncesof abotge f th WXDancers Inherent in Transoortina the 0 Bisile on Railroad Cars

1 d.. The risk.and Consequencen of sbotageof the 511AL
missiles in storage. This consideration should 4. Railroads are one of the st dangerous modes of
inciude, but not be limited to the conseqenes of12I having warheads in storage at Whiteman Air Force Base transportation available in the United States today. On the
fall into the hands of terrorists either through direct
attack on the missiles in storage or in the more likely average, there are More than five derailments every day on U.S.
event that an enlisted person would decide or be
coerced into cooperation with terrorint; rail lines. Because of its tremendous weight (a single 14X

3 e. The risk and consequences of accidental detonation missile weighs approximately 200.000 pounds) and because of its
of warheads, firing of missiles, or ignition of fuel
due to earthquaken, tornados, flooding, or any other gigantic size (an 1X missile is 71 feet long. An average box car
natural dimaster while the missilen are in storage.

is 51 feet long), the CX missile poses serious risks if it is to
3. The fact that more than 60 nuclear warheads would be

he transported by rail. There are grave questions as to wnether

stored at Whiteman Air Force Base, 
makes Warrensburg, and western

local railroad tracks and bridges, many of which are more than 60
Missouri in general, a libely target for attack fioe Soviet

years old, can support the weight of a railroad car or carsmissiles. Thn 941 missiles are "first strike" weapons (in other

carrying an 50 missile. Thus, the risk of accident. is eotremely

words, they are capable of destroying 
Russian missiles, Making it

high. Even during peacetime operations, the 50 missile rail cars

impossible for Russia to respond 
to American attack, unless they

did so before the American missiles hit their targets in Russia).

The risk of an American first strike may well cause the Soviets to
1/ In 196 there were 0,006 commercial rail derailments in the
United States or 5.40 de raiment per day.

-1- -4-
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will have to be tested on area rail lines. Thus, there are risks Mode, for certainly, even in times of peace, the railroad system

even in times of peace. A comprehensive environmental impact 26 must be tested on actual railroad tracks, thus esposing all

statement must consider the following problems: communities along the railroad tracks to the numerous risks and

a. The risk and consequences of an accident involving consequences discussed above.
a train carrying an 6X minnle 'with or without

:arneads). Binks that must be considered include:

6I risks due tohe tremendous weight of the nisile:
risks due to the tremendous sise of the missile; rinks Deoloysent of CU Missile Bailcars in Times of National nersenon

171 due to the age and strength the railroad tracks and
bridges in the area: risks due to the fact that the S. Deployment of the XX missile railcars during times

train operators will probably be Air Force personnel18 and therefore not well-trained in the operation of of national emergency, involves tremendous risk of catrosphic
trains: risks of accident due to blizzard,19I tunderstorn, flooding, earthquake, tornado, or other environmental impact. These impacts go far beyond those discussedSnatural disaster; riks due to the possibility of
sabotage benause the MX sissile in larger than a in the previous sections. A comprehensive environmental impact
boscar it will be impossible for the Air Force to hide
the fact that the trains are carrying .mhsilen. statement must consider each of the following rilks and
serause the sissiles are so obvious, and because the

20 trains, ny definition. must go in a single direction at consequences:
a slow speed (the maimum speed for trains carrying the
MX missile is 35 mph), these trains will be an easy a. The risks and consequences of a preemptive Soviet
target for sabotage). nuclrr attack on Whiteman Air Force Base. It is well

known that it would take at least three hours to are
Consequences that must be considered regarding the KX railcars and get them out onto the public

211 rail safety inciude, but are not limited to. damages railroad tracks outside of -hiteman Air Force Base.
area rail linen and bridges due to the transportation Should the Soviet Union find out that efforts to deploy
of 6 miss iles over then (whether sred with Iarheads the railcars are undurway, it would give then ample2 or nor): the consequences of accidental ignition of time toemake a pre-emptive first strike on those
the rocket fuel for the MX missilen due to a ai railcars while they are still at Whiteman Air Force
accident: the consequences of accidental firing of the Base;
X missi de to a rail acrident; the consequences of
an accidental detonation of a warhead due to a tail b. The risks and consequences of sabotage to 6X

231 accident. In conmidering these consequences, the Air railcars while they are carrying nuclear warheads.
Force must also look at plans for enacuatin of area Because it would be impossible to hide the fact that a4 communities in case of an accident involving a train railroad car was carrying an KX missile, and because2 carrying, or purported to be carrying, MX missiles the KX railcars cannot travel sore than 35 mph, end by

(whether armed with nuclear warheads or not), as vel definition they must go in a single direction, they25 the health and economic costs to residence who might would be e Te v tagets for sabotage or
hane to be evacuated. _rI terrorist attack. It would be alarmingly easy for

S terrorist group to obtain noclear sarheads from a s
Each of these considerations must be taken into account railcar. bll they wouid need to do would be to obtain

a few sticks of dynamite Iewsiiy available at
even if the evirnmental impact statement considers only "peace construction sites) and a handful of automatic or

semi-automatic weapons (available at practically at any
time operation" of the 6X missile in the nail Garrison Basing pawn shop) dynamite a bridge while an KX railcar is

going over it and use the automatic weapons to knock
out whatener security foIces survive the crash. Even

-5- -6-
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if the risk of nuclear warheads falling into the h*ands an MX missile from the gravel bed of a railroad track
of terrorist is small, and even if terrorists were to would be estresely high, thus endangering residents for
have difficulty detonating these weapons., the possible les around the track (if not the whole state). Also,
co2sequ Oces of having nuclear warheads fall into the the damage to railroad tracks and surrounding
hands o; terrorists within the state of sinsouri is 32 countryside from firing an 55 missile from a railcar
ohviously unacceptable. An environmental impact study would be potentially severe. An ervironmental impact
must consider these risks and consequences; statement must consider each of these potential

c. The risks and consequences of using Air Force consequences.

2 ersonnel to operate the MX railcars while they are Economic Cost,
carrying warheads;

d. The risks and consequences of a noviet nuclear
attack once the Mx railcars are deployed on public than 20t of the federal budget going to pay interest alone on that
tracks. The MX missiles traveling around the state of
missouri at 35 nph on railroad tracks will be a very debt, the United States now faces an economic crisis. The
likely target for Soviet nuclear attack. Because they
must travel on rail lines, and because they st travel government should take care not to waste the hard-earned money of
at slow speed, the MX railvars will be like ducks in aS nuclear shooting gallery, and the Air Porce's plan to U.S. taxpayers on frivilous, and extremely dangerous projects.deploy these NX railcars at Whiteman Air Force Base
would turn the state of Missouri, particularly tre The Department of Defense and the Air Force should not be exempt
cities of Kansas City, Columbia. Jefferson City, and
St. Louis, which are along the major rail lines, into from this rule. A comprehensive environmental impact statement
the shooting gallery;

must consider the specific economic consequences to the city of
e. The consequence, of alectro-miagnet ic puls fro
an esploded nuclear weapon in the area. Traditional Wsrrensburg both of the deployment of the MX missile hail Garrison
engines are rendered useless by the electro-nagnetic
pulse that accompanies a nuclear explosion. If the MX -- Base at Whiteman Air Force Base, and of the waste of $20 billion
railcars are vulnerable to an electro-nagnetic pulse, a
single nuclear explosion could leave all cf the MX of the money of U.S. taxpayers for deployment of the MX missile.
railcars, with their scores of nuclear warleads,
st&le and without protection throughout the Missouri Issues of concern include:31 countryside. This would leave them particularlyvulnerable to sabotage or terrorist attack. Also, 3 a. The tremendous strain on local schools, hospitals,
because radlo comunications might he out off by an police forces, and utilities from the sudden influs of
electro-magnetic pulse, the risk of accidental firing, 341 personnel to construct a MS Rail Garrison at Whitenan;
or firing caused by panic of the people operating the
mU railcars should be seriously considered in the b. The damage to local economy after the workforce
environmental impact study; leaves. By the tise construction personnel depart from

Whiteman, the city would have to have had expanded its
f. The risks of accident, and damage inherent in the 35 school system, its ynlice force, its hospitalfiring of MX missiles fron railcurs. Currently, the facilities, etc. The departure of the sorkforce could

Air Force Sas n idea of ho. it will launch the MX have a severe economic inpact;2 missiles that it plans to carry around the state on
railcarn. Indeed the logistical problems of even c. The waste of $20 billion nationally; because
attempting to raise the 200,000 pound Sc missiles from military spending, particularly on weapons systems, is
railroad cars into a position from which they could be extremely ineffecient (in other words many more jobs
fired poses potentially insurmountable engineering are created by a million dollars spent by private
problems. Furthermore, the risk of accident in firing business than by a million dollars spent by the

-7-
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government in constructing nuclear weapons). The 120 States nan insisted that it would refrain from making a first
billion the gvernment plons to spend on the mx nissile
Bail Garrison aning project may Sane significant strike on the Soviet Union, (if the Soviet Union believed that the
adverse economic iepacts, which "iI effect the city of
warrensburg as c eli as the rest of the country. These United States had launched first strike weapons aimed at Soviet's
include increased unemployment, higher inflation rate,

ws yell as secondary effects including, higher crime soil. they would almost certainly fire at least some of their
ten poorer public facilities including schOOls and

hospitals and generally, a lower standard of living, nuclear weapons prior to the time that the American missle would

Alternatives to the AX Missile nail Garrison Basin Mode hit Russian soil (this is referred to as launching on warning).

7. In the early 1960s, Defense Secretary Macsamara was Because first Strike weapons would require the Soviet Union to

asked how many American nuclear missiles it would take to launch on warning, they shorten the amount of time that the

absolutely assure that the Soviet Union could never attack the Soviet's have to respond to a real or even mistakenly perceived

United States without being completely destroyed itself (thus the American nuclear attack. Thus, first strike weapons greatly

concept of Mutually Assured Destruction). Defense Secretary increase the risk of nuclear car and make it possible that there

MacNamara stated that the absolute highest number of nuclear would be an accidental nuclear war). Accordingly, because the MX

weapons that the United States could Possibility need-was 400. 38 missile Is a first Strike weapon, it will greatly increase the

Now, with more than 10,000 nuclear warheads, the United risk of a pre-emptive Soviet nuclear attack. Numerous

States clearly does not need additional weapons to deter Soviet alternatives exist to putting these extremely expensive,

attack. Furthermore, there is no logical reason why the MX aggressive, and dangerous weapons on railroad cars in Missouri. A

missile which is suppose to be designed for the purpose of comprehensive environmental impact study must consider the

surviving a Soviet nuclear attack, needs to be a first strike following alternatives:

neapon. a. The no nctios alternative. Because the United
States already has more than sufficient nuclear arms toA first strike ceapon is one that could destroy Soviet deter a Soviet attack, no additional weapons are
needed. The Air Force has no good reason to increase

missiles while they are still in their missile silos. First the risk of nuclear war, and gravely endanger the
S people of Warrensburg, and the state of Missouri in

strike weapons are considered by the Soviets to be offensive particular, and the whole United States in general, by
putting the MS missiles on railcars at Whiteman Air

weapons which could he used in a surprise attempt by one country Force Base;

to take over the other country before the latter could have a b. ThenUe nf Trident II missiles as an alternative to
the XMI Bil Garrison Basing Mode. If Congress s1houl1d

chance to strike back with its own nuclear weapons, The United 40 decide that it is absolutely necessary to have mobile
first strike weapons, it can use the Trident II
missiles. Thin missile system, which Congress already

2-915
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0 funded, puts first strike missiles on United States Obviously a program which threatens the lives of
submarins. These submarines are such less vulnerable
to sabotage, accident, and Soviet attack than X hundreds of thousands if not millions of Missourians is of the

40 missile Rail Garrison. Because these sissles are kept
at sea, the risks to the civilian population (and thus highest possible degree of public interest.
the environmental impact) of these missiles is
substantially less than the MX Missile Rail Garrison: Furthermore, although the Air Force seems to be in a

C. The use of non-first strike weapons and alternative hurry to have the MX Rail Garrison program approved, there is no
modes of transportation. Deterent (which is to say
son-first etcihe, nuclear weapons are smaller, lighter, need to act quickly to do so. Congress has not yet decided even
and less espensive than the MX missile. If Congress

41 decides that it must bane a mobile land base missile to deploy the MX Missile Rail Garrison, and indeed the projectsystem, it should use these smaller weapons. sot only
sold this decrease the risk of nuclear accident or faces stiff opposition from majority leaders in Congress,
sabotage, it would also lead to greater nuclear
stability amd therefore decrease the risk of nuclear including Les Aspin who is head of the House Armed Services
attack or accident at Whiteman (thereby decreasing the
environmental impact of the program). Committee.

Lack of Sufficient Notice and Goortunits to be Heard Finally, although the MX nail Garrison program has

5. The Department of Defenses own regulations require obvious national security classification issues, there is no

significiant public participation in preparation of the reason why those issues should prevent a full public hearing on

environmental impact statement.Y- The amount of public the nX Rail Garrison.

participation in enviro mental impact statement is to be In light of the above, the hearings that the Air Force

determined by several factors including: 'magnitude of the is holding in regard to deployment of the 5X Missile Rail Garrison

proposal- likelihood of public interest; need to act guickly; and, at Whiteman Air Force Base, clearly do not satisfy the

national security classification issues..Y requirements of its own regulation. Accordingly, these hearings

The Air Force's proposal to put MX missile railcars in are in violation of those regulations and of the National

Warrensburg, Missouri is of monumental magnitude. If implemented, Environment Protection Act ('NEPAt1.

the proposal would make western Missouri a top priority target for The Air Force has provided only the most obscure

Soviet missiles, and would greatly increase the risk of a surprise i possible notice of these hearings, which was published in the

Soviet pre-emptive nuclear attack on the state. 421 February 26 copy of the federal Register lit is doubtful that more

one-tenth of one percent of the civilian population in Missouri

!/ 32 C.FR. §214, enclosure lIC)(3 .
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has nit read the Federal Register). Furthermore, even that d. Provide adeqate opportunity to be heard at public

d togiv thedat, tie 0 loatio ofthe hitma.hearings. People wishing to testify should be allowed42 notice failed to gine the date, time or location of the Whiteman at least 11 minutes to do so. and at least sin hours ofspublic hearingm should be held in each community with a
population of more than 50,000.

Nr has the Air Force provided sufficient information

for the public to evaluate the proposal. It has been extremely I am very much concerned about the potential

difficult to obtain written material on the proposal from the Air evniromental impact of the proposed deployment of the MX missiles

Force, and the material that the Air Force has provided fails to in the Rail Garrison Basing Mode at Whiteman Air Force Base in

deal with the vast majority of significant environmental issues Marrensburg. Missouri. The program is dangerous, extremely

raised by the possible deployment of the MX missile-railcar vulnerable to sabotage, economically unsound, and likely to

program. Finally, the hearn g themselves are clearly severely increase the risk of nuclear war.44f insufficient. The public was given less than two hours to testify Although these hearings have been seriously deficient, I

in regard to this monumentally dangerous and expensive program. very much appreciate the opportunity to submitted written

For the Air Force to comply with its own regulations and testimony. I hereby formally request that I be provided with the

with MKPA it must do the following: draft environmental impact statement as soon as it is publicly

a. mold hearings in all communitles with a population available. The DEIS should be sent to my home address as shown on
greater than 500S, which are located within five
miles of rail lines to be used by the MX missile this satesent.
rai cars, an well as in similarly large communities
through which the MX mitsiles and their warheads would
pass on the way to Whiteman Air Force Bame;

b Provide adequate public notice of these hearings.
This would include taking out advertisements in the

most widely read newspapr Is each of these
couities, as well as adnertisements on popular radio
and televislion stations in those communities;

r . Promide readily accessible written information in
regard to the program, more than 30 days prior to the
iee at which the hearings are scheduled. This

46 information should briefly address all significant
environmental issues (including those discussed abovel
raised by the deployment of the MX mi.sil* sicar
system at Whiteman Air Force mase;
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Coents on the Draft Environmental 200,000 pounds. Furthermore, because of its extreme length, and
Imact Statement Regarding the Proposed Deployment

of th5 5" Intercontinental Ballistics Missile because of the load it must carry, the 5X railcar itself will be
in the ail-Garrison Basing Mode

substantially heavier than a normal railcar. The Final

There are nu-eIous problems with the proposed 5L Environmental Impact Statement Rst state the wight of each

late tinental Ballistic Missile ail-Garrison Basing Mode which component that the MX railcar would be expected to carry,

the Air Forc's Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("DEIS-) does including the weight of. the cannister surrounding the missile;

not sufficiently address. A comprehensive final environmental 47 the launching apparatusi/ the hoisting apparatus; all other

Impact statement sot consider each of the following topics: materials to be carried by the railcar; and, the weight of the car

carrying the missile itself. The FEIS must also state the entire

1. h a weight of the fully loaded MX railcar and calculate the increased

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement claims that the risk of accident due to this samoth weight. IeE diagrams

MK railcars are "expected to be substantially safer than those of attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference.

ordinary freight trains. DEIS at 5-8. The Air Force goes on to

base its calculations of risk on the assumption that the MXS bI Center of Gracity and einar Distributio: The

railcars would be as safe as ordinary freight cars. There are weight problem is exacerbated by the fact that the distribution of

numerous reasons why this assumption is wrong. The calculation of weight will sake the MX railcar prone to accidents. Normaily when

rail transportation risk in the Final tnvironmental Impact a railcar carries a substantial weight, that night can be

Statement oust take into account the following facts which make distributed evenly on the car usually with the greatest neight

the risk of mishaps for the MX railcars substantially greater than directly over the wheels and with the center of gravity of the

for ordinary freightcars:

1/ It is my understanding that the Air Force is considering
launching the MX missiles not from the rail cars but from

a) eiglht: the maximum load capacity for an average stationary, permanent missile silos that it plans to build at
various points along the rail lines that the 5X rail cars would

railcar (excluding the night of the car itself) is approximately travel.
The DEIS for the proposed RX Sail-Garrison does not

100,000 pounds. The MS missile by itself, however, nighs ig5,On 48 consider aay of the numerous and substantial peace time
environsental impacts of the construction, maintenance and use of

pounds. The launching canister, hoisting apparatus, and other stationary missile silos for launching of the MI missile. Should
the Air Force elect to use such a system, NEPA, CEQA, 

and the

launching and protective hardware may well weigh an additional Departmnt of Defense's own regulations require that additional
hearings be held and that another tnvironmental Impact Statement
be prepared to consider such impacts.
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load relatively low. Each of these measures decreases the risk of and one-half feet above the bed of the Mx railcar. Given that the

rail accident. The opposite will be true of the 51 railcars. The bed of the railcar will be approximately four feet off the ground,

majority of the weight of the missiles is concentrated in Stage 1 the center of gravity of the missile and its cannister is likely

which is 2S feet long and weighs 108,000 pounds. DEIS at 5-9. to be wall over nine feet above the rail beds, and perhaps

This means that sore than half of the weight of the missile will substantially sore than ten feet above the ground, in violation of

be concentrated in an area that is only 30t of the total length of A.A.R. regulations. This Would present an extremely dangerous

9 he NX railcar. This uneven distribution of weight will put a condition both when the railcar goes around curves and when the

aecece strain on that unction of the railcar that suet carry Stage car rocks from side to side, as railcars are prone to do.

1. Sisilrly. this will put severe pressure on the rail lines as

the wheel that carry the Weight of Stage 1 bear down on the rail An example illustrates this point. The torque ("tipping

ties. force-) eerted by a load with a particular weight equals the

force as the car roks or gones around a curve multiplied by the

Furtheraore, the center of gravity of the 5X railcar height of the center of gravity. Thus, assuming that a typical

Would be dangerously high. Rule s9 of the American Association of load has its center of gravity two feet above the bed of a railcar

Rairoads i"A.A.R."} Interchange Rules provides that the combined (and therefore six feet above the rail lines themselves) if this

center of gravity of a railcar and its load must not exceed 9s load ixerts a 100,000 pound force to the outside as the car goes

inches above the top of the cail. Because an 5X missile is nine around a corner the tipping force exerted on the track Would be

feet high, and presumably the night of the missile is distributed 600,000 ft/lbs (6 feet X 100,000 lbs). For an Ml missile, with

symetrically, when the missile is on its side, its center of its center of gravity 9.S feet above tracks, the tipping force is

gravity is 4.S feet off the ground. Assuming that the launch substantially greater. Assuming that the missile Would exert a

canister has a radius that is just one foot wider than the miasile 100,000 pound force going around a hypothetical curve, the tipping

itself, the center of gravity of the 1X missile and its canister force that the tracks Would have to been Would be 90,000 ft/lbs.

is likely to be at least S.5 feet above the bed of the railcar. (100,000 lbs. X 9.0 feet).

The fact that the KX railcar will be 17 feet high ( normal Also, the angle to which the MX railcar could tip before

railcer is Approsimately twelve feet high) suggests that the falling over would be smeller because of the higher center of

missile's center of gravity will be substantially mor. than five gravity of the train.

-3-
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The Final Environmental Impact Statement must state the The only other railcars that are in the range of 89 feet

height of the center of gravity for a fully-loaded MX railcar, are either flat bed cars or open air cars (like the railcars that

analyze the uneven distribution of that load, and determine how transport automobiles). None of those cars carry weights that

these factors, particularly given the extreme weight of the load, approach anything close to the weight of the fully loaded 5X

increase the risk of rail accident. railcar.

C) Length: An average railcar approximately is 50 feet Its length obviously would make the 51X railcar more

long. The longest-single piece railcar in use today is 89 feet 51 unstable than an average freight car. The Final Environmental

long. The MX railcar, however, which the Air Force is proposing, Impact Statement must consider the increased risk of accident due

is 89 feet long. to the tremendous length of the MS railcar.

The 55 railcar will not only be at least as long as the d) Width: The average railcar is approximately nine

longest other railcar on the tracks, it would the only 89 foot feet nide. The M missile alone is 92 inches wide. The

long railcar that is fully enclosed.-/ This means that the MX regulations of the American Association of Railroads, (-AAR-)

51 railcar would be extremely vulnerable to accidents (because of the 53 provide that any railcar more than 12 feet in width is a wide

length combined with the tremendous weight the MX railcar must load. When a wide load passes along rail tracks, all adjacent

carry and its high center of gravity), it wuld also he easily tracks, under AAR regulations, must be cleared to avoid accidents.

identifiable for anyone who sought to sabotage or track the 14X In order to make sure that this is done, trains with wide loads

trains. must give advance notice of where they will travel.

Is its Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the Air

Force boasts that the KX missiles on their railcars would be

protected in the case of mishap by their launch canister and by

/ liven that the Air Force still does not know how it will the missiles launch car structure. DEIS at 5-1. Iossner. even if
launch the MX missile, it may be that the final design of the MR

railcar, including launching apparatus will be substantially the launch canister and car structure together were only 27 inches
longer than a9 feet. If it in feasible that the 5X railcar would
be longer dint Sh feet, the Sir Force must consider the potential thick (and this includes the space between the missile and the
additional riskn inherent in this greaten length in the Final
Environmental Impact Statement.
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launch canister and between the canister and the car structure), 2. Ri of Sabotane or Terrorist Attack

the 5X railcar would be at least 12 feet wide an- vuld constitute The Air Force largely ignores the risk of sabotage or

a wide load under Alt regulations. This means that the railcar terrorist attack in its Draft Environmental Impact Statement,

would not only be unstable because of its width, but there would 55 discussing it for only four sentences under the heading

also be an increased risk of accident due to the chance that the 'Unauthorized Access." DEIS at 5-6. Terrorism and sabotage,

railcar would collide sith oncoming rail traffic. This also however, pose an extreme threat to the MX railcars, and the

extremely increases the risk of sabotage, Lecause the MX railcar environmental impact of a ter-- st attack could be catastrophic.

would be required to either informed the entire rail community of The Final Environmental Impact Statement must consider this risk

where it intends to travel (thus essentially informing would-be seriously.

saboteurs where to watch for it) or, it must clear all conmercial

rail lines on which the railcars could possibly travel (this would The MS railcars would be easy for terrorist or saboteurs

be contrary to the Air Force's promise not to disrupt commercial to spot for several reasons. First, it would be almost twice as

rail traffic). The Final Environmental Impact Statement must long as a normal railcar, and could be the only completely

state the width of the MS railcar and consider the increased risk enclosed 89 foot long railcar that would be on the tracks.

of rail accident and sabotage or terrorist attack due to the width Second, to bear the tremendous weight of its load, ME railcars

of the railcar. would be required to have more wheels than a normal railcar. -

56 52 railcar would be required to have at least eight axles (a

) lnexperienged Enainceer: The Air Force plans to use normal railcar has four axles). Third, the railcar would be wider

military personnel to operate its trains. Thus, it is unlikely than a normal railcar. Fourth, whereas an average train includes

that the 5X railcar operators will have significant experience in approximately 40 boxcars, the ME trains would tow only six or

operating railcars. Even if these operators are exhaustively seven cars. Fifth, because the Air Force would be using state of

trained, there is no substitute for on-the-job experience. The art egulpment and, supposedly, would be constantly maintaining

Final Environmental Impact Statement must consider the increased this equipment in top shape, it is likely that the railcars would

risk of rail accident due to the inexperience of the Air Force look significantly different from normal railcars. Sixth, the MX

personnel who will be operating the trains.

-7- -8-
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railars Would bypass normal rail lint interchanges, Where all the tracks as the 5X railcar passes. Further, would It require

normal freight cars are shifted from the engines of one rail adjacent landowners to remove trees and Other objects that might

carrier to another. provide cover for terrorists.

Furthermore, the MX railcars sill be particularly The Air Force glibly states, "even in the event of a

vulnerable to terrorist attack for numerous reasons. First, successful attack on the system, no impacts worse that those

because the MX railcars must travel in one direction, and at a set described in Section 5.4, . . . are expected." Such consequences

56 speed, it would be easy for terrorist to know where they are cannot be shrugged off lightly. Section 5.4 refers to the

going. Second, the rail lines themselves are vulnerable to cataclysmic destruction that would occur if the tocket fuel for

sabotage: a few well placed sticks of dynamite on a train bridge the sX exploded: all light structures within 1,000 feet of the

would destroy an mX railcar and its billion dollar cargo. Third, blast would be destroyed. Presumably, the Air Force includes

it would be impossible for the Air Force to adequately patrol the human beings in its definition of light structures. DEIS at 5-29.

approximately 100,000 miles of rail lines that the 5X trains are Furthermore, nitric acid a I hydrocholoric acid gas concentrations

expected to travel. Terrorists could choose when and where no up to 1.6 miles away from the attack would create 'potentially

strike the trains. Fourth, because the Air Force plans to move lethal exposures." JL Given that terrorist attacks are likely

the trains for only four hours each day when they are on alert, to occur in heavily populated areas (where protective cover is

terrorists would have substantial time to prepare ambushes several plentiful and the military response would have to be subdued) the

miles down the tracks from the resting MX train, results of a terrorist attack could be devastating. Thus, the Air

Force's suwmary of risks, and summary of mishap-induced and

The Final Environmental Impact Statement must consider mishap-free riske contained on pages 5-26 and 5-27 of the DEIS,

not only each of the rises, discussed above, and consequences of a because they do not include the risk of terrorist attack or

57 terrorist attack, but also the environmental impact of the Air sabotage, are extremely misleading. They should be revised in the

Force's safety measures to avoid such an attack. For example, Final Environmental Impact Statement to reflect the probability of

would the Air Force be required to fire on anyone who comes near 56 mishap due to terrorist attack and the consequences of such

potential mishaps.
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Additional Problems With the property damaje due to both lawful and unlawful protests, and all
graft Enironmental Imnact Statement

costs to the community of policing against such protests and acts

A. of civil disobedience.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement does not deal

at all mith "public interface' problems that the eX mail-Garrison 0. Air Transsortation wisks

program would have. Public interface problems include everything The Draft Environmental Impact Statement states that,

from peaceful law-abding protest to acts of civil disobedience "the Air Force special cargo squadron that handles the shipment

ranging from having demonstrators lie down on the crack to having of nuclear warheadsl has transported nuclear materials for 25

them remo e nail ties or otherwise sabotage the rail line to years and has never experienced a mishap which created possibility56
prevent the 5X training c.r from passing, of damage to the :rentry system." DEIS at 5-2. There is,

however, a history of air transportation accidents with nuclear

I do not intend either to encourage or condone acts of weapons. On Jue 17, 1966, a U.S. plane crashed in Spain while

civil disobedience. They are, however, a serius conce. and they carrying numerous nuclear missiles. One missile was missing for

were one cf the things that Congress specifically wanted the Air several months and 2,000 tons of - oactive soil had to be

Force to address in its Environmental Impact Statement. The Air removed from Spain. Thus, the F.. Environmental Impact

Force has failed to do So. 59 Statement must consider both the ::Sk and consequences of

idiation leakage from an airplane accident, as well as the risk

Acts of civil disobedience tend to be very costly to the and consequencer of having a nuclear warhead missing for several

local community. The Air Force will not provide sec.:iy days, weeks or months.

personnel to help the local om.unity deal with viiiI

disobedience. Accordingly, local communirits will have to pay C. lOccrnoratior To Reference GO_ Matas 1k
Public Does ot save Access.

police to onitor protests and to make arrest when there is cvilT
The Graft tnvironmental Inpact Snanemenn manes reference

disobedience. Furthermore. the prosecution of acts of civil
tovnercus materislr to which the pi lic does not nave access.I

disobedience will put a strain on the local courts, 
as well as

hereby request that I be sent copy of all documents, rules and
local prosecutors. The Final Environmental Impact Statement

should consider these costs, including the rnsk of nJuty and
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regulations referred to in Chapter 5 of the Draft Environmental Center and from the DOl Explosive Safety Board. This statement,

Impact Statement ('safety considerations-). These include, but 61 ? itself., i meaningless. The Final Environmental Tmnv.

are not limited to the following: Statenent nhtld state what criteria will be used in making system

certification and what sort of tests will be run on the system.
Final Environmental Impact Statement, Pantex Site,
Amarillo. Texas (U.S. Dept. of Energy. 1983):

Final Environmental Impact Statement. Rocky Flats Plant E. Personnel Programs
Site, Golden, Colorado (Nuclear Regulatory Cosission,
1980); Section 5.1.2 of the DEIS states the various efforti

7 nm Environmental Impact Statement on the that the Air Force will Sake to prevent Air Force personnel from
:nsportation of radioactive material by air and other

mades (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1977(; sabatoging the KX missiles in the Rail-Garrison Easing Mode.

Draft Environmental Impact analysis on the 62 Nowhere in the DEIS, however, does the Air Force evaluate the risk

transportation of radionuclides in urban environs
(Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 1980); of sabotage of Air Force personnel or the consequences of such

Shipping container response to severe highway and sabotage. The Final Environmental Impact Statement must do so.
railway accidents (Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
1987);

Space and Rissile System Organization STD-79l; The 5X trains both when deployed on training runs, and

air Force Regulations 127-100; 122-3; 122-9; 122-10; when deployed while armed with live 5X missiles, must communicate
122-4:
APR 40-92S; 3 -99; DOD Directive 31S0.2; and Air Force 561 nith civilian rail lines. The Draft Environmental Impact

Technical 1IA-1-47. Statement does ,ut consider how the Air Force intends to do this

hll parties who request this material should he given -t least 4h while keeping the identity of the NX train secret. The Final

6 days from the receipt of it to provide additional written comweents Environmental Impact Statement must consider the increased risk of

for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Without ccess to rail aciaoen- uue to poiemas with communication between the 5X

this information, the DEIS is vague, confusing and incomplete. trains and civilian trains, as well as the increased risk of

sabotage that would accompany good communications (i.e. if the RI

D. System Certification trains made their location clear to civilian commercial trains,11 The Draft Environmental Isyact Statement says that the they would prohably also he making their location clear to any one

61 Pall-Garrison. System must receive explosives :afety siting interested in sabotaging the trains).

approval for facilities from the air Force Inspection and Safety
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F. Failure no Define "National seed" S. Bish of Nishan to Fromellant Containers

The " ft Environmental Impact Staeent repeatedly It is my understanding that the propellants proposed to

64 states that the Xf railcars would only be deployed carrying KX be used by the Air Force for the KX must be stored under carefully

missiles in times of -national need." The DEIS, however, although controlled environmental conditions and can only, safely, be

it contains more than twenty pages of definition nowhere defines exposed to a limited range of temperatures. If the fuels are

what constitutes a "time of national need." As the Air Force allowed to freeze or become overheated, their containers are

explains in its Environmental Impact Statement, the risk of likely to crack, thus leading to the catastrophic consequences

adverse environmental impact is a function of the distance discussed in Section 5.4 of the Draft Environmental Impact

traveled by the NI railcars. See DEIS at 5-14. Because the Statement. The DEIS does not deal with this issue. The railcars
5 distance traveled is a function of the freuency and duration of are lihely to be enposed to estremes of temperature. In the

times of national need, both the frequency and duration of "times sumer, the mlssiles Would virtually bake in the cteel encased

of national need" must be approximated by the inal Environmental railcars, whereas, in the winter, the railcars must be prepared to

Impact Statement. Otherwise, there is no way for the public, or deal with temperatures well below sero. Thus, the heating and

the Air Force, to evaluate the risk of accident. cooling systems for the RX railcars would be subject to extremely

adverse conditions. Should one of these systems fail, the

G. RisAUi consequences could be catastrophic. The Final Environmental

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement States that, Impact Statement must deal with this risk and the concurrent

when the railcars are disbursed they will e moving only consequences.

approximately four hours out of @very twenty-four hours. DEIS at

S-B. The fact that the I trains sill be immobile for twenty I. SXmIemlantStiyl

66 hours of the day, will make they particularly vulnerable to The DEIB states: "An analysis was performed on both

sabotage. The Final Environmental Impact Statement must evaluate head-on and rear-end collisions involving the (Ml missile) and

this rim; commercial trains at various speeds." The DEIS, however, does not

68 stats whether this analysis was done (art With Computer simulation

or through the USe of the actual railnar$ that sight he Involved

in such accidents. Computer silation is infamnu for its

-- 016-
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failure to take into account all potential problems. Thus, It the K. Riot Analveis, Powulatioc DsnaiL

Air Force solely conducted computer analysis, it should so state The DEIS makes the false assumption that rail accidents

in the Final Environmental Impact Statement and, it should are equally likely to occur in urban, suburban, and rural

increase the risk factor to take into account the fact that communities. DEIS at 5-17. The fallacy of this statement is

computer models virtually never consider all potential risks, demonstrated by the Air Force's own statement that: *almost half

71 of all freight train mishaps occur in switching yards." DEIS at

J. The 55-entry Vehicls Inreorito 5-15. Switching yards tend to be located in urban or suburban

The DEIS states: 'A propellant fire would not likely areas.

69 plutonium.' DEIS at 5-12. The Final Environmental Impact The Final tnvironmental Impact Statement must take into

Statement should quantify this risk so that the danger of account the fact that rail accidents are more likely to occur in

plutonium aerosolization can be evaluated, areas of high population density.

The DESS goes on to say, *the pressure generated in the L R. adiinxse

fire would likely to cause the RV to be expelled from the fire In examining the consequences of a rail accident, the

. . .. Id. Indeed, when the Titan II explosion occurred in Draft Environmental Impact Statement states that: 'the

Arkansas several years ago, one or more of the RV's were throvn hypothetical disbursal used to calculate the risk from radiation

from the missile silo and it took the Department of Defense exposure would result in an average radiatlon dose per person of

several days to recover one of the wacheads. .23 reas.' DEIS at 5-21. This statement, however, is extremely

72 misleading. The average radiation dose per person is virtually

The Final Environmental Impact Statement should evaluate irrelevant. The important question is hoe many people would be

the risk that one or more nuclear sarheads would be lost by the exposed to fatal or disabling doses of radiating (e.g. If 10,000

70 Air Force and examine the consequencem of having one of these lost people were exposed to radiation and the average radiation dose

nuclear warheads fall into the hands of someone with bad per person eas .23 rems, it may well be that five people were

intentions. exposed to doses of more than 250 remns. Although the 'average'

person will not suffer any significant effect from the exposure,

-17- -Is-
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the five people who received high doses sill die). The Final would not be able to approach the fire for significant periods of

Environmental Impact Statement should consider how many people 75 time. The Final Environmental Impact Statement should seriously

would be exposed to fatal or disabling, or even adversel- consider the risk and consequences of secondary fires.

affecting radiation doses.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement admits that

R. Aircrart Transoort Risk, hydrOcholoric acid, nitric acid, monomethylhydrazine ("555'), and

AS with rail accidents, air transportation accidents are nitrogen tetroside all may enter the water system in case of an

such mo likely to occur in urban and suburhan a nea accident, 0EIS at 5-31, 5-32, 5-34. The Final Enironmental

73 r than in rural areas. The Final Environmental Impact 761 Impact Statement should seriously consider the consequences of

Statement should take this fact into account, fouling of individuals' and cofunities' water systems with KX

propellants.

5. Evaluation of Conemeuences' Secondary Fires and

T cIn regard to PIe, the DEIS states that 'concentrations
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement does not of 55H exceeding the .2-ppm 5 hour ACGIH recommendation." would

seriously consider secondary consequences of rail accidents or
occur alnog the center line of the plume. hut that this enposure

sabotage, would not exceed ten minutes at one location. This statement,

74 however, ameumes that there would be constant movement in the

These consequences are particularly disturbing. The
propellnts used for the X missle burn at extremely high 77 lue. As the ir Force' scientists wel kno, air will

frequently settle in one area. This is particularly true for

temperatures. They are therefore very likely to cause Severe chemicals that are heavier than air as EM appears to be. The

mecondaty fires. This prnhlsm would he compounded by the fact
Final Environmental Impact Statement should consider the risk and

that firefighters would have grave difficulty dealing with the coqu:nce: oI the MMU ettllng 1, an area and ths craing

fires-- first, because they are not sufficiently equipped to deal pOSUr I boe the ACGIR recommndations for relatively long

with fires involving the chemicals used as propellants for the (S, periods of time.

and, second, because of the toxicity of these chemicals, they

--- 20-
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The SASS also states' : issues. First, how .iii local firefighting teas be informed of

Although aqu-os solutions of KKK have been shown to be the risk of the chemicals that would be fnvolved in an 5X missile
toxic to biological resources, the amount involved in
the scenario is not likely to result in concentration rail accident? Second, how would Individuals be kept from rushing
high enough to have any long-term toxic affects. to the accident site to attempt to rescue people? Third, what are

DEIS at S-32. The DEIS fails, however, to define what is a long 82ithe inceaed risks and consequences of secondary fires and other
term affect. Furthermore, it does not state what the short term 8 tecrda r i conse u oe f c ndary fesoandlother

7 affects would be. The Final Environmental Impact Statement should 
nt be abde to the t tha t r pesonnliwill

7018 OInot be shiv to approach the site of the and 'act for a significant
consider these risks and consequences. amount of time?

0. Problems far . ueefrckdera

The nitrogen tetronide that could be released in a The Draft Environmental Impact Statement states: there
mishap involving the XX railcars would cause -burns, ulcers, and is virtual y no po,,iblity of a nclear detonaion in any

damage to eyes and mucous membranes to people exposed to it more po tntial mishap.- In orde I this tatement to be meaningful,

than a mile away from the accident and for up to 20 minutes after 8 the Final Environmental Impact Statement must quantify this risk

the release of the nitrogen tetroxide. DSIS at 5-35.2/ The an: determine the consequence of this risk.

release rf nitrogen tetroxide would lead to a mortality rate of up

to 50% of the peopie cithin iOU meters of the accident. Sf15 at The Final Environmental Impact Statement should also

5-35. Thus, rescue personnel would not be able to approach an state chat fraction of nuclear material in a fire could be

accident for a significant amount of time. Again this problem is 85 disbursed in particles mall enough to he inhaled and lodged in

aggravated by the fact that pockets of nitrogen tetroxide may be the lungs. See 5515 at 3-1k. The Draft Environmental Impact

trapped near the accident. Another risk-cempounding factor is the Statement says that radioactive material chins dues not break dowvn

fact that frequently, people exposed to the 
chemical are not aware

into small particles would "settle out in a relatively short
of their exposure. DEIS at 5-34-35. The Final Environmental diatanre and constitute enviconsental surface contamination." 1d.

Impact Statement must deal with numerous questions regarding these The Final Environmental Impact Statement should define this

/ AS with sMH, nitrogen tetroxide is heavier than air. Thus ditanc. (Sction 5.4.4.1 implies that it would be an eight

80 there is a strong risk that heavy concentrations of the gas would square mile area.)
be trapped in valleys, trenches or other ion lying areas. The
Final Environmental Impact Statement should consider this problem.
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The statement goes on to say, "radioactive materials The FEIS must also consider the economic impact on

86 disbursed by an explosion create no significant long-term farmers of real or perceived radiation contamination. Even if an

impacts." The Final Environmental Impact Statement should define 5X railcar crashed in agricultural area, and there cas no

wat a "lng-teIrm impact" is and Should consider the significant 91 radiation leak at all the lo to local farmers from dropping

871short-term impacts created by the radioactive materials, prices caused by fear of radiation contamination (whether real or

imagined) could easily reach tens of million of dollars, The Air

One of the consequences of radiation exposure referred Force must consider such impacts in the FEIS.

to by the Draft Environmental Impact Statement is contamination of

water supplies: O. ishe Res-nse

Surface water runoff from contaminated soil prior to I The Final vio-e.tl Impact Statement should examine

88 cleanup and the settlement of airborne radioactive
particles on surface waters uy pose a limited risk to 921 hoc long it could aie ao "advunce contamination survey party" to
biota, dep.ndlcg on the amount and concentration of
radioactive material reaching the surface waters. reach the scene of a deraillment.l-

DEIS at 5-36. aSiota" presumably includes human beings. The Air

Force does not quantify this risk and to be accurate, the Final The DEIS states that advice in handling the toxic

Environmental Impact Statement must do so. chemicals that would be present from an 53 accident can be

obtained from Chestrec which will have "24-hour chemical emergency

The statement also says, "no measurable human health information and advice available by toll-free telephone number,"

effects would occur as a result of ingestion [of food contaminated 9 The Final Environmental Impact Statement should state how people

by radioactive material from an fX missilel." DES at 5-37. The wiii know to contact Cheatrec in case of ouch an emergency, and

91 Final Environmental Impact Statement should consider: the cost of hoc people will find out the Chestrec telephone number (for

removing and destroying radioactive food; and, the cumulative example, the Chemtrec number is not listed in my local phone

efect of exposure to radiation from radioacrive food, along with directory, nor is it listed with the area code 00 operator.)

gO eposure@ fro other potential sources of radiation.

I In Toe SfI says that the parry would be dispatched within an
921 hour Of the accident, does nnt etimate hw long it culd t

the crews to actually get to an arcident, particularly in remote

-23- -24-
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P. The Draft Environmentel Impact Statement Does Not The only alternative which the Air Force proposes to the
Seriously Consider The 50-Action AlternatiVe,

MX Iail-Garrison--a larger deplo.yent of the MX Rail-Garrison--ran
The risk and consequences of taking no action are

best be seen as a bad joke. The Air Force has not seriously
obviornsly much less than those of the purposed project. The Final

considered numerous viable alternatives to this program, and mustEnvironmental Impact Statement sust seriously consider this

do so in the Final Environment&; Impact Statement.
alternative.

39 . Decr..s. r....... Values

The Final Environmental Impact Statement should also
seriously consider the risk and cons..eqences of the several viable I The Air Force has not considered the vastly decreased

property values for property located near the MX Misstle hail-

alternative actions including the use of sea-based missiles; 95 G i ed for phe la nissile ail-

smaller land-bAsed missiles; land-based missiles with fewer 95 Garrison and near the MX missile rail lives. This is a very
: serious econneic impact of the proposed project. snd should he

warheads; land-based missiles that are not first-strike 
weapons.

considered by the Final Environmental Impact Statement.

The Air Force should also seriously consider the
S. Econoc lo aact

economic effects of the no-action alternative. It is vell-known
The Air Force boasts of the hundreds of jobs that the

that military spending is much less stimulating for the economy
proposed MX Rail-Garrison program would create. However, the

than typical industrial. commercial or even non-military,
statistics which the Air Force cites are taken out of contest andgovernment spnding. If Congress were not required to dusp the

r Iare therefore difficult to evaluate. In order for the information
94 13 billion into the MX Rail-Garrison program that the Air Force

to be meaningful, the Air Force must provide the following
proposes, that money could be much better spent on education,

h t e9 information in its Final EIionmental ct Statement; the
health. or even retiring the national debt. 96 *Average and sean duration of the jobs that allegedly sill be

created (400 jobs that last two weeks would not be of significant
The Air Force in its Final Environmental Impact

economic benefit to the comenitie s involved--this information
Statement must consider the profound economic and social benefits

of the no-action alternative.
9 poseible; the average and mean hourly wage the Air Force plans to

pay the sorkers--again this information should e provided by job

-25- -20-
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category; for each proposed Rail-Garrison, the amount of Work,

S9 expressed in terms of dollars, that will be done by out-o-state

contractors and their employees; for each proposed Rail-Garrison, Average Freight Ur
001 the amn of jobs,. expresed in terms of percentage. oriers. and

dollars, that will be filled by military personnel.

ithout all of the loformation discussed above the Final c o

Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed MXX 0 0

Intercontinental Ballistic Missile in the Rail-Garrison Seeing

node Would he incomplete and in violation of SEPA, CEQA and L g 51 ft.Unloaded Weightsz 63,000 lbg.
Department of Defense regulations). nL M Lois 91,000 lbs.

Please send me a copy of the Final Environmental Impact

Statement along with all supporting documentse as soon as

possible.

N iLssil*
/ It is my understanding that along With the Final Environmental
Impact Statement, t he Air Force prepares numerous supporting
document., including. hot cot limited to. copies of transcripts
fro all hearings, copies of all .ritten coments submitted
deslgsation of whare in the FZIS each specific criticise or
request for information is sensered; detailed supporting
environmental impact analysis; calculations and formuli used to
prepare the FEIS; and/or other relevant information. Lengths 71 ft.It is also my understanding that this supporting W rht $ IFSOOO
information is ot generally distributed aith the Final
lnwironmental Impact Statement, unless specificlly requested. I Carries 10 uclear Warheads
hereby spcifically request that I receive all documents and
information of the type referred to in this fotnote.

(It is my understanding that, at times, the Air Force
has requred individuals to rrquest this supplemental information
by specific lme. MecAuse, * my Anowledge. the Sir Force does
not publish the names of thes documents anywhere, this
requirement can only e intended to frustrate citisens' attempts
to obtain inforWation Which the ls r quires the Air Force to make
public. I request that I receive this information regardless of
its name).

-27-
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U.1, AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thank You fot attend*g t010 t...t4. Oka Purposor oto ing10 this hearing I. to Thank youo Attending4 01 this ear. 0w purose far basting this beauts, 1. to
su-m.110 ot youtiat- alenootal eooaoY..ot.0 we have deterned may7 ocur it lt.e summarize t o tIN envOionmntllO caft~oqmflou 0 have determinedm 0001i11t?.
PAAA.koopoo Rail Program0 pt pyoeo. .04 af ford you 00 opportonity to brintg to PastaketPer Rtel Garrison program1 proceeds. and afford you an opportunity to bring to
- Attention matters we a a Inaotodvertently ov.010000d. 0z go.1 Is. thoough Aur Attention matters W00 may he Inadvertently .oroo&Ou goal I0. ao thorough,
environmental analysis that will bto .,.iable to pu0bi officils as iod s efore oo. envionmntal0l Ana1ys1s that wil e vaal to 00t.1 opublic officials a04 e1110.0. before
final decision " the pro0(00 I. ad0.. PI..0eob thi. l hlt. to0. b0ring to our attention final decision 00 the0 pr0ogram Is1 004. Plesse01,1 us tiswha to bring to 0w, attention
0001.00100tal I0001thaty 7 eel have net00 bas0 Adequtely analyse00I toh0 et toot ba.0.1that 70. faol ha0e Aot teet *dquatly ana1yzed 10 10. Drofl
EnvionmentalImtpact Slto t.t Evijttoetot Impact ttement.

N... Stre.t Addes Ciy stt No.. Street Address City stt

P10- hand ti form tnor 01 t. 0 Lt Cot Peter Walsht Pleases,0 bond thi orm. in ar.mail tw Lt Cot Polar Walsh,
AFRCE-BMRIOEV AFRCE-BMSDEV
Noront AirFoc Soft. Motto Ai Fo-t Sees,
5.0 Bernardino, California 02409 9.0 Bernardio California. 51409
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LOCATION LtE~A ~LOCATIONJ.~ 13) .~ A'
COMMENT SHEET COMMENT SHEET

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEREEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

ThankI you for Alttendin this hearin. Our purposefo ostin this.41 hearing 1. t0 Thaok yuo t uln this4.40 hearin. Our poopo. tar, basting thi. hearing J, to
suammarlse for you 0 th 100100o conesqo.0000 .h0" 4..ettoo may come, ifthe =001.a tor YOU lte envirobmentlonsquencesoo we have.00.0 detem 00d0ma 10110I0th
Poseekeepor Roall00.01000 Program - 000ads. 004 afford y700000opportunit to bring to P-o.0000pe Rall Garrion proorp.. onoo. aod aftord you000 opportunity to bring to
000 &11001100 me10 tom 0 1O=AYba. 10040lantly 000ak1000 .Oo l Iso 0 th0orough owo attention walt- wemay ho Inadver4o1ttly oolooked. O 01 pal Is a toroug

maysin,.s. th01 at1 will b011 Avilbl t01101 puli 5offiial and001 It[- 0 t110 a=00 enonmenotal0 Vodo that will be available to Puoleofficals.aw .0 otlOms. befoe.
110.1 decision On th. plogt .004.. Plsm. use01 00hi 0 10es to0 10000 to 0.0 11ur attention fina deiio 0. pogl to Is ode. Please ass this shoat t0 bring t0 11or .1t0tea

mentalo010 op."l Stat.-t0. Environmental lmpac
t 

Statement.

00.11_(:~~~~0*0_90il , __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

A.___ _ a,___A _ __ ___ __ ___ __ Ob
1
i l31, l mid' -ti~ 1

___________________________ ti -Fo±~ 'AIt .l0nP0( -- kP.. PICA fSkvt p

________________________________________ LmA-.o' J1Lf ,w,.
________________ ________________ zj ,o lf tJ j

__________________._

______________________________________ t~l OAtt CffflC)~.1~ A o A

______________________________________ -,voo -. 3y- At,-

No.. .. le Ade A1~ t N0.. Stoeet Ad Ij city Slt.t -4 j 70(

Fl.... head this Lrm In,003mail ta LI Col Peter Walsh Plasma hand this foo W..l -11 It CAI Peter VoNewg

AFRCE-BKIWDSV APRCS-RNS/ORV
Horlon At. Poo.. Sa.sNMort" All Force Ses.
ft. Ro.,.oodeo. CoIIf1.1, 90409 Ron, Bernardin, C.Iffo. 1 1411
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TWOs *O o e ttesting tis l0.t. Ow pelos e, mtto aIIs tieef toI to
msmrsmol tar yes the ... leoostotl aopees me a. 6ote.-Ied sy o-t It the

August Ia. SSS Poseeksoot Roll Oe~b" og Pro eeds.& 004 atford y.ou an I -utuy to WIkg to

.- IroooeO-Oal analyis titat Wl be available to publicoffleta &W 00.4ens ~imits a~oo
final devist00 m the poop.. Is mad. Plum. oa this @best to Ivig to oin, ttlon

Lt. 1. .Al Wash nvonenntal heooo that yoo feel boo ml baso adequately analyzed in II,. Draft

AEOCE-1301/DEV nOom matSaeat

Norton, QFO, Calif 924OO-04" 0

Dar Lt. Cal. Walsh;(1h

Re a", -a the oublio h.rg hold Au0ust 9, lOON at Great Falls
.lI: h ol I . 'A supp0ort of the fol oowing.

If th. Ad-i~rt-t- and ths Congr... nCluIdsta1
d oyment of the Mid getman -1al -obil. ",,all. .r In. o2 ewv
P. _cok- por r.il t -io are inI. na ltonal Intor... , and
if Ins military, tor -r vremsntal. strategic, ond tactical
raon slec~t he State. of Montana asth I timal 0*1 do I00550t site, thle Stat. ed~intsot-ti-, legislature, locml

g--snmenI. and the cl~,rysol ,ee, he oin

, aonty reIlionship which Grosl Falls anal Ooantase had
for the "*t 25 yearso with almst-o Air Force Be and the
Minutesa- ICBM n.pl.. alrsdy In~. ______________________________

ti rgrs~t that I could nott attend t.at n lioss, I would
IO sk psrsohal .ndorms.n.t Oat on l.

Thank you,

N.s. Stieot Add",it 4 sat

Flames0 Woand1 ts o soarMil Isn Lt Col Polo. Walah
APRCE-BMSMhRV
No.10. Alr Pass beeo
te. flwrwiaeSo. California 92409
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Casoo ~program. Th is should not bs dans In generalities, and vogue promse,
UC*-rFco " aeeeo Ri oorciso b.oo 6 t /An rat0* Contribution made, to the commun ity 01y the Air Force. A

U..,.,, Frce sepo Rol GarisonProgam 6 Complete Stody.Shold 00 included I~n tOO find l Draft. With oat It, it
F~~~t~~~cI 'A *o~~ Oea~t O ff'ct ef t praoct on t"e CossuntcLt Cal PtrWalsh Al Data .0th prO Ad 00 Ahod0 1 o~ 0to ~ /a~

AFRCFC-oiaS/OEV nan be -rtfled. What 1. 00 appeal.-c. of statistics that are th re

Noro i * r.05 sisplyt' Ot000gas ty i n f the Ffoc ofh
San NrArd/no Ia. 0 prjets but 000 For th.e oeineoftoAcFco

AS for the Safety of the NioS/lO Sstes, I have heard of at
-,Am Seapint Keonol has not "Or ....O tho following -11.-00.1ta and least a sI 00 10 too Uihd sYetto) /n .1st. kiling tho Cro

safoty~~~0 "'su", yeor i h ao. t you tell as of the afty Of tho system. as
this ~ ~ 1 is.. f.. A o/tosun., I 'Acad 000 u hat you ate ot

Poor flock Quality *1W-m 001. Of that th too ISto tri .oalsn .1 pro srigohnsta bu00tatsd. I0o 0 Oct
in Monan .hie * wekadCud y hm- ?Fross On the frock. 8 dishonesty. As fo r ropa rts or lis ll -11aint.inad lyst.s hw 00me0
Coontrory to the reports Of the railroad whi00 say that the trac~ks are do I hoar I~portIS of fira _ n I */stint, Systems? Again What Ore yOu
in top shapeO. r peollt 3 thor. only tO sake tn.s look thewray try/ng to h/do. Uti/IA to Safety reor~d OP the .tt ads. with .li Ohs

totto h. to pOar. Tasat t I that or. q0~ irm or lt 00 Inc ident. are .0000.0 we o - 1 n At w. * /0. 11dO Ant*
osp lanto o ht IS relheorio a ahr*t~sa aosre Is no ad rss log it- tho Iaot~ ....a Oha ss

that ~ A dntsott o d~Iro to hart thir 1n i .ot1 SYt. 1,d.loelding tho safty of 10~u 6ta h~O h~ hs train, -oat

cot ~ ~ a 'A* ths"ttit" ho *h ubor o ** ~ail ,t an hr passmare nattv:. ..0 oaInd -anorm no anI...t with rh/o tha Air
loain wit f dIl st aa/ 0h01 5i 05 th ~ Fr c an:,to s/a as It'rooldh load toward a r1A. rbl /

a/*Asll train aod the result Computed Yoo do not h-ac5 alistic /spplo './n toostto
Stout. Thoso studios Should IncludOe nuf~ o. pr.f d ahs. lumer OF In the Pool/c hearings the Air Force stated that the Tralna at Ad
Intjurias, theopeorty loss a n e. 10 :srslin rstO olwId 00 tolng Or 00 ant hsr. near roll owitnhloq syatoes. I do not
accident; Until to/sis ISCOsploted thert As f.00 * lz.tdt.Iy. ht, this wold be poss ible as tho two are part of the Samt system.

"an. of tho coo s o t "'o ci/rn of Groat Fall. war. espciallyt _ s /noi tho root It Is ofonnly a SidIi ro11. Who ..
addr.....d in the oja arflil~ nhi make0 05 the study on. that IS iSuspplying thi I nforsolo i. tIall do. /n I qyou.

21 not .I0* o.r .... ~l. Tooblh dealft as' boo oA tt. d tA wtoldftlOn Of rcla/n- -oad ts said not to 00000 30 01 0 ha hs/
t h :. not y which 0 - ar a d for our iput. Ignoring the totall nIthA reasnfrrcigtessaen ~l o ftrto

Cancerns of the ci/0f. AS of .roat Foll. and also .1tlS. of United *4 As I have dr/ron tractor tor I o n its for a nusbor of rears. I Ao.
State. of Asarits. fl otscv thw Speed of the traios to wry from 55 N00 to 00 man1

There Is Ad0 addtessilng too Issug Of OtOmIC @XPlaSICnis.Tort as they ..r. traool/ng f"tI tA :c truck which 0*0 a top
ohah .it0On of ..r own a,i/5O on Ios/nt hotI MS/..edoft 0. Atn ha A yt. tioo ro"an. 30 *ph figures are

the i. no Study Of the affect of wA~t would Ocur Ad tOO af Ct. 00 on cois/and tidng.
tA /wl~ ,oua/n Thor. Is n roltorttt the 0/oil/on Aro fltnit r., ;h'. ot tho Public hear/ng. and in
ooplattnI Ol t 000n 1 -,"r1eoo Sha CA ro/n to tOI Adi ao in the dctft ihttocts /A OY.eal am/IO .tOCo3 arm n/cod .y to C/t n of th I/h/ntadC1-.l d I Yuhtyuk.St" to prot t1105 fr.. stationary Ayatos. 005 Ignod to n~t100ta051ca l./hv
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Until this docment JAC .0ds measures topo t tmoo do h are in 0p000co are . /. &- nmafolated by the f/iale/ater.

p00100onfro to dOS~/ 1-6050drooa risks Of attaC., this study iht/ .h 0000t pats ar rot only to. Panel/itO ohte sA" y:0ntcoolt.I thaticll Uha syt7 i0es/O Util coo Imi0 at all sdeao th Calo.
TO ifoma 10 /00 t ncvas to tnoossntis I fInd t. 00 not Ius th lid. tha /1 for tour Iteft C an not 0nd a/lnt

total etror 01W waoue o~~~narol/t~~os. in tO'Apoul/C hear ing I was told Codn uhaws.o oa o oItl htiasfoc
tat.th fars 0/.o ar A~ Aos tha ooas- nothj into1o tno InOosnnq oa 0/ane/ ,s the OcIOtat t'le

cooson.tyold f nd thatlard oll w as" appeoars only to b0 the/ Freistcn to 0.isq./se tnear/g I* g0*. to tnSnwen4 toaados na o00 and -""c to no ah down as. to waisof trying to os.- up 0,a a . ...rsosh/ t!lrcl to090 *1 .v..s tho
spent whore. inc luding tho complete arel, down by tort. the /nt-- OroO.Odinho'. As theta . Cs suc t. O l/sc II tr- SjtOnid. In Ito
hidden I0come /oon tassels), -er1-8 Prowvided by the Alt, Fare. I/t. 0 w.aalfuln... and abosa OF the Abet /ca puolin.
Otoakdown of all IcOkoaa to/oPro S-rwiOeS provided by Oho Air 'tO President of toe United States often told the rus./InA. -rus.
Far.., and scot far . etCc provded locally and thaso or%owined .00 but wr/fy' the Sam* hold true for you.
Outside Oont,..t... ith... that ar. not fc.. the imAdlat . a we 00
net A .. a truo flnno/ali picture. Tr/s Io/o0.. fh .Cost ef Ah.../.9 A/Is .A an ro '*fT St. Ni. Stoat Falls, l/s9aa 0SOO

5 mthe . u Of.. Sur..Ch housing P-oIdoO by tOO Alr far ..
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Thmeye for ott.I thin OheaI~ring. O0. purp. ose oting tis earing 1. to Thtank you for attending this hearing. Our purpose for hoting this, hearing is to
a r Fe t 0. p o nrmnsatl .MWnQne -. hen. drtalatInad may came, If lt. ouimorloe for you the environmental consbequences w. hove determined may oocr it the

Po.w.hemP., 3.1 G nm.,~ peng', , n, , ad ff oed';:o- pon 3 otety to bring to Pe-okc.psr Rall Garrison program. proceds, .. d Wford you an opportunity to bring4 t.
-o attention matten. we my hae inadvetently arcurdoed. 0.e go.] . . torought our attention mstters we may hav00 Inadvetently overlookted. O.. go.l is a thorought

ennvirnmental analysis that will he available to public officials.wed citizens before a environmental analysis that nWill he avala~ble to public offiils .04 citizens hefore
flnal decision - the PITgb, is mod.. Alnewue thin shol to bring to our attenion tinal deciion on Ito program Hs made. Pieces use this shteet to being to our attention
environmental heN. thaot you feel I n. .ot bass adequatlty analysed 1. the Draft! envinmtental moo.m that you feel tove not hbn adequately onlyzed in the Draft

Impacmnll uft Statenment. Environmental Impact statement.

1-ton that h:vio th 1eckte 1i1l at Liti 0CC'l "I Eoryao whe '. ic p to~',C Sssn ~ira
ltd rcece 9-et hortits, Ira it beirVC plod at Little Pmkl Air FI-rte w. le Oa,e,&A

Stret Adres I: Y Sle Nrne SttAdres City state ('n

Places had tisi torm In.or mail to: Lt Co IFete, Walsh. Places tond 1th formtn Ior noi] to: LII Col Pet., Waish
AFRCE-BMS(DEV AFRCE-BUR/DEV
Norton Air Fort. Bas Horton At- Force Bss,
11.0 Benardino, ColfI.t~I 924115 Bon dornoedin. California 92401
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There you tor attending tis hearing. Our purposn to. heating tis hearing Is to Tho you tor attending this hearing. Onpur posoe to heating tisH Muir- H, to
sumarize Wo you the environmental eman.qunes we aveon deternend may occur, If the 00mb]..]. tor you the environmentsI consequenes m hae daterminad may w~ If the
Pol.kee. Ral G-Sw-o Prodirs Preeend oaffortod you. onportunity to bring to Peckeeper 11.11 Garrison progetI are.e nd afford you on opportuni]ty I, - to
onur attention malters oe moo have Inodoortntly onerlooked. Our goal Ho a thorough. our st tolon mbattnrs me may haeona tdvertently overlooked. Ooe goal] H a ther~ugh
environmntal onoy-H that -111 he -1104 o~ I public tofils and citizens betore a Imnlenoot.l analysiH that will he .,.liable to potbli, officials oed etleen hefoe
final decision on the ,Iogam H. n.d&. PH.ce. -m this aheel to bring t0ou - ttartjo. tinal dec'simt an the proge. H. node. PI-use. tisH sheet to bring to o. attention
environmenntal I.-~o tMt Yoo f..l toe not heen Odrg-oy analyzed 0n the Draft Issues~ota hatIl. you toel hae not boon adequately analyzed In the Drat
Enninoomental Inmpact statemnt. Enironme~ntal Imp0ct Statement.

St-ot. I oould I ke t. rece coon I1 it no tothodrn

ff1 1 the KX ,, ba] ho fu garii t nt etke 1 rison and thot_
0.00, 4-t, hoa.?

2' 9* 2ientr I.. the rai in o need nIttwtio. oroost. a

- aet to; the rele t, I, It' mot ... noe. o s, Z, nt I~t-

041 . e....n they ... in fo..r uf thio ,oeol in ecnomc, nrmia., it

Li-s. Si' ~'6i- IC- ~ ~ aI .tat nino Ciorropn the srnmtte n in

... tree Add"n City Snt.. ~ n Soo AnaCt tl

Paces had this term H. m l . tt. Lt Cot Pnter Webbt Ploa.ces Maith tormtn Ho. Mailo LI Cot Peter Wolsh
ArSCE-SMS/OEV AFRCE-SRDEV
Noel. Air Fores So..t Noe"- At, Forn. Som
hS. en", a Calitonna 92409 hen Bernardino, Califtornia 1240
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Theah yots t. ottordilifg tIhwft. Or ptWpos fo. hottlad tale; hosehtf Ll to Thank you fo. Stlodlttg U&i Ieartif. Ou upops to. hoating this hoeitng is to

Nummartsv toe . toh. ..otomsOtal mmempiensO " Iftho. deto..isted may paoet It te Summtaize " ou tho enonen~t~sal ..o~0OOO hon determined may sanotr it the

Pooohok. Ran1 Gaoolo proram proceeo, soW afford y~o an opportunity to being to pecekeper Rail Go..isoo pr~fort prooooi.. WoA afford yoo a0 oportunity to bring to

or tttiO sttm vao may have M etoo wtnil ~oeLd Our "ao to 0 thortough oi attention Matters we ay hav. Ioodvarttati!, on..isoo Ove goot la a thorosift

ooiooso e olyoIs that tril ho .osullol to poblte of11.151. sod ellisone hoto. envionmntatl ottopsi that wll ho avallahl. to pulic otficials snd eltisoteor ooo

findt doooiso art *1. poognom is Msde. Plamer Wa this shoot to bring to ontr attentiot finloo dollon tho poll0 is o.do. Ple-s two this shoot to bring to oe attontion

envilbrutootal faors. that you feel ho.. ot been odoqoioly Wesipood !t the Drafti .. vl. -. titl 1.0.. that pot ft ho.. sot hoot *dptely, analyzed 0n tho Draft
Iomposots act Stetoioot. Enoironmsnts Impact statemt.t

&dn. 6'-a :aea -7-ssAA-.o % .At~ ~ o.

!?..g,.~ V 4 If

13/ 41 -LA. ZZEA.

Nameo Steet Addroso City state Name Str.00 Addr- V City o1to o _

Pt.... hood tisfor t o. s . It tot Li Col Peter Webbi Ptease hand this two too. mtail t. Li Cot Peter VNeht
AFRCE-RMB/DZV AFRCE-BMSfDEV
Norton Ail Fore Boo. Moltao Al. force Boos
Bsn Berodoot Calttorots 92400 Ban Brnatrdino, Callitooola 11409
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Thank poo to. atll t this howed. ; = t~oso to otire thls healing 1o to
ano.lat to. you tho oonioretat~l -Ooo . Ls ho = 'oloaisd mtay 0cc0. It the
Peacekeeper Roil Gsooo p. Im oom eo sd stforn you 5 apportuoity to herig to August 16, 1988

mer 5tt~tkmO attO .. tOO ho.. is.no~otly onetooktd. 0O.. goal Is a thorought

.no tantat so~lpl ihat WHI b ho nalishi to pubhie officiste aod otisoit. heos..
Itoo de on 0 e i to op . is to . P~aaar par this shoot to bring to oar titrtioa

oorrnteto tst lootht 00 th. Not hoos olgtoial analyzed to tho Droft Dear Col. Walsh,

Etaw,s~o tctei pat Staitment. 1Agaoin I ould like you to toke A Much closer look St what you

Th O. thit Cotroit a Oshoocodooo toa, at Ntoos ooot and your cototitter are doing tr the people of our country!

O.oth=;osono toe, 11hote~ ;odsioo .thtt5000. a thor. c.o.
" 'n." '9 M2 2 These kind of accidents r happening waore and svore each day.

toth dottolo t 10 IOO~i~er"a.It aohg dthes es to. ho, "Peacekeeping" Rail Garrisoenc!le

oat that to a tteof at oali riais (tico _*ton 0ho 4h.I trai. woid ho 00 Thank you for your concern.-
the pa5s5a0i0

0 
track) there oould likeiy hoMae hesntie n. tto olo icrl

Ti05: NIT COCII S iol EERYU PRSON ALONG TO TACKS. ~:;/( 4
4.

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Il 11aod0.0.T~.ps .10 tl o le t *rs , dnIl.OtO e.....o. 325 Hil Itit
--- **'re Or~ Wasi.-rrensburg. NO 64093

20100 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ho-tl Itsoaooh oSed hy -alght, jas I-isoi. wha~t ttO

Too:' itt CKIU tO WITO A ViLoUALE TOACO BEtNG 0000 AS A LAUtICHtOG PAD.

I Me graceful for the chance to roopond to tha 0000 dooaooot hat I mest frankly

o...ta t.., Pon.0tt. - -.

gston Noroilo Oho 2601 Boe lath Cheyenne,. or. 02001

me- W~so Add-. City noot.

Pi..a how this tom too. poll tan Li Cal Peto. Washi
AFRCE-BSmSIDv
No"Pioo Al, Foreo Se.0
iSo Bera.%telo Calfornia 1241
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'Train dumps coal on Harrisonville LOCATIO-- A2k...

U.S. AIR FORCE PEA CEREEP ER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thank you foe atten~ding this hearing. Our Purpose foe bootleg this hearing is to
summcarize for you the environmlental cneuvaenes me have determined may occur if the
Pea eheepee Rail Gaorison prograom proceeds, and afford you an opportunity to bring t0
our'sttention molters we nay have Inadvertently overlooked. Our goal is a thoeough
itol-oinenlal antalysis that .1ll he available to public officials and citlotenhs before.
final decision on the program Is made. Please tue -hit sheet to bring to our attentlion
enironmrental issues that you leei have 00t been adequately analyzed in the Draft
fniontoa Impact Statemet.

-k-fl~.el, In u . 1~n917.1 -t. I~ .1 i d- k. -

. .... 9, ti-, - 1--ol... iot,a 1.1 11A- 1 -

.- othist P",.. a r, 02iuAt.O" t O9 ,o90

derail at
crossing.%_ _- _ _ _ _ _ _

I-aveiesessvstwIie..
.-. us- awrww l.-.e Itu.ioliate 909 F,;- . lvk~t, di Ah .U76

n Sae Street Address Ciy Sie

-,- - - -. . ~Plese hand tisS form in yr mail to: LI Cot Peter Walsh
AFRCE.RIDEV

-~ -- .* 5-50 .5Morton Air Poen Ia-~5L~O~eaS~hua~ - - - -.~*...n 1:. eosdn.C Ifeenlat 92409
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Thank you for alleedleng this htearieg. Our puroeo, hosting tisl hewineg Is to
aummarize for you te envitroements) easseqareea weStve datemloed may Serur Iff the IUI- am oa

Peaeeeper Rail Caceaetl Programa Perceeft = af.ford yo en opportunity to bring4 to Pains . 41t 4846.5
soc attention matters we may hone Inadvertently overlooaed. Our goal Is a thorough
antroomn"t.an alysis that will he aaliable tv publec officials aod eciiens before as
final decIsioon u the Progeame I made. Pleas twe this sheet to being to or attention Lt. rot. pe-ee'Lal~h
enivironmental issues that yvs feel tMee not been adequately analyzed In the Draft AeoCIBO-th
Environmental Impact Statement. Nor-v hi, CA 92409-h884

bear LI. rcl. Walsh:
O~ee~ Rail i0, n Jacksonviglluyl,

...... noea ,aae rth 0 sL u it is cetainiy. .. nsety "-raaan nvironental 15000 satteent arloa
fleauvoas ;readlof IS. ouved MX tnl-araon Syates for LuurtaltS Ate

avart that v . .. oaeralvaact vill he einimal, r feel that the Force se.- 1n Decod., Lth~

-= . a ,d- ...d to... . ou titsfatio. l.,a vellor to reque..t stronRlv that 00 Sct100 he take, or the
if I gav. I would like to personally 0 ereo in, - _retl 1 ater tha no '0 or any nor Lear veoona he deployed In Mllchtea on

ouvaurt fur the MX5 dealuYcent in Jaciito tlen. 00 h.-ve.vry aepher.

uniau ... ali, uLth our honroo"d c, unity support Ln high. 'ihle I autout the fIdea of na1100.1 defense. I sat turnip p"road
toadd It-y 1-aa &ealr eeuno the erootic iruet that lto I. Puta....lon, creatior, and denlo-en of any nuclear onarvo

this project would haue n Lfl --.r com t. 750nk0 for the .00 sidtrroioo.

O'nre ly Peurtur vur

AotuvLe rX. 72076 Pite Lledhen

Sme Street Address City tate

plsse land tis ftwo In or mall lt LI Cot Peter Walsh
AFRCEBMSIORY
Morlam Ale Poet Base
ean 9arrno. Califoreia 11409
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,o.1.ot1 Peter Waisht

ro Ar Force lase boil 1-th. Aoe. Nto, Our nahiorsl oeerity 1-s NCT neotr-orily inoreoc ilth so Iocrease io filitaC? moending.
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totrhootor to ,hb. ot 0,.- sod s reo-1 e-t oai- .sr.os aith rot
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0
e a will to 'ioe to oeete 0OEXY kiwi of joe. 14r.
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if this Isoo is dote iostseo too coe-- wih soot rodleally aiffesrot osliefo zeo Caater, by 1190 BILLION dt. !- (iboot 66%) .90005 tho rise du to inflation.
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1
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rortoIo.I -,,oo-lsotot'. Itooty seoso-Irrb'rcnsc A01III0to
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)kot -h rst, lost no, -t7o-,nc oores ore trts in to o0cr, 50 rsroort-,,aoo istionsia tian ore nilitary jobs. lIfs this now sulit, 9 ' ndin cost or unsion 1,104,000
roohooo r scs ld-aatoi- i~o th thre ofofsosl costsoodobeefits ooth

t u d oll nto ft rotnolt Oor -it-nollny. lest Jobs boosse OTHER federal ondlo, hod to ie rob. (I qoote fipsres lioe teoltMloDI

Is in'lo, t to , ' 'I to to. 20tEeirsocorko h srosd110 4 hliXCIhEl of Lonrier. Miohipon.)
, icr'ool be os 'I c ordred Vy -orrioro or -o -c or orio itlti,,tiee.

lororon c-e -ot hr, ro6e to imo01 ditrt'io artlt se -ob reotol. Colifsreio goincd oner 607,000 eom Job. nhsn it loot; foes Hoshire prooted l,ch o e

'torlko f hotlc oroleor so eisrn lfo o-ji eotally or ortrtoto4 !bsn in lost sod 1) otber stones had a iT ,slo. BUT 3; other stotOs toot Mrsm jibo thon
000 ttool rectole orLoiro I soo!so..rfdobdoauiironii-to l. 1

n-reo I.. oo. Irsoe -so o r sn o,- on os o rreemoct IF toe otlivs 'oy roined. N.D1. loot 10,7130 com os b, tionit if'olod; como Osoirrtor -, lest o net of
oscrs'edoooo'no-t1" ooroloto t effetie ipetoc It

aoeoieottr--r'Yta.loter-.oto.lIftte o it suceecd or kindd 0ia40 ofbs. Railrscrri-nproisesnoesorryeoneyfoisiel int btNOTto lND r thOU3.
it o.l is o0oit- trot itIo o. -cers"t Y otf 0 oric lo, mt nrsoe'i lbi ore isnertoot, Finor 0000 stole ion st's is truliy rntriotlo.ot-iis rrtr Slolerh. e '01c tAynotrFiveithatry ? _

tier ot co-r e-es- no ort. othor ei-trrlly or 1 -el soilitorily Ir thft it in e~ijc t~ ,boot 0 of the totol RL5Etkill nod DE'VLOPETilk foods
ow lo",o. O~cotintI nod Y tt'r- o hclr t n le-ts too -tr 1 aori 00 Ibeding r0000 for ivjlion oase. In lensy it is 96% owl in Jonon, 99%. MOM mney too

-- rdit -'fltinoeso Itoe- ,rotirloforc.-lo-. - ?Timetoorr
tt.ttroretsot 'tyoi sLo. ! tre 'o eto'o. oiptiot. tro rfore 00n spent on reesorrh ond asnloomnot of the 3-1 ismbor tise toe total reorr o dolooet

cors.I orc'rr to '!-r ;7 ,..inio llinp, se!-ttt
0  

iocti
0110fortooclnxoaiot rot h eet. -1 ite. rroniofootods'artm aolert orfte ubi USltteel ldnotrY. A trows. -tcalt oonomy octleiacsaotastliofl.

tere oc h, loro -orj rrr .o ,t Losro.rlo only lontinp tiooq-. dt2 -Mothcll

'bore inert cy erIec 'rkot-'~ c p. 1!. 1o cn ocrct iotsoc.I don't -om to horws a hood in the tooloor ootion e,#sillono of live oloilioins
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COMMENT SHEET

Thaek you lfor atteeding this hearieg. Our porpose for hosting this heocing Ia Is
Soviets catch U.S. sarizle fec y00 Ihe esnvironmeotal eonsesqee eeas have detrcied may Occur If Ito

Poacokoeeper Roll Garrion programi proceds, and afford yes Os opportosity to bring Is
O0IOgIO Maweis soc aloes lion s atters weecay bano isadvortenly ovorlookeod. Oun go.l Ia a ihoroug

NseRENGtOfi (100- aaiaa enveoent.anaselysta that wil tob available lo puabie offieiala and citizes beoere a
lhoslL"a lass math eaaglbl final derision on toe program s a de. Please use tia alost In ring is our attenioee
membec, d .1 5A 6- VW to environmentai Isooc at y00 u fool tovnet btesn adequately aealyzed f Ito Oraft

Iresa oolmbiake waoaI Enviromestal Impact Slalos.nt

ta. ITo Walbag Pat aObl'd

es wsase ll, e ayI
aM-al 0lit laeal g frad

ooPape Peba, Sas a* it
eliobt . U&t ak tobld fa

Vas wasafte Dareoaa 10a

Ila Sveft tn 10 ae as
eaaoor mt byee b, aet i

U aso'bat at bealpn abre

Po-a leat. a.Std-o Dpast-
-as -wwas alat
'latos - b.os ft. we

wilappa -s at i at ________

aw aol oad a at by-f

Itowss atheo ~ -- - - - - - -___--
awsen wat -kw as bdas, as
wko .laoaed - all, nlie

-e toes;i . dw, a
.a-== = Isns. _____________
Me a eaw, w on waso a,
lsats at ts nm s Mas ta 4 uja . *.W a a'

-' . - ~ief Street Addroaa city stote

Please toed this twin Is or mail lt LI CeI Paler Walsh
AFRCE'RMS/OIV
Noclos Ale Fore. Rose
aS Blerardiam, California 92409
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RAIL GARIRISON
August 1t. 1941

The UMot Public School District will be able to abaorb the students LOCA110SC /EiflIi
into the schools who arrive as a result of the construction, phasing in and CONuvtW SHTil
operation of Rail Garrison. U.S& AIR FORCE PEACIKEEPER RAIL GARISUON PROGAM

It has ekes"y been noted that the Minot Schools Serve the city and the eearyou for nsatd~ he d estrset O w~se -pos tre, atlwe ties baes, M to

Minot APS with 13 elementary schools. 3 junior high schools anid I high Peacekeeper Rall Osrrtaan se .pQ., wad sard y-s .O Wi~n tty to taleg to
school on two campusesS. The enrollment which is just under 8000 - attentice, attee;w - ay lure laadreirtently snaeaflad. Ow peal Is tiaseag

students is served by ample certified staff to maintain a pupil-teacher noah d tlle sil the t will be w lad. Pdeeretlt to public soehl an aflmtseore

ratio of approximately 24 to 1. The district is supported by P.L. 81-874 as aaoeaetal hisa.. that You fast hare not t005 sitleqately mialysed to the Deaft
a -Super V district which mean appropriate financial support tor serving Ran rmantal imact statement.
students in a tederally impacted ares.

The tact that -hle Min,., Schools will be able to absorb the aclditional 1'-Ry4
students is important. It is also noteworthy that the schools are pleased i l
to have the opportunity to serve. The Minot School District is prepared to
serve students in regular and special education. It is a well respectedOn
district- Many parents who have been assigned to the Minot AFB share 2 rI
their pleasure at having had their children in the Minot Schools. ,,-- r )<

fldThe impact of additional students is not seen as a handicap butl as an 3 ~ ~ E(i~,~

opportunity Youth are serned by having Other Students join them who have
hdexperiences in another part of the nation or world. The student

relationships and iv.araction or hence the wearning in a classroom. The 4 a. -t 6 4 -m 9
u.rhing stalf is served by the opportunity to employ the spouses 01 some . C 1 ,i..urv.I
of the Rail Garrison work force. These teachers come with varied U4
experwences and serve to keep the Minot teaching stall aware of teaching
ideas an =artegies used in other school districts. ,IIL

The fiscal impact of providing education to additional students will '
ena)to ltne school district to continue the education improvement process. 4-oo a.&
'uny studunta can mean more opportunities through diversified offerings. r-0

7, meco ude a also improne the continued growth of the__________________________________

teaching i.01 hrough inseivice activities. A -Rhnr 7~gf J 93.
The schools welcome the opportunity to serve. We are eager to meet Re.. Street Addes. city StI ate

the needs 0f additional youth.
Flamm. hand thia heen, .11ai too Lt Cut Peter W"lt

AFRCE-RKMIV
Norton Afr Forne Bsue
San Seeardima, California 52450
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no. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

ii Trank yor. ror attending thts tearing. Oar parpo- fean olng this tearing 1a tn
unrunfor youthe -annr loolorequnrwn w hav etntnrwd Clay -e it thn

Peacvkeeper Rail Garrison program p-nne&, and afrord non an opportunity Sn bring tn
oar attention malters -e may have Inadvertently overlooked. hur goal le a thornagh

Wi.L~v. / (~ ~euntron antalye~ia Slthat111 to .,lsiable to publir official. .nd citizues br-m .
C final decialun m the prugraw Is madte. lnear usn tise it tn bring to mu attention

Uet~-~ L/r e nolvinntal laeoun that you fent have mt barn adequ~ately analyzedit n toe DraefS
Environwental inpant Statement.

I 67

StetAde, City Slatne#j~

Plnee tend tla for. to Or wai 1 LI Cot Petr Welsb
APRCE-BUrHRDV
llorton Atr Fores Rass
ton snnlardioo. caulforala 1240S
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U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKERPER RAIL GARIRISON PROGRAM tW RcAM GtIRtM MIS lfkDltL steve A,. *1 - otka . Mfg

31 tIdoel- Wot add a tco W. nstota iMnTYE -_eols
Thah yafo atendg thi ainPma. O ieeho oatinthis hewing isto kTC wi0 honi -1dix tI~WCIt [ii]-a
Peeshaeper Rail Garrison programc iiareea, and afford you on opportunity to hrirg to -,id ,,ac o ~o oooo40 nin ~ oin 7to n--
our attention matters we may have litafnertently overlookedl. Our goal Ia a thorough Dees labs. 6.I "Errrmmol oacdmtiona ccle nc

eth oaettW analysis uatn5.1 e -atllai to pl offlelala adt leltant
f Mae d .laa t e wiapogna I. evade. Ple.- ise 1111. cht to binsg to oar attention thana de0 IS ta5 wes'Idotfy alterraolo s w to ean .,-,al

.eeosttl laaaea thatyo ytai oal han ot boen adequately analyzed In theo Draft trcctsl of- on octe evtnceosl lems. fiaunll texts co
Enviroment&] Impact Stateraet.1 ' 4n - rap oa f , nt

- - -0~ ccc 53 Wheaof tohe X) C130 AIIWTVE sf -t of tha i 1. - anot tioe0

41 a-cdra wo s-bo d -ino "Pr otability of ND AMON1 tea be, igrol by

1) What tattle lf . octonce of thte tMll Rol Inone.' What is to be d0.. Ciowans wos ro- f the many-ohtro oiWt seasscl

21 thc the radioactiv tates hbe, the life is I-o? citbY o th ue cLh bo ltllet "boyte the -pro' o tie loarnp:

-Ycno ~o tolicy (oclLita "ems Ioattcl art! 'I- "oce ltnt").

2) hisstoes a ooe o ti id-a I1 a ainoble ... ot I oar The.. e 'WoliY." osi "Mlotrlopticl own" of Moto r-1 oce dnl, . [1.10.21

3 ctycetinoatblie.. thtat there is 1.u such til t that 2u-1a

e r-I -1e -1 -Iaoloclaodl1-d tne.a-le.t-i I..hanc

repod to this?

If Ue-c i V-a ti-s -as nod--t the N) OCTIM~ O4hlWM1 -dcl4I 3) Whet is, there e-e bee a a-p-t created by -on thatot o used by le "it 5fl0hti ase %4 m u Ire Wi the P43US "i 4UTlMetft £130S.
41at? x1,.t is .o.r drlitio of .

t
yeackeeperclea -1- -pon' Think 01ir ic. tat -~aid Wtl ift~ $10 - $i5 billuion -a qenat. irote.

lotin "ie ci" U "o"'. m- Int~ o actn~e

4)0 Who aill ha reonsibte to- cleatn p of cotainttn itn 1 If 2 nQN - . lt 01 -n ad -roie - dvciam~ in 00 final EIS.

5 dertlaent or s-n other deveatigat ci dent? II itt. . ND HK 9MRKltTToE iiorih ci thli e ofdnmlo-t1e M in

61 5)11otca you ha sure that your sovngooist ... o,1s.ther ai11 -c -o plotted Is*cntteocsse idcn-1 ocneinoore-,ta.

that ttaphy's Laa io ss at, .,ork e--ganshr p.-it fact re totoltedl Rnoe- ND ists ROM te-tat -I-o n~ . . td t

O~~~si.,9pl ti..i Onbo - - - -o --io Kohi-i
0

Macse Street Add-a iy toa Ind FIAoss 0. MI
(I)tI75-29A

Please taod this form In or mail tot It Cal Pe" talsh
AFRCE-BMRIDEV
N10,10 Ale Fates Saoo
San ReadoCallf-eIta 12401
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fArrtS
I htave been a resident of Grantd Forks fotr 15 years. Motivated don t hae moch Lim to describe My discoveries. I did 's t.0 the

by my concern for this community. I have read with interest te conclusion that It willot make on safer. Not only that. It's worse.
Many news stories aod opinions that have appealred in the local pesIt Will Make US lessisafe. For two reasons. First. it will destabilize
in the last month. Many of the argumrents; fsnoring the ptroposed [.n~ oac with a b hal wre r winh tme Sofvisawis l enco. g by e
system have centered on the econoenic benefits to the communItyrs 3 ao dynamc balah e ehavger with thme Sovietisawill Secoa the
Not being an economist. ,wanted to Understand these arguments ideployitng the missiles throughout the U.S. rail system we put our

betr In ogting t oalS I earedabouto the ncESd nubriftizs n e frofnte hin e hi ouask b h irts. whlweav
betteraso insough aDIIna ne anf otfo the esd nube ctizs ne frofnte hodne hn or atc byhsiets. wbewehe

jobs and general economic expansion that would occur In Grand Forks In summery, then. I have round the DElS to be incomplete In its
if the proposed system is located here. That's good. I thought, but economic analysts. My own further analyses have led me to conclude
further reflection led me to what I think are two Importan- that the MX system Is not a good economic Investment for Grand
concerns. Eirst. the economic benefits will not be distributed Forks and Is not a good investmsent in our security or that of the
evenly bot will be limited to certain parts of our economy. such as entire nation.
the retail buniness and service sectors Over one third of the work
force in Grand Forks county are government employees. There are no
forseeabie direct benefits or major indirect benefits to these zkpeople in addition there ore substantial naebes of other citizens
ot In the work force, such as retired people, who will ot benefit. R

Secondlyc the DEIS falls to adequately discuss the economic ~cc.
Impacts of the no KtIn atrnative, My understanding of the r;s t-4 Aw m
process Is that the Impacts of no action must be seriously weighed G v o~ ,N 3.o
as well as the Impacts of the proposed action. The DElS does not
consider whet the economic Impact will be on Grand Forks If the $10
to S$15 billion proposed far the MX Is ntn the Defense budget, and

2therefore not taken from the citizens In the fu. m of taxes. Since I
couldn't find the information in the DElS. I went to other repotable
sources. I found that because of the sectors of the economy that
Defense spending Impacts, money lt in the civilian economny
genetrates; morejobs than the somte orenount of money Spent for
militory purposes. In fact for every S I billion spent for military
purposes rather titan civilian purposes there Is a not loss of 6,000
jobs For the MX system that Means a loss of 60,000 to 90,000 jobs
nationwide In other words, because of the normal economic imnpact
of militory Spending, It Is not a good economic Investment.

Thus Ilooking at the proposal from a purely Economic
perspective, it seemed to me that not only would the benefits be to a
limited pot or our commsunity but also provide a poor return on our
tax Money at that BIdLL I thought, economics are certainly not the
only consideration. Wel buy corn for safety and comfort am well as
for a low sticker price, so there certainly must be other reasons
why we should have the MX gorson system.

If there Is anly other reason It most be security. WAil the
31 system make Us safer? I reseorched that question too. and While I
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Gr d Forks. NO

stl sdesigned to knock out a defenders ability to retaliate. * By threatening Soviet

itsstj H5erei
f~iahti s. land-based missiles. MX missiles practically nvite a preetive strike in a crisis.

There is so justifiable military need for building mobile RX missiles. It The only prudent way for the U.S. to protect its )and-based strategic missiles

will not add to the defense of the United States. But It will escalate the as is by reducing the number of Soviet missiles that threten t : in other rds
by arms control.

race.
We bane a clear choice. We can build costly mobile Mt missiles tht mill

It is nonsense to claim, as proponents of mobile MX missiles do, that we must

add 50 MX missiles carrying 500 warheads to our arsenal of more than 13,000 accelerat the am race. Or, we can stop the am rce and drtically reduce

the risk of nuclear war by negotiating verifiable agremets with the Soviet Unlion
range nuclear meapons in order to deter the Soolet Oifon fron. attcking our

allegedly ovulnlerablem land-based missiles (ICBA). such as a nuclear weapons test ban, a 50 percent reduction of lmg-range nuclear

weapons and a ban on space weapons.

To actually believe that our ICBM% are vulnerable 
to a Soviet first-strike

attack, one mst assume, with no justification what-so-ever. that Soviet leaders Citizens townerned about p build ma missiles aten

environmental impact S g bh h r arsonMq Jai~ea.TC. in
are insane cnd suicidal.rr

Soviet fSt-strike against U.S. ICBs ould b an act o national suicide. t rnd Forks eter.

Even if the Soviets could destroy most or all U.S. land-based missiles, surviving

U.S. bombers ond submarines could quickly destroy the Soviet Union. The nuclear

warheads on Just too of our 36 missile-carrying submarines could demolish every

large and sedium sized city in the Soviet Union.

Our submarine-launched missiles, our bocers and our cruise missiles are core

than sufficient to deter any rational Soviet from attacking the U.S. If the Soviets

are bent on suicide no additional weapons system oill prevent them from attacking

the United States.

The MOX missile enbodies a mistaken turn in nuclear strategy. With 10 accurate

warheads that can destroy Soviet land-based missiles in their silos, it must he

considered by Soviet planners as a first strike weapon.

A March 20 H~erd ditorial pointed out the danger Inherent In MX missiles:

*hecause the CX can hit missile silos, it can he used equally well as a Weapon of

aggression and as a weapon of retaliation. It can he launched as a sneak attack.
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Moe 1 ut oftastbmonp o Bonnie Dane Rosemnberg

R B S 0 L U T 1 0 N 420 Jackson Avenue

.o _ Crookston, N 56716

PEACEKE RAIL GARRISON August B, 198

WHRAS the City of Larimr is an integral support ooolmnity to
the Grand Forks Air Force mase, North Dakota, and consequently to
the etaos natiolnel ecurityt I hereby object to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the

mEEAS, implementatiow of the Pescelseer Belt Garrison Defense aX Ril Garrison Project (DEIS) mnd to the hearing process on the

System ham been approved by the President of the United Statem followbng grounds:
ad the United States Congress as a top priority for enhancing
this mation's aeeority; ' I. The notice for ths hearing fells to conform to Air orce DO

WHREAS, the Grand Forks Air Force Basm has been chosen as owa of Reg. S 989.15 (b)2). The notice provided to identtfied interested

the sita to incorporate the P#eameeper Rail Garrison Defense
Systea as a result of tit atretegic location and support Individuals fails to include the name mnd phone number of a person
resosrces; to contact for more information; the request that. speakers submit

their intention to take part; any limitation on the length of

O K THER FOBE, IT IS ERrEBY REmSOLVsD, oral statements; the suggestion that statements of considerable

That the City Council hereby supports the tmplmntstion of the length be submitted In incting; and, the offices Where the draft

Peecekeeper Rail Garrion Defmae System at the G rad Forks Air EI and oppendires are aneilable. By not Providing this information

Force Bame, North bekota and recognime. the attendent
responsibilltiem of the surrounding coinititem to the logistics, as It is required to do by its own rules, the Air Force has made

operation, and increasmed labor force in mupport thereof, organizing oppoition to this project more difficult.

2. Dhe OtIS is not widely avIllable. for enmple, the Crookston

APPiOnED by the City Council and the Mayor of the City of Public Library and the Fargo Public Library do not hove copies.
teritsr, Nlorth loebota on the .. , day mf - twea.

' 3. The public hearings are not being held at a aufficient number
Of locations. 32 C. F. 0. 215 proeides chat the amount of

3 public participation Is to be determined in pertinent part by

the magnitude of the proposal. Bt tie very least, hearings

should be held t toeno and cities alongth

mill be subjected to the missile trains If the project is implemented.

u a. I received my copy of the bEtS on Juy 20, 1988. Ihe time is not

ATS sufficient from the datribution of the bEIS to this hearing to

WS PETERSON prepare an adequate critique. It is no solution that additional

CITY AUD,.nO 4 testimony can be submitted in writing because part of the process

is to Inform and Influence my neighbors and legislators to oppose

this project.

j . No supprting dv1-mntS were provided ahen requested which makes It

S i aposibe to nalya, the data Ill a psope, man
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Testimony of Ror !Diane iosenberg-cont'd.O U EN 1

6 * it i Force has not released transcripts of the $coping hearing page 3out or3Testimony of Ronnie ane Rosnberg-Cont'd.teoeWsted to do so.!7. Thre hvur is insufficient time for thin meeting given the fact concerns ang other concerns raised at this hearing. Additionai public
that the AirFrenstknu ieat their prese.ntation, hearings must he held after a revised DEIS is prepared. Th entire
A numbter of peolewsh to Speak about this project and wiii net pocess must he conducted in Such a ay O1 to gioe the Public a fuli
he ahi~be to end/or wiil have to limit their remarks. Given the and fair opportunity tn testify.
.mgitude of this project and the puhiic Interest, additional

time on another day Should he aliocated.

8I 0. The OEIS faiis to adequateiy present the aiternatives, Including lhitdti t a fOgs.mO
the no action alternatine. IFl. 0.a -

Rnnnie Diane nosenberg

9g1. Th 11hsntIcue the Impact of huiliding an Age System

I.rhe DtIS is premised nn the assumption that thn Over the Horizn

nocks' attRadar poJect Is coming tn Grand Forks. IF fthispdoes

no .t Ccr the ntr tIS is fa d bec u e -a tC :dnrahl
project Ioans ore Do.sed on an influx of Iu peup-Dietr Ih ol

10 in-sigrote with the rner the Horizon prngc:am The hir Fnrce, is
nelied tn opare a or- DIS hosedl usn ,O hn e t Hr -n u Backscutter

Radar prnject at G1rd Forks.

11i. The Air Fnrce has rreate! , rf _ .u u-t L- gn t C'"at Gkesiti-

plays In the process. Rursaunt tn 40 C. F. R. §150.27(b)(4).

the DElS must consider the extent to ohmS hthe Imrposeddproect

I s cdnht r0oenSIal. AI page 3- of t he Dt I t is sttd t

- contrunec s co nt cThierd ts the Aic Frer. has folled
i tu do that a1:hic i t icargdD federal lam to In. Air F orce

senOkeSpersoos nave Doer huguted in the media, nameoly the inand
Forks Herald, as stating tht the Aim Force ill set put the

project misery ii nnt ant.

I12.The DEIS fails tn address the degree te milh this actinnFe-t.ab.iSheS

precedent fnn futurn acins. P.usan to 01 C. t. 0. A 582 ' CD*I b

12 6, On tS nust t so. rurt ore thi s loonyu wa S Seeclcail

rse t th senping heaving.

Fen all the vonv:-onntioned reaon s and in keepi ng with the Spirit

and lettr 11of t he tin Ina l vronsenta I PiiS Oct an Its lplent-

in egulatinos "n "e ton efDfense regulatosadi h

i nterestS If Justicc try OEtiS t nev~~ to addness the
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Statement on the Praft t~ .. Rrorneito Impact Statement- Oeenaaissionba in dismissed with a tero*. sewen-line paragraph.

lt ,ilfcoit to predict ho the Pennotear Railby Orinnapte ud he docosmina The reievant lawsLosny B. Ainrich. Chair 
and proedures may change sobstantihily In t he 20 or nroGgsi ai roup y. J rarm thn spates would be In aue. Moreoner. techniquen for

SieraCio handlinlg the disposal of obolehe missile Coel and the
r clamation or dia1POa1.ni 1 cCnner maheriai connalned in t1h
ma-ea a d ao .11 Chng daring the period the Feacekee.e
Is actinnly deployed. Consequently. the Air Force* haa

'the Agasolo Basin Group of rthe Sierra Club opposes the focad thi EIS on thoe actlnn. which are roeanahly
loreooonho. Th aSr' ;or .!Ill follow all relevant Ila at

depioyment of the MX nail Garrison sytem as proposed by the U.S. the teofdenonm1ionq

Air Force nbcomse the ease..nanot of en,1rotmetal effents am I submit that nothing ia sore foreameable than the

presented In the Draft EnvironmennalI Impact Statement In deeomminsioning the MIT Roll Garrisn spates. N0 weapons System-

Inadequate ansd mis leading. An Chair of the Anwi3n Basnit Group. 1 from the troono ote85.hnfie ohns ho ei

Ioffer this testlmoty In opposition to the proposed deployment tie. Th dh inoang of the IT Rail Garrison Syotem is not

nd urge cansideratin of alterntiveo defonse strahegies which do Taco -reaannahlp foreoeeable-. It to Inevitable, It oust be

not depend on missiles with multiple nuclear warheads. considered In an, adequate &aseossment nr environmentai effects.

I recognize that nuclear oar In probably the ultimate Furthermore. the easte material produced hy this navoidable

environmental threat and I support the arguments of hhco mho decommissioning. glibly described as nobsolete mssile tful and

oppose thi proposal on the hasis of ito destabilizing effect on 'ncear material cntained in the warheads", Is among te Roat

Inernational relation.. Far from being a *peacekeepere. the tonic and obmoalous garbage produced on this planet. High 1e0el

msnomer given this sysem In the propnsaal. the MEI Rail Garrison nucloar waste requires thousands of pears to doconpono-soro

system soul d ecourage a strategy basoed on preemptivoe first pears than any of the stroctures described In thin elaborate

strikes and. thon, Increase the danger of nucleara-. I nih1 propoal ar. denigned to endure. Tho waste produced by thin

oesv the development of this
1
qam t o others however. and weapons spstem will be the rtaponsibilitp of manly future

connentrate my remarks 0nith ehortcomnings ot the Praft generations. Failure to cuonider its *(ftact In the Draft

bEnironsental Impact Statement. Environmental Impact Statement In grossly misleading.

Ch roft Envoironmental Impact Statement falo no add.... Nor 13to e nIx mp1lied faith in improved technology and changes

the anl nf decommisaioning adequately. It misleadingly 2 nc-t..hniq-. fxr handling the dispoal It this ..at. material

sugssthat reasonably foreseeab,. nn ...quno- are considered. ennooraqing. Such a reliance an future technological
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Pre-ttie. to the USAF

deeiopments filies In the face of the tack of progress Is waste Draft Environentai Impact

masagement methods for the Past So yoars. we how a greatwr Saent (DEIS) oorsrtta.o

appreciation of the problem them me did 20 years ago. wo can Mi rail-sarrisot baesjn, Creed Fork.
N. D.-A a..5

assess potential damsges mar. accurateip thet tee coouId 20 peers BY: Mtarti, Zoiii2

2 ago. me, cao categorize the tooiciap of the noste hotter that we OIootpw, .eitch-
Casada 520 218

coaid have 20 pears ego. bat we stiii harp It. bars It. or dump

It is the oeoan. Each of these alternettoes poses ohvoos Thin politclom houndary separa ties Casada from the United

daager* to air, water. and food prodacts aitiseteilp consumed hp Statwes. the famnd khth Parsliei. iosnirtupl sesslsiem intohe

humnsencl ear ase. Tha t wapecie lip hoids true for the harder herowo

M:esItohaI~ sod foth Dakota. With Sf0. Minot...n ICBM sinom modte
Insoassry. t maisntoi that the Draft Envirossental Impact SA heb in .i.tot asd hae in Grasd Fork., North Dakota ha.

Statement far the Nt hail Garrisonsyostes has sot addrosood easy sot so facotiounlp. hoes laheliod the h orld's third saclear

Important I ssuanrelative to thn effect of this nystem on thepae.A clrcofntinbtunCnd'smth:ld.
sout hart ne ighhoar (aware themsest to the ea dcci scal de

enetronmest oftthe Earth ad of the local areas- specifically trap the population ond precious ferwland of ao.thor. Manitoba

coad1ered is the proposal. I urge pea to rejnct depioysent of ::nawotrlUci ai rs nmalai oot itc

the proposed sae anew d to tnoiot 00 a cmplete environmentel Cose Ptere The forld Comiwtoe eaowe o trlp

Impact atatemenit for any altersative plan, sent (1987) tate20r1-111 poaote that " The likelypcosequences

of nod ee:r.cur.sake other threots to the onslroeeont pale into

The Pt! miewile, I feel. it asp hosing aude-hot especisaliy in

hos cars- increasew the likelihood of this most seeioee threat

ta ur nroeon: nct o f fotto. Th:,raceot diaieaae

boto Grado Sema ss hiss ohc .sd the ogotog

of the ISP eTrosop has t:.a:d hlito on thia pianstto ireat:he

a ai:h nd ral~et tn the ospectttot the wtics hmtbw.the

1 50 ct iSirtwg:. aaPtp The NI:sie u ebim

tep ictthse to auhab itee hr led

aer: too oon aclouarApon1 o i. thet Thenwe

pLet's sork toaethwr to pr:ent the utim a threat to oar

eonironmet-c lea oar, No MX!
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Is C ~ m 2" p VWTesti~my Prepard for the Agnfuat S Hearings on thsRo k t riding the rmils USAF Draft Kanirenmmtal Impact Statesmnt
mmwsf t theist aI Garrion 9.is "' ad

BY BArSh.1111 '"ms," e 5 ( m at Grand Forh ARomae ___

4i ,b~ asdme ma.a Dakota, MY reeac aras inclade rural and Agricoultural
developmet I hac formrl hoan -mp7oyd cith the North, Daota

OW~~~~Z iS cbm 3 ss toot Development commissios at aegricultuira development
! at s e ospeciaist 1 me a mmmhber of the Rural Coatition. a national

itcoalition of grasaroota rural organimatioss ewhimh is opposed to
'Aff the rail-garrioi basing mod. Tonight I will be speaking onfl 5a~ 5 tmbehal f of the Rurai Coalition.

teanT. I etm..Araa awnra area t the Draft Kscironsoniatai
ott Impact statemvenit in relation toc one of the required eonitentw of

enw ironsmentai imapact statmenvrvts under the National Enivironmental
_12 VPolicy Act of iNN. In particular. I wish to address the section

of the act which concerns the maintenance arid wnhsncsmont of

long -t:rm producticity. . . - - o

don no mpciy,,aef'Mftg4ao..,egdericed. "hat employment

W~Oscflaflt derive thisflei

' . No one diwagreen that military: spending create a grerauu

F. amj...0and the"Chemher of Cere'm intereist in the job creation
pctntiof, the rail-garrison hating mode._,hut no need to

1dmAAevaluate th tweet of the rail-garrio hain mod spedin onit.i more sPecific questions: fist ohethe ra grionsedn
.deakeis at, effective creator of jobe compared oith aIte-ative ways. of

owin oeran monie; ALV second. whethner the kinds af jobs it2 creates are tho moat needed acid most heipfal in dreeI op ieg a
vital ecoomy end th ird, whether the jche created by ratI3 Bgrrison spenvding represent an efficient or aquitahia uwe cf

government resourcePiret. a logh a substantial aumber of Jobs will be sreated
by rai i-grrison mpssdlgi. moat remheartb has maon that it
produeeks fewer Jobs thani se otter kinds of govarmam and
nandtfornmspot spsndisg,..The. C-ulel on Economic Prioritiest
analysed the nuaher of jo cete by the MLS System compared to
altarnticwe uses of the saereorcs The Cmnnci '. analysis
found that the nuember of jcbs -- both indirect end dirrO-- e

1 1 bill ion doir Ispen w-a greaterth Uan the number Jobs created
bha nb XN Systemn sI t etrs thy studied. For instance, SI
billion spent on aiteetstice uss ecul d produce 2414. i m orm jobs
in mean transit eqiruist -ar facture, 12,t1 mre Job. in public
utiluty conetruction, 15,.09 more jobs in houaing construction.

an i iimore joh aIn soiar -oergy/enrgy conservatio
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11 we can ssume that the Council's national wltiplimr. direct job. would be filled by civilian employee. in the peak
appir i 0u to th" Grand Forks region. w would find that if constr...tion yr of 1991. but they would drop to 33 percent in
331. 42.000 we,:spent on the%. .se.. wo would oreate more job. 1992 and 17 ptent in 1993. Secondary jobs are estimated to be
than the 1824 jobs mentioned in the DEIS. For instance. the same spprcoximately 35% of total prog-re-related jobs between 1990
"munt of funding would prVduc 593 more Job. in mesa transit 1993. In ae.olu.t nubrs. they Peak in 1991 "od decline by 50
equietgiufacture 234 wor*. in publin utility Con.tr"ction. percent by 1993. l. relative numbs-, they peak at 50 of total
3210 J ing csituotion. end 209". .oar energy/mnargy prograe-related jobs in 1990 and decline to 26 percent in 1993.
con.ervatiom than it would in the Rall-Garrison bie in. The.. relative mod absolute fluctuation. in civilian end silitary

From them. oomparions, w. my conclude that as a job esploy ent will hve an extreme "boom/bu.t" effect on the local
cretion strategy. the NX RaiI-Garrieon projeot t. relatively c .
taaffetiv.. For eight yere r we hae used military conetruction While there .y be no problem in finding people to work in
a n industrial policy. CnSequetly, meney that could have theme civilian and neondary employment sectors, theme job. are

be used to rebuild our decayIng Infrtructure, to develop likely to appeal to a transient. young. sale populetion which
I.. .aouro. through educatlon. to provide job. for the most already puts a strain on city services much as police protection.
diedwt d to le op the environment. to develop Furthermore. the lack of stability of eployment in thee Jobs
alternative energy noaro.. to promote energy coneervetion, to create problem for theme workers when t!e peak construction
build sees transit system. to reinvest in domestic industry, end phe is ended. With a very competitive job market in Grand
to _ family frm and sall town has been diverted to Forks for individual. of low skill, many of the civilian worker.
milita y onetruction. eeooiated with Reil-Garrtmix conetrucion through direct or

3oo . the kind. of jobs oreted by the WE fleil- nism secondary employment will find it very difficult to find
beeige a got the. most needed end et helpful in developing a lterntive e ployent "after 1993 This
vitl . A ell portion of thee Jobe will be jobs that ree ere army of the unsmoloyed will imp-oe additional burden. on
e etable. pey relatively well end requIre a high level of the police department aod e ployment ersi.
skills. Th& remeinder will be teorary jobs filled by a Third, the Jobs orete by lail-G Isoa aig do no
tr"neient workfore sod requiring little or no job skills. The reormient en effloient or equitable use of government reeorce.
DEIS estimates that total U.S. eeployment created by the program Rail-Garrison NX baing is also being justified on the grounds
would range from nearly 40.000 In FY 1980 to nearly 148,000 in FY that the progrem-relatd spending will generate additional
1991 et peak of construction. The DIS estimates that 59.000 of personal income in the Grand Forks region. When we eeaeine the
the peek year Jobs would be in manufacturing with the reainder ratio of prog-rm-releted npending from 1990 to 1993 to etxmmte
dietributed emong other sectors of the economy. The DEIS does of total personal income generated from the *pending, we find a
not discuss the distribution of the remainder of those 99.000 multiplier effect of 1.14. That is. *sob dollar of NX Rail-
jobs among the other seoXtore of the economy. Garriso pregrae-releted spending gen a t- n dditionl dollsr

Reseroh indicates that relatively few defense-related jobs and fourteen cnts in the area. Thie one-to-one ratio, or
go to blue-collar produotion worker.; the bulk of job. created by multiplier effect, is rather small caporeo to multiplier affect.
derec spending go to high-level worker. especially sngineere in other areas of the loal e o y. For inetnce, the estimated
end other, with high-technology skill.. Theee job. are good job. 3 agricultural processing end lscellneous meufa uring gros
or those who can get them but few do. Defenne spending tend. to receipts multiplier is 4.4509. That men. that every dollar
*tribute employment benefit. toward workerS who are relatively spent on agricultur-l processing generatee s other 94.45 in the

efflumt. highly educated. and already blested with relatively 10o.1 econoam. If we take that multiplier times the Rail-
low risk. of one.ployset. Theme workere are also overwhelmingly Garrison spending for the four year. 1990 to 1993. the estimted
white nd ale. Every federal dollar spent oan the Rail-Garrimon inoose generated would be approxieetely $159.3 million dollars.
i. . federal dollar not spent in other &-as. Conequently, this Agricultural procesing would generate approxisetely 9123.5
spendi1 will displace Job. slee.here. Most of the Job million more dollars than would the MX Rail-Garrison basing mode
dieplaned by ilitary opendi.g re large eeployers of cinorities If we continue the process, we find egricultural crop. would
end womn -- ncluding teahing. health care, nondefenee generate 979.3 million more, that agricultural liveetock would
governeent employent. and semiskilled blue-collar work in gmeerete $104.6 million more. that construction would generate
civilien eufcturing This disparity ic even more pronounoed 951.8 million ore. transportetion would denerate $73.5 million
whe w e e procureent spending with other us"s for public sore. that prcfesionel and social erioe would generete 986.5
spending such so job progream targeted toward the unemployed million more, and business and personal services would generate
which ere much nore effective in provlding jobs for minorities. 991.3 million more in gros. receipts than would the MY Rail-

nnd the diedvantaged Garrison program spending
The DEIS sentions that approximately 43 percent of the

direct jobs st the Grand Forks Air Force Deae. or 20 percent of
alI jobs, will be filled by civilian hires. About 72 percent of
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ALTERNATIVES . S, NUMBER OF JOBS- COST PER JOB
PER S1 BILLION

Fro. so noneination of the lltiplier effect., we can 'IJIDED MISSILE 53,248 $18.780
conclude that MS Raii-Garrieon proZren spending is a rather MASS TRANSIT EQUIPMNT 77.359 $12.927
ineffioin n in-Suitable ue of governsent spending. It is PUBLIC UTILITY CONSrR. 65.059 111,844
inafficiet because ito suitiplier in ach less then the HOUJSING 69.657 $14.565
ultiplier in other seotors of the econoeW. It is inequitable SOLAR ENERGY'rONSERVA. 65.079 $15,366
beasest it ihre-ee grono receipt, in only a few sectors of the
eO in only a& county of the etet. What would happen if o *Direot pl-i indirect employment
were to distribute the $31.2 million dollars of XX Rail-Garrison
spending for this four-year Period to every farmer end rancher in Source: Adpted fr.. David Gold and Geoff Quinn. Nisguidsd
North Dakota? We would see an increse of 9219.7 oillion dollars Expenditure An Analysis of tt. Proposed MX Systea C' ,ncil on
in grow. receipte dietrbuted acros the state. Ecmomi Priorities Newsletter. July 1981, p. 6

In conclusion, the DEIS has inadequately addreseed the
impact* of the WI Fail-Garrion being mode on long-ten MX RAIL GRRISON - GRAND FORKS
productivity as required under the WEPA legisletion. The project 1824 MAN YEARS (1990-1993)
does not maintein or enhence long-term productivity. First, $31.242,000 (1990-1993)
speding o the NX Rail-Garrio bsing made is so effeotive $17.12. PER J OB
creator of job. coared with alternative weys of using
Oversonnt meli; sevond. the kinds of job. it oreates are not ALTERNATIVES N D NUB4K OF JOBS- DIFFERENCE

thowe est seeded and mst helpful in developing a vital - r;
cnd third the jobs it,. rete, do not represent en efficient or GUIDED MISSILE 1824
equitable use of government r-mources. MASS TRANSIT EQUIPMENT 2417 593

PUBLIC "TILITY CO9STR 2058 264
HOUSING 2145 324
SOLAR ENERUY/CONSERVA 2033 209

'Found by dividing national toot per job into total four yes
eXpenditore for MX Rail Garrison at Grand Forks Air Force Base.

ALTXRNA[IVE M;J1.l. i.E& GROSS DIFERE CE
EFFECT- RECEIPTS

MX RAIL GARRISON.. 1.14 S 35.796,000
ARIC: CROPS 3,98 8115,129.890 S 79,333.900
AGRIC LIVESTOCK 4.49 8140,373 430 104. 573.400
A.2

7
. PIR-.U & 4.45 919.324,420 9123.28.000
MISC. MANUF 2

CONSTRUCTION 244 S97449.929 957.853,92o
TRANSPORTATION 3 05 $109.299,510 S 73. 524,984
PRO. & SOC SERV 3 41 5122.275.590 9 86.479.590
B8S I fES SEV. 2 71 9 97.125.287 91.329.297

robr f.. Sada 1C..., "' .2 -I- Noilti. Da-teL,~~t.
Model A Tool for Analyzing Econo ic Linkages Department cC

Agricultural Eoonomics. MDSU.

CoDerived by dividing progre epnding of 931.242.000 by
935.796.000 total personal income
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Ald=ma Wagae supported by Alderman____________
a, oucd thi flowngrr. uto and moved Its aptlon;

WHEREAS. Th. Peacekeeper flail Gorti-o Defense System ha. been c... by

Statement about Rail-Garrison Plan Congres; and the President as a top priority for anhanciog the nations

Pometd b Dr. Richard 1. Frn WHEREAS The Peacekeeper Rail Grrisn Project cepranto the moat

BY n mea go I en expert in military affairs. Nor ao" certainly the practical. cost-affordebie systm utilizing existing ICBM missiles and the

monrity of yeu fellsw citizens here assembled. But very recently - as US railroad $yet es; Iand
uistory goes - this great ation she.. as its President General N1xon-
bower. Who would deny that be was a military exrerti Ad it's ao @acre- WHEREAS. The Congress end President have called for the establishment of
what he wanted to be his . 0 to our country: DOWae Of the military-' five or six Peacekeeper Rail Garrisons at Strategic Air Command beses In

InutilonVOXlat That 2 what Ike sold, and he repeated it many time, the United State.; end

Roe right Ike me. we have @ea recently when some exorbitant overcharges WHEREAS. only in times of. national emergency would the trains equipped
for milltary equipment were made public. So. there should be every reason with operational Peacakeae r Yisnll- be directed to leave the garrisos
to ho critical when, a scheme Is proposed to sus that is as. fantasitic and and deploy within the risylst e e nd
enprves em it Ise eset2y. dangercus med ece likely .0uxtrprcduetivo. WIHEAS, The mobility festus of this system promises high survivability

Ad how do our local politicians react to It? They fall for It. book. thus aking it a strong deterrent ts any adversary; end

IIne and sinker. and they want all of us to do likewise. Thelf mein
arguent Is 110135. They clte employment, government-paid. coming from WHEREAS. Th* Greater Forks regisnal area hae an extensiveaeree railroad
t bis saterprise. treckage system making detectison in a time of national emrgency unlikely;

and

if the enterpris Itself Is right or wrong ln ae breeder sense, they don't
even discsas. SHEREAS. The Grand Forks Air Force Base plays an Integral part in the

natisns defense stretegically located in the northern tier states, end
it so happens that theme A"ar nniversary days of the Hiroshima ad lgo-
eaki bombings. Please, judge for yourselves If our nation bee learned WHEREAS. The Greeter Forks area is ideally located on major rail lines
a lesson from these events, with easy additional mile. of t reck laoated within hours; and

ThlI s not the first time In history that a great motion ts gripped by WHEREAS, Grand Forks Air Force Base has the lend end the people to deploy
fear of eny ingroeson and udertekes gigantic Projects to ho efe this syte eith a minimal amunt of infrastructure Isproosments to deploy

the~~~~~~~ GrsaelofOai n eiai.ed scessive invasion. fros the this rsys ; now therefore,
north demonstrated that the Greet Vall had little military significnce.

:E CTi RESOLVED. That the Cast Grand Forks City Council goas on rerord In
&Aother muh more resent exaple Is the Rgiot Line of fortificatios ' uport of Grand Forks Air Force hose being chasm as a Pite to house the
.teote d by Prance, In the 1930108 and outfane by Hitler's aruies In5 proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison system.

1940.Voting Aye: Gorman. Reauchamp. Waave, Mnovoen. Woaenen Hegen
In both of thse news, the chief offeet of the giant enterprises Ir 0 to
or*&te a falee ses of seourity. besides taxing national wealth tojthe Vetn Me ay: None
limit. AN bsent; Olson

I suggest that we give up sush dreame and concentrate instead on mereh Peietdelrdth eouio asd

realietic ad very urgent Problems of promoting International under- Passed: July 21 196
standing and of solving our serious environmental problems.* before It

I ia too late. Atteet,

1020 Bloyd Drive. -Q.)~.~
Grand Forks. IS 58201 2 :.ai,

ha goet 198ihadS.Frn CerkI-essurer Presidant of oni

(~IjI hereby sppr..vf the foregoing resolution thie 21st day of July

DOCUMENT 320 DOCUMENT 321

CERTIFICATE
Jem oAd.#h

state of Minnesota 0

County of Polk rosolM.

City of Est Grand Forks I~ ~A. Poe OFFICE OF ADMINISTATION o Pwmw&
caeenm~ Pon Dukecs Bak SW0

Jefers CIt .1S0 Of Gw.5Ooe
66102

1, D. E. sock Clerk-Treasurer of the City of August 1, 1900

East Grand Forks, Minnesota, hereby certify that the attached

Resolution is a tru and enact copy of a Resolution passed by

the City Council of the City of Feast Grand Forks. Minnesota. at Colonel Patrick P. Caruen. USAF
Deputy Directo r of Otruteglo, SOF,

regfular eeting of said Council held at the City Hail Asidtn ertry Aqili

in ai Ctyon July 21 .gg thorinlDepartment of t he A ir Force
in sid ityan 1 So . te Orginl Wshbington. D.C. 20330-1000

of which said Resolution is now on fiJle in thin office. Dear Colonel Carusne:

Subjects 06070019 - Draft Rovironsental impact Statement

Datsd this 3rd day of Auguet 19 8___ Peacekeeper sail Garrison System

The elsui Fede:rs Aeiat:ocC. Claighouso. 1n cooperation,

witb stee nd loa Lqocs iteretd or poseibly affctted,

________________ Clerk-Treaue bee completed tbe review on the shove project appication'.

City of Eat Grand Forks. Minnesota Mlono of the agencies involved in the review had commonto or
reccmew."dti.-t to offer at this time. This concludes the

1 Clearioghousa'. raview

A copy Of this letter is to be attached no the application
as eidence of compliance wi th the State Clearinghouse
requirments.

Sincerely.

MI..ouri Clearinghooss

LP.-c
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How, for Peae & Justice "-. C

9990 9.1I Rd. ~,a UI SlAkt NGATMI"eI OF co omScs
Birth Run. MI. 49131 ma- a Ca t..

WYG.M STATE TREAURER

908005 23. 1988 August 29, 19815,

Lt. Col. Peter Walsh
E ioreastaral Planning Divisi~on Mr. Stan Smithf
AFP.C-IMSDOV Wyming State Treasurer
torton AFB. CA. 92409-6448 state Capitol

Ch eyene Wyfoing 92092
RE: Comen.t. on DEISOeM.Sih

D- Cl. Wlsh;At the. rinlimst of . nick Snapp Of the city of Cheynne. e are noifying
Illany problems eoth the nepee lyeotSoocfStloocto,.R,(ocoo~o f es, o July 1. 1914 pop left"estimateS Or 50.935 ton

I~n od f. o ddfod te IS ECO decOf 0the tfeCheytime. That population figure fill be M:e In the allocations formula
for E0155.05 pgffd 2 Gof tshaelrl R.v"o S~ring Pregres. Thetho" .o' be- port in the D . 1 Eosed 1 94tsbsf a15.5 eof byp hSe Of~ S5O 050 ra

77-1, You for your -faSeSa 000 Ofnelpn and by othter Federal &"mis1s in deermining laidin eI gIbiSty

Sincerely. !1t you fat further information, please cfntact Mr. Joist MIIler of my Staff
(t 301) 163-7956.

P-eb-fe JetIonf Sincerely.

Chief, P.polallontlsfe
Bureu of the Cens

cc: Mr . Kirk Snapp

Note: See Document 287 for further responses.
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BRADY. MARTZ & ASSOCIATES. P.C.
IRUVjMI 'I 83Hm 'I v I'l

August 16, 198e

NM I Drector of Envilronental PlanningIij~,( : . Z 4AFINCE- ISDEt

'!I' 1111 l orton"ASir Force 5000. CA 94964f 1,iI.1, 39RE Pateekiper tall -

& Geftiteen,

:,atteodod the0 Aog-l t1I, 198a publtc hear leg 1f eltet. Nrth, Dakota and .14
St.to o dd my suppert to thf Enolronefal Impactt Statemefnt and the

Ji. ~possibility of selacting Minot AIr Fore Ow. asn amOf the Instal lotions.

II Ofseas pointed out man ln t ti h1 r n "" l otuetld handle thle
I.'. lefsts) leten tiy dqofll It. is ge qi .t do me. Thi ar. he.1p lram" a c~eti wount of eonomeit door... Setn and ceneq ... tly tie.

should bo no m.o9 for additional -. :se o a rn, os I feI enonter Pawilo
ento Sm tit long record of coopereof 'd good II hoeinils ~of h

tenet n-t end einot Atr Fo-4 films.

fb lsincerely Soet tat whon the selection Is aie,. thet einot Air Force Be.
1 11l be _0 of th. iuts.

V Slte.r.1ly,

SIM BRAY, MARTZ2 AHSSOCIATES, P.C.

'Gr odsted. CFA

I t
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Evrl Beck LOCATION Jacksonville, At.

234 Saws Driv*U.S. AIR FORCE PEAC'ZEEPR RAIL GARRION PROGRAMMlinot, 11.13. 58701 Takyufratefn hnhaig u uprtfrbaigti ern st
surnmerizefa on thatI~ onvremaenlI 00.0010a 01 bon- doI0Md .5100.1 weir tI5 Au~gust 1988 Ran,~ R "ol n' program gooarm . Mad affod yo 900 00p he It0y to bring1t

Lt-Col. Peter Walsh ou- teto 0110110 weI50 May10 have lea0000I00Iy overlooked. Our tool I. a thoough

AFRCE-BMISOtV .. ncroiminat] analis that .111 11o availble. 1o 910.110 affiliate soA 011101.0 ht-.00
final dental-on 0t Ie programl 10 0d.. Planar - tis .11.01 to brig t000 -0atte1t0o

Nortonl Air Force Base environmntall insure that1 you feel bono not boen odoqoortli analysed in t10 Draft
San Bernardino, CaL 92409 EnvironbmentImpac honSatemnt.

D e r C l W a 
_ e tn e l fI b ,: ,, d h e~ ~ w p .. u u . . A f. . .O o f

Itie d oI ea igI intoh IAgs 88 and Was really dismayed ....t. . .r t .ctuon of o., n.toon. This wold also be an

at the variouls reasons given to support the rail gartsoi. only a couple asset to Jacksonville &sorondingco-onites.

touched upon the real reason to go ahead with the Pr-oject, what Is best _____________________

for the nlatton. That should be the only reason to build any project as far
as the MI lItary IS Concerned.

if the Powers that be decide to build the rail garrison project I hope that
Minlot Air Force base becomes part of the progranm. As we heard the other
evening the envirornental lImpact Would be negligible and) there would be
no serious Impact on the local housing or edulcational faci lities In otheW____________________________

1 words there would a minimual Impact on the community.________________________

The people that travelled hundreds Of mlets to protest are well
Intentioned but III Informed. Possibly a solution to their theatrics would
be for a teams to meet with their leader ( privately ) and discuss the
whole matter to ascertain what their probliem Is.

For 43 years our leaders have been able to rwgotlate from a position of _________________________________
strength and If It takes this project to maintain that strength, I'm for It. _________________________________

One man that spoke In favor of the Project gave hscredentialsl( which Thomas Tockett 1116 So. Hu., Jacksonville, Ar. 72076

were Impressive but not complete)I usually fights vociferously against Name Stree Atkirva City stt
any tao Supported project. If he thinks that this Project Is worthy than
hew can anyone else be against It. Please bond this0 two0 100 ormai tw LI Cot Petor Wombh

AFRCE-9MR/DEV
Sinceely, oton Alr Fonoft0
Sineelya. Bnario,a. CalifsorniaNOON,

DOCUMENT 327 DOCUMENT 328

LOATO da 15AP74 ,1k'l1 5 LOCATION A l. '& kos

COMM ENT SHEET COMMENT SmlENT
0.. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Ths ank yo foatteding tis. herthg. One puroe o tostn thin5 hearin Is.0. 10o Thankl you forattll.s thin0 hoong. 0. purpose fo bowligIN thin h lasif Is t
summaorize ce ou thelb eavooinmenntal consequences we 010100 oolonm1d ma0y 00100 If 110 swmwnait. fo, yon a ... onuifamnl sn.woq-fons It.. determined 010y0001.10 I I.
Poeekepe, Roil Garrison prsora prose00 and afford yoan opp~0onity to bring to Poonkeso'sn Roll Greek-a progo. pines0 and afford0 Fw an -pp.1 , - 10 oe t
our attenionl matters wemay haoe Inadvertently aswrloshadl. Our Iso a0 lilonnogO thr .lcm atter we0110 y IN.~ 10 avete0 1005 ov neso&okd. Our goal 10 a lllwomogh

mas0sos l ind thato 111.111 10 .,.]]le to p.0.lie oft10l. aod elin o -o . e nvnmenta101l anoalsi that will 10 available to public official. ad elt10.5. bef1r..
f inal deeio Io In he O0 10ora i mad. Please se s N.hoot to Mrig 10 mar attention final deciion on the program 10 made. Please use this short to brig too. ouralton
eniromentl Wavs that you teel 10v0 001 be0.n adequately analysed In INe Deali envionme~ntl keenest that yoa feel 10v0 at been adeqatliy analysed In INe Drant

E0nvirnntal10 Import saeen. Elnvirnmenll Impact1 Statement1.

_______________________________________________________Gentlefthn

T . o.e~7 r c ~~ t0 It is oboloug after 21 years of haalnn theTtnOniwi u

Yarea that no udoers nromtloolo100enotD

4 k? ieP I rThus it Ji ottyiots that the saw would IoteCl ihteN ail

______________________________________________________ 1 Saltem Garrison.

Wie. as members of this Cofbonity look forwardl to haoing this
Ys0teev in our area.

-4AO2 e. ;J 4- -~x A SSI lee only good things for our country. our state arid our csaunity
F from booing this systes in place.

Please advine if I may be ann assistance It thin reoard.

Thank You,

______________________________________________________________Bob McCrary

M.. SretAdilw ' Ct 0 a.N.M.0 setl Addess City Ift.00

Plana 1Ibond thior .orn .9ll los Lt Clot.0 WoloM III-5 hand0 thin r 100001011 10. LI Cal Peter WlshI
AP1RCE-8M1WOEV AFRCE-RMS6/DEV
Hartow All Foowe 00.. Norton Al, Pn-o Ran
lSn Bernardino. Cwalforni1146 NIO Be ronardio. Collfel. 112455
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VIA AM3 FORCR PEACKEEPER RAIL O111111111 PRORAM N.tzlo

3eooaupe amil am%=puU lo boo wwwj mdt In s 05 -wat "o bt to -t,. 1Pb

smalipli -m -111 bet to oooa to iadt e ffltallE tos =i kt r
tbA dld ft 6 puas I sia WL nown mn kthi to bftq to -o attomtla ito. S~-
goabmEomall how. "at pos fad bnt bs ad ss .iqo ott ym is16 t" 11011f 35, So-de&.,

hoO~aa oped lteto.
h. -,LA I'..

kz At~ C--, 64.d& AI'I5.

pt AKW k" h 14,u~- jiL x4&

___________________4' A,~ c~~4ra

Memo ~ sotAs Ct 7  Sat. ,d.,.i

It. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ac.o-.f o 1. o si .0

APRC4~DR 2 o.~ - ~kdc .41ddA' ^~
4

-,. #,

30,10.~g- Akm.Fm

pi L ut CClal Polls Aha

DOCUMENT 330 DOCUMENT 331

31 'Sim~~.. -&4. ~W A1 KU4.M
I ~ ~ 4 ('t"-', . -~- ~'- ~ ~ s COMMENT WIRE?1S

-f-l J -e e UA AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAML GARRISON PROGRAM

41 VAL lTad yon too ottoniiin thin ht~t. OW PMPoo. t bootit lti htooIn to

o attooton .. ito.-. " e . t Iniml tootty, ~W-oo Okod. 0w ol Is a timo.qt~ ~ ~ ~ xtL ho ~ ~ , i~i~f~ *~ ..*o a notet..10 that W111 be availoW to puie otttotoio wA eitinge, bloa
-j I fltdocisto on tfo po . 1. made. P100. moo this sdost to 10105 toon a. tt~otioo

51 ~~soniooet loww. that you teelh ntoo bdoon adequatly asslyed In tito Nft
A.... itt. A h... ~ ~ ~ '' hboamotl topoot ternt.

-A& 4. r'-l m 11 Yd - h-a.. t--1r'.tC-~ . 0 .. J- ~ ~ M

%. ,.. , 'a--. ta ' . -. e 7.4.

r,!yA -,

1. ), go, ;;. V 42

W~. f... 'ol ci1~ty e A tao.-SbM'o

'&me en t t 0,to o isel Ih Lt Col Ft. Walsh, .

Ao~~ ~. 0/71- Air Fov Bod~to~O~io~dI.tt'b. Rom C47.J.'4a Call£4 'ni 0 16" ~a
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LOCATION KX W1- Minot, NO 8-11-88 Submitted by Al ilercodeon. Croostos, MN

conumnmzr J"iaee insert those comments in contest. I spoke at 9:50 tat and)czll IROCE PEACRREZPR RAIL GARRISOM PROGRAM the cast to the last speaker at Minot. These commsents Are in
qig~a pa forelne tidebemeq ~-Wpanfor adlqskisbaeeq i toCol._Walsh-s responses to my oral testimony.

Pe"er Ra assImn Srae an. d affoed To 551515 apotalyt balR to Col. 'ealsh * you said that the MX is not a first strike weapon.
eoaentssa ion S 155 m mll be" adlaees lle efeloels Ouea eItsc .eee But the MX indisputedly has first strike capabilities. You stated
fieal decides -n tbs pcge W made. Please -m Ibls Set Is brisg toeou attentien in Grand Forks on March 16. 1988 that the Soviet Union is incap-
e"meeseal befes tat yee feel hass eat bae adeqel analyzed Isnb therft
Eseleesmenlal Impact Statement. able of sounting a surpriss first strike because we could catch

for "Omwe oksm" ashOey fuel their liquid fueled missiles. Is it
not logical that the Soviet Onion sill see deployment of a first

11-11" e Istrike capable seapon as a first strike threat thereby further
destabilizing ths nuclear situatisn.

4& A4-11-16The US and USSR each have over 20,000 strategic suclesar wespon..

The Congressional Budget Office stated in November 1987 that ap-
proximately M.70 US nuclear weapons scould survive a Soviet aurprie
attack and 8,200 could survive given a short warning. Detonation

1Z of only a small number of theseespons would, according to the
1 Union of Concerned Scientists and ethers, destroy the Soviet Union,

initiate nuclear wieter, end leave the earth uninhabitable. Isn't
it absurd to talk of reloading silos? Ho5w can you speak of vul-
nerability and then ask to put 80 sore vulnerable missiles at
sites that could surely be sarly targets in any nuclear eochange.
In feet. would not this deployment present anz increased provecstien.
thereby further detabilizing the nuclear situation? You are surely
svwe that Ohs bulk of the US nuclear forces are based in invul-
nerable oubmcarines. Is the promotion of the K;1 miseile by the
dir Force more en effort to preserve end enhance Air Pore jobs

/4) 2 ,1'I&',~,4and promotions in an inter-service rivalry with the Navy than a
- 7j 44 5 0j )ia Qct wet& /s QtS genuine concern about "ntational security"?

Ha. Sreet Adt'o to stst

Please bass this form Is mal I1st LI Col Palet bb You state that there has~ been a decrese in the numsber of US eawileade
AFRCE-DIMDIV in the last decade. During that time oe have MIRV'd the Minutemen.
Mets Ale Fere Sass
Mae Mesedse. California 920 added sea launched ballistic and cruise slosils. added air launched

cruise missiles end bombs. and added ground launched missiles.
here has there been A decrease in US warheads?

DOCUMENT 333 DOCUMENT 334

1111 k.Inot Al Ocrsodoon

You said that the overall destructive power hoe been reduced. LOCATIO_____________
The total explosive poser may be less than if the U1 had contIn-

ued c is erlir curseof uilingmasivemisolcsof he 0 CMMET WIEST
ued n it earier ours of uiling assie misile of he 2 U.. AIR VOICE PEACIOKEPIER RAIL GARRISOM PROGRAM

to 60 megaton sloe,* but the 0S chose to build smaller more accurate

miesiles ohen we learned the *art* of olnlturisation of nuclear lbmd yeor .stsseing Wla berl. asr Prort for heetleg tie heeft Is Is
am flafr powto aaael es~tal mqeea mahow detemied may coer. f15

warheads. .e chose to build eolid fuelled missiles instead of Peseobeepee Rail arrison rgrem pesasedi. med affoed PeeasA n sieteafty Is bra to
the emom cumbersome and sioo- to-load-ndl-launoch liquid fuelled -m atleellee mattest me may bass Isadeeatlp aerested. asr Real Is a tee"q

seeleesmsta WMpIsA as1til mm e~b ealt e ule offleei med siem bafoes
missiles. Considering our nuclear arsenal numsbering 30,000 end fledt delalm" 1a peges Is md. Please ma ths ~sto srhing Is -u attetion
equaling 7.000 '.orid War Yeoss ohere has there been a decrease Essirsmestl hmaeskthamt yufb. cabea dst1anlzdIthD
in total destructive power? Enio"' mt tateent

Col. talsh. you state that cc have more then sufficient nuclear ii -
warheads. You state that deployment of the VA2 will mean "no new

warheads." ihere are the warheads coming from? Are the 429 IN?

warheade to be retosled for use on the 500 now MX warheads? Is

this not a violation of the epirit of the IN? Treaty?

You any that the present arsenal Is of 1950 vintage. Are you

forgetting that the hinutesen Kiseilos have all been updated with

new warheads end guidance systems? Are you Ignoring all of the

new air launched, sea launched, and ground launched missiles din-
signed end deployed in the intervening years?

I continue to believe that deployment of the MX missile in any

basing sods Ie a provocative, destabilizing netse of taxpayer's
stony. Deployment mill make the world a sore dangerous place to ______________________________

live.

page 2 of 2 _________________________________

'i ~rC ut ki"Js.aS 6)-f 'k

Plohea the b~ ferm Isa malSl ts LI Cul Peter Webb
ARCR4UNWMS
Maen Ale Fee Roe
lee Stmeejee, Cellfems 14019
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August 12, 19MCtOl..Z~..LL&Z~,t'

UJL AIla ORCE MACRlnE R BAIL aAR3OU PROGRAM

i7mal, Iao m r atiea g f IM a m tinh bW f flwh 2" ,* IN to

To W it lay Coecere: testimony for WC Rail Garrison public hearing - Minort p ra m alit pqim pime a imeia waa n aelnkrn IF tm

-r attenle amai e mp ea tbmulprta mwme.b.d. O Rw I 3m a tiqisl
eastima Al 1be~e Ieiat will bm anthE pa. t .FohkoI m a ms Iiee a

My n is Michelle Lange and I am a native of oevils Lake, 1.0. I N.D.rsati t-in s e uatife MI mM abi S I mirpyM i

would like to express my ooposition to MX Rail Garrison. I heiieve that every

dollar Speet On nuclear weapons IS a dollar that could hae been spent coo-

gue Ing fears in a mare productive ay. I sa a studleet at UD majoring inc
Russian and Sovlet Studies. My min goal is to use my education to teach young I
people the Russian language and faiiliarize them with Russian culture. I can
think of no better, safer way to peace than through global education, cultural

eachanges. and peopie to peopie exchanges. Peace acquired this way Is true,
lasting peace. for it touches human hearts in aays missiles can sever do. 1 n. n- LL e t e- a.a i.,

T h a n k y o u ,

Name( Jyt> /t Io~tl Ft ~ s .- City ee vl%( .

Miichelle Lange -4e yo, X atL'

17 . I ~ ~ n ~ ~ t u ~

lMase Stvi Airim Cipy rai

Plm he as ties tilai - to LI Cal Rinse Valas
AFRCZ-RMIR9V
S.ewv-Ak Pieim m "4
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Rk ail Garrison IlIS 8-8-88 si HrrmodEon, Crookston. 1i, 56716 'Rail aresl D I 8-6-08 A1 ternodson. Crookston. ZIN 56716

The D IS fails to explain fully what the -. Missile is and what it she 'L foio to discuss tie nuclear arsenal that the ., ilolle
it designed to do. The ,L:. misile is, joins. Understanding the coisting nuclear cabilities is essential

92 inches in diameter for a genuine consideration of the "no action" alternative.

71 feet lon

neighs 195,000 pounds or 974 tons The I/ missile jcins a world aith approximately 60.000 existing
Carrier ten independently targeted warheads each nuclear warheads. The United States has over -O,000 warheads while

ach warhead equals 300 klotons TNT equivalent the Soviet Union has over 25,000. Lngland. France, and several

.ach warhead is 18 times as powerfui as Hiroshima's atom bomb other countries poseess nuclear weapons. Hiroshima was leveled by
-ach Na. missile carries 3 megatons or 3 million tons TNT equivalent 16 kilotons (only one/one hunderd eightieth of the destructive
Three :egatons equals all allied explosives & bombs used in ..;It power of one NX missile), killing 75,000 people immediately. injur-
Therefore, one 1.0 missile equals approximately one .:orld ra Two ing over 100,000, and causing cancer deaths today, over 43 years
The IL.. range is over 5,000 miles and is accurate to 300 feet later. The deploynent of 50 more k.. missiles adds 9.000 Hiroahisaus.

The orld's nuclear arsenal equals over one million Hiroshimas, over

Detonating an I.%L ,warhead will vaporize everything tell over 300 7,000 .orld .ar r1wos, and, over four tons of TNT equivalent for
feet from ground ro and oill cause massive damage to a much wider every man. woman. and child on earth.

area. The NX accuracy is therefore designed to destroy hardened
military targets like missile silos. Since there is no reason to The I IS fails to address the previous 30-plus basing modes for the

hit an espty silo. se must assume that the 14L: is part of a United ,.. Idense pooh, race track, shell game, desert tunnel. etc.) that

Sates' first strike nuclear uar fighting strategy. were proposed, discredited, and rejected. A discussion of the co-

2 parative costs,provocations, and vulnerabilities would be expected.
If the U.I is a first strike weapon because of its accuracy and .hy haven't the four or more basing modes considered by th Reagan

speed, the NI is also inherently destabilizing due to its multiple Administration been included in the 0IS?
warheads. Deployment of the .: in any basing mode ;ill therefore

direase national security because deployment increases the likeli- The l, IS fails to address the enhIronmentat impact of producing
hood of a nuclear exchange. the US Air Force implies that deploy- the materials for the MX missiles. For example, the DEIS does not
sent -ill "enhance deterrence." But deterrence Is defined as "ha- address the increased uranium mining. uranium tailings, and the
ing sufficient military strength and perceived willingness to use 3 resultant increased cancer rates. It does not consider the addit-

that strength after an enemy attack to inflict unacceptable damage ionl production cf high and low level radioactive wastes and the
on the enemy, thus inhibiting them form striking in the first place." fact that there is no plan to dispose effectively°fhese wastes
Oct according to the Congressional Budget Office (November 1987), which are radioactive for tens of thousands of years.
apyroxinately 3,700 US nuclear weapons would survive a Soviet sur-

prise attack and 8,200 :ould survive a short warning time alert to The M IS fails to discuas how the MX Rail Garrison deployment con-
strategic forces. Considering the fact that launching only a small forms to the vpirit of the INF Treaty, the ongoing arms limitation
fraction of these missiles would obliterate the Soviet Union, un- talks, and the urns reduction talks. At a tine shen the So5iet

doubtedly initiate nuclear winter, and contaminate the entire 2 ion seems genuinely interested in arms reductions. it is absurd
earth to an uninhabitable state, is this not "suffivient military to escalate the ams race with a very erpensive, vulnerable. pro-

strength?" HNo.- doe. adding EX missiles add to sufficiency? vocative, and destabilining weapon system.

page -I- of 6 page -2- of 6
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The CCIS fails to address how the MX fits into nuclear war fighting

The []IS fails to address the increased likelihood to the host or nuclear oar threatening scenarios. Because the enormous
sites of being attacked by enemy missiles due to the clustering costs of the development and deployment of a weapon system must be

of an additional 80 nuclear warheads at each site. This provocat- justified through an identifiable use. and because the use of the Kl

lye basing mode. plus the first strike mature of the Wi missile, would be an environmental disaster of incalculable dimension. the

would give the enemv an incentive to strike early. Knowing this DIS fails to describe the consequences of the use of the SiX missile

vulnerability, ouid the United States not be forced to deploy its or and enemy attack on the MY. missile. Let us briefly consider
trains early in a crisis. thereby further destabilizing the situa- the detonation of just oneone-megaton enemy warhead over the Grand
tion? ould the United States also not be forced to "use them or Forks Air Force Base. Ineidently. the GFAFB would undoubtedly be

lose them- during the highly critical first several hours after targeted with several warheads due to its strategic importance.

leaving the garrison?

A heat wave traveling at the speed of light from the fireball.
which exceeds 27 million degrees Fahrenheit. vaporizes everything

nearby. xposed flesh over six miles away receives third degree

burns. . ithin a three mile diameter, which encompases most of the

Air Base, all buildings are varorized, crushed, or exploded while

intense radiation kill$ even those hiding behind two feet of con-

crete. Almost everyone dies in this zone.

From 1.5 to 2.9 :ilet of ground zero, -11 but the sturdiest build-
ings collapse. inds of 300 to 500 mile. per hour hurl humans and

debris alike. verthing flammable ignites. One half of the pop-

ulation in this zone dies immediately and most of the others die

from burns and radiation e:posure.

Prom 2.9 to i.3 mils of ground zero. winds ewceed 150 mph, asphalt
melts, ood and clothing spontaneously ignite. and houses disinteg-
rate. Out to 40 milcs. people would be cut by flying glass. Those

who look at the light ould be temporarily or permanently blinded.

ieopile in the aria iho escape immediate death must contend with
burns, radiation. stress, and loicred resistance to spreading dio-

ease. Local hospitals would be destroyed, damaged, overtaxed. and

probably contaninated. Health tersonncl, trnnsportation systems,
page -3- of 6 oocunication systems, and law enforcesent .:ould be ovec-helmed.

any more people would die slow painful deaths. large areas would

have to be evacuated and indefinitely abandoned. Cancer and genetic

abnormality rates would be elevated for decades.

___________________________________________________________________ ose--- of 6
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In addition to thet- physical problees, ther- ould be ma-eive con- In the 1900 landmark case. =he aen lga. the United itates
mic and socal disruption. .11 of this ieath. sufferin. and chaos Supreme Court held that international law is part and parcel of the

*ould result from just one averge sized nuclear detonation at cc- structure of federal law. International law includes the lao of war.

place on earth. But thore is very little likelihood of a li-ited

nuclear ar in a :orld ith 62.000 nuclear -rheads. 'do this trn- Under the Fourth Hague Convention, no nation may use weapons which
endous ovr:ill caacity. the Air Forc -ants to deloy additional cause unnecessary suffering to husan beings. Second. poison and

vulnerable. -trovocative. cestabilizing. first strike weapons at thc poison weapons are flatly prohibitedby the Hague Resolutions. by

Grand Forks .ir 'orc- case. the Geneva Protocal of 1925 and by the U.S. Amy Field tlanual 27-10

on the Law of Land arfare (1956). The United States is bound
In the ords of Albert instein, "The spliting of the atori has changed as a party to each of th-se. Additionally. a nation may not adopt

everthin. savr our mode of thinking. and thus :e drift toward us- methods or tactics which fail to distingu-ish between combatants and

;arallelel cctastrophe. e shall require a substantially ce; manner non-combatants. Because of the inherent nature of nuclear ,eapons.

of thinkicc....to eurviv." each of these rules prohibits their use.

cage -5- at 6
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Thak yo0 for ttenufing this toearing. OW. pope" for'bato NO181 thiobrting I. to
sommasgos for y00 toe enronmental05 sameaortoo we toa. dtterodaed 0y aeon. If to
potooboqor gail 0.04000s peroa p.0om . saM afford 901i an 0990.10011 to being to

0:w attton Mattes We May7 have lasdverttoetly ovookmLd 0. Reol INs atorol

Kt Missilet Rail Garrion Program *n*000100sta analysis that Will to vallable to publ 111el~i Mad eilelarm heore' a
Enoironmentol Impact Analysis Process final 60.110 00 lbs Program 1 Ia.. P1e. losolt ~gls.olohs
Writ ten commentso .aO~lf talo bass thot yoo fool toao 001 toss admuately .oolysmd I. th. Draft

Director of Environme~ntal Planning M_ vV~ ~ / ~ li j4
AFOCE-BM/DEV
No rton Air Force Ba0e, Califtornia 92409-6448

To Whom it my concern: -A A

b. -ol.oio fact some of myoncerns which have lot been addreosed1
to Oy .itStonl.

Since the 17S .. errnenoun observe other governentos military /7
aotivitieoi th o -Stellites, loon do you expect to diagoise

th I0 170Stht it will not ho spotted .oolly by one ofI their__________________________________
-llilte,? With the sophisticat d intelligenc, teohno lugieso of
tay, i' does riot see, Unreali Bti the t An ene-y could beooo

expert on the movements of thiu weapon. Thnrefo r., I quo.tl~ i..________________________________
the effectioeness of t he system.

Boaoii ths iropn h oeurdtfor trdop.ortafion? In the event
io trlltswreo terrx ait otah Or ondalm ho1 i

2 plutoriu look. ho n iniored? tWhat hin of" test. will heprforitrd
no study thin problem? In light of the probleo. with lZoh on
th. oct of tho shuttle, do on bre the technology to oake this
miss ie .1 oishieS being tranopurted I see this as a major
environmnental Issue Wihch 0a0 not heen addressed in the hearings.

1It appears to M, that there are unsr-,"ntble security p,,o,1,,,

i nad environmrental risks oith this plan. It creates o lot of new
- roblems which nbr eatne the oell being of loo t numbers of people
abo 0ave the m Isfortuno of liv ing near to rail lines.

Please address these question in your final droft. /4, 57 SA. Maoa," I11104a/~.V~od/e~.

Sintereliy, Ms.. Steet Adbla city mt.

Plasms, 0 this111 farm In or mailton Lt C"l Petor Wels

Jan Me-01001M~DZ Mnoe, Al. Pes ho

oUnion of Concened Scientis ts Rea Nocosoobs, C40f"il 14 24
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Sorkwannotal Impac1 t Saltenet. Resleode Imptat litetesot.

T , s . v E-9 4 &S4 ,o 7 ihTA
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BAPTST CHURC

LOCAT1ON hiels
COMMENT SlIEET

U.S. AIl FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM toeO,0

Trueh you to. altesie ti honcift. O.r purpose t otintg this hootieg is to
msursoa to. P0" the oool'oowhaoteon seequoes we base determieed sepk -oo It the
Pesokeop Rt!- Gse-eo PrO~S~a Poteodo, .0 afford You a. oppetunity to bring to
oo. mtteotloo I-teo we rmoop heeron~tlp wartlock*&t O. goal Is a theeoh
sfd oboel, saoiyss t ill b.h e eo~lleble to public ottletlei sod oitloss hboe a

tl u e~l, e the program is ed.. Plssew ses We enhot to bring to ouro attention
Is~o .-tbo "the 1oe- foolo ae st hoe adequatelyp ted to the Draft 00001 t. 100098

Rofrswsee st Statewent.

< t J1 De . UIlotoont of the 0, F.-0

jo~~~~~ Ia±.. S.. .. e.. lc ,.rA ~f-&l1 Mt. - f.pte- Weloh)

~~~~S to.e -c Jror 0I,. rCA 924e 44

JAOe !ol to - 0 flint We. the lor1 -- od Ind C-otle together 11 )let~j, Ij~t 1 L... .L!4~I~'. 1 ~ ... J4 tol sa, Wet they t orwOlitly -a.r.. 1 -. 0 Plot. of Steel 0.1de

I toget ther. od end -,tll~y~l te, ,4 hy 0,0*,

II Ot 1019 hlOItl 1 I o~o 1 trts10 ltt110II* lr
0,' Aj~~ J ) , ii. ~- 1.001 '. to 4.1000011010. 0 ttt .1 the -11fY,15 t

21 r 0L.. ::11t. 0111001 thooeO thn Otly be-OO the desigod. N-e1s

a .t ~~0I lotO9Il 11, Ihet the 01,1104 Stahl, .. Itlt~tt.t req -nue1011.1
A .0 PtO-d. -0 the -1e~ll d1 T.. t do 4 1,dsleOb~

.-. ~.... 0tu.....!i. ~ .... lll:tocy P-1111-e The .0.90 '-et11,-oh .Ieqt 111oth.o

3101Cr10t001 ;t Sh p00501 t1, 0 Otht ta ol.bo.

Ohepood P101.1 f50 ltt~t 00 tto~y -eyoe~ -. ,f10

--e-rs. elpoo.0 0of- o. ft .- 1 11.. 1St -helo ". 0L01

.lend bet~ld the peopl, --~roh~ey. -l tll 101.. 00 efend10-

MA .LAI- - a - It0L. I,~ 5~7 l p0500lorr I

Memo Shoes Adhoo city Vot ~ ~.o.4 /oj

PwIs"Iotis fom INormol toe LtCal PoiseWlsh A.loOpto~oo
AFRCE-BIMDEV P
Haotto AlF, ChBassr Oscode OII,1-10

ft. Bernardino, Cel1ftmI. 92409
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k#u4 ih zlhs.no&

August 18. I96 = - - -
. IM e~ w August 0, 1988 w e -s

ww.. -- o-

TO: WHOM IT MAY CONC5Mi

W. Gry est O aK OF VMAVO RZGDINGi The Proposed Rail Garrison Project

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force My thanks go out to Stalla Chums., a young friend and
Deprtmnt of the Air Force constituent who has agreed to read this in my absence. On the
W shtgton. D.C. 20330-1000 Ilth and 12th of August it i . ne sary for - to be i. Fargo,

Dear r. AsSt. Secretary Vest. North Dakota, because of my private law practice.
Believe it or ot. I have actually reviewed the environmental

In regard to the Envir ftal Impact itmtMtt for the Peackeper Ril impac stateoent regarding the proposed Rail Garrison ProjectGerrison, o are very ple ad to see that this study has shown that there for inot Air orce Bas . The pla ceme t of this pro 1ct at
would he cery little affect to the environment by placing the Peacekeeper Min s Air porch base would have . positive economic impact on
til rrson Program at Minot Air Force Base. You Can tell by the the Minot eroe and would do no damage to our eonviroeent. There

testmony that the commity Is strongly in favor of this program and any is . history of some thirty years of cooperation and friendship
other Program to help the ntion's defense posture. We are a patriotic between the military community and civilian comilssity in Minot.Cmuity that has supported the military. An e x2le of this is the fart Thi. would only be strengthened by any additions to Minot Aki
that the people of this area donated the 1.rM on eich Minot Air Forte ase Force hes.
nwstands. 

Many, including me, hove empathy for the opinions of those whOAs result of the favorable response from the people of this area. and the wih there were no such thing a. nuclear weapons anyshere. Ne
far that the Environmental Import Statvnt 5sh o no probles 0th the hre their wish, but oe realistic enough to comprehend that
an'VrOrfmnt. we ould strongly urge that the Pecekeer toI Garrison he nuclear weapons are o ne.e;sry evil. Th. United Stotes sod the
plied it Minot Air Force Base We it is implemented Soviet Onion are no longer the only nuc1. poer s the world.

If we make peaoe with the Soviet Union, there are a somber ofyours very truly. potentially dangerous third World countries who ore capable of
providing a nuclear threat, if not now, in the future.

There will always be people in the world such as Hitler,
MasoloIn, godafl. and Khomini who hate America and everything
for which it stands. A strong deterrent is oll people like thatMayor understand. History has proven that appeasement is akin to
surrender.

Me have had a nucleor arsenal in Minot for more than
C/t

r  onerstion. It is pert of our reality. If there isgoing to bea nuclear arsenal in Americe, we are no mere or less sofe in

Minot, Mrth Dakota if the arsenal is in our bck yard. inAkhneaS, in Louisiana. or Wyoming.

The overwhelming Majority of people in the Minot area would, in
my opinion, readily elcom any form of economic infusion into
their comunity. we are realistic and we ore patriotic. If the
Rail Garrison Project is to be built, why not. Ainot

assleee civic caster sewm. seeR dairota 587eato
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Auguet 19, 1908

it. Col. Peter W lsh a,., . eoSo
AMECE-gMSI DCV
orton APB, Callfor ls 92 09-6h4 8

Dor Colonel Walsh: IAAA, .Sn;i fl411(.,
soa enolg a letter I received from one of my 'Jt fJ i4 JB0i-..t t$ ;040dA.A., ylfut Aos

constitue nts. Pay .orge o. of Great Po les, Montana. regarding the .. V V - - -pubhlo hearings that were held In Great Pall. on the Nx rall f, iT' I A. 4 4, ,Berrlecon. f'/a atoj

Thie letter Is betng sent to you so that you Can be made
&.are ot h Ie concerns regarding the woy In whtch the hearing wae e, / le W . " )&J1

Thanks for your assistanee.

Sincerely. wo nsa," AA" Vii, ty " tIs,.,d

%woor I 4 nkLnnA Alml ll i lw•A
P4 a?%AAA. -~J/aAA ~ o~.d4

2 A- AW1- 1W '-d lapsIe
AU A&dl4 Be , d--Z 44 &-,. .d as4 J*"""

me~~AJ, ACVe AU U 049L a-ee
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NtCcy) okir FcrCe-- P OAG.6-J(5.
0cfzxyNC, LLI 2q - 0-QA,,,o.

- B k vW e kcke-o CrQ g r 04h q(II c -(

I i\§ C 2 C~d \Z~ t tCV)C-

n- C-0 74E ? ttLCt qY
. k.N,0

(Ac ~~o~ot~ I I It 0 L-

COCUMENT 358! COCUMENT 359

u. Am Foar PEACZuPE RAIL aAnxwO ICam PRORAM UAL ALM IVOICE PEACEEEPI RAIL GARhIROK PMOCI

The It you for attending this o,..tng. Cm, pmooo fee boating tht. metintlg IS to give o.Thank you for attening this 00wfq. Oar pur~aeoooa o ing tii haalog 1s to
"0 opQOtlY to msolt ne In idootifft pertinent Wash; tor analystis within the f.00 or tou 0 the envti.onmetal I.pt - hot. detrmined my, ooor if the

oo'lronaental Im~pact Statemenot. ow gool 1. a thoroutt mmir,meant. do000,.ot that Peeemkopov Roil Gallivan oproa pose4. 004 afford yft an ppwt.Wty to bftw to
will be teds -Italol to pub~lic officils 0n4 elttsr beore,. a1. nnal 10 00 l tio bsig or attetion maters0 " m7 have Inadvertently aoo&d. Oa goal Is a thooso
and4 dePloystoot 10 made. M1eanus. this entact to bring to o. attetilon potential sombooOotai anaiysis that will b0 a.011.010 to P.0110 Offiilis We ctla efore, aooo
-vielmotaotl lao..s that you foel .00.14 be analyzed n the covironotao itmpact 11051 4.01010 00 theO pot is Maeo. Plailm - thisl ~ho to INPIg to ow attention

stateffloot. me~roowoota ""N' that raw teed have -ot beeo adequtly .ly..d In t00 Doot
F I0*tnimmetal Impact Statement.

I O~.,. ** owt.
50,Ku 51e .gal 00 CAyL~ ZpC
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A~L ettzor 14~ /151 q~ w s. gell8t
fT-I.C0. M&A.S/ V 4730 August 20, 1988

e&, Fi _ . Lt Colonel Peter Walsh
APRCE -BMS/DeV
Morton A . CA 92409-6448

/Aja.~fl j __ _ -Subject; P.aceeeper Rail Garrison Program for Wrt.ith Anh.

Dear Colonel Walsh,

I amsorry that I we. unable to attend your public Meeting a fee
nee::g ago .t he Dcods High School on the posibility of placing

the oabjeot program installed at Wartsmith Air force Beaet Omeoda,
Michigan, but I had previous committment$.

lHad attended the previous meeting that you held on the subject
tic dS'.t/a'I~~ CC, a. o~t,.... - 1.. nMRtter and after reading the newspaper on the result. of the lest

f". L~.J~ -~ LC Nn.~,meeting. I feel thtrhe same protesters oars in attendaonce esre

-a~~~rfi1 W e(.)O there as they ers at the first meeting.

Their main point is oe want peace . I agree with them 1000% but

the ay to maintsin peace is to be strong. We all sant peace....

l--ie all eI uthat Od dlnt' hoe to have an Navyre. ,lo Army and

lMsrines, bt we tno that if as did not aoc srong defense that
Le would be taken over by other -'untrlw,

L.TW~Y~'. a-w... ~ ~I am behind thessigment of the Rail arrion Program to thw

I.higan need this program at Wurtamith. We feel the the Wurtsmith

locationisaperfect . . .location for the 001 Garrison.

r~~hak for giving...J f my letter conaideration in making your decision.

Respectfully,

~ Robert L. Schuat

CC: Colonel Al Sauter,370th Wing Commander

-ortocith Airy-.c Military Affairn Committee

A_'34
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- -,1.ss C A8 AIR FOR CE PEACEEEMIE RAIL GAmISON PROGIAM

Mm~e-m an-ess 15.Oa Thank Poe fa. att*ajWg 11110Maa. 0ar RaPine far Maatift -9Mbt
W mmarle fr " thm m.etal em ames me Wan da lmbad my eear I the
P=eeaepar Rai a pepet e and ffoad am- sa ae ltuy to big Ito
earutttenit mte me my haw was d oraf Meed. Or gaol s a tla..M
e omeeta ay that ml be "a" to ple afflelals ead efti sa Imr
flea dnlam " the l tm is mae. Plose e this Mde to bObq Io ear at tn
ennrnoMental maa that you feel ae not be ad"ately owyd to the Draft

Mpt 20, 1988 Environmental Impact statement.

I ma not able to attend tWm ing s I wsa eat of ton, on bams.

Lt. Col. Peter Walsh I do. ho of Placing thf easims: at

AflW-S/fr. tW ulttle Roc Ae ix s ft a inW est ta i n atai
Norton Ar Force B-, Cailfwta 92409-5A8 Jaci lts the e Ottyr has all 1 Ide aalt fo

lomlim o1 te a at 11 the &It loe ta~eqise tfhat.

Dear Lt. Col. Walsh: the lo=a-leam as o [P lE aesld be lhe Most Soona si

With rqedt to the Public Hrst wn It hJt 1988. y bsine• to use of the other locao bmuno atudled. Since I tfel t raly
wma opeat ia enami, and consepmWly I ama unable to attend the that amy funds sent by or ,omrnee t should be set eficientlUy, I
amsrifg in a dwa of support For the Pail Gerrisan Projant.

As a active mMao of the Military Affairs Co ttse of the Iamn
Ohmr of Conre mad a lonel buinseme., I touald like to stend
to yua my mffot for lcaItirq the A I Garrison Project at Minot
Mr Force Base. The Rail Garrison helps continue the them of daterane
theruum sophilstlooted synt min poser.

1Ue vat yjrity of Nisei, 015th " e fitim , I feela
also in fe= of this peeJact; Cmad the fno Air Fnane B piy
a very iqxrtat tole in the ,on. am! €melty of WinI e ish
that rle to continue I the a a! am ell continue to
m aot the Air Force am a wile ml the Mino Air Force Bae in
particular.

S Iy

E~teao.Getld G.slogist i c. a. es - e aL-mlOa asm 27

ama Strte Af.m City BSte
plasse ImlW this frm MI ml to Lt Col Few Wals

AFRCI-0IUMeose Air Fese Ine

Sa - C1e0ls 61400
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The Poacekeoper (as ozymorom if I oer hoard oea) Rail

David P. Carroll Garrison Program shout as well thought out o the SEA

S. 3615 alttato Ct. doilar~i.e.. a noe problem need to solve a. old problem. Th.

Spokeae. VA 99203 2 whole object of the Soe it to thaceO SECURITY. Spend the

:,eas e sot of sooty tad offort on atil.ito. amd launch

22 Auust I988 tahicl. as that projected for the tall Gorriso Program sad

it will result is enhanced security. So-ooae i bts
8

railroadedt

Lt Col peter Walsh

AFECE-EMS/DRY Under Sction 5-1. it i. stated that 'there it a very slight

Norto Air Force B... 3 potetil for iahaps". tail occidata ore very commo i,

So. lort.rdiao. Coaiforati 92409 this area; we read many ties a year ahoot accidoat. roeulting

is derotlaent*. Many tines drI or alcohol tbase Is the cata

4 of rail ccidente. In fact. this month several rail employees

0..r Col Walsh: Were picked up without warnlng end given tests for substance

abe... The rallrood cOOPoa it so alarmed aboat the results

This to to expand upon snd in some caoe modify my verbal they oay they till tot ralease the reolt.; that reoslao to be

comments made at Medical Lake. 0A on 4 AuguOt 1988. Firatly. ten hover. The potential for roil occidostl till certainly

I .. t. to itro.,ly protest the time limitation of three 3 acroase during tita of "tottonol need" because of iacreened

minutes for verbal comments. sad secondly I think the location auto traffic end general norvouaseo . Thit can be addressed

of the meetng. Nedical Lake. reflected the intention of the and not Just ditomisad at "no information availablo.

USAF to limit the number of attendees. My forefathert came

over here I the 16O'.; a Carroll oiS..d the Declaration of I made comments reagarding Tatra Tech. Inc. sad their

Independence; a relative served as a general officer in the personnol. Thote comments I believe wetort tppropricta. sad I

Civil Oar; and another terved during the Vietnam War at a retract then here and till make no ftrther coment on the

three star general;...BACK oNe OF TUiN I'M SURE SERVED TO appropriateness of your contractor aalectto.

PESERVt AND EXPAND DSEMOCRACY. The dictatorial time

limitation and htndling of the cititens at the heariag at In Sectiono 5-t and 5-A1 it to stated that radioactive

Medical Labe et the antithesis of that they lived, fought. material dispersal is so unlikely that it it considered a

and died for. sad doo't yot forget it. negliible ritk and that plutonium "dust" oa clothing or even

DOCUMENT 364 DOCUMENT 364

1O I ...*. .... ..5

ahit rtatlta is otumtiaation sad does not result it Vt have rsti, i sa d thortiu depostts i, thtn rea. Both

biological he... That i not correct. It ehot.d read 00l1 of these eleeftit esit alpha particles like plutoaias does. A.

tost likoly reselt In plutonium being labled and iejotted". I recall, portable detectort such as used by radiation

It's similar to being withoat clothing and covered With sonitoring personnel cantot tell the difference among theme

rattlesnakes. Yo. sa iteead otttamiated with rattlesnakea. 1 1 rditonuclidet. A detector goet off 0ca1o on or near s train.

and it oil
1 

most likely reoslt to biological hers. A humsn's before or afiter n accident. Is it plutonium? This problem

lifetiae body burdoa for plutonium (deilned as that amount of thould be looked at by nuclear material monltoring pertosool.

pltstia ca.ig no sDTECTABLE biological bart) I. aboat oat Are you going to do a onrvey of the rail routas for naturally

mIcrogras and cat be represented by an amount of material occoriag alpha emitters?

ehich can cover a s.all pescil dot. Pltesiua I. a

carcisogesic bote oariag element and a highly toeic chemical Section 4.6-29 states that the construction of the roil

potl.. 
t

Climes, by recognised means" glota over a serious garrlon at Fairchild AFB will result tn ialniflcat impacts

problem. A quantity ech 08. aight he Io a special weapon on wildlife including threatened a endasngared specieo. THE

toold reis .s .stire city much at Spokan. The "plutoniau RAIL GARRISON STSTEM PLACES US ALL 03 THlE NDANiiED SPECIES

7 dust' rf1err. to ie the draft EIS io aoet lihely plttotia LIST; We are indeed wld life; nvon the ato. hot not yet

diotide. I've tes a few milligrams contaminate whole tae.d to.

laboratories wader controlled atmospheric coditiosa. Cas you

sagisa a plutonium fir. -etaido is pop.Iittd gras? Th Peace to yoa

draft IS i seriously lakiag is details regarding hot an

occideat Involving a pluatoism warhead fire could he handled. DAVID P. CAEOLL

What about training of local police, fire, end other atnreacy CITIZEN

9 toast? Should citiate. in the area have monitors in their

10 h..? Bo. will citie.s he told to e.a.tat., .od hert CC: Jay McCtit. Mtrto. APE
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August 23, 1988 Clearly, a first strike weapon is immoral in its use, and a well in its
possession, because possession implies intention to use.

Dseector of Environmental Plannsng

AFRCE- BMS/DEV Since the M-X missile is a first strike weapon, our possession of it causes

Norton Airforce Base the Soviet Union to live under the fear of its use. Should the Soviets

San Beruadino, CA 92409-6448 suspect, either because of international conditions or because of
misinformation (computer error, etc.). that the United Stases might be

To whnom it may concern: prepared to launch a first strike attack, they would be compelled to initiate
a nuclear assault. This would greatly endanger the Spokane area because

It has come to our attention that the Airforce is planning to base the M-X with deployment of the M-X, it would become a first strike target. This

missile system in the Spokane. WA area. We are members of the St. danger has been clearly demonstrated even in statements from the

Barbara Province of Franciscans, and have a 200 year history in the President's arms control impact statement:

Western United States. We currently administer two parishes in Spokane.
and have the pastoral responsibility for the people of that area. under crisis conditions, Soviet leaders, concerned

that war was imminent. and fearing for the survival

There ore many grounds upon which to condemn the M-X missile system. of the ICBMs if the United States struck first,
However. for purposes of this letter, it is our intention to focus on two nonetheless might perceive pressures to strike first
crucial issues which your previous environmental impact study completely themselves. Such a situation, of course, would be
ignored. unstable. (Fiset Year 1979 Arms Control impact

Statemes (J e 1978). p. 21)

The M-X missile system is a 'first strike" weapon. The Fiscal Year 1980 Eves sh knowledge shut this perilous situation eists would crease
Arms Control Impart Statemnent lop cit. pp. 24-25) clearly status: severe psychological impact on the citizeus of the Spokane area and

...if the M-X were deployed in substantial numbl j, particularly on the children, who know they live under the imminent

the U.S. would have acquired, through both the threat of nuclear destruction.

Minuteman and M-X programs, an apparent capability
to destroy most of the Soviet silo-based ICBM force in The Bishops' pastoral, pointing to a "strictly conditioned moral acceptance

a first-strike, of nuclear deterrence", further condemns first strike weapons such a the
M-X:

The M-X is specifically aimed at military targets in the Soviet Union;
therefore it is not a weapon of deterrence. Its purpose is to destroy ...we oppose some specific proposals In respect to our

military targets before they can retaliate. Every statement of the Catholic present deterrence posture: The addition of weapons
Church since Hiroshima. for example the statements of Vatican Council i which are likely to be vulneable to attack, yet also

and the U. S. Bishops Peace Pastourl. have insisted that it is immoral to possess a "prompt hard-target kill" capability that
initiate the use of nuclear weapons. In 1983. the U.S. Catholic Bishops threatens to make the other side's retaliatory forces

wrote in their pastoral (*The Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our vulnerable. Such weapons may seem to be useful
Response'): primarily In a first strike; we resist such weapons roe

this reason... (The Challenge of Pee: God's Promle

We do not perceive any situation in which the deliberate and Our Response")

initiation of nuclear warfare on however restricted a scale
can be morally justified.

jno tss'pap ,-mmo AAfttxld MINOR WnOttu'Stt
esoe* Ckq-.Fstu li qa lounoat
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PHYSICIANS
FOR SOCIALREFSPONSIUILfTY

Therefore. as followers of St. Francis. the patron of peace, and as those

responsible for the spiritual and physical well-being of the people in the TcworArc o cowl c, 'f5

Spokane area, we cannot tolerate the M-X missile system mnd sMNt o nt zr tsr rTs t ae

insist against Its deployment anywhere, and specifically in the
Spokane area. In the spirit of the INF Treaty, let us continue to nokwo OF n

dismantle these weapons of destruction, and turn our economy toward the
production of life-giving resources. , a August 12, 1988

5 Kun Directoe, Environmental Plauisng Diviaton
L 0 c AFRCR-BMS/D1VSincerely yours for a peaceful world. Norton Ai Pore. B...

Sun Barsardino CA 92409

r"'A maraed Dear Director:

]o Chinsici. OFM Louis Vitale. OFM
Provincial Minister Member of Social Concerns Committee Physiciana for Social Responsibility hereby submita

-u I coements and quaatiota on the Air Force Draft
ts s environaental Impact Statement on the K7 Rail Gasoo

cc Archbishop Raymond Hunthosen 'a' Progran. te requast that this letter b 'noludud and
Bishop Lawrence Welch cs. so - printed in the Pinl Envirnointsi Imp-3n .ttmurst
Richard lusis. OFM cv a. with specific and .oplot. rwypon ns, a that a copyof the FlIS be saent to us.

L.L. Physicians For Social Rupmibility is oat of the
nation's largest organized medical societes. with

-ver 60.000 mubers ad supportera rtinemds.,
5s representing all major fields of sedicine. In the

(w early 1960'e. PSR was instrumental in sarning the
we public about the dangers of st-oulpheric nuclear

.- sun testing. demonstrating the concntrstion of
-'c radiouctiva strontium-90 in the deciduous touth of

asarican children. PSR tautimny In Congress about
is tseirats thesa health hazards helped raise public €ounscio ss

wubd and led to the signing of the Limited Taut Ban Treaty,
S hich prohibits atmospheric nuclear testing. Sine

c-, then, PSR has continued its efforts to *ducat* medical
- - doctors and the public about thu world's nombr one

e public health thruat -- nuear ua.

-wia. Ntuclear weapon -. their deatructivo power even
'"when they Ore not detonated. PSR is educating the

iro public to the broader social. acommi.c, political, and
hselth consequences of the nuclear ea ruce. All

t55tl of these consequ nces muat be addressed through the
-nviromental Impact Stateant (tIS) process on the KX

em we, MOIls rail garrison mods.
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imemI -I-we F^L &dt The National Environmental Policy Act requires the Air Force to-h-m conduct a thorough evaluation of the potential this majormemu cnhimpact. hs ao

ebylflsa aswsaes project Wulud hays, snd to silow full public participation in
am e ' that process. We flea the drsft EIS fails to meat this standard

amL AW -- it is woefully inedsquete for the purpose of informing

=r= - nsk"a congressional decision shout whether to proce with the program,
sh aa.raeL ft A and it fals to mast the standards of the las.

ae m.awea

-~i oadne as ~ ft" !sop Prooess

=%aW sa b&¢W The Air Force has provided insufficient opportunity for the
public in the affected areas to give input into the EIS through

Imeaff the eping proces. Hearings wer held only adjacent to the

t-m-ia i bass being coneidered for garrison construction, despite the

r-b~a umem Ne.. fact that this missile syste will be s-bils and traversing sany
5 other states and regione during normal operation and in tises of

im5S a Pa.LaLea 'national need.- An adequats scoping process Would have elicited
et1a.e-ai input free the public in. at minimum, all states Indicated as

manm,n.wem , m 'potentlal routes for initial peacekseper rail garrison
w deployment, maintenance, and training" [DEIS figure 4.1.2-1] end

ne WA states adjacent to these routes. State and local officials In
0..a sost of these areas ers not infored of the proposal or of the

eraLle .m.iena icOns.ae si ElSS proess and were net provided with copies of the DEIS: in
="kid z AAL0 " most of these areas public hearings were not held.

mse- ia sA Insufficient tie was provided at those public hearings which
We s .~a are held for Input free citicens in the affected areas. In

L.R are. chars there was large turnout, additional hearings should
M.s1 ahave been scheduled to alOW il citizens ties to give their

nse ,o, .a.ea~ input.

hsswmaw 0mm Also, at the Little Hock, Arkansas hearing and elsewhere, the Air
hasaw -M Force representative spoke for two hours leaving only 1 hour for

l-pO'" eft free the
- %m W m questions and comeent free the public audience. Furthermore

0astn A u f participants in Little Rock had to walk through a gauntlet ofmacas ivilian police officers with dogs to snter the hearing.

citiesopsdt 
h e

.asa z mic citicne opposed to the MS rail-garrison basing mode had a choice
ae amea t-dsa Wi- of leaving signs Outside the hearing or facing errest.

Owizifa
The Air Force incorrectly instructed participants in the hearings

mew that "wartise effects" and "psychological impact" of rail
garrison deployment Were "beyond the SCOps" of the hearings
(DEIS 1.10.2]. The EIS must address the impacts of the proposed
system's "ue as designed', and the syate Is "dnlgnad' to make

5 ix missiles more survivable against nuclear attack. The

impact on human activity n- commrce of missile deployment in
and trenspor atio through populated areas could Well determine
whethe the systae functions at all. If these are deemed
psycholOgical impacts" they are nevertheless real and important.
and must be considered in the HIS process.

Dis-ssoo of Alternativ
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I soveet by claiming that the trains would "randomly move
She DEIS fails to meat the standard of adequacy in its discussion throughout the United States." [DKIS 5.2.1.13 Hill HE trains

lmtd to asaeetta caddt Ai Poe intiain16 eterneyws.nd ill -tese pwveers l or ther
S t . Analys of the NO ACTIO ALTERNATIVEnd d be granted special right-of-way privileges or othr

of - t ou t t'... o t. - slyai n f t a di e A i N or T in s latV i on 1 6 odr ordln •ry po er .ian Will th e se pows Inctr fease the

would continue to support exlting and other proposed *ieaions." possibility of collision and other accidents?

(DlSi 1.6o ThnIs an sIpis I clearly insufficient. A full
analysis of economic impacts [e.g. coet savings) sight well find HOW will the populations living near garrisons and rail line.
a HO ACTION ALTESNATIVE suprior to the proposed stein. 17 used by Chess HI trains be able to distinguish between practiceNOe NATIONi ALTERNAIVEco i t o te O NaLtERnA h runs and an actual crisis r*lease of HX Missile trains for use in

Th. Nationeide cononic Impact. of the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE have nucleer war?

not been properly onsidered (DEIS 4.1.13. The job creation
potentels of the NO ACTION would ele create a certain number of The DEIS states that trains will have "appropriately sred"

jobs, but this is not ecknowldgd or discussed In the DEIS. HOW 18 security personnel (DEIl 1.3.23. Wat dangers sight this pome to

many jobs Would be created if S10-15 billion was spent on civilians living or traveling near the tracks who might be
other public works projects, coercial freight or passenger rail pslidantiflad em a threat to the train? Will the security

systems, or education instsed of rail-garrison? 19trains he authorued to ue fo
arrests) if protestors ere encountered? If civilian police

The Reagan admlnistration Was known to have had et least four MX officers are used to clear the track, how will they be

besing modes under active consideration prior to selecting the 20 compeneted? Out of Air Force funds? Or fr the local lawS rail gerrisn option in December l986. Why haven't any of those enforcement budgets? Hes this expenditure been calculated into
erntiv. benincude i th D sthe WE rail-l Ron basing aod. buret? Will th. trains be

alternatives been included in the DIS? 2 uthoried to run Over individuals intentionally blocking their

Why doesn't the DEIS discuss the reasons that the rll grrhson?
Ssystem wa rajected In previous years, and whether those reasons

still include significant snvironmental impacts? Will the real or perceived mobilization of HX trains trigger
i apprehension oi a crisis on a local, national, or indeed global

The PROPOSED ACTION falls to specify whether 50 M missiles would 22 sc ale? How will the Air Force mitigate the effects of public

10 be the Ones currently deployed in silo at F.R. Warren Air Force fear about impending attack?
ease, or whether 50 additional missiles Would be deployed on - w1wl such civl unrest Interfere with the opersto-sa-

11 ltrane. If addtional aissil are involved, what i the cos.t of a .the X rail system?
procuring them and why are these costs not included in the tablei d gIL

|
ltng Ri1l Garrison Expenditures.? [ DEIS 4 1-2 1 f I..I i. ... 24[

12 to be t n R ro n l why are the Impact. If his Even if HI trains are able to leaVe their garrisons undetected,
action not discussed? and re constructed to lock like civilian rail traffic, hew can

the civilian dispetchers responsible for clearing the ril lines

be relied upon to coopereta with Air Force plans?

Roll Bel 2 I Will the dispatchers be told what they are clearing the tracks
The Propsd HI Missile rail garrison basing mode will bring 2et for, and how can they be counted on to give the MR trains
nucleir wa-pons into direct contact with the general public more 25 priority over civilian rail traffic? In times of crisis, will

than any other nuclear weapon system ever deployed in the United martial lW be imposed to assure dispatcher cooperstion?
States. The cooperation of thousand& of citiesns over hundreds-

of-thoueands of equsre miles of populatsd U.S. territory will be 26 HOW can civillans be relied upon not to tell the Soviets the
required for the proposed rail-bsed missile syset to operate location of the misals treins within their jurisdiction?
and function am planned. The DEIS falls to answer many

portat questions about how this syste will function, and the According to the DE S. "civilian personnel who a" assigned to
impacts of its deployment: nuclear Weapons dutLes..." suet meet certain "requirements" which

14 Incl udu "security clearance, random drug testing, and medical and
Hew will the operation of this system interface with public sa p0ytholOgcl screening." (5.1.2 Will these measures be imposed

141 pith ay, ad rail 0-in the civil dispatchers whoa the DgIS clals sill "control" the

Iduring practice runs oduring times of crisis? Whet will be the I mv ensof the train? InsI tim of "natona need" or
coat to public and privats rail users of these Interruptions in internstional crisis that triggers or threatens to trigger

evservIce? 28 deployment of the HE trains, what mesures Would be taken o

compel civilian dispatcher. to report for work rather than stay

The 1SIS contradicts itself about the nOralaty Of M raiat home with their falliae? Ift personnel do not report, what
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26 ep w 11 the Air Fore take to keep thesaystem running? What *iabursa residents or owner Who sight ha dispiaced from. or
281 l "to" the Cat o , tou,,h.a t.",? 3he1 ros th eo, ter rpet uet ti-::tua M

5ww lo iffats Safaty

Tha DSU tm R s favorable economic Ispacts of garrison and 7%a DEIS ieaves qustlons about the Japact on public safety of
base Construction in the proposed deployment areas, without this systs. that could travel over at least 150,000 silas of
stating Clearly the emaxtiona use to calculate the promised track in the Continental United States. he potential for
sconcaic benof its. catastrophic accident or deliberate sbotage is significant with

such a syates. Tha final IS suet addrass all potential

safety isss for this st2tm snd sust eveluate fully rst-cse
scanaries and the option of cot building the systes at ll:

Tabis 4.1.1-I include statistics representing the Air Force's

clais for the national lpact on employment of rail garrison What steps will be taken to protect MX Missile trains carrying
espanditure. Ohs (=loyset projectio esount to a clais of dangeorou cargo from the Mishaps that befall ordinary civilian
over 52,000 job (man-yenr) per billion dollars spent. Such a rail cargoe s in the July 23, 1977, accident in Pueblo, Colorado?29 Clais s Comletely outside the range of all reputable etudios on In this accident Railroad pereonnal were exposed to radioactive
thin kind of epoaling (too high by at least 50-1o0). What materiels when the Containere holding the toxic cargo rolled out
indicators end asmptions were used to generate these employment 37 of an open train car at the tation and punctured. What will be
figures? 37 the coats of such staps, and how will the Ar Force determine

whether or not these steps are sufficient to protect the public
he DIIS forecasts that jobe crnated by the prograr Would go from accidents involving eaplosions and non-explo iva release of

"fmo nearly 40,000 In FY 1989 to nsarly 148,000 in FY 1991, and radioactive material?
then decline sharply to 13,000 by FY 1993 and Just under 12,000
in FT 1994 and beyond. (DEIS 4.1-1] This indicates that the MoW will public cooparltion be enblilced to respond to an
rail garrison program would hae an extrae "bos/bust" affect on O accident or malfunction of the rail gerrlson s"t"? Will
he ecoay. Wile (as noted above) the employment figures are O martlal law be Ispos d to enforce citisen cooperation with Its

30 highly eu.pact, this basic boo/bust pattern is likely to be operatlon during a tise of crils?
Correct. Will such short tae jobs really have any not positive
effest on local comnities, or the nation as a whole? How long in the event of a derailment caused by either a collision with
would these jobs lest? Will the Air Forc lay off hundreds of , another train, or by sebotege, can radioactive lstopes soae.
workara af ter initial contruction tasks have bean completed? 39 from the a1sil* warheads, either as the reult of the Collision

S Will the nw jobe crested by garrison Construction employ those impact or fit.?31 who r currantly une7oyed? Will the jobs be filled by local
citizensr or by spelists from outsde of the region? What po1v1 w111i be med to protect the public end the4Ot .envLronent fre an acc dent resulting in an .plo.lon and/or tha

A r tn -tae 4 release of radioactivity into the nvironeent? What is the cost
I miv benef its derived from the project? If so. What are of such protective stope?321 e the.bnfit.? How long wil they eiet after the garrisons are

completed? Will local personnel near the rail lse used by the MX Missile
Al treins be equipped to deal with hazardous waate Containent andI ill th wrke, whether toal or fr. outlda the region, be 41 reelrI? At the accident site in Pueblo, Colorado, they wars

alloed to use tha Air Force's "PX" and other facilities? If not. What is the Cost of such praparations?3 1 I they are, how will this now econonio activity impact alrady
existing local ecooies? J Will each Community along the proposed MX train deployment

arteries have its own evacuation plan? Who is reaponslblo for
3 1 Now uc track ration ad .w treck consution wil be 42 writing and giving final approval to such plans, and forI required to implement the rail garrison tem? How will track coordinating the planS and responses of several different

-' renovations and track use coato be shared by the Air Force with amunites along the same rail line?
public and private rail interests? -A What provisions will be sae to savors qua civilian rail bed fron

Mr Force plane to build sore than oe rail hat ou f sabotage by terrorists or others seeking to derail civilian roil35rowhet additional rights-of-way will need to be traffic? What is the cost of such proepertion?
aech garrison. t3aaed for the required track? How does the Air Force plan to
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Now will ME componente with dangerous explosive or radioactive action should it be Isplemented.
meteriele be transported to their garrisons for final assembly? (KEPA, eec. 102 (C))

44 How can the Air Force aseure the public that NU Missile8 and
their components will be shipped eafaly to their basing lOCation? NEPA also specifically requirae that the Air Force -study,

develop and describe appropriate alternatives to reomended

How will the Air Force iaure ageinst accidents at essembly areas courses of ection (sac. 102 (D)).
h recant Morton Thiokal plant acident in Utah? In other words, the preparation of a full and compliant

I What effect would an accident involving one mssile haysn other Enironental impact Statesent by the Air Force should provide46 inarby ssiles in their garrisons? ( Sim there would be no iaportant information to the Congress and the Presidant as a part
Iilos to contain bist affect, ona eaplosion could set off a Chain of their decision about whether to proceed with this te The
reaction of explosions.) It must fully " -ona tHE oacta-option, "av tluato

4 worst-case scnarlios. The SIS set not be produced s an a oe t
Tehnal Meits facto justification for the Air Force's preferred alternative.

The final BiS study muet address the impact of actual use of this
yate .s designed and its likaly reault -- global nuclear war.

It Is clear that the environental ispact of nuclear detonations
near these syst would have a devsteting effect on surrounding Sincerely,
populatlo and eco-systes. But with regard to the Pt Missile
rail garris boing mods in part ir...r the ability of the
mystem itself to function in a nuclear anviron--at suet be
addrassd. The technical Nrite of-theF peror of a rail-
baeed nuclear ais.le under these clrcuaotanca. mst be a need Christine Casl, MD
by the 9IS: President

Would the PU Mieila treins be hardened against Slectro-Magnetic
Pulse (Z)? If so, how much would the hardenlng cost? If not,47 ho* il the Air Force iner that the communications eyetam
nocsery to authorize end target a missile launch will operate
In the evnt of an etomic explosion high above the U.?

r Is the civilian reil bed that this system would Incorporate
eel strong enough to withstand the firing of missiles fros treia t

Sany point in the system? If not, what would It Cast to upgrade

civilian roll lines to allow missile launches from any location?

Only Coplete, detailed response to the* and all other
questlon of the Impacts and coats of the proposed MR missile
feIl garrison yts in this SIX will Constitute full c.plinc.
with tha Netial lvosen tel PolIcy Aot (NPA) of 1969. ha
Air Force, like any agency of the federal gove rnent, mst
conduct such an inquiry snd include In its reco "andatione

(I) th evlroental impact of tha proposed aotion,
(1) any adverse environmentel affects which cannot be
avoided should the proposel be implemented,
(III) altornatives to the proposed action,
(iv) the relatioanhip between lcal srt-tar Use of
san e nvircomant end the eInto.nc and enhancesent
of long-term productivity, end
(v) ny irr Ible end irretrievable Commitments of
remources, which would be Involved in the proposed
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P. 2
2407 NillIside Ave.
(4ckeley. CA 04704 ta

040 ao he 0paenl ca~ v gdoted in a more limited and regional
hogost 2, Its. fanhlo . ddnot have the opportunity to sobmit scopllAugus 24, 986 commnts, attend a*oping heating, or obtain a cpy ofnt

Lieutenant Colonel Peter Walsh Thank you foc yoot attention.

Notton All sorca "as,
Ca.Ifo.nta 9 2409-6440

Deat Lieotenant Colonel Walsh: 
4

I "osld like to request 1i a copy of the Draft mnviconmentel Stephin Whea.
Iac t Otant on Poll Crricon 8.an; of the IS lisle n
2) an te nalon of the comnt period for this DRIP a, at lat
30 day.sno that I may cohait coets.

I hailev* an ente*nnIon of this comment period Is reasonahle
fo11lowing the gidalinaso fc 1 of the Council on
*nvi. -. t.1 Quality tegastions foe1 the Nationa Rtvinonesntal

olcy At. These relata time limits to the nin of the
pr opoacd action, which In this cane in quite s lage, and the
degcee to which the action to controvensial, which with the Sit
program hen aiways been huge.

I soold alolh .t tt y helief .that envionmantal Impact,
ofthi pg. nn atIonaI in scpe .Thin in becaose:

1) The progcam an I undenstand it Invoives tranportation of

'olsomi1 io on Inalnad! trachs over a substantial
portin o0 ths contios:otal U..,

2) 1 and any othec U.S. citizen might he travelling on those
.. _e nait1.oa tnche or near reiated depot. and support

31 hthe ootine stationing and tranaponttof Inttetcont11nt
balIt Ic missile.a.o public trans.portato to tnirdot and2 no-siltacyoona potihn of the United States represents
to my Inool~dqe a.radicai dpto s i.,t. roe traditional
pelIclis , and i. an action significantly affecting the
g9aitty of the human environment of the nation an a whole,
and

diAy olenwponat rogram of thin sort colrnie
nohetantial links lot the global etoitomat I n general, and
most be -oluated with the ri In mInd .

_.rasee thinprogoce has natirnalmipactn of thoe norts, I
oed libe toh .eoet that fotre haning7 pobli c

noti ficotions. snd the like nngarding thin pcogcas he condocted
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P At FORT SILL -CO4IACAA4UA - WARI SPVlNOS - APACHE TRIMLOATO

nOotn 2e ,r,12 - o - 6~ Oo ~a t, COMMENT RSER?0 U.S. AIR lORCZ PEACEREEFERI RAIL GARRSN PROGRAM
Th~ank yen for atteadlng thin hearlq. Our purpoee for Isecthin O aNe inI to
smnmariae for Ynn the ennltnneeta zzmaNqeos ma bae" 6toecin my come, if She

environmeotai havs, that you fee oni saent beon adequately nalyzed in the Dteo
Dr. Jhe A, Sao~ fovfrtmo Impact haent
nor, Ai4 IF- no, CA 02400

e r ned sa o-n tho Psooskapec .ell Garrison *It. op to

da p ., hs For Sil Aooho TrIhe hKe. oc-coo I. thln are ..... _____________________________________

Thath your n mba .g

MILDREDI 1. CLONs

1 I So gao.lorI o.- 'Co... Orsn Oticl

Plasshead thin formin.ormaiteW Lt ColiPat" We"
AFRCE-BEEDEV

Mfons Air heno sca.
San IM-1nat, Colit-16S 111409
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LOCATION_____________________ LOCATION__3000014.L,r 0000000

COMMENT SHEET? COMENT SH4EET
U3.& AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thsait you for atteraffin this e1110. Ow purposs, for hlolng this. hewriog I. to Thbook yoo for attendin 05i l aido eft,0. Ow purose,0 feostn this0 11,. oairt Io to

mueea.ig for you thle anviroioftl eo00004000000 w have determined 1070occur If th. summaries, feou the1 anviroamen0tal omequome we0 have determined may acor If th.

me ,.t~ l wlotpropa prooceeds, and o o4 p0 eli ppolrtllity to bring to 10050IU0100p0,0pro...4afodoooopriltoO0gt
P0.0110P -Roll ly hav l~ooicatly, 000010011. Our9- 1. hoog our attention matters we may0010.0 ho* bldwerletly, a.rmooedl. Ow go.1 Is a thorough

ow ht11b .. 11,t W of1icia0s .0100 1000107 befor woOOitall armlyak that wll 110 woolable to Public offils and0 olltisce beore a

ftealJ doololo. 01'he progr00 Is ,040. Pinesoat ths1 0wh00t to bring to ool atteon fna dc o th program 110 mad0 .fool , 11 se, 000 s sha04001 to10 brin to 1 ss, atenio

0001001010101 1000 1101t that yo 11.0hav not 11.00 adecqotely analyzed In th Dat nvmmet issues1 that youoo f1.eelhvntbe sepsti.oa..th rf

1LJK-; Ilhaw, ttondad saw ... ofnlo 017.I 0..0f1 t-O owoqat-ly

0SO1tlt.O oar 0bt 10101000t 0p - .. 1y00 1.00 very, Wonet .0W -tragtt-for.d vit 4rc -- r-O t0he L-tti 0tk.

are wt -000 1110 I,,01 #op ...inoe L-o- to hoomo. but we have rail IC

I - elev le 11coltob w_ oa lie tontrol uc otf -,n t t.a .....0

Ou~ooe Lt. We at -defu vcharo~oaoisada Knttlixoe ot~l coon orgnbatonoa i00.000. vik, cnoaotaof

kirk oratio 0.r~k~f .g~t~ozooao o Cr...l oc.0.00 tOf toh Ap080 I~lto 1 81- .. o--.1 othear.. I~n 000. .r 0

good 011001100 for both 01011180 nd 1118 ld.

that 40 .,1-~o tto P-ark.r 1.l t,,w~go Oh.l0A'0

LISA J1. 00014000G h1t ChICR CO0307 JACKSOIVILLS. 0000000 SA 207k

Us-. Street Addrebs City sltt.ta. Srw d-Ct tt

Fehoand th0 is form in or mail to. LI Col Peter Wal101

Plea hand 1this for. in. or0mail10 LI Cot Pelter100101 AFRCE-OMR/DEV
AlICE -B10IDEV Nr i ocbe
N0,1on Al, For. SBa.s Sao Baor., CIIE.010 914"0
Son Soaoedino. California 12409
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im~p LOCAIO ek..Cl~1I1nfo l ooo
eOIsMirSUT

ae u~irti YlU 
AMl FORCE PRACEIRPER RAEL GARRUOD PROGRAM

The.e Via for a - th I~ Io4q Dea 1005000 f o 1 Is borN N1
sewhio for po the saowasseal .om W 0a e itorba me0-rN

,1,4jP0W0al.0o Ranl n ,0o pmop pooe0a4 SMd aford Pol t- werlty 2IS 10051ever 4wdf4-a4 set"" me4~ myhmd vrvdI hisa

4.A :L ..no
4  

&Id-L- A : ;vo
4

, s'.6 ob tate 00Owp. foo .. base aiqotly, II0s IS thse Drwn

i*0-.C A Zr- TT-bo V___A___.#n______________:14__

11 AA 4

4aLo00o0 'G - a v,

IS ~ ~ " Yr~ oe

41 0.ta, 1Dr1 Joe " T, 00 0 4 00)7

Plnes ill~0 Albnim city 1110s

Plom han this fore. Nor manI t~o LI Cal Peterwao00

ol Air PFor, ves
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V-/2 IW 94r/y

COHNAT EETCOMM IHET
U..AIR F0RCE PEACEREEPER RAIL OARRUORN PRORAMt U.S AIR FORCE PEACEEEPER RAIL GAERUON PROORAM

Tw o Taw fa tteiqa h eretq. Ow purpos to. bawling this besting I to Tm you to. at 0 this I e. Ow Prose taw beetlq this bwrf is to
ao fast yow the e .oo tel eeemeo ma bees datoemhBiwSK amse It the. awasmariss to. Paw as "oolsmimstol maaaeq.o. "e hams detarshaw may oents if the

?.meqo lol GshS pesi Nse.osiof o~dJa 55s potulty to bring to Pesistitepor RAwl G.eio Pogqram - , o. ad offbed I"oo em aunitty to belq to
sa 413ttostb 110ttusa " ROY bs" hejowmstli W01001obe Ow Esook is a tbouoqt ass' .ttmtm isattohme " o sesk teois etty oeoebookod. 000 coot Iso atboeoqt
009b*Mmsts 41011yah that Will Bit 8soollli to PUNto efotlea ti t-Me bet...- amfiroametel eaoltothat Will b. anottabto to pabtte attil ewi atlts bto a
Fn neos em the pagr s to me. Mlesa set this staot to bring to owr ottettos Itl dechdoe an the P"..s 1. witd. Plese - this shmof to Brtng t. o- attiation
oswwsn.ta1 knwoit ys. tool harms et boois adequately aIssozd In the Draft Oatfroo..ootl Isman hot low feo! here Mt bosm admstaly amlp" a ta ho t
ft smstot baptist astimoost. Itebsosoomtat Impot tatismant.

t- - o ncl I,

ki t- a om7"(rCa

6J if 17ti't? ne k77;'Vr

d'h Ig- VIFA. "4, tP 7.vo pe' itto 'c~,-

weao WAIoN A Cttm city . V 3w Hail0 Soot Addres city nt.i

nesm ee h fasts aoo a oats Ue L Cal Pata. Waosh Flws hed this fao.s toN mll bes Lt Cot lob. Wollis
AlICE-S WDRV11 AFMCE-11111111
Wartme Air los Ba. RItoto Alles Data
Rb hsrso Cotttista. 024411 Us aeoe-. Cofltub 11114N
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WARD COUNTY COURT JoHN D. STEWART
Mtor. n 04sa -a 05 aotaa.

OA.' A O01u. JANEt LAMSNo&lii!s.s1
Aug.., 2S. 19i -%A 2,9

Lt. Col Peter Walsh Ave". - £frS/A
AFOCT -Ott/DEV 

5
f ~ bi .

Norton,. AFS, CA 92409-6441

Fe: Draft E.-ir...e-t1 Iimpact Statemenlt for Minot Air Force hase Ol
Dear Lt. Colonel W.lot

I aam a rrnident and an elected offical for Ward County North Dakota.
hon.. e idth Draft " rvinoental Impact Statement reqarding

Minor Air .oc 1O~ and I concur with the findings therein

-05 00 tabl s' an eece ffca and hod request.' anmw k.it
opotn ty to spea o te hetrng he're in Minnt on August I1,

I988. A change in the cules o tat nearing precluded a numbe- .

of electead officials from speakig, my self included. There isa jL b.hs uB, &0 eo

crtm ain , aont of unf airness in ths a hose people Woflu
lrmmeing to meeting protesting The Pail Garrison Siystm seem f a t - .

to have an audience wherever they go . People hko lice here and Q& R LeA'as.~~~p '. 4 l
work with the Minot Air re.Bs do not have that same opportunity. -

The --icconomic impact of the Rail c~rs~ n .Piatcnd the~~ie~stS~qet . ssurrounding area wI he m1 itnimal,' if any. tThe oiocnoiip
will he a henefit rotter t hana:dcrmnty tthis a. ... 4

I Napport Rail Garrison at Minot Air Force Base. Shortly after

tehearing ontThe Pail Garrion.in foct within three days on Aogqust
AirForce Base and was attended by nearly 45.000 people. We
appreciate Minot Air Force Base. They are part of thin vomunity. *bflflst tam#&Y..V~
Thery are. not a **par ate enmity as we lnok at i t. What is g oodfo 0Mg %1-0 r
the.S is good fnr a. ~, ~b
I appreciate the 1pp tn of heing abl tn espond hy mail. Aka~ ns~i.~ sia

Iam enclnsin with m lttr etrso sont her interes t peoleI
fro. thi ecommuni ty. O and p ,m

761;1.Ovry Tryly )k ~
K 1. / '4V
Gary A 1/0tolo

GAO,'en Wrd ,
7
.nt %ugeA
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BOARD OF PARK COMMISSIONERS LOATIN fc,rd.d AFG o'k5

MINOT PARR DISTRICT U.R. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PRODGRAM

0.050000505Boa ysf lOkOVOa-no yos foe otltqi this heart . Omr pso for hlting 1th hearing Ia to
W~~~~~~~t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-tNE PrS Atat"t, 

2
O0 t tsie -o..olma to. YOU thw sonvieoseetal ;I o q ares hare determied ma oms eirf the

e~oI.Ir 1.0000 eeeper Rail Gerrison Program pseost &ad affoed you a oRpportunlly to bring to
'Vio'o o ttenthon matters - may he. toanieletly osorooked. Our gool ho thorough

eomlroomeetal onolysh that will he avgilakla to puldle offilesa ad eltleo before a
Augut a. 1900 flinal dftiOIR Ch the Feor is M oad. Ploo am this theet to breg to our aetiono

osvfrtismaotal loa..s thot you feel hove sot base odmpeetll analysed Is lbs Draft
gnomesotal [=paet stotseaent.

Th. Mi..t Pork Plteei. 1. o.a of the projectd taped of ~uo eIe 41o..tc 5 . .te/~ .'S...d

parsosoel to se itmot aa- for the Pooakooper RiIelae project. It. 0Aii.f.. h A st _1 I. ot 4O~.o .thc

Th. Park Board oparoteoa 570 anro. of park loud thet leclodeo-re , M .. f. i,.6 ia .. ae

hole gross goe golf ... rso, 2 miminlg Pool&. 2 weljor pork.a-.I0 wa' i,

grout sod ad t 15ateghborhood pork.. Th* Board feels that they pronide A"- ,,A -.. -_, .- to( - i n'.....o C--.' Dt.'" fr') Or
qeout oppoetoelop Is tha City of M-1f for People ro rcreor and enjcy 1 SeIPOt 1) Cc.A t.s he b .c' .. aT

rho autdoors. They fool that slob rho eumber of acree and tndividuaol p5 t..

parka is the er*, there wil b hoa, negative effect on the Park epeta.. c, ' k riro..5a or w . .'A .4., cpd4

Th
i

nsor ParktBoard ouldd-Ilcoeet.eaddlttoial papleeded for rra.c..1' irroao il..JOr*y se.r4

the doploeso aod operartioe of the Peacekeeper Boll Garlot. Prc.rze..~
0 ~£ tt e ."' f, etI r

Bob-r Perry, Preeident
Board o f Pork Comlooeoro 

W

Mm*. Street Addrooo city Stst

Pingg hood tie fare hn or mail toe LI Col Peter Welsb
AFRCE-RS/DEY
M.,on Air ores e
Boe geeseodbee, Calfoeim 1469
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Henry M. Stoevee
Atttseotcattes, Poge to

1101 Eam 47tht tet totter to Lt. Col. Peter Walsh
E-iy.WhOomerilIO Augost 25, l988 (SIM tD3SsR 8/25/88

Lt, olPete Wait . Morally, or are offended hy any developmernt of wapott.
AFoCE-sNS/DEO Wo recogoize that your defense of those actions is baeed ot the
Norton APB. Califorla 92409-h44R argument of doterretoe. Soot systems are olready in place aod
Re: Draft Etnoironmental Impact Statement each person ahhors thoooi .once of ears a liet ted tool ctaree.

-Reeor. achoo repteteto a inneser and a prosent ito
Peooeepr Rail Garrion Program to tke the ives of cony csoooor ersons on this plonet. Inteoh.tI na ArB, Mitsouri mind, this is or. intent to consit sor dor . The dreeopmnt of this

DerMr. Walsh: deliverry systoe is aiding and bhe tionjthe ohility to l~ethall'y kill
Dea othe r iconore nt cictim. This s ystem i soiseroicre to t he press-

F_ My wife. two child ren and.I orpose plorenmnt of the -cq oeds oIf hooooity it so mony are.os.

Pecio77 Ri Garrisn Prora or Rhtea '. M i s.oon for Tha nk yoo for your consideration.
toe 001 lowing reasons:

. ,aio of such I weaPons system tea r the grooter Sincerely,
merpolitan K.onoos City area with a papola tio incexcess of

one eiili' persons it reck lessond i mp ruden t. Whether hy For the Stoiecers
occdent -i hy, design (launch & t arge t of a weapon or .akject
no attach ood at groind zero), nook center.sthouldtnever he
n ear highly populated Areas.

2. frotatticl ly this wsa steful duplication of othero t.Stoe
hihprie deet tstea We olready hIoe v eieyto isnor

opraio (the ko= ers and space-sh ips,' or the".suheriytesanships). I connt .ustIfy fort her expendi toret slong thesea lines c:SntrJh afrh m
etoct would duplicate.ros1nngtystee. Oar economy con not c: SstrJh afrh-M

..odlo. -furteher oaar ao dpication by high priced, wostefol Seoator Kit Bood - No

3. The purpose of bringing the other side to the hargaining Representatioc I kI Shelton - 50

table "i already folfilled,1. Progress on weapons negctcat icgns :r h vAlnWet-
(at prgrese and con ua todnop It is contradictory and Rpeerto lnwet-M
adisplany of had fIth to neotilate acme redotoohlo thDiePeiet eog sh-ephca Prednicacoe

same times developing me r:e wopots ond delioery tystems. Are we Vc rsdn ereBs eulcnPeieta addt

not ece vjn '. se I_ the d.overnor Michael Dukahis -Decnocratic Prsdetal candidate

'4_. The purpomeof den errescealready Hoistsfor eoch sidehat.00 nacleor epnt wepo epr t h ao testiid o nder
oath tht asml t1umker of naclear weapoos (i.e. 100) could
inflit i--epable hare to all life on this planet. Again.
why this onecee...ry duplication?

5. we object to fathr:toio fwa yste.s inMsori. Door proposol ~wouldttkr 2Sf acre o olah form
land ard nabjet 1ID acree to erericti4e oneoants. we ore
oledy sgdled sih ttite-mAr km utd its compleo of IS0 nuclear
misosiles %,a nterener' ten counties.
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000.1IA am Fatis'o. LOCATION Grand1 Forks. ND

COMMENT SHUT COMMENT SUT
UAS AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Them yo for 1.. lojg this haring. Ote P..ooa for 1.ostlo this0 hearing 1.1to These 100 for attemelfrei this haring. Ow eee faro to.Roolg Ibis. heaing Is0to

-. A-o~0 the Tom tis so-hommestal nq0 o .... 8.100,10.8 nmhv lmla ay ocour It tho omls for.4. tou hea00fll0t1 envrometa mse"Moss; we have determined may mae. ifthe10
Pskomipr R" aris on. Seagram p.0...8.. and afford 10 an .eportualty, to bring to PeaO1..ngr Rail G.001000 pregmes p.00008. and aford you. anapostunity to brin.g to

Sattention Matters eve May hane Ioono.eOOY oWr1001o& O gold IS0 a thlorought ou attention. ruitles we May have Inadvertently 0010005.8. Ow Roal Is a thorough
.ma-o al w.isoyll that wl be.... avilbl to t.

1  
officials ad neltiawn beoat... "aI0100* olyahe that sell be.. eliibl1. 10public oftet a1 . 10-0 b.eforeA

1100 daehdon 0 ties Program Is Made. Flamm00 maw this 1001 to bring to 000 attention final deion 0Mi. th e l gamI made. Plasue . thi Waist 0 to. bin hg to 000e alttention
embeamenteJ hemse thaI y00 feel h.0 ave t been adimqotol analysed in it. Draft .ni.. 011 .0 Ise- tha o ee hane 10 base1 adq*attly aalyzed in the Draft

IRsonaewial Impc Statement00~i. Envimenotal Onpeo Staeme.

11s.0 11- It0 a. ap- suoll.otI amnal on 1.1 proJ..t. 70 00£11u n

th. oonOcn01.1 a.. htb .14 ...d I00 th Ia .... t.actIie 0 of .1 thi -pqan of 2-;G2oerRi Gris Grand Forts
Project. That it is weo .83.1 I -e cee-d abo0ut bow-r it is the. drFrc ae
.nnlennmmi dtsno a scis .811t o .. oct0 b this NeOapo. ....e - 1 .8e I have had the ooourtunity on three occasions to obse~rve the presentatlon

on the Soviets and thmy 1, turn' uaasii.lar 00000 u0. 11. h ala on Peace Keeper Rail Garrison. It appears to MI the project has been "ell
amO 100 bonrtla to co-seelao-1 1. eaom. .1 t m . '2 pln o nuethe sfety of the community and still provide the Grand Forks

11 0 01nloa 1.01bot. 01100 00 PEC~dOR 0 s aen edoctooCO~O Ai Foce oseandthecoutryolt anohernodritihianothtrirt. e o

end test voat changes Of have and ar. taking place in Soviet 0000.1 0* a nation have the responsibility to provide our oilitary personnel with

--- it cld- that 11. ac. 1 t~onut AM,"o the corve-A.~ t *08005 On v whatever equipnet possible to .1100 the, to function In an effective capable
seepoo system 01 this. $point ,ime to. I an t atop bactnaed. n anner.

00e 0001 10 Oteon batn~ this00 Pl.lact t00. A Ofl01

WI.... *0r rodla asks, stop this wadnona and tat -a attmp to 100oov

ooeanvy fee fismntal min bnt,,, it is tOo late.

P.5. 1 ana53 year old college d-.Itod lolonod tao.- I.h1.a ver _____________________________________

peo"a of his co..et"ey-rvedfo to. Ivesa -a , dvaft-o--and as attwoI-___________t-____________

i10 . l uencelo. . vaoa don a save retn._____________________________________

Art, O1.av So. 2%11 Chantoe. 111 59522 no.pLrsen 3020 Relnontt Road Grand Forks. 40l

Name Serial Address City state Name Street Addess cloy Stl

Pl a nd thi001 farm In or mail t0. LI Cut Petar 00101. Plemse band t1.10 to.m 100 m,mail 10. Lt Coll Peter W01lsh
AFRCE- BMS/OSV APRCE-NSDEV
tort Al, Poe. Base Nortm0 Air Porn, Base

Sao Bernardin. California 02400 5.0 Bernerdino, Calfonia 52450
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....Iiv~~~a~i. LCATION.V? OMETSU

M UAS AID GOOPRSAIVI U.S. AIR FORCE PEAC9EEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

" A- POST OPFICE BOX No , Th202o o olnlg1.0 ao.. pna t.Iolo 01 oao 00

aomesize to. you the enironmental cepeems sm have determnead my matter 01 00.
Peoen.eipr Rall Goaceo. progra. Fiveono end afford Few an .eeeimit to belig to
~03 attention matters We 100 hie adrLo.Il1 eeo,1ite8 che row1 10 a thosse

.nnvnrmentnboanalysis tha000 wilhebennllal to publie attieala 00d eliloonaheeore a
Aoat 22. 1988 final 800101.0 -000. preto 10 neede. Ples.e -0.this0000* to being to -o attention

ennleonemnna isau.. that Y0u tool have But been0 adoquaely amilz1. inthe Deaft
Eno'iroonilter? RIIstteent.

tcl2fL~Z. ~ c~v 2 1( Z 7' A Fe c 4,

Lt. Co1. P t-e Walsh1
A10 Cl 000/0E
No to, Alr F0o00 Sam. CA 912409-64418

iToe 1. 00 .n-O -,0.0 MI0 agvo. ttheEi -1. eoGoal 1..11
Study sued* coctenl the MX toil based Garriso.

tot :08 t1.0 11e~.1 beiev Iv~10 60.0 . A tro vc-l-1

0Wi1. the -covI topac to 01,.. o ith It oa tona0lit._____________________________________________
Air -oc a.71 00 I IOv .tr Inoh I akoo '.l .:Ilg both1
ob1I.jat .1 nuclear sod = ,on~ocntl

00 strongly endres the plavosanno his 1.1 1.001 at 010w0.

Itxeo i..0 I.,Nae 91. Address City Rtff

Plod. ha081.1 thi o.. 10 or mail tow Li Col Peter Walsh
Los~ct. ATRCE-BMR/DEV

Wron, Air Fame Da.e
S.0 Serildo. Calif0ori 911409
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WOCA?000s{;4~r 41,104 o ~ &3 LOCA 1ftt O4jAdn L (A

COMMENTBHR 1z 'Cx SE
IIIAIR FORCE PEACIREIPBR RAML GARISMON PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Theme you e ra to. bearle180 05g.. o.r - Far ether this.481 hwlo Is to Timsk you toe allocated1 this ocuse. Ges purposef. oto. 0 this hearin 8ois4 to

=.wo in. far 10.ommosauI wemo - 0.. 4.0o.. msy .occu If t10 susmarlso to. you the enironmental ear.qoimomo. we 10.0 debomled 0.y7occur IFthb
P "Poeopo Rol 001. popo. p..oe .afftord 7.0 an opportunity f lbring 0 PO .00.. Roil Garrison p0rgra 700000. SWA afford "0000 opportunity toII rngt

000 attrallas matters0 me 7 myn 10.0001 Indetntyaorlooke. or Pul I.s a010.0.48i - attention 000000- -00 10, have .0..ldenty overf10000d. 0ur gol 10 .1thorough
"oommeatel milych 0101 will be available to public.0

1
1

1 0
1.1. soad citizens beore a. enonmentl swellymb tha.t .W be 0.01101 10 public offOiil ated citleat before a

flea oelJ m 4010 0t01 program Is su.0. PI eseHi Worst to00 brin MoW 1000 attetion IP imamat an100 t1 pw. 10 Ismad. Places01 warths00or to brand 10 saw stto0
sevirea.a.ttal Wassma 0100t you toel be" 001 base admiumtiy analyzed 10 the Dr.ft omneoocmetl ees haooufol ha000 110t base adouie 10.0we In0 t00..9011 Draft 1 100

o.Z4Loso /0-f- 0 1 41 14.1A1 16'%d Ao ../-" A

* I /D
A__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 412far ~u, ,"G& .U

sn 41 t7 '

_________________________q)____ 4b

StetA6m Ct saeHm tetA0 Clty SuLob

PFlow 10an01 thi ae o., su. .0 0 Lt Col Peto. W&Mo Place. bwn 01 to.. far0I or mail to Lt Cot Peter W&.M1
AFRCE-BMS/DEV AFRCZ-B9MWDEV
Hutton Air Forms Dam No.00. Air Form. Do.
i Burmodino, California 4"409 am. Beruelto, California 01409

DOCUMENT 385. OUET36

LOCCMTTIO8

COEU" alzBTLOCATION Grond Forks. ND Grand Forks Coonty

U.S. AIR ]FORCR PEACEEEPER SAIL GARRISON PROGRAM COMMENT SHIEET
U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

P.010.o. .110.910. po.. ooo. .aford p Ps as Po.0..ity to listed to sumrosize for y0001 thleno~n~ -1-- .~ 0 00rg-s Iwe he- deermind 00y1- if0 Ithe
wa ~00.1...9 00007 - my he eads mety 0.0.10084 Our goal he a thorough Peacekeeper Rall Gordon0 pr~ora iwooro*. and afford y00 an opotnity t0 being 00
suchasureatibl mu13m 1100 will 10 6.64"ol 10 pol410 offhicil said still.. bf. . ou 00 enio matters0 w1e ma have Inaodvertt*ly ovelookeod. Our.oa Is. a0 or0ough
flas dolss 0. the prapais a d10 0.4.. P saw this000 10ou tobing t0o 010.ts envomentanalysis701 that wll be available to public officials and cili0.0. before.a

3.w10.soO e 1.011000 yea'Os b41W e~i nvironmnta~ll 100.0 that yoo tool 10ve0000 80.0 adequatly lyze in. the Draft.1
Enviroonmental Im4.00 Slttee.f.

-4 beliee 8 Pe-ckee. w ol 2. ris1 .i
1

,t s18 oot
00 .4f164Vleed. We want any botential 0000 o nwn 00oe t ~~.
attk w1t8 great Force. l 0111 litoorligy A00 a07r-g0 fr--kin

18h0 filrst 0000.

00 w believe the Grand Forks area .001 be an 11elent location for
Roil Garrison. My reasons are os f.olo.,

,"A~~~(1 424401 o . toodested ore..

21;1li S - v'. 41, c iC, Inazoe,-(Z) We have excel lent relations with th0 olI-~oI hsO.

1 (3) We h000 eoellebt Ld.lotimt FsItIsicoio*Olos~
(4) Excellent roil foclities.

31le- j' (8) We 8000 0 large labor force in this are&,
(6) m~ost of our People undorotand 18.1 we need a0004 defense sys0t

keep the peace.
(7) We .1so recoonIze Roll Garrison would beoa so ng eoIt b0ot h

I do v0t represent 'ny Irjop. but I believe I represent a Cross

se~tion of Ih. 1ooples o the l n Fork, are.,

tratAdres City deals k6 I A!oo Cgy lo

III bud 18k tarm h.o. .01 to LI Cal Pel. 11.Va..1tee0Ad-
AFRCR-3WM~ Piece. hard 08is t... or0 0..1t, Lt Cut Pa.. Wa01.h
W0.0.. Air Farm Seem APRCI-BMS/hEP

a1 4. -o Caif-amo~ 9444 00.00 Atr-.0 9-.
a.. 00,0.0o,41. California0 0404
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113~ ~ Stat -ortee, St-n *ee~t~ Sedoire. .1.,tor 8530 *erl 81-58

imac to. th 22da 1I. arc int ~he etir ircacaeai It -- -i icr -

dee "pd.te -Ir of Stat- etd oetts tie -- d .1.are
crotd byth Peacepe deployemnt.

;-. A, t..... -h are prefantI n ldr. ,on-rAct or plattd for the bear f tr. appma to Amht Roaedtto. CA 02409-6448 
siiair totheseattIipted by thim PImecprporm elo

M:~ C -oet petta-d to the Ooitmd States Air Force :t irtaaitfa c pAIs5~, paetprfmtfcd ig adcotitof tteoployo.t ofhhe c..IIrit~t htimrstho of neesaytah.iteims..en

etitetao Ot Fore Bas Oteior c.the 11-t force for the dtr-c mod t--rat tme foth . protect
her otr: 

mho.i rea,y pe ho safos id -it mIdalt-area reidetto. T-tmmt .1 . oot1n-ro...ad to theiLhflomoftrFtrymInd dcmhndstrest:datsaendesy~fhe
Ir behal ofI the boiemco t, Of the --dli are asrPreeted by depmodeomsllt I Ics -en r of the a tIselar force Wlh tithe~~ Iadli Arm chaIe of. c erc a plsed to ootcm. ortlrpothetyspiert ccrr Ing oythe I. ....ear. t~mhedai-raslfo te dacloymitn of the PraemprBniet oima l te..1 1Frce Am I' 1 :II C bsty Acm1l toac dt the addii.oa deesdcrsnd br the Peaca-

The Scdli are tat etloy-- I fill ard iePr'.sicf rei-orshipaith -AF
It' Opetog as Sedolta Ary Air Bas. tIeramd for aI dat a-ce. r ho coce c. at Ameetataae ot of hea Ico at dem-et pro.2 _hic feftog Per I ar _bor, the tasIIhas totnioporhot scagtae.. a=%chnoilyachttmotrc* toto aohnrca.to

at eooecasm t es mi I -isii-i t i osdrcoleni hdtdimtiI ]ob. e mill Am tle to prodm good ob (p.rIite fotho

n -defmtse capabilties of co- naitor. that nari y oyttitg yhO _ooId

Tom Smaiata his, -T , grea -porioh Tor rota 1- area 1 abm d-e"p-e1aaeit of th Peay~em da -,o dmployeet to bATS. Alo t themThan yI ef tpp ,t hot It'.hot. Thee lade1ro-1 tephchtlis.d slgtoftcaniosmrsdhm I otOof "mmresdetsslce - yyrsased
The. -.mlay. do-temot taid it -oId risarnem I t~,c bmdl..We. oheltdmpoym4hedtOnacoheyoi-lpeacTh.i~

mabtdttpeo urn thdres milhrti torh theI jpeilod In-noeot o h comositot of oir tctghbrho s I d the 1oci-1 fabric of the tiipf fr, the i.Mlpet Of the Pe-cbse sda Imply th 1ocsirgahl e. eoaIc the ed. tar0. a hec hhormtoop'rrtL p roeltho adi-.h rrcmseoele makt--Ittltee
.mc.i...rig sAtandyt.. t o.I .tqI . dt

hheatoh 
hoimitg.~ yt,, erooa , th "I Forte tcrcoeItder mtaperto.tt ictmIctatttoot-basetoomir~qforthe Pmaeepslrgmrrior

persworal - WeA imom thst t he ._l deploycent Program WrOlch to toimiog. the

oppotote o osr mps,1 odA pristed. Thm "bop tro.g
maitcoiitsrh eb rae r hca l . for thm Inr...teebt nt

DOCUMENT 397 DOCUMENT 387

.o.oe 22. 1l8tm Page 4

Th, Smdmlia area mitbtolds ahy p-rt..oar coemet 'nt ht .itidtcal aInd landhe eleo tht rmretiot.! o .tooso oepportotitirbooth e otihiegatd Oipcrarciae hr the repor. omfi sedo hope her ethbem inlomtn co prsrciof- baeir erleroh etd hatee Air .ote .ctty aod K:ob freI 0t 11 lly 1oor th1s deplyh. cosderFor-e.eeelr tatftyta to thrc....o__7ie ..ohna SedIiad sm- al. the holfits oB sie sesl fth oairc h ecsee
part icipar11 t t t ,o hmtr- has cttty. Itittpat 

toe 
-g-lr 

mod ote"dimIrsore oe ehtot mash -1I a. Imo -ospqe" tot mdo e tsyssins- of thma. m

t ort 1 the Smda ia-area sleth t O f Peaceee-adfg th tey to the bioogya etirreetnad the shropayt ensdceae eeor ad thei faeltsea_ te ::ei oI ot thorhdlm't. teyt tob ..eat ndsff icte. It ei ted throogh thosem thcrodsActty WIForc famiie prsn dicerse ... oabrid. sh- help hoild aI h ..dtr drafh retetr-gers- Yi. itr-or- e offer tose people 1lc-a .,ingo the Peacetee ga -ieo cop ensd 1.mtsricst procde theeI mt.,te iIahie The hedali coecitty dorme cosa the cordthanioe herseen. the tacoetemper.otiy mot.el rgoa helhetroeitstompard ItImIarrmyot ariop--gao-dbmsi
4

.. pynt
0

. ie - .a I h olt fsecale elhcr a:iltl to.. ftc hedli h aigoo t ismde op of represmtanoe of 24 oral Ocoereettal entiearsreie ..ts ipo eeogmth gareral I ed 'I -trashntaod P- .roh..iehoni..eto ort. Thes 24, 1t, cr mt -rioyt c

hedli p~lc cholditrcttocostit nao. shoo: I-oeoelyddccssed by t he m.r. tra Iepctsammr We Ime t st ttongly

1 otto accpt and proodeaIhgher goality edocatloca fsciity for ths te sth the P.asee grrI sn We-- II do rope that tmee are hetng ch I~mm.et--, - -e ar Int mthe d,-tic as eul fth fat h depilynet Thi an mIi meorg c mth cot - -togemph.,i- th t I ma t
1'-t rem fatty1o ttee tercht.ton tlm help prcoio e orInae ro the' motefcso ieo yo eyrcs o tegets
moat mtyaIfclt o s oaigm t t- Peayetcpe garrsot Cap- eetntshdl a enad -. e.d th tttr ft.e'asr-"__ I_ in _i etddle 1 enad -,t high mchool In the pb-:.%onic1 

191 ht.yp~- - In te o : I
oram.srIrcm Amhero'tded,;hr-ogh pu"i"prae otrtp ee e md ebee

yoefele mli Im socoo ed aheot. 
eoeritacb do. mtt lsiocaedor atare

cap ci e tpiyiitie. ireti idraiarorcottamtemc thesm naeds hetstd thn gates of the hr Poce- W hope thaet y.i etI)
sanyofteena Orehraooorcmortyehtc.htll.beepe, hedby. thdeindgolderrcetie. theoidaIecsaehemddtttonai

Oftheoerythe tithe taeof miP titt. t,-1 gre- capm-yaonda Ieleaae 1 1 to d- ,ed. eby
.... protdte prioatm~ Ic4-loped toist ... o tiihe to the sopornia a ets

Addi tioral p ... hea pt and edeed I~ -ac -he loaIo of Air torce-ated :c om,. i1.SodiimaeaI. het the -- t1I ~a~hO -te

needs, The ooat area C..e.. occ. 1edalta ifirtserra IAll tace, eoia ipats mIi he mabtdr--,r tooe an tt almost defiss prsdtcttr.hIainPp oadsd mary of the oth~t 1ratm .ie ari -meocea- -is
I drat p prona. aod mo ,a ned apIicepeiq ht rgasf

pIact it the h t.ia .re. qatn. am pointed oot in the draft. Amianitths

increas it th hrt d a ... thi I osen eord to -Icoat* addif InIr , Fca rotl rtingaaroi of thPacepgrroe si1.h
-t1sims e n bn hInto a--o1 mitt the eamtdsd esItte r.td byr 1
1~ato of In 0-2 rltdpronl
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CIA AliR Woitc PEACESZUPER RAIL GAIIIIODA PROGRA111

Na - Petta tetto. al Kabetnq f fes LIIbe repoo~br fe 'ina you fa outrain tin hearing. One purpose hor EnnuI tin bresaleg Is to

sehed tpnl a~~,..acodn o h l~ntmfl.a florg Petkaspser Rail Garrtomm progr. proema, med afford you am = maltu~ty to britng to-1~~ amd..I .- , 7t Ioattein a.tters -r may hav. "Ieem tt wosonild. gw15 oa .tlh51th.tea they plan to con.tru... .- o conforetto stoag fatty the mer .,fona efal itu emollaill to.tl flfaangei b.=.tutor. hr ort eo..tys~ftlocal* onayre C teas o~den, ovita laatl.. enai th at wuill be sda. Pi te t. .lau to Megtl a tnt

It the t1e. Of f to Paseberyo gerroson depl"yset. en that tThe c,,tthr giemelesental Import notaonal.

ftle the loceon enue. of aySe a~~y

Theon t fro I tt h ea 11- -r nwoe watt f mto ooenl .eac _Xtate-,,T .

oI suPport IFor te coritttood gr-1,f of WO3 through thitn deptoyeott protect.

The be o. are hold. the rmueoe parotel. tItram fInopruoo.
I oraaoablty, school., helhcr aoloe ~lIogtoatono,,chuches, I A

h-frutn deoelpmnt arem public Itllhle Pint-oet dcd t:.no.syt.. Ant
is'e Ia"d our forward thinking 1 loaIeadershipto eeeptohil opn~l a el

1dpilomnt o f the eacOeepol q-celoo. Tho ed i~ta co "yteeectqhc : I r%_

- o ffec t, of thits tocationawhich eoi, dn nertat this point. ee .,ah to offer
plon" end fort eopn-nta c hop to the P11rlfoa1~ hofpe tategtc'I

v01 LtA.PIQW1Y

.LiPeI re,1u CCty Stol

Plammee huerd ti formtoaor .. [I tot Lt Coll PmterWlf
AFRtCE-:BUIDOEV
Notione Ale Poree lime.
See Bereardintee Caiforenia 11409
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'elTeLill tss cm ft

uAe OIF W c.' I 1t. Cot Pfter Walsn
NORIOn AIR FRp F PA'I AFOCE-EttSOEEVeeae
S'AN PF~jADjtNTux. 'At I 1 0 Vl'la Nort- 000. CA 92109-6uc8

Dear Col. Oole:

DEAR 'lt. W'H
Inoe the f~lttoeth cnomete 0n a00 qorsono Oeut the O-rt feotroemet.

I IHAT FOTTt-1.0l-T Alt OFTH ft H PING-. S; ZONfdSRi BY THE lIT rr STATES AIR Impact $tatf ehtn ror MX 0a11 rarrismf deployment.
FORY-E IN REVAR O. TO TOE Pt-AC~FM!NT OE ffX 0I02.ES IN OUR0 STATE. BOTH FOR TOE
ORIIINAtI OfAN OP TOE 'FACFtFFPE0S' dARE FOR THE fNEW PT 'ANt fAILfl 'RAIL Dorlng the ,,,pIng hearing held I, C heyenne. In Morch. I -sbed that elev.n
CARRl 1. An . 64,TaR. A c OtutFRONl PARENT, ANDI A __t12f, _,t Oetons he addre~odI h OT n rtoeqetunaadesd n

cofost'~~ Pr;;-:>l P1 ~ T-'00f 0fF IN IltE 1/ fTY OF I IFFr ICAI MY pert of mnother one. And I round it the draft. 00no planation or otTUy o
"tOME 'anyonte else, Unoldo ed ootot ::.ere notl. dred, r- aoelin enoledgn-t

that nos idtt. I_ r dnt addresd 110 1plodrtodtry ose If
AN. AS I AtTFNDFO ALL-I a yotA -yPfnlINt, THly PA'A IX Y1EARS. .01170 WERE the sc0yl90 hearings?

r ,1 . rl PNt'.flht-I BY THf AIR EFoR- , I VNNtOft P 011T WINDERO - 'WHAT
fWEW WF1':1NS Sr-.TFf WittI THIE 01. lI* -I APEIRM NIXT-' Yth Pt ' . IN 1903. 1 Shell r'ephrase abet I corstder the moet Importent or my questionfs.
A~tI OP II . t I I'Ftt' dO !ATOERFD FROM0 Ilftl IuERI ASIIhO - ToAT IS THIS
fMX WA'. OF116 IMAT0F IN DFt P 1n . 11 14f Pill AtO I 'YES'* TO1 T1E OtEf4IFFT OF 1. What, 1r Any, errect lotllh puhttic =omt f'eletd ut the tlr Force

THI WROEEI 0Aff If TOE 10101 ... T4ffN WE W11111 BE ASSIIREII iF tETERnENT 21 oharings hoot. On the Air FOrr Seu lo-ed g proueoe?
POWER0 0H11(1 N~ I 100 M1 ff u iItlRFfI -1E11-14,11 W1011 KEELl ii, SAEF FOP~ tEARS
AM10 YE ARS 0EV T OE. 2. 1 note that the ltS c-ftatnied three lines regarding the impacts or the 'no

actoffea .tematloe, and ...... d .u ~ anwhere or tle ao In swlon the 00 10
AnOND W IN 19P0. IttE AlP 6507 COME?. ACtINt .. ''AND ASPIS IU TO USE 011R eoyer to enhanu Amertcfeotonulit SeoTV. or rI.ur to depoy it elfE .00 O.K tCTOlS fO LNO EttI ff .1 At-b WAOIN., han y myo at all an Ouir Rational anturtny. I slrlihialy ddeht It At Sr

SY-STPM THAI -Wf NEPO .- ANDI. BEytIND 711*1 R RIOIMEtI IS TOE 3 Force reele .there 0111 hr no Impacts tc o- hutton' securty =het ot
lFVL ICA ONt --THuT THE PFAC nEFPFRS TOOVT WERf PI AltO -,0 COt I10 F 0 IN tH SOIL this misile is deployed, yet I don't see ehat Other concluslon, han he drawn from
IlESS THANL NIEYAS00OE5ff[I IT EOoOI' AttD. TH LIO S, this ItIS. It certain ly seea that the tSosehold he, addressed on the CIS.

t6'F HEARIT TOE , WITES . Y I60 ANO. TIIO',F OF It'; d VE HEAR() TOE since I heltece nationel security Is the reason generaly gren ror the Reed to
WI OESS WONDER.. , 'IIOEN WltI 

1 
'tfO [I1 .001 *K: ' ITUlr'' deploy m Pit eissiles.

uOFNDo. it' A P0ST00. 10N0 A-, A CIT1F WHS Ot- IS MORE TIHAN JUST 3,.T ne OTIS hoted that the Air Force will comlyswitheall state lees and reg-
FIED'I ASK 00O1 TO RESPOND TO THESE MEAL. OIESTIONS:I I1 doAT. IN uietto hant Ih te reqIred to comply witth. iibtet ehont le- eoch as owom1f9g'

YOUR 0 I 'ENTO~ril' I f IS N'T I- RAIL IIAPRISON SIMP! Y A Inut~LStn lee lrr oetionste h tt entre hf aed
OEFEASRIONINGl OF THF WEAPONSRSYTFM THATFIWAS Ml REARY REJ~I:TI lOPER 4't neterts are helg t;,rehsotdO u tg toeysl Ith~gth tleof sttn*ther 1, the MIr

PRSIIIFNT rARTER? I 'I IiDOE' t TOE MO tAll GARRISON0 PI AN IRUfN M T-f Force tecantcaltyhregutred to coml aitn ye In both caes -pllttce oId
LI..IT IMATE PFACE- MAttIhG EFFORTS lIE 0010 THE IS ANTI SOVIET GOVERNMEINTS' ototantly enhace the Sfaety and we11-helo Or thf people or thitstate.
AND 11; ISN' I TiEf RAIL GARRISON PL AN Y t AOTHER STEP IN TO UOIIAL 01 11 you then, eimply ignore edt-h lawe and reguilations?

3 PRA RATIC0 el WEAPONS 511
1
TFM5 dolro REISTRO01tICE TOE THREATS ROP

A CCIOPOTS. TOEt(I XR TAINTf nF 0fAt I -CHIT (AtND THEREFOYRE fMAKE NUT1 060 AN 0VO0 ANY 0.Perheps the thl~Ing nat treOled me the mot as I reed nhe dEIS. Is Its com-
I (INS OP 'I VIL kPPEISF - I AMt INCREASES INTERNAL TONFAL T S I'MN Ry I elt alr to010 the ect" u~lyrpose. uhd potehtial use or these nee MO

MAKING. CIVII IANS nAt- rOTFR.NiMIFNT'- Al IFE 'H-tOA6iE' TO TOE POJCIFdO OOIRS? r ests.Iucoroete"ltly ea-d by tan Air Forte's tendency to diecuss5. thes u.lsell .. Itnu they -_r 'imply A eytcebteotot eeome00N1 AS A IOUNG-TERM RESIDENT OF A NERY REAIIIFLIL STATE. I ASK Y0111 proJect. I don 't he the orill eer.or. 
0

aneey onre used~ elsole Omtme In
dWVOr ;DYUS 0,f105 TOE ENVIROOMENT. * WEott I OlUfR HI-61O ne It-IS, and death e only uontonel -oeosotttlity tn the csOrAn

SINERLY. \accident. Don't you thlne thet's pr'tt resrkette?

_ _ IFLYa I -.y these Issues.uCtn he addressed. SI rely.
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20 Agust19885. The DEIS5 fails to analyzet te economic impact ye local communltles25 August1988 O1! f t' h e-hest
m 

ph ccele created by the NIX-a cycle that will
three thousands Of "A employees Out Q& wo~rk _i ..a.. r- !te

Lt.~~~a Col Pee as nThe DEIS forecasts that Jobs created by the 51 pro gram cold
AF. CPeter WS/bEV fluctuate -from nearly 40,00 ic f189 to nearly 108,000 Ir. f9 n
Norton 8PM. CA 92409-6448 then decline to 13,.000 by FY93 and J ust under 12,001 in PY90 and

Sbeyond (naticnallyl b.oos the Air Force have any Plans to address
berLt o. esh ~thea u nem ploymentland resulting trauma the MS program cac be inspected

ItleeIn its uake?
Having roev lssed the Atr Force'- Draft Environmental Impact Statemtent S:lANEFEZE be lneeS these questions Must he addressed hi the Air
CIDE S) on tbe Ml Rall-Garr1son 93n1ng Plan, SANE/FREEZE finds that It force in or der for the. final Enlrsnmena Imac Statement to heon
falls to address a ntmber of key Issues: anyval idity. Ples respond to and IncI ude tPhls letter in the

1. W Ill the 500 IXssiles based In the rall-garrtson mode ha nes fil fEolr..onta mpact Sta tment, and ple.ae fcrsaord to u
m*s1 e 33 r eaagOnes? The bEISstates' that tbetI~ Ppesd copy of the FEIS ahen It is complete.
Action Ist deploy 50 MX Missiles on 25 trains. bu fals to0
explain shetber these scould be the same 50 missiles currently Yours for peace.
deployed In s 1los acres. the West or whether SO additional mlse31103

50ud h bult.If nsw missles seould he built, the zest of
building them shul he InldedI the DEI. Neitber the "Proposed mDae hnAetion- nor theh dlternative Action" soesnarlees reveal such a Coot bn hn
figure. Acting Executive Directcr

2. As the MS traInse trasel along public railroad lines, they'~l ffS:s
make every city they pass tbrough a nuelear target. As Capta In Joy of
the Air Force's Ballistic MIsalle Office. stated in March, -Enemies21 would have to u se op more ea Pons to try to destroy- MS trains, The
DEIS doem net address the enolronmen t A I mpact of noelear sarneade
droppede slte along the Ml train route..

3. The DEIS1 estimates of jobs te be generated by Ste MS program are
highly sas~peot. Fnr instance, nearly all tbe FY89 fundieg for the MI
program soold be for researoh and develepment, and nearly all the FY92

3 fudn ol be for opeatlons-;teo sety different functions prcedbvryifrntyosOwrks.YtheDI-aiof.
jobs generated per billion dollars spent Is about the sam for both

fl89 anmd FY2.t Whast methodology was osed and sbat e.3ssumtlon se .re
made to geerate the job estimates Is the DE 1S?

4 .the DEIS does net adequately analyse the -No Action" alternatiee.
Fo r In stance, the DEIS dnes oot Consider hog many jobs could be
generated by spending the,010-15 bill ion it projectn as the rail-

51 garr sn scost on other sctors of the economy, such anhousiog or
e1ducatIo.3
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hIS Cone iic

TO; EIS Cet te,, P..eo. 01 tiiii.90ooioooheeodnlonT ',otn

stiocelealkcoeppeojec21 ttutditeoaiodsnin. l'.i.tee.t...kr'mic
sane ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fi- line that dIecoyeotoiutcnte Itaash ltpollcone hstenptdpersce.aeo

REelM ie . -ne tft colo hnceepnios, tahsia it e.ti r edoib ht. oj- n

a 'ee ) resn eduoasot thn likth. n npnd pato, do thiso lotanst .3eI el:
0
-t ie ci h eae d zt p to 5..3 theepn

I lied C A~~~~~11e actloolon.isnonds tooed. oethqce.seIldig
ii eoc to ncn tko

0
It o .... T ere too S oio e ancfc of hat. In Jate k~oAtnaaentd abandtone tt as ns a Then mI nee eol le to - hre deine nnlc.Cnet h gteenpee httercc

he n...de tha roqe i.. thaoh . ci is.. cn ned1..hs.' unacteynshle.nrt"fte ,.o~dg.. ro
tel th 4,te .pc nciineo th prte.c inedioet th efoaec

Imacthr etesent. Ituoeogh. hndyoeaeed ateihtdoadin _aa " idotesfioo"
t

'-sii ecto snyntnooceces.." In
espesag n ou tet The poell n ofenar . I s ton my sec pokin it e 41 do-"n 't ink b e ha ,t behon t to ct ice ia t erk' scopin

ol tohe Ptpond OcI o and. its reasooabie ceociesion.e
a reeati inldn thehe 1-t 1 ltett e 0 di sesne ol,- .. ed ' ~; ndth o , '

son ly ation necun n n~ po ll i o n~ r scooiald elf. e alshed nitccid nantmeth toea h epec ie

th scp or yfo thi -l?. (.1% Ainronnoase tI do iee to1oh- see the- .cnsyo Mi-- bed.herat

Thane s no doher.."n mid oha eo cr. ennent-r includesPrecosn d and dieef. ue l t r- eetin asisct ned outrnie
those ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Bs thnste -esaoal e sc icln hte ncta utn 1etold en coc en"e~ cois I , tes ...iilt e.

.e.i In. ..e.. rappltes to en~y .a .:s I I geoi ,soe toh. a ceonded. by desrc ont th th~oe en ed1eeetos ae-JtCep oieiYinc_ -- to hot one In 'oiyte to heio an nite re .. he aoen
sile 7.,nt isie o s. o liotote o cii tchinking endetakis beont t aone cokn on ~ t gs. sato ,nd hola ti pantthe 9,penta e ups ftta ois nao fm itn t o e n red oeoc hitoo EIS. (1to.2 Nonty ra.e,ta e POh anon .chi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~A Ides. on. AIn tha thitoeesadloeo u sntluttipn u tt ouIn'y to an te._ no hoino and inrds en.

Thee naseti n o f j 7 th"l'e~ httnul o onte Pcithe m' m tesil n oration'sp ails.an .ahrnaiene 5- ' goodiei
the ... Paiit aenio dnic -- let's just s oy 50 00. -10. a

Z1. Se on w.0 3 3 a nre ashe ca I gea c c e "a ,h te, o dyo 6t
ane amlhn hotadsoel onion lthe isigahtte Wy- /e~iL4$t. _1

tat fi:e Ame loa neaouce last as nte ares, hat no been ide-
tii d Thor E e.in-n Id beo allottred b0 tho Penpese d ncton."d~, .-. e

otter, orcossai elte been oe In th ana tlin s ate o that . . :an '
theneloner notin atF d. he allotte Is~ no Is a .n~ Iu.I-at

l1p en, sod crpeleas .... T' fw rnrad"tn ~ n t .0"

lh' d o , -c ~ , .and fe r. f .n ., .! 2 -11 63a
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LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY 761 SE 4th It.
Mni at Un, ty ,1,i n , D, 117"l

August 25, 1988

TO: EIS Committee

fo1' Anne Ruedisili

August 16, 1988 REi Rail Garrison ,'raft -tatement

"y -7m is An""' dsil fo 71 I37c4th t_ . ot,

Editor 711 St.P It Hi q h.01 and ii very

n-pe North pltota t or. o thers I o t n d amaa r from t h iotp

anraet easdth y ha bcome w ry 
,OO 

d friends of mine .

D et Ei or e nP a k s o p p o s i O n t o t he Pte a Garr i son
Dear Editor: t' missiles. I ca,'t call these - a~epr"

n a an o tstn e o r to keep li I fear of a nuclear ac -

ea nt to invite 
ieryone(including myself) A l i y s ren t h i ran e d ni nn no

to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ s thande thstosiiitehtngiscos"' after ant ninyrattac o infit' g cao pt-

1e're sCare. We grew up wi th the idea that trains x~re

to fe t finrs t s y t ha t s e a r ly.onn g a n d on th n e ay th ,dhiit i the n a y fo o d a n d

ast e go lo ally. b n otin heal 
1 tople to otle.r iarts of the co dtry et n re ing

tndeeper 
values that 

raniot fpte h y 30,00 ,O0 n

shos tir 
Firnt ey 

the 
o r c u tGarrison 

Proect for

s e at th e e to i e s t a n c e r a ou r tn s re p "tt err n . T h de f ir it io n fo r th is t is : "h l ino
ladrts to f ne e nuae ou nt sufflcent m111tary Strength nd perceived willingnes to

mihub oo oru loclly s tre~r a er a eem atack to inflict .n.cc~pt_

thoed e takee ree dartico at difficult abl damage on the ingly thu ih lt the o stri nr

unpopula r sitios, do n but ot in the loa teoirst iith a hit o gnasm e en fr, ha atr

ri'iooic cido y go~ig tofhl t ouri sm. i cury state- . 0 Peole

ast inters t of our country or our world. 
ami na, ai htd soo to enjoy temnlr nd it,

hat fher I felthat North Dakotans respect 
f sac no t oppotich a as they

Ch ns nt er itnor de and andt siff cul aecndn nTde m i didmen I aw h

upop sala em dleystm posnhirgutt 

el he m e.d fv an "t in dp In favor

i f d 
le 

o 
o f t h i s ca o d o f m n t e d r e i s to p r o e d t h e n o u r

inl a goo fit " om,0Y. '1ith .abit of sarcasm I saytths "ail Ga-

n s , i sio t r o n v i d o s , t o r i s n t i n ne l ly g i t h o l p t o r i s m i n S t a t e .o uo p l e

nd tt n spiri t I l Mi no andn w n thP o fet a l y a i o s v n to e n joy the mse lves and re lax ,

fl r te from hthe train ith se ve ra l i,-

In preciosprt values: hit~alty trus esi~ ni. hyred t Aone cuoiile i os

best for her. I feel strongly that to only 
ssi o It eraet 

hav o u. o osi t m t e ils .

se the 300-400 jobs and to ignore the horror 
ca . ome fO!rK S very dolit and a mee teril a theo.

P o e~m I m e d.t R e l a s h7r , I m r dtt S e l s e

P a fa r l t h e r i fe 
r rr 

ortd - , d m e fw r e v e r y r e t I d i d n 't

and the absurdity of the Rt - at

pote f1n hat sedople ill hor avean o Cered lesthats

Ptateme l. by maene delavrf s e m o r e urlea onec 8-1-a at 202332090

bombs, is to turn our values Upside down, to 
iht. d. l t e e e r ah t e r aed ha yo1a

flirt with the danger of betraying some 
of ourD

m st precious values hospitality, trust, o nne Suetsi I a
love, shalom. 

An ud~l

Thank you for giving this Your consideration.

Neal Ruedisili 
-
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Ent e I I tediate Reledseiytropsed 50 mele .st e

For further Ineted uIn c t t see snformaddm oe bythet
.ontact Medelaine Kotimicher 

Falr Lor fmac thi.. .at.

t22-080 or375-87?5I 
o 37 -8775 4, '541-4 D.08

ess far socby al s, pe a.1 S l ror 

Union of Concerned Scientists

ate oen of the lee of a sher to be released ete s el fnd 
ae l0te be3-00

Is : hssge t malal. haneg s e ss. D i nfn mortal232ty,
athe datonl an hea lthgs rare. Sco 

Stte" nt by Dr. ttTth 
a Korfl-cheD r o a rSlateed sna-d-b o

th essay fse the 0.. system ald each btt e 
h sed t o 

Wat the Jacksonville 
X hes onri he. t rahi n D o d b

a, e . h s oes problems. .Repsela sly .In .a stats 
Ill 

I a le srb the U stat 1 . ne.h.ed than ti h s. I s...

aibase d he Irilems teh as e g ll at the draftnd 
t drt fld o delomet m ttes.

homelo eene ea rm L a et e st e lan d id r e gy adde s t th W Proposed fX t grilm-g .. sy t e m . the on ra.ns

altetn tilas of buildi n a is a epsd s syste m.d usin theta1e 
see esresientist epec lt dssg the early

e e Inr Social programs t Social workers are e mne t 
par of crosls Da m thei nceate y iht

aI hu ls, amtnm ar e 

Sn -mesh 

aes f p l 

teeb

phevstty In de ate lenela eed.y herefore es essas s nead he addressed are listed low

inadequate educ.to 1 n0 heh ge k':1 SOCQ~ a 41"2Sker. feel tht 
1 h alGrisnS0e ud eVleal

the money for th MX sysem could tuch better be used t2 Then el-Garisn Sys ould t e e l ly traib l eg

-3-be ms 
Te 0, b SO ia at strategL C warheads than they are in

Aom:k 6eness ae~e prob social wo T hn rer nitlcee thtor cur tnt fixed-silo deployment ites .

uti tely ballions of dollars on 
se. octte, csinm he dd eIs ty bn so e e

:b~ aPoSovieta* old eas

warae n k np deal 
thh 

the 
in 

s - I et a s is Du erb a el g dey l s

aily as , d r e h e e h 
n s es ame s 

ii 

nct ntivs lo ng trh al y, tainrk

r s e t l y i n d e s pe r a t e f i n n yTa 
l n e e d . T h e r e f o r e , t h e 

aka 
nsa s 

ti n e a s it h e t he s

imestlesm, es1 hinsl train rlonaeg 2 ehed n

soc" ia -kiift for Peace and Justice Strongly opp.... the vuln eabi stroy .a SinlenSO kthU :; t ..in hkeam

sln ~l sellt y nlma e n te tra in g he fleet

Proposed missile systemo 
r le a of rile

ThPat m eda ~ he thls etwrkbl, Sm y ng6heur

.ft.. dlsp ..s41,

tafe2. The st sof g ,ld be Strategically 
prtabills n .

Ine ... t ite ttyc._.l ywi'he'd system. ncr ....

incnt~es to attckeary n ac itl, sneIt; It-n

a adsg o e located, can be de to yed by on two

3 Tepn... a - IO r vulnerable b tain mod leo

Thplymen s"egswels the sarsdngaseI

0e et mican Incentives to strioe early, since

t2let eei only decrgea the attacking force' chance of

e a it h l sa r en pl i a b th of t

inei essice ttan ~ lcry wared witi

IOU, to eISpehiully.. nC..,:,:.t. attack 
during the first

The beat way to deal with'this vulnerability, 
moving the

trainse Out oif garrison, could be perceived as pooaie

"aUsing Of accelerating an intersational 
Crisisp.v~~I-

] . T h e 11 1 1 - a r tis o n -o , , a a c t s , M a n t A t t c i n S o v ie t

Attack.
3 The cdeployment s:ites,t as 11i as h ur.dlqaes

-hlch the iss e tains wulthpetrol, wnill areas I

target. 2o. barre. attacks as id I 
saturi te the

are.. .with nuclear explosions. 
teSve---ttt h

-30-
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: oll_"I 't.. ¢]_ ,

WHEREAS Wle, the Jacksonville Commrce Corporation dedicated to the -,,j.' o,, S4l.' e ,
-
+ a

'  
r).Z bese , P#':jt

industrial growth and economic well being of our comunity and recognizir
Sboth the national itlitary timportance and the local economic impact and '"• _ o ~ , ,

,WHEREAS As taxpayers we recognize that the rail garrisoned Peacekeepf
system provides the best return on our military deterrant tax dollars 4t y o ,b o o~'fh f,
NOW THEREFORE Be it resolved that the Jacksonville Commerce Corporation
of the City of Jacksonville supports and endorses the selection of Littlf ui ,, J ;$ ; r ,

Rock Air Force Base for the deployment of the Rail Garrison Peacekeepr. 0-qe1e
Mi~ssile, and strongly urges the officials of Strategic Air Command to Mel
Little Rock Air Force Base as a favorable prospect for the system.

ArYss A V 1deti, r~u-O

J A C K SO N V IL L E CO M E C E C O R PO RA T IO N & 1 & o. e O t"  o A o" 1U )( s y si r isr a _

Jerry Halsell
DIRECTOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
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A) AF vre4y. TI'cvc is cour'S'v'j ao4e vi'e e 4 , /eir r,

-r ,! A , fho~t.' <~u~,-5 Sc-callecf fPare ketlfr ";I K a, k~aI
sc'~ ros ~sa1 based anrICS on~ aivr svi' YracK

ilo 0s1 i- ,'YCserc.lO lidse I'll <svon 10y d e

a, .- ~ a , e~ ?,V 0 -b -tpe 0i'"I lod cal c-41-,oK

r,,)CrovY WeQftqM v. bIQ- -k bSe -A;S h 'eye , T,
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15 mo4c"yo1*Jej1 io v T do rot &Oael- io Ar raiseM

bor or eyccp" cb'sA 7'o 1As area, cA;/Jfe ;w e t m iss I es a i

* ~4om sewu arS~p n.k;a/,/e he are *t1omb a,~

f),, 'noer hnrna s /!zd nqf alod -4 /m r 1- 4 "-IrS'U li$JA2 or

pr~orr+y Aerej and4 has'g 9'e AtY A roawni~ m-b cr Ii Y7Jn

Todw,'"e do'sno ,6 pyowdne . fopmw t4 SAc ._7cs

A'a /4/, rocr pee4C/ ccrrmnlY fA,'0cy .

aA c r af Chrrslmas , 0 "d-,IJ
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COMMENTS by TOOsTE HOLDER0 on the DRAFT ENVION5MENTAL
IMPACT STATEM19T for the PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM for

e4 4the AUGUST 1 PUBLIC WEARING

JACK"S NVIO "c My nao" is Trsten Holder s" Little Rock has ben my hom for

c~ervation, has been my lifelong profemeion end my lifelong enjoy-
L.i. M Loo-ad Want. I as not quslif ied to as mudeaent on w ther or not 'the

C=naresen the Peident ved thaih eiin In 1986 ehen they
dcddour nation should have this Peacekeeper rail mounted missile

eysteet. But I as qualified to pass ludgement on, whether or not having
a"uIt of this ejansIle aymtes, garrisoned at the Little Hock Air Pores

Bse would have a significant detrimental effect upon hoe environ-
mental qualites which. in emet all other cases. ol he been the

Auut 9Sprimary concrso coneervtionists an environamntaliste.

During the eight years between 1971 and 197% st i I ee serving
as Chief of the Environasontal Preservation Division of the Arkansas
Department of Pollution Control and Zcology, I Supervised end assisted
in the revise of literally hundreds of environetal impact statements
and assisted in the preparation ofdomeng, of others.

Scuetso p c the Ac. Fooe. The draft environmental impact atatement that has been prepared
Feofagonfor the 151 mi ysatom is an excellent statement sand proves that

which In most cases Would be of considerable concern to the environ-
Deco i.A mital cusemunity. Usually. the environtmental comnt icoered1 ostly about such things as the detruction of wildlife ha-bitat Esith
I have be"s a aoaident oJ the Gulp oJ Joaouci4tte Jo, Ct teat 3D reahl cor for the habits for endangered and threatenedspecies)
POWAi thic tie, I hauc occu the impactf that the ILittfe Rock A4A .ot 1ho Inocreases in water, sir and noise pollution, with Inceae in
lode load on oo comitv. traffic hazards, with the overloading of educational facilitis and

with the geosgral disruption of the tranquility of comuntity lif. All
Ptecoeasf oj the aiifttp itNtfau"" cc oo ruco-A h" ot o eont c- of these things are important not onlyv to the quaplity of our IfM but
6ifod 00 Wick pueeto.o w -omy sodgcoacon. but 00th 00404 - tna &I5000aso to the quality of life that we will pasme on to future generations.

aM cdo~s~if uoth.Ih0c pteented cc ath Cth kttccge 06 b""o a tok And, hav Ing a unit of this rail sountod missile system garrisoned at
u~~~~e~ " cai aoceuieclcs hi ebcocd cue -0 fopugo6 to kwc the Little Rock Air Fore Bass won't hae a significant detriental1 peace i. oo cooeity. co aae, co natioe so o" Nould. The Zesdeua o6 effect on any of these things that I have just mentionied.

this coactpt 6eet V~t the PeocekeceW R.i4 Goeicco. Pugoaw sat the Littte
Rockb A.C Foot lace si4 hetp "c 1. eootic thoac tjjoofta. Now. I know these things that I have just mentioned are not the

si concr n of some people regarding this rail monted sisuils eye-
Ac -n eteorfed &~i~it a Opkaent",Zve 06 the eiloioene 06 the Ci~ty 06 Jock- tee. I knowr there are some people who don't object to nuclear weapons
sooeibER, 1, tkee6.x do hebyk coetta the Pcocekeepuo Rt 00000 Ing gneral but do object to this particular nuclear wesyons systest.
Puoguas be ptaced of Vt 1.ff 0 Hck ctFoht 3act. I know there are somes people who object to having any k od of a weap-

one yst:eswhether it be a nuclear weapons system or a convential
Reapzcftut. Weapo sm I ao kntow there art some people who object to pay-

ingtaxs o spprt our arced forees,* our schools an everything
else.

L.C.. LWWA~dIn all probability, this coalition of objectors will not get to
City Cteok-Tioaoo first base when it comst to preventing our cation from deploying this
CITY OF JACKStOILLE, ARKANSAS rail mounted weapons system In various parts of our nation. But there

DOCUMENT 400 DOCUMENT 401

LEAGUE OF WOMFEN VOTERSI i' OF
_____ PULASKI COUNTY

"COePomaTOO

ia good chanee that these objectors might succeed in preventing
a unit of thi ra Il mounted system from being garrisoned at LittleE P
Hock Air Force Base. That would be very unfortunate. StTTMET 00 Tot RAFTr ItPACT Srorootu PEoulKE Iso RAIL GARR1SON

To0 put it bluntly, if our nation is determined to spend all e Tt0000LuAT000CrTc0C01rICou.
that Money anyway then let sowe of that money be spent in our area

whr our pepl wllgt som of the benefit.. Mo need to remember. I500 el ~r~oooOS.50 fun0000 uak oty
that In addition to ths lements of the environsewnt which In moot Weappr,-i-r thi. opportunity to co-woe on the draft impactt ~es -Psc
cases attract 'the attention of the environmentalists,* there Is an-
Other element of the environmeent which has a trameodous impact upon keeper Rall Gattisu Props..
the quaIity of Itfe. Is other loeent in the economay, Navin aLprosperous an stable economy throughout the area as a wholean There 0, a high probability that We h.00 i, PuLski Count y .011 haws ao
ens whic h woul en*-ble m of our people to live soaewhsr. abevo earthqake rssisriog 6.s 00 ths Oloter Scale by the Year 2000. (.raas
the levelIs of Poverty and drudgery, is a valid and worthwhile ob-
jective. natcoalist. Vol. 2, 0,. fulogut 1904). In addition, if O, -tsr~ehn e L~th at

I t appears that ouar goveornmgent, in spits of anything thet the . LtrSaertn c-i h .Idi -tae.bidn.hr
objectors can do. is going to go ahead and deploy this rail morunted in. J.ke-ill*. 0111 be arthitertuIly daeasa. The Laesus requests that
system I so, let$ s try to get a unit of this system garrisoned at the final enviometal iea statseet diss in detail the 0m0.00 son
Little Hock Air Focwas.1

t !Hi rrio losio s to the rail trauk if an oerhuaaKe relisten ins,

I.; - 0. en the lohrt Stole turd.

We tsoti.- to hay, deep toenabo-t sir and later polu'tiut it tanm of

a Il ir iseneeta ,-shhe-. 6t1ena or. doe tlae.t The L50.,

21 -rse -w,0100. daae tO the Rail Gerts. and the t oue sair and ealr
Truaton Holder I_________________
2100 Arch Street pOltluOn that could recuit frue, ath damae.

Little 000k, Ark. 72206 Bie L0 eeilyu-t~daatete oltu...001100ot=wn31 Wahould dtueteetrtaaiieuu s uolf-r of harduoe eatoIal
q.1,eil.Oetal h a t 00 the Cl I of Jak-eeI e. eater ilk.

Latal I ,efes . 1 als 2al to futher polot ion. dmc to hsardsoe spill,.
I Vs 05055a0 that t~~~he finatl isatttestdrs heEecofolle at ILut-4

The CLVotes thanks you for the oppoutoelty to sha,, o- tIes. on this i1sos. We

-1oulik t10 tsecsiee , copy of the final Impact -t-~t sWI uotifiuatien of fote

"ppotoitisa to .. r... ou ti-..

ao00e cl.m .s00wonm s.s005utO10
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0-

ACORN F- .7di-.-..
Ctact: Gloria Wilson

3 72- 4436

The P"1 onycatro CR ol ie to express its Zl,
,ol d- ty-it"he rkanas eaceC onposing the basing
OfteMXMsiei hscut.W eltat placing this costly
and 

oageou cip-et in o* county -by _ain usaar t ofSce isie.TisWao il e
[ ep....lly danher'-us t Ins and snodorato incom citizens, Since .

any it oa nc_ I ht,.rhod ar o ed near c ,,,erIa -ai rod ~~.
track ahch nith be ased'tort .treprtt the' 5-Il L "n et's tot,
fameS, that Oine Addition ,a, evacusated t~ice because of Mc's .. i rn".4 cl r-c acd -reponnbl ity,.1 hat ace thc chan. so at accident - -- f

_ccir qtin_'. thc M-O. Missle?W. n - n. WS- dn
rinailly. the .oney tt in deloying the M-X Missile could he .
thetraed ortn t Ite. ch an decet streets and dcainage,

ectonand health ca e are not -1cioned that the M-t is -Z - Z
seal .... tee ry for oar coantry 'sa de fense . of ACORN

Letit t ad o reordtha shPu'laski Coanty chapter o CR
yPP nes the taini of the M-N in this county.

Associationt of Communty 0ranzottos for Reform Now

DOCUMENT 404 DOCUMENT 404

4MW5 4509 W*1A
oeMMCAYza, ?b511 e CRtY.r 8541 I

aIlRs Saetir. The Increased thans of socidents due to the immense size & ea owmn i lhempodtoanan
vW o wf L asIsn't addessed in the [MS. 619mwItxi~~ult"nswa~yypspimlome@berigb~oootina'w

Standard rail care 5I 1reet oL~ & the maximum lad is 9 1,000 Ibo.1acwtUui euiyprone aetergtt ean&sac

The NI inhl 171 feet lo114. and w61gh0 about 200.000 Pounds.atoei iSetek. ad hl oo kFre ntla~nWa
rtndr m - -u a9 fet Wide. The MI missile, alone is 7S" viz.. 71 wo ffects onlocalr polie Andm miitary poice power Will thewb

Will the UIlcar. ee t. he widar to scomuldate the Istach assembly M9etifY panel Stop and Matrch campers Cny bethpacks? Banter
21 & otier I~e eqsipmenst? If the car e 12 fee wie the Wad carrying rt? Fishes carring rods especially in cawe? will security

Vls d t eare-d before the train CIn eater the syatem. Th eacmlb keeping local people under observatIon?
DEIS delat addess thin poe lit. led fix effects, W ihe [MS doesn't cover the saeowdary effects of the accdent ameeoea.

211cmmk laped.t The MS eams accidents in Isolaition. while there The analyais is of the effects of the, fuel from one missile. yet there will he
we likely to be secendary, affects. said cois. For examnple. If thr an tw dev selwhr o mubian wd ie dagbunelyUl n ag tuaton ire
explosion. and conaequent release doaciv material, Wres Nifw theIC WIID00IWwudb ak~l 00 oa nfr
esipemae haeels Iehease we=e net heae In he . there Would without the second missile being likewise affected. Alam any accident. fire.
be aesommic, lspecs The public maiitt in ssch a situation. perdove or explioelon IQ 10trson Would effect four to .1100 missiles. with taater

3 ~cl"prodacts from the area o sma aceldeal as aus. and migh destrucion resuwltn

Plham Coedy would run in the, ben-deedsI o thousads of doilarit is Miss MS doesn't adequately discuss th risks or cosequeoses of
possile that the public mfighlt rePond by dersIng theat purchase of al aeb~o 9111 that MI trains will he pWArtcaarY susceptible for the
Mineseri agiscaltarall prndu"t result in alillomes aollr lesset' An [diaries reasa.
example CC thin phsmaM in the lease in 88i101 by Norther lboem *1I trains wlill he easily IdentifIable as soul due to the immensesi

famr du wa0msblNd@ IIIIIELA11I.1 opared to normal ralroad cars. It Would alo he esy for terrorists to
fNamer wLtar te werob" Wdadwhte r w rt the traina from the time they lot the garrlsoo

inaa~..l~k.E miil.* 100.0oo mile of tracan be proltd from People whso Will

Ji~nlke ar Iht soul beaddegee intheElet o ind vlue Eupin.e bombs on the tracks (the MS doesnt dimsass econdary

41"5 mart Land vssna h ok lt uerpatd apped altrn, impose Weatar forca on the missil than would an accident)
4 add a the u plant W odat o would hes theffe Ipct nsan oolr, "Shic plans leftd& moves the trains only four hours every day.

ands on. doy l et a eeun n a osdti fetteaheerrss 001uld easily Plan and ary ou an aabsh.

I 4lbe 100118 Irarfm problem: I anmot a advocate ofdy 8 iii Ise Air Force doesn't examone te secondary efoe dr ai adcideat
-dnease but snym who Attended the amIn herbgApril ~thwi Ismlii ,.mang r vehicle earya hazardousor explosive maslas

tUM sytm vare placed at Wishoem. The Federal sierwasesa dose't12 btint dsuedTsinarlpoiilydoongtainstth
5pay far. or help loadoer. the lows that ma braken by prolieur. Kitoep 12 bYhsoTART steia d.I t isvtU nW o"ni'h *dMti nanttmMitha

C e m o . W 1 1 Ie t o p a id a n v e r a g e d $ 1 3 0 0 0 p r lo cd d e et oo d e a r la t h er a l s

raiedPe~ ~nau~ heisinet auee wrhed Te t I lOY1he No Action alerivin ascS discussed as It should he accoding to
$100000t por mysalo rosteFeralo pw n 0av ained an ite N110lanai bv onta Policy Ac. wb oft for 'spciicll takin

mevosin. ny ana frm he edeal nveomea.131 into somat the alterative ofas anion.' In the 764 Paes of the MS.
only 61 Nes or text mention the me actio alternative
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M s a" _r ANN so arKt
Tm5ugy of rukc TULIM.m, of Pb Car

FARM CitY. Pb 6411 K- CRtY. Ite 641
AqWA 18.1"s itwat 16.1e

lifthaffecta from producing the nucea wrheds.inelinthe 164enaa Cohen 00) W said that a Deopartmeent of Defense briefing

141 kaeeratic of vw.e the release o radioactive smerials and the expoure implied that M1 Rail Garrisao Could be loa turnied into a cootinuously

of workers, isno~ adequately addressed in the MIS. Rlating to another 23 mobil system. Is this a possibility? Do Air Force contingency plaa
15 IS. to which people lOWl don't have amat s h~lardly, adequsae at include Koch a oln? what woul aut a plan do to the risk a"eeset

Wdratsife. Wone 9 copies of the referred to 5IS ware "aalale, there was IeVti1of the MS?
15 m time between the relase of the DEIS to analyz t. Thare am

cortlal wasnt time to request reserve. and analyle an UIS for another 171 Hae studies boen dam to -am the impact of the vibration and

Vol24 harmonics that the miaxede. warheads. and fuel would be expaned to?

l21rhe MS den not adequately address the questaon of emergency of thane variables n mgetal fatigue within the anthe. the rail ca. and the
response. it lates that emergency teams would respond to accidents, but m itssilf?
questionts still remain about how 6M it wouldl take them to repod to an
saddest The M~S stale at one, point that a fuel fire would last s I$IWbat is the increased chan c o cidenit due to the lack ci experience

"u"If that happened,. and V only m smile horned, ad i 251 ofthe crew? The DEIS mtakes the assumption that training is a valid

haadous and/r radioactive maerials were released. ine aemall town 100 substitute for actusal experience. which is not true (else pios; would not
miles or am from the nerest metropoitan ares would local psblic safety need to fly regularly, but only train regularly)
personnel be trained to safely repond to such anintidentsasto
minimize health sad Property namage, of does the Air Force plan to 19) The discassions of the risks or air transport maishaps is inadequate in
respond to the scee Within the aft mutes that the fire barns? the MIS. The risk assesment points to such a low probability of accidents

26 thatd it isn't anulyted. yet the fact remainds that thee hae been Accidents.

1 1 3)11 there ware an acdent with secondary damage. es would be likely if An addent in Spain maslted In mew warhad being lst for severalmots
17 atrains caught fire in a drought strikes ares would the Air Farce pay far and the removal of 2000 pounds of radioactive sod. This alas points to

the nonoy deamng? Problems with the risk analysis method Itself.

1ei l4fflas MS desant adequately address the economic effects of the metor 20) The DEIS does not evut fually the risks of sabotage by Air Force
19g the missiles. Is the Air Force goin to purchase 50 new MI mtssiles. or will Personel or the results of such sabotage. Instead it provides bland

201 the on deployed in Wioe in Wyoming be used? If thoe are used. what 27 US~wa s of safy due to the polidie and procedures that the Air Farce
wlb e teecnmic affect of shutting down theMX as command n the has st up. While the personnel programs may have Ws banefit. thay

21 cnmy ci Wyomsing? What are the environmental effect of removing cannot remove all risk, and thuis the results of sabotage by personnel must

adtaso th e Missiles from the slo? he addressed.

15) he issiletrahinswilbe xoe t xrme ihatadcld e h 2 1) The DEIS does no define well enough the critere under which the

rageo temeratares which the missiles can withstand without crcig2 trains would be deployed. -Natloal nead- is hardly adequate far the public

221 from espeneboo cf the fuel must be fairly narrow. What would be theOfCM toeauehw tc h stmwulImtegriMan
environmental effects of a failure of the heating ar cooding sytm daring a thus thee can be no seffective analysis of the risk measurements that are
time of extreme weather? based on numbers of rail mile travelled.
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M RON a.- DIS r*5a Q0 1 KitCE
Tsdkeei f ltet Cur Tsstesaydtt C-r

45" Wd" 4W W"
Kaan CMy. t. 641ItI K- City. ra 64111
aAea 18itu &at late.

I221 The populationt density figares average all people ove a range cif 2$Yrhe MS says that radiactive particles would ule over a fairly small

291 auburbs. urban areas, and raral areaft Sinow at is likely that the trains wit 3 area which loot defined. What is a small are? Section 5.4.4.1 impies
asend m tiae in arban wowu than in rural, and aince, mare accidents that it would be an eight square mile ares.

ocrin te highew density ares. the UIS should sea weighted aveage.h MSden ds5~-00gm roeue il eue a

2 311kaditlion exposure figures are as averages rather than telling how 361dpomnortasmAethemy
asy people are expoeed to ltha or harmful doses ci radiation. Far301 example. staing that an are would be expaed to an average ci.23 rena 301 A Congesiocal Budget Office report in November of 1997 eaid that in

could mm that 100 people were expoeed to damaging radiation bat any credible attac scnaro eae with no warning the United Staes
thousandaf ci peopl were, exposed to mainimall doae. This needs to be 37 would have remainin shout 3,700 warheads capable or returning the
corrected in the MgS. attack. With warning the figure jumped to 8,00 warhead. Given these

figures, what is the need for an additional 500 counterfarce (first-strike)
24%gnssmlas have long recagaixed that military spending bassa smaller warheads in maintaining our deterrence?
multirO than cvililn andw For examplespending $100million on
mllltary equipmt which. for mGo Iits useful life will not add anything 3 1) Thes questions were asked In my written testimony aubmitted efte
to the econmy is a less efficlent uan of the money than Is spending the the scopift hearing April 7. 19gg, but have not been adeqluatly

megs S100 million on developing businesses Insa commonit which would sddrasse& Peasse address them in the FIS.
31 enl prouc more. Atnydisco ao imomicimaespc aly c i othe Whet proteona is being planned agains the effects ci glectroulggetic

no acto ateratvmu st include the cmostf any alternative ose ci monay 38 ulsed? What ar the potenatial Oat and problems associated with sich a
tha Woul be spent on rail garrisog, What would be the direct & Indirect symste?
affect ofpendin the ear amO1o c mey tha is budte~d far MX Rail 39 T hat prWovism are being made to comply with Nucea Free, Zone
Gariso in the Whileman area on common"t development? Iordinanes that have been passaed in arees through which the traims may

23MMh Somaraft Commission recommended that the Do retge 401 prans?AethranNcer-e- odineslngheoueite

,32 bauding MX tAnl Garrison with an ADM "ate. What are the results ciofIsti the m ostcs-ffealv way to ame our seurty nedsvive that
birditosdv oldbe the environmuental Impact at an ADM semrit ofithe trains may ba a preole? Whaou thWe poesibllities of

System? 41 W hihr ou due to the -0conaaven development' mentioned in the Armed
Servicesoub-coma miterpor given thatother prolewsthatwere

Id Th sapoaciceia fecsfo nWet sueta hedvlpden uty either felled (the Sgt. York) or cos 20% or am
se will be in commstn males. We all know (especially this sumer) that we prolections (the Akr-Launched Gruain Misasil, the B- I Boseher)?

331 286 is ttan stil, aloing k the m ctatona c irborne chemalsE tom u
remain hish. ad remain In am ares The UIS ms havesiute the reslts HAn the caet Of developig a guidance syM ste ht works (given tha the
of sFad a meal.421 ama ben deivwered asw havesa failure rae alTO11) been included?

27ffe MI ses tht tere s vrtualy nthace c aulearexposio inSin ctua Wafstamn of amies from trains in t projected to take plae sntil341 an eete ihpSt ln suacsw adyofrig d43 1"91. isn't It pUoeile that msc enrviromental damage could he dame
the US shoulid quantify this risk. I before discoverin that the system is useles?

P1WSP6
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Taalhbml ah Car rsmer of neb Can,
4109 est 409 HAw
KSmeMy. 1% 64111 sae, My. M. 64111
Aegm tie ,06Met 18.1gan

441 ~ ~ . ~ .as 62 hearing? Ho0w much time was spent iInttl by the Air Forc. by elected
441 'Sdslym modoemy &rvn Lbu tiam"w" mwvubwab@ thmD 621 fthe publincby inWSsoeakinpblicbn S hAIn b theinsth goopnsmed

mineum five tha STR rowtgion wtul ban 63r in the MS1 bserIngs? In how many of the bearings did the Air Force stun
451 s tas ystm saessm Ysivn tht SARTnegtiatonswo~ ba 63 late?

shstoes imsr Vken that trains leaving the bae during times owznteA rcjstyhligbearings. and preparing anEIS Only46 a hN international tao could be Seen us provecalive? 6 1fom'nminmefwetywrrbmdtt bo&wepialot
471 Is this sYam necem V 7y Why? rail Line Could be oifected?

461 to reflet Uhenoressed ikilheod o nuar attach? 65 ln uhtm.money, med efort did the Air Force upend in preparuO the
tohUe potentiall far the Ioas of retaliatory Capability dee to the esem of gario presentation. med what propertion of that was spent on

49 omfr saboage make this system juatiisle? afternative ban" modes. including no actiuii?

Why do we and the KX in Rail Garrison? Wha problem. or cenceived lack
mnOusecurity, is this systm designed to correct? Whry is this basing501 method better thn the other methods that have been considered and
repeal, such a the "lace Trach r

Wiyis Missouria of the proposed basin sites? What is it about
51 hsmmAM that mas it a good location?

521 H~ow can afMIru strike weapon lik Mhe M1 ssile build our deterrent

531 M , Wha pcdtres were used to notify the public or these hearings?
I owfin advance did the Air Force know the time and date of the

541 hearing? The date or the hearing was rinall released me July 11. Can 24
days noIc he .nssdred withinboththe spiritmed the lesttrfthe

551 IMP Can the Air Force say that the public has had an adequate amount
561 of US 0rsod1 h I?1.ias e I..ddI.ArFre

appleentsey documents. which must be ordered by name separately
57 froe the DEIS. has the Puiblic had adequate time and information to

rasoably mealyze the Air Force's methodology?
58l Is the proes set up to bae the . on s te public whent ordinary

59tiasna Speak alter theAir Force ad ae elected officials? How can all of59 the cmoens of all or the citizens affected be head with.a three minute
time limit an only meo hearing of three hours? How any people at the

601 herings in Other parts of the Country didn't gt. a nce to speak? Why

mehtt611 ae trig sound systm plmPi, 'et taken Off
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Knrit 31, 1986

DECLARATION OF auueos

July 26, 1988 fo yea the communitis of Oaoda And Auaobla hae
ha~%: plasureOfbeig ew to one Of the many United

aSt : Armed. Puma. I .... i~u Knows, as Camp Cae-l
i. th 1920 .. it grow iota a. Luampuudeu bae "o

To homit ay oncrnthe 1940's and WAS revaled OCiOd AM~ Air Field.
Sitce thufC Apil 5. 1900 Rail Garrison hearingi the Oscoda-AuSahle On July 4. 1953 it offiilly bectama Vurtamith Aa~r
Che=bar of Crsro ha. Conductedean Itrostu study on available Force Bse.
h og for personnel involved in the set-up and the operation vrtere.teOeiy n h eshv oae

he rojct.a co-stana that is so rare that hardl: A disetinction
The survey of 100a1 ares lodging estuhiiatuoentu has revealed Can be otlced beitween thee.

apositive attitude and arecept iveness to provide the neded -ual
aooatdatio S avurel sources hae" ghoet a prognosti ot ion The DecodeAubl Chamber of Cmmrce ise proud of

of 75 to .0 uor noits to he uracted in the tear future, all embers of the armed forces bat especially prood
of those Wh5 he"s naled Oeuoda-Auabe ther hom

Th suroy of local contractors assured or office that there over the Yeers.
would ha adequate housing to -ust the neud. Their projection.
constitute bot h rental 4 parmneet dwlling. and the 7 to it Naetioaul Defenise isAs Cap eant Jesus to &Veryo"e
year prognooeition f. fr 400 to 50 0 unit. source. also stated bat ia pertiealarly important to us wba hae" lived
thet 9s% of the iabor force ut ied in t he impleentation of 010se1y with so many Of it.. fip. persase. Our RAJ1-
the Rell Garriso projuct woold he 100.1 end already haves lodging. itary Affair. Cmittee and The Air Form Aeaoietiaa
Thu. the nud for udditiosal housing would be partially negaed. 55A Intiately with Crtamith Air far" sas to hep

this -stry atfems.
The oscoda-Auieble Chamber of Coummerce, would like to assure this h ..- a h aoiy fi. obr eoas
assembaie that they will do their theos tosi assist anyoanet huinvteorelCdehol

wit t upo t by providing either lodging or real estate infor- t:,ama~ Je aurtai any Sad te aleela andwhlly
eti l will help saur@ the freedams of oar greet sattee.

e4 I., Preident Thu One -Augebla Chamber of Commrce and It- aDirectors,
Oscoda-Aiehl Ch-bero nnrs acting aa representative for the majority of buaimsene

in the beimes Omunity. atands firmly behind the
possible basing of the pe-ehepar sail Gerrleoos at
eunemith Air Fe aeae.

eAy fin. people hen' came and go"a through oar comuity
aaprt of oar ntion- a aeneeu team and we ay thank

yaw far letting ws serve you but above all Gad, siege
tas far serving j.L
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SISTERS OF CHARITY OF LEAVENWORTH
SOCIAL JUSTICE NETWORK

August 3. 1946 LOCATION CbS~O HE

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAMI

Thank yo: for, attending this hearing. Our purpose for hosting this hearist to
summarie fo ,ou the envitronmental consequences we hoos determined ttay ocr it he

OW af k FAu. Assi oal. I - c .attvt oj 04-%i0u~ ad . £541.0 @i Cls.R5.IV Peacekeeper Rail Garrison progratt proceeds. and aftord You so 9pportunIty to bring to
ej Lcasn;ot:%iaao. my oowsad4.lthe Su.4.tns j' Naiya$ .4E'oe i.oriattert-n matters we may hoe inadveten Ily overlooked. 000 go.: 1s a thorough
6. .6 h. M 4t eand hlAti L.0.10411@104 0.ISO W"0. WIN,0 0A etronita analysis that will be, asilable to puhirc Offira.s and o~ttis beforea

the 00 Silttl js 10 .4ult --4 O U iaRA-P50 wank -05 U 40j tile final decision on the program is made. Pleae use this sheet to being to our attentio
seat" PsfleOd " tobatione 4ak theisat MO aul 0.0. ptoect. So. I - heat envieonmen tat issues that you feel haoe not beln adequate y snalyned n the Draft
". a Akoatanu sad a a htpteiterfult j e4 disc es £510 Cisa~uty oc 0 .16.btiuct Enolronmental tntpact Staltent.
5o&AkW. "pttau.Utli I" the 5.41... 06 Ch."u~ sp .0 won in uoa&oui 05d Pleura
lthe vasl4.af 06; the peopl ke is winsod well lsaen. In addaioa. I a a ~ ~
P~il610.adt sadist ineakat.

sad welldana e6 pcopt. o ppoec dhes MR t ... aRuon pLtax. Tua pt 1 _ -
t~~~~tt 61Kn4 oa

.
~I.M Mssile .#dc dte sl. and ptait u Pitpl

sod = '=ad inAhh thi ssa asad i hs Soci o n u.. It "al 4"
5OD waaisead. 0and ven, Is 0.000 .de Isaul .oaouA ~alaed hased ~ ~ 7  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

1 iit t.010 o kabde capacuig. and Ouse.a to th dis t hat we. uan in0teRInt tu --- -- xt_
*a041e "~ ease05 Id t hauR. as iga iutoccx thatw case~g Mid rA /~~AUd1

= "10g4 a jok coe"Uo" do A s c ast psipo. .4pc'atfl~ 05
is4 fenooc0.cu Un e4150.5 ad stpRReaoatUve 06 4 thttat5 that- -__

desailizatione - both siudes. FiTe MEl Pad laR. plts dmth 1.44,d
UA spinet the 555±0 e6 disc Amenuds psotel.

I £1.a 1,91ACo that dtc MXRePa Gaas4a pitaf i u9:satgieU~I lad a..
lid-w.aai .6 -batd .atadt tcoiaolv o4 u~pd euAtcd Pesa

t ac. My lanitktasding i tha 16. w lt 14kgt 4011A t10i hun tdo diuapcdhc

the .sAit tsaa Om0s 1150. gatulioe do 16014 point1 06 dchitusEo. it taku.

3 onl i1t Usoalto 6OA ea i4t&AA~tico SOuuo.1 sisMeutl do 4tWAg A0.e~ogs. 60sl.
A Soiet acg atdtack and at oA *doAeiso noudd sot ombf daedog50.4010

6.1 sua400 satums lit de~t~oglaia e dhucmas pojolttis. Whitde i

aef z %ttto t."su~ 4%g4M A&pl Cstnd t Pa0en US.0 41145 actd. t 6.

As4&0Loqsa pcs~sa, duuseltV. I ax itosacos. ho6 visa nci50put Aates, 64ow it&
seccpt05a do uga deptayeast Oupacab.1 attuoa 06 dUattei datty, 6.1 u take.s pAW "tpUyMrllinN1111011,8 - - -

W041sno ote 06 DiscOPLE. WOtou teadfa ham0 de~esibed dhac .a 000
Oh. ~ ~ ~ o the ~ldO ds post Oc oa. its an g awlcd0 1 

5
e.4 s1oi oaoonosd 010. s haa." e lnsue tatte .0. to 06 lssu

ela'- onec and ction ..Au~l .50 ttoo 4 lao" MR s P4. taau e human0 Logl
Cc w4l g~t.. e 16.alic which nat @640144 40td60 . MRa dt oc6 .o.

li fsta 0..1codsstu 4l. .001.. isa h youth5A heat, 600 dis ..l isI.60sie Sre Addrn City Stat
16. aeudlc tdAp-td ns deal ad dull, dis t ocouh uc a popsn. the icutis.
.6 "Asction and t6. haatslc. U ths stage. rUiso. Uec lbet c00.ug. Pleas hand this form in or mait to: It Crt Peter IaN,-

A FACE -005/DES
I ae Psoel o o ppose this joodat as. and 1o 00444000 tstu optpostitoca 1 hottor Air Force Base
on 0 W jesl e ia tsd j6 aeopo. Thsis Vt.. Sott Rertsdn. C.l~for-i 92409
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LOCATION 64Y'I'WV Lt/ ~~s~A
Ilk # L U.S. AIR FORCE PEACPKNIMESR RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

TIWR ys ao ssaalti ttsa haintg, Our puse e ustiSng this haing tatto
a=aXtl.Fr e ~ cstaed. esatsqtyaae e av ae daeead saly oe- It the

(~ ~J 4J~ I t01~X 1)4/f Neeee Rail Garrison pograma Procees, andafd .1y00 aM fopportnty to bring so
aour attention matters we may hame Inadverenatly overloahk*& Oe gaold Ia a thaosgh

A-envromenatal aslyala that wtlt he aestishie to publtc offietals aell ettisome before a
2fon decision.00 as the pagesam Is mtade. Pleae tuse this asasst to breg ta our attention

1-1belVA Ok, 71 3 ' t'e'Cseahs-asl beoa that yoo feel hav, at hesn adequaty asalysad te the Gralt

70A wLamenaatal impact Stst maen .

A1ZiCAAeJ Juj. .AJV IFAIP .q-r uMlsF4OW o C rar 0* . t100.tl

7 F'nsfu mrenap EA5O(O.
4 0 

Alga ll A TA, r Eo & f Plaoa

0
)..(pL4J A4 A ___________M________(_____<. _14b_______n;___e_

[_ ;t~y?_0siC. Y duo-lOP, *r'1A7 ,(ugC/I m~s~u

Cr I L AAd Sri 6qve'slo ( 7 7 Z- -oNunMA .) 1P~i ltoeO F&"~
~ ~ srt ..js.. ;tl.0Z.:1 L. -U 1 rh!J 7Iir 111r Gt4I F601 5-~~ OcL 'r cth re#.0

RO~oAjI A, uu lee 37)?7 tes/.m /1,y~ o)yp
. (x~~o~.r

Ua.. Steet Addrav City Sita.

Pl~ and.5 tisl foe, is or seatt I LI Cal Peter Walsh
I AVRC-BMIfDRY

San Bernsaedsa Calfeee 91409
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LOCATION x/yrkir AV K f4 Coe LOCATION *.Ly7%WV't//, Mk4k#IFr

COMMNTSHEET COMMENT SHEET
UjL AlR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PRORAM U.& AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRMSO4 PROGRAM

Thank yo. foe otteadnog tis hearinL. Or Ppose tot bhotin this hewlg is to Thank youo to attdlng this hearlng. Our purose for Iosting thi hearing is to
meel. for you the -tons-so onsoanc . ho b.e . ldetermined osy oco If the m mas ieo for you the environmentl t oaom enes we have detormlood oy occur If the
Peemalm.gwr Rail Garrison poam o i, a nd offord 100 0n opportunity to bring to Pe.takeeper Rall Garrino program procees.and afford YOU Mn opportulty to bring to
a attion1 mattesm e may her Inadveroently overlooked. Or fool i thorough o " attention mIttel we may hove Inadvertently oveinwked. O. fol I0 a thorough
.o . .1atol analysi that will be avaiable to public officls and eltinens before a oroent.o .l analysis tht .111 be available to public offcilin ad . itlzens ero- .
flow d1is010 os F. 0p m Is made. P.100 ow, this 01e0t to bring to our attonIo. final decisioon the progrm 1i made. Plasma use, this 0 t to bing to o attention
environmetal Is tha t yu ftl have no t bee 0 dieqootely anlyzed In the Draft environmentas lIues that you feel have ot been dquatey .tolyzed in the Draft

sih osms..tl 1.1.pa Statement. Environmentol Impact sttement.

I ,CMe t S "C'11X, t / r f%- NN C o. Street APb rity 44 OIb U eX4r

Nor t, 'b 2. 'o l -'u 1Ae AM -A , I -fot' roA Fore
n- 04 n A 111 . A OCKrl JIJlA 114. Bin -B e in-,rf o o114ol

5
. 
*Cc P CC.c l -1 1 ," -- / "Il.,0( IGo (/A - - W I f9,,1 - r, . CA'I4 C0-, I A.. .t" , o w c

#Jpf,1 ., Z"70P 1 ,, C!,.t. A j RC t,I -- 0/AISS (??/ fLOOd P pL-Aj ,"Y x"le," 4 pe j.r, ep
"if """ C'l u "" *,ctu- (iu0.&. fl "1 'Ot

t
o AF/I- p2.,, l G 077s,- 14 71"

*7,0 p1.'. -I ,1 / G~o ~------, , 7'- W4 " 
/- 
P// -, A' ,- f. ""tir-

S190. OCI Its' T 'J 0  * C 0 r- C4OiF;6" Al 17/O e#Cl -. te -,d2-1

M4: Aluf- 9C s 7..-ef" (0~ , Aj0 D C, '4 " IN IIt D fIJ -f el/I' LII 1riI~d ,C Q * "..

0IC4ltL /C ~L. N(fldcO *.Cg 4, C1, , tI'Ce e, £siec AOOO. fu.'t er~
Il A.r t J, F '!dc &4~ 0.o ~ ~ /~ C i-I'AtYCLI HdL.; Pt.< IJ -reC l'c 7 *A, p~'.A, -r,6

d, -ffe if * -/Ie AA c, , - .= -- sr.4..ccJ FALZ 1-t .'d = LIv,(Lb 4lt.' cc 1^fp t7,101 4f

0, i I f- c cI '-I' 7.ide - o11 AIf 1 / C, Y10 .00 IJH e x ,4 110Al L r rr-l,, Vpz-0C A r,4&C,-fx 14i-f"

-,, r A C ft1 01o Al / i Ze y POSl /(i, r lex. 4.7, Coe jfi7' EN-4 (Wt Al -?W.e ey, 0o'9 (vOl" f~CCep_-,V
N'JI A(I Y 4,MAl e001) -r .AP Trifi' r4f - ! An d Tu.S -7 J4w1*.i c C 7% k? W/,,'AA/ Z .1 qk-wFi-

,I; C o,,/ fI. 1Yeq,rC,- -Illy, - 7*oir e 1/, 10 4C isecV 7U 9 r .oM 4 IT$( &&.0tce- ,fNP U/El/L CexOI&
CA T)C76 N eVONI 4S' W(C' e r'r 100'r Q("(~- 4AIA- kIf7 q3 NI&Jt ot A~I2J~ co0 N cf c

Ul.iI At4 '.4.4100 77~77 00jCf~, LO 5 f SPKIJI('OL4,, aO ;hie t rc (I4. A*4 4,0 277.7 10. ICP7'J-FdT, .1 / ,j 1 ctO I (S

M.. Street Add,- City state Is..0 Street Adrmw City state

1.1.00. ha0nd11 thi oo. 10. or0.1110, LI Col Peter Walsh Please0 hand11 thior. 10n omil to: LI Cal Peter Walsh1
APRCENBIWDEV AFRCE-BMS/DEV
Notion0 Alr Force Soe. Novi-. All P-00 80.
Son Bernardio California 32403 g.. B0.00dhs. California 3240
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DOCUMENT 413 DOCUMENT 413

LA)CATION vorar.O01.O0100

U.S.AIS FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL OARRISCHN PROORAM Peaekepr ai Garrioorm.I 41

Takyufor attselling this. heaog. 0ur purpose for boating this hearing I. to
sommrim for you" nir onotmental eonsequitheas we have determined mayoo-uif thm Thankl rou Col. McoShane, Public officials, Cmmndvrs at
Piuakeoar Rail GaMrhao progam procoos and8 afford 7youao opportuolty to brtne to Wi teman APR and Ladie nrd Soot l~mo. I am J,- E. Grow...
awr attention maltina we may have0 Inadvertenly oveooho Owm goat s. at-gh I wal roroIting tht. ldiitomn Comittee wuhich is a

aolo~noataatoat~tm~l1. nabl to isht hftoal .0t dlloo ~oooac ihI 8Purpose . To promote the
float dpthbion o011. plw ollo m.iad.. Pt... -a this shoat to bisng to oor atention .,an..0-. docolloont an *fctio .. of 180itsoman APR.

mEnviometal Import S111. I. fon ann effot too reserveolyo n b rutt *, ~ 10.. or remarks toithe Pablic Heaor ig of
Eonl~~~oomootal~!a fmatSooot iled1 Draft Eoiomna mot Slatom 1,t1it most b10

,1.10I,.d ~.. o ~, ~ ~ .dithe duouawnt is=00 t o0 This roiso roidcas
anyone ith the trt of infurmtioa n. .. Saon

001."oae00rStli. ;LfLStanc f-. paoa *l ighton*d .11..: o4 the Peackee.per Rail garrison

sail PrT-P. -lo....~o Your,. alh..8 ril. -rgoni.atio mu.t ho
10..8 f IF yor0.t!o.h In producing such a product.

Tbtt. t. T 4.iest r.sponsibilit of loet, isto proud.
00 Cout000br 010ouu to00018.0.0111, 0t...cu 'it, for that aoit..ha tui -:, 0r0h.

_____________________________________________________ loightt.. an it ffo44rt to ansiat in Priding tho ~u t
10 othe citizens o4 the 1.1itodl Stotou of America.

Th*0 Draft Environmental Impact Stalem.ent indicates thor.o
00w0I8 r suit significant 00001ts "0 lat rosourc , lau u.

0,8 bi~lg Tol. 11 ..tl nd0 for:s in .. d~.:.ori:.8
d011 ho inmlioa iio.RtrIng that to.aild-

life.01 h be 00.8 it it ot o": kn_ foot, ta o
_________________________________________________of the villdlifl habitats.ig in these o mttands and troara

coo..t nvoro 110 tatl oos to aircraft Ooratione. Th. i.gi.
ingast ion or Por-g !abJ.t Domo. IFO. .11p, bacome mo,..

sinfcant a. , ncr ad ATC apreti". are .ut i. pta.
a OR.therefor. potrtI alo :mpot d01 hob natgoa

if thu w.ildlif weo.re relocate.,t tho hod down. o4 the Roil
_________________________________________Sarr iton Program could procee..

Y-, conideraon 00 page 4. 11,ad in 7th., Iceatiomthroughoa t . Imac tant, 'ttied M it.gtu
Motrsare otstending. Tht... .. the tpo 04

caiotioroqoired by t h. compsnitiest in the Wh~it-an

01 min tO"h.- Ril ear'h.._ P rmad.f 04ct,o.

.1Our couities and town.. knowu the, w~ill flood to chati Ind
hcf a., affectio oso h 0008 RaSit Sr,,n

pi..e I, r: m niamlt t. LI Col Petrlu 0.1 rk Imat reayto~n ha. Jusit o 0h 0 , cuuo.0 o

AFRCE-BfStRV The. Imac Senthha pri-.u o ided a utliiu, r:. nd Ita 0

Ro.'I00lr~o~ooa.. us, cur l **-o,,*.. bilgcal. ri.nource, wa~ter
R~oR~nR~dtaCO~lf.. 955 ooro .g oilyg and toils, air _Iulit,. no,... 00 nd l

omme~nt on, tho concerns Anuociatod with a possible second
R ilI Con noit or.
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2 UNION OF

CONCERNED
Tb. pool 04* Hissouri bave been- a etting edge0 SCF TS S tOCk.LS iofa a
Hat , = o1 l ... .a 1c141... issouri - t SCIENTISTS
ronlinnI. lard ucrting ap 0e11.0. In the frotdom o4 fre
balloting, *artlclpntlg In th roe of strengthening
mocot, end t.o .1o 1d to oship s they choose.
Miseori "a went to cntinu to participate In the role of
prolding aR " ma& a 04 NAtleoll 0. n.- into the 21st
Costwar. Allowiogp Aaricamn to hao the right to
noewritv---re speech. fr.o -ohelp -ad tho freedom of
choice. 31 August 1988

The Whits a Ittoe ondores the Craft E.n.rIt .ootol
impact Statm t for # tae P anf lo er il ari on Progrr.o
We stand reo r to support a full -. a producatioe and tbr
Initial Opeationol Capability o4 thin Program at Whit iR f Cvr l

Norton Air Force Base
San Rernadlno, CA 92409-6448

To Wo it Way Concern:

The Union of Concerned Scientists has reviewed the Draft

Environmental tmpact Statement (DEIS) on the MX Rail-Garrison

bpeing plan prepared by the US Air Forcen our comdents follow.
We request that these commem nto be printed In the Final

Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and that a copy/ of the FEIS

be sent to our Washington, DC office at the address listed above.

We believe that the DEIS Is deficient In a number of aeaes.

Specifically, We believe that the Air Force has failed to address

the following important questions:

1. WHAT IS THE EXACT LIKELIHOOD OF A SOLID-FUEL EXPLOSION?

Thoro oppears to he some confusion In the sections
deecrihing the likelihood and consequences of mishaps
involving the missile'o solid- and liquid-fuel propellants

(eactions 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, respectively). In particular,

the pathway and likelihood of the two liquid-fuel components

igniting ond the rosultlng ignition or detonatlon of the

solid-fool oleonto ore not fully explored, While examining
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the onvironoentol ond heIth concern. of the solid-fuel event."

propallants. the SE IS describe* the chance of a fire

igniting ond detonating the olid-fuel missile stages a an 2. FOR EACH ISSUE. WHAT WILL BE THE IMPACT ON NON-GARRISON

"extremely unlikely event" (page 5-28). Later descriptions SITES THROUGH WHICH MX TRAINS WOULD TRAVEL UPON DISPERSAL7

of liquId-fuel Mishaps, however, throw this sanguine The courts have found that the Air Force Is not required to

assessent into doubt. In dlscussing accidents involving aes the envlronmental impacts that Would result from non-

liquid-fuels, the DEIS explains that detonation of one peacetime or intentional use of the silo-boeod MX. However,
liquid-fuel component--moncothylhydrazine (POH)--"could" unlike the silo-basd MX, which has only two operational

occur given a requisite concentration of Pei as low as 2.5 modes (peacetime, during which the sissile remains in its

percent to 4.7 percent and the presence Of an ignition silo, and wartime, during which the sinnile is launched

souroe (page 5-331. Tho liqid-fuel otage. in fact. carries intentionally). the MX Rail-Garrison presenta the Air Force
ito 00 o n ~ ion source for o in the for. of nitrogon with three operational sodts: in garrison, out of garrison,

tetrootde, rho scrond element of the Liquid-fuel propellant and launched. Only the third mods can he choracterlzed as a
Aoordlng to the DEIS, these two chemicals "ignite wrtise un, and thus eaenpt under tho courto rulig, from
spontaneously on contact with each other" (page 5-35). The rsvlow in the SEtS proces. The UnIted Stats wIll reain2 oversll safety consequences of mixing MMM and nitrogen at peace during both the in-garrison period and when the MX

tetronide, With their subsequent ignition, can be train. era dinpersed. This is clearly shown by the Air

tsntetively pieced togother frow the report. In the case of Force's comonly used example of the type of crisis which

a liquid-fusl fire, the SElS ad-Ite that the heat "Could Would provoke dispersal: the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962.
inrolve the adjacent solid propellants and cause them to Although American armed forces Were placed on alert during

ignite or eooiod,. .. " Dage 1-35; emphasis edded). More that crisis, hostilities never ocourred, the United States

srious still, if nitrogen tetroxids and the requisite never went to war, and dispered forces returned to base

conentration of MMH Were present. the resulting detonation unused. It in clear that during such a dispersal MX trains
of PON "would lmdlately Involva the solid propellanto In carrying nuclear-ae d and fully-fueled missiles could have
tha sinaile" (page 5-33). The DEIS has not provided the a significant impact upon the cities and rural aras through

inforation necessary to sess the likelihood of these which they would travel. The risks of substantial property

Ilquid-fuel fcc ident scenrlos beyond the fuzzy verb 4 damage end severe personal injury or death are much greater
.co, d'-no qsnt to Iv* analysis of the probabilities of duringj this dispersal period then during normal In-garrIsansuch events is given. Furthermore, the report does not operations. Tha Air Force should fully anoess the impact
ooldl--e adqatlithtiv palyt of Oh prohehl-fe fr duigtiolpralprorhndrngnra ngrio

aes eduatoly either the impact of a liquid-fol f ire or of all such peacetime operations., a required by law.

the consquenc of an explosion of the solid-fuol

propellents. In sue. under the ocnarlon sketched In the 3. WHAT WOULDHAPPEN IF AN PX TRAIN COLLIDED WITH A VEHICLE3 prgraphs o iova, It is not at all clear that the Air Force CARRYING COMBUSTIBLE SUBSTANCES?

hes done the naeeary work to conclude that detonation of 51 when asseslng the possible hazarde to the KX Rnil-Gerriso

the rolid-fuel componentn would he an "etreely unlikely system (section 5.21, the DEIS ignores the nature of the
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other rail or toad Vehicles involved in a collision with the the mosat dangerous accidents could occur when the trains are
HI train. Thb only variables used to determine the forces on the rail aystes. This is especially true during

that sight lead to missile damags during a mshap Ware stretagic dispersal, since that will he the only ties that

"colison epsed" sod "length of fire" (pages 5-10 and both missiles and nuclear warheads will be carried (Table5 5-11). Therm is no discussion, for Instance, of the effects 5.3.1-4). Whatever the likelihood of such accidents, local
on the aissile systsm's integrity resulting free a collision areas throughout the country need to be informed of the

with a road or rail vehiole containing flamable or environmental and health costs.

explosive substances.
6. WHAT WOULD BE THE IMPACT AT WARREN APE, WtMING OF USING

4. WHAT SAFETY AND ENVOIROIENT EFFECTS WOULD RESULT FROM TRAIN EXISTING SILO-BASED MX MISSILES FOR TRW RAIL-GARRISON

SABOTAGE? SYSTEM, AS RSEOUIWED BY LAW?
The environmental and safety concearns ovr sabotage are not The Air Force has estimated the positive econoeic impact of

adequately addresse.d. This thrsst Is set relevant once ths the Seil-Gsrrison eystes at sach deployment sits. However,
trains are released during a 'strategic dispersal'. While it has not evaluated the negative economic Impact Which
it is unlikely that Soviet sabotage Would Occur outside the would occur at Warren AFS, WY, if the Pentagon chooses to
context of a US-SovIet war, third parties, such as terrorist supply the 50 issiles. needed for the Rail-Garrison plan by
groups, could attempt to destroy the iX-hbsing trains for withdrawing .issils currently based in silos thee.
their own purposes. There is no discussion, for example, of Indeed, under current I", which lmits to fifty (50) the
the affects on missile integrity of an attack on the trains total number of NX missiles that can be deplosed. the Af
by stand-off weapons or land mines. Similarly, dispersal of Force would have no choice but to use the currentlu deploed
nuclear Weapons throughout the country could provido sisailes for the Rail-Garrlson swats. The negative impact
tempting targets for third parties desiring to acquire a aseeeent should deal with all affect* of such a missile
nuclear warhead (or 20 of thee). We agree with the DES withdrawal, but should primarily focus on the socioeconomic
that escurlty personnel on-board the trains probably Would areas where the greatest impact can he expected: numher of
he able to prevent the physical takeover of the trains and jobs lost, projected decline in local population and school

warhede from any predictable terrorist attack. However, attendance; overall decreass in personal Income snd the
the final ESS should sddrsess the isplications of such an lOnsi tee base; etc. As an sample of Potentil negative

attempt, as Well as the consequences In the unlikely event impact, according to Air Force figure., the witch free

that such an attack were to he successful. silo-basing to Rail-Garrison can he expected to cause a loss
of 148 permanent jobs. as 590 permanent jobs associated

15. WHAT ECONOMIC IMPACT WOULD RESULT FROM TRAIN ACCIDENTS? with the silo-based KX force would he replaced by only 442
While the environmental and health effects of various types permanent joh created by the rail-garrison systes.
of train mishaps are evaluated in the DElI, their economic
impacts are not examined. Such en assessment should not he In short, we helieve that significant changes are necessary
limited to the areas surrounding the garrison sites, because to ensure that the Final Environmsntsl Impact Statement (FEIS)
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adequately addresses the full impact a deployment decision would
have, as required under the National Environentel Policy Act. 515 Est.WI Wtreet
Each of the Issues raised above suet be addressed by the Air Cheyenne. Wyming 5200
Force if the FEIS is to have any validity. Failure of the Air August e7, 195
Force to produce an adequate FEIS would provide the Congress with
additional justification to reject the Adinietration'a proposal. Lt. Col. Peter Walsh

WFRCE-B/DEV
Norton Air Force Bese. Californta 9g4Oq-44k4

Sincerely,

4Dear Colanel Wlsh,I eprecias obeing ginen the opportunity to -epand to the draft
Robert Zirkle Envirentel impact Statement prepared for the rail garrison
Weapons Analyst prcgrae. There era several questions I ask the Air Force to

address in the final EIS.

I* o sill 500 sere arheads sake the USA -fer' What is the
ratiartis bh:nd deploying sor, nuclear cayheade? key is the Air
Force .o inke ted in deploying the .issiles on rails 'Esn the
Scosroft RePort -ntian- a nall ICBM as a favorable snner for
deploying the MX?

2. Isn't the rail garrison proJect prone to ensey attack or
ah..tge? The igloos 'sere the missiles sill be deployed are not

hardened and the railroad track. the prisary componnt far
transporting the slsils, are eoeryday railroad track. Thedraft (IS atats, 'Wen directed by the National Command Athori-
ty, trains could be seed onto the rail network, Within
hour of notifioation, Pecekeeper trains could dieperse Over
thousands of mila of track. thereby eomplicating the ermy's
targeting task.' It d sn't sound like this system is ffective
at all if It takes .'eL. ho-ir to ave the erhede. No does
the Air Fo rce eplain the need for A ystet that is much .l-r
than existing ZCi*?

S, In'tthi cyss ging to add A grseat deal af noise and
.e.oenois ol to.Cheyenne. s residential Areas?

4. W
'

incel the no action alternative is only briefly disooee,

ples ofr a" LDWI&..*lsxi of the noati an .al =rT.
.tat the' Air Farce we led ritten dose not adeguetelyI

address the topic. Wt hapene if the UGA do e ot deploy 
t

hie
.eaon? In your opinion are o. the citisn of the United
Sta , in laodiato danger if Congrs- does nt ppr-o the rail
garrison projeot? Thie guetion relates to the first questicn
that I ask:e hoc will thbs ceapon make the r afe?

61 ,oPilla- discuss the comparable Ie kla y tem that the BovieS

?"l1*1saredy has. Aren't the 9-o1.t anI eaon deloyed on
Svery lisited rail line? Are the Beviet misles demloyed an

71 6. ihy weren't public heaings held in caflanltls that Ill1
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14X RAlL GARRISO

ComrlTn oN mrmALr or GorVm.oa MiKr SuLLIVA

AhJCIm 10.19MR PuftLic HrAgim

-t I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK THE AIR FORCE

FOR PROVIDING THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PUSLIC

HEARING. THE PUBLIC HEARING IS TO ENLIST PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN

THE PLANNING PROCESS AM) TO OBTAIN COMMENT AND INPUT ON THE DRAFT

ENVIROfNENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS) AND IS AN IFPORTANT PART OF

THE PLANNING PROCESS IF THE RAIL GARRISON IS TO BE DEPLOYED IN

WYOING. NATIONAL DEFENSE STRATEGY WILL ULTIMATELY BE DECIDED BY

THE EXECUTIVE AN) LEGISLATIVE BRANCHES IN WASHINGTON. D.C. THE

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IIMACT STATEMENT AND THE PUBLIC INPUT WILL

HELP TO INFLUENCE AND SHAPE THE FINAL DECISION AND ITS IMPACT ON

-',----,,OUR STATE.

WYOING WILL PLAY A SINIFICANT ROLE IN THE PROPOSED RAIL

GARRISON BASING MODE. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THIS. OR ANY SYSTEM

TO BE DEPLOYED. BE EVALUATED AND DETERMINED TO BE SAFE.
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IMPACTS HEED TO BE ADEQUATELY ADDRESSED AND MITIGATED TO REDUCE. ONE EXAMLE WLD BE THE USE IN THE DRAFT EIS OF 1985 DATA FROM

IF NOT ELIMINATE. ADVERSE IMPACTS. REAL OR POTENTIAL. THE STATE 21 THE WYOMING HIGHWAY DEPARTHENT TO EVALUATE TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS

OF WYOING HAS ADOPTED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES TO ADDRESS IMPACTS OR THE CONCLUSION THAT RESERVE FINDS OF GOVERIENTAL ENTITIES ARE

FRON THE CONSTRUCTION OF MAJOR FACILITIES AND IDENTIFY SUFFICIENT TO ABSORB THE INREASED STRESS ON SYSTEMS. SEVERAL

APPROPRIATE MITIGATION. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES ARE EXEMPT CHANGES HAVE OCCURRED SINCE 1985 WHICH WOULD AFFECT THAT TRAFFIC

FROM THE EMAL REVIEW PROCESS LNCER THE INDUSTRIAL SITING ACT. DATA. ARC RESERVE FlNS ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN MOST INSTANCES FOR

IT IS MY POLICY, HOWEVER, AS IT WAS GOVERNOR HERSCHLER'S. FOR MY SUCH PURPOSE (EVEN IF WE COULD AGREE THAT RESERVES ARE SUBJECT TO

OFFICE TO BE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE REVIEW OF ALL SIGNIFICANT SUCH A CALL. WHICH WE DO NOT). THE DRAFT EIS IDENTIFIES THAT

ACTIVITIES THAT CAN AFFECT THE STATE OR LOCAL GOVERIMENTAL THERE WILL BE A SIGNIFICANT GEOLOGIC IMPACT RESULTING FROM

ENTITIES. IMPACTS ARE NO LESS REAL REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE EROSIONAL LOSS OF TOPSOIL IN SOE AREAS. YET, THE DRAFT EIS ALSO

FACILITIES ARE TO BE DEVELOPED BY THE PRIVATE OR THE PUBLIC 4 INICATES THAT AIR ANC WATER QUALITY IMPACTS WILL BE

SECTOR. INSIGNIFICANT. BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE FACTS ARC DISCUSSION

IN SEVERAL AREAS. THE DRAFT EIS FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE OF THE CONCLUSION IS REQUIRED TO BE ABLE TO ADDRESS AND EVALUATE

DETAIL TO ALLOW A REVIEWER THE OPPORTUNITY TO FULLY AND POINTS SUCH AS THESE.

CRITICALLY EVALUATE AND TEST THE CONCLUSIONS PRESENTED. SOME OF I HAVE REQUESTED MY STAFF. AS A PART OF THEIR CONTINUING

THE DATA PRESENTED IS UNDOCUENTED WHICH. IN TUIR, REFLECTS ON REVIEW, TO COMPILE A LIST OF QUESTIONS AND INFOMATION HEEDED TO

THE RELIABILITY OF THE IMPACTS OUTLINED AND THE CONCLUSIONS FURTHER EVALUATE THE DRAFT EIS.

REACHED.

-2- -3-
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THIS LIST IS TO BE COMPLETED BEFORE THE DO OF THE WEEK . WE WILL THE FINAL EIS WILL BE CAREFULLY REVIEWED TO USK THAT THE AWEAS

WW WITH THE AIR FORCE TO RESOLVE AS MANY OF THE QUESTIONS AS OF CONCERN RECEIVE ADEQUATE ATTENTION AND THAT THE BASIS FOR A

POSSIBLE PRIOR TO AIGUST 30. 1988. ANY OUSTIONS REMAINING AS OF COMETE.NT DECISION IS PRESENTED. I WILL RESERVE MY FIML REVIEW

AUGUST 30 AS WELL AS ANY ADDITIONAL IICORIMATION REESTED BY AND COEMENTS REGARDING THIS PROPOSAL UNTIL THE COMPLETION OF THE

STATE AGENCY REVIEWERS WILL BE SIMARIZED AND FORWARDED BY AUGUST REVIEW PROCESS. ONLY UNTIL THE REVIEW OF THE FINAL EIS WILL IT

30. 1988. BE POSSIBLE TO MAKE AN OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT ARD DECISION

I AFFII MY SUPPORT FOR THE GENERAL CONCERNS IDENTIFIED AND CONCERNING THE PROPOSAL. I WOULD HIGHLIGHT, HWVER. THE

TO BE RAISED BY THE INTERGOVERNENTAL EXECUTIVE IMPACT COUNCIL AT IMPORTANCE OF SAFETY AND ON-GOING INTERGOVER MIFNTAL PLANNING

THIS PUBLIC HEARING. I INSIST THAT THE AIR FORCE WOR DIRECTLY PROCESS AND EMPHASIS ON WYONING CONTRACTORS AND OWERS.

WITH THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ENTITIES TO ADDRESS THEIR CONCERNS AND THANW YOU AGAIN FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE

DEVELOP APPROPRIATE ANR NECESSARY MITIGATION EASURES TO MITIGATE PLANNING PROCESS FOR THIS PROPOSAL.

THE NEGATIVE PROJECT IMPACTS.

I WILL LOOK TO THE AIR FORCE TO REVISE THE DATA, PROJECTED

IMPACTS AND CONCLUSIONS TO REFLECT INPUT RECEIVED THROUGH THIS

REVIEW PROCESS. THIS IS THE BEST AND ONLY MEARS OF DEVELOPING

THE ACCURATE DATA TO PREPARE THE FINAL EIS.

-4- -5-
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4-ion, and SV\Mtd -,Ve restk 0 +Vle. have rn-av% 4.\s -frove lke -4 =an
,proposed 6L +emn qu w1-rWz2-~, 4 r . Car3, rs des;Sco

nle eo6-~ 'in irre dea8W0r~l have iihe 1 Oss(iit
neel - beir\or~eAo V~e'j cfckerauiyeni-. Ctr nJ -to asstAre +he

- siess -I-a Oar areoando~" popLka:oHon, rni-eyri~ 4x 4-e mn
meya-cuv- &n "'wi~ 4o± ic Wi 11 vwat - be 6 -
o*- -We er-+u-e z4 4-. ca" mss jsO LOT

co~se, . dYa o ev*i, s4olvcd +o,

t~a -;?4 
1-s-r9 dPfFj

,C1 / 5Q 3X6
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Scopinq Hearin I. G roan
loopingh Scool hoyo , Pymn 70mri V al.d.b q .... . . .h .d . 2

Cheyenne, Wyostl~q 82001 A, cs to prevent the sabatoge? , I

April 24, 1908 12. con soch doA each car on the tratneigh and i11 oar crret ro ls be able

tocry that .aor-oa- -eight, A leotr aa d to .oe to eah cop13 d hb ach i each axe cost Io iot.ll? will nsa trecks hae to b,ouestionaerenarding U.S. dir Force Rail Aarrieon iCon Program butaut and If sn, hoe eacy sices a tracts are planoed and hoc co ail

they coat. I calked to a rail road worker last week ad he sato you are

I ILJan ttcecatnprcdesli00hcipeetdtonoete already hoildiag nsa trecka- Is this troe? nc also said he ccc cne of
eii Vp: lt ionprocedures il you have ilemenIted to ensure the 

Itlftak 
lne n o uhwl

safecy of the patlic in the ean cfa nuclear accident with regard to the first to lide on a dceny rail garrison traIn hecween Cheyen and

the pronoction plant operationa (like ROCky Flats end ant),c), the iarsei nyoting. In yoa alrecdy na e thn day lcoo-a-like garrison

tranaportatlon cf nuclear materials on ca highways cc aell a. 
t
c wacto trains hailtd

ca. d air7?~ 3-l nb ae in. bie OYuArayhv um

6 pecificclly, hoc much mope radioactive pollution will be emitted directly (01dtter each g ron train derillet, ho locg tlll it take tc pot it tack
iota car cniro~aent aa dirct recoin of che process in getting the cc the tracks sod hoc ench sill that cOat each tie?

citaila prdd RoeanyeIoyeat che atsli ppcdction plccc. AAtota y d leocc so -iA Ero the arn ilt an teasndpi10

will din as! direct result of radiation poisoning do to the inability to hor you launch an iX fros the trainl rad

.illU .. i- t.HOW much ground da ma ge wil r es..lt'fr om th e la unh? How any ' ail road

safely handle rAdioactice ssterslaO 0c many epioasa do coo esatehot And Air Fopce personcel o the train da yoU acticipate will die or be3 il deop centers, hbranoad hody t~asra, lolseise, and othep radiationntrd o heatn?

pelened Illec e a dirct pesult fron sorting On the proposed rail .Z:,. nhe t a

garrlson sissIle war heads? What are your estimates for Oh n*ber of I. Are ths -- ring on slslia the cane tp. eads by horton yoakai ot
people laIng ahn I ails radios of each sissles processing or I tere defectiV Which -ased th Challenger mahap? And if no, What e .es
producton pleant sill ontract cbs atone sentiond eiisents or die ass 15 do you plan to take to ensure sate launches in aubar nether?

reoult of each plont's radioactinaaaisstoas into or air, lend, and 16. What sea s re Will yoU take to 5n50.5 that no Alp Force or other railraC
groand ct soppite c t 161 per.onelcii c on drags sither leg1l or illegal to help pree*nt

4
2

0pccloslly hOc nany sore trckicads coahinlng radiosctns natcriais Ai occidents? How loeg ill the shifts ha so that yeu donlt have tirad
i.on hIgnaa earn y acd hoc e. .. dy cii they coo. c cc 171 p.r.... on daty? .ht.are thpecil.ic. hit ta that yca look

cc o or h lg h ay c if the p ro po se d a l g rr a on y ro j c t is p as sd by c o n re t 'f fo r In yo r Iro ne l to e n c re the y a i t fit c o n dition fo r th i y e

any1 
ill they ha cn had befor e being atshgn d n thts s nr i ?

...... 1!r t........ r. ........ the have.......... ha201e en sige nths r

P: oapils rlae to the rail gerriag ernintTschdip'cadhhw h cn dv any day
sill they continue tracporting before the project is completed? .on ili_ thyouarect .other roscercia and passenger trains fro colliding

(joht #-I.e. pr .... ti.. . be I.pl...ted to .onor the pUbti ,fey 
tri ____ 

.r..-

6 n yoetigeciane ntb igass o irplanes -. 2 -o nrsesad cyewill Prarnlrs rate cf the t Itaks ic earn son4h and hoc
h eUch do these halclutioni s to L .. a r.4 . ls p A' n-ch nill each prctice ran coat?

..h.er yo f0 pae f r. ho.ing the aild.f and planlif, that yo ki ll 2 c 19. a eold be he impart of A tornado hitting the garriaon train; .l.. the
A a.direct rI. t of rdi. cti..V.. nw.e . ontaeImt i. . .ohe 31 impaot of enarthake (Ab Jot. '85 Doagias, Wyoming had a n.c
enviro-ent s 1 direct result of the eissions froe each ale. r facility? greater e lrthquake and it a aleo felt here in Cheyenne), the impact of

4 reci Itc iroktfieoeroghytterhasctetIc
1 71 an anon -ony par Person acc 000 Willing to ray to corpsetnnlon ee 41 nod soo cIonycrocksc0htetrnsaspdicislakbeas

.,adlr o that acos. conacdntd ralstdd soariacn irr tn t i they be derailed? Will they cauaealonch?

thsd ao oisiDfne don thccate relte ha to 6el gWraopa'hat ould be ths ispect o1 A head on ocili.iom slth another Very hn-
-- train going at 8 very f.--t ap.d7 Would any of teeIpcscuea I

Ie there s C lic efecs plan then ttaoitleccill ispinet ather than lost 7 r go In sa r fy o
earning he poblic cia the siren syates tsad If Ao plegee gics the s, eopct.g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M t o h cmuiyfr 

hs

specifit dehails for the cockoniny for Cheyenne, wyoeing 8I 2g. Hcc 5uch fraud ad decaptton is the Air Force and the Rege Adleltreton

o i pnticiptino fr- each Defene Contractor assonisted with the rail qrrison
than the aoet Anion - the pubio isqgame cwtrA of the ascessiV frsod / "

end deonit thac is inVolnad nith the MUe i the gUidance systel 1@er isut

0. Al 2. Aii g ha at. goience A" at Ath tPolitical t h the ttr eorce sy fense
tou ha 4 teic a odas t the nialy ned te doe not I . Contractor; I.e. Republican or Democrat? HOn euch it ea w af..11 t~ I wcea oo lw~tteyIllel xpceit doesno gicn I efene Contrector ran for their pejectiec oontributlons far ahn entire

the psblic much confidnce in the Air Frce's capabllities. It sounds I
enret thet the mu garra ion pro (Jct ust like the " projact) Is not p e ti e contri the r t? ntc

far a Policy of deterance bat rather prisar lysgient eonsy prttngO cE

ne ol Yaei te. big earn., tr earias croft* as!i ahe fenec C cthr N Conratonr
ahqe o bnytth i carporeta defense conttrectors respactos cootributions for che ettire project?

h Ifor nha roil garison crcj yilesptise rpo fordpoytt

12j ch:- prt the Contras in aioacre Uis dicered 11...1,, lot, 22. cc- echiithe entire rail gAre occste etea
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G123. Aftcar the Air Foro. receives the Order to laUnch, hew long will it tot.31l before the eisaiie is actually lunhed? Noo long will it take the M NLIce Scy
lanched miaailes ow the train to reach their targata, that is, if they 60 Ugp26

.3 1 hit their intended targeta? QWSM, VT Ht
IWhet prnie will. the Air Force tat, to prevent redur julksng device.33I~I from interferng clth the cammnoaion cystems between the Air Porte

control cecteow end the treins? The rail tod cotter I catted to tact
Weekto he ondther railroed eploye.e were able to telk aith Air Att.. Lt. Col. Pte Walsh,
farre perasonnel an the Air Facea retee. flat Precautione till4
be taken to eae- that oo rTForcercoSncet on the train. receIve "S..4read the deplept ef 01N, I - a g Fer 50 WEI=.
Inatructione fine the right people?

*25. heA the h-1 Boeber can be dooned hy a f loot of geese, what eatra prevcan Ma~l I""e
-I be taken to enc.- chat wldlfe co .s rodeete or weedsc.34 i not cacse a maelfuction in the operation of the train to preveot

3 126. hat free th otherg Speif c Ing node, you have 1areaed for th.

d64Ole.Oe .fleo.t? fly do wene to contioaw to throw boards

27 the 01 Frc * . bi:eed in their opinion with respect to the deploymect
omif the'-1 rai gari.o preject, will tthere be an Independent omie-Iao

3 a ppointed to alsc laveetigate all the: iPA Anorohd if one In
appointed, whet atepe wilt be tahen to eeeure that the memeea an tt.s
olecloc will at hae coy personal Invented inter.et. fanoringe
corrupt Overlooting of possible haenarda?

3 I28. Co well proteceed wilt1 the garrison I gloom he?, HOW auh will It coat to
buId theae igloos under grotad? chat Could ntcreedo do to thee?

la :t woud -e the specif ic ceont of on-n deaqe to co etnoephere If

oy one ell wee launhed? Cneider if it wee to enpiode high Into
tie acteopheaebefore it hit dloe. to the grouad, or If' It eap loded
a fter it hit th ground. chat would each iepact be on the Ocene2 Also,
whaet Would happen to the onoow layer if all 12,000 of Oor lordhaed
eiesilces and I1, 000 of the loviet inien-e eile.e Were to be baunched?
Could any life on earth exist after auc a nuclar heoout way 3 oe
after an all cut etchange?

-I.. 11 ther be- reetrictcd air ..... cooat tee- qar .o1rrc It a ooeeroia40 er 0 psiaecgar place Went over theme area., Would they he motc down?

4i 31 flata th estimated ecocoeic Iepaot in teree of joha on each of the 124 paod altes? flat will the Air Force do to etocodate all the extra
etrain pot an each locat ioc - adoration, eedical, comecial?

12. he we ftaguectly hey fleet flood. aroord Cheyenne, what would the iepact2 bofhaviog the trains with the ir coeputer ye oaked? After each flesh42 flood., will the treckseStill be capable Of aupportiog the e~ght of the

w -ll1 the eeaqacltah Adiistration -- v away free a policy of4 (0 Mutually oweorred Destruction (MAO) and tooord a policy of peace?
34 hat ore you going to do with all the nucleart .. ete. thet .r produce.d a

no a direct result of the production poce of themweoielacd
hoo aSlot will it Coat to clean up the wit:eate: h wwileae oe

44 .11a1il yeA dory the Past..r e ate nd what will yu do to preet it
=cotneicetlog oor lord, hit, ea water? -l..1 rLiOcf
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NaCC Ce-eete Pee..heeper Call harrisoo Progrem

Q. CSta tour fee, age end eddreee.

A. my "A". to Jee C. fleet, age 76. CW addreec as tIC5 i. Ceer"

Street, St~thevilta. Arkenesas 72315.
DIRECTOR iF ENVIRONMENITAL PLANNINGAlor pwrtVfrhr"t.-

CFRCEP-SMG/DEV
A. C comeen te repreett a tonec of the opinion ef the Mar06-

MOCTON etC FOCCE BASE2, CALIFORNIAC 92409-6440 east Arkecsas Citizene Coeittee, MCC wee Orgavized Prteerlte te

vepreaet the reenlea and Sael twunce intereete before the

Public Cerotte Coeeteeteo. The group Ia active tn alt ether teeue

that ettect the health, eattfare and sate of ritteene free the

ith tc the internetional level.

SUPPLIPEMTA. COMENTS 0. State briete 8cur educatict end ongotog artiot.

SV A. Atter Nigh echoot I ettended Mecpia State Unto. 9cr to War-.

JyAMES R. DAL. Prom. My Jere wer ecohanicat 6 arhitet...I drafting, ankd ehop end

NOCTHEAST ARKANSAS CITIZENS COMMItTTEE euoc. I served as Lt.Ccl. in ROTC etc ate W-er in the Tencece

tI45 A. lEARN STCEET National Guad 115th Field Artitery. Until I wet te Califarla. in

BL.YTMEVILLE, CARKANSAS 72315 1937, 1 - the -90,ga at the tech 8
W building Paeti.at buetnee

white also Working ew a prcfeeelcne -utiang. I went to Ctiteit

in 1937 end weint to Work far the S.P.N.C. beginning ae e ewItcheac.

I corked through the verioue transportation warviree & ea proeoted

to conducor end wee an eotra Ceet, traine...tar. I -e free we

that jeb far the duretion at the war. A pereona tnJur
8 

inepired

return to Stythevilla and bawl. into the building epeciatty buatneee,

interior decarting & design, and a otat and reeterect e-ne and

woe.rat-r. I retired in i977 end ne nonage a cruet fund far my

an.aLeaer eC en MO. I we involved in engein etadiwe ef

ecn -leed advencing ftchnelagin

Q. Chat era geur taemeents On the Peenekeaper Mait Cerrine Pregrec

A. In cyst teetteen at the Slythevit1e hearing I elated rnj deubt
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WeI coesnts - Posaebeepr Rail Settieon Program NACC Conmsents - PO&Cek..p.r Rail garrison "Poa

4j Corning the ab"iliy tO -- t the train fre th-i -,io within gins". nuelear weaPons esPleysent, computeried OPr gaees antirad-

tedelivery time of *nesy, missiles. I served as a railway conduc- itnon misleh Count., measures, research and developosrnt of U.S.

tar during the time that 6 en..al Patton wa. training hie Africa Army missile agateas, and silitary weos cyet.. r.guiesht..

Care in the desert between India and Twin., Cal. during the 1949's Such sho-i be eufficient t0 merit ourcnedrain

Burlington Northern is a single track service with Control Traffic According to Bearden, nuciear war heads Can be detonated by EMP

Control as ws th. Southern Pacific at that time and I aw aware which can be projected at ton ties. the speed ot light. The Soviets

of delay. in getting a cl..ranc. to -V Into the .cheduled traffic. have been perfecting the Tinsla Scaler Waye technology eInc@ 1934.

1 learned free your panelists answer that it Is not the intent They received Most of the German radar and Infrared scientists at

of the air torte to scramble the trains but Instead will 'aid on the clone of WWd 2 and have deployed their fiftt generation of EMP.

'STRATEGIC WARNING' to initiate a dispersal of trains. Searden ha. a VMSo tape that shoe. a checker beard foraation of

He "Ad, -Now by strategic warning I a. saying that an a day to What appears to be vapor trail. above kkjnt-vill., Ala. He anIte.

day bamis the Soviet Union DOES NOT HAVE sufficient forces depoyed that the Soviet or* Controlling the jet stream which is responsible

to launchaeuccessful attack on the United States and Succefully far the unuualy heavy 500- in the deep Mouith and the drouths

destroy the entire triad.- Suc h a. the one we are having this year. NA suspects that loss of

When will the trains teed to be disbursed? tHe said, the Challenger and failure of other launches. unenpl.Ined losses of

'SEVERE DETERIORATION OF INTERNATIONAL. RELATIONS such as nanyo our aircrft. the sstssrous formation of giant ice Clod.

the Cuban crisis In 1962 or the Mid East crisis in 1973.- In the north Pacific, were caused by EMiP attacks. (Now Pros. Zill

Hii, answer to my testimony were mere .ctonIv. that any other Therefore.to say that the Soviets do not have sufficient forces

during the seei.1 AC I reheatrse the answers, and compare thee deployed to l aunch asucesful attack is a gross understatesent.

with previous information, I find serious contradictions. assuming that Boardeos research is as credible as his credentials.

Information contained In the BULLETIN, a Monthly tern letter of After the hearing I Managed to speak with several of the

the COMMITTEE TO RESTORE THE CONSTITUTION. edited bo Archibald E. Panelists and In a short conversation one of them was aware that

Roberts, Lt. Cal. AUG. Rat. * there are articles by Lt. Cal. Thomas. EMP would detonate nuclear In any of its various forms. I as glad

E. Bearden. USAR, Ret.that deal aith the Soviet deployment of Phase to know that soseovhe Is aware of this. Th. big question In Mymind

Conjugate Weapons that use Time-Reversed Electronagnetic Pulse is. 'Do our (.o ald Peacekeeper. understand the Soviet EMP cap-

Wave.. Col.ls.-den is a nuclear engineer, war games analyst and ability and our vulnerability to Its pcoser7'

Military tacticlin. During a twenty yea eilitary career Searden Sinc our nuclear Inventory is so aidespr..d. and .ince EMP c.e

specialized in air defense systes, tactical and technical intelli- dtonate nuclear, and sinc. the use of EMP o-ud render a se ahd

-2- 3
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NACC Coament t- P ... keeper Rail GaPrion frogman

earth In the U.S and triggera.nuClear witer that would effect the tLOCATION_______________

whole world, it is east likely that the Soviets will not usa EMP asCOMNSNSRALE ARISN RORA

long as our nuclear inventory stay* at its present level. They oil
1  

hn o o t"T hgls .Ge aotfzhslh GWt

2 continue their willingness to retire nuclear unilaterally in an samal o o h nioona oegenww e ewswlal svrI h

effort to rMmov. all nuclear. This would give them complete control css, attantion acions seamsy tae adsNentty oerloobsi. O gOal Isa tetsoug
environenteal aelsk that will be snsable to publin effitiaOW ae titimn hefoso a

of the entir. world with their deployed EMP systen. fleda deiabat on the wgg 0~ Is Mad& Pl@Iase - h ibahest to bern to ou attentias
en"Inomcoestal bea that1 7-t feel toenost base adeatoly awslysed in the DWIf

Obviously we he- a large enough nuvlmar stockpile to deter the Eovia'ometa ImepctStteent.

use of EMf. The expenditure of fifteen billion dollars for the MXI- , _\_lj

Ralguard delivery system is only a wast* of resources and manpowcer.19-I-

One witness spoke to the fact that Blytheville, Ark, is It the

3 path of the New Madrid fault. NA was referred to paragraph 5 of the kl C4S- ,gPE R E

hand out brochure which says nothing at all about warthguakes. Four

on the Richter scale wsill move rails into a snake like twist and I +

have witnessed such in and around Indio, California. QI rcV Jfi Ak tAJ~
I an aware that the public hearing. ore held to comply with 04-.ms. W-1 ,

the law as stated en Page 1-19. 1.10 of the Draft Envirometal lop- De

ant Statement. I trust that the public statements will be used with

2 more Consideration that compliance with the law. My .-.eto above

say very well be outside of the scope than is intended in the draft,t O t- tlm ,t

however, those sho will sake the final decisions en deploynent of 4"+i t"
the MXt via Rail Garris-, are herowith Challenged to Consider the 16Ae

futility of its deployeent It light of the EMP technology.

Thank you very such for your consideration. I-90L!X ' WA. bI&A~adk~ Ole q1 '

Plas beand IBMs tern o Isof eg to, LI Cal Pet.r Sam
ASCR-SM@(DZV

P, C,14 .Han St. Blytheville, Ar 72315, 591-762-2769. Martens Air rates 1161
Soc Sanrcdls.% Celfoas 12409
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los0ut 25, 10
736 Arpah

LOCATION ClIX 0AEA00Wie LCAroeAZ, A'~c' 5<4V4 55011 Chaparrow Wy &2'~ 009

COMMNT SHEET Lt Col ot 11..1
UA AIR F03CE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRION PROGRAM FP-BM

Thea Pas fr At 11 hishearng-OurP-Plomeforbastng hishearng s t Hotom A15, Q-. 92409-4480

mesmerize fo. Pan Ohe moliroem.Ia oOOeemsimbe wo bove determined may ogoo if Ohe
Poookooo R.IL Gaionrog nram WPonew Sell afford y00 a opportunity to brinog to Gt-
ass attentiono"Ist.. we ay have Iodoo.OooOly ooociooknd. w goo Is.a thorough,
fhad ="let anaolysis that will bo aftila.50.0t pohbli offinisb and citizens beore. "Wok Voo fna theo sogy of th. M5 roil garrigon DMS vtoido I ra00010.6 lot. to July.

Won. on5.00 Ohe progrmps 0. 0.6. P5.000. Wa hio .h.00 to bring to our attention
sovinceseela bases that you fast ham. sot boon adequately loolyour i i,h Draft Time - owt to study the olmet Ouor. Oh. early Jxot hearings, boot Lt appeare
IrommeO.0 lopoot Statement. tha~t An attemt - sdo to - . ,ot of my -oo dco q nnt.

.. ~t~. .~Z~, ~c'. , ,,4o,'Ot.i~t~0 cccr~c.-' Ot-r I ment it -. tOO reooi that my dots ad fo- b-t this. latt
dozz s0oitro.a dotbiIi., twrddout -I-oo -. P system hoo ot b-. loomood.

Thous rs, si0 liy too many -ifs-; too many uroodict04llo; too wasy vortablo.. OThe

roil 00-1-00. p-tot folly

1I ,o M1o- II b rotoiy, *oot will b. tho finaol fal cst? NO plmes anan on Fru plane

~~ 21 -os; the onouss* of -i-t or -I-oo co o the Ltowot ofa

Thank~ yci for Ohisoppturity to respon.

Sinnoly.

ii ~ ,k.~ Andres L. Gun

00.0.0A~ooo C~t'r-10ot

POamse hand thifo. to or oll too Lt CalPeter Walsh
AFRCE-BMS/18DEJ
N00,90 Air Poev. Bses.
San Bernardino, CaorniaO 52400
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0COMMEON 
SHEET1

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRION0 PROGRAM

Thank yo o at .O.ooOg 0th0s hearing. Ot Purpose io, hostin0g this hearing 0s 00
00.00.00. for yo Oh. ontlrooooeotol 000004400000 weut.v determined moy 00007 If Oh.
Pfo-kes.pon, Roll Garrison prog-o proceeds, od af ford 70000 = tpuonity t0 bring to

mail weo~io ma~oosoty Out. Inotharotnly overooked. ol i0 s a. thoogho
"ofoooool orolci thut will be availableo 00poblir offiolalo and 00000.,.s beforet

fnouJ deial-O 0. 05. Program Is 00. Pleso..o th0 00e0t .5.0 bri to~ o0 0att00nt0on
.oo,ooocol houseo 05.0 y00 fool Ouve not boot adequtel.y analyzed In 05. Draft0
Enviromental I.pot sttement. Lt Col Pet"r Walsh A"ot~. 200, 0000

AFOCEOSoO000
000000 d Aror. a...

CL- Sao a.rorio, CA 92409

Z e /
4 9 0 ',f 61Sor Lr CoO 0W0.sh:

-M . 0. soot 0seea pag:@ of qo~oo o too0c. 0c h opc
boari.$., .oo f0 h00th0 orocOdredo ... 000 0010 Rare they .rc

do... .6o0P000000to. ydr..4.00d00rltd

0' Pooid at

W- ea-~h 2Z 1.0- rtj Woming Agoitco the 1,1

Chy ,oo Sy2003

pl0.00 hanod 00000 farm In or mail t0o Lt Coll Peter Walsh
A FRC 0-H MOIV
110,90 At, Fooc B00m
8,o B.sofit.o Califonia 02405
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SCOPINr HEARINGS FOR THE ENIRONMENOTAL IMPACT OF RAIL GARRISON 9. 0o you ioned W0 Limt the 4.1100000 of tho cords ovircemental 4npact- to

I.E0.- np~odh queonsoamcddressed by the CIS. ith is iportant to 9 your definution or do you intend thatthe peop~le will deci.de whatt mn. ?
realize that the Word . ovroneo ton hamn multiple meanings and that the ~I0.0 ~ ,tn otnoo ilohn00gnd. oO.05 0y.
.Scope: of th. US Should4 b. whatever 01he people Say it is, and ot limited to 1j 1 10..fDo yo inten 00o. cond 01 Otr bsig cgo..o heEIS Doy?
air qu lty cod sagebrush. Our environment includ. sool, inedooMudr termthdlooetrin gge.in
economic, moral. and safety climate.. 1t includes Oh .0.09e environmentRTOCIVI0MNA MATS(~~c taog 0700 h
and that in turn includes potential anemias cod thelz parceptdooo. It most. TAEI NIOMNA MAT Ncersrtg sPmo h
oft0cinly includes the impact when and if th. missile am launched and cool-oflcnt with which Americans cod Soviets must struggl as we g0 about
exploded as they 0.00 deaload on do. Th.escoopoo acording t: law cod NEPA our daily taks, many of which would be.menless nif we thought woo likely
regulations is ot Uffited to some, arbitrary lst Of cosidertions that the 0r inevitable0.)
interested0* agency 11 (in this -Oh. 11 A 000. ercs 0 Wi h itLimite to.

IITHE FIRST QUTON IS; WHAT? 1S THE IMPACT OF NOT BUILDING IT AT ALL? 1 1. N0w long 000 Oh. arms ram. go on before themc Oh a nuclear incident?
Give enough timeo anything that cao happen will happen.

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE MWARING PROCESS (In . demorati soocy where, them
a0 .,1 orn.coc. ylo th0 0.0ipO.0.040O~ c12 2. Howofe 1 w ill th. trains be0 undeploycble du. to narby braio wrok..
Mal!. not cosnoc,scod that th. peoples' concerns am, fully addosod by 0theoooi0l .10. ~too.trao. lo.,cdooooko

I. -.19 the Prousoo~np0 se p n o fort OhBi ny public comments cnd 1 3 I~~c ol90O~ O).50 h on~od0100 on 7
ra w.000 oon not cddreo.d Oh.1I O. doc hI in 1the fina CIS. 4. Mo. will. deploymnt n cu0 O of 01 a.ternationcl ta0.000' Afec the0 Soviet

2~ They .0. nBarly printed asc an ppendix to the t100 CIE. Do you intend to 14 v moo nt? i it ask& Oo.0th.oc pycholocal mo mlikly tco trik 1 cmV

h-rmo., oo ononon.cqcah If w0 you an ollo h.7001d. imhportanc. 1s th. bonching of miooilam invitinolg as a090 000a Ct

2.~~~h bGiven node qtimeo on.rant 01u bo0 place o0 the. 100.0s a Iso the In3100oour fodditional wrian. ommn..ts and questions to be ncbnittd7 15 I 0 ..no .1.g.Iyt no.noo o oco and a usrg

T~~~~~~~c ~~1 -ooig havteo hohoo r Uol boarocd youro barrel of re0urn app1es.- All the cppLno should be fully explored 10 Oh. UIs.4 pocont~on.On ny nat knew what questions road to to addresoed 10 the
C IS. Why Oh only one0 hecring sntodoled? 161 6. Has th. Air F0rc. cb..dft d the asurvlvcbiioy, acoclot' by p~ocag an

I 4.Mcc lin bnn bondto ~aoopth. EIS? If1an, wh o sco.... cod bow
51 s cothe nolondon process onoducted? Does the firm *tend to ga10 by a rulin 1 1 7. 0000testing has bon don, on thc nx in deploymnot node in wyloma.9
5 1 0h"..w f1d*1 thi...t .6- O to bcosen " the final booing node? 17 clorcndtos(hg ids. subsez, temperatures, sow drift)l?

In ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u0 thcimamd eie htteN sgo,8 rsdn .gnsl h Xt eA bargainiog chip aod Senatoo
9. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ipo In0saooo on noddcd.n~,o ~n noootot o1.0.Oid he wos voting for it cc a bargaining chip. goo th. NI must

0.a 0.000 or0 ask0qustio.? If now ca nn y1, oddm-. al1 th. concern. in 181 bonn p000 o he toble in Geneva? What cheaper aod noon environmntally61 Oh .doft U.1Sr 00 g~bon 0 101 reposeentc010 of attendac ncd interes0 at 01hn sound :Iraoqinin chips boon 0.00 explored?
hearingy 9. Since this nmii. is claimed no be &Load 00 Soviet missles, o 00 n 00you
6. Coo cny- o rd th0 Oheari00ngs? pr0pose that it Ohs deterrent? Logic coys t(0 ha 1t 0s a4. tmetike weapon, 00

:o you 90109 to un. it only an empty Soviet Launching aim?7 10001 residents

. The= beatinOc.Ogs con not being held cooan adequate number of 19 , t nor privy to - ixcoy notonto. bot th. rule. of 1.9.0 be oon t boon

..7 ben to as nion of 01me a1nocd loctions foo Public .0.1,19 bearings. nor boen publicly expounded; cli oe boon gottn ih TRIAD lrctoolO. We0 000071Con sonitd o ng .1.0 d tn00k., 0.t ont a0 th. basing 01t., woom th,0 misile.11.
trai-0 wi bemvn0ntss ftninsol ecnutd 0. 00.0 orwati the -high authorthy- that cml authorize. anogth

l 8$. Do yo. Ohond to fuily address citiz.n oncerns for dh. savioannt, in0 20e missile 0r.ins loo.m? Wh00 wil0 authorize firing the misls thus detoig
"1 draft s 201 so for as o k000, the global enolocomnn?

SAFETY EN4VIRONMEN0TAL. IMPACTS
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21, 1. Why as rail 90000.00 so neoor an earthqua4ke 00000? c. b*eatfof~m Elresand explo~lo. 1 .s.,. It ndn

212. Wh000 additional 00000i0y me00cres cml etae to 00070000 sabotage or 331 0.00040040950 to SS p wi0010s?

402 2 Acsof 0000004000? 0. brig ol la. s 00 in0 10 00004

3. Ohti h. 1Likelihood of train .00000 and chat could the~ir impact be if 34 14. 10 0 radiation look 700.1000, .ad if no boon Oh. Wind 01100 ben stuodied231 they 000uld 00000? 4 s _11 4, nodcontam0na0io0 cnd 00000 up?

2 4. 1 0h00 0- the c000ce. of radioactive material escaping in Oh. enof 1- If 00.,,a nogoton explosion destroys nearly everything cod nout of Oho
II 7000001 4.3 mile radius, Would a maximum nnplos- of 0101 0000ns (24tornado, flood. f1.00, 0or0earthquake? 35 91 000 doIs00 2 4'ci.)0030. ~j

2 S 1. 00.00 -r th. Cano of 01cc00en.tal ignition 01 the poopnlant fool? What ~25 could be ohe effects 01 4. cod S. aoveon (a. 10 garrison 0. chil. depLoynd?) 36 -- yde19 hsono the assembly 70400 for missiles for other gar0is00s

0,. oc 00. c"I Ih. di11ocI c1obod, 1000.0m, IOh. ne 000 f. 01 idnt 00....I HOc cWill supplies b dolionod fron Cheynnel to the other 00-7.
261J Jured loc .. cd oodiomativn 1-14.00 at Rooky 00.0. Amarillo, cod 0othcer.001.

productloO planes? rton~s

27 . Much wil0 t11hemO additional vehicles 1000.0.. 01h. cbances of accidents 37O the coyte eeerec riigfo i~a ncmmnte l ln

27 0't th. vonbicl plan0.? d.am waen.ootoo p1ans in piece wbere 000000 0000e0 through or hear
populated am nd emerogncy medical coon poovdod 000 each to00 or other

281 0. Wha0 ould bt 1, Inpactso .Onoeaby State0 01 vari1ou. kind. of ooodoaU 0000.00000100

291 tete in Wymn blizza. odiids boo makes t0100 0.00 381 peidi djoOmmcto of th. guidance nyntas Os neded. H0'. w11101h10 be
Oh~h jo~AI Ihandled in transit onl a raiload bed?

301 '0. wha0 00 Oh possibility 01 -ood-t Is000? 19. Io th. Choy..-n -oobly bullding h0 ow cAWLLt h. P000. M0 bo semoib~ed

IL0. Moc WILL0th0 0..dxb transporte00d and boo Will they be haodlod? 39 bo .. J hot possible affect could flood, firn. tornado. 0104, or earthquake

311 01000 Additional risks6wil bo inurred transpotin miss01e0, fron th 00ve 00 this?
Cucyon assembly builing to Montana,. M. Dak000. cod 0010er deploymnt 9 ~ o~~ l00.0,0oOnl 011 9 onlocdO.tl

010.0g? 900000 c00 be from Oh. MW edge 01 Western Hills is 2 .11l.. Considering ton
12.10Itci. t n~nChyeentor cy 7polated arms a targetno 00 heavy Al - Pr1 xm.. 700 1 distance nd downwind 0f th. hig0 sch000. 1unior 0hi90.

12.y bors . 100001000 0.0, 0t0 maken Cho1 401bo boanyncd .1-. ",ay he00000 and the populated orea in 90ne000. is themn no le..
-or ground zero amO we 011 immediately dead I 9ov1et targeting 01 0001n0 cod 7ppulatd men to int00. th... buildi0gn?A0onoltt.1?000 .
moile a b" "1 Wall0.0 asi the fact.0 that during on Att.ack they certainly Juot all 0Viet -lpandable?
won, dlibhee toly forsono Un seems to 00.000Um in a r001her voloerble
position0. In 01M 000e00 f 0a 010 t cticlwrnig, m1s.11.s ould be Lo=b~ fron 20. TOO ralrtoad 000s wi11 need 0 07ecial design to crry 01he 0.1.90 of 01,0
th. Cheynne ga0010on. In the0 event of a surprise atck 101is ulikly th. 411 missiles bot th. trcks Wil ot sustain 0th00 0.1900 P000 35 ph0. W1on't
garri9s010n Would survive It Oh. 000100 cooo, nt deployed. 10.0.0.00mo 00x0sti09 b0idge. coll0p0.?32 Aoolpo that it wll take I h0.rs nodic for the tr0100 On floe Oh. igloos cod
the speed 000000 exceed 35 mp0, an they certainly 0000t get far In .h 0 I1.Th. Cubao 1. 010 misl rssLasted quite0som0 don. 1f a number of m100ile
minutes Oh 0.60 a MaSovit ICBMco to0ta011 detroy cod ttchto 01he missiles n 421 000000 fom several different bases cons th. United04at00.ar co n g Ohe
Oh. 00010. With1 0thi0 bind 01 conog.Ion aod vulneraobility, they 0.000 00eed cononoonal r001ls:
Much accracy. Hitting Oh. 00il0 Would stop Oh. 00o10o-blodog a 00010 and o 0 dispa~tchsnd coontols traffic?
detonating Oh. twenoty warheads o c ertainl pu0t01 an0 00 . to oll 01 n. Am. b . What 0077000 to commercial000 trinOn 000001.. cnd aor roil yards

maonlmsely "kinhg Ourselves 0 0.0900t? 43 cpable 01 handling all 000100 pulled off the.alst 00a1 e ro,0.0 for the
missile trains that cou14 remain cOt for days or conk. 00.00nth.?

13. in 0ob an warheads, what coo 004 cannot to eo natio of0000 01. 4~ 2.ctoo oon000 oo~ onfod ctqa. 0000 o

331 collis.i onofBr rm elisdon lire. Will theme be ctnally chocked by th. training 05.1ins? 0100 cWILL to

0.derailmen 451 tonsionll for th. in0.gouy 01 th. 00000, cod 0.41(1.?
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idla 50~' ~ ~ -~" .,8. ~ ,'. 5 14.* Wdi nuclear. mater~i be trasported on ts. pobLi'. htqt%,ays? What ao.
273a; . 01.1... -,,.nss 571 thoden acuaia chances08 i *00. oft8o0 noclear .ois'..,. b-09 re.lesed u, va1001. acclsl8?

ha bseprmm saf. . 0 . .. 8.ly or. the smancencea by a.'r inonivd ion ccuiedc?

aimoteem we5 esmaocs sawavse2nld by th is. be8hing moved 2 .11.- from 59
1  

3S The Mo~t.... Three .11* Option Was selected in 1984 becaus it. ws
M 5 Rie. to the ctle -oft at eight. Ot Of mind?- su8posedly sfer than. a 1 moblesyte. Why acso. prpoin to301 rese8o.8

00111011itis deision?

47 8*1 ftt ghly i:spSO8.d Sms fy. ax 8Msb ot i 81. on SOCIAL CN.ONMENT6AI IMPACTS
she tende gad... spin. ft-- address thin.

1. Dispr.oportionate demand. fo0' different human 85'.voces should ha4$ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ clu sued ("2 Weh*5 adsi s g55 ~ .i.d. skla*.. finally done in is. 80 PRIS in. 1984), hum. .Op,
se .C1ed"Ara f moe-1slansoas' detonation? 60 polation changes5. adequate. staffing leo.1a. tad dispr.opotionates boom sd

Whti h tdtia ieiodo suc sm cd8.t bust facor..s. m1 alwighed in. th. Borecave, ws hen at is built'. b. wh80 en d
it U:in dismantled.)

491 por~~ twt. 61br1vci.baadn 2.What psycho~lolafect. is b a.sd Is i varios age grou.ps? In

1 . 3* . bthe * fh of varios 5*.. ON, ss t h garisonk. ise 1. To Wats' so. '1is. th .viwfo.m o h11 Hils bdio1idon snd O4w'501 r.- mt. or 7 8.111*8 owa ta __ht m il t 621 n.igIhbo'.ool. s e fectd?

a. aymo "ceve exloson ue aw val wht 4" hzarous631I 4. Now. 828* Wil1 is. buildings best is ting housing? Ho.. close. will th.
51 ps.*. w ... l 81hm soomlt Wil besoo I *a.As .1 .it ine bet =. o s ing0?

51 eca grckns. WT=i is.iGya.bw*5 p8.1 641 S. W1.11 the. hisoric sd beautiful trin depot. be .5*08.47

V. VONlomulatCNrn...a . w, a".' .325. Ouaer m of y'.s- 651 4 . sNLi the MAC ildi ng1~s At MAPSE be -Wo.Ied?

~s * ofisiis'. 88 Nat8.o~dis. dg an..d th istory 7. Tb. spsolofIjoi,.q. hear. ofsa nuclear.s w '. orAcdent .sfhud be52 din;...S ds 4Is o i y ses'. an to s4as .1.1. cldaimsd Ch4d= "'. ftpoiay nn.1...bl. to iso"e payclologicaofs .~.~ipm 1*sm~*~ialde pt .58* 5*5 sho 66 Syistati study of theme mef5s'.. am. in ne. bs.d an is. apparently
qusioe.y emoemgnpope&d hi domigesisd coort. The.6 dispe p = m os O '.55* i s uicid. aod d adul omiie alrea0 sody i~.m p3 .*yiisg *y 4 is0.. at .~ huiy sl~keaI Chaypoa themis decision to deploy NX ismikles inls.1.

gomo.) 8,j . Progr'amas topcov88. personnel, family. and social d1options .sould be
531 t. mim. stddeual bas, . . aemb.vesom irm,671 sgnod and funded is preclude unos'. human 58*5*1889 do.. to csll

54 1U. CM34 a launc SspAk the vails or bef?
35*15* o858h~p 8*.. 5*Ak 018. ~d * osloaaap 0. ae IVIROM810TAI. IMPACTS 0802 AIGHTS The rights guaranteed by the

the nsd *4.. going to be OW4disisd? Non is goisg tob hae Cois:iti.. of87.. o s 25 n ob.on s. 8 s.*.'

lo btween nor. system And the. Sovits'. If p;=oisot- rom tad Soviets oss

5 6 h 1 e . m t ea d re se1I i sh e 6 8 o 0ce lik e ta d s. w e d O n 't 8 8. a n y p o i on t 1nth p o is'.1 o . .

S61. i sb..d .s. 1*qo = "il. hsppon
to is WILL lam. a -natioal svcwftt1 pls In insaquate. Notody haa s. 69 2. Willis.. ise beny affect n ts. local media and thei'. -ms to
'gLi 1, evessgs'. 5*e l of everybdy without their fully imbrmd cmet.n3 69 informationf?
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3. Esooty haw Will additionas.o'.ity lefee0033 upinOn existing human 841 2.Wh'. .111a wiu t Itais o ?
. ..i? s o" is ra.s i s new. in gar.rison? 851 3. How lr wis ll the1i proje.'. is?

7fl b. ban they =8 apspad?

4. Well1 individuals bs .. jet ts additionasuin0.y by any IsMiI*sWoo 861 4. Now lr will h ' Ott li.mts- perimeter. is?

aga67y S. to them.a s.d Ea'. an AOM system is protect this project. sod if so w0hat

ECOWMIC V11IJRNMAO IMPACTS AD important Pa'n of os'. nional heritage 87 1 Withse 03 imps ?

MrsU. IT" hisould apply is sny gret national p'.oje's lik. is. p'opo~a MX

71 1. Nb. gas."-8 121 bft ft 1. 95001...ub. snd be. much? deployme~nt.

721 2- Now 'Anlpq..tp volume is achd'omN "10. mou h 881 1. Now. "nm we p. independent ssssme.nt at gusidance oysterm relabiy?

731 3. ft .we ll. -motm of~ Ou sbtei Ies.pn (Wt 891 2. Why isn't tia hearing bingt onducted by sn Independent asqrezy?
ftoid'" popm") fto ta Isrill' 012. Isn't this har'ing p'..satus in view at is. tam that Secretary of De.enses74 I*. 5* 121is * i~in so. ~t p*~ 90 Carlucci has 8*t yet ohoso whhers cal garrison 0'. midq.'.s, is tiens tm7514 htwl.b ocmlvdGva h Iojr h Will rommend?

7 1S. Nhat wi10 is 5*-a a0sa of is"lomn adh Wation? MORAL. In isis ps't a d pu0ty 8.30. '. emphasis on isa76 I ~~~~~~Judso-CA11015 d .f .1.1issl Andteh themb t~o is on. hi~dron. fs76 .6-uh in be ha nee t ti - uarsn oeih e o nvng1s expect our. goer.'nment to Supply & credible example of decency. it is ad

77tiue .131 rae meaft win hhmem abanone hae ahasi. hb

pr~sn hms oom'ln9 Cris.. Agains'. humanity, 0'. van tat all just. rhetoric71 l0 - Wat~ WU be do s hiscmx i Ims to our am.1 be 5*u? ts o to 9 sJus1ty the osites' psulshseof 31e isvanquished? Surs.ay tis. nldisq at
i5.5uw pou) 508., 8.95.0*059 tin perhap.s 508 .M canourvis is tcis. a.iot

79 9. oh'.h essdo 8.* Oaa p...isd in5 th m 3Uf an 5*. th mflifty ax 921 2. NAMs launch Cnols officar bee. educated ahout their. duty is disobey
unlawfuordr 054008 the. isa u'eurq prisnoiplem?

~sg psmi . ~aes~a a.... ye 131. .9 m - 3 ; W.hs'. .111 bs isa sovin.M& intsl If908 t2* Missiles amre .d andis60 535 in..1 n a tswom go'8* . 9531 .5 a la d y...el ..er ds.1q..d to do?

81 1.l ass a am818.?a lw obeuedo 941 4. is houlang over Hum 8nucl.ar weavo8 an sat of to'.l..?

tha avi 5*emo be5514* voodw Produces tatg. wi ha = =mo 9 1 S. Now. sapandsls is the huma. r.am?

611 ~I8*~UU1 ~ 9
58

5w ... d4. no .13 bulingo Hu'. nuclar' news effect tad principle@ of Christian.

two"*3.508 .* isd ut $a 96iom 012... 1.51we trtoY isac isO youn p0e9oplesuc a1s love. fo'. neighbor and
isof waa do*a imac of. reduce la s osmy? To what extent lia 0o'. credibiL'y damaged? Will isis pr0.0te821 th 5* itema 50. Pns Agancy, an oznnt lsan decsent. and loving?

and theomou at as-. Postal. rem Had servio., sad Msny Oliver 7. 88.. can wea jutify th.eseapns50 in itr" of democra.tic. p.incipls wh-
programs. theis peopleasovereign.9, mt58th ad ws., thnirdly th. governnt, and with2 a

MMOOOMIL IMACT s 111: ill 97 dotry ohsrviant is all otth iabo".? C~otainly in wa03 of money, an,
3UVIUUTL IPACTCU n L -~ perhap. s i'... of political power, the milit'.y in gaining with3 each M%0

631 N.ownmsyi- a io w i be law when? MW mny Nut %dui be Project. inc4lad h missile. train p'.ojeft.
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ZERO OPTION What Will be the. anvi'oneNsrtal inPaot Of not dePIGYir9 th PROFESSIONALS' COALITON-981 .i1a, tains, ontbuligthe garrisons, of not building th. a.nbly for NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL, INC.9 1nme. WhtWlbe fv ma taipact of not building any mes 151 Looy. AU. A Nooton A- C-U-1 - Phool.. 6- Sool Ra..I, Unto. .C......d d
1610 P S~... NW Satno 515 W.*la. D.C. um0 (202 112.4025

ADDITIONOO. QUESTIONS

1. August 30. 1989

Director. Environmental D~ivisin
2. API-BS/nY

Norton Air Force Bae
San Bernardino. CA 92409

3.

To Wisors it May Coocern:

The Professionals'Coalition for Nuclear Arail Control hereby submits
4. comments and questions on t Air Force raftEnvironmental Impact

Statement on the lil Rail Garrison Program. We request tha this letter he
included and printed In Whe Final Environmental Impact Statement with
specific and complete responses and that.a copy of the FEES be sent tosus.

The Profesalanals'Coalition is made up of a numher or the nations
leading arms control organizations especs&ll those who bring special
professional expertise to the subjct. including Physicians for Soial
Responsiility, the Uin of Coccetned Sientists. the Lawyers' Alliance (or

oignatoras tsptiona1 Nuclest Arms Control. Architects/Demignrs/Pancers for Social
Responsibility High Technoogy Professionals (or Peace, and the
Psycholgists for Social Responsihility. As the representative of thes groups
in Cngrss. we ate particularly disturbed that thes draft EIS is far from
adequate in meeting the etandards of the National Havaronmental Policy Act
which requesthse Air Fore to cnduct a timzaukevaluatos of the
potential impacts the III rail-garrison prooed would have and to allow IlQ
anbhlLcalullii in the procss.

asSince the EIS iess essential document for informisng the Coas in
admai todedmio whether to proceed with aut ac p ogrmwe believe the

1 failure to include wide public partidipaw and the limited time for farthe
oeminent need to be correctedi. It is our understanding that insuficieent time

was shlowed at a number of bearings. Particularly disturbing iu thes eample
21 of Little Roct, Arkansas where ctzenu wer greeted by police officers with

Idogs and were forced to Ieav signs outside or face arrest
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Furthe, by hoding hearings only in ass aidjacet to the hes being
considered for garriane GNtrution the public in other atote and regiona 81 i avided in whbch anyone who disappoes of. is afraid of. or takes Polilt
whare the swile gytm will opert in tims 01natia n ew were Iaction egainat MI rail based missile Is seen aes ubveraive or dagru?

deidparticipatin Fore mobile system that tolande to over some 100-
I 50.00 Sme of trath, this excldue rdau 6srou questicessabout Ai
Frw cem ~in with the law. 2) Accidents end Sabotage

The Ai rc " US severely undereutimte and nglecte the
Inadedition to this fundamental flaw in the asplog proces, we believe possibilities of rail acdsdaed Ial Inhvolvin the AU rell system.

thes PS febl to reso a number of specifc inrnrta Given the recod of over 200 accidents End incdents Involving nudest
weapons (&kftn Arrowul' in reent US blatory nd the remd 0f dvills
freight acdchseaw the mI)S is to acknowleg that odokali

1) Public lfaeeta!lavam is tibmk~xawA. o ANNo
IIThe =U for the propoeed MI missile rail garrison basing modle falls 91 to martiule how will civlian dispatchers and Air Force train

to ebs the impact of the Weiss an thives 01 o ordinary lumss residing opertora communicate? Row will thes Air Forcere that Its trine
oer I I Iedsof thommeede of equar miles It is a i Air Por plammers 1 1operators are beth adequately trained and expeind eniner ohm MI
hae camefaed a msp of thes tied Seales aowin prime* miltary base 0 rail =n pm serious problems is weight. wide bfda ad hih eaetrs-of-
nd facilitis insa fuhon reminisent of the days of open-ekr nudeassues5n prity?

wepo tiMteSouthwest wsimly ritdrf sunpopuated. The "ionle of adequate aecerity for NIX rail caand the prevention
Decntbheyseges ha dweSuMtnd deployMtb th IOf mahoinge whether by tecwiet. foreign qeta. diseruetled eteplaysea or

tadll system Is Staely to etimesir large pub*i promee end m civil violent prolestors in time of astional seed' is ne adequately codered.
dieele switeesd by ~whaetrinpotsin theNoregnd Historcal avidemc Iictes that sabotage was f"bl widespea derngm t

ehawere wd be" ree--e in at leat netceS injrry to Brien Iboenm, floal year1the Vieltesm War and thastentire airra tWt were put outl
a vemsa woethein (re trtewrly nudirest epons. Indeved.this 01aevl by, for example. ms who boppe wresche intsofai angns.
It n ae tha the Cngess spedicelly requested tiM the M eaems It (See tI)M Connight, 3dIMLlJI Doubleday. 197,).
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The NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE has not been prooerly considered ithin
the S.E.I.S., in terms of Nationwide Economic inDucts. for Instance.
14.1.12 The Job creation potential of the two rail-garrison ACTIONs

ilot :Onstitl~t0 te e stite i ho gnneneo Internaticna.- is discussed, ignoring that NO ACTION would also create o certain
........ 20 u be, of job.. ow ny obs ... d be cr.ated if 81-15 billion

no-ow ucor:e -,rias ,ic'was spent on edacation instead (for eampie)' Now many jobs, on
.. i .. otont.ol ,,cmrha onooatoolc to C 21 average. would be Created if the money remained in the civilian

tooeylnlaoui ar.ds,- unae' the Ocrensur g p-fnci ales' Ieconomy rather then being taxed for use by the military?
anat uac9uarosn .il omitnol~tutem to preaent unauihrlheOor

acciteta ialrino 1 The Reagan administration was kmn to have had at least four NXno is claimed cc o. a,. o ac hov.oistsi l. i t .loa caile 22 bsing modes under active consideration prior to selecting the rail
a deteent, atr t a r-srlo ton in December98. Why haven't any of thos

14 emptyhodi missile lanc'hing sten us Igic dictates,. ± wit O oi nalternativesnbeennincluded ina t"the D..I.S. '
5Ose ao lrnt-htre e *vapo

1f no is t 7zr'dafter coeputers indicate a enem nuc-ea why not a no HK ALTSNATv? In other words, include the
Oicac ta m o+ eqn, .icat is ccc lifllitocO a isttakn launch Oroer alternative of getting rid of (dismantling) the 80 silo-based K

hat ..ll ithe ultimate ii 0e aiter "a fiing of MO acd thee 23 carrently deployed is an option. Such an option might make sense as
o culear nardare part of the deep reductions being pursued in the Preaident'n START

P at oil
1 

be the tocial and edonoio impacts to cur area if the negotiations.
crsen c s scccensfii i Intent to 'rid tte curl dc thcm tall
'culear ocapunsJ

"

1t _ at endanger Pecs are tneataen, throuholt thestate o 0 Descriptions of the PROPOSED ACTION fails to specify whether its SO
S ere aan c c nt t NX missiles would be the ones currently deployed in silos at P ..1 a t o orecreate o ndangereotpeciesn attst 24 Warren Aic Force Base, or whether these would be SO new missiles.

If new missiles are involved, why aren't these casts included in the17 I dil nrn ec ten I ,~s o r a- -the pp o table listing Rail Garrison Expenditures? 14.1-23 If missiles are
tC I ~ ~ o1uhes iat .old the intera:c: envaicnmenta: eniects 00 tO be taken from silos, why isn't the impact of this included under

dill nc carteadS .. prou o for usc in the missiles ad if wo, when discussing Warren An (included the silo operation joba lost)?
19 flo..i tne radioact, n aste tamalt ttatal stages o" t*e d el

19 l.- 23 Similarly, the ALTERNATIVE ACTION fails to discuss the impact ofC' 23 selooing down the silos at Warren APB (included the silo operation
jobs lost)...

Under the heading "Purpose and Need," the Air Force implies that its
prOposed actions will enhance deterrence. tt rn c is defined as
hing sufflcient military strenqth and the perceived willin ness
to use that strength after an enemy attack to inflict unacceptable
damae on the enefy, thus inhibiting them from striking in the first

25 place. ( 11.1 A cording to data from the Congressional Budget
Otfice November 19871, approsimately 3,700 U.S. nuclear weapons
would endure even a Soviet 'bolt from the blue' sarprise attack,
while rouhly 8,200 U.S. nuclear weapns would remain if there was
enough warning time to alert our strategic forces. Doesn't this
constitute "sufficient military strength'?

The trains will have "appropriately armed' security personnel.
(1.3.2 What dmngers might this pose to civilians living or
traveling near the tracks who might be misidentified as a threat to

26 the train? will the security personnel on training trains be
authori.ed to use force (or make arrestsi if protestnra are
encountered? (Will the trains be authonined to run over
protestors?)
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In addition to the ME train shelters, each base is to have a '400-
foot-long attached shelter' which "ould house supplmntal ail
cars." 11.3.5] What is the purpose of them cars? Is the purchase • At one point, the *.1... apparently contradicts itself about the
price of "supplemental rail care' included in the overall cost normality of Kx train movement by claimino that the trains would27 estimates of the program? How many cars will be able to fit inside 'randomly move throughout the United States.' 28.2.1.12 Isn't it
the shelter? (If these extra cars are to disguise the NX trains. i likely that NI trains will indeed be granted smcial riaht-of-way
note that the averag, freight train length in 198 em s nearly 72 32 privileges or other extraordinsry ow ers that would increase the
cars 13.1.22, which would come out to be approimately 250 possibility of collision and nther accidents?
supplemental cars at a four train garrison). * According to the '.E.I.S., civilian personnel who are assigned to

nuclear weapons duties...' mus t certain "requirements' which
It Is claimed that the trains will be 'completely tested.., prior to include 'security clearance random droa testing, and medical and
deployent.' 11.3.63 Remever, the ME proram dmv not have a 33 psycbological screening.* 15.1.21 Will these measures be imposed o
perticularly good record in this regard to dae. H missile the civil diapatchers whom the D.E.I.S. claims will 'control' the
guidance systems continue to malfonction, PM flight teats have not movements of the train? In a crisis, such as that which ould28 yet to be completed though nearly all the missiles have been trigger deployment of the X trains, what measures would be taken to
deployed, and the issile manfacturing plant in 0tab bas been cited 34 compel civilian dispatches to show up for work rather than stay at
for safety violations. Whay should citizons believe the Ni rail home with their families?
garrison program will be conducted any better?

According to a Narch 21, 1988 Bouse Armed Services Committee reports I Table 4.1.1-1 includes statistics representing the Air Force'sinitiation of rail garrison claims for the national impact on employment (direct, indirect, and'Th crticl di review pri ton inducedi of rail garrison expenditures. 24.1-21 The employment
Cdactios is scheduled for -early 1990, well into the canister .t29 faieulatedl launch test proqrm but more than a year before the ProjectOns amount to -a claim of over S2.000 jobs (man-years) per

first of five live missile flight tests. Finally. initial opeting 35 billion dollars spent. Such a claim is completely outside the range
capability ia scheduled is occur after omly two live flight tests.' of all repurable studies on this kind of spending (too high by at
It Nee that while the HE i might be 'completely tested' least SOlOOt). What indicators and assoUptions were used to
before they are deployed, the missiles they carry will not. generate these employment figures?

* Another indication that the employment estimatems in Table 4.1.1-1
a The D..I.9 indicate* that rail garrison baing is needed for are in error is the lack of fluctuation in the jobs per billion

complicating the enmam y targetinq tak. 1.3.63 ASpokesman for rio (obtained by dividing the employment somber by the actual
the Air forc's Sal Ms in a Mrch 18 dollars spent). The table indicates that in Fiscal ear 1969,
1968 newspaper article at aying, 'Shemies would heve to use up mor nearly all the mossy from the program will a towards research and30 I weapons to try to destroy 215 trains." Isn't this just a another 36 develupent. while by Fiscal Year 1992 nearly i ll rail garrison

w yf ayin that towns and cities along WE train rotes could money will go towards operations. These very differant types of
aspect to becoe targets is a nuclear war? speeding would not gnerate similar jobs per billion ratio in a welldone economic analysis. Again, what indicators and assumptions wereused to generate these emeployment figores?

•It is claimed that mll train lO l~t svbather training, usdt eeaetoee"i' q..I
a.int cm t l train movmn whethrritraiing a The D.£.E.S forecasts that jobs created by the program Would go

aminison . ur operational, would be coordinated with appropriate 'rmnal 000i T16 onal 4.0 nF 81 nrail company personnel to ensure sofa and efficient meoement., aly 40.000 in FT 1509 to nearly 148,000 in PY 1591, and
11.3.63 In addtio, it is claimed that the 15 and training trains then decline sharply t 13,000 by FT 1993 and just coder 12,000 in
IwolA operate in the soe anr as the existing cinurolal T 1994 and beyond. 14.1-1) This indicates that the rail garrison
taffic.--13.1.2 A March 21, 198 Souse Arm Services Committee 37 program would have an extreme 'boos/bust" effect on the economy.

report raised a smber of quetions about this claim, cwhch the While (a noted ISbove) the employment figures are highly suspect.
S a P.ii a tchett ;;a. the pr aNothis basic boaom/bust pattern is litely to be correct. Will such

31 location of MI trains, shy could't Soviet intelligence gain acc hot term really have any not positive effect On loca

to this information. thereoy defeating the whole perpose of the COmUnitie. or the nation as a whole?
heing mode?
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RINDLL A. ROVES

P. L 8. 3

30 August 1988

August 2, 1986

Lt. Cl. Pter Wlshit. Col. Peter Walsh

Morton Ah".I Caliorni 9209o48rton Air Force se
Nortn 118.Caloroi 9209-448San Bernardino, CA 92409

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement IN RE: Draft Environmental Impact Stateet, Peacekeeper
"Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Program, June. 1986- Rail Garrison program

a have reviewed the above referenced Draft EIS and msat
the following comment.: Dear Col. Welchi

WEage ta h impact of the development is, ontIwa otaktaArPr.frsnige oyo
beance. favorable to the City of Spokane. the subject sttement, recently received, and I a grateful

While we find no errors or omissions inth for the opportunity to eclose herewith a written Expression,
information presented, we are concerned wih h on the fore provided, of my concern. about rail safety, with
nueber of rout.., oneidered hy the Rail Garrison supporting nes~ itms.
Program a those routes coul4 involve our cititese.itti.ttmn f5'.nwt
in the spokane Metropolitan Area. I-umtti ttmn fm 0Ceni compiance wt

your inmitation, as I did not have opportunity to speak at the
1 imfer as pos.sible. trains carrying missile. or August 3rd hearing, and,indeed. .ome of the news in tragic

missile propellants shou1d he routed around the support of my' concerns, had not yet hesn generated at the flee
Spokane Metropolitan Arms because of the eplosive o f the hearing.
hazards involved an potential dangers to our
citizes. There appear to be several rail rout. In compliance with the adnmonition of the Presiding Off ioer
alternatives into and out of Fairchild Air Force0a that hearing, Iconfine ey remarka to the safety issue, and
Base. A apo rue leraivsshud arenerVe my deep philosophical objections to the Rail
included in the final EIS along with a satement arison rogram for the political leaderahip of this country.

addresing the routing procedure. May it change in November!

Sincerely,

Vicki MNeill
Mayor of Spokane

DOCUMENT 440 DJCUMENT 440

5.

LOCATION Whit6en Air Force Rase. Miocouri URN ~. ~ S.

COMMENT SHEET o,.C
U.S AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM3 -w

Thank Fee foe *ttsed~og tie hearing. Ow~ purposeof teshuting this hewring Is to till 0.,Z . .
aeseafor you the eavnanseeet. eer .-a.qss ae dewlme d may - if th ;e~ t

proeedes, End afforsd y0u anl oportntyt to brin to I .- CD
huvn~iy oerdoshod. 0. goal Is a 

t
htorought~ . iz o i s-tloeate selals It will be avdaaie to puli officials and citizens beforeg ILI cC-Dfinel d-1llo. s the Isega Ia1 mad.. Please smatlis sheet to bring to our attaen.tion~ ~ C

..foeetat hast ynu feal te s et bae adeqaslely analyzed In the Deaf IA k.tS a
EeIn maetl Impaet statemeet. e~

We addresa ourselves solely to the rail safety footer. mentioned in
5.1.4 at seq. of the Draft Environmental Iepact Statemaent dated Jun 588.

We ant you to understand the reasons for the concern about rai sfety

that has been expressed by many people in this pert of the -ountry. '
To demntrate thege re...n., we enclose nfieyea r,,statietical study[I
of safety, rather jut a cacual gleaning. not ne sarl tbrough or
complete, from the last four months newspapers in the area. prinarily
the Easas City Star & Tiaes (Missouri),* of reports of rail -mishaps.

or *inident.. ME c.11 them lwrech.i) Encosed time:
22 Jun 1996: Train hits cart 7 killed

29 Jul 1908: Burlingtoe Northern train derails

12 Aug 106t 1.000 Evacuated as crews try to right train

1 Aug 1988: Railroad tank car crash in Iowa 2 Oreumen killed
5 Aug 1966, Train fire cronete much of weehend..

15 Aug 1988s Train dumep# real In Narrisonville

6Au. 1988: histrach derailment leave. 100 injured

...and In summary of the 1967 rail record in Esnnes
Dy May 1958: Toll from volhiole-train crashe. in geese. rises

Randall A. 50.0., P.O. See 2064, Es....e City. NO0 64142Fi

Pss Is!e this fees oree 1. Lm t Col Palm. Walsh
APIC E-N~ DRYz 4

San ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r Semullno salorl 024
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COMIRENTS ON RAIL GARRISON - AUG. i1, 1988

MNAGEMENT MAMAGEMENT

PU W. IS. 1 WsooDiuxhawoY Wo moow2
1aR OY RAWOY SNYRIV - 200 ST WOW WAAO, NOR DKOT OA 6.702 IMMO T - oA -0o2

flUP.W0 O0WINJI 4200 iNM SAWII

INM BRUCE I. CYRISTIANSON, NIBOT CITY ALDERYMAN AND CHAIANHA OF THE PUBLIC
AND LASTLY, THE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON WOULD BE LOCATED ADJACENT

WORKS AND SAFETY COMNIFTTEE OF THE NINOT CITY COUNCIL. I'VE BEEN IN THE TO TH END IF MINOT AIR RCE BASE. T11S 1111LLENT SITE HILL

3 TTTHETTYE STEINENOFINTARFRERT. TSECLETSTEWLREAL ESTATE MANAGENENT BUTNESS SINCE 1973 HERE IN MINOT AND I'M A CERTIFIED NOT REQUIRE THE DISLOCATION OF A SINGLE INYAITES ONELLING. TO TYOPLACE

PROPERTY NAR AND THE RICE PBESIDENT OF SIGNAL NAHOEPNT CORP. AND ACTIVATE THIS RELIABLE, RESPONSIVE AND REALISTIC WEAPON SYSTEM. NOT ONE
TONIGHT [ WILL BE CONENT]NG ON THBEE [TENlS OP THE DRAFT EIS FOB THE

CITIZEN OF WARD COUNTRY WILL BE INCONVENIENCED. THE OVERALL INCREASE IN OUR
PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM HERE AT MINOT AND NINOT AIR FORCE BASE.

CITY MID COUNTY'S ECONONIC, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL HEALTH PRORES PEACEKEEPER WILL

THESE ITENS ARE ON POBLIC SERVICES AND FINANCE, ON HOUSING. AND ON
RE A BOOST FOB EACH INDIRIDUAL CITIZEN.

THE INPACTS OP THE PROPOSED AND ALTERNATIVE ACTION AS IT RELATES TO LAND USE. I THANE ISA FOR THE OPPORTUNTIT TO COABRlENT MID FOR YOUR ATTENTION.

FIRST, PUBLIC SERVICES EXPENDITURES WILL INCREASE WITH THIS PROGRAN. BUT

WILL BE LIMITED TO COSTS FOR ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL, A MAXIMUM OF FIVE PEOPLE "b X , eva /

FOR THE CITY OF NINOT AND TWO FOR WARD COUNTY. THIS PROGRAM WILL GENERATE

ADITIONAL REVENUE TO THE CITY AND COUNTY FROM SALES TAXES AND ISC. CHARGES

FINES AND FEES. THE ADEITOlAL REVENUE COMBINED WITH EXISTING REVENUE SOURCES

WILL BT HORE THAN AOnEIATF TO rOVFY ANY ADDITONAI FTNANCIAT 0IITI Av.

SECOND. MINOT HAS THE HOUSING AVAILABLE TOOAY AND WILL HAVE IN 1990 WHEN

THIS PROGRAM BEGINS. OUR OCCUPANCY HAS BEEN AT R5 ER 901 . LONER THAN WHAT

THE DRAFT EIS STATES. THE INCREASED DENAND FOA 'OUSING CAN AND WILL BE EASILY

YET, PLUS THE OCCUPANCY RATE WILL INCREASE TO ABOUT 96 WHICH IS A POSITVE

IMPACT FOR OUR RENTAL MARKET. WE HAVE THE UNITS AVAILABLE FOR THE PEOPLE AITH

THIS PROGRAM, WE WELCONE THEM TO JOIN US HERE IN NINOT AND ENJOY THE QUALITY

WAY OF LIFE WE ARE SO PROUD TO HAVE.
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dW hope that tm Air Fre miiomd e tmtl y eliml this sJor

didcianCy in the S. Othmoot., it wll I. difficlt fo tim Air 0tO9
1 to Justifyho It can P otet mot valob. -vc-r lpeoe--fro 'r

Physical destruction, while it iWno¢ th. plil psychological deag Bordalme, W. and Mc, J. T.P1 e on Children and Adolescents of
thamiht rodeloyen of the em tNiclea OrmeLopant," Aricd Py.h.iat c ALotin Tak 'd ca oRt

tadim~t W awreftins. It JA timm t t Air f ,.ooi tspa~a !A N wl..ue.ta 19t1.
0090s what effects living with the MX my haw on the citizens of diei96. rSploe S. Childen nd the ITce.t of la r M io-icience

and Hismu SaviVal. Calforia: Scitc and EWo-or &W,, 1965.

York: Te Contskm Publishing i.spL2, 1984.

Pnray S. Mrshall, Fh.D. ts Bouqaty. Ph.D.
Psychologist Psytologist
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Little ear Pte. Bon 41

Cheyenne VY b~uO9

LCATON August 2C. 196b

VA AIR FORCE PEACESSEP N RAIL OAIWO PROORAM Gomments on the DIS
P ecaseeper-al 1 Garrison

"Tm* yos foe .tend.0g this hweao. OW perpo foe bastI t"i beoerIg ls to or'on Air Force Base, WY

oumamse foe you tim ortesometal e me bw determfed May sons If the
Peoeekee Rau 361 Oo o Prop. a a4 .Affod Jaea OegPeetsty to ",o r to Der Sir..
096tetlee mottoes me mel' hse. Iedws, teetly ve.ook~d. O g'olI tb oeoqh

*' motol 91). timt w11 be ee61io~b to Ieme eltiett be. e 1 00010 lixe to prface my comments end questions with e sttle-
f ee 0 ee lb. ppe. I. mode. Peme - SM.. to bW to tee ettoeteo st that the entire pmoosal Is a flaw0d it borders Cr the as uord,ek tlW . ebet e feel one . bee .qmtoly 1 Jo . []dt TOO tle Soney spent on the rail 0OrisrO Could b, pot t euct rcr,-

laeromoetal Impaet statement. good in .1_ost any uter appllcatlon.

ALL. 5.as , a .?4,ecA] 'AI6 FI j - 2 'r 1.1
* This ch-1 S. cot Clear. It tee-- t- -~ tno-, -o, 1- thcrt

o._ Ift -:r rter, effects on utilitlet, sir culit an rs. There migh

,,i A- ( NPvd jtf AI~ 8.18 t =&~ e long t-r. nIie -rpact if inmaes "r, rut c-rtlr-ouasly.

i The snaIl I I, ha receioeo or
1 

oursnor," covtfe, . There ..en.

., ,.- a! to be an As~~ono tta n, orl I rrnssuih nteol31 o Cheyenne n1 inores th- infct on roral areas. If it is2 all0 1111hclot t00011 there be another - Io f ~he-inp.2 , -ention 1s :1:s rode of other classified option:,for the base.
HW" will the public concern shout impact be ascrt a npd?

lt e number of train cr5i, cohpared to trips or, national net-

apply to Irdlidosul bases. There needs to be3 co arison of local traffic to missile traffic. There should

.o ta...-,ad~atn s YR.,tn~e ' 810h -A- .n'y"' Of teiilyhood of -nodent. and ab-.
ot61 .:. h plan for secrn' an are 1 ir the event of a1cal
dent or hresidown WaS not eddressed an> piece 1 1 00ll find,

4 s, ,r.t = & *k After -/Adlnp' thi et ion' felt th- doocers of th ieroe~~ ... f~tnI 000,1SCS~~~s~.,,~.O~h..e aa.A.
2
5 lfr~d ye tee were helnO ondere stlmateo. FUrther. the assomrttnr

0- " ' ° "- C 7 that local autnoritieh would le Shie tO h0 le Sily OOOloerl71 ro /r'osly nderftinated. 1here ioSn -ertieta;ec in

yorinr (or pueaitl nucrur l0Stiot protet the OItit,".2.,./ .Vo. m-,.,,,in ,te event.. of ,Sp.... otnill dangerou....t...............
shOwn recently in the inoident at site Oi.

6elox 15t. t The sop 8howe MAP betwien t'o puh~n water acoalfers into8 heyee, VPY do you not f.e there isedaneer to the iOCsl
eater Ouppiy tflI'Oud h esrphoi n or chemical leak?

Plsm hnd tihi fom ee men to, Lt Cel kM 
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AugustA ~ Zg18

Lt. Col. Walsh

J 4 Norton Air Force Boase, CA 92409-6448

Dear It. Col. Walsh,

I wud like these comments to go on record as written testimon*y against deploying
A.the MX in rail garrison mode, or in any other mode In Montana. The final CISstatement shouId include those comments made by us in Montana who are very against

!.,.. \,u >c-- . 4 0 , athis idea. My reasoning follows below:
1) Ae already have enough war eeapons and power in ontana to out do the damge done

n~ ~ .. 4....by Hiroshima.
Olt - 2) We are already a 01 Target should mar occur, and more missiles here will only make

that fact more true, and make us a bigger and more urgent target.
-- 3) The idea that see people have that this Would help our economy is a farce. It

moulId gine a fee people here Jobs, but It mould be mhoen and bunt' and once theS2 mrk man done we ould be left with all kinds of probles, no money, and probably
new people here who would need Jobs, when we already don't have emough mork for
the people oho are here.

A- 4) oe:of our host and fastest growing econeic developments In Montana is our tourist

3 and hving more military growth is not appealing to tourists, fhat the tourists
a4j joy in "onatana is our untouched space and the pristine beauty of our state.

) 1i understand that the rail base plan is indeed the 37th plan for thn missile modes.,hove wasted enough money on where to put these missiles. All over our entire

/~\ u co ntry this money could be used to help the sick and poor PeOple.

Thank you for including these conments In the EIS statement for the Rl tail Garrison
Mode Plan.

813 9th Avenue
Helena, MT 5601

cc: The onnrabie John NeicherThe Onorable BaUCUs
The Honorable Pat IllimasrbThe Hnr le Ron Wirlenve

2-202 4
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LOCATION "A~5 'LC~OII41MMA~
COMMENT SHEETETRHR

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEOEEP ER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U1.S. AlR FORCE PEACENEEZMPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thank you for attending this heariner. Our purpose for hoaling this hearng is to raanyr a a~dn aSIaea. G.psaafthnlt Rabaig at
aummareze for you the enrironmental consequences we have determined may occurd the ?bnkta you fo tt anlaill tais emaurin.ea 0 . u Fortel~ h stin this hai I.On
Peacekeeper Rail Garrion program prenadn. and afford you an opportunity to being to inuassleeR fr Rail thenIa agra ea .9m. awe avdternt d mgaaty tccu ia-tag
our a-tlrrton matters ae May have inadvertently overlooked. Our goal is a thorough near nelumaw Ral. ea alarga IaantattWll aforoen an Opporgnt to brn Ohno

annoc ntloalysis that will br -iuail to yin~~i offneal, ad entinn before a caurnatattio yn mate s t l ba ae Inadvertent invealaleoktaa Ow golaIsa thooough
final eirotiion on thr program in made. Pleas, une thin asteet to bring to our attention itaraatdeatan wan t ha t wagla b ana. Pleo puli ici a s meg cto a befraat

ennnlan sues that you feel have rot been adequately analyzed in the Draft aeomaa a htyata eantba dqaeyaaya atn e
Inn octot R Imprt tateenrEnvrmenal~ Imepact Statement.

kt~z A- 6"j"_.. - -, - _ ____ ot A Z-. U4A- At
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'ii tS lt.a r

A

3s

San& %.rnetta Cali)f-ini3.P;a=

0 e. r 9-~

Th u1'" o. a -, " - apamnk pay f r mI att o rCt meing O at , Lte n fo Peter atigtns etn hnln o
anit Iptiatualt to aaA n niet fyig pRtinent mattE. aV nlaa nlii
enniennatenta 12409aaennt OtgatI itnat AtI noa"eaa autn iateti bemadeanaiabe toPobie fflnalaand eltvea bre a C1fili delaananbete
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Aigust ?9, 19gb80 Thy dEil bun loke a (r osltlty of Aitidents obey the treirs urn
icy onti thy tracks i to (Ic of nationai nerd'. If conoideringa51 aytie Styai in grayIths tvrt thytnynrnnt.l
effcfrts of rnt my. use of thy sytom thoul If gio hr addressed.

Li. Co ter heist
AF RCE-B.,ukV h. O- Al n eenyd' sonid be co ilaryfey. thy MI m1u garrisnr
Norton Air Forty Anne Program irtoives deadiy nuclear oaroyads that Could end life as on kmn,
Soy Bernardivo. Coifornia 92409 - t t. The po l it hus a right tn ynow under ohat C ircunstancen the gnn.yrn'6l nnt ooi n obility sich a progran. Thy presentatl on at the ItI bgryin

neottoryd the Cuban Missile Crisis aed the Mid-East Oil Ci as eman-
tear Col. Waist: pies of tin es of *,vatios r . eed'. We surtivnd junt fine nithout nernd

out or off nitl .yr w onr thyr, and I dOsibt Onig 1pee and ((no

Iattended and spoir at the August 10 hearing in Cheyenne, Wyoning, aln nln o a utfc "frI t ula

re..drd ing thy draft envolrninml inpaot statemeynt fn t Ihe proposed Mt rail I. The prysentation at the hreoring mentilyld A ;111- fot yapiosine safety
garrisno. Foiiooi"vIg is a written sumnary Of the Cooneots I node as well as z ory at the garrison,. If such A tone is needed at the siting faciii-
additiona I oncerns I have reg Arding thy ynvironmental Impicts and toe lIt 7i lies, .oildn't Similer areas by required or ecth side of all railroad
prnens,. I traciks proposed Coy the system?

I. I flI the genrau public ... given insuffitiynt tiny to prepare for thy 8. Iiidisputei the dEtO conteotion thut sotioecnonit Impats mOuid hr inn
d~thearings. Toy fEiS nanot oretrioco hy priaate li tyns ntl ad not Ignifirart. oSpynding $10-15 nmill iOn onvuclear warheads ahen

a t,'Ire _"bef or e althoughd inrns n o. eeye o h .. g hingry and without Sheiter enery
govern et :nie reportedly had the document ee~kS ahead of that li ght in a serious socal ad

t
etcmi concern.

It seens Inapproprimate to me tphat the Air Foroe plan, to work oit lbocalI
2. A tiS hyarien sOuld btid InLrn7 Wyon.ing. It is unfair to Q agntes for toy . neotI ra moths' to' detereire mitigation measures.

enotpoi rLarr to drc 0mlsI ttendj a hearing. Ar Suth measure' and optiors should te have etermined prior to issuIng
TJani be directy impatted by the anv.eyt of trins On the rails of thy ditS and adressed t1-rei for pblitC et~I Wocing asmyll an Dy any accidents asociated with the MX prograc r

our tomamun ity deres to have A hcarirg Schediuled to Ailiow toncerned 10. The Aie Forty aways statrs thtMuyrnsayntafr o esnrysidents to ask guystions and voicte their conterns. to state their aiews on ayes cootrol. Hfowever, toe Air Forte neonr says10 that t he hearings' are not a form for pe ople to praise the ci itar?. ito nO ACttion ' diteraie needs In be more thoroughly addressed in the The e ntire EItS proiess oeeds to he msre sersilir to the tie- ofAitS. S pe cifian1,y, the impacts oi using Ma rail garrison funds else' aamdnol a rubber-stemp protess for t he escalotion of the vutiear ares
inhere in oir sot inty should be considyred. The Si. Is debtor natmon, ae
and the ES should loot at noether our nationol seturity enironnent
mo uld hie bet te n anted by usiog these funds to reduor thy no~t'onal
dyt , _ or to f.y thy hungry. house thr toneless, eroditote illiteraty. Sincerely,
ond prnvide health tare to our people.

4- anul like to see the actident issue considered in greater depth,.i~.
using' rya rail attidents an possible stenarios And dctrrmiringot re
or not Suth diasters could be avoided in toe Ni progra .. and oha Shuron Rrelneinr
.old toppee If they acre rot. The retent heal bottling of rails Is one

onp roid.nt t ha t comes to mind. Ion Ian the Air Forcy a.sore that4 sintyfnno of hundreds of thousands of miles or track an d hr adguatod

"a1nt" ho ta thyphil ha Surr tha.t pronlare trainedotot yiii'
.a. -uo riskn, sh. ee tun ton man traglic aidynts decnnstrin ,
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114 AM FORCR PRACRESIPS RAIL GAuZUMN PMORAM U-11, AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

awo to . toj tise ,ooin OW purpoe far -ete I t I I te to Ttteaskyo pan taotadiag tia hawinog. Our Purpose to. hosting thia hearing to to
we~ aw rFe w to pw terbassawasOtal swsaessea - toe detselimed stai 0m it tas sueaeizwo e ou the enirnntal onsaequences we tone determinod way o-wa If ties
PWasseaeper ail Gerrleft rgntax grwwedi, mad efford Feea sm eppartnalty to Mop to Poonohoetto' Rail Gaffaoo Proam pronood1 and afford Yon an opportuoity to bing to
assetteatlme wattims w a"M ton .itaty - -eke. OW al l Is a itoqiu no, attton mattars we way he- nadvoedrtently overlooked. Our goal Is a tithoogh
emanbeessme intpg that will to eneilAh to DuWM atkbdlUS OlWNIN w h a onatwonwontol aalyis that will be oaaillo npohile officials and eitioota before a
Haddiseem the ProgeswI leade. Plameas a Heh~ to bring to our atteetlee final deaims an the wownant 10 Made. P1.00 M tie 1*101; toin g to 0OW attention

my J . that Feow towe ton, et ieee edegeetay In~oe I tie aft eoeatl heoeoa that ynu feel have nt been adequately analyzed in the Draft
imor ~eOstotent. Enironmental Impact Staiowoat.

MIL * --- a

2A If'' 01'AW IV All~~)~ ac'i r-'(~~

1 -,.j , t Lk'pi -fI .-

Sa twe~ Addee city Spltt*N Street Address city state

Flaeme basd tis to.. or wall ho. Lt Cal Peter Mie~ 11.. hand tis farm in an mail to, Li Col Peter Walsh
"APCI-SWSv APFRCE-BMS/DEV

MoisArPre ma,~ H art-n Al, Fan1 8e-
I= seemdi Caiituj 91141 Ban Seoneodian, C&]lfitaa 9l4tS
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LOCATION Y"J PUi~ L-A ysA i0 LOCATION A)42 io- &/U Jfj a o o-
COMMENT -MV COMMENT SHEET

UL. AM F0RCE PIAC11KIDIFR SAIL GARRION UOORAN U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER RMI GARRISON PROGRAM

Th ok e to a mI O hI Oar purpose tor 1t 5 "le iag Is to Thank ou tot attsndleg tism hsoelo. Or Pure o oatin.1g t~io bestial IS to
01= . yesa lhe saased"~a pfa0We ha.. d.tmbd .ay omme, If tb. musmwmio. for you tb..oeimnnta eomecoo s. h..e dtateombd May occur It lb.
1,sb~g SO" All.p~mp~o.md fo a 0parity to brinog to Peoo-haepmr Salf Gaiopo gra S, pro eeds0, a08 affor 0.8 000 aorutoy to ham0 to

6 0, 0. OttOI~ " 5 qhaw b% itjly 0oreflo Got geal Is a horoqb o. attention Matters wO May how. Inadvertently onoelooked. Our goal is a I~oq
mr.1somoatal mullbol tin l a iai owls offloIn.J md tes befoe. envonmenotal analysis that will be available to public officials and eltizens befoe.a
Vag dawas a lft propas Is made,.. s i me this shoot to bain to car atisotla. final deono ow lb program to wae&. Plasse use this0 .100 to brig to or ttaton

huoa maal s that you foal hav at base adaqosaly 1mapa In tha 130a11 enviroomenta.l amas that yo faol have set been Adequately aoaelysed in lb. Draft
iaoamdaal Impat Statement. Eooteo.n.WImlpact Stateooenl.

ii,.d 32.ooo~a'. '/) /' o~~o ~ fj7 6  IQQT? iF*&i. t 7-CA 1241, eLAeeLtsn
~~~'.II~~~~ L. -- L. :oo -k .~ t~io~ f

tv- 9-9 "A Xgvo~ )Q,/o~~_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

:I it 0ICJW.3I2To d~q#t S~~~

A.00 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ef ... ,.!oq7U~ -~u ,,~ .1t &A.4)ooJDI - 715~2CL

TL 'rF

41 IL en____o____ kr_ t-n --q OF' AkcC#AA______

5 .4 t L - A C I E . , l . 41O 
5 Y tXo- A A 

0
X0___________________________ 

OtJoO o,-s di 0i-& TO on.J
_________________________________ ,o r L o.ot~ii ~ Zi i07dA4

_____________________________________ 400 4L~~t .00,. do8,,~ Cfl 
1
o12 2oA,~.,S ooou..

Dame Sheetl Adms City Stat. Naw. Street A4deo- City Stat.

Plem haa this tos o r an to LI Col Peter Walsh1 p1.000 hood thiso form Ino w, all to Lt Col Polo. Walok
AVRCR-OBIDbV AFRCE-ONL/DEV
Solo Air Fares Ben Notion Air F0omSe
Ban Bernardino Collfola 924M Sao Soeo..dno, California 920
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JAMKPES Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce
2156 Llekm A-w

Moonh. T-~ 3100

Ph. 01171w08 August 12, 1908

Please read the attached8 emw from the JackortvillO tma. Chambe of comerc 0w.b-
(Arkanamel Chambe of Comre. Ibis is int regards
to the 100101 deloyooaot of the Pencedmep Missile Please road thio ete at000 -0w it is imran that you respond to thia
Pro3ect at the Littie Ruck Air Force Base which0 i0 1etter lomdiately. On 0ug0st 1. 1908, the acordo Dwrloointal lupact hmnolog
lcaoted 0000 J4020000lls. concerning the deploymnt of the Peacekeeper 000011.00t the AEO wa0 held at

North Pulaski High School.
The Chater 000 gan 00 rec~d i0 supprt of Ohio
depl5000t and i0 actiwly 00010c0t40g 0800t0 ember OTo puos o0 thef 00weeni010 Wa 00000-told. 000e0w00 toatain the 000,1.00-
suport ~aoes of the pos10000 eoccic oipac odooto Mnta impc io on 0 ou0 comamt of this ossible deloyment. The other puroe
Oh. project wi11 0000 i0 00- 0000. 00.0 02100o the pu01ic 0oemt Ch the draft of the Impactoto stu0o~dy.

At both 00001ing0, people0 were gito the oppootoaiy to 00100 their opinion or
Please c0osider filling out the fort, enc~losed a08 submit a wtnol onsen to o the Ohoted State Air Force.
sending I0 to Lt. Col. Peter Wal0h at the addres g0000.
The deadline foo sending; your foes, (or a perwotal These statement and letters021 will hml i98aconcerning10 the ta... coswn
leter if o prefer) tW the Air Fccc. f0. cosieratio foor Ohios100 mission .YorCabrof Owners B-<8 of D2.0.00. want o .d at
I 0 August 32.00. both 00001.gs aul~O0OiOg the 8.ployeact of the Pwom.wPo 000011.00t t1w IAMBl.

We head 021 Chambe .~ebra to till out tim enclosed fee an md .000.0 it beore.
tOan youfo 0 prmpt 000en0i00 to Ohio Matter. 0400s0 31, 1q00. t e0 address,00 the bottom of the torm. Tist will reaffir.

00 our ~ 00.1000' fq Orof th0 Pwacoump mison at the 15010.

Si1ce000 seldom get t00 opportunity to 00100 thm CilState 000it Force

conce0ni0g cur suporte of 0" LAUBP, y00 otnoold n0t 100 thi0 opprtuni~ty pas

you by. B as0 101010we and8 w,1090001 of th1s mission 000 Ohe LIUtS as y00. can
possibly he. It you need 0dd1010002 cop1es of this 0 .1000 smt fo Y.., friends
a08 netghos, 00 tuy. any questions. 00n0ac0 y0020 Chambe offic to 9082-1521.

1000100 inenios 0am not cco! Bac ~ eoa ie red to.8 00ubmit a cm-
senO 01000 in suport of Ohis mission0 atw the AK0. Y000 iloioO 10 th1s

project0 1. isprt. 008 apreciated.

8-19-08lit. 000boar DE1.0.0000 of Youor Caber of Comece, thanks, yo for0 your

001100ry Affairl.. ite

goa2.'VJ

1400 M..oS tccl.jock-ono . A koooo 72076 501/982 1 $11
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Aug"%~ 30, 1988 1a the Olippia free the Abil.. e. rtrsa ~
J~.24, 1948: the e .rel p1 g ba, a etai.net h2.~e reee, teAln e-un it 1opprte the Rail"IftiI..1:t bacanno. of the Jabs it wpad briag. Job, .a . av,

the batten ine. is Ies. the odt 1t do ft. t ... tir, safety,ouffering, etc.. we olrodn have nobig tilllav. hero at 1ewe;Subject: Railaisoles at srscw AFB, Abtleool, Tex., th. u5-i Bashee. LetS net got anether.Flese dent be ais4ead by our reprrrotive fro, here that
Secretern *f Le fole.111stask Carlaci al th* People atrosud hero a re far the iPr~ilo,. Hie eqme toReprershatte Lawe An th Isb tht e 9 *r.ad- htave Nuclear weapan. - t lier. a@ mare

t fI.f:rcOd to "1.. - o t Reulett., I oTold
.seor Sire, rpt~er hre. -to r'-ofl in the to 4- t - -.

I at, aswdtg seh .f yea con. ef thte letter.
I woald Ili to see 0n Laet ipattes Ltet the -0ettag

that wee hold fa r the preposed Peacehescer Rail Garrteen at
the Abtlene . teai Civtc Centers son Jul; 25, 1998.

1 got there 30 aaue early before the meetixg etarted.
I ftlle aut a cord It l s ash d gene tt te the Air 1arce llflcnr
behind the dark. I cheched the ;h tht I _atW to ooka. I
sever did ot to oeh *XO Cii eo1-

te At Ion ; Rerter Ne.. estit',td the next 6.', that 250 vr ,awe sattended the setiog. left weclae..d cItpiag. Yau wauld £ orc -rnndrt
thin], that in three hour noeting, that the'S ar-tilar te o h r
would have the chance.

The Air areCal. esid the public would he sllied 3 winutes
teee t.Tre ' tes each that is.

About the first 0 er ewhe were cslled were neeor',, civic 03Sh~~n

cidn t. an .May. te hlene, Tenar 706'lh~::~emv. an con .r oZIoea s etc Mano thn~r_odletters fr., 't 0te trc nee Gevorr LT Geeer
state and National renresentivee, etc.. Tel: 915-6733207

Ido oat think it woe fair for se livinga in Abilene, Texa-
far ever 3" nearso nt to: be able ~te 'peat and ve letters wore
rood from people who ine huedrd af mile aeon A big eorc#nt
of this first 30 or P.aIhad their sneeche, e a ;nr .. I hn"T thn P.1. The fir~t II O civic leder-, etc. oheo reohe,
expoc ted to got to toalh. I believe Pnt sent over their 3 steutos we re for th- 1.ile,.
The C. 'ower, seemed ta cut than. aff but when anyonse against the sn though a-one who hn eto r;£had the
Ra, i Mivlee spobe ha lot then snew when 3 Inu were. chance to rend aletter 0 t. Cal * Onit th

..,After those first 30 or s. spoV* th'e Col. said the rept of their Conenlts. However, a letter wouldn 't nave
card woeeufle. I believe the dock nec etacked so tt Ipetie ina.ct that Iceahing ccat ths -4tig wo.l6

I didn't hear san athes *ao *:u, It bathe.rs Letienate have.
possible dasore of anacdae ulo xlso. I think
tt .el hae* . rea i spct an the environeot.

Lote oat Plan cat b nee wt uclear wtooas en our
railroads. .e dealt have no. a. raIl roads in this tart of the
c uetrv -nd dorailnentf tie thig up for a whie.

Next Page Plase..
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COMMENT SHEiT
U.. AIR FORCE PEACEKEERPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM -4

Thank ynn fnr attending thio bearing. One puepnse for heatingi this hearing is to VItlt
sumnarize far you the environmental cneence s b ave determined coy ocur It the -l 1 t
Peacobooper Rail Garin program prneceeh, and &fftrd yea an opportutity to bring toa
car attention natters no cay bans inadvertently nccrlnnbod. One CoolinI a thorough l t

t
e'

.nironnnnta analystO tit will he anailable to publi officiolo and citizens before a -
fI decisin no ttc grarn Is node. Plocse -e thin sheet to bring to our attention

cnnlronnental isues that you feel hane nnt ban adequately analyzcd in the Draft
Ennironmental Impact Statement.

2i fly e - h I
__ __ _ _ _ _

rpro

T--EOS/t jT /j rit 4 bn-

Note: Se t Address 349 y for fu ter resones

Planes ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 10dti omi rmilt: L o e. as
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LOCATION_______________ LOCATION kh71a AER mt

COMMENT SHEET COMMENT SHEET
U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEPER MAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.R. AIR FORCE PEACEKZEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thcank yew far atta~ng this hearneg. Go purpose fee hoatleg this heartng Ia to Thank You for attending this hearing. One porno. foe hoting tis hearing I. to
suanserta far pos thanvironbmetal focqaae we hon determined may coer If the Summarize for you the envircufl01oA otuaetoenes wm aveo determined may ooou, if the
Fataeekeepee Rail Oearra programe proceds. and afford you aa oportunity to briog to Peacekeeper Roll Garrison program proond., and afford yoa ao opportunity to bring to
on. *tentloo Notatl eem may lan inadeently oerlaakad. Off goal Is a thorough owr attetion matters we May have. Inadvertently overlooked. Oar goal is a thorough
anloant at analysis that "Ill he anallsa to VWbI* officiala and eltizoara hefore a environmental analysia that mill bo available to public officials and citizens before a
final daollo aa the program Is mad.. Pleae use this aheat to being to or attention finlal deolaCo. on 'he Program I- made. Plane0 - thia aheet to bring to ou- attention
... leromattal le-oo that yoa fool haa at har adequately analyzed in the Draft ennironmtental issues that you feel hane at heat adeqoately analyzad In the Draft
Enironmantal Impact Statemnt. Enojrotmontal impact Statrmnt.

,,e7- 7 A , A A .,1e-7~1,!

A "A'r

_______________________________________ .~ al , -7-~ o Jd M,0.e 7,~ ,.o,4
_________________________________________~rA. Ler 4_.'n uoc._0)_o... 'e ...n.L..

r-0 71, 4b. - - :. &)-c A , lp Ae,o A- c;r -&7ve

Ne. Str I Addrens city state Name Street Add-~ City slate

PIlaa hand this form in or mall to: Lt Cal Peler Walsh Flow0 hand lhis form In or mail to: LI Col Peter Wfalah
AFRCE-BMStDEV AFRCE-BMS/DEV
Norton Ale Force Bw Norton Ale Force Base
San Bernardina. California 22449 San Bernardion, Caifonia 92409
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LOCATION -2IThr. dadx -T-A r I LOCATION____________

COMMENT SHEET COMMENT SHEET
U.&. AIR FORCE PEACEKEEP ER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEREEPER RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM

Thank you for attending thia hearing. GOc purpose for hosting this hearing IS ta ThankO you for attending tis haaring. One porpoae for hooting tis hearing IS to
ftmcafr you the environmental conseqmences ma hane determied may occur If the mummariae far yot the environmental consequences me hate determined may accur if the

Peacekeeper Sail Garrion program procoeeds, and af ford you an oppoetunity to hring to Peacekeeper Sail Garrison program proceeds, ad afford you an aoportunity to brleg to
or Sttent ion matters me may hove inadvetently overlookced. DOu goal 1. . thorough our attention matters me may h..a Inadvertently overlooked. One goal IS.a thaoogh
aneicoomertal cnalys"o that mill he available to public official. and citizens befoce a environmental analysis that mil he arailable to public officiae aed citiaena befoe a
final decision or the program Is made. Ploaw. oe this abeet to bring toaur atetion final decion on the pragram to made. Plea. one thia sheet to heing to oar attention

enio eta sae that yo -fe he-c at heer adequately analysed In the Draft environmental [nuae that you fool hate at hern adequately analyzed In the Draft
Environmental ampact Slateet Envirotmental Impact Statement.

ACirr. ,.hs.l,t1 mIoem TA, -4-i .
0

.Ae.huo-ro-p 00 rewoetfoiio u,,a that the Little Rock Air Forc eeo t- oiiro

Aaa~iaaat~s4itlo.2
1 ~tO -&- -AeS~p.aue~f for the ,latiut io f th12e Scolocor minica

4 . AXPt, AU) 7 11.,.. J. L-.l' *TA W e ttilotod at irdusteia tli rtfrfe lchf=u 1n960, Soer

i:~t .be A- ., P-, F-o r,~ na.. e 0 1~ .1 rt It, the mrilita r iceo at any tine.
P.. to. (. ~ oa~.Ii.)or- i~./e A,,m ahv amoco ftnod Litle Rock Air Forc Saet e oo tjc-

.yj.* -,d.rw t. .d7I oo..esse .A.. n.. I., k , o~.y'~ rue atity of our, friodOs ore either acto o ctrt iitr

baA ... aj *Ar ~ r 0 Ate 4e~ Ator. r ~.cf ereAksl

-Y.jo e ojm. tA~. li.-. F-0 *. .1 -_______________________________

5 it. ~te~ 7I A -. Td.i *O . A-Te4h,, en.a 71,.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

or i. .10 Af,. oiL.cuaJho. a k. o.__________________________

oLT.- :ft o h-d. dr-A~ -,)a. uze,... -1 A..j~/. ______________ ________

A.L 0.iL1Z..~ . , .J9.oL .rA A y a~ C, __________________________

Nme. Street Aotdra- City state Name Str.et Addess City 4, State

Flee hand thic form In or mail to: LI Cal Peter Walsh Fleece hand thie form In or mal tot LI Cal Petec Weich
AFRCE-ONS/OEV AFRCE-BMR/DEV
Nort.n Ai, For. Race Norton Ale Forces Mae
Sa0 Rerneano Californta IS4o San Srardima, Califaona 914119
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9MO~t*Om 7 e COPOW~tUO mSARDING THE -MCEKEE MAIL

GARRISON SYSTFW AT A Q EI-S- HEARIN- 11151 5- AUG II 'fiN

LOCATION M;~ ~fy name is Annsan I liovs lioed inmo lil oroner 15g@pSo ntworkOs
COMMENTSHEETon occupational therapist with handicapped children.

u,& IR ORCEPEAEKEPER AILGARISONPRORAMI join many others in this room wanting peace In the world mid prooperity
'finch pa. m ttlog thle hearing. Our Pirpoee far Oaeibqe tis hearing Is io for tis community I share as appreciation for the Air Force and
omaneize fr pea tin eniromental aeequeneo we bane detemined map on- if thefoteth

Peeeebaaper Rail Garriason Programs paik.i atd afford yoea sOopportunity to bring to specifically frtepooitive impact th iot Air Force ane has had 00
or, attewilee matters we may bane Innavetetly ononloobad. Oar goal ISea thorough the Munot area However, thin idea, quickly embraced by City leaders wish
eaikeoameotal seelyale that .WI be aoelleo t - offilallaend nitizene befourn a dotter signs in their eyes, frightans me. The atless testimonialo
final decision on the program It mete. Plaser ma I, '- hel to brig to our aenion
olremetel Issen tbt yaw teal hane lt baens a '4sel analyzed in she Draft orchestrated kg the Chamber of Commerce describing citizen notidarity

Environmeatal impocl Snalemeot. and nupport for the plan Is disturbing because I know that thin Systemn is~~~~~& an. ~ ~ t. '1 favoredbygall. Mry do notspookbout deto ralrmagined
________________________________________________________intimidation eN foar loon of boniness or votes should they oppose the plan

Ct t or Tpublicly. Let us in thin room axpress ourselves honstty without
II e-. o/l~ .'~sA x fear of reprinal arid work together for the greatest goad. An Waltar

_________________________A _______________________P Lippmnan has said, 'When we alt think alike, no one thinks very nmh.' It is
my hope that in the fnturo we wilt spend an much time, effort, and money

n iit~Z a4- -. ~j ~- ~,.. ~ ' .. t ~on solving the prablems of peace creatively an we bane an accumulating~.. 1 ~ Hthirty thosand punds of destructive force for every humtan being in the
A~La 4-05 iJt* ~world

'fir ~Specific qustins and concerns are as follows (please answer in writing

dn- ,.tic 4vtkan~. 
1
Ste- J*' -- an part of the final document)

1~~ ~ A.a~- 12~ at st,, 4 ~. 'r ) Why are such isanes an tbe 'national security policy,* 'psychalngical
r- S.V Znk 11 - 21 Impact,' and 'morality' coosidered 'beyond the Scope' of these

2) Why besot the 'no action alternative' bees considered in terms of the~ Nationwide Economic Impact? How many jobs would be created If ever
df-4-e t' orre.Jov~ A~~n,~ns~~~-I-'A ~ ~3 $10 billion was spent instead oneduation or medical science, for

example Or how many jobs would be created if the money wan left
in the civilian economy instead of toward taxes for military expensen?

L ek -- o 6A - 1., -4, -t4.c~'a t-.~. pt x I31 Why were only hi lines of tent (ahof them original text) deoted to the
I *-'-141 no actin alternatise' rather then being seriously considered and

AmsLion 964-- I,6s- -Na)] mo~t 011S5 5'q761 detailead in thn E IS.?

,~~~ ~ ~ 4d- ct tt 1 4)Why wasn't there a 'no MX0 alternetive' considered ie tile ElIS.?
Planme hadthi form Inm or mal toi LI Cot Peter Walsh

AP'm ArCEauoro sn 61 5) Will the 50 MX missiles described in the 'proposed actien' be nomn
Wonn ir orno tCforn 10 that are currentlyp deployed orenw missiles? If new misien.why

I nren t these costs included in the Eopenditures tale?

l~a~..d/$te~to04dA71 ij ) Why does the Air Force believe that we do not already inne WnffIclest
Militory stresglvr
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S7) Whet la the danger of 'aporeeyarmed' security pernnl to
civilians lining or traveling near the tracks who might in MIS- LOCATIOOatN.,p,
Identified asa thmreat? Who will be considered a thret

7  
OMN HE

U.S. AIR PORCE PEACEEEPER RAIL GARRISONI PROGRAM
8) Is tin pirchase price of the 'supplemlental rail cars' included in the

cant entimotes
9  

TIhenk pan for attending thise"urn. Oue purpoe fur besiting this hearing Is te
-l amarie far anti the sonl enst cooeequenran me bane determined may acmei It the

101 ) acomthissysem s suposd t coplicte he nemyS trgeingPeoaeaeper tel Oarrison Proges prnreaa setn afford oe an oeportunity to Mapn to
I 91Decasethilsynom s suposd t comlicte he eeisys argeingtir attention molten we may hare Inadvertently overlooked. Owr goal Is a tbarough

l tasItees thin msen that more towns end commuinities along the efnnnentuoal -Ilo that mill he .n.liable to public. tffinlaloi cotl nittam before.1 be ealdfinal aeIaon or the program Is metle. Plreae us tie sheet to brig to oor attention
ruecudextiect to be targets of an attack in a nucler war? enronaetsl lorane that pea feeol hare net bees adequately anelpoed In the Dnat

Xmonnnnnlal imt tatemest.
101 If civilian dispetchers will know the precise location of trains, what I - t htteEShIlly911d11

wudkeep the Soviets or others from gaining this onformation
9 

And, - -. t... e. .I - I h .
a' what would compel IhesS Civilian dispnt.chers anid other employees In .,r .. ',.12i stay on the job denny a crisis

9  
Would the civil dispatchr5nherlob- P ..i.t- ot 1. .... .oo.. a h lo.1 or ...htcO F0., thec

S subjected In the ransdom drug testing, securiy. mecdical and p- - - - - - - - - -

i31 psychological Checks dincussed in the Pt E aloha1,, the UP Io.kt tSt. Loalo and K-64,a City, it

-admykruOlteU, 1PbeJ dao Xe .a,',,nt 1 e, 1"% t.,,o.C .oai

il) Aithsutigthe tranvWeaSad'iifid vltrig nthIS tcltalo oF ncile. ril ovolaenna IC t .es

won't they actually he given tspecial consideration end rIght Of Way eIvcdIoolo ctrc Ccltta oct

1 privileges thereby possibly increasinig collisions end other!%

12) The employment projections amount to anclaim of over 52,000 Inks thmYoo aS oeOeaillu hnt etoase

per billion dollars spent This amount IS 100 high accordig 10 31 Pr'obably a Oi eCOPti-t isoa In -W -thio...l dafense
similar, repuitable studies What indicators and assumptists wvere .oea

Used to generte t hese employment figures? 7ozAiseutu
tiary Chrlina .. to, 306 vHt 5t.. At vii dleeia, MtO

13l Job type fluctoutions era indicated tram year to year according to5
program needs (research end development - operations ) Ths
speding would vol generate similar Inks per titlist ratio Whet __ _______________________________
indicators ant assumptions were used to generate these employment ____________________________________

14) A boomn/busit petters IS predicted in the Ott I5 with job vumbers
fluctuating from 40,000 to 148,000 to 13,000 enid to under 12,000 In M- Sre d-Ct tt
1994 andl begand will these nort teem lobs renlly haena positiveacs netAeaaC 7  eae

ffact an this conmmnty and in the nation as a whole
9 

It bat bien Plooe teatd thio farm to or mall to. Lt Cal Pat. Walsb
17 1 mad that a coomoinity in Michigan diversified its Iaconomic base ARCR-SMniOEC

f NorMarn Air Foen taosjailer losiy Air Force lose JOS) end achieved a stronger & morne gR DS dUMI Sa erar d~ein, California n14seam meaISO 1
aecora jab marhet and economic S1abi lity than enpi-enced during MM asU
it's depemi-tc on military apefilt Let avanot be Swayed by the
proemnse eohn Stind money flowing into the comneity before we
let e ally at elternetlvS teteC-a,. dA ,I
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Eisenh eri -very gun that * ,every -cIp launched. enery
w-ot tired tignifics. in the final Noose. * theft fo those I L o

C ODEIS TESTIMONY hunger and o-s not fed. thoce dn are cold and owc not clothed. ThisZINAl JAJI cow-d in areS is not sending soney aloe. It is sen~ding tooeoiealt of

2nO 5TH. AVE. S.*ont1ad1 
,.t Itl .p Igi.-t.

GEAT F-L.A M. 5940 its laborers, the genius of t entists the tons of t. children...
AUEA F S 9 . This 1 not a cay of life at oll in any truessne. Under the cloud of

threatenlng cr, It is hu.ani ty hanging f.oe acre., of ion.

-vening. I cold like to begin by paying my respects to the 0- Idbmei tthe co itry. c Longer alffod. In any of the mold, to

70,000 peole in Nagasaki cl o cere killed Instantly on this date In
1945. ien a nuclear honb cas dropped over their city.

My nm is Zlins Jackson. I 1lin -o Gre t Falls. and h e a famly of
four young hilden. I - fiold orgooler for the Comeitte of the
90"l, onich is a eeor of the NtIal Coalition tc Stop the MX.

As part of my Job. I have been in contact cith people in Conrad,
Ch= este. Leis,,. and Sw.os Range. Thee pele. many of Aho. are

hew-resting achcte . orel:, unbl catn hohaIng tonIgnI. it
Is on their behalf that I protest s'ongly tonight to the holding of
only on. hearing for the on tire state of Cats, In Sweat Falls. Many

pople in nomnItles througnot northcentrai Montana, -here the rails
travel, have nery strong opposi on to the development and deployment of
cocre nuclear ceapns, specifically and particularly the MX.

I Protest evn sore strongly to the time Constraints placed on us by the
Air Force. The DEIS al r-eved July 18th., eavinga mere 22 days to
consult c-th enperto and road throgh a lengthy. meighty. sod technical
doculent. regarding a system -any of us ho- grave concern about , This

don uent tOok the - r Force coneidewably longer to preare, at a cost of
SO 011l13n to the Acrican tanpayer. The public should given
cufficlent tie to study it, M Io-v. thie NEPO w-oess belongs to the
public-p d for sith public funds., designed to serve the interests of
the public, not the Air Force.

Since lobs are what supporter. of the MX nuclear ecapon eyts talk
about, ratner than -ether or not a strategic rationale ec1ete for
deploying '0-12" so re countrforcec:arhlade. I old like to discuss
emplow Ant assciated aith this syste- Of the 015 billion proj cted
cast to the taipayers of deceloping And deploying 50 MXciosilee, 92

aillion could be mt in weat Falls o contructio. The Air Force

projects the 
creation of

83 construction jobs in 1990
d 8ea 9 of 251 In II

89 in 1992
sod Q - in 1993 & for life of the project.

3 IS et the to Acion Alhewnative to be IP a d etly studied in the
D I S. coat could he the echoic iect o the Region of Influe
It( h-ie. Great FslleCascode Conty--of injectng .92 Itist into

the mco y for c nih development' In a larger conteo N. t .. uld
be the impact of taking N15 billin and dividing that seong the II homt
conties for tho Cc' Peerin in led that ellitary proJcte create

Ins jobs tan in civilian sectors. and less prdouctivlty for the
onom (aftor all. one cant inect boambs back into the ecenomylI just

thIl non oduch etable e.oneic developsent toId be created ith 1.34
cliicv dollars.

To close I aculd lice to repeat the oft -quAoted crds of President

DOCUMENT 471 DOCUMENT 472

,MEAC-*DCUEN 472k4e~t~v44
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August 20, 1988

'~~t~#S' 4~4ve~cu 0 sdaii ,,t~io~Ltc Col. Peter Walsh
AFfCE5KS/I0V

2Norton AFE. CA 92409-6448

Dear Sir.

I would like to take this opportunitl" to submit the
following questions regsrding the Air Fume's Draft , nv irorwiestal
Impact Statment (DEIS). The numbers in brackets refer to(j

4  
.s / .Cl= re tsection. in the DEIS docum.e

d.7~~~~~~~z7'Ga~~~~~l'~ 4 ~ '' .sl O~ Mdais ebit Ogress has crrently
c aped . deploymen at h missiles deployed in sils at Warren

.. - Air Force ease. The PRoPOsED ACTION in the DEIS is to deploy 50
,K~ter' A'' X .isni o nl. 25 tra ins. The Air Forse tals- tu sPecify whether

these hO X missiles would be the same ones currently deployed in

silos or 5O sew eissiles..

- I 2. If tee missils sre invoired. ciy aren't the COste uf bulldino
them included in the DEi? 4.1-21 Or. if issiles are to be
taken from silos, why isn't the Jimpact Of this actionc onWarren

3 AFBd disounsed lincluding lost "job")? (Both new M cots and MO

reoato/sl shutdown ---t- armissing from the AIJCERNATIVE
1ACTION proposa to deploy 100 MD on 5 trais...

4 3. Won't the MX tusains mk ula sgt fesytw ln
A4 the In route? The DEIS . i are.needed for rwepl alting

the emey's targetino task." i1.3.6] A spokesman for the Air
,Aiwac2oav~uJ *frroca Ballistic Missile Offior siafed. "Enemies would hav to

us u mreespus otry t etoy [Xten]. (Capt. Joy.
March ,e98)Ise't this just another osy of saying that towns
and cities along M train routes could epect to become targets
in a nuclear war?

ot.Zu-c. y<?4. Isn't it Possible that at sans future date, 501 trains will he
x /i..$~$'> "dispersed on public rail lioes all the time Accordig5

Senatur Cohen (R-Maine). "Department of Defense briefings on rail

f lvu'lh kg. arrison indicate that a shift to rail mobile [continuously

.dcr/..t~rA-' .... z.., 5 ---- ea i iXtrain a bout) is aser iaus .: psibility... such hf
ould involys large cost increases and serioos public interface5 , d6i > p' , >obl.... -"Ie ,.. ,,987) Why isn't this. raii .... ile option
e,,n m evr etionred inlthelDEIS? Is the Air thisF willing to optio ate
categorically that this is no longer being considered?

1,5 Won't M1X trains ke oulsrabie to sabotags? According to
Senator Albert Gore (iD-TN), "About 5 pounds of conventio n1

140'n . soplosice_ carried in a back pack or a briefcase caid be enough
a" ,Ito render a railroad lIne unusable.' (December 11. 1987) Why

isn't the issue of sabotage addressed in the DEi? Will allpeople carrying back packs or briefcases be detained and sea.rchd
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I hy MX security crews?

'. Will trait snority Personnel pose dangrs to the public?50X 11. How, easy jobs ould the dli program really generate ona
tosins wili hate "apprpriately armed" security personnel. nationwide scale? The DEIS statistics on the national impact on
7 1.3.2) will the secur ity personnel on training traics be pmpoyment (direct. indirect, and induced) of rail garrison
authorised to use farce if protetors sre encountered? (Will expenditures r4.1-2j is highly suspect. The projected employment
trains be authori.ed to run ocer protestors?) Could innoceut rate is over 52.000 (cbs (man-yoars) per billion dollars spent. a
people be hurt if they were misidentified as a threat by armed rate completely outside the range of all reputable studies on
security personnel? 16 llitary spending (it is tow high by somewhere between 50-100 --

see, for snarple. the stu dy "The Empty POrkbsrrel'). What
7. How can the trains follow normal railroad procedures and keep indicators and assuptione ere used to generate these mployment
their location hidden from the aSri at Union? The Air Force figures? what is included under the category "induced'?
claims that all train macements 'whether training, maintenance,

or operationali, would be cuordiruted sithnappropria t rail1 12.tAnother indication of suyemlmnt asslis is tthe. DIu~
company personnel to ensure s.'. and efficient eaement" 11.3.6 is the lack of fluctuation is the number of Jobs generated per
and that MX and training trains,'would operate in the sue eanner dollar spent. Even though nearlyt all the Fiscal Year (FY) 1989
as the existing commercial traffic.' 13.i.2) However, the DtIS honey from the program would go towards research and develomant.
also claims that the trains ould "randomly race throughout the and neariy all the FT 1992 funds ould go towards operatios --
' iced States. 

"  
'.2.1.11 If cvillian diapatchers know the eeploying very different types of workers -- the ratIo of jobs

preCise location of MX trains., couldn't Saier ictelligence also generated remain. about the same. A refined analysis would not8 id out? SeatoGorOure (D-TN) has asked. 'Can these trains produce such figures. What Indicators and as.umptions oars used
disappear into an sotie railroad network that relies hescily on hy the Air Force to generate these employment figures? Please be
noaecure microwe Comuncat.ns?' (Deceeber 11, 1987) On the as detailed as possible.
other hnd, it dispatchers didn't always know where Mt trains
ears located. evudo't this greatly increase the possiblt 1l 13.- What about the jobs that would be gesersted if the mosey was
collieion? invested productively instead of squandered on weapons we don't

need? The DEIS fails to consider the job creation potentil of
1 8. Who slll control the esoveents of the 5X trains? aow easy spending the 010-15 billion it projects for 50 rail garrs on

C'ol ian railroad omplOyes ail know that Ce WI train is something else instead -- education or low-income hnusino, for1( rating withun teir urea of trackage? Will civilian esample. Instead of presenting reul altero£ices. the illusion
dispatchers have total authority over the MX train or will the is manufactured that the mosey for Mi traits would appear out of
t1 tran comanaoder have special right-of-way privileg' or other thin air. Money which steplyrmeaits in the civilian economy

powers? How much disruption would such paers (instead of beior taxd for the military) also creates jobs. sod
cause to other rail traffic and road traffic which must cross some rough figures should be provided for comparison before MX

121 rail ien.s? 
trains are accepted as some kind of ,ab before"M

9. sill railroad dispatch Crews In proposed opertin areas he 14. Wore attentics should be gvnto the traum for boas
n ecurItycloarbnc

-  
[end) hack ound checks?' kocording to economies from the "ben-host' Jab cycle thst would accompany the

the DEIS, "civilian us nel who are assigned -c nuc lear wegpoa raIl garrison program. The DEIS forecasts that jobs crested by
duties..." must meet tertait 'reuireents' uhith inclode the program would go "fran nsarlr 40.000 in F? 1989 to nearly
"security clearance. rndo drug testing, and medical and 19 8.00O in FY 1991. and then declie- sharply to I3.000 ho FY 1993

psychologicals I eninq.' [5.1.2j Just how widespread iii th and just under 11.000 in FY 1994 an beyond nationally)." 14.1-
iepoition of so measures be? How much will it cost? Are I] Will the benefits f mostly short ten (ob haes net
thesemeasure s t tituticnal? positive effect or sill the disIocation sed transition

difficulties they create tend to offset the positive benefits?
141 IO. wH thoroughly would M trains be tested 'efore deployment?

e4 0010 EI says that Ma -rin.s 1I~b he -P 'cltely tested.., Prior I. ioDn', wa aledyhv enough nuclear eapas far
to deploy ent.' (i,3.6, Ac.ordiog to the Hose Armed Serice "deterrence"? The Di mplie than Mu tra ins are seeded fr
Comitnee he init i.ion production of l trains would take p*are "deterrence". whiot is defined as: "having sufficient military
more than a year efvrs uny livemissile fliont tears . Ioud serength and the percelned elilinoess to use that strength after
ocur. It sens that ahile the 5? trains might be 'c-mpletely 20 so enemy attack to inflit usaccepthle danags on the enmey. thus

d before they are deployed, the missiles they carry will inhibiting the from striking in the first place.' [1.11
no. However. according to the Congressional Budget Office lNovember

1987). approrimately 3.0 I .S. nuclear weapons .old odure ten
the scat one pected Soniet surprise attack, while roughly 9.200
US. nuclear saposs aod reain if there as enough -a reing
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ae't ur strategic forces. Doesrt thin constitute Thank you for your consideration of these important issues.

2 suffioient military strength"? trust they will he thoroughly covered in your Final Environmental

17. Why have a number of issues been declared -beyond the scope" Impact Statement.

of the hearing. including: "national security policy" (including
1 srms control impact" and 'wartime effects"], -morality." and Sincerely.

"psychological impact" of rail-garrlson deployment. (1.10.2]
It is my considered opinion that the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE would
be found superior to all MIX deployment options in tem. of thee .
c iteria. if such an analysis were included.

Randal J. Divinski18. Why are so few basing alternatives considered in the DEIS? Graduate Student
The Reagan adrinienration wse known to have had at least four M0 Department of Political Science
basing codes ceder artie consideration prior to select the Syracuse University22 rail garrison option in December 1986. These included "Carry Syracuse, MY 13244
sard t Superhard Silos., ShallO Tunnel, and Deep Basing. Why
aren't any of those alternatives included in the DEIS?

19. There has keen sane indication that the KX trains will have
I"supplemental" train cars attached, apparently to make it more
difficult to distinguish the trains frot regular rail traffic.
About 60 supplemental nrsin cars could have to he added to
each eX train to approximate the length of average coeatercill
trains. This would require roughly 240 supplemental cars at each
4-InX train instsllation. as adequate storage space been set
aside for these extra cars? He the cost of supplemental cars
been clclate and included in the total program costs?

2 I 20. Major prblems aontnune to plague the guidance systems IOU )

of the silo-based M .missiles already deployed. Reports indiCate
that as many as one-third of the missiles are not operational
benause they lack working guidance systems. Shouldn't theeprohlems be rectified before production of additional MXmisiles

is eves considered? Will train-based 5X missiles use the same
guidan *ystem or will they require an even more caoplicated anduntested des igon?

21. Has the Air Force conducted any studies as to potential
public reaction to the MA trains? For instance, cruise missile
deployments in Europe in the mid-Is8Os were accompaned by large
public protests. In tie U.S.. disarmament activi ate have tracked
the movements of DeparrMent of Energy vehicles transporting
nudlear warheads. and there have beet demonstrations to block the
movement of these vehicles (including the "white train").

1 22. Who wil, pay the legal fee, if there ae protests of 55 train
movements? In the early lORs 'itap County. WA. eopended over

- 511,O. for law enfrcemert ut protests of trains carrying26 nuclear sissile parts to a nearby submarine base (at $15,000 per
incident). The U.S. government offered no assistance of any kind.
S"veryone brought to trial se acquitted). asn't this
potential hidden cost for local communities?
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august 29, 2988 -2-

St. Col. Peter 8aloc l Terefore, I believe that every opportanity that is arailable to ed.-APRh-hV?/LEl 31 nate the public about the use of nuclear weapons muet hr sed. It isNorrorin , CA 92409-(448 I portant that the ultiate envlronmental impact of the 5e of the Vh
1I Mi sile be includ:d in the final Enilrtneental Impact ?tatement for theDear Lt. Col. Walsh, 1 I Garrison Mode basng of tne 7 Misile.

Thi letter reiterates my testimony at Wurtsmlth AFB, OnCoda, YI
July 28, 1988. concerning the environmental impact of toe hail Garrison eona hielingg
Mode haslng of the M Missile. 41 Galsay gr. Mcigean Conference4 100 1awy r Peace With Justice Committee

Northville, MI 48167 United Church of ChristIspea as a itleen of Minan and an a representatire of the MItoigan P.S. Ens 1006
Conferevve .United :hursr o- Jrrlet, Peace ith Justie Ccmlnttee. Toe East lansing, MI 48823
UJlted Church of Chrlet at national General Synod Meetings has voted manyA.. i
resalutinnsconcerning weapons of mass destruction (see enclosed).

11 : he'lene that the ultiste envl'onettal Irpact of the use of the MX
V.is11. suet he addressed in tO, final Envlronmental Impact Statement.
Since 1979 the Pentagon han argued tout the United Ztates needs 100 VS
lses, evot nito IC MIRyd 300 kiloton warheads (1000 warheads, each

t times s t he rohl hoh) In 1985, after many2-sonths of dNscusxon, sUCh pb l4c Input and easy notes Is Congress, Con-
gress voted deploysect of 50 M. MissIles based In Minute Man 1II silOS.
teploynt of addi tIonal ME MIssIles was no stipulated at that time, but
somehow,now, we muet respond to a proposal for 50 additional srilse.

The ultisate Impho of tee use of one VS Misile can be underetood by
clnsiderlng the following: if one KX Missile Ith Its ten I30C kilton
warreade were aimed at Great Britain (and I know that they are not aimed
at Great Britain and toe .arheads directed at 9 or 10 ritiee; london,
liverpool, Manr.ester, O.roiff. Dublin, Glasgow, Inverness, bdinburgh.
Pelfast, 4reat Britain nould disappear from the earth forever! The re-
sultIng ash. smok.. and radiation Would drift corldwide, even seer Mirol-3 gan. Tels sould b the result tohe use of one VS Missile. There sould
be 49 (or 99) yet to be used.

when I gve the above testimony at the Hearing on July 28th, one panel
semher said that in sac not neSesary to include this infomsatlon In the
lies: Enronmsntal lepact Statement because the use of nolear wea one
har beenr rearched an relt publshed. I a.gree this is true, but
the average person knowe very little about the VS Mislle or nuclear
seopon In general. I only know that ken I mention .P1 Missile' nine
out of ten people have only the vaguest ides tat it is or shat it 15
aboat. Perhaps the gonernment prefers it this cay.
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Weapons af Mans Destruction

'WHERA$ Man Cnn- 0ha lai Poad r p -ic at on wenn.nca~ntststo bin en that e 8dabe. to os at turnnain ViaSrts h ann
sataer . wih .4 Penle sooe rank be sliitkic w -Iarinadf and te
peaco nacocip. ati sen bang. * ia-toirt tiMl 4aotilbe pinbegC nn..
Giad.a ts -01i nom V beyond -sin anse dns.-ea-

WHEREAS a..s Snhased~ w ci chdWnaedtaa.Kala broen 7 " .,. Svrw *i1te
baoeaoaranetanragonaroi 5. Cab upon allcabanaed pe-lts

etiteiwi ands an Sin e a n -h Sv
WHEREAS. eonp dntwoealaniw tama~risI ad~ brledta a -swi

clA- -aeah a guV ihiitna e "n visefltbl rece an the nina.
once an t e tna.ct. nenose phdonbr. "n eplnnseid anuclear
clad. enhicnednwin. i irihnro g seePott -nd dnny "-;ena
sic 0 insil -n new eltns aend 6. Cnde upeilnaiicriellatilitnst. uus 0-1
pnibnitbegar.;c'sc and e eenlitoee in Ippl s terurr. Atva3 18

WHEREAS. ea ers -s. na- pinduritnn. aadldeloymenattf nulear
ceasaing ltnnxie &P fetnee stole -eans;
bftaw I--na ned. such As tAd 7. Calln upen Coegress ine pa
Onitang. health cns, and edovatch fund"nW irtthlet nueclearcweatons Li. Col. Peter Walsh. USAF

anecismc. endrCktdcr "'n MS. "r' " ea a. anna Director, Environmtneal Planniiig Division
WHEREAS, lie Lhted Statn and tUe Triberi It (DSl;

the Sovniertita - i emaana & Canels n t ieSte s gan AFRCr-BMS/DEV
Os gne Weales, at a ml an nmnis lAn le dnp the n rgaeaa Norton Air Force Base
eaCa. in-t t Prodcindeg nstwa PerseVtIfllnstaainetlsn Eop. San Bernardino. CA 92409
wie-rAp ta deaina Vs delay bid h Call. anna ane Lhn Sit., ad&
diaigad an ".n a -e .p-c. inrsesitoiiliea waleeisnn BitRL Draft Environmental Impact Statement-Peacheepet Rail

ia ..aietti .d -oeseoea. to ia r%,s.ns Gi ..t. esGrisons program

n.W quicktinPsoe. ten A- c,, - to Lane WH~ n he ud Seal.. ad-
Ingp c-4ande cepani" thalta V" ss -,. l ishlasais b. an . Deal Lt. Col. Walsh:

.~dae cc aw pAbe "n se1npl in eas. Veaneled a
PlAn. to aegcn Itfe etaa wvtins We Sndrn praductian of dleneace of-
diptpnnwlnr ofPairenupfeeeaai.enin -~anePac7aw Last March I was one of ihe individuals who gave pablic testimony
Wills eyMOi..cwin. 111,113 d It Cage upen Ceongrla atreo14. the seoping hearing prior to the prepareation of the Draft

WHEREAS. an Aeas"or OU an inds for chemiali Widl hingie Environmental Impact Stutement for the Peacekveepee Rail Garrison
UnaedIM.. eehnasked C~nesnci on sfl O'~ ducdil. reearh M dis program. My tnstimony did not question the "morality' of the
kia locmdiaihsi nt- ngten orepntre an ;
inaaaaltrenano osmsne athoe 12 C.alupanmnerfeasonetstrdsa Peaceheeper program. My testimony wae in suppon of the location
realn-pon anorWa-ndathe sona o iheUnled Churchof annintosh-k Rail Garrison program in the Cheyenne area with all action tahen hy

-eVApsceso lor rhee pnllciee "IVseleyae the United States t0 avoid adverse impacts to ihe environmental and
,WHEREAS, ann-aid ane awo an d-af an -iadle stlnt socio-economic stractare of the Cheyenne area and to fully mitigate
ev Is. bean taitan Aiadanp ema veerasle lienm anmoeng.

sea ton sAntd pear prodtione~ and dntoymeeda.lm-Mr, any advcrse impacts ohich could Oti ho avoided through tlteteorite
THORSPORE. beilnsohed thatis. sapanm action.

Psannneh Geal YM t3, Reqes te aPlnsidnra of me Uhrl
I Caees ennti riaags ap d Church of Chist to wnnnruncata The Draft Environmental Impact Statement issued hy the United

icaaleora euiaiinarna INS meve re t th oan so e totan States Air Force in June. 1988 is incomplete and totally inadequateare nti.ein I , look.ivi aigamn Unsed Staten and elenbei ~ or povvso n fclttn uhyivleeti
ann aile, en.- nsa thley .. i no pinfoeuroeso encouraging adfclttn ulcivleeti
nacnnop ane cinaetn o cs . vn decisions which affeci the quality of the human eniviroment as
slusul. required hy the National Environmental Policy Act and the rules and
2. Cabl anon eN natorm no sel an gre- regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality and ihe

*irafs ntrbete fieinaton M Depariment of Defense.

3 Callsanpon S nas neaWftao- The Deparcotni of Defense in 32 CFR Part 214 slates its policy to 'act
icy ae reew anunaacinl sap-with care to ensure to the maoimum extent possihle that. in carrying

* CANI o tat itaro iehet in-nVela
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out its mission of providing for the national defense. it does so in a I? if the miseie assembhly huilding were relocated makes it impossihle
muner consistent with National Ensinmerital policies .(and) 2 foe the puhli n participate in the peocess as intended hy the
to ensure . . . practical means and measures are used to protect.j National Environmental Protection Act.
restore and enhance the quality of the environment, to avoid or
minimine adverve environmental consequences. I ash that the United Staies Airforce revise it's draft Environmentrial

I mpact Statement to folly analyze and provide information to the
The Air Force in the Dtaft Environmental Impact Statement has 1 puhlic with regard to each alternative addressing itll of the expressed
fitled to co"'nider enannale aliern..lices to reconmmendedacin factors of concern relating to the location of the Peaceheeper Rail
that would involve unresolved conflicts concerning alternative oven Garrison in the Cheyenne area.
of the nvailable resources. Regulations in 40 CFR Parts 1501f115018.
are to enature that the environmental inifornmation iv nvailahlc to Sincerely yours,
public officiate and citizens hefore decisions are made and heforo

1 c ations are taken. The failure of the Uvited States Airforce toI,.,)
denelop a Draft EIS which fully addeens the espressed concerns of
citinens of the Cheyenne area and which ignores specific comments William 1. Thoson
made in the seeping process mak-es puhlic participation impo,%ihle.

WJT:ahl
Irefer your attention to the enclosed article from the Wyoming State

Trihune dated August 11, 19888 in which yea are qoted as stating
that the Air Foree disregarded some questions fromn the public
hecause the Ait Force chose questions with a 'large enough impact"
and those that would help leaders to decide on the rail garrison.
While the enpressed concerns may nit he of "a large enough inmpact"
to the Lotted Slates Air Force they are primary to the citizen who
will live and wotrh in the same area ai the Peacekeeper Bail fiartisn

By way of enample I note that while the missile assembly hoilding
wan the subjct of much comment and concern over its visual
tsopacte. its .afety and the economic wyari 11 ccitt

1 
have on

investments in adjacent areas of the city and while specific reqoests
were made to cineider the retention of this building, the Draft2 Environmetal mpaet Statement provided nn alternative

intormation in this regard and very little tnformation on the buildivg
tIse If Enclosed is a copy of an article which appeared in the
Wyoming State Trthnne on August 11, 1988. You are quoted as
stating that 'the huildtng's profile would fati within a mountain range
and the huilding could he painted pale hlute to hlend in with the
'khyline "A htue spot within a mountain range woald booh wingte ait
heet and impaces on developed areas to the north and west .. , more
adverely raiher than tees adverely impacted hy thin decisiion,
These cnfusing commnts pins the failure to analyze an alternative
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lilitstion of 00 .1.011.0 to "0.0000100 operstion-. 0.- dos. 01.9ea-190" p004 . to mods.nl.. 10f. If tow -o I.0eya - 16d.O On lntego~d p.4.

oontslin~.g Limiting deployee- wn0 ocesftion of w00Imm11mm to "Omosim* ms V-~ I. I p.-tion test clbog-po If bto forse-4 logethe', anc thet

ober-tons." In tnew 198-tmn 00, tI. two.m of Conromml 1. that -eon 0010.4, f-d b-. ti. .Io t of 0In as -Lopo on 01. Ot-.

00 bo- .ohi.md Por mron Ind! doloant. both of tb. Midgo.- .04 the 00

.10.110., tonws 1.00a COgeoolons1 bomitont. opr Int- to prool f.m C-ly somopt.0 de.itii., of 'It-te' ar:

to prn- Ind 'im1y eitnmr. 1) tO Is. mlol. I, oseplets by .00mng Or bringing togmthIr pe-to:

21 to pot - bring foe-) togotnor int I o.1., to ,oIfy.

Thw Prsfide-,t, in tie -10ot l-inte-rrtod Cohg.-oioeml Itnt rm9.00- tinm nots 010. fInion of intsotsc 00. i4 in tins ffOsi0.nimie002

Ing toe, peIsnti0. Asiote. A.1o-ly stted lO P.. 98-94, S 110 bll, tow mm-It it et to -Ado that tohe tammnly .00000.4 dofinitlon II Irtam.

01-00004 OW.y- nd 0 ponol..opmrsti-r of 80 011-0 lf-rd tO thoss to

Wo dm,0y0 i, Mrt,t000 *1100It s.ron, AoB, W.* Or 10 no 01.11.- .ttwpsti0.PThO- ly, tow 0010 0.0.m not 01.0..., ti's Intmgrotd tost. OF btt ICB

Co-..eiono llitetion on mIt.-nsti-o 0.l.WI-Y . 4.,lotot. if tnw to 01-0G-u aw- 0110.2 loitit from toe Pres16.'ti~i

-oO000et the, .,rey .il Imp-t of 0-a r -l~ -a to *do to. The

Ins R-opsdniol spit~ooe Ismc swndot-er ow 1 o, Air Forts Pmtt tht toe. t.o my-t - In integ-oed pmdo, 1. Ponoo b- o t . I- IM

isoem I. to j IF10 oP otet, PFWr--y 06, 1988. fe-s of t-t Wtic10.odz "0..04 oP tie 0RA P.- 1984 on,,n Congsms foobtod loymmt of 00 m10.110 until toe

Ing 01-. pltooeO Isploymont .0 psottboo opmrstion" oF the W0 in ore roil pu-rison torm-t-y of DoF,. red Ffi 1110 0-05..in r te roleding d.-oimt ofth
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Th. P.0100001.1a a -0..t e1se stra000 that 10.000 tota 010y of syste W0 Shdoy CONIMt0lo

be, prfkmdm and0 deloyed wou14 W0 tbosbn on t .aim of two S9olot .0 -an

mrwormq readhad an oro - 'o00ase'. 10 0000 mm 0 0 10. 000000' has bee p.5.0. 7here .. a Stteen In 2 that the mterials in th. NX missile Would
ratified witho the 9m00 un1on. Prao10000 Flo, hoo Imrft hiif 0 personal ia~om.a ooi health risk to tbose ;90. o ao daily basi.. or to t00 public. A.
Piod of ths SovioS 0-101 1e0o -y 1 . -o..- diitio f 0the* "00-1- to the public, the0 sta0om is pobably accurate. As to the .1.0110 0000. 00000000

thaot," non of sh0100 hem0 been reflce 1. the MIS0. or Inaccufrate, since.a definitive aover0 ha. not yet been 00004.

Th. cp..t mO be proolud ora depoyed has not0 000,, '.00.00 by 00a missile. m The smal rist predicted in the MIS5 hoo no scientific bas1.. 0nd my be

ampy Illue~rted by the Alternative R0~ I I00 0.00.0.0 000.tms one nu or 00 coaed to advice given ameoio .00010mmr en0er1ng iroshi= and Oogoamai f00
.1-.11-.. be deployed in. hm, -1 gorison, 0.00, by 1001. If the Air Ford .0 cleanup0 duty, thot there Was no1ris. Moy, of those 'otcaic v.0000.0; I00av0or.a0
using0 th. Presidential 0.o, of 0*ombe to. 1986w. 10 autoity F10r suffering from 10.00.10, my.1om, cahwe00. 00d0the d1.ooees as direct resslt of
advac.ooi ns 00i. 0011 rimen 00d0. Int - o..iO. mhm -0.11 - ,0, 0 rot - I" of . oeto rodl~tio, Ioduced by offiolol W-0ttl. of foot.
* 001, pim~ingadhosn -.000001, 00m I- 00100 q*e1 to It.

The veterans of aoic test. 1n the Pacific, the natio.. of B1k1n1 and Rongalap
In muay For' th1. part: Tha Al', Forde roo.4.m that toortimy -0 0a W0 Wer. 0100 told, by U.S. alttory offi10.rs. the r1sk Was either negligible or olight.

EIS be, retritiad to its po~oim do roet and qpmrmm.01 ne 0 no0 l0001 wu*ti. They too now suf fer from thyroid dismea multiple 0yeiomu, cancer, leukema --
while Una 000 for "0 0904 Aid c000010 suoh languag.., 0m400000 0600 001000 m~ 011 caused by radiation. ft Un ted Sottes nuclear, Wopor testing.
language. ha. Pr..ldentL.1 -.0,0 to deve1op the -11 ICBM and 00 -011

garrison maioo declared 00 twoo 10in.egrate package, y00 000 001S fail, or It 10 the busins of slepople to emphasize benef101.1 aspectsof the product

.ooeleato to a-tion 0000-on l 1000000 resulting F'.o. ..ucn n 1nmogr d Prora. they ore attemting to ell1, arid to downplay the adverse propets. 7h% MI1S has

fulfilled the "olep*roo. role consisently by seeingly prenting a0We.lth 0f
Tha Prsini al0o W O0 0100000 - 00 tht n total gumflity of systesO to informtion, 00100 in reality, does not fully infore.

be produced me dmo t to, t- *I- of 00o S0oviot threat0 nd p0005.0reached n

- -o001. W -o~ot. The DEIS lgnor.. 00, improved! 00101.., Idn0 0. S0v1et p.5-21, 1 5.3.1.5 C0001yEMstae ,000 -Etitloto f the consequences of radiation

00100, ratifica0ion of 000, 104 creety and the d1.1i.1. threat. 001100000 are 1000 p00010. than f00 the 0.00090100000 of fire and expl1osion 00r

000.0 beouas the health ef foot. of 100 dOom of radiation cannot be meaomm!o
1. 1-0 Not1c. of 100000. pub011100 10 000 Pe.tora 060100- F.1mrvo 25, 19moootoy

the Air Force itsm,.000 Presidential wrwfmo-t m0 100 a-hity to pramd! with

soopie. hearings moc proe.on - IS for the00-11 000100 doIoy0 addle. 10 'One 0*00 000100 ef fect of leo do.m. of ionizing radiation to the wry mai

pusane of i0. ooJ00tivmw, under the00010. Presientia 000 Air Force Is possibility that 00 exposd person my develop canoor.-

obligated no 00.er-0. all copoo oontall.0 omr.1n.

By restricting toetlmoul to *,vi'aotal 1.00000 Of pos0001.0 om0loy1055 0.d

oprtion, the 0000 proomo moo .oy haoo. 000 111- . Dommorti.p00

00., rot rely 0, partial i~formmtln no Fulf ill 100 vital 0.0.01000. Full di1closure

of Facts, foorol or0 darr1,ol, 1. fruo.0o to the pr -0. Mny thing 1.0. 1.

O 000, domlgrd000000owJ .00010 10-00 on1y.
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toThe too statemento w ObaO ,10, not diametrically opposed, 000 1n conflict. If SABOTAG0

t h ot 100 fcsof Iow d-n of radiation, canno0 he sommued accurately, hoo con

itbe assamd toot there is 10. vewry 00011 possibility of 00 exposed person develop- I5.1.2 and 1 5.1.0 AM-eo the qotation of sabotage slightly, leaving more questo000

1ng oaooor? Wha0 is the scientif ic bont. f0r the latter statemnt. What epide.- 00-0000 0000 otherwise, .0g. in 0 5.1.2 the DEIS in00.000ul to narrate the

1019010.1 00ud100. if Any 0000. led to the l00000 00000100100' requireen0ts 0f security clearance, drug 0e001ng, 00410.1l and psycoogical 00000010.

but 0091000 to list th. numbr of p00000001 t0000ed for drug or 0101*001 related

pp S-4, 5-21 -If radidectlve mterials We00 dispersed, the public Would he kept ot 000000 0000 0 01000 per1od of ties. Request Is hereby sade thot theme 01gur0s he

a 0a00 distance and 011 contaninated 000eas would he treated to omply vith EPA 01000- 0000to 000 eac tifi~ 10o0r 0~t prior to publication of the TS.

up tanard.-4 I 5.1.6 1105s. scas of the m0omren, 000011 hile taken to deny uauthorisadi

00r~, What 1000000i dm0000. -1 de-oIod, -00 criteriaoA sed0, a00 by 000- to the N0 0.iss110 yft- 000 0001n. 0os0 of them. moawom. e to he 1de01

2 hm htof disersal of radioactive materials 1n an 0000 not readily ovrOsible for in gar01riso use obt myot be he ffective 00 00000. Or000 can 10 0.00e an

3 1I to 10*0 a0d EPA 000019000y t- sconarioo, including the use of X-llt orce t000. 000cold plot-. 011 the security
s ystea listed in the DEIS.

Seond. the Sttoavot oasms at 100.0 two conditions 00100 my 00t 001st:

a) the dispersal of radioactive mate0ia10 010000 in g0001000n, 00 in 0000r0 readily Th0 1000 sen0000e 00 p. 5-6 says in par01t, 0 -vnin th0 even0 of 0 successful

accessibl., b) toot the dispersal 0001d he conf10.4 to 0011 00000001000100, h-0 not .t0000 on1 the system 00 impacts 0000. 5000 tho0.0 000cr1be4 in S005100 5.4 ... Ame

While0. The 05000000i 00*0m to preclude wa000 00.1 air 000n dispersal. Within the expected.- 15100190 to i 5.4, hemre 00ore1 of 0110 impacts000 th 00 ha e exp000ed

lost t00 years, a tract 0ca0ry1ng 0uc1e.r fuel 0od. bou0n4 for Hanford, ent over the f0om 0 variety of fuels, both solid and liquid, m10011e propellants 00 00010 0001,

side of o bridge 1000 the Snake River. Fortunately the rods 000000 10t0iradiate. chemicals, 009000 00d other sourc000:

severe injuries 1des, 0f 1100

The optimism, d00001be4 10 the lEIS Is not subsantiated by dat. or d ocumen0t. flying debris seondary 0firmn

bother It 00000s to he a pollyanna 0vim 00 technological1 infallibility, but people poibla groundwaoter cotinotion

living000 over 10e 00om Hanfo0rd a00 today 1101ng w100 diseases induced by 410pe0- 00501 co110ps0 0f 11g00 struc0tures

sa1 of a10bo000 radirootaw 00100000 00om Hanford reactors in the 1940a and 1950s. major damag0 to heavy structures

flying 91000 0000190 possible 01.00 injury

41010000, ,000us0, vomting, 00v000

1001000100 of eyes, 0000, 000000 And (p.5-29)

posibility of f100 1gn101ng 0t10 missile s00900

lung hemrrhaged third degree bor-no

ejection of 1000t00V (ass dob.ris01)

a s1igh0 pOossbility of 0rup0u0190 the Ros

at 6 mi11s - no life threatning19 effects (00 01000ea If 0h10 a10 opplels
to the very youn., the elderly, 0100. af0110000 0100 respiratory d1s0as0s

and 00ose chronically ill)

vegetative0 spotting acidification of surfac 0 ate 0000 p0li110
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possible production of Acid rain lo0.1 dwg. (unefined In texit) In thase to sections th. Air Forcm I. -itg mfly 9 not to setion poential
irritatin of eyes. throat & skin grouraer nttiation by fels radiation nl-aaa 9ibanhare (pp "- anad 5-9) the DEIS West Identiral larignage

groundwate.r contminatiss by firefighting dialla (what chaials?) in ten conscutive paragraphs to state that tlhace is a wsry makt. possibility of
posAible contaadation, of aegifers a nabb raoing : reiaaa of hazardous A.tarials durinig nil opeations. N.Wleeh

isarta on naural vegatation plant ataity 5 i AOtSLaataant that haadoua, i... radioactivnoar~ial. could ot be
burnaing aeneaio in AyM, throat, L Kbin of -01.1. released as A result of abotage or terrorist Activity.

depoits of hydrochlorc L nitros arida on acquatir biota

lam akle Irritation PW4 Aquou solutiona toxic, to blot. lOna exa~ia ould buff ice to ake the point. lOn P. 5-1l is this atatseeat,
dwascalQ&Ction wih aqeou soltios -n the highly improbable instance of a aid. collixion. it is possible that

pevoaton ofI noteWl psil 1of top A0il ufficient fort.. might beprsntt createapotential for Ignition, expilosion of

kili or seriously daws" vegetationatnto.Tavr nl rbblt O uhA vn stknit ti h
rasulting fir". would kill graaa... herbs, shrub., 1ia tress, burn large Aalyips of poteantial haaadoasatecial -1-naa0

tree truesab and btab lower brarnches of large tree.

anilas - bturning of eyes, mbin & raspiratory tract. possible .y.tlnc ef facto Sabotoge or terrorist attack In the vicinity of a railroad crosain. (As bail-
RAian ealth ffarts - possible eye dabage road Incidents p. 5-7) could involve involve a side col1ision Involving a vehicle

respiratory tract inflttion liW Absorption thacoob Kin1 or Inhaled loded with explosives Iral Lebanon and thne llari,, bohrrbcto). having suff icient

kb myaaae nysttr effacts whether ingesed or inhala bxplosiva forcn to rapture bnth the xvsi And the NiSaila. Given the anount of w~bean
aysttic ef facts involve the central nervous sytn 61 grad. naclear aatrial unaccountod for at Hiaofocd arnd other production facilitias it
ran mousa teao or ronvuilSina is not inconceivable these trains cold he attacked by a nuclear Weapon, fired or

aver. 1-1a horns deneatitia launched onteide the area of electrnic surveillance.

liver and kidney dasaga at cloe rang. or polaary adn. with a potential

xcetAlity rate as high As 50% Dspite bland assurances to the contrary, o syrab. .Iafoo1 proof, and Ynaan
beingseAre not infallible. Wdhat one, can devise, anothear can defeat. Thera Is no

AConequences Of An 1041 tploaion eaarance, whataoever that the Air Forme, earately, or in conjunctio with the other

the vapor can detonate. which woud Iidiatly detonata Wold propellants anned services can insure the integrity of the 100,100 miles of track* nanesary to
Apossibly Causa the nitaogen Ltreaide ntav to hrak Which eould result in a operate this eyatft. There 1.00o aseurance that the Arsad Fern.. Of the United

fir, of the eolid stages Stts ia capable of aintaining the integrity of every bridge, Culvert, trabtie or
P Other etractura Over wh~ch these trains Rust pass.

Ts liat of consequences, poential and Actual, goes on, hot as con he readily
been does not Ieveira Anything acre sezIa than hla And anie Rrtality, Injury, The point of greatest vulneability f or the train. ond for the Wole systm

anviromntol contdetioo to the air; to the land end Water and blotb of both. ould ases to he at the Junction where trains salt their garrisoens Ont0 the mnin

Whenever and wherever dasaga. of Whatevar bind, by Whatever nae 00010d oncur, there, cail lines. Sanid Wbbtge -r a terrorist attach ocur at that point could the

at that spot and in that I-dite vicinity, an Anviranetl i.Pert datribetal to 7 cyst.. he ased? 0 yen annaw of dyneabita there, on Anyplace along the tracka woid

tW the strth, the air, the Water, to aniai end vegetation, And to h-en would defeat the purpose of toe entile aytttn. Track repair Would net he instantaneos,

Ocur. The conequences of each dasage could very according to a nl~br of factors, and in the event of acitipia coordinated braksa could render the tracks anueabIa for

but thera can he no question that tha. Would aour . tn ailitary and tuasrcial trains . Tha gains are tot tossucae with the risk.
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REMER12ED OlfSAir Forc eulaition 122-3, Air Fort. euclear Safety Crtificatice Progroe p. 5-3.

rRO9 THEt 00 DEISOF 1989
DOD Dirartive 3150.2, Safety Stadies and ilevists Of Nucnlaar WWapon SYanam

-The DOt is raspoesihle fr akfacturing, transporving, And dacn..ii0ing Air Forme egunatln 122-3 anid 122-9. Nwuclau Suety Desaign Certifiction Progran

neapons co-senta using radioantive atoriaia sWe- they are outaide of DO1D control,- for Mcalear Wdeapn Sysei Software and Flenare, p. 5-3

rofarane. potential Imact* frow theae activities are net discussad further in this
doroahet. Sa dontabeta that cover the environeatal ispanta of the-. artivitia. Air Forc e bgulations 122-9 and 122-il. Safety Design sand Evelaatioan Critoria for

iniclude, -1 WieSapons Sytes p. 5-3.

Final 10iromentoi Impact Statent, psntak plant Site. Asbrillc, Tx., DOE, 1993 Air Forme Exploiveas aty Standarda (Air Forme guglation 127-100)j P. 5-3

which covrt nuclear Weaponsassbb ly, storbpile aitorilg, aintcfc,

Rodfication, eatiresant (dieeainaly), and final dispoeitmon of roMontai lince all of the above veptioned docgento ace racerencad Only in the M*S,

reqaest is hereby officially mae& that the Air Fort. supply ach and enery docat

pISS Rocky Plant Site, Golden. Co., WK9, 190, whim ababsa. the lejuantS of Miahaps to ell persons 000 have testified, to thoee who have raquestad a copy of tither t

seancietad with nuclear nWeapons production and stockpiling, radioactive effluent DEIS or the FEll. to all Organetions aiilarly eituatad, acid that tha Currant

released into the encirOaneert, And Actiona ..- uiad rith plutoniur-cannmioatad WilA procens he suseandad until the doiieto have heen distributed, And aach person

aWtl cleanup; concerned have had A elnA.e. nf at lest 60 day. to Pe.-, digest anid cn~t. on
thew. docisenta insofar aa they relate to the DEIS, and the entire 9l3A prone.aa

Ff11 on the tracaportatin of Rladioactive Mlaterial by Air and Other H0,de, NRy, 1977.
ilaquaet ia &aao .ade that beause thin starial Was ot available at th. sart

Draft Fciiroamantel hAnlyale on the Trnportation of Radionuclides in cr100 of this proreaa. that the 0001. proceae he rainitlatad, frow the Ntice ef Itent On.

Ecnirons, W,~ 1990; i shouald he oted that -on of the. dor Ut were avela~bi. throughi the are"itor8 .ihrary bystse. equgest is alao wde for all other docnamita. colas arnd regulationa

Shilpping Container Response to Severe Hiqhoay sod Railway Accidacto, 00C, 1997. referred to in Chapter 5 of the DEIS -Safety Considrations.- Without Access, to gJ.
of toe docrimoto 1n this chapter. the DEIS I. 0.91., confaaing ed focalta.

mae final three donirtb addreae the risk. asa~td With transportation of radio- The attawnt on p. 5-2 that tne WEt ia responsible for asaOiatd &Aact of

Active atr Aland aaaaltad c--rn.- p. 5-2. nuclear sateriala, prior to lagal oAcqisition by DO or the Air Ferce, desb ot
relieve either actity of Ito responibility to inforW the poblic in an Il. nor of

Rllitary Standard 1574 11. Sy.-a Safety Progra for spce and Ilisaile Systaos. p.5-2. the responsibility to di0sus thoea spect. with a potentially advsrab imact.

Integrated Syatee, Safaty Progras f or tmn 00 Wepon Sy-e (Space and Mlis8i1e Syct.. Wreern to dorlabento unobtainable 1,117i and within the sheet tie fras

Organzatmon smy-79-lI P-5-2. allowa low tot relieve the Air tort. Of ito responsaibility to either pracide thee
docierts. or to saka a bon fide effort to ake th~a Aailable to the Publin.

Air Eloive Safety Standard.; Air Ftrc. sagulation 127-10; p. 5-3. No0 Ruch att~fit nASn ds to pronide the Public wito thase docusanta assaitial to
uanderatanding. Tine Air Fort. hae net sado a goo faith effort to discharga ito

obl gation.

12.

11.
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orIs10104Cc IMPCTS Psichild APB Part of the difficulty Of snalyzing these figures is a loch of figures mhoeing
estimasted onsatroction Aod lahorcosts during the construction period, olth a hreak-

Tabia 4.6-1. p.4.6-3. Anial Direct biloyet for MX Pell Garrison program 14 1 dosn of military sod civilian labor costs. Wlithout these figures the socioeconomic
by onlosidar year -- full time equivalent jobs impacts are difficult ho predict.

9 C:IM Ths table is erned s that figures Is the columi coo hbe added, with theo I n 1990 end I9"I the secondary jobs are disproportionate to the direct johe,
9 total alen tales. The table doss not stat. stauther the numbr of direct jota is for -tInk ing howeeor in 1992 sod 1993. sad the same proportiona heid tonatauht, second-

the mDi. 15 ery johe io 1992 would have been 107611, sod 889.65 in 1993 sod teyond. so,

sopisoation is offecred as ho the propoctional sod sctual decreese in stcondary jota
Table 4.6.1-1. 'Selectad Sioecnomic Iodcators- slat the ROT Emloyent (jobsi in 1992 and 1993.
for the propsed Action, tat sot for the altecoation. In this table Only the auual
-lDrect Jobs- figures are related to tahle 4.6-I (p.

4
.
6
-

3
). hot slurs they ore Of interest is that ao silitary jubs loroaso, the avecage per cspita income

exactly the sae As the totals shows fur that table, they must, he for the sOT. decreass, fulling almot $6,090 por annum from 1990 ho 1993. Thio impart receives

0 Wile the text (pp. 4."-, 4.6-10) and tabie 4.6.1-1 shoe a multitude of figuresnomtinnthDES

relating to jobs, there is so data or documentation ho suhesotiate those figures. 16 1990 $ 5,793,009 divided hy 228 total )otas $25,195.59 average per snume loram
sar is there soy iodication that these are nit ocreatad by the proposed sctio, 1991 23,000,900. . . . . . 24,109.0. . .
rather thee existing jobs and emloyees presently working at other locations. 1992 17,764,000 8"51 '' 20,74.26-"

1993 12,029,909. . . . . . . 9,418.4 1 " "

Is tahoe 4.6.1-1.the tota of the colI- figures is at the top, hot all figure1 lited In the cottmnsee sot ho he added into the total, unlike table 4.5.1. Why the Little mntion in give,, to unesmtioysont, sod so senttle o: mitigation mesures.
obsose in sethodoloy is to romsecotive tables? A. shoot is Table 4.6.1-1, civilian jobs could rite from 67 in 1990 to 259 if 1991

then decrease hy 110 jobs in 1992 slts further decrese of 56 it 1993, A hote

Is ratle 4.6.1-I, using the 1990 figures, it appears there wili he a total of increaso is unemployment of 196. 240 secondary jobs scold he eliiated, arcording

228 -orm related jota, Only 73 of shirt are direct jota, 67 of those viviliao ho the sTle, io 1992, plus soother 194 jota it 1993 f or a total of 384 secondary

jobs, 6 military.- The table shows 155 secondary jota, offeritg so eplaration as ho jobs eliminated. While the cumber of persons unemploed bry layof ft (5801 woid he a

12 stat type of jota, onion Jot., emiimu wage iota, pert tine jobs. Oily the jot smell percettage of the R01 onto force, they scould consiftute Over 60t of the posh
numbers And total prngros reisted spending is aloes. Withcout clsrifying itformation 17 tiejo.

these figures are msentgless sod uninformative ho the publif trying to soalyos the
DIiS. Thw, 0915 neglerts to sddrens itself to what seasures the A F ould undertake

ho assure all laid off sorters of unemloyment henef its, for shat period of tine

Rin using figures free Table 4.6.1-i, te year 1991 oms a total of 954 benef its 0001d apply, stat rights onoqtloyed onwornr scould have, so appeal process,

9950 misted iOonly 379 of shirt sre direct iot., the reainling 5"4 being if soy. Construction of the . roil gerso t firchild M~ would vreatea ,o-i

13 sredrc la The taut siows the proposed action would geserate persosalinmeo of -boo sod hootrylitso nuroetaovrththsettelnstrunc13 .%O~i u doss not state whether this ewold he a direct result of the proponed strata ould have their ongoing needs set whrt the cycle ended.
Action, or the 'rollover' effect on the sconomy.

13. 14.
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,MJEA ACCICEilS Aonorala usor TIM f tluclear samecto irtltaa 'a nacouls or tooler setaisls"
avI- sa kapt secet Pro te mmmo Itsel, Por sefety puresses, "drive moet

NVlE - oporstios,", preassab11 is'' saseOm era balsa ranabsrod or atOred. to laos -s

th. asi -Is 1 sorsta Fros te oboeo toere I, tm ocssiblity er dese'otirs0

ftjor Inclderns Imoelois noise' e'toae whee Sihre is a sirfinot dsamage - oplois,, el1iteoO' tns high .ooine dos rg! sirsa to triggr' Owsecs
so 9%a weicad or sosual daeooiet OP 9%s high explslosv bre ar-el mled brt on he and ,me f been . destored seidtl :ly.

PubIin Inffermetion about sad, itoldians Is. lr'l the DeOfense Dpr-aet 'slr woterisi so's 1-osled Is en -pclosion or Pire.
to 11,i elmd Inforation -I-ss it Is Porbad t- raIs.- It be pL&

t 1 
is pes-' or

~lo in became abl,1 nos t releeitt Information i.s e In tsio o V9% gsos'c Is later seecrne designs 9%m owaem sOetlt dos "no incud the separate

sent to'n seeirng it public. osol eP I om nc earmterials, -s it is ballend that m-fi'listoi im,e'ooad rsa,dent

asP t, davoemv tans her auneta.

"Sinm 9%a men If . -mar smpan Is olaifiad lnfertion, It Is a
rTaim o bP Cefra polioe 'rall neithrs so .- Wform -o day 9 p'-ei oF vs daeoate , fulli eld noie ascbosion, 0 a 9%.'a of event mst ocur slot
oie waspes' atinyc prtio's rslae." (tder'sto Sumaes oP Accidents 1-1n- pr-ti min15g. it is eorsipl unliosie tont the asses combiaios ef sne

insu! i I- Wol easen, MSOra' 000 ros r-1-, lO81i required soold - Iaut Prom en sirpcin oraun, solss.Or firs, sitod,, A pr.9%t
'eo 0Oit ru.la s t 29 eai~llto.

,It. if missiles s's lnto'os'ttlr atl taillom misles tOnt Pos e -,enIre

05 lemd bamss ategio s1nus F_'o In the sletles. C ... E isils Is Tha sue eo'rlsam p'roOt Is that ome caros IP 9a arstp Psr- -s1c he

analesed sItn ain sly -setorm'oesen arcmahsd. trepas tkc'os1 huan ar'' i 1 55st tb ,Or 5orrlem -- -ieA

so.1-1ts nois ae.ios1s ma'.Wo-oi obl.
'mosdmn On September 15, Ita a sisIset aecbiois roet 9% Tito, 11 aissila

ailshers oau, WoAra. Theasa- a ni''doas mirdl sleert mw! Piral . Lees. After the Titoan losis, t. Nn is-, Air Poros 
5

ostero sal led 9%~ cossit-
a-1s Pran Pse leF Its thm *ty as 9%s Pro bias eP Ina 740 tan aIls soar Tho Ilit0 ePf' an olgatal -avll '.ab.lo smal' tut, dmsalte -tfo'r Itas

.ailet missiie were do.sYd - 9a sirs ne,- noIse ste Psil so p ossilelsFor 'rodo aeplo'os' to a Arfee, roared, "vea."

W w ms 20 yrdo Proms % ile." lIt did tot dts,tabs)
7to Darao Dieaent p'oolded a roes reIs- describing 07 run r

oar esl isseisno saolwacceidetally ad Tra airplmraa Or inolved isoitdl im . iidta tot p'snlool0, m'rosd. A rota, win .auy ?A, 196

insenaml suppo't the position s~othe safety denisandt istroed that pre-en mar GIaaro, N.C., deao'ltsd! by 000

an lajistoaree t-ole eelesion -r sfesetins. Durive a S 2 aIrrnm slot slash. ,oro- -Ie Paill- IP
9%a right elsai eitsd is to esecom aPies'tlms Pram 9%

Ye", albtos m ae muon aeled is an amtui oarrilo, it is be'taittle aircaft drivge sro'sf b'aston as r,00--,o,or Past alt.
eoseifll th'ot -n ssms oP --. , required so eat Pf an eseislo'.e old One' toes. Co aradsta tMplieeal and 9%~ maqse retelnedl

seidotalie. lile Impat daag. Th. ru rat fail rs and ro.s

seart Ist apaest. tW sopon o osr. 'I- IF nt'

IS.
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0 t, em b~ee ..eio . A nenien of - a. o -r, 10h 5.2.2.3 P. 5-]1. RX~W2T SYS71i HiAZAlRS

0in -I- reld to- U of fiftyd fames - -h -A irVn Thaeee arheads thatainiti radioactlive materials contl-~slY malt a very

1.,mei -t~m ftasen rmIding pacei.ion fo- lot !.! of lon~ii radiation.

tOm, dig h h. -osi 1. emetasi. adleinend 7hine radiation level at 3.1- from the retry eyes is 0.009 re per hr .

end in n- ve , .. ,iei Mssile handlers, train or-mes r., nd W5A atcrblenser matant other persos

mar the train toald be Wr~need tW A ery in, butS mesaenle radiatioi dome

'fi effort r orklers astd be negligible.-

-Radiationi mnitoring of personnel viii cntmfl for then duratior of the

Peacoeeper Roil Giarrisoen Progras-

5.3.l.5 P. 5-2!. 00EQ tN .

Estimates of the consson-ce of radiation expreae are lea, precise than for

the conseqoomn of f ir* ard explosion, for eamaple, beause the health effects of

100 doses of radiation vacant be massired accuratelY.

Ca. lor health effec vf l- ose 50 f ci.1.irl radiation is the Vany A 1:

vosiility that an ex;,cteii person My develop cancer. 7tat hi4.ly ou1ively

occr-c yr ca-e vill typically develop years Ias many as 30 yr mar after the

Mnother hiawav health effect res-ting from low dote radiation exovaiur It

19 genetic effects. inniig congenital Osfects arid pnt-ans ab-tlne

Gentic effect lain; .re eatleated to an-r as frrirtly as la..-t rancor

fatalities for a given. level of eopons.

CO.CJ; hnienc %an not been abie to stablisr. a level of Ioniin radiatuo

which is saf e. Mny level of radiation is Inheretly dasgeroo

Iqulinit in the atatmet that persons sAar the train atald be samed to a

lesser eoes is the fact that Ioizling radiation tracrla and 0020d penetraer the

tides of the missile lar c art. Piersort It t1r vicnity tc.I he placed at risk

17.
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Ihn mbatmbt that the effect or wrnters sted he negligible hat no aciectif in 1467.2 Kx" "ER igE. Ty. irIs isaes -0accant dats M total ms- we

basis. -.a not -.sila,' bi doe -n of- en itiem iefdrmtion - to "n -. dta

Are t available. A MEIS na e o tdascld Ot and irtaeetia, -- t Wo Mid to

The meet interestirng satmet in that radiationmonitoring of peracruial ill 22 -fll it obligation =o if es. Th. taa, Is e, ons, Ai, Fa,-- to itnecndsa

cntiam for the duration of the fail garrimon program. On p. S-38 iodicaethe 22 at -s I~ Iy ai Od Osa im m.tiil raimmi, or drat more anent date, I, isceasib

Pprogjra esld -veiva for 20 years. iovild moitoring aeid after 20 ynear, idiot to obei Berm '"bste m ion 7 mon hm ia-n ad! motien, Va..oradi by deta, d,

20 protection eald be, afforded missile handlerm, train ones mkrs and ythers uOn hddovvtatimi, e-. n piee is A den.-t d ~ primac- Fanotien Is to irfe.

been Mqvgd, for the i0 year period hetween the termatgion of the raii gecrieve,

program and the old of the cancer latency priod' SgWAE KTE sliYCF00 mr~ rs! QUALMD.I. "T. doiven -- fac mom eat -fata ,is

ri-m im t ea S iaer, -Ion dains -I- ent r -- t bn5 . 5uer am

shtin the evet of cncer iJidm"' ba-a- of eaore he i1eiie; radiative, _I (PA63) in enI far Fairttild eAFI irniras the Suormim VAIiL, from

Ohat Aoaase is there that apoM~d Air Force persoennel cntracting radiation seah of one wga.-dn atot ndrdlm ddenatram to boep 0.. lFlgVrs 4.6.7-1l

21 reiated disases wili receive gotmesemet support for mdical need. and for liing T1* 1115 -,i, daiiemtio ti nd F00mm - v-,t, is a
m  

tingfa y. ~
requirtsa' Ihe history of the Mited Statea is relative to Atomin Veto of world thm aigni f inet eat. of thm Spoee.n aoifm,. ", mmen of the sodifmr. seeflon

sar 11 end beyonid, ia nort redeadeing. it saes -der fairttila AFB en d- a lasnaof IFmwmemn..e mffiist dimon-m to

23 aifw baSis, affmoti cs isr . af li regi3- What meiia Sm the enoi~r~ai

lamet wen lm itinfi af trim rmgions seald ". acemen 5m nentmmivetsd scn

of 5)., oitionai -memb geseto tned by tns rail gm-ri.., naming moe

Ohm irIS mtoOtae 55 apomietmir '33.90 more ftfyr af 1,omatni dismisms

Tcm Spdoqe intdo )na Spoanem Al- Ti. fig.,-. 33,9W soa f t/er Is aie~mtma mit

30 miii- alln er day die. gm; i... 10,50,00.000 billions sf 0.1i1- P- yr.

-Jibamven. Inrg W8,900 gl.-A ti - ontird in I me I-,fast dM

24 maiieiin it by 33.900 v 11,1e.00V teloe af saste mnslir,whsA

diffeven. of as tso.aC eiiens vet otae modasted foen. Leine V. ideen

Fig.,. of 1O.00,0 gallns, aivided Sc In, 000. mekestee discrers,

tne -. W -cv n did per assita to Wo Set571 ia n or71 iifl- dail.

Oh. 0.- dian-. rat for flrnild arM, A esne, en no.6-SO, i,

!i0e,000 galim.e (900.00 aee a 3n). Divide b Sct00. the as, of e- ae

25 isome mt tee , iasbt vet tmai militr isdoOencert smtmmatn datsemm ita25 eonti. 5) me" Wr secits diaronamg is W.Mat il galln s, mILgtiy

leas . a of Spene, en a M.ss tilen daily diedg rae.

i9. Ze.
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The Proecte~d 4i0.owga ee for the roll w o-ilet tI o I.eatsood at 3D 291 Q- i preent? laws the- potetiilmv befe Asot in twf? Plasm. sply 1,

-. ft/yr (p.4.6-32). Again uirqO 32.5W vii.'. as iwuisi.t to an5. ore t 2 detail. At what Point dos additional wastt effiuent bu~e the a-Itito~. to

3D w /r / - ,815,0 galions totalanua wees estaro died= -g, dieldid Ay 419 01 .001toot - y 1. lapo..ibO or 401.7.4 - ot o as fwwibls? At t

25 caieu daily rot, of 54.44 ga.11. per d"y dis.Wog. rata, ias. when a of V.a to r-1 tm awlt far lt co-..tion? Its toess W-atois, roiso neein, bean

po' oqeit.- .PIrohild WS or In Spokane. 30 cnioe nVmaioe t M018 prtoin? if wA, "ey n. o ot ii.

By whatn wathad thes astintes wer calculated. she rather Im- disfpeny 3 . A s~ssnt" -- I i

tod 65 W J-1t5, and - I andsthe wheo qW i-. 0t~ potentiai All of the w-able, questions n - Le-idhrv.sw

disrancies ans up -o W 04,6-31 and 4.b-72 Te forwe- p.a ts t- V. *G it1 the MIS, If it i. to be ijts lnffloit ditst, .Ful for soelsie.

26 oft/yr '..9 MW) of U-o~td ssotbsot.. aff lit is diodlo-g4 whie V.e letts, "ui1,0 1tOoi~ 1106 7, ItdOV4 nV tttiO - Iit,,* ros-be. t
P te o g-wherto' diedto-t w15 1,0W0 wos ft/yr.; i.e . difference yF 31 a ui it Tb an St guis4 . Unexplaoin P. i 9 ., 4.6.7-1 i, PO., Fsir40id's

13. tst,V. geions of wastemto- -- hardy an Inconsiderable mo, 31epiio p.-.t wnu t e uset oP oS0 sor ft/yr. is to reiicotant *Pts, impi ~ an

otii. she MIS p.4.5.W) stakes tt anditona 30 -re ft/yr woul hw * StIto pepis will be I yd st the -oil ot'ioo

ps-rnt0. to carwr it he tttet. If V.e 3 sor ft. ddition in sents.. 0.0 - It I-ltt V. -, -todot- .of-I' and t- --to roti27 disposal is added to V. unexplined 40 ft (p.4.6-30l too tootitots an addtilsi 3 uwad AyhPaan. Nat oll tele d-ootd it 1 t.0 Safety Conaide'stieo but toole

70-e Pe/re ros-t whoot on p.4 1-31. WhieP figure. 1. or-t? and les is 1. 32 - doily basis o suc al hF1t, pal-. Im-an ters -I-4
V.e ppoting .. ia7 moy be ljoect to ioltwl foloeso to V. soil, wat.- and air.

P-t 4.6.,6.7, Wter Poi-- ss e a0.. dell t lo, of Isoosng sseo tocot aspect 0f -ice thaot iteid 60 Storsd 0ts.p-sottl

28 = ,' o . Oqlfor -t ost est ff luet died. o, sitw Ito V.* Foirtld WE5 .014 soy 11 Ino it m he . wotooto -r -1s-o of V.e -il
28 se Rio- o r a Ino slowd. Wat is Vt. justificton for onitengArirv0 ga - to- ,~ toxic dusp sit.., by " new designai.tl, ftoo-

tiPt-oflut 'tt-es t" P1.... S t, u0qstio- In V.e PEIt. 33 -1t-l V. nof Ito of V.e proPsed go-e l o-1 which 40W t mt y As,

In -01. sf, tisling, . 19I has tot ddrawwa -1~d o- of ~ .o ost If so, -Iv or .itigtion of these toxlic ste. should As - it

if - . ao .V supply of water will not Wo dW.iise offlilntly to causV ltIeFI_ -n tit.00

1.41sta dep dtlo to V. -i-r.mt. Its p-0 Of Irthild WEI watwae to "eots '*oteln - I- of to po'or "dfset oSilel5ea5
ahswjd to As .ioW-1 off w14 st fee o p = I.. is a n Whil-et,41 V. sntlrs dcnsotr. I970,0W gsllof It it.t ye's Wo t o d eubstantio s.1

I. ot t.t to sotutiny is this MI1S, V.I.Pe Zf Stt orol eteltia, it 60th V 401 MStn PEl. 110 lives St thsalt of apwaeistiy V.,V. rs

29 =tob
7 

V. toil peilea pitjact Is. tot, St 5 moept for a Alit disoi.sel, 231 dsidotto soy to detrlo-tally iFsotd 40001 o-V0' lforetion, ow disssoirotod and

2 L pso-ti.l e nttsomi of V.a ott 0j- to andt t e bese &sitf 1.14 woot decsions. based on tooty iFFoo.to b. -.. Vso Obligation to defend V

win posslil contestio of V.the olo S toeee~f e e 10041 soca lforsf r-for Lniltod tts do.. tot loply V.0 ts t"itio- soy as, ityrtd i n V. primese

to on, p.4.&-2. , Isnae :iqa'tlon of -stst- .F lint? It what dir n.tlt What

is . tots- of stiotl, if test to Bse ystd opteo wlwe1401o-

what s .. p0 1 -g eo f ffcts of sstsst- .s-ti on and oteIo--

lot40405. Oat - 1.osl of V.w ddilLl ss.s- Asgtw byV tol

21. 22.
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PSyatieey ass, we seak of tilt lhose dwns, w0~r eit 0.4e 1114.5 speaking of every

cosponet of that ettiyobwt, ildingl the hu loo tha is1. the11 distinguihing

charsetari stic, of tile India spooin? Excluding the ability to laug1,, it has to to

It 1 1. 10. 2, S-ry of SepL~ -o, p.1-20, 1. the ottet An, bil ity to reason. And, that dos a loo ese o w550p11ith Wat did loosel e W t

-A diesuss I of sorsity, national sootelty policy, or psychological effet is plan, cosiis, orrlate and produce this DE1S' Obtioely th15y Used their sledo,

beyond the tp of thItl EIS.- Fop the0 vasit at lest this coti y 0011 totainod lb thir braobs. no~ 4ec101on to soclode a discussion of weoalip.,

ceonsider oly Psyco~~lol offet. ntonatl seturity policy, or psydt logical effect fdow the DEI/S wat itself a psych-

First it sheold bo noted that this sttot. it the DEIS 10 tot suported or 4f0ia eiin maigfmteh- id

substatated by explanton or docusentOto. It 5 1502.2 , b,) Iopiwwmito, If one cat 0001.40 t1he loose sied. and ito poetial reaction fru the 01Oese,

is the senttee, -A. itoa finding of no significant iepect, therefoul be011 60 l 0,17 siipe t, that Anythitg ton e, excluded. 11hot 10 arfm Intrinsic to the heese

enoegh discussion to om shy s.o study 10 000 varryneet04 an~ceest thoan the Iniane, a0d the aInd of the het, the mied wehich encooaes

-tey thoutght 0WA molion Psychology2 1sa product of 0the leesain i.e. of 0he

Ito MIS1 has tot headed thio part of 01,e MA01 process, bit has not smen fit to *h- eiroynoet 7b 000104. it fry. discussion ini the DIS 10 a tieotioni of
explain ft those subjects 010 beyond the seeps of the EIS. the letter 404 spirit of 0h0 N401 proess.

34 A ten-deot~ P0revie of § 1100.31, 40 CFt, -l.91 the use of the teons
huwxn eevlfoneyt- i0 ueed at lest sixtimeso, Aod Is defined it I 150M.14 - i
l Dzaw, anlrosnt 01,a11 he inerpeted ecoptassiiey to include the ntural 00d

physical .. elrnot and the relatlettsip tf peple with tht onlcoidet. 7bIs

-oe~ that se orel OP .1 offeocts are tot inended by thsmlos to require

prertion of an oyt apmt4 q stoott. 10. an soeironwetsi Impact

sotimyt Is, p -.fe so , 04.1,O stylol And ostr fl t eysT rol af~Oy tl

ey~omt~ Sffets40 lotsfeelots, 01,11an t yvihe io iqetsttieet Vi11
discuss AU~ of 0100m offets to the hio s tfe

24.

23.
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Si a)1.- n .,.o sur Federa mlo- driog t- e nd spqirit By di-IiS O st
0  

o ns1 end -1-mv~n r-ltdire onetirta -1 1 i- of

ofth An.- -oI-a Mr. the Ai, fat dl . w0d I ISM.1 i ) to conetat. on - 1

b) -WA prmadare must or.,rs thmn ooirdnwm I ioat-tion Ismanmiiatia 0000 -t -1,i mIgifi-s. a- on ian in Thnto . It Airt, n - 1- di~sd

to pubic lo s end0.19 citiens War decisins are sof end~ Wer tien. -r f 0101.7 to hold -t oa pl for 0tring 0he- . F ise to0 -

and fat i-Itfj.ng therfin Imum related toa .. mew etion.

jHs emra. HWedamus.nItmust 00-fon VwI0 iaas 0- -r trulyi

.ignificn W.1 the moio n 1uapioni, rathe'r than msiog r'owdles oai I.- if Ony *igniftos. s-trn- i iss..a -.. -ouid st 0-oob,
-11i-1tt, fltiry fit-, 0-w dalete a-i-aiy aiii no -sOIn, two.e canot

S 10- bl- '0,oir-t impo 100 shell0 W0i ba im. oiO., end0 O to'.1 atn. OOI-, we te .0Y i5. oontd to -, in i 10-,1 b3.

ptint, Mi na "0i Osupura by s idmd 000 MI heni Amade theromay

.t1-~n-i -lin." 0aing the soapiog neoig, and 00 hearing on 0'. MIS0, boon _In-lg off i_

d) "Oroap .0 'siiioso pubic in~enin In decisions whict, ofec ha t1.. Coi. Poar. OMIwand . Cai. Michael ft0 9w., autan prior to 0h. 00-ito 0-

o,.iioy of vh- t~.nror etimony must W0 0 nit-d t- 'fomatis rpatiortt' and 0-iaytt of 0-10 m a .ii.

a) *U e 0th e W-A to .Idntify and on-Ow ,-"a..atoreb .t Otoel- in the rii garri-s -, bu.0 ofF-.'d n doudn-y , - 010 testimny rg.'-

00 propased aooie'e u0n .i1i aoaid or sInital.. - Ofectr0 P IthOwas -%tI-t P0 ing 500 impects If nu.cl.ar wer, 00 Fel ger~i ris.1. baminal, was pibiO .

0. qui i., of 000 I-, .,ironson.. 35
add is Pr~by off icialiy mad 0000 V'. Air fates furnian ".If,.0 nd _Y

* 00-3. "00a prvons of 000 Act and of 0-0.s rogoistion. muwt 00 rad toosorrwd .- sa -t.tsifid a t w tonin. at submitted -itos 0.im. . a eay of t.e

me a -1. in atder 00 oal .iO' 0a spirit end I-ta of 0 I-o.- d -o~ or documents ia.liy paoibing and *soaiding testiman at potential

.1lirnwwnti iqpctm regatdi~ ne use Of W0 missiies during - A" Oeations.

I 000.7- "il-at.1 bie0 a i -1, anpe p-oor at0-iniflg the0- enu f.

immu.l. t0 be .. 0'n..wd and fer identifying one significant issues reletea0 te 151. ) i)~.3 "Innits 0. perlioloatiat of ~ty inotrstad o.-.owe (including

pose -1- t. en, pig oft 00 0 in soad wi0, 0- motion at wortwtai rounde1, unless

Wmro Is a liited ftoattion rlier f 107.3 c)." It: to .. ot adwptiat appied

(3319-ET: 1%,gari. I 1001.7, 0-e wooding prom Me tot op- i,,sofat -00 t . Wiow to 0-e pubic voping at C1I1 toatilo naid at Medical 1.00. ft.

of Intent end n m *io off inor resticted diuo. And testimony W0 one Ps-

time depioeand .0 m-a~io of Nt missiies in one roil ,artlaa mode, -itnot 100 Air Fato.. dsns#, i00 Cmmnd Otuctur at. Fi,ihid AB -m Merl, or

ositn li10 mutnritY fr suo restriiron. *l -. ioitaia. the Air Forw ashoild hwn5 been1 sort fat a.- 4 years t 0ilinidis suas " ysIf two tny do

less, .- i. V-. the ar- .'arsw. 1a Iftos of . -- th - 1. dww ..so. O may pnn. number an f ile),. at or loatiow munt, we0 " s~ ft- and lo. 000 is.

ion of oil Medoiaa en pwrh~w 0- pli. -- Me ffwctinot, aooh0d ft.. bot 0'. Le.ague of opana. weoposd 00to olmer waapons on wey gro0 inciluding mrniron-

MI r n obomi -1 . .ie , Iaw a.d new0 noiding paeriodic aigiia at 0- be Fat -sy y-,

and0worm fraset one winda Viernn S. 1954.

25.
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In 0-lois.. 0.' at sIdoal chatsa, of tOw Audubo 00 ietf. Ftien of 0- 2 P M.1

00-0. and the aterra Club 0'. might reasonably be oapectsn 00 -if, at .oif.- h scindtlshepodusteArFre

menal maptt or the Prposal. 00t'a Of on orgeosionl. at Ini00ii00I 5.0 gL olwbeo nddrn

ntifilad rorato 00 seqping hearing.. P.aso 1. t,0 weda 00 di--oa if 0-public hearing0 at draft environmental impact statement.

36~ Oposen Chemat of Corv. at ry of 100 off loops teantifilad otnwta -1 hol.004'ub

0' so an in 0- tewpe. Te public notice oF a mapitog nearing did not _M) ... hodea0.0 .03 rings On. the 0 MIl~S.

appeer ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~t -i aspir-tehaI..1i h ulc-taept autm toTh DEIS haroing held August 4. 196 at Medical lairs. W. was dA%.ot~d As

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 15 at -ot-mta sosdr peaera* 1,tesdwo nsb-3 ight be. Thm hearing officar. Oo1. tO Shades 3m a coulrts-

tO 00 W&-md if 0- S ma srtial offiloor. No0 public input 000 ailowed at the ground rled,. arbit-
rarii3 imposd by the Air Force. 0he procedure, or 000 arrangmet.. It

J.ina-lo - ns Wj- F oa NFA rods, l IM. .)-- wno ot Ctoduted either 1 inleter or spirit of the law, contrary to

00d aWirt1%- of 0-e Anti j l0=.2 01 Mlog 0-e tWA p'aem wr useafuoi 00 e 0-M reguliaton.

A pulic110 IS00-2 "to deepif ltn 0-e spiri 0d 1. a- of 0-w IWand 10 1501.7
end ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~h Ipn rcs o eesn. h sw fise tmdes )1) Annnuncemoot of the hearing shou1d be distributed to all interestad

individualsan age0ncies, inciuding the print And electronic mdia.

ef roim"i100 0000 ont aly 0nd op"" p" %lipatI ". in* 7sopIog - 1 *t, h r th hetsaring was -0 diotrbtad to OU Interested lodiold.

371 o'oa,Z0 Atirftano duty 00i * n 1"'L" . 0- I d" lio i o'il and 391 Wis. An anoooooiot My hats been distributed to 0he lorloigChmbr

10-0 ~ wo 1,00 O r old 0 11,00 OO0ft0-iotsaamdinI of Comrcean 00o the print And electronic medim. bot not to other

wart ""-. 40 C"t. Fat tis ram.' slow. the entire tWA prddw-m st be Interested persons 00d Agencies.

,'oinilisted, beglinning slt . M1-0 of Intent0 in 0-e f -si Sodist. &.h nolca

and proonm must .000 satoa.ly to m.u AIA and -og,.lmato prodedae af ford.. b) 2) IThe 00o1ice Sould 110100,

IM te pulic ruly"M- -0) Any limitato anth01e length f 0001 statements

Ilomet, 11, notice 10 tlarc Ior I00 satdiiog hamong. carried 00o,, 1uch 1000100.on
1h0 July 1966 notice carried no soth liilt.0at. I0 August, a foo days

40! before t1e DEIS hearing, a 3 minut00e limitato apeared in a newspapenr

c) -apies of t10 draft 010 siadud be altlablo for distribtonat th0e public

I'l s or athe 010 SltbO place 10n1 the araOf 0h0 w~o mction 00d pub1ic

Comit, Unless. A peron a signaed end checked A fo0rm distributed mt t10 .- tog

healing, copies of th0 DEIS wage generally tot available. (00 copy Me an

41 W0 0h0 Medical 1,000 library 00 on0 to the Spokane library. I pesnamly

cal1e1 the publio affair. 0ffic00 at fairoctild Aod oas told thaot no copies

wr .- liable for distribution.

21. 
.
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Tim 11mi waesae nob reasonably eoercised in a uniform mcon,mo
d) -'The hearing shouald he held at a It- and plac and in an area readily eyeakers heing nut off in mid tence. A r-vie or the audio tape can

acnesmible to military anid civilian organizanions and lndloidua Is interest-eaiystbshhs eron
edi in the proposed action.-

C-nt% ennb the scoping and DiEIS hearings were held in Meical Lake, a samali nc)sn mucelrmlmtsil ewieattelsrtono h ern
of atot 3500 popsiationl, which in indeed adjacent no Fairchild A"', tot 44 off icer.- I-he hearing officer ear also rxtend nhe nearing

n5 o 20 miles rmoved from the population of the largest city in the
42 region, Spoknane, shich is denomiated as the "fsion viny for Fairchild A.Cmi: WletspatCould possibl y i efaored treanaest f or or

If the purpos of the hiraring in o"ncsaj and facilitate publicanretr,' onFrohr twsltevnCsirdbyrI Arocer
insolcomt In decisions .hl-h affect tha qoaliny of thr huan ennironeen,"' w -i, fie h FShaig hr eepol atn oh
go0 CmR 1500.2 d) , nhe decisio ho hold h'iht one herng.ad that ather'wwrent

Medical lace rather than iv Opokano and other locaionsa lav nh nighh of hspatCud seithArI.-wetoodltood
ray conravened the intent of the CEO reiclasiun which is binding on AJLhearings in other locations along thle rigt of say. Evcery person who lines

feerl gecisinldig heAi Frc.45 along the right of sap woold te placed oh rink should Congress he, foolist

e)!'Inno ~let soul .. th herin ofice .. paticpat pesonllyinenough tn adopt the plan, yet cPry fin nihiren had the opportunity to
e~lln o eentshoid ..theheaingoffcer...paticpat pesonllyinmake their view, Known. Once agantIcite 1 500.2 d) of 40 CEO which

developing the project .... Such sas non the cane ah the DEIS bearing. ae ht'eea gnissalt h ~ls xetPll
tot ws the case an the soning hearing sheer It. Cal. Walsh ws I smose P) "Encorage, and facilinane publhricnllcmilns in decisions which affect
of the proponent omeend, as evidenced in the Sntlce of Intent, Federal the gua lity of humon life.-
egister, 2/26/A8 and the DS b/2S/A8. This part of these regulations

should he amended ho provide for neutral hearing officeres rather than Air Cnetet snernies: Whils each of these violationis of the regulatins my sem
Force pensonanel, subc ect to orders and discipline of their superiors. insignificant in thesles. the cuiellotion effect has tee to denya

e) dl 'The primary duty of the hearing officer is no make sure then the hearing majority of the Citioens in the region a 'raaibeopportunity' for

43 is orderly, is nenorded, and than parties she have an interest in the matter ipt n oIfun h eiini -~i enr h ups
have .reaonble opportunity to speak." of a military snructure or organicuion in a republic, theoretically

Cvmenfl one of the pesonlal ground rules laid down by the hearing officer it the 're codn odmcai rnils sWalwtegets
DEuIS hearing ons that all speaker, sere no ad dress their remarks ho him. :r. an ntIothsyem
,here is to surh feguireteet is these regulatios, and as long acspeate's yy Conducting a sating, or hearing, as -s done botn in March sand
remerks are reorded, there is so necessity for asob a reguleeet. Auguset. the practical effect is to limit the tianter of people to the small-

heI fscrea "ble opportnunity to speak -- 3 emontes is, almnost by ont piossible nmbter, t1heir remarks to the shortest Possible ti-, sad no
d~fiit n, resonale ppotunty. hispar-la DEI adresednontrol the proceedings se tightly. in a military mesier, Cntrary to the

10 re-oc Categories cot includin the execusice, tley, prograe oeevm expressed intent of regulations which states the hearings shall he informal.
simnary and omparisne of program smpacts, enirormetal analysis ethods B uhapoes h oentn a tae a fedfo e
and Safety Cnsiderationsu. A swere ne'-inations of the treandowns under each Ensgland ton meaning there Citizns Conduct their coi businss. If we lose
category sod resource alone ..uld concee, over shree sinutec. demoacranic penceos, and the utility tosexpress ourselves in pubicr eetings

ohat hawe se gained? Suhbitution of one, form of gove rnment .,onto for

unother, ic vs bargain.
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51 iinr..li;, iA:-nitrvo.. r din h.rtrsareisi"Io

6i '.i, s'i . , , -iliil eI. prM-iyvI., MX I iii n. .I-t c

An 1-~ ti - 111n .ie1t. RM a sIl rel s.. pan . .
A'sl~iid. oys*,ii i, Oi~;j, 11 pp.'on in~i',,-,i stn~iI in'rd'ildn.tn'fis

clntlii-.b' ran; nt l17n~-k IFe inF lteatsi n'r

.... ..... l!i .. ...~h b s il emn l.. mii-I'F h i ,, -in , -n- sill - '

ni er, mIr V-n Iv orcia .,F hal- ".,!! -P-rl--.1 til wt:ai ty sl

ol i kM1" n h v a s b , n ; ' e l i C sv m " h , n vh m e u s rl y

If f1,Mhiaa rlsra~e~a -Iii; Ant iME i; .la'i '-Ior 1--iFr, 1 eme IbI R I~h yCan..airn Lts hI I~ tb'm if M

It1 0 .,,. iii I..e.it. .ln-r' thn MI P.-sl -'se "Mna is ral arisa

inn . e-,iine ff.elee hsai-sseiim ,-,,n"tinia INt.h l niI ,,,MI ti,-' d-r"l,'natsil.mnctsili Is.a-I'r

1.' 1iit I" " "' i

cinil i~n-irn.p '..l~n 1- 1 , A- ir- F.iiarl mil I- : I'. IfII I11 'i i ti.mlI ,s i.1 err I ni neo be ".i da. n I i of hi.

h,-; l., m, mlnl i. An li e. in'l If , I n Mi' Ah -i, a '-1,li il , rai ft .rie t rsinli a Ia LmoeS f hligh imnat nse, tl

alr IonI' ...1;1 1~l-l~inh esm1,iAdittc e V fth I~ ~ a- I-i th I' mQn Iur v.,- ric- ,thmm'di,'high

1..-l-i' loe,n sne i i '.1i. -l,fn ainrneia I nI nel hI nIr.- r l, h" mlII" e I
2 ca e "xsb ii I ' nlel - -. " fii- ,''a mIII s- 'as leit 1~mss~et 0,'e, 1 1menn 1k.- i, Ii~rno s-naI Ibi ep -' em Int,- ii

miI s nn lol lrlcpsSerr'isksnmm!bnmilyasM riln-eiima;? FX' th '-etis ,t1esilomiI ''macis aliens so estenei
..aN.i, Aniu '' hI nnrsiecl.oueeit s-M, e,,n.k t a r tmsl

enrua tIsi traeum sI lsm~.a lre ie f hg

sh - n' I .iiiieeni d' ini, lmiI-l.mn mss llt,,t' 1 nmms i i i'vme'aem mnm-:e7'. m'1si~-rmrnlnl ds3i i s l i h e t r r i r n l ein m e b t theh MJ" e nl d t n . i n i i. ~ ' ti i a e r s u l c r a s h t a4 -. 1ntI i 1-a'lrai1" unnY-11emn se rmue-l fsiInl r-mry~i neliadlk-m.ii dlr'il.mcuhiiiys
d - h r n n i y a t o l i a 'n a l t - a i p f t i r i i i l h -if m f . . m r s n h e t i i l le m d It, to.n th e ir'te
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11.0-22

al! ee 1.lon ol tnrd~r i.Lilild~itiil ilei.u fut. rot LOCATION_ Ab.& (PA, 'T)' DATE

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACRKEEPEtR RAML CARRMN ICON PROGRAMPt... . ..ioudi,... h- nim iirrit.loul by -~nitoi.tn
Ic K Ian-t. nt inlniit 5-hi Ai, V-- ,. lo1 ini i Thank you fw attending this meting. Our prosefor boatigthis meeting isto give y00aogiiiil-o fur 111 1 MX -u 1 0.i- -- t. :.no oot

2 
to Mist! beh I dentifying ikiitinnt Issues oo analyst. withn the

I wiwiil l~n yii t~iuinhi tt.Oii ~ ,, l;,,ino.nul imact sateenst. C-o Coal hI. thorough eaelnihmistl docuament thatbem&avilable to pubico offilsnda citze o tlwit io a final deon MIoOe singt-ii~uini usi on!ilil ,..:,nio lo..!Lttt ny i. IrIniot -rd- ,r W 0 deploymniwt Is ma0d.. flesa. us tis Oh.! to 1W to our attetion potential15 Of liiii~f~tCniieiiiio~itihi tilli0- l~ r. ~ .ii~it If ovnlrocatzj Us- that yoo fast 0s,0houdb -oaywod 1. lte *n,nmlOt1 Impact
"A, li... .. Il o. u1i t.4tco urrioLly h,,,lOnl -il., -1 W

16 U I o Iig o Ilk .- li 1,,re., 1 i i i. - l tI,, ll i l,, .t rir,k"; h,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ltuu t u-.itll ixnli -jou. nl n-ioiiLi uutlicilii

1- -1-5 "'A. 1'... Iiiwiiirol soio tl Lrnlrl will bi,

sau - I W iX -ii Ik. r i i ult. oI iti - t: . uilli ~~, ,nn

1~~~i 14) 1 -1.1 lik y-u~ t' n SIl. :

I h -,. ,I.ii~ iIi~ti.-i~i~u.i71i-A f--f.t -I A_ i

414u ti.-t-i A' JCi, ,1nO~.~7du~Io *tiu4aO o4

1100 toetAddirts C k zlt ipt Co.0

P100w., hood tis Inestloor mail to: Dinootor E00thoOmootl Plebodng Division
APRCE-BMSfDErV
Norta00 Ait. Force 8...

0 .Saoona.dlo, CA 02400
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ion. o~~ Lri , iconienL , l Ihact Satnt 10 0 ud
1

dcunattiuso ar..n may have 00.0 r.w.0 an:d not ..... d. O0050t.IMFS they do i0:d attention and Shul 0 10.0 0Lto fint.o. DetailL0 botrWotr oumot* ro 0irw OdtuSmert to the ara Of -131iC

cl ceass i ser - e -d l do ot avetheresiliency to

time beolf. mcha~am ned to be found and out ito Place to
Lt~tC1. Toaisltl 0 rOwarly Dian 00d mtunitor LOIS9 orogein St Lt local I ... . TO.
Director, ~~~~ ~.0400 Looratr Pann iiso ht -c. created during too P*0...*keep t, iiuteman

nlo p,0 rogran allev lated many local linoacto and, facilitated the
dooloynwot oi Loo t nin"'. Tin 01"nn" Cu st b*
o!ar governmoenta In ':tur n rcd o ~ f~~ohortop~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ai natiBs. A9_49-48on of informoation. a foum for th. craatio'n'00 to.2 rriT ntigation actiotio. s wall asLO the oniLtoring Sod

nonluation of loal ,oc. o otro rga ~eOS
during Pelacekwooer in itn uten.n Silon oil Onl.ytoineLrugDea Lt C-Bar.tOnc.oa fur Data c.)llnuoIn no0 " .Orio bnd 'DO LoadO innarch. This .,ogre. Z.,t contiflS00,1 tho Planning for
R.O1,1OO0 R Ol a ro CProgr4 continues..TO:g ,monitoringqFis, tmtaDt y a nd L.L. Col 0W1t0 no yOu Otwof nor and aepotlnd ctivltiOcnotSoatd dSopdoldtinna s atncon inform.tion hoat Loa Ornoid rlr to tn ra oin credibility On ~Ortioo from all LOe rSortiog

uA Ito hearing. Z an ;?0101 bm PfrCi.Oin. of too etImie and 0nd L.ing agenc ion.
O ffort tnoat Oa taken to nTli -i aware of LOs, safety m asure
that you now Ot-a in effect for the C. coco~r Missile ann the

odditiong! ~ b m"nr. otal!0 inlfint d "f toe' Caco.e.r gain, thank you for tii .010 ad ... i.t.nc. Loet nou haveiw deoloted in tO1 Roll GIran m. O I eon rosn. . o .roidd dring toOh otrinaO.CS.100 S fSaftthin lotter 10 to oronid. furtner ennntto severalitm t.'hat make0 tho ir.stiOn thean e OSO. atal 5 0 compoletely
' ad Oter mentione at tno ut 10~t, hearing and to ask your aware. of our concerns, a. - otacLt ie If C a of 0elp and
considertio1'n to ts o.tat wre t Iddr-a~ in1 too Draftaostn.
ELtnoiinnota Impact Statament and that 11! rfnir. your

Ioil! not, go into additionald dta.il her* concerning LOS impacts Sincerely.ia

trot s Il Ocu dur,ng9 to. Teccca RailR IOrr~o,a goy t
on amrmeCounty Scodn IODitrict 0I. Stat, and, loa f naoc... ton Erickson7

00n discusead In datei slmor cnd o nOfident that four/

etan, a. ne. studying Lth.., nanC. ttfthed ..0i- of too
Itatements Cad. on behalf nfto b.1oo of C-ntrc. and my CC: GoerorSlia
I MfATn tam teat do Drm010d a icuso of LOSOS Issu.0. Thoy Dr. Retes
c an Act Ia A tig _9 int if nJackrn .0Humoiti

The0 to additional itesni tOaL r..d to 00 addressed Sre Coman
1.0mm.e, ndaand reraln facilities and program,, Both
to ,ncr.a In 0 oltin and to. tyoC of populatin LOat ton 05
etoocted in LOt ..h aee RoilOk dari o o cIn.nt .ll1 ra.n,

too ~rocaaof oo lcalOcen avi ce agent,.s end ... toe
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ii. Cla~vor, CiArit Comi. iioatta cilaloil tic aa f1eae tic

thapd Cunci Auust 0. 9M roaft teitroata t Sc t oPoh'h tiectiihamc htall-1 Ixtr,i

15 -*Wdtla witi s- atm .. ilyi. of -camIori of dersidf mai ifoassiatioi asisarY to "It, tsii'imflltic hesiais

thtadequatec housingtmwilhcb avaaic to amcte peojno.t-reiatnd dectand. 1-1,t E.s".c. I... itsi aea,sno tal ain . sm Pood

astiot ai 1ao~ir or osia 1., .or -t n yea"a. Stoic

Trastportationt Its im~atmas-161 iall-I tsalato ishi o i ifwh ora thean

Mdhaory, reated traffnic aa to Isac peohici at thet Randall Aio./ocrtta2 iiistriim toe -t , at -u Iir or ...t t as het as .00010

16 itrchaage Coestrtith of to Rodl G--t Prograso or amy other higs which ro.t ti tauiot of tI.I ll-o
traffic tahocs thtei seem Newwil eacothratoc thtinpebhle .Tittisfoac. iqas altoai ho taken to I.i Wt o.. iA...s .. Ialahot-a t.r o.s .tt. soot
hitipo thas tracaporto isi tajia Chairct and progmoted traffi for toe North att. shoulcd beai hla -0 -c.

tic 1....s f tie i-tioIoAs a.it tea .."toreads III icituat

ofrbricDitpinn , the, mau'isol. .0-.,ouio il tc.00 stt t

FE Wrnomic dycolybs weeP-kee Develo..peplyedonth proose Ic .Insti r het".a P-o" "'" I .,,.,se..

to, he toe macin operating bane for tos Rail Garion Program Althoogh tos Pecekeeper RoilIis,,. whar ibs A-,tol

17 Garison progres is epcd to om btweena $10 andl it billiotn. only $120 milbio. or ilItt It tlti t arde a-,. idrtad .. 1.-ase rol.,bl
eppromsmetcly ose per-t of toe prect enpcodiuiom wil be at F.E Warn.. Tch., Ai Foc tiai tii n Tic tid d IsAd...I at..... itatti hat ftsotIhodt
shiould taeskc agivafaist afforas to uteolc projest expeditures to a- uiqooromi by itepioyacoi 0et tia t.telirhtc a o mldi

toicsto tesixec lisefito aI toe Projecmto imoarted oarat is tasd. liatititrl Ila,s f1s ti . aarE.

COndusiott tic tAit I ivs lsI,h. b.. As .. ..t.a. 1. asAir o sc .

Ths Draot Escali-assl letpoa SiototaIc d-os Aotdoequatoly ambyo sthe ipadae of tti Ral atI tshe orElI 1i ., tic to. rto' are ho stI~ ioai

18 Garrisn Progrsa am southetom WyctatotA. mc aiolosof otoe Draft Efviashssnal ispact tirit Icc Stite I' isdet orso t. tIN robot "a .Ii

Statment cachbe restricted thrtouagh the imstato o aommttasa Planning proess to to toss f~ci Ay the dir- Fors to Tac. tit At, .ii dot.

socilso us, that osiled during toe Pecekeepsr an Minuichuac Siles aimploysicoca We AMc ready sand ie rojetci ct .. eat l.c1 at- bid d. to ii. Sto- Aad rseai
cilia8 to wakih at a4sir Pio achl pess.tlaa tAlsio,atl0 AIortloi. iris. rot. ftid a-It

able To, thts ertitha

ic laisiel A-so .taIt isal the ot .ra-. it tI..r~

bat 0, is alto tic -1i .t.....it to is CIsil CIt,. Trartlh

dia119 tellcta tlosst Itaiv t -11 c it-s t le stith ad ats

Tic alr A .Ont .1 1 orr Mold I I an cao si d tic, -Iftr,

part I oaM or I try Li,0 Itlicil I. oIIoaoia sht.
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tic Wild'"o ahas of tic tall 6-r1-o ill, Iorsai. trarllisa-1,

that this tilt tot0 he iaiit esak trafittc rotor. Coitlacilot

tot. at -Is lasctr I, .,ot It tie st basest it .i, toirt-iAugust 25, 1988

Else tris. Tic . 0h1.9.1 art .tded to aitigarl. Irirflated

Liotcssst colooel Petcr coish
- AFRCE-Wt(S/DBV -642. -,o

t
a - ic honed tar ado-hItls hoosito It .ota 1. tic rioit. Nortoc AFPP CA 92409-44

avatlea. it it tic hsillor or the Ciafc, that the Ai Fora Dmit Colocei Walcstt
tha IIarflrsaIsoillfist..ra that tic nrloitctor

Th.as m Draft EIS - P.4scc1"ec iii Girtisoc Proqs his been
it tic oral Is..' bc Icdnid Is 11 icIt ldtirtIflOO doii eviemwd at statf ievel oMtstCctniTit tciipal.

both~~~~ ~ ~ ~ th Itala,.I IS.I 61,--a atsraDiatobct ftPCTtattfll. It representn signiflciant effort
Scof.0 of ti saa. tc faaliii icad Ieotty sra~tis"-o by the Ai Foce to ealuatean cc xtremeiy complex proposal

to ftl", I bellI within thet guidelinct of correst environmental aid defecse
to ttlocnitlratir hias7._ :acrity Ils, policy, mond supportinq osqolatiocs. As as

ccvi rosscttal saqinecr, I salote youar *otaimpiisltaat. As
t. toitto .ron TeAIFleal1 iitlbss4teotdreqimsted at both Abiilene heacins re Peiaekepec, aittwra

or ic t, o~i ta TnotitmdI~etiatliiato f nationol /nuclear defense policy and both cocoic
i h i art. a..ro ,it.'tt - ssoby 1o 0, ro-iche bea d o dsvipmet and sovirosastal po-tactioc interesta (beyond

c, torrsot iawsand regulations) are nit judged waithin ths
,-sale . Tc 25c otittoaiirq i O, it-ic to oostsxcoftthit ietter. With that biabkground, and with

tha ti oaty t i-osdodali ti mai tslotoi *--- rsqrct thittiac did cot slowot r 00comcats to bem presaented
.s-".114 s .- dr it shitltoi..... a t tho Ins public heainc, we offer a aumenry of otr

tdO1tlld latos .1lih aluif otor i it oa dialtos- ~. review of the cnvironmasntol imast of Pseakeper os thn
rsgloscal rew-atl supply aysmtmanagciqd by WCtOOWO.

0. tmI-.i - 0. o to_ -l..orla.d 1 h, Thn qoslifiostions of the District's lisseral mtanager to
Tic ,05,5 Jt I i'otitd iieaailtor *~n

0 ~s comcant is thn SIS include bacohelorisa nd master's dcqrsmas
ettali Itoa- if tic ressIt. ilticiat thlis Is lasortaf is civil and coviriscatal saqisesrisq. s~d regittraion an

a Prof.*e6cnrsis ac 1i .. 1 co.r eas. aopeiris-r lasclides
is it. to d...r tot....'t to- -eo -soet to Tihealy cissoitisq enginering ork- is eaviroattestol imact inalysis

It is Et-1-o~ sslroi thatit 1, riri colftr maliafi toas wall is taimaiva, yeart asn ciwter asd caitacwater ntility
ansaqer. Utility asmaaeet esparteacs isclodas indottrial

.0si.r oi, t oreoa lt Itoir T. r.t tltl -9it cer. polin moolitcrisq, and asforsot, Aastar -asourca acid
water supply priotection, and waterahed maagemnt

Iioleosrtilt I-i oboitrI i., It1 he tic 1.-d otivitiLee.

Three qeneral pespectivs worm evaiuated Is this E1S
revis, :

Isl .lil 1otot to It". that. - ,- clot ltlt a Io fl) Direct and indirect (Abilenearsea) miter
ten IliAaf ltth .,- Vtt 'WASad a~eim aish heall tto reocet .sot. Ti rofsrc to, protestini

tot.i' tice od -s of rr..i is t. .a-a i.t.t. at trot it. h ... r.OSS 578 property.

to oArr over Oel' *lttor. the ttic tic l, ro.i. fir fic ooortoaty

to testsa ad 1-s . tic I aW or tast ri. lo 1.o to asltq

fict ass, 11aaa iall Sc ttaitd aid Ohat hill all ofr. iastorsit ttnt

a iae I.. s, l "imo tr, he all I aaaasito tst y't
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(2) Overall1 regional (West Central Tess.) the comments from the City of Abilene staff. and the gentle-

environGasntal iepaot. Again. this refers to 2 an with a concern shout appropriate use of pest icide/herhi-
potential consequennes of having a rail tide on rail rlqht-of-wey. will he appropriately addressed
garrison at DYESS AT . in the final report.

(3) Overall program environmental iepact. This Si o y
review wes premised on the off-hase activi-
ties assoiated with the proposed system.
An assemption was 2 ade that the probability
of a rail garrison train heing in the West I d d IPE
Cen"tral Tess s a.rea may he higher than et GenerlMage
easy locaton doe to the proxieity of the
.YSS ApW systm support facilities. xc: Fred Lee Hughes, Mtemher of WCTNWD board of Directors

Base on, ; noof ipac. a Waren PB ompredW. T. Dupree, President of WCTntwD Board of Di reotors

wt DYSAF. an .auepti on of magnification of anypo tential eniro..ee.ta1 risk ..s as sumed for Warren APB.
This po rapoctive yields no determinable end unac eptshle
haard/riat resulting from on-hase activities ( item (1)and (2) ahovel at DYESS APB. In other words, On-has
actiitie. could not he found to unacceptably threaten
wa ter, sir, land, or humae resources as protected hy
ex isting laws e-d guidelines.

negarding off-haae activities, the report and the praenta-
tion, at the July 25. 19th hearing were reassuring. The
clssified nature of the Spec ific proedures and aterials
cakes th ia area of analys is sore uncertain for individuals
ot faeiliar sith and/or aut horleed full aces to thedetails of the off-hase atvty. The rto tio. of the
puhlic innthis area, it veae., .a had primarily on the
va rious inspection and des ign standards for esplosiv.
nuclear, and tc nsportati on Systems AND t he e ffeoCti ve
utilization of the,. standards hy various hranche a of the
federal military -,d civil service. With this gualific -t ion. the HIS presentation is thorough and did not identify
acoeptable risks .r haaard..

heturning to the perspective in the opening paragraph, the
IS3 is apparsotly a good faith effort to evaluate environ-

mental risk and the report connlusion seessappropriately
supported. The repor t, the poblic meting coment. present-
ed. and ey review rt the Efydocosent. do not identify
un a cce ptable major rish. or hazards hased on es isting
regulation.
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A. -~~ * Thant yea for AN this 915 for -a eise. Plass insane Am ens ton
1?4 -I c.L)Sellinga lst tao -i-e coesy of the final 19 anc it is -ale . Alan.

Pins* insan e ar Gno aw arilies list far further Sawoets prepared adeor
Lt. Col. Pm eter is the National envirnmestal Poity Art (811A).

carton Ane. California 92u09-64a0 Sinnerely Twer.

sear Con. Walsh:

55 are prviinnondl sets an the Draft environmental Impact statement (exl"ZedChs.PI i
fan the neauepen Sail Gocsone Program. fe are respnding on bhaeif of the 2-1-C.1 Htal eth fniati. t
U.S. public ealth Soei-a This 515 doelie ba c~oe creas f en spanial tprea Group
Suppleenting the xstiMns stretesit, fores l-Stretsin Tried-). Catcer far sea ta l Htealth

ad .eJury Canneol
The rafte of adeens Lopects on publin health Which seals sona ere describad
is Chaptar Se-"safate Conidaration.". Cmputer modeling as uaed extensively
ta quantf i et, e.ascaed sitS the peareheaen. progra. MDMN end
sAZTRA11 are nited as preeras asa to netst neil transpart rish, hat littla

dsai i les s heSI n hae= e and effectiveness af these proaem.
The SIX onlT States that SS "a as "sdIso earlier stady of nels
aeelatad with air.' Fall. and treek tronayet af rsdioactive materials, se
this preas sand only onent ace tha preanas the heat available
saytinal toni. ten thia purpas, MA What other teals an sof tware are
nnIdaned fun this mnealyI.

Ie $"ties..15 reference to ade tu a nompues mael whinh as Used for
sir qeelity imp-t easat. go details on tis Sf tware aere, included Inst
aese the s af the uf tadre). and doteiA. ar eaded ta nonrince the reda
then this model as the eest effect lve. appropriate teai for this alaa

B-n1a maeil ees. iudprplot nel.sa. wild propellat

eo0iaion. oalasadprepllaft here resulting free a Opeational
mishsp ar di....ad as poential threats ta huan health and safaty. while
these hazards ane neamaLy all discussed iA the tat, the final
evironetal Impact stataeet haid Latnad an expnded "Slay Of
Petass.I Si erevatai Effect. Of F ...ah.aps sell 0-1-ie Iahe" (Table

S. -Il. This tahle shou~ld he amedd to inslude the snemi,.l risk
2qotfintion andclted sith eash With"aplong with the sarrtion ftatemote i iee nI e1ffets. The Presan tae -doeet all- a ampsrtive

eaeae a f the nlative lihelihead Of the mtat-~ aftts. par sm.le.
bas mortality Is : statedif font nesai t ie fare Solid propellat explsio
en liqaid-roliat sop"onton he these relative potentially lte-theasteanie
seata weld qsear to he slihely ts Oceur ",.f ire damage to essetatlon-.
feelading reltive niae Is1 ncsieaeed Sna the tealsenu aWe it a
enfan mnsisful rye timatal 1 ofonets.
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STATE Of WYOMING
OFF iE OF THE Oo NOR 4. The FEIS will identify the preferred alternative. The

.am!9uJaa CKYENE 92002 cultural sites could affect the site selection at F.E. Warren.4 The effect of the cultural sites on the alternative selection

August 31, 1988 should be identified in the FEIS.

S. Your staff has already contacted Carl Ellis of the
Industrial Siting Adeinistratior regarding the Regeoe of

Lt. Col. Thomas Sartol Tnfluence established ie the 111. The ROI has different

Unlted States Air Force 5 signuiuranu if it Is used to aseess oconorira, lahor market,

Director, Programs & Environmental Division transportation or other issues. Due to the mlgnifecance of the

Regisnal Civil Engineer 00I on the projected ipacts. the renalning questions en this

Ballistic ',salle Support IAFESCI lss.e shoold be resolved before the FEIS.
Norlti. .~ lorc Bse, r CA 9240
Norton hr Force Base, CA 92409 hu . There may have been a change in some of the significance

Re: Proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Proaram 6 r used to address rr I es teeco the
Da precious PeaCekeeper EI and t is DEIS. Any differences is the

er tt. Col. Sartoll signef i cane criteria ehould he resolved before the FETS.

We have completed our review of the Draft Environmental 7. Further clarification needs to be provided in the FEIS

depact Stateeent nDEISI for then project. Thin letter eill 7 regardiog nater guality standards and impacts. The PEIS should

isolude our general rooments regarding the DEIS and provide address both federal and state watar quality standards and how

clanifliction, ehere necessary, of state agency coeents and the proposed project would impact water quality. The project

questions. The state agency comments and questions are attached 
itigation should identify that construction standards will be

hereith to supplement this letter. 
estalishnd to ent the ater quality standards.

Your office has already answered any of the questions e 8 . dd tional inf r ation h a been ade a ailab e

raIsed regarding the clarification of various issues., conerniog hos ing Icaf s identdied in the S 1DE. The PEIS

Inforation is also being gathered to respond to soe other should include this n l-foratnon.

questions. The comants and questions 
presented here are those

that should he addressed in the Final EIS (FEI. 9. The IS needs to he sudified no reflect enrollment,
Pupi-to-teacher ratios, 

and racenue and reserve data 
from SchOOl

. t is understood that Peacekeeper specific training will 
9 District o. . The Ff1S should reflect the nes data and the

ovided at F. . arren even for personnel 
to be assigned to resulting cha g ts n the 

i pa ts.

ohr bases. The ETIS is a a little unclear on thisi~tn 
changt ande 

m a ts h

clarificatlon would be helpful in the FEIS. 
0 this point and aTeploent ren and reerve data fr Cheyenne

1I :d Laranie County also needs to te updated snd the impacts ce-
we 2. in various locutions in the DES, the train deployment seessed hased upon the new date.
nae described as being tao, four, or poeaibly io teaino per
garrison sits. TOU have eplained that the numbers of traits 11. The leparts to the education systen do not refleot the

the ito der ve d fr eo cost i p ct s that tll be felt y the State School Foundation
being conside~red was to aiiethe i Pacts to be de r."ha llb

the SETS sodelling. This, in essencabl was to provide the orst- progran. Other local impacts, such as for public utilities, may
ease ipacts. SOme clariflcatioo of this in the Ff1 ueld be be ahle to be covered by such locally generated revenues as
helpful in elienating the reviewers ofs project related salse and use tues. The foundation program

un provides a suhstantial aeount of fundiog tO the school districts.

3. The lightilg systems are still under prelininary design This progran in funded through mineral royalty and ad va lres

so you indicated that the visual i pa ts ca not yet e ta es. Locally generated project rela ed re en oe doe s not go

adtersled. The design suld sank to induce the lighting into the foundation program. The enroliments from Table 4.2-1-1
impats to esidnt lal areas and the FES should address this are antioipated to generate deeands for funding 

frow this progros

matter. 

of:
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outside this project, they would elp obtain a better
1989 -9 88,003 understanding of traffic impacts.

19 0 - 202,120

1991 - 280,183 . What is the current traffic use at the north gate and
1992 - 933,918 what is the related LOS on Central Avenue and Yellowstone

1993 - 928,973 Highway?
1994 - 844,910
1995 - 804,101 C. Would the LOS on Central A'esue be affected by north

The iSpacts to this program need to be diecussed. 
easaple of 14 gae operations?

the School Fondatlon Progra Application is enclosed to shoe how Since many of these questions will be speculative until

school dintricts apply for these foods. 0 es from cary Byrnes highway-related construction work is completed, the sitegetion
of the Wyoming Departmeot of Adninitration anod Fiscal Control conditions should include, at a sinison, coordinatios with the

regarding foundation program funding is also enclosed. City and the Wyoming Oighway Deprteent on this atter. This

could include an agreenet no perfore traffic 
stodies upon the

12. The current expansion progras under ay or wastewater completion of road onstructon to identify the new bacground

2 services is at the Iry Creek Plant. The other public utility traffic patterns. This could be done to establish what, if any.

coOrdinatos issues, including solid waste, Will need to e additioal itigation would be approprite for the proecf.

coordinated with the 
City of Cheyeose.

15. Section 5 of the Draft EIS carefully addresses the

13. The Public Service Commission has reviewed the Draft progras safety issues. Theodelling in that section idestify

5Is a uora detail and hae cosueted locally with dispersion projectlons for nerious noestituents for various

representatives of the gas and electric utilities. These acidents that could occur (yp. 5-18 to 5-20). It ie recognized3 utilities have stated that they feethe actual Impacte on their that the probabiltles of these occurrences is etresely canots.

systee ill be Ieee than that identified in the Draft E. Their Even so, the modelling probably also identifies the areas at 
risk

osly concert reeainirg regarde the identfi tion of those I shOUld aty accident occur sn the rail garrison site. Is there
seasares that will be taken to avoid doeage to euistung utility any teed to eork with local land use planners to identify these
sernices in the ares. areas for future planning or zoning?

14. The transportation isses are diffivolt to assess hased 16, General - The south site option, as discussed.
upon the infuretion presented in the Drafn 1E. Traffic inoludes only one road access to the site. It is assumed that
probles already eie t at Randall hvenue for a variety of reasons more than one access to the garrison site would be important in
including the short distance between the gate and the I the possablity ef accidents or ether occurrences blocking the

interchange. The ses trffc voluse is assed for the south 161 access. Is a second access necessary? If so, the site isparts

gets, as was used in the Pecekeeper ElI. There are changes, should addeess it. Also, the DEIS indicates that the south sits
existing and currently under way, on the bae since that tie option eould inclede abandoning Swan Reservoir. El the reservoir

The north gate is currently open for portions 
of the day, yet i. to be abandoed, the water supply for 

Irrigated lands supplied

this gate is sot discussed in the Draft EIS. It Is unfortunate froe In reservoir should be addressed.

4 that the work at isile Drive and 
appy Jack is ot co0plete

since this project will have a significant effect on traffic die- 17. The eodellingassueption reflects a grnd level wind
tributlon, Also, under the north site option, cork sill he conditIon of 4.1 eph. The average wind speed in Cheyenne is

under way sieultansoasly all across the base. Project*related oloser to 13.4 sph. St is understood, though, that the lower

traffic nould be distributed fairly uniforely osr all three 18 wind speeds would tend to reflect worst-case (highest conoetra-

gates. It is even conceivable that traffic redistribution shn tionsi conditions. hn i because thara Is greater slolug at

Riesle Drive is reopened say, is fact, positively iepact the high wind speeds resulting in lower concentratins.
traffin situation at Randall hvenue. The Draft EIS should

provIde addnltosal nformation to help review thls such as: 18. The concentrstins estimated from the accident
s odelling presented on pages 5-18 to 5-20 represent potentially

a. What os-base projects (outside of this action) are being hareful aounts of certai chesical constituents, Since this Is

con yid red for traffic i prov eents? Evev though they are a potential, bht wors nt-vue -enarlo:
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_ . Will the Aira orce work with stats and local response 21. Then mitigation plan for the rail garrison program must19 rd tors to *oIusto existing programs and identify needed address such issues as payment of local salem and use taxes, and
pormmodlficatin? methods of contracting. The ability of tb local etits to

absorb program related Impact is directly related to program21 adb. Will joint training exercises he consdered for statedor n" I' entpath*is oloca pesnnl rvnue strea fo hi Ipact asitnce, Also, various options
for contracting could also affect the impacts Presented in the

It my be appropriate to consider these, ao sel usI 55. Without assurance on how these will he Implemented,
equl pent needs. as mitigation, measure. for the proposed action. questions remain regardig the lanai1 of impact. The mitigation
They would be a good mechanism to provide mutually benefIcIal plan should also address a moitorIng program that sill assess
training programs and strengthen over-all emergency resos 01 pos drng construction and implementation to ensure
prograss. Iwould request that Edwin 0.01 of the Ifc of ta Imat are being adequately addressed and mitigation
Eergancy Hanageint be contacted rlatvto these points. maueare adqae h Itgio pinnest drs owcost impa cts wIll he mitigated that a re not offset by rail

19. The health and humeo service program impacts were not garrison related progras income.u An exempt fofthis Is! the21 esse9.d in the ..I.. Any nev project. public or Private, can Schnol Foundation Prog ra wich cudincur addlt l o ofI e exece to pb prga.a sbtne bue nd23 4
Impc s.uch proram e sstac abe so 488,378 bten t 8 and 1995 . These costs are nottoffset by

spo-.. and child abs. Comment letters are included for project reated sae and useae. Te51i nded to

Proq- - under the Wyming Department of Health a nd Social address program lempacts. aea those im Pacts and to develop
Services. The comments address lbs population Impacts under tin mitigation measures. to reduce adversei progras impacts.i Thecuaulative assessment model only. However, discussions with the eltlgatlon plan most address these Isum or t here.I no

prora personnel indicates that their progr a historically have asurance that the adverse program impacts can be adequately
bean ipacted proportionately to the Increasm in population. In mitigated. Sin"e program related adverse ispects effect all
otheriwords, a population increase xf 2.1 would resolt in roughl y Wyoming residents, including defense woployass. It Is .m..umed
a 2 Inorsas i program demands. Thse program impactn nan he thst a thorough mitigation plan is of sutual interest.

offset by railI garrIson program related revenus. i ~Thase
community based programs are funded through annual' lclad 2. Teimpacts oftthe cuexlativs nssessment have nnt been
state budget. and fxnding could significantly lag behind addr...e hers. A separat fS ould be completed tx address uny

revenues. small ICBM deployment. The Impacts of suh a dploy*ent would be24 morn significant than the rail garrison, hot wt will vaLuats
2. Thn Wyoeing Game and Fiab Importe...t had aeceral th e Ieats o the tine information on the small Bcu

comments. wh ich ar included in the at tace ltter., Th WGFO hxn deployment Ia ana ble.
be en norhingc whap.f. narren 00 everal iseus daling wi th such
topics a~sh hbitat and recreational enhancement. The ir coent. I appreciate: your xassistance to dat Iniensnaring the
have cobined their mitigation recomeedationu for the rail guestions of the ! lyo dbata reprnonnntinets. We Loch
garrison program wi th thoss of otherton-gon aciiis It i forward to work ing with yo oeten now and the roIl to provide
their bele that mor.eaffection mitigatio n canibeaccomplinthed whtever additional data that you may ned ere your dsr
in this manner. Au on example, the WGFD recomnend. eitigation to hansv ff1tatie comp eteio aseent of th rpose
for 200 acres of habitat.- Th'.a includes the 102.4 acres program froe which coptn ei~ns ca be made. Thank you

22 permanently lost from ruiI garr Ison sctivitieam plus additional for your help, a nd we loch forward to hearing from you on these
acreage for other xn-going act I Vits. The pblic access issues..
comments under number 6 refers to assisting in thepobaining of
acess acroe pri vate Iandw to publ ic laends currently not Sincerely,
access ible. With respect to number 7, the ra il garr I on facility
nould be fenced. with ionlycone access. It is possible that 6 & i o~
wildlife such as tniope cou ld be trapped xlthin theib noled Alan Edwards
area as fencing is completed. The nSFD would help rnlocute such Natural Resource Analyst
ani mals hu t request mitigation measures to address the tie and
expense of these activities. Ac: sj

Enclosures
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vs l* * "001H5B0  mMe.s msmains Ke. 5domedaw s Lineman i. 1184
post 2 - EsitA

%am a d' 6AOnly mlinal habitat dlensebmu wili sewer as a ressil sf-the 6oeosteme
-4A.n os suppxrt fanilinlas, becase the Smal ICI peogeam sill tnilies notating

Mrt., it, 19t8 Tbs Peasespee mail faceless wilbee hams loal ni pes-, illhabi tat. No n wil ldlife habitat mi he directiy affect:: bi thi
penea. Te asamlfes dseelpc. nsill "an'd resIt free
the sneeyiapassteamr'ftb Ths *tese. 'llesxsip, nba shnrt a Ilef. ee

N511 SA.l teanan he ure free the snmssrtia.. work fee tahe addi tinset Ale
0Doi adstats Air fnrne rn:u -- 'ae nedM t5 wans facilitnies cenid haes an impact - local
Psaxehaper Rail facle terresne lal eiills populatins a54 she habitat.

1.,mn 25 T.ileaft girtelns tnal Input T c ereated baese populione is the Chapss sees will lead t5 increased
Osat residestial sad road develeisnt. wchat and aarha Vpral. a mtrsa wood for

Sle:_Z .80 was., 0isncesed poer line careidors, increased demnds for recreational
ssa.smlda actniy and access nx she ei dlit. reaxerne in Wyoming and inceasd wildife

law enfoxeente ecahiema. These impacts mill be geatste within I00 miles of
learces Air Fore Sans. han wil1 commlt is an inceased demd em she

.,atreuTnses.issa wi rldlifs* r :xsrnes Is she entie state.
me. C. Alas 1and 21

tate .l2ss txardile Office Th I.n-ese mail faee b el e h anee the .cs.et fsnlity (north
Zaehe sldielisloes a else ios ection 15, T13m, 267W. bahxt I 51155 :Inh f* V_. ar

theyes, W? 8202 All (ath ese). Tnh. 0913 Jotms she impact em hininsius . ree_ ns be Ian
ad s-x aigaifixest. as d1.&,-.e

lear Mr. Roosts.: 2XgmoIResITAL. IWIACTS

lbesetaff5 of She spade8 Owns aed fish Dpartment has stied the deaft North site
escleMnssti impanct eatemoest tsr Peatah-ear Sail faceless Proxes. We nff er
the fnllisl r s ations fue year tossidweatlem. The north st ite, .is de.s sass area 60 and anlope Usee Area 104 and

tpon tm m:a.men as 2.The air hase Prnvides aai habitat o, -to.
Accncdis:lt the lfxeaslen mtails i this doantt, Vecwtral impants d wehmite-tailed door, and asess 0 . lbs Iras Noatals =la dee, $-tshe at

5n agssin snnsrns shasd he lslsallcat.5 Ilpe it b isSlsd dse, andI- Mens ottsi. astelope hoeds are aoffanned by this

The 911 contain. a eey limited and what em conaidee to be iscomplats
eMal ,snfteeeeestsnagams lhesouesol. heoxd 26 The dset.nnasst of thin Project will1 'ereasasi affant 102.4 -rea ad

-ctlx Sneploy TO # .... beep.e Hiisl. . 2 teaits at.I. aeras Ale fxrce tempxraIll dietueb 296.1 acres. Ahut0. anees of etlad Manbe dinteehed.
ause and tshat military bases sill nase * diecnt less nf hahitat is It ssnsl 1--ne are constrcted arond pasticoe of this facility. tho ent

sxsnheess ~ a eee. tmlrsut4 temporary cemstr- ts work force and a xstl~ hei M1 ns tx is a se !xsdIsoes.Icssdmra~yn ea
lscwas in" miINt powarsat th o r ha. The tatalt prxjected papsistlen -selp isatep d as t I essoi xl nnl.ts mis I---es O
lenees .. ne So he Choyen area." a ernaul of'lbs project is 295 pewple is 198. ntrelpseest, asd niher annidet. Th. dsasrsttan of op Sn 308.1 acrs at
lu41S is 1992. ad 1,102 fres the year 1895 to 2000. hbitSat sill ed... she -. Liable winter ean,* fsr she .- aid e... hss ate

-u1. dear, white-tailed deer, and arele that still-x the ale hes.
If the Small ICBMtogperse Is dotsloped cncssestly with She peacekeeper

Rall "asel.o Psnjent, se additional 220 people mill lemisrats s thtei Faste@e
ara1w 1992. the lanai peeslatian wiII cntnue to gros. Th. MIS ld:ctas

tas addllal6068 pxpla mill reside in she Choexan arex in 19" M erwe
atSeSalIf presses.

man s aem ef Nes nwwans~. mesm04 U
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dfa~t it, Is" Afte0 it. IV"
Pop 3 - zu411 SAW A - 1183411

lantb site 0.0.00.00 IVpalS. vo4a~rad, awre or .a problem to Isidtod pablic
land. I. Lurajo. Albes, .100a 0 .000 ti .0. -0000000 prahlr

Th. Mth altto I cimrrtly a groealmt4 md for livootack Stewing. it is roi ldi .. . tlt. a o... t.,i. for -'tIt,
pOaboog VettInto. Imsbitat. A few min. door aed ubite-ti04 door my -. tha .t.o. seca ti tdlit. . ito sothent Womaing. as se1l a increase hahitat
""a. h. Motoh site lit is mtlops lat Aso" 3?. door want Art. A1. adt fre 6 drwlo,3.t to th. Cbeeo et)0..
.plead Sam asad.oc Am. 2. 16. Sawap genteel. al. 40.. Cestalo
o"ttlopelfma d Ittimit Vyoiag wbics-toilod door hords sill be affeted by that possible hitio-tio. lho..res
Projeti it to ""ope.,d a th. month site.

Tb. project 1dal pemortty disturb 91.4 sres and teuperuily distorb s."a b olwn k- o to.I..o 16i.Wr,

100 3 -. . 1groland hobftot. A 0.2 o... -tttd aed ioo.radtt a.-ra 291 1- .,,m p il mtlado. posts and reservoirs it kind an aT odjatoto to the27 ol ho b affcotod. as .. 1 oo 2.4 acres of Sande and 0.9 aot of r..orroir. ato.
Caomettia of omoo.11y fence. oroM1 th. facility _ool possthty deny wilditfe rict0
mtto. t. vtl t. - tart . and .... t it 1.rest., habitat I.fo b10 t 2. l .prtfot'. ilittation policy list. --- Iicl 40.. habitat 0

by mtricttit atccot to that. foree. tts. Increased losesof big Sene we0 bawit otdarer . ith a to biatItiw. of a not 1.- af habitat
awiipated as a resolt of coliio. with Vehiles, fence satratpct, and athor -I- b.cwit. siuticist I.. of it-VIc habitat vale.. I. keeping with this

otodoc.. 1.010.atthio fire my fatti mrat or titS "00attoo6 000 oJ bjective sM racosad the air fort. .ttate the P.,eaomot less of IN0
wi.adltrstatt 00. Foence. ttcto could i000to isacroas d OIto, 0 acres of wildlife habitat in a Motor wtoally areed .pW' by 0010 ad&W 7

motetity if ateloo amc trapped ic fence 00. as tbay "0"' to b t ast Tb. ditropols of bit get dad -4 000 othet. i. tli, ton obt.
detits wscter bltcoardt. project. A

4
titol oliftirom mas-c. eight be needed 0 bit gets

13.001, to* isted, federal Candidate, adl tttate-So itvo Spetci itit-polm.I T hspoet

.1I . ititot I.. of habitot fat.... .ob.. co am.w. or roptor toot.. 00cr
C strotio f tha project at i11br .it. .- ld destroy ccttict hahitot for 31 ooco.a sl olaIds hy the r~plocc-ot of that. habitot fate., ts

btrowitg cob, cooet tro- or site. for SwL.i.0's and f.ocaSitous hawk., and ....rby ltI4.0 ofttar swift fee. All foar of themt .1oi.. -7 o-t.1 a Me or both28 oit.. So prt of* o .itat popltia i.th 00ltol ara@. Table 4.2.6-1 lis.., A. ll ra. fece. Conscte as 0a0.0.01 af Ohi. prjoct b-1ol hr 3-str.ad
000 sotharo' ooif t a. d a .foo 1, Listed tcdt.r. Species. Thit it I to. . 45 icoha. high. If A-.tr.cd Iot.. t. b.oilt. 100 0000o rt
istto'"t. it . tdidat. th..Attend Pact... A trlft 00. dot hat beat 32 bhold ho 0.00th and IA itoheaoveo tha droned and tha fet*c oaold haIA

'aattd1 a too. ajot to 000a motb s00e (Section 12. 1139. RAN)1. inoch.. high.

33 52 I . r rpoftr.haold be ioowotorlcd far raptor Vaot vitem and sift oo
The~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ MI dotae hr adln -dretadIdrctLmo oI .. If a , rclotdti.tic. .. t~~a btoid be devvoped it

lb.ISS ~dtaooohot d t 00 4000 a idiot 19000 0 oootat. . ti b 000h thetFD and U.S. Vim. and Vildlif Sorric..
,,,.loical reoort. sold ho law amd soc-.gtit-. Senatcr. 1-01 1p.ct
to door aod Metalo,, ptplatim ool be01 0 tiguificctad olambl: hahitt . Stood so 000 WGP2 revise of lb. MR Htssiiec Progra (1 233.1). 0001 ahoeald

I ...... .d ha lout C11"t'"ti"ou f either Iit co .. Ioot I... of ho roqnlr.d to proud. additio-a1 0otto 1.04 for recreation. i-Ii.6
habitat for the 00.0000.' wilt0 fox. hoctict. fishicg, ad toutoutptiwa u.. of wildife. T%. tOAl did cot

:r ac. tt 1.l pooltioc regarding the P;tio.ilc Frogr~ 5-mvars
It'tf 1tboal :Pr 110pocwi. daooop~d .cuoroctly citb tha PtaOketar 34o holo thit pgopo..l is legitiwat.od "a oltorat. it. i If otl 00
t all i Cr Prra the icd Ir...t tepato or bialotit1 r..co-e 1,th00 Poa-.i.r PolCrio roject i. dowolopod. 000 0003 bho14 ecqoiro

o.ia of loft-...c (Ro1) f ree tht increased iota poptltion intOh. Cbeyoooc polio co.. ototI jo. io f10.I 0000110 rta
*tr.1 oul be ignificatt (i... 6 .000 add itionol pocple in Charoate will I. d-.wlpcd ocro tly. 000 007tol 0or olit at...s to 150-200

igflcty 1...... t.potitic. for tha come.ptiw wc.o ildlife 10 so.- nil.. of land to coffset Oh i.4 4... t04. for asr.tou0
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Augast 19. 1988V

TO: Alan Edeard. Stain Pling . Coorodinsior'. Office .A

FROM: Kary Byrne. Economist11

SUBJECT: Foandatios Program Funding

The funding nf the Schnol Foandtn Program in suported by the

.ili leni.a bath state madd d Sc nu.d On tp rrt
.nd lan pedresS Mineral inaue.Saint hod USn isarn do not
play a rule in fanding edacatian an thin stain. Thn only
-noptionntiaaen i the State Gnneral1Fn

30 ~ ~ o $1g:ing.07.2 million made no the Sconol Fudation

lrgrd m !act iAnao t a. payments - they are paid to T c

coan ty and manIt-pa1it gonemna not thn aciu diTicit. The.

Isast Asnistance Tan payesnt in no on -2p opria is source of *I C

renenar t in tigato an Sincrease in school attendance,

.. .... ±~. . . . . 1

(I- n5.Is~m al.a. shmail.- sah

ottl lO o -1maa-aIF

mah..e emarih.. amnnis am- tic,. is msmim eaca m1a. snissi. _

maa smm a mrnm LEVIES aims. am saimtinsaa.mm *mdmm nthe ammaia :.a .ne1 . aia ama na msaas - that.., . -T - - nsam,
i~na m eamame m aar emti asnaias misajmmim amamnsms arasm atant isamma ama amemm mam.rae 00 emeactee ins 55 mam rm am e 1arL

Lmni s.ma a W sa aaaasna n ms m. isma -a, toma is a a s ma -1ia -1cm-os 'aia

iftllhA LEIES aa"ttm mr I. isa.ma - -amaa., mama sar- - t1. mi a m

I a: io aia mi. mt r i. amaanamaca aa m mid taint mad mum mima insmnm eaais Cm 5 a saeriaahe t. a t

.cmei i~m caa srsmimd 50 taan as 'm mm mm tham eo ma mdiimi mammim__ 1 i aa aimmsm aa

t W ~ ~ ti LEV ES ins mm s m c a m . -m m i t as si im sea sasm ad .m mn- mi-0ae - rs I s m ei m mir a nori I i t .mm
ecmm ca;L ai 0 = 1:1h: mmamststaa msmsi r~~ammm m.m samm esmacm tm~t tem

eaa a. h~ a a s iamm tea ma tshdema mt ..... t. i. m in tm o s. a ami. s t ad m lb t m c m

mm.I.mramd oaaisa a hed idamsm . tam. -i er-I

a ti ' ~ s aimacsmaein. - o mst.me mnicaamaaa ta ..r ma. matan as- aI me yt am dia-a em.mnt mar-m s

dauin aaair mt is ema maons.am.. ma i sam ra T aam -. . mar - tnma imId.istsm is rm a
.a..5 mmni *ama rn- i aimic c cteI ai mam is dmm" m a . cm~h mats.oo-t.msec t im amc

issmtm mnmem - Im re.m-mma at.. z1na a ~ om c t a t m h~tt Icd.a .. mia I=a m .. to .......
miahat-mmia m mttim mmmtm sra u m c amamdmaaa m ismm a m a hea itcac

ma.mana n ada nn eatsmns mtaarm mmns'anmm- rm anmim n u msc trmsms m
cm Ima -a aeIt mhh d mis. Zmut: main tisa .dimmn mos isaiumai aamo. mm a samratam sscm misrn

radam-imT Itaem t.as~
t  

mat .1ns smsaia smaimrarm a m mi ami aam cm

mi I t t ha m m..o.. . Isaum n .mmoe aacsra m at. mis Ims, ma .mis- summtaa samiimm mm
te nnr a a1 .th u tontamam . . is n .mmd t h. nut en mI. -- Ian simaiamrma I. mIa htmaa nma

na . me -masarmi mama n ammis mtm mtismm., amsamaa. ima sm.maimmaa I.aas i - t

isiimm. ao~ 'm ann ta m toadis imh ttomt Itac too mame ats an . tsac .mammm.eamemma a tmd

ismsmaonmtut e adma o. aits o aa sat . .=1mc t - - tiat ema . a temism ato a mI s - a I i s-am
com m.ints tm smun meITa tset nnam I amtsmaasmtt.mtas msaira m m mmn sarma n.m Imnocamtm. am

toaa ~mmmm n cnaa ms.aamm m ttora .mam~ Iatcm ms at ... is ma.1 amtaammacmata madta mi amtam e m iamr

eammdmat Im m me man .mit . m t sasa mamma is mi .e .r . tha a oco mssim m mm ms mam omt Omtm moet ti t fis mat.

ti aossdoa11 s nearre 1 amm e as i Oaam.CmS sasmam, iacni ae o. mma tamama. marnmmnim m. h er
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sow sea t SWefl

Inoee.s: Alan Eduardo, State Plntlq8 Coordinator's Office

FP(H: codon V. Fowatt, Stte fqt .jSI f

TO. Alan gdrd,. SPC K SUBj r: tetI of Draft Entrnewtal-Sa7aejc tt t. Petnnpwr hiS
VlS: Johe V. Jnehacs. Ssptuty Alttotrntor - PloiwkGwrrnwe Progra. Jsne. 1N. Seat. I ettfr No. M0-010.

StLJCT: Cts - e - hPnenkper lait G.nrrt-w Prore(J if S Py taff a*" I h- reviewed the Subject documnt In Its atety. with
spea . apho hnltn placed ow thwea ite contain d Pa the document

DATS: August 30. IN related to wter rnnofonn. and up a he nafoatta contained wthin the
document ad our knowledge of both the physical propar i and legalneaSlbhlity nf wntnr ithin the reneta of InC lno, St doan wnt nppaar that

in reviewing the docuent , I found that the onter reureen were fairly 32 1 th pIropoaad ntton r111 produe * siplfttat lPpart oa thn nter rnoaCe'
wItnS coveed. I did otice a potential problem with the South Site. They of the srea.1 1 edent. tha eh Nn lo ir will be bandoad hot they do not nppenr to3 dde.. the f the Irrigated lads supplid frea Sw tn ror. h Thwk you for the opportunity to revies the subject docment. If fou

e• anmy questne relatit to the water reorces of the are, plean feel
free to contact Dick Stockdale or a.

JJ/sb
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Yt"rest A ~ CA e -y~s

WeYM.no RIeuuZrno Ceuummn -w V Y aU/tac,
'noen l'-wsfte mo S 700 WNST at&I STRAIT Ce"Amfi. W WbOka-n0071 (3071 77' 7921

J.1y 25, 1U

nnyw. A. Mlton

laly I1. 158 Sod , ; Fical Administrator
Dtpa-taowt of mlinth

thay at141tne

Wyois State Ciearioqhouse Cheyenos. WY 82O
Attn: Mr. Aln Edwards
State Planning Coordinator's Office. k r. Ptltot:
PNwschtlr Boditng, Did Floor tast
Chepin, Nyonleg 5 2 Ptese fltd attached commetn from the Cbyan Yield Offte of the

DStieto nf P.hlso Aastaee d Soeitalree enanedtta the
at: 88-550 Psnsasepe-Inil Snentsow Petra. an ya sili notn, owe einsts

relnte diretly to thn Styst thtn proa nold hrn so owr naweyt.

Soar Mr. Edwrds:
If yoe he,* osy qoettos. plnnn let an ko.

Please ref.r to the Rsgito l ecrtioe Pto e Mo tnrinp Frora report c-
pitS in sarch ;gr, a prepare by the l~insrslty of nynalq, Thank o.
11,9. of Ieogray I Necratioe. This repnrt measured thn resource
mersatlo. effeets o deulojet of the Peacekeper Missile System. It Sincerely.
was ctrated by the ffice of Industrial Sit ieI Adminilstration ISA oI
hoAitf of the N yoaeg Recrention CoemissicN and the Wlyleg 6- ad Fish
Departet.

T oacluise of this resort stated that the Peacekeeper population has ield Office laagne
%%lite Impact wn khe r atlbm resources of this are. of influece. It33 ateipatd that the Rall Garriso. will also haws little Impact a the s5t/jnretlion h Ou ret . Attceant

Stancely,

Pamw.
9 
I Ssvelsp0st Section

State Pars OliisiI

2:lb23

2-2381
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a~odt9,Y..-~.Division of Community Programs

700WEST 201076111111 0000080a0. W0010 904102-0710 13071 777 7921

Ju.ly 25. 1O988NRADU

802-17S
TO: 0.79. piltot'

Co.oay,. ohoab hol Csby... Field Ofice. Tim field o010 direct. F~w Sten~m~.a

.: .00000. tn p0000.1. financial. medical .. 4 food 001. o*111 ~
oldeoao .ant Cases . 1. addittrn oh. &8-7o p'o.. .o of RE: Peftekeee Ra11 Garrison Program Draft
cl00100 buse stul0 an,] .1 d0. 0hl1,. 0. ohalt families. Is. any F1IX

m0nth. beh. c . .ooow1l ... : 950 ho ... hold.a~s 050~ heAid I, 7.Ai11.0 0105 Thaok ou0 for a Chaoce to review the draft Enviromental I"it
O.p"odoo Cellar ..- 1.000 %-~.hold. .ad.r the Food Stemg Prooao; Statement for the P9.c050000 R.11 Garrison Program. tI asked
2$5 hoo..ho.14.. ohr be.onal Aa1.aoaoo,.; 16o ho,..holdo W14. ,~ heD. etkon to rev1ew its Sol n00010Md hi Indicates that the
Emaogny A..l-ooe Proj...; and 1.500 children and thal -1lt.Ood., out time 5PM 0111 c~ow" about 2 tr nttl.0drn h
9.0.1 Serv1ce. program. Th. 00i . otaid wth s.0InS thse Costruction pitase this Will so. a 7.%0 locrese in paosiat Io
c11i.00 a.ar: Aid To Vanilla* with 0~.odo CIldot $305.00.00; Food Stamps., htynefl And during opgeio this May move to 130.
,214.000.00; 1.0.0. A..I-oao. $27.00.00; Emegency asstance $10.000.00; * taloatnthltiow fCoit
and 0001.1 0aWoI... $111.000.00. risMasupint imatothDiio OCmuiy

argrees agencies Woul0 he iw line with the sam Pwrcentages so
15 poloo4 opotofOh Faokop~-511G.o1 s0od th. small idCl p-~ that the Larie County pro rs need to increase hy like

a0010 t oud1000000.. 1.11 of th.... ... tf_4a. Th. proj-in-0 it pertwnftage simpiy to stay was0.
to a.OhCSas.oapoo lat ,... byoaa hove 0 70.000 p......i 199.-O-1,,k .1S-te h -l ChbeA Dr. k~aa., thisiow .dtefhe the bacion thatro his heoA .0.r~tw...1.t oto 00.fai~ od ho t tha 30 dd 'lt : 4I poelyades for losile* colliion of the rail trait

000000 o aodsn. 000ohldat il h p1.. 1 00 0*07' 00035 wtha Cmrcial train carrying dangerous materialsi. ThiS0.rhloao ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ th b0 p35t1ut Coneqootly wioh Ihavrjctd50.....-0 0., envirchmantal and Public health mata to a greater
at -osa :000 l ho .00. o. th =IdsO Alte a tto. 0.0000 than in explorod to the 4dcmddt.

sA.a.dltol .o a.5. to dol ~ a~ oS..000.1,
10. aupot .00T. . cost. -. leto.0 4th 'b.. Ito.. . tted I t .s Of the 9701049eoomo.7 there is currently hoUSin

he. on, ataaso Thntrl bais $16.a00 In500 thogrt tht n 0.0InsafI is available My.5.34 0000s. assumed " this Statement that thit *gapV will he fille d 0by

Some of this Impact ooold he a11.olaC d by 11.100 I . no.50 of Job ... to,. m ilitary or Ctostruction personel. This my he in error Ailth
ItnoOh. h.7,00a0a 04 01.0 .1.000 op~ltlooto 00. ~oo f O. 1.Wo0ul1 Change the linear percentages if 7.5 .0.d 13s~ at0.00t.hey. ..... ... t ,ofhlar upward.

1, 050 h-O .ul ,;hott. .ddttoo 1 . sttatftM ..0r.ooooi 0111 be 15.15 y00 for a Chane to caomnt.
t0000 0ot Ch d-:as created by oh.. project-. .1b
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~),,dnuI0/od:11A and tbocri/ 96idd Department of EuvironmentaI Quality
D-0Oe / 0..00 ad At,"o Sw.00

.altmoOamI'aid, 0.n a law.0.Noa 040.050.0000. 0wdw i 12 29nt26thShre 0 Choomott Wrowtog 02002
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OF WOMEN

U'CIYENNE W YOMIN

LtCIPtrWlhAgs 30, 198 Minot Jaycees
AFRCE- 5150/DEVWetfls koaU

Norton APB. CA 92409-6448

RE; 0E1S Roil Garrison Program - Cheyenne, Wyoming

The Leagon of Women Voters of Wyoming has choses to Iesilo to the ,,

0210 on th -P-ackeepsr Rail Garrisos Progra ;Wares AR - Wyoming.
The Leage of NOin: Voters sopportad the IP'T Tety to redone danger

ofscercosflict is Eorope aod remains committed to sopport NATO
aflls wit ovetnal frces., Asa resolt of as entesmive nation- ,i..:a. . o r.,n un: a

aide grassrot m to. the La- and WY aopted a position, in Way ~ino o F. i. I.of 1984 that soclea epn should srve only a specific fonction- ,, , , it.,'*,,ar..roe,.,

that of deter ringj attack on the U.S . anti
1 

elisinated throogh ares .,,,,,,, ... ,.*
control, At that time the IsY-IUS. and My announced poblic opposition
to huilding and deploying the NO missile system . The Leagoe does
sot sopport any andars sa tIn ofI US land-based ICENOS that woold 'a~ , ''-,c bo .

result in weapons that are voloerahl or aold increase the incentive1 :;A ,d : t.:tatr a or.v.:az "e

t o attach first. Gort ston reeains the name concerning the pro- .aq~i~

posed rail garrison program. ,0l,* i

Qoestions from the Wyoming League of Women Voters incilde: ,u. ,a...- .. uc u ia....,''roj ,

A Conressoa Sde tfn report in Noveeher 1987 soid that *,.:.
is% an leihe attch cenrio even wihswarning. the 0.S.
woold have remaining ahoot 3li ea''rheada capahle of retorning the ,,~~., ,.,:.., og. tv ,t,.,. 'a

attach k-with earning the figure joeped to 8.200 warheads. GiLven - ,.', <', u..,ua o
these figore. what is the need for an additional 000 coonterftrce
(first strike) wsarheads in maintaining or deterranca?..

Thei0215 doesnot. defne adego Tay the criteria order hich the a n. u
tan wald be dpIled ("na~tial hrd lts hardlnyadegooute for

the ponlic 00 Congress to evaloate how often the system woouId leave

the garn 00 h fr plas e addrasn if te ran baneffeciv
anlsso he s meaarets tat are haed onbthe'u~ nohrs .'

of rail mila trove lied.

Finally, Senator CohmnI1h(WE said that a 000 hriefing implied that I A #
WK rail garrison, ca "Id be lase tocond loto a ccrtntuoooly mohile i
Y~:t I "Pthi as sihiity? o0 AP contingency plaos inclode

suh:PaWhat cool d such a pla:n so the k ease es.nnt s ection
of the Ohio? W ill this docoment sev as. the 210 on the Midgetean
missile s ystem which this DEtIS (Jane 1988) said "op to 150 single
war head msnnlen will h e CONCU R ENTLY based oith the ra il garrison
from 1 992-97. Address completelIy ton possihle doable impact for

Cheyenne. Thanh youo for yoar cooperotion. Sneey

Linda L. Rirhhnide

Weriden, Wyvming 02081 5
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LOCATION__wrrsnmhinirg. 110. 9A& Missils58"d

U.AL AIR FORCE PAEEERRAIL GARRISON PROGRAM ~ll~~m11 l

Thamk yss foe slitmmiog this hering. Owe pieasem tam heel this hearng s, ao sL Cd Pae Wals
issmefis foe you the emvcnmiesmal eslsequaesess ma hans. delimatl may a-t it the AZ-ACE
Pasesmaees Rail Glarrian prmmm promemis, med sffard TOan o pportunity toing top IsmAC 94
-ss attention matte, Ha may fare fleadvtemtlp arerielia. Ow -m Ie a theeihNnAl A3.4

snlemenmeslal analysis that mill he seslihl to polic officisls and nitissna hafars
fied decisiom on Owi pempa is t made. Pim eas thin sliest In brirg to onr attention Dill LL C Wilsh
eaminoementel fue thtat yea teal haea men bess adeuatl aalysad Is the Draft
SEamircemel l impart stetemest. segr Ine .c On * BtturanS leOWSflm5"ligw

I oncem reed a guote in the Readwr' Digest that maid that 'The Pese onp I Nt p m. a Wtm hi alimS fter pide hefteInh

United States is the oly country deliberately rounded on a. gon. Ck" F11 I tan miss W WA m M N@ 111411111111 me
Idea.- Part or that good lace 1Is that the peple save a may of5f
what happens to them. me Wailt to sytsemano iiayii (1) %bi bfmu Nuas csesitnhwe "umpfli

mare nonuser esapone.0P Nsi isn IDt aor towe kise. emN~f are '1 10 pamingdlneis Thudhttm

people... not dote on the highway or clusters of howses you sea HO peessI r e Mssd esiiwewanis tmt ay e ld INt I

from a plane, bet peaople with lines and futures we farm ahaoit.Fa

Wy husband and T havs a 9 year old son who lanes baseball, 6 year r4InM tsq iumtrifmtbof d~r s keep m.*aiges
old twin daughters who are larning to read aind a chubhy 2 year 'sfW we ist sap asitd Sch mes amrS an
aid eon who treat. we to take ears of him. There are so nany es*Si. idessidNW ra 11 iN ddafMiutispeeMb.Pi How

-things to worry. abeeti totis maitain, drunken drivers, the .Prevalence " CDReU Im t hi in is ~ Wits mid teWs ft E W ian
fteV t hitamsfl woe? FoP W irsbtnEl fitoc m iipft

of drug* In awe oulture .... let'm sat mnhVL15LQJ any al r uler eisafemtoall b d Iomilndvm lis dgheoeim~ pl tIhse

weapons that arm so potentially dangeroae thalt Shey mks all these 'arls gosi w m be Th' e s teft
other things pale in copeirison. Accidents DO happen. t's the mikh" wis Is ks be wAdsim!*slsdltdfes! C Iwan

-premise that a billion dollar insurance agency is based on. 2 sowIrnes-swhlw lwsm to lopNmsrs am 0 SWSISI k

to one eha died in a car accident yesterday thought mhen they mere l wmto eW Fab (nmd OW * i& tftssadiOw y~im
-brushing their teeth yesterday that they CWiiiO se..er masItsns suarlhi ~ dn i w f k s s)
No one oen believe that the awful things fan happen ha thee, we

all want to hops for the meet, at's eat enough. I T@risso M 3 s' " toi "A -' i we'pwe ""W" stbsm""iydt'"'luhil
garrison puan is-peony oonoeioeo 010 ...sa we ..s r.tasteIN g&"

48Aaf SUVAd any margin far error. The margins in thi plain are 41 ofi ulshi I ites i n apesgiieyes..te pop-

ema~ rh Nicest' g mmreo. Colie-lhia. No 6500) k Io aS a. ill bil Ed n to = syoteepse
Pl- heed this to. Is or mail let Li Cal Peter Walsh

AFRO K-Su/E
Nrton Air Polems Sees
ice etardlset, Calitoenia 82408 e , e Cv o'4.~

OlWk t AIwLKO.PRIiD.
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UA AM ac FREFARNF RI ARBNPOIAcetilas not designed to properly inform toe Invoiced Public

7bmk ya fee - thi h~srig. 0eypeappa for Tastlai thnatureinof. thef projectresodthofrothetaedcofthe entalme effectsct3so

sommeim, or 7 tM avirmesstal Settem . 1- my onerIf tm Isrequredhy 0000. There asn ecito f h rcsta
Sa ~" matssrs s ay hae loahetaly sesedsated. 0. -0a is a ikhet"Wt could he used In us emergency. All that wsn mntioned ws the

aaim that will be svailable is pubics afletls aad eliasmt befoe a

&Waelm ete props i bae e s tis ~t sgsaaei toss a aletf Cmeit rest Polls area. What shout the effect on the people

sawimmseeta Impot 11"emose. andtownsalong the BN ieslk Chester should there he an
Gyntileter emlaeorecrgseonatcyo O.5sn We have noIdes shat areas ore involved.

_______________________________________ 6o th. prpoa secno ass sudses ofe the halffe of Iltna sot0,00yehs
1. Ntic ofthehearng as nacegule bl 7- lthink that computer studies of she spreading of the

of' he 1losandis n th mi lie oftheBN nd btte noice minn ashould there he an accident ere mnaccurate In that

should have been elves is oar area. h ai assumptions ueeno ccurate. This Includes wind

1. Th"solsaebe ur er~z* l fteaevlct n levations.
2 an tons o th BNline an Rallin lies hat oul beusedB. heOIl did sot consider the senarlo of an attack hyshudhave teen notified and received a hearingt.

3. It as not reasonable to have one EIS for oil of toe submarins located off she count of WoshIntoc In which case there

3 aesInvolved since to do so meant that the EIi could not rea- scould he only about 15 minutes carting. Whst could happen?

-bl ad f Elyt.11r ht, Uct re "g UNEA *Wold hegeneral public bei oedanger in such a cane if the
4.Adeqoute tIes was not; given to tow public, to present

tertestimony. The loca groun IoSnhtted to peace issoens sent misailes were located in Great Pails.

rerceitve an he wa s ot aloe to onsits his stats- 9. ill assumptions of the EIl an regards accidents assumes
satph c no ey long. Ths-a nieae as denied 8 that there scald he no attack without a great deal of notice. to

rarrepresenainadtnsnpeetorces should note

dhtth ir Force took a great deal of itic to present their views, mention was made specifically of this point hut It hece- ovoos

DoadR arols Boo h49 Chester. 1ff 59522 In vcoersations sith kir Porde peopls after.

Nm Sireei Adiroo city Stats 10. to discussion cas contained In the EIl for the event of

Plom lad tislsermiseormalion Li Cot PaeWash a sneak attack with no notice hind the effect of tots on the people
AnICE-9111/1BY
KoSAeir ylrmee. oa o Great Fallo. No dlcusslo ae contained in the EIS about the

6
~~

1 
asc~ca.Calisema 1401need for the MX1 project If toeir was a sneak attack stove it could

51at Go anyone any good.
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3 PUBLIC HEARING TRANSCRIPTS

This section includes transcripts from the 11 public hearings held for F.E. Warren AFB,
Wyoming; Barksdale AFB, Louisiana; Dyess AFB, Texas; Eaker AFB, Arkansas; Fairchild
AFB, Washington; Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota; Little Rock AFB, Arkansas;
Malmstrom AFB, Montana; Minot AFB, North Dakota; Whiteman AFB, Missouri; and
Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan. The transcripts are presented four sheets to a page and are
numbered 500 to 510.

These are the transcripts as received from court reporters who took notes at each of the
public hearings'and transcribed them for this publication. Only minor corrections to
some Important words which could impair the readers' understanding were made.
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1 JOPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 1 sinutes so that all interested parties have an

2 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 2 opportunity to speak. If you do not wish to lke a

3 ------------------------------------------------------- - 3 puslic statement or if e run out of time before you

N N he, an opportunity to speak, or if you do spak And

5 you Save ajdiui -1 comments beyond the 3 minutes, you

6 PEACEREEPER RAIL GARRISON S may turn in your written comment. uter this meeting

7 PROGRAM 7 or seni them to the address provided in the handout.

5 8 i re o1nie that soe people :uy wish to sake

statements on defense policy, nuclear .eapons. urea

10 10 coutrol, and fiscal policy at thiN seeting, however,

ii RNVIRONNENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 11 suh cohments are best directed to your Congreessmen

12 PROCESS 12 and Senutor-. Please limit your -osaents to

13 13 environaental issues.

14 m4 Ple refeuin fUR. public deaoneinationt

15 ORIGINAL Is either for or ain Nt tut n.ts Lade., sL nce tt.i

16 PURLCC HEAR1NG lb serely subtracts fros the tie available for others to

17 17 Make stateeftt. o Ask questions. Resember that each

! Wednesday, August 10. 1988 iN person should be given a respectful hearting, even if

19 Cheyenne, Wyoming I9 his or her views differ froa your own.

20 20 Let's take A ten-ainut# races.. If you -ould

21 21 be back here about 11 Minutes after, we-ll get started.

22 22 Thank you.

23 23 'Hoaring proceedinjs recessed

24 24 O:01 p.m., and reconvened 8:11

25 25 ?..., Auust 10, 198.)

DOCUMENT 500 DOCUMENT 500
41 42

I COL. MHSHAOR: we're , t t u, 1 the Draft Environentul lap.ct Statement and to Aaks

2 how. I'd like to start by having Colonel Welsh 2 statemente about the program.

3 ntroduce the other eere of the panel to you. 3 I's going to call Upon the elecad offi-1A1s

4 Colonel Welsh please. 4 who indicated a desre to Spek. They will speak

5 COL. WALSH: On My inaedite ridht is 5 first. I believe there are three of thes. And after

6 Major Van Ness, he is e lawyer with the Air Force and 6 that, I will be calling upon the other individuals who

7 he is assigned to the Air Force Regional Civil 7 indicated a desire to speak. I have snuffle these

a Engineer. He will respond to questione on legal and 3 nards and they are randomly or-erd here.

9 sefety autters. 9 Once recognized by me, plnae Stp up tu the

10 On ay far right i- Colonel Branch, he's 10 sicrophone here at tho front of the room, sins we

11 assigned to headquarters Strategic Air Cosand, and he 11 want all present to be able to hear your question O

12 will respond to questions on the operetional concept. 12 statement, plus, it will help us get it down on the

13 On my immediate left is Mr. Rickman. Mr. 13 record of this proceeding.

IN Hickman works for TetrA Tech Corporation. That is a is please state your nae and affiliation or

i5 Coupany that was hired by the Air For-e to prepare 15 address and then ask your question or Lake your

i6 this Environmental Iapat Statement. Mr . Hickaan waill 16 statesent. We'll Start tonight with Mayor Da-

17 respond to questions on the effects on human resources. 17 Erickson. Mayor trickson. And for the benefit of

is On my far left s Dr. grssr. Re also Work. 18 everybody, we do have quite a few speakes, SO ween

1) for Tetra Teo Corporation, and ha will respond to 19 you get to A minutes, I'm gong to tell you your tise

20 dsestions on the effects on physical resources. Thank 23 is up.

21 you, sir. 21 MAYOR ERICSSONi Well, Colonel HcShane,

22 COL. MCSHANE: Thank you, Colonel Walsh. 22 Im sorry I didn't get here right away. I As. down in

23 We now turn to the question and answer period of this 23 the hall.

24 public hearing. This time is %at aside to allow you 24 COL. McRRANNi Tour tise i. runein0 out.

25 to ask questions about the content of the briefing and 1 1R MAYOR KRICISO2C Thank you for coming

3-1
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1 back to Cheyenne. At the scoping hearing, I &ad* a I state also recognizing that we will have an iap"ct as

2 couple of comments that I Am pleased to sea wera 2 a result of the tail garrison if it is deployed.

3 addressed this avoning and subsequent to that time. 3 1 wish I had sore time heauase I'd like to

4 On. was on the safety issue, and, Lieutenant Colonel 4 speak longer, and as a politician, ne always like to

S Walsh, thank you for a very comprehensive review on 0 speak longer, but I have a pensonol comaent. I vant

6 the sfoty. 6 to cosmenr the Air Force, I want to commend the ArmaJ

? Th Second had to do with monitoring, and I'm I foroel for the work that you do to protect us In this

very plesed tht the Ail rce has sade aoonitaent 1 a country. I heliece very strongly in national defens..

* not only he. hut at the other bases, to aonitor At 9 1 think the people of this community thiak very strongl

10 thu tiae of the deployment the types of socioeconomic 12 of national 1-fens.. Keep UP tc good Work.

L1 impacta that moy esrga: during the particular 11 We are soaevhat isolated from the tarroriam

12 deployent. 12 end the opression that doa an arounJ the World, and

13 Also at the s-oping hearing, I indicated that 13 we here have a great quality of life, and you help us

14 the Mayoc's Impact TeOAm Would provide yoU with 14 protect it. Thank you.

is information and concernS that .e hod. Ce Sont that to 15 COL. KOSHANE: Trans you. Next is Alan

16 you, and later on this evenin., Mn. sick Kooro Will it Edwardn.

17 give you a report of so&n additional issues and 17 MR. EDWARDS: Colonel X-Shane, ay nas

is questions that we have from the Mayor's Impact Team 13 is Alan Edward., I'm with the State Management

19 and the Intergovernaental EXeCutive Council. 19 Coordinator's office. Governor Sullivan eas unable to

20 1 have a couple comments that I'd like to 20 attend tonight and asked if I Would present this

21 mak. I'm pleasad that your Append A addresses the 2 21 statement on his behalf.

22 local econoay and the ways to provide for hiring of 22 1 would like to take this opportunity to

23 1oc1 people involved in the construction of the rail 23 thank the Air force for providing the opportunity to

24 garrLon. I'm also pleased with your views about the 24 participate in this public hearing. The public

25 sales tax inpact ssistance, and I look forward to the 25 nearing is to enlist public involvement in the

DOCUMENT 500 DOCUMENT 500
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1 planning process and to Obtain comment and input on 1 Impacts ore no less real regardless of whether the

2 the Draft Environmental Impnct Statement and is an 2 facilities are to be developed by the private or the

3 iaportant part i.i the planning process if the rail 3 public sector.

4 garrison u ta s deployed iv yoaing. 4 In seneral areas, the Draft ff0 fails to

5 gutional defense etrategy ill ultimately be 5 provide adequate detmil to allov reviecer the

6 decided by the executive and legislative bran-has in 6 opportunity to fol yand critically evaluate and test

7 Wasnington D. C. Tnea fxnal environaental mpact the conclusions ptesented. Some of the data presented

8 Statement and the public input will help to influence 5 ia undoc":nted, which, in turn, reflects on the

9 -v3 shape the final decision and it. ispact on our 9 relability of the lspants outlined and the coclusions

10 state. 10 reached.

11 WyosIng will play a significant role in the 11 One exaple would he the use in the Draft CIS

12 IpoIl , ;. I n .o. I- 1-1 ",per1,ie12 11 16, dntO fro the cyosing Sihcay Dep1rtment to

13 that this, or any other sys3 to he .eplnyad heip clusion that

14 evaluated and determined to be safe. Impact. need to 14 reee funds of governmental entities ae slufficient

is be adequately oddressed and mitigated to reduce, if 15 to absorb the increased Ires. on system.. Several

16 not eliinate, adverse ipacts, real or Potential. 16 chanes: have occurred siece 1903 which voald affect

17 Tne sare of Wyoming ha. atopcnd policies cvi 1 that traffic data, and reserve funds are not availahie

15 procedures to address impacts from the construction of Is in .ost initactes for suvh purpose., ecen if e rould

19 major facilities and Identify appropriate mitigation. 19 agree that reseres are subje l to sush c oil. voich

20 federal governmsent actlvities at exempt froa the 20 we do not.

21 formal review under the Induatrial ring Act. 21 The Draft CIS identifies that there eili he a

22 It Is My policy, however, as it was Governor 22 significant geologc impact resulting from the erosion

23 HCerschler's. foa r y office to be actively involce- in 23 loss of topsoil ie lome :a as, Yet, the Draft Sf0

24 the review of all Significant activities that Can 24 .Io indicate that tO: air and eater quality impacts

25 affect the elate or local governmental entities. 20 will be insignificant, getter understanding of the
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A facts and dis-ussion of the conclusioo is required to Ireceive adequate attentionAnd that the bass for a

2 be able to address and evaluate points Such as these. 2 c deoiSLO is presented

3 1 ha- requested my staff, a part of their 3 1 .i, I resere y final revie nd coasents

4 ongoing review, to compile a list of questions and 4 reardind this proposal until the completion of the

5 information neaded to further evaluate the Draft CIS. 5 -. process. only intil the rev ivo of the final

6 This List is to be concluded -- completed before the possible t Sake an ohlecti6 hIS will it beposbetsaen hetw

7 end of the wak. Wa will work with the Air Force to 2 7 asessaent and deiin concerning the proposal. 1

3 resolve as aany of the qoestions as possible prior to 8 W ighlight, hoerer , the apartanct of safety and

9 Aiasot 10, 19d. Any 4aestxions remaining as of August 9 ongoing intacgovernaental planning process ind

10 30, as well as any additional inforaation requested by 13 eaphasison Wpoming contractors and orkers.

11 state agency reviewers, will be suaat a d and II Thank yu Again for the oppocrtunity to

12 fornarded by Audost 30.a 12 participate in the planning process on this proposal,

13 1 uffira sy support for the general aoncerns 13 Colonel.

14 idenitied and to be raised by the Znteeuovernsental is CnL. sHsMi: Thank yav. Sinc thar

lb Eeu Imact Conil at this public heur ing. I is was a letter frs the Governor and I thought that

16 insist that the Air Foce work directly with the loal k6ever ybcdy would like tn bear thuontir e thinj. I d

17 govornient entities to address their concerns and 17 let Mr. Edward. run a little langer, but I ll, keep

1 develop appropritate and necessary mitigation measures 18 others to the three a-nutes. Janet Whitehaa please.

19 to atite the negatbve projeat iapacts. 19 MS. WHITrEAD: Colonel McShane and

20 1 wi11look to the Air Force tosrevisw tbe 20 panel. I have a prepared stateaent here regarding the

21 data, projeated iapacts and conclusions to reflect 21 impaat as I see it duo to oar analysis Ithr in op

22 input re-aived through this review process. This is 22 to dat., answerind snationS 4.2.1.2 through 4.2.1.S of

23 the beat and only jeans of Jevelopiny the a-curate 23 yor laot statement.

24 data co prepare the final EIS. The final fIS will be 24 Tao amnunts stated tor revenues and

25 carefully reviewed to ensure that the areas if concern 25 expenditures fo- 190? are basically correct, but the
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1 atoted reserve funding level of 53.g .illion is most 1 projeat the major downturn in the sources of funding

2 misleading. Furthermore, our newest fiscal projection 2 to local governments; for example, federal revenue

3 ore drasaticaily different from stated baseline sn sartng and state mineral severance taxes.

4 projeations for the prnject period. Our o revenues in fiscal '86 were S13.? Million,

5 Unfortunately, the reserve funding level of 0 but dropped to $11.3 silion in fiscal -7. Revenues

6 S3.3 ailion represented the total fund equity of the A dropped again in fiscal '83 to $10.9 million, or a

7 general fund and all spocivl revenuo funds af Larasie loss of 21 peruent in just two years. This has forced

8 County, which includes several oversite agencies over 7 our local government to A3ka staff and service

9 wah the County can enercise only Imired control, 9 redutions ia the aes of law .nfnrceaent, public

10 These funds aay be legally restricted in use, and in 10 health, animal control , and administration.

II fact, are not available for the general or eipanded it These revenue Je.reases have also reduced our

12 operationsf the lna government. 12 prc-ious roserve funding to .6 million in fiscal 09

3 L3 A Sore ccu ane resecee fuvdinq for fiscal '37 3 3 . a u, overning board ae
1
,t. to maintain the

14 is $1.7 million which represents unrestricted and 1 necessary services for our citisens. The only relief

Is unreserved fund balances and is, in fact, available ls ae have received has coae fio our state legislature

16 for use in general and expanded operations. It should 16 in granting a one-time distribution fro state trust

17 aso be noted that this amount represents only about 17 funds for fiscal '39.

18 one month's operations for our local governent and is 18 However, if a peruanent solution s not found

L9 Considered necessary ta even out our Zash flow cyCle 19 to the current funding -risig, Lara-a County. Wyoming,

20 which has many peaks and valleys. 20 is faced with making sore cuts in staff a-d sectiaes

21 in reviewing the baseline projections for the 21 in fisal year 190. our projected revenue for fiscal

22 prcgram per lod of 1990 to 1995, we question the 22 year -90 is only $11.1 million, 15 to IS percent below

23 accuray of revenue and expenditure projections ic the 23 the baseline projection for that period.

24 Smount. of $13.1 to $13.5 mlllion. We have concluded 24 In conclusion, while our local financial

25 that you aseline model has failed to detect and 2 Situation aay not be of concern in saking the decision
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1 to complete the rail lacrson program, it will have an l ffects ,i result from this project? A. ... .uch

2 effect on the ability of our County to provide the 2 money s at ri sk from city, county, and state levels

3 increased saeices required by the impact of the in the event the Air Force fail. to rpand to

3 4 Project. It would be helpful for the impact statement 4 coop1st.? Aod 8. how many jobs s1l oe last to

5 to include the projected amounts of the increases in 5 Cneyenne, Lau - county, -d southeast s/oig by

6 sales taxes, fines., fees, and so forth, which Will be 6 huinessnohref 00 t enide hero because of the

7 generated by the program during the project period. 7 rolectls existence?

1 thank you fot bein able to speak to yo Concern number two, noise p1lltion. 1. nt

this reening. 9 sure shot negligible means, What dec-bal range sill

10 COL. K4Scbesi Thank you. Did you wont 10 residents 0e exposed to wh n the project is under

11 So leave that for the record ans well 11 construction? And B, what will be the decimal range

12 MS. WHITerEAD: I certainly 00u13. 12 ne, th- -,, :t has - he ativateJ in eas of

L3 COL. tCSHANE: Just put it there on the 4 II training and wo forth?

14 stage. Thank you, aa'a. Next u/ is Ed Warsaw. 15 SSt-aeent ausber two. 0s chair of the Soo i

15 CR. dARSAW: Colonel cShane and panel, 1 Cnncerns Coasittee of the Cheyenne Unitarisn Oni.erna.

l I have two prep nt .t, n Ill t" St 16 Church, I would like to incite representatives of

17 thea within the aUsa Ia homeowner and 17 Warren Air Force Base to meet face to face ith some

is tesi dent of Cheyenne, and March -33 1sailed 11 1 concerned church laypersons to "dress the aural

4 19 questions, none of which were addressed in specific l? implications of the rail garrison project. I believe

20 det il in the rId draft statement, ahi-h I received 20 the ethi-al and aural implications ore specifically

21 five days ago. And I was struck that several areas of 21 not included in the EIS or siailar public relations

22 concern were only superficially or generally addressed 22 events. hod peifilly ddtesij tteme

23 1 will o resubmitting those, those questions. I have 23 iaplications would demonstrate auch goodwill on the

24 tao addi Sional 000nceits. 25 ?art of Warren Air Force personrel.

5 t nalber one, econoac stat adrerse economic 25 n the event that Warren Air Forve personnel
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lire a unwiling or unable to attend this proposed I things about tne culture of this Aerica that I'd like

2 meeting, I would like to extend this invitation to to discuss, and I would appreciate if we didn't squande

3 general chain, neaJ of the Strategic Air Command, h, any more money makiog Other studies on these comments,

4 also happens to be a Unitarian Uiversalist member. I just for the delay of our quarum of missiles is what

believe the moral ethical implications should be 5 you need.

6 addressed, aftiulated, and confronted in a wystematic otne focus of this DEIS in the caltoral aspect

7 meaningful way, and our species' colective and 7 of life in Americe: in particular, around Cheyenne.

8 progressive survival and cultural development on the a Th primary aleaent of culture in America is freedoa.

9 planet depends on this. Thak you. 9 we cannot rexain free and weak, unable to -- and unwill nr

to COL. Mc3HANE: Thank you. I take it, 10 to defend our freedo.m. Those w call on to defend our

l1 those s ae rhetotcal questions or questions you wnt 11 freedo should be given the latest and best seapns

12 addressed in the final -- 12 possible and our full support.

13 .AR. ARSAW: In the final draft. 6 13 Itns psychologvcnlly .evastating to call on

14 COL. MC3HAE: All right. Thomas Hines. 14 your ,ilitaty people to defend us with less than the

15 MR. HINESt Gentlemen, I would like to 13 latest and best weaponry available and our fullest

16 thank you for the eselient briefing. Just a brief 16 support. We suat never aain let any group inflict on

11 statement to say that I think the benefits to be 17 the psychological -- inflict the psychological and

5 13 derived from the rail garrison far exceed any minimal 18 physical damage on the freedom defenders that was

19 environmental impacts that were gone over during the 19 imposed on our aen in Vietnam.

20 brirflng, and I jo firly believe this is a major 20 Security is another eleaent in our culture.

21 project that we need locally, nationally, and as a 21 Ever American, especially the young people, need to

22 national deterrent. Thank you. 22 realise that this country is strong enough and willing

23 COL. McSHAE: Thank you. Tom Lindsay. 23 to protect his and our aay of life. Strong

24 MR.LI9DSfY: To Llindsey, I'm retited. 24 retaliatoy power and the SDI will deter attack from

29 Colowel, it's a Iood presentation. I have.a few 25 any aggressor.
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1 Other points of Aenccn culture are the l Adverse entrev. nent1l post hortoier.

2 wonderful qualities of Loe, peace, caring, lostice. 2 Ther t1AIna 3oul h J 1 P-Ated Iey I ,t In

SWa must ot Allow A few of thos eurrendelte runnin the naie sooner aaey cther trn n - ru'yut.aAnd

4 around the country to pervert these noble qualities 4 noulI hate no jr -c tep-t -n theoper to o any

5 into delay, weakness, And disiutty, And thereby 5 othr tra in. As preuously iteteO. tt traonsn I .,I

6 saifce this American culture in which these 6 r epreet A fairly sall pecenre of Ithe tore

7 eAlities are nar toned most. If ne listen to these 7 7 operations on our systee, Ind we esly nee the

6 lame sucrenderitas and fIsrl to preserve and deploy the 3 cepcity for operatio n t he IrAi-Sf e hot any

9 strength which makes freedom, secur tI., too,, conng, 9 -unet -n other Ionnerret tr ff- ' uta now r 'aIle.

to peace, and Justice possible, .. and cu culture are 10 Thank yo.

II dooaed to nothingness. I C*OL. MScHANeSI Tnot 100. V- er on

12 Nowee, we can pt-ei I. If an a.Inte . out 12 Orter.

11 strength and freedom with the other qualities that are Il '4. eetAE'tre 5l

14 possible, this nation sod culture :.a e. t st or ton Ii rosife It 1i9 Paler , Laaie . myomin). My _--r.

is thousand years and more, and ae and our progeny can 15 are fto the rcor o I for res ponse Io the E3 And do

16 say with freedom and pride, we have no t yet hd car 16 not require any written c any cerb.1, response t thts

17 finest hour. 17 tIm. FIrst I'd l k to p rtest the ltsaftlsient Ie

Is _0L. MSHAME: Thenk you. Brn broe It to Irepare .ot thI s te r tef. wAs ct of ton fto8
19 plase,19 .oek. my copy of the orafttic srirved oaettae

20 ,'. BRON Ye. Colonel cSene, cy 23 otneen duIy 
1
r end 21 . AlIowing ae uppreciate ly

21 na in Bre eron, l'I super intend entnt th the Un on 20 thtie nee K.

22 Pa-Xfic Railroad, jnd I've come here tonight -, advre 22 1 do wtok L -tte t on ai osep,-o00

23 that the Union Pac-fic has renewet the proposed 21 ystf ant pay tanes, which the g Oerneent rs ..

24 Pa-ekeper Reil Gerrson proIent and that from a 24 eitl ng to u. or prop-,s to our for a proj- cu-tn at

25 tr1 J operetional starndpornt, we cannot see any 25 thin, and I don't feel th-t three weeku was a,
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I adeJ ate amount of time for me to re-ew tho docuuent iter-r-v.

2 etore coming here, t could like to see consiaertio, 2 a epprec i e the attention grven to the

3 of the extensrn af t he coaaent period, 3 accideer isse, 1 J still haee few concerns,. You

4 1 -alt also rite to go on record opposin, 4 talk about .. aintenance beinl hiher,. but I'. tOt teaI

5 the fact that there is . o hearing being hetd in 5 earee c ure of how the wany, any ailes of tracks

6 Larwsr. There acre many concerned people a mere 45 to 6 could be airntained better than they are. There sat

7 J miles iway from here. It's hsrJsnip to epet I an artice in tant weekend's paper about an accident

a those people to travel here. You refer to the a that possbly resulted from heat nuckltn) soe rarts

9 experted "note of travel for the eX trains. assos 9 How woulId Specific Issues like that be addessed? I

10 Larmwaeould be on that ,oote. en the -vent of any 0 could like to soe some specifti accidents taken into

I1 type of detonatron, LArami would be in the fallout 11 consideration and some assuanes given that those

812 route, and I think it would only be polite and 12 could be minrar-ad hrom the urcent state of affaire.

It reasonable for the Air Force to vonduc A hear iog and 813 [IA also I Little confused. You wrote that

14 to Sake Lataale part of its route On this tour. 14 the EIS Addressed peacetiaw us,. And yet. when we

15 1 Wou3 like to see the No Action alternative 15 Start looking at the uses of the traina on the track.

16 addressed in abre delail, spe. icelly the spending of 16 ce talk about then being out )n the tracks wInch could

7 the funds proposed for the X Riell Garr on oeing te be a artilm or national need stuatilon. it we're

18 addressed to other areas of our environeent and our te goin to look it that, then let's look it the

19 eony, The United Sates has the distinction of 19 possrbility of acoidental launch. we've all seen the

20 being the biggest debtor nation rn the world, sith no 20 tragic occurrences, Such .a the ar us t that s mhot

21 reel natonal weeur ry being better enhanced by 21 down. Those nete allitary personnel nro,* rn these

22 reducing our debt, by edcneg the illiterate, by 22 type of accidents, and I tat real concern that

2t housrng hoaless, by feeding the hungry, provdin 23 these tr in% are out end about, somebody has the

24 health care to older people, I think those are talid 24 capability to launch it, and an accident could occurt

25 concern. and enould be part of the e. Action 25 I have nose additional comments to me
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t before the '0th. Thank you for this tie. 1 ireseruet t fiva th point on. SoaettaeS It's not

2C CO. M 3 HAB Then yo. Rb~
STank y. Robert 2 to avoid a site, and, for instance, en

3 ttuthll. 3 May have to conttnue ue of the hstoric buildings In

4 4R. NITCHeLL: Robert itchell, II ive the aise.

at 1915 Treadway Treat, I' a prt-atec Iti.en. I only 5 3o therefore, hen e shart to use those

have one qgestton, and that Is, how J0 you expecI to 6 builtnge, we we ake odif ications to those tuiIJIt s &I

I .ttgite the effecrtson the n-tional histor c ites 7 that modificatons Olend io wtth the original

here on tha Ruse? Sarchitech's ines. We don't try no put Aodert

COL. McSHANR: Colonel Walsh.,9 u L g n a n aIc itg3 <0.. ic~~t~ ColnelWalh? but~lnjs or 404ern sections on to a 1910 (IttJ iintae

10 COL. WALSH: I'll start it off and then 10 !azIlIty. Anynew buildings than e out. tn the

I I'll ask Mr. tskAan to elaborate. We Work very II vinity of the Hitoric ditrict are but t the

12 olosely w.ih the State HIstoric Preeroatton officer 12 same style so we -Son' have a violent conrast with

13 wnhevre we iet Involved fn aty dealings with histort: 13 th facilities down thore

14 ftt-t2 or historic mites. We I'll develop a ks4 These are the types of effots that so

15 measure -- of Measures to AflnttXe Our i cpt. Ant

is .,ain, I t Alk he best eta.ple . hah we o in the l6 failities, but, however, we Will sit IoWn With the

1I past is the -asweat a 
4

ht So to the future. 17 St-te Hit -Of preservation fler and we wIl ork

1 I think the most taportan t it the best wy to 13 ot a settes f Mitigations APPrOrtAte fOr this

19 go about (ha is, of orse, ootance, anJ we hAve, 19 1~articulr IonstruCtL-n at the approprlate tia..

20 tn fail, avotJed jet of the sites to Jate and 20 Thantyvo. sir.

2L eve -fe ,e - the .in $o huh they o J n' r f rther 1 I 4R. M OT 1HOLL:, I a ree W ith oa e o f the

22 mpa2t them. 2 preovtous peaketa tho snate the r opto tons on why the

23 Ita'meaaking stienuu fffts fat Blyotlle, 213 X SnoUl be deployed. Tnont you for yAur response.

24 far Instance, to -i-J that tajl -. hasoloi-al find 24 COL. MscS4ANt: Than. you. Phyllis

25 that on funIJ J- there, and to fenze it aff nJ 20 Ah'hi .
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I 4. ATCHlSON: I'm Phyllis At:hitn, I 'm I potental enemy toarainge for an intonational Cribss

2 aran her. I I ltn southet If Cheyenne. I've v ed 2 to occur durinj period of .oerate weanhef so that

I .,thin a ouple f iles of thi mx -- llf, o a j the rails e n buckled by -1..lese et .

4 tsmile ste sine the Atilas aa first Introduced into 4 contra:ted oy ertnee cold?

5 this .AeA. I ajfee With Mayor Din. g Idree th ie could plan fof fsll, rhich is not Always

6 Mr. 0. P. Bro , I agree ittn Mr. Lindsey, that the 6 Jependabl in -y o-in . or sprin., which is not either

I jnited State. is eqtitle to the nest and aot ateful 7 very Jependable. I'm a rancher. I know. Or are we

3 defense systev that can be eaploy,1. Fot that teson. a Join- to enclose these Jecoy tract sich Ate ;otn to

9 think this thind is uosoltviy JotI:. 9 oaJiate fres these tunnels that re reaperature

10 1 brought with as so.s asteen. s . O hav 10 cntrolled and therefore iapervious enclosures so that

II a q-estion to ask out I Iont Wsan It anstered the traks till be emelp f ro& climate d14aste 7

12 verbally Iecaase fthink it tok s away ffo - the people 12 Tht;ik you.

II 1 .anet to contf out- an" only n a s Or t per td of II 20O. MCSHAN : Thank you.

14 ti.s. my question is, because I Ornajht only two 14 4S. ATCHISON: One more thing. On a

15 arti es froa local newspapers. one froa the Pine 15 ranch, we hae atera to[ thi s. anJ hate to see you

16 Bluffs PnSt Sated June 16, 1988, Where they list 102 I6 briht people elpousin this kind of a defense system

It or 4 cars derailed in a period of less than a week In I ,Our word is say -- our phrase aay be uncouth, but it's

13 the Mebraska/Colorao/WyoaIng area froa heat bakling, 18 2 four-letter words, and kind of RS. Thant you.

19 anich ,os mentioned by the lady trom Lira&te. Al. 1 9 OL. McSHAME: Thank you, aa'as. SylriW

20 the Montana a traI w t here h :rs were Jerailed 20 Wart.

21 is attributed to a potsibility of eftreme weather. 21 40. WARSAW: Colonel McShane, my naae Is

22 And ay qoestion I., .- - I don't eant 22 Sylvia Warsaw, I Itve here in Cheyenne. I'd like to

O3 ansereJ no,, -e have teo alternatives, anJ I would be 2t -~k5o*s q.snIons t wi, on't take too Ion and Would

24 Inteested in the Imptac statement ad-sAing either 24 appreciate them being addressed in the final statement

25 nr both, are we Joing to be able to neotiate wth any 25 rather than here in the forua this evening.
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21Thu first one is, chat eill he the I their s traty, t hinkin y? Thank you.

2enironmmntaI ispaot of sot deployin the is sil 2 COL. c SHANE: Thank you. Brad Obery.

12 trains, of not BuLIlng the garrisons , of not huilJIng 3 MR. O RG: Colonel McShane, anel, I'm

4 he assembly mples? What will be the environmental 4 Brad ober, [' speaking for Larauie County School

3 *;apoot of not Building any sore Cf isi sites ... . hat 5 District N. 1. I'd like to epress that Larauie

J6 will h tha apect on th" global envirornent of resovir 6 County School Distriut No. I has an eacellent orkin
? and di sassoahiticy all ground Based ICes's? 7 relationship vi th F. 0. Warren Air rorce Bose, and an

S Also. It can be anticipated that increased a are committed to continue that working relationship.

funding fur this project would result in cuts in other 16 9 TB Shool District hasreieced the Draft

I joomrnaent prorams. You st Consider the impact of IS Ennironvental Impact Statement and will submit A

" rdced funding foe agriculture, fur infrastructure. II written aateent coereng our maor concerns. The

14 2 she nvironaental Protection Agency. yrants in the RX, 12 School District is available to ssist you in any way

If nd huaanities and research, prevention detection, And II possible in this assessment procesa. Thank you f o

14 treahment of disnoses, postal rights, and services and 14 the opportunity to participate in this process.

is praaasiileoiotiny poverty, nuner, and hoaelessness 15 COL. ncSHANZ: Thtok you. Sister

16 in ou- ountry. and an y other programs. We consider 16 Rosell Belln.

17 the Iapact o redueJ fundlng for these prograts. 17 SISTER HeeN: Colonel soShane and panel,

Ia And i the X is a deterrent, how can it be 18 would like sioply to present ay concerns , And I know

19 p Aced in a soae that takes so long to atvate? And 19 that you sill try to address thea in the final

20 any i it aimed on Soiet .. ssiles? Both of those 17 20 statemenr. The U. S. Catholic Conference of Bishops

15 3 anuld see.. to Invita ASov iet first strike. On the 21 condesne the use of nuclear weapons, and one of the

22 other hand, If It i a fit-strik .eapon, as it 22 reasons for their condemnation is that in a nuclear

21 appears to he, bhy do you cntiou. to call it A 23 war, there ca, be no distintion in the traua of oar

24 deterrent? Do the Soviets perceive It Ln be a 34 affecting combatants and nivilians.

25 f ilt-StClk weapon, and if so. how eould that affect 25 In the description of the MX Ril Garrison,
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l it .ahtuelly the plan to hace the plan -- train I Air FoCe to hear the response of the interested

2 i arrynj the earheads in a tia. of national urisis 2 persons sho have read the draft issue, and I'm very

3 isony the other trains, not to be distinguishable. 3 grateful for this opportunity to tell you nov scared I

5 In the nes release fro.. the Housed Armed 4 a.

5 Sae Ices Committee, it is pointed out that in a tie 17 5nd I'. shre afraid efter I read the iapont

6 of national eeryency, shich is when this train mould 6 statement, because yoo are telling Us thot as hane

be on the tracks aith the other trains, there would 7 nothing to eorry bout, and that's the most scary of

9 likely b a uch heatier use of the train travel rofa a all, is that I feel like the real reasons to be scared

9 people trying to yet 00t of the area, and thus, ay o re not being faced by the most important people to

L0 coocern rejoins for all the people on the track. 10 face the i~~.. of is it safe, is it sane. And there

II Aithil that s-ae sceario is the thought of 11 are people who ore -ore afraid than I aa. they'rB

aeissiles heln Launchad ainny ai r nlIrJ track. Thia 12speachlesa.17
13 past weekend. us several other people have sentined 13 COL. McShANE: Thank you, as ir

14 the iersilaents. and especially the on* where the 14 Olson.

1% faulty track nad so.ethiny to do with the sunlight 15 MR. OLSON: M nas. is Briah Olson, I

1 teiny too hot. If the tracks can be altered by 16 lio at 15)6 Coppollle Road here in Cheyenne. and a

In sunlight. iaagne hat ould happen at the blast-nff 17 sember of the -- prieary Aember of the hearings of

I of aImmi-o that is entenied to go halfway around the 1 Cheyennn Co.erce And the Air ore Asesocaties. I

19 globe. 19 speak as a member not for those organizations.

30 I've only hjd high school phylicS, but I snow 210 initially, when the noecept of rail garrison

21 end they ades e learn that an action brings about an 21 -a first -- was first brought up, I had a lot of

22 opposi te and eqoual tea-cn. So in this case, l'. 22 questions and concerns. I have supported Peacekeeper

21 concerneJ about those saall, vulnerabl train tracks 2, deployment in the initial silo basing eode. The Draft

24 being used as aunching pad,. 24 cnnironeenta1 Ipact Statement that I haee read

2S And this hearing is an opportunity for the 25 through twice no in quite detuil answers a lot of my
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1 oe st ions. I think e-e'e derating wi th Impacts. 1 The Pe : If ic -- A.eas ao'l
7 

I i ke to se

2 I r i n k t h e1 , p l u t a t h i n g t o r e a l i- e 2 a d r s s e , t h o u g h l , d e a l W i t h t r a k k a a in t e n a n c . i t

3 to~t.oe tha I oppreciate the opportunity to i as S1eshtraSftingl to hear the Untiln Psifi z

4 speak about, 2y raa-tntons. as do I'ar r ever ybod y a aokean sAit thydd' e aym'ifen
5 o-e, and tot be worriLed ascout r-i3 ot At tso 19 5 :iol .ot I co.Ul-1d I' ke hto se t,.a hea asu oI trat k

6 o'clok it the .sornhirg atd have a black sedan and ann 6 aaintelntco , ahoa i gaing to su pervise that , do you

7 in stac'k leathet coats to haul you off to vaset 7 Work i, zonlu-cton witt the o asefci-a railroads with

3 hospital. tn get reeducated jact hrcaase your views 3 the speciftic tracts vi Is that independent, and also

9 happened to oe a cerhoain boy. 9 the eapertise of the poopte involved in the

13 So how do se protect thoae rights? And 17 s aintenunce if those tracka.

1 1 think this. icne say. it is not a ple asant thought 1t I1f tha t can be add ressed alitt te oit A-

12 hac ing Ayoun fauily growing UP to knoa thot there 12 apeifizalty. Il on1 -10 perveos hehind this instead

13 areaio Ie of tioc. tore Paoe in th. areas where 13 of aayhe )9.975. Trank you very arich.

14 se live. You drivoe down the read and yo, see ths. 14 COiL. MSHOANE: Thank you. Colonel Walsh,

15 it isanit aplesa.nt thought no X... that they any 15 are you Ante to adre.. that tnight?

16 heve tn teased, hat the alternative. I think, is the l6 C)L. 4ALSHr While I canotc address the

17 sakes than vor th rhe aeon lie we have to aaki. 17 spacifios of the A.ainhzne, I zso tasicrlly tell yau

18 What I do Ask if this program does do Ahead, 13 the lay in snich te sill hr conducting businesse with

19 1 t hins you'll find rot ALl the people in this area, 19 he ariousrailroads, and that is tha t as Any other

20 hut cerctainly a large savcriry, are very sa pporstive of 20 coapany that uses, say. Union Paific's rail. sill be

21 the prograa. Understanding the sacrfices that have to 21 ,yicg ,auue if fee. all a portion af that use of fee

22 1 he aadn. Wrhat we do ask you I0 sto kee? us Po sted very, 22 :Eill, in fact, be urlsd yt aial ,oupany in

2 3 ver cl--osely. Plee o dn' rsrri u- , - Let 00 Is 27 order to a intaIn their tracks.

24 whit's doing on, This z suol.ty stands. I think, 24 I should indrcate ho you that in recent year.

25 ready t o ark Wit h you. 25 becase of ehir is known as the staggers At that ls
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1 Past esae years ago, th tcarol on ponies hacr heen able I shosn through thn years thata3nation 0nl psurvives

2 to abandon uetiee routes, and therefore, focus more 2 through strength. arl this add. te our capability a A

3 maintenance Jadolers on those -- cn those reutast hat3 nain

4 they useoin Aor, frequent basis. Sou this is Added 4 hAdditionally. th peacekeeper systam with its

5 nit only more eff-icinvy to the rail campanies, hut s deployment hero at pr--i E. Warren has already

6 a lso altoee the.. ro upgrade their tracks so that they 6 prrove., its capunilty to icftuence any Aggressor or

I are lore dependacle. 7 poten tial aggresmc It did, Inta-c, assist Along

rho ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o at Wr co htyuoo dhoeeaith the deplo yaea of t he cruise missiles to ffltsn

is that ye have ben aorkih itt the various rai 3 and Europe t hat assisted In bringing the Soviet Un ion

10 too ponies through thr national -- through the rederal to tocs to the cvnf~rence tahle ha sit doan and talk

I I H I alay 530mm str t Ion and through the American 1t Peace,. because W am dId. it fart, increase outrent

h socciativ of Railroads, to analyse the capabilities 20 12 in" the ""es " r"'crd113 of the rail1 syshen. I13 The area here',* h livhed with missile$ ,

1 4 And se hair locked at the rail systeo, for irs 1 4 nuclear m-isies, in our ricitity far 30 years. We

is condition, for its aeijht-carryingcpailie from ts haie brought -- ssie. in the ares over the railroads

16 Ita cI eararce reertions, Aod se have foond that L6 throughout that 10-year period .erisafulty. Weapon

17 oer 120,000 s ies sinrbo.s of rail is Available to u 17 system Reentrey vehicles hasie arrived in th Sares and

18 today thatmwe cat 8rfety transit. Thank You very such. is transported throughout ire area as required So

13 sir. 19 naai n the systea muccess folly with cc incident..

20 20OL. 55030050: RtherS Scott. 20 The Reentry Vehicles oce designed, as wig

21 RR. SCOTT: Thank ycu, Colonel Mcohane 21 captlined earlier, to aithstand fire anll heavy iapaot

22 end panel. I'm Robert Scott, A retired ien at 22 )Otentially ra, aircraft -amh. Tony hove en dared

23 C hefenne and ste ofWyseg sad ihe So m:ay 21 those mccesfly ithn otsa dmate

20 2 than you forever detaild*. e oneen 1 1l statesn. 2WTh Sep Iczelt at fthe 55psekeasete.

2 t .support the prcgraa &hundred percent. History hae lb in Cheyenne has already, through precious impact
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1 Statements, ahown responsa to the comnin try with 221 t minimal, what about the spilling of fuel and the

2 recognizin those proven impacts and supportingt ha possible ignition of rho fuel? You 5Oy that you need

3 community with many millions of dollars already in 000 feet of clearance for safery receore, iur toan

4 place, already providing facilities in the community 23 4 o Laraie., Wyoming, a great number of homes and

2 5 and prograaos that were needed to support the wyale. to s people live Less than 3,000 feet from the railroad.

this date. 6 Secondly, there's n way, I Suppose, for yo

7 1 think our natiot aen 00y do forward to 7 t .address he etl..r... that i. created inI

a continue to prove our strength in the eyes of the a family and its children as a result of becoming sore

9 worl so that we can continue to seek peace on a 24 9 tempting trets. it bothers Ae dreatly that my

10 continuinj Oasis. Thank you very much. 10 children aay not be able to grow up is a result of

II OL. McSHANE: ThA-k you. Carl Martin. 11 increasing our esalation of nuclear aras, So our

12 MR. MARTIN: l& Carl Martin, 1433 12 mental environment has been destroyed.

13 3ridger, Laramie, Wyoming. Although it aas quite 13 1 don't know any we can't Work aOre for peace

14 enl ightening to me to be here tonight, I Still have 14 instead of war. As far AS l's concerned, the tore

15 sone proolems with this basing system based on several 15 missiles we place, the more vulnerable we b-Ome. AS

16 things. Some have core -- some of which have cone 16 stated by the Union of Concerned Scientists, this

17 from the Union if Concerned Scientists. 17 program is actually more ulneraole than plaoin

21 ir....of all, the aore aisaite wi. ..e hna te
3:i. ainhavwa in ris r I tha'sthiroPitit. o

21 sore irlear'3 have with hein attackvd Io our 25L9 toe aaking ourselce aoLew vulnarable. are prote to

20 tuppoae enewies. l' not -- I'm sure that we do have 20 fie strike Iron the soviet UniOn, and I would like

21 enemies, but the problems that I have are froe my 21 to se these things ddreated very definitely, but I

22 family and my children. 22 wolJ like them addressed later in your final

23 First of all, the railroads come right 23 Statement. Thank you.

24 through the middle of town in Laramie, Wyoming, and 24 COL. H-SHAE: Thank you. Darryl Killer

25 even though the possibility of a nuclear acoident is 25 please.
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I AR. MILLE : *Ay name is Darryl Miller, I I And I guess my lasr question is, as far as

2 live t 204 East 2nd Avenue. Cheyenne, Wyoming. My 2 the MX Rail Garrison is concerned, and the totality of

3 uestions are safety questions runically, and they zan 3 the MX Rail Garrison, till the whole syste be able to

be addressed preferably in the final Draft EIS. My 4 support this much weight? I will remind mosat people,

s concerns are with -- generally With the operation of 5 as they Already know probably, that the average aro

6 the trains theirneff, you know, basically how they 6 -ar rail train car weigh$ approimately 90,000 pounds.

7 would operate. 26 7 and that's with the cardo on it. So we're talking

S1 d~ursn ap *uewtiot is, and o lot of thee 3 bouta plete moreawe In wight hare.

6 questions cose ot of. fife the previovs gentlemans, 9 vo0 aoother questionf sine is the silr

10 a report fro. the Union of Concerned Scientists, that 10 balance an the MX train itself I. a great concern of

11 the M rail cars naturally would be wider than the 11 people out here. I think probably it should be with

26 1 averwie roil oar, chach is feet in width. II the 12 the Union Pacific beause the ild speed out here in

If car seat's 12 feet io width, operAtors of the tralo 13 Wyoaing reaches hither than 4.5 silas per hour., ad I

14 must announce its path And clear the rails of Any 1as I4 think that this should be addressed. Thank you.

15 cuming in the opposite direction. What are the ls COL. MOCSANO, Thank you. Colonel

16 security implioations of this? Ttis Iay first 16 oranch, he indicated he didot want an anser tonIht

17 quewtion. And the fail -- Federal Railroad 17 so we'll honor that. I know you'd like to give an

14 Association is concerned about this also. 13 answer. Richard Moore.

19 ALSO, My next question i. concerned with the 19 Mt. MOORE: Thank you, Colonel. Members

20 weight. The nX Missile weigh. 200,000 pounds. The 20 of the panel, ay nae is Rick Moore, I reside at 502

2L launch mechanism weighs approximately the same, 21 East 24th Street. I'm speaking tonight on behalf of

22 200,000 pounds. The feeral law wtpulates cars can 27 22 the better Governmental Impact Council and Mayor's

23 weith up to 500,000 pounds as long as they have 23 Impact Teas. A way of background, welcose back to

24 sufficient -- have a suffioient nusber of axles. Will 24 Cheyenne. Colonel Walsh, ee'ra always glad to se you.

25 the ME train comply with the rule of 500,000 pounds? 25 During the previous deployment of the
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1 peacekeeper and Minuteaan Silos, the Departcent of Ipacts on Schol eisteict No. I viii be

2 Defense participated il an intergov.eaestvl planning 2 significant. The District will be at capacity for the

3 process in Larai County. The Intergovernaental 3 1988/99 school year at the eleaentary level. Any

Evecutive Impact Council and Peacekeeper working Group 4 additional students da. to the project cannot be

provided an effective foeua fo developiog open 5 accoasodaned Without contructing new elementary

6 coseureiation sod the exchenge of informotioo betneen 6 classroom facilities or decreasing the quality of

7 oil parties involved in the planning process. 7 education. The District and/or the State of Wyoeang

lpecte. of the deployaent on the local 9 foundation funding will also be required to assort

9 co.sunity vere reduced and benefits to the community 9 additional costs of op to Si million dueini the peak

10 nere increased a result. Effective aitigatlon and tD year of construction and $800,300 durin operation of

11 monitoring peugrass were Jeeloped. There is a 11 the project.

12 definite need foe better communication and exchunge of 12 in order to redoce impacts Jue to the project

27 13 inforation at this tise. 27 13 and in-ceuss benefits fros one project. the Depaetment

16 Statements ade in the document indicate that 14 of Lhe Defense should commit to iapleeenting specific

15 preparers of the draft did not verify With local is mitigation measures within its eoisting authority as

16 officisls their interpretation of information and Jets 16 agreed to previously in L eaaie County end in Wyoaing.

17 collected. In addition, the lack of project's 17 Measures such as payment of sales and .. e ta. a.

18 specific inforeotion, such a. estiated project is recruitment of local contractors ocJ labor fore are

19 related revevues, did not jloe corperiaon of benefits 1 essential.

20 and the cost of the project to loal governrents. 20 Impacts to locel gover nenta ore described as

21 The Peucekeeper .onitoring program is an 21 not sigeificent because reserve funding levels and

22 effective tool for local governments to assess level 22 increased revenues snould be able to met the expected

23 of iepacts which occur and to adjust sitigation 23 cost. This is simply not the case. Cost if not all

24 accordingly. Funding should be provided to continue 24 the resaree funds ae etricted and cannot he

25 the Monitoring progea. 25 utlized to absorb additional cost. of this project.
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1 in addition, over the last three years, revenues for i COL. WALSH: ecusee, .c1.

2 Cheyenne, Laramia County, and Laramie County School 2 COL. ecSHAE: Colonel Walsh.

3 District NO. I ds-lined sinificantly. In response to 3 COL. WALSH: I nulJ just like to Sek a

4 decling revenues, local governments have been 4 short reply here. We agree with you that the

5 required to curtail the delivery if savces, 5 effetiveness of the working group that we created for

6 therefore, there's simply not enough excess capacity 0 the deployment was very, very effective, and we have

27 7 to absorb add itional demands, 7 used that as an exam ple of wht the Air Force can do

6 In thy Draflt demand for housing is analyze 3 to mitigate the effects of the program when we were

9 according to only two cateoress, permanent units and 9 talking to the authorities in other bases that are

10 teaporary units, which are described as hotel/motel 10 under consideration for this program.

II unite and camping spaces. Desand for rental units II e intend to nork with you to resolve

12 such as apartaents and aobile homes will be more 12 Jlf ferences on Inteepretations and to come to a

13 significant then the so-called temporary Units. 13 resolution of cnat the impact. truly are. e also

1 nforation regarding vacanies and demands for rental 14 intend to work with you in developing eaenu of

is Units is necessary to ensure that adequate hous~ig is mitigations; however, they eight be reduced as ipacts,

16 will be available to Meet the project deaend. 16 and then he. . decision is .ade, vs sill definitely

17 ZOL. ecSeAnE: Time, Mr. Koven. 17 Work with you, as we have in the past, to help you

ie 9R. MOORE: Thank you. We will look 13 implement the Aitigations that you choose a the best

19 foeward to enrking With you in the future to resolve 19 solution to your probleas that we hove identified.

20 ov concerns. 20 Thank you very such, sir.

21 COL. ecSHAe: If you had further 21 7OL. MSHANe: E. L. Meeker.

22 concerns there In writing, please leave Us a copy. 22 MR. ReEKre ls 9. L. weaker. I live at

2 3 R. sOORE, I Wiii leave a fuli copy on 23 #69 Sappy Ja ck Road in Litamto County, it's halfway

24 the stage. Th.sk you. 24 betwesn here and Laram I. My coment has -- CoMets

25 CDL. hSHAnEI Thank you. 25 have to do more with caeeta than anything elss.
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I Colonel. For the gentleman that vs concerned with I your. and loe their family as auch as you love your..

2 the moral and ethlcal difference. and wants the Air 2 and I dare you to tell them they don't. They're

3 Foce4 to sect with his church, you don't authotiz# the 3 Coapatent individual$. They'- under a lot of

4 Roney, you don't nay do this, that's with the people 4 controls. They'll be careful. And we can't preclude

1 that do that. Tney con't J, anything. ,Dont put S a meteorite maybe strking us, but it's Just about as

28 thse d geo t 0 een in - position of telling rthoit 6 likely that will happen as sose accident on this trin.

7 commands( and chief, I don't believe in this. I won't I AnJ as for your children, if you ory and

do it. That's not a Christian thing to do. . p that on to your children, you're going to do se

S4 ExER or AODI0CEz It .0s An 9 psyzhological damage to them. If yau sear glasses,

a t1 and e re g l n se , I d o n 't ee a. we11 as I co u ld

11 AR. REEER: NOn, Sister, t-'s sorry that t glassas hen I drive down the steet 'con 1

12 you're afraid for yourself after readin this, but you 12 have a little blind spot right here on the edge, so my

11 can be sure thee WILL be no black sadan and people 13 )eripheral vision is -- also, there' & bunc h of Other

14 with black coats coon see you because you disagteed 14 people out there, a lot of 90oa people, a lot of dusb

15 with other people eho have been here. 15 people, who's doing to go through life and kill me.

16 NOW. for you about the railroad tracks that 16 If wanant to, ee -an find a million things to worry

17 swelled 0nd buckled or froe and buckled, stop and 17 about. Please Jon't wnrry.

10 think how any thousand. nf ailes of track didn't il COL,. CSHAMS: Time, Sir.

19 buckle and how many train. Jidn't fall off tho track. 19 MR. nEEKER: Thank you, sir.

20 you're looking at, AY Vatr'e1 almost gone eaue 1 20 COL,. KRnAlE: Thank you. Linda

21 took one swallow out of the glass. 21 tirkride.

22 FOr the goenle-an that talks about mental 22 MS. KIR RIDS: Good evenlng, Colonel

23 stress of im children anJ hiself, the people that 23 McShane and panel. Thank you for this Opportunity.

24 run this train love their children just as Much as yo 24 4y name is Lind& Kirkbride, ay address is eriden.

25 love yours and love their wife .s auch as you love 25 Wyoming 92081. 1 a. a League of Women Voters statute
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1 board aeaber and spaking on behalf of them tonight. g aticnal need, guote, is hardly adequate for the

2 AS result of an extensive national-vide 30 2 pub l' or Congres to evaluate hoe often the systes

3 grass .oat study, the Leajue of Women Voters, both 3 would leave the 91rriSon. Therefore, plea.. address

4 the U. S. league and the Wyoming league, took the : if there 0.0 be an effection analysis nf the fish

5 position in Kay of 1984 Cthat our position is that 31 ueasrements that are haled on the nuehers of rail

6 nuclear weapons should serve only a specific function, 6 .iles traveled.

7 that of Jeterring attk on the U. S. until eliminated I And finally, Senator Cohen, Republican of

3 through a-2 control. : aline, said that the Department of Defense briefing

9 The pub-i: announcement -- puhl0i -- ae h e implied that the rail garrison system could be later

1O announced publi. on that position to building and 32 10 turned into a continuously mobile system. Is that a

11 deploying of the nX Missile system an the Leaeun dces 11 possibility? Do Air Fr contingency plans Include

12 not support any Aoerni.ation of the U. S. Lehd based 12 such a plan, and what would such a plan do to the risk

13 ICrS's that would result in weapons that Ore 13 assessment section of the DEIS?

14 s ulerable or would in-cease the incident to at:cIm pc tlll this docuant ser e s the Enuironent.l

15 first. 5 Ipact Itatement on the Cid getan Missile, which this

16 our questions are, our Congressional bdget 10 DfIS said that up to 150 single warhead .sleL.e Will

17 office report in November of 1987 said in any ctedibe 17 be concurrent based with the rail garrison systwm from

1 attack scenario, even with no esrnln , the U. S. .old 18 1992 to 1907? Please address Completely the possible

19 hae remained about 3,700 warheads capable of 19 double impact for this community. Thank you vey auch.

20 returnng the attack. ith wearning, the figure )uapod 20 COL. ecSeANE: Did you want those

1 tn ,2 warhead. Given these flgures, ahat is th need 21 cerns addressed tonight?

29 or on additinl 130 n nuntor force or firSt-strike 22 CS. nlRSBRIDSr I'll leans sy rise to

.,head. in ointnoin out Jetecrenc? 23 so-eone elie. Thank yuu.

24 " Again, the D S does not define adequately 24 COL. CS ANE, Thank you. Ji 1 Applegate

25 the criteria under which the t3ains would be deployed. 25 Plea.
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I, APPLEGATZ: Colonel McShane, punel. 1 COL. MSHANt: Thiak you. Peter Hocoab.

2 Colonel Branch, welcome back. I'm Jim Bpplegate, ['a 2 MR. HOLCOMB: Colonel reehane, I'd like

3 the Chairaan of the board for the Board of Public 3 to thank the Constitution of the United States and the

4 Utilities for Cheyenne. We have responsibility for 4 Congress for providing me this opportunity. I heard

5 the water and sener distribution mains and collection 5 the word no risk or cinial trsk or saethio3 Iike

6 mains here in Cheynn., and ce serve the Be a well. 6 that tonight, and it reminded ae of the -- the

7 We believe that your draft stcteaent is 7 television thing 1 see with the Kayor of Henderson,

3 correct . that that will not have significant impact 9 Arizona, where he sai d, but they told ae it couldn't

9 if the rail garrison's proposal coaes to fruition. 9 happen.

34 10 An a private citizen of Cheyenne, I live at 10 And I could like the Eait-on1enhal Impact

Ii 29th and Ca)itol, center of downtown Cheyenne, I II Statement to assess the government'- record of35
12 believe that this proposal will be worthwhile to 12 credibility about safety. Receber the space shuttle,

13 Cheyenne in an economic sense, ani I firmly support 13 Three Nile island, the explosion in Utah thiu year,

14 it. 14 aod so on. I think that needs to be evaluted.

is If the national de-ision makers and the 15 1 asO coold like to get se ucber

l6 executive and legislative branches decide that this 36 "6 rraiht. l understod there err sI baes 3ein3

17 proposal should o forward, I would enourage the Air 17 considered. In one scenaro there would b four

lB Force to have narren Air Force Base as its top 18 missile trains in each nae which would total 44

19 location. I think that the ipact of buiiling over 13 missiles.

20 $120 million, potentially, would be good for our 20 COL. noSHAN: Let ase ust interrupt.

2i community, the ipic, of the jobs during construction 21 It's -- there are 11 sites being considered, possibly

22 would be helpful to our community, and certainly the 22 four at some 1oations. Not all of them wculd

21 remaini g ipact of sose 00 new jobs in the community 23 necessarily be used. They're all being considered.

24 created by this facility could be worthwhile to our 24 MR. HOLCOMB: They're all being

25 community. Thack you. 25 considered, yeah. But if they were all used -- if
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I they were all used, that would only total 100 -- that I nR. HOLCOMB: That's all?

2 would enly total 4 missiles and you're proposing 50 2 COL. Mi3ANE: Ye. If you have

3 Missiles, where would the other 6 be? 3 further eritten questions you oan, of zousn, submit

4 in the ether cenar ovwhere there are 102 4 those,

3 , mtier to be Ieploycj nation ide, nde nd 5 OLCOMB: Thnk you. I leave

6 the DEIS that the aissle trainn o uld be increased to 6 then on the --

7 s at each site, 6 times 11 is 66, and that doesn't 7 COL. eCSHAN: And you did net want

3 total 100 either, that's 34 short. SO I'd lilk those a answers tonihti; is that right?

9 numbers clarifieJ. 9 .4R. HOLCOIBz That's right.

10 The econoc to part if the NO Action 10 COL. WALSH: nay I respond?

II alternatie needs t, a addressed. Theie are, ['., 1I COL. SMcSANe: I think he cad he didn't

12 sure, a number of sientists and enineers employed iv 12 want answers tonight.

13 developing the missiles and missile trains. If they 13 MR. HOLCOB: I'd like you to respond to

14 -re employed in the cicilian economy, developing 14 it in the Environmental Impact Statement.

37 i5 expcrtable 4ood, what would the do to our balance of 15 COL. 50SHAcE: Haskell Cohen.

15 payments? A number of studies hace snowed that fewer 16 MR. COHEN: Colonel McShane and panel, 1

17 jobs are created by major weapen systems than any 17 as Haskell Cohen, I reside at 411 dast 7th Avenue i.i

1 other way to spend oney. That need. to be addresseJ 1 Cheyenne. I happen te have been a recipient of one of

19 as far as the economic impact. 19 the unexpected informational achir ties that happened.

20 Taere are hundreds of thousands of ilen of 20 I was flooded out tee years ago by a stora that oan

38 21 railroad track, and I'.m really concerned about the 21 only happen Once in 200 years, but no, we're not

22 e rlity. Bow can scarity he saintained over 22 supposed to talk "out the ethical at moral result. O

23 hundreds of thousands of miles without, in affect, 23 rolar issiles. But I can't help but address the

24 revoking the Constitution? 24 issue a little bit since it has been brought up by

25 COL. eCSRAnEt Tim, cit. 25 several othern here tonight
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I I wg coalled up as a reserve lieutenant in I 3chlachtsr, and I live at 1701i pinto Lane in Cheyenne.

2 the beginning -- just before World Wa It. and that 2 First, I'd like to thank you ala for being here for

3 asme flood that I mentioned washed away se pictures I going thnouah this impact shteaent. It looked like

4 that I wish I had to show tonight. Ou guns with a 4 it ..a a pretty extensive thing.

5 pice of pipe molded between. We had sufficient 5 Speaking on anJ in favor of the proposal, I'd

6 weapons and rifaes to outftl half a regular Army 6 first like to .o.cenr, and I don't really know why 1

7 division, and wnen war brake out, we had to ship most 7 feel a need to coacent this, but I happen to know

a of them to the Philippines to try and save those lives a personally one or two of the folks that belong to the

9 .aer there. And we had the Marah of the Baren. 9 dyocing Against m, and they. for the east part, ses

10 My other points that I wish to address, I L0 to ae to be pretty decent and well-intentioned

i didn't come with a spaech, I Just aide a few notes 11 individuals, ccaehat naive, to deceor a.J

12 tonight. The school has been addressed, the roads 12 well-intentioned nonetheless.

13 nave been addressed, the airport iapect han been 13 a vas going to ask a couple of guasticnc here,

14 addressed, and public services have been addressed, so 14 but let's call thea rhetorical questions. For ecaple,

as a will not take time to repeat those again. 401 , now UcZI did the Environmental Impact Stateaent ost?

16 But have been a resident of this city and 41116 Wast't there a similar study done prior to peacekeeper

17 of this state for se yeare, and I have yet to see I17 first cooing here?

1s that the general population of this area is not holly is it's ay relmect.n from evenything I've

19 for national defense. And I say that on go ahead with a; heard and read than the lapats after Peacekeeper

39 20 this eail garrison as the Most economical feasible 20 were -- Or during Peacekeeper developaent and

21 method of providing an adequate deterrent to nuclear 2i deploycent were significantly lower than what was

22 war. Thank yOu. 22 predicted in the impact ateent, so I ould expect

23 COL. McSHANE Thank you. Fred 23 sisiiar necnltn efter thic. a can going tOanosen

24 Schlachter. 24 1na that the aoney aold bane been nett e spent by

25 MR. SCHLATER 14y name in Fred 25 bying a few core P teepera.
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I There have seen allegations i- the paper and 1 ge. SPaEGEa: Thank foe for the patient

2 other forms of media that Air force officials have 2 and courteous manner in chich you endured this long

little integrity or are dishonest cc ace intentionally 3 neatin
3

. I'm Sydney spiegel, I'm a eabee of Wyoming

4 misleading the folk. in this community. I've lived 4 gainst M. I'm an infantry cbahn veteran of World

here on and off oane 1972, 1nenon1- eight ynacs in 5 'ar 11, with 4 bronze star far bravery anJ noar far

6 the Air Force, so I guess that makes , somewhat 6 the Battle of the Bulge.

7 biased, but I -- my experience has been that Air Force 7 a think nobody in this cnon n a. to have

aofficials have done their Utmost with this impact a nuclear war, but there ace two basically different

9 statement and with other endeavors in the past to be 9 approaches is to how to avoid it. There are those

LO honest with the folk- of this community, and 1 43 la that say we need .aissiles as Peacekeepens, and there

Li appreciate that. 11 are those that say that e have to cIud down the arcs

12 1 think the board should consider in the 12 rae and have less aisliles. And ee ean eee in this

13 statement that the so-called Wyoming Against the cc, 13 present business that tere conducting here tonight

14 and I ucy as-called because I don't feel they are 14 that e''re talkIng cboat deployaent of ore eilea

15 repensentative of this community or the people of the 15 and we can see in the signing of the IP Treaty the

16 state, I think a lot of them are out-of-towners, 16 prasura to have less missiles.

17 know some of then are locals. It's an extremely, 17 Those that say that we who want to wind down

IS etremely small mlnority of this comaunity. I beLieve 10 the ares race are a sasll ainority are overlooking the

1 that they In no way represent a majority of the people 19 crowde that carch in Germany and England demanding

20 in thin area. 20 less missiles, they overlook ee. Zealand that say they

21 1 suggest that the board eight also consider 2a vant no missiles, nuclear missiles in their ports, and

22 taking a sampling, via survey, of people in this area 22 those that say in Wyoming that we represent a small

23 for a more accurate paitare. That's all I have to say. 23 minority overlook the fact that the DeAocrat Party

24 COt. COAc E: Thc t you. Sydney 24 which had a Majority electing beOcrat g oernor in

25 opiegel. 25 this state at their last convention uesolved, quote,
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I so ace opposed to the escalation of the ares race, 431 intentions and response to an

2 specifically, we are opposed to the deployment of the 2 Syste. threatening their sissiles in their silos. And

3 tell based NX in Wyoming. 3 COL. M-SBANB, Tiae's ip.

4 1'. sure that the officers here are, a 4 MR. SPIEGEL, And that impIlis agait,

5 aaid, courteous and patient and nintese, and yet, the 5 then, ehat is the -- what is the environmental impact

6 nation has been shocked recently by the Pentagon A of nocleor ear on Cheyenne? Atd in this thrcat which

7 scandles showing that there aer some people who 43 7 will eak. Us A bull's-eye Wyoaing? La that one which

a obviously are Core interested tn the continuous flow a is motivated from a desire to protect frsedo Or ic it

9 of aoceasie profits to their pockats than they are in 9 a desire to See that continoons floe of ecoSine

10 protecting freedn or patriotism or anythin like that. 10 profits to the defense contractors and consultants?

11 1 asked in the previous hearing soas COL. MOCSAn, Thank you.

3 12 questions about the intentional use of the NC SiSile, 12 4AJOR VAN NESS, Bnouse e, sir, I'd

13 whLch the three-judge panel at the Court of Appeals 13 like to cake a correction.

14 had Said was o leqitimate question. That question has 14 COL. MCSOANf: YOU ay akee correction.

is been overruled. The full Court said that the is AJO the NESji aunt one poiot of

16 intentional USe of the niailee istotoasuject to he 16 Clarification. You were correct when you stated that

17 taen cere of At this envconental imlpact hearing. 17 the full Eight Circuit Court of Appeals deterained

I: hu1t I'diliketorcaind you thet our Senator 19 that in the Peacekeeper Mlnuteman hearing, the board

19 ACos weop ai t the en . in cot a 19 was not to discuss the intentional use of the weapon.

20 defensive weapon, it is an offeniva weapon, la 20 You etated tfe judge had prevously heard that CAne

21 quoting him, it is an offensive weapon, the only 21 and determined that it was an Issue that was to he

22 weapon that we have capable of threatening the Russiac 22 decided in the fIS.

23 Misiles and their cilns. 00 if wa havean offeA c .. 23 It's a little known fact take the three-panel

24 system, a question that I think the Eighth Circuit did 24 judge issued o declaratory opinion some two weeks

25 not outlaw would be a qntion as to the adversaries' 2h after they initiated their initial opinion, and in
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1 that, clarifyin4 ao a~eaoont to the initial opinion. I craneportotion. the Randall kvenue Interchange has

2 They also concluded that a discussion of the 2 outlived its 20-year deslgn life. The interchange wa.

3 intentional use of other weaponc' Use was for the 3 not designed to handle the significant traffic

o scope of the national Encirosentol Policy Act. 4 increose fron the F. E. Warret north alternative.

5 COL. MCSHAE: Larry Atwell please. 5 The candall Avenue eait is the mait entrance

6 cc. ATWELL, I'M Larry Atwell, eeCUtive 6 to F. z. Warren, but it is s.o the eain entrance to

7 cice president of the Cheyenne Cheater of CoAcerce. 7 oar capitol city. Traffic dlutind the constructiot

a I'm here speaking an their behalf this evening. The a phase will create conqestion and have potential for

SChayene Coasber of Coaaerce through a special 9 acidents whether alternative north or South are

13 cosaittee has revolaseJ the Draft Environaental lapac t 45 10 selected.
44 it Stotenont for the Pacekeaper Rail Garson prograa II The sain gate off candelA must be moved back

12 and finds that the proposed project Should not adversel 12 and the on/off reaps of Randall and 1-25 esit Cust be

13 affect, lopact, the dreoter Cheyenne area from the 13 redone. The oew on-base park in place of the nary

14 position of undue burden of the community's 14 bse housing in conjunction with transportation.

Is infrastructure, fa-illiti s, and ervices. ih The buildind phase of the rilt garrison will

14 ranc is f. Warren Air Force* case and its 1k cretn traffic an-rie atd cotgestion. The CIS concor

17 predecesor facilities have teen good neighbors and 17 with this onalysis but suggests that this will only be

is supporters of our community for well over 100 years. is during peak traffic hours. Considering this as LOW

19 Since its begioning sa a military installation, the 19 impact is not in the best interest of our

2 : Oseand woen of the case hall contributed to the 20 transportation System. Thee changrs are needed to

21 oerall elfare of cur community, as well as meeting 21 mitigate the incrasod travel due to the location of

22 their reqaire-ents of that ossion. 22 the rail qarrison.

23 The following areas were given spacific 2 ilber tos hoauing, the need far Additional

24 scrutiny in the light of the Chamber's sission in the 46 24 houit is noted in the reports however, it is the

25 comunity and addressed herein as follows 25 position of the Chamber that the Air FOce take a Sore
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I affirmative role in enaSrinj that the private sector 1 Force Base as they Striae tj carry out their aiesion.

a at the local level be induced in meeting the 2 We thank the Air Force for the opportunity 'to

46 3 identified decand, both on and off the Base. The 3 review and coement on the 915 and we have the

4 final 319 should identify mechanisms to achieve a 4 confidence In knowing that our issues will be

5 uatisfactory balance. S addressed and that with all of ae working together as

b6Thiee; education. the Air Force has 6 e haee in oar load history, a. will, as a hasiness

7 identified Lpacte anticipated in this area and past 7 comunity, strive to assist you, our Air Force, in

3 OSsposes by Air Force have been commendable. The 3 &eating the demands of your mission. Thank you.

4 Chaaber ajehes to enouaje the Air Force to ensure 9 COL. eCSHAME: Thank you. I would note

10 that the Comaunity is provided with the means to 10 that that wan 31 August. You have until 31 August,

11 mitigate identified iapacts which might occur in the 11 not 30 August. Eileen Starr.

12 local education systea. 12 MS. STABRI My nae is Eileen Starr, I

13 Four: econoai-. the proposed proje-t is 13 reside at IS fast 21st Street in Cheyenne, I'm a

14 projected to have a positive iapact on the community. 14 private citizen. I want to thank the Air Force for

15 Although this is important, it is our desire to ensue Is giving me this opportunity to express my opinion at

48 16 long-term benefits to the community. It is. therefor. 16 this public hearing. I ask that answers to my

17 desirous that the Air for2 consider AechanoiaM 17 uestions be addressed in writing.

1s whereby business development which occurs from this Is I think this hearing is especially

19 program generates lozalizd oprortonitian. These 49 19 significant since the MY Rail Garrison project has not

20 opportunities could be the seeds to strengthen our 20 been authorlved by Congress. The Air Fore* has

21 oconcay. 21 complimented each and every one of us in this audience

22 In conclusion, we .ish to stne that our 22 tonight. For those of you ehn received the Draft 1I0,

23 Committee vill sunbit a aore specific comment letter 23 the Air orce believes that each one of you is a

24 by the Aagost 30, 1988, deadline, and we will continue 24 skilled speed reader.

25 to support the aen and women of Francis Z. Warren Air 25 Let'. take a look st this aonumental thing
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1 that the Air Fr re eapected most of as to read in 1 ilitary is alwaya prepared, jus in case?

2 three weeke or less, and what a delight to read. The 2 We ask the hir Force to address the No Action

3 Manuscript is littered with initials and azronyms, 3 altrnative. Their response was, quote, 'With this

4 such aS MOB. LOB. IRA, 4K, ICBM, SS, WG, and last 4 Alternative, the peacekeeper Bail Garrison System

5 but not least. RV. Noo, the Air Force didn't aen S would not be deployed." Clever answer. Actually,

6 recreational vehicle, but it means Reentry 6 this was not addressed at all. It's very disappointing

? Vehicle, that art of the Missile that carries the 7 The safety coneiderations foi the Rail

e bmb. 8 Garrison System are enormous. Last year alone there

9 The preparers of this document use so many 49 9 acre over 2,500 rall eccidente vithin the U. S. Over

10 Initiala that they needed 23 pages ro address the 10 56 ecc dento released haardou matealats, but the Air

1 glossary of teras and acronyms. The Air Force also 11 Force assures us that there is no problem.

12 decided tht ye eli had Cl's of at lenst iao or sore 12 On their etlate. in the absence of v eishap,

an d a vec1ald absorb highly teohnicel i3 thy aateriaie in the Poace eeper .issiie oid ispose

14 eaterial quickly, such as red tran versus has tran. 14 an extremely snail health risk. What happen, if there

15 No, hoe is this system going to work? The IS is a mishap? Do you remaber ehat happened at Benderao

16 Air Force states, quote, -When directed by the 16 Nevada?

17 national command authority, trains could be moved onto 17 Additionally, remember wnat happened at the

is the rail network Within several hours of notification, Is Morton Thiocol plant over Christ ae in Utah? People

19 Peaekeeper trains could disperse over thoosands of 19 wore killed when the solid fuel propellant ignited.

20 milea of track, thereby complicating the enemies 20 COL, MCSABAE2 Tiwe.

21 target.- 21 MS. STARR, pardon as?

32 i hin everal hours? It takes less than 30 22 COL. eCSeHEBe Tise.

23 ainute for an ICB to aoe fro. the Soviet union rn 21 14. STARB: Thvok you.

24 Wynain4 . oes this ean there vili he isile train s 24 CDL. WALSB: Encase 50. sir.

5 rnning aound on the trct all the tias so that the 25 COL. sCS HBB Colonel alsh.
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COL. WAL3Hr i'd like to make a 1 like to address to you jenttemen, if this bezosen the

2 .r.etin ple.a.. The No A-tion alternative is 2 Operating Base, it would stand to reason that we would

3 included in the dooament and It is entitled Tne 3 be one of the prAary targets for any IiOngoan missile.

4 Zaistin Future Base Line, and is fact, there Is more 4 If so, what provlsions will the Air Force make to

5 tiae and effort provided to that than the various 5 5 infirm the publii and provide for their safety? If

6 alternatives. It establishes the base line upon hicn 6 this is not your responsibility, whose is it? IS it

7 ee superia pose the impacts of the system . the City's, is it the State's, is it the federal
B And the other orrsection B aould like to cake. 3 oeenet

a government?

9 ee do. is the safehy section, consider the resuIt. of hat possioly cen done with the elderly,

i0 a aishap oc instance Or accident, and a look at what IC the children, and al Lhe others in the city who say

it the conseqoevces could be. We look at two situ-ti-n 51t not have red ioS on or maybe none? And if they Zan

12 what's going to b the consequences of a railroad 51 i2 coae in within 23 sinutes, is there any way that the

13 ocident, east is the hazard iMposed to the public if 13 citizens of this city or this state can be protected

14 there is a mishap fro, radiation, et cetera, and the, 14 about -- from any incoaing missiles?

1 5 aAti s the hazard imposed on the publie to an Is AnJ there's other thing oh the county and

16 aZcident sch causes the .issile no explode or ignite 16 city I would like to ask that I have heard and I would

17 Thank you. 17 like a correction an or an explanation of. All roads

1 COL. K-ScAMf: Annette Aldruh. 13 leading to the Base ace the responsibiliy of the City

19 MS. ALDRICH: Thank you, gentlemen, for 52 19 and the County, are they not, or maintenance and for
20 ro.aIs My name is Annette Aldrich, I 1ie at 3 20 snoe clearance? And sill the Base and their entrances

21 Harri-ua Drive, Livermore, Colorado, 80536. Although 21 take priority over any other City activities, any

22 we live in Colorado, ae are just over nhe line, or 22 acess to hospitals or schools or any other parts of

23 property hacks up to the state line, and we spent 40 23 t city? Wilt the Air purce take prioritn over these?

4 30 years li ving i cheyene. 24 A I said, ee ive in the country, and we're

Oh fty question or one of he questions I wold 25 eithin a ,urIer of of the uvion Paeific
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1 Railroad with a very great sitin that Can take all of 1 AS. ALDRICH: SO I wonder, too, what

2 the freight trains. This haS teen worked on recently, sill become of us,.

3 and I imagive it's hor nhe sake of the issiles. 3 COL. MSHAN9: Did you want answers to

4 We're less than 30 miles t of town. 4 those questions tonight?

"y3 "estron, Ilk, Sister's a, if '1isile 5 Sl. ALDRC: No, do not, I ,ould like

53auks he destroyed? 6 them answered ia your stateent

7 Will this :oapietely ?reve.rt any other future use of 7 COL. BCSHANE: Thank you. Eileen Lappe.

a these railroads and will here be ensuin g fires? 8M . LAP IP : Thank yoI, jentlesen, i sas
9 I'm a raJute home zconoast with u double 9 afraid I aiht vet jet up here to ask ay very

13 major in history, and as a home economist, I e.s i0 important question. I'm a veteran, the wife of a retir

1i taught there are three casi huaan needs; food, 11 military San, and a member cf the Wyoming Against the

12 clothing, and shelter. And I was recently readin the 12 X. I wuld like an answer to this first question,

13 International Business Filings for nuelea .s, and '3 you have not discussed the aissile in Titan III

14 I'd like to quote. 'The people of the world may be the 14 because it -- because it is not in a hardened silo, it

15 altimate Victias of the bomb, but they are not the is must necessarily be a first-strike weapon.

16 Consumers of it. Government is the Consumer of it.' 16 Now, any weapon of war is supposed to sak

17 This means the people with their laors, their taxes, L7 Conflict worthwhile, someone should win. The arivag

18 had paid or Soaethinj they do not wear, eat, or can 13 time of a sissile from Russia is 32 minutes. Since it

19 uec as housing. 19 takes wo and a half hours to get an NX on the rails,

20 1 understand that half the world's populati. 54 o it is obvious the missiles will have -- the Missile

21 goes to bed hungry. I also heard a statistic recently 21 erll have to be fired from the Bas* to Oe usable.

22 that wAber ians onsue nO 4 e0rrant of all the 22 The Russian missiles and our missiles will

03 world's production, and yet we represent only 10 23 both be fired and both he entrack, probably crossing

24 isrent of its population. So I wil -- 24 each other. They sitl both reach their tarqets.

25 COL. MCSHhARE Time, ma' .a, 25 Neither o us sill know anything after that. Can you
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541 p please eaplain the logt of this. I would like an I COL. MCSHANE; Go ahead., Colonel Wal.

2 answer to this. 2 COL. WALH: Firnt of .l, to the first

3 1 also -- 1 race so.e questiosn -- I boon I 4ueiioo concernio4 the survivaoility of the system, I

5 4 several questions about the coils. The people oho 4 should point out to you that on a diy-to-day basis,

5 wock on the cails, I wonder if they will be tested for 5 the Soviet Union does not have sufficient forces

A d r", and aloohol rbue,. Will they and the mahers of 6 deployed to successeully attack the Triad. That is

5 7 n1 ar irry that ore on he trains be jioen hazsrdous 7 our forces uon us, ICoo's, and submariner fires,

8 duty pay and will they be under the Human Reliability a If you were to ittack fio thit particular

1 Prog[ros 
9 posture, he would know that certorn aapeots wuld

10 I also Would like to know if in th uoen ahn 10 survive and be able to launch a retaliatory attack

57 the I-I h tough Iowns, I f- .ho wi 1 e in i that would iapose na-cepteable damage on him. I don't

12 oh.ge? Will the ailitary supersede 01viien 12 believe any rational Soviet leader would make that

13 authority? 13 decision.

15 And now, as 1 sold, I a, in the s-crv cod 14 If fe were to start bringing ud additional

15 around it for a long time, I would like to know -- I'd 15 forces so that he could launch a credible attack

16 lika yOU to knoe I know the ailitary mind, so when i 16 against the entire TIiad, we are cey onfident in our

17 called the public Affairs office and eas toti rhan the 17 abilities to identify such movement, for instance, the

14 16-story aiesile aaembly bailJinj would be 18 moveent f e subuaine t sea. Most a ' bas -r

81 19 caouflaged, I casn'tsurprised. I could like to nu 1) subarinesarein port.

20 f this zamol eill be su:ec rs.n, toll bron, 20 Hin sen such movement, then that would

21 or winter white, and are we going to have a streak of 21 give Us asple tiae so that we could start dispersing

22 blue a-oas the sky? Thank you. 22 our forces, outtnng ou submartnes to sea, dispersing

23 COL. MCSHANf: Mlam -- 23 our other foroeo, and dinpersind our traina. So while

24 o. LAPPE: I'd like an anse to the 24 we're saying our trains oould be dispersed in two to

25 last qoestion. 25 six hours, we probably have seen -- a weak to two
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1 aeeka in order to actually aucoaplish the disper sal I building you were zoncerned about, it ,s a ,one n

2 because it's going to take that long to accomplish his 2 raised by the people lving adjacent to the - tern

3 Posturin? of his orces. 3 border of the Base that the huildin? Would be a very

4 KS. ALDRICH: Noe, I asked the Colonel 4 oiaual eyesore. aecause of that concern, we relocated

5 about a missile that coaes in, in aout half an hou, 5 the building to the extreme western portion of the

6 COL. 4ALH: As I ind icateJ, we weuld 6 sase, so that a3 profile
, i t 

ftls within the mountain

7 hoa ample tise to dispetse our forces, so therefore, I -4e.

8 .e would non be in - position of ha ing to *respond 8 And then to further reduce the stcokness

9 immediately. e dive -- he would not be able to 9 against the aountain range in the Sackgound, we

t0 target those forces because he would not know where 10 lookcd at painting it , pale blue so it would blend in

Ii they one. Not knowing where they ire and knowing that 11 with the skyline and not be ohtrusve to their visual

12 he cannot take thea successfully and that they would 12 -- to the vision. So that's what they meant by

13 survive end he able to imposcaCeprable daaae on his, II caouflage. Do not think of camouflage as for the

14 he would not attack in rhe first plan:e, and that's the 14 Army putting can.ouflagi
4 

Over runs. I'. just a pale

15 ean in4 of Je ec(e . 15 blue so the building will blend into the skyline.

16 The next issue that you raised concerns the 16 Thank you eery such.

17 railroad personnel. We do not at this tice hae any 17 COL. oSHAME: Joht Clay.

1a authority to impose any Jru testing on the personnel 18 MR. CLAY: Zolonel eNSnane and geentleaen,

19 that operate the commercial rallroad system. A. far 19 appreciate the opportunity to appear hers tonight.

20 as military authority off ouse, -nless marshal IIa is 20 fy nace's John Clay, I'm prvite :iti:en, live at

21 declared, se have no authority off hase. When we ov 21 5 seadobrook Drive here In Cheyenne. I appeal n

22 our cissiles en the road, 00 have an escort of the 22 my own behalf. 1's a businessman and acoasunity leads

21 local constabulary, they're the ones that take he 23 and I've lived hers for 17 years, raised my faily

24 Jpprpiiato action.. So do not have that authority. 24 nero in ,U ' town.

25 And with respect to the missile assembly 25 Tne Atlas KLasiless ere hee when we -a&*,
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1 nst generatlon was the Minuteaen group, and then, of 1 aa from Scottsbluff Coun.y. Nebraska. I appreciata

2 Course, recently the Peacekeepet was deployed. so 2 a1lo the opporunity to participete tonight .s is my

3 we've Lived side by side with three generations of 3 right as a U. S. citizen. It would he appreciated

4 lesiles. I've not been hacoed or even scared by the 4 soes, though, if it was a bit sore convenient for so.

5 fact that they're here. 5 And that's my first point, not ay personal convenience,

I'. here tonight to testify that the 90th 6 but after I participated in the scopina hearing, I

7 Stretegl Miaeile Cing is am ptofessional as they 7nae. w ent ba-k to aid alJ my county zo.is sisners and the

a The coamunity support. the Air Farca and F. E. warren, a county civil defense, and no one had heard anything

9 0n this strong support is reciprocated in many way. g about this, the possibility of the 4X Rail Garrison.

10 Cheyenne and the railroad are about the same 10 According to the eap on page 4.1-4 of he DbEIS

II age. get again, va'.e lied with trains., we hce 60 1, t appers that the reils thrcugh western Nebraska,

12 pople who know how to operate them. We have two 12 particularly the sonher panhandle, would he used in

59 13 major rail lines through Cheyenue. Ctars not 13 tiwe of national tees. and itoppears to we that there

14 qulified to ake h dthe u n he nee for the 14 should be soe consideration of informing the people

15 tail garrison, but e are al ified to proAote P. E. 15 that would be -- have to deal with that.

16 Warren as the home base of the -- of the rail garrison 16 To that end, I will send you addresses of

17 We have capability to hudle the missiles, 17 county govrenments in the Nabraska panhandle, along

13 the railroads, to carry tha trains out to their new 13 with my written statement, in hopes that you will

L9 hoaes. ae have a large majority of the people in 19 inform thea of the possibilities.

20 Cheyenne who believe in the people at -- or at P, 6120 C' eecond point has to do with those times of

21 4arren. And we like them as friends and we like thea 61 21 nationab need. asked at thu laat hearing that that

22 particularly as professional miesileAen. Thank you :2 be defined, and I ouldn't find that defined

23 very -osh, 21 apacificaily in the DEIS.

24 COL. bCSHANe Thank you. Anne RaforJ. 24 My third point is in raspect to supplementary

25 MS. RAFORD: My name is Ann Rathford, I 25 document. that are noted hare and there in the DEIS.
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I I don't have the slightee idea hoe to put my hands on 1 will not happen sine members of the wyoaing Against

2 those supplementary documents and would appreciate if 2 Mx are hera in soe sa11 force this evening is to

62 3 there are suppleentary do-uments referred to in the 3 some degree being epent having statements made on that

19, that they be -- that there be sos. notation about 4 group's philosophy.

ano to acquire those, or if they are security kind of 5 First, let me say that I resent to some

6 documents that should not be -- that I can't get. 6 degree their name, because there simply is no case

7 My fourth point is that in section -- on page 7 that can be made for the position that Wyoming is

a 4.2-29, in the transportation section surrounding 8 against the en, in fact, the contrary is true. In

9 P. z. Warren, there's nothing abcut the railroads 9 Cheyenne at an ba.sed Forces Appresiation dinner held

63 l0 addressed. It seems that there should be .. e.thing 10 month or so ago, thera nere over 500 persons in

II specificaliy addressed in that sestion, even though 1i attendance paying honor to the fine men and eomen who

12 therea in soa addressing of the issue of railroads in 12 choose to service their country.

13 the national section. I think I've gotten to the end 13 The fact that Wyoming Democrats have a plank

14 of my statement. Thank you very much. 14 in their platform on that position to nuclear arms

15 COL. eCSRAe Thank you. bid -.o want 15 doesnt lte rthis fact non proce their point, Ist

16 any of those addressed tonight? 16 everycne in this auditorios, in this state, and the

17 MS. RAFORD2 No. I on't. 17 nation, are against nuclear ars.

Is COL. McSHA I Thank you. Fred Segge. 1s The fine men and emen at Warren Air Forts

19 No, eAGGS, MY nae is Fred Boggs, I'. a 19 Base are the same people ee civilians ars. They lone

20 native yotingite, Cheyenneite, and a businessman in 20 their country, their homes, their families, they have

31 this community for over 40 years. I underetand the 21 horrors of war and want only peaceful coexistence

22 purpoae tonight is to give input to identify 22 with the rest of the world.

23 environaental issues not already addreswad in the 23 To maintain this p.ace is the purpose of the

24 Draft 913. 24 decision by leaders of our country. We have deployed

25 For the alst part, with few eaception., this 25 the Atlas, the Minutsan. the Peacekeeper. Our
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I government hoe placed its silicary mind on the sit of I WyoAIng. I' the current Allitary affairs chairaan of

2 deterrence. Our myste has aintained peace for i- 2 the Chaber of Commerce, but I a speaking tonight *s

3 and has brought the Soviets to the bargaining table.

4 We treasure personal freedoA in thin country. 4
4 Be~~n Iaised In Cheyenne san y hL,

5 Our system of deterrence guarantees that freedom. The 5 1 have A jret love of sy city and its citizens, and I

6 rail garrison concept is an efficient extension of 6 ould not knowingly Jo anything t hiare thea. Im

7 that system. We have lived with aissiles i10 Cheyenne in favor of the iong, solid, lasting

3 since the 50hs, and they pose no problem for our a rlainsoip we rare had eitt the ailitary setfore and

9 citizens whatsoaever . 9 during my lifetimae. We've given the utmost support to

10 The fact that our goaernaents spend aillions
10 the, and they, in turn, nave reciprocate3 by

II of doltars studying the iapav t aof asisni i systne on
11 providing us with a sound, friendly, safe environment.

12 communities, Suc has oure, speaks for their concern

12 saturolly, sove prob lean or is in

13 for their citizens. f Am reoably sure rher has 13 relationships such as this, but through cooperation

14 never been a 01 study in the Soviet Union. This 14 nJ .ndetstanding of both the military fctina a-J

64 iS oaaunity should wholeheartedly support the deployment is civilian factions, we've always been able to solve the

1 of the Raii Garrison Peacekeeper anJ thank Jur teas to the teneit of all.

IA protlm otebeei fil

17 g overnsen- leadera fcr their effort to preserve ourfo
17 F. E. Warren has been the home of ICBMs for

5 freedoa. Tnank you ant y auch. 18 0 years nos. They have vperate
0 

safely through all

19 COL. MCoHAIt Thank yOu. Dick Loseke.
19 of that time, and all that time have been a mainstay

20 Moybe I a spronounce2 it. Dick LOS E K E, are you 20 of te dererreoce force of the Ued Stre.
21 her on? Appareenly noote Pete Cook.tJ ta

21 here? tipparenty net. peter COOk. 21 Cheyenne has always been a rail town. W

22 d4R. COOK: Colonel McSh.le, panel, thank
22 grew u ni the railroad and knos how to live nith

21 you for coaing tonight. Thann you for letting me air
23 thea. IA not here to debate shither the rsil

24 my views. I am Pate Cook. a Cheyenne native, a

24 garrison is the deterrent that we snould be eaploying,

2 5 Cheyenne businessman, bon anj rased In Chlyenne,
25 many treat sind. have already debated that issue, have
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I come to the conclusion that it snouIJ be deployed. I it .:-ro nh, mar aonoaic ispoct this

2 10s here to nupport the fact that green thin
2 option woul have nationally, not to spend IS billion

o conclusion, that Cheyenne, Wyoming, has been sole-cted 3 or core en the no garrison, bun nould he a ajor

4 no be the geme ease for this program.
4 impact to slow our spend and borrow, spend and borrow

Sdt once again, the t antantic relationship
oli5 oL es of the Reagan adainistration, either by

5 and cooperation of Cheyenne , its citieens, and the 6 trying to reduce our giganti- national debt or on

7silitor y personnel co d their ladies of the P. 0.
7 highways, health, and education-

8 Warren Air Pero Base, will work tojether for this a If this money was turned hak to these

9 program to the benefit of our city, our state, our 9 1 in progress, many &ore jobs Would be produced

10 citrzens, and our country. Thank YOU.

10 citOL.n ,andour Thrnk yu. Sinceiweoot10 A re:ent article showed th.t illitary spending creates

11 Cvi,. MSH~Ast: Thank fOO. bincee e t

11 6,400 fewer jobs rhac ependnj for things like richer

12 started a few minutes late, I'm going to toke the next

13 two cars -d then we'll wrap it Up.I health orleducatio

65 It also does not address the desirability or

.4 %R. ALDRICH Colonel McShane and panel,
14 undeirabiliy of putting Cheyenne through another boo

15 1 thin icy goc LiOnS hour oeeo cored to nse esten, and Oust cycle. which it ha so many of.

16 but since you stayed here so long, i'll let you have
16i And en the note ty i Ie 1Und erstand thot

17 the nnnefit of thea aoyea y. l'ma retired dotoer,
17 there are over 200 a-dents a year, to introduce a

fo rear chief of staff at the Cheyerne VA nonpital. I

65r 1: this rees foolhrdy, veno !th the highest technology

15 ice at Hartilan Heighta 20 miles sent of re near

: adth betand ptolehse haen We. haesple

10 the railrad . In'h230 eaidenceinthenes that the terrible accidents do

i21 in reviewing the Draft Environmentil Impact

21 occur, which you're all familiar with.

22 Statement or the Rail Garrison program, I find it says 22Are we just one train or plane accident away

23 very little about the impact of No Ation alternative. from e-tn ongofeveryone In L ""' county? That'.

24 out of 760 plu pages, there are only 61 lines which
2 a ypOthetical guestion. Ith Nder If h Air Poe

2s address the so Ac tion alternanie2 were to evaluate a fire fighting station, aould they
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I eal uats it only bhen there's no tire, Would they I acting .. Iale. andr other .- nitions for over 25 years

2 oaboate it by how clean he engines were asi hoe the 2 With no problesa. Why now io we think there will e

Scokig baa? I .irblea? Let's not -reate sajethig far the Saks of

65 4 Tnt is hit we are being presentdJ aith, 4 fear itself. The tail trains are dafe ani they're

5 with the present 51S peocess, end it includes the 5 itotably aseh c han other .oeent. chit have odee

6 ealoatio of the isys o, a sirtise ss of he rail 6 oin n.

7 garrison. X think that is absurd. Thank yoa. 7 1 woili, however, ije you to like a oloser

10 1.. canfSHA: Think yaa. All pste 8 look at ths south site. Yes, I agree it*s probably

9 fllsoey. 9 more aoney, but it Would be awiy fra the popuaasJ

10 AR. ILLOaAY: Thank you, Colonel naSosne. 6 1 area of Cheyenne. It Would also elieiee sose of the

11 It's an honor to be last, I think. Gentlemen, Colonel II people saying that it soulJ destroy thei lookinj oe

12 stanch, it'S nice to hoe you. Unfortunately, mere of 12 towards the xoautainn. I beliee the extra cost of

13 Cheyenne's citizens are not here tonight. This 13 laon and excavation anl raJs siht be worth the

14 Juitoraia snoulJ hooe been filIle with the citizens 14 lessening of the opposit-on oe the north site.

IS of Chayenne that show support for the deploysent of 15 4stren Air Pore Bss baa been a good

16 the rail Iar .ion, oJ rhat's alaya rhe coy. The s neighbor and a frien of Cheyenne for sany years. ani

17 people that really wans it really don't show up, they L7 I oelieve the ZoA-n ty supports the Bass ani the

18 let other people do their talking. 10 ieployaent of the Peaekeepet Missiles. We've Worked

19 1 beliece that the maloity of the people 19 well tode' r. Let's otrinue. Thank you, gentlemen.

20 want . strong national Jefenso . It woul certainly be 20 C2L. MfcHAN : Thank you. We ail

21 niceoifer pyane all oeer tbs world coold disara at 21 oncloie the prnceeiJings at this rise. Ple-s

22 the s e -iae, but thit's not Joing to happen. We 22 edescer that you have until 31 Auist to subsit

23 want a strong national -ense. We wat the rail 23 Written sserils to ce inoLiei in the transcript of

24 garrison here in Cheyenne. 24 the hearing. 0n-s again, oral ani written stateaents

25 Franois E. Warren Air Folos Base has been 25 or zoasents will be afforde equal weight.
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o fficite of the Ait Fore appreciate your I CoTi l.ATO

2 efforts to cae out tonight and contribute your views 2

3 to this podia hearing. Thank you. This punlic 3 i, MONICA MADRID . Rs iroeJ Professional

4 hearing is adiournei at 10:0
7 

p.m. 4 Reporter, Jo hereby 1rtifY that i isported by aaohine

5 (Hearing proceeJings conclaied 5 shorthani the proceedin s :one ine3J herein and that

6 10:07 p.m., August 10, 1988.) 6 the foregoing 116 pages constitute f ull, true and

7 7 cost est transcript.

o 8 iabsa this 22ni day of AJgoS, 198g.

9 9

17 Ii o

1 11 1i rcoat RAeport e R

12 12

14 14

1 6 1 6

1 7 1 7

18 14 a

19 19

20 20

2 1 21

22 22

24 24

25 25
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PUBLIC HEARING CONCERNING PEACEKEEPER RAIL GARRISON , I N D E A
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3 INTRODUCTION BY PRESIDING OPFICER i

Held on July 26, lASH at Bossier Civic Center.
Bossier City. Lousiatai

PUBLIC HEARING PRESENTATION A
LT. COL. PETER WALSH

h COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS BY THE PUBLIC J5
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21 2

221 22
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Her k Sto 11.
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question statement cares you earler t.I leaout. We rpreparing the Enire.t... mact Study. On my

.will Nae a panel up her.. It you want to asH a extreme left is Dr. Eramer. ata he also works tor Tetra

question of the panel or you have a statement to make, Tech Corporation. He will me responsiBle for responding

we will take thost cres .ne we will start with the , to questions on physical resources. Than you.

po.,ic officials an elected cfficials and they wait PRESIDINO OFFICER: Thank you. Cal. Walsh.
Make the statements first ane after that. other o We ew tarn to the question and anser perioaf

indivi als will as given an opportunity to speak. We this Public hearing. This tim as sei &sift to allo

will take as many people as we an It the tice that we you to am any questions alout the content of the

Nave alloted here tonight. We will take a ten minute briefing nt. the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

.v recess now. J Onte recgnised ny te. I old ask that you step up to

(Whereupon. there was a short recess oken at , the siCrophone. Be want all present to Be aoe to hear

flt. time .) '2 your questions ano statements atd we need to recora it
13 PRESIDING OFFICERI I would like to start this 3 for the recore as well. Please state your name and your

t session By having Col. Walsh introduce the other tetteers M affiliation or address and ask your questions or Make

, of the Air Farce team wha are ore to answer any 15 your statement. As I indicated Belre., I will start

e questions that you say have of the Environmental Inpact 1 With individuals that we nave identified as electee

Statemnt. Cal. Wals. ,7 officials. Mayor Don Jones?

COL. BALSH: On my isseate right is Maj. Van in MAYOR JONES: Over fifty years ago, a group of

i Ness. who will be responsible for questions in regard to '9 citizens had the vision and courage to gide our area in

le gaM,matters. On my tar right is iol. Branch. and hi 22 a new direction. A direction filled with hope and

2' will e responsible for responding to questionS 0n 2o dreams, hope for a prosperous an ecured future for

2 operational Matters. On my Immediate left is Mr. 22 both Our community and our nation. Barketale Air Force

, Hickmaln. ano he will be responsible far any questions 23 Base ecamts a reality and through the years its wisdm

2a reiating ta human resources. He works for Tetra Tech 24 to et the challenge of its aisin with excellence.

25 Corporation. e is under contract with the Air Force 25 America rema Ins a free nation because of the dedicated

3435
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-mon and Wman of larnedie and Other similar important Service that government Can ao for the people

2 installation across this country and the wor d. to to keep them alive and ree eO it is certainly true.

We should never forget the true meaning of the It i equally Imortant to cay that the service rendered

a phrtae Only the Strong Survive. The deployment of the has dean ought With the blOod. Sweet and teare Of those

Peacekeeper Rail Garricon System at A-kidale Air Force twho dled So that you and I might o-e here tonight a.

ace is the vehicle needed to ensure the future freeoom free individuale.

of our democracy. The missilee will not present any 7 The mme determination that Sparaed toe inception

increased threat to the Shreveport-Boesier area ano the t o aroedale Air Forte lace tc still prelent in Or

sy*tem wauio. in fact. enhance our national otene c mcunity today. Therefore. o. behalf of the citilens

v ecause of larkdale s strategic location in the United 'v of Bossier City. let Me reiterate our pledge of full

States. c1 Support and caitent to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrioan

To those who quection the impact on the 12 System Oeing employo at Barksdale Air Force lace.

environment. studies have shown that no long-term I alSO have a .tatesent to read for Col . Walsh and

prool ime are anticipated. To those who W-iild b 1 inclusion in the record from the Governor of the State

15 concerned over the additional traffic. control measures 5 of Louisana. The letter reae. -Dear Col. Walch The

i6 can Ws instituteo to alleviate the poesinle veay , lOCtio Of the MX Peacekeeper Rail Garri son System at

i1 traffic conditions while the construction ot our Aed , B larseaIle Air Force ace has my support as you know fin

Is River Parkway I. underway. The concern of traffic 21 our earlier letter endorsing the implacement of this

19 congestion and the potential for impect on the American a project in the Snreneport-BosIjer area. As the revi ew

0 alligator and the Red Cockeded Woodpeckr are Secondary 0 of Barksdale as a cite undergoes the Second public

21 to the concern tnat mist 00 first and foremost, our 2, hearing for discussion of the environment concerns. I

capacity to survive as a free nation: fully prepared to winh to express my continued Sipport for fsling the

efend itmelf. This ability in and of itself becomes a Peacekeeper here in nOrthWtern Louisiana.

2 d deterrent to the threat of nuciear war. I know that my frienos ano neigdors from the 4th

General Jim McCarthey a statement that the most 25 District are Committed Wholeheartedly to meeting the

36 37
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national detense vecos of our nation cno to welconing have done.

the Air Force persovnei who wilI 00 assgned to Of the etatemint. the IS evaluated ten

BarKsdale With the Peacekeeper. 3 nvironmentl Impacts. Barksiale Air Force le" s

I pledge the technical assistance and support of location had a high level of impact only on one of these

the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries and impacts. On all of the others. on nine of them. the

other relevant state agencies to Work with you in the 6 impact level was either low or not significant. In any

evelopment and implementetion ot a mitigation plan to , one's oon. you will find out that nine out ot ten is

ol offset any Adverse impacts to fish. wildlife and fine score.

9 reSources, p1rtcluarly .eiSnfa Sincerely. Boy 9 AS the Mayor of the City of Shreveport, I am

i0 Roeier. Governor of the State of Louisiana..' i concerned about our environment, about the effects of

I w 1ould also like to include in the record that I anything that we ouldo on our air and our water and also

12 propose that cOn-ideration 00 given to mitigation Ot 12 the other item, that is. the Environmental Impact

13 this project and 160 some acres iMPacted with city owned 13 Statement. I s el Se concerned aout Our ca nitys

1 property that exceeds 10 acres in an adjacent area to 1. economic w I being eand about the defense ot or

5 the name properties. and we would disWus that in the '5 Country. I believe that all of the environmental

in mitigation proces. Thny you very such. concerns that are pointed out in the environmental

SPRESIDING uFFICERi Mayor John Husmey. impact statement can be AdoresO. We have had many

in MAYOR HUSSEY: Thank yo. I thought he was 3 other major institutiOns Ioate here General Motors.

' bringing me a Stool there. Judge ItShane and Col. Waleh AT&T Plant. of course. the Barkdle Air Force lace. et

20 and other sedoere of the panel. I om John Humliy and I 3 m cetera. These have Impct on our environment. but the

21 omayor of Shreneport. Louisiana. 21 eneficl effect of thos far outwigh any environment

I want to first commaend the Air Force on the very averse impact. I think that will 00 the sm story

y3 thorough jon Which has been done on the Environmental with the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

24 Impact Statement. I have read a lot Of these. I think 20 As the Mayor of the City of Shreveport. I lls want

5 this is a very fine one. We appreciate the Work you to Join with Mayor Jones and Govrnor Roomer to say that

30
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1 e piecie the resources of th. city of Streveport to I People in tis area know that nuclear weapons have

2 Work with the Air Force to mitigate te IM te and 2 precluded a conentionmal Wo [ War 111. whimch woti10 have

3 welcome, the peacekteeper Rail Garrmeson to the Shrevebort- 3 killed literally millilon. and Million* And Milion* Of

-Rmemr arms. Thank yo- very Suth. other -,ican*. We realms, here -,,e Seeme the

5PRESIDINGO OFFICER. Mr. Joe D. Waggoner. eocoeoim :C - Crctne. the cUlUral ImoPct. that

o MR* WAOOOEC.I Thank yet very muth for the , nuclear weapons are not going to be botheroe .

I oportunity to be here tis evening. 1. Perhaps, cetter 7We know that there mull never be a totally perfect

* understand why yet, are here. becausee I am part of the a defetme. Otit S know here 6e Americans. am reepomemble

9 provmding for the" Envromient Impact Statements. , cltmsevef Of thms Comnity. tn he vrespot-RoMer area.

to Although I oim-t go quite a. for a. em have. I -ean, '0 that peace and freedget for Aericans east Su~rvive

11 thoee are going to be too covcerned atiout national 11 unlesso USAmermcans lead and it S. the United Statee.

,2 eec' rmty a comared to the ivIhabItanto of local jamils '2 Wmth Which brought Ue from the World ecene and S think

13 that eIgh be an impact On "aleetrom Air Force Bane Whet ,3 about peace and prov iding peace audto reedam. It io

,. S consilder an imact statement Ilke this. Stat I knowt ,4 qUnetinabie at the beet that S Advocate ntur

Is s are here because S Are facing a "erim.e problem it 5~ rePneiillIty to our people and to other people who

n ti nation and the legacy Of this century ,ae to 00 16 depend uponm ue and S leave that iedereip to o41e
Wit~th the unleashing of the eigt. the power and of the 1 Simplde Power Whoee motive. at beet are qnmet,nAhoje.

'a atde. We American. have a Way to 00 otareelnee in. WC , So. S are nict totall Iy taken mnA by what turne out to b

19 hace let the Idea of our imenving Violation Sate US .n a new word. smpeople call IIt Glaetot today.

i parallel under certain Cc-nmnt.nCe. A)We recogneg here that the beet brain. the beet

St. The tpeople,~ ittlara when you Conei1er an Impact y. laderoiep so have in the United Statee of eerica "'ye
-: Sttmn aentpaaod The People here in tis of today that the beet so can do in tne soy Of Our -- in

23 area are not irrational. becaueea nuclear Weapon. are hot ~ , the utlI12atiot Of the Peacekeeper. the Rail Program. S

24 wat emeo people cauee mt tn be. We mnow that nuclear 24 can provide another a&-ec of our n*ec-ry defenee that

US opone here in ti are.aended World War 11. The 2 Wes need to. We are here to tell YOU that there ie

40 41
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I nothing in thin area that Won t be, accepted that will be needed lobe for oar area. The project will aInso W i ng

2 Affected to the extent that Anything Will be dierpted. 2 untold emillionse of dollars into otithoet LM -eAna each

3 It ia bsolutelyete thatUSw* ea -- it me year.

true to eay that W& have ede People here, S are a 4 Wmle this propoeal le Imortant for Louieiana. I

o little bit'smere congeeten tnan none other areae under Agree that S at the Congrees Sith encourage the U. S.

coneI deration, out coneider the Cost if you want to Air Force toale0 t the effect. on local environment.

consider that, to go out no where and start from The Environmental Impact Statement Prepared by the Air

ecratch. Uti line what so have got ano What S can Force for Rarkelda Itetate. that, and I quote. The

4 provide. Out utiline our people in eupport on the m elogn Of the garrIemOn and the Alienment of the rail

0 s:ecuri ty neeod, of our country.- We ta:n met your every s~ pur will minieite the total Impact dilturbance Of this

11 need. We WillI O It gladly. Thank you for coming to Iloatmon Within a program engineering and eafety

'2 hear we. 2 requiroente.' Little aOver"e ipact Islefoeen for

13PRESIDINGO OFFICER. Thank youI. eir. Jenny 3 It h reaten ed *no endangered oPeclee Oucht A. tit

i.fonna. 1. American alligator ad the Woodecker. I filly OoP*et

'S M. liWIZA. I m Jenny gonnal. I Worn for U. Is the Air Force to take the proper mlitigation measures to

in S. Senator J. Sennett Johtnston in Shreveport ant the 16 oemre that the Ipact Of the enirotent ie miniea1.

', Senator has aeked be to read hie statenment. ,, 1 hope that thin Public Seeting te inaneeMfUI in

e8e1 nd greeting. to thoee Of you Attending the 'n the purposee it gervee. The Nl Call dairrieson Systee 1e

19 public meeting on the propoeed lNt Rail darrieSon at 19 Strategitally sound and lee e ensible project that I

5 21 Raruedale Air force Ca... Regretfully, the bMeine"n of an hope you will join m in etrongly dupporting It.-

2. the Senate prevent. m irom beling here to leaten to your 2' I have a1iso been asked to read a statement irom U.

i important concerns. I feel Strongly that the lt RPill~ S. Senator John Cireaun.

?3 Garri Son Proposal will be the net benefit for the Stott i1 regret that I AS Unable to attend the Meeting

2s of Lomalemana. It in a eignificant projett for Barksedale 0,do to a heany Lagilaltive schedule In Waehington at

2v ane for Strenepot-CoeMier City that will provide Suth , title time. I aw are of .ome, concern that ha. been

42 4
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I expressed About the ilos of habitat if the MX Rail threatens the survival of the United States as a geat

2 Garrison is constructed on the refugee at Barksdale. As nation. Part of a realistic to solving our country's

3 you knot. I have a long standing commitment concerning physical provine is for Congress to fino the parmter

4 the tonservation of endangered specie and wilt wort of a reasonoole spending though for defense &no allow

w With the U. S. Finh and Wildlife Services and Other the arms services to decise the vest poesivie defense

6 interested parties to cake sre that this program 10 the Uniten States Within the parameters, To the

7 proceeds without endangering toe continuing existence ot credit of the Armed Services. they have developen a Oet

a wildlife. a of priorities aesigned to provide the ect poeole

9 I look torward to continuing our collective efforts defense for our country Within the reasonable

0 in this proposal and if I can oe Of further asistance. constraints imposed upon them Oy Congres.

S please n not hesitate to contact me. Thank you. :- The covey choice that the Air Force has mae is one

12 PRESIDING OFFICE R: Thank you. Dale Siley. 12 designed to oleter the land vase leo of the nuclear

13 MR. SIBLEY: Good evening. my name is Dale 3 type. that is. to nevelop the Rail Garrison Peacekeeper

Sa ta0ley. District Manager for Congress Jim McCreary. The Systm at one-third Of the Cost than the other lond vase

15 Congresoman sene his regrets on Oeing unable to on here As alternative. the Minagetman. The question remains why

'6 tonight. At this time. I would like to read a prepared u and three times as ouch Of the taxpayers Soney

1 Statement from Congrestan McCreary. s designing, researching, testing ano deploying the

in 'AS a oemncr of the 100th Congress and House budget Mingetmatn. when the MX PeaCekeeper can de put into place

iv Cosittee. I have two min concerns at eise here ,g quickly an cost effectively. The ovious choice is for

tonight. The first is the Ability to defend our country ?) the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison to do evactly what the

21 by means oft mfs cient nuclear deterrent. The "Cono i 21 name implies, keep peace through strength.

n to o SO in a physicaly responstole manner. 22 While the Environmental Impact of the Rail Garri on

23 The Unites States has accumulated a national oeo: n should be f lly investgated and aOressd. I talked

24 of e 2.4 trillion onilars. the interest on tne neot 24 with many of the 4th District constituents and I oelieve

is now the third largest item in the oudgt and 25 that toe people of the community Support the Rail

44 45
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Garrison System veing impemantea at Bartsdaie Air Force weight an I covlneren its ouroen of the national

Rose. The Feacekeeper at ronale will me mutual ly 2 defense. This area has benefited from our tradition of

benfitlal. It will provide the Air Force with a patriotsm= and military Support. Barosdale Air Force

geooraphlCal strategic location for its motle missiles Bs is contriouting miJOrly to aur conmmty.

While creating 500 jose the first year ano ANO the barkenale is too for us Ana we are good for Brkal le.

second according to Air Force studies on Selected 6 In DhrevepOrt-5oier. you will finn a population

socoieconanic indicators. The report contends that it that largely supports the military: appreciate barksoale

a is estimated that same 750 jons in the third year and Air Force Rse and the addtional jo e then this proJect

572 in the outlying system. will provide. We are accust~a to a significant

As 4th District Congresmen. I fully support the X ' military presence and we Work Wll with It. We want the

6 Missile Rail Garrison System and its implementation at 1 economic boost train the project a00 w Support the

12 Rrsda4e air Force Bosme." Thank you. 2 military boost that cones from modernizing a too of the

PRESIDING OFFICER' Than you. Roy Brun. ,3 trial.

MR. ORUN: Thank you. My name is Roy Brun. I ,a A Study of history shows Us that periods ot peace

15 a a State Representative tra District 5. that is ,5 and freedan are relatively sarce and nearly always

in generally South Shreveport tron the Reod River to State associated with soclety possessing a requisite deterrent

17 Highway 171. My office is 725 Lane Building in 17 caallity. The major freedom w enjoy at Americans

a Shreveport. in depends in part of our willingness to dedicate

it Cor commnity needs to me considered for this 'i Sufficient resourcss to detach the dterrents.

o project. You have tne complete cooperation betwen In my opinion, freeda is an important part of

2' State and Iloca officials to Worn for toe implementation 7 environment. This System is part of the price we pay

of this project ann to iitigante ino and entireiy for peace and freedan ann I Support it. Thank you.

23 compensate for any adverse environmental impact that may 2 pRESIDING OFFICER Tom Arceneosux.

24 occur. MR. ARC.EI.Zy Since I - not the Gooernor of

In the past. the South has always carried its 2 Arkansas, I wll be brief. I Would like to make three

46 47
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1 points. on* from the delefing that twe received on the I people who re.1ima Mloeet to that Parameter. therefore.

2 Dr-aft Environmental Impact Statemment. It appears tom at 2*oA&tr~e ey concerned About that Issae and Col. Walsh

3 that the Draft B1D Accurately dearae e aProjected a n your preeentati o. related those concerns that were

4 mact OR our area. TNo. it also appears that Cin* 4 elevated by that. I would0 Ilk* to SAY that I have lived

5 Safety risk train the anstallation ato the Raal Garrasoan 5 out at 1905 C=m1ll9 Sito. 1974 and At as approxamately

6 at Barksdale a. certainly no greater than at any other 6 one-quarter of a all. South of the mouthWaSt runway. I

, location. Third. 1 would like to reound you gentleman 7 sm nery familiar with the area and I me Very familiar

8 a and the decision MAlerm flO Wall be reviewiang this a with the hil,. that Surround that base . I woulto lake to

a hearing of the commtment of the People Of Boesier City. 9 remand the Department of Defense that the reeervation

10 Shreveport and northwest Loua aana to than vountrys 10 ha. quate a few acres there Provaded by the people Of

11 national cefenee effort without wihich any environmeantal 11 Siater and ShreSveport. I woul tIlike to remand you that

12 impact as irrelevant Aod al So the commnitment on the 12 thankas to our friends an the Corp of Enganeerang. we

13 people of thas area to the Men~ avo Woann Of Barksdale 13 have an additional1 130 Acres that have been restored to

1. Air Force Bae-. a4 the area. That ae very apptropriate for, aligators and

llPRESIDING OFPICCRi Thank you . C. A. WoJeCki. Ant kino Of wtland Creature. and So forth. I agree

50 M. WOJECKIa Thanv you . You did better than , ~ with exost of the casnnta here tonight. that the thitn

17 Col. Waish dad. Good evening gentl een and welcone, t7hat appear to be potential problemis car-t be handled by

a. again to bossier City. I had the opportunity to be here n the l ocal governmental bodies and the state governmental

In at the first mating and I had the opportunity to read . oDWes. I think YOU Already know that You hatve got 4

vv your report that you Miled to those of us wiho requested 2t very strong local commnity that as Supportive Of this

2' at and I have enjoyed the presentation that you have 29 .1 aibass ad that as revePtave to thie Particular

n mad here again tonight. I listened with great interest program. Again. I thank you for caning to present this

~, to the presentation about the evel osion parameter. to us ano we hope that you Wall Select our eate for this

2. becauee as I sa with mr neighbor, Mr. Hill, I tninc program. Thank you.

S that we are perhaps it this audience, the two lo t 48PRESIDI 
N OFFICE R: Thank you. Carolyn 4
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Whitecurat? I cnt think I mispronounced a
t 
that Iook mallI.

2 badly. Carolyn Whitehurst? naybe She had to leave. 2 1 think We are faced with than same viewpoint

3 The balance Of the cards here as I uvomrstand are iran3 today, We oust put Ourselves an a strong defensave

a private citizens and representativee of groups. Theme I posnwure or we wai I0Icam again find Ourselves facing an

5 cards were shuff led before they were given to me. 1 5 aggressive nation without the mean. to protect

diaon t place them an the order tney are an. I am juan a ourseves*.

7 going to start at the top and Work my wlay on down. I I At the first seting, the Mjority sMere Of the

a have nothing to CO with the order they bra an. a woul to1 aolce Jury were Present and gave their etrong Sipport

9 like to call Soo burpher. 9 to the Peacekeeper Rail Garri Son Concept for Barksdale

10MR. fIURPIIERi Thank you. I have been asked to '0 field. With the environmental Study an hand and an

add40ress this Meting on behalf of the Dossier Pariah sa mnd, we would like to reiterate our strong mupport for

'2 Police Jury. I am a niencer from Dietract 9 and alim 12 the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Sy~tem to be Placed at

13 teach School for a living. I teach history. an fact. 13 barksdale Air Force beat. The POple of Shreveport-

1. One of the lesson. that We teach an history as that We 14 Bossier and the United States Air Force at Bart*dale

'5 Should learn fran our mistakes. 7 thank that an ile ~ 15 field have experienced a long end ratual beneficial

1n the world failed to learn or benefit frain the mistakes 10 relationship. We wouldo like to see that r@latbOa~tiP
1, that were sade by the great nations of the World after ,, not only continue but to enpand to include the

'a the first great World War. The nations of the free an peacekeeper Rail Garrieonv. We feel that at wouldo

a9 World Went Aout systematicalil disarming theioelnee end n enhance the defensive posture of our nation and of our

20 as a remilt of that, an 19" Winston Churchill addressed area. Onve again, we gave that very etrong muart.

2a a diaparang Parli ament and gave them the Otl 21 Thank YOU .

n alternative that YOU had to choose between the war and PRESIDIbG GFFICI~i Thank You. Tan Croitn.

S dishonor. Itf you choose atiManor, YOU WIl n ave war MR. CROMPTON Thank YOU for alII owing me, to

2. shortly thereafter, all of the great nations of the sp eak. I represent the Dseier Chumer of Camoerce. I

u worlId wee eerad Upon a war which meade the first one lu Am President of the Dassier Cher of Cmerce. First

so S
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I of all. for MY obervation. 3y ecological concern is 11 ' in thOse 1rection. Again. thank you. I welce you

2 this. Over fifty year. ago, a nonoing trust wa create2 to Bosier and I oo forward to Seelng you again.

3 between Barkedale Air Force ame and the citizens of 3 PRESIDING OFFICER' Than you. Ron Fayerd.

4 oaier. Diring that time. conservation effort. have 4 g. rAYARDi I - Ron Fayard. I s co-

5 created one of the greatest habitats for natural Chairman of the Joint Military Paria Council for

S reources in the country. There im now no reason to 6 Shreveport and Moclssier. I Would like to -- as Sort as

believe that that trust or that Dona is going to o I I can. I would like to a es m of the statements

deceived. It is really ironic to think that one of the a that Were prepared by SC local wildlite and fifhery

" main resons e rhere tonight Is directly 0 experte. s om the things that were directly adrese

'0 attrioutatlo to the mreat conservation efforts of the v in the impact etatelent. First of all, I WOuld like to

11 arkoalle Same personnel. In they had not done ouch a I1 go over s of the Species of animals that were

12 oreat job. We ti do not have the concerns that us are 12 mentioned. First of all, I ti Jld Ifke to tell you that

13 having here tonight. Ecological concerns are therenore 13 the American alligator is not enginred in the State of

1. minute when compared with the importance of continued 14 Louisiana. We have a hunting mas0on on alligators in

is strategic importance of Sarks{3ale Air Force Base and a iv Louisiana. you can actually get tags and hunt the. M

in nuclear deterrence that arkalle Air Force am 16 they are not endangered in Louisiana. There are no

1 provide. 1 alligators Within the impact area &no no alligator

it Regarding the traffic congestion concerns. it has 12 10 habitat in the area. There are alligators in the

19 already Men pointed out that a major correction has 19 streams on either side on the area, Out the Rail

2" oen made oy the citizens of Mossier through the nv Garrison Security program will give those alligators

21 creation of funde needed to wuild a parkway which will 21 protection ire illegal hunting, so that actually will

22 eliminate the uIt of the congestion proolm. If there 22 enhance their longevity.

23 are. however, further corrections that need to be made13 23 Sad Eagles. Bald Eglee have osen Wintering on

24 on hehalf of the usiness community and bossier and the 13 24 Flag Lake for the last four year.. Fiag Lake is three

2 chaler of Cinerce, w pledge ur wholehearteo Support 2 miles from the impact area. Action within the area Will

52 53
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have no Impact on the wintering eagles. Tne area nas no i .an brood habitat. Turner never rest or raise -oode in
13 potential for eagle habitat. agles teed on fitsh in dems orush ouch as now found on the site. Rail

lakes or on re, and smals in open areas. Tnt heavy 18 GarriSon security will have a POSitice effect to protect

Orum growth within the impact area precludes ue. the turkeys ire illegal hunting. This Will Serve as a

5 The Red1-COChaded WOocIPenker The Reo-Cociaeotm 5 refugee f or turkeys.

Woc.pcker inhabits only the pine forest. They nave a IarI oo Timer. Bark..le has 8,000 acres of

14 never Deen founo in the hotteland haronods. The prime hardwood tieOr. The best stands f ouch taier

nearest pine forest is two les to the east. The Rail l found in the Red River Valley. This site is not Within

Garrison proposal will have no effect on hed-LoCKaed 191 the prime hardmood stave and will have no effect on

Woodecker habitatS.i preserving the hardwood stande.

5 i The Flathead Snate. The Ylatheao Snake, tne garden ii Next. this tract of land had een in agricultural

2 snake. is not endangered or threatened. It has never 12 ue just prior to its donation to the I. S. Government.

3 been known to ocur within the impact area. 13 Evidence of the old crop rows are still available on

1 The Western Sand Garter. This miiiivowdo hot p no.arts Of thie tract. There are to trees on the mite

Is occur in the streaks near the impact area. by way of in over fifty years old and no evidence of stulpe fre any

16 water, the Red River is forty miles ire the ipact 20 previous tand of timber. All of this on site evidence

17 area. The fish im not endangered. in indi.cates the land was not a wtland prior to U. S,

in Trout-Lilies. This .iall Lily is found four iles 18 Government acquiition.

19 to the east in the hill country. This propolsd action 19 I wouI d oMit them ecaum there is more

17 w Will have no effect on Trout-Lilies. they never occur in 2 Inforaition o the and I just don't have time to get to

21 the soil type founo there. 2i them.

n The Wild Turkey. Wild Turkey d0 inhabit this area. 2 We Will have expert reouttal as far as the

M The Rail Garrison program Will have a positive effect on Zn traffic regarding the main gate.

18 2 turkey habitat. Rig t-way clearing ano maintenance 24 Everyone would prefer that there would be no need

n willI have a positive improvement of local turkey nesting a for nuclear wllapon, the fact IS that they are necessary

4 5
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I and the Peacekeeper System in e"to. accurate n I writing with many of the railroads In the Area &na wil

2 physically altered. The experts Vai illustrate that 2 understand the prodles. that Will be faced In this atna.

3 there i* really no negative impant to our commnity. On 3 We can Atimure You that our discussions with &IlI of the

a the contrary. it Will Sh o i*Positive effsCtf th.e people Involved in transportation. this will 0* a

21 , nation nseds the Peaceneoper Missile, our cinminity is5 I eloosed event that Will take PlaCe when the Rail

* gadto ,oppoI the en-e of our country and. weou1d n Garri son is etablished at Barksdale.

C.rtiny winms And continue to 121Cim.r BarnscdalI and 7We feel that it i. extr~sely important that all of

whatever tO*.plan to d*oOut there, Thank -o vary -o it to.9 goverrmental agencies In the Shr~neport-Bomoier Area

* for -ou ti" and particularly In nortottest LOt i-sana on united in

to PRESIDING OFFICER. Thank you . It You Want to 0o their efforts to uPPort ton efot s of the

1i leave those stateent.. you say sane them thee at ton :2 sstabliiihmert 0f the Rail1 Garrison. W. pietism that we

2 tabie. 22 12 wil onwTh ton other governmental agencies. the

23 MR. FAYRO Y... sir. I will. 13 Citiles, thn Parishes, the Stat. and thn federal

1. PRESIDING OFFICER. R. M. Prentriolge. 1 ovnerrnent io all-viting any proolseo that may Appear

is MR. PRESIRIOGEt Mr. Moderator, my vain. is is &nd ::i:t a. a result of toe *OndeIC impact Study that

is Rogrs M. Prest riada. I A the President of toe Caddo- If you ha.mentioned tonight. We feel that most Of those

I, Bosiiier Corp Coaelesido. I appreciate to. opportunity 17 qu..stions hey- Oen anouere and those that have ntt

,. to appear nenos You on behalf On toe Commssit and to In wil OSI answered and I th Ino You -1van on s..re that All

aq thank you for having the hearing and hearing our a9 of the publ ic agencies in northwest Loutioiana wiil be

it cvmets. n soldly behind theo. ffrt to mupport ton Rail Garri son .

21 Al though the Caddo-oSs.. tr Corp Commission is 2i Thank you very such.

nv prisarily concerned with navigation and water ivPRESIDING OFFICER, Thank you. Timothy

n transmportation along the Red River. w are al so involved nv Larkin.

24 in ground transportat ion and ovvndaic develvppmnt In the 2. MR. LARKIN- Good evnig, my m isTimothy

ns Shreveport-Boser area. At to. present time. weA are is Larki. I a a maller of to. bossie-r Parish Loo" h1ord

56 57
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and I Am hers tonight TO Offinially represent the Levee I loated one-quarter of a mile east of the Propose Oit*.

2 Board. 2 The Lovea District hhas always wor.e in close

mew T Beossie Parish Levee hoard oss tanen up and s Cooperatio ,With th United: States Akir FMorc authorities

reiwdcarefully toe .nPact that the propos. at Bark." Is Air Force base,. United States Army Corp of

Paeepr Rail Garri son System development will have s Engineers and appropriate state and local authorities in

onteoang yte htw vaninMteueodr to provide the necessary and adequate drainage

After studying coneideration. weA found no meaningful - tructures. and gent.-.e you can rely on ou cooertion

n aVerse hydrologjcal effect vn any vn our drainage S In this proram project cow and in the future. Thank

231 v ystem Consequently, the Board unanimously apprvved I you.
1  

the resolution supporting to. Moativn vf toe Rail 10 PRESIDING OFFICER: mhann you . Jam Bruce.

11 Garri son System. That resolution passed on April 6th,.1 MR. BRUJCEi My name is Jas Bruce. I live a

12 1906. 12 620 North Reaves. Vinian, Lou isiana. I am Superniso of

I3 Within the last two years. the Flat River. wh ich '3 the Cad Parish School Board.

,. drains water throughout Boassier City and Barhedale@. ham I4 1Wanted to stroom to the group tonight the

Is been enlarged. The purpose ofthe enlagemmnt was to It Cooperatidv that the Caddo Parish School Syste O.

in anticipate the f uture gruthf at harnsdle1 Air Force Base in shown in the past for Bossaier, the City of Streneport.

it and in Boselier City and thus provide incresed drainage. Iv the afaisofo ntrit and our continued support in

is Additialy. appronimautely ten years agoto0 the f uture. ProbabilY no impact wil I b made on the

to Bosier Lovee District Working in coopersati on with toe 19 Caddo Pariah School Board school.. but weA want to stress

Mv United States ArMY Corp of Engineer. callpleted toe Mn our support and cooperation With Barnsdale Air Force

2' northerly phase of the bayou tributaries via duct, meh. 21 ase and our future need. in this area. National

iv Physical effect Of this Red Chute Bayou was al SO to 24 iV defenseas avery .ortant weA consider it so. The

S provide the protection. As the map prepared by the Air M Pol postines Outweigh the negatives. mhank you very Sach.

2. Forts Wil IIndicate. Red Chute Bayou is located two 24 PRESIDING OFFICE~i Thann You. ,Ed Carpenter.

25 siles east of the prop ose d site end Flat River io 25 MR. CAPPEFTERi Thann you. Mr. Moderator.

o6
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Anything I wou Id have to May t this point in 1-t You will be hearing momentarily Irom tro . Olul9t

5 repetitious- . heOnly thing I €ouid adl to that It M2 Mr.HyqOOd and from 11h .Disric I hie biologist, Mr,

25 akee puts Codlo MftW to UMe the resources that o 3 .J Tylor wi h he Pr: .n Wildle .n0Fihris

have got here at Barkndale to emtaolish the Peacekeeper. oid worke Close with both these gntl1en on nuaeroue

Thank you Very Much. occasions in great detail and I have nothing out the

PRESIDING OFFICER: Thank you. Robert Taylor. 6 highest praise and opinion that they give both

t. TAYLOR' My name is Robert Taylor. I as 7 biologically and professionally. The point I would like

President of the Chamer of Comerce and a banker, Am I n to Make that the Lot Lsiana alligator 1 hot an

banker. I can assire you that we are very much aware vn 9 endangered species nor a threatened species. It ha

S this ommunity of the econoeic impact this project can 10 been listed and it tn hunted comercially and puilically

1i have on our local cammunity. On the others, you already 27 i n the State of Louisiana.

2 adequately answered the environmental questions. 2 In closing, my experience as Wildlilfe and Flheriea

i3 I think the citizens of Boaster in passing the i3 clnssioner. sortacmn. conservationist. I see no

26 - parkway project have already taken a step to alleviate a detrimental, environmental or biological effect to the

in one of the problems pointed out and that ies traffic in proposed hail Garrieon site at Bara4dal4 Air Force Rs.

in congestion and I just wanted to add my comments that the It Thank you for your time.

S ousiness community and the Rostier City and the Chaber PRESIDING OFFICER: Thank you. Greg Barro, B-

In of Commerce Mapports your proposel. Thank you. in a-r-r-o. Barro. Grag Barr? It looks like he is out

a PRESIDING OFFICER: Thank you. Mark Roberts. if there.

MR. ROBERTS: Good evening, my name is Mark an MR. BARRO: I have no questions at this time.

21 Roberts. I a a resident of Shreveport. I a a memoer 2' PRESIDING OFFICER: All right. Thank you.

of the Military Service Council. I as the past 2 To Meale.

commissioner for the last five years for the Louisiana 2 MR. rEALCz Thank you for giving us the

24 Department of Wildlife and Finheries and the last year2 21 opportunity to spah toniht. I would like to reiterate

an served as Vice Chairman until December of 1987. the intintion of the founding fathers of the fee

60 61
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1 speech, it is nice that a lot Of people say yen or I to do With this as far as Securing the health. welfare

a hurrah for everything, out that is alSo 4 vehicle nor of the American people and in the WOrld. I think 2.8

3 people to speak against the same thing. When Someone million as far as It if was going toward education, it

sees Smething is Wrong or Smething is improperly going would do a lot to help us learn how to 0eal with

5 around, then they can speak up. 5 advisaries in a Way where we don't have to hold bob to

I 1 think there is a lot of prolem with the MX a their heads and say we are going to have peace now. I

M.s.lie System that we need to address and ya'l need to 7 don't think that is the way to resolve confrontations of

consder. First nI all. I think the disbursal of conflict. I don't think our strength vomes frd the

nuclear weapons on trains is perhaps Smething of a number of weapons. I think it coes from our character

i0 myth. Once they get out on the track, I'm not Sure what '0 and I think our character is strong and our spirit is

11 keeps them frme being the victim of sabtoge. there 1s 1 very great and I don't think It could be undone. I alo

a8 only one track going out and you know. I don't know what 28 2 fsl bdly that our leaders and elected officials I

28 the -- it seems pretty easy for biatoors to bin OW 13 think hive m et failed us. I don't think they have

a. track and therefore keep the train from moving in one 1. any questions of Significance. I don't think they can

5 place. S0 What if it e. on one track, you are still i5 Show that they have read the Impact Statement or

is going to have -- they can drop how many ObDs. ten ic6 consider what the ramitications of this to. I think all

17 in the area and whtlt &onnt the electromagnetic pulse iv they Ws Is a potential tor jobs. Which in 1991 I geose

in that It mne nut, Will the FIX guard against that? Is in we will have a numr of J b and after that, it will

In there anything to protect it from that? As I 9 dwindle down to even what you called low and ion

a understand, there son't anything to protect it from that 2 significant factor. So. therefore, I feel like W are

21 electromgnetic pullse and therefore. it io dead on the 21 grasping after smething here that is perhaps the pie In

22 tracks again. an the sky Material.

23 I have a lot of questions. First of all, the 23 There has been m probm with Morton Thio ol in

23 mlitary t. I find it hard to deluinns that with aI doveloping the booster rockets. It he been reprimanded

an 2.5 million dollIr that we Can't find smething beter an end fined sveral times in the past svOral years and

62 a
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S als reria.dec and tined for shooy wor anship. the s. te.. h the vtr .raivs in the civior syates.

2 Northern Corporation has had seven percent of its They are going to be cutting it close, in fact, too

3 givading systm rejected because they can't make them 28 3 close, so I think you might e concerned About that.

4 right. There n Also Semthing about why are 'e 4 £ think that is all I have. Thank you very Mck

s deploying the system before the missiles have been 5 for letting us Peak again

a tested for a launch. We are making the final sites when PRSIDING OFFICER: All right. Col. Walsh.

w e don't even know when we -- when We son't even know 7 are there sme of those areas Which you are abls to

6 that the testing has proven that it Will work. I think v address at this tim?

9 that one of the reasons that it has taken so long in v COL. VAL MIi YeM. Sir. You povead a sries of

10 Congress. it has bean a good eight to ten years working 10 questions which I would like to respond to. The first

1i on this trying to understand why it works and why it ;1 item concerned the vulerability of the system to attack.

iv doesn't, and it has taken them a long time 1 because C 1 We have high confidence in a strategic warning such that

28 3 they think it is a vulnerable system and it just Might 'a w cOUld dlsrm thes traive iv the vast quantity of

14 not be the mat way to do even though our 1. rail train before any attack could be initiated. fow.

Is Representative. Jim cCreary is in a great minority of i5 by strategic warning, what we refer to is onvious

t6 thee who thought it Might. 16 actions by th* Soviet Union to bring their forces and

17 Finally, the sine of the MX missile is also up for 1r their political structure for any attack. This could be

in question. I understand that it is going to M 70 1 such things AS moving their submarines oft their ports.

iv Smething feet high and that wouIl tin't fit in this 19 any movement of their strategic forces, the aircraft

W0 Wulling, I geese. I suppose it is -- the railroad 20 forces. et cetera, W wOuld Perceive this in the event

21 cars. the average railroad car is nine feet wide and one ci and take appropriate action not only with our train

V MX missile is supposed to ma twelve feet wide and I want n System, bit also other Strategic resources. If there

23 to Know how they are going to me transported. When we 2I were to me any sabatoge on the tracks and We are not

24 get them on the rails, what is going to keep them from 24 denying that it could happen, out it iou ld be an

2v bei ng stable and secure and running into other trains on aS amcigoous indication of Ill intent and would give a

64 a
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Warning for us to take the appropriate actions to other I they Can produce it that has caused s difficluIty.

2 portions of our plan. We should also indicate that if 2 With respect to the train Itself, the carriage that

mabatoge Was perpetrated and attack adjacent to a will carry the misile will conform With train stanards

S garri son base, that the Missiles still Could be fired a and as a matter of fact. In Our analysis of the tracks

fron the ease itself. The trains, the locomotives. the n themselves, we have identified and will have acces to

o Crriers need to be protected so therefore, they would 0 over 120 miles of track at a Minimum and possibly that

7 M survivable and would be able to retaliate Should they total Will move up to 140,000 miles of track. Thank you

o elect to cause an attack. very much.

kith respect to your Other question of how the v PRISIDIfI OFFICER: Eileen 01ia.

I0 money sfOuld be pent. I sh ld Indicate to you that our i0 MS. OLbOZi My nme in i ilen Ola, I am a

11 purpose here is to determine What the Cost basls is of 11 resident of Sreveport, Louisiana. My mailing adess

:2 the proposed antion. It is the purpose of Congress to i2 s 412 Robinmon. 71105.

i3 detemine the relative priorities eno determine what It is real tempting when during the Introductory

1' mould go into soc0al and wlfare and whet Cmould go a eresentation to be drawn into debate which I understand

1! Into the defense program I not Appropriate at this tim. but I shall Save all of

in With respect to the current concerns of the 0 my questions and writs thm and take A Stateent In

it production of the missile, I should indicate to you that 29 response to the presentation, Which I found to be mostly

in there have been Seventeen varlous JSuccasful launches of in a Matter of Interpretatione as to Whether or not it in

1i the PeacKeseper missle I here the mssile has performed in half full Or half empty. Point by point, I have

mv beyond eXpectatlone and What you read in the newspaper 20 questions that were based on intforation contrary or

21 is a proeuction prelem. vot a problem assocated with 2: contradicting or In addition to What was presented

nv the equmnt Itself. The manufacturer of What W call taking a few of the itams that are Most Important to Me.

23 the IMU has had diffiCulty converting from our research M rem the very introduction. which wae basically a

24 and development efforts to the production line, v it to 2. history of the System itelf. In 1986 after a sven year

2i not a matter of how well the unit erforims, Out how fast n battle. Congress approved the funding for the production

as 6
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Of thte MXt nuclear ltnlett On the evyd.1lun Tha they be lwk00* WOe t old liot "1e trai ",l W ytol t -

in :i",:ndthat the sn ofthte deploy tore. a 2 be derploade. wou ld not b ett otltdaes u

3 limtd tfiy.Whih was a reduction from the t00 Iformation th :t I received indicates that ocn at thoe

* that had been requested by the RaaganAni rti . I a trin rai IarOan are near the cities at Chicago. Dallas

Mn not, to the beat be My knowledge, beli&eve that the 5 and St. LOUis and we Ourselves are a Populated area. I

o admonigertin mwan requeted to eOI UP With An 6 appreciated that you indicated that there in a nary loW

alternative houeing. but in -87 the Pentagon aid reopene 
aecident rate with the system and particularly wan

o he 11 Issue by Propoeing the gail GarrinSon Peace Plan 0 nter*Ote 0In the StatintiC that "aid .ne pereo migt

o Propoeing fitty elelethat Woud be Placed an tweinty- W be illed by a nuclear accident or by an Accident from

10 tine train.. The Pentagon requiested twO blillion in the 10 this syetes. yet, it in kind of Ilike trying to convnc.

it tiscal year 19de. ot uhich 0nly 350 million wae 11 eaebdy that they Can be a little bit pregnant. If one

29 approved, That 10 millio wa not tecessarily a vo 29 2 Person can be kilIled by thin Systen being mismanaged.a

2 o of confidence fran the eyatem. out basically telling in 3i 100.000 people are going to die at the name tine . One

4. thought that it Wan Okay, go ahead, but indicating that 1. person in not going to be killea it the nyntes ie

Is on part ot the Congrees an0 other people in the United Is mimanaged Or alouned or nintunctionod in naoe way.

1. Staten. their neriou Concern. and Cofniderations ear 'n One question that I WOulId Ilike to give you Or tnat

1v the MXt nilet system an a whole. San of thoee 71 1 Woul Ilike t. a in- how ongWill the ereaCa-

,a concerns that I have are concernse that TMn Neale han 'a eftective, hop long before it become. Obsolete and hop

19 Stated An far an the benign. Even thougi We hae. been 's long before it becanen overnhadaowea Or ineffective in

20 tol that these trains ca go into a comnerolal train 20 the way It works. Hfo long before I t in 9 imanded., In

2 S ystem that handles 4 to 7.000 train. a day. I question 21 the current air W have peace negotiations or bringing

22 hop the unit design to carry and deploy a 7L toot 22 .bac reouCed ares

22 Miaei to can an designed to wore without dalmage an with 22One Of the Arean that you quoted that probably east

24 total Safety on the ea- Cosnecial syntes that we use 24 interested in1 the fact that It will not interfere

VI tor railroad care that are handling normal manufactured 25 with the private Sector growth. but the fact in that the

68 69
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I boilare that are Spent on thin nyntemn are not Won in are bein g inven In this system. Opposed to other

a other areas of private mentor that are highly critical, 29 2 eacloenoaonamic concerns in thin enmminty le an Impant

3 particularly tour raanl oth ontya-aWoe 3 that teeds to be eriously studied.

a YOU han gvnuanatrnat atio pln t a - Amop n 1would nay that I agree with Hr. Waggoner ta

2 00 NX miSmi le* being deploye, but the tact in therei- a o paranoid &ad I As not Irrational . out I Am not i0

als aI no action plan whichteat bes ofef n ten avor In any way of having the PCI System brought here.

action pl an Would or u h opportunity to cake the PRES...... OPPICER, Eileen. a.. you Wont an

a money that we Put itthnyteaduehnivOerS Answer to the question You asted earlier or did you Want

a ways in our country. 2 that In the report?

'0 1 don't know. is John thussey still here? Wll. '0 MS. OLDA2i I'm merry. I didn~t understand

.1 John fHussey and Ton1 Arcneeu spoke on 1' behalf, so nop 11 you.

29 2 I am going to weak on their behalf. I -opId say that 12 PRESIDING OFFICER, YOU amed a ques tion of

3 itJohn Russey and Tain Arcane*.. Were aofferea ten to iS the panl ala you .'.want an answer to that question?

14 fifty million dollars for thin eanminicy over the next 1. MS. OL0AZ: ffo. sir, that wan rhetoriCal and I

,5 tine Yearn. Which 15 the Cost that is anticipated to go it Will Wite the question. later.

is into this Vyoted. If they were given that money to spend IPRESIDING OFFICERi kll right. I think we

1 on this commnity. they would not hOSe to buy a 71 need to sove On.

in POaCakeeper mYates, then Wouldo not Choose to invest in 1f MS9. OLDAZi Thank you. May I just eey that

a an lmpant voetes. Those mSwian Would be WellI used and a Ilike Tan krceneaux. I do have a eoaoiteent to peane, I

2%t are critically needed in other areas. it do not have a Comitent to the MX myetee.

2a It has beme nab that part at Che CIS 000 1 i. to IPRESIDING OFFICESt Thank YOU . Father Murray

22 suggest act lwo on the area@ of where impacte are to be 22 Clayton.

ma'de And I wou ld nay that the tWo identified lmpant 22 COL. WAL.~ Excuse m.er

2' areas are nary important. but ask ing at the 20 PRESIINGd OFFICERi Ye.
on Socniaeon= implact on thin area and on tne monleIs that asCOL. WALSi While there WAn a rhetorica[
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questio n thome ust*is,. there wam so le tail as I un rltand it, a hundred tOAs. It is a . filt

2 Inconsistency O f lied facts that are incorrect and 1 2 strike napale weapon and that has not bean brought nt.

3 Would just lits to 'ses tho corrsntions, not to on 3 It s Capbls of striking the Soviet CBM's in their

Ju@L i writing. but to state them. 4 slose. It is a first strike weapon. Anytime that it

The Air Toes has not procltided any portion of the 5 would DO moved about, for whatever. perhaps innocent

Ononal Ail lafna from operttion, o we have not sade 6 reason, it i not going to deter our adsramarjes. omt to

I any statement that we wetld Stay out of the train yare 7 sake thm very jumpy. If they SaW the ovamnt of theme

a in Chicago. tansas City or anywhere else for that n first strike weapon, it is going to turn deterrents

o atter. and I beiieve in your statement you Implied that 4 into p1 o0aation beause they know we could unleash them

Wn e v have non sac S ch a statement. The only 10 and destroy their weapons. And it S say that w are

it other nnents I have is that It only requires you :1 d :aling with an enemy r adversary, that ist 20 sillion

12 lone at alternative actions that mipport the underlying 30 2 peopa i one wc. 5in slliot in One nattle. Of

13 need that has been identified anD in this cse. the 13 course, they are neurotic and they are jumpy. but as the

14 underlying need is to modernize the 1CN Program, mso we Ood Quaker sAd to us, 'You don't doal with a neurotic

is look at the alternative Solutions to that need and w o 15 by waiving a pistol in their face and so I Am not at

in not look at alternate uses of money for Social progrhms. 16 all Prepared to accept the M( as a deterrent. It io

it et cetera. Again, that Is the purpose of Cngress i to 1? first strike weapon whose mobility and Moving around of

in sae those *invn of decisions. 8I It Could provoe a first strike from our enemies and I

a9 PRESIDnING OFFICERi Thank you. Father hurray in believe I read with good information that It takes from

2o Clayton. 20 four to SIX hours to deploy the MC after we get the

21 FATHIER CLAYTON Thank you. I AM the Pastor 21 strategic warning. I Just don't think that this is

22 of St. Jcoseph's Catholic Church and a ms r of the goin to help keep peace. Retired Admiral Gene Muralt

M Potoristy iphonetic) International Catholic Moveent 23 who non heads the Center for Defense Information pleac

2 for Peace. 24 strongly that we reduce the Hit. Minuteman and Midgetman.

n First of all, this impact nisile is seven stories in that is his position and I think he was Once a sme of
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the Joint Chiefs. I Thank you very mch for listening to ma and God bless

b To conclude. I do not understand hon anyone who 2 yo.

ears the nms Of Christ as a Christian can read the 3 PRESIDING OFFICESi Thank you. I have been

S fifth chapter of Hatthew's gospel, the Sermon On the 4 told that we do have another elected official. Vand

Mountain or read Lucas, Sermion on the Plain and where Bennett.

God calls himef the Father of us all that we are all "MS. * BIWiTi I thank you very mch for the

of his image in likenes, Russians. Soviets, atheists. I Opportunity to cone this evening and "y a taw worde. I

a Moel m. Chrii ans. we are his children and how can he did not feel in my heart what I wished to speak. When I

* bleem us if he ease that we are ready and prepared to cam in, I decidd that I do wsa to seak. I will keep

1. unleash this kind Of death upon so many of his chiloren, it my c nts siple and ief.

1 t..e object. of his love. They are HI and we stand here I Wh.en i calse to the first public hearing. I was here

i bragsin that e are ready to kill and destroy Woen. 12 to learn and to listen and hear what It Was that Was31
13 children anold people. There a no dt in my sine 13 Doing offered to our tinanlty and hon It Would affect

i. that the JeQms Who preached the Sermon on the Mountain. 14 our Cohity. I did not coamnt at that tie. but I

is the Seton on the Plain, it he Were here tonight, he 5 went away after hearing the presentation and I talked to

Is Would Walk up this ale1 and denounne this kind of i6 the people Who lived within our c munity. because that
i weapon. There Is no dbt. I don't see hon bnynody 7 is the purpose of the Boer City Council. I Wear two

no seriously sys that they are His fol liers and can noon in hats here tonight.

in up here and sAy that they are ready and prepared to in First Of all. I as citizen of Bo er and I live

xn unleash this kind of death upon O many APod'@ 2t within one-fourth of a Mile of the North date of

21 children, that it i2s on, It mnee ma. because just 21 Barksdle Air Force base, so from a selfish viewpoint. I

22 get out thoe passages and read them outloud and Sioly 2 lok at My own sfety of My family, Myself and everyone

i3 to yourself word by Word. They are ponerful snd then 23 InvOlned. I wanted to knon tra the standpoint of a

24 tell ma that Jesus of Nazareth would condone What we are 2. Citinen what it will do to my cmnity A an lmpact.

i proposing hers -- that you are proposing here tonigt. 2 will it be negative or will It be positive. I walked

74 75
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away end Iomed at ensrything you had to provie uS I looked at the environmental. we have looked at What it

2 with. You were kind enough to end se your report ano 1 2 will o for our community and I think Wht I found here

thank you gentlemen and everyone Who has had any part in IS that as I Iook around the rods, each evening Whene

putting this together, Oecause you have gathered an cme before these public hearings and a lot of thes

aiful lot of information. You hae given me the doforl 5 People don't have anything to say, they leave it to

to ow that what we are IOoking at iO .onenat benign people like self to opeak for thee, out they are here

as fIr as a danger in s areas that I have Worried as private citin that to nhom it may concern.

about, quite frankly. nThe pele who will make that Inevitable decision

Then I put an the other hat and I looked at t Self as to :ere this Peanekeepr Rail will oe located. I

Iv S the ected official Wno has to look at the health. 0 want them to know and I want the record to know that the

i1 Safety and welfare of every citizen within our comInty ii nitizene of Sossier City as they have epoosn to me and

i2 and to look at the Set goals and visions for the 2 as they hn i d it this rook, are saying we are all

in Community iteIf. That i. here I find mysef and of 3a for It. the defense of this, our United States, and if

1 Course, Father, I agree with you that it is hard to cone 14 our coseunity can play a part in that. w want it to.

In up here and may that you are for anything that is -- or 1s We appreciate the fact that you are considering our

in could oe the annihilation of any kind of civilization. 16 area. We appreciate the fact that you are certainly

i7 Of course, Ue are putting the worda defense there 17 doing your homework, you are coking to us prepared.

32 A because I think GoO too tells Us that Jesus had one '8 trying to do away With questions and anmer those for Us

n Pecific nation in mind, So I think that gives Us the 1 and I appreciate that and e 4pprec late the fact that yIn.

in rigt then to defend ourselvee against any aggressor who 2 C are willing to listen to all of us ho s times are

21 would cone in and ho would take our lives and our 21 long winded. ae look forward to the day that we weicoe

22 citizens. I car tell you this. I will pray for peace 22 you and this Peacekeeper into Our commnity. Thank you

M every night me that we may nevr tav to use the- But 23 cery sch.

in there again. frn the Co ounity stanopoint, w hunt gone 24 PRESIDING OFFICZRi Thank you. Sister

25 over all of the economic things that it will do, we have is Margaret McCaffrey.

76 7?
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SISTER 5cCAFYREYi I am Sister Margaret believe that non-violence 1 such better approach to

lcCaffrey. I line at 820 Columbia. Shreveport. peace that force.

Louisiana and I strongly doject to this simile. v 2 have some questions that I wold just Ilke to

* really belleve that the word Peanekeeper is blasphemy e aodris that I do not went answered, out I would like to

and we need to Say it am it is. it is a very S see that they are addressed In the final analysis. I

o deetructine Weapon that will kill millions of waon. repeat the question of r. Tom Neale. When we looked at

7 chairen and innocent people. There is no way that I this mi "le on the railroad, w have to asdromm the

S coud Support this msile. I Strongly object to It. 1 5 width, height. the Wight and how it relates to the

P believe that it is an environmental danger. I am not center of gravity. There is a serioum question as to

in con1nced in any way that it is sfe. I looked Up there the width of this cissile. The Ordinary Width of the

ii and i read Periodically that there will an rts. What boo car a 90 feet. It unuId have to eenlargeo to

12 does that man? When we really get down to negligible 12 acceodate this smimle. This will create an

34 13 risk, We are Sying the risk doesm't count. Wail, 3.lalance. I would like to me that this Is addresed

in oes count. We are talking about killing millions 'ma t eti it7erport of how the simile is going to

,n People. We are talking about endangering our be handled to preveot an overturn of thi railroad car.

in enviromont. Lou iana already has one of the highest in an. with thiO width of this Particular car. there wii1

,1 cancer rates in this country. St. Jude's Hospital Said 36 have t be an alert sa nal of the other railroad trains

in that the greatest number of their children patients with in to Warn of this train's coming. How are we goin to

In cancer ca from Louisiana. We co not need to increase 371 n keep the Rusmlans fran knowing about whe we have got

V) rise. I don't care how negligible It is. If there I in them on alert to let this train ca through. Aie. I

21 any risk. it i too great of a rise to increase the 21 don't think the anmer was addressed adequteIy as to

is cancer possibility of our children and of our future 38 22 how we are preparing for abatoe. HOW are you

Z) children. This is What t Consider ansluteiy wrolg. 1 23 preparing for poseible sabatoge of terrorists upon these

24 l a member of the Potecristy, the International 24 mis lies?

Mi Catholic Peace Movement. We work for peace and Ue 391 Ms I do believe that this money 2.0 billion dollars
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Cn be Munh better ePn help the -roonny of cvrto fit on Would be approxisatsly 89 feet long by 10.2

2 Community and of our Coun~try. I Work daily Wi1th People f fet long by 17 feet off the roil, Ihatl Is what the

3 who are uoafplofed; this if not the Uiy to truly M i10 a 3 rallroad Industry call. aPlate f. It is a standard

4 good ecnomy. Wie need to build -- we need to inureass 4 iO roil freight Car that they Use extensively on the

5 our production goods. We are now a debtor nation to the a 'al. Mavy of you my efl the. on the railAroadna. They

woUvrld and wen on't need mor. weapon.. Other countries. n 1 aeUsed to ha1ul toblles. for 1COimls, fromt the

39 even Russia. has learned that they are putting too Much 3 Manufactures to destinations throughout the nation.

mooey in weapons and it IS hurting their dAMestic n There are al so Mony cars of that sine that ar. Cailed

ecoomy . We are faced with the sam problems. our 9 High 00box cars. Also, they are called automobile parts

hou h Sea are inreasing by the hundreds da iy, daily. lv carries and theme ame literally tnousand. of thus.

Ii We just cut our eounati OR program. We ar. Cutting the II Sloed freight cars on the rails today. They are larger

Mucnsh needed Program that are assisting our elders and 12 than the IloretalI freight boo coas Cut there are Many aOd

o3 w re ging, to turn around and put 2.8 bilio do lays 1 , 13 maony of these Of the sine of freight cars on the rails

iu n Weapons to destroy ourselves and others. There is no 1 today operating Successfully.

Is way we can justify it. to kano of the rail Mileage that Col. Walsh identified

In So. I do thank you and I strongly object. 6n tob over 120.000 miles. that rail network is that AI

IvPRESIDING OFFICER, Thank you . Deborah .- network whtrh will specifically acc~Ooate Ithe n~ae ond

In Roberts. InI wi it of this sine of raI car. Thank YOU.,

COL, RANiCH, Can I Makne a state-nt abot the IvPRES IDING OPFCER. Deborah Robrt.

z sine? Mv S. ROBERTS: Mly name is Deborah Roberts. I

PREIDING OFFICER: Sure. 21 live in Shreveport. LouiAsiana and 1. too, me Strongly

ivCOL. BROACi There have be-c questions ahbout 22 opposed to this MKC Missile system. I Object to this As

Z3 sloe and I represent the operating caommand. The sine of 40 Z3 the internal PeacekeePr. I am the PSaCekePSpr When 1

24 the Missile is appron imately 71 feet long and the weight va keep the way, of Peace. A seven story .1~s In1 that

iv i 195.000 Pounds. The sloe Of the car that We have got 25 Contains ten nuo lear warheads is not a pe...ekeePer by sy
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deintin.I this project ano that are being prOoosed, In 199S. the

2 Myn father retired after al Most forty Years as . Pentagon recaived 353 mAilion* ollars for research and

At raloa ngineer recently and to harl toes. things tadelomnt and received 915 million ollars in 1968 for

41 a ayhing Rnth rails will not be thrown into a twelve i "ies. They requested 837 million del lays for

colision or to uorail. that really With-r go. If yOuW 198 research and desomn. I deeply. deeply belinn.

bIeve that. eo. need to r~ethe rail. in this area. 44 n that the. ..llars van be better sPent .on ther Possible

bee~anse it IS bringing thin IAsile Onto this area. I Ways within our country other than the defense 11yet 7'

8 al&1so believe that you all are not bad People. n IIeiv ht we no~ to hold the spending of the

hae set here and looked at your eyes and Ihv loedn Pentagon Ck unti We fiere out Whtat their Piending

42 '0 and you are not bed people., sut I beI Aeve You have got a i. habits are. We know that there are Serious Promilent

11 bad idea and I urge you vow as you s-t here and isten 11 with the way our dollars ere being Spent.

I2 and as you travel around the country and listen to the ... AThIS my Ise that we are here about. I hae been

13 POOPi*. please take 5 of it in and hear the people's IS redn, about Itt thro theW yea. isrikes .M that

14 Cocen and hear what they are MARying and see If avy of Ii thi is- -- It' fantasy. 1.1nnyou think about rdn

1 hi iton lok*Atin"toInu nuclear sissiles aroun CAOn the rail nays, It Is bDleen

'n The lNt system has been Subjected to cl ose n World. it i. I beecand and I think whoilner greasd this

1 potentioUS controversyt throughout Ito history. There 18 Iv Up is Struck sitopid.

In an old maying that -m all know that whe n*, her is 11 ThereI a seylno that I feel is really apprrite

43 thre s fre ndI think there is a reason Why It has ': heeadta ng isAs the to awan frot the

X) besn a controversy project. There are seny problem cv boys and I really believe that. Thank You.

2' Inherent and the "An problem has been the baSPIng sodsO. 21 PRKBIDIdO OFFICER: Thane you . TO Rouriand.

n There is no, Satisfactory basig sod, als we now havel2 COL. WALSI Eocuse Wo. 0ir- 1 wouldi like no

22 55y peoples believe that the Military dean this sYsteM n3 aee seth Ing.

cx Is not adequate, 2. PRSIDINGd orriCE, All right. Just a seconld.

441- 1n oppose to toe number of dollars that Are spment 00, n TOM. Col. Walsh woulId like to mar, SethIng.
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ICOL. WIAL"s I wcist to acibros your statement I n 11i f habitat in ononrlo1 in 1,elno, ton ai

el t nrnc m eiifonaio ottan45n1t. i 2 Garr:von project poe.. no I nigif oat *n Irotf':ntail

3 " ' it. you ied t=tw ahat tttr.anoric3 pros ing. Wntland habitat 11cOul. howenver. bn mitigated

a Sa to derailments and collinion. afot trains. *1 4 thrO.t o site Wetland enhancement a. proponnoo. In my

Cntnra and that io not correct. We did acknowledgn over 5 opinion. at least frm an nvironfntal prosective. thn

* h t :n iso o yteta hn.cu ndri~n. 46 6 Railroad Garrison. at least from an enviromntal

tri Oinn an iiio.o railr"O Crossings I :romp&ctin.. ton Railroad Garcino Pronct Should

o nd cwe. in prOj cIng what tmn *otrae Vowald bn Or What S roen. Thank YOU.

thn 015 Statement contained. we. usnd con statistics fram a PRESIDING DEEMER Tatk you . Leroy Scott.

o t0 Fedariil Rai lroad Adinistration and We. toranzatno 10 MR. SCOTT, Colonel. my namn is Roy Scott. I

11 that tnere Wou ld on tore. Math. and niny 11 live at 2620 -- my office in at 2620 Centenary,4 ncpncitatio Ovnr ton ',1 of thn nynt-f 0to Upo 12 Shreveport. Louisiana. I Peak to you an an attorney.

'3 ton amount Of mileage we. nopnctno our train. to 3 a. a private citizn, an, a private naval officer. I

14 OCncaain What Wi did may. hotwever. Wan that ton riwc 4 think that eany of ton Comments that hann been "0. hnr.

de to th ag o nI nnglcIgioln. out ,t uiO not Say 1s tonight ar. not ton subject that IS before you tonight.

Ictn* riSk S to tn normal Operations Woul oneI It i.ntOt for W.Un to ecide. nor have wc onnn ased to

cc negligible- Thank YOU . dOcide, Of thin Roard thec. gci.e or lank of wcnflm of ton

PnRESIDING OFFICER: Tm $ourland. 'f Peacekeeper missile. It in not for un to dece wihere

it MR. ROJRLAND: Thank you. Judge. My nam, in 1. AIt agnes. It in only for Un to di Sc.- ton inncironantal

c Tam bourland. I me a resident of Shrovoport. Louisiana. M Impant of thin particular Ileation that has been nery

1 1 an MalOYnd with ton Department of Wildlife. huntver. 21 adequately conered here montly by Mr. Faynro. Who I

I il a k Itng on a private ciine tonight. I eoazint V2 think did a very rearka ln presentation on ton mbinet

a the Environmental Impact Statement with rnnnt to ton M3 that I. before ton panel.

Ia direct and indirect environmental lmpant.. Thn Amrican 24 Thnre in rom for dinWant in thin country. that In

cv alligator and ton Red CockaMOn WoodPnnknr in particular 25 why cw. have inn crm in thirty-nicht flavor.. but thin

04 06
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1 in not ton Plan, to exprns toot Moent an to Whenther I of Wnrnnral n fhmnhitr. Ia.tn.on

2 you ilike it or don-t lion thn 501 nfile. That in not 2 u n lifind to opposon it.

3 t hn Sa baen t onforn ton noun .. 

t - -

3ay s w qun t ion01 am Mt hn n o ee la m a*thinkt you gentleacnn have don, a finn Job. I ofe winarvn: lt'n o nn f sr ftc49mml' t : :.N '-s think that cc Can en that ton adnrn. .niOnntntal 49 aroa of the prior residencn of the ninsWile in dentroyed

,PI fC oinno tho: - m In%, nir ii.. o.y ton 1- alon Wth other ni to*. is -iel.n urvivin being given

Cooperatio of tn governent. ton United Stat..s priority Over ton Srvival of ton citizns of chin

Rnrnnain to nin State. Senator., ton Mayor. of it country? My econd quaion in If tInhnOogy and3

47 c onto n:tinn ' andnnry~ody So e, who plkdonn that tony 5O a consocltantn noint that can assure thn Safety of ton

Vo ill Work hard to ninimizea that environmental impact. 1 : genmnt of thin niac* in ih ,u ril n ystem,. Why am,

'I thio nt ton fan::vra-l cot ionn f - or thin arma I Wt. Ontinving to hacn rail WAY accdent, that arm killing

I1 ,r atlan n frablo a- tony arm anywherenin thin c2 cilloing? Thank you.

13 nation and I requent that you Strike fram tn record c PRESIDIN OFFICESit Thankryou. Dr. Canegnol.

thoen- anprnn-,on of opinion that am, not ton scojent aDR. CASSAGROLt I an Dr. Cannaignol . I maton

is onforn thin Noun.. Thank you. I h cairn of ton Doctor COaoonlFounotie., I hane

InPRESIDING OFFICER. Thank you. Sinter ClaimrI gon. through and Studied ton Imact Statement concerning

11 Justice. "I:'1 ar Ada , ir - ""c R and I do not Set any ngtn

'aSISTER JUSTICEi Good enening. I would Io k IMFaot of thin prOJnct on our Community. first. I oct

'a to Saon one stort statnment and ask that tWo qcanti one '9 think anyody Should on Wtorried about traffic. I hann

Mt that I would likn to on innwnred in your final report. wv livd In Nnec York for fifteen yearn and I can tell

ii Them 7 7Cntna.t'co of tn. use of wenapon. of 2i a:oy What traffin in When you hann to go to School

48 nv thcs naturn e a. 0d on fallacy that nucnlnar war In V andgo'l to Work and then spend four or f In. hour. of

23 Survivable. Theme arm wnoponn not only Of violent M3 dr:inn or nitting in ton bun. Mo the traffic. I don't

a doetruction. out alm of violent Mnath and nallforilpd 23 thin thino tra&ffic Shou ld on any prsbiIS for any nitcne,

bv abies and Children dcing of cancer. They art wmeapons nv that ame in here. Gon thing you have to ran-flr -n
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I YoU ae hungary. your kids ar hungary and your kdg not e affected.

2 need clothing. I dlon't think W worry that much about I believe that the -onY wovd 0W better Peont on

traffic. human services and meeting human need. and to educate

* I know Sister Nargaret for her works and have a 53 our chliidien to be human peacekeepars rather than focus

5 lot of reslect for the Father. out I can tell you that I on an instrument of construction and mislead us as

i am not going to register as an expert. ut I can tell pa.seeper. Thank you.

I yOu that PrOject will oenifit thie grat minorities in PRESIDING OFFICER: Thank yot. NlO. ristine

- a Shreveport and Bosmier. Wfe n.e good jdo.. we need thInm o larbers.

a navry Iadly and this project. in my books will really i. BAR5-RS: Thank you. .y oi is ErIetine

10 nslp minorities in Shreveport. I fully Support the 0 Brbers. I am a reident Rio lions at 9504 Blumoerry

i1 position of Jim McCreary. In order to be in peace, we 1i Drive in Shreveport. I want to spend a minute here and

,I have to oiud our strength and this project i just 12 make a statement concerning the Rail Garrison Program.

13 doing that, I am speaking as a concerned citizen. I a sPeaking from

1. As I can remesber. when I was a vif.. yo worn a a human prospective and not a technological prospective.

'S the strongest kid. all of the other via were sared of 5 1 strongly oppose the Peacekeeper Program, the Rail

'6 you and did not want to touch you and I em Sute that the 16 Garrison Program. I want to Suggest a series of

1 missile will help our strength and Keep our peace. I? considerations of 1ternives. Instead of the Rail

Thank you. in Garrison Program. I want to suggest that a comprehensive

19i PRESIDING OiCER: Thank you . Laverne 54 iv test ban to and all testing of nuclear weapons by the

2o Dolphin. 2 United States. I am su-t7ng that e us a city and as

MS. DOLPHINi My name is Laverne Dolphin. 1 21 a country adopt a human emiutlon to the hun prolem

2 am a private citizen and I live in Shreveport. Im 2 or world conflict and tension instead of technological

52 O 2.pposed to the .l mi . Environment is a preciCus 20 Solution. I see national security a. being beyond mere

52f R ifen for our use; it is not ours to destroy. 24 ] ophisticated weapons. I believe that national security

cannot e lieve that our water and other resourcee will 25 involves solving the aniromental proolems and
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eucatng Our citizens and providing justice for the 1 it this area were to expand. there should be no adverse

i poor. Thank you. 2 effects on this Peacekeeper Missile Project.

PRESIDING OFFICER: Last ut not Ieus.t. Dewey 55 3 In addition, the Levee District passed a resolution

S durchett. I in Aprl indicating their cooperation and their full

nR. soRCHMy: Thann you, gentlemen. I am C ooeration will be forthcoing. I can assure you of

S Dewy Burchett. I a Secretary-Treasrer for the ni their cooperation if they are located here. Thank you.

S Bossier Levee District. gentlemn.

o: I spcs before on thi last time and I just wanted PRESIDING OFFICER; Thank you. I have just

o to direct your attention to the map enclosed in the C been handed one more card, Tim McElroy.

,*v! orochure and at about an inch and a half on the right 10 1R. McEL : I a Tim McElroy, the Incoming

"I hand side whare the map indicates the weapon storage Prident of the Sreveport Chamber of Cotetrce and also

121 area. the canal lines Flat River. I want to indicate to i2 President of lcEliroy odeals, a Boslier based

iv you that Mr. Larkin has done a follow up. I believe,. in 1i manufacturing owsineos.

i; 19153 the Board of Cousesionars for the Booser Levee a The Shreveport Chamber of C oercaO believes that

i Ditri t in conjunction with United States Army Corp of Is the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison System rn mOds

i Engineers did a Major project on the Flat River to clean it to the need for enhancing Our military force and

out Flat Ricer to provide for drainag throughout the 17 therefore, our national defense. If is the

llarksdale area and north of Barsale and alm - OUth of 56 Congresional Mandate to mernioe the deterrent of our

Baroal. By so indicating. I am indcating to you defenes systom. To. after reading the Enviromental

55 that there avoid be no adverse effects or relocation fn Inpact Statement. we believe that it benefits the

Other isromnts In Ihie area. The Flat River passes Peacekeeper Rail Garrson system with regard to national

22 right near -- I can t tell from the Scale how far. out 2 odefes. It far ouitwo igns thn nary negligible, minimal

it i not very far away from this sit and the Flat adveirse impacts that the project would have on the

2n River was meant to rain BoSSier City and Barkedale and 2J snvironent. We lo beilieve that the iMplemsntation

i other areas to provide drainage because of the fact that n dircted through mitigation woul d raMca the Irpacts on

90 93
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the liological re rcem of Rarmkdale Air Force bae. C E R T I F I C A T

Thank you very Meh for allowing ma to Speak. 2 STATE OF LOUISIANA

3 PRESIDING OFFICZR: Thank you. 3 PARISH OF CADDO

Lad.e. and gentlemen. it I. time to conclude the • 1. MARK SrOFFILS. Certified Shorthand Reporter, do

proceedings. Pleae rememer that you have until 31 5 hereby certify that the ei witneme came before met

Auget to oudeit written material. to be Included In the time ano place ast forth herein, that the hearing

thin trancript of the hearing and those written 7 wae reported by me and thereafter transcribed under my

a statements wiil be fuily considered and will be n upervision and i. a true and correct record of the

addresed in the final Environmental Impact Stateoent. u proceedOjg had at said hearing.

0 Once Again. the oral and written Sfatements or comnt 10 further certify that I a cot of counwee or related

11 will be afforded equal Wight. to or emloyeo cy any of the parties to this cause or in

12 The officialm of the Air Force appreciate your '2 anywie intereeted in the event thereof.

13 effort. to cole out tonight and contribute your viaws to 13 DATED THIS _ _ day of August, 198.

:4 thip'ublic hearing. We thank you for your courteous 3

Is attention and adherence to the rules of the hearing. I 5

Is thank you and have a gool evening. It would on In

17 appropriate to adjourn at this time, 9:52 p.m. Thank 11

IIl~herepon. the public meeting wan concld.i 13

20 HARK STOFFE[LS
Certified Snorthand Reporter

23 23

24 2.

92 93

INTENTIONALLY INTENTIONALLY

LEFT LEFT

BLANK BLANK
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1 lhen we coame back, I will call on
2 people with questions. After the questions I will

3 call on those who wish to cake a statement which

4 will be included in the record.

5 Let - take a ten-minute recess at this

6 time.

7 (Reces: 10 minutes.
PUO~L~.~JIZ l a COLONEL mCSHANrt: Ladies and

9 gentlemen, if you would start to get back in your

PEA" - .RA R .. R 10 seat, we will begin again.

11 All right, if we could, let's go ahead

12 and get started.

j.V_ ,5_ 13 We wll start with Colonel Walsh

14 introducing the other panel members.

15 Colonel, wuuld you go ahead?

An L 1A COLONEL WALSH: Good evening again.

17 To assist me in respondrg to the

18 questions this evening, I have a team of experts
19 with me.

20 On my iamediate right I have Iajor Van

21 less. He is a lawyer with the Air Force Regional

22 Civil Engineer.

23 On my far right, I have Colonel Branch

24 frc ileadquarters strategic Air Command.

25 On my imediate left, I have ir.
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1 Hickman. lie is responsible for human resources, 1 the other end fro Abilene to Conchs County.

2 and he works for Tetra-Tech Corporation which it 2 1 an here simply to tell you that for

3 under contract to the Air Force to preparr the 3 the past few months I have spent time visiting

4 Enviroeental Impact Statement. 4 with the people of this district, and I find that

On my far left, I have Dr. tracer who 5 those people in the tradition of Texas to be

A is responsible for physissi resources and also extremely proud of their willingness to take part

7 works for Tetra-Tech. 7 in the defense of this country.

Thank you, itr. B am very interested in the ecniic

COLONEL ffCSUAIE: Since we have just impact that was discussedr horever. I think the

1D the one o:crophone here and it is a little bit 10 people of the District are primarily interested in

11 awkward for folks to get directly down to it, let 11 their feeling of an obligation to help defend this

12 me call out about three names and if you could 12 country.

13 sort of cane forward, we will start with Temple 13 In talking to the people throughout

14 Dickson to be followed by Jess Holloway and then 14 this District, I have found very little opposition

15 Dawning Bolls. 15 to doing our part in taking part in doing that

1B Ir. Dickson, Senator-olect Dickson. 1k that needs to be done.

17 ti. DICKSON: Thank you, sir. It is a 17 1 find that the people are still

lB pleasure to be here. 28 thrilled by the words of people like John Kennedy

19 For the record, my name io Temple 19 who said that we would pay any price, we would aid

20 Dickson. I am the Democratic nominee for the 20 any friend, oppose any foe.

21 State Senate, the 24th Senatorial District, a 21 I go throughout this District, and I

22 district that has the greatest military presence 22 find virtually no one who is not willing to take

23 of any senatorial district in the United States. 21 that obligation and to do our part agein, and that

24 It covers from Nolan County just west 24 is what I find among the people that I represent.

25 of Dyess and Taylor County to Bell County, and on 25 1 was asked to write or to read a
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1 letter that was - into the record that was IWe look forward to providing a ho

2 addressed to the Secretary of Defense from the 2 in Abilene for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

3 Lieutenant Governor of the State. 3 Sincerely, Bill Hobby.'

4 He says, -Mr. Secretary, The State of 4 Thank you.

5 Texas stands firmly behind the efforts of Abllene 5COLONEL aCSnANE: Thank yOU, sir.

6 to secure the location of this vital strategic 0 Judge Jess Holloway.

7 system at Dyess Air Force Base. 7 JUDGE HOLLOWAY: Colonel McShane, for

a *There s ananinoun supPoL for this a the record, thank you for inviting us here today.

project from the state, the city and the business I am Jean Holloway. Taylor County

10 community and our citizens. Judge, and I want to make it qat clear that I -

11 " would challenge any other state to - 11 speaking in favor of the Rail Garrison coming to

12 present a better proposal. Texas' support of a 12 Syess Air Force Base.

13 strong national defense is well known and 13 1 have had an opportunity for the last

14 community support of Dyes Air Force Base is 14 several weeks to look over the proposal of the

15 second to none. 15 Environmental impact Study, and I think I can

If -ot only dones yesn net the technical 16 report to you that the citizens I have talked to

17 criteria for the rail system but it is located in 17 and the information I have shared from your

18 a state where the guality of life ;s second to s proposal we have one asset that ha. not shown up,

19 none. 19 and that is our citizens of Taylor County that are

20 *ie can offer the military and the 20 very much behind Dyess Air Force Base and the

21 civilian support team excellent schools, fine 21 proposals you make.

22 universities, great highways and air connections 22 1 can report also that we would do

23 and the committeent f2om the state government to everything within our power to aid in this

24 do whatever is necessary to secure the location of 24 project, and we would welcome you here in Taylor

25 this important weapon system. 25 County.
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Thank you very much. 
You may manage to ,ill a few but the

COLONEL MCSHANt: Thank you. sir. 31 2 rest -ill pick up and move down the road a little

3r. Downing Soils. piece and net up another colony.

4 MR. BOLLS: Thank you. Colonel, and 1 4 Second I notice you take no cognizance

would like to add my welcome also to that of Judge S to the fact that there are wild turkey on the

6 Holloway for you-all coming back to Abilene. 6 reservation.

7 1 am Downing Bolls. I reside at 4234 4 7 It may be that if you destroy some of

B South 5th here in Abilene 79605. I am a county 0 the habitat they will move further out into the

9 cromissioner, an elected official. 9 country and be Its of a haward to flight

10 I think that the Air Force should be 10 operatlons at Dyesn.

11 commended in the thoroughness of the Envlronmental 11 Third, there si a little critter which

12 Impact study. 12 you also failed to mention and I may as well warn

13 1 have just gone over it, not only the 13 you about.

14 portion relating to Syess but to the various other 14 Those who dig holes in West Texas come

is bases as well, and r have been impressed with the into contact with the 1lent Texas baheee.

16 thoroughnes of the study. 5 6 They build their nests in holes in the

17 1 did want to comment very briefly on 17 gruond, and I assure you that when you disturb

s a few environmental things as they pertain to 10 them they are testy little critters and they will

19 Dyess in your blological resources portion of the 19 let you know it.

.J tudy. 20 If you have contractors that ar going

2 noted that yO, 2nticipated some 21 to be digging here, you might want to warn

22 ortality among the ground squirrels. 22 the.

23 2 would like to assure you that the 23 There are some folks who are also

24 ground squirrels of lest Texas are more 24 concerned about losing a night's sleep because

25 resourceful than you would imagine. 25 they will be situated here in a target area.
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1 what they don't realize is that ever R. DUDLEy: Gentlemen, welcome to
2 nince Dyeos was built and the first B4s arrived, 2 Abilene, and I am Don Dudley. I live in kerkel.

3 we have been sleeping in the middle of the bull's 3 That is our little neighboring tOwn 16 miles to

4 eye, and it will be thus as long as Dyens and 4 the sest.

Abilene support national defense. I am also an elected official. I am

& One of our noted jurists one time, 6 commissioner of Precinct Dio. 2.

7 John Philpott Duran said internal vigilance it the 7 fy fellow commissioner Downing Bolls

Price of freedom. a failed to tell you that we do have a few

If this weapon system helps to keep rattlesnakes but don't Worry about them they are
10 our enemies at arms length, this is a sall price if plentiful as well as he also covered the

11 to pay for the freedom that we enjoy. 11 squirrels.

12 Finally, I wouid like to share with 12 Gentlemen, I think the missile will

13 you the sentiment of most of my constituents who 13 certainly complesent Dyess Air Force Base.

14 are going to help pay for the cost of this system 16 As the gentlemen awhile ago pointed

is out of some dollars that are pretty hard to come 15 out, we are located right on 1-20. tue 1-1u

16 by these days. 16 Pacific Railway.

1 inaamuch as the enironmental impact 17 oe failed to mention And I would like

1 at Dyes1 ould be iniil and the cost, would be 1a to call to your attention that just south of Dyess6 Much less than some of the other locationa, they 19 is the Santa Fe Railway which could also be

20 i/old join in urs~nq you to give carefol 20 connected with jurt less than a mile with that

2i consideration to Dyess. 21 track.

22 lie thank you. 22 Hon suld certainly like to see the

23 COLOEL tCS:UIZ: Thank you, sir. 7 2.missile come for numerous reasons, but the main

24 The nest three individuals are Don 24 reason is let's keep the peace.

25 Dudley, Samuel B. catta and Dale Ferguson. 25 It is one thing that oe have that we
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1 muit preserve. tin have it now, let': keep it, so 1 whereas we as PAmericans are charged with defending

2 please con ider Dye-t and complement the Strategic 2 the honor of our forefathers who gave there very

3 Air Command and the site base with the missile. 3 all so that oe might enjoy peace and freedom for

4 Thank you very much. 4 ages to come, and whereas we the citisens of

5 COLONiEL ICSlHo: Mr. Matta, please. 5 Abilene love our country and all that it stands

6 IR. MATTA: Thank you, sir. 6 for and whereas as has been seen and displayed in

7 Colonel fIcShane and other 7 the past Abilene and Syent Air Force Base have

8 representatives of the United States Air Force, 8 what we consider an excellent and unique

* let me add my word of welcome to you. 0' relationship in our joint effort to keep the peace

10 We welcome you to Abilene, and we 10 of our beloved nation and whereas the Peacekeeper

11 appreciate very much your inviting us to be here. 11 Rail Garrison is a seapon system which all America
12 py name is Samuel B. Matta. I am 12 can be proud of as a deterrent to enemy aggression

13 currently serving as justice of the peace of11 then be it remolved that we the people of Abilene

14 Taylor County Precinct I Place 2 and as the only 14 gladl'y and strongly support its implementation

is Hispanic elected official in the Big Country it is 15 and, of course, as always we would welcome the

16 With great honor that I address the issue before 16 project into our sery home nith Open area because

17 us today. 17 there is no greater honor or sense of patrotlom

1 I have prepared my statement in the Is than that of being part of the defense of the land

19 form of a reso!ution, and I will present it as 19 of the free and the home of the brave.

20 much if I may. 20 Gentlemen, if I might add, as a

21 Gentlemen, whereas America is the 21 representative of the people of Abilene and Taylor

22 greatest nation on the face of the earth and 22 County, you may search from the mountain to the

23 whereas there exists those in the world who are 23 valley to the ocean white with foam but nowhere

24 determined to change that fact by constantly 24 and I repeat nowhere sill you find a more

25 threatening America and world peace alike and 25 supportive or patriotic people than the citiaena
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I of Abilene and the Big Country. 1 Your favorable consideration of the

2 Colonel McShane, the late President 2 Dyess Air Force Base as hce of the Peacekeeper

3 John F. Kennety challenged us with the words, eAsk 3 Rail Garrison would be greatly appreciated.

4 not what your country can do for you but ask what 4 Sincerely, Representative Erwn

5 you can do for your country.' 5 Barton."

'dell air, and gentlemen, we have 6 Gentlemen, thank you and may God bless

asked the latter of she two questions and we have 7 you.

been given an answer and that is to provide a home 8 COLONEL eCSIAIE: Thank you, sir.

for the Peacekeeper, and, gentlemen, all I can ay 9 Mayor Dale Ferguson.

10 tonight is we the citizens of Abilene stand ready 1 MR. FERGUSON: I am Dale Ferguson,

11 and committed to the task before us. 11 mayor of Abilene, Gexs, and I lwis -o thank you,

12 If I eight add, reading from a letter 12 Colonel ecShane, and all of you gentlemen

13 of the louse of Representatives from 13 representing the Air Force for this opportunity to
14 Representative Erwin Outron to the ffonorable Frank 14 make a few comments regarding the possible

15 C. Carlucci, Secretary of the Defense, "Ao one of is deployment of the Peacekeeper Missile System at

16 the ten sites under cone-deration, I would like to 16 Dyess Air Force Base.

17 encourage the selection of Dyess Air force Base in 17 It is my understanding the decision on

lB Abilene, Texu as a home base of t, eacekeeper 18 deployment of the Rail Garrison System will be

1g Rail Garrison. 19 based on a nmber of elements including

20 The entire community of Abilene is 20 environmental impact study, costs, mission

21 very supportive of this project and have a long 21 conflicts, operation effectiveness and political

22 history of involvement with Dyess Air Force Base. 22 implicationn.

23 "All of u in Texas recognize the 23 1 want to confine my remarks tonight

24 importance of being comitted to our nation's 24 to the Enviroemental Impact Study and the support

25 defense efforts. 25 for the Rail Garrison System from the community.
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The stuff of the City of Abi lone h 1 three different groups, all one group together,

2 reviewed the Draft Enviromental Impact Study. 2 and that is the way we think of Dens and the

3 hlthough there are minor 3 City.

4 invonis teecies between oe of the oumbrsh and 4 The City of Abilene believes that

5 figure, in this study and those created by our 5 peace in today world mans that America cant

6 city staff, these d:fferences would have no 6 maintain a strong defense.

7 substantial impact on the report. They are almost 7 That in why in the early S50n thio
B simultaneous reports. a community raised the funds to buy the land and

9In reviewing the impact of both the 9 give it to the United Staten to establish a

10 proposed action and the alternative action eith lB military base in Abilene.

11 regard to employment and income, population and 11 The Peacekeeper Missile System is the

12 demographics, housing, public services, utilities, 12 next step in an ongoing effort to ensure that this

13 transportation, land use, culture resources, 13 nation's defenese meet the challenge of the

14 biological resources, water resources, land ue. 14 worlds security through strength.

15 cultural and other biological resources, all of i15 The City of Abilene sante to continue

16 these would be minimal and the City of Abilene and 16 to be . part of the proud men and women who serve

17 the staff concur With the assesrment that was made 17 to make this country safe.

18 by the Air Force that there would be an ls le don't shrink from the challenge

19 insignificant environmental impact due to the 19 rather we embrace it.

20 location of the Rail Garrison System at Dyesir 20 Thank you.

21 Force Base. 21 COLNEL MCSHAN: Thank you, sir.

22 We think of Dyess as having three 22 The next three individuals will be

23 wings where most of the Air Force thinks of it as 23 Mayor Violet Law, Mayor Rick Rhodes and City

24 two wings, SAC and MAC. 24 Councilman earold Niion.

25 We think of SAC, MAC and Abilene, 25 MS. LAN: Colonel McShane, my name is
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1 Violet Law. 0 represent the City of Tye as their My friend on the commission said he

Smayor lived in Meld which is 16 ale.s et of here.1 i am happy to report that at our 3 ell, I live in Tye which is just

4 regular convil meeting this month that the full 4 adjacent to Dyasv west of here, and in the vase of

council voted to support the Peacekeeper and the 5 a national emergency if there is any Way possible
6 Rail Garrison Program. 6 I would just as soon you send those trains east
7 They represent, they govern 1680 7 instead of west if it is at all possible.

people, and I believe the majority of those people 6 Thank you.

are very supportive of the mission of Dyess. 9 COIOURL etoooou: Thank yoo. es.

10 1 certainly support the mission of 10 Ilayor Rhode.

11 Dyes and its project, and 1 certainly support the 11 MR. RHODES: Thank you, Colonel

12 PeaCekeeper Rail Garrison Program. 12 McShane.

13 r believe that every American should 13 MY nam iv Ricv Rhodes, sod I me the

14 Support it- country. should work Ior programn that 14 mayor of Sweetwater, and I mst admit that being a
15 defend its country in the aggressive nature of 15 mayor of a small town when I same tonight to a

16 some of the countries that we see in our world 16 public hearing and I drove up to the Civic Center
17 today that we have an obligation to defend our 17 and saw on the marque Horld Clans Wrestling, it

Is country ., any vay we can. 10 kind of concerned me about the activitiec that we

19 The people of Tye probably recognize 19 were going to be involved in tonight.

20 acrvfvrce. and concesvzons, but I know the 20 I have been to scme public hearings
21 Majority of them are for this program, and 1 21 that were close to that, hut f was relieved to see

22 certainly hope that Dye, is successful in getting 22 that that is not until August 1st, so I was glad

23 it here. 
23 to see that.

24 1 have a little bit of comedy, comedy, 24 It is a pleasure for me tonight to
25 excuse oe, to add. 25 represent the people of Sweetwater and nolan
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1 County, and : would like to very briefly just tell 1 He says, al would like to add my1 2 you that we ate very iupportive of the defense 2 support for the location of the Peacekeeper Rail

3 efforts of this area and certainly this activity 3 Garrison at Dyess Air Force Base in Abilene,

4 of the Rail Garrison Defense System, the weapon 4 Texas.

S Yztee. 
5 "I believe this ares offers all of the

6 Re are inst excited and proud to he a 6 benefits needed to support this program and will
7 pert of the defense of our country and be a part 7 work with you and the Department of Defense to

of a region that defense is sai a big Pars of it, 8 achieve the placement of the Peacekeeper Rail

9 and oe are good neighbors to the west. 9 Garrison in Aiilene.

10 SIe are about 30 miles from Dyess Air 10 "Very truly your$, Bob Glesgow."

11 Porce Base and very supportive of their activities 11 Thank you again for the opportunity to
12 and know that they do a good job of handling 12 exercise the freedom of expressing our opinions.

13 this. 
13 COLOIL MCSHANC: Thank you, sir.

14 1 have been monitoring closely the 14 Harold Nin, please.

15 comments of our people as the publicity is 11 5iH. NI0: I am Harold Olion. I am
16 beginning to get more frequent on this project and 1 an independent busineseman here in Ahilene, a

17 have had absolutely no negative comento 17 sitizen for eany years serving my sixth year on

18 whatsoever and a lot of positive comments about 16 the Ahilee City Coancil.

19 they really hope that it will Come so this part of 19 Gee of the greatest JOYS daring this
20 the country and would be very glad to be a part of 20 si-year period on the council ham been the

21 that. 
21 relationship that I have developed with the men

22 1 also have a letter I would like to 22 a eomen of Dyssa kin Forc Se.

23 share this evening from Senator Bob Glasgow from 23 I believe all of Our citisens could
24 the 22nd Senatorial District in Texas, and I will 12 24 make thie sam atresent, and ye would Welcome

25 just read a portion of the letter. 25 other men and women of the Air FOrce to come with
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1 the Pacekeeper to share in this relationship that year.

121 we have hare of all of our citizens with the Air 2 I learned a long time ago that

3 Force. 3 anything I could do to deter my enemy I surely

4 Of course, we have to look at the 4 would do it.

5 impact that maybe we need the Peacekeeper here now 5 Anything that would protect me, my

because of the economic problems that we are 6 family, my city and my country, I would certainly

7 having in our part of the state, but yet as I read 7 welcome anything.

the information before us I believe we would save 8 I think perhaps a national, a strong

9 the United States Government millions of dollars 9 national defense is probably the biggest deterrent

10 to chose Abilene for the location here bemause of 10 we have to foreign aggression in out country, and

11 our closeness to the national rail system, the 11 1 am sure that the missiles that we are discussing

12 availability of land at Dyeas Air Force ease and 12 here tonight is probably one of those major

13 suraounding the area, gentlemen, we need the 13 deterrents.

10 Peacekeeper, and we believe the Peacekeeper needs 14 we have to locate those things

is Abilene. 15 somewhere. I would like to see them located in

Thank you for coming tonight. 13 16 Abilene because I feel that we love our country

COLONEL OCSIIIA Thank you, sit. 17 enough that we are willing to take a chance on

18 I would next like to call on Walter is employing such a weapon to deter our enemy from

19 heat, Dale King and LOUIs Gee. 19 bothering us.

20 HR. WHEAT: Colonel McShane, 20 fy family supports me, and I hope the

21 gentlemen, my name is Halter cheat. 21 citizens of Abilene do.

22 Oy name it Walter Wheat. I reside at 22 Thank you very much.

23 1625 Glenhaven here in Abiltne. 23 COLONEL HICSHANE: Thank you. sir.

24 1 also like Harold a member of the 24 Dale King.

25 city council of Abilene, Texas serving my fifth 25 6R. KING: I have a statement from
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1 Congressman Charles Stenholm, 17th District of 1 hbilene has long been. proud to be a

2 Texas. 2 home of freedoms forces, and it is only natural

3 America needs the Peacekeeper Rarl 3 that Dyess should become one of the future sites

4 Garrison. This is clearly the most cost efficient 4 of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

5 means of mainta:ning the credibility and reducing 5 The longstanding comamunity support for

the vunerability of our intercontinental ballastic 6 Dyess is ample evidence of the pro defense

7 mssile forces. 7 attitudes of the vast majority of Texans.

The strength of our deterrent forces 8 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison can expect a

has kept the pece for over 40 years protecting 9 strong and positive Texas welcome at Dyess.

10 the American people and our allies. 10 The Draft fnviroomental Impact

11 If we ar to remain at peace, we must 14 11 Statement released by the Air Force last month

12 remain strong. Failure to eaintain our military 12 farther demonstrates thi strengths of the fyess

13 forcer would only serve to embolden those who 13 site.

14 would threaten peace throughout the world. 14 The report states the proposed action

Is Uorld lar II wan preceded by various 1 and the alternative action at Dyeas Air Force Base

16 disarmament conferences which had weakened the 16 would not result in significant impacts on any

17 democracys ability to resist. 17 resource, quotation closed.

15 Abilene and the entire atate of Texas 18 Dyess was one of the few proposed

19 hns a long history of being in the forefront of 19 sites which received this clean bill of health.

20 America's effort to remain strong and second to 20 The Texas Congressional Delegation

21 one. 21 supports us wholeheattedly . Here are the members

22 This is ahy the community played a key 22 in addition to Congressman Stenholm who signed the

23 role in the establishment of Dyess and 23 letter to the secretary. Jim Chapman, Charles

24 consistently provided strong support for the 24 Wilson, Steve Bartlett, Ralph Sail, John Bryant,

25 facility. 25 Joe Barton, Bill Archer, Jack Fields, Jack Brooks,
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1 Jake Pickle, Marvin Leath, Jim Wrtght, Beau 1 I was in college here in Abilene at

2 Boulter, Mac Sweeney, Rika de Is Garza, Ronald 2 the time of Pearl Harbor. The military lost most

3 Coleman, Larry Combest, Henry B. Gonzale, Lamar 3 of its glamour when I joined the Brown Shoe Army

4 Smith, Tom DeLay, Albert Bustamante, Martin Frost, 4 Air Corp.

5 Rike Andrews, Richard Armey and Solomon Ortiz. 5 1 know something of the problem of

6 The evidence is clear. The Abilene 6 decent housing for dependents sn the cities

comaunity wants and supports the Peacekeeper Rail 7 crowded by servcemen.

H Garrison. a I felt some of the treatment as a

As your Congressman and as 5 citizen I 9 second class crt "en by some local civilians who

10 enthusiastically encourage the selection of Dyess 10 seemed prinarily interested in making a buck.

11 Air Force Base as hose to another integral part of 11 During those difficult years Abilene

12 our national defense system. 12 worked hard to build a partnership with the

13 We have every confidence that the Air 13 military.

3d force wr11 consider all of this strong evidence 14 I was here ohen Coogresso. Goa

15 when making the final decision. 15 Burleson and local officials dug the first spade

16 lay I put aside my Congreosional 16 of dirt for Dyesn Air Force Base.

17 employee hat for just a moment and speak as a 17 te had five military installations in

18 lifelong resident of the Abilene area. 18 the Congressional district an late s8 the 'Ala.

19 1 am Dale ::rng. I live at 1649 19 Hirtsrlcally a hsneymoo with the

20 Washington Boulevard here in the city. Let's turn 20 civilian population lasts for a few months or at

21 back the years for just a moment. 21 the cost a few years.

22 1 -at on the cow lot fence over in 22 It is not pleasant to try to work out

23 Jones County with my dad and watched the 45th 23 many of these local problems.

24 Divicion move to Darkeley. All day fron dawn to 24 These have always been minimal almost
25 dark the trucks rolled by. 25 microscopic with Abilene.
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1 do not know of a single zeriouJ 1 anywhere ba none.

2 problem involvcng Abilene and Dyess that was not 2 COLONES lCSHAE: Than, yoi, sic.

3 olved at the local level without calling in the 3 Louis Gee.

4 inspector general or anyone except local 4 MR. GE: Gentleman, I am Louis Gee,

5 leaders. 5 3910 Hlonticello Street, Abilene, Texas.

I want to put in the record that Fred 6 I would like to read into the record a

Lee sughen has not been the chairman of the 7 letter fro Hr. Ken A. Caperton, State Senator,

lilitary Affa:rs Committee of the Abilene Chamber H District 5, State of Texas.

9 ever r:ince the Civil at. " "To the Secretary of Defense, Dear

10 ie have had many great leaders. 10 Secretary, I lend my support to the selection of

11 Oliver oward, Dub Wright made great 15 11 Dyes Air Force Haze as the site for the

13 contribtions. 12 Peacekeeper MX Missile Rail Garrison.

13 Fred Lee will hasten to add the names 13 *The Abilene community wholeheartedly

14 of many local men and women who have spent their 14 supports selection of their area as the site for

15 OWn money and worked long hard hours to keep the 15 the X missile which is consistent with their

1k yesas/Abilene partnership the very best in the 16 general patronage of Dyess Air Force Base existing

17 entire nation. 17 status as the site for other nuclear weapons such

is One very important tetinsy for us i9 as the B-47, the 9-52 and the 9-1.

19 coes from the thousands of Air Force personnel 19 "I appreciate your consideration.

20 all oer the world who want to come to Gyes at 20 Sincerely, Kent A. Caperton."

21 their very first opportunity. 21 Thank you.

22 Our country needs the Peacekeeper Rail 22 COLONEL RCSHANS: Thank you, sir.

23 Garrison. The Air Force needs Dyes. to house *he 23 The next individuals would be Jim

24 Rail Garrison and Dyeos needs Abilene to have the 24 Heaney and Brad Cheves.

25 best support that can be given by any community 25 MR. HElNY: Good evening, Colonel
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1 OcShana and members, my name is Jim ieaney. I am 1 Abilene and all of Texas could look to you to
2 a resident of Abilene, Texas. 2 recognize the historical support we have

3 1 have a letter written to the 3 provided to the United States military and note
4 Honorable Frank Carlucci from Hugh Parmer, Senator 4 that the Peacemaker maul Gmrrion should he

5 Hugh Parmen of District 12 in Fort Worth. 5 located at DyesS.

6 "Sear Hr. Secretary, I am writing in 6 "Thanks for your consideration.

161 ; oupport of locating the Peacemaker Rail Garrison 7 "Sincerely, Hugh Farmer, Senator frm

a at Dyesn Air Force Base. Abilene, Texas. 8 the 12th Distrunt.-

9 *For many yearn Texas and Texans have 9 And I would like for the record that I

10 dedicated themselves to the full Support of the 10 concur aholeheartedly with the Senators

11 United State5 military. 11 statement.

12 "Texas i blessed with many highly 12 Thank ynu.

13 skilled civilians and service personnel who call 13 COLONEL MCSiHANE: Thank you, nur.

14 Tesaa home. 14 Brad Cheves.

15 "Among those sites which have deep 15 MR. CoIVES: Colonel McShane, my name

16 roots and long ties to Tenas and the defense 16 is Brad Cheves. I represent and serve as
17 syctem of the United States is Dyess Air Force 17 executive assistant to Representative Bob Hunter,

14 B-ae. 1: State Representative of District 79.
19 "At Dyes: the Peacekeeper Rail 1 The Distic primaruly made up of

20 Garrison would find a utabie hose. I think 20 the City of Abilene and Dyesn Air Force aase.
21 Dyes: is logical as well as economical and 21 1 Would like to read for the record a

22 effective since it is a strategic alitan 22 letter from r. Hunter and have some comments

23 installation and readily accessible to 170,00 23 following the reading of the letter.

24 miles of rail lines. 24 "Dear Sr. Secretary, l am pleased to
25 "I Would hope that the people of 171 Wholeheartedly endorse the placement of the
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7317 : Peacekeepe n nail Garrison at Dyes : hir force ae Representative Jerry Beauchamp, Speaker Pro

Sat Abilene, Texas. 2 Tempore [lugo Berlanga, Frank Coliazo,

3 "The Department of Defense could not 3 Representative Robert Early, Robert Eckels,

4 find a more Supportive community for this program. H Orlando Garcia, John Gen Gerald Geintweidt, Ron

"wAhLiene hen han a Long kustory of S Givens, Kent Grusendorf, Lena Guerrero, Jack

H community and military cooperation and this 6 Harris, Dudley Harrison, Jim Horn, Ron Louis, Jim

7 project annle he no different. ptodn7 Mcilliams, Bob Helton, Mike Millsap, Alex Moreno,
"There is no question that the Dyesa

I t . tA nna MoweryG,A.,R.. vard, Jim Parker, L. P.
Air Force Base location meetu the technical needs Pate . n n Repp.Jim sadd, Da Ial

1S for the program. 10 Robert Saunders, Curtis Seidlit s. Larry Don Shaw,

11 "This defense system is vital to our 11 hugh D. Shine, Richard Smith, John Smithee, Monte

12 national interest and Dyes: kin Force Ham Would 12 Stewart, eark Stiles, Jim Talias, M. A. Taylor,
13 be an ideal location for a defense system of this 13 Bancy Telford, Geith Valigura. Richard watenfield.14ryT nature. algua Rcar atrled

nature. foster hale Steven Holens, Jerry Yost, and
is "Sincerely yours, Bob Hunter." 5 oert Earley.

6 nFurther I would like to report that we 16 I think pan will find these letters to
17 will submit for the record several letters, many 17 he mast supportive nd indicative of the support

14 letters fre state representatives from all across 1s the whole State of Texan is giving so this
19 Texas representing all geographic regions, north, 19 project. I Could sabmit these.

20 south, east and West. 20 And further I could like to also
21 1 will submit the letters but I Would 21 report for h Cn0gre.sin. s ha Ian D:a1

22 like to read the list of those representatives. 22 King has been the 17th Distnict Cnngneaauona I md

23 Community leaders and citizens will be 23 since the civil War.

24 reading other letters that mill he submitted later 24 Thank you, air.
25 in the hearing, but for the record, State 25 COLONEL HCS5ANZ: No., yoa may hate
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1 noticed that all of the folks who have spoken so 1 ecnortry College in especially prood of

2 far are representatives of public officials or the 2 the relationship that it has had with Dyess Air

3 public officials themselves and the balance of the 2 Force Bose.

4 cards that I have here did not indicate any public 4 For three decades corry College has

5 title or anything like that, so if we don't have 5 delivered undergradoate inutriirtion to the ten and

6 it and somebody is a public official that dIdn't 6 woe of Dye.

7 put it down, you will be mixed in with the rest of y The relationship between lllurry and

8 the other individuals here, and what they did is I Dyeos has keen exceptionally harevoicun. tie at

9 they collected all of these cards and then they 9 Mutty College feel a special responsibiiity

I0 shuffled them, so I am lust going to call then out 10 towad these students because of the significant

11 in the order that I have them and ask again three 11 and unique role they play in defending our

12 people to come forward at a time, and I will start 12 nation's freedows.

13 with Dr. Paul lungmeyer, Roger Stone and Tim Rice 13 cllurry has attempted during nearly

14 McClarty. 14 the 30 years of our relationship at Dyess to be

1s DR. JUGHEYR: Colonel McShane, I am 15 sensitive to the educational needs of Dyers

16 Pool Junwaayrr. I lice at 1140 Hollis here is
16 personnel whether it be scheduling of courses at

17 Abilene. 17 times which permit airmen and air women to

s I am Vice-president for Academic 18 accommodate their work schedules or offering

10 Affairs and dean of the college as t cIlurry 19 programs and courses which are needed.

20 COilege. I a also president of the Abilene 20 tlcHurry College wishes to pledge to

21 Rotary Club. 21 continue its philosphic commitment so Dyes and to

22 Colonel I"cShane, gentlenen, I wi~h to 22 the Air Force and to commit moreover what

18 23 male a statement this evening in support of the 23 resources are required to enlarge if need be the
24 deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at 24 Hcrlurry College/DyeRs program in the event the

25 Dyes Air Force hase. 25 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is deployed at Dyes Air
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1 Force Base. 1 want to in the Super howl, so we are just happy
Thank you. to have the opportunity to have you here.

3 COLONEL IICSgAIIE: Thank you, sir. 3 Thank you.

a Roger Stone. CLONfL MCSoANS: Thank you, sir.

1IR. STO-IE: I am Roger Stone. MY Mr. noClarty.

wife, Betty and : are managers of LaOuinta Hotor 6 . L 2 y non is Tim

7 Inn, and we live at the sane location sometimes 7 loClarty. I am as architect here in Ahbllne. I

a unfortunately. hut we are share. B represent the American Institute of Architects

Saao e the sel/gotel 9 here in Abilene, Tenon, I am the president.

19 ksoiatlon, and I feel ppoud and honored to have 10 I also represent another group of

11 the opportunity here tonight to come in and say 11 people, my family.

12 and tell you gentlemen that you have the full 12 1 have three children, my wife, and we

13 support from the Iotel/gotel Association. 13 have lived sn this t own since 1952 when I was bohr

14 Being an ex-serviceman myself for 14 heie.

1S several years, I didn't have the beard at the 15 1 am not going to endorse any program

16 time, my hair wao a little shorter, my last four 16 at all that would jeopardize my family.

17 years I was with the Nike Herculcs. 2 7 1 endorse this program. I love this

18understand the need and the 201 8 town. I love the people in this tOwn, and ne want

19 importance of a national defense. 19 this program here.

20 Unfortunately there is no way that oe 20 Thank you.

21 have found yet today that ne can guarantee peace, 21 COLONEL KCSHAN: Thank you.

22 and we have to increase and enlarge our defense. 22 The next three individuals, Peter

23 In just finalizing, defense is 23 Velasquez, Hal Flanders and Brad Halbert.

24 probably like our Super Bowl. The winners come 24 MS. VfLASGUEZ: My name Is Mara

21 out with the beat toene and defense, and ee all 2S Velasquez, and I live at 2910 South 22nd.
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1 I have lived there for the past 33 1 are defective and who knows we might be wiped out

2 yearn, I mnan in Abilene. 2 from the first - from the face of the earth not by

3 My concern is that as a citizen and a 3 the Russians but by our own defense contractors

4 taxpayer I am very much concerned is what is 4 that have sabotaged our system.

5 happening lately with our defense contractors. 5 Thank you.

6 It looks like we have been sabotaged 6 COLONEL MCS[lASf: Thank you.

7 from within. Our contract, our defense weapons 7 Hal Flanders.

2 1 are defective no how can we accept responsibility 8 MR. FLANDfRS: rie hoot been rended

9 fur smething this enormous to be traveling among 9 of our purpose here, environmental concerns, not

10 our cities and the United States. 10 moral ioses.

11 Al. let me say that I am for strong 11 Oe were similarly cautioned at the

12 defense. I as a taxpayer. I have never, neither 12 previous meeting.

13 I or any member of my family have ever operated 13 At that meeting some 35 people Spoke.

14 with tax exempt bonds. 14 Of those some 26 people supported the proposal

15 1 am not a tax dodger. I pay my 15 with patriotic speeches but no envirormental

16 taxes. If you take a survey of some of the people 16 concerns.

17 that support this defense weapons, most of them 17 Nine others concerned about the impact

18 will operate with tax exempt bonds, will invest in 10 of this proposal on the health of the world also

19 tax exempt bonds, therefore I believe that they 19 spoke.

20 are not operating or supporting a strong defense 20 of there only one environmental

21 like I and my family are. 21 question was specifically addressed affecting the

22 My only concern is that we should pay 22 health of the planet.

73 cloe atvio, - w, c srd a3 'rut thee 23 That ;te. dvoIt tth per:icdes 0nd

24 weapons to because let's face it the truth is that 22 24 biocdes both used frequently in construction and

25 the biggest and most expensive weapons we have now 25 maintenance by contractors and railroads.
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I fail to find reference to this 1 undesirable in my view at least oe should be firm

2 practices nor intentions to discourage them in the 2 in our conviction that our planet should be

3 draft. 3 safeguarded by taking all of the precautions ie

a At lea3t two classes of possible abuse 4 know how to do in the process.

exist. 5 would like to tee this addressed.

6 During construction affecting 6 COLONEL ;CSHhhE: Colonel Wal:h, did

7 biological water and air quality as by now even 7 you have a -- all right.

a the uninf.rced are aware. 8 Brad Helbert.

Application. of biscides and 9 MR. SELBERT: I an Brad hielbert,

10 pesticides to the railroad rights of way widely l0 executive d:rector of the Uest Central Texars

11 done already and not likely to reduce in the face 11 Council of Governments.

13 of concern about possible sabotage or terrorism. 12 I reside at 1910 Willow Drive. I have

13 Increasing water pollution and air 13 Just placed on the table letters fr om 30 of the

14 quality reduction is being reflected in growing 14 elected officials including county judges, mayors,

15 numbers of people labeled as the environmentally 15 city council members and commissioners from

In ill. 16 throughout our 19 counties.

17 These unfortunates stand in the 17 many of our elected officials are here

1s position of the canary to the coal miner who 18 tonight to share with you their dreams for the big

19 watched the birds carefully while In the mine, 10 country,

20 if the birds fell rick the miners ran. 20 Also a resolution from the Council of

21 The environmentally ill are sick because of the 21 Goverrments which i. a political subdivision of

22 poisons we are spreading without being 22 the state made up voluntarily of the government

23 sufficiently aware of the long-term impact. 23 bodies of this area.

24 If the decision maker decides to go 24 We have something like 60 school

25 ahead with the system both unnecessary and 25 districts represented on out board, 19 counties,
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1 56 cities, soil and water constcrvtion districts, 1 vast land to be inhabited by man but people who
2 hospital districts, water authorities and others. 2 had courage dreamed, had a dress and the fortitude
3 lie would like for you to take 3 to fight the hardships and came forward to carve a

seriously the fact that the 8-1 bomber and also 4 home in our western land.
the Rail Garrison not only is housed in Dyes hut 5 Today, the tenacity of our forebearers
it plays in the back yards of the counties across 6 lives on in us. We are a red, white and blue flag

7 this area. 7 waving group of citizens and we welcome the
They welcome you here. They do not 8 defense of our nation to be placed in our hands.

dread the items that have been mentioned but look 9 we promise you a barbecue feast and not
10 forward to what can happen when we join together 10 a protest.

11 as brothero. 11 COLONEL ,CSHAN : Thank you, sir.
12 Let me ohare with you a few other 12 1 next call on Fred Lee Hughes, John
13 items. Obilenians and the Big Country have always 13 C. Conner and Grady Barr.
14 had a unique position in the defense of our 14 MR. HUGHES: Colonel HcShsne and

15 nation. 15 members of the panel, I am Fred Lee Hughes. I
16 Beginning with the outpost of Fort 16 live at 1462 Woodland Trail.
17 Phantom Hill in the mid 1800s and in the nore 17 I am an Aggie, car Jockey, banker and
10 recent times Camp Oarkeley in the '40s then came 18 a former mayor, and even though I may look like I

Dyess in the '50 and the 4ike missilec in the 19 have been chairman of the Mslitary Affair.
20 60s and now we welcoce the B-i bomber, and we 20 Comeittee since the Civil War it really has only231121 wish to extend to you a welcome to the Rail 21 been about ten years.

22 Garrison. 22 1 have two letters of which I would
23 In the 1850s a young man ttationed at 23 like to read to you ii part. One is from the
24 Fort Phantom sent a letter to his fiancee in the 24 office of the governor in Austin, Texas.
25 east and said that God did not intend for this 25 His last paragraph says, 8I urge you
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I to consider the findings of the Environmental I Abilene site is the only Air Force Base in Texas

24 2 Ipact SItateelt on this progra which indicate. 2 to make this short list.
3 that Abilene's yess Air Force Bae Would be one 3 '1 am confident that you will be
4 of the best possible sites for a Rail Garrison 4 impressed with the local and utate support during
5 unit. 5 your public hearing in Abilene.
6 'l enthusiastically support the a 'The People of Went Texas look forward

7 Peacekeeper sail Garrison Program and am confident 7 to continuing to serve their country's national
a that the Congress will appreciate the benefits of a defense system.

9 thy, significant addition to our overall national 9 'Sincerely, Gib Lewis, Speaker of the
t0 defense. 10 House. Thank you.-
11 "The citizens of the state of Texas 11 COLOEL 8CSHAlE: Thank you, sir.
12 are proud of the role we play in preserving our 12 Mr. Conner.
13 national security and look forward to this 13 MR. CONNER: I am John E. Conner. I
14 opportunity to sake additional contributions. 14 live at 2109 River Oaks. I have lived un Abilene
15 "Sincerely, Villiam P. Clements, Jr., is for 27 years. I was assigned here from France in
16 Governor. 16 1961.
17 1 have one other one from It,. Gibson 1i I have flown combat in two wars in
18 D. Gib Lews, the speaker of the Texas House of 18 fighters and have Ifound no envirormental impact on
19 Representatives, also addressed to the Secretary 19 my life in Abilene.

20 of Defense. 20 Hy wife lives with me and feels the
21 f1 want to add my name to others who 21 -.me as I do.
22 have voiced their support of Dyeu Air Force nase 22 we have raised four children here and
23 in Ablene, Texas as the site for the Peacekeeper 23 sent them out into the world. One of them went

24 Rail Garrison. 24 back into the Service.
25 "It is my understanding that the 25 1 bring to you a letter from Bill
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1 Arnold, State Representative from the District would even strengthen that support.

2 106. 2 'we would appreciate a positive

3 This is to the Honorable Frank C. 3 response to this important issue.' Signed Bill

4 Ca rli,. Secretary of Defense. 4 Arnold.

5 'Dear Mr. Secretary, we are in strong 5 Thank you very much.

25 6 support of Dyess Air Force Base at the site for 6 COLONEL KCSHA iE: Thank you, sir.

7 the Peacekeeper missile. 7 Mr. Barr.

a 'Our investigation has revealed that 8 oR. BARB: Thank you. My name is

9 the community of Abilene as well as the Chamber of 9 Grady Barr. I live at 741 Bivercrest here in

10 Commerce arevery supportive of this project and 10 Abilene.

11 have pledged their support in the accomplishment 11 1 am a family man. I own and operate

12 of this endeavor. 12 a small business here. DyeSS has and is an

13 'The track record shows that there has 13 integral part of the City of Abilene.

14 been a long standing rapport between the citizens 14 Any addition to Dyess would be an

15 and the mlutary of this city. 15 addition to the City of Abilene, and I too would

16 "Our investigation also shows that 10 like to read a portion of a letter from Chet

17 Abilene would rank very high against the Other 17 Brooks, State Senator to enter into evidence.

1 nine sites being able to utilize their existing 18 it is addressed to the Secretary of

19 rarIroad capacity in Texas for the use of this 19 Defence. *Teras proudly has been one of the

20 porticula r strategic weapon system. 20 leading states in military activities since 1845

21 "The State Of Texas ha long been 21 and became the birth place of military aviation

22 recognized az the state that exhibits political 22 when Lieutenant Benjamin D. Foulois flew an

23 support twards the armed fosces. 23 airplane, an Army airplane at Port Sam Houston on

24 'it is Our opie.on that to locate the 24 larch 2, 1910.

25 Peacekeeper Ba'l Garion at Dyes Air Force Base 25 Citien throughout Tesas have
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1 embraced the strong military presence in out state 4413. "Total MX related jobs would range from 464

2 and reciprocation bv eItary personnel i 2 in 1990 to 1,175 in 1991 and stabilize at 555 in

evidenced by the large number who make Texas their 3 1993 and thereafter."

4 permanent home after they retire. 4 'The effect of the proposed action on

5 'Citizens of Abilene have been 5 personal income would range trom 10.6 million

enthusiastic in their support for Dyess Air Force 6 dollars in 1990 to 26.4 million dollars in 1991

6 ase and they would welcome the honor of being 7 and stabilize at 10.5 million dollars in 1993 and

home to Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. B thereafter."

09 feet therefore that Dyes Air Force 9e are talking about a powerful amount

10 Base would be an excellent choice as site for the 10 of money, and it isn't hard for me to understand

11 Peacekeeper nail Garrison.' 11 the motivations of the local citizens testifying

12 Thank you. 12 on behalf of the Rail Garrison System.

13 COLONEl, DCSHANE: Thank you, sir. 13 They clearly care a lot about the

14 lext would like to call on George 14 economic well-being of their community.

15 Palmer, Greg Shrader and David Weeks. 15 1 am remembering after the scoping

16 MR. PALIIER: Good evening, my name is 16 hearing in March a conversation I had with a local

17 George Palmer. I represent myself and the 17 businessman who testified In favor of this system,

lB Physiciar. i ;z,- aesponsibility. is in favor of the project who acknowledged to me

19 1 live in Dallas, Texas. I was struck 19 that the merits of the MX as a weapon didn't much

20 in the draft statement by three sentences in 20 concern him but he wanted the jobs and the money

21 particular which I will quote. 21 that this project would bring here.

02 In Section 4412, 'Total employment in 22 One more quote from Section 4412.

23 the Abilene area has declined since 1984 mainly 23 'The service. government and trade sectors were

24 due to a downturn in the oil and gas industries.' D4 the top three employers in the Taylor County area

25 Then the next two are from Section 25 accounting for approximately 59 percent of the
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1 total employment in 1980 and 1984. 1 military projects of this sort as the MX as

2 Well, service doen't - service 2 useful, necessary and even patriotic.

3 industry doesn't generate money although it does 3 We have been developing the aX since

4 redistribute it. 4 1969. For the last ten years Congress, the

5 Trade doesn't generate money. It s President and military have been trying to decide

6 redistributes it. Goverrment provides a 'or of 6 what to do with it.

7 money to the system. That is where much of the 7 The Air Force has proposed over 30

a money omes f . 8 different basing modes. All of them have been

9 Abilene looks to me like a community 9 discarded as either inpratical, strategically

10 with a needle in its arm, and through this needle 10 unwise or too expensive.

11 it is coursing the narcotic of military spending. 12 The 0X program baa already cost 30

12 ! don't mean to be melodramatic, but 12 billion dollars. The Rail Garrison is supposed to

13 you can see the -- somewhere ths is an edge in 13 cost between 10 and 15 billion.

14 the voices of the people who - the business 14 ! bet you it will cost closer to 15

15 leader- and the civic leaders who are testifying 15 than to 10. 45 billion dollars, we are a country

16 here tonight. 16 that has spend 2 trillion dollars on the military

17 There is just an edge of desperation. 17 since 1981.

18 They need the money here. The same thing is 18 Shere does it all end? I mean, what

19 oappening to Abilene as has happened to dozens of 19 L5 the point?

20 comunies around the country. 20 The 0MX i the perfect example ef a

21 The more military money that flo 21 weapon system built for military reasons - for

22 into a community the less diverse over time the 22 political reasons rather than military reasons.
23 local economy becomes and she more addicted the 23 There are between four and 5,000

24 local economy becomes to further infusions of 24 contractors and subcontractors for the 0X spread

25 money, and it isn't hard to see how citizen- see 20 across 42 states.
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That i. part of the - that is what 1 Are we that much safer?

2 people talk about when they talk about a weapon 2 If I were a Soviet general and looking

3 having a political conutisuency. 3 at the Rail Garrison, the earth covered Rail

4 The other part of the political 4 Garrison will have 80 warheads inside it.

O constituency -. communitie Uike Abilene which 5 If I were a Soviet general looking at

come over time to need the infusion of military 6 that, I would think by golly with one well placed

7 spending. 7 nuclear shot I can knock out 80 warheads.

0 The U. S. has a total of 23,400 8 That is what people mean when they say

9 nuclear weapons. 12.700 of them are on strategic 9 it is oestabilizing.

10 delivery system-, long range delivery systems, 10 Now in times of rtress, or national

11 lone of these - none of these can we 11 need as you euphoniously put it what happens if

12 use. :4one of these 12,700 can we use because sf 12 the United States slips these weapons out, the

13 we use any of them, the United States will cease 13I trains out onto the civilian rail network.

14 to exit as a political and economic entity so 14 Soviet photoreconnaissance satellites

15 will probably the Soviet Union and numerous other 15 are certain to notice the fact and again what

1 rcountrie as cell. 16 would a Soviet General do.

17 COLONEI lCSllAlE: Or. Palmer, I have 17 lie would think, ah-hah, I bet the

18 let you run on a couple of extra minutes. 18 Americans are planning to attack us. We had

19 te need to move on to the other 19 better attack them first.

20 speakers. I20 When you produce a eapon for

21 nR. PALMER: Okay, I nill finish just 21 pnlitical weapons you get weapons like the aX.

22 in one moment. 27 22 They don't serve our interest and they come at too

What ns the point? The nail Garrison 23 high a cost.

24 will provide an additional 500 missiles so we have 24 Thank you for your indulgence.

25 1),200 nstead of 12,700. 25 COWLNEL MC01RANE: Thank you, Mr.
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1 Palmer. 1 have the opportunity to do it again.

2 Greg Shrader. 2 'The Air Force will go over its

3 M1R. SHRADER: Good evening, gentlemen. 3 Environmental Impact Statement and hear testimony

4 My name is Greg Shrader. I live at 4 of environental issues not already addressed.

3233 tioodlake here n Abilene. 5 "The Envirorental Impact Statement

6 1 represent the Abilene Reporter News 6 released earlier this month reported proposed

7 a newspaper who has been in business Long before 7 action and alternative action at Dyess Air Force

a there was a dime of defense money spent here in 8 would not result in significant impact on any

9 Abilene. 9 resource.

10 1 would like to read lnto the record 10 Only three other hoses out of the 11

11 an editorial that appeared in our newspaper, 11 sites being considered received such a clean

12 Sunday, July 24, 1983. 12 rating.

13 -Abilene's reputation of superb 13 "Of course, locating the Peacekeeper

14 community relations with the Air Force it 14 Rail Garrison here would have one kind of

Is legendary. It is a too way street, of course. 15 significant impact.

16 "Dyess contributes much to the life of 16 "It would bring jobs to Abilene and

17 Abilene and Abilene contributes much to the life 17 that we admit is a major reason for the community

18 of Dynes and its mision. 18 support, but that is not all.

19 "Further evidence of that support was 19 "Ablene uupports the nation's defense

20 demonstrated in April when the Air Force conducted 20 mission. Its Peacekeeper Rail Garrison is to play

21 a public hearing here to discuss the environmental 28 21 a vital role in that mission. ',e will support

22 congequences of esing the Peacekeeper missile 22 that decision and do what oe can to make it

23 Rail Garrison at Dyess. 23 successful.

24 "Abilene people turned out to voice 24 "The Air Force Is good for

25 their enthu:rastic support for this idea. now, '0 25 economically and culturally and Abilene is good
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I for the Air Force. It is a partnership that has appreciate the benefits economically, it is the

2 ureed well and wl continue,2 neighbors, and it is the other benefits we

3 'The Peaceseeper is uelcome in 3 appreciate.

4 Abilene. That is the message the Air Force needs 4 1 would like to say one thing in

5 to near tonday night." reference to the evironmental impact Statement.

Thank yOU. A There wa great deal mentioned about

7 CGIOLiEL HCSHl: Thank you, Mr. 7 the rail uystems here in Texas, and I would like

o Shrder. 8 to read a letter from the Chairman of the Texas

9 David eke. 9 Railroad Commission, Chairman Jim fugent.

i0 Pi. WEEKS: My name is David Weeks, 10 "Dear Mr. Secretary, As Chairman of

11 and I live at 751 Grove, and I would like to '1 the Texas Railroad Commission, I want to express

12 welcome you here to Abilene and thank you for the 29 12 my strong support for Dpess Air Force Base, Te-o

13 opportunity to visit and tell you what we think of 13 as the hooe for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison

14 the Air Force and why we want the Peacekeeper in 14 System.

15 Abilene. 15 "Abilene has a long history of

1A I disagree with the gentleman who 16 supporting the military, including tactical and

17 speak a litt] earlier. I wau born and raised 17 ttate units and missile installations.

1e here in Abilene and an raising children here it 18 "Because of the strategic and

19 Abilene, and we look at the Air Force not 19 environmental contributions of the aea, I hope

20 necessarily for the money that comes but a look 20 you will select Abilene and Dyess Air Force Base,

21 at them for the neighbors that they are, and the 21 Texan for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison System.

22 good friends and the good people ard what they ds 22 "1 grew up in the tan Angela area not

23 for the community and that is an experience this 23 far from Abilene and am well acquainted with the

24 gentlemen hasn't Nad the opportunity to discover, 24 strong patriotic nature of West Texans.

25 and it is o situation that we in Abllene while we 5 "Also that country is extremely well
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1 suited for location of the Peacekeeper Rail 1 about a mole and half south of Dyesa with a cable

2 Garrison System. 2 tool rig, and since then I have give that area a

3 "Our railroad network in lest Texas is 3 lot of thought as you might imagine, and rn more

4 n good condition and is acceosiole for .o-ug or 4 recent time I have given it Some additional

5 static deployment. 5 thought as to what impact you people would have in

6 The people of the Abilene area 6 that area.

7 support th vita Ipart of our national defense 7 1 notice that Dyess as it Ots there

8 and 1 join in their enthusianm and support of the a now bas certainly been an asset to the community.

3 mission with the Peacekeeper. 9 It has not been a drawback in any way whatsoever.

10 -If there is anything my office an do 10 It is something that you drive up to

11 please cali. 'le will be happy to assist you in 11 and if you look at everything -- and by the way I

12 your efforts. 12 did go to Texas A& three years in agronomy before

13 'Chairoan, Jin :ugent, Texas Railroad 13 I got my degree in petroleum geolgoy, so I do

14 Co ssion.' 14 recognize the benefits of the 3ull as well as the

15 Thank you. 15 underground, and I am sure you will have no great

16 COLONiEL IICSHIiE: Than you. 16 impact on the geology of this area.

17 The next three individuals I call on 17 Our tectonics here are very gentle,

1 are :teith Uello. Linda Calcote and Scott yenter. 10 ano it is 15, 16 miles west of here of Dyeso

13 IR. ILLS: Colonel IcShane, 19 before you run into any faulting dr indue amount

20 gentlemen, ! appreciate you taking time to cone. 20 of fracturing or that type of thing, so I think

21 By the way ; an Seith hells and live 21 you are very safe as far as the geology of the

22 he in Abilene, dontown Abihene. 22 area is concerned.

23 want to say that I am a geologist. 23 AS to -- i want to say this, when

24 1 have been over 40 years here in Abilene and the 24 World lar Ii broke out : was at Texas ASH and men

25 fit well l ever dSlied in Taylor County aas 25 like thi young man right here had been fighting
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1 our development, and when war broke out and we I MS. CALCOTE: Colonel lIrShane, you

2 were tn fll cale ewar, we had absolutely nothing. 2 would make a great Texan. The first rime you

3 le had noth:ng. 3 pronounced my nane correctly.

4 They had to take the rifles fros Texas a COLO1EL ICSHA: Thank you.

h&l that had been abused there for tuenty years by 5 MS. CALCOTE: I am Linda Calcote. I

all of those Cadets to Just give to our soldiers. 6 am a community volunteer, and I live at 3499 Santa

7 if the Japanese had hit the West Coast 7 Monica.

8 o would have lost the war. I know near the end 8 I have been a resident of Abilene for

9 of the war when we were building planes so fast 9 21 years, and when I brag about Abilene which is

10 and furious and I was visiting with my father. 1 10 very often I point out with great pride that we

II had been wounded on lwo Jima, and I was visiting 11 are the home of Oyess Air Force Base.

12 wth my father on a 30 day convalescent leave, and 12 Over the past several years I have had

13 a man came up and said, oh, he says, we are Just 13 the privilege of touring several of our military

14 spending too much noney. Look at all of those 14 installations throughout this country, and I am

15 airplanes we was building, and my father turned to 15 convinced that we must have an adequate defense

16 him and quickly said, Mister, if we build 10,00 16 system if we are to have any hopes of continued

17 planes too many and we like one building enough, 17 peace.

18 then that is what we need to think about." 19 We may think that we can't afford to

1 , welcome you here, and if you think 19 spend morn money on defense. We can't afford not

30 20 that this is a good place, I guarantee you we will 20 to.

21 hack you. 21 AS we face an election year, we will

22 Thank you. 22 often hear of the need of housing for the poor,

23 COLONEL MCSIIAIE: Thank you. sit. 23 health tare for the needy, and a clean environment

24 Linda Calcote, Calcote. I hope I am 24 in which to live, but it is critical for each of

75 not pronouncing that too badly. 25 us to realize that unless we have a strong defense
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ay,se o thise€ount.y *e hall nothing' I 'The citLzens of Texas have been very

31 2 strongly support the location of the 2 supportive of our country-s efforts to build a

3 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Dyess Aif Force Base. 3 strong national tecursty.

4 The men and woamen assigned to this 4 'They understand that a strong nuclear

1 unit I would wccome as my neighbor and my friend 5 defense is a major de'errent to aggressive

4 as we join hands together toward the pursuit of 6 tendencies by other counties.

7 peace that will enable each of us to continue 7 'Therefore, they welcome the

8 living in a free world. 8 opportunity to be a strategic pat of that

9 1 would also like to read a letter 9 defense. in Dyess Air Force Baoe ! believe you

10 addressed to the Secretary of Defense from Don 10 have all of the ingredients for a successful

11 Henderson a member of the Texas Senate from 11 installation of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

12 District 7. 12 '1 sincerely hope tha you will gve

13 A portion of thin letter Gtates, 13 it every considera-ron. Sincerely yours, Don

14 Dyess Air Force Base is situated in a strategic 14 Genderson."

is location for quick and easy dispersion of the 15 Colonel ::cShane and it-nguishec

16 missiles should the need arise. 16 nember3 of this panel, 1 am very glad that you are

17 "The qualities of the base are well 17 here tonight at Abilene and at Dyess. I hope you

18 known. It is the community and the state that I 18 will come hack aa1 and -,y.

19 would like to bring to your attention. 19 COLON:EL 1CS9A:J: Thank you, ma'am.

20 "The people of Abilene and the 20 Scott Senter.

21 military community have a long history of 21 fil. SEi1TER: Colonel and distingui shec

22 cooperatron and concern for each other. 22 panel, -rn appreciate you being in Abilene, Texas.

23 *The base was established due to a 23 My name is Scott Senter, and I am in

24 community effort at the beginning. The people are 24 the real estate busnes here locally.

25 proud of Dyess Air Force Base. 25 I was born and raued here in Abilene,
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1 Tex- and went off to go to school and cho:e to 1 Rail Garrison now.

2 move bck because this is a town that loves the 2 *1 vuppot the bottle strategic

3 military. 3 ptogram in its location in Abilene. Sincerely,

4 Ie appreciate what you folks do for 4 John Leedom,' and this w-u addressed to the

5 our country. e want you to continue doing what 5 Secretary of Defense Carlucci.

you are doing so well. 6 Thank you guy- for your time, and come

7 ye would like to support the idea of 7 back and see us and cane eat 3oe barbecue,

8 the second possible site on DyeLs. That north end a COLONEL IICSIIA:: Thank you.

32 of Dyess looks like it may have some merit as 9 l next could like to call on :Zari

10 opposed to the south end, and we would like that 10 larrentrock, John Turner and Cathy Stes.

11 to be explored while the comnittee is doing that, 11 tR. KARRioROCl:: Colonel McShane,

12 and : would also like to support that we had a lot 12 gentlemen, I am here in a dual capacity s a

13 of extra barbecue this last year, and we need sane 13 member of the lilitary Affairs Commnttee at the

14I more people down here to help eat that barbecue, 14 Chamber of Comerce and alzo as a private cutinen.

15 and we need the Rail Garrison in Abilene, Texas. 10 1 would like to ead portions of a

16 1 would like to read a letter into the 1k letter Irom Senator Grant Zones, the incumbent

17 record from John Leedom, Senate District 16 in 17 Senator of District 24, State of Texas.

18 Dallas, Teuas. 18 "Abilene has consintently been

19 It says, 'The peace of our nation and 19 supportive of our nation-s nuclear deterrent

20 its security is important to the people of Texas. 29 forces. Dyess Air Force Base wau built on land

21 'Dyes Air Force Base is one of the 33 21 contributed to the Air Force by the community and

22 ten sitec in the country being considered for the 22 a close cooperative relationship continues to be

23 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. 23 fostered by the community as a whole With the

24 'Dyess is housing a portion of our 24 personnel and the purpose of the forces stationed

25 nuclear forces and ready to add the Peacekeeper 20 at Dyeis.
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'The people of Abilene have probably Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

2 worked harder on base community relations than any 2 1 nention these thins only to

3 other municipality siailocly situated in the 3 underscore how readily, how quickly and how
country. 

4 thoroughly Abilene assimilates the military into
'The Air Force has. on several s the community.

0 occasions brought civilians in from other 6 Thank you.

7 locationo to see what an excellent job Abilene has COLONEL ncSAlIc: Thank you, ou.

a done in maintaining an atmosphere of respect and John Turner.

9 support for its military installation.' 9 110. oEr: Thank YOU, Colonel.

10 And on a personal note, just about 15 10 distinguished panel, my name is John C. Turner. I

11 years ago, I came to Dyes Air Force Base and my 11 live at 1017 lockn.

12 family cane to Abilene. 12 I have been a resident of Abilene

13 1 came as an active duty Lieutenant 13 approximately 35 years. I helped dedicate Dyest

14 Colonel Air Force chief of personnel at Dyesa Air 14 Air Force Base when it became Dyes Air Force

15 Force Bae. 15 nase,

16 Shortly after I arrived I was asked to 16 1 am in the broadcasting busin-n and

17 serve on the audget panel of the United Way of 17 have worked with the Air Force people at Dyens for

18 Abilene. is many, many years on nany projects, and we

19 Subsequently I wa invited to become a 19 certainly are in favor of the IIX Peacekeeper

20 member of the Civic Club. From that I became a 20 missile being based at Dyess Air Force Bane.

21 member of the board of directors of Abilene Weath 21 The people of Abilene have for many

22 and Daycare Center on the elderly. 22 years wanted Dyens Air Force Base and have through

23 From there I became a member of the 23 the years wanted a strong national defense.

24 Boys Club, nerved as preoident of that board and 21 Ie had the Atlas m-ile hern many

25 currently serve as the president of the Abilene 341 25 years ago, no lt' move forward with the IIX
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Peaceseeper Rail Garrison System and be ready to 1 I10. JOHNSON: Gentlemen, welcome here

41 t o meet any aggressor that m2ht code our tonight. My name is Lance Johnson. I live at

way. 
4626 stooehedge here In Abilene, Texan.

4 Thank you. 4 I an with Ben E. Keith Company, and we

B COLOniC-,. tlCSflAnIX Thank you, sir, would like to thank you for considering Dyess Air
Kathy Este. 6 Force Base.

IS. ESTJS: Colonel McShane. members 7 As an Abilenian I am proud to have

0 of the panel, I am ufraid that I don't have a 3D6 ByeSs as pars of our city, and I am in 100 percent

9 letter to read. . dont have a eloquent speech to support of this project.

0 c ake. 10 At this tine I would like to read a

11 1 dont even have a dissertation 11 letter from the Attorney General of the State of

12 prepared. I just have one statement that I would 12

13 like to make on behalf of myself and the Catrla 13 Dear Secretary Carlucci, The purpose

Chapter of the nerroan 1usunssoaes4 of this letter is to support the application of

351 Aslociation. and that it that we welcome the 15 Dyess Air Force ase as a possible site for the

If prospects of having the Peacekeeper nail Garmon 16 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison.

17 in Abilene and give our support to this project. 17 'Throughout the years Dyes$ Air Force

18 We feel that the Peacekeeper will be 10 Base has done a fine job for the United States of

19 an important part of out nation's defense system, 19 America and the people of Ablene have been

20 and ae are proud to be part of a conmunity which 20 strongly supportive of each and every program

21 would aid and support sch a mission. 21 which has been conducted by the Air Force.

22 Thank you. 22 'I would appreciate your consideration

23 COLOS I. MCSAI: Thank you. 23 and support on behalf of Dyess Air Force Base in

24 1 would next like to call on Lance 24 locating the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Dyess.

25 Johnson. James Aneff and Bill Wrtight. 25 "Thank you very much for your
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consideration and support, Jim Mattox, Attorney talking about until I went away to school in the
2 General for the State of Teua.. 2 north at the University of Michigan, and I met a

3 Thank you. 3 doctor who had been atationed at Camp Barkeley and

4 COLOCL ISCSIIAE: Thank you. 4 told me about the relationship that he had from

5 Jose. Aneff. 5 the citizens of the community of Abilene to the

6 Ie_, hotP: Good evening, gentlemen. 6 soldiers at that time.

7 fly name In Jame. kneff. 7 My father-in-law who happens to still
C I live at 3210 Curry Lane here in be my father-in-law was an electrical engineer who

9 Abilene, and I come ac a private citizen. helped build Camp Barkeley by putting in a lot of

ct 1 could like to say that I support 10 the electrical equipment throughout the base at

37 11 this project, and I think that many people and 11 that time.

12 many of my friends in the community and the 12 He has related many stories of the

13 surrounding area support it likewise. 13 community and the support of the citizens beck in

14 1 would like to specifically say that 14 the '40s to the military, and I would like to

15 for more than 50 years people in this csmounity 1s asure you today we still have this same type of

16 have supported the defense of our nation and have 1s support for the military in out community.

17 welcomed the military into our community. 17 1 am a past president of the Southwest

19 fly family has been here almost 100 19 Abilene Rotary Club, and I would like you to know

19 years, and I can remember my grandparents telling 19 that for many years we have honored the men and

20 me when Camp Barkeley wa establizhed and the 20 women at Dyess Air Force Base who are the pride

21 sold~ers cae out here during World War I1 and 21 airmen and rICO of the quarter by providing a

22 would drive part our home that oftentimes they 22 special program for them to honor them for their

23 would come into the community, and there was a lot 23 work that they do in the defense of our country.
24 of support back then. 24 oe do this out of a pride that we have

25 1 didn't realiue what they were 25 for our country and for the men and the women that
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1 support the United States. 1 all, let me say that ! concur with the findings of
would alto like to irate that there 2 the report with regard to the environmental

are a nomber of heroen that lion here in Abilene, 3 impacts in the Dyess area.

men such as teith !ells who spoke earlier was a 4 Certainly they are mnima l and the

5 commander who helped capture Ira Jima. 5 statement that I would like to refer to goes as

John Conner who fought on - uho flew 6 full o. =hile data recovery is possible,

7 on the first missons into Prance in (iorld War II 7 avoidance of archeological sites that might be

a in the invasion of 'lormandy. a foun, avoidance is preferred because

9 There arn people like this who live 9 technological advances in the discipline will

10 here because they like Abilene, they like our 10 permit future researchers .o make more effective

11 community, and they ihke what we stand for, so we 11 use of the resources.'

12 welcome you and hope that you will give so a lot 12 Taking that statement lust the way it

13 of conrideration. 13 soundc would indicate that if cultural remains

14 Thank you. 14 were found in an investigation, an archeological

15 COOIlEL MCS11IlE: Thank you, -ir. 19 investigation of tyess that the capability of
16 ill Wright. 16 deciphering those resources would be better left

17 Fil. R0IGHT: Thank you, Colonel 17 to future generat~ons, and I have here a letter

i8 McShane. 38 iS from Bob Maloof who Is the Texas State

19 1 am Hill Wright. I live at 1473 19 Archeologist, and I would like to quote just a 4
20 lloodland Trail here in Abilene. 20 portion of that letter and then I will present it

21 1 am a businesmean and an ordained 21 ac evidence.

22 environentalist, and I would like to address soa 22 *The refererce on page 34 having to do

23 comments to the Section 44 - 4.4.12 in the 23 with avoidance of sites is a standard approach

24 cultural section. 24 used in archeology these dayc. It simply means
25 One of the statements sayu -- first of 25 that when possible archeological sites should be
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1 left alose rather than be unnecessarily impacted a thawing, an improving of relations between our
2 by construction. 2 countries, and he said, "Let's go to lunch," and

3 *It does not man that archeologists 2 he said, "1 would like to take you to lunch."
4 do not have the expertise currently to mitigate 4 We stepped out of his office and when

the impact of science due to corntruction 5 we were on the street away from anything he says,
6 projects." 6 "Let me tell you sethng."

I do point out that the cultural 7 e d don know whatBesi, "You dot really n ha
8 renains in thin particular area are very a freedom is until the tanks roll down your street,"
9 disparced. and that is a sobering thought, and that is really

10 Certainly we don't have a Chaco Canyon the point of being prepared.
11 or a hatthew's Peak in this particular area, and 11 tie thank you. lie hope that you chose
12 we think that as a member of the Archeological 12 Abilene. I can't comment on the validity Of the

13 Comittee of the Texas Historical Foundation, I 13 sytes.
14 can tell you that in my opinion that we don't have 14 Others have to do that, but if you

15 a problem with archeological cultural remains. 15 build it, Abilene is the best place to build it
16 f think rhAe the resainriw of the 16 because of the ecological impact and because of

17 report speaks for itself. I concur with it, and a 17 the support of this community.
is Pe.son a little earlier said where does it end, is Thank you.

19 what s the point. 19 COLONIEL MCSllslE: Thank you, sir.
20 1 would like to speak personally for a 20 I would next like to call on Robert J.

21 moent. Last year, a year ago, I had occasion to 21 Tiffany, Tommy Harendt and Kristins
22 be in Prague, Czechcslovakia, and I oas having a 22 Valas.ugz.

23 meting with a Czech official in his office, and 5 23 IR. TIFFANY: Colonel McShane and
24 asked him a question. 24 gentlemen, we are delighted you are here.
25 was pleased that there seemed to be 25 I saw the light of day in Abilene,
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1 Texas arch 13, 1942 as a brand new lieutenant 1 of strong military support or the tradition that

2 from Fort Benning, Georgia when I reported into 2 TesA, Texans and Abilenianw have always supported

3 Camp Barkeley and since that tine my wife and I 3 the military has been mentioned many times

4 have been either a part of the milorary or 4 tonight.
5 strongly supportive of it here in Abilene and 5 Sother tradition that hsn't hen

though we strayed away for 17 years to lew York 6 mentioned is the tradition of home ownership, and
7 when it came tine to retire we headed back to 7 the Abilene Home Builders Association and the
H Abilene because it is a great place to live. 8 Texas Association of Builders and the National

The population probably has somewhere 9 Association of guilders all believe that it is
10 between 35 and 40 percent retired military or 10 still the dream of ever American to own their own

11 families of retired military becauce they find it 11 home in the home Ownership tradition, and that
12 a place that is congenial, amiable, patriotic and 12 dream is j0at an empty dream without a strong

13 supportive of the things that Are for the good of 13 national defense, a strong national security and
14 our nation. 14 secure borders, so the Department of Defense has
15 ie hope that Abilene will be the site 15 decided that the Rail Garrison System is a

39 of one of the trains or two of the trains that 16 necessary and vital part of Our military defense
17 base the missile. 17 and if that decision has been mde by them we have

Is Thank you very much. 40 18 confidence in them that that is a proper decision
19 OLOIEL MoSAmt: Thank you, sir. 19 and we certainly support that decision and
20 Tommy Harendt. 20 encourage you to consider Dyes an a home for the
21 MR. HAREDT: Hi, I am Tommy Harendt. 21 Rail Garrison System.

22 and 1 am reside at 3110 Broken hough here in 22 Thank you.
23 Abilene. 23 COLONEL 9CSANE: Thank you. Ms.

24 1 am the current president of the 24 Valasqumz.

25 Abilene Hone Builders ssociation. The tradition 25 ML. VOLASQUEZ: Howdy. ey name is
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1 lristina valasquez. I am 21 years old, and : have I had a very happy childhood and

2 lived in Abilene all of my life. enjoyed besng with those people at that times

3 1 am proud to be an American. I am 3 however, 1 am here to talk to you tonight about

4 proud of our strong defense, but I am here to 4 not wearing the veil of red, whi-e and blue but to

5 enter into the record toy nonsupport of this system 5 talk about the tIS statement and sme of my

6 anywhere is the United States. concerns about it.

7 1 have lived here all of my life and 7 For those of you who are foll owing

41 8 hope not to die here. a closely and attentively there may be specie ic
9 Because of the b-I homb and of this 9 numbnoz that you will want to have reference to,

10 sysem we wo0ld be higher up on the target and 10 and Z sou!d he glad to provide that for you.

11 when those - the time of national need comes those 11 First of all, it As just an assumption

12 systen, the q-13 and toe -ystem of the garrison 12 that you can approach doing the EIS in this manner

13 will not he hero but the citizen, of Abilene will 13 without considering some of the bigger pictures

14 be, and they will be -he one: left as the target. 14 and bigger questcon that we need to have

15 Thunk you very ouch fo your ste resoleed.

1 tere. lb I would call to everyone's attention

17 COLOILe :iCShA'I: Thank you. 17 the issue 1.9 deconmissioning. It is difficult to

u. old net call on Lon Ouinam, Jim 18 predict how the Peacekeeper, and I find it

19 Dsagg and Ice Canon. i9 difficult to say that word, would be

20 :I. BU5201 Good evening. Ily name i 20 decommis.ioned.

21 tizn 3urnam. i am a 35 year reiident of Fort 42 The relevant lass and procedures may

22 lore and : am not here to talk about hoo 22 change subotantrally in the 20 or note years tnat

23 goud i
t 

ta to gso. up on the sect :ice of Fost 23 the vystem would be in use.

2.1 tih and have A; Force peronne living on g 4Ioreover techniques for handling the

?5 1isher Ade f se. 25 di-posal of obsolete nrle fuel and the
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1 reclanatron or d(,Upo:al of the nuclear ,ater~al 1 !ast eight years, it - a very expens-ve ana

2 contatreo ;n the to' eau nay ell change during 2 controven.ral -y csee which there sr a great dea!

3 toe pe;iod the Peacekeeper is act.vely deployed. 3 of reason to give much moie than three or four

42 Conquenly the As Force has focused 4 paragcapns to the cs.ue of national econctc

thi Z on thoe acton ich are reaonably 5 Impacts.

6 or.eable. The it Foce wilt folios a!i 6 1 realize a- with the first Atrue that

7 relevant lawn at the time of decmurian oning. 7 1 ra-ed you may consdoer it not your ]ob and not

yusther, i the statement you reer to a you problem, but the fact of the matter is a very

the recpon:)bitiss c the fO2 and, in fact, 44 , important second item in the aspects of econoic -
in d:scem any espon-ibil ties for the hn of the Environmental Impact Statenent t simply

11 dec-rroiconing o the narogement of the wate, 11 not addressed.

43 - ans th-nk it is clear and obeous that thi: I. a 12 You do go and elaborate on this point

13 sAaor concern a- a ,scst of the Cnvtsoroental 13 over on page 411, so at least you are giving SIX

14 Impact Statement, and : an e:itremely displea-ed 14 patagraphs of credit to this issue or concern for

Is teas you isd nor wohet ro addre - i th 15 this issue, but you certainly haven't doe any

11 statement. 16 more to address the concerns that any reasonable

17 In Section 2 the :uemary of comparison 17 and rational person aould ask.

13 of program mpact, would like to call your 18 Are we getting anything in a cost

19 attention to 2.1.1. ational zonmic lmpacts 19 benefit way for this system, and that is simply

44 20 whete you give a rather Iight treaLment of the 20 no' addressed in this impact analysis.

21 overall economic impact of oeployment of thir 21 ;text I would refer you to Section 4.4

22 partrcular peapon ytte. 22 which iAs the specifics of the Dyees Air Force

23 Taken out of context, the 15 billion 23 Bace.

2 dollar piulect s not very erpensve, but in the 451 24 1 appreciate the mayor pointing out

21 content of doublrng our military budget in the 25 that there are a nomber of minno technical
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st.tiotcol aree, h ace.....g - the i en r. 1 that, you kew,. the whole safety ve.son . don't

1 think it would be behooe you to go back and 2 have tile time nor the qualifications to go through

I correct thoe, 46 3 it point by point although I certainly aould lke

4 1 think the mayor is rzgh., they are 4 to, but if there it obvsoar mistakes in thrs

5 probably no' that relevant to the 9IS as a ohole, S report, what cal we the ctizen of Tear not be

they ace probably not that important in the ccheme 6 conceined about throughout the rest of the report.

2 of thin
4  

but what, of course, cncer. me is 7 - would like to second a request that

U thonk it is. Probably representative of the sane 4 ova of the rh-ngs rhes -, nst frequently spoken

mistakes that were vade tn the fal-r assuancer. Co 3 to that was specifically an enviionmental issue at

10 the people sr, Utah and :tevaca that above groond I0 the sooping meetings .as the s-ue of pestiosde

11 tes can nor dangescous 11 and chemical -se, and you imply faued to rare

12 think it i probably repre;entative 12 is iv n.- prelirra:y draft, and ,epect that

of the falre a.suzance: that have been save in 13 you 'hould have that in your ftnal draft if you

la..t ngtcn stOte that the problemr don't erist at 14 goe going to claim at all a complete report.

that 10% fac:i y. -0 j Co..0'li. ICS11'- : 1;r. 3--rav, . have
C. trhrn..s i. p:obaby rep)retentatve 12 given y cu note than the three osnUtes which we can

17 of tie fiva-.s race- that Pante:: nuclear 17 do.

12 teapon. facuity ju-c out;ide cf hmatillo that 1h 2cc a- em Cided that you may cohot

;9 har facol .y doe- not have mvaor aate on rite 19 any rtten csromen4 you want. Those need to be

2 proble LCaa noot to be aosdr:cvd, and you :imply 20 in by rhe 31st of Augort.

- cove a: ad tt do in thin" pasticular report, 2 b:R. UR: Colonel, I have three

a.,r you a: .aely vase v: :ake: .. he thing- that 22 mote poit: I Would like to make and . have sat

23 -arv-y irJ a oua, ye.svn to ns she mvrtal. 23 here all evenng with people jpeaksng three tOes

tbou-. 24 a og as1 have.

22ct, -. a-, :. a st of obcure thin9 : 25 CO!Ol-l: [LCSA'E: 1o, they have not.
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'o h-v ha: -pol:er fo more than .. 1 iniceofuate.

2. 70R!::: :-e-, hey have. 2 Than you Co. the e:stra time. Colonel.

iOOl:.CSUOA-: f- - on oate: and COo::'. IICS:IAIIE: Thank you.

4 you have :een hose Cit. 4 :r. Biagg.

;1R. 0R;:A;: On .52 there it a lI. D lAGS; Thank you, Colonel

a:agpayi n efetence to OOs that . th-ni it 0 ';v~have.

7 o behoove you ae all of the .- nber5 of thi 7 :ly name it lim 31agg, and - on the

sidsente to rent. 9 city manager of the City of Abilene. I reride at

.-li ).;- read rhe irst iese-. 9 3102 :ood.ake Dre.

!0 'hs UO-y: .c. 1n 0ble lot manuivotuing, 10 Let n e 
5
peaK to one isue thet the

Il ran po.sq aird ccr. 's eng the weapon, 'I gentleman before me ratted, the mayor-s comment!

12 cponu a: ing roact.ee ease: a r when They 12 about inaccuracie-.

13 a e oU tie of Tr' conrsalt therefore, potential 13 1 believe the mayor'- comment were

a rt COT theeC act-vtse a nor arscur ed 14 that there aere .ome inconitteneler between your

1n ao-he.sb doument." 15 report and the f-gures used by the City of

12 ?he document l certainly ieghted, 16 Abilene. Is i., not to ray that either of those

17 bo it i- not comprenen:ve. Ct i:: a thell game 17 ae incoc-ect, smply diffetent.

as . the fa caver.: who wat to ignore that the 18 1 would like to tpeak to two items in

17 eal tr an tey want ths weapon sytem here is 13 the IS, one dealing with public services and the

24 econseic development. 20 other deai'ng with water and vast water sevice.

8 21 : have no real beef aga-nrc socialisn 21 The CIS irdicates that the program

22 no econs i deveopeent for econom.cally depres.ed 22 related increases in population would lead to

23 aiea.:, hot -h.. s not an econocally ueful 23 increases in public services provided by the City

24 development prcojet nor i: it cost effective nor 24 of Abilene of 'et than 1 percent over the

25 is it envionmentally sound, and th:r report is 25 baseline levels.
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IThose mncsea..es based on the fiG will IThe city intends to uPend Oer 8
2 likiely occur in the police. fsre wed public works 2 million dollar wvet the nesir foot years to

3 depiartment-. improve cur ability to treat wautewater med has
4 Let me emphasize that over the last 50 4 jut completed a $350.002 study on the feauibiliry

5 nigis yeas f, tim 1900-31 to 1938-89 that the 5 Of Using advanced urettevater treatment to

5 nmbei OZ eopitywes. net comber of employes- 6 Supplement our portable cater supply.

7 emplsyedi - these pacticular department. are 2 Ogain the Cty of Obu leneis

I appct:.rna tely the since while the population ovet 3 completely in coneor _ene with ycure wseenmeet in
3 sooat period of 1:00 in Abileenhas seereanel Lic 51 9 the teusonrmental 'mpact Statenent, that there are

13 102.100 to pproinmarely 107,000. 13 no significant impacts of this prcqram on the C'ty

11 -h-i .n ..e In demndr for .Cs.OO of Abilene.

115 has been sees through -p-ved efficiency. 12 Thank you.

13 product .siy sod tee apyl roartec of technolegy. 13 CriOslCt,. :sICs!isE Thath you, s4ir.

19h ti age oote report that the 11 Jon Conic

15 prossu sota noce would suo no adoet..e is !IR. CiQ10 GooI.d Oetng. :ly naeaoi

15 .puct. on too ciy't ability tc povcaie srun sty 15 lee Catom, and I an es-ecutron dsrect or of rye
17 psc, is. e:si cc! -n tis; -renuosty. 12 Dodge Jones l'oundatsen vere in Abilene at a

13 The CLLy of Abhilene ha- alcay- lonisec 10 prisa te charita bin fcundarion.

- Z--. io aned piateics-0 iccse future pa rocularly 19 l cant to say at the outset that 00

2n olien trio' formic revolved aroed waterserouce:_ 20 ose awfully grateful aed flattered that the doctor

21 :n 19th too catoznro cuts. co-iutity 21 free Dlalla,. and the gentleman from Port ;forth

221 -cssitele'egly a-yjiscoed by Vosre 95 petternt n21! drove eveial hundred miles out Of a buoy day to

23 fa!-roftshe Stacy n-esesso, Project. o pis to 23 speed r~se with us this evening tt suit to us1

24, thori. iI yss so for tns. cvnserty'.. rater 24 sho ut the -- _am..eert, the economy, tee perve

25 i-o-ss need.. so the vect 03r. 2, aot; pa rniou effect of she norcerse of military
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- -feni'ng upon the cit-zn of Abilene. 1 eabers then, end am confident that it has

IIcove at it five a s. te differcest 2 conrinued at a high level today indicating to e

2 pesyvctvt- beCoce ' has the cr.loe ye. veal I ohat coy b en me ote smportamr ae morn
4 tii nslego ofs~oig prerssevt af steo Nbhion. 4 rnpins,se and that is teat the scnte-t iw rot

5 Chamber of 'Istiveson cc :ne 22, 2525 coon Dys- 5 waned u., the asrrats have arrived and as the wing
G ndi Albslone swelcasmed -htou fir-t 7-I toot sine oui t has. been tra-ned and eguipped to go forward in

7 of too sky, wed, 5 out tell yo that IO that mis-sn 1-' the iv-ees has cotined.

2 ce-otst.3 1 th iok on cat be sore that the name

3 c an tel! you teat i -0 otros 3 level of preparednes; and placeing would be

-1. dve i h pope f b,52-m 13 brought to bear for tois! Peacekeeper fail Gattiton
It -hc -~s eey tsar brought stiny vootho. of plannneg 52 11 hern at Dyes-,; houtd you gentlemen be to

12 and pivjrastsoo toc the lore for tiut 'une 29th day 1' conss:eso te aj to secoomend cA highly for thi:
11 to sake shot seceytion a ysoud one for us and. for 13 homer ano for ths- missio.

i4 the U. 5. At Force. thy c-r-en.. of thss country. 14 Thank you very much.

I,, T nsa coantle., people gi-S 15 C0:lnisi*' HCSllhAlt Thank you. I will

sesulssulable hoot> in pte[-tng for tows, cnd 16l nest call On John nssl 1, ;lath Tarley and Russell
10 sos that no effort en'. use great to be expended 17 Dcetoon.

12 and no deotai! Waos toe nu1ll to be osetlovised 13 39R. RUSSELL:.s am John Rucsel of

13 beonuse these foriks here did it all, and ; cat 19 2600 Stoneorest, Abilene, Scents.

20 tell you that the irtesest in rho nilitory offas,- 20 Colenel Degqhune and Cetonel solr.h, 1

21 anti so tha t pa iticelart occoon and in e 's - in 21 ralute you and all of the memberu of your sewn for

22 th e enet te buildup o f that 96th lootb wing ot 2' -!,a ,e cork that you haoe done a-rh trio
21 thorn so- probabhly unysredented it that the 23 7nciteoental Impact Statement.

24 nenbes-hip of that 51.ltrt Affair-s Comittee of 24 1 spent many years reviewing
'S the Chaeber of Conserve huilt op to oonr 3gg 20 statemnto of this, type both military and
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1 civilian, and I find nn fault with your document. 1 end of your West runway.

2 I have found it has no false 2 AS a Ptivate Citizen and a member of

3 aosurance. have found that there in not a.eo a 3 this community and based on your Cntromental

4 hint of m;sleadnng information. 4 Impact Statement and the fact that this community

It s clear and concise and veil done, 5 is the finest Supporter of the military and the

6 and : valute you for that. 6 United States of America I would like to say that
7 Ivo sinnificant impact of the system 7 you cannot go wrong by putting the Rail Garrinon

a nv.roentally on Abilene. I would like to nay 8 at Iyesn.

9 that Abilene would have a significant impact on I 8 in fact. lets be oart about it,

10 the .ystea env.roomentally. 54 10 nlet' do it right, let'n put it at Dyas.

11 One Of the point of the criteria for 11 I would like to read a letter from the

13 scection and bddown for Peacekeeper Rail 12 Senator of the State of Tena. Carl A. Parker, who

13 Gurr.woo ras public Support for Strategic weapons. 13 is the chairman of the education comnission.

is Abilene certainly naa on record, 14 It is to the Secretary of Defense,

15 hisoorrcal record nupport for any military ryotem 15 Mer ir. Secretary, in the many years : have been

.5 that serven to protect the freedom of this nation. 16 acrua.nted with Senator Grant Jones, I have been

I Currently that -v obto: to you, and 17 mot impressed not only by hi: dedication and hard

53 1:1 i am conv.ncnd vith the sho, of support here 18 work to the people of his community but also by

19 ro.gt that that will continue. 19 hi coomunity's dedication to the economrc

211 Thank you for be;ng here. 20 evelopment of military establiohment both pivate

21 COI.O:TD. !ICSHANE: Thank you, :,it. 21 and governmental.

2 Hack Turlny. 22 "Syenc Air Force Dae in Abilene has

23 IIR. StRioY: Colonel cShane. panel, i 23 long been the home to the Strategic Air Command

24 an luck Turley, I live at 3450 lidgenont in 24 bombers from the 0-47 to the new B-i.

25 Abilene. ! am a truck otop operator off of the 25 "Abilene has alwayt been quite proud
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I of this tradition and I an gurte nure nould I *This commitnent coupled with the

2 continue to nupport the Air Force in it: efforts 2 awesome capabilities of the Peacekeeper Rail

3 to construct the next Rail rarr)non at Dyess. 3 Garrison are nure to produce a weapon system of

4 "The Department of Defense would be 4 superior quality."

5 hard presued to find a community more amenable to Also, we have a Saying out here in the

A your needs, and . encourage your support of A west that went back to our fathers or forefathers

7 Abilene a the oite for the !Neacekeeper Rail 7 and it says that when somebody is the right kind

Garrinon. Sincerely Carl A. Parker, member of the 8 of guy and the people you can depend on he In a

9 Senate, State of Texa.* 9 parson to ride the river nith because the river

12 Of all of the choices you have and all 1 croaning were always the mont dangeroas in

21 of the placet you have looked, ! assure you yes 55 1 anything out here, and I think you are going to

12 in your bket choie. 12 find at we have found with Dyess and that you ill

Thank you. 13 find with Abilene that we hve a relationship here

14 COl.01]f MrSHANIt: Thank you, nir. 14 and that we will always be the type that you can

Is R.a.ell Dranon. is ride the ricer with.

b iR. DRCSSOI : Gentlemen, I am Russell lb Thank you.

17 Dresson. 17 COLONfi. ItCSAIf: Thank you, air. Let

is 1 live at 5317 eadrsw Drive. van i me next call on Ialter Morton, eoyd uo et and Rone

19 born and raied here in Abilene. I would like to 19 Harrell, and then I think we need to consider that

20 take this opportunity to reed a short part of a 20 ne have got a court reporter there who has been

31 letter here frlo Senator dector Uribe, Senator 21 exercising her fingers for &Inat two ntraight

22 from Drowsville. 22 hours and we need to give a her a little relief.

23 'The people of Abilene and Dyetn Air 23 fir. Morton.

24 Force Base have been and always will be comeitted 2d MR. MtReTOM Colonel McShane,

29 to preerning our peace. 25 gentlemen, I am an immigrant to Abilene and have
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1 been here 10 years. 1 1 could tell you of being a Rotarian
2 I have found one of the most patriotic 2 as many of you wear many hats. I could tell you
3 communities in the United Stater having lived in 3 of being a Christian and a member of the First
4 nearly every area sf the United States. 4 Rethodut Church.

Your report rhow: that it is most 5 I could tell you a lot of things, but
6 econovical to have the base at Dyer. All 6 1 think if you recall the musc of ly Fair Lady,
7 environmental stude says this is the place. 7 _liza Dolittle sad, "Don't tell me, chow me," and

The people, the majority of them wll 6 I would call your attention to the main gate at
9 support you 100 percent. 9 Ryess Ai Force Base which was put there with 8

1I lany other things that I intended to 10 great deal of pride and love by the citizens of
Ilry have been said by other speakers and would be 11 Abllene and Big Country at a cost to the citizens

56 12 redundant but there is no place that w,11 give you 12 here, ot the govetnrent of almost a quarter of a
13 more support to the personnel and equipment than 13 nulion dollars.
14 Dye- and Abilens. 14 It has been my pleasure since 193 to
15 We welcoe you. Peae cove here. Is be the honorary commander of one of the units at

IC COLO 7IL i1CSl'AIu: Thank you, ir. Dyer
17 3oyd :art. 1? I am an independent busineisan, and
H Ni. l1URST: Colonel :IcShane, gentlemen 18 have customers in all 50 states and Puerto Rio
19 of the pane:, let on comnd you for coming to 19 and none of whom are government people.
0 %b-one and for being so yatiant. All Of you are 20 Ile hope you decide to iocate the
S ti)l awake and alt:r, and we apolarze for the 21 Peacekeeper haIl Garcr-son here in Abilene. I

22 -encsi5 of the hour.72 5 think it wilr be an excellent choice. One of the
23 fly nams ;: Boyd Iurct, and ' live at 23 gentlemen who preceded me is fro the iliorest,
24 4633 Iloyal Court Circle here in Ablene. have 24 tarI 1larrenbock.
25 bevn h:e fro Dal- assnce 1arch of '82. 25 When I came here from Dallas Rarl and
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1 et vu-ting, and l -aid, -: don't delect the
I knowledgeabie decisson.

2 norailt Tesas accent." 2 ) had one per-on who indicated a lack

3 lieiaid, 'n., try the ;:ii st.- " 7!0 3 of konowledge. :o one oppeed the locaon in

4 marde a -t teet, he solo, 7 think y00 Sil1 lied, 0 Dyer and the reeainder of the nearly 200 members

I Boyd, toe reason e retied here i , people 5 present at the meeting did support the location of
the worid and a Ins nergute trees and after :ix 6 the Feacekeeper us Abilane.

7 months you will discover as did we really don't 7 unrlece has a long recodhof
o need the vesquite trees."

ScoOnmitment of support and appreciation for Dyess,

9 Thank you very much. 9 and we would lii-e to continue that, and we do feel10 COLONEZL MCG:IA12:: Thank you, rit CLO L lCll2 Thak i that Ibilens should be the home nf the
11 ilonna liarrel! 11 Pas.epr

I1 Peaceke eper.
12 MS. lAR;',: od evening. I am a 12 Thank you.
13 eother, a former teacher, and : a currently in 13 COLOil. :ICSHA:I: Okay, thank you. 1
14 the real estate business, and I 00 here tonight an 14 think Shurlee manly out court reporter there has

11 prei-dent of the Abiene Bord of Real- and 15 been doing yerran work for core tre, and se need
16 would like to exprei. to you the stron support of 16 to take a break here and let her rest up a b ot, 00
17 the Abilene Board of Reators for the location of 17 we will be in recess.
18 the Peacekeeper Rail Tarrion pro]e in Abilene. 1 (Reces: 3 mrnutes.

19 At a meeting of our membership this 19 COLOIJfL MClNrNl: Ladies and
20 past week Iacked for an indication of support for 20 gentlemen, duing the break I have been getting
21 the project, for a show of hands for support foe 21 quite.a fec rodun-tInI that ten o'clock. c
22 the PrOlect, fo- tho3e who were opposed to the 22 long an an really should run. I have been getting

23 project and for those who - for the location of 23 thinCt'necennarlly f re nembert of the panel hut24 the project in Abilene and for those who didn't 24 fn m ncal citizen.
25 feel they had enough informat:on to make a 25 1 know everybody would like to have a
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1 chance to comment and make statements, and you 1 4CERTIFICAT

2 certainly have the opportunity to make comments in 2 THE STATE OF TEXAS

3 writing and nubmit them by the 31st of August, and 3 COU:ITY OF TAYLOR

4 they will be included in the Final Environmental 4 1, Ms. Shirlee Manly, certified shorthand

5 impact Statement that is done. 5 reporter, state of Texas, do hereby certify that the above

6 I apologize foe the contusion here. 6 and foregoing 138 page. constitute a full, true and correct

7 This i the first time ' have been to one of these 7 transcript of the proceedings had at the Public Hearing on

hearing, and ' am told that nornally ten o'clool 8 the Peacekeeper Rail Oarciro, Program held on July 25, 1988

9 is the time to end the meetings, and I think that 9 at Abilene, Taylor County, Texas.

10 or need to adhere to that practice, so thank t0 I further certify that a stenographic record was

11 everyone for attending and participating in the Hi made by me at the time of the hearing, and caid

12 ens.ronmental impact process, and it it important 12 stenographic notes were thereafter reduced to computer

13 so that the process can be done, and with that the 13 transcription under my direction.

14 meeting is adjourned. 14 litnest my hand, this the lct day of August 1988.

15 Thank you. 15

1s Wlearitg udourned. 16

17 17 Certified Shorthand Reporter

1010 State of Teoas
is 

13 Cert. In. 1610Exp.e,: 12/31/O819 19 Address: 1517 Seaman's Way
Ab lene, Teuas20 20 Js:; (315 673-9273

21 2

22

23 23

24 24

25 25

INTENTIONALLY INTENTIONALLY

LEFT LEFT

BLANK BLANK
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i tretegic Air Commend end he sill rnspond to guestions
don't get to make within three minutes, you may turn

in your written comments after this meeting or send 2 on the operations of the system. On my immediate left

S3 is Mr.,HickMan. He comes from Tetra Tech Corporation.
2 them to the address. provided in the handout. I recognize i

1 that acne people may wimh to make statements on defense , J That is the company that the Air Force has hired to

4~pepr this toirnOos Impact mateyn andh hemk taeet ees
policy, nuclear Weapons, ers control and fiscal policy prpare this Environmental Impact Statement and he

wi respond to questions on the impacts on human

I resources. And on my far left is Dr. Kraser who also
to your Congressmen and Senators. We limit your comments ill respond

8 works for Tetca Tech Corporation and he wl epn8 to encironmental issues. Please refralo from public
* to questions on effects or impacts on the physicaldemonstrations either for or against statements made

1 i nece this merely subtracts from the time available

ESB CIOOEL MIKt McSBNE:f
1i for others to make statements or ask questions. 

Remember

12 that each Person should be given a respectful hearing Thank you. Colonel Walsh. The question and answer period

3 of this yublic herig is atimewihI e sd
3 even if his or her views differ from your own. Let's

14 take a ten minute rec, - at this time and please try to allow you to ask questions about the content of

, the briefing sod the Iraft Ennironmentel Impect
s to be back here by about ye'en minutes after the hour. t

I Statenent. What Inm going to do is cell off the names

£ (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE Off the record for short break.) in

11 BY COLONEL ,KE McSHANE: on these cards, first startieg with the elected

officials. once youre rescogo med Byname, please step
's We wull begin by having Colonel Walsh introduce the

0 rest of the panel mesbers. *. Ii up to the microphone that we have here in the center
e BoW of the room. We want all present to be able to hear

the speaker and, in addition, it is being recorded

on my imediate right is Major Van Ness who will respond e 2n

12 to guestions on legal matters. lOiesl assigned no the I2 frtercr oyune ogti notemcohn

Air ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' Poemeinl Cvl Enierchsm 3 : it does end up on the record. I Would ash thatt yI
33 Ar Poce ngiunl Ciil 

0
9i~er5. he sme tate your name and affiliation or add resns and te

Is organiations than I belong to. On my fur roh gt is
s ask your question or make your statement. For those

23 Lieutenant Colonel Emmene. Be is from Headquarters, 4
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of you who have written stateents that you want to It is believed that the proper and justified site will

2 have included in the record or written questions you be taker Air Force Base. I thank you.

3 want answered at a later time, you can just put them BY COLONEL MIKE MCSHANE:

I on the stage there next to the microphone. We'll start Thank you, sir. I next call on Joyce Williams.

now with Mayor Joe Gude, and I hope I'm pronouncing BY JOYCE WILLIAMS:

that close to right, air. M Ny name is Joyce Williams. I am employed by Congressman

7BY MAYOR JOE CODE: Bill Alexander as District office Manager of the First

it's a privilege to be here tonight. I am Joe Gude, a ongressional District. Because of the Congressional

Mayor or Blytheville, and I want to thank you for giving schdule prevents his attendance tonight, Congressman

us the opportunity to hear the impact study and to 1o Alexande, directed me to represent him at this hearing

make coments. My main concern for Blytheville, Arkansas and to present the following statement. Earlier this

12 and taker Air Force Base is the community and the 2 year, Congressman Alexander participated in the scoping

13 military working together, We do that here in 1a meeting held in Blytheville on the Peacekeeper Rail

Blytheville. I would like for the E1 to show that Garrison Program. At that time, he presented a statement

15 o-unity support i also a very important ite. When supporting the efforts of people of Blytheville and

new missions are considered. We, often times, when Miasiesippi Conty in connection w ith the selection

w, e mpeai of the City of Blytheville and taker Air Force 2 of Eaker Air Force Nase as a site for a Peacekeeper

is Name, we like to class ourself as a large happy family, Rail Garrison. Congressman Alexander has instructeA

In working together to improve this entire comeunity and :u me to advise you that the views he expressed at that

i n this is something that we're proud of. I pledge th 10 time are unchanged. Eaker Air Force Base would be an

support of the people and the citizens of Blytheville appropriate site as a Peacekeeper Rail Garrison site

for the purpose of the Peacekeeper tail Garrison Mission. 2 for the following reasons: the base is and has been

2 w e also appreciate the cooperation of the Air Force 3 for many years an important part of the nation's

2. during the study and I'm sure that it will continue . strategic defense eetwork ano of the Strategic Air

2S to the successful completion of the selections process. 75 Comsmand. Geographically, the bese is located in a
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desirable region of the nation in relation to strategic athe Air Pore and local area* theme impacted areas

1 defense concerns. There is infficient undeveloped land 2 of archaeological significance, roads mod schoole can

o available at Eaker for use as a Peacekeeper Rail : be satisfactorily medicated. I direct your attention

2 Garrison. Urban development has not encroached on Eaker to the many impacted areas which are in place and are

o Air Force Base. The climate of the region is highly of sufficient size and quality to readily suppot the

o favorable to the strategic defense operations and by additional mission. A worthy note is 1', outstanding

tradition and practice, the people vf Blytheville, and overwhelming oemunity support of Eaker Air Force

Missessippi County. and the region are strvngly Base and it's present operational mission and the

supportive of th national defense activities generally readiness to continue this support in forthcoming
and Air Force Base activities specifically. Thank you 10 minsions. Mississippi County is proud to be the named

for giving me this opportunity to appear at this meeting 11 county for Eaker Air Force Base and as we, as citizens,

on behalf of Congressmen Bill Alexander. Thank you. 12 look forward to a very progressive future. Thank you.

B Ny COLONEL MlKt .cS.AE: BY COLONEL McEHANE:

Thank you, maam. Joe Murry, please. Judge Murry. Thank you. Carl Ledbetter, please.

BY MR. JOE MUBRY: 13 iY CARL LEOBETTEB:

, ~ Thaok yeall for prooiditg me the opportunity. I am,. Thank you, sir. I am Carl Ladbetter, Mayor yr the City

*, Joe Murry, County Judge for Mississippi County and , of onnell, which is located just right outside the

as the ADministratioc Officer for the county, I have s base. I come here to tell you that I and the people

o read the Environmental Impact Study with great interest. of Gosnell feel that the location of the Rail Garrison

S I comed the Air Force nc the cnmpletn and candid 4 20 at Emoer Air Force Base is important to us and if it

, investigation of the area affected by Eakmr Air Frce 2 is located here. we pledge to help in any way that

Base candidate site. As was indicated guic adequately .2 we can to make it's cooing here an smooth as possible.

,, during the previous scupoeg hearig', the proposed miseion ': am also pledge to make the new people that would or

2 a Would he a sgnificant positive economic impact on 2 i asigned here to feel welcome and to become a part

this entirc area, With the continuing cooperation of 2, of our community.
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I BY COLONEL MeSHANE: but does not i clude the City of Blytheville. In my

Thank you. Jim Hendrick. olease. travels throughout District 21, since the last reporting

BY JIM HENDRICKS: date that we met with you, there's been overwhelming

S Good evening. I'm Jim aendrioki and I'm here representing support throughout the District. l'M happy to Hay that

I State Representative Nancy Salton who couldn't be here I have not received one correspondence aith any negative

this evening. She's asked se to read this statement feedbaokawhatoeer. I'e very prood of that faot and

for her. Gentlemen, as State Representative from South the people it GoSnell and throughout District 23 are

S Missisnippi County District, I send my statement of very proud of taker Air Force Base and are very excited

support for the en Peavekeepet Rail Garrison Missile about the possibility of receiving the Rail Garrison

i System and it's basing at Faker Air Force tuse. In 0 here. And like thether People have stated, with the

i it's continuing role as a vital strategic base in our ii past history of the base and the relationship of

12 national defense system, Faker Air Force Base provides 2 alythevill and Dstrict 23, we will do everything

3 an excellent site. Mississippi County and certainly i pv.sible to make the transition here a very smooth

e4 my onstiuents in the south county have been strong transition and one that an van be proud of in years

15i supports of the Air Force mison and it's presence to come. Thank you.

in I here. I strongly urge the Ao Force to consider this v DY COLON. Ic.A.E:

I outstanding Support in their deliberations for hosing B Thank you. Lou Maddix, please.

selections. Sincerely, Nancy Balton, State i8 DY LO0 nADDIX:

1n E CRepresentative. ,€ Thank you very much for the opportunity of appearing

10 DY COLONEL McSHANE: 0 1 before this committee and snce I have appeared on

3' Thank you. Wayne Wager. please. 11 severaI c..itten, 1 s have empathy and maketh

lv 1 WAYNE HAGND.22: real brief. I represent the County Commissioners and

213 Good evening. I'm Wayne Wagner, State Representative 1 the Mayors and the Legislators that I've talked to

24 for District 23 which includes the area surrounding ' in Southeast Missouri. I've had absolutely no negative

t aker Air Force Best including the City of Gosnell 2 remarks and absolute committment to do anything and
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everythingwe can to ho of help. I want to assure you to that of any other bae being considered. As stated
7 that if an can be of any service in any way, we will in the Environmental Impact Statement issued in June

consider it e privilege to do so. Thank you very much. 3 of this year, military personnel and thesr dependents

B MY COLONEL -SHANE; I accounted for twenty-eight percent of the area's

Thank you. Steve Sell, please. I estimated population. It is easy to conclude that Faker

BY STEE BELL: 6 Ar Force Base plays a III)r role in or local economy,

In Steve Bell, Alderman from Dlytheville, Wrd I. , with an uneeploymeet rate far shove that of a national

8 I appreciate the opportunity to address this panel average. It is obvous that basing the Peacekeeper

toiighn. It is very satisfying as a citizen that equal -,.il Garrison at taker sonld be a positive decision

v tine in viven to those whether their feelings are y from several aspects. Here in Slytheville and Goanell

positive or negative towards basing the hail Garrison and taker Air Force Rase, e are proud .f the fact
'2 on Base. We all shoild have the opportunity to share 8 that our har has bet awarded tee Osiha Trophy

8 our personal views as well as respecn the views o' ii representing the bes, sIng in the Strategic kir Com-wnd.

others. As most of you are aware, the cosiunity of MunThe ionsunt has also been recognized as the most

BlynheoiIIn and Gosneli had a very positiv and most 1 supportive community of It's base and it's relationship

supportive response for the concept of toe Peacekeeper .n wito officers and enlisted personnel atalined here.

RAIl Garrison based at taker Air Force Base at the This ,wunity Suppert is evidenced hy I

a et' -c copng meeting. The nalocit 1c It.-ne eresain is. trophy awarded the City of Dyheville dur no the past
their opinions supporting hasing the Rail Garrison evscnpsym-osium. This surely represetaaining

, at raker far outweighed those who opposed it. I ask coehination that is unmatched at any III- it the kin
cy- to recall the outcoe of previous hearings at other Force. We are proud that we have the best base in sack

,: instellatins and measure the support the Aln Fore a t e host c u ick. Tn i iso- pcI itica

2 has received at taker Ain torte Base compared to that r .tiuic, thi is factual performance from our military

2: at other basing prospects. I think that you sill find ' personnel an civilians within t.he counity. C-

75 that Faker tin Force Base received support unparalleled :t certainly appreciate the effort that the kir 7orce
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has provided in determining an alternative plan of 9 Colonel l1rhnoe. We do Int the Ra'

artion in locating the Rail Garrison as an your third you.
y BY COLONEtL noSHANE:

proposal tonight. It is acprtnnt that we citizens 3

and the Departent of Defense do everything possible Thank you. Bonnie Middlebrooke.

to preserve such archaeological findings, especially 5BY RONNIE MIDDLEBROOE:

the magnitude of this one. Hopefully. the alternative Thank you very much. My name is Lonnie Middlebrook.

that you have presented to am can change the impact I'm a Blynheville City Counvilma, Ward 3, Poition

frn significant to neglguble. We aye proud of the I. l's also President of the Blytheville Chiokasaw

heritage of this area and also want to protect it. Kieni. I would like to lust, at this time. sav that

I think this has been accomplished with the mitigation 10 , taker kir Forc Rae hea henna great impart to oar

measures you have presented to us tonight. The enthusiasm 
ii community, both socially and economically, and we have

,2 that you will see here tonight is not without basis. y1 worked very well together and both as a public official

,BY COLONEL McSHANE:' and a private citizen, we are here to assist in any

1. Mr. Bell, time. 
. ways possible to make the Rail Garrison System Project

BY STEVE BELL: 
a reality in Blytheville, Arkansas. Thank you very

16 I apologize for overextending my allotted time. Unlike i h.

the Honorable Governor of our great state, I do not 7 BY COLONRL SHAh:

,. Thank you_ Dick Fruit,, Mayor-
want to appear on the Johnny Carson show. Thank you.

B n COLONEL MEHANE:

7c Colonel McShane, gentlemen, I'm Dick Pruitt, Rayorn Willie Ha maoond, please. I 2

BY WILLIt HMOND: 21 of the City of Osceola, a community of some nine thousand

77 Thank you. I am Willie Hammond, Alderman of Ward 3 - 11 22 people, approximately fifteen milese h nf Blytheville.

S ] for Blytheville. I would like to echo the response it Later kir Forre Base has keen mooh tn the eoonml

that you received here from all of tne ele- ed offtiials 
i, impact of our community. I really appreciad the

71 and say that I'm not going to go over three minutes, 2: eocellent prentation that Colonel Walsh made showing
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49 they realism than the ingenuitny wr efficienry of
I the economic and som, of the environmental Impact that

America's military is this countrys' beet as ranrts i
itnaldhave o our romeanity WdoR Bl~theville. 2

for peace and whereas the U.S. Air Force is considering

I can see no adverse ipact whatso.ver. We have trains
a Pearekeeper Rail Garrison hystem at Blythevi lle kir

Cming through our community very day that d- carry

Pa Frve Base, sod whereas Blynhenidle Bin Parve Base

things that coud be of detier 
but I see no added danger

with the Rail Garrin Systee herr. A er of is the largest industry in the county and is vital

, -:,OI the economy of the conty and this addition would

the Blytheville Base Commnity Council and Mayor of t the mor t ry12 r j rng .. l.. personnel to the coun.ty and enha....

Osreola for some seventeen years, I've watched this brn oemltr esce ntemsyadtear
Oe the futare of Blytheville Air Force Base, now therefore

base and it's performance. This would be an ideal
i t he resolved than the Ciny Counril I f the City of

i, oative ton tha Bail Garrison Risile anu I vertain ly
Wilso, Arkansas, that every effort be made to encourage

-rge you give it every consideration. Thank you very

1uh members of the United States Congress to approve the
I , mach.

SCO E Peacekeeper mail Garrison Concept and upon further
,I BY COLONWl. MrSHAktEf

Thank yu. Mayor mihal 
the U.S. Ar Force be urged to install the Peacekeeper Pal

I, Garrison System at Blytheville Air Force Base. This
.t BY MICHAEL WINwas passed unanimously. Thank you.

,v Colonel McoShae, I'm Mike Wilson, Mayor of Wilson.

I ., BY COLONE5L MrBHkNE:
After the scoping hearing, the City Concil of Wilson I

passed a resolaot. For 'he retard, I'd like to read

.I7eY MIKE GIBSON:2 that to you to he enteed into the record and I would 12 -I I am Mike Gibson, Colonel McShane, of O.eola. Arkansas.
', arvlt- e that bcei n. resolution was passed On

, t As Mayor Pruitt said, we are a cit of approsimetely

1 yf , h, wi .re t elytheotlle Win Farce : 13 ;, nine thousand people. located fifteen miles south of
i; ase instead of Faker Air Force s, . The resolutA1in he a s yaw tm ht

, taker kin Fore Base. I'C hmrebeoeyutngt s

it neads ehereas the City Council of -ilson, Arkensas

an ele-ed public Offical In my Caparity as City
i- reioqntze the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Concept as

2 ttrney, sidotrepesent the ritisens of soth2 a cleoer addition nn thi Ration's defense system and
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Mississippi County as their Prosecuting Attorney and the KX RAil System at taker Air Force Base bot with

I've been asked by the Mayors of the City of Joiner, an unemployment rate in excess of fourteen percent,

located approximately thirty-five miles south of faker we, in fact, need you. It seems to me that two points,

I Air Force Base, and the town of Bassett which is about I

thirty miles south of taker Air Force Base, to speak 5 in your finai Environental impact Statement. Number

on their behalf tonight. on reviewing the socioeconomic 6 one, you should more fully express in that statement

useume of the proposed Environeental Impart Stateaent. the desires of the citizen. of this community, of
it is noted that the support and desire of the citiene Mississippi County, that your system be located here

at taker Air Porte ease, that an dant you and we need

of Mississippi County, for the location 
of the s. nail

*0 Garrison System, is not fully expressed. The people you. I would also ::k thattyou give due considetion

to thc enonomic needs of the rou, unity in ohith you

of these comunities have a largely rural, agricultural

3ight locate this system. I dare say that no other13 e cgrundandhae astongandprud ommttent13community, when compared to ours, leads theme job.
1 to the defense of this nation. The citizens of Osceola,

and doll ars north in their c, unities. It seems to
14 Joiner, Bassett and other citizens in south 

Mississippi

j m that this is an exrelSleet opportunity for the military

'S County sincerely want the MX nail Garrison System at

6 taker Air Force Base. I don't think you will find the to non only keep eke peare kept. Colonel Mcfhane. hut

11 adversity to the MX RAil Garrison System in Mississippi you ran also help to ensure the domestic tranquility

by spending dollars for defense in areas that are
in County, Arkansas that perhaps you have found when

economically depressed such as Mississippi County and
in compared to other proposed locations. The citizens

10 I think that ehould be given due onsideration. 0? .nk
20 of south Mississippi County realize the value of this 2

1system, not only to the defense of this great country u, you.

:, ST CO.LONEL McSNANE:
27 but also the great benefits that result and improve T

2j the social and economic conditions as a result of 23 7 are from private citismns, at least that's the indication
2i locating the MX Rail Garrison at Eaker Air Force Pase.

7 Colonel McShane, am not only just want you to locate w had that they were nd I've shuffled them snd they
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B are in a random, totally random order. John Sullins. I including historical discoveries. I'm both appreciative

OHN SULLINS: of and impressed by the interst ald concern expressed

3 Thank you, Colonel. I as John Sullins, President of by the Air Force in the archaeological discoveries

* the Slythqville Chanker of Coseerce and President of and the persistent attention demonstrated by the Air
th Bltqil Chme oorf Comec and Proeeition an rsrvto h ie

Mississippi County Community College. Our Chamber 14 Force in the Protection and preservstin of the site.

- membership is comprised of the areas businesses and c The EIS does not that preliminary evaluations revealed

that foot of the ,.. sites with the possibility ofI industries rho are In partnership ouch this coemuni ty 7 ta oro h . ie ihtepsiiiyo

and th r... are i ore sTh partnership with this communifour others may be eligible for the National Register

:d w. of Historic Places. At the conclusion of my statement,9L  grown out of citrisen incolvenent and enthusiasm and

o I would appreciate some elaboration on that. if you

0 support that is so significant and so repeatedly
i i could. I am rompetent that you oul1 find no romluity

ii demonstrated that I believe the evidence of which 
should

12 I be included in the final EIS. Our strong support for demonstrating

hEAF selection as one of the rasing participants in :) than is found for fAF5 and it's personnel by the citizens

141 the Pearekeepe r Rail Garrison program, we, feel hag l of our area. We are proud of what RAFB has done for

our ares. e areual proud of wht we hase done for

t only been enhanced by the preliminary ElS. The EIS Is us ad w a egoally proud of whet we he" doe for

lists little or no impact it eost study categories in tAB. My complimnts -n the fairness and the

- . it consideration of the Environmental Impact Study. Thank
,1 with the project location at LARB. I've read no inst Ze

's you.
9 of measurably long term impact upon land utilization,

inYS COLONEL MrSOANEI
1. highways and road. hiolo c i o.. ..tie : .. .......

shd. The oe instancc of mentioned i r is ah red Colonel Walsh. do you have someone who could address

7sMrd -oeono ets concern.
by your altarna nice alignment of tracking and leswena

the need for mitigation of that rpct. Instead LOWL WALH:

71 Yeas, I .uld like Mr. Ric sn to respond to your

14 t . tt..t.. can be turned no opportunities focused upon quetion,
cultural benefits to the area citizenry that can be

? possibly derived from discussions in mitigation process nv Mr. IICKMAN:
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I we are currently in the process of preparing the final old ladies out. I think, if I had a chance to vote.,

report of our studies on the archaeological site which I I would hove voted not to have seen the sane thing
h about seventy-foot acres and is coneidered to he tonight that we saw the last time that took up the

an excellent examp)e of ississipian prehistoric village. first hour but my nae is Shirley Green, I'm a housewife,

We enpect that we will be preparing the papers for I'm a sife, I'm a mother of five, I'm a grandmother

nonination for the National Register early this fall of three, so I think that qualifies me to say a few

end that it would become part of the National Register 7 things about this. Number one, I oon't understand why

perhaps by the end of the year. As a part of the National a were spending all this money. This program, the amount

Register, once it is part of, actually becomes a historic v of soney that's spent on it is obscene. I lost see

I0 place, the Air Force will be preparing a memorandum 0 no need in it at all shen the 5X itself Is not even

II of agreement in conjunction with the State Historic ii in good shape. It's almost as bad as the ... bomber

12 Preservation Office in order to document what actions '2 ahich I thn I hey w ore ing to pit that hers

'3 will be necessary to maintain all of the artifacts l to and that would be good because the kotsu would grow

IA and to collect when necessary, the information necessay ii over it good because we all know it can't fly. But

't to preserve that data and the artifacts that are present 15 t I'd like to quote Chairean Lee Aspen, Democrat of

In there. This process, currently, will not actually require i Wisconsin, I'm sorry I'm loosing my voice., Ice been

* I any activity on the sitn but rather will he in , doing it ever since I came from Las Vegas, it's too

'I anticipation of any disturbance that might be required Is dry up there, Chairman Lee Aspen, Democrat of Wisconsin

1. in the future. AS Colonel Walsh said earlier, currently r. of House Arms Services Committee gives the MX ballistic

20 for the Peacekeeper roil Garrison Program, no disturbance 20 missile a I for perfoance. The problem with the MX

2' at this site is primed. 2' has been late deliveries and poor production of the

22 .0 COLONEL c..ANE: 2 guidance system, a vital element called enercial

21 Shirley Green. 3 measurement unit. There are thirty-three Xs now deployed

2B 0y SHIRLEY ..Gf. 2' but only two-thirds have workable IMUs. So I really

it Colonel McShane, you really knw how to wear us little Io don't understand why we're spending all this money
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I to talk about developing up to one hundred whenwe convereion from s research and development effort to

2 don't even know what we're doing with the little handful a production line effort. In the seventeen tests that

3
i  

we have now. And then I couple of other questions that we've had of the Peacekeeper missile, they have performed

I believe wore addressed before but I did not see answers well above our expectations but, nevertheless, Northrup

16 in the study aer I've lived in Memphis and the tri-state did have difficulty transitioning from research and

I area all my life and we've always been under the development to a production line. Because of that.

impression that this area was on the sew Madrid fault n the iir Force withheld progress payments and that got

and I would like to know what study has been made, notion
1  

attention and that's what Mr. ispen was

has that would affect something like this, and also referring no. However, since that time, they have gotten

0 the font that we're in tornado alley here which is 0! their sot together and are almost hack on achedule

I [ ueli knewn end I, I don't eapeot an answer tonight. with the production of the enercial measurement units

Il( I nould just like to see it in the report. So, if you'll , and we intend to meet full operational capability date

3 excuse my voice again, and I thank you, and my 3 in December of this year with fifty Peacekeeper missiles

*Ia nervcosness too. I'm just ..ed to hollering at kids. Is deployed in minuteman siice. NOW, with respect to your

T h..nk ou. other two questions n the New Madrid fault and the

6 BY COLONEL MCSHANE: , tornado concerns, we have acknowledged the concern

1t Thank you. Colonel Walsh, are you able to answer these * ,, and it in discussed in the safety section, than Is

6 concerns at thus tine? Chapter Five, of the document. We identify the existnce

I r By COLONEL WALSH: , of the fault in the geological section of the Eaker

20 Yet, sir. With your respect to your question on the or document but so analyzed the safety aspects in the
II Pe cekeper missile, on ther adequacy, that'savory, a , safety aet,on, Chapter Five. Thank you very much.

22 very good question. We did have difficilties with 2 BY COLONEL McSNANE:

o, Northrup, the producer of the missiles on their i ill bean.

74 maitaining the prodouction schedule that was originally l. BY BILL IMAN:

on established for them and the problem did lie in the i My 
name is Bill Inman, I live in Gonnell and if I an
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ittn recent legislation and that is thoy have placed

deviate for just vne second from prepared question.

two hundred and fifty million doll ars into both the
If Lea Aspen has any sites he's interested in, I hope I
you'll take his stateent into cansdaration. how thatIeepormadit th Paekpreil arac
sou'l e h tt e e t io t erati. Ecotht, program to continue the research and development through

the first part of the fiscal year, 1989. They have
e8 Impact Statement, what's the next step to be taken n18 alan fenced an aota too hundred .d fifty million
in the selection process and when will the actual dollars that could he used fur beth programs or one
aehection of Carrieson siren he sade?

a program or no program and it all depends on a decision
BY COLONEL McBHANE:

that Congress intends to make in conjunction with the
Colonel aesh?

' new Administration and they have established a date
o BY COLONEL WALSH:

of earth uf neut year fur making that decision. Thank

ii The public comment period as noted in my presentation

,2 you very much.

I2 earlier, closes on the lIst of August. The Air Force

ii If COLONEL 5vOBANE:

13 will take all comments received and develop responses

.n. Sir, did you have a statement or was it just a question?'a to those concerna that are raised. The response that

sBY MR. INMAN:
m we may take will be to adjust our document or to identify

o Just a question.
16 why we will not adjust our document, why that response t7 BC COLONEL McehHANE:
17 or why the issue was not relevant to the document.

a Thank you. Terry Gabrielson.
18 we intend to have the document ready for filing with

mu BY TERRY GABRIELSON:
the Environmental Protection Agency by the end of this

20 Colonel McShane, gentlemen, my name is Terry Gabrielson.
20 yea So that a decision van be made in the early part ImaByhvler a se osekti98. oc'm a lytheville resident. I cs asked to speak this

of19 otht' uat en wh t d cu n 2 evening by Dr. Frank Latter, Superintendent of

22 New, in your question you asked when a decision woold

23 actually be made. It's very difficult for me to speculate 1 23 Blytheville Public Schools. The purpose of being here

2a how the new Administration and new Congress will react.
is enthusiastic support for locating the new Pmacmkeeper

2s I can only tell you what the Congress has proposed
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communities need are jobs and increased employment.
r mission here at Eaker Air Force Base. We have read

1 I'd 11ke to take a little different tack, Colonel,

carefully and studied the outstanding document you've
and voice the sentiment, and I apemh ye firsthand

3 put before us and we concur with your conclusions and

a observations as a person who works in a school, about
a your statistics p-t forth, namely it. Blytheville, our

5 fIve percent of our student population tomes from Air
5 current student/staff member ratio is 16.1 and with

t Force families and I can tell you that Air Force families
S the addition of the new sission at the air kaen it

inckease the vigor of our particular community. Secondly,
could simply, we could comfortably assimilate the new

8 the children of these families greatly add to and echanve

students who would join our school district. It would

the kind of educational program we have here in our
raise ths figures to about 16.4. a mere increase of

iv school district and I suppose that our ceighboring

mc three tenths of one percent. We feel that we have an

school districts could say very much the same thing.
excellent staff in place. We are in the process of

2 I could tell you example after example of children

19 2 upgradieg our facilities and adding new facilities. 19 co" a yeantichad our community py ecause they
] it is no anicipated that any new facilities would

attend our school. Again, we would very much like to
14 have to be constructed. If the need presented itself,

,5 see you make the correct decision of adding the mission
ms certainly, based on the school board's past performance,
ms cm would add ne staff if the mmmd did present itselE. 6 to the Raker Air Force Be,-. We abol,itmly pledge to

I w, support you in any and all possible ways, We commend
,1 we think we have the kinds of programs in the Blytheville

me you for your report. Thank you.
a Public School that will wall serve a variety of

BY COLONEL McSHANE:
mu ycungstrrs representing acatvreyo amd. h

. , Thank you. Jerry Bohannon.

c0 I mentioned at the last hearing, we serve well and

I BY JERRY BOANNON;
21 effectively, we believe, youngsters ranging from Very, r

ii Thank pou,. gentlemen. 9y Board of Directors have kept
22 very gifted to profoundly handicapped. We have those T

i] inds of programs in place. Ct a Iot nI other people i 2 m he e in lythevile here it's humid, my boss is
ka tin s hr a at . .... uthin prentnus her eple 2, in pretty good shape. welcome to Blytheville, gentlemen.

4 at this hearing and at the previous hearing, have

a u e'o Jerry Bohannon, Executive Vice President of the
articu laced ectremely cell shat or particular
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I Blytheville Chamber of Commerce. I must echo the comments has developed a relationship with faker Air Force Base

of appreciation which preceeded me on your being here of exemplary cooperation. The record should note this

3 to give our citizens the opportunity to respond to 20 3 support in the Air Force deliberations for selecting

4 the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The potential garrison .Les- Thank you for the opportunity

, investigation team should be commended on the intensity 5 to make these comments.

and completeness of it's investigation in the BY COLONEL McSHANE:

I Blytheville/Gosnell area. From this investigation and , Thank you. Bill Akin.

S subsequent study has evolved an awareness on behalf a Y BILL AKI:

O of the impacted comeunities of the effort by the Air Good evening. Since this is a public hearing, I thought

20 to Force to work cooperatively toward a successful and 10 it would be good to talk to the public. In looking

is amicable garrisoning of the MX missile system at Eaker at the MX missile, I thich it is appropriate, eves

12 Air Force Base. The operations of the 97th Bombardment though our Environmental Impact Statement tries to

13 Wing have been an integral part of the way of life 21 limit it to a statement that should not consider the

a, in this are for many years. The awareness of the aircraft psychological, the national security or the moral,

In based here play an important part in our national defense morality, factors in the statement, that these are

in is accepted and appreciated. Seleon as a garrison a important parts that anything our government does and
17 thi is atcpte only oppreriated. thcio Air Foc hasrrisona

i: site, therefore, follows, therefore, a very reasonable this is the only opporeunity the Air Force has to hear
8 from the public. I know Congress has, we have the

is line of thinking. We've supported our country's military fC

objectives and will continue to do so. In our knowledge opportuni ty from Congress too so in looking at the

20 of the cultural significance of findings on Eaker Air 20 MX missile, I think this is something that we should

I P Force Bass, brought about by the Environmental Impact 2 not even be trying to build the fifty se have much

22 S tudy, we are pleased with the measures taken to ensure 2 2 less trying to get fifty more. We hear about the talks

23 about trying to reduce our nuclear arsenal by fifty23 the proper accountability of these sites. Having b~en

2a designated as a recipient of the Barksdale trophy for percent and nove towards a more peaceful world, corking

2 outstanding community support, the City of Blytheville ra out our problems in other ways than by the number of
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missiles, planes, etcetera, that we have and yet the more than efficient deterence. The statement is weak

1 tail Garrison Plan is trying to double the number of 2 in terms of looking at what happens when these trains

22 i 1MX missiles we have which is s--minqly the opposite i get out on the rail and the safety factors inolved.

O of what we are trying to do on a national level. 1 4 They talk about objects hitting the train and at some

5 think as far a. looking at the No Action alternative 25 relatively Low speed but they don't talk about weapons

6 of the MX is one of the mst important alternatives, n and the trains being sabotaged, looking at the tracks

I I'll speak for myself, I think I represent a good portion end the vulnerability of having these tracks all over

a of the people in the country and even this area of the place whereas one strategic explosio on the tracks

the country if not in this city, that the money, ten would take care of the train going anywhere.

23 ' to fifteen billion dollars and looking at the piece I0 BY COLONEL McSANE:

ii that this nusenity will get and the jobs and the Tim, Mr. Akin.

i2 benefits th , many people have spoken to and are highly 2 BY M. AXIN:

13 in favor of, that we could distribute that same amount 13 Thank you for the time and, also, I hope that the

14 of money in this community and other communities are i. statement did not really address all of our written

'3 ic weed and it would go a lot farther io trs of the and oral statements before, that this final document

2 $ w old address these and other things that we hate in
'a employment of people and the productivity of the o

1 community. To address a few things about the DEIS written fo Thank you.

i BY COLONEL McSHANE:
is statement itself, it seems to imply that decerence

'a somehow enhanced iy this system whereas this is A. indicated, the final document is reqired to address

iv all1 those conecerns. Colonel Walsh.24 adding about five hundred warheads whereas to our arsenal 0 CIlose co

that we say would be survivable because they'd be on

i the rails whereas Congress has already found that we a 1 would like to respond to some of the issues that

Ii soald have more than enough, thirty-meten hundred 73 you raised. First of all, the National Envir-neental

wt Policy Act requires that the proposed of the actiona. wahed would manan Sovoiet attsck end be able

1$ to deter or be able to respond back which I think is '5 only look at the physical effects of the system. It
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does not require us to look at the psychological, social : firly ,le,, that the new -b,- option wil avoid

effects of the system. St has to he something that's 26 I' :rY certa h e rha pinsl vi

th2 e Dauda Cemetery? And, on other question, more of

direct cause of the action as has her reported i03 a technical nature, just out of curiousity, is the

the EIS. Also, the National Environmental Policy Act S

only requires us to look at alteroative. to satisfy 271' Stage , liquId repelleot. sill that he carried along
c I ith, all four stages he rattled at once or the

the underlying requirements. In this Case, the underlying sairtererce train?

requirement is a more survivabIe ICBM syrte so it
7 BY COLONEL CALSH,

does not require us to look at alternate uses of the s
I  

With respect to your question on the cemetery, we have

money. That is a subect for the Congress to consider

in making their final decisions. Also, the EIS does rd e attempt to av t

0 and at this time we still have avoided it. I would

not require us to, or the Congress has directed us i, like to esi ieutecant Colonel oemmn to respond to

.2 just to look at the peacetime operation of the system
I7 your second questions.

c3 so we do not have to consider the wartime use and in m3 BY LIEUJTENANJT COL.ONEi. GARY fl6ao5S:
;, actual facts, the purpose of this system is through

ae In talking about the maintenance train, are you referring

'5 the mobility of the peacekeeper that it becomes an
'5 to the train train that could he out cc the rails

16 untargetahlm target ky the Societa and Accwing the n practicing our operational concept or the transportation

11 Soviet Union, knowing that they cannot successfully
,; of the Missile itself from the build up base?

attack it, will not attack in the first place. Thank B,e BY Pel DuRmNEit

1 you very much, sr.
* BYCOL:fI IAf 1n well, whatever train would be, as nell ss S car gather

a C0 1 20 from reading the HIS, that would be the train that

,, Phil Darnell.
P 2 goes back and forth to Warren. Whenever the stages.,

22 BY PHIL DARNELL: I22B PI ARELthe missile itself with the propellant stages are

3 Phil Darnell, speaking as a private citizen. I think 22

22 included. Not the operational train.

2' the new on base option pretty well answered my initial
24 BY LIEUTEANT COLONEL GARY f£lIIOrN:

23 question. However, I'd like to ask one more. Is it ,, Okay. S think I understand your question right co.
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i The,tas fAr as I knew right now, that would probably Itikti soetigta oeaetkn o3 thick this is one thing theatseare taking out

I he transported via aircraft into the hese and rated iyt
pof context, It has not been yet. I was explained earlier,

up with the other tihre, stage, of the mIls..ile at the but if and when it is, then the people that I've talked

S operating e 2 n ela south Mississippi County are

BYcertainly all for bsing of a Peacekeeper Rail Garrison

If 1 ccn, 2 think his question concerns the, when the missile at Baker Air Force Base. Thank you.

missile is taken back to P. E. Warren for maintenance,

will the fourth stage be with it or not? Jese

8 BY L ilUTENANT COLONEL GARY Ek ONS: YAMEh DEAL:

. I want to ehank ycu gentlemen for the opportunity to

BYpresent my views. TIme does not permit to really present
12 Doe. that fairly answer your question? all the views that incorporate my interest in this

13 BY PHIL DARNELL: '3 and my studies up to date so I fully intend to send

Y n. sir. And finally, :'d ju-t like to say that I
4  

a written statement timely for this purpose. I'll state

28 endorse all those who have spoken in favor of basing 3 for the record, though, that I pretty much agree with

it here. Thank you.Bumper that the MX missile may not be

oBY COLONEL MCSHAN: 11 the best thing for this nation but I also want to include

Thank you. Dewey Neely.
Te that if there is deployment of this missile system,

50 BOfDEWY fElft:
Y W N that I would be in favor of Blytheville, Arkansas being

| 2o Clonel c~hsne l'm Ne e ly from Osceola, Arkansas,
0 Colonel Mchane, I'm Devey one of the ten. I want to bring to you some experience

2 fifteen miles sovth of Baker Air Force Base. I'm a f eB that I have, though, about transportation. During the

'2 memer nf the Bae Council and have keen foranunber 12 last war in the 1940'S, I was s conductor for Southern

i of years. I would just like to echo mostl what's been 23 Pacific Railroad, working out of Indio to Yuma and

2 , said in favor of the Pracet -per nail Garruson missile 2. at that time we were training or we had a training

25 being stationed here. If and when it's finally approved,

35 base headed by General Patton for the Africa Corps
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and I can tell you that a single track railroad becomes Yes, sir. You've Psked a very good question. It is

an almst impossible world with military because every 2 not the intent of the Air Force to scramble these trains.

military train that goes out on this main line is going 3 We will rely on strategic warning to initiate a dispersal

A to have to carry extra signals. It can't be what you of trains. sow, by Strategic warning, I'm saying that

5 call a scheduled train. You've got trains coming in I on a day to day basis, the Soviet Union does not have

opposition to it and you've got to find places to side sufficient forces deployed so they can launch

I track everything for those missiles. Deployment for I successful attack, a full ... attack on the United

0 those things out here on this base, if we got lead a States and successfully destroy the entire track. If

30 a tiar and I'll put this in formal questions you can a they did launch Such an attack, they would know that

i0 answer later, but the deployment, the first strike S0 there were goin, to he some survivors of the triad

ii that we would have any indication of would be shorter II which, in turn, could launch an attack on the Soviet

12 than the time to get those missiles off of this base 2 Union and inflict unacceptable damage. If the Soviet

13 and onto that railroad and alert the opposing trains .3 Union were to increase their posture so they could

a that we were coming into the system and that's my 1. launch a credible attack against all aspects of the

is greatest concern about this on a personal level and -i triad, we are highly confident that we would see such

in that's not necessarily having anything, whatsoever, in changes in their pasture and then be able to take the

.1 with Blytheville because I'm in favor, if you have 17 appropriate counter action. Now, the types of reposturing
In it, for it to ciue here but I'm thinking that you're in that we would expect to see from the Soviet Union would

i going to have a traffic bag down of the roil synse 1 be, for instance, the movement of their submarine force

2 when you try to scramble that thing on our railroads. 2o to sea. Except for training, the bulk of the submarine

21 Thank you very much. 2 force of the Soviet Union is a port navy. We'd also

32 AY COLONEL McSANE: 2 expect to see some repoeturing of their defense forces

23 Colonel Walsh, do you have any answer to that question? 23 and, of course, their political leaders would be

2s We've heard it nefore in the last few days. 24 repositioned to survive any retalitory attack. Seeing

2s BY COLONEL WALSH; 25 these things, we would start taking counter measures
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with our forces, ia would dinperse traina and we could i hour meeting. Now, because of Colonel Walsh's efforts,

disperse our bomber force and we could flush more of e have before us a document that thoroughly discusses

our submarine force. oat to sea So that to ensure that 3 the issues that should be addressed by the decision

* the Soviets realine they could not successfully attack j makers. However, in an attempt to make the final report

I and therefore they would not attack in the first place. I even more complete and in an attempt to provide the

no, we're not inching at a dash out of the garrison I decision makers with an additional and, I believe,

area, we're working for the orderly movement in full a Portan ceiderati,,, I cegoe.t that the final

coordination with e dispetchers of the respectiv e report include a statement as to the level of cofmunitv

o rail Companies so that we coold blend in with the support for the Mx Peacekeeper nail GArrison System

iv commerical rail system without causing a disruption i0 that has been exhibited at each of the candidate bases.

ii but we feel that we will have adequate strategic warning 31 i I believe community support can he evaluated in terms

17 to accomplish such dispersal. Thank you very much, 7 of magnitude and significance of impact. By using the

'3 sir. 3 measurement standards set forth in the Draft

7 BY COLONEL MCSHANE: 4 Environmental Impact Statement, I submit that the

iS Harold Sudbury. iS positive community support in Blytheville, Misissippi

i BY HAROLD SUDBURY: j County and Southeast Missouri would be high in magnitude

11 Colonel McShane, I'm Harold Sudbury of Blytheville. ii and of significance in both the short term and long

I serve an Chairman of the Military Affaire Committee term. On another point, I commend the Air Force in

i: of the Blytheville Chamber of Cm.merce and I'm delighted it's flexibility, it's creativity and sensitivity as

to provide testimony in this public hearing. First 1 2 it pertains to the realignment of the garrison siting.

of all, want to commaend Lieutenant Colonel Peter It is obvious that because of this realignment of the

31 Welsh for the manner in which he conducted the scoping garrison site, a significant cultural resource can

v meeting that was held in this very facility this past be preserved and, in addition, perhaps millions of

3d April. I appreciate Colonel Walsh's fairness, his 4 tanpayer dollars can be saved by collocation. It is

IS thoroughness and his responsiveness during that thre" 2 now apparent that because of the Air Force efforts
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to avoid this significant cultural resource and collocate 
Force Base began with a literature search of .11 the

the garrison, thus saving millions of dollars, Faker past studies that have been done and many sites had

Air Force Base should now be considered an even more already been recorded. Once we had finished this search

viahle, perhapseret the hewt candidate for the location of information that was available in the State Historic

31 s' of the MX Peacekeeper Rail Garrison System. Thank s Preservation office, we began a survey of the sins

for the opportuoity to offer these commeots for the itself. As I aid earlier, it's about seventy-four

By reord, acres. The initial find was to look at sbout one half

LONEL McSANE: of one perunt of that area usung a pedestrian survey

Thnk you. Bo Huffman. a which is essentially walking, individual archaeologists

COLONEL WALSH: 0 walkung about twenty meters apart. During that

Sir, I think he goes by Boo. .1 pedesterian survey, we found approximately ten thousand

2 00 0 HUFMAN: 12 artifacts, projectile points., charda of pottery, jewelry

'u It's good to see you again. You beat me to the punch. '3 and other artifacts which clearly tie into a prehistoric

1. Colonel McShane, I don't haae a statement to make. 1 period. Following that pedestrian study, we did

1i I do have a question that I would like to ask your '5 magnitometry studies which is essentially using a proton

in distinguished panel. We have found that we have a it magnitometer, a device similar to a metal detector,

32 , significant archaeological site at the Air Base and which can locate areas that have been disturbed deep

i. yo, impact study shows this and I would like to ask -. in the earth, approximately down to one meter. Using

,n the panel what methods of investigation were used to *i this instrument, we were able to find some locations

verify these findigs? 20 that were clearly the sites of previous village houses

2 BY COLONEL WALSH: 
2. as well an a pallisade or a wall around such a village.

22 I would like to ask Mr. nickman to respond to that 22 We did some excavation at a few sites, approximately

23 question. 13 thirty-four meters in total, to document that there

7 BY PRE HICMAN were various foundations and house floors in that area.

2 our research 0 the archaeological site at taker Air23 This is all the tests that have been done at this time.
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This will be the "asis of the report we prepare for comunity Council. I.. the Fresident of that

the Air Force and for the SHPO and we'll, this will 2 organisation. We have approwimately two hundred and

he the basis of the eventual ,plan for any recovery fifty ser, hoth military and civilian it our

that would be established. organization and we are told that it's somewhat unique

SBY COLONEL WALSH: in all of the Air Force n that we are the organization

By 0..0, e are rsfer... g to the irate History directly responsible for good relationships be tweet

P the comeunity and the base. Our organization was the
Freservation Officer.

BY COLONEL McBHANK: # one that was directly involved in winning the Barkedale

L trophy for being the best for community support in
o LaJean Brown.

BY LAJEAN BROWN: 10 all the strategic sir command. So, from this standpoint,

Colonel McShane, I'm LaJean Brown, a Gosnell resident. 34 ii we certainly welcome the Rail Garrison Mission to

I work at the Farmer's Bank and Trust Gosnell Branch Blytheville and hope it will be here. Thank you.

'I across from the main gate of the base and I'd like 1 BY COLONEL "'SNAfE:

4 to say that I am in support of the RAil Garrison Mission 
Thank you. Douglas Mason.

3 i ecause I feel it would he a tog defeone and I beliveBY DOUGLAS MASON:

it the Rail Garrison Mission wculd help make all of this I' Im representing the Delta Greens Biregional Political

*, possible. I am very proud to have this mission based a Organieation hire sod first, I would like to ask that

is at the tser Sir Force Sass. I lion in Gosnell jit Is any of my questions be answered in the Final Ff0 rather

sit or core Fahe threatBse iv n onlljsnext to the base and l'm proud to have Faker Air Force 35 to riot tonight and takiog up soy moos of the precious

0 Base as a part of the ossuity. Thank yoo. I little time that's left. I'd like to say that I did
e. COLONEL acSAof: T2 read the safety section in the geological section of

22 Thank you. Carol Glidewell. 
7, the DEIS and, frakly, I was a bit dissppoined in

S CAOL GLIDELL: the minor coverage afforded the earthquake threat

I. Colonel McShane, my na4e is Carol Glidewell. I am here 1. therein. The main premise seeme to be that since the

s 1011-12 quake was a magnitude that only occurs once2S it capacity a. President of taker Bit Force ease ease

4
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I every five to seven hundred years and only one hundred 1811 quake, I read John lanes Audobon was walking the

2 and seventy-five years have past, thus far the threat backs of the Ohio River near Indiana when that quake

is minimal. In fact, an understanding of rudimentary 3 occurred and he documented this in his book Episodes

statistics would make it clear that this prediction of western Life and he was literally tossed twelve

refers to independent events which only follow that feet in the air by the jolt of a quake many miles.

a trend in a broad sense. Can you tell me, for eeaepl, distant. So, eve. if there is oc risk of detonation

o when the last quake occurred of an 8.3 magnitude on and, by the way, I remind you, Colonel Walsh, that

the Reichtor scals? Was it in 1111 or 1311? I seriously they said they couldn't su.k the Titanic and the space

I doubt that it was five to seven hundred years. It shuttle would never explode either, hut what effects

io ny have keen a thousand years ago. You can only examine ' would just radioactive material strewn across the

11 the deformation of the apparent material to determine landscape have? Would this material be washed into

35 u that hut just like the odds of head and tails ace 35 the river or what would be the effect on othreutened

u fifty/fifty, it's still possible that you might get wildlife and people? 1n your summary of Environmental

is five heads in a row because each toss of the coin is effects, you note under the section on geogology and

Is an independent event. Similarly, the next major quakei soils only the high significant impacts of erosion

in could occur tomorrow, not In the year 212. But what during construction ond I would like to ask what sbout

it about lesser magnitude quakes? In my comment aheet the destruction after construction in regards to the

is which wasn't addressed and I did send it registered New Madrid fault? Also, in your audiovisual presentation,

.ail. I refer to the prediction by Dr .... Johnson, you talked about comparison of bases and for Eaker

10 head of Tennessee Earthquake Information Center at 10 you only considered the cultural impacts to be

u' Meephis State University, that this area has a forty 2 signifivant I just thinking, ironically, that perhaps

20 to sixty-three percent chance of having a tremor 11 future archaeologists, if any of our species survive

I3 easuring 6.0 on the Rechtor scale by the year 2000. 23 all of this nuclear madness, will one day find the

0u I would like to know uhat are the expected effects 0s earthquake damaged remains of Eaker Air Force Ruse

25 of this less dramatic event. Referring back to the us in Blytheville and consider these soewhet analogous
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to Pompey or some of the other archaeologival finds i REORTER I CERTIFICATE

of our day. But finally, I would like to ask the audience 0

if they were as disappointed as I ws in the renaming 3 STATE OF AKANSAS o

of taker Air Force Base. I hope everyone has read mutiny 5 COUNTY OF CRAIGHEAD )

on the Roroty or at least seen one of the movie remakes

ecuse I think Captain elythe is alive and well in s I, Francis Ward, Jr., Certified Court Reporter and

Blytheville. Thank you. ; Rotary Public within ad for the County and State aforesaid,

BY COLONEL MShtARE: a hereby certify that I reported the foregoing testimony of

That .as all the cards I have. 1 ask any of the folks, 9 the public hearing and the same was taken before m; that

i0 did any more come in? Apparently not. Ladies and iv il1 testimony was taken by me and correctly transcribed

S getlenev, we cnn conclode the meeting at this ti . i and reduced to typewriting and that said testimony is a

12 Please remember that you have until 31 August to submit 2 true record of all testimony given at the time and place

i3 written materials to ho included in the transcript i3 of said public hearing.

1 of the hearing. Once again, oral and written statements is Given under my hand and official seal this the 2nd

5 or comtents will he afforded equal weight. officials ,i day of Auqust, 1988.

in of the Air Force appreciate your efforts to coma out 5

it, tonight and to contribute your views to this public ,"-r /
FRANCIS eARD,.

5 hearing. fWe thank you for your courteous attention. * in Certified Coo t Reporter

v Please ho assured that Air Force decision makes will

20 carefully consider each viewpoint raised here tonight 00 My Commission Expites

vi when deciding the ultimate course of action on this 2, July 1, 1993.

2' proposal. Thank you and this public hearing is adjourned

00 at 9:17 10.
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I public demonetration either for or against I question. on the operatione concept. On my

2 statements made, mince this merely subtracts fro 2 immediate left to Mr. Hickmn, snd he work. for

the time uvailahie for others t omehe etetemete Tetra Te:ch Corporetion, thet wen the compeny hired

or ask question, hers, that each person shoulde hy the Air Force. 1r. Richmsn sill reepond to

given e respectful hearing. even if his or her 5 questions on homan r.mooree, the effects on homen

views differ from your .An. remorcem.

7 Cell tmkeeilmne .e10iu , piee he 7 And on my far left Is Dr. Kramer, he also

hack here abut thre minutes after te hour, A workm for Tetra Tech Corporation and he sill

5 thank you. 5 respond to qasations on the effects of physical

to (A break sac take.) it resource. Thank you very auch.

it Ms MctiiAVt, We'll get started toe. The 1R. McSMANt Ma os turn to the aneser

12 first thing the principal acked me If you could 12 and question period of this puhli hearing, thic

10 pleae& stey on the mato that ure directly 
t

n front 10 time is set slde uhout the content of the

14 of the eating area, they just refinished the 14 brifin nd the draft environmentel Impart

15 floor end don't want any nnec..e.ry walking on in statement. What I'm going to do is first c.ii on

is it. Second thing I'd !Ike to do, I'd like to have 1s elected puhili officlil for their commente and

i7 Cal. Walsh Introdoce the other memhers of the 17 then s I Indicated, the halsocs of the cards, I

1 panel ut this ties. i5 have hflied them severe] iece, they are In a

19 COL. WALSH On my immediate right is M j. iq toeally random order and I sill tall oat names of

20 Vnkes, he Is a lawyer for the Air Faores working 20 people from those crds.

21 for the Air Force regional enginer nd he sill 21 Once you are eer.ognized by me, pleae

22 rspnond to quotlo on legal matters and ester 22 tep op to the milrophnn, min.ehe ant all

20 safety. 20 preoent to he ahle to hear your question or

24 on my far right is Staff It. Col. cmmon., 24 statement, and we do need to record it for the

20 he I- air strategic com.nd snd he sili respond tn 20 reord s seli. Please stte your name and

SOREUY IF MILRu~sae
iOWmi CO lS? SEP TETS R

iminieau
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I ffilIatIon ar ddrea, And then ask your q ent Ion i crds, ae T Indicated, ere randomly ordered. Jim

2 or mske your staterent. 2 Thome, pl..sso

0T hve quite a to, people who have 3 MR. THOMAS, My .as is Jim Th.sa., reside

4 indicated , dealre to peak tonight, so, T will he ut East 414 Aeguet, Spokane representing myself

S lettlng yoo know when the thres minote time limit as a pritvate citizen. To begin with, I sent a

i op. nrga Ps...y, ple..et70 letter to the director nf puhli affairs, the

7R. eAsoy. Thnk yoo1, Col. Walsh, 7 hollistr offie at Hotton on April 12, 100. Ths

sher. of the hriefing tem, ladle and A letter I requested compiling my consment on the

ontlemen, as have carefolly reviewed the SIR end a cTc, however, I have roeived no Information nor

tO Aftr that review, a hse cancloded that there is even knos ledgement f my requet. Thie ha*

11 no iglnleltn t Impsct on the city of Medical rke .eriooly Impaired hlity to assess the

12 that a would untlipete from the Ourri*nn of the 12 proposed federil a1ti, and regard that ae aeign

11 aiaili at Feirthild. il nf the NEVe proe .

iS A. result ho ever, we would hope that i4 On page. i-1, the OPiS states thst design

5 a would he cnned if there are to be -ty i snd operating sports of the sail Osrramon Program

11 h~n91, l~~ln md n qt~t, Mlgh,• an", 1. a- -till u)ndergong change I Wish t ent.r Int sinew it dos provide the primnry rteria into 7 official protest tat we ar. heing acked to

in tho City of Modicsl Luke. i comment on thin proposea when we do not have any

iO Ot hehalf of the cIty cnoonci and myseif, is asorance that thc final programs wil be

20 we soold like to go on record as endorsing the t uh-tontilly different

21 iting of the sall OurtIso Mi.els at Firchilid 21 nn pg
5 

1-17 of the 0115, the Air Forts

22 Air Fort 8ae 22 askew reference tt a s ..l. find snnen. An .

2. MR, Mrc5A5R Thank yoo. That takes tare 2c cititn of the Onited Rtutas. I object to the Ai

24 of all of the rth)i, officiale who have indicated 24 orre a withholding important Intformtion during

2 5 deAIra o spek tonightr The hslnts of thee 25 this puh11 decision making pres. a nd T ask,

40 41

,taetm waits ~
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I that this cl1-1i116 -nne be Made Publicly I Intelligent .........nt. An ...al. ot this Is

2 available before the enl of the OPTS0 commenc 2 chet ther I . nto ..o.mto as to th .:.arc.'

4 0.O page 2-1 in the sectloln covering 4 accident at Fairchild Involvingsa nuclear warhead

A national eo~omicl Impocts. the 11110 Is deficient. scsi /or .ms ii. ct.

6 7 nls aySnco fho aysr spsml 7 third a1 tg.e crta.ins 20 potsofntogyein.

heb hungry or homeless tr unsemploysd because of thu 8 Twcs hos many cn iool f asec Washinqtoa

o sail garrison proposal 9 csslied this fart or would Approve more than tsc

10 T would also auo that tbs Catholic 10 tons of nitroglycerin a It's passing through

11 bishops of the United States have ctondemned the M5 11 Their field ad towne..

12 sYet** because of Its negatives ocioeconomic 12 Olveaal, my assssmnt of rho proposed

1. imPact. 10 lItrs -- ot the NX Rail ilarri onn would uopport the

14 On page 4.6-1, Spokane is listed as the 10 14 no action Alternactve end thin Is my

7 11 host cosuity. Why wee thin hearing not held in :S recomendait.on to the Air Forte. Thwnh yo.

is cbs hoer lc...uniry? AM 5. ciAt, rThan k you. Trane cc

17 ON pae 4.6-2q, the Dill adese 1... C0l.. WALSH! May I sake a comen on. the:Y.

in measu~re. which would mtgt the hacmful imprt 15 previous gentlemen' .s.tat..ent?

8 IN on the habitat of the endangered specie. 14 MR M,4A cBiefly.

20 However, ntheme measures lac, adequate detail and 20uCO. WALSH: Withrset. h

21 dono rprmet sffcintomit.n a te21 shanalchange In the design .: the ayete., we

22 part of the Air Forcn no pronett Ths environment. 22 sill he required to havea supplemsental draft

23 at n paeachetft onleain 20 11810.,The exsnting 610 would not heuadequate, so

24 ar o poIfi t uhO f th prtopod anaend 24 wn woul hats to come up withbasupplmental draft

20 thereby do not provide enoug9h in curse lnc for en 21 that mill be made to the pliblic. Thank you. sir.

42 40

l~meuCOURT SEEM No Auti
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no ST RTAC5Y: V lsapeaking tonight we 1 the p roposed waste plant That-s on the dockept no,

2 just tan ornlnary rltiosn. I'm , Sister o 2 has significant nnvi ronmental and health concects

1 Pronece. My cocr oare huwicali yconi.1. 0 than nerd to he sddre...e.- no. I Sold web that

4 you 1- cs sesveral of tbs points in your * you wolid moon the solid wants disposalI upa

O presentatclot tonight. A main nconcern for me Is 13 IIlt lhgher in your, proiie bfuy it

A the wetland, the aff.,t on the -eland habitat and 0 ouldn't hn good, hern in .Pollan.

7 the, you Identified In the report. 10 epriea of 7 Finally, you mentioned that there would

o wildlits lhal mould heatff.-d, includinhg the A bn a potential shortage of lawm and -oderat no.e

9~~~ g- ilooe~. .ing in Medicul Labe; I'.ncaprtPol of the

10 n im ,A metined I~r** ot14 10 Mudicai Isbeossun.11ity. hut l as concesrned about
11 whole lot of deta1l aboll bow that wllid he cohen II thoe who hate low and moderate Incomes And ny

11 12 cars of, an, thu. wetlands In the area, the 12 bind of Affect on thu. That would be negative

101 destructio of the wetland 1. .aeajoreooie 10 ol he c .oncern for ..

to --nfra.14 finall1y, t ho repuct .en tio-Is the near by

Is Toll men tinned 57A acre of land, .amos 1 Apohane /olvjlle Tribew booing cncerns, And then

16 half1 of wbich -c tuna"1der price fa-mlan, wol 15 Il ohi ou eottngh.01 as -- and In

1 2i1 be ud4 for this project, and I don't hnow that:Ih
I? he ropo 'r. tn....d l1h, t bone , rr., Te

1s the talus of that projecrt Is equall to that use1 of in weren't described and they din't sesm to hats

14 1tn o1 moth signifi cnce to anybody, and I would be

20To .. J1.. h' he..i .. .201 itrn a In knowing more what their ........aar

21 generation from the proet wold be I ncread by 21 and that that would be addressed s ore

22 the Time tha project's completed And ongoing, that 22 Oper1fIcally.

204 we w-aid hare 4.3 tun.s.day of soJ li -ate to Iy .1 :~ h:l:"t~

24 dAl] with. As4 your aled'waethoSoae' 16 24 noar_ _amon ar n y nhse.1 w annot use

20 landfill .ill reac. h cerit y the I ai SO4., . 20 thes end must not tune than for nhviooat

44 I461
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environsental and health ha.ard renon.. So, T 1 would not, It'n likely it wouldn'
t 

ompeneate for

16 would ask that than X alsilee not ha placed here 2 thn -- e.peciaily for the wildlife hecue of tho

in Spokane, thank You, I fnt that the wetl.nd would be In different

4 MR. M SHAMI, I gar a rd fr..a. Mr. 4 tre

.lance Reinhold; first question T'd ak, are you an %COL. WALSH As you noted In the leading,

elected official, air? A we were not specific and n had not made any

7 MR. REIROLD: T' repreent n tg Mayor 7 tnaltmont, no therefore, an make the worst ase

Rn. A*ycoocnnt. n An to the lapecte we would not take
5MR. ecORAWE Are you an official?

any hatefita in the analysis of these iltigatlons

1 MR. RnTiRgOLD no.
I0 until they had he coaitted to aftr they had

11 COL. MALSH- Encas.e .e, may I answer the

I i e rhe uled with the -cpa of Engineots,

'2 lady'. qu..e ... ? i2 etcetera, na we're lookiny at the worst cane

1 MR. rSHAR: if you .an hriefly. i3 ispacts

14 COL. WALSH: There were several Issues td 14 Thi I-1 thing .. had been In'dn

in like to respond to. First of all, the more iS winthunrlnuc Indian trihbe that hate historical

iR specific V.. -ch to the hendling of the wetland, 1 ni t o.the area, but at thi rise it the

17 that is coed under Io 404 of the Clean t I I17 hetI ateedundr e~ln 44 n th 1 n17 nnalynln, they haunt t idicated the prenenceno

in Meter Act, and e w d have to work with theI 1n cry sac-end aitna on the hose that we wouold

19 Corpe of Enginears to develop a more detailed 15 interfere with.

20 appro-ch on hawe ... d mitigate the Import. on 20 SISTER STACEY So their onenfe are

21 those w t lnce. TV old he by hfldny 21 ecoloical

22 additional wetlands to -,.pene.te for thone that 22 COt. M&tOR: Mo, to impunts nt sites,

20 have bee n rewoced, hut that woold ncur after the 25 burial sitee. orseiten of that -- aere~ tlportant

24 decision ban been sade 24 for prayer, etcetera.

25 RTSTS STACEY And you did oay that it 25 SISTER STACEY I'm wondering. will You he

40 47

CORTE MILLER in w-n-~G ~~5.~
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responding to each speaker, Lt. C0l0 - ilhy Me wouid like of corne, not to hene the

2 OL. WALSH: If they s4 ell qu~lin,2 hildiIhdn fhaitat dieturbed, but if that Ia the only ruhles

1 Yen, s'es. If they do not Ank nea question, I I that we have Inuonrd, we're totally in eupport of

will not respond, hut if they osk se a question. 1 I
the aciliy Ve it is reported is the

SIS.,.RT:P 50CIC, So You'll respondtu S environen tel ispact eta tesent. Thank you

S dir.et quetion then? MR. M xR&nE, Thnk you., Lauren Gylord,

7 COL. MALSRH Yes. P) 7

SISTER STACEY: Thank you. M AYLOR*, My n:es is tauren Gaylord.

oR e q cMAN:,. urorge eei temein-? hope I T'. speaking on hehalt of mycelt. IwouId lke to

1 didn't pronounce tht to badly.ininot that I
1 i Re. REITEMEIponnI've beeshaca lied worse.t

11 ) MX end wTno opposed to the Rail Iarrlenn Proram.

12 My name is Onorg Celteasier, T' preaideont of the 12 1 think there are signifieant flowa In the draft

I' rhamher of Commerce of Rpokane It hew 2i10 1i ITS, in perti lar, the mitigation measures, more

14 mebhers, our address Ia Meat i020 Riverside 14 p-lfl-lly, tn term. of the wetlands.

Il Spokane, Washtngton. IS The lat 20 years of development have

14 Mere heovtiy inolued is the sotluitin, 1 meant huge destruction of wetlands and remedle

17 of Fairchild Air Forte Cae, aesherof oar e d
I" from them which don' work. The relt has hen

In ervice coe ittea are here tonight and way or may 18 : d of r

15 not teetify depending upon the Seed.

ia habitats, and thl in not diened in uffic1enn
20 asned upon that information, which we

20 detai in the draft XIS.

II hale ret. -citd Illevtryoneelae, In looking 0cr 2 think it uet he provided detail

22 the conplatn report, we find nothing to he 22 the ispact hesIt ImA

21 1 anlyl tf th Ip~t :nl .h1 iiaio lr

21 concrnod wth, we do not feel that there at any 2 f the're he that

24 epettfiy rfeaatioee dealng with the aehironecutalt

24 -P-1fil I... 'loan 'Iselin, with 'he -nv| ..... 24 they will he take. rre of.

2 8 p h e e s . 2 *'s lo c o n c e r n e d a ua t t h e s i t i g a i os

4d *4
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I of rail prohlems, there are frequent raii the Praniecana in Sptkeno, Waahingto. 3, 7

2 a nt ithe vly as Poil as In the United 2 kgues I ind of speak for all of o. hujt really

S States . And thin Pail Sarrison preeente poteonie Is II for myeelf and I know all the thing. I'% not

9 1 ot a e type of actident with snot.one throat to 4 supposed to talk ahout hecause I read the paper.

1 the eafety of the entire region. There moat he a o I'll talk ahoot nignItliant things T

greater analysis of thin and of the mitigation a gu.a. ' ahIowsd to talk h.- and that I. I

7 msu .re that ten he developed to prevent those 7 noticed the eIn raies ocloonos leave,

A dangero. imprts. A revolving around the Garrison deployment. Nowhere

0 T elao think that thnaertion on in the ET doew it raise nociopyholngicAl

to alternarives In extremely weak cnd there need to 10 lasose, and tht'a the Inous T'4 like to se

11 he greater cnsldettion of other alternative*. I II raised and addreseed nnd oct11 It in, I think the

12 think just In general, the mitigationmeseorna 2 T1 is le2 han .o ffi.itnt.

20 In appear as if they're en sfter thought, nhey're 10 I'd like o. s .h. .... r.....t .o f the

14 extremely general, they are not inrnrporsted as an 21 14 a. s ntist, especially sociologists and

I S eentia of the PTn, this program pr n- cn in wyhlogie sought after and written up in the

in inradihle numer of Iadverse impat and they are in TS statement. Especilly, isolating and

i7 not mltigateod esfficiently In your report. Thank 17 measuring the inrese f the variaklea, and

is you. i alienation and dehusanTation, epleially among

In MR. McS 5. Thank V.- . Pla as 10 our young people and the adolescent that this

20 indicated, If you oaop every time after like that, 20 program T thisk sill inevitahly involve. If those

21 i'll joan slt until you're dune and yo't going 21 have keon sought already, then, I'd like to ee

22 to take away from the npeking tis. 2 thea sentioned. Thank yoo.

20 Riohard Ji1 .17-U-Z-T-X? 21 MS. McSMAXt: Thank you. Wles ureene,

24 MR. JUZTX Colonel, 
m

y name is Richard 24 pses?

2.5 Jot, Is a Francioan In the local soups rof 25 MR. oPSE.E T'd like to speak to all of

fas" mm5nlm COURT REPORTErS 55m*55m5Ol - n'
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y-.o . ell a the people her.. I aeinst the. Issues.

2 MR. WrNsAen Stsnd no the mat, plees 2 And in praviona MX hearings in Utah,

o MR. OaRpee Sorely. My name is Bill 0 Nevada, Boton, thse types of hearings have had a

4 rane, I live in Opokans, Washington. . represent 4 major ispact on the deployment of these weapons,

S the PSP, the PhyirJcian for %nciul Reponnl iity, as political ntanements as w@Il a, trying to meet

A shirh Is also the representa tiv for the TPPW A thee FR rquires.nts.

7 shilh got the Nobel P ee Prix in lOSS. 7 t shall leave it there and aek that the

ttis the poaltiot of oor groop that any Impat Include a IFae t shoot the nereeed

O ignificent ech.nge of nucles sea pon ld lead risk of nulear sepon eohange by having then

In no nolo twinter nd the destroctiof a11 I additional MX weapon" deplnyed.

t h.sns. Thl hoa not hen addressed in the Imp t 11 MR. rSRAN5 Thank you. Could I have

12 statement, the peecetie a oddr-eed very small 12 sohmody sake re the aicrophone is hookd up?

fr etes nation for nclear w "epona. the vortise 1t And foture speskors, it was oet up sn everybody

22 14 risks was not addad. ac dtaile sh as the 14 could talk and ovaryhody could be r.

It 2 percent Inreae in flow traffl on roade 1 in SPRCTATOR Ceel. ttShae Col. Walsh has

A discosed, hot no di arossion as seda of the In reported the opportunity fur adreaing the

7 incream and ricks of nedIear esthange. 17 a-diece., we ehoold he afforded the ess

Is since n wo.ld al1 die 1. that echango, Is opport.nlty.

15 it eess like the not Isportant Issue to he 1i MR. ScORAsS! Nat.on oos, plese.o

0 i eco". I recognise that this hind of 20 MS. MOOS '. marion Mon, I live .t 1II

21 political Inee In not eeppoesd to he dimscussd 21 Meet lath in the City of Apokane. I's p.ekin

22 that i4 a, to ss, an environmental ise. 22 for myself as a cltlten of spokane, and hefore in,

21 iffe.rent fro shut yen said Colonel, the 21 1 have brought and diatrihated to the pvhlic hero.

24 aeeting" have had a -- nerved In a free onty 24 the letter froe City Counoil of %pokans to Lt.

2n for the peopie to esprees their views hoth pro and 2I 0ol Peter WIalh of the Air Fore rerording the
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I draft mnvlro....ntai impat statement., the Pa.ce- c rommunitiest that ar, makintg testimony.

I kIeapar Poil garrison, June I986, and tha*. are my 2 NW. WeSWAWR, Thank you. Lindell W.ggl.7

I ...rk. Itan4M. LTND:LL WAGGTe Ply na.* 1. Lindell

4 1.o addraseiog that the,, the City Coontil 4 Nogglne I live at Worth 7102 Cedar Road. Spokane,

23 5 in an -- In ariting these remarha for the city 5 Washington. 7 appreeiate this opportunity to

5 ad a unlteral --,without any Impact or any 6 present ay concern* regarding envi ronmetntal Import

7 1 .npo f Io th l a.t eon Spokane. The City 7 of the construction of the MR WIPeile Rail

A Council unltaely arrived at it. detision a garrison Program.

9 without sking any direction of t he .tlriena of 4At this time, I have three major

it Spokane. no advisory opini ons were aought In 10 cocrs My firt conceorn regards tha fact that

11 evaluating tha 315 and the Peaceheeper Nail 11 2n acres of aetiand hebitat ai1i he diaturbed de.

12 aarrlson. O puhlt, hearing. have h.en held, the 12 to this p roject and In an area that hen such an

IN United Staten Air Force nees to know, 00 ia enid environmentn, 2W a-re, of aetland habitat ia a

iA .onsensus. is pre..ented In their rema rk* to the 14 significant amount.

is liS. Air Force In the determination that the City IN Wetland hahitat is regularly sacrificed

16 Council has arrived upon. 24 'a fur human endeavors proposing a threat to water

17 The City Councl did non publicly 17 foal and all epact.e In the area who depend on the

IN 91-s1-s to the oltiznn Its decision In the in eater for surviveaI. if indeed, the tcend in

10 content 0f thin letter, and that -- this. And 10 eeather has con tinted ae It has In the last

20) that indeed that It weould oenn he In the City 20 several V .ar. we .Ill have to pre..e.ve to .a...ra

21 C-uncil1 egenda August 1, 10CC. The City Councii, 21 eveneaminimal water foal population.

27 as elected official., chos., iioioto mnaske 22 OvnIf effm r asn inimia the

2.1 this decision aith itn staff and therefor, the 25 21 long term afc Iof the Iead cnIne hNos

24 public need* to addaess this tn you that wenare 24 presences ill1 hound to havesan Impact In tba

2,% not using a dmotrtic. pro-en in many of the 2t p resenc of, I n part Icularm, the hurroel ng owl., am

04Ww-M- a.-.- CSTPT I --
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mawll as many rabhits, do not tolerte the presence I benefits of aproject like the WR Wimsile hbecause

2 of humaan. In its habitat. A spces ut whic.h 2 those defending the ptoaition are thinking only at

1 will be nega tively affe-nad in the hi,, bird, q the present.-

4 their hahitat hss been signific~antly diminiehed% In A erble...heing trested for the futlure do

A Spokane Cnonty d,,e to human expans ion into their 0 ot coner then. lowner signs hiock their

11 territory and now It is tu he furvther reducred. A vision, environacutaliets are futurists, and If

1 The hlue bird Is vsl,,ul. to fa ... eroaend their y anyone han heen reading the prediction of

a habitat should he protected. 27 A rin no sc aientists lately. ahut the

2 5 . While I uppreriene the opportunity tO 4 deterioration of the ozone layer. because of

in expressaey rocens, 7 do not feel these ronr-row Ill poli.,ciun, and because the cause of ahr kin Iover-

1i will cary .3,,h weight as to whether or not this 11 population, he know* we haveeavery setrious

12 project will be purued. Coteidefig rhe .aJor it prublem.

101 concerns and recervetI ona wad. by enetwhich 101 There aor, those w ho think that If me

14 ware enpresend In the past about the doulopment IA could eliminate the aniseal kingdom to aske ante

1L% snd ispi e..nte tion of this project and were in euo for the human specils, thase peopla have

is d11isregrde, I doubt thst my commen to ill alter in never heard of the Interdependence of the eco-

26 1'7 the plan. which have been ade. R,,t fur the 17 systems and the basic foct that yo Cannot destruy

io ered. I cro-amena tht noamotionaltrativ. is or damsage one without seriously affecting the

Is thank yout. 15 others. They like to feel that satisfying the

20 MR. WcSCANt- Thunk you,. Nrga...t 20 wante and deel te of mankind Ie all that matters.

21 R.g01n7 21 a--n1m. .. ,city sill cure everything, persnal

22 MR. WAROARNT WA4iitC I'. Margur; .. eIaggin. 21 sacrifice to help create a better envirnnt Ie

21 1841a Worth Willow. spoa n riue. Is. the 2.1 not In their plans for the future.

4 e d4 c a t i o h ai r p a m n o o f t h u S p o k a n A . u d u b o 1 , e w o r r y a u t t h e b l u e b i d . w h y w o r r y

IA Wociey. It io very hard to coat the ecoeomic 2 8 201 about tha blue bird which I. being peaked forthsr
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I aay frot ito natusral, predestined *evirone I and St anything has.arueed many problems such so

2 Or the tigrating Water footl and all ereatoret 2 thin.

I (treat ad Wt.I]? Been little .hldro. re. 3 WR. WrOCNAIE Ti tNon.. Tr you haee

* goderetnef that the elimination Of birds wou1d A forth er rotten to tnd yOU weted to submit thou in

a leave an evirnomnt hefore It of protortin trot ft writieg, you ay do on.

e the In.tt whirch, in ture. are responsible for 6 MS. WARIiCOT CCOIO- okey-

I eoeting the uoil frot the doeeying. aging and MR. ",.SWANK- Douglas N.y. pln...

11 deraying vegetation. Of recent, thin dent ort a WI. PAY: My ne. in Douglas Pay, in. frot

* happen overnight like the rie and fall of the * iL* lrande Oregon, Which in neoldeetally an the

28 10 .. fikttrhe,. it trerke that the WXIin projerted to be transported

P w people ken that the blue bird in now ii on.

12 on the threatened lien. we're destied to require 12 In. -- I have r .....te regarding the

1.1 erertein -- Insect* thae live only In Ito ntural iS elrotione of arrideet fatality risk. atterh.d

14 own field, for the niittive ]ife -- for 14dn .i to the deployment of rho Pell Glarrison. I feel

is And setar foni must haeo aernaee end eoarieca and thaet th. PTO in dnfieint In thin memo, it,

in I .olid go on end on- then T a rhild. bloc is prejertione in the tree are general end booed on

i76 hidewre a -idnt oh of their fore b heitat 17 figoree for the entire nation, 7 objert to that

in has been nerrifired for the development. YOO in herneen T think Itn *nerrot that the. rael

19 neldom see one anymore in the City of Spokane. 10 system In the weste rn unitted etates bee been In

20 it )e a highly developed suburbane-- it's 20 worer, far reondition than thee of the e part of

21 highly uhberh.. ere.. An oil ePill in tot'r 21 the eentry end I think itta Wyoming, whirh in,

22 'Aien... aroopie of year. ego duere...ed the engle 22 last T hoard i. In themet.

2.1 population herevee toreh of the spawning fieb2shwl lie to.inppofte, I'd

24 population etc k1li11. Alteeooit h~h 29 24 lik tpot Oct th t atematring letmnt.o

25 ebour We. the floa..re.. lost. home. rsae.. l~n... 25 a hearing thet In. regarding the t raneport of
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1 trennorene wasete from the iianfotd *enervetion to I POP. trSWAet. William harbor?

2 the repocior .. Yin loaM.. n the UiN. flepartment 2 MR. BANKER: I'm William Rether, iUP a

I of energy bat rejerted the option for roil trane- I 11leire pehogint end my offir. in nt Ment

4 port of waste no gronda that the ntioe's rail 4 IO, Nth Alan,, In Spob eon and I'd Ilk, to atoo

29 eystem In roteidered oteete for the shipment of 9 rotten t en the -- or folio, t ho rottent that wee

A ntI an wast, etra. And I'd Ilike to know hoo 30 a mede, each ereshout the atetment, I think done

7 they In the Cit Fort.* esneeneet of saety for the 7 1..t in ito weotion on the -.tIe] it part end

a very nas* tail system hen p-rodce aorb different 4 adequot. treatenet of the nroerooie

C rnelwI.On. T'hat'. .1i. 0 ffect of thie progra c .. onto rhildre.

iS MR. sltSiiCRI, Old yo- went at ot.Wer tO to Whet or. .. going to say to the 2-yea

it thet q,,eetion tonight? 1i old .a the 1-y-e old rhild hb,,t thin program.

12 tO CAV- If we hae one, tonight. 1i that therte a -- that the riliroed around Spokane

I, C~nt. tCL417 T oul d Mahe It an brief en iS ate net op for 0001 ear Werhead* end to bae thote

4 possible. got fOr ohe movements t hat are related 14 moiie atd booa toe r.. ndy to go. that we're

iS to th, initial ..p . Imn .a me earWe hove is on, of the hoadquartern for Oulr) eieeilee tt be

iS loraeiced the etetiotirn0 for the diaperead 14 available and that -- and what ae we going to eay

17 movemnts whieh will he netion-4 ide7i to then ahbot theit eafety, you know. what In this

in We do one nationwide statictirn, hot nhot is going to say ahout the it feel ings about thenneive

it yont point Oct In perhaps a deticriey it dotne t C nd their on .ne.ee of we lbeing?7

10 i, Whith no .. ed to he wor e..n piit On how We 10 bed I woggeot that the Impoart etatemnt

2i have used t hoe sat iwtir, eo you will understend 21 In iarking in that weem wed i support the Idea

22 how we did do thwr t..d ... I of thin analysit.t... 22 that that nopeet let In that area has not bon

2.0 andal T.Ahoratorlee they did mwrh of the eane wotk Ii el1iited

2a for thn flepertment of Energy on o m-ovent of the ICAnd in the ontm.I .oppoct the.

20 henerdononate. iheeb youi very much, air. 31 ,o reone.inofn.:ento
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I simultano s plosion of the two miselliee. that I produurrion effort. so the Northrup Corporation wee

it 1Would be no los. of hu.man life. That ...a . 2~ unablie to deliver the. gudnc y.t. In . timelyf

I solely related to the program, that'" why the 1 mne toot-inedha'watasakg

4 reason for the sfety .one, thankl Yoo etr. 4 thltl s

S MR. vralhMN Jon Kev ... gh, p)ece ... 4 We were withiholitgn progras ayot

M: me. KAVANAO111 MyneI-'1 john Katana~lgh, I from that .ontra,.tnr. hut trently hee got bork on

i've n Spokaone I'd Ilih* to address the I cadl atd he'. .1at .. t got .ll his progreOC

a ort oaconomi. Issue that assail t ddr .. a in the a payments beck and We are now going to meet fil

a NYC, said that being that the failure rate If the o lperating rcapabhility on arhadotla at V.I. Warren

36 " MR t..t firing eari.. of . few .onth, hark .u. . in Th you very etch. .tr.

11 -- two ainailP leottof the three didn't woekae 1i MR. MrOWAY9t Jarry and Nuney 11tnem. one

t2 they acre .oppoceld to. And my conrern is that the I? pereon going toepeak?

tO Amerliran people are putting their money into t 1.1 miN. NICKS1 My name i. Jerry Wines, my

4 my.,.. there. tot going to work No ire. euVp...d is wife slnd I live At .1t4 Worth Laply- r ..old like

I a to. That'. about alt.

to p.mr"AP! hak ou C.. alh?37 it to usy that both my wife and I favor the proposal

If C.NcRAN, hak ou Co. alhIf of the nail narrieon being place.d a. propod .. ite 11

17 CO.. MALSN, Air, there bate beet 17 it on Pairrhiid.

io murrceesfull launc.hes of the Polelakeper Missile and to w- ralied our childran In thin eroimuniry

tO all 17 latluchoo bane performed beyond tilt 1A and I can't thinh of one evening In whilh we hind

20 eupectatione, And It is a highly urc~urare 20 no cnnonsle our c~hildlren having lited near It, a

?i twile21 atretegir ait rowlmundl, PaIrthild Air Por.

22 What You have heard being useod bae been 22 berausai my children le..arnd what it rapra...nIrd

2.1 the Ail Porce'. - -oner of the ability of the 2A and they' re otet

24 developer of the initial regiment unbit to transfer 24 Wn have grandrhlldteo that live in thia

204 frtm a research and develo pmont efiort to a24 commu.nity and I'1 sre. they arI dua. they
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I too, atIl learn Whet defense ofour rotntryme.ne si.a I. on bll-ln tha is ot permitted under

2 end4 they can choose to live near Ithi .c.a..n iiyt or 2 the. lOfA Dut Att .. l drtn It.

.1 they run live away. My wife and I favor thin Ae I tunderstand the -- that the huh Act

4 proposal1, thank you. 4 designate. MO missiles for deployment In an

11MN. MrSANK Kerney taylord, plese ... a Alternative capacity. Whet -- Why arntyol

aMn. OAYInD, My nam -It -- Mre:5C suyn na rnative ttianvle 10

I unabl, to apek. My nee a o We l Oeylrd I' .. m7 iee I fin thet that etertiv aI..

0 bar husband. I have a eoupln of remerhe end I'll 4 hissesm the totai report by looking at an

o aleo have remark.e my wife Harney wiehed to make. 0 aiternetive that ie only greeter then the eubiject

10 The firs t remark Is, lem disiappointed to ,propsa.

Ii this hearing is being held here at Medicaml Tlke. 1 39 1i 1The only other alternative Ism no actiOn;

12 feil that this is a County -- Spokane County Wide 12 there-. nothing in between. Core altr ie T

13 Import In the proposed Peil (larrtin Projec.t. it 13 can think of that would be In between. In* would

1A appeared to .. that, the. must logical loca.tion for i. be potn fewe I . missilke. at -- olun ther,

14 e hearing in Spoken. Count1y ie the City Of 10 perhaps 2R miiiil, it siahle, aat the

38 10 Spohane, this hearing tonight should he held at is Impart of that7 Now about fewer site., five aitee

it the Spokene C'ounty City Coltetil Chambere tether 17 Instead of It sitise. hod I think that the

is that In a high tool auditnriua In a small otlying in envtIonmen tal ip.ct ereme.. I hould he

is viliage. Recase me, T don't mean to alienete the iS Aeuedthose alternatives.

20 peoplet hers. bult I'm looingi et the.big, pitr io f 20sttIg I wNt O, tl hu the -

2i .li the Peopie that ste Imparted by thie project. 1 1 lngewih the ront.iosO titi
22 (letting directiy to the environmental 22p4etneedpntveeooi.fn-hotb

20 Impact etatecelnt I've fined that the alternative 201 And here. 1 10th at the target effect of landi

24 distueion. to be embarrassingly itdq e The $A beaed Nail Garrison Nyntem. and the paynhnlegitl.

t 5 ouly alternative is the cndeainfrom to Mx 25 iomact that bee, on property within the target
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I zone, city of slpoken*, I hblieve, is within that I antion, . ro.aid .r.d t he r.move)I of the

2 target .. oe and hy placing the.. ai cla ut 2 Peckae lalsof the aig it.. at P.41 , there. You are Inviting this location, Spokae-, I Warren Air Force Bae. Th. ather cons ideration I.

* as a targeted attack In the rail systems in this 4 -. have no designated 10 Garrison installations,

a are.6 we have pat this documen~t together on that the

T al :pi n ftfitc:h.uIlng 1, 6 prealdant and secratary of defense ran pick one or

42 7 pkn, I %ls four or ala or 10 candidate Installations ftr

C lik, t t5 hadeatoya eaily igh har CtC dploy ... t of thienysta.. ?hank You Vary each,

to town If they knockout Hlghhridge. 1n 4. Mc-IMAWE, Bill Witg... yar?

3i MR. McWc~AXk, Tie up. aWhen we tat to if Me. erOO8149ye*, Wy na.. . koill

12 your card, you can Ioss halk. 12 Viggasoyer and I liue in spoke. And Col. Welsh.

431 -,I go n reod1.4 I'd Just like to mayhe Protide, present a period

IC fvrngten acti on alternative in the UK. 14 of que..tion and I'd .til1 like to operate within

1.0 MR- MSOASR! T IP1, let Col. Walsh -- why is my tia. Cram. -~ mayhe I'll just have to .... both

10 you Only considered to ha. a hundred. 16 of on *long at the eass time.

17CL.WLS7 Th 00PackeprOpin17 Colonel, what step^ are particular -- or

In wae presented hy Mr. Carlucci (phonetic.) earlier iC particulaor a=ctnw ill he taken to provide

10 this year, and what he wee proposaing sea not a 44 i9 protection for the POX 14mailles at Fairchild if

20 total 1I." enln pcopoend, hoat tather the second 20 this does occur?

21 50 of the 100 would he removed from the existing 21 COT.- WALI5W The protection will he very

22 timoe at F.R. Warren and pat on traits. That.. 22 liettar to that no.vafforded the atrat egic -epona

2.1 how he would get the 100 on the reec keper 2. astatuse stored In the weapone storag e area on-hoee,

24 trin..- 
24 spcfcly thaulfneln ilh ae dd

20 So 10 the anal]Yale of a l ternative - 20 tenopethe Ci) Oario ndte eoity

707
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I force that in on dutty, this would provid e coverage I COL. WALS- Sit, Tam not really qualified

2 to the exinting strategic weapons hut alto to the 2 to answer that particular question. And when that

3 tal arion] question hes heen raleed earlier, the teeponseof

IT401 We lim-ays en do 1 yuPaI o 4 the Ai r Forc t. the is. inar at with ....

45 5 pro1.tectin the ale and allen of ra il hat the s recent cawheretwe acknowledged mtrality,

6 train* tarrying the WI Wilas will travel 000 C .poit .a e.tce tera, wotuld .tec...ily he taken

7 ff1.. WAI,5W. an do not propoCs ny 7 Into .,ccount it anydciin

8 otraordinary atlon on those tails. whet ye a Snoes, rho courts have deomed that this

a wouid altggest to you ie that aew0ttld he ahle to o particular docotta.nt is out the appropriate vehicle

10 moya randomly on thoas tull4 and it woutld ht vary 10 for enpress ing that analysis.

11 difficult for a eahor to know pretloely where 471 dIi WC. -l~S~n Ill there he another

12 weevoulid he moving so could do. no Ill to thos 1 ocmet

101 rilt. 11 001,. MAISW: The B15 will not he the

id IF he wer to do an Ill to thoec tellse. 14 appropriate doeen t for muc~h analysis.

Is Ittp Iud he unambiguouts and an Indication to %,n IS Se SWiiOkk'fK, Cat there will ha?

16 that somea ill In tent -s Intended and that -O 1C COt.. WALSC. Sir, yov tee ake yotur

17 would take the ne......ary pru-ttiona with other 17 poltical thoughts to your represattiv in

Is aap-etoftuur triad to put them on alert. in .. cOrees

iO SC. IOOCWCSYPC I understand that the is SC. CTOARNtRk90- One you feel that the

20 state of Washing ton at t his tise prest-tly 1s the 20 people, Jutst thinking f rom an euonoalt tonrcept, do

21 numher th roe nt-lear power In the orld. 00 ".t 21 To teel thst the teopla .11h .t~r capital and

46 20 pyhl hea:aa IjI)he haree 48 22 long term aspirations will want to man. to Spokane

p2han a~,h1 - nnd th stte 25 to hoes thair operation In this area knowing that

IC of ashingo h1at h nme one target of any 24 spokane Is the numbher one ntuclear target In the

20 e-00y -to~~tn errr* 2 nited Stta* of kAsriret

T2 7
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1COt.. WALSH: Again, .1"' Y0t hat... ing n. 5()l I teieAa eid

2 tonopecalmt*aon the In tent. of people, all I rhfn 2 n, In effect, all the leronante, It

s ulget to you Is that other lot~atine, cheo there A neen.a toe ev,,..n though T don't have the

4 have heen deployments of the n,rla.r. Milels, A ttiti exet 'ei tr.. of the MX, 7 have the

C hr eeh:1:nt fvntr aialt ot S roe, ae oko hat hefigures that :mer:
I tha are., t .go inirt int th. thee .. I A I gie yCi ae h ha eh.,ld h.v hm

7 can hnninlgly look .n chat he. happened .1l.. .he,. 7 thiere nAold heen. o oneA. 1 Snpok .n Acm ii..

a andi Asen the -on thing ...ald happen here. A a, throughout the ro.ntry ith the Aeployment of

5 C.nOiiCStn Th an ye- Again, T A thn MR here

49 would JN:at I Ike to: go on _racerd egaint thei .I . it 4r. ePT

Ti 1laenn of 05Kieie hIA re, Chant Io I region of ifIni'oeP, particoisrI y as related to

12 .C. Cc1.eA.RC Ia -ety7 iT2 yo,r progeen, rel-A d.oc....nit y It didn't

1.1 0C. itOWWRTY Cyn e ix. 1. aic Doherty, TI., ontinn In yo-r dnAent p-tifI-Ily, to',

14 live in Spokae. T'. here asa.private 1iicn lA Identified the POT a, Spokane C-~nttj and Kntoot

in i'd Iik. to ftr, tddtex.. 'he coat ffecti-vne.. It County, Tdaho. That woould he n conflict for one

iC iea,)n t hat Mae ra ised hy the alid* presetta tion 19 thing with another doc,,ent or Perise of dcet

17 thisx evening and an cell keen addreeaed by the 17 that have rose o,,t In the Spokane area regarding

In cty offici.1. In the are. 51 IS what the ritIta1ns do Int Chn event of an,,cler

IS According to Ilik-, even iSCO otatintlce iSO4 tc as far as fellot sheltere., thr older ar

Ito ax far as what happena really ehen yea pot for TO in the -- at i.in,il Lt. and Chn...y, They have

21 every $1 .ii1io- that g..oesito. nIlltay proyran Ti been updated In recnt yesr* It nemer doc-.ntn.

50 22 -1,rh as the Cl progra, there i. 1a... of johe, 22 kayo everyhndy going to cAt tie. it X-C forrm.

T : lit phllo hooxing0.inhi1 exIvny peio nd '0 onnar.,P fn Ori ie hoeho, :.ytoo .n yxi:n

24 er that noAny to go ino Ao the priveto 24 in M ahitgton, Chi t Ia an tvens , thi I

2 s xetor. thrre mo,,ld hr an odditlIol 710,000 joAihe TS not addroxsed in any part tof yoursts-e-enT.

7' 7
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T think that there is a f,,rt her conceorn I here ax aprivate citiren end A student en aRn-

7, regarding the f art th~t there J-,t hex CI s lll 2 Huehingron Ilnivere ity .. j.,Ing in pe.ychology.

I additi ot of tractk to connect the MX with I CoI. CelAk, In hi- e tatert, gsve umx

A SArling-o Northern. 4 1,11ch etattmtiral intereation. -von dem to the

necver i dosn t, Ake th i.ai-1it- fact that1 there se,,id ht /

7 ,.e d.. yeit, or any other type e f denire tote I that's ehot it Aendied Ilke..

52 A havoc on the rail liven, I thiek thet It doen't A T mill -Ano C Walsh, In My written

4 take %-,h imeginatlen yr having read recent papern q en,%nte, -AMP other eta titc; h ,,.her 0..

It terseline Cthere Are deepend -aheft, 'ore 3 1 . o yd .. t. is ,lostrwar

recePnty It' Tiaa, T believe, one train on the 11 so th to cranl pertinent Ao,

12 trark ftho,ldtt have even strted fOr 1 IS ,te 12 psyc.holoalI nvnlve1nnt, Atd Ta-l11send ye',

11 It A~r, r -- aince the tra in ix only ii1 those tnatlntirm, xir

14 going no he deployed during .cIt..of 14 N,,n her tee, in the IA.id pr..Axottiot

IS io -tenCited c riers, this mo,,l even heaxne.,t@d. It Another home wae not coneiderod for deployet of

it and that there he f,,rherchanee of high rink of n -Prbosn aiod1 k.e,,,ofa

il looking at the mit1sti. en-,,h as In T-o ihere 54 :7 1,nd ergro,,nd cater se1pplyxiti. I do tot

in yos'r- looting at the Ilat.ton decoing Of n l really krne ihere the Spokane Aq~~ifer emsA h- any

iS ilviliia. flIght. 15 o atack en Spe one woulid rertainly dixr,,pt the

T0 Onther things that mere tot addrened: eta TO Aq,,ifee and All life feroe withkin It, end all

21 i. 11-. A. 114 A -- ;-- ,,..,...' --a s Yt o- have 2 1 narnassery aster ejplr to thisn area heramnee It

T2 4.4 -- C6. h.1,v-r it i.. 22 1, n,,, onl It -nocc f fresh drinking meter

Tq CR, Cr~lAR Tine,. coa.. Cart qinger? 71 CRushe three. VA,, nntioned there eo,,ld

24 AC Tweo R My nheeI, lay Singer, TA2 ho periodlc drtug tenting of indivjAids driving

28 lice en 11,,h %Il1 Cael in:-oth, and 1'. TO the train., snhen T'. doe yet -nIA tell an

76 77
CT~a- - 4"t..e 1=0*~ C~ 011ILL1

cou~t mEPfE ,o~,o.eeeos,~ I EPsE ~aec
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55 whether it would he civilian* or military driving I resource and that Informati on woulId he and,

2 those trains. and what exactly you..ean by 2 available to the decision maker before ha makes

56 " periodic drag tosting, It has not worked vary well A his final doci.inn of whore to deploy the sYeta.

4 in th, past couple years. We have had *any a And In response to your other question,

Itetatmraj o.. pepl shig aruta td involve h on the who 13ll be driving th. Trait? it will ho

n I teril I ra-he. and I.aa of lite. 6 military persnol abov.nh bsaubj,,tt- ,rindic

SoNmber four, with regard to tbt 7 tooting sints they art handling strategic

a Mitigating ......re A wea..k. a weapons. Nowaer, they will have wIth chem

4 lushot five, 4pokano hat airedy beenton 0 certified drivers from the local tail companies to

I a Feirohild onea tosic. was te leat-up list, agait. 1 1n ect ae gulde a eas o through verious mogmant of

57 I1 ask you, how this will affset ths toxic wae; 11 their private ly owned tell system, thank you.

12 will It just add to It atd this whole osn-up 12 Ml. 1actIAWN David milsoy?

1.1 will be pusha backhanumber of years? That's all Iu asM. ato!,E My tans Is Drt. David Wilsey.

14 T hae to say, thank yu. 14 T'. a Spokane Physicist. T live at t304 Be~ll.-

is MR. MOSHAMFI Col. Walsb, T Think you con 10 load. I'. speahitg totigh t .. s A.Indluidool Ana

15 answer a co UPle of Those ques.tons. 16 opokete ph ysicle or 4n years duration, boaster,

17 tOL. watSN Yes, ns'sm, the two I ..... 17 T do hae. the privilege of being a ember of PAR,

1 ibto eddtasa.4...; one le to -- of the beate Under is the Physiciase for Social lespon.1ihility, i's a

10 conelderstion. none heve beet ellalnatod. Me had 10 reel privilege to ho with that organixation, It's

20 identified significant Impocts mtoan Alt Force 20 done IItI-ntlonally an well Ae nationally.

21 It...w itt the potrntlal of cotsnt o f the 21 000 Of sy keynote thoughts for Toonight I.

22 asIs throughoet the sqIjlfer as wel1 Am impoct.eon 22 that for sany decadue., pokane bee elways had

2.1 wetland as wel so e imparts no socia I conoslco. 2A Fa.rchIld Air Porc. sewn as Ita humher one top

24 last am we Identified sIgnifIcant Impacts en 24 notch copetitor In tansuvers. they were the

25 Falrchild no land up* end to our biologicel 2% outstanding end sac.k iphoooticl) for rapidity for

75 7
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1 many, many years, and In 011r opinion, we wore both I Under toe, they have hodily changeo, very groat

2 prideful end fearful of the foct that sectk 2 things. knd .11l I coeld ny Is that et.,

1 Fairchild. FIrchild -ec, ass obvious.ly. A there's something to hazard oar environment, name-

4 dinarmed target for an address for wipeout. 4 ly In the fors of drugs and alcohol, The

Pall~sas, over the troanlr capeas you look to A otremans, stolne, all fears, all create an

5 The sa reetd tonlght,, we ceo hit the in th a rIn *ne* In the Uass In drugs and elcohol, nod

7 Ahret Iuhs tInme, en ,hroore, PsIr'chll 7 would sIncerely beg you to please. have .lI people.

a Air Vnorce lass is probahly ynumber one in 59 :ithis thing ocus to hav them reetdy by

.. hwrdleg. inartla Ird' perto g1 e all o1 f th nets Am

in Aas too, In the ease conneti~on, tho t0 often as we deired to have mandatory drug

11 fat that now there Is talk of bringing s 11 teoting, oven manda tory Alcoholism tooting, that

58 12 Pesckespar rail head hers, whic.h Is obvious.ly a12 It he done adequately, Impartially, and accurately

IS1 aecond point Of desire sttew, it gives a Spoke- 11 on then the terrorists sahoteurs, end the like,

14 resident . double feeling of trepidation, feor, 14 and that we could have Input from much a.

1n etee a tress, hope]..saen, .11 thoae things IS Cenbl really roc.k bottom truthfulness,

15 art new pyrasldd4ing o us. We here 10 Spokane Is Chornhyl as to how we can help if **me ars still

17 jest downwind from Ranford, had swe.at out The many 17 alive.

10 Sanford folsoodsA, emission* that they pat to MR. MrttlAltI Thank you. Bernard Wi1s00?

IS eco l Ito the at ... photo, the cnv.Trp., Just i PIP. WIN:o V's lertard MImoon. I 11ve 0n

20 oh s. we .tart t. curtail and red.uce that a hit, we20 1.100 1.110,, load In Rpohans. and Imeare tired

21 find now, Another oven sOre treacherous thing 21 euaobttoe questions T understand arn't

22 *tts-ltgnor ors- In ths for. of sPesoheepar 22 aport h*,hen what I'm wondering ahout Is,

2.1 rail head ustan v t pom o. ht Putting these 142 M41901le0

59 ..... wel l1et aha hat.: asIn thu 2sreapes whic oucIthh tu ma Is A, you4

A5 rfoenof m IdArrten Ao2laknodrotensfonogo suphoamsa e aosso that try to

04 wwaa
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1 oe up whota really going on. lot what . the t he target.? Us are very -ofident that we wilt

3 import of having these target. in or community 2 have adequat. strategic ornling; of .ny -...cet Of

.4 right 1.n or Jidt? 7 don't hear you saying that .1 the Soviet Uin nuclear fo rce^ nn allay to day

4 anypl-ae because that does put us a- high priority 4 hasis. 'the Soviet Unton dues not hate offilout

60 9 target for whoeverea trying It. wanring to get at ... fo .e deployed at thn they coulId ..ucc..afully

a us an put. Impact If .afew e.lc are dropped .ttchel part. of our tri.d, tht 1 Ic touhmaer

Ithea n hoe l ieile.wht' tattpact foc.the m1-1il force and the ,tIharIn* ore

a no our community? T se no place there you 'o . So there fore, If they were to attack from

a n tathe nhoi that.* Se that poeturn. they uould know tha t port ions of our

10 A-d then my other usto ta, ar the.e to triad would suit vo, and heabchi to tauich1 an

1i things rosily neceary? "uon thotugh yintt say not it at tact no the Sovitet Onion that would do

12 to worry, there. really no hers, you hnow, these 12 h-acptah). daw.gea-

6 i1. thing. are not going to he any danger at all to 11 M. WTiROC, T-1talkhing ahout the damage

14 you, ho t are they necanasy7 hod I wuld lihe -- ill if they Joet attached once

tO what etidence do an hate that oaohdy In getting is O.. WAnrSH Tf could c-ointe if w

In ready tit attachI u. and rhat re need to have tha.. it -a the Souit Uin changing that poature on they

it thioge here an the, r w can attach hack or attach 17 were bringing wore forcee to. for Insctance, moat

is the. first? What evidetic. do we have of that? tn of thatr nuhmar io are in port, no if they would

14 Cow, ehynttYo People are privy to is ntnrt dieperelog their reuherttee or that forces

20 in formatrite TI not. hut TId Justr Ithef to hon 10 onslar t or tahing necessary actions to protett

71 that. 'ho.caram.y two qu.ttetina. 2'd ros ily the. 21 their political a tructure, we are highly roofident

22 no*a responsa to t hno no, If I could. 21 that wet'd he able to ohnorve such movemen t- And

2.1 MC. UceRWACC. Cot. Welehi 2.1 obeervingettch movement, we would etort dispersal

24 (7.t. WAIS.- Cell, let we fIrat ofrl 24 of one 1-.ce, ur train.. uur hoah. a and n.uvan

25 answer your first qeetlon, what Is the lapact on in nt attarne

a--s
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1and hy their diopernal, weetnue the I hotl.On 20 and 25 yearn old, Ira* an aging force

orvitity, hecatee It otd he tapoesihln for 2 ..aJug rho .nchnolgy of the 1950.. .. me need a

.1 the Outvlet tergeter to hnoe precily 1where they .1 new credihle weapon to replace that aging weapon.

A o.- Though, whereas If thin store on the roil net 4 We. also need a weapon that provides Inocreased

O andl they hnoe they wotmd nuit iancd * till ho ahia A survivahility es the novet Onto.n Improved ite

6 to laounch attackh on him, that would casee a strategic strihe turce.

o7 ceai dan..ge. 0 otloIg that, he would 7 Cow., yo at what evidenbn do we have

a never attach In the first place sod we have a they have tocream.ed their ... p.... They ar In

* deterreote, and there why we e con fident there 9 the proceec now of deploying a roead uweapon system,

10 will he no iwpct upon the people living here. to they're in rho pr-c..a of deploying a trato aehile

1i CR. CWtAOMC Co Impact utpon the people 1t weapon system, they are httiliog tip their

12 living here hy having these extra target* In otur I2 oahanrino force ao that they can lattot~h a credible

iS1 1 ast nr hnonlg -- 101 attack, they' re&an In the procees of hardening

14 MR. CrO"Ahet We're not going to get Into 14 ali their sil of to mate them ls totoerahis te

15 a dehti. It our esleting forte. of minuten . lma itn So that

IC CC. WUTLeflC, That's a lnidr-ot Anor. IS is the evidence that we have that en need to tahe

17 COt.. WAI.SC, Lot me mote on. 1.01 .. move 17 rottter er' too to t hue. artione nf the Soviet

in on.t the -acood que..tlon.. ow, the seodIn toton, thathr you, eir.

in queatinuse--cntualIy. yot ted two part.; why if CC. CTTrSOC. Cow do yot tno. that they

20 Is It tneessary and what evidence do we hate that 20 aren't Just doing this to roio rat nors? There

21 there Ie Ill Intent on the enviert 00100. 2i again dnonot hegin to answer my question.

22 up. mttsnll. T didnot say Soviet, I aid 22 Ct'O. CtLSIC Ne hav. not deployed in the

IS enyhody. 2A leon 20 yeor- they hate deployed three to four new

24 rat. Ctt.5C. Anybody. Cell, first of all 14 systems.

as .ir, the pre...et force that we he of mieie1. in CC0 C C Than%? you. Al Margart?

6"- T -864
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NR. MANGE- in1t w.uld like to I Poli errinn Progeaw in .ospllan.. with .11

2 apoogiwe to the raience for having my hk 2 applicable PA statuten an d regulation.

O towards thea. s-en.d, any reapoe ton y neerne. awnen, flight testing NX Missiles by

plaw. ske in finel impact .catet. - 4 firing then from Vandenhrg (phnetic) to Qa

nvi ronsentaI ispacte -- The OPTs either (phnetic). 4,000 .all- distant in the Pacifli

1aks,.. o erbaa noffi intinfoai on regardIng or cean ,hnre the oranios reentry nehicli1 * h

the env-InnLnte ispecta of one, t.he .nny and 7 upn ispect diptrihit Ing radloect|vity into the

a trcnsportetnn of uremti and other radlontive lagoon and the nan.

a. raw materi for NX reetry vehiclo. a Nrokn arr-, mishap* and incidente.

10 Two, trensportation of nocleer e ride 10 The .ord mishap in used qt. 1' often In thia .. lS

7i each a cranlum hxafluride Imported fron tooth 11 and i defined ae en event diecneeing damage to

12 Africa. 12 railroad quIpmont nvt r apecifld dollar mnnts

62 1 Three, the estfactoring procse 62 1. ted then le.an event resuting In e death.

14 prodoction of plntnnios, trinlio and other 14 reportahle in jury or illnoee Najor incldents

It radioelive -uponnt n^f "N Mele1 specifically 1 involving nuclear serheads where there are

to In thin process, contesinant, the air horne and 1 aignificont dmage to the warhwad or actual

i sni horn.. cntesin~tann. 17 detonation IT the high ,plo*iv, trigger ere

in For, the .noy and .n. fact ,tg in alIl.d broken arros by the Dspactment of

1i pro .. an of nnraditeotv itpiosive., s.ch ca t tener. on page h-I quote, the few peet lhape

20 the 4200 pound, of nitroglycerin copoanda uad in 20 Involving nuclear .. epun have Iposed with a

21 ths statee, three lited here. 21 grays, those that do, Peacekper Rail trrieon

22 Pie. the prsn tonic. . tat 1' te o ..... f 02 eIehep.

2. Pairchild )pnn the Wll teArriano Program. 21 If the seanIng f siahep Is the

24 Six, pneltive cntrol seesuren to -ntrnl 24 cnetriritt hrughoult the draft fT reardl-s- of

2S and dispose the tnxi, c ,httanrno generated by the 23 the sou ,nf e f th at sntn .i

( wnEZn natcfl-
8 R COURT R ER $L81tt i

tleq 4)I . le) 4e41S
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I that damage, that there were no incldent, n I We need Additional and precise

2 people killed. Thin I. not chs cas. Many of the 2 Information on the e nont and type of tonic seers

past Iahape err Involved end people a.- killed, 63 thetw nuld he brou)ght into outr area by hevne NW

th nuclear eImnacr called by NTT faculty lIsts 4 Iaslet b.ed here.

o hrnn rrows or ni ler weapons were dropped, x alrchild Air Pnrte Wane i alreedy on

o detonated whar- ftn to six safety denice failed 6 the list for the Super Fnd for .e.n-up hecee

7 and where entire nuclear wepn. horned. 7 of tnic .. ete and we cannot .hj.jt nor erea or

R nr-t d. the groat care in taken In A any part of otr earth to more rontaitnetinn.

62 4 handling transporting these weapns, hot the harsh pwrticlaly frue weapons hih are not needed

in reality 1e that acIdolnts d huppnn. Accidents In Although the contaInat tnn from tet

11 that jnd plenners were Inahl to anticirat, 11 firing Into the Paific Is nut directly affecting

12 aclidents that kill people and danage the 12 their ulrcreft, the planet le a definite pert nf

13 environs t Twon .nplea should suffice. il the total Plctore of the NX and should he

14 Within the past flue years, two cIullan 14 addrea..d In thls envirnmanatl tp., i p t .. n'

It, sirliner filled with p.eo.ple have heen shut fro. It lobs shich wold sIpposedly have been generated

10 the arisa. doe, prhaps, to hunan urrnr. Th 1. have been endormed and polittcl enriti-, hmover

17 second oxmpe, parts of the Challenger Ie. on the 17 the projected rate of eaployment moot he

In reao floor perhaps due to ho Sen error or IS quest.oned

It fallihility is perhaps left, left to theologlana. It Me citleens need to hav p-rer

20 M. NSRWAWf" Thanb you. norothy Plegel? 20 infomation 10 the final star..nt n the

21 MS EitTnf,. I-m Onrnthy Siegel, 7 live at 21 Indicator and nseosptlon ted to generate the

22 North t4 conklln Wood in Vnreda le. I with to apek 2 e"ployent figures In the draft statement. The

21 to the two area whlh I helieve are inedequately 2 draft tsnom-nt fails tn enaldor And rokt

24 add ed and tn which Im alloed to peak, tonic 74 cumperliena with joha whirh wulld he In a Ilk

I waste snd joh., 2n amount.
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Reeam.h cn4-cted by the employment i 1n te.. proo , t carry tow the MX through or

2 reearch ... utam and corronrated by the U.5. 2 omsonitie. Me d.n't -- we would not have kno.n

5 Labor Department etatistr show. that Incr..a. in I ahot thin had Phywiciann foe rocal

A the military hudget heve atually reTd.uc 4 PomponsIhllty went Annnt- A uThnk you.,

e mployment upportenSties. If those funds were n PR, once ugain.

4 avalle for I vetmen t In tbe private A ector. I hope that th cliten of Porthlat646
7 they w ol dcretemo A johe in res, where they 7 Oregon eru able tn network better with the

a are most nneded; research I, *neconml, i eveatment s cIttz.ns here In the qpohana ar& erea.-

o In ATe and loal government, non-.ilitary crete fio-hour drive, and thet' diffil-lt to do,

1 more jobs thn this dna,. We need jnh whIh t hut we hautA I It ent to that wine materials

11 generate life and produtivity In or area And in 11 between Wyoming ad Spokane come through our

12 A~ nation. it little ruJrul cocos.

1 R. PRHAN: Thank yo'. Mary Ann, tm 10 Speaking pereueIly, 0 Am deeply fftended

14 sorry, is thnt PI..eer? Mury .An, 1206 V Av. 65 14 hy the Presldent's hoie of Peos k*per a Tha

1. Ms PETSRR thut.. me., 7-1-f-SR-. I1, IS tAme for e first tc.ik weapon. And the notion of

in I'. Annie, I know you moat be getting really hot 1k playlog hid.e And unAk with T5Mw Is ahsol.tly

17 10 thn Jac.We n. u just relsx. I am 66 17 ]udirron. Pnvironnntleiy, Ancrns have not

1. rpr Aeting oregot PrAcew.rk., whJh I m AtetA- 1. hen addressed cnernintg whn thse weapons wil1

In wid. organinuni n sod I am ?ron the lurgeot 19 he u.d, then there's a 100 percent .han,, of

20 nuclear free tne In the contigj10o 0.0. uninn, 20 deah to 11 life o the

21 Wallaus, aker, rsncsand arn count in 21 The durstinn before oem of thee wepon

22 Rortheset Oregoo. cc IA greatly I .. re.... our risk. What shout Brian

2. 0ttns nf Oregon have psrtlclputed ? wisAn? Will thes, trains run over us if we prey

24 freely In recnonleing the Trident Trains that have 24 In their path? P etpl. cnsclmnc. cumuntitils

25 come thro ugh 00lr comaln tIa, snd the sus alil 25 of peop et on c wi not hecmpiliit with
ut Sil fr~aln 1 o h np~rfwt

90 911

~4 COUT Rb MILLER lm--u' C-Anieye u 2t=nutu
T R T COURT RPORTERS i
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A~or goerneent I ytem should he deployed, utd A decison nf that

2. This Insaa risk of cv$i strife In 70 2 megitud hold not be by Job

I Or comaun- ifea. The large t-ehra f crity I crinn, sod yet you promote thie hueog mode in

67 persontnAl employed in prot Il g weapon, and speak 4 y-r npsnln tulk by tting will pro.uc X

proall, eense crte A pAolir *inte. Thl .,omher of jnhs. However, It he been well

o poll eateI is sup osedIy whet we Are .hjIctAtg dnented that the a.. amount of money will

2 tn In the first plac . We most h very -srefo-l to 71 Prodc. AnAy more jobs in the ri)utA AAtor, thin

protet the rIghts of an t uriltion to the hAshould b Addresd If I. yu ore .ddronsi 1 A s

q ille.nry job produ1r

1 1thsk yn0 oery r h for hr m. ivngtt

11 knos you prubehly didn't have to, hoit w ouIld 72 1 offed on the poor and tOnt sho ld he -ddreeds

12 s1so he nir If yo, Ald cme to som rural areas 12 The NX Iu A first str| l w pon. Ageln, like I

11 slong th rnto At the Irsins in the rest f th. I mentioned therefore, It ahe Its prime argtet

68 14 pr of the cntnry y TA A. mmendstiun is for 14 Ali movement of the train.. hehr Training.

IS IA Thnktnonce oroerattu -.could mie Spokane In

in 55 McORAXR" Thsnk you. Merlynne 73 IS A larg are, of thA .n,,ty I, I- thj to

17 Mueller? 17 massive attsck. Oumethlng A. dngerA An the MN

in M MIqlt5. My tu.. 1. Warilynne i should not h I orated Anywhere near A ppo latd

I MuellerT, I'm fro.m Spokue and I'. r private I. res. or on sgrIcrt e stes. These stea. should

69 20il.-. PIT of .11, th tX . A fire, Irllo 20 A he .. de trget of fIrT srike weapone.

21 aepon. und t h aws mIssile PxperJint^l, snd yet t Ahin, I feel thut the Pail

22 to he Peckmeper Is ffeosIvo to me and m.oy 741 h y hJ. t o
2 sethod wold be ver Auh t to sao asnd

20 aricana therefore, Ineffectiv y reI"smeodetion im no

24nt yoo~r presentutlot ytlo muid the P157 24 ection.

% .d hp ., rmos whether the P a 1 n 2's MR. McSPAP, Thank you Ksthlsn
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Iiehe MS. nOXAWNlk My .... Kathleen " ... ho. I

2 00!.. IIALSII Par.- .. aIT? 2 llva at 422 goat birth In Cnlvlilla Washington

li Wit~ni 10ahad00. alh. I ahich to probably on the rail linen

4 tt. l~iE. th ntina .i.. i'ectl 4 Moat anorything that T sA going to *ay

Po)ly Altrl oie that the proponn of the .5 he. .lready .be id T d ant to 1 point oat

ct"io look at the prTnP ...d aIo~ n d A flow ..poll.... living in c~l laThmat th...r 1.1

7 alentneThai er.a tiafying the unerling I Ii.- faae rhbyntIn 1a ind. ofaaeta
"nd. In Tothar wordS, In Thin aI,,a, Tha*7 a voore taIking Ashoo i yr anara tAtietlIn.

* uderlying need in t. pideua. A r.I-v.1,e . there-, deralicenta -ointiuay ,p There

in tr9M aysto. othcafora, -4d- 5mPA, we anol1d I ...ntto point not that I feal Ilke 1.

ii not he looking a t other -,. If that onny, only 1.licoat dl--oa Th. enirona...t.1Iprta

I2 ot her s ...tiva toa .tiaty the hootc onderlying 12 o - ear ays.. ailhoot d cnngthat they ora

14 Th. saodThing th.t ah.. d ha- 
,:P

A4 try tplyyo..r ga(aI asaita i ae

is identlfied here, In than the John that or, crated 10 lthinkhtha t the MN MiaileI Syatec Is

14 Arm Incidental to thn ecso ta field Thin ... anor fta totsA conn y That In addicted to

1, yne AeAA.o loti n to the -tderlyIng teed, We IT nul Aa e n .- b sohs an t to. 1 deny That

in e seplaining they ar the Joha that are created, in the financial And Joh, in reason to hens the.

IQ we ar. not trying to eeIt the etn. hA AeAd Ipon 14 herC. think thai the Cty C.,ttcil] and The

20 the John reated, If thes*yatee is going to he 77 2n Cheher of tIIA ?oa ,rIll for that, I don't think

7i cold In c..ngreec. it-. got to he sold on thehuat. 21 they reall1y c-r whet her we teed hetter oslo

22 that It will provide the deterrents that con graen 22 or not, hatter oesa11, ayete.- and I --ntd to

1.1 And the Preadt toi looking for thank Y." very 2i aay no the folk. htha .er sying that the -- Thet

24 auc. A.~ 24 it- -- it's a talaeaaeorploe that 111itary

2A MR. Ecl~i. Kathleen n .. nho.? 2A ap-tIng is Going to he good for th eoonc.o

44t
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oocnaiyr .... "-~ :onr:Saitt ae o oalsn n -ed It'* nothing77 2 1 h.T

IAnd T -t16 Ilike to wee adraad -,oathing, It then hsaaonothing to do With why

4 pArh a , ,usaother ^ltarns tiun, that there he to 4 o1r only yoptioonwe'ra looking at are thes

MN Miwaile flyntec and what would he t heetonosraaal,.thn y

A Imp.ct It money ... i nveted productively Insea n an oE . Thank you, ts Randy gaylord

7 of temgoanded o.we mpo..n .we dn't needy 7 ill) h-re T Think he left. Randy Cofer?

78 A A coo 1 .... coaenn ne. T Think it A Ml. C.ORR*- T II also liv in olvllle, which

* -oIld hr I ntern tin
2 

no hae an env ironmental 9 1^ ie hot en houir and A half north of Spokane.

in lmpactsatatenenon the coltyeaffect on i0 Thin sill he -- eoe I this will he reiteration.

ii n,,t.le...apon *yetoooand ot her military Impalt II hot I want to any It again.

it In norcoenuIty Inetead of doing thi i1 Clin ofal Ta ehtrsnflo

IS i1 nrent ... , Ilik. druge. there-. prhhll ynone 80 i he fat thtlOo~r tin ac thll torus

14 mnlatIv. effect on all thin. 14 no, tnp-t has heen taken *tp hy this panel.

in And pithing otp on the Idee that there may Is Iold Ilike toae..r 1i e-...eAd in the ale,

la ha people at cosiec .i f.,ct, t hare a ill he lA the votinershllity of trac.k damage end derailment,

17 people of con-t10-0 who, If the MN lilealle llyntee 81 ii I 'd ike. you, tnas.... th poe..Ihillty of

79 ia0 goes Through, will feel callad to topi It howeer ~ 1n derailment xcig miting into c~urrently available

is we tan. And that Aside from whmt-nr chae that IQ nlenn derailcente1 in the ItS.

20 say Tool,, it's la alo financal hrden to the 20 r Would Ilike ytt to asasa0 the dleruption

71 coltoty to Whatever the -- Whether me the City of 71 end .eponen If delig ih attiviata, People of

21 Medical1 L.ake . Spokane. If err...to are cads. 82 21 co....ti nce'how I he otcopyit th trahs Tou

2.1 And Juan one iceot remar k then I -- TI, A.),A n htT. Wl"

24 don't really know whet do with It. hut It strikes 24 ottepiad In all of the lortiona that these

Ii me sittinu here a 11 .. e. Aol that I'. facing( A 2in 0-1r-A. are deployed.
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1~ ~ An 'llk o ~he :it 10wh 861, r n
821 g 1i .to Ie . , i It IgoIng to he 871 1 AIR cloing Il* *t

A i1,rl, ta in golug to he federal? eety how .*~

831 4 many I..p. .. do me ne.d for 4. tlrronta? And throe 4 M. M'WA Thank Von. - ohn Vot.e.

IV a no, _od.' .. ' SIne a mye yOR- Thak Vol~ My .lm A n . t.o. n

£ I'd lie Voloane, th iac ofVo., y . .ad e ast 0711 Son.-t Highay, which

7 lati roelat apari 7snn :I .cthin fivye il.. of til prp...dI aI

84 a .il I e I mt'h. . th ,Soht.ne City Counill ao

0 retnl feel. opointIn total at.a. aeFrto l ' Ilk, ito o.Ou

10 acetha he cneI .lggee.ted that -tootl 88 'II ..ay y, I.oappr t h I I' lao,, minr I'

11 train- tarrying an through -- 1a ---. erultnA ii pruhahl ow of the aillortie here, ?-A like to

12 Spokane, not througjh Spokaner 1 add a few fur.that . .. heveifc

10 1 'd Ilike you, to determine the pruhahilit1y IN Theta'-. ane telv lot of support in thin

14 .f -n entert,,ncto 4-1- uo otrt-nt. tcint. 14 conty, in thi. ecoe rn y and thim. a ao f the.

Is the are Reegans words. hot .eenVlapproprilately 10 Fairc.hild Air 1or.e Rae., te. .e.kar. tnd what

85 IA armed' -" p or:u .c pnun. th et yrwrd., 16 the hat gloat tu.nt ttcoo I Val hut

IC romtherecnt't fottmuce at iant atwentin For ...aspill, thia paot Mey an had an

it I S earahip -aIi.% laerehip and omoeeri to 10 roepece day. fro. your hooklet, the itS5 -.an.

20 Trsitn airliner 1u pptito In Apokane ... .154,000 people; on May

21 Tno esy I feel that these. yearning. 21 guni, approalete ly 10,000 pople Aattended

21 are pur1l toe hct o d't 2oedrwihn2 ,crnnpac.o day here at F Irrchild Air Fore 6.0e,

86 0 the acupeof the: eigai th tI .,Ich topicsv Alto. am part of that 1.11cc Festival, wa

24 aeacrti..aft.-terftheexplloainn of MO. import 74 have an treed. I for.e li. to11. rchli,1ght parade,..ae

2.1 one....a.oettlro nd neot-Iletion. pyhioi 25 of the Paw rema. ning or..d force p-A-aa
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reesInlng in the "Itte atete.r fte hadt ..... here, 1 the 26 1/2 aree of diaplaeed wetland. Swn many

1 In the atIt ao inn, 1 to 200,000 people 2 fA:l.

I wathitg that parae, And then on Ae veo of th er.,ve echo elec the .uwi. echoed

* xluppllldy the -31140t'aahour lwice that Sow 4 is gnog te ha elo e anyway., T think thet

0 thoe.. fig. -ca be verified hy looking ut hack A hotIAd hc tk. i.n .ttoent in the draft VITA.

... .cea f the. 1- oanesepapara 6 eAmin, thank youl very m-ch. myself and my

In adi'n we have an eli-ty ci.ic 7 family ettppnrt thia, and I think that a lot of

a l,non wher- Ant people attend downtown during A other people ewho are not hare tonight wouldn

4 tho Ililac feetlual to hnor or militaryseahere 4 lappnrt it 1..o. thank you.

i0 end what they do for ou, co 1.11Y. Thare'.an In MS.r McR . Thank yolo. Col. 10.iah, do

Ii awful lot of auPport ron hete ii ynlu know the %Vnewer to the qtteanint

il Wall, why do se haye that support, Let 12 Cnt,. MktVIII, 7 do not have tha ta..

ii OP tell a little hit tahos the folk.; we had e 11 ep.,iflislily to that qactiln, si, , no will1

14 y-9eng a ne that- naked him life to mosve another, 14 Inewe that later .

Ila that doA..n't happen too often Se did' tant Is MR. Nscekkwp- Tt .an i--ShSt R

lIt peiltiity. jusit tlskrd hi. life an toot her could in lefty i . glog M~Adret

in In adition, we have airman oot here thatisM RAS Ic.Sinod

it give their time, give of their dollar. to the Fed iR. Sk t0 Thankl youvery myth. T a

20 Oros oMeaa yatruphy. to .11 the. vol nteer 2a hero raprea ting-- my neeame e* Reinhold i's

21 agnie hi am te -- ty wotIA ha far ie.e if we1I an adeainietrator for the City of Cheney, T's

20 didn't hbe tkoea flks hera. Iengh aholt the 20 reprasen tingf A] Ogdeo Iphonetiri, who 1. the mayot

2.1 good feeling that we have here. 2.1 of Chaney and elan the chienof the Mapen

24. 'Im oe final poiet I'd Ilike to e~ak, and 90) 24 Coalition of Citieso, u eh ... to.led. Madirat

25 if y ou .wood'1 twind ..... eeting, Coll. Swela, 1S on 2R tak. Airway Reighte, Op.), ... And Che...y wink
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ex-official womhorship of Spokane cou1nty And I PRAR KTlfTN- my nAme is Peter Krj.,

Fairchild Air Porc* 84- 2 eat 021 ve In Spokane. The SYS 1. snt complwrt

IAt the A.uut rd meIng, wIh - hy th, vary nature It doen't evn follow the

yesterday, the me.hsrs f that alitIon 4 definition that yo- deflnd in Wheter;

ubnanimously voted tosend a lettr to thia group 91 environment, that heing that *I] the rnditions,

S in suport of the nail OArrie. And if I my, t crco ietances and nf loenes uorrnunding and

T'd Iik to read thet Inti the reord. 7 ffecting the d.ul m pnt of an organism or group

90 August 4, tOAM. To whom it may c narn. o of orgaims And an thnre sre mveral very

I The Metplsin. Ao anion of It wehem to go u Importnt rompoonto that have hoen left out, that

I on recurd .a supportnIg the -11 t of the RaIl 10 T dnn't be0l11 A.

11 rrl~nnenvironment.) impact ludy. It is our II Alec, our Jon to Inform the poilticians,

12 hllef that the report I, anvironeuntally and 1y hecaus from what i'V seen nf the coliahoratliv

is economially helenced, reflerting the fair and Is effurta htween the ermed forc and the

14 report of all th f-, 14 politiclena. There sems to he a hit lacking

IS SIncrely, Al igdn., myor. City of II there, al.. 1'm a1en personally offended than an

in Cheny, chairman of Aestpleins Coalition. 1 Iotk at p..ch-prng ae I deterrent whsn It really

17 Thank y-u. 7y cocoa down to aaho f force, people keep Pace,

iR MR. RtANI' Thank you. Steven 81ahelyv 92 1, mssfile don't do anything hot intimidate And

I M.r y 1p 1. Sun A.l.ny, T Iq ah you set up an at.oaphera that i. sot

In Ir v. - orth Rrn~d, M 1 T..,. 20 conducive to paackneping, or peecaking, then

S1 1 ... I or.All~t. nf the firer 11... for 21 what do you ot up and who la tn he re epnAlhl

02 ino...n Thre Iss se In lq74, T have touchod 70 for that,

2 the hoh -- 201 T1 -ould ho fr more Truthfol as we

24 MR. acRoANe- Thank you. Primr Peter 24 plodge troth end usti in the pledge to say

Kirln 25 these are not peaceslnpieg ail OurrlOnns, hot
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a2 uir l tell..

INP MORANr T didn't rh ek that T ...nted Iokay, yout may that theme -- that the

4 to Ilk, I -t--Int h4 ~ al i~l are 4-4ly anree 40 r, the

UMR MPRAE- ery, that'- -- t , they not? -, fhTt -nd Jt ...

A M n to -7 in Iin't It better to jlt talk peace,

2 MP. MORAi"N y nam. .P Mor-n, T yuve l and th -- It-. nely Mor

A in S r MA, W .did'n, t c. r tthrad. i ant n 0A n Ol- .unn., t' y t -- it e ne .ht th ,

93 - o- re~rd am Ilying T'm Nalln~ q ~ 1,l f nnt the 1-10a, 11 It'T Tt'l Th, anvirmomento],

in arr e hS..A. T don't thnk -- tt' not rAnd y- poe lea a re dont yor Jh, tl your torn

SI n Spokh, If hg, i'm r Tid.n I d n hat yna, told to doi

12 T think tho money'a heing spent on It l 10 T'I ^alo at the hhtent wtlands,

,I a w.ant, there is o such that ro old he done ith 1 they're conotantly bring drained In the oentry,

14 iS to In million dullara, hut that Isn't hat 14 ecology I, slly gning dno here, we are ruining

i5 e're here to tal ahout, the moos" i r unything 1S oIr ,wn envlrnnont hy our macto, prodtaI. that we

16 like that, we're here uhnlut the nvIronmental part I have prod d and nolmr meapons. ometim.a I

it of I1 1? think the nor ler induetry he he Iterrible

IM Smahod ymnntIoned Spokane, thi, Iqer, is thing in the first pl.sc, hecs .e .t .'s .. c d so

I me e,, r ni hr ne target, Mwewre a enumherne 1 .urh .at that . don't en kn. wher to p,,t It

20 target ha you cam tc pkun., whet yoI heame and

1 the etragi c air command .1 so 1 just went M n go on recrd s that

95 Otay. Spkune dependo us that aquifer, 22 i'm against thc MN Misiles is Sp iae, thank

25 punan. aiao han en sir qull~t yconnt I that bee A yn.

96 74 never ben shi t. 1 t it It atndsrd. Yet, 24 Me. MomAnt . Thank yo . Phil rtilawn?

00 eet in u hoel sewer almiin teens that eeo 25 Phil Wrlamnt Donald WthdurftO

104 105
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INo. WgTW~lIV'l~r l'. Donald Nohart I other People over whew they have n conrol and Io

2 live In Spokane, worth 42A Cnilapell. I ropre.nn 2 whoa t hey--witheitomathey have to

aTo. ad line to wk wineA in the tore of 4 I'd liken. real -tuy Aa tAaatew...t a

a rgnet really, 1 ow Ilk eway other.* deeply S that hitd ot peychloglcal aet I would alon

cocre h.ot rho eniranw..nta.1 lpact opon a Ilk .e at-oy on the spir'tlaI iwyact of what it

98 B 7 fild., the welne nd all that dwells there 7 doee toe- who hold others in hontage wIth chene

a with, the poanihie eacptint of the wo itehota-s as that we on,.sylty to thee. don't ton

a I.. .oat concrne aho ut the Inhabitant, that are ynOre or yoo, had It frow ow I don't Ilihe heingA

in howan. in otg Aad I dn't lkhe heinga.hoat age holder

it The inetallation of the MX Mt.Ins)le hero I I I thith the q.,ention holly dow, n toon

12 on t heme ral roads wake - ae tirt atr Ian target 100 1 where we've got tocosie the 11-11o of what

99 13 A.wsnykhavealreadyre dd on. An, In Aea to hind of Peopl ee are IAa what hind of people do

is tho eney hold, *te in honnge with their loolile, 14 wewant to hecowe

In naying don' t you dar. n.e yoora or w'egot 1ya It no -wlu I oges that tao id

itl I don't Ilih. heing held hoatge- in prelodic.ia ev. tt. n A atudy of these

17 Id Ilkhe a good paychologIcal atody of 17 psychologica nd apr-Irtoal cotr..rnw that affect

in just what that doe, to 04 and our childr t n wo to our hoean 11vA he contracte to *noe non-w Ilitry

in wont live In this dewo "Ic hvl2'a eye If we Pt~' 10 aget..cY, nse agency that has eapet se.I

2ii thin - if we hoose, thin kind of InAile, in -rt 20 of pnychologic.a and apiricu1 I.ntdi- ennd can

100 Ti wioden. 7i wae. an opediedreport an the psychological,

22 What happeo to or children 22 the eirathe vey ho -aaeefc hewe

2.1 payrhologira ii ywhen they live with the constant 23 w .a1l11il have u~pon nor oewuit y Thank

2.4 hoowiledge that their deatrto, their doath is, 2.4 yo.

C eiheat, only wolea- away Aa in the hatd. of ontn.wgas Thank you- David cr..ruily

Ta on ivy

Iy mol~ auue~~n (§1 cINGT 4"n~l .neaf~-
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MR, .AnnRIr. l, David Cnrroll, apokene, I wo.. are yoo going In clarify the ter.

wanhingtonn- iapeAw Ana piuate individual. -2 plutoviuw dua.t and are yon going to detail the

lcaoaee..hy yvr ribhonathatnyooha- I7 roedueaoa..for deotwntoandcIlean-p

a fooght wars And tone of you woln' want to go to 4 of plucotiuw c-otaittio

O war gain, T do thac h you for what yoll hove done Three, ace yo- going tosurvry reil

to1 aid I tour necor cy in the Prevention of a K rnatea for natorn1 I occrring Alpha

7 toriear war, hui1 I thinht you tenally or no the 7 stpa phon.1nicI and "raniuw
7

wron..g raw Ith regard to thiannailllAris a. tout, why doe.wTecraTerihhave Asajot

a- . contrc tot the dAft? tt And are they going to

In d1 think the.1 pro .a is ~ A-,~ -ae11 ii. do rho final RTOO

III thought out As ihe Sun-an a- Anthony d Maore. 'I And five, will ciiinp11000 or trained

in Vvld.o econ the Sovieta th,,t you, talkted huta101 iT1 rew...e he druIg Imated and r-nndsly ineA ailitary

101 11 mIn of that co.e. tru eate ItAad n lo of no 11 prsne arc?

14 seculty in hased ov early yw ng nate lltes. ia In -ntiona %-I And 1-4 , t. atA

in I'd like to wee wonly opent o that rather than It, that radIun.tiV mnatnerialI disprsral Ia en ,nlikely

I thIa syst.. whIch dons nuItenhan,. .,'r weucIty. In As cots.dotd the negligihle nIrink and thatprdc

1t I h-o five qvein and I'll rnpaod no 17 -- orahWin rewo1t 1a in .cuTaination And doe not

is s -we A.nnnI..anilow.. Are you, going to in te-u1 in hilagical hae-. 2 helliate that is

in Addre.. the potential form ril acci dovis aod the in wrng, I thith It ehu,,d read It will son lihely

201 likelihood if that potential will nrwoaae durig 22 rwI in plutntu higInhaled aud inesedi

Ti ii wee of -n1-tons .eerncy or -An 11oa ne'o you'rn uienid

2T There'll he increasd -vto traffic., everyone w ill 12 I've worked in plotooluwIhrtrw

21 heeann nciudiog trait crews, not unlihe that 27 hefore where joot A tea .1lii grace of piotoniuw

24 e 1perence hyor- riee in the Pornian 24 dnn, dionide All.' wat. potI A- r fa

en I 2Ai TO odtorinat, within an hour, at rold detert It

inn Jn.
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I over In thin deal1 whi. ... ... lad a.td had t Ilik. those two getae.A Icheat.

2 negative pr....ure- -a n- Dr Krasor tO cn .... t on tha, end I'd elan

.1A. for nat .i. Itahor-na- Probem I Ilk, A.-htei or TAW do the work, very

4 and cot,)l dcontmmIn^-. large area* that coul1d .. 4 t ~ componiesa ith - Int of *cienftieta.

A ohe ity Ilk.a Spokae nlivehlt. With eardt A T notirad thea chi-f Rani for at-1. lT.h,

ai the curveillae. for alphat..litters, thin Ar-c A narl Schwrtt pnei.l ha got him Doctrate of

erad npohen.e he.cre I.. ed It h.. 7 llenc frnm Inivralty of Parts In aconomire %Ai

a horine Apomlta. an If you, had an acoe.4n, on the A year. Ago. Rot Rihof .ala it

a raltroad train and plIttonlo0 eewe, A WAO AeAXe Do yon ha,.. qan-tonR

to standard alpha dotector. detoct alpha particl.. Io MR CaAOIlf. - gave the.R-- i. my time

I I they can' t ltl 1n ulphu pertic lo from piat-onio 11 tip,

12 from an alpha nr fro i... ce or. I or hi-. 12 MR MUcSWACII Did yo- aeont anaver* to

101 1 If yon mnoD at the anrgiva In the IlA thna.e quad Ion .. tonight'

14 lohoratoria.. y-)i -a Atact which to which. hot it WR . ITAPOIL, Yoa.

In It vnIld ha vary difficult In the cantI f an I COT. WAttil I will attempt toanew., your

to acietocr oyah-rewhara there'. natureally Is queeno ot o the haat of my ability tonight and

17 -oring radio 1-1.op-c I thinh tha term 17 where I cannot, I 1ill ,bahforthar record ata

ina .. cani .. o gl .....a..vri.veryert.ie Ia later date

it probema It first of all. with the artic tic. for tha

In 7 sarted chinking ahntt Tetr, loch In potential of a higher rail -ccdanfe dii. to

71 haceoaa I we loohing in the gl osaery, I onticaR 21 I nadv-rtant crlaea ow do not have atatIctIca for

2 hed Paid for a deflinition of quote., -la-tccea. feil 72 ap.c1flc 1tt .tc topl hack on. e

21 Joh aeearn 7 soot rea lly, did that takeaan 21 reliahly.

04 - -t1.'la and Aunvg RniIt liteatur to J r no 24 rha felt tile we had that eltoatin

?t ip aith, the incneflJote ... er k.1 occnur. in the IA? ?crl-Ae, poor materials

110 -III
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a attra And I think It would he incoret for ,,a cntrrct, mev leatad their aphian.their

2 to lice oatitltica of what happenedl at that tie, ae 2 propoul, -A It "am o-r opin ion haled upon nor

I a projac tin ontow aioca the raii nystem ia tnde- c riteria that Tit Tech beat seatiefied nor

4 going dr ... 1ti chang.., hoth good and had, In tha need.

S Intervening year*, m, T thith those yot, wold have nI ahould point not however, that we did

a go plu nda ay ugetthat aenhave intiVeayi. s gnciA o.ther the Tetra.
I aba a~crdt.t aatieicil hilt" to Iec toh ihytcnca aat that you

a quialtatively. for auma of the llirovennta to the u foceting on and tiing ancientiet for both large

S atatiatice racrd that eight ha .-i Ray of a lahora tory a- well a. the Randie National

Ii operating. IO Laeboratory eve ilahie toil, in t hosearcee

'I Wea*Inmligh t Oake -a. qallitiv 11 partilarly relatin g to the nuclea warhea.

11 renerha that It Alan coald he adverel y Actad hy 1And wIth reepec.t to the Pilots. At thie

1.1 the I n-.... rail traffi voln.e, 1,1tit- we do t 1.1 particular time, me have no Athority toe-1forcA

ic have any real ate tiatic-a that we co0l i1 a aI drng tasting of thoae pilot.. Wa cn -- The Sir

in auhtatitt 15 fore only he. anthorIty yover the Air fnre

I" With rapart to your comeant on the doat, ia pera...neiean, and wa .ay negotiaea. This 1. tbeing

17 pliltonto. dtitat we woulid have to note that And do 17 -uhj-r to negociatinsa wth the inoa taat

Ilk further atudy, to further ttody, hot that Ia good In an I cannot .. he any tom.i tut a1t hin tie. Pnt

IC and we aili con idem lS w ay arrange to have eachl tooting.

li0 Ae Far .. uhy Tetra Tech ... a igge-A , 10 Alt, Ieho.nld point o.t that to you that

2i three year. ego, we had . national cn.ptltion for 2i the punot who ia familiar Willh the rod will he

m1e envi ronmental cntrator, an dyem *atahilahat 11 a h.ra.a a n .adi..r to the Air fora triner, ha

11 citeria for a..i. ain proposals hyvrui 1.4 will not, in facrt he driving tha train, ha will

24 nationali .copenia Andaaoa&ematter of fact. 14 he familiar aith the dinaynraiaaoo pf than

oh Ifplie lik Ach fel were roupatiog for this 2A parnirular ertin" ouf crech and he there to ata

RN~mn -ma IMNO
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I a dlaor to the Ail V.11- bet not tO -tflOt the STATF ON WARS5JIGOW
emotporOa' c~rtifticate2 throttle. Thank you very --uch, sir. 2 CONT or SPliKAWR

o ~ ~~~~~~~ ,, CSU .wl cnid h .Jyce a. toasanotary poblic. In

a have antil A1 August to .. halt written ma
t
erials 5 Do hereby certify.

a to ha inc.idAd In the trncitOf thie hearing. a That the foregoing ie a true ani corrt

7 Pi .... he aurdthat Air 7.1re deiao ranecr.iprion of my ehorth.nd note A.a taken Of

a mahara will r-aefoily conneider each viewpoint a the public. hearing, no the date end et the time

9 rained here tonight whe. eidn the Ilint .A pl.,ce .e hoes on page on. herto;

to ac.tion in in propoac 1. Thank you. Thin public. 1i Utnens my hand and ... ) this 16th day of

it beating I. dore at 16O .. i Augus. '%an.

ii (Sh.sreupo procee.ding. were 1oc2etlI

Is 
I n o the te

17 17

i9 Is~ p '. 0.1

32 22

23 1

24 2

INTENTIONALLY INTENTIONALLY

LEFT LEFT

BLANK BLANK
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1 public etatenet or if we run out of time before you have an
2 PURLIC HEARING PiES8NTA'roI

2 opportunity to speak or if yu have additional roant that

3 you can't get to during your three inutee, you say turn in

your eritteo co-sents after thia nesting or send thee to the

PRACRERNPRR RAIL GARRISON PRORMX S address provided in the handout.

: I recognise that en- people may wish to ake

TRANSCRIPT OF PUBLIC EARING 7 statements on defense policy, nuclear weapons, and area

Sontrol, nd fiscal plicy at thie meeting nc H-er, such

coam ents are best directed to your coogressen and senators.

il Please lisit yovr comments tonight to environmental issues.

ii Please refrain f rom punlic demonstration either for or

Colonel Michael B. McShane, nearing Officer, FresiJing 12 against statements made since this merely subtracts from the
13

13 time available for others to make statements or ask

1.
14 questions. Remember that each person should be given a

I respectful hearing even if his or her views differ from your

i n Let's take a ten minute recess. If you could he

1 hec here about four or five minutes after eight e will get

i ntarted.

v(A recess wa taken at this time)

i CLWRL RA Z!NJ I nould like Colonel Walsh to

vv intrvduce the other nembers of the panel. Colonel Walsh.

Civic Auditvrim iCOvLOINL RAISs On my immediate right is Major
Grata Forks S'horth DakotaAugust a' 19u8 2 Vanes. He is a lawyer for the Air Force working as the Air

in 7.10 p., nn Force Regional Civil Engineer. And he will respond toORIGINAL .. . .. Page 30

VALL :Y REPORTER SERVICESVALLEY CITY, O0Th DAXOTA - (701) 845-5494

FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA - (701) 293-6623
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1 questions on safety and legal tatters. i assurance that the system itself mill " built anywhere. sO

S 00msy far right is Calonel rach. on va, from2 that is not my idea of how the government should conduct it's

... edguarterni Strategic Air Coemnund. And he sill respond ton3 business, but that is the system you are operating under.

questiona on the operation concepts. A And I know it is not the systee you particularly set up.

on ny ie"dints left in Mr, nick-. e wvrk, fo There are Many who are framing the debate over this

Tetru Tech Corporativn. Thie company oe hired by the hit s gestio on the value of the syatee itself. And I applaud

Force to prepare the ff0. i. Hick-o will respond t. 7 thea and yes they should question that system. sut as was

questions dealing with the affects on the human resources. s mentioned earlier their Conents and concern should be

And n y fur left is Or, Erumer, Ce also Works s addressed to the members of Congress and the President of the

n for Tetra Tech Corporation. And he sill respond to quentivos in United States.

11 on the physical resources. Thank you. ii The real issue here is not whether there should be

i2 COEL NCMAfli Thank you Colonel Walnh. we now . o a cx nail hystes, but if there is one flre should it he

13 turn to the question and answer period of the Public nearing. 13 located. On the basis of the cost which is of course as ae

is This time wan net aside to allow you to ask questions about IL understand taxpayer. money, the Greed Forks site is one

is the content of the briefing and the Draft and Environmental is of the least enpensive sites for the location of this

i mpvact Statement and to sake stutemes about the proposal. is particular project. Also the Grand Forks site as was already

17 A, " indicated before me are going to start out with those mntioned tonight som of the least significant impacts to

s who re elected officials. We will start with a Ray Holmberg the local Coimunity. If built the guestion is, if built

is please, a State Senator. '9 should the constraction jobs and economic activity be at

M NO. .dI Thank you very such. I support the n Grand Forks or should these jobs, at cetera, go to Fairchild,

:v location of the Peacekeeper nail System in Grand Forks. I j inot, Little Rock, or other place. I persnally sport

inhans to co-semnd the Air Force for huning this cesring. I as
ne the Grand Forks site. And we hope that that measure will get

n not personally convinced that the sequence is perfect putting n through. Thank you very such.

N comunities sometiees through a wringing through a winger N muaazh, sent cell nn Grant Shaft, State

a kind of situation which can polarise the coments without any " Representative.

Psge 31 Page 32
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It looks like we are going to spend a lot of ties I am not an expert on the Peacekeeper. I as a long-tIme

1 with folks traversing back and forth, so an I call on. n advocate of the rail base concept of employment. In term of

3 speaker I will also call the neat name. And there is a neat the environmental ipact I reviewed some of the docents and

4 right neat to the podilum, so you can coe up as the other a I am satisfied that the conclusions showing the nS that the

I ispak.r talk.. anegative impacts of the installation of the garrison syste

That would he Toe huchetra. ost coIn on up and a bece woold ba negligible if aintou. I as not core that I

have a neat next to the podium while this speaker speaks. agree that the positive or beneficial impact. are as nall as

* N R e Thank you. Colonel. Por the Record my the study indicates. I believe they eight he considerably
Sname is Grant Shaft. I A a mmber of the North Dakota House e greater than the study indicates. On a broader basin I think

1n of Representatives. I represent Districts 17, 18, located in 0 that one of the salor concerns of any environmental study In

ii Grand Fork.. My District raprenents the eastern portions of " safety. And I as concerned in the past we have sometimes

i2 the City of Grand Forks, the largest residential district in have waited too long to develop a system new weapon syste
13 the city, and also includen the dovntown business district of 3

inbefore the old ones or the enisting onen bacoa obsolescent

14 the City of Grand Porkn, and the Grand Forks Air Force Base. obeolete. And I as pleased that there is thin opportunity

in I as also a business person in the City of Grand Forks in the to urge that the EIS be accepted and valid. That the

is capacity of an attorney. And I as a lifelong resident of beneficial and positive aspect be emphasized or given greater

11 Grand Forks and plan on residing in the City of Grand Forks si ignificence. And I hope we will see the Feacekeapor hail

s and raieing my yacily here.
t Base Garrison System installated here at Grand Forks Air

in Briefly I would like to state .y ohole-heartedo
0Force Bass,

2 support for establishing the Peacekeeper ail Garrison co tO smn. nn a cle3 Ja s ichter. Folowed by Jae

2c Progras in the City of Grand Forke. Thank you. ci Erl.

U WtUSIL MoSIASI maor fuohera. nest speaker oiil aTx RICKTI: Thank you. Colonel. My nsae i. James
nbe James Richter.

Richter. I as a resident of East Grand Forks, Minnesota. I
na f

5  
1~5 I as Toe tuchera. I represent part

no here tonight representing the Polk County Board of
N of Grand Fork. and the North Dakota House of Representatives. as Comeissioners. And I hnoe a resolution of support. And I

Page 33 Page 34
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will read that. 'WHtREAS the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Tcouen.

System will support rural peace and WHEREAS the Grand Forke 2 MR. MOULDS: I am Ken %oulds, Mayor of the City of

Air Force Base has and will propose Peacekeeper Rail Garrison a East Grand Forks. I too have a resolution that was passed by

Systems ill have a strong positive effect on the economy of a our Council. And in port it says -be it resolved that the

North West Mioneota and Eastern North Dakota, therefore he 7 n cast Grand Porks City Council goes on Record in support of

it resolved by the Board of Commissioners of Polo County that 7 the Grand Porns Air Force Base being chosen as the site to

the Board supports this establishment and operation of the i have the proposed Peacekeeper Rail Garrison System.-

Peacekeeper Rail Garrison System at the Grand Forks Air Force O cONE)ML Nsc n1z: After Ray Trosen will be Richard

Base.* This was a product of their August 2 seeting. Thank 9 Cintensen.

in you. 1 .. T5O5i Thank you, Colonel. My name is Ray

1 COLONEL McS5Ai5U: Jasms Earl. vent speaker will we , Trosen. And I live at 721 Booth, Larisore. North Dakota.

in Michael Polovitz. in Which is about 12 miles west of the Air Force Base. And I -

1i NM, UL, I as James Earl, chairaan of the Grand 1s the Mayor of the City of Lanianre. And we retired of the

Forks Countp Coeissioners. The Grand Forks County is resolution. -Now therefore it is hereby resolved that the

omCmssioners support the location of the Peacekeeper at the iS City Council hereby supporte the implementation of the

Grand Forks Base. And I have a long deal here, but wont is Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Defense Syste at the Grand Forks

take up the rise to read It. I will pass It on. 8 Air Force Base, North Dakota, and recognisee the attendant

is WUaSEL aseeman Michael Polovits. Neat persn is responsibilities of the surrounding communities to the

s WiLL -oen Moulds. Is logistics, operation, and increased labor force in support

MR. POL.OVITS. .Fr the Recond I ut Michael a. thereof.'

6 Polovitz, the Mayor of the City of Grand Forks. And on 2 This uas approved by the City Council and the Mayor

V behalf of the City Council and the Mayor's Office I Would n of the City of Larliore, North Dakota on the first day of

n like to say that it Rail Garrison is to he we support its n August, 1985. Ray Trosen, Mayor. (Refer to Report l)

n location at Grand Forks Air Force Base. Thank you. no COLONE NIEaaE, After Richard Chrietensen will he

a ODOM NoMlNI After Ken moulds wil e Ray n Prank Con.
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I -E. CEIST14131 Colonel Mcmhae, y hme is* regard to the affects -- that is not to say ye didnet analyse

I Richard Christenon. I am the mayor of Macredo, Worth a them in oor docuent. Ms assumed the Worst approach to this.

3Dakota. First of all I Would like to say I Support the MX 3And if you look at chapter 5 of the document it datails in

4 Missile Program. However, I am also here to voice my 4 that Chapter the consequences of accidents involving either

$ conoeros about the liquid fuel used in the four Stages of the a the too liquid roetponenta and both eparately and in

4 MX missile. The Rail Garrison complex will he located On the s combination in the Consequence. of a fire ad predict the

7 Oothet portion of the base. That location io a prevailing , affect or the Coneistence of the cloud and the extent to

* wind will blow northwest to Southeaet Wold put the City of s which that clood Would drift down-wind. go I sight refer you

9 satrado in a hazardous location iv the e"ent of a liquid foel I to chapter 5 rather than go through the lengthy detail you

10 fire. A fire of this nature ouold create hydrogen-chloride ta will find in there. If you find it is not satisfactory Upon

it and hydrogen-oxide vhich Woold drift Over to Rmorado. it having completed a reading of that. just drop os a line cod

it According to estimates 1 of the residente Could die and I it ce sill take that into consideration as we prepare the final

'3 So sore the rent of the people Wold he harmed in ovee way. B0 .

aMy 4uestions are, hoe many accidents have Occurred toMR. CORITSINW Could you tell me what the

9 n in the latyears. five years, 15 yearn, concerning missiles 10 5I effects of the hydrogev-chloride sod hydrogent-oxide have On

io in DOD that ass these fuela? ALSO, what can he dove to is the huano body? Do you have that Information?

1, contain such a fire? ccJ what is the effet of the toxic 11 COLNE VALe.. We don't have that on hand. We

is fomes generated by the fire? Thank you. ao will provide that In the Record.

CLOEL MINIKE: Colonel Walsh, can you answer if COZO. wa553, sext iM Frank Coe. Ad he wiil

..tae questions tonight? xo he followed by George Woga.o

Vo CQQ NL Major Van~ess will answer that 2, XR.C,, 00 I coold like to thank you for letting e

n question. M pak y vase i. Frank Coe and I as on the Grand Forks City

on MAJMa VaGIESS. Sir, I am not aware of any 1 oCouncil. I rind it very easy to support Mail Garrison in

st accidents involving the kinds of liquid ruel that are n; Grand Forks. I have growto op Is the comeunity aod the Soae I

n involved in the four stage of the peacekeeper Miaciles. with A get invoived with oar husiness comavntity, our Air Force Smae,
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1 oar city government becoes more clear to e hoc important ase. dosror as. I very each recognine there ere Costs Wi

2 the Air Force Base ia to oar comsunity in any regards. 3wea pay to keep oar freedom. hod I as very cilling to

Flr~,,:rt~~lyI, thnk bck nd eflct n 3support the project based n the Job that they do. I sm
4 heour . Cosovty is ad where it sight otherwise he 4 proad of the job that they do. And I appreciate their

5 ithout our P'ir Force Mase, I feel it is very important the s willingness to help heep as free as a nation. Thank you.

0contrihutions they have ade. I envision our city without ODw.ER ISCINKNIN George Nogamae. Foloce by

?our Air Force Maso or our tUnivecrity for that matter. Aod ,David Beach.

& chen I envision it with all due respect I envision a draft NsAN I. ..r xa Georg. "agsfo. I as a embeor

ora again with respect to East Grand Forks. And in Cof the SmMt Grand Forte City Council. I just canted to say

in appreciation of the value that vs derive fros the Air Force 12 i htW i esauaiosrvlto nspoto h

Sve I fiod it very easy to stand here supporting it. i project. Thank you. (Refer to Report #2)

11~ . ~ Aso my exaerience with the Air Force Base has heeen, COLOVuIL me93 David Beach. Followed by Toe

13 superb. I am Involved with Kicaais. hod I knew that On *H agness.

u any occasionao voseponsor a project retied Coop Sioaa. hod W 5. SAC3. Good evening. NY iiaas is Dave Beach.

,o tias after ties vs have had personnel few. the Air force RaseisAdIm mebrothGanPrkCtyoucl I
%0 willing to noe sod support as and pitch up tents and help to appreciate the opportunity to appear before yen. I hope, and

0? the commnity. They are involved 1n the Fourth of July event 1 icrl o.ta alGrio sasudmltr
is Which the Whole coftevity gets involved With. Wet sponsor 10 concept, hod I don't knee that, hod I ee afraid that I will

os Friends snd Neighbors is which vs have a chance to heed 9hvtorutiyugetSaithtaestinaths

a between the Air Force hoe. They are ... volwed in any other .tbe

rt things. We have had Crisis sech as floods. hod vs very each It The question before us of cour" is a setter of

IS apreiatd te sppor tht te he Frm M" hs gvenanno location that has already been pointed out, hod I gess I

is here.* r donft have sty environmental guestin. o sk
I in mos Imprtanly Ia-, t no vo"d.,stand that thin Concept has be"c approved already by wer

S arsnbeing It-ated here hecacee of chat the Air Force ao spoblican President and eec Democratic Congrss. The Grand
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* locks City Council haa already voted by a sajority to support 'be

ieen to continue to fund both the s ail ICBM Program at 2501 3 this concept. And if Grand Forks Air 10r. Base is selected1r aillison and the Peacekeeper program at 250 million. And aet
3 as a site for Rail Garrison we as a city governmant I feel 3I* Aside an additional $250 aillion. They intend in conjunction
4 confident will support and cooperate with the Air Force here

5in the implementations of tis progrm. : systee to proceed with by nat March And at that tis then
o The Adr Porcc has been acy qood neighior an

A whatever is the right program either Peacekeeper, ICBM, both
Grand works over the years. My colleague. Mr. Con, has O ccnn, we will get that $252 aLilies as defense.

* already pointed this out. And I won't repeat his Words.
o not a decision ha not been sad. at thin tic.. The

* Lastly, I do appreciatn the fact we live in a country where
O targst as set by Congress is March of next year. Thank you

10 everyone can speak up as we are tonight. And that there is Very -h, 1,*

11 the right to dissent. And although this is perhaps somewhat
i 1 L RIcSRAl5 Toe Dagnens.

12 Of a political statement, it is I believe to defend that .
I WI. ERkGEISS, Thank yOU. Colonel Scihane.

'3 right to stand up and dissent that I join in supporting this 3 Gentleman, I an a 14 year Veteran With the Grand Forks City

14 program which helps to preserve that right. Thank you. Coun I have lived In Gland Polka along With
o4 Clni. Uhv ie nGadlceaogwt y fasily.

Is COmMIL c OMANEX Colonel walsh?
on we haven't lived anywhere else. We haven't chosen to live

is COO L VIAL&. Sir. I need to cake a correction on anylhe ee This is a great's anweees.Ti sagetcity to bring op your faaily
or a statenent please. a in. ad p appreciate the opportunity to have the opportunity
'5 COLOUIL RIMMAIs Go ahead.

It to tabl you enout Peacekeeper Rail Garrison, because I think
'5 COtOI MUnSE. hir, I scald like to state that the

'5 it WilL ori.: a Lot more to Grand Forks than we have right
2) Congress and President have not approved this System at this 14 20 nov to offer future young people of cur town for job ad

21 tias. Right now the Congress has approved $350 eillion for
20 peace in the United States. And it is sach as laportact

n the progrs to continue research and development and directed 22project that I appreciate the tie that it takes for yoo
M that the Air Porce prepare the fIS so that if a decision was

gentlecen to research this and to offer as the information
an made to proceed with the progran we could deploy a system in nathat yoa have here tonight. Mad we haven't seen in tie 14

a the early 1990's. And what Congress has done this year has
,o yearn I knoe been on tie City Council a representation ouch
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as this in our city auditorium to represent the views ofa na e in S-T-R-h-O-L-5-T. Ad I au a resident of Grand Forks
O project such as this. It has been done very professionally.

CoaGnty. I want to point oat to the cossonity tiers are sue.
3 And I hope we learn from your experience and we can conduct

3issues in the Reviconcental I~pct Utstesent that haes nct
* aeetings such as this in the future no all citinens can be 116 x reived much public discussion. The first issue is that the

S heard. And this is a bi-partisan type of crowd as you have
Sjobs sce not perainent. The prograc expected life-tics is 20

* seen. There is Democrats and Republicans here. And there is
•yenrs. ht the end of 20 years the project could be abendoned

.o-political people here. And I a sure you will hear from or I soppose it could be renewed.
all of them. And so far we have heard the support of Rail s klso, in tie tegironeental Iepact there is 5n

Garrison. And I believe that the future of Grand Porks is in
iepact on the housing carket that is worth discussing.

'0 your hands. And we thank you for the opportunity to speak.
oc Stadies argce there will on no shortage in the general

1OLOMlL WeORAUS Now the next 118 or so cards have
Qc boinq arket. And of course this prediction is baed on a

'0 ben thoroughly shuffled. hod I se Just going to call thee

Ie number of a:s:sptions. Assumptions concerning population
'2 starting at the top of the steck. 17 ' groWth in Grand Forks County. Should there be any success in
on U have Richard Monteno first. Followed by Oteve

Ia private sector economic developent and should the University
Is Finney.

on enrollment continue to swell ms they have swelled in the
04 I : Iy as is Richard Montano. I as a

11 past, this prediction cay in fact not be true. And vs eight
or etodMt at UN. hd I ac sdaantly opposed to the kX

15 e II shortage in the housing market. And we Ight see1 -'isile. U scold like to defer my testieony to Dr. Scott
is raising rents,

'0 tradley.

I U should also note that the Enviromental Impact*m fi I.muao~ iGay. ff soy other folks ae

20 statenet noticed that the ub-atanrd housing Market in
nogoing to defer testicony best stand op and holler feon tie Lo Grand Forks cay be impacted significantly. It centions the
a beck. And it ecald cave the transition tise.

n fact that low wages of sirmen cay force them into the sb-
* ould you go ahead and state your ness and please

n standard pert of the housing market proposal railing rests
a spell it for the Record.

no there as sell. The anvironamntol Impact Statement also notes*s .. IniII opy nac is Scott Stradley. Last

P, that the unemployment rate will be higher in Grand Forks
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I County after the project stable phase begins in 1993. This i of them is almost all of these people are just regular people

2 is due to the fact that about 1.1 dependents will come in a like you and me trying to do their jobs and make a living

with each job. This dill increase labor supply In the county 3 while at the same tise maintaining sume measure of dignity

4 and raise the unemployment rate again for the duration of the a and self-respect in their jobs and meaning to their lives.

program, 1993, '93 sd on. Also because I an a business person I can't help

There is also the potential hidden cost should this 5 thinning that to a non-business person listenlng to the

program be in any way modified or eliminated during its n statements of local business representatives only logical

lifetime or should this, the implementation of this program s conclusion is that business people are only interested

at this Air Force Base lead to the reduction of any other 9 bringing more jobs to town whatever the cost. And I an here

18 0 activities at the Air Force Base. That the costs of this are to to tell you that that isn't the case. And although ae

11 not really dealt with by this Environmental Impact Statement. 1, business people care intensely about the local economy, we

to but should be duly noted by the comaunity. We eight so left to care about oore than just that. and we won't comprouse the

Is with a housing, we may be left nith tesahers., and puolic 'a safety and integrity of our community for any number of new

1a employees, and no means of supporting ee except from the 19 Ia jobs. There are business people who think for themselves and

Is existing population eases. Thank you. ts support whole-heartedly economic development. But ae do not

5. COLINL HeeBAlNi Thank you. Steven Finney. Next Is support the MX Rail Garrison Plan. Sot because they are soft

1I up will be Dale West. t oh defense, but mecause the cost is too great. Because it is

5. N'1 FIX : hy name is Steve Finney. I au a is an idea toat is strategically and morally bankrupt. The

is resident of Grand Forks. and I live and sork in greater is Departsent of Defense insults us by tninking all it has to do

m Grand Forks. I have never been active in either the military - is dangle some new jobs in front of the comaunity and

21 or the peace movement. But ibecause I nork in retail and I 21 business people will flock unquestionably to their aid.

aa deal on a day-to-day basis with people froa the Grand Forks naStrategically this MX plan offers no more deterrents than is

s Air Force Base, I recognize the huge contrinution the Grand on already provided by the US submarine, which are even less

s Forks Air Force Base sakes to our economy. I also deal wito iu vulnerable to attacks than the proposed plan, and missiles

a people from the so-called peace community. And my iapression s and their trains, and which carry enough nuclear fire-power
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1i to destroy every large and nedium size city in the Soviet 19 I -st a good idea this plan is. Our safety is a part of our

O onion. I 2 environuent, perhaps the most important part, Thank you.

Why are ae considering this plan. The answer to a KR. eM : my name is Dale aest. I an fr.e 90.

this also has to do with nusiness. Defense industries like Sunset Drive, Gzran Forts. And I represent Nodak Rural

5 all other industries must introduce and sell 0e0 products to 5Electric headquartered here in Grand Forks. ae serve 1ldd

survive. And after a period of record profits the influence customers aith electricity in seven counties. Our ooard of

they yield on our politicians, all of whom have local directors made up of individuals elected by our aeabers

economics like ours to think about is enormous. That is nhy Ithroughout this seen county ares I ",e passed the following

* this plan subtracts rather than adds to our safety as being reoltiona: 'WHEREAS the United Staec Congress in the 194k

I0 promoted now. To those business people here tonight oho 10 Depart~nent of Defense Authorization Act request that the

1 1 support this plan I ant only this, have you conaiderd the 1i Preaident propose a oore survivaole oasing node for 50

9 'a possioity that this plan may be a waste of money that can to Peacehenper Misiles snd thot deployent in minute man Silos,

i3 be used on a more direct and sensible and human kind of aI an cHe6iS the hail Garrison asing code for the deployment

. economic development. That it doesn't ake anyone safer. a of Peacekeeper %iseiles has been developed to comply aith

15 eo much time have you spent thinking about the implications is this rejuest, and HEREAS the Grand Forks Air Force Base has

is other than those on the local economy. If you have done this in been considered as one of up to ten sites for the Rail

I and as a result of these considerations you support this plan ii Garrison installation with inial additional land

5a I respect yo. Sincerely I do. And I thank you for coming is requirements and no anticipated adverse environmental

I here tonight and getting involved. Even though I disagree. Is affects, and with a positive economic impact on the area

SIf you cane here only ecause somebody called you or because N through the creation of additional jobs, be it therefore

at you hats or fear the so-called Peace MX you awe it to , resolved that the board of directors of odak Rural Electric

n yourself and your families and your conmunity to question 20 n Co-operative Incorporated hereby supports the installation of

em this progra- and to talk to some of the peaceworkers. You a one of the Rail Garrison facilities at the Grand Forks Air

ua y find they are more reason and open-minded and think more NForce Base of North Dakots.- Thank you.

is like you than some of the authorities triat are telling you 2 COLONIL K eIANE, Two things I would line to point
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1 out at this point. Again, the clapping is just going to take
pre-espted nuclear attack. I disagree with that argusenlt.

awa f;rom the ties available. And 100 the guy who is 2 Or world is not fall of peace and narmony a. oast of us

a running the mikes leave aine alive all of the tie. Thank
3 would like to think. History shows us that. e ..st b

. realistic and maintain a strong defense. fur systet must be
P ent op will he Pat Shagrhen. hod he sill -e

* epal or greater than our greatest and strongest eneey. he

a followed by Victoria Phillips. u- t osdt a, our 9ggressor of enemy must

7 -Nil. 9SA30ahf My nane is Pat Shawhan. My address
i not consider aggression against us, withoot 5 possible strong

a is 91S Sunset Drive. I happen to be a neighbor 
with the

s-- without a systee -- ecansa we. withoot a strong defence we

Sgentleman woo was just here. I do suport the Rail Garrison

are qoing to be vulnerble and unafe. I think we need to

i project, aecause peace without freedom is no trade-off, The 10 include nail Garrinon as part of our gefeose cyatea.

21 11 price of peace is vigilant. And Peacekeeper Rail Garrison i1 also of the nil Garrison

te will altos the United States to saintain that vigolnce.
12 Syste at the Grand Forks Rase because of the limited impact

in Rail Garrison will increase the deterrent to keep

It on area resources. Conservation of National resources 
is an

a4 building of our h tion's strategic forces by its .oolte

m iportant issue. And for that reason I think that the Grand

is charscteristic.. Therefore again, I sa very happy to support 11 Forks Air Force Base should be a prie site for the Rail

Is Rail Garrison. Thank you.
Is Garrison.

1 O " NURf: Victoria Phillip'. Next up will COL, c uui. cWSco Thank you. mark Froeake.

14 be IUrk Fro.. . FWD=: I would like to defer my tiae to

go . PEZZpS, hy ae i. Vicki Phillips. I live io Lonny Winrich.

N at 110 49th Avenue South. Rnd I an speaking on behalf of 0OLOSED erPRARWi Mest up sill be Ron Buahfield.

a syceli. apa. eRe ut TooNk Sou. My nan. i. Lonny siurich.

0 I support the Rail Goarr.on conceyt and its live at 6 6 South Fourtharee'- nran Forks. And I as

22 n deploysent ith the Gran.1 Forks Air Force Base. I would like 23 a here -n Chair of toe Agaani. Sierra Cluo.

o to ad.ress the issue of sfety. In rguments that have been The Agssein Basin Group of the Sierra Clus opposes

n mde we will vulnerable ec.... t,-e system would enc-raqe is the deployaent of the PX Rail Garrison System as proposed by

• s * • * Page 40
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t tne United Staten Air Force because the aessment of the relevant laws and procedures ay change substantially in

2 enviraneentsl affects s. presented in the Draft Environmental the 20 or More years the system would be in ue. Moreover,

3 cspscn 9tatesnt is inadequate and misleading. As Chair of n techniques for handling the disposal of obsolete missile foel

4 the Agassin Basin Group I offer this testimony in oppoaition sn the reclamation or disposal of nuclear naterial contained

to the proposed deployment and urge consideration of in the warheads mey well change during the period the

a alternative defense strategie. which do not depend on Peacekeeper is actively deployed. Consequently, the Air

I missiles with multiple nuclear warheads. , Force has forced this EIS on those action which are

I racognise that nuclear war is probably the c reasonably foreseeable. The Air Force sill follow all

ultimate environmental threat. And I support the arguments 9 relevant laws at the tine of decoailsnioning." End of the

P of those who oppose this proposal on the basis of its o quote of the Draft RIS.

It destabilizing affect on international relations. Far from I submit that nothing is sore foresneable than the

0 heing a peacekeeper the sisnomer given this systen in the decommissioning of the MA Rail Garrison System. No weapons

23 4 propossl, the il Rail Garrison System onuld encouragea sy . . - th crossbow to the B-52, hag failed ....

4 strategy based on pre-eaptive first strikec end thus increase 23 obsolete in ties. The deco mtsioning of the X Rail

Is the danger of nuclear dr. I will leave the development ofS Garrison Syste is not just reasonably foreseeable. It is

Is this argument to others however and concentrate sy remarks on ,• inevitable. It eust Oe considered in any adequate ansesnt

*t one of the sjor shortcomingn of the Draft Environmental , of environmental effects. Frtheraore, the waste satsrisl

4 Inpeact Statement. Is produced by this unavoidable decomsineioning. glibly

5 the Draft CIS foils to addresc the issue of ts described as obsolete missile fuel and nuclear material

on decommissioning adequately. It misleadingly suggests that ,o contained in the warheads, is acong the most toxic and

21 reasonbly foreseeable consequences are considered. obnoxious garbage produced on this planet. High level

0 eco~ eiesioning is dismissed with a terse seven line n nuclear waste requires thousands of years to decoepose, more

1% Paragraph, identified as 1.9 on page 1-19 on the Draft IS u years than any of the structures described in this elaborate

P which reads as follows, szt is difficult to predict how the on proposal are designed to endure. The waste produced by this

a Peacekeeper Rail Garrison System would be decommissioned. on weapons systes will be the responsibility of many fature
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23 gesratoas. Pallore to consider its affect in the Draft tie city's plans to accoanodate this and other proposed

a Enironental Impact Statement is grossly misleading. 2 growth and not to take a stand for or against the projects.

WUL~m Nc88L51: Tie, sir. Only one of those four units of government, at least until

i. RW31 : say I give you a written copy? tonight had taken a &tend, to &y knowledge. And it appears

(Refer to Report 13) that now all for of them have. We will probably be safe to

COWMIL Mc NE: Certainly. Yea, you may. neat say cy position as cell is in favor of that particular

up is so ushfield, followed oy Bill Spicer. , propoaal.

7. BUIRFIBLEI: Thack you. Ladies an gentlemen of Another staff oeaoer, if he is permitted to speak

the panel. I aa hoh Rushfield. I as City Planning Director s this evening will also address the Environment Impact

I0 for the City of Grand Forks, North Dakota. And also o Statement.

1 xecutive Director of the Grand Forks and east Grand Forks W, chat I Would like to do is tell you that City of

,2 etropolitan Planning Organization, which is an organization 12 Govecnment has developed through this planning process

aI comprised of elected and no-elected officiala from the City 3 onoin capital iaproveaents program. It is a program that

1. of Grand Forks, City of East Grand Forks, Pol County, and ,. takes comprehensive viec of implementing the city's long

is f-cn Grand Forks County. Is range comprehensive plan. I orought a copy of toe city's

is chat i Would like to onfine my testimony thin 1s five year capital improvement progras. hnd I ask that it

'7 evening is aoaluating the Environmental Impact Statement. ,, become a part of the Record of this searing. The city is in

is The current Environmental Impact Statement as preoented uy sa position aa a result of recent action on the part of the

is the Air Force, oe felt in the Planning Dexart.ent cas well s City Council to spend over $6 million a year in federal,

S prepared. It contained an accurate assessment of an state, local monies to improve the city's infrastructure.

a' employment population projections. And it took an adequate 2, Six year capaoility improvesent program in the City of Grand

i lock at the nd of the structure needs that would be brought Forks calls for the coapletion of a waste cater force main

aoout as a result of the siting plan if Grand Forks in fact 23 through fire station. It establishes funds that ae feel are

za acre chosen. M esential in the rehabilitation of our city streets, our

What I sould like to do tonight is exlain briefly city's store eater system and our sanitary store systee.
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The city I think has taken a very pro-active Mike Phillipa.

2 position and instead of folding up our tent and going hone nruce Gjovig. A I pronouncing that correctly?

3 chen the Reagan Administration renews state and local MR. G0OVIG: My apologies for being late. Bruce

entitlement prograns the City of Grand Forks uses their time 26 , Gjovig. I stand for cX Rail Garrison System. I believe this

to diversify tneir income tax base with the passage oy voters country is Served well oy a strong defense. Each one of us

24 6 last spring of one cent sales tax. The city is in a good must I think bear our burdens and carry a good defense. I am

position I tnink to ride out any future cuts. And at the very proud of wnat has happened the last eight years. we are

sane tine sake the necessary isprovoents to our city standing Much taller nationwide. We are each closer to peace

1sfrastructure. Which this or any other project would because of a strong defense. It also can be said that the

in necessitate. It is my opinion that the city can accommodate ,o Grand Forks Air Force Base has beeo an outstanding neighbor

1 the inpacts resulting from this basic code. And I could be 1, for ovel 30 years. There has heen lots of scare tactics have

i happy to visit with any of the DOD Officiala or Air Force I been used over the years for ne missions for this Air Force

1 Officials that are present here to more fully explain the is Base. All those scare tactics were for nothing. It has been

ta city's future development plans. Thank you. 1. shown and proven for time the Air Force Base of Grand Forks

is EDOIIUL NoRS: Thenk you. Bill Spicer to be Is is an outstanding neighbor in oar backyard. Ad although I

i followed by Bruce Gjovig. go an no expert in defense eyeles I think through history and

R. "I. : sy name is sill Spicer. I as a Grand I, performance again Si can rest assured that our interest will

is Forks ousinessean. And I am here to represent the Grand Is be carried out if Rail Garrison cas located in Grand Forks.

SForks South hide Development Association, chich has a It should also be stated that I think why Grand

i seabership of approaimately i50 South Side businessmen. We , Forks. Certainly their defense dollars be spent. I think

a, are in support of the Rail Garrison because O believe in a a. they should be spent lsely, therefore they should be spent

25 strong America and believe Lhat a strong defense is America's where there is the beat bargain possible. And I Would also

best offense. We also feel the Grand Forks Air Force Base is z favor a Grand Forks and a Minot location. And certainly

-a very logical home for the Rail Garrison. Thank you. o emething that has not been stated particularly before is

CO I WU&.SUMh Bruce Gjovig to be followed by M that North Dakota cas the beneficiary of the Rail Giarrison,
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our railroad transportation system in North Dakota would cost effective systems thac I he altercation of the small local

2 undoubtedly be improved by the 
maintenance of the railroad

ICBM which is under consideration. And I feel that for the
than serving all interests of North Dakota. Because North 27 good of the Nation's defense and a continued strength of our

. Dakota is dependent upon transporting goods in and out of the Nation toot Greod Forks cod Feocekeeper hail Garrison will

state. And much is done by rail. And we would benefit.
n ake ac ideal coauination.

That is a citisen in agriculture and energy would benefit, * COwOanLNeNEAWE: walter Scott. nd wnt a:l 11eo

7 ahich is of no small portion.
SCarols Nordenkirsher.

ao in completion I think there is economic, a 25R. SCOTT: My noone ic Walter Scott. I life at 514

transportation, social, and long history of reasons why we F lun Avenue, Grand Forks. Tho positionic; of this Nearing

'0 support the Garrison System in Grand Forks Air Force Base. ,e betweeo Niroahima Day lant Friday cod Nagasaki Day lunorcow

11 COLONEL NCSAKS: Mike Phillips. Next aill oe
11i ironic. For we are examining a proposal tonight which

12 Walter Scott.
12 would put a new system of intercontioental aissiles on

'a MR. PEfLLIPN: Mike Phillips. Grad Farks. I would
3 railroad cars each car carrying potential first strike

1m like to speak primarily on the Environmental Impact. I feel
14wespoeryogquivslent to iD Niroohiva hosebs.

's Grand Foris is an ideal location for Peacekeeper Rail M y speoi fic testinony tocight, however, aill sneew

o. Garrison. First, because the .ininua a-ount of auditional ,6 far cry froe kiroshia. It refers to cuportioc of the

11 land acquisition that is needed. 
As I review the Draft

a' Environent Impact Statement on page 23 of the Grand Forks

a. system I think it was the lowest land acquisition of any of
a section of the ream of material. It speaks to the

1i the site locations. It has the mininl environmental impact Sewviroeuienl isplicotions of pro-hint ore resources in the

27 b both during construction and during operational phase. 
a whvr m t i l aion f aclit o uld be i t t

2 7 a rea where the Rail Garrison facility would be built. it

21 Also, I take it that you reviewed the trading apeaks specifivally about 21 nerlfyiog cite locations. eany

system of the U.S. Rail, you will find that Grand Forks is
; of thee eunial sinec of Indian culture of the sc-ca lied

ideally located North-South and East-West tracking and much
Woodland Period which eaisted in these parts around 1530

sore so than our neighbor to the weat. You -night keep that
years ago.

in mind also. hod Rail Garrison I feel is also a ouch more
aIt anso cuggento that theoe 21 sites are by no
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means eanaustive. For cany ere discovered in spite lack of
enceehin; shaky acol ground. I lone ny country. Nut I an

2 any surface clue. that prehiatoric materials 
lay just belowx

saddened cnd angered when ny country takes tragic insensitive

a the surface. And then indeed such burial sites perhaps dot oclon each us lnis in cy wne.

O the area six to eight miles surrounding the weas. These
OWNIML ISOSNASI: Thank you. Carols sordenkirsher,

a sites document histories sacred place to a significant
follosed hy garlic leilig.

portion of our people. and are an invaluaoble historical
MN. BOSDEW]IIRSNNA. My ease is Carhie

resource far us all.
Bordeakir.sher. I live in Crookaton. ninnesota. I a,

The investigative portion of the report stated that
teotifying as a ,sesber of the Grand Forks Choober of

la Some of the Rail Garrison facillties would oe in areas not
Commerce. I am the owner of two sn all businesses In

io adjacent to where archeology digs have identified prehistoric
'a Crookaton, Miwnsota. And I also au esploynd hr the State of

, sites. Bat it also located the north-south rnilroad opur
11 North Dakota as the Regional Director for the Small Business

12 which will connect the storage areas to the Burlington-
v Denelopsent Centers.

2 s Northern Railroad as eing near or in the very ares where28 ,5 The Grond Forha coaaunity. supporms she Ale Farce
S jome of the ourial sites have been discovered. And it ,4 ane. Nd sioce the lovation of nail Garrison here will aol

15 describes a possible alternative rail spur north of the base 
2 asngfiAt affet ocaaion ou eiron I suppot

o. as passing directly through identified sites.

* nail Garrison, hecause coetinued freedou. in our country sill

in It took nearly one holf page of the EIS document 
to

, alio the ntrepreneur systen to thrive sod grow. Thank you.
is describe these prehistoric sites. it took just one sentence

s COWL MeSH~ANEm Martin leilig. Cast will oe Mark

Mn on the next page to dismiss the relevance of any of this to
al call.

* the Rail Garrison construction.

MR. StILIG: I think I an aking history here,

aI summit that a Nation which Chooses to buil new because I au prohably the first Canadian to appear before

n potentially first strike seapons and put thee on rails with

n each rail car having a kilo-tonnage of 140 Hiroshima's and 30 .t oi e. ot I thank yu for thaat
a, The political noundary separating Canads fron the

o yet blithely Writes off as Irrelevant the destruction of aUnited htstes. the fused 49th Parallel, is virtaully

Mslignlficant elements of our 
comon human history stands on

Seaningless in the Iclear age. That especially holds true
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for the border beteen Manitoba and North Dakota. With 300 far too -any nuclear eapons on the planet.

Mlnute Nan ICM Silos and to SAC nosea in Minot and here in Let' Work together to prevent the ultimate threat

Grand Forks, North Dakota has not facetiously been labeled 30 a to our environment nuclear an. so no.

a the orld's third nuclear power. A nuclear confrontation Thank you. And I Would like to present this to

s etween Canada's northern and southern neighbors, we are the you. Ine to Report

* Seat in the sandwich, we hane tan friends, one to the south cowusa. sossasH: esrk Hall. ndneatoill be John

T and one to the north, would destroy the population and 
r OMdahl.

p precious farmland of southern Manitoba just as utterly as it M. HALL. I as Mari hall of Grand Forks, North

* would oreak unimaginable devstation on North Dakota. Indeed Dakota. An a lifelong resident of this city and county I ad

in the essentinl United Nations study our coamon future. This 31 i in fanor of Rail Garrison. Grand Forks has been good for the

1 book over here, shich I would encourage people to read, the United States Air Force. The United States Air Force has

,u World Commission on Environment and Development published .een good for Grand Por., I look for Rail Garriso to

3 last year categorically states and I quote 'The likely 'a strengthen thone hoods, snich kane keen created o0v the

30 i consequences of nuclear yan sake other threats to the 14 years for the strength and support of this nation. Thank

n a environsent pale into insignificance.Y ,s you.

i. The MX Misilo I feel in ny basing mode, but Thank you. John

11 especially in boxcars, increases the likelihood of this soet a7 NH. WC&BLz I defer to nonnie eoneoker;.

o# serious threat to our environment, nuclear confrontation. "o .I052"i Good evening. My name in Ronnie

,t The recent dialogue between President Reagan and Chairman in Diane noseberg. 420 Jackson Avenue Crookston, linnesota.

Un Gorbachev, and the signing of the INf Treaty hag caused I am an attorney oith a lan offlce in Fargo, North Dakota.

b hillions on this planet to oreath a sigh of relief in the 32 I hereny oject to the Draft nvironmental Impact

nexpectation that relations between the to euper-powers are u Stateaent for toe MA Rail Garrison Project and to the Hearing

o iaproving. We look forard to an expected Su cut in ) rocess on the following grounda: The ntice for thin

strategic weaponry. The 4X aissile Will needlessly e feel nearing fai to conform to Air Force DOn regulation ection

I, cooplicate Changes for such an initiative. There already are 9V9.15 subsection H, subpart 2. The Notice provided to
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, identified interested indicadials fails to include the nase i Influence ay neighoors and legislators to oppose this

2 and phone nou-er of a person to contact for act. inforation; 2 project.

a the request that Speakers subait their intention to take No supporting documents Were provided when

partl any linitution on the length of oral steents; the retustd which aen it ipossile to analyne the data in A

suggestion that statements of consideraole length he proper anner.

nsusitted in ariting; and the offices ahere the Draft tfS azd The Air Force has not released transcripts of the

appe.JieA ee available. By no providin.g this information Scoping nearing. uhen reguested to do so.

as it is required to do oy its own rules, the Air Force hue Three hours is insufficient tiae for this meeting

ade organizing opposition to this project ore difficult. iven the fact that the Air Force has taken up tie with its

in The OtIS iu not ridely svailaole. For exesple, the p resentation. A nuaber of people eish to speak About this

1. Crooston Puolmc Library and the Fargo Public Library do not ,1 project and sill not be able to and/or nill have to unit

32 2 have copies. :: their reserks. Given the eagnitade of thin proje-t and the

in The Puolic Hearings are not using nelo at a 32 is public interest, additional tise on another day Should be

is sufficient numer of location.. Thirty-too code of Federal allocated.

in Regulations section 214 provides that the amount of punlic Tie DEIS in premised on the assumptbwe that the

S participation is to he determined in pertinent part oy the in Over the Horison Rackscatter Radar Project is cosing to Grend

mi nagnitude of the proposal. At the very lenst, Hearings Fork.. If this do.. hot -cur, the ..tire 1- 1. 11.-

o should be held at towns and cities along the roll lines which is becsase all the denogrsphic projections are based on an

is will o subjected to missile trains if this project ia influn of 1..14 pol who wold in-ir. With the Over the

, implemented.; Horizon program. The Air Force is obliged to prepare a DEIO

I esceind sy copy of the DEIS on July 20, 19M.r ased 00 no Over the Horison Eackscatter Radar Project at

n The tise is not sufficient from the distribution of the DEIS n Grond Forks.

n to this nearing to prepare an adequate critique. It is no The Air force has created confusion aboat the role

U Solution that additional testiaony can he suomitted in X thor opposition playn in the proces. Pursuant to C0 f.P.e.

Writing hecause pert of the process is to inform and ection 1506.27 susection a. subport 4. the 02l must
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aidtl the extent to shiCh the proposed project is the freedoc ohich our country provides. I support Rail

32 ..... . At page -2 of the tIS, is ated. that 34 a Gris son and Its insta lltion at the Gan)d Forks Air Force

3 controversy was not considered. Thu the Air Force has ase for the fol'owing reasons: Existability to rai sytea

. atted to do that which it it Charged to do by Federal Lae. covering four directions; Rail Garrison oald cospliment the

COL4 0 eM )kSN Tise. nodernization of toe strategic systes already in place at

0 n Thank /o. I will outwit the rest the Grand Forks Air force Base. And finally, a stateuent of

of this in orising at a lat.er date. lRoefr to Report 05) sy coaplete confidences in the personnel assigned at Grand

CO MI. ICStIANI Next is C. L. (bud) Linfoot, Forks Air Force Base having seen and oisited a niaker of

followted by Mrc Olson. Atsatec air comaand locations around toe country. From the

a0 Nl. LIl- f I te C. L. leUd; Lfoot, Grnd Forks senior coand o Joan the Grand Forts Air Force Base has

3 native. I personally a or a stron defense and support toe n, beon a wey assignoent for a career proqression of cany senior

2 concept of Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at the Grand '2 ofticer. I think this speaks sell for the quality of

*n Forks Air Force OMes. I as also an eteoutive secretaryif , leadership cssigned to the Air Base to be comanodin tnese

It toe Grand Forks eall-ers and Traders txchange. And at a oepon eystes . Thank you.

a recent ceeting at the hoard of directors unanimously sent on 't COL0HR. NosMMs: Thank you. tade Pearson. And

is recorJ, and it sa approved of supporting this progras. And , aftr tlat .il be Kathryn Dryden.

a felt that all of oar aemoers, or at least a great majority of I . p :A N Cy nave is node Pearson. I an a

is our 11 sensrs 0oald also Oe in favor. 35 J Life-Iong retsident of Grand Forts. I think this project is a

ms COWL NCSIANE. Mrc Olsnon. After that will e ,. very good idea. I tnink it Iaproven the stability of foreigo

m hade Pearson. relations. It lessens the chance of nuclear oar. chiCh ia

M. 9 i Thank you. My nae is nary Olson, , od for toe environment. I also think that it i5 0od for

mnoe natna ret dent of Grand Forc. for eight years. f make ta viny an in oald he ooJ for Wino too. and mafbe you

oy StateSent this evening as a forcer rated officer of the , shouid do oto of them. I think it is going to he very

s United Sstes Air Force ftCo 1 71 to -79. I el teve in the ,. acceptatle rate of growth for the toan. And it till oe good

As isportnce of a strong Jeterentsl&isry force to preserve for the city and gooJ for sotnuody. And I nope it Is arouod
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for a Iong nc, e. daily in our Congre s and state lejilltures over such

COLON . lES : Rathrn Dyden. a.mller -oet for the nhcelesa toe hungry and the helples

I defer to aicoar, hinter. here and Abroad.

kbVtgIBM |SNItP: I as Reverend Rtcnar- Sinner, we need to reject the fallacy of quote National

representing the Fargo-ooreaJ Peacetorkarla, te North security unquote bset on death an Jestruction. And instead

Dakota Ceace Coalition, and PAX Christi USA. to se conscious of anucostilthed to all the says of laborin

Our position to the AX ant the MX Rail Rate Cde is for peace and for justice., sic are riled in the anner and

All otp.esed in the United Stte. Catholic sitnopt 10d exanple of Christ Rlmighty life and deatn in resurrection.

Fasteal Letter, the Challenge of Peace. In tn, document 9 He Said I cane to heal the sick and rsnsoe the captive. I

'a tie ciehops state they Jo not knot of any situations in hh came to bring peace not sat and destruction and violence and

,a the delterate initiation of nuclear weapons, no cotter 00 ,, killing.

:s how restricted a scale can o orally justified. In ,2 NoNEANE: Jotn Rolcsynski. And neat sill

36 .e voamentL4 on the weapon Systemas, the hishops stated they ,, te Ray osual.

at oppose the addition of teapons that ore likely to De M I. tOLC3TPIWI: Ladies and genleen, the purpose

a euleraole o attack and yet also possess quote A propt hart of tis -1ng to t- enter pablc inp, for the

target kill unquote capability that threatena to make the 37 eiconeetal Impact Stateet. I sUpport that is the

a other sides retaliatory forces vulnerable unquote. And once.- concept of Rail Garrison. I a a resident of Grand Forks.

as esperts in strategic theory Seen in 191 said tat te than ,A Mnd a.. a free-lance ariter working and living in this area.

st tOe x is. I believe it t very itportant to consider the fact

i Alonq economic lines the Bishops say and I quote we that the Grand Forks location ft aht has already been

1, see tith increating clarity the politcal folloting of a 2, preseoted tonight and itn the original Statement Shoss that

I systs which tnreatens mutual suicide. The psychological Co Mail Garrison till not have any Siqi:ficant impact upon the

Sdastoa;e thts does to ordinary people, especially the young, 3 environmnt here. While the tao other ne.s to the estrete

p the econoac diatortion of peinrity. billion* readily spent a north of our Nation in montano and Michigan apsoifically

sfor dectructive inatrusenta whie pitch battles are raited would have such iapacts requirinq som changes.
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Also although I s-s a forer hir Force officer oy MR. OgDA L I would like to defer my tie to Dr.

2 expertise certainly does not run to these systes . Nor fromo Curtis Stofferahn.

3 that standpoint would I speak other than through history. COLONEL MISRHAi: Next up after this will se Jeff

. The Grand Foros Air Force Base obviously Was opposed and A ..strog.

place here because of it's strategic location. And I oelieve DR. STOPPERARN: Good evening. My 0e0 is Dr.

that the Rail Garrison project will enhance what is already Curtis Stofferahn. I ar assistant professor of sociology at

7 place in our innediate vicinity, Ithe Oniority of A.:th DaKots. hy research areas include

All, we .suct realise that .oerody nouot have rural and agricultural development. I wae forserly employed

thought that it cus important by this geographical location With toe ,orth Dakota Economic Development Comsission as a

.0 to consider the only other REM site toat was once operational 1a rural development specialist. Tonight I represent the Rural

11 or at least put into the area for operstion in this very 11 Coalition of the National Gr.aroots Coalition of

v sicinity. U Agricultural Rural Organizations Which is opposel to NX.

Also, the Air Force Base in the past has been a I wish to address several areas of the Draft

*0 trategic co-and base. I would asse tnat therefore we Environmental Impact Statesent in relation to one of the

.5 ShOuld, although the argmenots have been given and Will ,s required contents of our Environmental Impact Statements

1. continue to li gveo aa to the logic of placing this syste- 38 .s cnJer the National Environental Policy Act of 1969. In

.' her-, whether it i ise fro a 11itary standpoint or p articulr, I wish to address the section of the Act which

,s econoically, I toint that although ouch has been kade ouut 's oncerns the maintenance and enhancesent of long

,e toe economic impact of cat it Will do to develop Grand Forks s prodactooloy.

S -o oieive cat -oe real interest of ost people of this , No one disagrees that military spending creates a

a, cosnunity is that e have a strong defense in this country. great pnany jobs, and we can all appreciate the city and

22 And toat nn have our bases properly located so that indeed we county cowmissions and the Chacer of Co-errce's interest in

23 can have a city that -ill oe defendel to the point there will the job creation potential of the Rail Garrison Bacing Node.

. o a ecoonoy to defend. But we need to evaluate the impact of the Rail Garriaon

is COLONEL MCSHAM: Ray OdA~hl. hsing Mode spending on nore specific questions.
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First, although a substatial number of lorS will an d rural comunities has been diverted to military

I on created oy Rail Oarison saending, research has shown that construction.

I it pr-duce feer 1ob0 than sole other Kinds of governent Second, the kinds of jobs created oy the nX Rail

and non-ga-rnent spending. The Council on Environontal 4 Garrison Basing are not those most needed and ost helpful in

Priorities analipsed ton nuer of jors crected op toe 05 developing a very vital econoey. A small portion of these

syste cospared to alternative uses of the sase resources. jos will ce jobs that are stable, pay relatively wel, and

If we can asse that the Council's national require a high level of skills. The resainder will Re

Sultitpliers applied to toe Grand Forks regin, we eold find temporary jots filled ay a transient work-force and requiring

toat .f $31 nillion were sent on these uses we would create little or no job skills.

0 hore lors than the 1,824 jdOs mentioned in the DEIS. For Research indicates that relatively ew defense

instance, the sase aount of fundan would produce 593 more , related jos go to clue collar production workers. The bul

38 2 Joao i sass transit. 214 sore jos in puolic utility 38 ,2 of 0r5 created by defense spending go to high level wokers,

e construction, 321 aore jors in housing construction, and 209 3 especially engineers and otners with high technological

a more jobs i, solar energy or energy conservation than it 1a skills. These jobs are good jobs for those who can get them.

a could in non Rail Gareiso Basi.g. ,s but fee do. Defense spendlng tends so distribute employment

From these comparisons we lay conclude that benefits toward Worker. who are relatively affluent, highly

,1 job creation strategy, the MX Rail Garrison Project is educated, and already blessed with relatively low risks of

.. relatiionc ineffectie. For eight years we hcve used unemployment. These Workers are also overchelsingly white

a. s.i ery construction as so so atrial policy. Cooseguently, and rale. Every federal dollar spent on the Rail Garrison is

n money that could have been used to reill our decayingt ;3 a federal dollar not spent is other areas. Coseently,

, infrastructure, to develop hunane resources through education, thin spending wil dispiacn jos elseere. Met of the jobs

no to prsside jos far the st disadoantaged, 1. clean up oar . displace Oy military spending are large employers of

i environeot to develop alternative energy sources, ho promote is inorities and Woman, including teaching, health care, no.-

,mener;y conservation, to -u11 sass transit systeas to defens governent employmnt, and sei-killed blue collar

s reinvest in domestic induntry and to sae our family farme -1r In civilkaneanafatarin..
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1 COLONEL KNM Time, Doctor. t COLONEL kc&KANE: Jeff Aratrong, Xt4 up etll oe

DR. ,IrORARN: I have more I would like to auoait a Rara Brooniog.

an written testimony. (Refer to Report I) 3. ARSfTAROGi My name is Jeff Armstrong froa

S.... 7 COLONEL 1RA1i would you also aell your nme, .Bead., a student organization of argo-soorhead. hd

pleas.? s I could line to say we are here tonight at a critical

DR 8"OPPRANM: S-T-0-F-P--1-A--N. juncture of history of international relations. Even Ronald

LT. COLONEL KALBR: Eacuse e, nor say I make r Reagan 'oo has presided over one of the Wost corrupt and

* oent please? . ant-Deoratic and military corrupt administratoon in the

O COLONEL IN8RURRA Briefly. s history. It is publicly stated that the cold war cay be a

0 LT. COLONELWALR: In response to your statement, , fwdtn me.sory. Today We vave the potential of beginning a

sir, the Natianal tnnirunaental Policy hot reguirvo that the
a new chapter in the US-Soviet relations. When a much smaller

2 proposer of the action look at alternate neasures or actions , leas deolopea countrp than ours are treated as backyard

i3 to satusfy the Underlying need. In this case the underlying 13 heoch-neads* seara are iv Iirnced sitew for military Base

1a need was s more survivable ICBM Syste, And so the EIS a are oirces of oneap 1abcr for ulti-tioa corprtloos.

*s considers alternative to that no specified oy Congress. It 1 Be nwve a potentiwl tu replace nompetitin through

*n is not the intent of NEPA that we should look at alternative s ailitory proszea and cospetition on the oawis, of Ruilding

1 asea of the fund . That ia the rsponsibility of Congress to ic ~e and pacerful -- ccre poerful and ran oucor of

s$ consider thiat in the deliberation on the oudgets. Thank you. . ,iaiIs designed Cur he .apre.. purpose to incanerate our

is OR. BTOFFERAMN: Bay I replyf
' planet of proposed nuclear ear with peaceful and constructive

an COLOREL IORSRNE: 0 couple of seconda. CO competition and a fear of huan rights.

DR. SYOIPPERARM: It was up opinin tout toe NtPa Glasnos an] Perewtroika in the Soviet Union ani the

Legislation requires a look at oy -- looed by voluntary .htinl Li ertono of Latin heriCa tone forced us to

zoenhanceoent eustainahlity. I u~n afreid that toe no systeons ?a think the vision of toe World in hostile blocks. and to

m does not provide the long-ter ehancenent or sustsinaoility. yarrve at a.ore encopssnC decision of definition of

anTheok you. i n democracy. The democracy which admits the rights of the

Prge 7] 
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hunjry, the rights of the homeless, and the unemployed to dissidents as the Roman Catholic Sisters of Mercy. the

awork, the rihts of those -at lisqree With the qovern-nt A eriCan Federation of reachers, and over Iu other labor,

a to publicly express their view, and the rights of the people 3 religious, and civil rights groups.

to choose a leader who represents their views regardless of The US and the Soviet oniu appear to be passing

his or her race, sex, class or political affiliations, each other by going in different directions. The MIX and the

W, need de.ocracy in the home and the ork place, first strike weapons is designed to complement Star Wars.

and t he scoola, .nd in this auditoriun. There is currently 39 The MX is powerful enough to destroy hardened missile silos

in the Soviet Union under the direction of itknail GorOechev ahichwith Utar Wrs in supposedly knock-out enough Soviet

Oan implacable dialogue waich addresses the real problem of missiles, limit American casualties to a fe million. We have

*n society and a necessity and the right of the Third World for o a choice in participatin in the history of the New World or

independnnt develnpen. , clinging to tne remnants of the old or deferring judgeent to

2 A Urine comparison ia in order. Per is month. tne 12 so-called experts such as Lt. Walsh.

" Soviet Union stopped nuclear testing. During this period the 1d. And nest sill oRa: COLONEL IseRRAA: Bark Orownin. ndetrilo

1a US accelerated It's testing p.- in an effort to achieve Bt argaret Peterson. BAd that sas Lt. Colonnl Ralsh.

.n superiority. The USS has already adopted this policy for is WAl. ERP NIRG: By nose is each Aronieg. f an 0

'* no-first-use nuclear weapons. The recent Democratic ,s local huoinesn owner, a Iso anesber of the Chsauber ot

noeconvention refused to put such a plank in it's platform. The somere here. I a, not impressed by the economic advantages

t* Soviet Union is unilaterally withdrawing from Afghanistan and 40 inferred by the money to spent here. C a opposed to the

:e is reducing its conventional force in Europe. While the US 40 co
aRail Garrison.

Scoetinues its seai-occapaon oath Philippines, Roeducas, and W0 Since we are addressing environmental impact C feel

2a South Korea, and plans to ouilid up forces in Europe. The 41 that it is detrimnntal to the guality of life here to

n USS is currently implementing plans to force back a manager, i ncreasn our lapoetanca a tarqet for nuclear ttAck.

s University administrator, and puolic officials, to suhnit to certainly dot ehis

4 the will of the people through their actions. The US FBI on 42 n thin so a terrific -t@ of huen
22~~~~~~~~~~ a. unnity. I thn thi isaoaterfcateftaR

n the other hand is cospiling dossiers with troublesome n economic resources to increase our involvement In the nuclear
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42 I ,aer race. Thank you. ,cml..

2LosIL, NAUNs Margaret Peterson. And next vill NoV right Ike was. we have seen recently when s

be Richard Frank. etorbltant over-charges for mIlltary equlpent re ad

US. FN8 N I am speaking on sy own behalf as a apoblic. So theta ahould be every reason to be critical aten

43 s mother, grandmother, and long-time tax payer in Grand Forks. s acheme Ia proposed to us that is as fantastic and "proven

o And I support Rail Garrison because I feel that it will as it is costly, dangerous, and most likely coanter-

I enhance the determinants that our country has enjoyed. I productive.

a feel ve woud not have peace today If we did not have a a and hoc do our local politirian* react to it. They

strong deteroinant. And I feel Rail Garrison will only add fall for it, hook, line, and sinker. hod they sent all of Us

in to that. in to do likewise. Ad we have plenty of evidence of that

,i Grand Forks Air Force ease has been a good , tonight. Their Main arguasot is money. They cite

12 neighbor. There haa not Oeen an event that has jeopardized ia eploysent, government paid, coeing frz this enterprise.

13 the safety of the people of this area. Thank you. 44 ] If the enterprise itself is right or wrong in a

. COLOWeL NcSnlI Thank you. Richard Frank. And 14 broader sense they don't even disco..

1i next Will oe Geor;e Schubert. Is It so happens that these are anniversary days of

is R. FRANK 1 am Richard Frank, a 40 year resident is the Hiroshima anl Nagasaki oshings. ples judge for

,, of Grand Forks. 1i yourselves if our Nation has learned a lesson from these

Rs By no moans as I an expert in military affairs. is events.

is Nor are certainly the ajority of you fellow citinens here is This is not the first tine in history that a great

44 I assembled. nut very recently, as history goes, this great j nation is gripped by fear of enemy aggression and undertakes

2, nation chose as it's president General Eisenhower. Who would 2i gigantic projects to be safe. The Great well of China is one

n deny that he was a military expert. And it's no secret chat example. And successive invasions fro the north

no he canted to be his legacy to our country, -Becare of the demonstrated that the Great Wall had little military

Xa military induatrial cooplex." That's chat Ike said. And he significance.

Is repeated it nany tines. -Beware of the silitary industrial Another such sore recent example is the Maginot
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, Line of fortifications erected by France in the 1930 s and I lisited environmental impact which Rail Garrison may have in

a Outflanked by Hitler's armies in 1940. 2 this codeunity Muest be eighed against the positive action

In both of these caos, the chief affect of the into this system.

giant enterprises can to create a falae sense of aecarlty, 45 And in conclusion I support Rail Garrison for the44 besde tai ntional' wealth to the limit. ti oont a

44 n besides ti Grand Forks Air Force Bass. And tha this roasonity ha a

I suggest that we give up such dreass and a need and connecting major rail line so that the overall

concentrate instead on aore realistic and very urgent effectiveness of Rail Garrison would e increased by housing

problems of proe ting international understanding and of it in this area. I support Rail Garrison in the greater

solving our serious environeental problems before it is too Grand Forks area for all of the obvious and economic factors

in late. Thank you. (Refer to Report 47) i and because of the low environmental impact in this area as

it ODEON" ncSANMI George Schubert. And next up coepared to the high impact in any of the other cossidered

is after that will oe Matthew Butler. areas. Thank you.

in NO, eADM' George Schubert couldn't be here this 3 OLOEL UsURIt Thank you. Mstthew Butler. Mad

1i evening. Ad therefore he asked ae to read a short stateaent 14 next will be dace Ragan.

is in his behalf. tS t STU~ , y nam is Matthew Sutler. I live

in A discussion of the environmental impact of Rail Is within the confines of Grand Forks. I represent Butler

. Garrison must of necessity include coasents on the necessity i Machinery tonight.

Is of Rail Garrison itself. Sc that one say balance positive as j is6 would just like to say that if Peacemaker Rail

w wall as the negative rslts of the syste n. 46 Garrison Is to be I support it being located cithin the Grand

1 Rail Garrison plays an important role to the F porks Air Force Ease. Thank you.

a, national defense of this country. There is a practical ni COfUMEL NrAI Jac Haqen in next, followed by

z approach inherent in the system. Rail Garrison has low risk Ken Towers.

u high flexibility included in this system. There is a high dace Ragen n-A-GS-R. Apperently not here.

,o mobility feature of this system. And there is an elaborate We will -vs on to ken Towers.

I rail transportation systee built into the United States. Any Se 1 gRn Tovers fram Grsnd Forks. I defer
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to Jim Deoglish, I MR. SCRCKEat I defer to Rosnie Rosenberg.

O IIM M IBX Thank you. After this speaker a W 0m0ieh ll eet up will he Tom 0O'Rail.

1 lil he Dan Shocktr. 3 MS. 1S I "o Ronne Rosenberg. 420 JeCkeni

4 JO, DAIEN- My hae is Joam Dalglish, 3641 9th I Avenue, Crookston. I Would like to continue my objections.

S AvenuO North in Grand Forks. And I .a . vice-cheirao of the s The DEIS fails to adequately present alternative. including

* Greater North Dakota Association of the North Dakota State 6 the no-action alternative. The DEIS does not inclUde in the

7 Chamber of Commerce. I appear before you today in support of 7 impact of building an ASM system to protect the MS. An isue

A the Peacekeeper Mail Garrison Weapon system. The Greater . which the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled to he

* Worth Dakota Association with nearly 2,000 members throughout 9 Juskiciabie.

47 i NOrth Dakota is committed to strengthen the North Dakotaee 10 The DEIS fails to address the degree to which this

I cooYo. ii ection establishe & precedent for future action.. Pursuant

it In addition to that, however, I feel that a strong i to 40 Code of Federal Regulations, section 1501.27 subsection

13 defense systez ts consistent with GiDA's objective* of 48 is B subpart 6, the DEIS must 40 so. Furthermore, this issue

14 supporting freedom, freedom of country as cell as individual s was spcifically raled at the ScopIng Hearing.

I freedom. s Prot a11 of the above entioned reasons and in

1. North Dakota is sn ideeal location for the i keeping with the spirit and letter if the National

to deployment of the system. Or rail network is sufficient to tl Environmental Policies Act its implementing regulations and

i; support the system requirements and can easily be upgraded if is Deportment of Defense regulations and In the interests of

- needed. The Draft Environmental Inpact Report states that 's justice. the DEIS must be expanded to address these concerns

1 "Grand Porks will have no significant risk ispacts associated t. and other concerns raised at this Hearing. Additional public

v ith this system.- The Greater North Dakota Association 21 hearings eust be held after s revised DEIS is prepared. The

n therefore urges the Air Force to bring Peacekeeper Rail so entire process must be conducted in such a way as to give the

n Garrison to North Dakota. And we urge that priority be given s public a full and fair opportunity to testify. (Refer to

x to Worth Dakota as a first selection. Thank yo. Report 5)

COLONEL McOUANS. Don Scheckter. fAnd that really finishen my prepared resrks. And
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I now if I can do so without crying, because I a afraid once I I M. OI:. My nae is Tom O'Neil. And I as free

2 start to speak extemporaneously my voice is 4oing to filter. , rural East GranJ Forks. I a opposed to the proposed Weapons

3 1 just want to say that reading through that D1S made uy 3 system. And y main reasons for being opposed to it are

4 blood run cold. To read through hundreds of iages of word 49 4 reasons of morality and question eout its strategic

I processor language that dismissed what this project is really s feasibility and what will happen strategically if it is

48 abeut. s deployed.

I This project is really about instruments of death. I I realise these are outside of the scope of this

SAnd no where is that mentioned, and no uher in it mentioned s Environmental impact Stateent, and so I sill direct my

9 the money that is being spent on this. And what these e attention towards some of the discussions of safety, public

10 instruaent. of death are designed to do and intended to do. io safety iesuee.

It It is frightening. And it is ieeoral. And it ha to be 11 But efore I do that I do want to eat. one comment.

it stopped in any way that It can. os To ake this coment, because those of us who express our

iODLONSL WSRAWS. Lt. Colonel Walsh. s opposition to foreign policy in this country often have our

to, C094M KA.J411 In response to the lest ladies 14 motives questioned publicly. And I j e want to eay my major

is input. I would like to point out to her that the no-action is activstion for being here is I cannot reconcile the continued

ts alternative is considered in extensive detail in the Gons is production and deployment of nuclear Weapon. with What I read

to under the title of fxisting sod Fture ease Line. o? in the Gospel.

5 Also, the AhM is not considered as part of this is Nos with regards to safety. First question I he e

t action, because there is no intent to deploy the AB in to is regarding possible detonation of nuclear Weapon. during

i defense of this particular systen. In fact, this system if 20 the time of disbursal on the rail lines of the NX missiles.

at it is survived, it Owes its survivability to this immobility, 50 n A little while ago Colonel Welsh said I think I sm qoting

s So the ARM mystee would not de suitable for its defense, s him is 'That there is absolutely no possibility of

s Thank you very much. n detenonation of theme weepono.- On page SS-46 of the report.

so g C!O.1.MW : After Toe Oiftil Will Me Rick s the Impact Statement. I have . quote here 'There is

=s Cleyhurgh. virtually no possibility of an inadvertent detonation." And
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* my first question i. which is it? t detonation.

o LT. COLONEL WAILS: There is no conceivable way 2 Further, another quote chapter -- or page 5-12.

that ae could devise where ae could initiate the chance of a The charge of a radio-active eaterial will be extremely

A reaction that would be necessary to activate the nuclear 50 4 reoote.6 Excuse ie, that is the wrong quote. In highly

detonation. In fact, these series of reactions can only 5 isprobable. This is from 5-11. eloprobable instance of a

occur after the warhead itself has been suojeoted to e side collision. it is possible that sufficient force eight

ballistic flight. And even then it is only on the downward r he present to create a potential for ignition explosion or

projectionary of such flight. ie do not perceive of any * detonation.-

9 situation in uhich the warhead could be subjected to any a No does that refer to uetonation of the uarhead?

1 forces that could be subjected in any conceivable accident no LT. COLONEL MWALSH: NO, sir. That belongs to

ii ahere it would receive such -- where this activation could be ii detonation of the propellants.

12 initiated. 12 MR. O'NIL: What is the difference an explosion or

is M,1118 : Would you consider detonation to ne 1 a detonation? Is there a -- it says strictly shout the fuel

14 theoretically possiole? 14 then.

in LT. COLONEL NALOiYea. 50 is nother quote. This is what you referred to

no WA. O'NE;Ll But very highly unlikely. 0 is efore. -For all circumstances which the missile propellant

in L.. COLONERL WALSH: Ixtreely highly unlikely. we in is involved in any way to create a potential to a matter of

is could not Come Up with any conceivable incidents where you is explosion it as assumed that ignition explosion could occur.

is would have the nece.ary forces to start the action. i5 This assumption was made because test data in not available

20 MRA O'NEIL: Theoretically possiule but highly .o to demonstrate a fire explosion could not occur.-

a1 svliaely. on AcA o y uestion iu is there test data available to

S .....so.ther qo. page 1-2U quote Thevlically 51 oo. .. thst a uclear detonation cannot occur in accident

50 possile but hiqhly unlikely accident scenarios. hod the n scenarios?

0 environmental consequences of such accidents are discussed in LT* COLONE WALH Me have tested the warhead on

a chapter 5.0.- r did not find any discussion of the n the various scenarios. This is done by*coth the Lawrence
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1 Liver. 0e Nationsl Laboratory and the Sandia Laboratories. I M. COLONEL WALSH: An I indicated to you, sir.

2 They subjected the carheaas to the intense fire only in 2 while e wiii not take an absolute stance and say it is

3 holding it against the propellant firs which is a very 3 theoretically impossible, we could conceive of no credible

intense heat. Of course se do have the evidence of what 4 instance where ee could have detonation. Nothing that wn

o happened in Da 'caU, Arkansas, chere ae had the Titan s could cone up with could cause it in its day to day peace

* eaplode, subject the warhead to very high forces as well as a time iovement. So therefore for all practical purposes the

heat mode. In all of those cases there was no evidence that n potential is sero. That is the way we treated it in the IS.

* the warhead would explode. M. O'I12L I could appreciate seeing that written

WA. O'NEIL I can haping for some documentation 9 down in the ,IS. And I think maybe that needs more

0 here of sose sore details an why detonation eas considercd to in attention.

11 be a Possinle. Why it was not part of the risk estimate. 1 COLONM NcSSIES Wc. O'Neil, I have alloed you to

it Particularly you cere trying to he coaplete it ask several questions. If you have more you nay of course

5s seemed to - and you cere trying to in this example of a fuel i3 submit thee.

is fire, saying that if it could possibly happen and assue it 1a MR. O'DllL: I appreciate that. I es goinq to

s was here the detonation of the weapons, just assume was is point out that I a not doing all of the talking during this

is lmpossible they weren't considered. no tiae-perisd.

I And I am condering what, how it would affect the in COLONEL N08Af: I know.

is risk estimate. Admittedly, you put in a very small probably Is M. O'N IL: Thank you very much. I do have more.

it that this and that could happen. But then you could also Is COLOwL. NeBw1Mn Please submit them. I was just

51 have to multiply that in your risk separate formula by the 2u given an announcement, a st of keys were found in the

on consequences of that action. snd certainly there are places 21 parking lot. If these could be yours please contact the

At in the country where the train could he and in cities where a n building managers. I am saying that now ecause I notice a

zs detonation of chat these warheads would have a catastrophic n lot of folks are drifting out already.

521: ' yfet. soo if wee warhead detonated Which is theoretically o Next up is Rick Clayburgh. After that will be Tom

a possible, -ould that then detonate the other 19 on the train? o Lander.
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I ma. CJLAflUE: My name is Rick Clnyburgh. I am a

2 legislative candidate here in Grand Forks. I am also a life-
Second off, I think for the Red River Valley Peace

Slong resident of the colunity and lOOk forward to io the
Workers ani North Dakota Peace Coalition, one reason they are*3 future raising .sy fasily in this coeunity. Along with the53 aopposed to this Oystes is far outiosel reaso. Naticol

tremenidovs economic imac an our con5ity I support orldt this syste does cot stabilie the nuclearpeace aod I lboe-heartcdly support the MX Rail Garrison.

Thank you. :yste, it in a dangoroas systes. By putting these ssilse

an rails you are escalating the chance of first strike. AndS OLOMBU gnseuui TOa Lacier. And then Jesoette

this is dangerous to lad nillion people in the United StatesS haw-Lynch.

* plus everybody else in the World. I think it is very0 R. L4 0 Ef T h a n k yo u . g e n t le m en . y n o e i a T o m541 , icreapoosihle type of a systes.
Lander. I an a life-long resident of Grand forks. And I

Second reason is that I think that this Kini ofIi ould lice to ssy I so hero ,sostly as a father of three Lays,54h&t2 
Ioney should be spent instead of on military hardware that'a five, three, snd one. And I guess I feel that the 5X, that

a easily by aittiog down Vito the Soviets wod havno ogreeects
'a this progras is something that ia positive and will keep us

Is just liae tout treaty that they just signed, toe 1.4?, that
out of war. I hope to never lane to send sy boys to war.

And Ia in favor of this progran. Thank yon. this syste. could be n-ed. That leaves nation nd a

s co.unity particularly Grand Forks or einot if they Coan to
in pick up the pieces. woo is going to pay for the impact of

15 3S. LYNCH: I will defer to Mark Froemke.

15 NSPR. P30353: I a a resident of Grand Forks. I an 56 our cotnuity when too Air Farce Rase loes the people oat

3 also the secretary of the Red River Valley Peace Woruers and a t os e ob6,e vp or. . The Air Force is here to dfnd

.3 toectio asawOle. And if it benefits the casnity tout21 also vice-president of the North Dakota Peace Coalition.

2' in okay, but once they leans it is at the Air Force'sis And first off I Would like to state that I find it

en rociitoent to comae in nd fix the deade that they have done
zi hard to accept that, you know, Orwellian and double-talk,

i douole-speak, Peacekeeper stands for peace. It does not. It

isup to tohe communi ty snd the state governent. North Dakotain is a dangerous system. And I tink mst people understand

Sis . sail state, 67,300 people. And it Aoes not have the
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resources to Change its econoy if this systen comes in and
op krlatio Sorenson.

it is all of a sudden phased ot very quickly. R CARiI eig in opposition to the deyloyet

AnOtoer thing is toat I uelieve that the economy of

Gran cooa ud tn Sate f Srto sooaiaeyoraot n f thn 5X aissile I wish to defer ny testinony to Al4Grand Forks and thie State of Horth Dakota is isqportant. I .. 4Hrodo.M. aS fSS A lHrodnfos eraondsoc. IC, KRBCURO: I as Al Hercodson frow
a fourth generation North Dakotan. My people have been here

Crookaton, which ia in the expanded ground sero if the lix is
evr since we came from the Old Country. And I think toat I seploya. I wosld als li to hein by pointing cut that

a going to stay in this community. I like it here.
retra Tech ua not exactly en inpartial unbiased

Oni the other thiog at toe Peacoeorers uod te
organlzation, since it was part of Honeywell. And we ofNorth Dakota Peace Coalition if they use this kin of soney a i . . .erstnR s relaticn to the weaycn of

57 Ix on national issues should be spent on job creation, this
j 10 Oeath.

II oney Should be spent for education, It should be spent for the issile is
II scw the I failed to explain chat temsiei

I2 repairing road. It should be spent in rebuilding houses.
is and nhst it is aesigned to do. It enigne 100 tons. It bee

IC in too State of NOrth Dakota fhora is an esctsote that 805 of
1 ten independently target warheads. Each warhead equally

14 all oridges are unsafe in sone degree, from very unsafe to

'5 .mildly unsafe. ey speoding this kiod of anoy to rebuild .58 4 300,00 tons of TNT equipment. That is 19 times as powerful

is xx the Riroshisa oomh. It carries ton of these squally,
ia oridges, rebuild homes, who Would put noney into this

'a three aillion tons of TNT eqaivalext three aega-tonS. meat
17 Community toot people scald bs then be huyigI homes ai i equals all of the bomoings in the Second World War, the
is returning that dollar in the co. unity. And it would e much

1I better spent, you know. I think that these kind of things
Is NigaSnbi. That is threc sillion meg-ton.a build a nation. A nation itself is not osed on only its

The range is oner 5000 Silos sod it is accurote
21 economic -- an only its military strength. It is based on w

21 within 305 feet. sow the only renn we have to
i Its economic and also its, you hnow, a.rl strength. There

soaccsratx as Sil0 feet ofter 000 illes is if -m are shooting st
n is great nations Of Athens which had cultural education. And

isha hsrdened silitary sits like a silo, it doesn't eake euch
Xs then there was Spartn who lost it, e~ o.ht pti:,,hrfr h Rms epcls ense to shoot at eapty silos, therefore the MX sost he pant

CO AOMLkCSN!! seat up is Bert Carroll, followed

I the United tates first strike nuclear war playing
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* strategy. I COtf0L 1MWJAfl. Colonel Welsh did you have a

5 Is addition to being a first strike weapon it is coaent or wear you jast raising my attention to the Court

.sno isherently destabilizin due to its multiple warheads. S Reporter.

the deployment of the a4X in any basing mode will therefore LT. COLONEL NAI. No, sir. I just wish to

n decrease national security becsuse the deployment in5reases correct a statement made by the last speaker. And that is

6 the likelihood of a nuclear Xchanie. a that Honeywell does not ows any interest in Tetra Tern.

sNo, the Air Force implies that deployment will 7 Tetra Tech is an independent organisstion. And they heve

enhance deterrence. bat the Congrassionel Budget Office in a filed a disclosure statement with the Air Force to that

Noveaber of '67 states that approeimately 3.700 nuclear 9 effect.

i0 warheads would survive a Soviet surpriue attack and over 5u.MR .N!I! !01 Now many onths ago wan if

ii 8,000 would survive a short warning tine alert syste.. ii subsidiary of oneywell?

12 strategic forces. Considering the fact of launching only a 12 COLOEL aMclAMh, Next speaker is Kristin Sorenson.

58 13 sall fraction of these remining sissiles would obliterate 3 MR. aUaawOaoa, Hos vany months was Tetra Tern a

iu the Soviet Union undouotedly initiate a nuclear winter, ,u subsidiary of Honeywell please?

n contninate the entire earth to an uninhabited state. in COLONEL KCBEASi, I have recognized the next

is I ask what is sufficient military strength. And to is speaker. Kristin Sorenson, please.

I? point out what we have today I &A going to drop some B'S in 71 Us. 6S6OSi I defer cy testimony to Virginia

5 this can. Each B represents the Second World War or one Nx I$ Hiller. Refer to Report 08)

i sisaile. That-is the Second world ear. Let's do it again. is COLONEL KCBRANh, Next up will he Kathleen Hudak.

n All right. Now I a going to drop in the equivalent of chatI .S. MILLER: My nae is Virginia Hiller. I live at

2i ue have in nuclear weapons alone, not counting conventional 9 1 316 Hmline in Grand Forks. The DEIS does not properly

n weapons. This is nuclear weapons existing today. And you 9 addrs the no-action alternative. The analysin -l no-action

U gentleman want here. And I an just going to doeonatrate what n boils down to a stat-ot that quote Candidate Air Force

X we have today. These are Second World War. Reaember. What N installations would continue to support existing and other

0 is sufficiency. when are we going to have enough. n proposed aissions unquote. The Department of Defense
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* directive 6050.1, quote Knvironaentol considerations in the I a opposed to the cX anywhere. We don't want or

2 Defense Department Actions reqaires that the LIS process need any sore weapons. Reasaber, north Dakota is a FREEZE

O quote identify alternatives as to their beneficial and 59 3 state. That means no tore nuclear weapons. Me need to

detrimental effects on the environaental elements, 5 support the disarnaoent process and convert to a more

specificslly taking into account the alternative of no-action 5 productive economy. Let's make North Dakota a peace garden.

unquote. 5 (Refer to Report 69)

Perhaps a total of one page io th entire DEIS is I COLONEL NcI c ISi Kathleen Hudak. After that will

devoted to the no-action alternative and ont of that is 8 be Sarah McNarry.

repetitive and provides no serious dincusaion. The viability t US. (UDAIS My name is Kathleen Hudak. I live in

10 of no-action has been ignored by Congress under pressure fron to Grand Forks At 1401 Cottonwood. I have a statement that I

1i the military industrial complex. many vital issues raised by it would like to read that I nave written. Some of this is

12 the public have been labeled beyond the scope of the "I little repetitive, but I am going to read it anyhow.

13 hearings, such as national security policy including eras is One of the many arguments that I have heard loally

59 14 control impact end .ar-tie affects, morality, and s for Rail Garrison 0X is that it is going to aring jobs and

In psychological impact of MX Rail Garrison deployoent. is money to our comunity. And as a resident I s all for

is If these issues were given serious consideration is economic growth. But in our rush to get our short of this

17 the no-action alternative would be seen as superior to the i? pie let us not overlok the fact that we, the taxpayers of

is other options, the proposed sn alternative actions. Think of is this comunity are pying for this project. we then are

i the jobs that would be created if $10 to $15 billion Were In pending our wney to bring soney into the communivy. And

N spent instead on education, or left within the civilian xn how euch are we spending. The estimates I have heard is

ai economy. As a long range alternative, no-action aken a lot Si anywhere fro 10 to $15 billion. And in return in the long-

= of sense and sust receive serious discussion in the final n run whet are we getting, trains ehich transport nothing

n a1e. In fact, a no-aX alternative, none at all, involving a except mss es with ten warheads apiece.

s the disantling of the silo nased aX in Wyoming should also a And I have been listening all evening and I have

n be included in the DEIS. im heard or read nothing that convinces m that this is a safe
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I or wise investment for our community or for our country. The Rail Garrison MX in this Community. No thank you.

I fact is trains do derail. The fact is no one can give loot 2 Furtheraore I have a card here fros tetra Tch and

safety guarantee sith this project. a right on their card Which was recently given to a meser of

60 I wes thinking aout NASA, aene of the finest inds a Peaceoorkers it says that they are a Honeywell subsidiary.

in oar country Work for NASA. And look at Challenger. Why n And I will eubmit this. (Refer to s10)

should us believe that Rail Garrison MX Would be any LT. COLONEL WAI4s May I respond, please?

I different. COLONEL MeA I Yes.

YOU have stated that no conceivable coy Would a LT. COLONEL WALED: That is an old card. As I

oa-head a detonated by accident. Did the Air Force conceive n inAicated to the previous gentleman that Tetra Tech is an

in that its B-1 bomber could be downed by a bir. It happened. in independent company and now has no connection whatsoever with

it And people wer killed. it Honeywell. And they disassociated themselves with honeywell

'2 We keep hearing of joon and oney nail Garrison ,2 prior to the initiation of this tIS.

13 woul bring. Bot what aout the jobs and money that no- 13 I should also point out to you that prior to that

14 action on hail Garrison could hring. I, isassociation they had to file a disclosure statement to

In Just along economic lines, do you know that one is conflict of interest. And there was no direct relationship

is mnute US ailitary spending would provide 14,000 monthly food 1. between the anagement of Honeywell and the management of

IT packages to those eligihle for the WfC progra.a, kfC, by the IT Tetra Tech in that either company ulth the other company or

61 in way is a program for Woran, Infants, Children. It ia to give is nubsidiary could influence the other. The Tetra Tech

o children good prenatol care as well as post-prenatal care is manaement woro independently of the Honeywell anagement.

m until they are age five. wit! tois kind of investment we 20 But since they started this EIS they have been an independent

21 aould have children uho are 
4
ivnn a good chance of teing 2 company sith no association With Honeywell.

* healthy, productive citizens of this country. To ee and niany COLONEL MCbmNaS: Do you have an approximate date

a others that is a real measure of national security. z when that was. I think that would be helpful to the folks.

I want to state for syself %nd my family and itany LI. COLONEL WALES: It was early this year, sir.

a other membern of the co.nunity that I as nere to say no to COLINS cSgAs, Thank you. Sarah hcNarry.
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Sah, it looks line ncNarry. g-C-n-A-R-h-Y. I Winnipeg and no significant reference to Canada appear In the

-Nest is Kevin Jardine. 2 Draft of the Environmental Impact Statement. Canadiane have

MR. JRED ;A: I am Kevin Jardine fro 74S West 3 to live with nuclear Weapons despite the enorMous threat that

* Minister Aoey in Winnipeg, Manitobe. I am very happy to a they present to us during the time of nuclear oar.

S have an opportunity to speak as a Canadian at this hearing. n If the Soviet Union were to launch a strike against

Ian representing Project Peacenakers, which is the s the already existing Minute nan 4issiles in North Dakota the

7 principle church-basel disarament organization in ninnipeg. i fallout would drift past the northern parameter of Winnipeg

I We have a aenership of aoout 212 people and contacts in 74 . killing or injuring Most of the population of our province.

I congregations throughout the city. s And of course of the State of North Dakota.

in A little over 200 years ago a sall country in It has heen pointed out by the United States

i1 revolted from the oppression of a powerful enpire, charging 1 military that the Soviet Union would need still Were Weapons

is up the empire with forcing burdens upon it that it had not 12 to destroy the NX Rail Garrison system. In fact, because of

in agreed to. One of the protests uas against tasation uithout 13 Soviet government has no precise informatlon on the location

is representation. I am here today s a Canadian to protest to 14 of the 4X aissiles or would have during a time of conflict,

in a similar oppression militarization without representation. is they sight bomb North Dakota so extensively that the state

IS Nest of the Canadian population lives within 1l0 miles of the Is would hOll off the face of the globe and resulting In an

in American horder. our lives are significantly affected fy the ii enormous cloud of fallout to threaten the lives of nost of

is Arm Race. and yet we have not been consulted. we were not is tsr people of Canada.

i consulted when Minute Man missiles oere placed within a five in I have read no discussions of theme possibilities

Sminute drive freo the border of our province, Manitoba, which o in your Envirsnnntal Impact Statement. The people of Canada

27 in a nuclear Weapons freene-sone. Me have not been consulted n1 are well aare of the threats posed hy the mere presence of

a about the NX Rail Garrison program, even though this program n nuclear weapons. We have becoae the global Belgium, a Small

allows the easy enveent of ME missiles arbitrarily close to n country squeened between the tno super-powers like a muse

S our border, even across the border conceivably during the aobetween two dinosaurs. orld War 111. should it happen will

I tise of international tension. No hearings hsve been held in I be fought aS much in the sky of Canada as on the land of
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I Europe. That Is why we have refused to allow nuclear weapons i Christian and student of the Scrtptars I cannot in good

on our territory. That is why half of our people live in 2 conscience at all support the Rail Garrison system. (Refer

3 self-declsrsd nuclear weapon freeze-sones. 3 to Report 012)

However, despite the enormous threat of the 4 MR. FIMY: I am Maury Finney frn East Grand

presence of these weapons pose to the people of the United s Forks. M-A-U-R-Y P-1-N-N-E-. And I an a business man in

o States andC: no, no seaintion of the nnir..-eotL ispact 5 greater Grand Forks. And enjoy a good business from the

62 of a Soviet nuclear strike on the Rail Garrison system can e n entire commanity which includes not only East Grand Forks,

found in the Draft tnvironmental Impact Statemnt. I wok 5 hut Grand Forks, and Grand Forks Air Force Base, and farming

that such a otatement be included in the final version. I a community as well an the a-a1 tow nomiunities.

. also ask that such an exaninatirn extend beyond the United to After sone research on the nail Garrison plan to

SStates and inclade Canada and Mexico an well. nii hve several nuclear warhead. stored in the railroad garrison

42 0 a confident that wach an nxaminution would lead 12 all in one place seems a very unsafe and destabilizing

13 inevitably to a nuclear freeze and then rapid reduction of I feel hst considering that we hane had enough'a proposal. felta osernthte aehdnuh

14 nuclear weapons in both the United States and the Soviet railroad accidents, one only Lant week, which injured 100

1s Union. (Refer to Report #11) 63 s people, this is not the nost intelligent approach to a future

as 0WOBL InCSBANB± Janes smnith.
oJ defensive attempt.

in COlLfJ Beri : Can I wake one cosanntl 11 First of all, doesn't this grouping of issiles in
is COWLO MeNSes: or ief. in trains nake us an easy first rate target. Will our potential

It COLEL BRANCH. Wn don't intend to operate our 19 enemy kno- when e wheel up these trains whether it is a

s trains in Canada. 20 practice session or is it the real thing.

S COLOnEL KnASAS: dones S ith. Apparntly not
21 Don't take .ne wrong, I am for very -- I a very

n here. James Antes. n supportive of economic development in our great community.

MR* AWES: I will defer ny testimony to u nunineon r That includes all of us. Some of us in agriculture, and

as Oon from ast Grnnd Forks, Mqaury Pioney. A he is cong to Nretail, industrial, labor, education, and military. We are

s tne podi- I uld just like to say that taacomnitted io all in this together. The list goes on and on. However,
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thero is no reason to jeopardize our fature. I feel this course on to
:oreof action onteproposal.

2 Rail Garrison would oe too destabilizing and dangerous. It Tni you. Thu Public Hearing is adjourned at

3 also would ne a greater risk from false attack and accidents s 10:05 p.m.

5 tnat would be devastating to any comaunity or base. That is

not just Grand Forks, any community or base.

.. hask that more research be put into another

64 systen. ouch au . submarine system or nome other proposal

8 that will not cause any community to become such a primary

9 target for future detestation through accident or attempt. 9

0 In closing, if we do not have a choice, if *e have in

i1 no choice and it is going to oe built anyway, then certainly

a2 lets put it in Grand Forks, as we aust be as responsible as

0i any other coaunity for the national defense danger as well in

i4 as economic impact. However, I want to emphasize lets not

Is jeopardise our future generations by building it. Lets go

is for a safer syste. ue not only owe this to ourselves, but

is oar kids, our grandchildren, our future. Thank you.

is COLMU, MeSBAR: We are going to conclude the

'5 Proceedings at this ties. Please remember that you have

N until 31 August to submit written material to be included in

2, the transcript of the Hearing.

n Once again, oral, hand written statements or

n coments will he afforded equal weight. Please he assured

w that Air Force decision makers will carefully consider each

i viewpoint raised here tonight when deciding the alternate
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1 STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA
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1 TABLE OF CONTENTS (Contiluedl P E N

2 Co nt.: P e2 HEARING OFFICER MCSANE: Good evening.
3AOL Rotfnn.. ............... og 3

It looks like just about everybody's back, so we'll
4Ralph Deamo~l................ 62 4

start with -- I'd like to have Colonel Walsh introduce the
* Trustest Holder .................... . . 04 5 other Members of the panel, please.

Ruth Bell... ...... 5 LIEUTENANT COLONEL WALS: On my I medate right in

* Wendel Morton ....................... is 7 Major Van Ness. He is a lawyer for the Air Force and he will
* Jo Stewart ................ . . ... . 70 0 address issues pertaining to planned acquisition and safety.

SharonCgan0.. ...... 72 On my far right is Lieutenant Colonel Emmons fto.
Elioabeth Norton.. .. . .. 75O

0 ..................... 70 Headquarters, Strategic Air Command, and he vill answer
11 Getry Getty ........................ 77 II question. pertaining to the operation of the sy.tem.
12 Cat i e Ma y ............... ... 79 12On my immediate left is Mr. Rickson of Tetra Tech

lob BlOnd. .. . . . . .213

13B ...................... . . 2 Corporation (sidl. Tetra Tech is a company that the Air Force
RobRts Quin.. ............... 84 14

14 has hired to prepare this draft sttement. We will addressERRS Knight. .. .. . .. 85I
I S ... . ..... . ... .... ... . .. . issues pertaining to the human resources.
I s Gory fletcher ................ . . ... . 06 16 On My far left to Dr. KrSonr, also Of Tetra Tech

Jeannie Wllill . ....... TT .................... 8. t7 Corporatlon, and he will respond to questions relating to the

IN IN physical resource..

19 IS Thank you, air.

20 20 HEARING OFFICER 8cWHANE: Thank you. Colonel Walh.
21 21 We now turn to the question-and-nswer period of

22 22 this Public hearing. This tiae Is .at aside to allo you to

23 23 ask questions about the content of the briefing and the Draft
24 24 Environmental Impact Statement.

25 25 Once recognixed by me, Pesem step up to the

A/M REPORTERS. INC
AIM REPORTERS. INC. Ior. 10

L URFONOR 1..N20 un... eo, A-.1 7 .2ao0
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microphone here at the front of the ro. Sinoe we want al I think an evaluation of the dispersal patterns and

2 present to be able to hear your question or statement, plus we 
2 the rail mile. available in the SYt- to each base for

3 need to have it recorded for the record. 3 immediate dispersal should be considered, and I think they

A Please state your name and affiliation or address 4 could be Weighted. I think it's significant, and I think that

5 and then ask your question Or sake your statement. 
0 Little Pock Air Force Base by not having that evaluation is

I would like to start with Representative Doug Wood. 6 unfairly discriminated against.

REPRESERATIVE DOUG WOOD 7 For example, of the four bases that have no

a REPRESENTATIVE WO0D: Thank you, Colonel. a significant Impact, only Little Rock Air Force ese does not

0 1 brought along a copy of the reprint of GoVernor 9 border a foreign country. And I believe that if we have

10 Clinton' speech at Atlanta, but I don't think I have enough 
10 soesthing that borders on a foreign country that eliminates at

tise to give it. ,1 least 100 degrees of dispersal mode or dispersal Availability

I's State Representative Doug Pond aod I represent 
12 to the vntioval ail SsiStS.

north Pulaski county, and I'd like to make a comment and ask a 13 I think tht Little Pock Air Force Base, if you
IS

question on the impact etatooent. 14 count the amount of major rail systems: Union pacific,
it

First of all, let Ce give you se of sy 1 Burlington Northern, Cotton Belt, and I believe it used to be
I$ bsckgroand. I': a graduate of the University of Southern R h Pock Island, but I don't think Soeething's taken its

California safety Center at Horton Air Porre Base, I've been 17 place, but I think you'll find that Little Rock would Compare
17

an Interstate COserre Cossission practitioner for i0 years; Is very favorably to the other four bases that have no other
IC

end I serve as a nember of the Public Transportation Comsittee 19 significant environmental impact such as to warrant it for
Ic

of the Arkansas ese of Representtives. 0 consideration for this roil garrison mission.
So

I think that the study was inadequate on the 21 In the words of our governor, I Would like to say in
2I

transportation impact and I Would ask if there ass soe cay we r2 conclusion that I think you all have done an excellent job on

23 ould have it added. 23 the impact statement. I have read it fros cover to cover. I

col2 ar tade,2
23 pecifirally there was no evaluation sade of the 24 hove read the other busa that arn being considered, and I

25 national rail Syste accessed by each of the candidate bases.125 think that the company that did this is to be romended on a
25

AIM REPORTERS. INC. 
AIM REPORTERS, INC.
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thorough aod excellent job. 
I considerations that you presented: adjacency to a Major rail

SThank you. 2 hub and geographical position within the United State.

3 fEARING OPPICER lCSHAHE: Thank you. 3 All of these considerations and others will be

4 The next -- 4 incorporated into a document which will be entitled the 'Area

5 LIC OWANtC COLONEL WALSH: txcuse ce, sir. 5 Selection Report" that will accompany the Record of Decision

SHEARING OpICER HCSlANt: Yes, Sir? 6 that will be produced after this Environmental Impact

7 LIEUTENANT COLONEL WALSH: The issue that you raised 7 Statement is filed and it will explain how those other

e pertaining to the location of the base adjacent to a rail w considerations contributed to the final decision by the

9 system, a rail hub, is in fact a major consideration in the g Prsident and the SCretary of Defense.

10 final decision process. 
10 Thank you, sir.

It This document that we have before us today only II HEARING OFFICER HCSSA~H: Hike Wilson.

12 identifies tbe environmental issues associated with deployment. 12 OfPbOSfSTATIVt eINE WILSON

13 There are many issues that will be used in the final t3 REPRESENTrTIVE WILSON: Gentlemen, my name Is Rike

14 decision on whether or not to deploy at a particular location. 
14 Wilson. I'm a lawyer here in Jacksonville I'm a sember of

'5 These Issues -- or these Other considerations Is the Legislature: I was born here sacs forty-odd years ago:

to besides the environmental impacts would be the cost of going 
16 I-ve lived here all my life: I intend to spend all the rest of

17 to a particular location, the military construction program, 17 cy life here.

I that is, in which Little Rock perforce very well. 
Ie I, too, represent the north Pulaski County

we will also take into account the number of 19 Legislature district that comprises 01 65,000 or so psple

20 personnel required to san a particular location. In this 20 in the north end of the county, except the City of North

se, Little Rock a slightly higher than the vther bases 21 Little Rock.

because it doesn't hers the Strategic Air Comsad command 22 1 have tried to listen carefully to what I hear

control Structure already in being, so it is a little bit more 
23 people on the streets talk about, in the coffee chope, and

2A expensive as far as :arpower is concerned. 24 Others.
25 %t i t Into account Some Of the 21I25 express to you on behalf of the people that I

AIMAIM .EPORTER. II
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9 I

I represent their unqualified -- with no exceptions, their I
that it was very, very intense in its findings. Soee areas in

2 unqualified support for the basing of the SX at Little Rock 2
the -- vonsideriog Jsvksonoille, I felt that as had a little

3 Air Parve aes.. 3
more pluses than was shown, but that's debtable.

4lIhaoe real sned the toolironmeotal Ispact Stateeant 42 tWe 
have in Jacksonville 29,306 residents, ard as

W ahich you he V IunnImhed to a number of us as carefully as 1 5
mayor of this city I participated in our last program that you

e could. I found no error in it. 6
had hene at this same school some months ago.

7 On behalf of the people that I speak for, and that I 7

a live with, and that I'M going to continue to live With, bring 8 d lIke to had nten senn I

read a letter that as addressed to the Seorenary of the hir
* that program here. We want it. 9

Force, and at the chance of being repetitioe I want to horc10 Thank you. 10

you with it again, Sir, because you were not here at that
ii HEARING OFFICER scSHANE: Thank you. it

time, and I'd like it in the record.2 Toesy Sbale. 12
This wsa dated April is, 1986, to the Seretary of

13 MAYOR TOMMY SWAIN 13
the air conae athe Pentagon.

14 MAYOR SWAhI: Thank you, sir. 14
"vear Sir: Toenty-five years ago Little nock Air

is I'm Tommy Swaim, Mayor of the City of Jacksonville, 15
Forve ease in tornh ventral Arkansas was selected asa primary
location for the Titan II missile.

17 Jacksonville, Arkansas happens to be where the 17 "We avcepted and welvomed ttee missilos in our
to Little Rock Air Force Sa e is physically located, and we're I

vossunity as a deterrent to nuvsear oar. The reistiOnohip

19 very pleased to have the Little nock Air Force Base as a part hetwen the siseileers and the vitizens developed into one

20 of our voseunity. 2
strong friendship and cooperation (phonetic].

21 Iy complimenta, too, to the group that prepared the 21 "The community adopted a positive attitude about

22 Fnivironmenta! Impact Statement. It was very, very technical.
2 As our Representative said, he read it from cover to cover. 22 having these non vities in our vommunit and efforts acts

23 23 made to provide adequate housing, recreational facilities, and

24 He reado faster than me. It took m a long time to read it, 24 to accommodate our new neighbors' every need.

5 and I kipped a page nos and then With a sup, hut I non found 25 "In 1987, after 25 years of faithful service, the

AiM REPORTERS INC
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II 12

Titan II missiles were removed from this area. vom.ents than you wanted to add to the record, you say do that

"Noc we have an opportunity to replace them with the of vouvse.
3 3

Peacekeeper Rail Garrison and this community feels proud to be MAYOR SWAIN: Thank you.
4 4

part of our leadership's efforts to protect our country and rArNG OFFICER ecoSRLAM: reith Vaughan?

citizens from the aggressiveness of our enemies. A VOICE: He had to leave.

" S feel very strongly that evan provide adequate EARING OFFICER SCSHANE: All right. Thank you very

favilities anda favorableeaovironment for the personnel that muvh,

3 would accompany the Peacekeeper mission. I therefore request For the record, teith Vaughan Is the elected City
9 9

that Little nock Air Force Base be selected as the location Attorney from Jacksonville and he had to leave.
10 10for this mission." Alderman Marshall D. Seith.

I also have a few other oaments. I'd like to say ALDERMAN MARSHALL D. SMITH
12 I2

that after I read this letter at the previous meeting not one ALDERMAN SMITH: Thank you, air.
13 13person at that meeting that lived in the city of Jacksonville I'm marshall Osith. I, myself, and tie other
14 14

spoke against the MX being here. aldermen represent the citizens of Jacksonville.

Since that meeting Iv not had one person vall m, I This is a very Important mission that we would like

stirs me, or come to sy office and tell me they did not wan1 to have in Jacksonville.

the rail garrison In this area. 17 I feel like with the cost criteria that has already

I also realize that we're not the only ones that I been mentioned at this meeting was ore In detail at the

1O sl eimatdb tiht- 19
will De impacted by this, but -- previous meeting, such as installation, facilities outlet, and

20 HEARING OFFICER sCSHANE: Mayor, as I indicted, 20 the size of the base that we have here, makes it a plus for

21 e're going to have to go with a three-inure time limit, and 21 Arkansas in the ventral ares.

22 your tie is up. 22 Arkansas is centrally located in the United States

03 MAYOR SWAIN: Thank you, Sir. I appreciate your 23 and Little sock Ain force a.e Is centrally located In the

24 indulgence. 24 state of erkanmas, accessible from all Sides as far

25 PEARI NG OFFICER ecSHAMt: If you have further 25 transportation.

AIM REPORTERS. INC AIM REPORTERS. INC
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2 We feel like it would be a very plus (Sic] to have link in the chain of rosponsible citizene who have been and

3garrison hre. I feel like with the Joke. some are now trying to keep peace in our community, our state, our

4 300-plu jobs, and the millions of dollars promoted in the 3 nation, and our world. The leader, of this community feel

local ores will stimulate the economy and at the same time 4 that the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program at the Little Rock

6 bring safety and, a the sign says up here -- the slide -- the 5 Air Force Base will help us to continue in these efforts.

Pece that we need here in our notion. 6 m- etdffll *"t1:fthpev ha etedhrAi o atv.k an elected official, a reprewentotice tiP the
77

feel like you are to be complimented on the study ciriseno of the city of Jacksonville, , therefore, do tetchy

9 that you've made. 6 request that the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison pogram be placed

I think the bottom line here I., as far as the 9 at the Little Rok Air Force Bare.

nvironmental impact, that there is very little eignificant 10 Thonk you.

41 :,. ispact that would happen if this comes here to Jacksonville. 11 HEARING OFFICER McSHAN£: Thank you.

oe're all for it. 12

13 Now, the indications that I got are that the balance

14Tha you. 13 of these cards are not from elected officiols, and I have

15 OfS:lOC OFFICCO I : Thack yo0. 1 huffled them. I don't think you saw me do that, but I

Lula Leonard. 15 shuffled through thee several times so these are totally at

LULA M. LZONAR 16

17 MS. LEONARD: I'm Lula Leonard, City Clerk-Treasurer 17 Ted elden.

is

'9 for the City of Jacksonville. 
Is TtD OfLDENi

:have leved in this city for 30 years, during which 19 CC. BELDEN: Thank you, Colonel.20 tiwe I hane seet the ispsct rhot the Little Conk Air Force 20 sy case is Ted Celden. I've been in the

21

ease has had on our community. 21 Jacksonville area for over 14 years. I have two children that
22

Placement of the Military installation in our 22 ocre trying to raise here in Jacksnville. I Os Chairsan of
23

coamunity haw not only benefited us with protection from enemy 23 the lndustrial Commsttee of our Choaer of Comserce.
24 2

25 aggresion, but with residential, business and industrial 6 24 On behalf of that, I'd like to say that we woild

growth. It has presented us with the challenge of being a 25 welcome the Rail Garrison missile system, if it is deployed,

A'M REPORTERS, INC A/M R EPORTERS. INC
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61 to come to the Little Rock kt, Force Base. 2
2 :Pl we fcmahr ,2 Secretary Corbachev signed th 91NF tr.aty.

3 part o There i a an ebounding and undeniable scientific

Jacksonville called Losanto, ohich if you -- the rail spur 3
4 docuetntation ohich attests to the fact that the 50 is

that you're ging to be using goes between the parking lot of 4 tscisnyu e
5 baaicslly oan Insle weapon ytem, that it only Purpose t

our facility and the main building, and we would aee no 5 to pad the pockets of the sili nar O re Which are now

problM having you -- it being a probleM. You're more than 6
7 finally under tseilous inveonigotio regarding their

welcome to use the crainline as much as you like. 7o procuresect practices, or to sake the chosen hawing sire a

Ikpplause.] 18
9 more vulnerable target in the erect f a n wlearoeapon.

HEARI N OFFICEC ecHAsE: Folks, a. 1 indicated, 9 exhacge.

appiaue and other things are just going to detract from the to ,
Ii I have revieved the lengthy Draft Environseetal

tise calailahle, so if you would, please ohetain. I

12 Impact Statement as well prepared with obvious conflict of
I next cll on Gene Farrell -- or Farrell Gene. 12

13 7 interests by the US -- I sees to believe, by the US Air Force
Save yoo qot your laet ease first or -- 13

14 and I resain uccovinced intellectually and ethically that

GOfE FARRELL '4 h ieIs this ac-called peacekeeper will actually be safe based on
50. FkCStLL: ff05 nfficials ard fellow citiwens, sy IS

16 railcars on our shaky tracks or will serve to promote peace,
ease is Gene Farrell. I line at 801 tiorth Conrvo, Little Cock. 1

17 being in fact an ofensive weapon in the milltaristlc scenario
I have lived here for six years. I'm a student at UALR, and a 17 1 feel the streeg des t e and local

representative member of the Coalition for Peace and Justice, 
18 officials 0 h by th e g n ent

7 9 and also a nurse at St. Vincent's Infirmary in Little Rock. 
19 t base hi y. e In Jacsonville, Arkansas

20 ias politically sotivted to try t o bring at economir booac to
I want to make a brief sataeMent in opposition to a 20

21 this area :hich is suffering fros serlos environmental
further buildup of the Mt missile in general and in particular 21 hawade fros f sli tarp Itoe t

to having them based here In Arkansas. 22
23 Money wed profinsahing should not he a priority

I helisve the prodoccion and deploysant of the Cx 23 teM nJywnilede o rsn

24 here, and basing the It In Jacksonville does not promote a
Si soile Ia a step hockward it renent adoances tOsards nuclear 24

25 safe, healthy, no peaceful community for the residents.
disarstasrt shich case about Whey Presidect veogan and 25 I'm about to become a father at Christmas. God
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17 is

willing, and I do not want to raise my children in a state 71 uoatically detain and search persons--
2 2

where missiles to annihilate life are stationed and sEARING OFFICER ecSHANE: Pr. Farrell, time.3 3
rationalized as instruments of peace. I don't know how I 5R. FARRELL: Thank you.4 4
would explain that contradiction to my child and I don't HEARING OFFICER sCSHANE: Colonel Walsh, do you have5 n
believe I could. answers to those questions?0 0

i'd iso, further, lre to ask a question, What is LIEUTENANT COLONEL WALSH: I have atmpted to write7 7
the eni ronsennal ispact of not deploying the soy What is the down as many of those as I could. I think I can answer mosta 5
environmental impact of aiternanive deployment methods, such of those.5 0
as, but not limited to. the 30-plus basing modes examined over First of all, the envi ronmental consequences --

10 10
the past 25 years? What would be the environmental impact to MR. OUROT: Point of order --II Ii
this community and to Ihs state? Wat will be the Impact on LIEUTNANT COLONEL WALSH: -- of not deploying this12 127 tourism in this state? system are identified within the document under the title of13 13

And what will be the impact of the measures Existing and Future Baseline," so it is already available to
I 14

necessary to handle increased traffic on roadwaye and railways you.
15 Iin this community and throughout this state? Second, the Congress has apeciflcally asked the10 10

what is the enoironsental impact of building n President to propose a s:al survivoi baaing mode and.17 17antihallistic missil esysnem in order to protect the so further, directing that as prepare an EiO on that hasing mode.

rail-based garrisot? so the hit Force has no requirement to cospare the Impacts of

Whatsecuri ty e9sures aiii he isplemented to the Peacekeeper sail Garrison with Any of the other 30 modes20 20
protect the RX And shot security measures on railway that were considered.

21 21
properties are to be under military command? If not the As far as the transportation effects, I think they

22 22
military, who will control the railway security network? what have been fuily explained under Transportation Resources.

23 will be the Mx's impact on local police authorities? And what 23 Your question with respect to the antilballiltic24 24Powers will the local military security commander's have? missile, I should point out to you that this system mode
25 Will any security commander or subordinate have the power to 25 (phonetic] needs no such protectior. In fact it ensures its
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uSurvivability through its mobility s0 the Son' target here als a pat president of the Chasber of Commerre, past2 2
would te unable to know precisely where the train 15. Not president of the Arkasas Joycees, and past president of the3 3
knowing where the train is, he cannot successfully attack it. Sherwood Kawonil.4 u
Knowing he cannot successfully attack it and knowing it will i say that because I come in contact with a great5 5
survive to unleash unacceptable damage on his, he won't attack number of people and 1, like the mayor of Jacksonville, have

6 6
in the first place. found no one who opposes the basing of this rail garrison7 7

And with respect in your security questions, I need Peacekeeper missile here.

to emphasize here that there ill be nor chage, no denial of I think It', aptly named. I want you to build t

the rIght of the persons or personnel the -- non of their 8 here not lust because it's good foi the economy, but because
-i I rights, that Is. it's good for peace and it's good for America.

That ielocal juridictions to You know, what price do we have to pay for freedom?12 124
provide seur it ya appropriate. That the military personnel And I think this is a rhetorical environmental question.

will only provide secu-ty on the rail c-rriage itself to Students of history would do neil to look hak to
4 ensure no unauthorized entry to the carrisge. 

Neviiie Chamberlain, back right prior to World oar II. A good
I5 will not spell out what those security measures stdn 15: .:IlN::1 _a ll~ ,,~~,,:sillnotspel co cha thse snurit yessresstudent of history will remesher -- and they may hane seen

will be for eoi .u resons. There is no sense in giving aid, pictures e shen Nville Chamberlain got back from his meeting

comfort to a potential enemy or saboteur. 7ith Adolf w ne told t world at t tti that "feaeTakyuveymcsr 18
BThank you cery such, sr. have peace, peace In or nime." And he had signed a treaty

'9 NERN EIE CRN:TmBok.19
20H EA G OFFICER ecwwE: T rowith Hitler that England would not build additional weapons

20-I2

TOe BROOK and, of course, France was aell-involved In the sae thing.

MR. BROOKS: Than c o" Mr. Chairman, 21 Everyone knows what happened there. We had the most
12 Ny name is Tom Crooks and I's from Sherwood, 22 devastating war we'd ever had.
23 23

Sherwood is sabout tive miles south of here, and has I think that Is sn environmental concern because I
15,000 folks in it. 24 would a lot more like to lee a system built that would keep

2i In Sherwood I'm a licensed nsur...nre agent. I'm 25 someone from making an at ark than I would to have to see what
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21 22

happens when we're not adequately prepared. This sents like Just putting this thing out thero as
2 2

Certainly the jobs are important to us here in sitting duck.

3
central Arkansas. Certainly they are secondary to the overall Thank you.4 4

goal of making peace a lifetime thing, and 1 think people who HEARNG OFFICER NCSohNf: Colonel walsh, Would you
5 5

oppose it are very sincere in that endeavor, but I think like to anse ?5 0

somewhat naive. And if they would study history a little bit LIEUTONANT COLONEL WALSH: Thank you, sir.
7 7

they would know that only through an adequate system of good With reopect to In this fIts in 1ith President
a a

defense will our children and our grandchildren be able to Reagan's proposal, tirs of nil I Should point out to you that
n joy those lifes -- the life we have had for the last few it was only through the deployment of the Pershing and Cruise

years. milsiles in Europe they were able to bring the Soviet Union to

I thank y9a2l very much. bargain, and eventually result In the IN? Treaty.12 1

001ARING OpICER RCSNAf: Thank you. 3efoe that nie, heoee we had deployed that
93 93

William Stead. system, the Soviets hnd refused to negotiate. It eas only
1WILLIAM W. STEAD 94 after we had actually deployed the missiles that they sctually

DR. STEAD: 1'. Dr. William Stead from Little Rock. 1 ase to the table and we were able no achieve that one

I live at 1701 Westpark Drive. breakthrough.

The question I Would like to pose is: 000 does 17 Likewise, for us to utilaterally decide not to go

9 deploying 50 more eX missiles fit in with the President's 8 ahead and deploy snd to modernise our missiles would mean that
l9 efforts to pull hack -- begin to pull back from this suicidal 19 the table.the Soci ets hane no reason to nose no th shrgaining the

20 as aCe? 20 Our present inventory of missiles Is between 25 to

212 And the second is: HOW can the missiles possibly be 21 20 years old and is of a tenhnology of the 1950's so it needs
22 safe on a rail system that is frought with safety problems all 22 to be replaced. Also by replacing it, we hope to encourage

23 of the time, with major accidents, multiple people killed, 23 the Soviet Union to come to the bargaining table so we could

24 where there is adequate documentation of use of drugs by the 24 eliminate at least a portion of this destructive force.

25 railroad personnel. 25 Now, with respect to whether the Peacekeeper can be
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23 24

safe on the rail system or not, first of all we acknowledge in h2 b-:ve naCCIdent, e-en.:.ho.g w may have an ignition of the

our analyses that there is a chance for accidents, and we isie propellsat.,th uld have no danger from the

acknosledge that just due to just normal rail operations there 34 release of plutoni us.

could be between -- about three fatalities and up to 16 Out. on the other hend, in the fIS Itaelf we also

incapacitation.. identify what the impacts could be if there was such

We also identified some of the actions that the Air 6
7 release, so we have not tried to whitewash the safety aspects

aFr. how teen raking no ensure rho wueber was kept ae low a0 of the operation. We have tried to lay them out, as required

possible, We felt that the numbers would actually be lower 8thnthtshb y len, so that the decisionesker is fully aware of what the

0reported in the ti. potential consequence could be of the operation of the system

se also feel thet the limited movnment of the IO

111 on the national rail net.missile or of the missile ears on the rail track will Iin nie y12 Thank you, air.
their exposure to the general public, that they will only be 92 RAOIaG OPICER McSAME: Nicholas Xohut.

moved on the national rail net when there Is a crisis or a 13 NICHOLAS fOolT

time of national need, so the time of espoure is very limited 94 MR. toolT: Colonel, My name is Ric fohut, and I am

Out, enen so. the fIS did acknowledge that there is ;

16 ,a ea manager of one of the local industries here in the area. I

97 possibility that durinthat brie t me . e.pue there 16 live in North Little Rock, about 10 miles away. I have worked17
could In fact be aw accident, and there in a cony remote t

90 in the Jacksonville ares for about ic years now. I spend a
possihillry thst there could he an onnident nwhese you could 90

19 ignition o r in significant portion of my waking life in the Jacksonville area

20 hoploon of the missile. and feel that I have a right to speak on the Peacekeeper Issue.

And In out analyses we have identified what the 20 I'm here to register my personal support In what
29 potential consequences of such an accident might be so the 21 also believe to be the overwhelming business community's

22 decionMaker would be fully .. are of that. 1 22 support for the Peacekeeper mission in the Jacksonville area.

23 I
2lWe asoephasize in our analyses that there could 23 This is based on my conversations with a number of other

24 be -- could be no possibility of release of plutonium because 24 Industry managers.

25 of the makeup of the reentry vehicle. o even though ce may 25 I snt to be sure that the Air Force recognizes the
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25 26

suppoat and rapport the Jacksonville community has with the 1 ealuated, and improved, and tested to sae sure that eteryone
2 2

existing Little Rock Air ore Base and its misnions. in the community Is comfortable with your efforts in this area
3 3

All of the Air Force personnel that I have talked to Thank you.

have indicated that the relationship beteen the Base and the HEARING OFFICER McSANb: Thank you.

11 Community is among the best that they have been exposed to In James neddeess.

their careers. JAMES bEDDES
7

The Jeckaonile area has iecently loan several key MR. EDDNESS: Colonel McShane and genii mn, I as a

industriea reduning our employment by between 500 and 1000 businessman in the local community here. I've een here 30
o o

people. The Peacekeeper Garrison will partially alleviate the yeara, and I really speak for nobody except myself.
10 10

economic problems in the community resulting from the loss of ie hate a ommunity here that has got -- this local

these jobs. community generally supports this program.
,2 12

However, lobs are not the laportant Issue here. The First, I'd like to express my thanks to our syste
13 13

issue is the need for the Pecekeeper Garrison to help of government and you gentlemen in particular tor allowing the
I4 14Strengthen our national defense. citizen. of thin Country to comment, both pro and con, on thl
15 15

To nhose opposed to the Peacekeeper I would ask one we hate opponents to this system. The complete
10 10

question: If it's the wrong basing mode, why are the Soviets 13 tre7elin ia opposed to this system, and we have opponents in

deploying a sisilar type of nystem? our country to this system, but I'd like you to answer the
18 18

Slappreciate the thoroughneas that the nit Forte baa question, if you have an answer to It, how much public input

gone through in the detelopment of the tnooronwental 20 did Gorbachev give the Russian ninians to whether he was
20 20

Statement and I wnt to orate for the record my personal going to base a system line this to wage oar against ul
21 21

support for the Peacekeeper mission. I hope that you will we need the system. We'll Ile In Jacksonnllle
22 22select the Little Rock Air Force Base has a finalist for the without any additional money free any of you people anywhere.
23 23basing of the Peacekeeper. We're going to survive quite well. We're a sturdy people, and
2 4 

2 4 i f u d p o t

12 a have one major concern that I would like to add, we'll make it. But we nee25 this system, and y. don' t

25 and I would hope that the rail beds themselves would be fully 25 it in Jacksonville and you think there's enough of us in
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Jacksonville that don't want it, for God's sake take It and Industrial Development for Jacksonville. 1'. here tonight to
2 2

put it somewhere. Our children, our grandchildren need this speak on behalf of the Coewerce Corporation of JCkaOnVllle.
3 3

protection. e, the JaCksnnille Commerce Corporation, are
A 4

Whether ur opponents to the System, from the dedicated to the industrial growth and economic well-being of
o 1 5

treelin all the way back to us, believe we need the system or our rommunity and recognizing both the national military
6 6

not, we need it. importance and the local economic Impact:
7 7

Any nation that has totally disarmed itself has 1 Whereas, as taxpayers on recognize that the rail

turned into a nation of slatew. There has never been a nation garrisoned Peacekeeper system provides the best return on our
9 0

that has been conquered by Communism, and there's 43 of rhem military deterrent tao dollars.

13 since the second World War, with one exception -- there's only Os, therefore, be it resolved that the Jacksonville

one country that has came back and has any form of freedom coemerce Corporation of the City of Jacksonville supportl and
12 12

left in It. endorses the selection of Little Rock Air Force Scan for the
13 13If our opponents want this bad enough, and we're deployment of the Pail Garrison Peacekeeper missile, and

scared enough of this system, for God's sake take it out of strongly urges the officials of the Strategic Air Command no
10 15

our community, but Put it somewhere. vie Little Rock Air Force Base as a favorable prospect for

Do something. Don't wit on your behind and not this systei.
ii 17protect the country. we need the protection, enet though we Thank you.
is 18

have peope eamong us that tony protably are doing it In good AINO OFFICER McSHAN : Thank you.
faith, but ignorance is really no excuse when it turns into Jon Nourot. Did I pronounce that right?

20 20s51avery. 
we. OUBOT: Yens.

21 21Gentlemen, I thank you for hearing my side of it. 2JON MOUROT
22 22

HEAING OFICtR CtHANE: Thank you. MP. MOOPOT: T'm Jon ourot, and I' one of a donen
23 23Jerry talsell. attorneys across the country associated with and Working with

24 JERRY OHLSELL 24 the National Campaign to Stop the Mo.141 20 MR. HALSELL: I'm Jerry alsell, Director of 25 cow is not the time for you to be taking up public
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29 30

time to address, or comment, or give cah-cah speeches for the will plalnclothed or secret agent. he stationed In24 I
FX, Or tell why the Russians are at the negotiating table. towns, villages, or at other intervals along rIX rail lines for

According to the National Environmental Protection security purposes?

Act the purpoas of this hearing is tt elicit publc coseent on Will persons living near the 50 toutes be adviaed
54 5

the defi cie of thia Statement and for no other punpoe,. 1 that their activities are Subject to systematic monitoring?
6 I' here to list a few deficiencies of this 9Will deploysent tf toe o result in the

stateent, 1 stai o of a network of secret police across the

I Would appreciate it i Li eutenant Colonel Walsh 201 dispersal area? Will there be Congressional oversight of this

does not take up any more public tise. security netok? In view of the recent 01, diaregard for
toA.IN OICH ...RE: 'He has been answering 2 civil liberties, is it reasonable to ask citizens to allow the

questiona. formation and widespread
23.MOUROT:,Ce ::s:alo -- deployment of another secret security orgsni.ation? To what
14 EARING OFFICER McO bN: Proceed. 2213 uses, other than the FX railway security, will the security

MR. OUR: The record will reflect what he has network be utilized? What additional security measures will
been doing, 

be taken to prevent sabotge or acts of terrorisa? -at is
n I'm going to proceed with n checklist of issues that 23 '6 the environmental impact of these safeguards on the affected

17 were either ignored in the Draft En"ironmental Impact 117 areas? These issues were neglected in the Draft Environmental

Statement or were not adequately addressed, giving glib 08 Impact Statexent.

19 responses. 9The No Action Alternative has ben properly
20 Will any security commander or subordinate have the 20 considered Aithin the DIS ir, terms of nationside economic

21 power to automatically detain or search persons found on the 2 inpact, for instance Section 4.1.1. The job creation

23 railroad right-of-ways as may be done on military 22 potential of the two rail garrison actions is discussed

1 23 reservtions? Will homes and properties Immediately adjacent ignoring that No Action Would also create a certain number of

16 24 to the right-of-ways be subject to unannounced searche- and/or 24 jobs. How many lobs would be created if $10 billion to $15
25 systematic observation? 25125 billion was spent on education instead of the military. How
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many jobs, on the average, would be created if money remained so. nOOROT: Thank you.

25 in the civilian economy rather than being taxed for use by the LIZOTENANT COLONEL WALSH: Sir, there may be other
3 3military? people in the audience that might like to hear the answers to
4 4The Reagan administration was known to have had at some of the question. that have raised.
5 5least four 50 basing modes under active consideration prior to MO. IOUROT: In response to that, let them ask theiro 0

selecting the rail garrison sode in December of 1986. Why own questions; take up their own three minutes.

2 : haven't any of these other alternatives been included In the I want the responses to my questions in the Final

DEIS? Environmental Impact Sttoent, not now.

Why not a No ME Alternative? In other Words, 9tNEARING OFFICER 1CSANE Old you provide s copy of

include an alternative for getting rid of, dismantling, the So that to the court reporter?

v1lo-based NX currently deployed is an option. Such an option I M . OUROT: Yes.
sight sake sense as part of the deep reductions being pursued SEARING OFFICE- Mntuk.En Thank you.
in the President's START negotiations. 3LIEUTENANT COLONEL WALSH: Shall I answer him, sir?

14 I48 iescriptions of the Proposed Action falls to specify 4EARINGOFFICER MCSHAME: No, air, we'll go on.

whether its 50 NX missile. would be the ones currently And if any of those questions did raise similar

deployed In silo at P.E. Warren Air Force Base -- concerns of folks who do want them answered, they can ask the
'7 171E75Ir OPEICtB eCSRAkEt Time, Mr. mourot. question later.
II. is

Colonel Walsh, apparently Mr. Mourot does not Want Susan lornek.

answers to those quetions, r took him statement to Mean: is SUSAN tOP-NEn
20 20that correct, at this time? MS. ORNEK: My name is Susan tortek, and I'm a
21 21MR. eOROT: sight. They properly belong in the member of the North Arkasnsas Central Greens Committee.
22 Final Environmental Impact Statement. 2 2 A couple of things, while I'm opposed to 50 of any

23 RARING OFFIC:s McosAnE: As ColossI Walsh Indirated 23 form or any kind of nuclear weapons, because as far as I's
24 and as I indicated. twhoe qUestions mt be addressed in the 24 concerned there is really no good alternative to -- if the

2 F Final Statement, and they will be addressed there. 25 nuclear weapon Is to blow up, I mean, we're all going to die.
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A couple of things that you mentioned that I would the Da.ascus incident. I should point out to you that th
2 2

li.. addreased possibly latar on. The far' !-t you talked Damascus incident was due to the explosion of the now obsolete
3 3

about Oamascus, Ark.an. and the Titan that blow up and the missile, that there was no telea of plutonium, and that's
4 4

fact that the warhead did not blow up, people have won Suits the only reason that we cited that incident.
S S

against the government for the propellants that were emitted. we did not cite that incident to suggest that there
6 a

That. watt people that wara hartd by the propellants. would be no toxic fumes released. And We have acknowledged
17 7

live in an are thats a very high karat arts and that in the possibility of nn accident where there was an
a a

the ground sep"ag* in so that if that happened up where I ignition of propellant that there could be toxic fumes
o 9

live, that We would get theme propellant. In our rtr teleased that could be harmful to people :n the Imoediato

system . Most of un at. on wellvater, and I wan utt kind of vicinity.

wondering what i. you: effect: -- or what art your plans if 2 norever, I should point out that ifb nba solid
12 that happened up there in north Arkansas? J2 propellant i f there was an explosion, it would remain In

IS 13
Soae of the other issue. that tere concerning to, chunk. 10 wOuld not go dow into the groundwater table. It

14 4a
the descriptions of the Proposed Action fails to specify could be aurely picted up.

15 15

whether the 5i X missiles would be the ones currently I should also point out that the Air Force would be

deployed in silos at F.E. Warren Air Force Base or whether responsible for any damage Incurred and would have to pay

1 these would be 50 nw missiles. If now missiles are involved, 1 ecompense to those people imacted.'a

why aren't these costs included in the table listing Rail With rapect to your question on Proposed Action,
Garrison Expenditures? if inssiles are to be taken fro* the perhaps it is a deficiency in our document that we did not

20 20
allot, why isn't the impact of this included under when spacify whore those Missiles ware coming from. The answer In

21 
2

2 discussing Warren Air Force ase, including the silo2 that on the Proposed Action the 50 missile. aro in fact new
operationa jobs lot? 2 issile . On the Alternative proposal, they will have hi new

23 23
Thank you. missiles and 50 missiles that would be removed from the Silo.

24 BEARING OFPICt MCSIANB: Colonel Wlsh 24 at F.C. Warren.

25 LiiTENANT COLONEL WALSH: In the EIS we do refer to 25 I should emphasize to you that in the Alternative
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Action for P.R. Warren ne did in fact consider the removal of ridiculous.
2 2

the aiuailen from the Silos, the environmental consequences of I say atop and think. Think about what we art doing
3 3

that a 0tiot. I'd also like to address a few questions.
4 4

Thank you very much, tana. Descrlptlons of tha proposed Action f011s to spe!!y

HEARING OFFICER MOtSRAN: flit. B... whether it1 50 aX i1ilna would ba the ones currently
t 0

fLI SASS deployed in silos at F.E. Warrn Air Force ta., or whether
7 7

I0. BASS: Good afternoon. 331 4 these would be 50 now missilet. If oat missilea are involved,

t nary pleased to be here, to be a public voice as ohy aren't theme Costs included In the table listing Rail

a taxpayer and as a ptoud American. Garrison Expenditures? If missiles are taken tay from silos,

ty theme tonight in: Stop and think. The railroads why Isn't this lpact included under When discussing the
II '.1

within the United State has developed over a period of time. Warren Air rorce Bust?

They unita people; they transport supplies, services, good., Seiarly, the Alternative Action fails to discuss
13 13

and grains, and food, they ate the network and the backbone of the Impact of closing down the silo. at Warren Air Force Base.
14 14

our industrial nation. This transportation nyate aids in our Under the heading "Purpose and Ned,o the Air force
15 15

development as a nation. iapila Its proposed actions will enhance detertrenc.

2a feel uf, and awcure with our raliroad synte. Deterrence in defined as -having sufficient military strength

32 Let'. preserve our transportation System. Let's not make it a and the percived willingness to us that strength after an

toy of the military. I tay take the toy& away from the boys. oneay attack to inflict unacceptable damage to the anay, thus

Take tho toy. away irom the boy.. inhibiting them fro striking in the first place."

20 It rminds so of a child playing with a little train 34 20 According to the data from the Congressional Budget

2 a 1 gt in the hckyard. Oh, yea, they want to travel and carry 21 Office, Novemer of 1987, approximately 3,700 08 nuclear

22 2222 little bombs across our transportation system, and I a. a 22 weapons would endure even a Soviet "holt from the blue-

23 person within the United State say no. I say no to the 23 surprise attack, while roughly i,200 US nuclear weapon. would

24 military. 24 rain if there was enough warning time to alert our Strategic

25 It'a a poor idea. I find it outrageous and quite 25 forces. Doesn't this constitute 'sufficient military
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.... 1 t. 8I Is the porches. price of the *supiemntal reilcarm' included

34Bsregi n yoF;::rysuch. Takyu m'm 6 silb bet2i nietesetr fteeetaet

3 Thank you 3mh in the overall cost estizst" Of the program? ow many cars

4 HEAL O Foill be able to It Inside he shelter thee *It,* Cal

LOUlan Hangar? Are to disguise ME trains, note that the average freight train

(*o ...pS.) 5 length in 1985 wns nearly 72 care, Which would coe out to be

Louise Manger, W-a-n-g-s'r. I say not be approximately 250 supplemental cars at a four-train garrison.
7 rooapprghsiorrnat.e41y

pronouncing it cor " Another thing was that the dollars spent was on the
(No response.)J 

40 •
a 1c.l. Are you planning to update that? Obviously they've

For the record, appesenty Louise Manger is 
not here.

10 already been increased because of the cost -- inflation.
Kathryn Ksppuo-eeattie. I0

II It is Claimed that the trains sill be coapletely
fATesys KPOS-5BEATrIE

12 tested ... prior to deployment." However, the X program does
558. KAPPoS-BEATrZo: Cy name is Kachnyn 12

13 Mnot have a particularly good record in this regard to data.

Kapu-Seati. I Ice in north Central Arha.... missile guidance systema continue to malfunction. RX

351 I also am opposed to nuclear weapons. I don't think 14 flight tests have not yet to be completed, though nearly all15
16 that they have a Place i or society. As far as the Issues the missiles hoe been deployed, And the missile manufacturing

against the Mi, the trains nil1 have "appcopciately acaed" Is plant in Utah has been cited for safety violations. Shy

to security Personnel. What dangers sight this pose to civilians mb sould citiaes believe the CX sail Garrison program wi11 be

living or traveling near the tracks who might be misidentified 41 conducted any better?
36 , t 41 codceanbtor

a s A tiarsat to the train? Will the security personnel on 9 bccording to a March 21, 1988, nouse Armed Services

trains he autborined to use force or sake acreats if 20 Committee report, "The critical design calev prior to

21
2 Protestors are encountered? ill trains be authorized to run 21 initiation of call garrison production is scheduled for early
22

over protestora? 22 1990, cell into the canister Isimulatedl launch teat program
3 In addition to the 0 tcciv shelters, eich base is 23 but more than a Year before the first five lire missile flight

7' 24 to have a "400-foot long attached shelter- which 'would house 24 tests. Finally, initial operating capability is scheduled to

25 supplemental railcars." what is the purpose of these cars? 25 occur after only two live flight tests.-
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It seema that while the NX trains might be The secnd guestion you ashed na about 1986 dollars.
2 

2

41 completely tested before they are deployed, the missiles they That is a tool used by economists in doing analyses so that we3 3

carry will not. are comparing apples and apples. So We do everything in the

3The DRI indicates that ril garrison basing Is coat of the dollar so that we have a -- can compare what the

a neded Io a 5ting the ene0y'. targeting task.- A impacts are at each location. And in fact Congress uses this

spokesman for the US Air Force's Ballistic Missile office was tool to look at the cost growth in a system.
7T

quoted in a March 1986 newspaper article as saying, oanemies Actually there's going to be some cost growth due to
8

would not have to use up more weapons to try to destroy (IC inflation, but YOU want to make sure that you can detect any

9 trainal." S

10 
cost growth to, say, miamanagement of a system, so you use the

nobAllel OfficER scSnhR#: Time, mss. 10

base year dollars as a comparison as to what the cost of the
IS ay Johnson? ItI

12 
system is.

LIEUTENANT COLONSL WALSH: Excus me. sIt. 12 co also suggest that there are some problem swith
13 1

ARINGOthe missiles. I can point ut to you th e have had very
14LIfSTNAST COLOSSI CuLs: There 

Pre some gues0ons I1

IS rsuccessful test flights of the Peacekeeper missile, and that

that nets aed by the lady. In response to th, th IS o they have performd beyond our enpectatios in their accuracy.

Attempt to disguise the train. Se acknoledge that there was In flat yo a a
17a .o hiv yheArdin tho newo media has been some

17 1

a discrepancy in the lengths of the train from those that you 17 concern. raed by the Air Force over the capabilities of the
Is normally see. tO o

manufacture of the inertial measurement unit to produce those

roecc We Should point Oat to YOo that even if IC
20 oe , 2h0o unitm in a timely manner. We had difficulty transferring from

2 somene were to identify the train and go into operational 20 an &D -- research and development ends to a Production
21~~~a noae,--yatresearchh tsndtdevelopment mode nono a production

sods, by the time than that informaton ca. made .,.liable to 21 sode. That's where the problems lay. It is my understanding

23 Anyone in the Soviet Union .o that he Could Usv that 22 now that he has made that transition and now is almost back on
23 information to retarget their missiles, the train would no 23 schedule.

longer be In that location. So it relies on its Mobility for 24 The other point that I should make tO You to that

23 Its Survivability. 25 having tested the Peacekeeper missile and its canister, there
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is very little difference now between launching it out of a For the record, my naIe is Sill Garney. I am a2 2

silo and launching it from a missile carriage. In fact, we homeowner in Jscksonoille, I work in Jsckaonville, and I as
3 3

already have the technology for building missile carriages, so proud that the Little Rock Air Force Base is a part of our
4 4

there isn't that euch that has to be done in the research and local comunity.
5 5

development area before we can deploy the System. I encourage all people with an opposing oIewpoint to
5 5

Thenk you very euch. state if they live in Jacksonville, work in Jacksonville, if
7 7

HfARI OFFICBR MCSHACZ: Bay Johnson. they own a home in Jacksonville, or If they've ever been here
5 e

nAY JOHNSON before tonight.

mR. JOHNSON: Thank you, Colonel. I hace lived in Jacksonville for 28 years. The
10 1 0

0y name is Ray Johnson, and I live in Shertood. I Little Rock Air Force Base has been here even longer.
a- prII fM-' nteteI p .esid. o heoebUeldere' Association of Greater I have lived in Jack.onille did I

Little Rock. We have 514 members, and we want to go on record 4 1 not feel safe and secure because the Little Rock Air Force
13 13

as supporting the missile system coming to Little Rock Air Base was just miles from my home. Rather, I have been more
14 14

Force Base. secure and reassured because I know the Little Rock Air Force
Is is

Thank you. Base and their people are working night and day to protect my
6 uBABING OFICBR mcogANf: Thank you. 16 rights and freedoms as an American citizen.
17 17

011 Gwatney? I hope I got than right. The Little Rock Air Force Base is not and has never

BILL GWATHE¥ been an vironmental risk to this community. Rather, the

190M. f5ATiifc: Thank you. Cnlonel, for hying here 10 Little cock Air Force Base hen Amen a poeitive ispact on our
20 2020 tonight and giving us the opportunity to eopresn our ciena on community. The men and women stationed here become a part of

21 the Peacekeeper Missile and the prospect of it being deployed 21 our community. They contribute professionally, civically, and
22 At the Little Rock Air Force Base. 22 socially to our community. many retire here and make it their

23 Without a strong defense, our country could not 23 permanent home. These people contribute their knowledge and

24 enjoy the many freedoms that we have, one of which we are 24 abilities in constructive manners to help our community.

25 exercising tonight. 25 The ones that move on remain a part of Jacksonville
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13I

by their impact they make while living here and the lasting process of passing a bill in which they would put $251 million2 2

impression they leave behind. into the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program for research and
3 3

I could welcome any additional military personnel development next year, and $250 million into the Small ICBM
4 4

into our community anytime regardless of their mission. program. They have also fenced an additional $250 million.
5 5

The Pacekeeper, if deployed at the Little Rock Air It is the intent of Congress that in conjunction or6 0

Force Base, could be right here in the heart of Jacksonville. in coordination with the new administration they will make a
7 7

I line here and encourage the deciding officials to decision on which missile system to proceed with, and that
5 e

choose the Little Rock Air Force Bame. decision tll be made next Carch. At that time the system
o 9

There is an able and willing vorkforce able to that they will select Would get that extra $250 million that
10 10

construct any buildings necessary our utilities can handle we fenced, so that Congress has targeted next March as the
II II

the additional personnel; Our highway system can handle any final decision time for this -- which basing mode or which
12 12

43 additional permonnel: and our rail system Is nearby and Missile system they are going to proceed with.
available. In Jacksonville and in central Arkansas there is 13 Thank you, Str.

considerebie affordable housing to accommodate additional 14 HERING OFFICER MCSBANR: Dub Myers.
troops. Jacksonville is willing and able to assist the United I DUB MYERS

is 16
Snares government. MR. MYERS: Good evening, Colonel. Good evening,

17 17
nowing that there is no significant impact at the gentlemen.

IS l
Little Rock Air Force Base. I have one question: Wihen Will I just happen to be a local citisen here. Also I'

the decision be final, and what steps can Jacksonville take to 10 president of the Chamber of Commerce, and we have over 600
20 20be prepared to help the United States Air Force deploy the members.
2i 2Peacekeeper at the Little Rock Air Force sane? 21 Me, like the mayor and several other people, I've
22 22Thank you. never heard one individual out of all of our people, every

23 HEARING OFFICER BCSeAe: Colonel Walsh, can you 23 micI may any unkind word about the CX missile being iocated

24 answer that? 24 in the Jacksonville area.

25 LIEUTENANT COLONEL WALSH: The Congress Is in the 25 i'm like Bill Gwatney, you know, I don't hear very
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many people standing up hers and saying, "I own property in in that deterrent.22
Jacksonville,' or, "I Own a home in Jacksonvilie,- or. 12 also heliene in the 2 iissile. I non that

3 raise y children here.- 3

4 there's soms people that don't agree with me, and that's
And my grandkids lust happen to be here now visiting 4 perfectly their right. That's why I fought, for everybody to5 pefol

me, and, you know, it's a damn good place to live. And 1 have whatever they want to say whether it's good, bad, or
8

don't know Why a lot of other people don't move on out here 67 ~Indifferent shoot sty sinusatin, hot for me, and my house, and

and join us, rather than saying something that might be my group of People, we believe in the X missile.
myeropofgpope.ashylevtiote 5 msale

derogatory to us 8e welcome you to move into Jacksonville anytime.
The other thing, ye're talking About a train, and9

IO cern talkin we0 are 600 strong in the Chamber, and with open arms we'll
sh' talkig out vccidents, snd everything and, a, hate welcome you.

It to admit that I dove nut here tonight. 1 sore as hell didn't AloIiiet o n ohrtig ygadn
12 toAmte h-I2 e ,,1 Also, I like to say one other thing. My grandson

salk. Many people are killed every mote in autoobiles, and 12
3 wt13 happens to be here today and we were talking about this, and
1 you talk about the rails -- people are killed in everything 44 let him read some of this stuff. And you know what he said?

they do. They're killed in airplanes, and everything, and 14 He aid, "Granddaddy, it appear. to we the greatest thing we
there is a certain aount of risking that you have to have. 5 to do Is to he dat sure were ready in vase the halloonneed t oi ob ansr er ed ncs h alo

16 Therein e risk in car. I don't know if onybody else 6 ever goes up."

17 around here did in or not, hut I served in the torean We. i 7 And the nay e reedy is to defend -ountry and

had a daughter that was 21 days old before I ever knew I was a Is he strong so that those people, oherever they might he,

19 father. She was eight montha old before I ever saw her. I'm 19 understandISwhat they-re gettng into When hey fat 9.
20 damn glad that I defended my country by serving my country in 20 The MY missile is needed. It's a moat for our
21 21a foreign country. I'm proud to be a veteran. 'A also proud rountry

to be the president of the Chamber of Commerce. 22 And snen It tomem to monY, in's minut 've never
23 

2The other thing I'd like to 8ay is that deterrent, 23 seen the value of A human li yet. o on li] hav e
24 I've always heard, is the greatest thing we need to protect 24 ever said how much it Costs to live or how much it coats to

25 ourselves so we don't go on having any more wars. I believe 25 die. If we lost just one, we don't know what we've lost, but
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if we spend billions of dollars and we save 10 lives, no 0U mentioned hefore in one of your ansWers that the2 2

telling how much money we've saved in the long run because R trains will not he disguised and that If they are spotted,3 3

those people might make this a better place to live. that by the time the sord gets bok to the Soviet Union, on4 4
Thank you very much. whoever our enemy is at the tIme, that it'd be long gone.

5 5Youn impact statement Is wonderful. well, I'd like to know just how fast they can travel
5 0

Just Come on down to Jacksonville and we'll give you in the six minutes or less that it would take for a Soviet
7 7a hurrah, and we're glad to have the R missile and all the missile to travel from the mainland Soviet Union to here, to
a atrains yOU sent to bring by. the United Statem, or even less time if we're talking about a5 0

Thank you, air. submarine-lounched guided missile. It won't take very long at

0HEARING OFFICER vSsA:Fredall, especially when you consider the size of the warheads

P~FROEDthat the Soviets would be using. They don't even have to come
12 12R. DevEAU: My name is Fred De*eau, snd I live at 45 near the missile -- or Come near the 55 train. They just have
13 1602 Green 3ountin Drive ock. 3

1612Inst Cuntin rinein itte nokto just kind of target in the general vicinity.
14 Ilike to say that I a- Opposed to the KX Rail 14 '* *rti~~I'd The submane fleet spends millions and millions of

Garrison system. I dollars -- billions of dollars keeping their submarines quiet,

I'd elan like to state here, after listening to some 1 making their mubmarines dive deeper so they're not detected,
45 17ofteestmntha aetrn hvesreoer1

45 7 of these statements, that I m etern. I servedover e7and here you have s train that's running around advertising

eight years in the United States Navy. I s assigned to a 1 w shere it's at. And I think that's really silly. That's just

nuclear power guided missile cruiser that Va. Capable of 19 stupid, that's stupid.

carrying nuclear weapons. I also maintained the Trident 20 I'd like to also reed off sme other conrerns than 1

1 sahmaninemthat housed 24, ulear-tipped missiles. 2. have. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement Indicates that

2 think that's more ths enough deterrents, 22 Rail Garrison basing is needed for "Complicating the enemy's

23 although, personally, I feel that Ve shouldn't have anything 23 targeting task." A Spokesman for the Air torte's Blllitlc

24 at all. it'i 24 Missile Office was quoted on narch 16th saying, fnemies would
25 Just much a waste, really. It's just a waste. 25 have to use up more weapons to try destroy (R trainsi."
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Isn't this Just another may of Saying that ton and cities LIEUTENANT COLONEL WALSH! Ye, Sir.
2 2

along MX train routes could eXpect to becOme targets in a While you are momt correct that the missile flight3 3

nuclear car? time is only 30 minute. or mo for atn ICBM and approximately is
4 4

it it cilaied that ali train movement cwhether minutes for a aubmarine launched missile, the time that it
3 5

training, .aintecanre, or operational would be contained (sic) take, to get the information back to the Soviet Union of Wherea 0

with appropriate rail company personnel to ensure safe and the train is is the critical factor here. By the time that7 7

efficient movement.8 In addition, it i. claimed that the RX information dome get back, the train would no longer be in
a a

training trains -would operate in the name manner am the that location. it would take a certain amount of time for the
a 0

existing commercial traffic.- A March 21, 1986, House Armed information to get there, for the enemy, or the Soviet Union,
I0 10

Service. Committee report ralsed a number of questions about to take that Information and retarget his mimmilem and during
it 11

this claim Which the DEIS failm to answer. that time period we would have moved our trains.4 12 If civilian dispatchert know the precise location of 12 I should point out that even if we had a civilian

13 13
mx train., why couldn't Soviet intelligence gain mccmm. to dispatcher that was in the Soviet pay, that he would only have

14 14
this information, thereby defeating the chole purpose of the knowledge of one or to trains on hia particular portion of
basing mode? track. And, a. if he provided that information, the Soviet

is 16
At one point, the DEIS apparently contradicts itmelf Union may have information on one or two trains, Which, of

about the normality of mX train movement by claiming that the course, would be out of date by the time he'd get it, but that

trains would 'randomly move throughout the United States.- would be all.
in In

Imn't it likely that Wl traina will indeed be granted mpecial 1o randomly move, the commander of the train will
20 20

right-of-way privileges or other extraordinary power. that have an ability to move his train where he sees fit, but he'd
21 21would increase the possibility of collision and other be under the control of a dimpatcher. He would not be just
22 22

accidents? randomly moving in an unsafe manner and putting commercial
23 232HARING OFFICER NCSHAN: Time, Mr. oeVenu. traffic at risk.
24 24

Colonel Walsh, I think there were a couple of On the other hand, he will not be moving on a
2 guemtionm there at the front end that -- 23 predemigned schedule that will be available to all.
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The other Simue that you rnimed in that we will be and certainly Afghanistan in '79. However, there are a good
2 an2

3 cauing a barrage of th mm. We have Identfd ve number of people who what to take u moderate route toward.

120,000 milem of track that would be accesaible by the 34 thin decision betmeen the nail armlon en and the Small teaR.

5 Peacekeeper train ayltem. That im track that me have I'd like to read briefly from the ScOCroft

physically inspected to make mure that it is suitable to carry Co eport, guone 'Th Commimmion hmm cocluded that
6

7 o train of the size, configuration, and weight of the the preferred approach for modernizing our ICBM force seat. to
thPpefrrd ppoaheormoerinngou iaifocemcmmt

Peacekeeper train. have three components: Initiating engineering design of a

The Soviet Union does not have enough weapon. to single warhead Small ICB to produce target value and permit

launch m successful barrage attack over that much track. And 910 flenibility in baming for bettor long-term eunvicability,

even if they tried to barrage as much as they could, then they to seeking rms control agreements designed to enhance strategic

mould be allowing other prtin of the train to go unscathed II stability, and deploying NX missiles in existing tIo. now to

and thereby be avallable to ounch an unaceptable -- or to 46 satisfy the immediate needs of our ICBM force and to aid in
inflict unacCeptable damage on tha. 

13 that transition.'

So becau. of It. mobility, in ensure. ire 14A follow-up letter from General Scowroft to Senator

urvivability and, therefore, become, a very effective 15S cam mann on the Congreminnal Becord of hecember I1, lhB7.

deterrent against initial Soviet attack. 16 reada, guote, 'Ce mould mtrema once again that it im nital for

Thank you very mach, mir. 17 the nation's Security that we have, quote, 'underway a program
'a

tffgRMG OFFICER NcRlAMEg: John mail. Is
for long-term icBe murvinabiiity to hedge mgainst long-term

20 R O LL: cello, my name im John Sall, and I'm a 20 "While there are meveral possible approaches to thef1 ulfilmty f him celln need, thre ml i

21 student of international relations at Hendrix College, and 1 21 fulfillment of thi copelling need, the Small ICBM is
22 represent no one but myself. 22 currently the most promising. in that inspect, the Sail
23 AS m mtudt of international relations., I am quite 23 Garrion baming for the RX misile, while possesming

24 sware that the Soviet Union ia not Mr. Nice Guy in world 24 attractive feature., i. not a aubetitute for the Small mobile

25 Politic.. I remember Hungary in '56, Cmechoslovakia in '60, 25 ICh inasmuch a. It requirem significant carting time to
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achieve aurvivability.- LlgUyTMA1 COLONEL MALK: Lt me change roe order
2 "

Certainly in the Draft Environmental Impact of my reply. First of all, the Air Force has prepared

Statement you took this into perspective, noting that the Bnvironmental Impact Statements pertaining to the deployment44

Small ICBM might to based at F.E. Warren Air Porce Base and of the Small ICBM. That* was 4 Legislative CIS that was

Hoimstrom Air Force Se. prepared about two years ago that compared various casing

I think as a citie , in order to make an informed 0 modes for the Small ICs and resulted in the Presidential

decision when earch comes around, I would like to know the 7 decision to go with the deployment of the Small Ices on

national impact -- the national economic impact of both the Minuteman silo*, and it would be deployed on what we call a
R Small ICeS and the nail Garriaon eS. 0

Hard Mobile Launcher.0 Aleo I think it' iaportant since if both Systems 10And then ne aubeequetly on in the proceaa Of

were to be deployed, which ia an option available to us, preparing a detailed site-mpecific EIS on the deployment of2 :2

46 13 exactly where is that going to leave us with the inertial that system at nelStrom Air Force Base.
13 measurement unitm? Ae you know, Northrup has had difficulties 13 The kit Force acknowledges -- the Department of

it415 producing these unite for the eninting Peacekeeper missiles. 14 Defense cknowledges that the Small ICON aystem is e very

Certainly if ce ee to deploy the Small ICOC e well, that Is10 10 effective aystem.

might cauceproh a also need to note that the recommendation of the
1I would like to end by saying that I think it's very 17

Scoroft commission was to deploy the Small ICBM and the

important that our country remain strong. However, people s Peaekeeper in mile together.
19 like General Scowcroft, General Alexander Haig, former Defense SoWevec. mince that tie Certain things have
20

Secretary Harold Brown, and other& feel that the Small ICON is 20 happe.ed. Firat of all, Congress has capped the deployment of

21 the beat way to attain this. Certainly theme views are not 21 the Peacekeeper in milo and said they would like to have a
22 Liberal. and theme views don't represent people who feel that 22 more survivable baaing of the second SO. The second thing

23 our country doesnet need to be protected. 23 that came along oa the financial -- the custere budget that

24 Thank you. 24 the military has been faced with -- a M otr of fact, we've
25 HEARING OFFICES MCSHe: Colonel Walsh? 25 all been faced with it.
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2S the Department of Defene, in looking and it posture, they would knoc that a good portion of the triad

really grappling -- or rean.e.Ing which Systems they should 2 ould e p --wuld surv and, therefore, he akin to3

go with and which Systema they should have to defer on, looked h nccet I ion,
4 lanc unceUa dssg 0o the Soviet Unon

9 at the two systems and said, "The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison If the Soviet Union stected tn increaee its poture.

costs between $15 billion to $IS billion and the Small ICBM n
6 t t have high confidence that Ce would .e .muck repoetoring and

3y5t Costs between $30 billion to $40 billion." when you will be able to take appropriate action With our rensorces.

8 compare personnel required, the dirfereccs are even more mow, such things that we could note in the location
m

aetounding. of their aukmsrine forte. The Soviet Union, by and large --
Furthermore, you already have the Peacekeeper that wge oe? ht reeat

10 . -I ::dlh~vp~h seckeeer hatMR. MOUR(Y?: That's Irrelevant.

Shan keen oey effective and is already proven, where you're LIEUTENANT COLONEL WALSH: -- keeps most of their
still in the early :tag.s of renearch and development on the It submarines in port and if we wort to see any sudden moveet

Small ICM. 1 of those submarines out to sea, that would be a clear
13 Sn taking these thinge into account, although Ce 13 indication to US that we need to take some counteraction.
4 Would Still lk to have the Small ICB, We are acknowledging 14 Simlarly, if we nan ,ome reocgcnining of the Warsaw
in

that with the financial constraints that the nation ie now i5 pact forces or, penhape. taking necuce actinse with the
:0 faced that we are recommending the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison 16 :S e

political structure of the Sovi Union, that would also beov7 rtoe Snall ICBU. :7over tkey indicators to us and then we would take appropriate action
im

Cow, there has tbeen concern raised by Congress either by coving our treinm, cooing our 6mubmrines, or

snout the reIance of trategi werning and that ia a very 1 dispersing our armed force. So ce have a high confidence that
20 valid concern to be raised, hut the Strategic Air Command has 20 strategic earning will he adequate for US ensure thet the
21

a high confidence in our strategic warning capability, that 21 Peacekeeper nail Garrien program in eurvioshle.
22 the Soviet Union on e day-to-day basis does not h7ve 22 Thnk you very much, mm.

23 sufficient forces deployed to launch an effective attack 23 EARING OFICER 5rSiBA: Randy NOOre

24 against our entire triad. 24 A NY in OaE

29 So if they try to launch fto their day-to-day 25 eR. MOORn: Good evening.
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My nase is Randy Moore and I'm from Conway. were radicals, but they were not lunatics.
2 2

I'd like to say that I have worked in this area ~ The lunatics are the people who think that the
3 3

in the Jacksonille area and enen on the Little RCok Air Force 30,000 nuclear bombs that we have noe are not enough. The
4 4

Base, and have spent money in your community, if that matters, lunatics are the people who think we can start a nuclear war
S S

although I don't think that anyone's opirion should be and win. The lunatica are the people who want to spend
a 6

denigrated due to where they live. billions of dollars on weapons that can never be used.
7 7

I think it's fair to aek what the environmental Thank you.
a a

impact of this weapon is if uwed. wow much destruction can fEARING OF1IC:R ecSOArE: Lb Deveau.
9 0

the 10 warheads cause? wow many people will be killed tLIIABfTH DevEAU
10 I0outright by the blast, even if the 5X is targeted at Soviet MRS. DeVEAU: My name I. Elizabeth DeVeau. I live

hardened milos? o uch radioactive dust and debris will be ' i Little Rock. I am with the Arkansaa Center.
12 12

released into the atmomphere, and how many more people will I would prefer that my atatements be addressed in
13 13

die from this fallout? the environsental tatement to be -- to come out in the future.

The MX issile will obviously be a target for the hairoad accidents are a fact of life, not only

Soviet Missiles. ow many people in the Jacksonville area those at railroad crossings, but accidents involving extremely

will die outright if the Soviet. attempt a first strike with flammable materials. One of the worst is LP gas which, if
17 17the ME still in the garrison and drop two bombs on the Little involved in an accident, can cause what is known as a boiling

IS Rock Air Force Base? How any more Arkansans would die 4 8 - liquid expanding vapor explosion, an accident that can

horrible, painful deaths from radiation sickness and burns? literally level city blocks.

20 The international peace movement is not the lunatic 20 Should an accident of this type occur with one of

21 fringe, aa some like to claim. It Is not lunacy to oppose the 21 the KX trains nearby, could the missile cars withstand the
22 everincreasing probability of accidental nuclear war. It is 22 force of the LP explosion and resulting fire? Could the heat

23 not lunacy to work for an end to the arms race when children 23 from such a fire cause the rocket's solid or liquid fuel to

24 all over the world are starving to death. 24 ignite?

25 Jesus Christ, Rahate Gandhi, and Martin Luther King 2w What would be the environmental impacts of much a
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combined disaster? How could firefighters cope With such a I Arkansas. e .,e 1,550 strong. e are definitely behind the2 2 Akna. C r ,5 tog e c eiieybhn h

problem of that magnitude? rail garrison.
3 3

Will you plaCe LP gas tnkcars or any other type of I'd like to read just a little bit out of the Soviet4 4

railcer carrying hazrdous materials on an ME train to Make Military Power, 1988, An Assessment of the Threat. "A clear5 5
it look reel? picture of the strategic balance does not rest merely one a

Even though you plan on preventative maintenance of counting the nuber of system. each side haa. A more7 7
the garrison's railcars, will that extra maintenance be appropriate way of assessing the strategic balance may be

8 e
preformed on the other railcars you may plan on using? through evaluating compensating responses. Depending on

Recent news reports have disclosed that Air Force specific circumstance., one side can compensate for an

pilots have been allowed to use drugs, specifically Dexadrine opponent's destabilizing offensive deployments with

and Seconal, to help them stay alert on certain flights and deyloyments of Its own offensioe, defensive, or some

12 then help tha sleep afterwards. Will the garrison train 12 cosbination of the two.
13 13

crews also be allowed to take drugs during the dispersal runs "For seeple, the Soviets gained the initiative in

ms ince they are of a long duration? During heightened tenns the 1970's With their sive and continuing buildup of

ill you a a t us o the dru to keep the eie e nuclear force., and the us Strategic Modernization Program and

train crowa alert? i Strategic Defense Initiative are responses to the challenge.

ow otn will the rrew. be relieed? wow sill this Accordingly, it is appropriate to address the

be accMpiadwhe the garrison is diereed? program's responses to Soviet initiatives designed to erode

9:A,:RING OFFICER NscHAIr Thank you. 19 the US nuclear deterrent. This approach provides a sore

20She didn't want an answer, so I i11 not ask for one. 20 realistic assesent of the contrihutions of Strategic
21 Ar rne.21

Art Brawne. 2 modernization toward restoring and maintaining a strategic

22 ART BRAPPN 22 balance.

23 MR. BRAMMeN: Colonel ecnhane, I'm Ant rannon. 1 23 twampiea wf current end Projeted U5 raspnes

24 live here in Jacksoille. I'm president of the David D. 24 Include the following:

25 Terry Chapter of the Air Force Association here in central 25 "The improved time-urgent, hard-target kill
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potential of Us missile forces in response to Soviet is estimated to be under development. The long-range SS-M-212 2advantages by the increased accuracy and penetrating ability SLC has also become operational and the Sovieta are testing
3 3of US air-breathing systems, specifically the B-1a ALC'S and another new long-range cruise missile, the SS-nX-24."
4 4ACM's. These improvements provide redundant backup HEARING OFFICER eCSBREf: Time, Mr. Brannen.5 5

capabilities that will ensure an effective retaliation against MR. BRAlEN: Thank you.
6 0

Soviet silos under any conditions of war initiation or HEARING OFFICER MCSANE: Would you provide that to
7 7

technological breakthrough. the court reporter?

"The Soviet leadership places significant emphasis M . BRASHER: Sure.
on ICBM's for achieving their strategic nuclear objectives. HEARING OFFICER eCSolNi: Ralph Desmarais.

0 10
Failure to maintain a credibile retaliatory threat against RALPH DESMARAISII II
those systems could undermine the US deterrent and increase MR. DESMARAIS: My name is Ralph Desmarais. I'm a12 12the Soviet leadership's confidence in being able to achieve veteran, and I've worked at Jacksonville Air Force Base, and13 13its objectives. 

I've also vorked right here in this school.I4 
14"The Soviets are attempting to assure an ICBM First of all, I also have worked and am working --Is 15survivability by deploying road-mobile SS-25's and the and it is part of my work to give public hearings. And I'd to

16 rail-based, multi-warhead SS-24. 50 be on record to object that I've never seen a public hearing
7 "0 plans for compensating responses Include So17 conducted so shamefully to prevent citizens from giving their
is improved sensors and retargeting capabilities to locate and 18 -- getting their time.
9

attack mobile Soviet targets. The B-2 ATB and other systems 9 1 left last time because I had to sit through an
20 under deployment are expected to play a prominent role in thIS hour of Air Force 00 and then, on tsp of that. I had to listen

21 mission. 21 to local politicians holding forth for another three quarters
22"The Soviet SSN fleet Is being enhanced by 22 of an hour. I know of no state agency that would ever get

23 deployment of long-range, more accurate SS-N-20 and SS-n-2I 23 away with conducting public hearings In such shameful manner.
24 0LB's, as well as more advanced, quieter DELTA IV- and 24 In additio to that, tonight -- I didn'n knos this
25 TYPHOON-Class submarines. An improved version of the SS-6-20 25 s going on lsst time, hut Colonel Waleb is guilty of
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5o filibustering and I think he should be reprimanded. think, it would disqualify Little Rock Air Force Base from
2 2

2[Applause.) even being considered because I know of no site where YOM can
3 

3
HEARING OFFICER McSANE: Mr. Desmarais, your time clean up such extravagant environmental damage within the time

4 4sc running. period listed within the framework you people propose.
.... DEmAoS: I'm only going to sake to Points. I was surprised you even held a public hearing after

6 h
both dealing wih this book which I think is woefully reading that document.7 

7inadequate. I don't know who does your geology, but you ought I would say that you need to do that -- you need to5 
5

to fire him and get somebody else. Oe apparently thinks that study that document put Out by USGS and then I would think YOU3 
9

the Little Rock Air Force Base sits on a Mississippi would even eliminate Little Rock Air Force Base from
alluvium. It does not. I'll leave it to you to find out consideration.
where it does sit. HEARING OFFICER McSHNE: Time.

12 12
Also, what le woefully neglected In here is any As Colonel Walsh indicated, that, of course, must beI3 discussion of groundwater quality or even water quality 13 addressed since you brought it up, snd It sil be addressed in14 4n

generally. There is some mention of it -- there is one the final report.
15 ISt5 sentence on surface water: nothing that deals with groundwater Trusten Holder.

ti in any depth. 
16 TRUSTER HOLDER

1 1As you probably know, the degradation of surface and R. HOLDER: Colonel, I gave your court reporter a

te groundwater on the Little Rock Air Force Base is one of the page and a half statement. I'll lust he very brief.
19 most significant problems in the state. I have Just gotten 19my name is Trust Colder and lttle Rock has been
20 within the past Week the publication of the US Geological 20 my hems for sli of my 05 years. Conservation, especially
21 Service -- UG wrote it for the Little Rock Air Force ease on 21 wildlife conservation, has been my lifelong profession and my
22 which they designate 16 sites, 1 sites, nine of which I can 22 lifelong enjoyment.
23 tell sit right underneath the place Where You're going to 23 I, too, received a copy of this Draft Environmentsl
24 place this proposed mssile complex. ow, none of this Is in 24 Impct Statement and I want to compliment those who prepared
25 the Environmental Impact Statement and certainly, I would 25 it. It is an excellent astement and Proved beyond a shadoc
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of a doubt that basing one of the units or garrisoning one of II do want to cosplisent you all on how this bating

the onits of the rail-mounted misile system at the Litte 2
3 is being conducted tonight. it is vastly different than it

Rock Air Force Base will not have any significant detrimental in April.

effect Upon the ccvicomeet. The League does have a-e concerns we'd like to hane

I spent eight years as Chief of the Environmental you all include or address In the final draft of the

Preserraton Bivision ofthe Arknsas partentof Polltion Environmental Impact Statement.

Control andecol nd I a f liar with viomental 7We feel that there is a high probability that no

I

Impart Statemens, and this is s good one. a here in Pulaski County could have an earthquake registering
If our notion goes forward with this missile system 9 6.5 on the Richter scale by the year 2000. And we would like

10
-- and I hope it does -- it would be very, very unfortunate if I0 to have the Final Impact Statement address how a possible

Little Rock doesn't get one of these units garrisoned at the ii earthquake of that magnitude or greater, since we are part of
12

Little Rock Air Force Sase. To put it bluntly, if our nation 12 the mw Madrid Fault area, would impact on the missile -- the

13 is going to spend all of that money anywhere anyhow, then let 52 13 rail garrison.
14

cme of that money be spent here In this area where our people 14 We also continue to have deep concerns about air and
I

will get sCeS of the benefits. i water pollution in case of accident or sabotage to the rail

It appears that our government, in spite of anything 16 garrison, we'd like the Final Impact Statement to discuss the
17 ,:p ott.ugoenet

that the objectors can do, is going to go ahead and deploy 17 probability. I know we all think it's almost impossible to
is this rail-mounted system. If so, let's try to get a unit of Is have an accident, but -almost- isn't totally impossible.
iO

this system garrisoned at the Little Rock Air Force Base. 19 We'd like to have the Final Impart Statement discuss
20 Thank you. 20 probabilities of accidental or enemy-action damage to the rail
21

BEARING OFFICER HCSAOE: Ruth Bell. 21 garrison and address the types of air and water pollution that
22 RU22 BELL 22 could result iro such damage.

21 23 M0. BELL: My name is Ruth Bell and I' representing 23 we're thinking of things as sieple as a massive

24 the League of Woman Voters of Pulaski County and, yes, I do 24 diesel fuel spill, for example, that could have considerable

25 live in Little Rock. 25 impact on the water aquifer.
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2 h e one ofcthe other people maid, a lot of the water then we will take the appropriate action. That is included in
he is -- the source by pumping. Ae a matter of fact, the 2 Chapter 5.

City of Jacksonville, in their own Statement, uses six City 35. SELL: We'll make a tamest.

wells to supplement the water they buy froa Little Rock. 4HAAING OFFICER ScAE: Jim Greet.

So also have some worries about surface eater 5N .l

pollution in case of acrid-nt or sabotage. This is a -- Ji

7 Jim Gre o, Jim Green?

marface water that coull be polluted includes Bayou Not, 7

S hich is already pretty polluted, and eventually the Arkansas p
9 Aapprently no longer with us.
10 River with impact on both the wildlife, and also my life, and 9 Sendal Horton.

the lifs of other people in the area. 10 EL NORTO

Sm do thank you for the opportunity to share out es oIm el. m am sSne otn
12 . x RhCotlly1 al0,1 R. MORTON: :ells. my name i. Wendel Morton. 1

roncerns, and we would 1i6e to receiwe a copy of the Final 12

13 c Ilive on the bemutiful, scenic Buffalo River in north Arkasaes.
Impact rStement and votification of soy future hearings on 1

14 I don't live here in Jacksonville, but I think with the global

that. 14

is Tquickness that these things happen, if Something did happen --
Thank you. iS

Hy a very unlikely chance that it did [sic] happen, but the smallRBARIIG OFFICER RcSmAES: Thank you, ms'am. IS

7 percentage that you talked about.

were you able to address sme of theme concerns., 54 17 If the unthinkable happened, all of Arkansas would
is

Colonel Walsh? t become Ground lero, if I hear you right. I think this Is an
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL WALSH: Yes. 19 unthinkable situation, and I am against the Hi.
20 "eam, many of those issues that you have raised 20 1 am for the President's plans of building down and
21

pertain to the impacts of the -- various substances, including 21 1 cin't see where building up another situation wll help

diesel and propellants, are included in Chapter 5 of the 22 anything.
25 docamet. Starting on page 5-37 it deals with diesel fuel. 23 1 would like these questions -- I have wee qustion

24
But what I would like you to do is review that for its 24 for everyone here. I would like for everyone to consider if

25 adequacy and if you would let c0 1nos how you consider that, 25 you feel that it is true In your heart that the end justifies
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the Mean. in your everyday decisions, the Small ones and thethlare * in yd t nTable 4.1.1-1 are in error i the lack of fluctuation In the2 2

3 ojobs per billion ratio obtained by dividing the employment by

And then I Would like to ask these question., and I the actual dollars apart.

don't need any answers to these. I Would like for the. to be The table indicates thet in Fiscal Year l969 nearly
in the Final Draft. 56 h

6 all the sunny from the pnogra. will go tonards reseatch aod
A c c o r d i n g t o t h e D B E S , " c i v i l i a n p e r s o n n e l w h o a r e e o n c t f h i m t h F i s c a m y e a r 1 o n a t l y r a t a

7 asignd t nul~o weaonsdutes ..- must...t Crtan 7 development, while by Fiscal Tsar 1992 nearly all railT 7
ecigned to nuclear weapos duties ... " muet neat certain gerrison muney nil go tuwards operaniuns. Theee very

a requirements- Which include "security cl erance, random drug 8 arsnmnyOl otwrsoeain.Teevr

reinad meich incde s curogicay cerance, ra m d e different types of spending would not generate similar jobsa 5
tooting, and medital and psychulugical acreening. miil these per billion ratio in a well done economic analysis.10 10
iMeure be imposed on the civil dispatchers whom the DbEIS 0HEARING OFFICEbR eCSsA: Time, Mr. Morton.

55 11 Claim ill Control the movement. of the train? ef
In a crisis uch as that which would trigger 12 cR. pOT Me i s

3 [3 epos.
deployment of the RX trains, what Measures would be takhn to en o STon g hru

14 14 OTN giwa ndctr n S~pin
Compel civilian dispatcher to show up for work rather than to 14 use tO earat w yt igur.e p

15 Sa tterhSI ihterfmle15 wore used to generate these emtployment figures?

stay at thei r hOmes with thei r familil? IS Takyu

to Table 4.1.1-1 includes statistics representing the I6 Thai yOFFIC cSAe: JO Steart.

17 Air Porce's claims for the national impact on employment 17 A o S tewar

Is (direct, indirect, induced) of rail garrison expenditure. Io S n SaEWART

19 The employment projections amount to a claim of over 52,000 19 fee STET: t I. l nua ea

56 20 Jobs (man-yars) per billion dollars pent. Such a claim is 20 n 1ghtearih situation. e lIon in a onrld in which thouand

21 Completely Outside the range of all reputable studies on this 21 hir srtudyin eve ye a w iv hin thosan

22 kind of spending (too high by at least SO to 100 percent). 57 22 of Children are dying every year; we a he e in the ozone

23 What indicators and assumptions were used to generete these 23

rainforest being cut down every year; we have an AIDS epidemic24 mmlyetfiguree? 24eployment that is spreading globally; and we spend -- rather than spend
2the money to solve these probles: Problem. of pollution;
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probleme of healthi problems of giving adequate food and that this is not true.
2 2

medical attention to people arourd the world, rather than I would like us to return to being a moral people0 3
7 sitting down and talking to one another about our problem., we who will sit down and talk with each other rather than

spond billions of dollars to build weapon. which we may we spending billions of dollars on something that we say we're
5 5

will never use. never going to ue, first of all, and, secondly, which has

We are spending these billion$ Of dollars to support such a chance of causing such great damage.
7 7

2 military/induetriel cOmplew which Is., as one of my HEARING OFFICER eCSANE: TiN*. Thank you.e e
colleagues said earlier, lunacy. Sharon Golgan.

C 0
If one of my neighbors came to me and Said -- and SHARON GOLGAN

this is entirely likely that this could happen, 'I am in MS. GO-GAB: My name is Sharon Golgan and I'm fromII cc Ii
terrible debt. I have 10 credit cardsj I uve everybody Jacksonville, rhkansas, and I'M opposed to the ME missile.

12 12
nmoey. which is similar to what is happening aiti. the United I hope Mayor Swaim ie still here because I went him13 13

Stat-. e ave now a debtor nation. acy kid is sick: my wife to know that there are sore of us in Jacksonville who are14 14doesn't have money to go to the grocery store; I don't have opposed to this X missile but they're not real estate agents,

the money to pay my mortgage,- would I tell him to go out and 15 they're not car dealers, they don't belong to the Chamber of
IS bu gn 16

buy a gun? Commerce, they're not bankers: they Work hard for a living..

The only reason that I might tell him that is If 1 47 It hard roofing, contracting out here at the
is Wers selling guns, end if I Might sake some money off of that. ae ase, Se of them.
IC I loCldt ha paln iuainta e1

I am oppoed to this appalling situation that we They come into my shop every day. Every person that

0 find ourselves in and I loan categorically -- .om*tise* I jat 20 walks through my door of the record shop I ask them how they
21 get speechless with the outrageousness of what is happening 21 feel about the RX missile. I know two people in this whole
22 hs.22

here, town that are for it that walk into my shop.
23 Thi cOuntry -- When I was a kid, I thought that, 23 I've got a list of 35 names of my regular customers

24 you know, we in thia country stood for a high morality and 24 that we're fining to Send to Tommy Robinson, who's not here
25 it's very sickening to me, in my advancing age, to discover 25 tonight, and thees people are opposed. and the other 50
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percent of the people that walk in my shop are military and month non to join the Chamber of Commerce. They*ve been

enery one of them are opposed to the M0 missile too, It', c I 2 The police department has been Cahelnq &a; they

It they' re scared ho come down because this is an Air Force ant my money to join the Comerce [sic], to donate to the

t hing.

policecans fund, rhis and rhat.

hod I can't help that I get upset; I get tienout. I don't want the CX missile. I want them to take
6Thees 5 hooch of os it Jocksotcille, eacept thet6

the money that they're uwing to build this RX aiwil and I
we work for. lioing. I'm Co tired tight ow. i'ce teen

med toms medical help for family whet they need it. I want

working 12 hoora today. tmy aub nd, who righ 1t.ow is fighting with the VA to get aore

1I didn't want to come down here and sit and listen than $13 s onth to ive on'

0to thia boring thing. I really didn't. I'd rather be at hose 0 They found womething rotg up in his brain fros the

r ight now with my kid. I haven't seen him all week. We're I military whe h tie dt y In the militacy. Bot they

12 trying to :ove. 1213 t to sent hiA mp here in the VA hoapltal nd they treat him like a

1e don't own a home, but we pay taxes. I pay sale. piece of dirt and try and tel I It's al 1 yChosomatic.
4 4ae.EeymnhIpy tintswoeltbcue!1

tans. fery month I pay. It isn't a whole lot tecause 1 14 They finally found something on his EEG, but they're

don't sake a whole loJt of bonny .: afraid they're golig to have to pay him more money that $133 a

1w t e don't have any medical insurance, not a dime. If booh to ice on.

I was to get witc right boa, I don't know what I'd do. I 17 An y oil want to spend howmay hilliona of

1 5 don't havo e n s d penny of money if I was to go out that door o dollarw on an ew siwsilin?
19 toih ndbekmyfo.1

tonight and break hnd we're not the only ones in Jacksonville. One

20 Thbey'd tortne wa an :h ct h leraI own a 20 little girl come lsic] into my shop the other day, had her

21 business. They won't h. They They won't help my little kid 21 food stamps stolen. She's got a little kid, and they told

22 if acnmething happens to her because I own a business. 22 her, *We coldn't do anything for you."

23 1 make enough there to just barely feed my family 23 So we got together and a bunch of the kin Force guys

24 every month. 24 pitched in money and we collected 25 bucks for this lady

25 I haven't got a hundred -- or what m it, $150 a 25 because nobody else in this town would help her.
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Nobody in Jacksovilie care betause they're too i too hoo alteratis for prot:-ing this
2 2

busy with their rsal wgencies, their banking, their insurance country. They do n, howeer. include eapIosives.
o 3

firma, their car lots. And that's who's out here. I would like these questions addressed, please.
4'

It's not the citizens in Jackuonville that are here; 601 Exactly whet is peacetise? What sort of threat hill become no

it'a the people that own Jsckaovl.le. longer pearetime?

a.pplas.] what im national weedy Cow many miles swwy will it

BEARINa OFPICEC eCSHANE: Elizabeth Morton. 61 be before it 1. 0 direct threat to us, et retera?
a C

ELIZABETH NRTON I believe that we do not have -- excuse m. If we
o 0

MRS. NORTON: 1. woal.pOken so I'll move closer. do not bane war, it does not mean we have peace. And I do cot

10 t
I'm Elisabeth Norton, and I speak here in behalf of feel comforted by the NX missile rveling around my state.

my family, my husband, and an eqht-year-old daughter. I I would also like to know What the chances of

speak as a :other; I speak am one who is involved with tourism 12 explosion wre for the Titan.
13 13

in north Arkansa: I speak as a patriot. The Db foreosts that jobs created by the program

-ppreciate the opportunity to speak tnight and to would go 'from nearly 41.00 in FY 19 -- F8a Year 1989 to

be heard ind to hae y toncerns addre ssed. A I would like Is nearly 18,000 in 1991, and then decline sharply to 13,000 by

them addressed in the Environmentsl Impact Statement, please. 1993 and just under 12,030 in 194 and beyond." This

I'm not opposed to national security, but I am iwdirates that the rail garrison program would have an extreme

19 opposed to t'h a X all g aiso. 
I: boOm/bust effect on the economy. While, as noted above, the

t traveled broad nd the personal restr6ction employment figures are highly suspect, this basic bom/but

leethat s le d this oly gives m a greater love for spattern t likely to be 0,,ret, Will such ho-ter. job.

21 my country and . stronger belief io the ability o say what I 21 really have any net positive effect on local communities or

12 think. 122 the notion as a whole?

23 1 d noappreciate being comp~red to the cremlin, 64123 aow extensive sill the "Off limits" perimeter be?

2: 00 e. done ki. Any of pow who wish to take that away To protect against saboteur or terrorist attack,
2 r h o the Comunit and not a. 25 will the Air Force be required to fire on anyone who comes
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651 near the tracks as the MR railcrs pass? 2 carrying these nuclear bombs.

M111 landowners adjacent to the tracks be required 2 There is no way to protect the IkO,0OO sies of

to remove trees and other things that might proolde cover for track along which so-bearing trains will operate.6 4a4

attackers? Zach MX Missile weigha 190,000 pounds and is 71 feet

HEARING OFFICER ecSHANE: Time. long. These trains would be susceptible to accidents.

95.t6h rTan a.6
MRS. NORTON: Thank you. 6The tIS should address the consequences of a head-on

7 '1
nEARING OFeICrR ecSAs: .P. satan. collision at the time that the missile is ready to be fired.

a a

CNo response.) The environmental analysis for such a catastrophic accident

S-u-c-a-n. should include the posesible number of citizens who would be
I0 to

Iro response.] adversely impacted and how they Would affected feoa the first

12 Gerry Getty. 11 possible disaster. That is, describe the type of destruction
t2 1

GERRY GETTY 7 12 possible at different distances from the disaster Site.

t3 v 3
IS. GETTY: I'm Gerry Getty from Little Rock and -- shat will be the impact of 5X security aeasures on

14 HEARING OPPICCR MCS~hNE: Hs., Could you address 14 hunters, fishermen, and other outdoor enthusiasts?

is your coemente to me? 5 How will the X impact on the Constitutionel rights

tS. GETTY: I'm a member of the National Campaign to to bear arms?

17 Stop the 5X, and I'm very opposed to the 5X. 17 To what degree wiii the civil liberties of those

as The appropriate time for response by the Air Force living adjacent to the RX railwayw be diminished? To what

67 1 to our questions and concerns is in the fi, not at this DSIS degree sill the civil liberties of persons at towns along it

20 hearing. 20 routes Who oppose MX deployment be diminished?

21 Just last week there waa a head-on collision in Iowa 21 What will be the sociological impact on the

22 between two freight trains, one of which contained toxic 22 ounities haning security personnel collecting information

23 Materials. With an aging railroad system and the documented 2 oe them and their citizens

24 use of drugs by the train personnel, us has been mentioned 2 How many military personnel and how many civilian

25 tonight, such a head-on collision could occur with a train 25 will be employed to secure the rail system?
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h ere sill tX traina travel? hearings ste heyond the fnoironsentsl lapact Statement. oral

2 2

3hat is the 01 to cosmunities throughout the state and psychological ovi ronments deserve to be as deeply studied
3 3

located along railsays to be traered hy missile? as those which affect the physical elements surrounding us.

4 4

hy are FIX hearings not being held at an adequate The human person is one. Whatever impacts on her or

67 number of locatione throughout the state to assure public 
his moral and psychological environment just as truly affectsa a

involvement from all areas of the inate put at risk by MX? the human person as much am, if not more en, than what affects
7 1 7

ahy Wam there not adequate time given to citizens to the physical environment.
a a

thoroughly analyze the DEIS -- and I would like to underline If a child grows up in an enironment in shich
5 0

that. Instruments of destruction are given priority, can we honestly

0hat is the economic impact to thie state due to the expect them consistently to seek peace by other means than

II II
following: The hearinga are not a truly open process. The bigger and so-called better weapons.

12 process Is not presided over by an impartial party. The 6 f 2 Producing more weapon. than are necessary for an

13 hearing was not adequately advertised. The cearing site Is an 3 adequate defense leads to an unnecessary reliance on

14 obscure, out-of-the-way place far away from the main 4 technology to solve problems awhile the only lasting way to

population center. mo notice -- IS develop peace is to have respect for the human dignity of each

sfARING OFPICtO eCshan: Time. of God's children.

17 IS. GETTI: -- sas given to other Impacted 17 The United States Catholic niahops have stated that

Is communities thrOUghOUt the state along IX al rotes. they are opposed to the additian of Weapons which are likely

| 19 1
2EARING OFFICER rCSHAE: Sister Catherine Markey. to be vulnerable to attack, yet .1s0 possess a "prompt

SISTER CATHERINE ARfEY 20 hard-target kill" capability that threatenm to mak. the other
i~ ~ ~ 2 ST:R RAEY:M am sSisterCatherie .rkey. 2ealatr21 21SISERhOt~, y tmeIsSlte Ctheir erky.21 side's rtlaoyfarces oulnersble. In othen words, then 22 I'm

a epresentati e af the Office of Justice and Peace for addition of tess ohich would primarily be useful as

23 the tiocese of Little Rock and tor Pa Chrieti USA. 23 first-strike weapons.

24 1 take exception to a ettement in the DEIS on paCe 24 The MX is an unacceptable instrument as It does

25 1-20 which States that sOme issues raised in the scopinq 25 posses. firet-strike capability.
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The fact that the United States and Russia have three minutes.
2 2

begun ceductions in nuclear Weapons Makes increasing the Bob eland.
3 3

number and deployment of the 5X a destabilizlng factor, one BOB LAND
4 4

which does destroy the environment which no mes could lead MR. BLAD: I'd like to ask Colonel Walsh a question.
5 5

to an even further reduction of nuclear and conventional seas. e doesn't have to answe It noe it's a rhetorical qustien.

An environment which makes peact a close reality is First of all, when these trains leave the sheds in What you
7

one we all Wish to live in as well am leave to future 69 call euphemistically a time of national need, how do you know

generatione. what the Soviet Un on i s going to do? How do you knee that
9

The United States Catholic Bishops also raise this sill not Provoke a firat strike from the Soviet Union?

questions on environment, much as clean sir, clean eater, We are living in hair-trigger times, and the 5X

68 i adeuate food and sedical provision., suitable housing, to missile on raio Is a hair-brained idea. And it goes a lot
12 12name a few. sore than Jacksonville. see talking about Little Rock, and
13 13These environments are not being developed as the state of Arkansas, the whole United States, and the whole

14 sufftciently am possible, both for our own citizens and all of planet. You're playing with fire, and it's hair-triggqr and

i5
the inhabitants of the world dun to the economic distortions you know it.

lb resulting from excessive attention to weapon systems. These int I *ant to be more lpeClC about JaCksonvlle.

environments do need consideration in this fIS, they deserve I'a from Little Rock. My nae is Bob Bland. I'm

priority treatment. with the Arkansas Alliance. We're an environmental groap.

10Increasing the scope of the tOS does not weaken it, I've gotten to know a lot of people in Jacksonville

20 but enhances its capabilities. In this way mebers of through environmental work and I've noticed this train that

21 Congress will receive more comprehensive information on which 21 you have -- here's a graphic scale drawing of it -- is twice

22 to base their actions. 22 as long as the average freight car, it weighs nearly five
23 Thank YOU. 23 times as much when it's loaded.

24 iApplause.l 7fI 24 e have to ask questions about the -eight and length

25 HARING OFFICR McSHANE: Thank you. A perfect7 25 problems of this car: Rail or tie failure, excessive rocking,
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701 too high center of gravity, tipping, und weight distribution, A VOICE: That's not true.~2
flexig nd tuning rdius, and hoe esy it is to Identify on 3R. ebAD: I would like to have the Air Force711 'Or Yadestatbc..tefc
the rolls fo terrorist or attackers. address that because the fact Is that Jacksonville is

4 4
Obviously -- I don't eec know hoe you're going to suffering fro the impact of dioxin right now. And I know a

2I call these things back. YOU get these things rolling around: lot of people in Jacksonville that are not here tonight who
0how do you sven call thee beck? are concerned about it.

7 7But the point is thet this car that you're going to i think the Air Force owes it to this community to
s n

start out from the Air Force Base Is going to go right down help clean up the dioxin, starting with the 3,000 barrels that

the track, it's going to go right through a site that nobody belong to you.
10 10

here in Jackonvile talked about tonight which t called the A VOICE: Go back to Little Rock.

sVetac site. SEA 11 OFFICER NCSHAN: Thank you.
12 12

There are presently something like 30,000 leaking Roberts Qulnn.

drums of dioxlin on that site. This Is considered by the US ROBERTA pUIN

3 Attorney General to be one of the worst toxic-contaminated S. QUINN: My name is Roberta Quinn and I'm a

sites in the United States. resident of Jacksonville.

10 Incidentally, while Youre at It, on behalf of the First nf all, I'd like to say that I'm an American
7 17

people of Jacksonville I'd like to ask you to clean up the citisen not by birth but by choice. And that's a little bit

t O 3000 barrels of Agent Orange which you've left stored there, different than . lot of people that are here tonight Probably.

9 which is Air Force responsibility and is threatening the MY husband's retired ilitary. We've lived all over
20 people of Jacksonville. I think you ought to clean Up that 20 the United States and in several foreign countries.

21 mess before you start another one. 75 21 i spPOrt the . mssile nd I upPr the last.

4122 Rut, in any cast, I would like a serious ddresing 2 of title uck Air orce asle.

23 of the problem of passing this train through the vertac eite 23 And I want to go on record a maying that the

24 in Jacksonville, which is a very serious contamination 24 majority of people in this area welcome you here.

25 situation. 25 Thank you.
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HEARING OFFICER McSrA55: Thani y00. Gary Fletcher.
2 2

Emmia Knight. GARY FLETCHER

EMNA KNIGHT HR. FLETCHER: My name Is Gary Fletcher. I'm City

AS. KNIGHT: Welcome. A5 Alderman in Jachsontilie.

My name is e- Knight, I'M a resident of 5 First off, I want to apologiie for being a

Jacksonvile
1  a homeowner in Jacksonville: 1's a Wife and a6 politician. I'm one because I am a concerned citisen. That'.

anmther, and I nwn a hose In Jachaonniiie.

* athe reason I got into it.

I own a real ecta te business, and I work for a Nany of these people here are friends of Nine le
9 

.mliving. I work 12 0 15 hours A day Monday thro-4" Saturday, are standing on the same side of s055 OsueH, ahich are
tO ard sometisem Sunday to keep it going. I o erironmentoi issue., so, therefore, no one In thia auditorium

I want to go on record to say that I appreciate the 1I will doubt or question my concern about the environment.

76 12 opportunity that I, myself, and everybody else in this 12 1 don't watt to take upmy time In talking about the
f3 building have tonight to give my opinion, just as they have 13 environmental issue on that deal, but I'd like to bring up

14 given theirs, i4 some point. And one is that there ham been many questions

S We welco . the MXril garrison system . We aAe 15 brought up and asked tonight, and I appreciate your honesty In
16 going to be glad to have you aboard in Jacksonville. w 16t trying o nanaser those guestiocH.
17 support the mission and all of the missions of the Little Rock 17 But the truth Of the Matter is, only God knows the
ti Air Force Base. 18 answers to a lot of those question.. I know a lot of those

19 And my son, I Chose Jacksoinville to be hie home 19 were hypothetical questions, but as e all know, there is no20 town. e graduated from high school this year. le's going to 20 perfect plan for peace.

21 college in the state Of Arkansas. And if there were anything 21 Your answer on the rail system to an told me that

22 bad that I felt I would be inviting to this community or this 22 there was a good incentive for Ruasia, or Whoever, not to

23 state, I would not do it. 23 initiate a nuclear attack. I also have sense enough to knoc

24 Thank you very Much. 24 that if there is a nuclear attack, we're not going to send one

25 HEARING OFFICER HCSANE: Thank you. 25 missile and they're going to send one and that's going to be
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Sthe end of in.
e eWe talk about peace and anybody can have peace if2 2

I imagine if one is to ever start, it's going to be they're willing to lay down and let somebody dictate how

an all-out tar and no sater where they're going to end up, they're going to live their lives and the quality of their

nobody is safe, period. I realms that, but th"t'w the cost livs. But I want sy children to have the quality and the

and the prirs that we pay to live in the high-tech society freedom that I have.
6 that we live in today. 6 And I too work for a living. As a Hatter of fact, 1

I too am aStudent of history and, like tr. Brooks 7 ran for Mayor and I recall a phone call that my wife got by a

that spoke earlier tonight, I know that if we do not learn cho said he ws going no note for en because of my
9 from the mistakes of the past, We're going to do nothing but 9 handshake. He said r had the hardest hands of anyone he'.

hsdhae lirsidIeadththrdsthadsofanon h'
repeat them. ever met. So I too am in construction Work, and I know what

11 Our country has stood for freedom for the past 200 11 It's liks to wock, and I can sypathie With many of these
12 years, and that this didn't come without a cost or a risk, and 12 up here.

13 that we will not be able to maintain or keep this freedom that 13Rut the question COm down to -- agair people talk

14 we have without future costs and with future risks as well. 14 about bring bnok corals, you knoc, Itm all for that too. I'm

is fI hivetalia kept up . lot With the londitions of the 15 upset that we've got people outside prisons protesting the
16 world as fa as the Cmmuonist movement In the last 40 years or 16 death penalty being carred out on someone who's taken the
17 Ho. It's obvious that the Coemunist have promised that 17 lle of some innocent person when they Should be out here --
a they're going to dominate the World one day and they are is no one's out here trying to keep the killing of innocent

19 Certainly trying. 77 1 babies or nbortion clinic. That bothers me as Well, so I too
20 I'm asaned how -- to listen to someone like Ortega 7 20 have a concern about the morals of the country.

21 talk about that we can have peace down here in Nicaragua If I also want to tell you that --

22 people will onil give up their freedom. 22 HEARING OFFICER NcSHANE: Time.

23 Rut I think this country has beon a beacon for many, 23 NR. FLETCHER: -- I have never spit in the face of

24 many centuries -- or two centuries at least for freedom. 24 Superman for a very good reasoni he was a lot bigger and

25 That's what we stand for. 25 hadder than I was.
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HEARING OFFICER NCSHANE: Thank you. Pleas* remember that you hate until 31 August to
2 2

Jeannie Williams. cubit written materials to be included in the transcript of

3 3

JEANNIE WILLIAMS the hearing.
4 4

NS. WILLIAMO: I'm from North Little Rock. I'm a Once again, the oral and written tat"ments Or

5 
5

resident of this area. I have many friends all over this area. Iomments will be afforded equsl weight.

6 
6

I am for a very strong defense, I have always been. Offlcilal of the Air Force appreciate your efforts
1 *2

8 I support this rail garrison very much. to come out tonight and contribute your views to this public

If we did not hate a strong defense, we would hate hearing.

99
the Russian. or someone eiwe invading our hores,. Where we We thank you for your courteous attention and0 0

have strong defense is because they are not going to invade following the groundrules.
li1

our shores Just because we have a strong defense. I've always Pleae be assured that Air Forte devlsioncakerm will

12 1
been in favor of strong defense, end I'm for this rail 12 ised here tonight when

3 ;3
garrison.

14 '4
Frnkly, as long as this country stays strong we

I5 will not have to worry about fighting in this country on our

16 continent because they've had oars, rumors of wars for many --

7
since the Bible began, Since the world started, and there will

,, always be wars and rumors of wars.

is .,t one thing I can say is we are going to va-e to

20 continue to have a strong defense. 2

21 And I think that the people that feel the way I do 21

22 are 100 to I of those that are opposed. 22

23 Thank you. 23

24 HEARING OFFICER NcSHANE: Thank you. 2

25 We will conclude the proceedings at this time. 25
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2 1, Madeleine D. ecClure, Certified Court Reporter,

3 certify that during the public hearing of the foregoing styled

4 cause I Ws the reporter and took in oral stenography the

5 proceedings of said public hearing, and I have transcribed the

o sase' show n by the shove evd foregoing hO pagee, end that

1 said transtript is true and correct.

0Ce tified Court Reporter
I0 Celltice 0O. 1, a

12 
INTENTIONALLY

14 LEFT
'5

BLANK

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 I recognize that some people may wish to make 1 Tetra Tech Corporation. Tetra Tech wa hired by the Air

2 Statement. on defense policy, nuclear weapons, arms cont ." 2 Force to prepare this Environmental Impact Statement, and Mr.

3 and fiscal policy at this meeting. However, such comments 3 Hickman il1l respond to questions on the effects on human

4 sre beat directed to your congressmen and senators. Please 4 resources.

5 limit your comments to environsental issues. Please refrain S And on my far left is Dr. Eramer. Re also works

6 from public demonstretions, either for or against statements 6 for Tetra Tech Corporation, and he responds to questions on

7 made, since this merely subtractc from the time available for 7 effects on the physical resources.

N others to make statements or ask questions. Remember that 8 Thank you, si.

9 each person should be given a respectful hearing, even if his 9 COLONEL MCBSAKE: Thank you. Colonel Welsh. We now

1O or her views differ fro* your own. 10 turn to the question and answer period of this public

11 Let's take about a ten-minute recess now. If you 11 hearing. This tie iw set aside to allow you to ask

12 could be back here about three, four minutes after eight, 12 questions about the content of the briefing and the Draft

13 well start up again. 13 Environmental Impact Statement. We'll start out with the

14 (Whereupon, a brief recess wae taken.) 14 elected officials who desire to speak tonight. I'd ask that

15 COLONEL cSNOMSN First thing I'd like to start out 15 anyone who is recognized by s, would you plese step up to

16 with is to have Colonel Welsh introduce the other cembers of 16 the microphone, since we want all present to be able to bear

17 the panel. 17 your question or statement, as well as we need to get it

16 LT. COGLOEL WALSH, On my imediate right is Major 18 recorded for the record.

19 Va Nes. Re is a lawyer for the Air Force, and he's 19 Please state your name and affiliation, or address.

20 assigned to the Air Force Regional Civil Rnginsering. wnd he 20 and then ask your question or make your tatedsnt. Anybody

21 will respond to questions on legal mattes and safety. 21 who has written statements that they want to leave with us

22 On sy far right is Colonel Branch. Me is assigned 22 tonight, you can just put the on the table there neat to the

23 to Seedquarters Air Conmand, and he will respond to questions 23 microphone.

24 on the operational consent. 24 We'll start out with State Representetive John

25 On My Immediate left is Mr. Hickman. We works for 25 Phillips.
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I JOHN PILLIPS Thank you, Colonel. For the 1 bro in Great Fall.?- I don't know, und what I bard your,

2 recoad, I'm Representative John Phillips, Montana Boowa of 2 the plane for the -E rail garrison, sure, I guess I suppose

3 Repreentatlves. House District 33 here in Groat Falls. my 3 they stay on alert. but I think within a 2D-mile radius heru,

4 district HNlautr- Air a" and thu Outlying a. 4 if you want to look out at Vaughn at India 10 or India 11

5 mouth ad *at of town. S over hure with the buffalo jump, or Alpha 9 up her on the

6 I dont think it-. rua popular for politicians to 6 bill at Stockett, we've bad missiles out Date for years,

7 gut in thuse emtional ismues somutims, but I read the ad in 7 right he,. So that isn't au.thing that rually to me ia an

8 the papur today, and It kind of Badu me want to way S auciting thing.

Soething., and I think with all du respect to the Comittes 'will the Air For e pay for the stra damands

10 of the '90. in thuir ad, I'd like to address a couple of 2 placed on our schools in Great Fals, our atret or Coonty

11 their concerns. 11

12 1 don't know how many folk. ruad the ad. but it was 12 COLOmE MoNuMsI Ties'a up.

13 talking about the environmental impact Geting that we're 13 JB" PHILLIPS, Oh, ... .0 fin/sbe?

14 having here tonight. The first question was, It says, Bow 14 COLONEL Messag e, sir.

15 do you feel about nuclear sarheads being flown in and out of is JOHN PILLIPS I'm orry, I had three more

10 Malmstrom on a regular basis? Well. I don't think it'. any 16 questions, I mean three aora answers. I had them all

17 big secret that Malastrom Air ase has been on the map since 17 togther, but I appreciate, Colonel, I know you've got to do

15 Octoher of 1962 whun John P. Kunnedy made kin famoos 10 this. I'd just like to may that I think that the issue hars

19 stateent about the scn in the hole. so what has been being 19 sholdn't ha whuther we hana auoluar weapona yatas or not,

20 hauled in sod 001 of Mautrom Air Bsa with 200 aissilua 20 that is left up to the people In Washington, it'. what it

21 bing out here, null, the 200 come on line with the passage 21 doe for aorth Central Montana or Great Falls. what Iw the

22 of four in 1966. So it's been many years. So that to me 22 impact here. Thank you.

23 don't noum lihe wa'rn changing mock. 23 COLONEL McSHANs Thank you. you say, of Course.

24 The net question aaye, *Do you like the idea of 24 add arittun comnts to hu conmidured.

25 eight to telv W miasiles on alet 24 hours a day right 25 JOHN PnILLIPS. Thank you.
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1 C ,LOSE. cSHANE. Richard Gasoda. And I probably 1 Commission.

2 didn't pronounce that -- 2 Aftur reading of thu nirOtal iat thu

3 RICHARD GASVODA, Colonel McShane, members of the 3 Pesacekeepor Rail Garrison Program will hav on our city, it

4 panel, I'm Richard Gasvoda. I'm a rident of Cascade County 4 s determined by thu Cnmiasion that it would hans littla or

and a Cascads Coonty Comismioner. S no adverse impact on Great Falls. On the plus aide, howevur,

My position regarding the local deploymsnt of the 
would witnusa an incresd population. rasuting In an

7 Puacekeper Rail Garrison program in Cascade County is the padad an and milliona of dollara pumped into 000

- aa may poaition rngarding tos deployment of thu Midgetman 
economy. Concorrntly. our unemployment rate should drop asm

O Dnfense System, and that is simply that if the President, the 
0 new joba creats a peak at 750 during the construction phase

10 Congress and the Pentagon agree that such a defense system is 
4 10 and stabilizs at 130 permanent Jobs during the operational

11 necessary to defend this country against an enemy aggressor. 
11 phase. In view of these advantagen and otherm, the Groat

12 and if it needs to be deployed in this area and specifically 12 Falls City Cofiwsion support. the duployamnt of the Rail

13 at Malmstrom Air Force cuss, than I support the deployment 13 Garrison Program at lalastrom Air Forca am e contingent of

14 and have absolutely every confidence that the impact of such 
14 course on oongrssional approval of the prngram. And wa

a duployment on and will ha esolvnd hy working nith thu 15 anticipate no negative impact on the city's infraatructura,
Is 16 heplsyien con enirnmn ai e resolve Of thein programe

16 Department of the Air Force and their representatives, and I16 kowing or anoironaunt sa a ruwult of thu progran.

17 believe that I can base this on the fact that for the past 25 
17 Thank you.

15 year., Holmstrom Air Fortn Base and the Dapartmant of the Air 
1 CoLoffE MSuAMBI Thank you. Next will be oug

19 Force have been very, very good neighbors to Cascado County, 
19 Larwon.

20 and to the city of Great Falls. Thank you. 20 DOUG LAWSON. Si, I'. Doug Larwon, and I r.prwsnt

21 CUGOLEL Mc5IAM!, Thank you. Mayor Aiken?21 thu Indian Land Company of Lodger, Montana, and I havs a

22 MDI AIlEN Colonel Mcuhane, members of tho pael, 2 ouple queations for thu pansl.

23 my name is Ordi Aiken. I ruside at 3433 14th Avenus South, 23 onu. thn quality of pour secority forcea guarding

24 Great Falls, Montana. I am the Mayor of the City of Great 24 thu miusiles, wa hana Guhbt 12 - our land u. thure, and

20 Falw., and I-s hume tustifying on huhalf of thu City 25 when us nen checking our cropa one day we had guys comr out
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1 toting M-1's, cocking the Actions sod talling us to got off.I any other freight train on the rail. You would not see

2 Just because we were checking our crops. We knew nothing 2 casoflaugad guards with N-16's and 5-60'. Outside Of the

3 About this. And things like this really concern me, and I I tain. or cold thera he ery Any visible scity assur.a

4 really feel that the peuple's interests aen't being * t a. Hocever. there would ha a number of personnel and

considered bars as sch as they should be In ss respects. 5 equipment Available to secure this train, because it is an

6 LY. COLawL earn, Chat pre *iy in your 6 important asset, But it's . little bit different operation

7 than the qay we do it day-to-day in Out strategic missl e

8 DWG LAN~sI Ny question is thst the, I don't feel B field.

5 9 -- bow shold I Word this? flat the quality of all your Does that help answer your question?

10 security forces, I's wondering if they're adequate and if 10 OU LAOOW: Sone ntent. Also, on the resources,

11 they are reliable. 11 we'rs a big state, but like the gravel it would take for all

12 IT. COLONEL WaR Colonel Branch, would you like 6 12 the cement snd the rail systes in this Area, it's not

13 to r espond? 13 limitless, and all the construction and stuff that's already

14 COLONEL BfANCa, The security prgram for this 14 been dons and what thia will take I think has depleted our

15 particular weapons syst-m, first of all involves being in tbs 15 renouces sore then they can clibstand In this area.

16 garrison stage, where the system would be envisioned to be at 1 CQONIM BRANCH e don't intend to build upon thn

17 least 99 percent of the time, and that Is in a secure rea 17 already ncellent rail bad that are already out there in

18 which is secured by arnad pernonal, It's necured by 1 industrial use right non. In fact, the only pert of the

19 sensors, special lighting, just Ilke farmer alert areas are 19 railroad that is junt the connecting npur that we would

20 Across the country right now, apeciel sensors in a nery 20 construct. me rest of it would be operating on the rail net

21 secure area.
21 that's out there right now, that can take this weight and

22 Chec the traina are dsployed, tha trains would bane 22 size of train, so we don't intend to do any construction

23 security personnel and security systems deployed along with 23 outside of the particular garrison facility o the Base an

24 the train. This train would probably operate in a very lcc 24 its supporting facilities.

25 visibility mode, that i the train would look very much like 25 DODO LARSOs, Okay, thanks.
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1 COLOiN XcSBVR Vest will be Doug Williamson. 1 system at present? 81 percent of our nuclear weapons are

2 DOOD WILLIANSON, Good evening, I' Doug 2 based, or are submarine or airborn. If the Soviet were to

3 Williamson. I's with the Comittee of the '908. My question 3 strike us, they would be able to take out nearly all of our

4 to you, maybe not so much question to you, but I'd like to 4 land base missiles bsfore we actually had a chance to really

S make just a brief statement to our audience hers, to our 5 get than out. It doesn't take, it takes sore than ten

6 gathering, and that if I may -- 6 minutes to get a missile out of the ground.

7 COLONEL NcS nI The microphone is set up .0 that 7 We already have existing forces in our sumarinen

I the sound will carry to the if you speak right into it. 7 0 which ure entirely capable of taking care of any Soviet

9 DOW WILLIAJU: Okay. first of all, this system 9 threat that oe might have. We have airborn bombers which
10 Is not Intended to be a first strike system. President 10 could get off and take care of It. Do we need to spend an

11 Reagan stated that on May 11 of 1983. However, if us 11 estimated cost of 21 billion dollars for the system to start

12 consider the systes, the vsry presence of this, in my belief, 12 with, which is now escalated to 30 to 50 billion dollars. do

13 and maybe Some others, constitutes a very real threat to the 13 we need to spend that on a syste that isn't really necessary

14 Soviets, that being that at present in 1995, we could have 14 and would probably be eliminated in the very first moents of

15 destroyed about one-third of all of their nuclear weapons. 1S war between our nations if such a thing aer came about?
7 16 1995, with installation of the = Vail Garrison System, in 16 That's My basic question to the audience, do we

17 addition to the other system ue already have in place, would 17 need to support a system that is in Its conception already

15 allow us to destroy approninstely go percent of their 18 outdated and unneeded?

19 ystes. 19 I have one question for the panel. Colonel Caleb,

20 It seesm that this is by its presence threatening 20 you stated that there ae epected routes for the M missile

21 to our Soviet counterpart, or Soviet people, in which case if 21 were it to be deployed. If there are nxpeted routes,

22 we were to send the Vail Garrison System out. it could be 22 realizing that we have millions and millions of rail lines,

23 sisinterpreted a a threat which could initiate a first 8 23 are there sported routes, are the people going to be made

24 strike scenario froe tha Soviets. 
242424 are of these expected routes., and if there are expected

29 Also, there's a question, do we really ued the N5 25 routes, knowing hoe well our security sometimes works and
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1 doesn't work, if you know about them, the Soviets are going 1 breakthrough would Occon. we'll be eotrely vulnerable 0

2 to find Out, too, Aod is that going to piae tiesexnopected 2 we don't wish to put all our resources into one oe"n of the

3 routes in danger? 3 tried.

4 LT. CONE WALSH, Let as neepond to tiat 4 We do not have ainborn bomber forces. They ore

5 question, and I aleo want to respond to somea of the other sitting on Alert, sod they're reedy for diepernal shoold the

0 previ s comments you made. For the expected routes that we 6 President no d e d the costs for thie program sun

7 use in our analysis. it was for the maintenance train, that 7 not 30 to 40 hiilion. but 10 to 15 billion dollars In 1956

a is the route from P. . earrn to each garrison that the 8 dollar.

9 train Ieee its reentry system would travel, so we were able 9 1 should so pout out to you thet on a day-to-day

IS to "aulywenhat the probability of accidents would he on 10 basis, the Soviet union does not have sufficient forces

11 those rails hae& upon the historical records of the train 11 deployed that it could successfully, or could launch an

12 mement on those route.. 12 attach upon the United States and Successfully attack the

13 Oowever, fur the operstional train, we ate not 13 entire tried from their current posture. They would be

14 specifying a particular route. We could be anywhere on the 14 attacking knowing that certain elements of our triad would

15 national rail net, and so for that portion of our analysis, iS survive and he able to retaliate sod do unacreptable damage

16 ww snayed the nystee se a whole, based upon the epeted 16 to the Soviet union. We do not believe any Soviet leader

17 accident rate for the entire national network. 17 would ever initiate such so attach knwing what the

1 Wow I'd like to mention, reply to wme other issue. 16 co...qu eight he.

19 that you have raised. The viability of the submarine force, 19 If he wee to etart locreewing the deployment of

20 and in is a very effective foroe, sod it doew do Is tack 2f his forces so that he could launch a credible attack on the

21 estremely well In that it does remain submerged and hidden 21 triad, we have a high confidence liability to observe such

22 for eany. easy eonthw. Sover We wust he concerved of s 22 movements. For instance he keeps most of his submarine foroe

23 breakthrough in technology that would one day turn our eas 23 in port, so suddenly we would wee his port force aved out to

24 transparent, and therefore if we were to put all our 24 ea, that would be a clear signal to us that we should take

25 resources into submarine force ad that technological 25 see counter measures. sod wee of our counter easores would
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1 be dispersal of the bomber force or the dispersal of the 1 that if the Societe tried to attack us in s first attack, we

2 train. 2 would have some residual Capable weapons, and that should be

3 So that the dispersal of the train would be in 3 seen as a stabilizing rather than a provocative fact.

4 response to an initial action by the Soviet union, and should 4 Thank you.

5 not be seen as an initial threat to him but should be son asyaDe e5111A3515 Obey. Juon one other thing. You

0 a responsive action to an offeno-ve mO-u cedo Lj the Soviet 9 0 way credible track. Credible as in believable, we believe

7 Union. 7 it's there, but is it workable and operable?

Thank you very much, sir. 8 COLONEL BRANCH Yes, what we've done is weve

01. DU3G WILLIASON: Thank you. 9 worked through the Federal Railroad Administration

10 COLONEL BRANCH, I need to respond to two aspect. 10 Association of American Railroads and we've commissioned a

11 of your question, if I eay. One, do oe know the routes upon 11 study for them to tell us what kind of track Ic suitable for

12 which we're going to set these trains and do the Soviets know 12 the weight and class of train. The track typically today

13 that, and the answer is yes, that'. at least 120,000 linear 13 operates very heavy long haul freight trains over day-to-day.

14 miltes of track in the United States, sod we hope the Soviets 14 and that study indicates that approaching 170,000 miles, but

15 know that, because that constitutes the credible deterrent 15 at least 120,000 lineal wiles of those track are totally

14 system that this is. In other words, the system iw 16 suitable for the kinds of consists that the rail industry

17 potentially deployable over the entire continental United 17 calle it, the makeup of this train that we wish to operate.

1i State. rail network, which is at least 120,000 miles of good is that's a railroad figure.

19 credible track. 19 DOOG WILLrAoJSONs Okay, and also 1986, 1 don't know

20 Secondly I'd like to dispel the notion that by 20 the figure. for 1987, but 19s saw almost one accident

21 deploying the train someho creates a deplorable situation. 21 involving chemical or Contaminants on our rail systems,

22 In fact, deploying the trains only puts these trains in a 22 that's one a day, which means if our. if the system was

23 more defensive posture, beesose in fact the missiles, we have 23 dispersed one day, that doesn't ean that it couldn't happen

24 not added any missiles, we have not edded any warheads to out 24 on that one day. Are we reedy for that?

25 nuclear readiness, we simply are dispersing these trains so 25 LT. COLONEL WALS0t What, is that a rhetorical
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1 gotion. ot would you like us to -- 1 PAUL STEPHRNSs Colonel McShane, first of all, is

2 DUG WILLIAMSON.r ss. that's a rhetoricsl 2 this just a question, will I have another chance to make a

3 question, ws'll just leas it at that. Thank you. 3 statsmen, or is this enything?

4 COLONEL ofSRAEs Thank you. Tim Ryan, pleass. 4 COLONEL McSHANEs This is everything.

TIM ROAt Colossi MShane, ssshsrs of the 5 PAUL STEPHENS Okay, my name is Paul Stephen*. and

6 Committee, My name is Tim Ryan, I'm chairman of the Committee 6 I'm speaking as a member of the Committee of the 9Os., the

7 of the 'SO.. ou position is and always has been that ve 7 regional organinstion whose goal is to create a healthy

S I.as the decisions as to the dsfense of our country to the S nonailitaristic economy through a broad military awarness of

9 polirymakers in Washington, D. C., the Department of Defense 9 ths MX and how they ispact the local economy.

10 10 and the elected official. of this country. We also support 10 In tha midst of the drought, a ragional economic

11 those decisions and stand rady to implement them in our 11 dsprssion and a national aconosic situation charactsrinsd hy

12 community in any way that wecan.12 massive deficits, a shortage of investment capital. a

13 Wn feel strongly that ths prioe of p~ao is 13 gigantic trade deficit and shortage of government funds for

14 constant vigilance, and we stand an a free nation here this 14 social programs, education, high tech research and

15 evening, able to debate this, because we've been able, we've 11 15 developent, medical gear and other vital needs, we find It

16 been willing to pay the price in the past, and w believe 16 hard to heliwvs that the Air Poros and narious nilitary

17 warn still willing to pay tha prics tosight. 17 contractors would ask the American people and the Congress

Is Thank you. 18 that represents us to spend tans of billions of dollars on a

19 COLONEL. MCScHN, Thank you. Sister Pat 18 naw land based strategic missile system. All the expert

20 Pundarhide, is that close? Sister Pat? 20 testimony indicates that there is no need for this system,

21 SISTER PAT FUMD!5510!r I'll pass. 21 the Midgetnan or anything like it.

22 COLONE McSSANE: You pass? 22 We are presently in the midst of a serious arms

23 SISTER PAT FUNDERHID Ys. 23 negotiations process with the other nuclear powers, and

24 COOEL McOSAN!. All right, thank you. Paol 24 there's every indication that as all have a comon interest

25 Stepheno? 25 in dismantling our nuclear weapons completely. Ta, this is
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1 an environmental impact hearing and we are supposed to 1 Let's go on to a question hers. Th proper

2 address the environmental impacts of this proposed 2 production of nuclear weapons hidden within the civilian

3 deployment. The intent of the act which requirea this 3 budget of the Energy Department is probably the sost

4 hearing is to protect the environment. In our view. there is 4 environmentally hatsful, destructive and costly environmental

5 no single greater threat to the environment than nuclear 5 impact. Right now, it in estimated that s.rely to clean up

6 weapons, their production, deployment and possible 6 and dispose of all the nuclear wast* at Hanford and other

7 utilization. 7 nuclear wasts sit.n will cost in .cease of a hundred billion

:It in futl and illogical for the AIr Force to 8 dollars. Decommissioning and disposing of all the civilian

claim that thes. weapons or* being deployed and maintained so 9 knowledge associated with nuclear power will cost hundreds of

10 that they will never be used. If they will naver be used, 10 billions sore.

11 why deploy them in the first place? It is clear to us hers 11 Why does the EIS not include an analysis of these

12 in Cosat Falls that it is economic interest, defense 12 costs and how they will be paid? This is ono of the

13 contractors and local business people who favor this 13 fundamental issues surrounding the development of and

14 deployment. Out of all the counties in Montana, only on* 14 deployment of nuclear weapons, yet the government continually

19 will realis any short-term net economic benefit. 15 stalls and puts off giving us any answers to these

16 Th... missile aren't built with free money. Every 16 questions. Can you give us one her. tonight?

17 dolls allocated to their production and maintenance aunt be 17 iT. COLONELfWALSHt I will ask Major Van Neg. to

18 taken away from Rs other use. Since most of this defense 18 respond to that question.

19 build-up is believed to have been financed by deficits, it is 19 MAJOR VAN WEB5, If the appropriate, or the nature

20 the capital market and investments in American business which 20 of your question is why we hats not discussed the

21 have suffered the most. Our lack of competitiveness, the 21 environmental affect. ssocisted with the commission, the

22 eponsa of millions of jobs, and our continuing massive 22 anser in essentially what we carry in the document itself,

23 deficit in international trades ase all attributable to 23 and that is simply that it's difficult at this time to

24 having spent over a trillion dollars on weapons acquisition 24 project what legal regime we'll be unde say 10, 15, 20 years

25 over the past eight years. 25 from now, at the point .. night be asked to consider
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1 decommssioning, that it would be very speculative for us to 1 MAJOR VAN NESS, Well, if you Would care to look at

2 at this point consider, toy to take into consideration what 2 Chapter 5 of the document, you'Ii "a that the answer is
3 we Might do with the material. that mak. up both the 3 essentially the one you have just given us. and that is that

4 propellants and the weapon itself. 4 the Departaent of Energy has the respOnsibility for analyzing

O And so what 5a have done is promised in the 5 the envitonmental effects associated with both the production
* document itoalf that at the time that we would consider 6 of nuclear weapon., and in the event that som* of thes"

7 decommissioning, we will do - I eiromental analysis much 7 production facilities would be decommissioned or their useful

8 like the oe we're doing fo, that Would take into 8 life ended, they would be responsible for the documentation

9 consideration the environ-.ta effects associated with 9 that Would accompany those activities.

10 decomissioning the weapon. 10 1 might add that at present when weapons become

11 PAM SJ
T

NWMSr That isn't quite the quastion I 11 obsoleta. the material that is used in those weapons Is not

12 have. I want to know what, first of all it's the nuclear 12 disposed of, it's reutiliod to make new weapons, rather than
13 warheads I'M most concerned With, actually decommissioning 13 trying to dispose of it sod than have to produce additional
14 the weapon system at a future date is a minor eapense. I'm 14 material, 

15 talking about the 100 billion dollars projected to clean up 1s PAUL STEPRENSS It seems to se that the Air Force
14 Sanford and Savannah River and the" other nuclear weapons 16 or the military, the Defense Department in particular, should

17 plants. Rocky Flats, Amarillo, these other places. We're 17 have the responsibility for like cleaning up Sanford, and a
18 looking st a bill thnre of at least 100 billion dollar. or 10 little bit more I went to say here. The Air Force would be

19 anne, yet when it Comes to those associated costs with 19 doing a major public service by drawing up plans to clean up
20 building nuclear weapons. I realise this isn't even the Air 11 20 and dispote of all the nuclear wstesa which advanced nuclear
21 Force's baby, this In the Department of Inergy, all the 21 weapons systems have produced. Spend the 20 to 70 billion

22 nuclear weapons are produced under the mantle of the 22 dollars esrmarkd for ME and Midgetman Systems in this effort
21 Department of Energy. so they're not even probably listed as 23 and then come back and ask for more, because they'd probably
24 a military exponditure em far as I know, but that's the real 24 need more than that. When everything is cleaned up, look at

20 problem I', concerned about here. 25 the international situation. If we are being threatened by
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1 some Soviet arms buildup, and most post ones have proven to 1 DR. uRAMAR Yes. sir, we have actually queried the
2 be illusionary or actual Pentagon fabrication., then come 2 producers not only of this ares but of all the bases we're
3 back and ask us for money to build a nee strategic weapons 3 considering, snd 811 of them have said what will be used, is
4 system. Most of us doubt that will ever happen, but if it 4 projected to be used. will not impact, as far an they can

S does. we'll he prepared to listen and seriously consider your 5 tell, their current resourcen and supplies.

proposals. 6 EARD LARSON, Well, okay. I'd like to make one
: I mean this is . proce of sweeping the dirt under 7 more Objection hire. This is a farming comunity, today is

I the rug and leaving it to the newt generation, plue, you 0 August 9, we are in the middle of a harvest, thre's a lot of

9 kno, the danger of nuclear war needn't svan be mentioned, g farmers that cannot just shut combines doen to come up here

10 but it should be considered, too. I sean what if these 13 10 today, and I believe that this hearing should be held in some
11 weapons go off, the whole state of Nontana ie gone. So it'.. 11 different areas other than Great Palls, too. It's going to

12 you knee, this whole hearing is dealing with trivials and not 12 affect Conrad and Outlying aroas.

13 really addressing the issues that concern me. anyway. 13 Thank you very much.

14 COLONEL NCSEANS I think that's plenty of tine. 14 COLONEL KcSHAXN1 Thank you. Ray Jergesoon?
1 PAUL O 1IN5S: Okay, thank you. 10 RAY JSGRZSOt My name is Ray Jorgeson. I'. with

16 COLONEL NoSHAn, eat up in Sdward Lson. 16 the Coemittee of the '90s, and whereas at least 50 issues
17 SMNeD LAU, 1 . Udward Larson. I'm President 17 raised at the earlier soping meeting were either ignored or

18 of 0 and D Land Company in Ledger, Montana. My question is I inadequately answered in the DI, I address the folloing
19 to the penal, have they actually looked into the emount of 19 remarks, and I'll resubmit those 30 questions in writing.

20 gravel that's going to have to be removed from this aers to 14 20 I address these remarks to my neighbors here and

21 build this cnmplmz out here st this site in relation to what 21 anyone who happens to read the subsequent transcript.

22 it's going to do for the future hoses and children and their 22 1'. . local businessman, a home omner snd a
23 children's children dot the road? 23 taxpayer, Montana native and an Air Force veteran. Like you,
24 iT. CoLRO,3 WALeSs I'd lit. to ask Dr. Stmar to 24 I'd probably rather be home tonight, but -ere all here
2S respond to yot question. 2S because we care shout the direction of out community. We 4

3
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1 find ourselves caught in the middle of an argument not of our 1 tools are no banifint, place them whae they're built, or

2 own choosing. Sone in Congress Would hvo Ueloa the 2 place them in Washington 0. C. itself.

3 deployment of the Midgetman nuclear a ste. Others in 3 Aseumption Number 3, both Congrna. and the Air

4 Congress and the Defense Depernmnnt would heve us hoat the 4 Force assume that ne can afford morn nuclear systems. Even

5 nuclear CE rail garrison. A handful of etremists would 5 without cost overruns and procurement fraud, we cannot afford

n Saddle US with both, So instead of being a regional trade 6 to build more nuclear bomb. while our very infrastructure

7 center that happens to have a bea nearby, we are on the 7 falls apert before our eyes. In view of budget deficiency

B threshold of becoming a garrison town, a nuclear city. SN 8 and the serious arms limitation negotiations, it' tine for

9 are on the threshold of a boom and bust economy. 14 9 us to way enough is enough.

10 he assumptions of Congress and the Air Force are 10 In conclusion, let me quote President Esenhauer.

11 arrogant at best, absurd at worst. Assumption number I in 11 This world in arms is not Spending money alone.

12 that ne need more nuclear weapons. This assumption falls 12 -It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its

13 flat on two counts. Count 1 is that both the U.S. and the 13 scientists, the hopes of Lits children. Thie is not a way of

14 Soviets have run out of iable targets, making both of these 14 life at all in any true sense. Under the cloud of threaten-

14 is mystema redundant. Count Number 2. Ce don't even know how to 1S ing war, it is humanity hanging from a cross of Iron.-

16 Safely store the current wastes of current and past bomb 16 Thank you.

17 production, let alone add to that pile. Witness the leakage 17 COLONEL nCShANE: Thank you. Gordon Whirry.

16 at Hanford Reservation up nind from us in Washington state 18 GORDON CIRRYs Colonel McShana, mebern of the

19 and the Air Force cannot Separate its responsibility from 19 panel, my name Is Gordon whirry. I'm a resident of Groat

20 those wastes. 20 Falla, speaking for myself.

21 Assumption Number 2 In that ae rural folka are mure 21 ahen I reed thn draft anvironmentel statement, I

22 expendable then urban folks. This assumption he been 15 22 find not an ubjectivn analyas of impacts, but an elaborate

23 operative 30 years. We gat the crumb and associated hazards 23 and expensive rationalization of decisions already made. And

24 and dangerm of deployment, while our urban cousins get the 24 r wonder if you are listening to the people of this country.

25 plume of research, design and construction. If the*e death 16 25 I wonder why only one hearing is being held in Montana. I
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1 nonder why 329 million dollar in Cit contrac
t

m ner. let this 191 1 affordable housing. It'm important to remember that the

2 June. I wonder why construction is under way now at 2 impact. and risks will also be multiplied potentially eleven

17 3 Malmstrom for the Midgetman launcher storage building and 3 times for each of the garrlson communities. My belief im

4 office. Does any of this matter? 4 that we cannot abdicate nor responmlbility to someone in

:a generml deficiency I Sen in the Draft S Washington. But the time has come to quit wasting money On

18 6 Environmental Impact Statement le the tandency to gloss over 6 unsafe, unworkable, destabilizing new eapon ytemns. Our

7 harmful impactS, partiCulurly those born by the average 7 real security and well-being aill be better served by a

8 citizen. Some of these include increased tanes to make up 8 strong, private sector economy. We must learn to turn our

the revenue shortfalls, which era projected at 130,000 per 9 capital and our creativity toward productive usee. and turn

10 year in '93 nith the X and KC-135, and as much as 900,000 10 our hearts toward living.

It per year in '96, if Midgetman is added. 11 Thank you.

12 The Second impact ould be Increesed unemploym..t 12 COLONEL NCSIInMI Thank you. Jim Coingm.

13 brought on by an influx of people outnumbering the jobs 13 jIm CuMIS, I'm Jim Cummings and I am resident

14 created. Yes, there will be new Job., estimated to be 735 1e of Grat Fall$. I've lived In this area during the nuclear

15 with indirect included. This compares to 148,000 nationally. 15 raent period with the tnotemoen program, and I've ael the

16 This sort of economic activity and expenditure nationally 16 henefit to the locsl economy work for us in the comunity

17 aill increase inflation, and the diversion of 10 to 15 17 all-being. The proposed Air Force projecta can and would

18 billion dollars from the private to the governmental sectors 10 address the significant impacts to the communities and to the

19 Vill further weaen our economy and dd to an already 29 environent, and if the implementation of this program Is in

19 20 disastrous national debt. Attracting new businesses and 20 the beat interests of the country and our well-being, it

21 tourists to Great Falls aill become harder aa we become more 21 ould he implamented. I believe an upgraded miasile program

22 dependent on the military economy and gain the reputation of 20 22 aould am the 0. B. continued triad deterrent and maintain

23 being a company town whome business i. missiles. 23 our current peaceful status.

24 we will mae more traffic congestion, mota demand 24 Thank you.

2S for public services, more costly housing, and ehortages of 25 COLONEL fSsA., Thank you. N Nattoocci?
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1 D ATUCCIt Colonel McShane. embers of the i eleoted knOclsdgsbls sod cspabl officis, vs bane emany

a pntl. first of I11 1 have a question. In the listing of the 22 2 appointed officials, sad If it is in their datessination and

21 3 bases, hsns they been prioritized in relationship to which 3 the beet interest to keep our country free by implementing

O sees Would get sissilas first if to fact they cers this program. I fully support it 100 percent.

implemented, if the program was implemented? 5 Thank you.

$ LT. COLOELU WALSH: There has been no 6 COOEL MSANZ Thank you. T. Z. Furrey.

7 prioritisstion of the bsses at this tias. hs Air Force is .T . -o-st. I have no co-.snte en this tie,

C conducting an analiysis of all bases that have been given 8 thank you.

* equal treatment. The Environmental Impact ftstment will be g COLONE ecSAs:. Thank you. Dae Hadson? Dave

10 just one assessment that will go into the final analysis. 10 Cedson? Not here? Gordon Matheson.

11 Other donaidarstions of course sill be such things 11 GORDONMiTHSs Thank you, Colonel, aembers of

12 as the cost of going to a particular looation, the somber of 12 the panel, I'm Gordon Matheson, I'm from Ledger Montana. snd

13 personnel required at a location, mission conflict., hoc that 13 I'm a member of the Committes of the '90e.

14 particular place or location fita into the operational effect 14 I think this is a 'bcy important issuears

15 of the system. When we bave completed this analysis, then we 15 talking about. The last tint the nuclear homb was used was

16 will make an appropriate recoemendation to the decision maker 16 43 year. ago, and I hops it'a a ot'\1ng, than that befoce

17 on the prioritized list. 17 the next tise that n is used. I 4ahappy then because .

1 ED ATTEUCCI, I meant to say that my name also is is got to cone home, bt I'm really conoerned about the

19 Ed Catteucci. and I do live here in Great Falls. As we try 19 proliferation of these nuclear arms. The casual way that

20 to understand the Word fredom, it's amasing that the word 20 Colonel Walsh discused the safety of the thing kind of

21 has the word 'free' in it. I don't think freedom in any 231 21 bthaered me. Chat is a credible accident, anyway, is one

22 sense of the word has ever been free. It doe. cost 22 question that I had. I don't necessarily meod an seer. 1

23 something. It costs money, it costs manpower. it costs a lot 23 think it's kind of self-explanatory, and I think a lot of thae

24 of things to remain free. 24 discussion that was kind of handled in that way, like

25 As Ce live in our democracy, we've certainly 25 negligible impact and so forth, I think there are some real
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1 issues that the impact statement does not really address 1 either through the Air Force itself or through our

2 thoroughly. 2 scquisition agent, the Army Corps of Engineer., contract with

3 I haven't had time to read it, I've been busy with 3 appraisers in the community, typically members of the

4 harvest. I've glanced through it a little bit and I think it 4 appraisal institute who are familiar with local realty

5 leaves a lot of questions kind of hanging with adjectives S conditions, and we ask tha to calculate for us fair market

6 that don't really define, I think, maybe what he meant to 6 value, just as you would in any other sort of land

7 say. 7 transection, what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller

0 1 would like to ask another question. When there a for the property. And that's what we offer you, that is our

9 ca an acqisition of land for the purpose of building 9 first offer to you, becaus ce are required by lac to offer

10 missiles. landownere were paid fair Market value. Yet that IV you the full value that the appraiser daterminos that

11 land was taken forever out of production, forever removod II interest is worth.

12 from that person's livelihood and converted to a different 12 I might also point out that most of the real estate

13 use., and in my opinion, when you convert land to another 0-e, 13 that Is necessary for this program here at Ialastrom Air

24 14 fair market value for agricultural or other use should not be 14 Force Rese is in the nature of a quantitive safety sone, that

i5 chat prevails. but the use to which you're putting it. And I IS is simply an easement. The imposition of the easement on

14 think considerstion should be given to the time period that 16 that property dots not prohibit ite use typically for the

17 you're taking that land out of production and off the tas 17 ectivity that it's presently being used for. it would permit

10 rolls end so forth. so I wondered what you mea by fair 1 continued agricultural use. It's priocipally -- the safety

19 market value. 1S eons is principally designed to prohibit the building of

20 LT. COLONE WALH, I'll ask Major Van Nees to 20 hoems for human occupation or large gatherings of people.

21 respond to that question, please. 21 GORDON ATORSOS, I recognize that, but If you're

22 MAJI VANM ISS Well, the prIcse8 we go through 22 going to convert it to housing, then it ought to be

23 ahen we aned to -qirs land, Whether it be in fee simple, 23 appraised.

24 measing the entire owe.hip, or whether it be an e.sement to 24 MAJOR v g es That is a fee piece that es being

25 be imposed to affect our safety clear eons, is that we, 2S appraised for housing, yes, sir.
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I CDROM KATROcs. Okay, at any rate, I'm concerned 1 you'll say that that's classified or something, r don't know,

2 With soes of the other issues that have been raised here, l's 2 but if it'. not guarded, if there aren't some kind of

3 not going to go into thosa, but safety, in the cans that we 3 security measures elongj train tracks, all 120,000 miles of

4 dtssaatle thse things, I think is of real concern, and I 27 4 it, it's going to b vry vulnerable, it's a rather f:agile

S don't thint the Air Force should be passing the buck on that system, and if it is guardad I think that has a lot of

6 issue. I think they really should be doing something about 6 isplications for the quality of life, not Just for us but all

7 the nuclear wastes that are up wind from us. But I uS not 7 over the country wherever this sight go, in terms of civil

8 going to leave those issues to the elected officials or 6 liberties, access to property, freedom to go place., you

9 appointed official. either. I sake my wishes known to our 0 know, and I don't know that -- Ilke could you speak to that?

10 delegation and to our other officials. no that's my stand on 10 LT. COLONEL ALSH, Yeas, Ma's. We feel that thare

11 that. 11 is a very low probability of sabotage to the system, and the

12 Thank you. 12 reason we feel that is because It would be unambiguous

13 COLONEL aCSANZ, Thank you. Sheila Maybanks, 13 earning to us of some ill intent on the behalf of a foreign

14 plas? 14 country, and it would allow us to take the appropriate action

1s SHEILA MAYBANKS I'm Sheila eaybank. I live in 10 to alert our strategic forces, end that would be exactly the

16 Great Falls, I'm here as a representative of the League of 16 opposite of what any potential enemy would cant to give us

17 Women Voters, and I would like to put it on the record ugain 17 some stratngic warning. So we feel that there is very low

26 1 that the Lssu of omen Voters of America does not support 18 probability of such an attempt.

19 the HE in any basing moda. They don't support modernization 19 Further, it should be emphasized that the train can

20 of the land. because it both increase. the vulnerability and 20 launch, the missiles can be launched from the train even as

21 it's destabilizing. 21 it site within the garrison. even though the track. could

22 Aside from that, at the hearing this spring, 22 b sabotaged immediately outside the gate, the train could

23 several people brought Up t"' problem of possible sabotage of 23 still fulfill its mission.

27 24 rail lines, and although I looked at the HIS, I didn't Sam 24 Further, we sill of course be able to physically

25 that addressed. And it soms to so that, you know, maybe 25 review the track imediately outside the base to insure that
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1 it's Safe for transit, and once the train has got integrated 1 DKIS, is that right?

2 into the system, it would be very difficult for the potential 2 mR, HICKAC: I did contribute to its writing, yes,

3 saboteur to know precisely where the train is and sabotage 3 air.

4 that line. We feel that even if ha nere successful in one 4 TIO DOLANDr Are you an employee of Tetra Tech,

s train, that the other trains could be able to move unscathed. 5 Inc.?

6 So we do not feel that that is . potential 6 NR sICWIMAN That is correct.

7 problem. There is a Security force on the train that is to 7 TON 5OLAND. And where is Tetra Tech, Inc., based?

I prevent any unauthorized access to the weapons system. 'N '. I A The home office is in Pasadena,

9 However. the measures that they use and the aia of force is, 0 California.

10 for obvious reasons, classified, so I wil not go into any 10 TON BOLANDi Is it a California corporation?

11 further detail on that. 11 MR. BICRIAN, It's currently I Delacer

12 DoSs that answer your question, Nam? 12 corporation.

13 SHEILA ANBA KaS Well, kind of, maybe sabotage is 13 TON BCLAND: I understand from Colonel Walsh that

14 the crong word, maybe vandalism or destruction. I mean 14 Tetra Tech, Inc., was hired by the Air Force to prepare this

IS there's foreign powers that Could do that end there's also 15 Draft Environmental Impact statement, is that correct?

16 crazy people. Again, did you all read the papers this week? 16 MR. SICKAN That IS correct.

17 You know, I think that points up how very fragile this ends 13 TON BCLAND, What did Tetra Tech, Inc., receive for

16 of transportation can be, you know. Anyway I don't think 18 compensation from the Air Force for this draft?

19 that cam adequately addressed in the HIS. Thank you. 19 14R. RrCKMAne I a not fully Sears of the monetary

20 COLONEL MSAXit Thank you. Tom Boland? 20 contract that was involved.

21 TUm BOLAND, I have reed this DI. and I'd like to 21 TON BLANes Who might know t Tetra Tech, Inc.,

22 hans a couple of gsestiOnsl anscered if I say, the first one 22 can you gins me a ass?

23 by Sr. Rickan of the panel table, 23 MR. ICKMANs Colonel Welsh can 'robably aner

24 Mr. icksman, I understend from reading the back of 24 that question.

25 this book that you ae one of the principal authors in this 25 LT. COLONEL WALSH: The Approsimate Cost of
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1 preparing the entire document. that is loading to the final I middle vest states.

2 0IS, that would be in the neighborhood of between 7 snd S 2 Vaaeaiuated the tapahilitias of thasa companies

3 million dollars. 3 based upon their past perfornanae and howe thay pot the, the

B s reason 1 ask is this, If "na stuff they wara illiog to prasent to this program, and hot

Wvould tatafullypArusa. or qoickly perusa thy 1 St of 5 they wished to, var. proposing going about preparing an HIS.

6 preparars and ss the nomber of Ph.D.' and IMA's, MA's., m's 6 And based upon a very rigid analysis, ve selected Tetra Tech

7 and so on that are purportedly employees of Tetra Tech Ion. 7 a. presentitg the hest proposal of mesting thy hi. Forts

it literally spats not only the United Stata., but rahes 8 n.ds and prepsring the Environmental Impact Stataeent.

ioato Canada ad so on. ad I' wondering if someone could 9 They not only had the expertise, but they also had

10 vary quikly. using thair timNo not sine, tell as a little 10 the ingenuity and they also had the past performance working

11 bit about Tetra Tech, Inc.. because it's frankly A 11 on many major efforts, soe of which are located in working

12 corporation 1've not heard of. 12 for the Bureau of Land Management in Montana, working for the

1 LT, COONEL WAnon, I will *aplain thy Pat55, 13 deactivation of the Titan sits, working for the, I believe

14 yes, air. Three years ago, a contract epird where we had 14 the shuttle facility at Vandenberg Air Force Base, a very

15 hired a company to vork on the Peacekeepr Minuteman silos tS credible company with, that looked like they could do the

16 project. We. the Air Force put out a request for proposals 16 bast job for thy hit Force. That's why a. chos than.

17 nationwide for the major, or any, for that satter, 17 TOM BOLAND, I didn't nant YOU to dsfead the, I

1i environmental corporations in the country. We had over a 18 wanted to know a little bit about the, but I'll address that

19 hundred torporations asprass Interst in competing for tha 19 in another forum. Very, very briefly, I went to say for this

20 program. Of that number, some of thss consolidated their 20 record that what r hoard shout thw first haring bars it

21 proposals, arms want into subcontracts to some proposals, but 21 Grat Falls, Murtana, in sid-Marth of 'S8. 1 did what I

22 neverthelesas had sums of tha..ntcapableaanvironssntal 22 thought a conscientious citizen ought to do In a democracy,

23 contractor. in the country compete for this program, with 23 ahow up, larn about it, read, aak qustions if they rums

24 reprsntativas fros. vail, fros tha, from all over, 24 up. I was assured at that hearing. as others were, that

25 representing thy East Cst, th Most Coast and sums of the 25 comments and question would b carefully considered when the
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I draft was prepared. 1 this document. I should point out to you that we're

2 1 put my name on the list and asked for a draft to 2 di sussing the impacts at eleven bases, and to diatuss ery

3 be sent to my home, and I read it frum time to time when 1 3 detail of the deployment at each location would require

4 bad the chance. I do not find a single comment or question 4 probably .lenen volumes the size of the one you rectived.

29 5 respondd to or consider d in this draft based upon the t~res S That defeats the purpose of an HIS. So in the interest of

6 or mona hours of participation from both aides of the Issue 6 making a usable document, we had to make son concessiona to

7 during this Great Falls hearing. And from my personal 7 being concise, precise and making a usable document to the

8 perspective, I think this Draft EIS is an insult to the 8 decision maker. And that's what you sm. in front of you.

p Political and the public process in this country, because it 9 No, ve coms before you tonight to get your

10 simply dos not purport to be shat ne wars assured by Lt. 10 conent. on the adequacy of that document. This is a public

11 Colonel walsh it Would be. 11 hearing as opposed to a scoping meeting. We have a legal

12 And when Lt. Colonel Walsh tell. us again tonight 12 responsibility to provide a verbatim transcript of what

13 that our crments will be carefully considered and that ve 13 happens here tonight and a legal responsibility in the final

14 should write our coments and postmark them by such and such 14 HI to respond to nvery issue that you raise here an an

15 a date so that they can be carefully considered, with a11 dun 15 example of the document's inadequacy, and ve have to osplain

16 respect to Colonel Walsh, I don't believe it. 16 to ya why we did not incorporate your comments in the final

17 LT. COLONEL WALSH, nay I respond, pleass? 17 document, or identify where we made the appropriate changes

1 COLONEL MSRABK, Go .head, Colonel. 19 in the document in response to your input. That is the

19 LT. COLONEL WALSH, Sir, there is a distinction 19 difference between a scoping meeting snd a public heasting.

20 between a acoping mesting and a public hearing. e took the 20 Thank you tory much, sir.

21 inputs that vate provided to us at all eleven locations, snd 21 COLONEL nCSRAt: Allan 5ahn.

22 oe carefully considered them, and some of thn aer 22 AlIAS NAil, My name is Allan Rahn. I live at 707

23 incorporated into the document, sons of than vor not 0 23 Tenth Street North in Great Falls, Nontana. Unfortunately I

24 considered appropriate, and some of than would not offer a 24 was unable to read the impact stasteent in my environmental

25 big snough or lorge enough impact to warrant a discussion in 25 study. As Colonel up there observed, it was turned around
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1 backwarda and I'm a little bit confuad. 1 if possible, tonight?

2 I do have several problems with what I have seen.2 ALLA N: s I would.

3 One, as the gentlaan explained very eloquently, is I did not 3 LT. COLONEL WALSG, The number that was provided

4 sas In what I was able to read acme of y concarns that I did 4 was based upon what would actually go into the community from

5 express at that meeting, and that does concern me. What I S the spending on this particular program. You will note as

6 was able to read, I have questions about the validity of the 6 you go through each installation that while the sirs of the

7 statistics that are used. 7 projects may be approximately the same, the dollars actually

8 I do know of just the other day a train derailed 0 going to a community are directly related to the numbers of

bea.use of bad tack on a major rail track that dumped an 9 services that that comunity provides. A smaller community

10 Amtrak train, as a matter of fact, all on its side. I've 10 would see less money stopping there and more money passing

11 noticed that the statistics sit down and say there's one in a 11 through to larger coummunities that provide the services.

30 12 thousand and so many people died. There was an accident just 12 So what you see in the document is tat money is

13 the other day, just recently, of one of the missiles blew up 13 vuming out of the program und actually heing spent and

14 in Utah, and already more people have died than what is in 14 staying within the local community of Great Falls. It does

IS the atatiatico. 15 not take into account the tasea that are paid. Thst is

16 I sit down -- I believe the statement was made that 16 another consideration by Congress. Congress has targeted a

17 14 million dollars in income from the hir Force was added to 17 certain amount of money for the military spending, and we are

18 the community. I sat down and roughly figured up the housing 18 to assume that they will be spent whether it be for the

18 requirements, not for what Is added, and the Air Force io i. ig Peacekeeper Rail Garrison or for conventional weapons or for

20 direct competition with local business. It has taken 5.7 20 some other weapons as seen appropriate by the Congress. So

21 million of that out of the local economy. Is this -- my 21 we've not made any adjustments for that, we've assumed that

22 question comes down, is this, do the statistics come off how 22 that money would be spent one way or the other by Congress.

23 much i paid out or how much actually gets out Into the LAN23 NAL M Ot: I hove another question that bothern

24 community? 30 24 no. I kn this questio will sever happen, and Im a great

25 COLONEL .crSNE: lid you nant an answer to that 25 believer in the word yet. Just ase that even ,gainot all
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1 oddm av .clear missile went out of the Peacekeeper garrison, 1 occur. For that reason. we have established a safety zone

2 that is the live nuclear warhead blew up for whatever reason, 2 around where it would be stored probably about 99.9 percent

3 a freak accident, ultra freak accident; what protection is 3 of tie time. Now. just like you do not have an explosive

4 there for this community? Now I have a daughter that is less 41 danger zone or protective zones around the railroad for the

30 5 that %we years old and a son that is 40 days old, and he has 5 movement of poisonous gases or other hazardous materials

6 a right to life. I'm 40, and I have lived a good life. But 6 moved by the rail, and the reason they don't hae that Is

7 he h. . right and a life to live yet, and I see no 7 because the exposure of the public in very transitory. But

8 appropriation -- I see safety measures for the Air Force 8 for the same reason, we would not have a safety aone around

9 personnel, but I see absolutely no safety measures for g the rail for the movement of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison,

10 cinilian personnel in the areas. I'd like to know what's 10 and in fact the threat or the potential danger posed by the

11 being done with this, what's being considered on thas. 11 Peacekeeper missile in movement is such less than that posed

12 LT. COLONEL WALSH: ell, first of all, I would 12 by merely the hazardous materials that ure on the tracks

13 like to reassure you that there is no possibility of a 13 today.

14 nuclear detonation. There needs to be a very logical 14 Thank you, si.

15 sequence of events that would occur to activate the warhead, 15 AL.LAN HAHN: This gets back, this gets back to

16 and these events cannot occur until the weapons system has 16 statistics again. The greatest majority of accidents that

17 reached ballistic velOCities, and only then on the 17 I've seen and read in newspapers have all involved urban

18 trajectory. It is impossible in the day-to-day activities of 18 areas, thousands of people have had to be evacuated. I look

Ig all peacetime sovements for such activation to occur. So the i at the statistics that were given to us tonight, and

20 nuclear detonation is not a possibility. 30 20 unfortunately I couldn't read them because, like I say, my

21 NoW, we do acknowledge eithin the document the 21 book is a little goofed up, those statistics say if you took

22 possibility, however remote, of an explosion of the 22 the entire rail area and sat down and snid, okay, we'll

23 propellant, a propellant firs or esploalon. We feel that 23 dilide this and that, those statistics would hold true. But

24 this is very remote, but on the other hand we do acknowledge 24 ar statistics happen in Great Falls or in the imediate

25 that we could create a scnario where an explosion could 25 vi- ity, not in the Peacekeeper garrison, say there was a
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1 accident outside of there. and they were transported, then it 1 we calculate our disper.l for this train on an everage speed

2 affects a much larger area and a great number of people would 2 of about 30 miles en hour.

30 3 be in danger. A lot of accidents happen in transfer yards 3 eAsEY LOWTHIAN Dues that integrate itself then

4 shere they're changing trains, so a lot of them seen to be 31 4 into the operational systems of whoever's rail line that

5 happening not out on the open rail. That's where I'm 5 you're on?

6 concerned. 6 COLONE, BRANCH, Yen, that's adequate, certainly,

7 LT. COLsim. WASHBB You're correct, sir. In our 7 for interoperability, I think is your question. In fact

8 analysis, however, ne took the worst case and we did not take 8 we've conducted three exercises where we've actually gone out

9 any credit for not using any portion of the rail. However, 9 on the rails and interoperated, we've had our folks out

10 it would be very unlikely that we would be, would have the 10 learning how to do that, and those speeds sees to he

11 Peacekeeper RailGarrison in a transfer yard being subjected 11 satisfactory to accomodate a smooth flow into the railroad

12 to something where most of the accidents do occur. But we 12 netsork.

13 took the worst case in our scenario, in our analysis, and did 13 sARE LOnTHIAN. Okay, thank you. I would Only
14 non taka credity fork yo. ! Othan.l

14 not take credit for that. 14 say at this point that I'm neither a hak nor a dove. I have

15 ALLAN HAiM: Okay, thank you. 15 children, immaterial to me whether in oar time they're killed

16 COLONEL McSANE Thank you. arvey Lowthian. 1 by conventional weapons or nuclear weapons, the net effect is

17 HARVEY ONYRIAN I'. Harvny Lowthian, a resident 32 17 the ease. This is on env ironmental impact bearing, and as

18 of Great Falls, taxpayer of Cascade County, Montana, the 10 such, myself, my wife and my children support the basing of

31 19 United States. I've got ons question, if I may. Can you 19 the il system at Halmstrom if it's deemed to be the place to

20 tell me what the average speed of an operational train would 20 put it, based upon what appears to us at least to be minimal

21 be in the system? 21 adverse environmental impacts on this community. Thank you.

22 LT. COLOELs WALSr: Colonel Branch, would you 22 COONEL ecSano, Thank you. Len Lring?

23 answer that, please? 23 LEN LORING. Pass.

24 COLONEL BRANCH: Yes, air, we anticipate that the 24 COLONEL McSRABE: All right, Claire Sale, s-a-i-a.

25 train will be capable of 55 to perhaps 60 miles an hour, hut 25 CLAIS t z is correct. Iy name is Claire
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1 Saiz, and I'm a Great Falls native and resident. I as 1 s.bile?

2 idealogicelly opposed to nuclear weapon technology. It ought 2 Third, safety. The condition of existing track in

3 to be enough that surveys indicate that people in this nation 3 Montana is deplorable. With the complicating factors of

4 oppose nuclear proliferation, but it is as though the 4 buckling and snapping track in extreme weather conditions and

33 5 silitary is asking us to justify saving ourselves as 36 5 high sind proble. not taken into adequate considerstion in

6 Montanan. or citizen. of a great nation or members of the 6 the DEIS, this document is again flawed. The vulnerability

7 huean race. But the basic dignity and divinity of the human 7 of rural track to sabotage and terrorism, which by the way

8 spirit is not reason enough to stop the aX. You want S Colonel Walsh does not have a bureaucracy with which to

9 specific, not moral issues. And with this incredibly flawed 9 respond, is visibly evident end inadequately addressed in the

10 Weapons system, enough details come to mind to defeat the MY 10 DEIS.

11 on its own distinctive lack of merits. 11 Fourth, strategy. When will we learn that building

12 caving read much of the DE1S, a fw specifics come 12 a missile system does not promote peace or international

13 to mind. First, cost. Apparently the projected cost of 15 37 13 stability? On Page 0-1, the DEIS states the purpose Of the

14 billion dollars doss not include the cost of the bomb. 14 KX is to, quote, promote arms talks. I submit this

15 Along with your failure to include a schedule of projected 15 ridiculous assumption not only makes the DEIS a faulty

34 14 cost overruns, this is a glaring omission in the DEIS and 16 document, it is the beat argument against the an. 4
17 eakes it a misleading and therefore dangerous document to 17 Finally the local economy. Knmissiles are bad

18 those who are weighing costs and benefits in KX rail 10 business. If businesses in this ares are so concerned about

19 garrisons solely on that document. 1s this the, quote, 19 Montana's business climate. they should strongly oppose a

20 usable document to the decision maker, as Colonel Walsh 20 project that sill turn resat Falls into a garrison town. we

21 stated a few minutes ago? 38 21 need clean, diversified, privately owned businesses, not a

22 second, reliability. Row can the Air Force assess 22 national reputation as Ground Zero USA. On the basis of

5 23 the reliability of the X with no planned testing 
on the rail 23 morality, cost, reliability, safety and economics, 

X makes

24 LInes? 1'. beginning to doubt the Air Force's intention of 24 no sense, and with all these crucial flows, how could NX

25 obility at all, Chen it comes right down to it, is the aX 25 possibly be desirable for our national defense?

4
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1 And by the way. !'d like you to answer the 1 sill reain in a mtate of disaster for years and years to

2 questions in the Environmental Impact Statement to give my 2 come. The United States economy clearly is troubled trying

3 fellow citizens son. time to present their question.. Thank 3 to support all of the social program the military programs,

4 you. 4 the foreign aid programs that we've done over the years, much

5 CLONEL NcSANZ. Thank you. Bill parker? 5 to our detriment.

HILL PA fMy name Is Bill Parker. I'm a 6 And I think things Leing incumbent upon us, as I

7 resident of Great Falls, and among other things I'm a member 7 have mentioned before, it's Incuent upon us as nationa to

S of the Committee of the '80s, and as such, I support the 8 get together and try to resolve this thing. We aimply cannot

9 position of the Committee of the 'fil as already stated by 9 afford to keep doing this. Non. granted, we cannot, we

10 Tim Ryan and a few others., and that is basically that as 10 cannot unilaterally try to disarm, either, because unless

11 members of a representative democracy, we elect people who 11 they do it, we can't do it. The anse in simply not that

12 are cesponsible for gathering information far beyond that 12 simple, it's a very complex issue.

13 available to most of us mare citisen., and as such, I think 13 But I do have one little general request. One of

14 it's incumbent upon us to support the decisions those people 14 the things that, or a couple of thing. that you mentioned bad

15 sake. If we're uncomfortable with the decision of our 15 to do with the things in Great Falls that ware, that would be

16 representatives, then it ia further incumbent upon us to do 16 environmentally, or the true environmental impactes That was

17 something about it and elect somebody else. 17 the transportation issue and the jail issue. Other

18 That being said, I can't argue a whole lot with 18 communities, and I can't remeber all of them, but some of

18 what some of the Committee of the go's membere have said. 19 the communities did have other things that ware detrimental

20 This country and the Soviet union have been fighting a cold 20 to them. But wben the pecking orders of bases is lined out,

21 war for any number of years, and I'm coming to the conclusion 21 and for instance Dyess, which I recall from the slide, didn't

22 that the cold war probably ended some years ago. and neither 22 have anything, no major impacts against it, but if Dyeas

23 one of us realises it yet. We both about broke ourselves I23 ranks loser on the list than Alestrom does en the priority

24 trying to support the build up of weapons systems over the 39 24 list is laid out, il there any federal funds available

25 years. The Soviet economy is an absolute disaster, and it 25 somewhere to help defray the cost of these for Great Falls or
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9 1 any other communities that may need support for that matter? 1 business in the area would actually get a license to operate

2 LT. COONEL WLS8 What we have done -- I guess 2 in Wyoming, and so therefore add further to the tan referee

3 the best answer to your question, sir, is to give you an 3 ne.

4 example of what we've done in the past as a clear indication 4 So there was various waye in which we worked with

5 of how we wish to work with the communities to resolve any 5 that community to alleisate impacts, and we also followed up

6 impacts that we're imposing upon the community. In the case 6 with a monitoring program to identify how successful we were.

7 of Wyoming, where we deployed the Peacekeeper and Minuteman 7 And I think the conclusions of that comunity nere that it

8 silos, we worked very closely with that community, with the 8 was very successful, that the impacts actually were much les

9 local officials, with the state officials, first of all to 9 than ue predicted, and the community actually benefitted from

10 help identify what the impacts sere and to pick the 10 this program.

11 appropriate mitigations and to help implement those 11 And they were, they are so enthused about it that

12 mitigations. We helped them in the planning, we helped them 12 one of the things -- the way we did business there last time,

13 to collect, ce actually vent to Congress and got monies so 13 that one of the things I have to do tomorrow afternoon Is sit

14 they could build a new elementary school to accommodate the 14 down with the community leaders sgain to discuss how we're

IS children associated with the large inmigration into the 15 going to implement similar measures this time around. So I

16 area. Ve alse got monies from the Congress to help them 16 think that in the best example of ho the Air Force can sork

17 upgrade their water collection system, their eater system of 17 with the community to resolve these problems.

16 sells that needed to be upgraded to insure a reliable source 16 BILl. PkhXhRS Thank you.

19 of water during the peak construction period. We also worked 19 COONEL sCSReNs Thank you. krlyne Reichert?

20 with them to insure maximum participation or maximum 20 ARLINE REICHERT, Gentlemen, the panel. I'm sorry

21 opportunity of local companies to compete for the contracts 21 there ere no women on the panel, but nevertheless I's ahlyne

22 that ware being provided, and we were very successful the* 22 Reichert, a former legislutor, Constitutional Convention

23 with both a third of the prime contract. and over halo of the 23 delegate.

24 subcontracts going to Wyoming companies. we also worked with 24 When I told a visiting relative from out of state

25 them to Insure that any other company that would be doing 25 that ce .ern having this 50 hearing. he maid. 'Why bother?"
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1 Ia Asid, 'Our-91gra.aonal lader. will never go for it.- *1 transportation rout, quantity distance for the siting to

2 And I've talked to many p*opla along the baltway, and they 2 kalmatrom Air Fuma Basa. That nas tha appropriatn distance

3 seem to think this is rathe a vast. of time, too, but 3 to uss for than particular fatuity.

4 neverthmleas Since we're being confronted with this 7 or 8 4 ARLIN UICITi Appropriate. thank you, My

5 million dollar environmental statmnt, I think we have to 41 5 sond question, Montana Power has inadequate line. to

S take it seriously, and Great Falls is our environment that 8 Nastrom Air Fort. Base to handla tha astra loads by HE nal

7 would ha impartd. 7 Garrison. Will the internal poae system be adequate for the

So I have two Spacific questions. 0a. in the 8 nail Garrison ME?

40 g sooth aits option, the air *trip itself is located within the 9 LT. COLONEL ALSn, I aill ark Mr. Nickma to

10 soplosiva safety zone. Is this wise planning? Mould you 10 respond to that quastion.

11 lka to addraaa that. plaaa? 11 MN. BICIdAr We have been in contact with Montana

12 LT. COLGNEL WALSn: In davaloping tha aaplosiva 12 Power, and currently they have told us that the additional

13 safety zones, there were different criteria for different 13 anargy raquiremant would not pot a ondos load on tha current

14 classes of operations. And thera-s an inhabited building 14 dalivary aystam. If in tha futura am* ohanga would Occur.

15 zone, which is the ona that I referred to today, but there 15 dditi . ia say bs required.

16 At. othar intarmediatns . 16 AEYMs REICHERT, I hope that Montana Power is aora

17 For instance, there might be an intermagazine zone 17 correct in its evaluation than it was with the Colatrip

18 to separate on* facility from another that might have 18 projat. I happaned to be in the legislature when Coltrip 4

19 explosives in it so that you could not have a sympathetic 19 paosad, and they war a little wrong in their assessment of

20 detonation. You have interoperational zones, where you would 20 that pover supply. Thank you.

21 separate facilities where you might have people working in 21 COLONEL McSeANE Thank you. ROSCOe Canon.

22 support of the program. And then you have a zone for public 22 ROSCOE CANON, I know this is getting to be a long

23 transportation routes, and that would include runways, major 23 drawn out program, an Ill heap my comnts nary minimal,

24 highway., utility lines that were providing prima source of 24 Va a retired Kastar fargant, Air Force havIng

25 power to a particular ara. And we have honored the public 25 worked in civil engineering for some tan years, and I respect
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1 the obligation to the responsibilities that all of you I state conference has come out diametrically opposed to any

2 gentlemen have. I'm sure you're doing the best within your 2 military improvement. in the system, and I'm sure when the

3 official cparitias. 
3 national Quadrennial Conferanc comer up that that will be

4 Oovevar, After epending 21 years in the military 4 unanimously voted on through the National Church.

5 service and working with the fallacy of the escalation of 5 Everybody else has Spoken to the issues very

6 military programs and the counter programs by the Soviets, 6 nicely, and I would like to close with one simple comment.

7 the absurdity of the sitution becomes recognizabla. 7 As rasponsible erican citizens, I'd like to use an old

8 I woold lik tr read into the record a book by 8 English expresaion, it is incumbent upon all of us Americans

Professor tanneth Ross Toole; the name of the book is the 9 to be honest, loyal, opposed to anything ye feel is

10 Rape of the Great Plain . 10 inadequate, unncasary. Especially in regards to our Soviet

11 COLONEL McSHANE Could you aprll that nme. 11 relations improving now, and being a military man. I know how

12 plraa, for the reporter? 12 dubiou that ia, and I know we have to be prepared and aware,

13 ROSCOE CAnOe, Ksnneth RosS, R-o-s-S, Toole, 42 13 hut I hope we tan find a middle ground for the utilization of

14 T-o-o-l-e, recent Professor of History, Western History at 14 this money for civilian purposes instead of military

15 University of Montana. 15 purposes.

16 COLONEL XkStAnE, Thank you. 16 i an also a member of the Stearing Committee of the

17 ROSCOE CANO,, This book has an indirot bearing on I7 90's, and we art aiming at creating a large organization to

18 the situation, in that he documents the fallacy of the 18 change our intraeconomy from a military economy of some 50

19 American ystem in regards to the responsibility to our 19 years duration to one of civilian economy and creativity.

20 entire environment. 
20 Thank you, gentlemen.

31 The human fallacy of not looking beyond Our nosas 21 COLONE1 MCSOAl4! Thank you. Will Crough?

22 is very, very highly documented. Especially inability of 22 WILL CROUGH, My name is Will Crough, Is

23 human beings to match their own resources, lat alone their 23 husband, father and builder here in Great Falls.

24 own tochnology. To go a little bit further, I'm a 24 1 think the panel hs misled the people. You talk

35 representative of the united Methodist Church, and the recent 25 about national need, the trains will only go out on the rails
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1 in national need, in time of national need. but national I your job, it'. your responsibility as citixens to tell them

2 nod Changes. Back In the 1940''. ohn they built strategic 2 oxactly hon yoo fool.

3 bombers. they had no conception that they'd be flying, thy'd 3 Thank YOo.

4 be Scraubled at all times., not necara.ily B-52's today, but 4 COLONE MCSBAMb: Thank you. John fonlonhy? I

5 there would be Missiles on station In the United States,, in 5 think I pronounced it right, John Konlooky, t-o-a-l-o-a-k-y?

43 6 the oceans at all tiam. Your national need, the DopartMont 6 Not horn. Patricia Aliprto? Ant Diothoff?

7 of Defense could change tomorrow the Idea of national need 7 ART DICR.t, Colonel Nchane, members of the

0 for the -. it could be without your consent, just the fact 8 panel, I'm Art nickhoff, resident of Great Pall., Chairman of

9 that the Dopartment of Defense and the administration decides 9 the Great Fall Arma Chamber of Comerce, would like to read

10 that they should be out on the rails, they could be there 10 a statement of a position the Chaber of Co-morco ha. taken.

11 tomorrow and ne would not have a coament. So that's 11 If the administration and the Congress conclude

12 something that you cannot address and you can't deny it. 12 that the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison are In the national

13 Mr. Hickman, done your company, it's a subsidiary, 13 interest, and if the military or environmental strategic and

14 Is it a Subsidiary of a defense contractor? 14 tactical reasons select the state of untsna an a undo of

15 MR. RICHMAN: No, air. 15 deployment site, the state administration, legislature. lanal

441 16 WILL CROUCH, Who Own Tata. Tooh. 45 16 ge.rnment and the citi zary ohould welcoma the min.io,
17 MR. ICtMAns Tetra Tech is is currently an 17 cooperate with it fully and continue the same excellent Baea-

18 employee owned company. 18 Community relationship which Great Fall. and Montana han. had

19 WILL CROUG Okay, all right. There'. been talk 19 the past 25 years with Malnstrom Air Force Base and the

20 about what it takes to be a good citizen, that we sit, we 20 Minoteman ICBM conpleo already here.

21 elect representatives and they go and do their job. Wll, I 21 Thank yen.

22 think a citizen's job in to ride your legislator, to tell him 22 COLONEL mooomN, Thank you. Patriot Aliporto?

23 what you want to do. The information is out there about 23 ot here either? Joon Homphrey. Jr.?

24 deterance, about arms. It has nothing to do with sitting 24 JAMS HUME JR.: Good o.oning, I'm Jia

25 there and letting the legislatorn do their job and voter It'o 25 Humphrey, Jr., I'm a Great Polls resident and a Great Fall.
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1 native. My first question in one which I submitted to the 1 which ame planned to be in existence for the rest of our

2 scoping process in writing, and I didn't see it addressed in 2 strategic forces, that is for our strategic bombern and the

3 the EIS. I'd like the comments of the panel on it. 3 submarine at sea. So this will not use any technology or

S Do the coand, comunication and control oyst... 4 %any new systems other than those which aro corrontly planned,

5 that would be necessitated by the NX Missile Rail Garrison, 5 in other words, this system will fit within the strategic

6 an well as the command, communication and control systems 6 command controlling architecture for all syntems, and there

7 that might be needs or other proposed system, ouch as the 7 ara, for example, strategic system Satellite. which this

46 6 Midgetman System, pose any type of threat to the human health 0 particular rail garrinon would ho akin to communicate nith.

9 in Great Falls? Of course the systems use and propagate 9 But just the rail garrison system in prniarily in a

10 different kinds of energy, nuch as various electromagnetic 10 listen mode; in other nOrd, it doesn't transmit hardly at

11 emission. and possibly sound waves, and other forms that I 11 all, except to interoperate on the normal radio

12 couldn't even guess at. It'. a genuine concern, in thore any 12 coaunications not, primarily h0 VW which the trains use

13 hazard posed by those systems? 13 no for intoroporationn dispatch.

14 LT. COLONEL WALSH: Colonel Branch, will you answer 14 jaes HUMPnREY, JR.: Thank you. My second

15 that question, pleasm? 15 question is o voicing of concern on my part about the

16 CyOREL BRANCH: When the system is in garrison, it 16 physical safety of Great Falils residents and the affoct on

17 will use the game kinda of coaunication systems which 17 that safety of the housing program within city limits of

18 currently exist for our Minuteman force; in other words, when 18 eight to twelve mX missilen carrying 00 to 120 nuclear

19 it's in garrison, it i1 be plugged into both tho.e radio 19 warheads of 300 kilotonn or so each. I'm concornod about the

20 communication systems and thone existing lnnd line and hard 20 possible effect of the dispersal of the polsonous cloud; if

21 line comunication systems Which exist fo, o, Minuten 47 21 the fuel in wither burnt up or evaporated, as described in
22 force, and in that sense it will replicate very closely what 22 Chapter S of the Draft 9I, and Im concerned about the

23 Se do. 23 remote possibility of a dispersal of plutonium in must places
24 When it'. deployed, it oili us thoe nobilo 24 of Substance in earth through incineration. And I realize

05 communication systas Which are already in eistence and 25 that the t1n document trion to make a convincing case that
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1 these possibilities are extremely remote compared to other I that something you can respond to? Can you answer that

47 2 risks that .. run, and yet in a world where complicated 2 question tonight?

3 technical syateams constantly break down, I'm not completely 3 LT. COLONEL WALSH. Well, perhaps Colonel Branch

4 reassrd. 4 can answer the question.

5 This week, I mean this decade has witnessed the 5 COLONEL 5AeCcs I can tell you we've hean

6 Three ile Island catastrophe, the Chernoble catastrophe, 6 operating a liquid, seale liquid fuel for the fourth stage

7 recently the Aegis croiser in the Persian Gulf shot dos, an 7 system similar to what is in there right now, which is

6 Iranian aircraft because they thought it was a attacking 0 operation deployed, at F. E. Warren Air Force Base, we're

9 fighter plane. These systems fail, and so in light of that, 9 been operating that kind of system for 15 years, and we've

10 I'm disturbed by some of the, by some of the possible effects 10 never even had anything close to a leak out of that aystem,

11 if the fuel or the plutonium were to incinerate. 11 so we're really pleased with that. That's about 15 years of

12 I've left my notes back at my seat, so my memory is 12 experience.

13 that if the solid fuel were to explode, not burn but explode. 13 In terms of solid propellants, we've been in that

14 there would be a 50 percent casualty rate for humans within 14 business for about 25 years o .oe, and they never really

15 1.6 males of the disaster, and my Memory further is that if 15 had an accident where those propellante in any operational

16 the fourth stage, which has liquid fuel, were to even escape 16 sense, you know, at any time that se've had It as a deployed

17 its containment and evaporate, that would pose a tremendous 17 system, have ever come close to exploding or burning or

18 fire hazard, especially since one of the fuels promotes I causing any accident. we've had some liquid fuel problems,

19 spontaneous combustion by everything within a certain 19 but we've never had any solid fuel problems, and a I say we

20 distance, &no if the fourth stage liquid fuel were to ignite, 20 do have the Peacekeeper deployed at F. E. Warren now, ao we

21 it seems quite likely the Solid stage fumes might go off, 21 have some operational experience.

22 too. It seats like a genuine hazard, and I just want to say 22 But that fourth stage sealed liquid system hem

23 I'm a little uneasy living next to it. 23 turned out over the past 15 year-, and which is very similar,

24 Thank you. 24 to be an extremely safe way of handling it, so we feel

25 COLONEL lcSANEt Thank you. Colonel Walsh, is 25 confident that the statistic. that are generated on the
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1 expectation of the £nvircomental Impact Statement are very I Let Me just read a father'm feelinge after him

2 good, based on our appraisal and experience. 2 children died in Nagasaki. in honor of those who died and

3 COLOEL ecSRAnO, Lucretia Oumpkrey? 3 those who are trying to keep that from ever happening again.

LUCtETIA HMPHREY: My name is Lucretia Humphrey, 1 4 60n August 9, 1950, the city was bombed. est

S lice here in Greet Falls, Montana, and I'm a mother. 5 morning, I found the bodies of two of my children, aged four

6 tood:coning, gentlestn, god evening cuncerned 6 and one. These infant. had gasped up their last lives so

7 citizens. I want to thank you for going through this whole 7 near .

g process tonight and taking advantage of what democracy has to a yres and hones ell gone. now day is dawning.

9 offer us. 9 There is nothing I can do. There they lie on the ground

10 I guesa I find it almust ironic that we're meeting 10 swarming with flies. my oldest boy in first year of junior

11 tonight on the night cf U.fg..aki 43 years ago. I Just think 11 high school Is also dying. Under the blazing sun I go to

12 it's important to remeber what kind of hilling power we're 48 12 find water for my son's last earthly drink. Be spends his

48 13 talking about. Hiroshima was devastated by a bomb of 13 13 last night beside his mother, his face lit by the moon. Two

14 kilotons. 70.000 to 100,000 people died immediately. 14 bodies lie outside and one inside the sir raid shelter, the

15 Nagasaki three days later was hit with a 22 kiloton bomb, 15 moonlight treaning in.

16 40,000 people died immediately with 40,000 being injured. 16 C1 go to find moms wood for the funeral pyrs for

17 As you can see, the Saller bomb killed more 17 my three children. Out among the dragonflies I gather wood

10 people; that's becaee of the gengraphy of the two areas, 16 for ths cremation. The breee blow as I light the fire, my

19 ms of you might already know that. 19 children, the oldest and the middle are gone. nest morning I
20 We're talking about the , we're talking about one 20 gther up th In the mocvin mit the hones of

21 boub being 300 kilotons, there are ten of those on a missile 2 hrothr ying t little bonas like flower petale of
22 and two of those on a train, and you can multiply to find out 22 the pitiful life of a mecen-nth old.

23 that we have about 1,020 Nagasakis represented if the 23 -The mother of my three children also died at 34.

24 garrison should go through with four trains., 1,040 Hiroshima 24 oe talked abost rationing of rice as her last will and

25 represented nest door to us. 25 testment. I have lost everything. I have only four bomb
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48 1 death certificates. A Father from Nagasahi.e a construction approved along River Road just outside of

2 Thank you. Nalstro. Were these two projects taken into consideration,

3 COLONEL ICSHANEs Thank you. Mun Nv? Maon 49 3 considering congestion or potential congestion around

4 Novak? 4 Nalmstrom?

5 NAN FROe TUH AUDIRCE He stepped out just for a 5 IT. COLONEL WALSH, Mr. Hickman, would you like to

6 minute. 6 answer that?

7 COLONEL MCBHAN: Alan Hobbs. 7 MR. HICKMAN, Yee, sir, they ware. We still.

H An HGBBs: My nam. is Alan Hobbs. I live at 2309 8 however, looked at the impacts on traffic during the

9 1th Street Southwest in Onet alls. I have just a few 9 construction period on South Tenth and at the main gate as

10 comments and a couple of questions. 10 being one that would b, perceived by drivers in the area, so

11 Great falls. I live here because this is where 1 11 we saw that to be a problem. However, once we get to the

12 like to live. I've lived in other locations, and we've 12 operational phase, those problems really will wot be great

13 always ended up coming back to Great Falls, coming back to 13 enough to be perceived by most drivers on the road.

14 Montana. 14 ALAN HOBBS, So you feel it's a temporary problem

15 We found that Malmstrom has been a good neighbor, 15 or minimal problee?

16 and the reason It's a good neighbor Is because the People, 16 MR. HKICKMAN The major change and the major impact

17 the personnel and their families become involved in the City 17 would occur during the two-year construction period. yes,

18 of Great Falls, and through their involvement in the City of 18 sir.

19 Great Falls, they've become an asset to the people of Great 19 ALAN HOHS Once the final draft is prepared, who

20 Falls. 50 20 will hane the final review of your Environmental Impact

21 I have two questions. One of the negative items 21 Statement?

22 earlier shown in the slide presentation was the traffic 22 LT. COLONEL SALSH Major Van Hees will answer that

49 23 congestion near MalmetrO. NOW here recently weve had a 23 question.

24 project on Highway 87 right outside of the Air Force Base 24 MAJO VAN NESS: Nell, the purpose of the statement

25 which is under construction now, and I believe there hoe been 25 is to of course provide the decision Makers with the, a
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1 discussion of the environe:.tal consequences associated with 1 discussed with you tonight, operational aspects, costs,

2 the program. In that respect, the statement goes to the 2 strategic posturing. At that point, a lot of other

3 Impartment of Defense, to Congress, to the President. 3 consideration. will take place, of which only one is the

4 The review process, the public doesn't participate 4 environmental impacts that would be associated with the

5 in the review of the final document in the same way it 5 program.

6 participates in the review of the draft document. There will 6 So it's not the environmental document that

7 not be another set of hearings where the public will have 7 necessarily determines whether the system will be deployed.

N another opportunity to coaent. So they really only have two 8 and if so whether it will come to Malestrom or go someplace

9 avenues for commenting on the final document, and that is 9 ele.

10 they may make comments to their elected representative. so 10 ALAN HOBS sell, speaking for myself -- my

11 that their comments can be taken into consideration along 11 children have had to leave the state, it's a little hard to

12 with the document itself, or to the Air Force so their 12 find good paying jobs here in Montana -- speaking for myself,

13 comments can accompany the document, perhaps, or if history 13 if it is decided that the C or Midgetman is deemed

14 repeats itself, we'll be sued and we'll respond in that way. 14 necessary, and with the good relationship we've had with the

0o 15 ALAN eels: so chat yo're saying ie Congress and 15 personnel at Malestrom, I personally would welcome any

16 the edsinistration will bave final say-so as to approval, 16 additional people you want to move to Montana.

17 whether or not it will be implemented? 17 COLONEL "cHAMIE Maur Novak back?

is MAIOH VAN NESS, The program itself? iN MAORI NeAR: Thanks for waiting. Gentlemen, Mae',

19 ALAN elOBBs Yes. 19 first I'd like to ask a few questions, if I might. Someone a

20 AOO VAN NESSH The environmental document only 20 little while ago mentioned their dissatisfaction that the

21 provides a tiny piece of that puozle. Our task is to provide 21 only hearing was here in Great Falls, and I would like to

22 the decision makers an objective appraisal of the 22 echo that. I-e a representative from Liberty, Liberty People

23 eneiroamental impacts associated with the deployment of the 52 23 for Peace, which Is an interfaith group in Chester, Montasa,

24 system. Added to that, the decision makers will take into 24 and seeing as ho there is a major line going through the

25 consideration a lot of things that Colonel Welsh has 25 li-Line of Montana, I think there should have been a hearing
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52 1 in ste or Shelby or any of the tons along the Hi-Line. if 
1 threat export. you get into that in more detail probably

2 that is indeed where eone of the train are proposed to go 2 geta into classified, but that'n chat the threat analysis

3 through. I  
eapert. nay.

4 My first question in directed to Colonel Walsh. 4 AURI cOVAh ow many different garrisons are

5 Earlier, you mentioned that one of the purposes of this 5 there proponed, ho any different --

6 defense system is to insure that we have adequate defense if 6 COLONEL BRAMCU: How many different garrisons?

7 the Soviets or someone else should have a breakthrough and be 7 Ca-re looking at 11 candidate locations.

8 able to see our submarines, and I 0 derstand that reasoning. 8 sAORI NOVAK. Okay, and each one has one or e

53 a But couldn't it be easier now already for tha to look down a trains?

10 from their satellites and see our trains going out on the 10 CYLOEL BRAlCst Depends on the number deployed,

11 rail system? It seems to me that they already have the 11 whether you're talking about the 50 trains deployed or 25

12 satellites in place to see those trains, whereas the 12 train. deployed.

13 possibility of then discovering where the submarines are at 13 MAOI cOah: Okay. I don't know if that maken

14 any given time is a more rs-ote possibility. Could you 54 14 sense to se, but, okay. cow many trains are proposed for

15 address that? 15 Great Falls?

16 LT. COLONEL sALS: Okay, go, Colonel Branch. 16 COLONEL BRANCc, Well, again it depends on the

17 COLONEL BRANCH: Our operational assessment of the 17 proposed alternative. Peter, what's the so.bar of trains?

18 operability of the Peacekeeper Sail Garrison System has to do 18 KR. CICKKAC: 25 trains.

19 with an assessment of the capabilities of the Soviets to in 19 LT. COLONEL WALSE, Between four and ai train.

20 fact have enough assets, be they satellites or Whatever, to 20 COLONEL BRAHCst Between four end nis.

21 keep track of all of these trains and to see then all, and 21 MAORI NOVAK Okay.

22 the threat assessent folks say that now and in the 22 COLONEL BRANCE 1'. trying to understand chars

23 foreseeable future that they're not at all able to do that, 23 were going with these questions so I can be specific about

24 that would be an inordinately difficult task for the Soviets 24 the answer.

25 to have the assets and the capability to do that. T as not a 25 MAGRI NOVAK: Well, I don't know.
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I COLOEhL CcSRAfE: He'll ask the questions. 1 objections and questions on spocific point. and get to the

2 MA0RI nOVAI Many of my questions and concerns 2 one thing you guys hat*, and that's a morality argument

3 have already been brought up tonight, many of the specifics 3 against this rail garrison, or in fact against nuclear

4 were in the DEI0. One that wasn't was, I'll give you a 4 weapons in general. We ate asked not to do it, hut the

55 5 scenario. If a sneak attack was launched, say from off our 5 reason I chose to do it was because of that statment in the

6 shores outside of Washington, and a missile a. headed 6 DElS on purpose and need. I think in that you voiced and put

7 towards Great Palls, how much time would we have to deploy 7 forward a nOral argument. and so in response I have this.

our rail garrison, our rail network? C I think it's up to us to ask, is this right? And I

9 COLONEL BRACO, If in the extraordinarily unlikely 9 think it'n up to us to ask before it's too late and to ask to

10 event of aht we term the Culdabo attacks, in other sords the 10 have every opportunity, whether it's here tonight or indeed,

11 Soviets for noee reason decided to launch, right now A. we 11 as you suggested, to our elected and appointed officiala who

12 nit here they just decided that now Is the time to attack, 12 many people have expressed no such confidence in, I don't

13 and of course that's why we need a system like that, but if 13 know if I'. no confident, so 1'11 address it here.

14 they cere to suddenly decide that through some irrational 14 COLONEL CSSAN: Mr. Novak, you've has about eight

15 assessent, then the trains wouldn't move at all; in fact, 15 minuten already with your questions.

16 they could got ready to launch, junt like our silo based 16 kAURI NOVAK. I'll be brief.

17 missile launch would, In other words, we wouldn't move the 17 COLONEL NrSANE, 30 seconds, go.

iS train. out At all. 1 AORI NOVAK$ Lately we've been asked to put our

ig okay. Howner, the normal scenario for deployment It feet in technology. Forty-three years ago we had a lesk in

20 has to do with what's called strategic carning, and that is 20 technology, and for a whiln it solved the problem, in effect

21 catching the grest indicators of the kinds of things that 21 got the Japanese out of the Sc-d World Wr. but I think it

22 Soietas would have to do to get their strategic forces ready 22 created more problens. It hae not made us a sore secure

23 for a strategic global conflict, and there are sany, eany of 23 world or safer world, it has made us a nor. frightened and

24 those, and that would take days, if not weeks. 24 suspicious world. We can no longer have the lunury of simply

25 nAURI RCVoX, I think I'm going to skip all my 25 viewing our adversarie nith distaste, we must be terrified
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I than because of nuclear weapons. 1 problams which the community may face in infrastructure, such

2 Me are cot a safer aorld now because of the 2 am housing, schools. stcstet., are similar to those problms

3 MagaAi bomb. That bomb is a firefly in a forest fire when 3 which we - experiencing currently with the activation of

4 compaced to the terific stock piles of nuclean weapons 4 the 31st Air Refueling wing. ww're macagin and dealing with

561 today. Me ors cot *afac becauss of nuclear weapons. One S those preblea quite capably. Indeed, that's the purpose of

Mona system cut of ha p111 will only make a poor, more 6 the 0I5, to identify the problems wo that the military and

7 threatened world. The MI system is only one mora accident 7 the federal govenment are given proper responsibility for

8 waiting to happan. It is time to tucn away from our trust In 8 mitigating it.

9 our own infallible technology and instead trust in one 9 As was pointed out earlier. and in Mr. Parker's

10 another and trust in God. 10 questions, you can, I think, help us litigate those two

11 COLONEL eSRN!,Es Time, Mr. Novak. 11 significant impacts. YOU can help us ovecoma the problem of

12 LADY IN T R cgimsMcc Now many more people ar 12 replacing an overcrowdd jail, a jail that is already

13 thre to testilfy? 13 overcrowded, and perhaps our traffic congestion on Tenth

14 COLOEW McSEnnR I'm going to take one more. 14 Avenue South can also be relieved with construction of an

is LADY IN THE AUDIENCR: Could you let us know how 15 arterial, which is also currently needed but on the

16 many ac. signed up? 16 long-range building plans.

17 COLONEL cSHNE Sure. Rogac Young? 17 The Chamber disagrees with those who believe that

18 ROGER TOiGEG my name is Roger Young and I'M 10 just because these problems have been identified, that Should

7 10 President of the Great Falls Area Chamber of Commerce, and r 19 be reason enough to oppose the placement of the Peacekeeper

20 wish to speak in support of the Draft Environmental Impact 20 Bail arrison hers. On the contrary, we believe that if the

21 Statement, which I have read. 21 Peacekeeper is damed essential to the nation's defense by

22 It Ia my assessment that the statemant make 22 the President and the Congress, we believe it will be good

23 conscientious efforts to oddr.sa the issues and concerns 23 for Montana and good for Great Falls. If the weapons system

24 which are raised by the possibility of Peacekeeper Rail 24 is going to be deployed, we believe it Might as weil be here

25 Garrison's deployment in thc Great Falls ares. as I so* it, 25 as anywhere else. If thara will be environmental problems
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1 amsociated with this deployment, we firmly believe we have 1 C n n ? I P I C A T

2 the capacity and the talent to deal with that. 2

3 Great Palls and Montana ham had an accellent close 3 STATE OF MONTANA I
) as.

4 sorking relationship with the military for many years and 4' County of Cascade

S we're confident that that relationship wili continue with the 5 1, Jsnice L. Wolter, Registered Professional

O Peacekeeper. 6 Reporter and Rotary Public for the State of Montana, residing

7 COLONEL M-5ccARZ Thank you. e will conclude the 7 in Great Falls, Montana, do hereby certify:

8 proceedings at this time. Please remember that you have 0 That I was duly authorized to and did report the

9 until 31 August to submit written materials to be included in g hearing hold in the abovn-ntitld cause;

10 the transcript of the hearing. Once again, oral and written 10 That the foregoing pages of this transcript

11 statements or comments will be afforded equal weight. Pleas* 11 constitute a true and accurate transcription of my stenotype

12 be assured that Air Force decision makers will carefully 12 notes of the said proceeding.

13 consider each viewpoint raised here tonight when deciding the 13 1 further certify that I am not an attorney not

14 ultimate course of action on this proposal. 14 counsel of any of the partias, nor a relative or amployca of

is Thank you. This public hearing is adjourned at 15 any person connected with the action, nor financially

I 10:04. 16 interested in the action.

17 faih h CQOtNCIG 17 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto nst my hand and

l@ 1s seal on this the day of 4 , 1980.

19 19

20 20

21 21 JWC L. Wolte'
ROgisterad Pnofssicnsl Rapertct

22 22 Notary Public. Stat. of Montana
..*I dIng inGreat Fell,.M Mon.

23 23 -y COamission epirs, 5/26/09

24 24

25 25
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1 opportunity to Speak. If you do not wish to make e I started again. We have e lot of folks cho cent to

2 public statement, or if ce run out of time before 2 speak tonight, an we'll get underway here. Firet, I

3 you have an opportunity to speak, or if you have 3 would like to start out by asking Colonel Walsh to

4 additional commente in addition to those which you 4 introduce the other mecbere of the panel.

Make during the three minutes you have, you may turn 5 LT. COLORL WALSH, On Sy immediate right

6 in written comment. after thie meeting or send thee 6 ia Major Van Mss. ee ie a lawyer with the Air

7 to the address provided on the ro eant eheat. 7 Force, and he ciii respond to questions on legal

N I recognice that Nse people cay cieh t S eettere and eafety. On sy far right le Colonel

N ake statelent e on defen e poli y . n lear weapon a. 9 ranch. e Ia a esigned right n e to e dq arter e

1O arcs control, and fiscal poliry at this *eeting. 11 Strategic Air Coesand. evd be ciii respodd to

1I eowever, eu.h .ccente are beet directed to your 11 queetion on the operational nonnept. On my

12 congressmen and senators. Please liit your 12 immediate left ic Mr. Bickean. BS I employed by

13 comments to environmental Jesus.. PIee refrain 13 Tetra Tech Corporation. That company caM hired by

14 fro public demonstration either for or aqaivet 14 the Air Force to prepare this En truneetal Impact

15 etatements made, Since this .eraly subtracts from l s tatement. Mr. Hickcen wiii respond to questions on

14 the time available for others to Make etatece.nt or 14 the effects on human resources. And an my far left

17 ack questions. Remember that each person should be 17 iM Dr. 1racer. ee ie else employed by Tetra Tech

19 given a respectful hearing even it hia or her views 13 Corporation, and ha will respond to questions on the

19 differ from your own. it effect. on physical resources. Thank you, air.

20 Let'. take a ten-minute re cas. If you 20 COLOMEL McSMACE, Thank you, Colonel

21 couod be bark here co later than tee after eight, Ce 11 Reich. Ce eov tarn to the qoestion and necer

22 nill Start again. 22 period of this public hearing. This tice ie met

23 (Neces taken fro 7,56 P.M. to S.14 P.M., 23 aside to alloc you to ask questions about the

24 the caMe day.) 24 content of the briefing and the Draft Mnvironmental

25 COLONEL MCOMAME, I would like to get 25 Impact Statement aend to Make statements about it.

SNIrTM A ..OCIaT LI - CO .1? M §PORTERS EMIeMYM a AMNOCIATC - COINT RPORYhN
189 8. NNOADIAY. nIMOF, Ot 59791 1791) 39-1937 180 9. MROADsAY, NMOY. E 50701 (?01) 939-1037
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1 NOW, I indicated earli.r that we would 1 Ia Dr. Geo.go Christ..ao. I am mayor of the City

2 haw* elected officials pek first. We had so many 2 of Minet.

3 elected official. sign up that w would not wnd up 3 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison makem sense for

O gotting but about am. or two folks from the public 4 both Minot and America. It makom sn0 fur Ninot

to ay anything, so I have changed 'he Situation S because the community want. the program. It ate

6 Juat a little bit. Tho mayor and tats levol 6 snsa for Amaerica because Americo needs the

7 aenators and repreentatives 0111 ho called upon to 7 program.

I apoak firat. All other eloctod officiols I ohave Pwarokoeper Rail Garrison will prooide

P shufflod ir with tho mambers of the public mo that 9 positive moooooomic impact to inot. About 350

10 we get a crom section hora tonight. 10 sora military, 150 more civilian Jobw, 74 million in
11 om iOn g ow do he. aon awful lot of 11 initial construction, and over S million in

12 peoplo who have indicated a deaire to speok here, so 12 additional annual income.

13 I will b letting you know whon your thra minutes 13 Ora large sense Peacekeeper Rail

14 aro up, and I ..pact folk. to honor that. Once 14 Garrison would strengthen Minot's contribution to

15 reuogniaed by ma, please step up to the microphone 15 national awcurity. something tba ommunity ham

16 ther in the centar of the room. we want all to be 16 always hoar proud of 1w tha pat and will o tine

17 able to hear your question or your statement and we 17 to ho proud of in the future. Poacokmwpe Rail

18 eod to have the court reporter got it down for the is Garrison Is a program that fits nicely into the

19 r.cord. Plese State your name and your affiliation 19 strong based community intrastructure that already

20 or addross and then ask your question or make your 20 mailto.

21 statement. 21 The Environmental Impact Statement shows

22 5emli start now with Dr. George 22 that the proposed deployment of Peacekeeper Rail

.3 Christenson, the mayor. 23 Garrison on Minot Air Pore Base has minimal

24 MAYOR CHRISTENSEN, Colonel Ocrhan., 24 onvironmantal impact on the Minot area. We hace

25 omberm of the panel, ldies and gentlemen. my oamw 25 b... pre-aCtiom by Mitigating the minor impactm

t"IBmT. & ASSOCIATO - COOP.T RPOPTOR5 f516T • ASSOCIATES - COURT RPORTRPO
1808 0. ROADWAY, 0IOT. PP 58701 (701) 8-1537 1800 0. bROADWAY 1IOT, N0 58701 (7011 38-1537
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1 Which do .wlat. First, we have already negotiated 1 and president of that body. My district Im 40-50,

2 the purchase of the land nrooomory to deploy the 2 which includes Minot ALI Pert Bse., and I live In

3 garrison. Second, ae have dotorsined that the 3 the city of Mino .

4 socioeconomic value of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison 4 my remorks will be related to water

5 far outweighs tht loam of potential revenue from the Srsorcero o believe that the Roil Garrio will

6 oil and gas lasmobw hch would b put into abeyance. 6 have many positivo impacts on our community and very

7 Third, and must importantly, the Mieot region ha 7 small negative impactm on our water resources. Tho

a the necessary growth potentisl in land, housing, 8 Draft RIO statea that thm incrsmmod population nd

O sohools. mod energy and woter remourrer to masorb m mlitary opratioro octiviity would locreass bomolire

10 both the onstruction mod long-toom employment of 2 0 wateruaw at Olot by omosimum of only 3 pmroent.

11 the Peacekeeper Rail Garrimon mytem. 11 The ritym currant water supply Im adoguoto to

12 This Ia detoroenco, o.d doterrerco how 12 accooodate the propomed program. Thim small

13 been wUcCesful for over 40 yearm. I'm proud that 13 iocrmame In rotor use would not interfene with

14 forty-odd years ago I fought during world War II for 14 existing major water users.

15 the frerdom to spook, Which we enjoy tonight. Thank 15 Draft tIP comment. that progrm-rolatod

16 you. 16 requirements will have a negligible effect on the

17 COLONEL RC8BA5s, Thank you. folks., 1 17 eaonal flows of the OoUria Pive. The added

13 underarand that you're approving of the mayor's is demand ropcwsntm los the. on.-tsnth of one percent

19 commentm there, but that does take time away from 19 of the annual average flow of the 'i-or mnd

20 other Speaker#. o if 00 can r.frain from that, 20 therefore should have a negligible wffrct on its

21 we'll move right along her . 321 hydrology. Notm that tho Draft 0I says inom's

22 Imn.to Rolland Rodlin. 23 .amtswotor treatment myats im approaching capacity.

3 RE. 90DLI0 S Colonel Mc~hane, 23 It should be noted, howoer, that the cityms plant

34 dimtinguished mambera of the panel. my .mmo is 24 dimcharjes only during high stream flow periodr to

23 Rolland Redlin. I'm a member of the state Senate 25 achieve greater dilution. Sioce the new project

L.0 RT 5 0 0 8CIATBB - COURT . PO TO NIET8 • ASSOCIATES - COUNT 10p R1 RS
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holsby1 from ither the ot or th undre aquifer would
2 Ngligible one-tenth of one percent. the additional 2 not oubstantially affect groundwater levels. Thank

3 discharge to the river should not degrade its 3 you.

4 baseli.. water quality. 4 COLOCEL Co:eher Thank you.

The Draft IS states that the qrrison 5 Next is Senator Jas manson.

alto will result in land disturbance and erosion of 6 88. CNeAS:, Good evening. My name is

about a hundr d 0c0e in the Egg Crook drainage. 1 , Stella Chuas and i'm hero tonight rapresenting
8 ould like to atate that gh iosow and asociatod 8 nenetor Jim eaison who ouad not be here hecaue of

sediment transport to Egg Creek is expected to ot t a con

1 iamea0d his private law practice, ut I do have his

11 on the water quality of the creek.

12 The Draft B1S mtates that 14 miles of 11 statement.

12 To who a it may concern regarding the
13 existing ,ailroad track will be upgraded along an 13 proposed a r r oect. a . i or not,

14 area that drains into Livingston Creek. This 14 1 have actuallyareniesed he ni mta mr

15 activity should result in limited tompo.ary land Statement regarding the proposed - i llariso6 8 15istutbanoot raqridungohe proposedtDullnGdrring
1 ditr a n d t duri.16 project for minot Air Fome Base. The placemert of

17 Infrequent periods of store water runoff. Once rue
17 this project at NMinot Air Force Base would have a

18 a molI. at biition efforts have taken affect, tho 18 positive econosic ispact on the Clnot area and would

19 sedimentation should clear.
lB do no damage to our environment. There is a history

20 Th Draft IS statatey smal Thewter 20 Of mse 30 years of cooperation and friendship

S21 withdrawals wll be relatively sal. The effects 21 beteen the military comaunity and rivilian
22 on grourdwater and quality are expected to be minor. 22 community in Minot. Thi would onlybs nh

23 In fact, the Minot aquifer has a natural recharge 23 by any additions to Minot air noc Dose.

24 which . more than twice its anticipated baseline 24 Many. including me, huve empathy for the

25 plus program pumpage. Program-related withdrawals
25 opinions of those who elmsh there nere no sun h thing

BNINBT8 & ASSOCIATES - COUNT REPORTERS
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1 as nuclear weapons anywhere. We share their wish 1 Naxson, State Senator.

2 but are realistic enough to comprehend that nuclear 2 COLONEL cSHAVRe Miss, could I have your

3 weapons are a necessary evil. The United States and 3 name again for the record?

4 the Soviet Union are no longer the only nuclear 4 MS. CfUMAS Stalls Chumas.

5 powers in the world. If e make peace with the 5 COLONEL OnSHANf: Thank you. Next is

o Soviet Onion, there are anumhr of potentially 6 Repreentative en Tollefno .

7 dangerous Third world countries who are capable of 7 MR. TOLLfFSON, Good evening. ey name is

8 providing a nuclear throat, If not nov, in the a Oeo Tollefton. I'. an elected represetative to the

future. There ill always b people in the world 9 North Dakota State Legislature from the 40-50

10 such em nitler. Cussolini, Nhadafy. and Khomeini who 10 District. I am here today in the interest of

11 hate America and everything for which it stands. A 11 expressing support for the Environmental Impact

12 strong deterrent is all people like that understand. 12 Statement as it has boon developed for the MX Rail

13 History ha proven that appeasement is akin to 13 Garrison project being considered for Minot Air

14 surrender. 14 Force Base, North Dakota.

is we have had a nuclear arsenal in Minot for 15 This is a very positive statm nt, to say

14 more than a generation. It is a part of our 14 the least, as reviewed earlier. If any negatives

17 reality. If there is going to be a nuclear arsenal 9 17 that could deter the Rail Garrison from being

18 in America, we are no more or less safe in Minot. 1 brought to Minot, this is almost impossible to

19 North Dakota if the arsenal is in our backyard, in 19 discern.

20 Oroansas, in Louisiana, or Wyoming. 20 As an elected representative, I represent

21 The overwhelming majority of the people in 21 all of the people in our district on a nonpartisan

22 the Minot area would, in my opinion, readily welcome 22 basis. I say that unequivocally the vast majority

23 any form of economic infusion into their community. 23 of my constituents are in support of the

24 e are realistic and we ore potriotic. If the Bail 24 environmental Impect Otatement and thn installation

2B Garrison project is to ho huilt, why not sincr. Jim 25 of Ril Garriso an kint Air Force Name. Thin
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I fO*liftl Ia doe to the ocosomic activity it would I the overall health of the species by placing it in a

2 maintain but also b.eo.se of the strong patriotic 2 richer, better environment.

3 Population ve have in our area. Nuclear threat is 3 A third itm is plants and plant cover.

4 no longer isolated - tees two major poeres on this 4 The 118 statement says there will be destruction of

5 torth. This threat can come from many directions. plants and plant cover. The destruction of

4 It certainly behoove$ us as patriotic Americars to natuoally-occurring plant. and plant cover would he

7 protect and preserve our nay of life. 12 replaced after construction by mor desirable

* Three particular items in the 8 cover. for example, grass, shrubbery, and trees.

Sonviroosental statement I thiot I would ise to 9 This coverage is more conducive to many species of

10 addrsss ot this time.. Ons, nsrgy/utilitis. It 10 wildlife, tree dwelling birds, grass and berry-

11 was noted earlier that the impact on the peak demand 11 consuming species, and would provide a means o:

12 for the city of Minot Would be almost negligible, 12 sall scale diversification.

10 13 about .17 megawattes. The peak demand in 1992 then 13 COLONEL ScSOANfa Ties, sir.

15 would only be three-tnths of one percent increase. 14 MR. TOLLZPSO I strongly urge you to

11 The local utility deems that this would be no 10 consider bringing the mx to Minot. The citizens of

14 problem ehutoover. 16 this community ae ready, willing, and able to

11 Another item is the displacement of 17 participate in ell ways to make it a success. Thank

19 naterfowl and shors birds. The I1t statement says 10 you.

19 that there will be a displacement of waterfowl and 19 COLONEL OctOANOi Thank you.

20 shore birds. But this is not necessarily a had 20 Repressotutive James Petneson.

21 thing. Tho displacement of waterfowl and shore 21 HR. PETERSON, Gentleman. for the record,

22 birds from the prairie pothole wetlands would force 22 I'm Jim Paterson. representative of the -- state

23 many species to nearby similar habitats which msay 3 representative of the 40-50 District in Minot. and

24 better support the speces, making it more 24 mine will be considerably shorter than Bon's.

25 accossible for public viewing. It may also improve 25 The Draft fIt says the construction of
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I the Rail Garrison will create about 419 new jobs In 1 approximately that much. I an also a past president

2 Ward County and will result in an increase of 14.0 2 of the Minot Chamber of Com er.e.

3 million in personal income for 1991, the peak 3 The Peacekeper Rail Garrison could cell

4 be installed in Minot at the Minot Air Force Base4 tonatruction yes.. The 111 aloo states thet

5 and can be absorbed in this community with only a0 peraonal lncosme ill stabilise ot e.e sillion per
6 minimum of adverse impacts, either environmentallyO year dsring the ope rational phase. which is 1993 and

7 thereafter. The construction of Rail Garrison will 7 or socially, as the environmental statement has

a aso have anIte ....... mpact personal incoe stated. Tbis community as long dm.nstr..d total

13 9 levels in Ward County. This project ill initially support for the Minot Air Force as0 installation,

10 generate 14.5 million and will continue to generate 14 10 a. it presently *alts here, and there is no reason

11 nearly 0 million for the duration of the weapon 11 to believe that the support will not continue into

12 syte.. 12 the future.

13 Gentlemen of the panel, I submit that the 13 Any protests that I have heard as a

10 construction industry in Minot Is ready, nilling, 14 legislator have come from persons. without any real

is and very able to handle this type of construction is long-term ties to this community. They have cove

10 and will do so In an environmentally able -- 16 from people who have been somewhat traoseat or have

17 not really felt a close tie to the importance and17 ennironmentally acceptable manner. I support the

Is Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Thank you. i8 needs of the ara, ohich we hen.. The proponent.

19 COLONEL CBCEAME, Thank you. Next will be 19 you hove heard from tonight, or will hear from., have

20 Rtpresoetntte Lynn A.. I hope I pronounced that 20 a deep commitment to enhancing the social and

21 correctly. 21 economic interests of this area and to the long-term

22 OP. 000: Good evening, ladles sod 22 defense and protection of this great nation.

23 gentlemen. My nano to Lynn Ass. I'm a North Dakota 23 The presence of an existing and strong

24 ste representative from the Sth District, which 24 military arsenal has brought this community -- it

23 servo. the southwest one-third of Minot, or 25 has brought the Communists to the bargaining table
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1 and has *nablsd this country to be free of ears or 1 has been undergoing sume extremely trying economic

2 .n1. any threata of ear for the last saner y . 2 hardships ducing the last five years, The table

3 thP Peacekeeper Rail Garrison at Mint would enhance 3 labeled 4.10.1-1 .. page 4.10-9 is indictite of

4 the opportunity to maintain our peace and our 4 future employment opportunities.

5 froado.. 0 The Alternate Action plan could be of even

6 The Environmental Impact Statement he. my 6 greater benefit to the Mnot aresa. I dras your

7 support and also that of a vast majority of the 7 attention particularly to the impact mitigation plan

I people io this osuunity. Thank you. 8 on page A-2 that outlines a plan to aard multiple

COLONEL SCSRAfEI Thank you. Neat ill he small contraots to enable local firms to bid. and

10 Representative )id oland. 10 commend you for including that in the report and

11 SR. OLAsD Thank you, Colonel. 1 a 11 hope that it sill be in the final report also.

12 State Representative Dave Roland from District 5 in 12 1 repeat my support of the IS and

13 einot. I could like to testify in support of the 13 encourage the Air Force to choose Rinot Ai Porce

14 Environmental Impast State.ont rleased by the Air 14 Base ,a a site for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison

15 Force about Minot Air Force sass. 15 projert. Thank you.

1S In the North Dakota Legilslture, I have 16 L2IONfL scSANZ, Thank you. Next sill be

17 served on the natural resources committee and on the 17 Repeasentative Janet Wentz. Janet Sentz (W-e-n-t-).

is industry, business, and labor committee. A. 10 Is she here? Apparently not. Representative

Is representative of District 1, 1 must support the 9I1 19 Haugland.

20 in its entirety, and I could like to address a 20 MR. SYDN S Thank you, Colonel.

21 couple of specific areas. 21 Representative Oaugland Is yielded her threse

22 1 refer to page 4.10-6 of the EIS. The 16 22 minutes to me. My no. Is Steve Sydnesu. and I

23 socioeconomic impact on the area would be of benefit 23 thank you for the opportunity to comment tonight on

24 to our community. The increased employment 24 the Environmental Impact Statement.

25 opportunities could be most welcome to an area that 25 I think it's clear from the croed
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1 assembled tonight that there's a great deal of 1 when eap.n like the os and others sill no longer

2 interest in having the Peacekeeper misile here in 2 he needed, cnd shat .. scattered auross our

3 Minot snd assessing its potential impact on North 3 prairies, but today for the first time we can

5 Dakota and the city of Mnot. It's also clear from 4 envision auch a future. e catn envision such a

5 the detailed environmental impact Statement that we 5 world because our lead.r ere ciss enough to '-mint

6 discussed this evening that there is very little 6 in a strong defense. We have tuld the eorid ce

7 cause for concern about Minot being chosen a. a host 7 value our peace and our freedom and we are prepared

8 fur the sail-baeid acaile. 8 to protect it. The Peacekeeper eupports this. we

9 t think the imsict that also should be S must continue to send that seme ge throughout the

10 concerned and considered tonight is the impact if 10 norld, that se will, until we all can agree to rid

II the Ms missile is not deployed in Mlnot or 11 sur planet of weapons such as these.

12 al:enaro. e, need to 1s concerned about hoe the 12 1 think soot people here understand the
3 Soviets and Otbers sight vw such action. e nsed 1 13 need for the ax and are willing to accept it into

14 to be conerned about the impact that that action 14 our community so 1, 4 as ne can have ie.sonsleh

15 eould hane. I'm quite certain that that impact is assurances as to the safety of the systes. Tonight

1k 55,ld be not desirable. We have learned through the 16 we hes mesn from the Environmental Impact Statement

17 last several years that Peace and security comes 17 that se can have thomse assurances. The Pa..keep.,

iI through national strength, and that's shut the i ia in fact a safe system.

it rail-bamed Peacekeeper ouid provide, additional 19 Others have commented, and others will yet

20 strength to protect our mecurity end our peace. 20 tonight talk, I'm aura, about the bonefiial

21 Those eho oppose us underetand strength. Tbsy 21 economic impact that the Peacekeeper could have on

22 respect strength. And it's becoming apparent that 22 this region of our state, and that consideretion is

23 it Is our commitment to strength that h:a convinced 23 not asall one. We celcose the jobs and the people

24 them to negotiate seriously towarde are reductions. 24 that the Peacekeeper could bring to our state. The
25 We can all Join in prayers fun the day 25 sore than 400 construction jobs and the sure then
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1 350 pereerent job. Mean a great deal to a state like 1 quoted in the Environmental Impact Statement on

2 North Dakota. we eae alo wel acere of the 2 safety and railroads in revacda to railroad

3 beneficial impact that $7 million in payroll would 17 3 collisiova are probably not very appl4cable to North

4 have on this area to the businesses and to the 4 Dakota, because ae vaven't had one since I have been

16 5 community as a whole. We all know that the NX is 5 orking on the railroad, and that'. in the last

6 not an economic development project, although it may 6 fourteen and a half yearn. I as an engineer with

7 serve that worthy goal. It's a project to secure 7 the Burlington Northern, and I run on routes that

S on peace rod onr aerurity. and than le a rorthy B are qolog to he aced by the PaceIeepen ad il

N goal. I can think of no more beneficial iepart. 9 Garricon. I ran aaaure yo teat me and ether

10 Thank you. 10 engineers and trainmen and people that cork on the

11 COLONEL NCSBANE, Thank you. Senator 11 Burlington Northern here in ninot, North Dakota,

12 SchoenaId. 12 will assist you in every way possible to sake

13 NR. SCc.ENWALtr Colonel cS hne, 13 cectain that your traine are ran in a safe, quick,

14 honorable mebera of the panel. My name is Larry 14 and efficient manner. we are aone of the tent in

15 Schoenwald. I'm a state senator from District S, it the nation. We got some of the bent railroad in the

1 every, North Dakota. '. also the vice-chairnan of 16 nction running through here, and it' fairly

17 the cenete transportation coesittee for the State of 17 apparent fine the safety atatiatire that are

iN the North Dakota. I'm here as stae senator and le available on a national basic.

iN a a railroad engineer that runs a locomotive for 19 I'm also very enthused about the aount of

20 the Burlington Northern Railroad, the railroad that 20 job that are going to be created on behalf of the

21 connect. with the area that the Peacekeeper missile 21 Rail Garrinon. The city of inot is an economically

22 will -- the Rail Garison will connect with. 22 depressed area. we have some corld-clasa

23 Iran cay that ehe people in North Dakota, 23 electricians, operating engineers, carpenters

17 24 the railroad people particulrly, are come of the 
24 bricklayers, masonry people that are honing their

25 safest in the nation. The statistics that were 25 skills in other areas of the country and are very
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1 commercial nuclear and nonnuclear industries.

1 aneious to come tone and wnk on a pro"ject much ae ra no concea indostriam o

2 thin. I an say for syself and several other people 2 T nFd s

3 in the community, for the people that work on the 3 in h int a h in

4 reletirnstip. I salute the U.S. Air Force for its

e ulingrn northern ailrnad red are arnuced tO S professional attitude ineorking with the

e arving the elvot Air Force Bace ia the ipur that
6 oe~u he:,,6 

surlouding comunitiesnand the voidan.e of

6 goec op there, e are eaious for the work thin will 7 aorroeeingcomaonitiec nd vi ee of

7 bring. We-r nillig to give you a hand in training

N at. The nasser ity of ninot greatly appreciatea10 your veryomuch. 
8n e c m - an ' ld t a as an army offcer, frequently developed around Army

you're gathered hare to give on this henning. Thank posts*Th t o Sino hatly andreill
10 the impact ninot Air FOrce a rn has had and ill

t0 You very much. 
: t .c 10 r 1

ii c~lfL gono hak yu. entdlibe11 contivne to have in thin region. a the largest

11COLONEL M SHANE: Thank 
1ou 

Nernuohxtinti~rgo vii 
A 

be~lr

12 Larry Frey. speaking for Depresectative Kenneth 12 sIng I e01oYe i n this reion, the scn I opre

1 L Frey. 
13 ene hs broadened te finan i land cultural scope

14 MR. FrOy, Good enrolng. es ers of the n of rect and surroudilg ro.u ivies. Thank you.

i 15 Sincerely. Representative Kenneth Frey.

15 comision I'm Larry Frsy. Inn Ward alderman of 16 CyLODEL c11

16 the city of Minot. Tonight I's peaning on behalf

of17 for Janet Went one more tie. Appaety yshe's e y"

S representatie. here. Okay. W , i have shef0lsd the rest of th

19 Tateve .
19 cards, and they are totally at random. start with

INT , .1. Air Forte officIs,tIt girea 20 callivg Gary e- ,-c r-e.
20 se gree: pleisure to go vn record aa supporting the 2 eln aywlcre

21 Pl:inol-.: lo,.n.,:cod e uo d e o I 21 e. NIC111, Good ea.ing. Ry ne is

1 e F ae o d ynt 22 Gary ik. r liv ino, ad I a chairmn of

1 22 Gacnimor. missile sytem. 
In my study of the issle,

23 1 hans found then the NX Ymnes j a and. 20 23 the Minot Ares Deelopeent Corporation. The eleot
243OIee Deneoupdett Cosyrratisysismcomprised efa22

06 snoironlentally sound as any other norpot system 25 re bu asse plen Crpration I omp d t 22a

25 ardeeeding environmental standards for many
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1 11 ea officio ae.bens. I he revisend the 1 COLONEL BoSBAN, Thank you. Nest is Dr.

2 Eoninmental Draft Stats.s.t -- Impact Statement 2 Stanley Oisnt.

3 rngarding the proposed rail garrison project and 3 DR. DIZNSTs I would like to defer to my

4 agree with the findings of the statement. 4 son, Brad Dionst.

The Proposed Action at the kinot Alt force B NR. DIBENT Is one of these two mobile?

Oass would not result in significant impact on any 6 say I pick this up? Yeah. I appreciate that. My

7 resource. Both short- and long-duration beneficial 7 nasa is Brad Disnst, and 1 live in Biasarck. and I'm

8 soioeconoic effects would be generated by the s coming to you this evening as a voice for the

* Pnoposed and Alternative Action, including increasses 9 nvironsent rathe than as a voice epeaking about

10 in esploysent aod innose and greater utilisetion of 10 the environment. And in that spirit, I would like

11 teaporary housing. 1i to share my comments and reflections with the

20 12 The purpose and objective of the Minot 12 audience. Is there SOe way that I eight --

13 Area Oenelopent Corporation Is to prosote and 13 COLONEL nCshsir Please. Just spes into

10 focilitate the gensel deoelopre nt of the nlty of 14 the aicrophone. Tbs systes sill carry the sond.

15 einot and its trade area. The Bail Garrison project 15 5R. DINST They'll hear? Okay. Thank

16 is in keeping with our purpose and objectives, it 16 you very much, Colonel.

17 within itself, plus the additional jobs in industry 17 My first concern is defining this term,

18 it will potrntially creats. The Minot OArw 10 wih I fesl baa been -- heretofore been trsated

lB Development Corporation is dedicated to aoistlog 19 aebiguoualy. environsent.' What ie it? It's

20 those companies locating, relocating, or expanding 20 something that surrounds, surroundings. That'e all

21 in Minot and the surrounding area to support the 21 of us, with or without us here in this amphitheater

22 Rail Garrlson project. 22 today. Secondly, it's the total of circumstances

23 In summary, we support the project for the 23 that surround an organism or a community of

24 reason stated, plus e believe a strong deterrent 24 organisms. These can be *sternal and extrinsic

25 in the beet defense. Thank you. 25 physical conditions, such as the terrain, the wlnd,
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1 the rainfall, as soil a the cospise social and 1 villages, however they want to people it, whether or

2 cultural conditions, like the atmosphere which we 2 not -- what kind of a racial six they want to have

2 are sharing here this evening, uhich affect the 3 between Indian folk and ourselves as whit* people.

4 health, growth, and development of individuals and 4 1 would like to give you just a couple

5 coun ity. Third, and very siab y, it is anything, 5 seconds hers. If you had your own one square ails

6 anything st all, that impinges extrinsically on the 6 piece of land, what would it look like? Envision

7 organise. 7 that just a few moments. Bow I would like to ask

I feel this evening we must recognize that 8 any of you, with all due honesty, reaching to the

9 the eo sissile is oeryrconspicuous and not to be 9 bottom of your heart, thinking about the future of

10 ignored satrinsir ispiungecent upon ell orgariase. 10 all gswerstions to coe, tosorron's great

11 not only in Minot, not only it, North Dakota, not 11 grandchildren, grendchildren beynd thea, how cany

12 only in the United States, not only in North 12 of you can stand up and say that you would really

12 A.erica, not only In the northern hemisphere, but on 13 want to see the RX Peacokeeper Rail Garrison sYates

21 14 this, our very earth. Okay. 14 on that one square ails piece of land which is

IS So the question becomes do ne sant to be IS eaclusively your responsibility given to you under

18 itegral and alive parts of our envirorsent, shich 16 God?

17 as husans with the deed that .s'rs trusted to, euns 17 COLOIL crSBANi Ti.e..

1s making responsible decisions- acting with moral IN 50. 01t Tine? Thank you very Much.

19 tenacity and living with feeling and caring? 19 COLONEL KCSHANE, Art Ekblad.

20Theess iutratio ht hrent 20 MB. cr51.00, Colonel Mcfihane, seekers of

21 children. Its called a recipe for aforest. Ond 21 the panel. I as Art fkbisd, president f the Minot

22 what you ask Children to do is to imagine they are 22 Ares Chasber of Coseerce. The I:ot Chaaber of

23 gi on . for their cry ov n custody, urturing., and 2 2 2 C ea c s represents a e hbership of bo t IB --t

24 kind of play, a oc eguare aile plot, and they can over 400 business people hare in the city and the

25 fill it up with as ay akes, plains, oontains, 2 surrounding area. I aa Art gkbled. nad I wLsh to
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1 espress the Chamber's unqualified support of the 1 lecturing in my classes. one of the best student

2 Invironmental Impact Statement draft as you 2 association presidents .. ever had was George 94cly

3 presented it. 3 from the base. Pat Smith from the base started our

4 All of the report testifies to the fact 4 Hs international chapter. Ken Sobetshon, a retired

S that the Nioot Air Force Same cod the cosmunity of 5 Air Force person, single-handedly set up our nondic

6 smut are in a nary good position to handi thy 6 stodiem seminar as part of our Sastfret that's world

2 2 7 mplentation of Rail Garrison here at the Minot 7 clams.

Air Cornsease. Ce at the Chabar are very pleased. a 1 guesa my problem comes in, though, with

* Again, the commuolty of siot and the Minot Air 9 shen -- I've got to look back over snd hit a couple

10 Force Base will be proud to host Rail Garrison. 10 more of the high spot. that you In that brief

11 Your Impact statement certainly says that Mnot's 11 presentation hit in cerms of the H0. That 8X

12 the best place to locate Sail Garrison. I also want 12 missile system Sovs back to President Ford.

13 to tell you that we at the Chamber are certainly not 13 President Carter, In him sdminlstration. they

14 in favor of wac. We're in favor of peace keeper.. 14 considered 30-plus basing modes. came up with what

15 Thank you. 15 they thought woa the best, was that racetrmok out in

16 COLONEL MCBAfrS Thank you. Bob Luvd. 16 the desert southwest. And concerns wee raised.

17 Bob Lud? sot here? Everett BSllann. 17 quite a few, and the governors out there then

18 MR. SALLANN I'm Everett Dallmnn. 1 18 opposed this with significant numbers of them.

19 have been teaching at Minot State University for 20 19 Candidate Reagan joined in this Opposition

20 yeare. 20 and said, '2 oppose It.- He endorsed what was

21 1 have tried to. iMgine nhat it would be 21 cslled the dense pack. putting thee all together

23 22 like without Minot Air Base. Certainly it would 22 tightly in one field. And then you are probably

23 be a loss to our institution, acdeically and 23 familiar with the controversy over the nuclear

24 scholastically, without that dimension. I don't 24 missile fratricide and all that. And by the time he

25 know how sany people from the base I have had 25 got to be President, this aX issue support was
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1 flagging quite a bit. Be set up the General 
1 future, spe her , please face this ay. it' m very

2 Scovcroft Commission, who was former president of 2 helpful to the court reporter. She can see your

3 the National Security Council, and also the issue 3 face and catch the eord.. Sometises it works 6

4 the missile system was needed for vulnerability. 4 whole lot better that nay. Thank you. Okay. David

5 The Scovcroft Commission said thare . no 5 Bonite.

6 significant vulnersbilty. and their suggestion a. 6 MR. MORTIZ. Yes. I would like to defer

7 that we move away from those large launcher, 7 to Ronnie RoSenberg, please.

8 sultiple warhead systems toward: theseslilen, single 
a eS. ROrsNUDGs Good evening. ly name is

tnurhsds as sara rlesible, sore--giving greater noonie .oenbeg. [' Efros Crookston, hnnesota.

10 staility t: our U.0. military capability. and us It 10 have a law practice in Fargo. I've come here

11 ould develop more in conformity with our 0.0. ars 
11 tonight to Mivot because there ate no outsiders.

12 control agenda. 
12 This project concerns everyone eho liven along the

12 cohorollagelong

13 You had mentioned in '85 when the Senate 13 rail eyste ahre nhe e , nrai s.ay go.

14 as voting on money for research and development -- 16 I heraby object to ths Draft environmental

15 by the way, the Scovcroft Commission suggested those i5 lepnct Itutement fnr the n .Doll Garrison proect

16 be based in Warren in those inisting holes as s 16 and to the hearing process on the following ground..

17 rather temporary measure. I remember Senator Lawton A7 The notice for this hearing falle to

18 Chiles, Floride, who eas interviewed on how In the 18 ronfors to Ann Forve Depsrtsent of Dmfense

19 Senate going to vote, and he said, *Anytime the 
19 Regulatione. Section 959.15, Subsection 8(2).

20 President asks Congress for something in the nase of 20 The notice provided to Idsntify interested

21 national security, that's all it takes and we'll 2 2 t clud the ne and phv

22 note for it.' ee said. 'If the asnrn as vnting an 22 nusher of a person to contact for more inforestiov,

2 3 th s 90 issile on i s er ts, you wouldn't find 30 
23 the r quest that speakers s h it their intention to

24 senatars of a hundred eho could support it.' 26 take part, any limitation on the ength of oral

25 COIORL acSABer Time, sir. In the 25 state-ents, the suggestion that stanstments of
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I vanaiderable length be submitted in eriting. and he I meeting, given the fact that the Air Frce baa taken

2 offices ehere the Draft 515 and append ices are 2 upieeunntat presentation. A tumber of people

3 available. By ect providing this inforeation, as it . I. .h.ek 11 not bp

S i required to do by its own rulee. they are. cf 24 1 nbwi to se hcut thin thei tot he

I course. making organized opposition to this project 5 the magnitude of this project and the public

6 more difficult. 6 interest, additicnaI tice on another day should be

7 The DBIS is not widely available in the 7 allocated.

a libraries cf aurround ing casrniias. 25 8 The SB1 faile to adeguately present the

9 The public hearings are not being held in g alternatives., Including the No Action Alternative.

10 a sufficient number of locations. 32 C, Section N Tbs air Pevre baa created onucio shout

p, 214. providea than the aoant o public 11 the role that opposition plays in the process.

12 participation is to be determined in pertinent part 12 piraet to 41 IFS, Section lSle.27, Subpart --
24 13 by the Magnitude of the proposal. At the very 2616 et n to o b th ropnal Ei a c ontr der. t

16 Iast, hearings abould be held at tons end cities 14 extent....hich this prposal ........... il. At

1I15 along the rail licnsbicb nnuld be eubscted to nbc 15 page 1-2 of the Deo. it is stated that controersy

i eiesile traine if this project in ispiesented. 16 wan noc considerd, thus the Air Force has failed to

17 1 received my copy of the DEIS on July 20, 17 do that which it is required to do by federal law.

lB 198. The time is not sufficient from the 18 The DIS fails t addrese the degree to

19 distribution of the DEIS to tbis hearing to prepare 19 Which tbis antior establisbes a precedent for future

20 an adequate critique. It is no solution that 27 20 actions. Pursent o 40 171, Section 1566.27,
21 additional testimony can be submitted in writing, 21 Subsection B, Subpart 6. the DEIS Must do so.

22 because part of the process is to inform and 22 Puthersore, this issue cam specifically raised cn

23 influence my neighbors and legislatr to oppose 223 nbe Grand Forks seeping bearing. The Deli coelect

24 this project. 24 fails to consider whether the overall unemployment

25 Three hours is insufficient time for this 25 rate for the area would increas for 1993 and
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1 thereafter. 1 devoted to a discussion of the present and future

2 COLONEL NSHANE, Time, ms'am. 2 baseline, I think you will find that exceeds in

3 MS. ROSfNBERG, Thank you. 3 volume the number of pages associated with the

4 LT. COLONEL WAL88i sxcuse me, sir. 4 discussion of the impacts involving the actual

5 COLONEL ecHANe, Colonel Walsh. 5 deployment of the system.

LT. COLONL WALSH: I eculd like to ask 6 Secondly, you raised be I i ue with regard
7 saior Van aes to reply to some vf tbose issues 7 to ronrocersy. And you may be right that e need

raised, please. 8 to clarify what we have said in the document. But

9 COLOSBL ecS.A... Major Va ness. 9 there is a Bubtle point bern that I think needs to
10 MAJOR VAC ESS, We Would just like to 10 be .ade, and than is under tbe Couocil cc

Ii reply hers thin evening to two of the points you :I fnviron~tal Quality Regulations, what the agency

12 have Made. The remainder we'll address in the Final 12 is required to discu. s a controversy among

13 DESf . Mut we thought that with the wider audience, 13 *.perts., informed public. concerning the impacts

14 they sight be interested in hearing at least two of 1i themselves. Contrecy to the extent it simply

15 these answers. 0i mean opposition of the program isn't the kind of
16 One Is that yOu objected that the Draft 14 controversy that we are required to discuss under

17 Enironmental Impact Statement doesn't cover the No 17 the National Environmental Policy Act. And that Is

16 Action Alternative. That may be somewhat misleading I simply what we were trying to describe or explain in

19 in that you may not understand how we have discussed 19 the passage that you referred to.

20 the No Action Alternative in the document. ee 20 MS. ROSENBERG: The document is ambiguous,

21 believe that our discussion of the present and 21 but thank you for your opinion.

22 future baseline conditione constitutes the 22 COLONet MRsi: Larry Lange.

23 aiscussion of the No Action Alternatine, that nould 23 cc* LANGO. land estning. I as Lsrry

24 happen abset the impacts of our prog:a. And if 24 Lange from Devile Lake, orth Dakota. I object to

23 you look at the amount of the document that is 25 the rail-based M5 on the grounds of pollution.
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1 First of all, economic pollution. We 1 who represent the, out of tear for their futures,

2 already ova billions of dollars to Japan and West 2 tend to vote in favor of such mindless expenditures

3 Germany, two countries vith mass transit systems 3 to please their constituents. This is political

4 which transport people and Products at up to 200 4 pollution.

5 siles per hour. And non, instead of modernizing our S Lastly, and Most importantly, the Mu is a

6 rail system, we propose to use it for 50 M trains 6 spiritually polluting sffair. It trafficks in fear

7 with 180 eiroshlaas aboard each train. That's 7 which Jesus warned us against. It violates the

O economic pollution and economic suicide. There has 5 first commandmant In which God let, us know, 'I as

9 never been a first-rate country wlth a second-rate 9 the Lord, Your God. You shall have no strange gods

10 economy. 10 before me.- To trust the CO for our security

11 Secondly, this M rail idea I. a peace 29 iL instead of God is to sane of If on idol and thus a

12 polluter. It sakes no sense at all to be deploying 12 strange god. To call the 5X the Peacekeeper is

13 nuclear strike weapone while negotiating a nuclear 13 blasphemy for Christians. ve who follow Jesus know

14 free norld with the Soviets by the year 2000. 0o 14 He I the Peacekeeper and the Peacemaker, and there

15 long an the Russiana are willing to negotiate toward 15 Is no other. say God and Ore .0. Je.s help us.

16 a nuclear free World. ne should not be installing 16 COLONEL MUSHiN: Thank you. Colonel

17 offensive first-rate strike weapons. 17 Walsh.

18 Thirdly, this idea pollutes the political 18 LT. COLONEL WALS, Yes, sir. I Would

19 process. When the Pentagon, With its huge 19 like to note -- make two comments on issues that you

20 procurement and deployment budget, dangles economic 20 raised. In the Star talks with the Soviet Unin,

21 goodies before the body politic, it leads to 21 the United State. has proposed the elimination of

22 political prostitution. Citizens desperate for joba 22 mobile weapon systems. The Soviet Union has

23 ask no questions and put their consciences on hold 23 rejected thet proposal and han already pursued

24 aa they perform duties which could lead to the 24 deployment of two mobile systems. The S8-24 Is

25 destruction of the earth. Worse still, politicians 25 their rail mobile system, and the SS-25 is their
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1 road mobile system. That was the Soviet Union's 1 in Mlnot. And not having a prepared text, I would

2 reply to the United States' proposal. 2 just like to make a comment and then have one

3 And the other issue that I should point 3 question. I support the Peacekeeper at the Minot

4 out to you is that we are proposing the Peacekeeper 4 Air Force Base. And one area that you covered a

5 Rail Garrison program as a solution to providing a 32 5 little bit wea the impact to the Minot sa. Did

6 sore surviable ICBn system. The economic benefits 6 you also cover the impact to the local.surrounding

7 that the communities would derive from such 7 towns such as Glenburn, sohall, you know, those

0 deployment are incidental to such deployment. They 8 .reas?

9 are not the prime reason or selling point for the 9 LT. COLONEL eALS: Mr. Rick.a will

25 program. Thank you very such, ir. 10 respond to that question.

11 COLONEL ecSoANi: Bill Eeding. 11 CR. HICMANt In our socioeconomic study,

12 MR. CBfOItGr I totally support the fIS 12 we looked at a five-county see, with the primary

13 atatssen, and I believe that if you gentlesen heed 13 county being ard County, and the city receiving the

30 14 in North Dakota, you-d have a greater appreciation 14 most of the in-migrsting population, both for the

15 of why we say it's clearr and greener in the 15 construction phase and during the operations, being

16 susmertime, whiter and brighter in the wintertme. 16 the city of Minot. The other counties ne looked at

17 Thank you. 17 included Bottinesu, Mceenry, McLean, and Renville.

18 COLONEL cBRANte Thank you. Albert 1 ee looked at those counties individually, but not

19 Robineon. it specific cities within them. We do hve data on the

1 20 R. ROBINSON, This is Albert Robinson, 20 impacts that would occur in each of those counties,

21 end I do support ohse nvironennal Isparn aaeent 21 and if you would be interested in more information,

22 eholehatedly. 22 we can provide it.

23 COLONEL aCBBAel, Thank yOU. Stena 23 MR. 5ARKS Thank you.

24 akka. 24 COLONEL ecSHAeEI Thank you.

29 9R. BAE, I A. Steve Skkes, a local en 25 LT. COLONEL WALSa I ned to add one
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1 comment here to that. in the interest of being 1 expertise speaks for itself and vall qualifies go to

2 concise, ye triad to o..l.e what are the major 2 speak intelligently end cospreh. cosinely ahout

3I findinge of our analysis, so ehile we looked at a 3 aeveral res addteased in the C$. We agree with

4 larger extent in our study. some of those impacts 4 the fIl about the direct employment impact& for the

5 weren't deemed to be of large enough input to S Proposed Action and Alternative Ation plan. We

6 warrant inclusion in thie document. Otherwise : en are with the COO boot housing and that Cint

7 would have had an 11-volume dousent instead of one. 7 oould supply the weeded hoses, temporary bouing mnd

6 that even now is of wove Concern to soae people. a new housing for the personnel associated with

9 COLOCL MoOO: Boenda Caaaton. -g peecekeeper. We agree with the impacts of the

10 ml. sATTSONr Colonel Mchane, gentlemen 10 Proposed Action, employment and income statements

11 of the panel. Thank you for the opportunity to 11 presented in the fIS. The new job created in our

12 speak before you tonight. My name in Brenda 12 aces would be an economic boon and could benefit

13 Mattson. I'm executive officer of the Minot 33 13 Minot greatly. We agree with the EIS in regard to

14 Association of Builders, an affiliate of the 14 off-base program-related demands for housing and

is National Association of wove Builders of the United Is additional housing needed. We agree with the CIS in

16 States, an association which promote. the building 16 regard to the construction cost and yorkers needed

33 17 and construction industry. I have been directed by 17 to Conatruct th second rail connector at the base.

16 My board of directors to elate out associationsa 1 The Minot Association of Builders, a

19 support of the Environmental Impact Statevent 19 170-meeber firm strong, representing over 4,121

20 released by the Air Force about Minot Air Force 20 employe welcome the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison

21 Base. 21 system at Minot Air Force Base. we have contractors

22 Our asmociation is made up of comvercial 22 ready, nilling, and able to construct and maintain

23 contractor., home buildere, plumbers, electriciane, 23 the Peecekeeper wail Garrison system. We ate in

24 excavators, concrete supplier., building suppliere, 24 support of the Environmental Impact Statement

25 and supporting industries. The association's 25 released by the Air Force and would encourage you to
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1 IO -c s inot i r Force me a m a It s fo the 3 5 1 1 Also Section 4.10.2.2 on wstewater is

331 2 inadequate.
2 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison. Thank you.

3 COLONEL ecoeAa, Thank you. Michelle 36 4 h ion 4.11-i o historir and

Lorenge 4 histoic orce is inedequate and uncleer.

S MS. LANGE, I would like to defer to 5 On page 4.10-8 it states that with the

6 project, silitary personnel end their dependents
e Bonnic Rouenberg.

7 MS. ROSBERGs I'm Ronnie Rosenberg 7 would .count for approsisately 31 percent of the

6 again, and to continue eith se of the objections population 1n the Minot a- in 1191. The DEIS

p ing on. th3 r d failr to consider the extent to which this sakes the

i Th f0frCntdc o dqeey1O econovy of Cinst dependent ow federal dollars and d

JIG The DEIS for .anoil does not adequately 1:::nlt: n

11 ocolwwraofeinote 
eeto iitr ees

11 consider whether the overall unemployment rete would ulneable . th vet of ary dens

12 increase for 19.J and thereafter. In the section 12 cutbacks.

11 additionally. the Sill ems prepared, in

13 on the Grand Forks area, for example, the DEIS

16 large part, by Tenco Teob, Incorporated.

14 predicted thet the unemployment rate would be
i5 Cifri corpoat n, whith, until nathane thin

15 increased afner Ohs initial construction phase due

10 yar.wassobidiery of 
Moneywel aaordfesie to the inflow of vilitacy depend ents who woould 

4 yrvnsssiirofoeyl,• ar ene

17 copete ith local resIdents for noproject jobs. 38 17 cotractor. This connection creste wan appearne

is No such calculation we s submitted for in t. 18 of bis nd pertielity. Whether or not studies

19 O ple 410-4 o th O~8. t llie lgmoete done o shon whether there was a conflirt of

19 On page 4.10-24 of the SCSI. it states :n' hl

20 that three state sensitive species would receive 20 interest, it certainly does not, in sy mind, inspire

21 minor adverse impacts. The language is unclear as 21 public confidence that one of the larger defense

4 22 to hoe the species could be affected, by what means, 1: contI-C t I b I u y in lose,

23 and 4hether any messures to mitigate me 21 were the folks tht the Ait Fror contracted with to

24 considered. The entire handling on the saction of 4 Prop... the

25 w5ldlife iF not very clerr. F5r all of the above-mentioned reasons and
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I in the keeping of the spirit and letter of the 1 could he provided for 10 to 15 billion dollar. that

2 National Environmental Policy Act and its 2 would, in addition, produce a useful product and not

3 isplasenting regulations, and the Dopartment of 3 an instrument of death, Thank you.

4 Defense regulations, and in the interest of justice, 4 LT. COLONEL HALSBH Stan- so, sir, ay I

9 the DRIS aunt he expanded to address theme concorns S respond?

and other concerns raised at this hearing. 6 COLONEL CS8*t3l Colonel Waish.

39 Additional public hearings must be hold after u 7 LT. COLONEL WALSH: I jost wunt to coelnt

*ranid DRIB In prepared. Tho snatre process st H on a few items that yoo raised. First of all, th,

be conducted in such a nay as to giv the public a 9 analysis wn done for the difference in the

10 full and fair opportunity to b hoard. I am 10 unemploymsnt rate, but the differonce ons vory

11 dianayed that public officials as soil as citizens 11 snall, and so therefore it did not change

12 who wsnt to speak are simply not going to have the 12 dramatically from shot wan already quoted for 1993.

13 tins to express their concerns or their support or 13 The influx of depondants did not substantially

14 whatever they want to nay on this project that's of 14 change the unemploysent rate as it did at Grand

Is vital national importance. 15 Forks and eose other installations.

16 Basically, that ends my prepared comaent•. 16 Furthermore, while oe have developed some

17 I just want to add that I am very upset by this 17 sitigative action. for impacts, again, in the

I@ project. The HE missiles are instrusents of death. 1 interest of reducing the volume of the document, w

19 They're lnstrumenta of tremendous destruction. That 19 only spelled then out for those items that wtr

20 in not really considered anywhere in the project. 20 identified a significant impacts. That doesn't

21 We lose night of what'. going on horn, of the 10 to 21 mean to nay that In our negotiations or working with

22 15 billion dollars that this entire project is 22 local authorities oe say not hans additional

23 taking up, not just the Rail Garrison but the entire 23 mltigative actions appropriate for impacts that wart

24 project, and the number of jobs, which 00050 to be 24 not determined to he significant.

25 of central concern hers, the number of jobs that 25 And an indicated to you at Grand Forks.,
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1 the Tetra Tech Corporation, when it was owned by I panel who need to listen to these comment. So if

2 Honeynell, had to provide a disclosure statement 2 you-ro going to have a discussion, go outside and do

3 because the Air Force .a concerned of such a tie, 3 it. Otherwise, please listen attentively. Thank

l and the disclosure statement had -- on had to verify 4 you. Charles Haxfinld.

S that there nos a separation of the management of 5 Mn. AXFIELD I would like to defer to

Honeynell and Tetra Toch so that nn sould not 8 Dr. Herbert Wilson.

7 influence the other. And that n.n the case, and ne OR. WILSOHI My name is Herbort Wilson. I

H nere sotisfied, and that dinclosure statemnnsa have boon a local physician in hountrail County for

9 made available for public renie.. But as you also 9 36 years. During World war II, I was a gunner

10 noted, Honeyweli no longer own Tetra Tnch. 10 bosoardier in the 8th Air FOrC on h-24a. I' very

11 The other point that you nould bring up, 11 much interested in history and public affairs and my

12 the issuance of a suppl nmental Draft 5I0 is only 12 country. I have six children and 14 grandchildren,

Ii narranted when thern .c. subtn.tial changes to the 13 and I'm interested in their future.

10 program and/or to the conclusions of the document. 14 Nov, an a nhysician, it's my duty to

Is It it a norsal experience that thern wi be some is enhance life and preserve it nherever I say. 2 look

16 adjustments made to the document based upon inputs 10 on an increase in urmaments of any type in any place

17 at public hearings., and those Will ie incorporated 17 at this point in time as very such unnecessary and

is into the Final 110. Thank you very much, sasn. 18 very much something driven by antiquated says of

19 NB. ROS mNBERG. Thank you. 19 thinking and/or misconceptions or the profit

20 COLONEL cSBANH5 Thank you. Before we go 20 active.

21 on, I nould like to point out that during thin last 21 Th. fe omononts I hoe, I will dwIl on

22 speaer talking, thera on sWeasr0 folks ohispori- 22 the biggest sisconception of all. That is the ilna

23 horn. It sakes it artre.e ly hard for the court 23 of detorronce. Back in the early sixties. I bellow

24 reportor to got it down. It's very distracting to 24 ne had. besides all the other hardware, 400 narhoads

25 the speaker, and it's distracting to N and the 25 on the Posidon sabarines. Thn. as -0 considered
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1 enough to pulverize, In one day, all the citie in 1 The impact is on te thinking of mankind

2 the Soviet Union. It was agreed then this was 2 most everywhere assuming toat might Im right.

3 adequate deterrence. Nonetheless, ne wnt on to 3 This is not only for the super powers, but also

4 make mot and moto missiles, until in 1l8, thee 4 it happens in the underdeveloped nation.,

5 are between twenty-fivo and thirty thousand of them, 5 unfortunately. I'm thinking of th millions sio

6 moot of tin a hundred to o thousand tiesm mono 6 suffer throughout the world because of the lack of

7 powerful than the one w dropped on Hiroshlma. 7 benefit. that modern technology could bring oare it

8 mtintns vany, but it nouldn't take many of thes 8 not that that technology In given over to the

9 detonatioon to ruin our world as we know it. 9 building of weapons of deatruotion. It Is Indeed a

1O Neither the 0S0 on we are going to detonate 10 cruel hom on mankind to pervert the most noble

it aboveground ovec again, I hope. II thought. we have of creating a patriotism of

12 'so ht is the environmental impact? we 12 sacrifice in order to support a military economy.

13 want -- or I want to consider It in the broader 13 0o, I don't want the NX missile garrisoned

14 aspect of what the adding of fifty to a hundred HE 14 here or anywhere. And i'm not chicken. I'm not

15 missile moans. I believe I'm supposed to confine my 15 afraid of us being a prime target. I'm not afraid

14 remark to the environmental impact on this local 14 of an accident occurring. What I hate is to non is

17 community, Minot, but I have neve had the 17 the hoax continued. The fear, suspicion, and

18 opportunity to testify an to the environmental 18 animosity that we have towards others because they

19i impact, the stockpiling of missile. in oun country 19 do not think quite like we do.

20 .. a whole. Hence, I feel it'. my prerogative to 20 COLONEL McSRAMR: Time, air. Wayne

21 testify to this worldwide, anti-Christian, 21 Geenup.

22 antihumanity type of arms buildup that both the 22 0P. GREBNUP, Thank you. I'm nayne

23 Soviet Union and the United State and other 41 23 Greenup from Mnot, and I support the Environmental

24 countries as wll, have engaged in since the end of 24 Impact Statement. I feel that it would be a direct,

25 World non II. 25 positive influence on the city and surrounding
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y1 Fourth, the draft indicates -- the 8I0
2 COLONEL n...ksn, TTina you. Ed loin. 2 indicates that the trains would only move out of the

3 Hi. KUH, Colonel ncShane, distinguished 3 garrison when major repairs or maintenance

a necessitate that they be transported to the main
4 members of the panel. My name is Ed Kuhn, and I am

5 honored to hove been an alderman on the Mhnot city 5 opating base at Wacan kin Force Damn near

4 council for over 14 year.. In addition, I have been 6 Cheynn, Wyoming, cc wien dirmctnd to dispense

7 an employee of Burlington Northern Railroad and its 7 dung tim nf nstionai nned. In my opinion, this

pnodoaaor. Groat goutino Onionad, for a combined 8 would not significantly impact the rail network and

9 total of 36 years. I believe my years of railroad 9 nould not interfere with normal Onmiarn Or

10 exporience qualifies me to comment on a few points 10 transportation along tin rail netnork in Minot.

1 raised in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 1l Fr more than a century, Minot he. been

02 First of all, ths reguined Isprovemonts to 12 known as ra ilroad town. For the last three

13 the ralla in order to deploy the Pacekeeper Rail 03 decadem, we hae alao icon kn..n Eon ounclose

14 Garrimon program at inot Air Force Bass would 14 workilng.-.9 m..nt. with the Ai Force at Sinot Air

13 result in an increase in employment, both during the is Force Else. As a result. ne believe that nO are

16 construction and during the life of the program. 14 uniquely situated to handle the impact of the

11 Second, tin improvements wouid further 17 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison, and ne look forward to

42 i hann. our already good rail transportation system. is tim oppontunity to do so.

19- These rail improvomntn will only help to bring more 19 In conclusion, if it is the ultimate

20 decision of the President and Congress to deploy the20 nrada ndcomneroe to our commonity.

21 Third, tin Draft 110 says tint 21 Peacekeeper Hail Garrison program, thn I bell-.

22 intnrruptions of traffic iy traits nhene tim trankas2 ta io i on annni scoa snno

23 and roads intersect 0ould be minimal. In short, the 23 tim itma. Thank yok.

24 COLONEL ncSBmE, Tiunk yo. John Psnco,
24 oncasional mNvemnt of trains would not disrupt the

25 normal flow of traffic within or mround the city. 25 pl.a...
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I MR. PENCER Colonel NoShos., and panel. 1 Minot area. The DEIS eak.. clear thorn viii be no

2 I'm John Pence, one of the five Commiasionara from 2 cignifcant adverse impact on ennironeental quality

3 Ward County. I had intended to insert a number of 3 if the Rail Garrison mymtem 1a deployed here. If it

4 statements regarding the impact report that has been 4 is determined that this system will De built and if

5 given. I see no reason for me to stand here and use 5 Minot Air Force Base is chosen as one of the

6 up three minutes of time to repeat what has already 6 garrison installations, the City of ninot will be

7 been said. And In favor of the attorney from Grand 7 able to handle the corresponding demand for

* Forks or no, I will relinquish the rest of my time 8 services, utilities, housing, water resources, and

O for other apeakera. 5 tronmportation.

10 I do nant it known that the Ward County if Just one example of our ability in these

43 11 Commissioner. solidly Support the Peacekeeper Rail 11 arean in contained in the summ ry of Socioeconomic

12 Garrion plan. Thank you. 12 impacts contained in the DEI report, And I quotn.

13 COLONEL McSAE Thank you. David 13 -Impacts would not be significant because the

14 Nuiad. 14 increased demand for housing would be met by

15 MR. WAINGO Colonel McShane, members of is available vacancies, existing educational facilities

16 the panel. ey name is David Waind, and I have been 16 would absorb enrollment increase., no new public

17 employed in various capacities with the City of 17 service facilities would ned to be constructed, and

is Minon for nearly tan years. I presently serve as 4 1 existing revenue sources of the Jurisdiotions would

iS assistant city manager, and I am here this evening 19 be adequate to Meet program-related expenditures.-

20 representing myself and the city manager, Robert 20 Similar statements can be found in the

21 Ochempp. 21 DEIS on each of the areas related to the impacts

22 I have reviewed the Draft Environmental 22 expected for the city of sinot. Since we hnoe

23 Impact Statement for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison 23 adequate capacity to meet those small increased

24 program, particularly that portion of the DlIS that 24 demands projected in each of these areas, and mince

25 deals with impact at Minot Air Force aase and the 25 this system will have no significant adverse impact
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I on environmental quality, we believe t ,ot favorable 1 percent beyond the rise due to inflation. A million

2 consideration should be given to locating the Rail 2 is a thousand thousand, and a billion Ia a thousand

3 Garrison in Mlnot. 
3 million. To get this extra 190 billion, our country

For moos thae three decades the city or 4 boosted its federal debt and cut othar federal

5 sinot has worked with the Air Force Base in 5 spending. Spending $190 billion crentod ner 7

Caccodting both chng ndand y nd 6 eiilin nen .ba. But if this had boon spent on

7 tonight ready. wiliing, and able to handie the 7 civilian jobs, it would have created acer 5 miliion

impact if Cinot Air Force ae in chosen as one of c nen Jobs, because civilian Jobs are about 15 percent

the bocations for the Rail Garrison. Thank you. 9 more labor intensive than military jobs. Thus, this

1 COLONEL McSvANEt Thank you. Charl-s 10 new military spending cost our nation 1,147,000 lost

11 offmean. 
11 jobs because our federal spending had to be cut. I

12 MR. eOFMAN, My name is Charles Roffman. a a12 Esployent Researoh Associates Of

i3 I sa to in nt to teach at the University in 1952" i1 Lansing, Mi higan. CaIifornia gained 607 ore jobs

14 and have lived here for the past 52 years. I speak 14 than it lost. New cam.hirs gained 3,640 sor. than

is for myself. Is it lost. And 13 other staec hiad a net gain. But

16 Our national security does not necessarily 1 3b other states lost come of their jobs that they

45 17 increase with an incree in the military spending. 17 gaired -- sore than they gained. North Dakota lost

is Oum national security is based on a healthy economy. 1 10.780 more jobs than it gained. oven Washington,

i9 providing steady jobs for its workers plus . chance IS DC. lost a net of 10,840 jobs. Rail Garrison

20 for advancement for whoever eats human need* more 20 promise. a temporary money gein to Minot, but not to

21 efficintly. 
21 Worth Dakota or the United States. Which is more

22 but it nekes Money to create snery kind of 22 important, divot or the whole nation? Let's be

23 Job. In the list four yearm, from I1 -- In the 23 truly patriotic.

24 four years from 181 to '84, iiitary ependitures 24 It has ben estimatd

25 increased. became greater, by 190 billion, bout 66 25 percent of the total research and development unds
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1 in the United State are being spent for civilian 1 environment of the whole world.

2 as.. In Germany. it's 96 percent instead of 60 2 I would like to quota from Christian

3 Percent. In Japan, 99 percent. nor* money has been 3 Sorenson of UND. 1 believe it so firmly. It is

45 4 spent on re:src h nd develop:ent of tha n-i bomber 4 nonsense to claim that e muat add 58 90 aissiles

than the total onsarch and devalopent budget foo S crying O0 warheads to our arsenal of sora than

tha chaie U.. steel industry. A atrong h:althy 6 13t000 long-rang : ni:ar aeapoos in order to data.

7 aconamy cannot ha hased on a military budget larger ? the oiet Union from attacking our isod-hased

than tha civilian. I don' toure-- S missilea. TnOatually believe that nur ICONS 505

9 COLO UL cSCASn Tise. sin. ' tulnerahle to a Soviet first-strike attack, one must

10 55. BOPHAS. -- to hsne a hand in the 10 a::use that the Soviet leaders would be insane or

11 nuclear .re1ation of eiliin of lives of civilians 11 suicidel. Chy? Because even if the Soviets could

12 either in Russia or here, or more likely in both. 12 destroy most all of United States' lend-based

13 COLONEL CCSUANE. Time, sir. Julie 13 missiles, surviving United States' bombers and

14 Odlund. 14 uhbmarinel onuld quickly destroy the Soviet Onion.

15 MS. OLAND, I'd like to defer to Ethel 15 The nuclear earheeds on just two of our 36

16 sae Morrison. 16 misnile-carrying submarines could demolish every

17 MS. OR0ISON. I have lived in Minot for 17 large and medium-aired city in the Soviet Union.

1S 50 years and raised nix children here. 1 Our subarine-launched missiles, our bombers, our

19 It seems if the Rail Garrison is voted on 19 cruise missiles se morn than sufficient to deter

20 by our nation, ksy, have it in 9inot. But Rail 20 any rational Soviet from attscing the United

21 Garrisnn to as I unry had idea. It'a very 21 Statna. And if the Soviets are bent of this

46 22 shortsiqhted and selfish to ant Rail Garrison in 22 suicidal ides, no additional neapon systee ill

23 Minot so we can have a few more job. and snee kind 23 prevent thea from attaching us.

24 of economic progress when it's bad for the whole 24 I feel -- I have enjoyed mating your base

25 nation and for the whole world. I .. 1e for the 25 people, but that has nothing to do with this Rail
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1 Garrison system, which is, to me, a very bad idea. 1 4.10-7, the 829 units that you say are available

2 COLONEL MCSHANE. Ma'am, you were Ethel 2 when the report was done is short non. You can add

3 Mae Morrison; is that correct? 3 a thousand -- you could nay in round numbers a

a aS. CORISO: Right. 4 thousand, because e have had the impact of losing

I COLONEL McS at Thank you. Marvin 5 the 5th Fighter since that report was done, and that

Searau. 48 6 was substantially felt aithin the community.

7 mR. SNRAU Colonel McShane, .. ebnrs 7 Additionsily. references have been made to the loss

6 the panul. eyname is arvin Sruu. IC S of obs becausn of the drought. There is an port

rnsident of thn city of ein.o having been born and 9 of people. andnrrnuo1ldrasilyacnmmodate the

10 raised in the city of Minot and grown up oefortubIy 10 people for the cnstruction side. oSection 10-9

11 with the - not Air Force Base. I support the 11 reters to the short-tnrm and long-term construction.

47 1 findings in the Draft Environmental Impact 12 That can he handled.

13 Otateent . In addition to that, I support the 13 1 e.nt t chuvn the subject and refer to

14 deployment of the CO Rail Garrison because of Its 14 the heritage of the Ei. In Ninot' support, the

is deterrent capabilities, and I understand that 15 last part of January and first couple days of

1S without deterrent capabilities that maybe none of us 16 February, 17 people, at their own expense, went to

17 here may havr an environment to worry about. Thank 17 the Pentagon to support thu community-* strong

is you. IS feling, of how the Peacekeeper rail-based garrison

19 COLONEL CSnANS, Thank you. Gary 19 could fit itn the Minot community in its total

20 rallich. 20 impact. That position has not changed. You hane

21 M. RAMLICR, I'm Gary Eramlich, li heard a god easaple of than. Mno.en. ,as you look

22 presidunt-elect of the inot Chamber of Commerce 21 scroas the crond hnre. you'll see secnd- and some

23 but I'm speaking tonight asa citin in support of 23 third-generatuon familles. any of those 0re

24 the DRIS and pariculaly frnm here I co. 24 r.ilrobd psople. By their hate. Two years ago.

25 '. a .raltor and h.m build.r. Section 25 this community had a centennial, out of which came a
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1 railroad museum with great pride and great strength 1 would You -P1 Your fae

2 from people we did not know had that strength for 2 MR. RCODIOILI, YO.. WwlComa to Minot. I
I their own commun ity. As a communwity, wa-re 3 . aal ftndili1. fl-e-a-I0- iaiIu

a natenly PC:odf fthat. 4 Lutheran campus pastor at Minot State Univnrasity.

I IlI fiwna to nay that we are proud of 5 1 thatk YOU for the work you Snow pit ino

* t h e i n o t S i r , fo r cn B a r n a w d w h a t I t r p r sn w t , i n 6 t h e D r a f t B AV i r o nA n. t -1 I m p a t S t a t a m m o t . I h a v a m
7 h~ ono h ut owdrtand.1 aidnt ak y

kping tha dotarrant ofpans. throogh mtrnngth.t a7 :1tO*1,1wbtu .:l.
* muport a anon noomy. ht morn no. a upport 8 nay tru h th I thng. It i hruh n

* rtroagworid. I worry ahout not joan the Soviat., a you're straightforward inoexpressung Your intent.

ii if we Sawn conflict aith them. &that ahoun the Other 10 The purpose of the EIS in to -nalyze possible

11 rountoien? And that deterrent hern in soaw across 11 environmntai conseguences of the Proposed Action

12 tha whole country. Minot Air Pore Bagn. received d 4 in " a:it,:::b:iltrontuva inoiudiwg the so

13 the hart base In thn world in tha nciine award. 13 0.iu Sia t. V S diacu.n in of morality.

14 Ninety people from the community wart down to ann 14 nationai security policy or psychological effect I.

15 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I thtbewitl floigtaa akltr t hyond tha wop -f thn -O 1.10.2.

16 niht pal wnt to Offuttq Sir isro 9anw tomn 6T ni od t in my mind. honnoar

17 with Geneal Shane'n staff to may an again support 17 that our anv ironment inacluden those things that do

18 tha hail Garrisn awd other liesiona at thin base. 16 offeart us aorally and psycologically, bhoth.r Cr

19 On hehalf of the com...wity. I'm Pleased to 19 notaweare aconsciousaly aor of than, Even if an

20 aupport Your 91 and thank YOU for hehn
0 here. 20 Snow guit thinking and talking &bout tha potential

2i COLONfEL oCESARE, Think you. fthnl HAm 21 and the Purpose of t hese nucleart weapon., an least

22 Morris-w 22 if ma intaft to our young people, an know than thai,

23RI ON m . oa x o 2 W i l, I'll defer to Niwl 23 concernsand fes rs of fa nu clear holocau st ar ar g a .

24 Ouwdii.." 24 There are secton s of tha tOO draft than

25 COLONEL aniSaNt Sir. when you gat thern. 25 trouble an. to mention several. fir . So n
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1 4.10.S.3. Native Amnana ..sourcea. k~lthough the 1 Lannsfordnhera ay, would ha consntructed no the o

2 tdyaa iwthi h rdton artr f2 innt in ' oaatdi knowing. 0 thn'

3 tha d tn.:.. npcf N noio SAnriC .n rnuCm such 39 Paopl Inir ,g north'of the propoand garrino and In

as a ed area have non been identified. Therefore, 4 Lansafordarnuawarea of thin possihility.

0 none would ha affected hy the Proposed Action.- 5 Threae. In dealing with --

a h t h e r o r n o t rt o . c h h a n he e n d o n e i n t h in ar a . 6 C O L O CN E L n o oR W En t T i m e .

7 nd I understand that it han, to ate that 7 Ma. atfElIlLI, Okay. Thank you Very

w herefore nothing would ha &ffnttd in not logicai, 8 much.

I 9 u t I t h i n k , i t i n a t h a:,, m a: , : l i a rt en d C a n o n 1 . 8 C O L O m L , n S A n t . C o l o n e i W a i s h , I t h i n k
10 arn diy. t .~ a aeton aht a 1: you wanted to dadd sn t hat

11 Possible Second rail connector going worth to 11 L T. COLONEL nAiLer I just would like to

i2 awnord Ihew herdnotingahut tht oforn 12 pintiot, i, tht, an haa pprow hdlthin trhlo49 ~ ~ u 13 In ds ibun igtn iiity. Saotion 6.10.14 it 13 CounCil. of the natiown tha hod hin.nri ia n to

14 statea, goote, none of the utreams, Little Deep 14 thin a-06, and e have alan in the pant &PPZrowhod

1s Crook. 9gg Crank, and an unnamead creek. reguiring is the traditional leader., ats comnmowly referred to

i6 bridges hane state-designated une., indinating that 16 an the nadicine men, who awe vary conacious of
17 the y are not particularly snsit!, s treamas, end 17 sacrad sitem, etc., though they will not acknowledge

1s quotk. 0 really douht that Concluasion, Just because 10 than to the newcomers of the land. to ask thas in

19 tony haven't hewn designa ted ntnt.-dosigntd 19 there any Arta that wn hanenunder consideration that

20 atraaaa.. 20 they feawl we nhoulId avoid. Wo has. downe thin on
21 Thaw thin atateamentonwtinue.. -The 21 previous proets, and a have downe thin In aVery

22 right-of-way to Lansford would use bhout 152 norms 22 ar A nd at thia particoular point .in s .. t hane
23 of land nd nould Prohahly he sited to anOid 23 hdn% oa ieo mott h niw

20 scattered farmhouse.. Thai. Coaid. however, he a 4 1Idmi d to us, no that in th har foIrni

25 conflict with exist ing strunturmen or rondsa t 25 conclusin.
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IWith respect to th. Itlternate routes,* this I minor. in crop., %gronomy, dairy industry, soils,

2 in not an RIS to sapport sniection of an aiternate 2 animal husbandry, coonrvation, animal nutrition.

2 route. At this part icular time, no do not feni that 3 and human nutrition. herehy haurtily accept and agree

I n :n o d . : a n a t e r, n a t e o t e i n n s t h h r. 4on n t a n d e n d o r e t h n en r n m ea n t a t i m p a c t d o c u m e n t a f t e r

eanidetfigta on sa at ove ftu tin a thorough Study of sme. 37 pagna devoted to Miot.

: if a th mar:t ohoogea orcur nnndachunn like togo 6 the grnater Minot area.

eit anitrnata mote. .e h.u idnti:fied the 7 ..aed upon several decades of experiencte.

: appronleate corridor tha t wenwould he looking at, B it hae proven conclusively that there hase n h nt to

9 ,ad thor ant.the ris htha adnoic ta made that 9 ritinor prohi nihtepe t Air form: hea.

O a ned t ltenae rat . hat n enoid lay Out 1 including homsiecop. Ood the cloy of i

11 proposed and reasonahle alternatives for the people 11 and ito entire territory. The aituation hen proven

12 to look a~t and eic-tpliuh on CIS on tose routes and 12 to he ideal, and there in little douht that such

13 then -sI thn people to cc...ent or it. Thank you 13 sould coctinrue were the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison to

1 4 very such. sun. 50 14 he lced in the Miot area hase-commntity

15 eR. onEDISoLt, I think ite. important is relatinsa.

16 that people are aware of that pcssibility. Thenk IS Inth thefild oftlilities, there. Id
17 you. 17 mofficientl cmpetton he tee the etit n n

is COLONEtL McSHANt, I think you had further is sufficient capacity and null ingness to serve, that

19 questions there. If yoa don't get bark ap here, 19 the Peacekeeper Rall Garrieon project sould he nell 1

20 P
1
lea- rememher to submit thee in wruting. tail 20 and gladly taken cae of at the most reasonable

21 Alle, . ...ue. 21 rate. alth guick, efficient. complete, los-cost

12 MR. AI.LW, Colonel.Knlhane bnhee of 2aervice.

2 th pae. I a. Bur Alle n, MIno rea.det fo:r 35 23 The transportation fucilit i are

50 24 Years., have considerahle roots here. The writer. 24 exteneive, swmift and economical, ehich, 10 the

25 myself. am an agricaltrural economic graduate with 25 opinion of the eniter, sould dserve the Peanekeeper
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1 eail Garrison ptojnor very well and, as ham heen I MR. ALLENi Mey I run over 00r just a

2 statedea rlio:rsaey 2 minute.,Air qa:it vth Minot tod northet

3A.s forladYuse, it could semes conclusiloe 3 eoth Daoa ietinist~o highn ond heat

* that on have the loaest land cost in relation to 50 quality in the unted Ututesuand in nt jen pardied

5 land quality of any plane in the United orates. 5 by the Rull Garrison it any nay.

6 Landholdings arn large, accounting for the very aThere leonchmore to aay. I.appreciate

7 sparsely populated area. It would seem that the 7 thia opporturr tobe h. An en ecoe you.,

a Peacekeeper Rail Garriaon project would shy away : nd.an do hereby endors this Draft fEnvirormental

9 fro. heavily popalated rural area.. wheren the farms. Ipar Otutent.

10 are smaller and thnre are to ratches. and where the 10COLO..Li ..A.hk .. Thank you,, air. And you

11 market value of the land is extreme ly high hy 31 ay ubh.I rub or it be ra. Charles breVI

12 comparison. 12 Charles brevik?- t- - there he is Okay

5 0 13 AS for as caltrural resources, Minot is 13MR. BRRVIK, T hank you. I am Charles

14 simply outstanding. Its seallI universitry has done 10 bei f Minot, North :ao n.ad I appreciat the.
I uc at o accomplish this. The Bige of the unitersairy 5 opportunity ti vnn oelespotfcteM

16 Is eaphasieed hecausa it does not harbor adverse lb Rail Garin deployment at Wine: Ait Force basen

17 social and political activists who often reach the 17 ba:ha o myself and the Minot Association of

is militant etage. There is virtualIly none of this 
1I aild:Ea

19 rongenital patholog icual eont in the gin. 19 Thn Draft MIR supports nhe fact that Minor

20 The eAter resoarcea in the Minor area are 20 has tOW seats to support the Rail Garrison

21 sore tben adequate. The matheatical prohability 21 depoynt., eh ihycpal otatr. M

22 that therm couald be any eatsr pnllution from thi22 hv niig ora me6 hav adqut houi. I m

23 projact strains tha Imagination since It Is 23 : hanadeqotm tilte.etiet no yts

24 virtually sear. 24 The poeltr Impacte of this -progra, the tonosits

23 COLONSL cORAWS, time. sit25 of it Mould be a itrandoa benefi to al nf
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1 western North Dakota. Thank you. I referred to as the Sconcroft Coseission. As stated

2 COLOSS, NEL ok, Thank You. Ardi Sues. 2 in the Scowcroft report, Soviet advantages in ICBN

3 so. saSs. I defer to eiks Fedorchak. 3 capability -- say I correct that. As stated in the

4 NR. PDOOCBANr Tlnh you, Ardle. 5y n...d Scocroft report, and I quote, deployment of ME 10

5 is Miks Fedoochak. Ism presideot af thre Georel S essential in order to remove the Soviet advantage in

0 David C. Jones Chapter of the Air Force Association. 6 ICDM ospahility ad help deter the threat of

7 1. rpresenting ppro.isately 900 seskers of our I conventional or limited nuclear attacks on the

8 ::so::atin and.10O businesses of Nit., das::,t,N asooatin sd 10 hsitite ofsitt.d5 alliace. Ouch deployseot ia also eceesary to

9 coseanity partners. Vith regard to the 110 9 encorage the Oovlots to noon tonard the note stable

10 executive summary, page S-44, I quote. fBitat Ais i0 regime of deployment. and ares ..etrol. unquote.

11 Force Be, North Dakota. The Proposed and 11 a forces haee keen outstripped

12 Alternative Actions at Minot Air Force Base would
12 hm te Societe ieprovements in their land-basd

13 not result in significant impacts on any resources.- 1 ICBs, and ecantot adequataly hold then at rink.

52 10 This therefore leed tt.o.. .. ..thetnCluion a. there 52 14 Therefore, the primary purpose of Uoited States'
5 sl ha t t to oicC..o ic. s15 ICBM modernization is to redress this growing

If atilitiss. tranaportati,.., land use, cultural, 1k lebalsoce it propt. a t:agstkil

17 bioiogioal, eater, geology and toils, air gality 17 cpahility. sod to isprove the deterreot value of

16 and toisa nithin our urea. rurther, hased on the 1i the land-based ICES leg of the Triad. The Scoccroft

19 support documentation conai.-ed in the fIS draft, Cos.ission reported, quote. bhndooing Peacekeeper

20 sleet Air lorce Dana iv a logicol ohoioe to he at 20 deployment would jeopardize, not enhance, the
21 the top of the list l~r favorsl is onsideration to 21 likelihood of reaching a stabilizing and equitable
22 garrison the Peacekeeper missiles. 22 agreeeot, unqote. Continued deployment beyond the

23 TisE IS makes reference to President
21 first 50 aissilen it a hasig Node aoceptable to

24 Reagan establishing a bipartien zommssion, called 24 Con i . a. e t set Or I litery

25 the President's Commission on Strategic Forces, also 25 equireneot. providing even further incettives for

1 1NZNT A O O ASSOCIATES - COTURT PORTES
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S the Soviets to etgage seriously it area cottrol 101 convention, no nation say use weapons which cause

2 negotiations. 2 unneessary suffering to human being . Second.

3In conclusion, I feel that the gains in 3 poison and poison weapons are flatly prohibited by

0 United States' defense Capability achieved in the a the Hague resolutiot, hy the Geneva protoool of

first half of this decade are being negated by 5 1925, ad by the 0.0. Amy Field Nanual 27-1 on the

52 congressional indecisiveness and political 6 lan of land wstfre, 1956. The nited States is

7 ateaveriag that asount to playing Russian roulette 7 bound as a party to each of these. Additionally, a

with our e1tiotal secariry. Thest coditioos cry 0 natiot esy tot adopt sethods or tactice which fail

out for correot:n. The Pscekeeper Coil Garrison t diiqaIsh hetee cosktn sod nonsstants.

1 syste. is a sust, and I highly support the Miot Air 10 Because of the inherent nature of nuclear wsepons,

11 Force Base as the facility to garrison the 11 each of these rules prohibits their existence.

12 Peacekeeper missile forces. Thank you very much, 12 Now I cant to put MX in a little bit of &

13 conteet and talk about whst it In. It's a missile

11 Er .SS, Thank you. Ronsld 1: weighieg lOS tons, carrying cn indnpedsrtly-

15 Staff. iS targeted esrheada. Each arhead is eqai to 300

10 MR. STAFF. I defer to Al Hersodson. 16 kilotoen of TNT, and that equals IN of the 8iroshisa

17 N. BRNODSON, Thank you. My name is Al 17 atos bombs. With ten of those in each missile, each

19 Betmodson. 18 51 carries 3 segatons., or 3 million tons, of TNT,

19 I believe I's Speaking here tonight it at 19 ahich is the equivaleet of all the explosivs end

20 effort to prevent a crime. I believe that the 55 in 20 bomb used in the Second World War. Therefore one

21 a cries ..der international law. fn a 190 leednark 21 ME equal one Second WNrld wCa.

53 22 Case, the United States Supreme Court held that 22 Th. No 1. -- he. . long. of over S,000

23 international la is part and parcel of the 23 silse and is corates to 300 feet. That accuracy

24 structure of federal lee. International las 24 sakes it a first-strike weapoe. It's designed to

25 Includes the law of ear. Under the fourth Hagus 25 strike hardened military sites like Missile rilos.
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And since there-s .0 reason to hit an empty silo, we 1 the Second World War, the destruction in the Second

2 sut assume the WI is part of the United State., 2 World War. It, coincidentally, tapree.ts on 5E

3 firet-stike nuclear war strategy. In addition to 53 3 Missile. I'll do that again. That's the Second

4 being a first-ri ke weapon, the NX is inheeotly 4 World War. Now, ladles and gentlemen, this is what

s deetabiliaiog due to it. multiple warheads and its 5 we possess today in nuclear weapons alone.

6 g.ouping basing mode. Deployment of the My In any 0 COLONEL NcOBANEr Time, sir.

7 basing mode will therefore decrease national 7 MR. STAF: I ask, how Such i. enough?

: eecurity beoause deployment increasee the likelihood a When do we have sufficient power?

of nuclear ecohaog. 9 COLONEL RCSSANE Colonel Walsh.

10 NoW, we have talked about, and we have 10 LT. COLONEL WALSn Yee. Ir. Pirst of

11 heard about, peace through strength and we teed a 11 all, I would like to oppose your conclusion that

3 12 scur. peace and we must be strong and we need all 12 this I a first-strike weapon based upon the fact,

13 this strength. But you have said tonight that we're 13 as you assert, that you only attack full silos, and,

14 here to talk about survivability. ow, the 14 of course, you would have to do thst prior to the

15 Congressional Budget Office, in November of '87, 15 Soviets launching any attack. I would subit to

16 said that under the Worst c.se. cenario, 3700 U.S. 16 you, air, that first of all, if the Soviets did

17 nuclear weapons would survive a Soviet surprise 17 launch an attack. they would not use all their

SN ettack. And consideing thftthat only a fee of I5 siseiles. That nould he a poor operatosin

iN those would obliterste the Solet Unon. prohely iN decisioc. They ould certeioly hold some in

20 initiate nuclear ninter snd contesinste the entire 20 reere. So, therefore, there will be silos with

21 world t an uinhabitahie state. I s, what Is 21 missiles In them to attack.

22 sufficient? 22 Second, the Soviet method of launch allow

23 And to point out what we have today, I'm 23 thea to reload their silos, and the Soviets never

24 going to do a little demonstration. In this bucket, 24 get rid of any of their missiles, so they could go

25 1', going to drop a BE. This b represents all of 25 and reload their silos for another attack on the
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1 United States. So, therefore, even attacking empty 1 continue having a reliable deterrence to the Soviet

2 silos would make sense. furthermore, it Will be 2 Union. So we are not talking about adding

* necessary to o tafter thr cmand structure or the 3 additional warheads. We're looking et a sore

4 political etructure end they null hr in hardened 4 reliable way of delivering and a sore survivb e say

5 suos sod ne etuld needseapon of this particular 5 of containing them.

ntuce in ordrr no sttack nhst. o in is not a 0 And furthersore. you should note that oner

7 flrst-enrkn weapon, sir. First-strike In in the 7 the last dede, there hes been a draatic decrease

S intent on the person unig It, and it is not te in the nuaber of osrheede than the nied States

S inent of the United Staten n cute i ae N ase , Wod sn een sore dra mtic decease in t otl

10 furet-cnroe. 10 eaplosive yower of what warheads we do have. Thank

iI .No., I could al.. eeoar a., air. 2 11 you very much, sir.

i wouid alec lik. to sddress your econd cuggestior 12 Mc. HERRODSON: Thank you for your

12 that ce hace sore than sufficient arheeds. This is 13 opinIon, but I old aun thrt --

1W not a proposal tonight to build addinional .rheods. 14 COLE eclASef Cr. .er.odson, l's

15 This is a proposal to field a new eapo nysne. 1I calling on Ronald Iorren this nice, You say

16 And ce need to field a new weapon sytes for two 16 talk to Colonel Walsh after the meeting ends., if you

17 reasons. 17 n

IC Ste is that much of our present arsenal is IN IN. IESOI: I would like to give my ni-e

Il of IN0 citge, so therefore in doer not heve the IN to Leon Hallberg.

20 acur sy or the rlabilny th. We ould lir, to s0 COLONEL ecSHANE, Thank you.

21 crry out the mission. 21 50. NALL1ES, synseisLeon Hallberg.

21 S econd, as noted n m Is' a candidane for gOternor in the inate of North

23 speeches, we are concerned about the continued 23 Dakt. I wash to cnhes you for the opportuvity to

24 vulnerability of the existing system, and so we 24 speak this eeig.

25 propningssNO-survivable system cotse sca 541 5 1 would like to state my support for the

WeRleTe a SCOCIATeS - COUNT REPORTERS SNINMTN ASSCIATS - COURT EPOPTECS
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1 Envlronmentail ipact statement and Peacekeeper Rail 1 system'. requirement. and 1 . 8 ..sily be upgraded if

2 Gamrison weapon.system. at Minot Air Force base. 2 needed. Sixth, Minot ha. not benefited Ito. t nea

3 First and foremost. At to for the defense and 3 system such as the 9-1h and should be It line to

* security of this state and nation. Only with a 4 move forward with the Air Force in Its nodernisatlon

54 stoong and modern defense can we maintain the peso* 5 effort. Seventh, Minot recently lost the 3th

8 and t ... quility needed in theme times. Record, 6 Fighter Interceptor Squadron, which hod & savers

? elements of the Belizeon...t.1 Impact State...nt Would 7 negative economic impact on North Dakota, end ane.t

8 Indicate hrat ithin acceptable limits, a in particular.

! manageable limits, even desirable limits. Third. 9 From & secondary benefit point of view,

10 the region of influence IS receptive and able to 10 there will be a positive effect on the greater Minot

11 accommodate the project. 11 or... There will be jobs created to build and

12 There are other reasons I fast that one of 12 maintain the Peacekeeper sYst... This will provide

13 the locations should be at ninot, North Dakota. 13 a staying power fot the businesses and towns of the

is Frst, the northerly location would aIe it ideal 14 anea.

is for targeting flexibility. Second, inland locations is We have come to accept the missiles in

16 aks it easier to defend from potential enemy 16 this area. and some Would say that they ann a quiet,

17 attack. Three, Minot-. community support is the 17 Comforting fact from the defensive posture they

is best anywhere, and there has never beep a single 18 e nt Many of us appreciate the good neighborn

15 demonstration or protest. Fourth, Minot is -- has 19 that the U.S. Air Force has become. We alao

20 already mitigated Peacekeeper basing regret., 20 appreciate your community Involvement. I feel

21 including negotiation of option. for land 21 strongly that Ninot Air force Base would be the bet

22 acquisition to expand the nisn of ninot Air Force 22 location for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison weapon$

23 Ba. and obtain the .nrcesary right. and .aseents 23 ayenaa. Saving the system here 1ould be a positive

24 to accommodate the system's requirements. Fifth, 24 stop for the United States Air Force, the city of

25 Minot-. rail network In sufficient to support the 25 Minot, and for the security of the United States.
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n have one question. Have there boan any I MR. NALLSZROI Yon. in jaust -king if

2 environmental restriction. by tate and local law or there wort any restrictions that you would note, and

3 regulation. as per page 4.0-2? 
3 there was a comment Rade on page 8.0.2 about the

4 0AJOR VAN nti58 I'm a little confused 4 potential restriction. of state and local lan. or

5 about how to answer this exactly. With regard to regulationa. I wa just asking if you had incurred

6 environmental regulotiona that nreouppleaentnry to 6 anything that had been a dnterrent.

7 mneeting a specific anatoto. Such na the Clean Air MAJOR VN anNES, You mean that would
' 'eating ' r s egul satostsha - h Suplenary to

Act, Clean Water hot. 8nurow Conservation Recovery a discourage us from Cooing here as a result of that?

o Act. and so forth, ne intend to and will pledge to 80. HALLBERG. Yen.

10 you tonight that ne will adhere to thoe regulations lo MAJOR VAN NS None than I kon of.

11 and we will work with thn State to comply With 11 MR. NALLBERG, Thank you very much.

12 thoe. 
12 COLONEL MCaBANEr Thank yoU.

13 With regard to Such things as nuclear free 13 0e will conclude the proceedings at this

14 zones, perhaps no.e land ... ... r riction to th14 time. Please remember that you have until 31 August

is extent we can, we try to accommodate thoe. but you 1s no nubmit writn naterial- to he included In tin

16 understand that when we hoo a situation where we 16 transcript of this hearing. Once again, oral and

17 may have a conflict between national defense needs 17 written statement@ or omments will in fford.d

18 and purely local concerns, that the way the 18 equal weight.

10 Constitution of the United States is designed, that 19 Thack you. Thli public meling 1s

20 the auprenacy Cl n.ne .n data that the federal 20 dj urned at 10.04 P.R.

21 interests take priority, So where we 0ll try to 21 (Concluded at 1034 P.R., tie wane day.)

22 address those and tat* those into consideration in 22

23 our planning purposs. oe May not Specifically 23

24 respond to them. in that responsive to your 24

25 question? 25
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2 CCCTIFICATS OR CODS? JfljORTlj

2

3

STATS OF MOSTH DAKOTA ,

S COUNTY OF WARD

7

8 1. Sharon A. Datten. a Registered
Drofessinal Reporter.

DO R5EBY CERTIFY that I recorded in
10 shorthand'(Stenotype) the foregning pronedings had

and made of record in the bove-entitled matter at
11 the time and place hereinbefore indicated. INTENTIONALLY

12 1 DO HEREBY FURTHER CERTIFY that the
foregoing and attached type!ttmen pagen contain a LEFT

13 Sol1, true, annotate and orrmct tranacnipt o *y
shorthand (Stenotype) notes, as they purport to BLANK

14 contain, then and there taken.

15 Dated at Minot, North Dakota, this 25th
day of August, 190a.

16

17

Sharon A. Bakken, RPR
19

20

21

22

23

24

25

ERINETH A SSSOCIATES - COURT REPORTERS

INTENTIONALLY INTENTIONALLY

LEFT LEFT

BLANK BLANK
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1 provided in the handout. microphone so we will be running until 10:10 just

2 I recognize that some people may wish to make 2 to compensate for the tan minutes so lost hers by

3 statements on defense policy, nuclear weapon, arms 3 otarting late and by microphone trouble.

4 control, and fiscal policy at this meeting, 4 What e're going to do first is call on the

S however, such comments ore best directed to your 5 elected officials whO hoe. indoictad a desire to

6 congressmen and senator.. Pleaso limit your 6 speak.

7 comments to onviornmentol issues. 7 Maor Idward Denson.

Please refroin froo publilc doonstrotions 8 I'm sorry, before you start, sir, lat so have

9 either foor gaint at temonts sodo since this 9 Colonel Walsh introduce the other panel memhers so

10 merely subtracts from the tise available for others 0 everyone knows who is here.

11 to sake statements or ask questions. 11 Ri. VALSH: on my inoediote right is

12 Reas.ber that ec. person should be given o 12 Major Van NOsS. ho's a lawyer with the Air Fore

13 respectful hearing tvn if his or her own vies 13 assigned to the Air Force Regional kngineoring. 00

14 diffor from your own. 14 my far right is Lt. Col. Kaont. N's asoigned to

It WRll take a ten minute recssat this point. is headquarters in the Strategic hAir Command. te sill

16 PleOso be tack hers ready to go about three minutes 16 respond to questions on operations. On my

17 after eight. 17 immediate loft is Mr. Rictao. to's employed by

1 10 Tatro-Tech Corporation. Tetre-Tech wos hired by

It (Roceso takes.) 1 tha Air Force to prepare this environmental impact

20 (bock r e "record.) 20 statement. Mr. Rickman will respond to questions

21 21 related to the effects on human rosourcs., on .y

22 COL. ocSRANt: Sleryone please he 22 for left is Doctor grsmer. it's also employed by

23 sat. Sounds like We're bock on the oir her. 23 Totro-Toch. and he will respond to questions on the

24 e got couple minutes late start there and 24 effects on physical resources. ?oank. you oJr.

25 w have just had a little trouble with the 25 COL. RcDAtI: Thank you. Colonel

39 40
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1 Walsh. I Since the inception as a military facility

2 During this question and answer and statement 2 engaged in securing the peace of our nation the

3 portion of the public hearing. I'm going to call 3 State and surrounding communities it ha. provided a

4 out on. naa, at a time and I would ash that you 4 positive economic impact, thereby enhancing the

eot, up to the microphone which ia Situated hare In 5 growth of the area. Our resident. have had full

6 the front of the room. Stap up to the microphone 6 knowledge of the mission of the 351st aad hae.

7 and *peak slowly and clearly. we want all prenent 7 paeafully co-existed with the deterring forces.

8 to be able to hear your question or Statements and a The City of Clinton and Henry County. Kiaaouri

* in addition it needs to be recorded for the record. 9 have a vital interest in the future, not only for

10 If you have any written statements that you 1C our domain. - Li. aouunding eomeuut-a am

11 want to leave with us put then there on the staga 11 well. In addition to the current mission of the

12 and microphone. 12 351St Strategic Misaila Wing and its positive

13 13 impact from expenditures by Air Force personnel and

It NYO0 DNNKAH: Colonel Walsh, 2 the future advanced technology bomber basing with

19 members of panl: I. Edwin J. Denman, nayor of is it. positive potential, we feel that the proposed

16 the City of Clinton. ilssouri. 16 Peacekeeper Missile Rail Garrison would be an added

17 17 asset for the total community.

18 (SPECTATORS INDICATED TROUBLE HEARING.) is The military personnel ha.. ha. be.n and will

19 19 continue as good neighbors. Not only that aspect

20 MAYOR DENHAN: I'm Edwin Denman, 20 has been considered, but we readily recognize it

21 Mayor of the City of Clinton. Missouri which is 21 will be good for the economy of that has suffered

22 approximately 37 miles southeast or southwesterly 22 tremndously over the past few years because of a

23 from Whiteman Air Force Sae. ts within the 23 sagging agricultural economy and decline in farming

24 confine. of the area currently served, currently 24 efforts. Expenditures brought about by basing the

25 supporting the 3Elat Statagic Missile Wing. 25 Rail Garrison in the area would have an affect on

41 42
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1 not only the comounities contiguous to Whit.a. Air 1 Missile Garrinon an an additional mission for

2 Force bas. but to a wide area around it. 2 Whiteman Air Force base. We wall continue to

3 The Clinton City Council, on behalf of its 3 atrive to maintain cooperative and coordinated

4 constituents has gone on record in support of the 4 afforts of the military community to minimize the

5 proposed Rail Garrison baaing at Whiteman Air Force 5 obstacle. in this undertaking which will act an a

6 base as evidence by an adoption of a supporting 6 catalyst to overcome our struggling with an already

7 resolution, and I will present a copy to the 7 depressed agricultural economy.

0 recorder. a In reiteration --

9 Purtharing that position similar action wan 9 COL. McHANM: Your time has run

10 taen on a position presented during a previous 10 out.

11 hearing on 7 April 1988. We're cognizant of the 11 MAYOR DENHAN: I was almont through.

12 great contributions that military personnel aake in 12 COL. NcSRAME: I'll give you a few

13 the area, that they ara readily accepted and 13 aeconds.

14 ancouraged to interact tn community program. and 14 MAYOR DENNA: In reiteration, the

1f fforta. 15 citinarna of Clinton do actively support the

16 It in the considered opinion that through the 16 efforts to designate Whiteman Air Force gas. a. a

17 present efforts of the Whitenan Arma Steering 17 Peacekeeper Rail Garrison and give assurance of

1: Council, the increased activities that nay be 12 cooperation, coordination and open connunications

19 brought about by locating the Rail Garrison at 19 to this effort.

20 Whiteman Air Force nus. can ha adequately, 20 On behalf of the citizens of Clinton, I went to

21 expeditiously and effectively dealt with to the 21 hank you for this opportunity.

22 positive benefit of all. wa stand ready to do our 22 COL. N.ScANZ: Hr. Sen Nangina.

23 part to absorb the problems wll as the benefits. 23 MAYOS NANOGNA: Col. NcShaa., Col,

24 In nunary, the City of Clinton wholeheartedly 2 24 Walsh, -taLrn of panl: I an Sn aangina. Nayor

29 supportatha concept of basing the Peacekeeper 25 of -.. City of Windsor, Nisouri, which is located

43 44
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1 fif..e miles mouth of the base. 1 mystes from the be.. mode.

2 Lat the record show that the City of Windsor 2 A further appraisal of the.. opportunities are

3 fully supports the baming of the Peacekeeper Rail 3 graphically portrayed on the National Rail Network

4 Garrison System at Whiteonn Air Force ease, 4 on page 4.1 dash 4, figure 4.1.2 dash 1.

M Nissouri. 5 No other base being considered for this ssion

6 Our city, along with many of the other cities 6 can match these exit opportunities.

near and around the base have for many years 7 I harm reviend the impact charts on pagea S-40,

8 supported thh variout military missions amaigned to 41, figure. 3-33 and found that in both the

the ane. St. prenot responsibility of 9 Proposed and Alternative Action, with the exception

10 maintaining and controlling 150 Minutean II 10 of the land use end biological resources, the

11 missile site. is In every way compatible with 11 impacts on all other resources would not be

12 accepting an additional mlssile mission. 12 significant.

2 13 There are other reasons that are of a positive 2 13 Many of the military personnel and their

14 nature for basing the Rail Garrison System on 14 families have, since the establishment of this

15 Whit.mn Ai. Fo0ce ase. It I. centzlly located 1s base. elected to reside in the City of Windsor and

16 and readily accessible to the various modes of 16 the other communities surrounding this

17 transportation both mat, West, north *nd mouth. 17 installation. They hae not only authorimed --

i1 This i. especially true of the network of rail 18 only contributed service to this nation Out also to

19 systems which would provide the multiple level of 19 the cities in which they live. They have been a

20 opportunities of choice for deployment of the 20 definite asset to our cities.

21 peacekeeper missile aystae. 21 And conversely, many of our citizens have boen

22 The feasibility of adding this second rail 22 afforded the opportunity of employment at this

23 connector, addressed in the draft environmental 23 installation thereby contributing to the economic

24 impact statement on page 4.11 dish 46, greatly 24 wall being of this area.

25 enhances the .nit opportunities of the missile 20 Thm mcor ity of this nation in the

45 46
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1 remponsibility of Ivory citizen of these United 1 [ X in the area because it ha. as one speaker

2 Sttaoo. not Just the military. It is in this 2 previously indicated, it is centrally located, it

3 spirit of common bond of responsibility that -- 3 is located apart from any metropolitan, great

4 COL. McSHAN: That's your time. 4 metropolitan area like Seattle or Son Francisco

0 iCR. CACICA Onm sentenom. ehich would certainly be a target before those of

6 CC. noSeANS: I'm sorry, we have 6 0s who live in the City of Concordia.

7 one 116, 120 people that want to talk. 7 So. I will certainly like to add my statement

8 Hf. nANGICA: One sentence. C together with the others and the people of

9 COL. nCSHNem I'm enrry. 9 Concordia do support to the deployment of this

10 Woodrom furth. 10 because ultimately that's the purpose of the United

11 MR. KURT: I am Woodrow furth. 11 States government not to food the hungry and to

12 Mayor of Concordia. ae're only 17 mile north of 12 provide houses for everybody else --

13 the bae but were separated from the has by three 13 COL. ecieAhS: Folk, please.

24 great draw, and by Cho P2 cheater River which 14 MRo XUATH: That's the function of

1 floods every time we hae sprinkle in 15 the State. Thank you very much.

1 Crr:nmburg. Conequenly. I'm not sure we haem 16 COL. McSHANC: Ray aaring, please.

17 tremendoun impact on the ban., but enwould -- am 17 af. MARING: Gentlemn, my C.mm is

s citizen I ould certainly lik tc aupport the 18 Ray Naring. I'm Praaidicg Commissioner of Johnson

19 various effort. because I c . no additional 19 County, the county in which Whiteman' !octed.

20 brm especially after viewing the presentation this 20 Thm Johnson County Commission cnuld like to go

21 evening adverae impact upon the area. 21 on rnoord iv supporting the Rail Garrison

22 We already have the missiles within our are. and 22 peaceheeper network designation of Whiteman Air

23 they been here for 20 Fearn or longer. I don-t know 23 Force ea. am on* of the deployment bases for the

24 that they have done any harm to anyone. and I mill 24 P-aakah per cail Garrison System.

25 certainly support the effort of the deployment of 2S Logistics have always depended - strategic

47 45
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1 locations. Whit.msn Air Force Ba.. is Io.ted 1 William Brasm.

2 centrally in the United States, therefore, it. 2 MR. BRAMS: I'm sorry, I did not

3 accessibility to points throughout the country 3 have a prepared statement, hut I'm Sill Brs

-should be 1osid ed as a positive factor. 4 Mayor Proten for the City of Warrensburg.

9 The citizens of Johnson County have lived up s I am also on the White.n Area Stesring

6 aMong Minutan missile bases for years and are 6 Council. I'm a thirty year resident of this eras.

vary swars of the importance of a strong military 7 Vs a vtrn of World War II men recognie the

8 defense. Johnson Countians have always supported a importance of a strong defense.

9 Whiteman Air Force Base basic missions, have 9 1 have lived in Warrensburg in comfort of

10 vslromed: , th. bess perso nnel ito its roamu ity. 10 oing we are wsll d fe ded. sod I see no major

11 Ma y military famili s have raturo d to lived is 11 ispa t that ill reus e a proadee ith the rail as e

12 Johsson County after discharge. Businesses and 5 12 ss:ile hare i. this area. I look foward as

13 local communities continue to welcome the added 13 rsidet to cooprats with Whitmsn in this

14 economy the base generates. 14 installation.

is In conclusion, Johnson County views the 1s COL. McSHANL: Thsnk you.

16 deployment of Whiteman Air Force Base and the 16 Thomas king.

17 Peaceheepaer Rail Gerrison Network as a very 17 MR. KING: I's anative of Johso.

18 positive situation for the United Stetes 18 County, Missouri, presently living in Warrensburg

19 government, Johnson ad surrounding countias. 1 and I'm --

20 This is signed by the Johnson County Commission, 20 COL. McSMAM: Speak . little

21 Ray Mariog Presiding Commissioner, Glen Goodwin, 21 cloer

22 Western Commssioner, Leland Stewart Bastern 22 MR. RING: I'm a native of Johnson

23 Commissioner. 23 County, name is Thomas king I' serving as the

24 Thank you. 24 county surveyor of Johnson County.

25 COL. McSHANI: Thank you. 25 At the time since the base wes built in 1942 I

49 50
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1 have bean impressed sith the professional manner in 1 any problems from any of the transportation of the

2 which those stationed there have carried out their 2 missiles to our area.

3 mission for defs. And hae felt comfortable 3 I want to address this evening what I hope to be

* with the way it's bees handled and do not oe of 4 the environmental impact statement.

9 any probles. that have reulted is deploymnt of 5 The statistical impact. What I did, I went

6 the Minuteman missiles over cur areo. I feel that 6 through these and looked at some of the areas of

7 ths addition of approiately half a section of 7 statistical impact of the rail garrison mould nct

land to the Peacekeeper Mail Garrison would be as S prsnt a different picture from what esists at the

9 asset to the area and strongly support this measure 9 presnt time except the new spur rail that would be

10 comig to our community. 10 through a sparsely populated ares, slightly

11 COL. McSNANB: Thank you. 11 affecting a few households.

12 The balance of these cards are from individuals 12 Noise level would not iscreas os the main line

13 who did not indicate they were elected officials or 8 13 rail. The frequency would be a usa normally that

14 holding any office. They have been shuffled by the 14 exists at this particular time. In fact, the Katy1: public affairs folks that collected them. Ivve 1A Ril. would be addressing this at this time,

16 shuffled them myself and they are in totally random 9 16 would be decreasing somewhat in service so the rail

17 order. 17 missile would not increase exaisting traffic.

is Lesoy Sridar, please? 1 The spur would create new impacted persons

19 LIDDY KRIDBR: Le~oy Rrider. 19 but -- 5. it would be going close to some areas

20 Executive Director of faysinger Basin Regional 20 that are not presently affected by the spur. I

21 Planning Commission in Clinton, Missouri, and I 21 called an archeologicsl surveyor that had formally

22 represent a body of elected officials and citizen 22 resided in Clinton. he indicated to me that the

23 representing seven counties in an area south known 23 general area had been surveyed. Just in general,

24 as Casor (phoonatic) Basin. We live within the a not is sperific. And he k:e of no archeologically

29 arsa of 70 missile mites and so far we haven't had 29 significat sites. Ther are misty sites, but no.a

91 52
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10 1 1 of .rcheological significanc.. I A a result of th. conservation computer. search

2I spoke with four Missouri conservation 13 nothing Was found that indicated any natural

3 specialist. that gave the following information, 3 prairie plant remnants that were still in this

6 and I will supply this on docuaentation in writing 4 particular area.

5 if you cant. I can also give their babes. So.. I The Spur rail was to pass through natural timber

6 affected wildlife were found in the general area. 6 stands, the standing dead trees may be so..

7 for example, blacktail Jack rabbits is Considered 1 7 coincidence of summer colonies of gray bats; they

a State rare but not nationally rare. a know of no incident, no reported sightings of any

: Thare a so.. rssnants of tha population over 9 colonies in this ars.

1 0 th I vicinity. however, tha railroad right-of-way as 10 COb. McSHAN;: Time, Mr. Krider.

11 far as the statistics are concerned, would be II MR. KIDSK: Thank you. I will

12 considered as excellent habitat for those 12 send in a prepared statement later.

13 particular spacias and probably vould *nhance their 13 COL. McSMANk: Thank you.

14 existanca is this arma. 14 boraine Crouch. I'm sorry?

1: There is the prairie chicken ground on the 15 VOICE: Someone wont to go got her.

16 southaast corner White...n Air Force base., however. 16 COL. McSHANK: I Sill come back to

17 the spring survey e. dons and there was no 17 bar after the next speaker.

1 indication that this ground was still being used by 18 Eric Wilbur?

19 the prairie chickens. That doesn't mean they 19 KM. WILBUR: I don't have a

12 20 wouldn't con. back, but they're not presently being 20 prepared statement or anything. I think that as

21 used at this time. 21 you can asa around the wall you se a lot of signs

23 Again. tha consarvation agant indicated that the 22 and hear people talking. A lot of paople hae. cosa

23 railroad right-of-may would be an excellent site 23 up said they supported this. As you can ssa on the

24 for habitat for the prairie chickens as wall as the 24 wall there's people that don't support it. I think

25 rabbits. 25 part of this process is to raise the consciousness
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1 of America and allows -- we can do this hart in 1 MS. CROUCH: One procedural

2 Ameria, there's many places in the world that you 2 Question I would 1lke to address to you that I

3 can't do this. So I challenge each one of you to, 3 don't wand you to anawer now, you can put it in the

4 you know, raise the consciousness of other folks, 4 onvoironsental impact state...nt: The scope of the

5 and, you know, take part in America and this is 5 S$ is too narrow. Tb environmental impact of

what this is all about. 6 this proposal would not be limited to the innediate

7 I do have one question. He do have the S-2 7 physical environment surrounding Whiteman Air Force

a coming hers in the area of Whlitman. l* 16 , Base. Give consideration to the public's concerns

9 wondering, you know, as a contract for that did the 9 about safety, national defense, economic impact, at

1 0 91S -- have they considered that as far as the lo ceaters on national scale.

11 utilities, the road work and things, the network, 11 And excuse e, this is a public hearing.

12 the substructure? gave we considered that in, you 12 1 would like for everyone her, to think about

13 know. is there any impact or what can .a expect? 13 how you will feel when you sas these railroad cars

14 Col. Walsh. 15 rolled out. They are going to be very obvious.

is MR. WkLSH: Since the decision has is You're going to be able to tell them from the

16 already been made to deploy the B-2 bomber at 16 commercial cars, because they nra going to be so

17 Whitemen Air Porce ha., it was considered in the 17 large.

1 section entitled -the existing future baseline." 17 The average sins of a comnercial car is SI foot

19 What ve were projecting as existing future 19 and the WX missile is 71 feet long. There's no way

20 baseline incorporated the B-2 mission. Therefore, 20 they are going to be able to tool you by telling

21 this mission, the ape. of it was superimposed on 21 you, oh. it is a commercial car. You're going to

22 those of the 0-2 and normal growth of the area. 22 be able to tall the difference, and then they're

23 MR. WILBUR: Thank you, sir. 23 going to be running dummy trains occasionally to

24 COl. ScSNANJ: Thank you. Is 24 tst the system out. but you're not going to know

2 borain. Crouch hera? 25 when it's a dummy train or it's going to be the
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1 real thing. I Many people Could not coe.

2 Whon you see these trains rolling out and going 2 1 would like to ask you, as I did once before.

3 around the country aide through your cities and 3 to please allow for mora hearings and in more

4 towns. are you going to be sitting there wondering 4 places. Thia in not just a concern to simply

$ if it is the real thing? Have ae, an it appears, a 5 Whiteman Air Force ase and surrounding

8 6 security alert or in it just a training esion? 6 anvironae.t. We're very happy that Clinton and

7 Think of the fear you're going to be feeling when 7 Concordia and all are very happy to havs the

* you new thoae traina going down the tracks. Thata' S missile, that'a good for then. they're going to got

all I want to l.ave you with. S a little welfare ride from defense system.

10 COL. McSSAM3: Thank you. 10 but, there are other parts of this State share

11 Phillip McNally. 11 thoa things could conceivably be rolling through.

12 MR. McNALLY: My name is Phillip 12 We know the rail net run, through Springfield. So

13 McNally. I came her from Springfield, Missouri 13 its only fair thut wa aould ha-e public acoess to

14 this afternoon. I'm just a private citinen. I 14 thes hind of hearinga.

15 would lke to begin with a procedural question. In 15 (APPLAUSE)

16 fact I'm going to repeat something that I asked 16 I want to make one practical comment here. not

17 Col. Walah about in April when I was here before. 17 that that wasn't practical enough.

18 That is the lack of availability of thee hearinga. in The DES. a I have had limited tina to take a

19 There are people here from St. Louis, there are 19 look at it, but the DIS a. I saw it did not

20 people hern from Springfield and many of us left 20 address any economic impacta An a tourist stata

21 work today, took tin* off to got here. You han. 21 that may go on as a result of what you called

22 one hundred sixteen people that want to testify. I 22 aignificsnt economic impacts.

23 personally tell you we could have doubled our 23 1 don't want you to anewer this now but I Would

24 numbers had it not been a work day, and we had to 14 like for that to be addr.sasd in the environmental

25 leave at two or three in the afternoon to gt off. 25 impact stateent at the and result, but you have
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I not really considond the aconosic impacts that 1 MS. MYERS: Col. McShane. Col.

2 night result from the following of various 2 Walsh. panel. I'm Eva Myers from Sedalia. Missouri.

3 environments in the area. 3 I with the Chamber of Commerce and Military

4 Pinally I will probably running out of tisa 4 Affairs Committee. I speak a. an individual.

but I do want to mention I find the whole prospect 5 I was privileged to last year be briefed on

7 of your outlining or considaring outside the 20 6 Peacakaspar. Ins, very such in favor of it. I

7 category of considerstion, the prospact of tin usa 7 think that it's wall worth the sail risk involved.

19 of these weapons. a I think that we need a great national defense,

9 I know you're hearing that old logic, we build 9 and I think that we'rn well on our way to getting

10 theme not to use than. I am for a strong defense. 10 that. I went us to be the beat in the world. The

11 but the use of the@• weapons in the situation that 11 Pnacakeepnr can help us, and I'm not afraid of

12 you hna sat thee up is very d.atabilialog and 12 Peacekeeper. I'm afraid of not being defended. I

11 frightening to an. I don't feel that it mlkes for 13 want to be defended. And I'm very proud of

14 a valid anvirome. t impact stata.ant if you have 14 Whiteman Air Force base for being here.

15 not included the posaibility of some kind of use of 15 Thank you.

16 the weapon or use of weapons against the Weapon. 16 COL. NcSSANS: Thank you.

17 COL. McSSANS: Tine. 17 VOICE: I it against the rules

in MR. McnALLY: Thank you. in to -- (Inaudible)

19 COL. MCSMAYS: Susan singer. 19 COL. cSHKNI: Mo. it is hot, but

20 VOICE: She had to leave and yields 20 the person who vs. to speak needs to be here when

21 her time to Mike Rager (phoenetic). 21 they are called. That was communicated to Mr.

22 COL. MSHAME: Is ahe here? 22 Lonbardi earlier todny.

23 VOICE: She just walked out the 23 Michael Careen.

24 door; ehe had to go to work. 24 MS. CASMEW: I'd like to yield

25 COL. ICSMANE: I call eva Myers. 25 nine. Is Mike Wolf here? Mike Wolf, are you hare?
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1 COL. KCSKANK: Mr. Volf. 22 1 Power.

2 "S. CAM: I' . resident of b2 Th. iapaot ay not be that significant. when you

3 Wrrensburg by the wa2
.  

3 3 alk about running it through our State on a fairly

4 la. WOLF: Col. MoShne, 1 4 inadequate rail &yst.. it ay very wall ha

S appreriate th. courtesy for my travel schedule. 5 appropriate for you to considar.

'I .ike Wolf. I' thu D.eocratic candidate for 6 1 know you. Colonel. and it Is a pleasure to

Attorney gnaral for issouri. 7 call you Colonel. but this is not in your

I bar. coe arross the Stat. yesterday on the bailiwick. I think it would writ the Air Forca's

9 A .TRAK systew, and I would invite you members of 24 consideration to talk to people and hae. these

10 Air Force to go back when you are on your way out 10 hearings in cities other than the immediately

11 of Warreaburg to take the train to St. Louis, 1 11 affected vicinity, because I think there'. other

12 think it's an interesting oxperience. And I mean 12 parts along our rail system that ara equal

13 that in tors of the analysis that you did of the 13 affected.

21 14 rail safety system in this State. It may be that 14 I thank you very much for your courtesy.

15 w have all this data from the Federal Rail is COL. McSMAWK: Thank you.

16 Administration, I'a not perfectly familiar with 16 (APPLAUSE)

17 them, but I' not sure they apply just to the -- 17 COL. McSklAN: Mike Langworthy?

1 aOw of the track that you're talking about. 1 MR. LANGWORTKY: I would like to

19 I think thu second area of concern in that a. 19 yield to Grag Lombardi.

20 far an Johnson County i concerned. you can 20 M. LOMBARDI: My Sa. is Grog

21 probably say that there really isn't much of an 21 Lombardi, I'm a member of the Kansas City Nuclear

22 impact. I think as far as the Air Force is 2 22 Weapons Coalition. I would like to address a fe

22 23 concerned you ought to be concerned that Johnson 23 issues in regards to rail safety not adequately

24 County doesn't secede from the Union, if it does it 24 addressed in the draft environmental impact

2S I. going to be about the third largest nuclear 25 statement.
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COL. VcVANJi: Mr. Lombardi, please 1 make a coment we would like to .a. the drawings,

a turn the microphone back around and aadress your 2 you are suppose to be addressing them to us.

3 tomaents back to N Ilk* I indicated at the 3 MR. LONARDI: Th. model

4 beginning. The recorder has to gat this. Ther* 4 environmantal impact statement -- I guarantee you a

5 are speaker. for the public to hear. I chart will bo provided-

r .. . LOMIARDIi Your Honor, there 6 The avarage freight car i. 51 fast in length.

7 at. serious problems with tail safety not addressed 7 thu 5X missile in 71 fast in length. Th. average

8 by the Air Foro.. Th. Air Forte saya that there is 6 fright car unloaded weighs approximately 62

9 no substantial increased risk of rail accident due 9 thousand pounds and its maximum load Is between

10 to the NX rail garrison. There's Several reason 10 ninety and one hundred thousand pound.

11 why this is not true, Your Monor. 11 An MX missile Weigh. 15 thouand pound.. 195

12 They spring from the fact the Air Force pushed 1' thousand pounds. That'. or. than twice the

13 this KX missile through Congress before they really 25 13 maximum capacity of an average rail car.

14 bad a baoing nod* plan for it. What'a happened I. 14 The Air Force has not .ddressed thi- In the

2 's they have created a two hundre4 thousand pound is environmental impact statement.

10 white elephant that just won't go anywhere. This 16 Then the length is incredible, it's 71 foot and

17 Is the 37th idea the Air Force has come up with for 17 clearly will not fit in the average rail car. What

1 bulng the X missile. it's the first one that 1 this means is the N1 .ust go on the Mx rail car.

19 seriously puts the ctyillan population at risk. 19 Th. Air Forca has told us tonight the ME rail

20 This is largely dua to rail safety problems. 20 car would ba approximately 59 foot in length

21 First, I would like to point out that the 21 that' --

22 average freight car 1 91 fat in length. 22 M. VLSX: Could I Saw thu chart.

23 Again, it the Ianel does have connents on this I 23 pleas.?

34 would lika to have theu addressed. 24 KR. LOMBARDI: You will be able to

is MR. WALSH: If You would like aM tO is ... it io N i cnament.
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1 MR. WALSH: I would like to respond 1 discussions. I think Mr. Lombardi i going to

2 to it, please. 2 speak some aor* about that. When he finishes that

3 MR. LOMBARDI: You're not being 3 1 will give you on opportunity to talk about it.

4 asked to respond to it. 4 Scott 5ittstruck.

S This is absolutely of because the Air Force now MR. VIYTSTRUCK: Your Senor, my

* says its going to be 89 foot in length. but as 6 na. is Scott Wittatruck. I'm a concerned citizen

7 such would still be the longest car on the track. 7 from Columbia. Missouri. I would lie to present a

$ One sore. it will weigh substantially nor. than a fee coments concerning the psychological and

* nay other rail oar en the tracts., e do not know 9 medical impacts of the 50 rail garrison not

10 what ti. unloaded weight of th, NX rail car would 10 addresswd in th 050S.

11 be and that asomething that was not sddrsd in U 0 first becane aware of nuclear weapons only six

12 the draft environental impact atatwoent and should 12 years ago. In 1982 my Rnglish teacher attempted to

13 be addressed hut -- 13 explain to the Fifth grade class the concept of the

I COL. MCSXXW%% Tim.. 14 nuclear clock. He told us nuclear war would be

15 MR. LOMBARDI: I have additional 15 inevitible when the clock reached midnight. and in

16 comaents to ack.. 16 1982 we had little chance of surviving nuclear war.

17 (APPLAUS} 17 He told us if the clock moved over five minutes

15 COL. scOSAME: 0 told you earlier ls to midnight that we would all dim in nuclear war in

10 not to us. tie tie for expressions of approval or 19 five years, which would have been 1957. Needless

20 disapproval the clock is running. 20 to say I was terrified.

21 MR. WALSH: May 0 wake a cox:ent 21 I Ieoame osessd with tin belief I would near

22 there on the information incorporated into a 22 .ive to finish ny edocation or graduate from high

23 question? 23 school. My fear of nuclear weapons grew as 1 read

24 COL. McSMANX: I think there are 24 about Hiroshima and Nagasaki. I saw movis such as

29 some comments which would be appropriate to the 25 Doctor Strangelove and Th Day After.
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I As 1907 became history my obsession didn't 1 for one sole purpose genocide.

2 diminish. My fear of nuclear war didn't diminish. 2 The government can nropt to convince people

3 Not any uncommon feeling among the youth of 3 that the NX Peacekeeper missile put on railroad

* Amerio. 4 trains that accidents Will be kept minimal with

5 Although some young people Choose to ignore the 5 *inimal chance to derail and there is no sensible

6 problem or choose to do nothing to solve the 26 n minimal level of actions w'e;. Jling with nuclear

7 problem, the fear is there. We do not agree with I weapons. Before the decision is Wade. before you

S Pets Yawnasnd who wrote. I hops I die hafore i oat 0 decide whether to follow through with th. plan to

0 old. I watt to live to .ecome an adult. 9 mount iX issiles on railroad trains. I implore you

10 Children are the future of the human ract. The 10 to please consider the future of the race. Think

11 world we will inherit is not a happy one, howevur, 11 twice about the children.

12 the ozone layer is crumbling. our land is terribly 12 Thank you.

13 polluted, our natural resource. are dwindling and 13

14 th 0.0. national debt is unbelievaile. 14 COL. MCSMAMN: John Klotz.

15 Sowever, the problem that is wore. than all the 1 MR. KLOTZ: I just wanted to be

18 others Is ths arms race. We deserve a world in iS short. I'm from Kansas City. I am a concerned

17 which .. cn live. 17 citizen. I wanted to be sure the environmental --

iO People suggest we should not fear nuclear 10 I wanted to be sure the environmental

10 weapons because they will never be used, if that 27 19 conaiderations that want into the declaration of

20 were true then the U.S. government is simply 20 nuclear weapons along with other weapons. certain

21 wasting taw dollars., money which todld be used much 21 other weapons, as being illegal in terms of

22 more positive and efficient ways. 22 international low and ome of the treati*e of the

23 People suugeot nuclear weapons provide a 23 United States and, therefore, the Const'tlon

24 deterrent against war. The nuclear weapons are not 24 being considered. I'm sure that environmental

25 built to keep the peace, nuclear weapona arc built 25 ,onerns are siJor concerns in the international
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271 1 bodies and in the Congres of the United States. 1 and si it will be vryailr to high cube car

2 COL. NCSHAU: Think you. 2 which you Mae very frequently on the track for

3 Thomas Fittpatrick. 3 triple dock car carrier.

6R. FITZPATRICK: Col. H.Shsne. a A. far as weight is concerned. it will be

Cal. Walen. el.:o:. back. I's Tos Fitsphtrtck, 1 S slightly unusual, but there ar. sany railroad cars

2 6 Wrrvnoburg resident a, choice. I support thtrks tht ar "r thiseight,

7 basing of th Rail Garrison he.e in varrensbura and I There are cosercil trains for core currently

Johnaon County. 8 moving over the roil system. We have done a very

SI, appreciate the coMmats of the younger people. 9 detailed analysis of the rail track of the -.

10 the older people. the people who r. against the 10 working with the various rail companies s .el a-

11 baling system here, but I think that fears are 11 with the national -- tn Federal Railway

12 groundless, and I Just wanted to publicly state 2 Administration. We have determined that of the

13 that as a private citizen on behalf myself and My 13 available track over 120 thousand Milos of it Would

14 family I think that we can certainly accommodate 14 be available to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison

is the Air Force people and the system here in 15 System.

16 Warrensburg. 16 COL. MCSHkNK: Greg Lombardi.

17 Col. Walsh. I have one question for you, sir. 17 eR. LOMBARDI: Just a foe more

I ao you 1a deCrb:5th: egth 5d the Weight is comments here. Your Honor.

I: of th. rail tsr for the corrying of the rissiln? 19 Again, what the 5! rail car may weigh, again. we

20 MR. WALSH: Sir. the length of the 20 don't anon becauso the Air Force hasn't told us.

21 of the rail car -- Am I coming through? 21 Thht h unloded nay bes uch a 200

22 VOICES: No. 25 22 thousand pounds. We don't know that. The total

23 MR. WALSH: The length of the rail 23 Weight of the rail car may range anywhere. again.

24 car would be approximately 89 foot long, 17 foot 1d no don't bnos hecause the Air Forte hasn't told us.

25 high and approximately 10 foeg wide. In appearance 25 from 050 thousend to 600 thousand pounds. That's
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1 more than a half a million pounds. 1 Another fault is just simply going around curve

2 The ides that this is safe on America's rail 2 because of the great eight. Another thing is that

3 lines which are quickly going into disrepair is 3 these cas are being easily identifiable by anyone

4 just not right. 4 eho .ant to sabotage then for several reaaonm.

The Air Force's Asmumption thee rail corm sill 5 Again. they'll be the biggest. the longest core on

he as afe as normal commercial rail cars is 6 the track. to the only car on the track that is

j just -- it is unbelievable. Th problems include 7 not open bedded. They sill be a covered car and

8 again, here we have mhat*s an MR rail car 8 will also have at least eight axles. No other car

O approximation compared with the averase rail car. 9 on the road at that length will have that many

10 Problems include potential rail or tie failure 10 sales. Anybody that wants to sabotage the MX rail

11 because of the incredible weight of this rail car. 11 coar. all they have to do is look for the 89 foot

25 13 hir c.... f ar..i Fi..t tio. th rail ca rs 25
3 high r ':r::' a h a I cars1 3 srts n tho id: ondlmhhuld heot.~hv::11 2crr~toih ':l satrsjm sly Osy :to

14 are going to be 17 feet high, the noreal rail car 14 sabotage those.

is 10 spproximately 12 faet high. Lt. Col. Wlsh says 15 For those reasons. and because the consequences

l6 this Is going to be like an exposed triple dock car 16 of roil accident, if ona of these has an

17 that's used for tr.nsporting automobiles. But 17 stcident. evon if tha vorad dos sot nxplod.

18 those cars con rorry a moth moth lighter veight 18 oven if its. just the that fuel that goes off. a

1W than tao ax rail car is expected to carry, probably 19 ono thouos,.J foot radius aroutd thn ra car would

20 half the *light, "gain, we don't know because the 20 be flatened.

21 Air ?orC hasn't provided us with statistics. 1 21 The Air Force says that all life structures in

22 hope they do in the final at$. 22 that area would be in total Collapse. I assume the

23 The high center of gravity sill load to 23 Air Pores msean that to include human beings.

24 esesei:e roth because the ernst veight of this 24 Also, this would *pray hydrochloric and nitric acid

25 vill man sceidents highly prohoble. 25 in potentially lethal do.s. This ... Shot the 23
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251 1 itself aya. 1 threatening to do. my church has said to ne. to .y

2 COL. KcSHANZ: Time. Mr. Lombardi. 2 bishop$ that that is morally wrong to threaten the

3 hobert Landus. 3 life of other human beings. and We're doing that.

a o. LANEU0 I appreciate the 4 We, meaning all of us taxpayer., those ho do pay

5 opportunity to speak. I'. robert Landaus, a 5 or don't pay, we're threating to do that to the

6 Catholic Priest and native of Southern Missouri. 6 life of mother earth.

7 rural southst Missouri. I live down southwest 7 I's aMissourian. I love the coil. I'm from it.

M eieouri getting ready to move to another area. e I'm thinking of the entra acr.s that ehiteman Air

But I guess I want to ask in the whole environment. 9 Force Ease would have to take. It's produced life

10 the life of all the planet. no one has ever asked 10 from the creating hand of God, and we're ready to

11 whether down range 42 hundred nautical miles what 11 plant death there or threatening death.

12 the environmental impact will be on life on the 30 12 Whitemsan has 150 holes in mother earth within a

13 planet. 13 few equate miles of where we're meeting. 1.2

14 Doctor Carl Sagen an associate scientist said 14 megatons sit on most of those mssiles' there'.

1 one hundred megatons exploded somewhere on the 15 eight of the and some little low trajectory

16 earth within a relatively short time could begin to 16 satellites in case comm.nd can't get through some

17 be the threshold that cause* the nuclear winter 17 other way they'll be able to direct those missiles

10 which would ondo and do damage to our life suppcrt 18 to bring death.

19 systee on the planet. 19 Gentlemen. were threatening to do that all the

20 In Whilteman Air Force Base, there's about 120 20 time. It violates something deep inside of me and

21 megatons ready to go. Fifty launch control filled 21 just violates something about the life of this

22 with at lat tao of firers ore reedy to launch that 22 beautiful planet. We have to end the insanity of

23 tcnigi t em we 5it here. 00 locing at the long 23 death dealing and allow mother earth to give life

24 range, and maybe my training has caused me to think in agein.

25 that way, I think of. you know, what we're 25 I sew a baby in this room. to me that child is
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1 the greatest sign of hope I see or hear in this I citizen from Springfield. Missouri. I'm a

2 rooT, Thank you. 2 concerned citizen from Springfield, Missouri. I

3 (APPLAUSE.) 3 would like to addrese the lady who said she felt

I d mature by knowing the missile were going to be

COL. McSHANE: Lynn Harmon. 5 around. I just wane to say, my father is . retired

6 MR. HARMON: Good evening 6 Colonel in the Army. I lived on many. many bases.

gentlemen. I'm Lynn Harmon, President of Citizens 7 and I want to say I never once felt secure. but I

a Sank of Warrensburg. Missouri. 8 felt threatened by n war et all times.

9 I've been f resident of Warrensburg..ince 1949. 9 My testimony concerns the inadequacy of the

10 The preence or Chiteecn Air horce Ease h0a alws 10 draft environmental impact statement, and I don't

II beene pert of my life. chile the military 11 believe that three Minutes is enough time to give

12 operations at Whiteman Air Force Bms hae changed 12 verybody enough time to convey pro or con to the
1 1 over the ears it has always supplied employmen t 31 sissile.

14 and stability to the Warrensburg. Johnson County 14 I would also like to communicate tao of my

1: economy. 15 personal statements concerning the ME. One,

I wholehertedly endorse the additional military 16 nuclear weapons, including the MX. are a self

17 activity connected mith the Peacekeeper Rail 17 fulfilling prophecy. Just think about it. You're

15 Gerrison Progrem. The economic impact of 10 asking for -- ee are asking for death.

19 teacekeep r Rall Garrison Progrea and the 19 To. there are no jobs in the nuclear ear. I

20 additional diversification of peoOPle coming from 20 mean. you're concerned about the jobs but after the

21 various parts of the United States to serve the now 21 mar there ara no JOe. And in the words of a

22 amllion would b bonfit to Cmrrensburg. Johnson 22 msician., Trcy Chapman, I would voice the Comon

23 County med the surrnunding iare. Thank you. 23 question to all the people here, why are the

24 COL. Mcg9ANI: Aey Coff..n. 24 missiles celled Peacekeepers when their aim is to

25 MS. COPFMAM: I'm Just a concerned 25 kill?
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(APPLAUSE.) I rail car much aa the NI rail garrilon Would provide

2 -re.ddr.COL. N S mmi- C*ff"" You 2 in our neighborheod and communities. There i. no

3 of courae eddress written vomeet 22 rou didn't ~*iec oapotwa h mato

::4117,di,,3 Imperica2 evidence to support what the impact of

4 feel three minute s WaS sufficient. 4 any kind of accident Whether it be a derailment.

5 Laura nue. 5 whether it be operator problems, whether it he

6 MS. BOGUZ: I .ould like to thank 6 sabotage. there in no impericll evidence short of

7 everybody for the Opportunity to Speak tonight. 1 33 a nt.

WoUld like to tat* firat my objections to so- 0 If you are waiting for that kind of evidence in

* procedural issue.. 9 order to make a finding on that evidence. you will

10 1 do feel like th- lOO.S of the environ....t.10 b- tdalh. ..10 d i~lli. hnmopaofth .wionanel10 he too lata. You hate to deolde these issues

11 impact study that the Air Force is Conducting is 11 before the fact it'. the 0n1y CCy possible. There

12 too narrow. I think if we're going to consider the 12 in no way to try thin out and put bach if there in

13 impact that this prpolsl would have on thin area
13 no atoident. That in not possihle.

32 14 we have to 1ook further than limply the physical 14 1 would lihe to point to a couple Of

15 Clo.e by surrounding impact it na*. I believe that
15 incidents. I don't know hoc only han, the vague

16 we need to spread out to whole route of the trains
lb deila of then. I Would wonder if the nocidenta

17 that pas through. also consider the impact of a 17 that occurred. for exaeple. the fuel plnt in

1 nuclear war. That i. what we are talking about. is Nevada eploding eas that providad for? Wan there

19 nuclear weapon., they are meant to hill. 19 a contingency plan? CaC there Imperical evidence

20 I am very nearly pechle but ot quite 20 to support the possibility of that aocidant

21 mpeeohlese, in the fee of the grand assurances 21 ocCurrIng befora the fact? I would muggent that

22 get from the DEIS that accidents are impossible. 22 there wasn't.

23 The evidenre that 000 are gathering inperical em 23 The Titan Two explosion in Arkansas, wam that

2 24 itmyO aem to rub ou antg: ta W n~33 r I e u athig that . hent 24 predictable by you gentlemen by the environmental

25 ae.n before, Ce haen't aon a derailment of a 2 impact siting or whatever siting went on before
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34 11 that method cam put into use?

3411 ha Mthd aspu itous?1 identified first of all the pon..ibllity of normal2 I would may that we have to use little bit of

3 imagination. I don't think that we can stand by 2 rail accident.. ad .. identified the normal over

4 and cay it haan't happened yet beceule it only 3 the life of system there could be Up to three

t~..:dy~~bc4~ ftata I :liti... ilet... inCapaCltatio.... Ce .a id5 tahaa once for it to OW a cataetrophe. And that'n aaiis its ncpcttos eSl i

::dk.:'ynit.~ it be ndta' nalyst. of what the type. of force. then mere6 what we're worried nbout. We don't want to live

7 with this kind of fear. The economic impacts of 0 developed, the various types of aCCidents Would be

8 tht kind of fear CAD be as damaging as an ac"ident7 that Would cause a mimmile or lislie propellant to

9 can be. People perceive this System to he : ite and then - looked.1t th*.typs

10 dangerous. People live in fear that you are hiding N cid that ou creat , a f ad Using

11 their weapons behind their back@ in their midst. 10 t alis we hid . prediction on the types and

11 the entent of thn-
12 That's environmental impact, a mental impact that

12 NS. OUl ecem.13 can boil down to being a. economic impact. Can

14 this system for predicting environmental impact
14 liaten to your SuOtiOn. Zn aneeering your

15 come up with that? I think not.

16 1 think your draft environmental impact 1: C .eN Y u .d.

17 statement in inadequate in that respect, and I Will

10 ak for to you examine it in the next statement. 17 qu.etion, m'aa ,

1I nS. BOGUS: I didn't --

Thahk19 MR. COLSH: Ce identified hat
20 COL. NonghNi, Thanh you.

20 the --
21 Col. Calsh, did you have a reaponse to that?

22 MR. WALSH: In reaponme to your 21 N. 009:: (Not audible.)

23 question, ma'am, the Air Force did not amaume that 22 CO. C MR: knower the question.

24 there could not be an accident involving the 23 K. I : We identified the full

2S Peacekeeper train. In fact in our analysis extent and woesequences.

(25 ICOMMOTION)
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1 COL. McSRAJU: Sit down, please. I 1 (OrABLI TO NZAR.)

2 recognize Col. Walsh. 2 COL. McSHANS: The hearing will end

3 (COMMOTION) 3 at 10:10 p.m. as scheduled.

4 MS. BOQE: I would rather have the 4 Folka, I have not recognized anyone at this

5 questions. quite frankly, be addressed by the 31$. 5 point except Col. Walsh.

6 I believe that this is the time we need to express 6 VOICX: I don't recognize your

7 our concerns. Thank you. 7 jurisdiction over civilians.1

_ COL. Mc$HANK: The lady asked a $ (APPLAUSK.)

S quection ehih was capable of an answer here and 9 COL. McSMAUk: Folks, I'm trying to

10 Col. Waih was in the procees of providing that 10 conduct a national environmental -- national policy

11 answer. This Is a question and answer session as 11 act hearing. My Charter is to run an orderly

12 well as en opportunity to Make statements. The 12 hearing.

13 question was asked, It wea a ligitimate question 13 Col. Walsh, finish your answer, please.

14 which is capable of being answered and it wee in 14 MR. WALSH: In @unary, the analysis

15 the process of being answered. 15 you asked for was concluded in secret session.

16 Col. Welsh, you may finish your answer. 16 Thank you.

17 4COMMOTION) 17 COL. MCSNAI3: Thank you, Col.

1 COL. McSHANA: Folks. Sit down, 18 Walsh. Karen Prins.

19 please. 19 MS. PRINS: I don't ask for a

20 (COMMOTION) 20 statement or any answer to nine.

21 VOICK: lm media. Are you going to 21 COL. McSHAN$: No'aa. keep that

22 be providing extra time to the audience for the 22 aicrophona directly toward your mouth. The middle

23 time that Lt. Col. Walsh would be speaking to 23 one, okay?

3 provide the -- 3 24. PlI4S: I', not asking for any

25 (APPLAUSE) 25 answers to what ' have to say.
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1 At this point what I would like is to have this

1 technical failures. On paper and in theory and in
2 concluded with the ESI. Why has the Air Force

2 report sade it all sound very fine that there's
3 restricted it's investigation of environmental

3 less than one percent chance. perhaps, one person
4 impact issue .to only the area immediately

a S c egoing into a 'mishap'. This is absolutely
S surrounding the proposed he, epecifically here at

5 ispossilo.

6 whiteman Air Force base? The hundreds of thousands
$ According to your e-p, figure 4.2. 4.1.2-1

7 of people along the track route do not count? Is
S lspeled "potentisl routes for umusual Peaneheeper

* there health and safety not n concern? Is that sky
8 reil garrison deployaent," MX trains will be

* there are no hearings in any areas except at the
9 psing through or outside of such major

10 proposed sites? 10 metropolitan ar.a of Kansas City. St. Louis,

11 The report with the charts and figures
I Chicago. Dallas. Denver. Memphis. Detroit and many

35 12 containing equations, ratios and percentages was3 3 12 ..r..
13 Impressive to sme, but where is the human element 1I

13 This treffinc inorassei en does the likelihood of

14 in all this?
14 un error and an acCIdent. In your estimation

1 Your report does not address the Issue of human
I5 analysis, what number of people would constitute

14 falibility, human error, careleesness. momentary 16 the reasonble amount as expendable In an accident

17 thoughtlesaness, groat disregard for the sanctity 17 in order to implement this system?

to of life. Whatever motivates or influencee the Is The drop barely touches on the environmental

19 people who operates the proposed system? These are 19 Impact should an MX train have an accident In a

20 human values end ere intangible, but nevertheless 20 relatively isolated area. Furthermore. the report

21 are highly relevant to the issue of environmental 21 fails to examine Impacts If such an accident should

22 impact study. 22 it occur in or near a vast metropolitan city with

23 The proposed syste., there's never been a system 23 eillions of people.

24 of any sort developed and put into operation which 24 The Air Force needs to -- ignore@ the fact that

25 did not experience serious flaws in mechanical or 25 this systam will leave the base and when it dos

53 14
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where will it go. now far are we willing to go as 1 I would alk, to know how many people will be

a a nation in putting our own citia.. at much high 3 eaployed to aintain security. will trained

3 risk in supposedly defending ourselves against the 3 securities personnel have the right to detaia and

4 toviets? 4 sarch anybody *pproaching the track as they do at

35 Why does th. draft not examine and prepared 5 the Air Force installations? This will affect --

6 roaparative study of the nor than 30 bsing maode.? a the security will affect you, the mayors of

7 Why have you considered the one hundred NX missiles 7 surrounding counties hare, because your mayors and

a an alternative when Congr.aa ha. *pacifically a public officials will give you no extra power hare.

* sandated fifty missiles? This not a proper 37 Te security measure. may affect you whon you're

1o alternative. 10 going hunting such as sarching your rifle case or

11 COb. McBRKN8 : Tie. 11 your backpack . Fishers carrying rods, they could

M12. P6MS: Why have you not 12 coge and sgarch that at any time, and they gill.

13 considered the :o &o n ltarnativa? Why do -- 13 They'll hav. to do that from a sacurity standpoint

14 COL. Mct3NkXf: Ti... 14 if they want to he aura that there isn't going to

0 5M.PIS hn o.is be somebody sabotaging the system.15 M8.PRM: Tnko.

16 Kimbarly Nasay. 16 The police of Warrensburg they may affect their

17 MS. MASSZY: My came t ismberly 17 power alaso. You're not going to be asked to be

1 Hassey, I a& from Springfield. Missouri. I here is part of this system. You will have no antra power

19 to speak on behalf of myself and my future grand 19 to guard this system. In fact, soma of your powers

20 children. 38 20 will be taken away, and what you will be and up

21 I would like to address the security issue. 21 doing is taking care of protesters on the tracks

22 With a system a. powerful as this around there will 23 which will cost your county money.

23 have to be stapped up securities action. Z gould 23 This government will not pay to give the day

24 lik to address my questions to the ZI and have 24 cara to you so you will, aacusa the term, will get

25 thn an s.wred in that. 25 the shit Job out of all of this.
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I Thank you. 391 1 nev r had a serious or any nuclear accident.

2 COL. McSMANS: Marc Bachand. 2 That's all I have to say. Thank you.

3 MR. BACHAND: Good evening. 3 COL. NCSKAIM: aalen Burnham.

* gentleman, my name is Marc Bachand, and I'a here a. 4 MS. BURHAM: My na.*s Slan

: a private citizen. I'm the father of two young 5 Burnham. I'm from Columbia. Missouri. I rad onca

6 hoys. Ia recently contracted to build my hoa 6 a quota in the Reader's Digest that maid the United

7 about a mile and a half from Whiteman Air Force 7 States is the only country deliberately founded on

o aaaa. I fall in love with this area of the 5 a good idea. Part of that good idea was that we

9 country. 9 the people hav. a say in what happens to us. We do

10 Missouri is one of the beautiful states I've 10 not want anyfora nuclear weapons.

11 sver sean. A. I have traveled around I have mean a it This is not a chose game, uw're talking about

12 lot of missile sites, like every one else I'm not 12 people, people'. live, We're not just little

13 real thrilled with nuclear war, but because I ha.. 13 spacs on the highway you can fly over. clusters of

16 traveled the world I do know there at. people out 40 14 subdivisions, ws are people with liwa wa care

1s ther willing and ready and able to do Just that. 15 about.

16 I think w need to be prepared. 16 I have a nine year old son who lovss baseball.

17 I think that the Sir oe and the Department of 17 I have six year old twin daughter learning to read.

1 Defense has done a good Job keeping faith with the is I've a chubby little toddler who trusts m to take

19 people of Missouri. I think the missiles sites are 19 cars of his, and I an very, very such afraid of

39 20 low keyed as they possibly can be and that the 20 nuclear war.

21 safety record hera at Whiteman i. unblievasble. I 21 There's so many things to worry about, there are

22 think say rational person is going base future 22 natural disasters, thare's traffic accidents

23 performanca on past performance, and if that is so 23 there's, drunken drivers. There's toxic waste.

24 I think rail garrison is going to be a safe system. 24 Plaase let's don't manufarture things that are so

3 L I hope it is aa the minuteman system which has 2s dangerous that they saka all of these things Vale
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1 in compsrison. 1 viii ha *inil or no e..iromentnl impacts and

2 accident. do happen. it's the bils of a billion 411 2 find th... to be acceptable as eill.

3 dollar in.ra.e industry in this country. Nobody 3 Col. Walsh, I would like you to address 

who dma yesterday in a traffic accident or fire 41 q otion oace again of th. dimensions of th rail

5 thought when they are brushing their toth this 4 car for th: peopin that didnt h. r it earlier.

6 yesterday morning they would never come hone again. S MR. WALSH: Rather than take up the

7 1 think the fact I'm very happy that their 7 time I will talk to you afterwards. I would like

a haven't been any accidents but I think the I to give an much tine to the people an possible

40 likelihood in that Something will happen. I think 9 since I've already commented.

10 this particular defense strategy has a lot of worry 10 COL. NoCsmBi: Ron knAknaki.

ii nove things that are built into it. I think the 11 MR. RENKASKI: Ron Renhanki from

12 rail system is not sate enough to put nuclear 12 Pioneer. I'm a member of Christian* for Nuclear

13 w.p.na o.. I. 13 Disarmament. please answer our concerns in the

14 Think nll of us here in this room tonight nre 16 final IS.

is hoping for the bent. I think when it comes to 15 First procedural item, the draft SIS wa, not

16 nuclear weapons it is not enough. 16 available soon enough for concerned citizens to

17 Thank you very such for your listing to me. s17 tudy it and consider the information. I borrowed

is COL. NcSHNS: Daniel Genmeter. is a copy brisfly. I borrowed it from a group at

19 NR. GAJ SNTRk: Good evening panel 19 least 250 miles from my home.

20 members, my nane in Daniel Gamneter, I live in the 20 Jesus taught, don-t lie, don't steel, don't

21 Knob Noster area at 24 Lee Drive an a private 21 kill. He also told us to food the hungry.

122 citien. I welcone the opportunity for the US. 22 I know the quota a faln atatenent of In

23 government to station Peacekeeper in our area. 23 outrageous magnitude employed as a propaganda

24 I believe the economic impact would be positive 2 measure in the belief that a lesser falsehood would

25 in nature. I have heard the Air Force state there 25 not be credible" that's the definition of the big
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1 lie. It is a propaganda technique perfected by 1 bean a volunteer fire department fire fighter. In

2 itlr's Nalli's in the 30, and 408. Saming the MR 2 that training with hazardous material., the fire

3 missile the Peacekeeper in a big lie. /. 3 chief from over here by Boonville on the edge of

4 The MR is a war atartar missile. It was 4 the missile field anplained they had two accident.

O designed. it ha been deployed and you're planning 5 recently, on. of them a .eni-tanker truck ran off

6 to deploy it further in a first strike mode. It in 6 1-70 and landed and stopped across the railroad

45 7 a veapon intended to be launched to atart a nuclear 7 track.. I believe it is the name tracks that come

* war. 8 through and connect with Whiteman Air Force base.

6 The missiles already deployed in Wyoming cannot S A train came through there and cut the tanker in

10 survive a first strike back to the Soviet., 47 i0 two.

11 therefore, they must be launch very early. 11 He had two accidents, I can't remember which

12 The NX has a surgical error or probable C. G. P. 12 which chemical we@ spilled this time. One time it

13 of 300 faet. That means if they are lunched to the 13 e hydrochloric acid. the other tine was hydrogen.

14 42 hundred nautical vile. moat of the R. bomb will 14 Not hydrogen. Sodium hydroxide, which i. lye.

15 land or nxplode within one city block of the aiming 1 Drnino.

16 point. 16 What would thoe kind of chemicals do to an NI

17 Ny queation. will approximately forty or morn of 17 missilm in a derailment. If you hit another train

1 these very accurate hyorogen bombs on rail care in 16 or his a tanker truck, what happens to thoe

19 an area of two city blocks, 400 foot by 800 foot, 19 missiles and component. and control systems?

46 20 will that tempt th Soviets to launch an attack or 20 Thank you. Pleaa answer theme questions in the

21 some other adversary to attack that spot early 21 315. Thank you.

22 during a crisis instead of waiting for tension to 22 COL. NONAIN: Robert Narble.

23 build up for us to move them out of the way? 23 Ni. NAIBI: sir, I appeal to you

1 2 Another area the Air force did not ozamine wa 24 a a member of the judiciary and nab you the

25 tha econdary effecta of a rail accident. I've 2S question whether or not this hearing i. not so

S1 92
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S demlgned to give those people who hen a vested 1 Zy the way, it 1. not a Posrwkeeper it's an MI

interest More opportunities to speak than those who2 missile, which i. good technical tarm.

3 are oppoed to the action? 2 "The 11l Garrison basing mode is extremely

4X'e s1.0 intrigued by the report that this ware 4 destabilizing, dispersing on the missile carrying

e th * acekeper. The euphemism is a word that trains could be perceived by the Soviets as

6 gives a pleasant meassing to an unpleasant reality. 6 provocative and therefore oxasacrbating the crisis.

49 7 Ia wondering if the kind of a mind that used this 7 evelopment of the Mx missile is a waste of the

non-technical word over and over again in a1 8 taxpayers money since tha U.S. already poss...

technical docuaent which indicates something of the 9 uicient nuolear deterrent."

10 fact that the Air Force simply is trying to 10 I's speaking with the words of the scientists of

11 persuade us of something they want to do. 11 our nation. 'Contrary to the proponents, contrary

2e are the public. ar vastly mor* than this 12 to those who are in favor of this, the new rail

1 county or a few surrounding cities, the people of 13 basing mode is vulnerable to attack. Sven backers

1 Missouri and the nation should be heard from and 14 of the system acknowledge it will require up to six

i yet those hearings are for a few people In a mall 15 hours to disperse the trains from their garrisons.

16 area. 1 6 An intercontinental Soviet nuclear missile takes

17 The public han a much larger ilterest than the 17 only 30 minutes to reach aerican soil. Deploying

51 s .any unending technicalities that are raised in J the NX missile is vulnerable basing mode and

19 this report. 55 1 increases hnerica's incentive to strike early. It

20 In order to look at so of the deeper things I 20 i. a first strike weapOn."

21 would like to go to the union of concerned 21 COL. McS5KAX: Time, Mr. Marble.

52 scientists. an organization of our nation that 32 MR. MARBLE: Therefore destabilizes

23 includes within it scientists from nearly avery 23 our situation. The Rail Garrison system is

24 major university in the United State.. I would 24 directly contrary to the U.S. negotiating position

25 like to speak quota from them about the M missile. 25 in the strategic arms reduction treaty.
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1 COL. NcSHANW: Time. Mr. Marble. 1 1.Oh, the Air Force say, the Air Force say. the MX

2 MR. MARBL: Thank you very much. 2 missile is here stay, here to stay, here to stay,

3 COL. cSrS: Thank you. 56 3 here to stoy, for many a day, for many a day, for

4 I will address your one comment. you talked 4 many a day --

5 about vested interest talking first, or talking 5 COL. NcSrN : Doctor Jones. I said

6 moat, the folks that talked first are elected 6 no demonstrations.

7 officials and are those who represent the most 7 (SINGING CONTINUD WITH AUDIINCE PARTICIPATION.)

I people, so they were given the courtesy of speaking

first. There were five people. The balance of the 9 MR. JONES: For many a day, for

10 people have been randomly selected. and I think you 0 many a day,. wa'll kep your ME missile for eany

11 can sea that the dock has not been loaded. 11 day. They want it that way, they want it that

12 Yen, sir. 12 way --

13 VOICE: This is my very point that 13 COL. McSHNM: Doctor Jones, I said

14 the few people that are represented in theme 14 no demonstrations.

1s comeunitins are not the whole public that is 15 Mx. JONS:: They say here to stay.

16 affected by this plan.5 16 They want it that way, they want it that way. the

17 COL. McSRAMN: I understand your 17 citisens of Carrensburg want it that way.

IC point. 18 COL. MoaniAN: Doctor Jones, you may

19 Doctor James Jones. 19 ait down.

20 50. JONES: Jas. Jone* from 20 (SINGING CONTINUED.)

21 pringfield. Missor. James Jones ftom 21 (Microphone cut off.)

56 Springfield, issoari. This is my comment on thn 22

3 previous hearing and on the draft of the 23 COL. McSEAM: Charles DuCharme.

24 environmental impact statement. 24 MR. DuCcARNE: My name is Charles

25 (SINGING) 5 DuCharm., I' a private citisen of Columbia,
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1 Missouri. I Service eastare.

2 Briefly. I would like to say I'm greatly 2 The draft W15 Spend a lot of word. saying ho

3 diapointed in the usI drafted by this panel of 3 rural garrison will NR bring growth to Johnson and

4 they say profasionals. Thm display they showed us 4 Pattis counties. which are rural counties. Tho

5 hare had absolutely any no nusbaor and I sincerely S study also Say. although the MX project would not

57 o hope In the final 918 they do hays some facts and 5 effect unemployment rates in the area. personal

7 details and specifics such as the specific faot and 7 incomae would rise. That means that the few who

8 length of the train. I would like to yield the a already have would got more, while the displaced

9 rast of my time to Kathy Thomas. 9 farmers and unemployed worker's would continue on

10 MS. THOMAS: My name's Kathy 10 the road to chronic poverty.

11 Thomas. Im here representing the Missouri Rural 11 The statistics in this draft study in tha heart

12 Crisis Cantar, a stats-wide vast organization of 12 of economic reality in rural Missouri Is worlds

13 aore than thousand member. of workers of farmers 13 apart time. It's time our government played its

14 and agriculture in Strongwoll. Missouri. 59 14 rightful role by investing in the strength of the

1 At the April 7 scoping hearing I voiced our 15 people instead of wasting money on weapon systems

16 concern about how the deployment of the NX missails 16 a don't need. Our country needs a national

17 in Missouri would affect rural areas. This is an 17 investment policy that nurtures locally owned and

15 agricultural state made up for the most part of 1s operated industry makes the most of our tax dollars

19 small family farms and the economy of the State is 19 by creating real jobs that pay the millions of

30 heavily dependent on the survival of these farm.. J20 Americans whose labor i the backbone of our nation

21 Agriculture counts for 23 percent of State's 21 a liveabla wage. The tam of low income Mexicasn-

232 jobs. Missouri is one of stats hit hardest by the 22 Amarican comunity build their own cucumber factory

23 rural crisis, bankruptcies increasing 300 percent 60 23 generate six million dollars in anus ales and

24 between 1981 and IS5. You can't eliminate family 24 created 993 jobs. That's more jobs than the Rail

25 forms without eliminating the rural ton and their 25 Garrison MX project creates even at it's peak
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60 1 construction. After that it would be for a vary I ground rules do not really call for that. I lot

2 short time then would drop off sharply. 2 that go last time because it sneaked up on mo there

3 Rural workers believe in a Strong defense. We 3 but give up your entire time or you speak for

4 need life to defend. The technique of portraying 4 yourself.

5 missiles as a job program for rural areas in not 5 MS. CiUDOWILf : One question

6 going to work this time as it did witS the 6 answered by the 3. I. S.

7 Minuteman missile silos -- 7 COL. McS5A0Z: Thank you. What I

8 COt. McS5L Tise, m'as. I said earlier was that you could yield your time

* -- that cows? a large portion of our Stat., much 9 your entire time to an individual if you wore here.

10 of it rich food producing lands. Therefore -- 10 That was how it happened the first times and --

11 COL. KcRANS: Time, ma'm, times. 11 4COHNNNTS NOT UWDmRSTANDABLE)

13 MS. KOK&$: Thank you. 12 COL. ncSRAHN: I'm sorry you didn't

13 COL. MCSUANB! Rol.n Cbudonelha. 13 understand it.

14 Sorry if I mispronounced that. 14 Steve Dust. Not here. Jack wax.

1s MS. CN1DOMRLKAi I'm Rale. 15 MR. WAX: My same is Jack Was, I'm

16 Chudonmlka from Aurora, Missouri. We-r hare 1 16 a private citisan from Columbia, Missouri. I want

17 understand to address the enviro bnt. If we're 17 first to respond to the question by the Roms

1s not alivs the environment is not going to matter. 1 Catholic Priest.

19 Apparently we now have dangerous missiles we don't 19 COL. McISAMS: Keep the microphone

20 Snow what to do with. y guations is, haven't we 20 up.

61 1i. learw0e anything from producing nuclear energy 21 MR. WAR: I want to first respond

22 hefore as Snow what to do wIth nuclear waste? 22 to the question by the Romen Catholic Prist about

23 I aould lihe to give the root of my time to Bob 23 the enitronmental impact of the these weapons if

24 Warbell. 24 their ever used. I'va an account bar from Doctor

2S COL. NOSlUe Me.a. hold on. The 21 Charles Stevenson, first U.S. physician to through
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1 medical assistance to Nagasaki. It's very brief. 1 other countrys deserve to die and he killed

2 Re says, we walked up the ladder, the whole 2 horribly. am shouldn't forget these people in our

3 place was absolutely silent, there wasn't a sound. 3 environmental impact especially considering the Air

* there wasn't one hoen being in eight. as 1 4 Force sees fit to consider the life of water fowl.

6 reached the top of dock I did look over the entire S and Jack rabbits in there.

4 and of valley whore the city had been and it Just 6 The environmental impact statement mentioned

6 looked like everything had boon covered with black 6 tonight also the neglects the moral dimension of

$ or Gark gray cover of ashes. I didn't know enough a our decision to allow these weapon$ into our

about the bomb to know bet set everything on firs 9 comunitiss.

10 that could burn. The people who ware closely 10 It will effect our educational systems and it

11 exposed nero quickly fried into an abe. Others 11 will be teaching our children that these weapons.

12 looked like something like over cooked soft shelled 12 weapons such as these are acceptable. I find it

13 crab. I couldn't believe they were human being. 13 unacceptable.

14 go felt like no ware walking on the noon shovelling 14 finally, we do have the right od responsibility

1b through all that dust. 15 to defend ourselves and our country. I can hardly

16 I don't think it is the will of the American 16 believe we're so stupid and vicious we cant think

17 oodle to hve more nuclear weapon.. call then 65 17 of something better than this crude. morally

11 P.ceeep.r. call the. whatever you want to call 18 repugnant method that will certainly carry out and

19 the%, they are weapons built to kill thousands of 19 increase the risk of nuclear war.

63 20 people. Children, woman, other civilians guilty of 20 COL. KcS1AJS: Thank you. K. a.

21 what crime? It is not my will. I don't believe it 21 Ash.

22 is the will of ny other Americans in this room to 22 MR. A63W my nase is Richard Ash,

23 go ahead and produce more over these weapons and 23 I'm an Rpiscopal Priest from Mexico, Missouri.

24 eventually use them. 24 Mexico, Missouri is about 10 driving silos from

6412s Why would our counterparts, tie civilians in 25 hers, therefore, the ispact environmental is
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1 essentially for me as it is for the local folks, 1 of Charity in our social justice network, but

2 economic. It comes through taxes. 2 especially for the Sisters of Charity who work in

3 I really find it puzzling why it's important for 3 Missouri and have the slfaer* of the people 'f

6 us to spend ton, fifteen billion dollars to produce 4 Missouri in mind and heart.

a mobile railway N= missile when we have already in 3 In addition, I'm a professional social worker.

6 invested some three billion, at least appropriated 6 As a Missourian, a voter, sad a representative of

7 some three billion, for a Trident 11 missile, which 7 others who work for the health and welfare of

O will be far more adequately concealed under the 8 people, I oppose the MX rail garrison plan. My

9 ocean and which will be at least as effective in 9 opposition to it is as follows:

10 producing peace as the Peacekeeper. 10 It does not respect the will of the masority of

11 COL. McSA0B: Thank you. 11 the American people who hew stated that arms

12 Frances Russell. 12 control is a major concern that they want

12 Ps. RUS5LL: I have soas 13 addressed. It dos not give credence to the

14 statements that are repetitious. but I would like 14 significance of the ION or Stark proposals which

1 to read then. They are short. 1 have provided a brea through to the International

16 My name is Frances tussell. I'm a native of 16 tyrany of the ars race.

17 Missouri; I'm a Sister of Charity Convent in 17 It further ignores part of the proposal which

is ta0s*@. My community is sisters of Cherity at 1 bans the deployment of Mobile based missiles. My

19 Leoenworth. 19 own thesis is that the Rail Garrison plan is part

67 20 have worked in the Midwest and m*stern part of 20 of an old agenda, a political agenda, end I believe

21 thw United states for 130 years. omboers of the 21 that the Amaricas people ar* now choosing a new

22 Sisters of Charity. appromimately 200 in nuber, 22 agenda.

33 presently work in six of the State's proposed as 23 I have several Specific points that I would

24 locations for the NX rail garrison. so I'm here as 24 look to addressed in the 918. The major

29 a Missourian and as a representative of the sistere 25 consideration tonight as lieutenant Col. lsh
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1 pointed out was that the WK garrison Plan 1 war of couras is cot addressed bacauna Congress ha

2 complicates enemy targeting. That's its claim to 2 mandated peacetime applications. However, I think

S fam. And I sea that as a liability. because 1 3 thara is a some very serious environmestal concerns

feeI that the MEI rail garrison plan expands the 4 that are msaociat*d with manufacturing of nuclear

targeting area and plses many nor* people and much S warheads to usa on MI missiles. and these are alan

7 more lind at risk. 6 quite notably swept under the rug. ostensibly

6 The issiles ar considered mobile but they're 7 because these warhead. arm produced by Department

on a slow train sThe advaotage of mobility is to a of Energy. This is a classic, that's not ay

offer rapid daployent. but the tail Garrison 9 department kind of mentality of passing the buck.

10 system dons not provide for rapid deployment since 10 It leads a. to my central question in this whole

11 1 believe it's estimated they would take four to 11 i.su.; where in the bomb?

12 six hours to disperse the trains from their 12 What wers presented with in this 0312 for

13 garrisons. 13 nuclear weapons system is on that's besn neatly

14 COL. NMSChBRN: Time. If you had i sanitized a. to the central feature; wham Is the

is further questions you can put then in writing. 15 bomb in this D313?

16 H. RUSSELL: Thank you. 16 This mandates an examination of impacts of

17 COL. NcS011: Herb and Doris Sauer. 17 Proposed hction and in comparison with Alternative

1 MR. S0UE3: I yield to mark gain. 1s Actions. including the No Action Alternative,

Is MR. &Arm: Good e..ing. My na.e.. 19 should the M rail garrison be authorized it will

20 Mark Asia. I's director of the Mid-Nlaouri 20 necessitate the manufacture of at least 500 nuclear

21 Nuclear Weapons Group from Coluabia, Missouri. 21 warheads, which would not otherwise he produced.

6 22 think it's ufortunate that there were 22 We must look at the full impact of the action.

23 number of significant environntal ooncorns that 23 Obviously this includes production of warheads.

24 were not adequately addressed in the DEIS. 24 The public and our sleeted officials aunt command

25 The ultimate environmental problem of nuclear 25 accountability before wee value the MX rail
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1 garrison be authorized we must gt clear answers to 1 transportation of this tritium to Patax in Texas.

2 serious environmental problems associated with 2 I would like to know about the impact@ from

3 warhead production. The environmental issues which 3 procas handling and *lipping of highly enriched

4 must be addressed. and course I want these 4 uranius at, to and fron Pentax and Oab Ride.

5 addressed in tha 131 and not now, are questions Tnn.

which a included but not limited to the issues of 6 1 would like to Snow about tha impacts of the

7 first. the impact of the plutonium production at 7 assembly of thene warhads., their handling and

Saanosh River in South Carolina, including worker 68 shipment to t%*ir points of deployment.

aeposurar, routine and accidental environmental 9 Finally. I o.uld like know about the impact& Of

10 releases, and eventual waste processing, handling 10 any and all other processes, and/or activities I'Vw

11 isolation, shipping, so-called disposal of the 11 not included in this lst at other locations not

12 want.. 12 specifically noted ahove that are part of the

13 I would like these categories to be handled in 13 warhead manufacturing process.

14 all these aros I'm raising now. 14 Since the dawn of nuclear age the U.S. has

15 I would like know about the impacts from the 15 produced a horrandous legacy of nuclear wap-n

16 rsprocessing and the Purox processing in the 16 wasts. hpproximately 60 thousand no-Isar warheads

17 Savannah River to isolate the plutonium for use. 17 boon sanufactured.

is I'd like to know about the impacts of handling 10 COL. McnHkg: Time.

19 and transporting plutonium to Rocky Flats in it an. MAIN: Wall, in conclusinn,

20 Colorado. 20 they're talking about a system, a weapons system;

21 I'd like to know about the impacts from the 21 wher is the bomb?

22 manufacture of plutonium parts at Rocky Flats In 22 COL. WcSANg: Could I have your

23 Colorado. I'd also like to know about the impact 23 last nsa again and *poll it. please.

24 from production of tritium at Savannah River. South 26 MR. whIM: 8-- Mark gai.

25 Carolina, and also the impacts fro* handling 25 COL. NCgEhI,: David Pearce.
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1 MR. PSanCs: co1.0.esh and those I Air Force Be he. b..n here. they a0* neighbors

2 gothered tonight, I Woid like to thank you for the 2 thor .r. our friends, they take active and

3 opportunity to speak before the group tonight. 3 productive roles in our Comeunities.

4 My name is David Porce, Executivo 4 1 think if you would ask the Whit.e.. Air Fore.

vice-Presidont of the Warrooburg Chombor of 5 Se personnel they 4ould say the some thing, too.

0 Commerco. 6 They consider Warronsburg and confutitio like

7 On behalf of the Warrensburg Chmobor of 7 Warrensburg their home. ad they feel glad to be In

a Commerce. board of director., which is tool,. 8 the community like this.

m emer* which were elected by around five hundred 9 These people contribute not only socially and

69 10 members, the Militory Affoirs Comittess, I'd like 10 philisophically, they also coributo economically.

it to voice their support In favor of the rail 11 Th. annua1 payroll for this area around Whiteman

12 garriso. progra. b.i.. deployed 00 White. Air 12 Air Fore as.. i around Jty-foor end . half

13 Forco be.. 13 million dollars a year, eploys thirty-five hundred

14 It'. been said one of the reasons why progress 14 people, including some 48 civilian jobs.

15 are put at certain Air Force lass is because of 1 So this is a strong economic force. I think

16 the outstanding community support. That's the 16 moro than anything else it improve$ the quality of

17 reason, I think you can sea there's a lot of 17 lifo in the Warrensburg area. With every

10 coaonaiLy support in the Onvironmontal faces of 1 opportunity, however, %her* ar. challenges that

19 Warrenoburg and all the communities that surrount 19 must be not and this is certainly 00 exception.

20 Whit.man Air Force 0aB0. 20 Quality of life would be affected by bringing a

21 Thera'. a good reason why there's a lot of 21 new program like this in. Th* impacts 00 our

22 mutt.l rapect in Warro.burg and the surrounding 22 roads, the infrastructure. the impacts on our

23 comunities around Whiteman Air Force base, it 1. 23 schools, all these areas need to be addressed if

24 not based on what's happened this year or last 24 the ail Garrison Program is actually deployed at

25 year, but basically in the last 25 rears Whiteman 25 Whitoan Air Force bao. but progrossive 2ind4
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1 tosbnitios like Varrensburg and the surrounding 1 Force base and its personnel. Thank you.

2 communitios around the Air Fore. base have always 2 COL. NcWKANA: Chriati Young.

3 risen to the occasion. And I think that that is 3 No. YOUNG: First of all, please

4 demonstrated by the fact that the the Stelth boabor 4 don't answer any of my comonts or questions at

5 that's been chosen to have the home at Whiteman Air 8 this time.

6 Force bae. 6 1 hav. one complaint or just a coment to make

7 Me se. 10 differ committees functioning under 7 about this hearing. e more told we weren't

I the guise of the Steering Counsel. and you so. S allowed to place Signs up Which, y00 know. Is kind

9 tremendous comunity support. If the lail Garrison 0 of our right to freedom of exprosion. And we

20 program wa deployed br. at Whiteman Air Force 10 wanted to put son up right ther. so the media

11 oas I think you would see that outstanding 11 could kind of got them when they're taking pictures

12 community upport. 012 of those guys. Well, we weren't permitted to do

13 In closing, we know anytime that freedom is 13 that and on of the reasons was becsuss the Board

14 being defended there are certain risks. Peoplo in 14 of the School Board decided at a recent meeting

1 our community ar. aware of the responsible role the 15 that wouldn't b allowed. I think it's real

is individuals, the man and women at Whiteman Air 16 convenient they'r. all Working together on this.

17 Poro. oSae play in that. and komping It sfo for 17 1 object to the proceedins of this hearing,

i all of those .onerned. 71 three minutes i not enough time to comment on the

1s We 0000 this sense of responsibility will ho 7 1 lengthy document such ts the DIIS or issuance

20 considered -- will be continued in the future as it 30 support against nuclear moapons. Moro hearings

21 has been i the past. 21 should be hold to give norm folks a chance to

22 The Board of Director. of the Chamber of 72 22 speak.

23 Commerce and the Military Affairs Cnmitto. would 323 I 010 objact to the fact youre attempting to

24 like to go on record for being for the proposal 554 24 restriet our omets to tho ynvironotal impet

25 proud of its post association With Whitomon Air as of a construction site rather than the real isve,
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I hichlis placing ight tol.. . multi-snrhead 75j doll f lo..

2 isis, not Peacekeepers in one location near a 2 ho asple of thin phnosnon i a loss of sal..

population center in uncovered garages. 2aeh of 3 of the XuropOen farmer. in the Chernobl accident,

these missiles has the explosive power hundreds of 4 which whether or not there was soy contamination of

tims the bomh dropped in Hiroshima. 5 their product.. sale. still dropped.

Ithink this pose. a great threat to the people 6 Address this in the final environmental impact

of this ara sod should On addressed in the SS. 7 statennt.

a One issue of importance that in not adequately 8 I also have onse other question bout

9 addrosed in the draft environmental impact 9 procedures. I think that there should be more time

10 statement deal. with the economic impacts. The 10 and that the*r should be more hearing. throughout

11 DMIS examines accident. in isolation where there's 76 11 the Stats, and people have mentioned it effects the

13 likely to be secondary nffects of coat. For 12 people all over the State. and I think that people

13 example if there were an explosion and consequence 13 should he able to got up on the stags and talk and

14 release of rediml-ive material, svn if the 14 have water available am Col Walsh and -- Lt. Col.

1s exposure levels were not harmful to humans. there 15 Walsh and Col. McShane. and we --

16 Would h an economic impact. 16 COL. McSRANM, Tis .. a..

7 The public mind. in such situstions perceive 17 MS. YOUVGW Thank you.

1 agricultural products from this area of the 18 COL. McSnAWN: Brian Pags.

19 accident as unsafe and might, thus, buy lose of 19 MR. PAGE: I would like to yield to

20 them. The cost of a one percent drop in 20 Anna Ginsburg.

21 agricultural sales from Johnson County would run 21 MS. GINSBURG: My nasa is Anna

22 into the hundreds of thousands of dollars. 22 oinsburg, I a. Director of the St. Louis Community

23 It in possible that the public might respond by 23 for Nuclear Weapons Freeze, which is affiliated

24 decreasing their purchases of all Missouri 34 with the national campaign to stop the EX.

25 agricultural products resulting in millions of 25 First of all, I would like to thank the Air
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1 Force for holding theme hearings and giving us the 1 know if you considered what the cumulative affect.

2 opportunity to Comment. And Lt. Co. Walsh I'd like 2 might be of a train acoldent along Lae Missouri

3 to thank you for giving the citizens sore time to 79 3 River wham* oil erosion sight play a role? If you

4 comment this evening. 4 choose to answer that tonight that's fine. if not I

5 I also would like to saks . reqes.t that the 5 would definitely like to se it addressed in the

6 comment period be extended beyond the current 6 final DEIS.

7 deadline of August 30th. It's a very technical 7 Thank you.

* douInt to those of us who don't hays the a COL. McSAkNZ: Thank you. Jeff

7 9 expertise, and we would very such like sore time to 9 stock.

10 study it to be Ohl* to determine what the issues we 10 MR. STACK: Good evening. First of

11 would like to rains, what questions we would like 11 all. no disrespect for you folks. I need to address

13 to ha.s anked. 12 the audience. Thin in a public hearing, I sillro

13 1 would also like to request that hearings be 13 addrss thss.

14 hold in St. Louis and other locations around the it First of all. I'm hern as a citizen froms

78 Is State where there is concern. My organization has 15 Columbia, Missouri. I'm a now father, a couple

16 1,200 members. I know . Significant number of than 16 months old that job. I'm here for my son. I am

17 would be interested in coming to a public hearing 17 also her. to make several points. one I think this

10 were it to be held in the St. Louis es. It took 18 public hearing has been a farce on democracy.

19 as about file hor. to drive oer thin afternoon. 19 The Air Force presented forty minutes worth of

20 In addition, Mike Wolf's comments sbout riding 20 public relations information; we had the

21 the train Across the Stats of Missouri made an 21 opportunity of thre minutes ach.

32 rmesmbor what it's like to Oe on that train. There 80 22 As mbaers of the public should have three

13 ore times when the train comes perilously close to 23 minutes well as we should. Also I would like to

34 the Nissouri River. This in a State whre there Is 24 point to the -- talked to earlier and mentioned to

25 serious problems of soil erosion. I would like to 25 me that all public commnsts are incorporated into
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1 the DRIS. I didn't .. any name mentioned along I dollars for an MX basing program in Mlsouri alon*.

2 with any comments. I think the public hag not been 2 We have at last two or three mi111on homeless

3 included in this process. The House Armed Service 3 people now. there will be more than Seven million

81 4 Cogittee in 1984 says the Air Force has given 4 homeless people by the and of century.

5 little weight to critical reaction from Society. I R4 s We need to deal with these people. They are

* think that's continuing on. That we. from the 6 individuals, we should a. for. We should he

7 Columbia Tribune back in April. 7 working on trying to destroy people. Soviet people

* *1S0 I woald like to seg some hand. of those a or who also or all the people of the world or all

* that had a ohance to comgent, how many people nra i.o tl inth.A':.''c-A- t cnsnth . ..Y Pope r.9 life on this planet.

10 there opposed to the NIX; can I see so-g handa. 10 r wag in Hiroshima a couple years ago In 2985, 1

11 COL. NcSAaNl: We're not taking a 11 had the oportunity to talk to Some Survivors of

12 vote or a referendum tonight. 12 atomic bomb.. It te a very soabr experience. 1

13 ,R STACK: Better than that, well 13 wantad to p aa on .o. coments frow ana wo..n.

14 wall over half of the people I think that needs to 1d She had lot most of har family in the war, in the

821 2 be brought out because not everyone can. make the 15 atomic bombing.

16 consnts at this time. 16 by the way, that weapon woo very $mall in

17 Sorry, nothing against you let them go ahead. 17 comparison to what we are talking about. 140

1 Okay, .. far a. aomw of the affecta, again ma ned 1 thousand people died Niroahima alone. Night

19 to remember that we are talking about the 19 thousand people more in the bombing of Nagasaki and

83 20 environmental impact. We're talking about the 20 the year. aince than.

21 environmental impacts of nuclear war. We need to 21 Woman also -- sha was a woman who Survived the

22 consider that a. well and keep that in mind. 22 atomic bombing. I spoke to hor. She talked about

23 Also the effects of nuclear weapon. if you will 23 seeing bodiea floating down the river after the

24 now. Thor* are two million homeless people in the 24 bombing, bodies bloated from explosive radiation,

.5 country, we're talking about on. hundred million 25 burning bodies plucked out of the river with
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I fishing hooks. 1 going on with the NX missile is insulting every

2 Sha talkad of coming across tamilias. including 2 single person who believes in democracy in the

3 her relatives, people who remained just burning the 3 United States. And if you gentlemen had this

4 remains of thase relative* Just to prevent the 85 4 happen in a country that our government aaye Is not

disease. 70 thousand people mere hurned. Mare democratic you would be talking about the mockery

6 burned after being burned and incinerated. 6 and travesty of justice that'a occurring here

7 Again I would like to encourage people in 7 tonight.

5 considering this process to be considered. get more 8 Tharas ao way that you can look at a Statement

9 public input. Like to have the draft environmental 86 that's an thick a. the statement we're looking at

10 impact statement look at the nuclear war effects of 10 today and talk about it in three minutes. You

11 that in basing. 11 can't talk about the environmental impact that's

12 COL. NcSHAt: Time. Mr. Stack. 12 going occur on turope on Asia. on the entire world.

13 John Lloyd. 13 We're eeing it here in the United State. today and

14 VOICE: Ne had to la-. 14 in the midmest, end we're seeing the family farms

15 COL. NcSNANI: Thank you. 1 go under because of what we have done to the onona

16 Robert Jame.. 16 layer and we're talking about using a bomb that

17 MR. JANIS: Sacu me. eve..rybody, but 87 17 will do a thousand tises nor damage than what

is I a. going to face the gentlemen on the panel. 1 we're seeing happen to the industry that's the most

19 Excuse ma, I'. going to face tae gentleman. 19 important in Missouri. the agricultural industry.

20 I'm going to go ahead and apeak. I'd like to 20 The agriculture will go downhill in Europe, the

21 speak a tka people back here. 'm going to turn 21 water syetee will go downhill in Surop. Ne're not

22 and ae tha people I eet to spak to. that'. the 2 juat talking about the Soviet Union. we're talking

3 People oe the peal. I want to may that I think 23 about all of urope. We're talking about a nuclear

4 that the attitude of federal governent in aending 3d winter, a nuclear minter that will .ipa out

2g this panel hero to whitewash *bat'. going to be 2 everything in existence on the plant of the earth.
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I Why can't a. make people realize that.
1 Schulta.

2 And what'. the environmental impact statement
2 COL. NcSKiAUW N a. mhen you get

3 that talks about the affect. of the matar in the 3 there could you stats your nama aad spoii it

4 are. mbere these bomwta are used. I weant the
4 pinion.

5 enviroamental impact statement to talk about th . CNOLTZ: My aaw is Loa..

6 impact that'. going to occur mma there'. no more and I would Ilk to addraa. Cal.

7 agriculture products to feed the people that live 7 Walsh and gentlemena aad my fellom citiaeaa.

S in thiarma whar* tbm bomb. mar. dropped. And we m I'm a resident of the Kansas City Metropolitan

in about *on. people, we arm not just 9 are. That's one of the or-.. that may he affected

LO talking %t~t the enemy. 10 as the KX rail basing System is implemented. I

8 11 .p:tr:.t:kIngt--t,::t the e ronet11 would specifically like to address two lsan* that

12 impact atatammat to talk about wbat thin effect is 12 have been raised tonight.

13 going to ha on educatioa, .bat thin affet i. going 13 One. people talked passionately and with

14 to ha on the economy in *urepm. wht effect the 14 q t naed for strong dafanse. We

:4 lo u-6c &boutthnedorsondeee. 

e

1s going to be on the economy here. And I can 5 hpen to km in Repraseatativm Ike Skelton

16 guarantee the people that hove cos. here and talked 16 district. I dont expect you. Col. Walsh, to be on

17 about the effect and how proud they re to hae 17 top of votiag -corda of thn Missouri lagimlature,

L8 th':gnew basn sytIcm nhesta hiti.bin ayat. t . in harm that thir our representatives here, but I mould like to tall

19 0o100 rum thn day mhaa thay did it. hacause thereas
19 you that people will tell you that Represantative

20 going to be thouaand of people sitting on those 88 20 Skelton is not a dove. Usually he's never found a

21 track. saying. -give piece of trash, give a piece 21 weapoaa system ha dosn't like. noa...r. t

22 of trash." 22 most recent proposition even Representatile Ike

23 (APPLAUSZ) 23 Skeleton voted to cut the SX funding from 800

24 COL. fcSMANi: Judy nn. Goldman. 34 million to 250 million.

25 OS. GOLD0SAM: I dafar to LuAnam
25 So I think me don't .eed to acquaint . mistaka
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1 of a missile basing mode for a strong defense 891 1 .Would make this I . ddressed

2 however you choose to define that.8 2 t this tim. but in the environmental impact

3 Secondly. people hams talked about the 3

privileges that we do enjoy bare in the United 4 you.

S stataa. Drivimg here I drova through at last COL Cyril Walter,

6 taelve municipalitiam that I ma. amara of mith
6 hpparently not bara. Pmtty Porvao.

7 independent fire and police protection. 7I. PURvbg: .ood m .

glanciag through tha an nmaatal Impact a gentlemen. and I respectfully hope your stay in our

O mtotman- a great deal is made about responding to 9 proud state has boon enjoyable and your contact

10 a miahap, quote uaquote. I -at imagine first of 10 with Missourian. plesant. in spite of the fact

11 all hand you a. mould try to respond to the kind. 11 that many of us hope you never have the occasion to

12 of problems that arm lightly brushed over in the 1 return bars on buminma again,

13 impact statemant. 13 My concerns arising from the otherwise carefully

14 But of most concern to mo was this statement. 1
14 prepared OtIS. atam from tha mny aasumptions amd

is would like to quote from page 5-40 of the impact 1s interferences in Section 5, Safaty Considerations.

1k statement. I'm quoting. 90
1a ss no on. can for.... a1 the possible variables

17 *This ii In ralation to an actual mishap. thm 17 in each of the followiag camas. I mould liha.to

i initial press release may or may not disclose the is lit a faw of the more obvious assumptions.

89 19 presence or absence of a nuclear meapon at the is On air transport, the probability of a mishap

20 miasile it.. 20 during air transport of the reentry systems is

21 1 mould just ask the paopla that are hare 2 antmam.ly small.

22 tonight to think bout that am they drive bom. if 22 On tornado. a Doving train could be derailed by

23 there was quote mishap in their block would they 23 track damad by a tornado or could b dmraiiad by

2d want that Iaformation or not or Is that mhst thay 24 the force of a tornado. The probability of such

2S think of in toarm of privileges that we do enjoy as 25 aishap I. vary small and moa. mauld a .a..ra
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1 enough to cause release of any hazardous material. 1 Until July 3, 1988 the sihap record of the

2 On earthquake.. Earthquakes from intensity of 2 sophisticated radar technology of the type aboard

3 6.1 and higher could cause derailment of trains, 3 the Vincennes battleship would hove allowed

4 destroy buildings. and derail train.. Noey.er. It 4 inferences to be drawn that the destruction of 290

, would net result in daage to the polkehaper 5 civilian lives would never have happened.

6 issile which could cause a hazardous material 6 he I stated in my previous testimony, a plane

7 release. 7 crash did occur in Greenland in January. 1968. The

8 I' oure the people living te the area of the 8 0-52 homber carried four nuclear weapons. all

* Chereobyl nucle er p a nt hocused the safety 9 destroyed by fire. edioactive Contamination

10 systems there precluded all risk to bodily injury 10 occurred over 237,000 cubic feet.

11 and destruction of -heir environment and were 11 Let's consider whet would happen if on* of the

12 reessured of that by the brenches of their 12 dangers mentioned above. and dismiased by

9 13 goverement. 9 1 31 assumption and Inference in the 0EIS should occur

14 The disturbing infereces on which Invalid 1 4 happened i Thule, Gr.nland.

1 conclusions eerm drawn were because the Air Force 1 It Is no longer a crash site of uninhabited a

16 special cargo squadron ha not experienced a mishap 16 ice. now it's our countryside it is the very air we

17 transporting nuclear materials in 25 year.. which 17 breath poisoned. and there is no *.caping it.

18 created damage to the reentry system. it never will 18 It in turning to the children we gave life to

19 happen. 1 and watch thee increase their risk of horrible

a0 The second inference is that because the Atomic 20 death with every breath they take. Your tables for

21 Eergy Commission and the Department of energy have 21 caloulatitg ri.. to the generul population c.used

22 transported nuclear weapon. by rail for over 29 22 by the XX Rail Garrison Plan are very impressive.

23 years without any miehpn reportable under FRA 23 but not the least bit comforting. It take. a

24 stadards that once again, an accident never aill 24 mightier pawer then the Air Force to control for

25 happen. 29 the wargin of error created by .aumption and
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I Inference. I eight different aX locumenta of this type and this

2 The military mentality that computes for levels 2 is the beet that we have available today.

3 of acceptable leases of human lives doe. not apply 3 This document we. not developed by the Air Force

, to the civilian Population. It only takes one time 4 eoley. it weo developed by civilians just a.

9S and the results would be Catastrophic. S membera of this audiece tonight.

Please go back to your roome tonight ad This docuwent provides anyone with the totality

conider hoe oery ieportant it ia to reronmend no 7 of information needed to aee an enlightened

O Action Alternative in the Iel 28. I decision of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Program.

I feel it's your responsibility as defendere of ould comment that you and your organization

10 American live.. have done and outstanding job in preparing this

11 Thank you. 11 report.

12 COL. WcS A WN: Barbare Oa se ter. 12The first responaibility of aey society end

13 aS. GAMNSSyP: I yield to Jerry 91 1 eber: of thie society in thie audience toaight is

14 Brown of Knob oaster. 1 to provide security and that security must be

1s MP. BROWN: Thank you Col. McShane. 19 provided at all coat. In an effort to assist In

16 Gentlemen, public officials, Commander of Whiteman 1b providing security to the citizens of the United

17 Air Force bawe. ladies and gentlemen: 17 State. that iN the main reason we're here tonight

18 I an Jerry Brown representing the Whiten 1: to beer all aida and discuss all issue.

91 19 Committee. which t a committee witb the steted Thu draft eevironnental impact statement in my

30 purpose to promote expansion, development and 20 judgment mays there could be a significant impact

21 effetivees. of the Whiteman Air Poc bee.. 21 on two reeourca. lnd uSe and biological. The

22 In an effort to reserve my remark, to the public 22 wetland incors looses ea described would be minimal

23 gearings of the draft environmental impact 23 in our opinion. Realizing that asme wildlife would

24 statement. it must be said the document is second 24 be displaced. it i. aleso hnewn fact that oe ef

25 to none. I have had the experience of handling 29 the wildlife that would be displaced could create
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" and have crated ever* limitation to aircraft I Plene be assured the Air Force docimlonnaker.

2 operations at Whitean Air Forc Basa. The 3 will carefully consider each view point raised her*

3 ingostation and foreign object damage will become 3 tonight when deciding an ultimate course of action

: or@ significant as the bas takes on a more 6 on this proposal.

5 significant role for aircraft operations. ?haank you. Thsl public haaring is adjourned at

6 Nowever, I think this is a very positive thing 6 10:15 p.m.

T that the Rail Garrison would move thee wetlands

6 and take this wildlife with them. therefore, we

91 , would reduce the aircraft operation ingaatation and 9

10 also assist the environmental impact. 10

11 Your consideration. on a.1-14 and in other 11

12 location. throughout the impact statement entitled 12

13 'mltigating reason.- are outstanding. Thara ra 13

it type* of considerationa raquired by your 14

15 co-unities and towns within the whitaman region of is

lb influence to feel comfortable with a new defensive 16

17 system which will make the Rail Garrison Program 17

18 nary effective. 10

19 " OL. ausnANag: Tima. 19

20 aR. SROW.: Thank you. 20

21 COL. scSRAhN: We'ra going to 21

22 conclude the proceedings at this time. Plea.. 22

23 remember you have until 31 August to submit written 23

24 Statement. to be included in the transcript of this 24

25 hosting. 25
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hour11 to I- talk the Ane Plaint inh- .i tutud af Stata I- qt Ii..

Old~~llnit thes n'pt obltos aid- san .ut as p I fthII -t clit-t

the.-I -, a. cc, i i, c 1 . i - I.n uucI lic 6i. sadEIiii -htftht1 - t

Iotheredths banaus it .iu ~i taili I un t i 0 id 1 i , i St ek I ce.IIo nd ,g i .heain- Th teh dgr s tos n e,- 0. ot

said th 
-eprt hOn 

th1 side seene P- i-a-

ennlatnu-ng sh 01a aLh notA. th In.isiIc5oiltaut

besai i-noier "that tot .nehuis 1c that is bn, LNE ~HN: - It a

Il tin k 11 t neolas 1isso t he tii i t. f I th 'i' al ly h1i- c i oM hi igr -hi . tha - h I d in nit. enI- i' t ,hiio

tS hose sneak, f,,. lf Ih~ hane eats.R to hearl lettho a.

h ,ol leig f.. lncai hi Iiis i-aiii.. ..i 11 .... .. .uI- rul.hShuh.. t I -Si It han lynii ,d- ld

I hosig hi ranks t~ .. , Il .in.. i thai t -n Oinl' .:,:I o- indn..lonoei

beliaunaeol that i t s i",Iyc iionl atteti . tho.,I.,i noI -Itht hl4 11
I f*dtet n to .n htInte1 dorten ----- ti nos isat I- e~s n t rs iht iudb

na t eognaIte i tietf t .. nlai't, ."thnotdttleuI- -hlltt,* o -hO, tOf",,,

-0 hq~ ol &I~t -d ~nd hSlg,. nd - .I J -. h~xd. t ix1n Ie(.Ii it e. ~~ t .. dd

tOnie thin. t1 .1 Ik ."5 ii
0 

- f id tiis ho i h. iih t-i iPTi i

oncoth~~~:~ lsrct, utll, Ind neId 1,1,1 ti 
ia t 1 5CO acsb~ BtaoIisn

d-ttc suffestro n . the ugliest. . . en.n. oIt t x l S~ e MS. 5004 t-l~in i p fla Babar Rolarincy, dud

o~., sttsis.49Ooe oodri osn fe htttuiio n fn in utihonad pr fe tteit I

ne t nt g o ut l si e ts ii r in l oa n an o 'g s ci -m dI. I cl t a hi is . to b ne e t2en s di n a
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is inconsistent with, the 'IS Arew. Control Policy. At tt ~ n... o. o po n - 1ehspo..1

Se.ec start Pdgcaln.the hocit union noo Occeot. he 1b ht,,-114i" a,,, *"I

Ansi-icon Proposol to cut in half our stockpiles of I.ng .,q tigea t h .- f.c i-i.i I.p m t

ntinlea, ocapors. To - it -atz .o ens to wpetly,, iie of human. life. I coeo ne-. asaphsicien.. as a eochel of

I. the M. wheon h"t~tn fc. Is nin yearj~ old child -ho. here tonight,.1 an . .h' ant W. -.h'.

wepto. I also quesotion the 41 idity of tracks cair, .,dIb:I9 11cnii F 1,

Ihay. declared theewel. ne.nclear free. ..nes.

P hundred traehotouwand t-or ~ h 1_- so I T aer QiaIonode tey fift thuan1
haQ atriied to benoee neclear free cons. To0 dons ugy thr

Sailna.Me-balot t- ues,- - S-ldIt-Qn- -,n , hom ar physicians, the other fifty thno..and boing th-r

dabloypnuc lear ,isiles ont Fail car, at yrfweitti, A,. F.-2 alidh&t 7. 1. I F F. l-

os' The rewpnw .. s ... iT1 poicont es atdS. ce,cent '0.a

This tells -t that tiheretc -1ai-. pilOnf ...yple si hpihoI.

opoose this sy tie.~ ()E LSFAF ifan, oImay. IIIk to the'a.in issue. satpiithlh

issues.. Meep t hete is o r no IF ea 
t

sAent for the d ns

COLONEL MrSHANE; Pleas. e he-ade."I--pqt b th I.I- 1s

Satith. ~insidiou hacteia. the iniflicn t tlt I wtwt. tool
In MS. thiSA 9MukI iy spot tas that weIt Iia ti ytm a ~ ht

"15 -91- M-' tI-- 1l nap a 11 S hsa Ic "bh. ytehhnirI plgue, I hic. Pt'in tho 1, 1o of

ilIus-ttln, as did scI , tyd. toIes nys do. inissedliateic 0-1i0-i that I nose here not toupti

b2 b -a-s there is no effecr 1 tt-1a -1n I-- th. kind y

ln 'destyi-liny that the Itcs n and ai1 -I 1 -c I , eat u s t i S t

2 the coeneriotion IfrIisa. lIFe" 1 "'.10 ont tr111-e eeo i".-I bl ear -p- ouI oult I thly that It- i -rat-o that
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t7 RPit IFPP~ hoinl my tam isfii

It sesto leltoIntt tliat th: nhe,,it-qtI.. lFl-- - Of ",F tl ~e "

acst *onP1n T ers after the Ulni ted S tate, 
aamel inettt at 

.al ftet,. in

mah clearly doorttrated the htdepns Feitrrti pyoozr ; V 1-t,-11 4 1n

If -lea .. Pon. Tat plog- p~oCoseonity Sank. Teeh .. eh..r.e placed the hosing shot-It.

kilto: Tid ,,-concernb~t30 r as idntfedi the ""nirotnset ""oarthto"s"kiloto n. Toa ealkin abou f P this o b tnyn f e i 1. 16 high in norlaning pto... I t is nor dsire to o . n. he

* funds o necessar to b,.,Id til --- qn req.,ireit, ,,ror~ ttis
.O, an :he pr fppsal offeelt 

It.-I 
tcIt., in tha

of those be statiohed her tinhoaimycan.fltup

Par Ihe .eaceeepe aigtin ncngtaetan
then -,0Id be try o te .a....... hn- nutI., In- fh t _,c

nothing sor hideousI ran cis, I Si 1 n , .I --

'2 F~~~inallI- I moIl Ile. to Ientin--e-, Ine 11 1 a 1 1,ta

los am wnt--lI tink t-It the p.tnt 1hot has .1-1~, trr . o .dmy.-I tt tF - R

It that ha-eoreadnbeenemphas.-dj ty that tIs_ is t,.t rih,,'' 
-HSAt, T.

Iae nating of ecnmc- - sjt, h wirnle oa cil he I OOE lhiiii Taku

0s direr tedototar ds the -er tea1 h-ia- eg tha ets tflyot

and 1-hpuing, ad e...aIn. anti health rote, and Ospier-i losesE Anderson'ostrth

15 p I .weweefCino the hinds of serious health threofo th.i love. AndeSrson ~ filooeenn. ' Pro

It eit eti i ith the aIdo - ,n1s in thin -roty rtltdt-,.I'I-,o

I~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ta'e pmotn ht. -k hs"..i. AndeywiOn. Pyyfessnti Of ctusanities at Mfichigan State

as hid de.nos the aids IFt...s. and os the rmniticg hf thy, II -tieiy IpuiIwheld etescnon tho iseact of the

21 *1,:c tht 111 b vo" i- ed17 Ii tiltory cadget on U.S. tie, and states.

fI:ghtin that criis,,iImihtoos a he t 1 ogtn t zz

lA.eius.i tmnra prbs9n of fP erng El hcnet heat

Is ~~COLOnEL McSttf Thank yoo. Ralph VCr,-(11 ol -i. a- 1)he int"--I--IF---v n O
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toI tr ordotuio eol to too ann1a total Federa inoostmant in po 050,;

1L' Th 'I Iu 'Ito. ' rail. Wai'l ha-e sto freight car, andi tooA acoins Per tratn.

setoolydisusedto the deployset of 100 .1 nro ti 50 1a grand total of 150 freigpht car- and! eight engineas aatched

trains. rho DOD eagutati~h -q--giit thot the EIS p. ~ Ics -e by a technologinal priesthood of 4300 epoes

-P- ifit-ilt Itke into accou the ,1enoto - ---.irn aoergo of 172 par t-rai. That. fabulous. tran ... cly1 t-a.e

o h. cor'si~ratton of the 00ao io aient o I .feSl. 1. a fo tiesn e arith no predictable ohedola. Toe lMt roil

the entire docusont only 6i i1~. of text. thoegia i7- itt-Crlb.w ohr;t,#dtewacon f1h

8 -n page. sentio ithis alto, at, . a I, or p i. r I~, tore produttoitt in either,.. hger Or tergt

* r -1ts.Itraosportation. and it prod--e andi -1ar ietnthing for

10 P.LN'ER RDCTVY.A enport. exoopt, perhaps. Aradioactio firoail.

-tx atd. teM .. .r,-- - Michigan bodl y oeds prodocti- n ,roi

0- antig osIt Contr ihtitioii-1saitn,c -d.r2 ieoen, ad so does the ,t.S., ho~t the Ito raI gar ,o

17 1 rrtacect if long tor p.ndoctiotty
t  

Th.a -1 ,.,. 17 '3 sot it. itl oil 0,P1-rts han soa...red tot eIIto h ar' els

1hosts eac it.S. Congres-.n1i0, 'tt oh,, on 'n--$ t, per day, .... 10 percent ofi. onu1tn Michigao has

d. doItars, and toe full Mt I st-e,osts Sello rr,rnir rt abarxdondaisst a300 sIes of rai -. rt.. in the lost PS

0 protr,ot about .60 .,It i...... f-o syte is-t-j. tI yS~. Michigar, and other states cant to Out d high Soeed

innitt yrae. nrpthan 360 Crng .0,r0I V-o, 1.11 s-h.t~ r ltt .

sill elPe11rne ne 0ustso hi,th capital -o- - -. I -brh Detroit to Chicag.. Iur *ooa 12.09 hlion .a . I sil ..,

E.t jnrmhot, upld y- i,nn n tre Mx, ai, r.oa il rc..tnm -1- h-ori sysVtesood conneta D--r,tad Chicago, a-dsk

thi 1~ .osii a1 11t.- .. l one hoar fift. -o -o trip hot.e.n the Iso

hr~~,t. inn loss ofin ."c Ptay nccl. inteetcitc

Th, enoXe -l- ,texIrb xft 2 t,os.dS The oil 11, .a-in ab- erdi spnff oyid p-e

Ienon .ta.oar Iato, I s......d-, ot the. - 1,. ho. a1 -1, Y.. rolsyhosaond the U.S. Nations. ..er. too abot Pnautn

24 bhItIon -i-oeset- ne It - ,5 , -rah aom anio sc00t., 1 1 and narg, effictencn are hut h ding sytm ... t10 thesenos

the e-itiog Icuet of oii "airln tta, - yn i,.it isn -L In. itent for us to sell this progras casod ,p.pa

17 As a ederal trsportatio tr.etent, I th1 the eoeiadnantag., that It nay brxi toar.flunti

eost Anprdooct-n and- nnffiiet ral-n1 tec nr~ Then are oidental to the deploont. Conresso. ill sal. a

histoy afnor alan. fditnal seurit innte,-I~a,~mn r deision o1h tdeployment of the systes based uPon tere

suh gitesgu and destrur, -aftnefty,0, fo sore -surisle ICBMt sy -,nt no the read to bring

1001aise. -- scnn italily toyc- o-n-ty Thisn to. --y ...-h. -u.

COOE ,AET- lfi S -o OtilEPSOi, toptes of this stott,-nti,

it OL.Ot*LnrttIi.ot -is , inn-n -lne , - the s %itsate... I.

COTiyfEL tirt'uhirr I nepo t,,prn- .yt s..- t. COL.ONEL tSfHAt~ Dido you pronia on, Io

correo tions to the last Tunlen ttso ho "tr-th...iose

a--tr lion th at ios1,,.
t  

rento ho a h-en pard '1611140. OttDERhift I ptondad ten here, and theres.

athe No A1t,10oAlternat-Io. IonatJIktopy-tnt kfy,y goite ahonoohithehahct. Prahabiynotenough fnr-rnoo

sthat the -eotion so titled Fritig ond Fature Paso ine ....

conditions toy oach resource- fr each hose. actuaIly110L"qS~ TlI1 , II,

enOtrassesS -or nolome than that g9-e, to to 1iry,- nose ti t1plae

Ad the 01 ternatine. ari that the E.iSttog sod ratui BaseMR E-io MILLER, My n4a is Trry, MtIler- * and!

in is . the Not A.ytton At he, natte I ae idenA of Bay Cty. fIty~ha. Frthe Past ten.-.ear

rI I'd sIso Ilk -, address the --h0 I~ ~ a had .strnn and actiner- ent hirnetletes

that the gotiea brought up itn respect to the 18 '~particolary to the Slgose Valley. 1', prrently Choirsa" of

aIternti-oes I recoire that I. Atr Fomecos, dIhs theI Lone fre Coono ii I"n ni oena group founded in 11'18

4 1 ternPtine to toe Proposid noion, that meet the ne, yn Irdl - to cotinely oppnte the Consumters Ponner Coopsoy's constroctior

need that had been identified, that is, a d eoesruohle ICBM 24 of o -1clar poner facility t- Midild, Mihtan. Lone Oree

shotes. It does not regoire.s to loot at other alte.otjae 15 has cne,,rned Itself nIth a nuober of enoir oenoa itsue to
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the State and localy, That is shy 1'h he,, It., Ionn indi-t-il . . ..h- ano~d poitod godcater that eany

Scientists tell IS there are at I11t In people hao depended on for their supply. Liso. C-aa.rc

enologica sithations that dee-ed leukdla te resedia -ation on I being doneredth all .-. r

a global Scale. I cant to di cus t.n of -tisc. IMichigan has not been ontoIched by these-ate,

The firt IS the rapid dStiiitrti onfn ro, problects. Diespit Iefforts to clean Michigan sator-, an

dieiniiino,eofot qic~ttnoic nfo -Q- f-iaii 1 DT 80T~0dto..ic cncs.Inlhacecnionttied In.thetreat

I". -.. , f I r. '. 't, ,.,.CL. .tst'ecentl, quantities if -o --ur h-~ heo n

9to is t ..... te iIn bcaro' i"e nil sil yI -ni'ane i M IchuIjn spoil fish. Aii di 1,. thes Mii'iiai D-a bent

needles -. 1 iiiiies Iliad aid denon itor.18 ' of Natoial tleoiiyes, Me ~Oy and latndfills dnl the

1118 I-selihtot~rna fcr a adscpe, 301yn to. ilie poco caste saeito the

The ulhe, -1 '2 ground. 20,000 abandoned oil andl gas cells ea- t

vet these. tInn, at h. ni r d,.ehi hn rho. n... .. hooli I-q aln-t thosanosy Icaingiin dcgrni ids-nra,

I Ir I iir.s 1. diii It ii , I j.n'o 1. 1 oite. , rei esicI-

spec for tnoido.i i. f ~ i .. c.i~ I-.,r.d-g-1.i5oi.
0

i, lt

tlcIng Particles Iron -ihnnncd Ic cat, -1 Ici Iint.ct .r.c...ed. lit ddi tin itrn~qan has 1.!132 t.-i cor ites,

stie to get dosc as ari -a. on. nd toediiIcc-hh hring% -i to en ---ni f.i heing heis.

tIccringtoaniiceritstr'Ifiortitt . .a .igor. f 11D

depletion of on i ,in -oie dois . an I tir durp t Ion o f 430 orannf onden coe pd laud . I - I-Inot

QalA Oesoi ler -,do. thn. cor flat istsate 't ric1- .. 0e-as sreso It of this croictt

If- IiIl It I In I19'? the Michigan [)eparicent of Sat0. 0

s.le, chi ha dopyn ... - a'. i oti.nn ~ rrktOtocs ranked Wiortsnith -s the fifth .-rt tn.,cnitern

tItI.to 1 .. I,2 the state. benoose If lhe ecanld cater -iae dennde hor
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the .s i.esstes n, i o 1no tin oInshall, in.t, e ii represent a direct thict In the enirontal oalit, of

ooda and dohahie is a eel nshlun. r -c icd t. For thos reasons., the Lone Tre Cnonhl c-hes

furtherootntaeiatIon nf 1nin eater in northeaste. to go on reod soporting life. We sopport the No Artiny

Mtirhigan And fn- chat' 01 ternahine to the hasin of the MO raI qcrr...nnsnstesat

11 df,- tht I~... I, dWotssith Air Force base. Thank you.

of .nr .. ta Ic ident and oraolerotote Atc-.t- CrlONEL MSHnho t ThaInk no.. Leone Reilint

othat has, been gest-ied t IIeI.d ..',''i! -.

and ICaOEL MiniANitr I-c lojst teen asced h. the

oI n Seo, tesher 198 i.o in NotteI P, I., ... .i Con Reorter.,Iod It he cosssle forthosell sire hac teen

i ssed -on sta esen Iai ..... hosnt, "aipd ciin' ir, eding re1 al ls to 1rnd a*1 Ic f the 0-irosents to the

thn8g eihe aineri.iinnrietaroslneCrt Recorter. Thbncn-.. rn Itr-d.

- changed oni cans thi Mt atser scotA ni,1 ING IIro .Len

0 Wkhat noel ear aarn olydoi.in to Sno 1inth.nnildigIa f-o tiothnulle. Maricton a three hour, trip, to spea

epola tion assaulting the eali' i fe scepoi t ,I hstee tniold - .. r -I s.pr t str

do in 50 to 150 nears" a als the Michigan Confeene United Chorh of Christ. I -orld

ite MXtg-onp.jC like ho speak tonight aboot the oltieate cn ironacSImtal e Ct

ithreat to life frte both Perspetloes. onerd n9 is-h-h I feel i snot addressed, hhe ISpent of the 1se O1 this

enni-trneental . Its esistern sill reeles..nt one sore t- vopon. I'd like. to reindl peocle. that this -Seapo--eah M

2to tr nearly i statntaeon e-tinhhioe of life on. tis, planet. has tO s-heads. 300 k~oos stles sore poserto than the

2'Its .. sttnn. sill Cost hondreds of Illicin. nf dnoliars that niroshisa bost,. Oo help -s pictur this Ilepsot, if lost one

Isod help attack the real P rohlems of the glohal nn.e.. rit tnt- t ~ -od,-t editeia ra

the destraction pi our o .rns it-ei. 1 It.S. br'tain. and I knos, of ,en.r.e, that it is- not dieted at

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ra 10Itono u trtels ftp-,Idod"lBritain, bat if it cere, oIth its earheads at iced at nine

er-Siol of the earth's o..one lane- finally, its --. o - ti.- .Lndn ipbM--s uln
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I MAJOR VAN NESh: Welt, the initention of the

IBelfast. A1l..sgo., Abeen, Iili,0-high, aid Cordiff, rieat 2 nni-onenta I Impact Statement.,1 to proode intormotio t.

2 Britai could disappear from ithe foce of the Ca. th to, ci-1'3 the deision makers that cold he eanirgfo tin tIt-

Even if 00 other seepn....A. , the radiation oo.la I, it IConsideration of ehether to depoloy thte paekeecer rail

oild sid tau....g etpi, ins, and denettiii. TIn- garrion system or not. There hne bien sececireen

at tieate enios t l evact on the population o, ohyn the Ci,cu,t Cour of Appeals decision that Iao- Indiratd to u

o eapson is directed i not adaressed, and I beliece I nT.i1, d that it may he attaied that it nuClea oea...pon, ,r, -ne -. it

be. Not only on that pdpiiiition. hut nsttaui tipcce in tI- the enirchentalIo....iieni-n the it.- of those .p,

*United States -en radiols 1i .i ft, on- -s In. could ieybe hatastrochi, and tho ,t.i. tis-I, .I

19 I'd also like to address the -- ~on.-ymi 11,it sttement in Ithe Eiicii,.itaI Ipact Statement ct.-id

impact. At the scpinQ te, mt 0c tea mas, it thp tinai al l dn .. i~. ht-l ..

henfitn tptheo,-u-tyn, oi o0 d.Ofte-lI -ard thy I2 decitinmaker inmakingtIini-,n-in. heo she. ThenInos,

)l fig.ures 0100 million ...uIdI be Pcoot yr, Theis- -- ti3 that, and they ci esusatic ai .ging tn tace that Isn

It am e Ito ntithe cnmii.iii -a. tI, .-0c --ul lt. 1it . cunsd deration. Addi tinhaIc. end I sa Uh- lust in

oter 1-hiahena .11 the rc1,n in okt n-n -iatcl undercore a point, and that is that ite ,trm it t'einu

It the .n..... ity haoe The I I hia- a huge Pai iT, to. It depi-d to i duce, the if IiluinI a-ula ~ieg t

it sonsteinu 1ea.-s -ei tee l Ies ins s-a, -6.11 ii t ., cha, oI to maI.ke tIha nin I I I Q. and so Ie think

It hosie.se that -reat, -. I.." nn tI. .g- Pe. Il hr, I that it isprobably ynot ics,iahly to. eseaiel that that could

added I,, ti "n icict n. I ...uld asi that thety sport, ' n iasare-.It of this schtem.

he addressed s-en the final Fy,,, ohocyta In~a- -n Milic.IS. OhIBIili, Ie n.ne, t.eltdoai

IT lopcloteisbeing deneloped that s- ioused. It- niII ne the

2' C01 ONEI MiSOAIF I Ii~-tnyles 1~,u c 19 I yis tIin tunalsi - it it1 does hdppen, I nudask

Colone WaIl .ta the deti...s that I otk tonight abou the inpatntf the

11 CCI OtEL WilISHT I snod like Mta l-i i ...p. o po all p0ouatos io the sorId. including Michidan. he,

Ii to resn. in the last ill shoe that ca -r -d 1- the oi, I add-cted.

ConCetnn the .,f .uin tc,- I cared, In. the EIS. h
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the -eland, Touloed." In hrythe, areanyf the FIS the

CI Otihi ttStlAtlE, 8,.,, Mtc[e- deane 2 felosnggyte is lifted, the. laCk Isne, forest in the

ff51. eohLF flilNh Is ti, M , Ite. CIiia ....t irc s garrison area -Its. oeguaiy habitat, but toides

Ithe losco Count Economi U.Ineupset Cmisn. I iIc i good habitat fo non-..game specie. These iseactss.u Id be

4 DCo.a elong saih I, sic kids andl si grncidIn, an ign,,ficant because. of the ecological Imortance of thin

Iene. in . strong natinnalI defense herein oscodo, 'ii enhabitats ohich cold be effected, and the concern these

erood to be Part, end the hone of Wurtseith Oir rnrre df.- impacts oolId illiCIt trnm1 the National Resource. Agecis.

lie -clips the type of Pe-c. It birings to our rnm~~.idyes. ce silt ecotoglocally eftert nose habi toots, A5s sil all

* at this time, Mr. Chas.nm.- I' d Ik tyIs address U.e. ar of you1 garrson ct-ntie et all Candidat sItes, We rntt

he Iiec-t reetn Intea land, coidd a- ti -an, sI talkng abot the detrut inn nY any C" speie llte bt,

tIt is in the te timei -- tbatre tn theo t land - instead, the remo-aI of a habitat for on],,-t

.ieat are ai-en becaueaic - oaeI t. .,e .r-nnid be '2 generatin, and that atrcieran be implementeds Cnstte

12filled. Local drainge pat tc,,, scold Ac altme-d and ithe 'I ith the scope of the U.S. Pitt, and! Wildlife Semite

It cildil. cpulattons Toliahiting those a.,-col he dttc tcol-reuieantS to Createsmia habitat sithins the ofie of

Ii therefo-e, long duiatin imacts -nod he ndeidic but t the Installation cith the set r-sIt bei ng no longier termed

Itsgnificant, terase of the em logi cetane ot t he I detriment to any species
0habitants stint cold he afftertel, a-d the rucri hnne I I cant to Itan coo people for holding the

impects cold lim-It tins -nat 1 ona rsorrecngee hearing. We're going to send additional Inforeatton to ydor

I .9agncie. No., the ac tinn ci-pse h.. I is. -Iiarin, off,-, Colonel alsh, and! se appreciate the oceortonitc te

not libeip to leocardic the onut-ied e-itn, of on, lited 10 seeak tc the EIS. Thontou1.ernmuch.

pecIs, or -eI t in the detr tito 0, ad- ocsesntiftrtt, 1, CJOONEL WALSH1, nhank you

20 1' f Crritical habitat. b-gnret, o .a....a..e to msinime ... Iti1 COLONEL McbdANFit Peg Ridgeen'
.dssid--rseffent. of this Cip .p.se! c t,.n, On On - ited MS N. PEA RtIDGWAY, MtY name is Peg hldsena. and

21spehe- otr i-tical habitat, should be ea11in effected glsen 1'. m ecitiee of Osceda, and also a teacher in the school

Its the lrg area of-eoictt o actes ana i tble on TI distrIct. I bane seeral I gesticns seeeaiogt -ver baic to

iWrteh Ai ofrc Bae, a.nd .cminimalI. less than 10 acres of.6
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what eeryone else o has entinned here tonight, that I would 261 . .terur.o , Thonk y.

2 like answered, SO that if any questions arise ny classo 2 COLONEL McSlMANEI Old you want those addr..ed

3 1 can er my students honestly. First of all, in the tonight, or in ..... (P4use)

21 impeyt Statement, were local environment agemcIs~ iih a the MS. RIDAGWY Tonight definitely, if possible.

nCosulted, or ... it only Air Force people' Number , COLONEL WScANEt Colonel Was
h

'

6 COLOEL. iALtili I mill ask Major ian was. to

22 Stat permits do you lao to get for construction, and I' iO,: ... lanIt asuin metiands -iii tea reqoired permit. Number 3, di the onstruc tion permits, to look at the solid and

your Impact Stotement it neytion that the- are , -too aste disosal. , the generation of hatardous .ost, and

3 threatened or endaogered species that may be affected, and I'm the effect on tne atlands.

. .,nn habitat destcuct ion, noe of them .eing h MAJOR Yl tSti Well first, coeryng the

Warbler, the oe' ne hm ily late stuiq eni.. I 1-uld lite permitting question, and I think your question hid to do mIth

4a j ~ to kCyo at the other eodan.er-d SPecties ae. Numbi i. ho etlands Perittiol me Ill go thryogh the 0i Permittl nQ

24 1 do vo plan the disposal of solid or tonc .a. t. ciomor 5. pocadore. ithign is a -yique state. Iypitally w Qo to

If ith 211 r f forest I11n., JCk pie forest 11 the Co-p of Engineers for .04 nermitting. In Michigan that

25 I destroyed. toe do ynu plan to de.troy it, and also. ho i responihility has been delegated to the state, Ind - no-e

16 hazardos masse managed I,, the ae .. I mould I lie t e ud aIread, contacted stote officials to initiate that Press.

17 a quote from the lIpant Statement, there ace muo. ate, and, so, w are presently eygaged in ongoing diologue to flust

It .. ... ortte ith this uong - 1 .. .w, o~r responsibilities under i.C4 at ich isa eloent of the 4

" Several dozen Iessor st.ems ed ditches would olso he r i 'rd Clen ater ctdealingm ith dredqe and fill i,- n area..

10 along the connecting oiite aidig cc sc-rt-term ,,-on, -I- 20 And s-, w mill be goinq thrrunh that typical Permitting

quality degradation. the Ioat thydrology of some of ,hecn o tonjunction with y.,,r own late authorities. 1

22streams MOo &ISO he Peronenti. altere. gI.- [-, ,tip ,- ci- le migtt add, -u ad the qeto narthe end o fu period
" I "3 t l . .o do, the 3.. a-r.. of wetands ..nred -t, 2 dealing oiti the fillinq nf the etlayd adacent to the

26 the g1inable IIIe. wncih i dansenir -- Auhahie Riner. The aount of fill that .. er. talking aot is

designated stream. what will tie the altered ioten . h 1. quite soie distance from the riIer itself.

4
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and would nt be expeccedty i ant It.. altci thenoryl strictly n accrdonce th theRenoorce Conseratio Rei , ern

fio of te 1 rec , It' . lst that it crists it the metlayds Act Procedures.

plaim, the floodplain and tInd. of the A ti. An fartc of COLONEL WAISH, I would now like to ̂ sc M.

our 404 permitting process - mill be tmli inq SIth the ntate nickean to discums about the agencies that mere contacted in

authorities a man s to mtigate that. elither thouoh phas preparing this statement.

the restoration of past wetlands, creation of iieo otlais. MA. HICKMAN, "i have, in the prepac tin of

and me ill attemct to do that as Carefully as me imy ai this document, contcted mst it the direr Istate agencies

Sonste method so that m'li Ir to pronide, i, 1-iid, thy ind iovolved, inctudin Natural Resources. State Otnrir

of wetlands that e're taking ftin yo. treseration Office, Manaeny and Budgetf, l annorfalo.

withegard to haardous aste, c - d riot and othre state agencies that me used to provide data. In

epect m-ih hazardous waste to he produced fn1 this crgi an. addition. me have contacted all the county infoceation (,on

There issome, prilally 1sed crank case oils, in -solents not only smco County, hul il the ne qhbocin counties,

1 that may hm used I noeroiring the .,ofor nehicle ecqines. try, 3 citit, tonghics, and the chnil dimtricts innmied oithin

may be hotteies that me taie fine voicles Ioc iids if o the area. ie tone a hihlcogiaph, .ithin the document that

is things. We mIII dlspose of them -ii Icr II irnodes dirndt refermnces, but me con .rnoide a llst of li

I hesnorce Conservation Becorer Act a, haadns oaste is 6 of the contoc t ca mre made.

presently being disposed of at iiurtsmith Aic Fccre Bose. Ad COL WAL L. Th. last IS.u. that - ra.sed

presently w4ot happens iS it's stored for somethiin less than InvolvIng--it involne endangered species or sensitive

' 90 days, and then it is then transported to a epapernittpd 9 species I'd like In ask io tor roer to respond In that

20 treatment disposal foci I it, by the defense ,euti alon and i issu .

2' marketing nrqanita 1o,.,we mill continue that process, and in MA. KRiER, I'd like you to repeat your issle,

"I addition, I think iOkrtsstth Air Force Base is pceseoily or your concern Inoln endangered speciel

23 constructing a permanent rmpratreatnet storage facilito mere MS. RIDGWAY. Okay, in the document it said

' those hazardous waltes could be ronsolidated or remain for in elenen threatened or endangered spcIes may be affeted, and

5 long,, the, 90 das, but 11 of those oc**,the Kirlland Warbler ems one nf these, the laie sturgeon was

.6s .9
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1 nR. MOWERYc, lTs One'
thie ote', andl nin--toe oh, Il.. s It @not stitiosed. IlOOE'sHA:TeIdlIste*

.t bald eagle a-ld is. o1-0' MRCOLEY rhIs one'sdln.tee

I< AIER In 11 11111 thse.-*1- 1COLONEL MrSHNE, Thans you.
thyr eea ostat,. and they'll catagoro of lis tooOEY k~.I %hth l t,,

found on Page 4.2-30. 4.72-30. I'd Isis. to kito. ..-s .o..s

statemet cos..s from,. . .--sa o-sseloes that I he, iowres0. erso lcriio nnrhatiofiog

I'd Ilk. to add.. the F70 otectilI Onossogntortage, discisno lapact. on toseateerd asdtndangecednoeteesie in nt-tIpae 1 ~1.. l.. -- 1 - 6

*%,it elot thriciano,. and -is -embers. ..- been i11o.oed so

Ofatesent I "eos.e R;a : Io Isoty Ice oy a ostss *o at blIcsth As, -11r Base. 1, late

In.. sO.1n1, 1el."so

MaRa e s. tt AMie ate stoi yha silyh lsst- aftoye IIcmtstoso -1or kstg ditnces -thi ansdi of1oit 1 0

I[ Wslo.'e don't folsseeIaoret sI-d for tescitrati hosts 0Oc toss etogras. 0. ol, asIn srcstc st it It,, o

: I-o en.g ..n ..oe a-.aables sthsh d--o o dslltancti of
tccisonfro toe., Ontohe stre1 as-I 27 1- ss,tnoith Air Foic Eae. Do, -o9 peak contI. rise.

'6 - .1ta .. .lile' they ate -ss i IO t , I , t a t c~

Ms. ID;W.Y:Ih..k .. thataccetty cocul.a...r 1 Ioscefstuussc drico that tee Of

ongig. I'd also Isk, to ado that If i- steed to, os. b-s
COLONEL ni-IINEs R. G. Pack. nt , M, 20 A.. ,%is.,i l~e - IlI - h 1 ,

70Pack; aaaentl, itot here.

2, ot tO litl ornoeffeC t os the aisa. sbe iniIns thear.
1-ase boog nose,-c. l',S-hthe Flortrsral 

I.isik
Ctloni cci'tr O rE11 , ri4i'il, -,d -. s It tiu Iff COLONEL nrhSdrtt I loans ..i. Dal I o . lB-1 .

ii t .tn.on .n 1a nIri.
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tilb orsgotOt the"t-nil o tha'sth

1~ ~~t up ttas t. Is the 0eocle hee If oo.isat to

here bo Jaisnit.I cnttoe 0.thosndeclsneof the Ostan ind. ,ifyo.i.11llgo

togethe and t.. it to an inCine* br Oack sIp eacho thc for
no. EVAt IAfifIOt Hs. I'I Ena lsools

oY-- thery.. urks tha lo the death traos foe sseoe to ca0on

6 .. 1 so , do other kinds of srk. U.S.A. tcnl, needs
atyuto s.* y-rtgnai0 and nOoceitiali is- 1. , eI----i h

28 1to hae a lot of sork done.Arcscntteuoo.msio

W* I Il, .r -1in 1 si--On. to det ec I ~ .itolo'
:Ta cosd befedmt *netfedos In heal th

that's trie. b-s eotas tooer sO~nsosi

-1.I' 1 -11-. .SA.1,-I freedom tho sgo edocatsoo, aod "the freed no that sinserod
alo and in obchaS .' or. "ssce bl.0 Oeent stei A i1.i. l.

oll-n rif It he 11, .,t--athatoseite- f12sobs thatin offered to tiss ea.. rI-edo.. fyt
the 4I.0.0. ocisltion do- I tot.. sceco the. Pet-sa11 Isif

Iet o toceleToatennscite.rideiitse
tie, -h. It I fo nas I h-yc kha' -rI 75 1~~ r It f i,

en-1.. It's 1iienses. tion .1sth hi rot auntt and ..n--1 -77et
the~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ for- the- ,,fI. ~t" nt~s :steds. YOs sisc sou preat iso Ose..l then .

foe~~~~~~ hist 050ers has reehte ite fo 'eiao olits

I6 soniase tol I he 5o 1-15 toys~ 11-1 rot- plise Ia no- of -Ice"l the I ..anbesnos, bn sorkig and

puA eoele don' tkn, -0.othit aboIt t. If the, Iceoltlf~l, IIl I* - Id 11,1

enosiralses) that coorceseot, bulsose dosIt.and I
,,f'e itscaI and nliu,-sple 1 i 1. 1-nsf o c

th - 1 . 1~ IhisI. kno. toat oe 1, ...cs Yoo sith I.-tars real

f~~~~en tte ...ao soe i -I-s 1-e1-d of --hc- ItI.-c t

Is.--. 1 . 't 11~e mos ut knsthat c.. de n't h-o to do ths.Osd5 .1l 1oe toe
no, aod handie .to M.t mI iIf inte don's~ I

V relation to thei ... o..d sttid the 1.%.0. rl.-thu fec diii''thl*d 1, 11 11, 1 - ,", oeta

kno m~t c Itor t~c t fto rigtet. est on it soneisfear foo eases coo elace bane, and ..eaeons here so nichigan.

ifsohe. -at-er,. brther. tI~ ter or fsseom dtheit iu to-., and in Ernee sill fl, caa fc...c....b-1,ose-don'ts...t

.12
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cot.hpie,arideelieaII&dn tldii.i kid trat ttiei cIobitai people tlab iloei(1-eiihibhe de iopeettlI' iboaIt Air

c -era, true. Ib.i. Toice.. . rig11. 1Ir -i tIranldaroorId tire ccii.

ioA.~e a1n t eat "ioccerfoi peopel raee . A - Rio th-ogqc

a COLONEL 0.-SlAI: Hecrik, Gotber, rae . I i..c no pe-c--l bae- personal friends In

"c'HE. I Gt~tailO G llt tiatl loi My I~e I I iinilta 2 ctrie all -- 1in the -11 Id anlo- se hoc

o lbthber, arid l f.-be s.edn, "*And first. tiiina I, ehe neoss of People in rising eryee.People are

peaceb~reepr I thi' thatnI bee r I~ Iia coI , cII lo-- tih, hein-nog to hnead- -"fiatrd of d..I. racn been

ti1ihi al '1 Sic. Wel io Iont trp 1- oil of1 . said hid to nu11) t e, aitd the o-11-c 1 eech f ...ee SIr (I

Irinctare,~~~~~~~~~~ eerrorirctri 4,ibc, -ii tl o ,,, hideadade thec-Ii, -a-dto rkfreia,d. 1-i

ci1i fidIt i the U,-. her - ""a P Inip ,pcrtre.ocoi It, if peopleI, Auti. i ice cant to none do.cii 1i 39

.2 F'inland, n-ry lone ir . .i ti- ie- i be. inircb-i the U.S....a . 11 o.. - e large miaI-. Peoiple I

IT hb IrII-n the, -tuIlheIoI-eifni, I. s"u ,ncob Greeie.5-ri.and Lebuiit-a-p for al- yer, hud tI. t,&,e

therm na .ttpnh tbe hi i , I III, il he .aroi hiii Mifia, -aIIneIlitary bases, b~t no far bat the U.S. -11 -te4ii

I ir-uidnItandootioni..., -JoliorIIribtati~c~ue I thieateoed theecIh esbaobbnuthe t-icko -brtto1II

that are pann i aore, -~ bead -1i3i n) fr n tiroc the people cIllt be ,ard, andt U.S.A. .,Iiiidrtn

d-ntqoiir to people ithe -Ire irnr n I -It ',.- that it, baes, a-c uiicntdii npe. U.S. A,,irs i

i-ed that onne I let fiepeople that .a dur.ci 1 enpri iecid)a roet of lob 1.oaic t -1111.ri the 1c-1

Ici praIioti- io~i~~ imeeb,,e -i1e,,,eii.e--oeoi9t-iin her- h oni. the, ii-nepieent nf hue, laiiriTi

ni-a .,inSoiiiitiii-, - Mc. iiriotbiieiud-en-r -- 2iii B- tS4iihe. That's I~e, tbr.-irF,,,,cI~anlit of -- ec

lthat - il-c. Inpae .I~ ai~ I. i.irtedtIei' anid yarn -1i1 be created, hot "fit U.S.A. need in 1 core ro-

--iii-n Isi" ad te.ir aloiobraicirit i,.read*and! core lcne spent Ic I FleIds ile, edorattin and

ii I, t l. healIth rare. h ot anot her e-penn iif deneIcpltt terrnr

2 i, ea~ tho, threa Tiihi,. r- c iociroi m iila

is.. An .i.i rcii .Iia It iA0 teb h.at perieAppt ...ei,
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MS Motto 1r~lin .ri sMtt ic e. ae ra, I rne abbIot, titostng cprailty.hh

cor gea _:~eet thin ttcie than, I did iast l sinre points e ath ake the MIa, fata lip filaed spstec, blat I a,

eavftehiwnoittintanels"ie 
learne tha ' 111 t ItheI -lis net - ian anC1d -t*t ad the cod

teen, to fall ,ithi- the deiiinof ithe Iior~pa icichiot good anid ani, Ie r-etbI,,ad to st,,dy and lern- ce

stateeet. I applied to do en P3)0 at MIT i political trieric In,

* lo'thnI-ohhec h e i ,, -he -I-otn prograof -rco,.ti, arid defee poltr, I opted tor.Ina

I II Toetudidfo n -enean in cI~ -on re.. aea-ghfordu.S. Ctnresc. I.e orgahiiedeirtoi

t nip itordcing in fl.f.d, F-il. ii lp). -hie.r...ir..rc1t .rgr, talkted, learned, re.ad, toe also tfaed, and I

neinbicsileter -41 on1-1 t -hci I he hjilt ac deolcyed in spoke of that last fle In April. 3 cept at the Setup, Wal,.

IT Ec"rop. I ca aboiteo'NI.iated hi Ic Ignnir about ,2 teeing people -p [ooe in(aT~brcc I cenrt to

pclirp. aid U.S. c III~.i elno heaa.age. peicc n -dae 13 Honduran anid alett at the onerty, cainhItito. c

.. ba fi iiefs,. - hd-,I-. t es.lti-g Proc the practice. tf U.S. bottn ess. and the

ith,ohsrhncl bneoi -hr cor than, I did. I aacn fci ated h, I fersin ror. roht jncltar orroption oP ilort,.

tthat,.a air act coleec dnt fo the linmersty p anrd citary coccetil is hoc toindorant perhelc the U.S.4

'Chiragc,. Iletooed toedit t if, aft,, -id inhn Ilit:ay p-e-n.e a chtoig parallel to chrat People In

got hnee,. There aata, slntar that Pall at the Unicers it, If C'e.hoslcahta said about the hoctet clittary precete ,aieii I

0Chlfagoon-itiear1 apori 1 heaId tire Iate h,,itre q, -i, lip .a. InI Cpsbhocloi.- 4

chetat. Hir can a hIgh f-ni-i Pon. CIA cfirdl.e Its. romsttteent to edu-caton talctng,

"deneaetil Hlewrotsa IbookhtIichtIIIIeheeandc.Id partlcipatlng. that',dcorranp It*,ahaco burdenoI

.11 to.ditstIa MP lp~h o res~pontilltp to nodtate on's self, aind the prenic... hear tg

' tatr he Itt.e c--ool tell --c sceetltig. That nrar It inApril icat ateclutely stotlng. The chlp peiople Who shoed i

oenered ey epes perconientlp, and Ic beten. ery ar tice sinoe 14 spenfin rioladga beside, Atr Force people, spoke taaihci the

tn.- I eiared first about hoc the MIT tta.'listtrc Mt,, 1cc tan t. le rh rabout the IT. In, a 30 cttnate AIr

'A i A
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cresonta~-d tii r*, ~ ~t. hoc to say it, teo,-e toe~ Wi don't ha..e to be -e--t

lead ort-tndd. It itici.-11ci ttnclt0 ~ stble. Wie dont 0 san to oot'ln toe it.q. coceItteet of ttc"

tot...If111I lisrtad. the I. too. -a, .. ,lid h1p tad -nrgeoctoneo .~e a saV theta

H0o. h ~o1PPort 00 -o think aco0 get' Wi. 1-it oooiato, oo.thih Me can do. I tent do anythling.I toly one pets00,

-- I- or t oll Wh- do -- II didht tt-1eattnchoioe. Aid theithiesest Hsite cones to

....-. Ale aeo noolns.. eao a. t te. P enid 11po.er. only tht i.. he cII. o-cIa -eaPos- Aslt - had 0

for nor defense and th. tot1ailed ptotctic of deot, .. cilIIhoice. And there IS nothtog - cain do to stdP to.

30 ietlllr of CtirE tlhtc'Ai t'. a

d30 nsoottat tot, co too.. ath t" "" the t". Iei COnE M,5s0IM

"'Al tak tO. rsnhsfoi~dol~tstoil ,,I f' COLONEL fMtStif 00- -r had anW- , t

a ra-- aIlls, bone I to t cti' hs.. -di nI~ the ffS. ttGAVV; .. aIt I- done to 3i0snos

t-heyoasednta A ~ ibea t-t 0.1 i ltt .M to. IVts of G-or ta eon , ca pent to tiflone Walsh and

It doolit t.the fltot I~ ~ -h~~taer.et tnljo so-q l.. ., staffhe- spent on oropis "i eatr itaoethtt

not doteiPi rooi 10es Itttn arl. tant' cIaa At, ,ottI~e It Aonnet Pat tad t ot Ie r- t

tdtk -toot to .. te e.. enn- Ige, let atn .a.. .s to

toile,,, notl -tand ttietlh hosltoitcld tgatt~ it If t II

t -lted oldnt Ip V ied, 0 1.ts to. , teIctt.i er nct or iib 0trnsttr

he CIt cEi It-i~ ac.plesIt doao-

1 itfit 11o ittt t pi~t~~t .i 22 ltl bec fair aboot this

Ilttti heft dencc. ctlt at.1.ct I-a~ MStt. f-cAA,,Enl I k-.c Its fotlel to be here.

Iij of. t -oldto 1ao.tt~t~ s1tsattt IV 'iLn.ot cAott tt .theis on Ibroghtopat
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aIottetat I dot thihi this t, cithin o-t Idted

lit
t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tes.itA ttiii.IltOie.htd~tn ~ oesl oion of n-1-ec ietetett. tf lts potl,, has

n~ss~lhoeaticoa-d lotlie ,f t -o I .tea hi0 beenr cbcsged . I think the .. bout shoold be ad a r of... that.

Oslo ~ ~ hl M .dtt o-e1-s.ti pb cp t~ijt'fy secod Statennt IS boat I fel It's not

ret- opnod aid bAd. --enIl to choose a cried c'.a. for tnotcnce. the ftietao-

C lt OtWL Mtitodtt I Pleases $It dh- It Bcn ft to-Scgine area. etth 250.000 peosts as opoten~t.i

dolt ic-tsr ~deptonest Site for iaos-htng no-Ie-csots

ikoeirThe third -tO. I'd ttk, to askaIte..tis.

it iigco dtetoetop',h-l ttt ."it hs te. i .. * tic atl the EPA hold Aheat, th,,o the Eit' What itt hesnto.

it It iIt' Whto oil ac"t on it atI "h s A Ill decide theatenios

(70 ONEi Mhtd Ples t.. I. di...I And I...rth. the olding of bridge5, Which I

It sq V 3. MIG~l I. -o-i I had in oht 31 1. onesai -l
t

b done acos to. strec... is 1o.n to

o ~'k We got -oor-AI - . ~ -ect .h cI - . e a, -. anpd noIde Ion. 09 so tha ton ler seeetonh does 't

desire td spak, so. teti, pi ea.e no t of. ...... toohsl it, oat these bridges that out1 be bouts'

ohl to Ipal Oihihnhiol.ItCCOnNtI ,SAMdEt Coone Walsh'

siniattOtt' nooo t~gttathCONE WdAH' siitt rspect to ..oor . t

MR. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o tIN R .Y.ddII : he EPA. the EPA alt. arci has alrecdy baen p-sided copiesr

it gnitinn ofthe tatent -,:h then alit -eic ttd rnder their

itLONEL thank0 1: I fidinsq to thetAir ore And that alit alco be an thp.

fts. [AICAP 1. 'IICOOPMAFt t odttotskito the p -ts "I an o ciiincporale their fnig.or

1.. nn , foshe Op..rntt to st.cLIonht, *I In oi Pheir rect.tdh, in the fina pnolrnitentct tepat

31 1.to statenots. and Ask. III. goostio. Fi'st of as I Is IIeiet t stcineto the Air Forte. first of at.

"to State no fee gord that the fMt .tsienten Ill detidnod to itohondt hearings at the other locationsi. WcoVe atreado hcd

ight aI nIi ea-acd'ttt.I-ea detetrente to -- 4 ennti taol hearing, at Bariadaic. and at Dne,, Air horse Ba., and!
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1 bee- 0 ght op her't. ott i~tprt tot rep. cert the
I C cii ieht''d io t theotto-t cight hsa-a,~t-

the -. 1t te. Tieet P-s - , ...li c -c pit. -d, iot.,olI eoaeoah~ Seqoeores, s tht at0ri. 1-1

-tto oottt the 3ist of doost" ahd so the tet. 1-1~O~iP Tat to a

ttreeotheretooght.or .asooabe togethe',tihtit 0 s tt aboot the br odgeS. Aho td*,t'otaot o atcot,d the

pltot top-c to ht'-0 .w1..oteoo t, q~ hr, idge.

11a-c 1 oeceet tha t -h i tehl .1i beieh hie EllN~i .~b -terc do1 h1ett'eta

rosti der....h t tho se tit -cr go I hereIli tre ... fl tio. otsdeect to be de-tro tot oo . the 1bt 1-1 -te a.

tocot -i Ic. th oc. t Fi, oio~ISi~k .. ,..

h aroad dI go I adiar-e -t too. it "9 the -ite t

otF i.- I ll ths t h ., .0 ce'e I.i-itg fb ilt ,$ tfherto,, 00 .t ,h

heot's thel1. - he il l

hoot to preset' t tiIg i t as a Ittgto i te ~IFs. -tI ItI

oaotiOo -t. thei. l*

-t- t aeo ts'tt'oie h"-..t-t.oi.- 1..a~o~~

R., hiS ICiLioIe

.... oedi at
1
. i,.io-t o.

m Ca1, ioo, . taoeato P-th , I . i
t

ti I5 tI P.art IoeId-aIt -A

32P -1gao. ... 0 lear 0t",5 hoe hoch .1, - "

At too1 the 1e h00 ho-c-dItirdao tote. o

i
1 
the [IS ihat .cii o. e-1 e 1 or1 o .~~ ho ... .
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se' -1stoosea IF hi oi oeoi.st, th at

otI . ... itO -h lth h .11

eoieoethtaitasoaheadeatotctele - -- 1

3 23 2e , . , I I T I b e t ho l d e e d a o d p o e d t o

soost'ihicIh~ thto1 t Itatt ht'gidoIteh1iiItcio-I..

--Itetet -h pot' tha o1t t cha hi titac

O~~~, Ocheo haL. the OstI ehiolte 1,i thse.ta1

tobeittIIasao hthtsoo- -hit-tabtc.

- -1, h oh i- 1a 1eaht o - - IidFet Iott,. d-. t, - t " l 01 1 1

K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V hhe t'--h'a e- -es -tc otoo' .i-oll -i-oto6rorsdrt
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,p o tt t1o Me5*' 1
E o toe -ac eetss e. ... s. M " of those has

The t-uIn fI of qh- -'te .t t g t ot ttooo. to Owe' tog l tO. (I , tt 5, tO to

EPA oats to. to.e o t It . 4ur* -c . .otsI

C- o-~h to1 .t. 1", -It f-l to. gwlttoao,

pot o'.9 gh-porM "'fl-at intlle 11 . , e
COom '-o,.., ... ..stIt so ttasceoal do-tw. -

3ttt 10.010 tt doso Oth data. 0* .4.0 atte1 0ted t ,1 ~ln
.F st, fat a- ta ded .I- sotwttro ar o .oI c,

O CII~rt. fl t l. + -' . o~ 11 l t l . "I~l l ;

tt t ttt t.t 4 . 4 atN l ao th aspo.t 1o t ht

potthoo a negh, in lotottst,- .. 1 ht-1w 0- .ltttsattaa.rt

o t t tOt -. to 1 o1o ova , -o 140.0 .tv s .4 tttd......

zott ,SO . h.a..t Itf.fto f

It ftth tjat~s , tec. attd,o. [ I Otu t tta e to ,,t tte. .. 1 It

1-1,,, op ,0 1n1t 1t le. e At u{ t " P- 1 11 { ~le a

1 lrg udlt o ie,,lf Ithe -r otll 1.te 1 h. rto t- tttt t' tha s O h a. o act that 4f to. o. ... .t o

S est. ed. tttr th .h t, a ., .r tt t , . tt,d It m r 1 .ll I.

tat. goabetO 0w,. oOO toe oat t a *adats. an t hwft 000.(ltwt
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owu lsto It t the 'a t d 5 arts, -. at 5 i t t -1w 1 Of

-h'. tr (hI .e ht oft t e -. a th -III1 W It o 1 the

COt ttt. tttw or ; J- oetott 

. , IM tel

t 

tot,, 
tt, 

ttI. 

the -t-0,. 
t 

-.. b-toqe by trr otts. A.d MI. about n tho h

like othat ,o,4000,, Ole tot.oto re-tto,, shoote,.tot aswtrd

n, lf- - - the o a t t 1 t nt oa ta ltve '.

Sth tt. .. e fatts tht I 4othe ttot l N - I I -

thirtoe ao t ... t a oO, ottfh w t hat to,, 'Ptt ih 1

R',o d Tto acn aTota T1tou . A h t 0 the paltdta

MStttttg..todtt o I It the Itt I 5 ,o...ht1t
0- t t a . aat t t t 0 ,h Ir r tot 00 tI'tdtn It

a~ato ts to M s, t tt . to ooth t I It-1 .,I

th,0e Itml 9 tt 0 ot ct t tt33 cot to trt. t5 te tt "ol t -tt 1 e 1o t.I

24. ttto~~t'dort~~t . . . 4. . '~., a.a t. og s s te chos o h

thetante t te. I ' o5 thst totttd tat of ttous

'+ . O f+Hr 0 : w p t o So'. In tol J , t

hhtl~t atd~t~at.tt..I.t.'-tth~! * chtd.,,ttt t2 ottt+t
t

ttttO r'tat tow. drart d14.tta soast. ohate to t

r

sstdthIt

Io , o. gt to l e DO. Cdmt tl .at ,et,

v.poj- ., Aolnl~ .. ..... 0 f,,. FeeD,,t, To~a Ito'lidIlnd,

COt-OttO. hISttOOEI Jojnedrt, C. Ot N , le:

wa-o e- rt.a h ths It . sbe s oa dt o a r 4 o
s a -at e nOr th o- T, Ioa, b, the MChtQao slt g rt m noh f

MS. O0 ,C)., t tt - oe ttthtt rt,1 ,,.t a

fril +t'pt to, tto
4

t,
0 4

r Oo '4as tt

to t ftth deprttents , tolrt o ttainrd I,
Co sEl fCSa a I o oIII -to t e It ' t s Its t ti ....3 3e p td toa rild to .,Iro i, tI ofte the, t - Ma

td-t Mat dr> It-1oot thte ,gh th ir tot.. A

-hp.,t . 2,o4t . the fl-0 . T h A ....... t I-
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hand)1 inchemical accident. I t sttithat ttIe OI nbahi, COOE t-httb n.MCoy

h-haoit head that the -ie1-it e.u-P-n to.,dealing *-h aMS. tIcCOc: I Ooad er cettttiia ght

haoadoo eatr,. aucdett cico~ tenis hoe adto speak.

bic~ias.ni'i h-e t. tuac,*inclars toIe the COLONEL tcSHtAshi Me 1a

haa7 osetn)paadO''i itnehne'li' " 'IS .. Coil 12% on the i).Ciu inspected tie .gi.t

etoerth e-tIchiga- ha cl-s _"ego ti.ig ha~a nc cshd defects -uth as ftai - broken 4cls

traiiicg t.- tierigoers. OLONEL tSIrhCnE: Ma a. .. esstdc.

'aige tn-d-"' sie rccecicnli.Its log. fticc, C1li the 
7 

P02 ta.- --' cc.

o
t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~od ncetnenie's te.aeasgetia's .i''taa-dIsaterli . Ph .1'e 1ood .iti echanco i deterti.

no CL. ncrcllssto aathe, ' h i 11cipai.e. a'C COOELtcoti aaecad.oplse..

3 3 s..etic in. O1 4 a to a, lon as ia hoo Iin a' Pn '1 12c hi oI at P1 ic tan caQ to

nib ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ...ee shits i.raetodstn tar-ecesinc1r9o tank and .1.I I in 5 acr oond .ith a

noIne theren reic tS I 'is.' A -ev-t U. thedect

gn e---etshnera I Ac,. t-. Ottice hoe that ~I,~ f, CCOONL tlcgiNiE: t e lae

ahe thid- ' t the, S-1-t1es al a- COl ONEL Mnrht-E: I liiereS-ng1 "I. tlcCn.

If' it1di Ccr.rai I I.:nt.. inspected d .ateatri t. loCCOI: . kn.. icg h--a "dt-.r Its Inst

satet detect. ho.tpsid-4a ''1 S e ti.C thd -t. ft.s-..h .1d 'o

canno be. deal ai i. C.I tics sat - i lost.

COLOEL irhiOO~ i l'tepnsig -F c 'se '"COLONEL tShhitNE : haoe.e -11 10. sIt ti''-.

' Co' n ... PS5,') ad dete.- . ari--l

trag. lice Phapa. I"di.....
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COLOEL ISHE i c--w.hat -gold condo if cc -c0 taced .ith puShing the sntt,.,

Otffice-
aWo~ld co be -11-in to do it

t
' Ond that eas part ofthts lob

I5 ttcClln ... that killed 2PA0) eeople tnd intet~iee tnn otocnch.- an the hear these, cord."

-id20,00... 4 set before Y tis a.lf n death. Choose Ine. that c.ii

COLONEL tNct-E: Escort hs. .

Ith. tcCO- ... thers -n liI.I

These ais.te of the prbesct-ni ichigan hag been chosen as the place to aton-aagu

I- 1 14, o Icaste. the'r le knat o 9I -Iledale and Pranch Couito the

'Oe .. ose' people do.n theta do not lite it. The, are dtiad it i- not

COLO4I tMCSHANEl L1i1 ihrtalr. Ma d- I sane t:- he no clea aote nr-seo-nstatest Ill-ni.tne

'aol Penalseke, -tee~tes. Ion h coeac t because. it looked Ilike the .e. go. QIng to

I I. LOIS cO n:EP Io LI'S catt,.o tin- be chosen. nichigan is at--hoe suh nresh cater of the ahole

Lake 'h.thgac ald I- hraeied thre hdnrs togt, here. anl sher.t hcdi inpos that pretgIt opold coit

I opi eth lcool nd gog ropacsin n eiht poni aea.a lt te Sld that napiliti to store that -a. ti oil1 be

and1 Illan tn talc about the e.Ireoen*tal it'pac -1n 0'0g soit ing- nuclear cate teother states to opectMichligan

.. Pand Zi .1e -af-1 h h - -Ith .s here. It I inaeAdit ,I atfos

tell ton _qPeep.le, iot ia - to dt-is. and I listened on Ohe to the Htlloedale Count, Fai-o Th-ai ednngbt. aleg aIth

nc"s 1ester da.ad eieasigc to tosIt co, and the 0'' oll of tbe displac on the cabbages. and the s-it kids. theres

tort has adeitted tha t hai. 1 ilts:- De,'edine t. st. nn ob ae ics o.Adeo a a

acako. andP in then cannot Sleen the, use betona. -n that ''sLgislaors oebeldc fro the Gone,' on'sanice. tsobdn

on natinnal nobliC radIo iIth'- the lat to or tt'tee treef the Helth epat-tt if the, -i.. ceee to discuss the

n3 Oo"ng ppe are gnin to college. -The, cent to edbk On tsnacs that this not6 eacaste Is not Sane, and thereaed

2that han sosething to do alth line. I Pno- eng-o ne - 23' scIentist bdeii9 troc Minnsota lehe base -Itten Pecek -n it.

2hdo dI adoabed. and then go bo0,1b infor lobe. One rn eon4 And this is chat co-nre ehoctng our nootig peOPle
t 

I se coung

ct thre places, andl In each Job inter-6e then asked hie. Itpol P1htge h.d. -ehtp9 . ...
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thece is nozinn - ace- I a-.s h.ct. tosaot.

iynti-n.and t.,ic-, cc de.n- -I oat--in a I.,y i-, oi tht-hlrIt""

35 a IU nais-te. t--aitil P"iatictand tca,1. in additinn, to
noii'ty thyc. Man, al1 f-i D1.ini 0iling, each had been

the enloOyttheocin nI Ithh ad tooight at
ooeceloyedO fo ana-. They hiad not had- the. iiao aIot

Cold ten .. a. .c... to That. Alcoholiso. Isonetd . -c t, 'a -SII g, 109It I

goe..tion. If the 11ai 91,1 g-ctntot. has negligible dange.

Itonent.- And atoat .ece offer-ing Denote is death hottead ci 36 6of .oploI..on ciile on the ti-anko, cc it theit a ,g ft

life. if .. _I.l ff.od ThdiIl ce _ . ntii - I aced on The hate. .aec he.' -I~ hfe hoot.d' An I -to III.

tonan-t k-o that Poll. hdt it i ,.t IthnI
that nceti o an-eled in the Final Ietact Statteent. Thank

aIt- the it at Ale aId -at Ia-It 1 -1ge ot t, iat

taitnat Ilk InteaIf theciso that coo acePVl -tetint 1t
11 COStEL ttnitWtE cile,.a Snide.,

'2 MS. GLEtOIS tlt Goo eien tog. t., na.- I

COLOtIEL Mc i-iyE I cah t111 aesltec' itC- td ...-. - .,h
MS. 0050,I I itdSthc I . D htny RAlie iica iy oa eaceIh ea-ecie.tcccnaci

it ~Peciee .... IDo . acc GItIO. Pi-og,. tlcc-e hi Pyosident Ralgan

It in IdA?, and no, beig Sttudied hi the i"ted Stoics A,, F,.,cc
State linenti1 ti I'l o, ao 1ce etdnsPyi-tctne 1 1,

h-c tciecnatd bte 19011

pen tnn 37 1. -- th back gccond and tyanig ithecOutt at I ha...

so read pontinno of the Fn11.iyooeca leanat Stateai.t. and aito

a -og-acceoi.o itsoed h the 1oos A-6ed Se, itc Cci.ittee
Delc'o l"n meS. 9--id . itaieitnn IT.' IcI -- n ltiih ti i

in MaiCh. 66., plo .. e.ec. I cthec a lticet a i-hens3.
DnciAc, n.ccni :-t --naicn-ttcsinai. l111.1

-. 1 te, ccigefyocthe big -ti.t-e of hoge and.-e d,jil

F - t1I In.act hiecne-c did ci onc taic,cIde.c 1
2i on og.ac Pacit f.'t ntnne to thoe,- tea1 p-'in

I nd nidiF in The dcoe iots, ieoT-iniot. I'.s - Iid I o- c
If the detot ion of itin.h lacten Pune I..e.tss. cabitat ni
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the o--ctiqec-d -a filnd .I D'S- . n efIyIn, If
tecond III Itn be needed. ti-c it aollat to -cIn h-ai

taid- lets to the Irnottn'dhlinficto c ht ~.
inhahitIng these -1y1a1 t- th ISh 1nlI&c..tt fti

li ne, -old he ne, cottly. and net nenoirosntally dacagi ng,

ofh accoding to the hIS. tt detailIt the noncicon tion of 13 10-ne

O-" ,d eI ,I brige one. pc-st .... .e.s tta .Ie-t, thc..gh fithing

eate ...arat near too doss,. oded artt,. etnete.a..

* III0 alG-I P 9 .1 a, 37 And en tact guostion it being asked ho eon

Ipeople in Midland. and has atc-eadn been atked tonight. tiie-
Fi-t. , hat Itet no tat the _2.,_o cnInieit i tac-eferenc on pag. iiI-5ihIph stateg at to o hiie

of cocci c- ...an ii, h e abl 1, tate, 11 i 1nl 'iio it -t-tle -oh

1- loae I nv , the .rban an- of idild. Michigan. htecifin

37 T -- I" d ,.go -- th .-. , 5- fVtland ote In this ac-e it-non hot there nould be nonfipt

-icth inhabited bIngt On, the eat ton edge; of that cIt
0 

-
cent, hc .. at it beensh 1--i chat afeicn s - oi

10h ist inothileg o-n acolt tis, ac-ed if t-hat-otsdtn
to cii c-con n be a, hai -n1id -,ablen .o-c .tte Ii

C.if1 ca-ta d dtait'ed and coetete.ctad, oat eadec Thafind
ohen 5-nist I tiM'StI.ac 309 -,ip Ioes te.,tnc.

iiCOtiL dAi Soc I -told I ke Colonel BInch to

a0-teas thet the Mihg Dibt- tcent of Natocat PeT~ni co has i S04t h - ,:I 1 ~t1 h

not, I inh MITca. been nontac ted or notifid o.-.' the Pail it... -. :f ::, ,:e h

sO goetion ebout It it I n fact sat Pa .hc tiali to Aceecte
0anrison Pci -d..tal. at Itea.t ona.I It., ditItItt0

1-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ,.. hlh1.-t Ct. o.I..ht. -11:120,.000 .01at tie'f cahthat -. hone chac-atec-tod at

22 colable for th c-llIctc and the ant-r to that Is.et
daeage and dgtconSole, ic00,tant oiests, cetianlds. ed ii

11 i ndeed. botn ificatly, ceS asked the riload I ndoity to tell
nabi tat of endangered ten cII. Minhi da. 1 o

ii oc, throoghatorney, Mttethey ty not they had the kl ndt of
Ssoi-eneti-t-aht the fn.tn-eseon am. -. 1i

it tract that ct tolitable for the -eigbt and SITe of this
connector II ..noTedon pae ... .. 1 .3 to oh. lacc ci.dat

tartlniilar ca, Ac coo Pointed Olt, the issille ittelf to 7t
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fee log, nd gh,19500 P-d.,...he ., o. Itrains on toe rat.s. Addtao-allp to. trains haae the
beingdaparo.amt.ly 89 real loaa, ascot 17 t..t high. about I

10- fet -d-.Tha "I. -tobe o~ oftheI,.In. 3caPabalaty of bea, I ac-c! fro th. garrson location it.-

osed by toe thoosa.nd. -. to. railroad today.. a. dadotI I-kat-0 eVr 1-yt -Iiblac o h l

that .ac- - started Oot. bot..e.eht to toe -at 'adast' . ttL.T. ...

6aod. an fact, thei'. ae aaa toa.aaads of those tIda of c..alS'SIEsItp-gIFotI-hII

I ~COLONEL BRACI~ Pro.. ...
that "ae Called eather.atce. ta. data 'act. ora.hgt' 0

Ih, bo-c,. or ay-to partt -ayl, at that t. ad S S NDR 1--o--Fot1hl d'

C~rf~-t-,UI. - -d. -- I, , A.COLONEL . .. ..... t~ frne,., it bold be

paI1 fg..t,,.It0to.'fl - .1 P1rastly laooohed. lost as-hey're o fill sart taattds

toe,,' Sit, 0 ootarata a- Colotnel Walsh.
the, 00 00., th yeaoy tnodd ..... .. .les, at least 12,. _ ''

IICOLONEL WAS-I I ...oId lake to go to ace
it 1 -lbltI-' 

last Q oe.ta~ 00 In tnen g the adeb.-t Of the enaroceta]
I .-old also lake to address tr-e ooest.- ao to it

c oAeooenoes of the seconrd egress rate. As todcabed befaae,
the strategicaar-angasoeft ocerataog a ta. tihtr a'

It ae ~~do 'ta. dt thas t-ne, feel aIseerbt ae tat.t
talked abaaat. -o Ind., the ha-.1 to dei, i iol otie It

It d.- s tahbat as the theat perhaps cheoge -. .na, be
So-act nab lcaad atac- 'Iat'a- 30 e 1os Ar I'eto

the ha-ets ta attaca . t-e. ,ayld oeea to do ll.a.'3t -jat ito-~ i on - 4Scaors

it deta,] of the aaI- os-as rot toe Ilae. ie gc-0'aace the

cacseoqac-ccloeytold ot be P-ec1se becaose there -n~ be

eaonraateso.a. l to as .-tIn tatardr that-

to e ,,eHI 1. -I, o a dentified an the ohiaaent. eard a-l, -co oe act.all, gte o
e iscalate. The Ca01 easOl ,ty11a egreat deal of thl, 2'

theA- -rcseatat.-o that horra dor co-ld - te e

I-srtei .- 1.7 hat the Iapats. Preita0 toats laght be. I feel, s
that .e ... Id dittet that. a., fllt tf-a Irodol raesO a

canseoaeoe of soee of the cocrsthat acre "atstd he-e.
III-a. for the a force to oc hboot. to edot.1 at .'ct I

2, Ocrhaps tc card on-oa a ,opraorate. It ea tost that
tiec c ah I da-c leo f of 11 orderl opot.'at. to 0db. It C

cc coo1d not be precaceat to chat Iaspat.caghth at. It

.. 09
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allOon'-ded aPr9I0 ro'.l r t'at tyatlac ]i a I..' rlItldd
I.. tattle has1 bee'- taiad abbot the 1-hora

nceded for raal 9,rra.....torloa. .aSs lesi. The~ e..oId be s'
C LO.E- ftcHltaip, dora.In Lenhat'

ff0. HA00LD LENcoby, M, ,,oeIcatl c do'. 40 a cotlerble to accients, sacotagetrra, then ca.- bad

-- I-tes Toe railroad lanes.. theeens arc. o....Afteoearh

111-clta q 1 1- 1~41 If radl actioe isotopes c-r released locally die to an

accdent, stodles shoe that the oedal at t.te as cofill

38 -i1-res- the -oracaa-t-111 of the nasal .. ten a-d that itopreared to retocod*eoatl,

1-1.Laalo aha as the, t.rhoag-a efec o'a .. h 1. o

the resadents o toe eoste Phi ct the g-1a d1l cc. C''II It Stepho~i, fe

42 Ccl Idrcn -.c dasC.-er that toierss care In thea.'

o, Id e 1-breag1 nobarh..d. fcr~h .a..o. call sec the Progre Is.atat

godbrangarO i 1rreed ohs and conte* an thear area. bat
10 the blolrdeo o~nlolr at -ta -oId -at hear A't'l -I II -h -1aanad64 ta ~swt
t, yot cot thea es.. ad et, he,. .e- ore aat- .are 43 1 td 1 oa he ga ndaanta rstedn

gene. tes fdr fece l obs and eeeth than c.od 1 fondssPotta.

f- SdC1 , Sheal to bare AP edcataco Machigtan has often Ilot -or an
aesoaa t Ad sht tha the det'acta .. hoo. hI '-l.'hcltca-hd- 

.t--th tae
I cIrs a reeacdbg befor cat -agh tbhear. ayooycbt If '_t o

to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ or a1U0d% --tf-dt-i ,,.I.,"11 ndeed, ahyehe. a oeI rak en the bosts r too grat.
coetrases the 0brnader -so-l chnnc . Polttcal atd health 1

01~~~~ ~ ~ ~ I.- --bIOp.4 oAnd IV gIt ion It ket14ht do stoda1 III so bolt the Iqt,

effect of pro perty o_ toe bnoer istil.ea are -ned Intt

I cnese and caeCeta ola aste ta daspose of. 22IC ar.

COLONGL McSHAtNrEt Colonel Walsh, as that a
39 doatan at coytbI ,eS kr aooeo..at. an ftaclatao. a.d lhc

QOestaco that yoc can -s",e at this tac"r
encof thc great 1i" ksthold ot hecace the cadeet ce'te- 1

r-:.,:at t ... . ~. f.COLOSL Ah ,ns srSnor n"ot f

pthattpeo atanaty, - hea fc"d the addatloa 1 cea1 ftc
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"ousing has either 0-couao- the--efther the additional

STATE OF MlCHIGANi:
construption of the housintg or has ai-ed thn orices of the

3 c uT, OF 105CC I
.outes. or it hoe bee a benefical i-pact bn taking ot.,

uncuid -coiltl ho.ses. So, - ,. Zan 'c e-.c..aIcertifo that thit transcipt. nOngSt-g Of

period of time imntoigThe effects of suchact -t e. pag,is complete, tru, ndcoi-ct trascrpt. Pthie

dondos ipat pon the adlue of hoeme io o6-uo~.m proceedings tacen on Su 26. g9pp.

-ha.e. done significat -o-irig on t, tc1 ntac.

iChemine. 1coi"g ocr1--isee ti, uclnel Ie TA OPED I ugust 9, 1 98

Peaceimece.- -i the Mttiut fl Suios frograc. Than .0- f
CC4ONEL noouiAiiti Laodie and Getioe.o'ii

concethe 0'.ediu C.. thi tine. Pleas re-mbor t-ai CLet f ed Court Reco de usos

ha- until 31 auus, tosn--i orctenae --. 1 to he T.. taa CIt- ni 18.3
i Ss"t 384-5? 2248

included in th, trdisc',i 1 tiie h Daing qro , ag ,,Ioa

ando t tn stutec... 0- ncoe.i ai-t -1 lie afo, led Wua i

acght. Officius of thu A,. r. ur pr-nit.i.-effc,, to.t

coo ou -oigtad conrte -uu ie- s t hi.1. i'i

he uirrorce deiio'h ie-1l a efl ...iue em-.-

co-tIf actin thiuc consl. 20

INTENTIONALLY INTENTIONALLY
LEFT LEFT

BLANK BLANK
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4 DOCUMENTS POSTMARKED AND RECEIVED AFTER 31 AUGUST 1988

This section includes documents postmarked and received after the 31 August 1988 public
comment deadline. They are shown in the order they were received, four sheets to a
page. Responses to the comments identified in these documents are provided following
the documents. Relevant information contained in these documents has been
incorporated, where appropriate, into the Final EIS test.
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envloible Gregoire Ciritins Gregoire )

LAiRTM1If OF LsALA" iMAkRTWT OIf [(.(X(Xj

August 30, l968

Comments on the. Pacekeeper Rail Garrison Program
by the Department of Ecology

Lt. Col. Peter Walsh a August 29. 1980 pkn.Sshntn

Dear Colone Waslsh: The draft EIS indicates 26.6 aores of wetlands Would be is-
poold a th FaichidArForce Bue Spoae ahntn

Thank you for the opportunity to coement on the draft hnVi- Additoa nlsei eddt vlsstewtad.Ti
roena lpo ttesifrto eckprRi Grio hould include a delineation of the Wetlands, evaluation of

"rgs. Consistnt with thes Department of Ecology resPons i- their flora and fauna, and assessment of their Values and
bilititim. we circulated the XIS to other state agencis for fntos osbestqto o oso eiossol
revieow. We recei Ved responses f rom the Departeent of Wfild- alsunconsPide tonfrlo, fWtanssol
life, Off ice of Archaeology and Hisetoric Presrvation, I lcIcri-d
Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recreation, and Ecology I it is established through the 404(b) (1) Guidelines thtne
staff. A summary of their concerns is given belowr, and cop- there sre no practicable alternatives to lose of the
led of their letters are attachied for your inforeation. wetlands, we will cent to eveluete watland compensation

through a detailed mitigation plan. Wel will be reviewing toeThe Departent of Wiidlife iscocend abOut the impacts to 404 publico notice under the stae's authority under Soctionwildlife ~ 1 he.a n tels f wtlanse h arhl 401 of the Clean ater Act.
Air For-e Daea. They ars aso conce-nd aout the impact to
burrowing owls which msy be on toe sit-, We reosseod setting up on interagency coordination meeting

The Off ice of Archaeology and Historic Proerwationt resee Ecologys'swetn Section tl (20. Hic7h.:1tvry
the opportuntity to oment Until they receive a copy of the lgtyeta Scioat(G 4,6
cutlturi rebource sur-ey report.

The Depgartmaent of Ecolog is concerned with wtlands. issue.,
im lding loss of wtiends and possible eitigat I.

The Interagency Cofmittee for outdoor Recreation has no come-
Wante to offer at this t ised.

if you have soy guestions, pleas" cail the appropriate
agency.

Sincerely,

V. .palko, Section .. ad
Environmental Review Section

out Michtelle Stevns. Ecology
Fred IUsybee, Wildlife
Robert Whitlam. Archaeology
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- .. c.Lt. Cal. Potnr Walsh

DEPARTMENT OF WiDth
eid rna c it . allP . A-~ Stiatwe - 1nio .tIMl7t~

Tank you for the opplortuity to revie your modument. Ws homs tat yon fine
-r, -et helpful.

Julty 25. s
Slinerely,

Fred 0.Heva

Li. Cotonel Poter Wash eslist eoaant011

Wries Ai Faes @Oet. CA e240e Ftat 010

Play? list Peetoes belt Garrisen Progra

Dear Lt. Cotonet eteat

Yr sdient ft. yeitwd by but eft d. reendstad; -nto fell-

asp t. end : loes. Iloa y uTs tosse 00 1.0 sores 0? Otlln.. et the

2 F::ro~lie air Porte Sunr" Ornfsdesorlt on aof ns tuhrelocal is te mor the sIt*er thea
sehne "hn ith""oo erct ystheyi then.t the east, attend osehs nould fo

0,102'sb , ert Is soarse. Us loe this scm, e livocamlleted.
Ot30a.- -, aot s * In lse ac eyk 0 ntane itt""' ' lt , n..d.be

'it .c This Is 1.1editg and tneorect. Mien, anasets are torms frym
tasty hbstet. *Von it oisey ded. aye enaitable stint ten beat a SF00103 andlyaiateand Vayried ats re~a r s. ann s reaseaeyegenerally already It
tn.as d, s a erryt e neeaty.ote. remelting compsatloni mataeom andanal 1

and sssoae. as roerteoted by at tez In beth noersen m nd or h saloalyf..
Therefere. snlals, are not .slaty dieteo. rTh" aye .tteanoted.

"Io tb o IeT-e o- 1,te Taoe Cn. 1-11t It Is hdlathcat tiet-od ft"'n41 Irneniory dm ass , 5sed. These e Clotatt awtItods by a fer tyssl. Tale
I tfoytle Wtuid 5. Otcladed In raur documet.

Iaer t ietltitah adera VasCtso (1. 4.6-29). fer atteand creation It Is5 ant toned thet sit ostio ieratne woald 0. Coerdinated with tas U.:. Arey Cars.51 or" cog Caelre endthSa. Ino . Ite Protet so ooc. anyrse-Yrshould
b ecesad 5lt

b1 sThe *1 e stuelo suppoyt ITyy-'tn owls Atl athns.icilarls i. Th11 is
eaele ort alt osnceyeohor in watt-. Ad s-o., a yamseet that bsere anyTarfens elstterbanceourere rffce (600-46-4W2t be nootested ao thet cry
Warse my he Idt Itlld throug tant. talaetoie
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901 .TA.4C-NEAEC COMMTTEE- FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION
DEPARTMENT OP comwi4 DEVEOPMENT ~pco ~ c:~ .u.OA

OFICE OF AR50000aOCY A MNO 1 PIAT AIK5 .ON

4
LqJuly 16. 1984

law. Coped0 itor~ 4
8885rtd of 3.sLas

Hl81,49 il Lt. Colonel Peter Walsh
Olympia. a& 98504-1711 AFRCE - S88/0(0

Norton AFB. California 92409-6448

s Pssaatsa 1001 GUfOI.O Dear Colonel Walsh:4

Re: Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Program
hoe 0t 11takI.' Draft Envirornental 188.00 staisent 4

r t 1,11- be -. L amOur staff has reolonved the ahole-referenced docusent and have no commnts71 aenlenba lie. oalamervf ear615ee~o to offer at this tise. Thank you for the opportunity to consent.'I t~e'i th 80iaba romneu - p-.as .4 like to sneey

41.1- 1Recreation R soorce Planner
11ohert 0. V0itlaa. Pb.D. JEF: an
Bsat. Aro'oolst

(206 7534405cc: Barbara Ritchie. Department of Ecology
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9w___ T77 New. 0aaosun588 Lt. Col Peter Walsh
Augiust 31. 1988
Poll. Two

August 31. 1988 Mont neirs' confidene that their hard worit aad Cf forts at
pzovidinq lint to the. Small ICBM DUOS, aund the Peacekeeper DEIS,
will not. and have not been switho~ut recognition.

Thank yeu for the opportunlity to c-.tn

it. Col. Peter Walsh
Ar1RCI-1580/D9V
Norton AID. CA 92409-6448

Dear Col. Walsh: governor

ad The State of Montana appreclataim this opportunity to rerviss TS/DRI ER/rb
and nt on the Draft Enirnmental Impact Statement (DEIS), 00: Hayden

Peeoepr Rail Garrison Program, prepared by the United Statom,
Air force.

"rnier. the State of Montana submitted dotailsed comments
reardin*g ths proposed Small lOAMK prosot in Montana. State

agso es"e reviewed the Peaaoskeeper 0DE0S, and with the
Coceptio of the Monltana Department of Family Service., consider
their previonos crints regarding ths Somall IM project to also
b- approrIate fo he propse Pesoekeeper project. The
additioa r~t fprspr Ph the Monn Departmsnt of Family
550.01055 noncsreinq ths Peacedueoper DEIS are attached.

h A the Stt of Montana'Is provionus roeot letter concerning
pr poe = Mail lINI Project in Montana streased. the siting

of a sai n e os dition tothe nation's nuolar defens $yet"e in
esaais a mater of fir . iniiosn to all Montanans . In

AnglSt I111, state aqenjciLs and Montana citizens submitted
@ubtantial emneents in response to yoaxao ey Size5' 11al ICON in
DEIS. The final. ZIS for the projeot. although it was complaet
in late 1987. rmins noeanallabie nearly oe year Later. Beceanse
of this, the Stots. of Montana. and its citizesn are unable to

rnar te esponsiveness of the 0n1ted States Air force to
their prev=iosy =srssedi oneerns. I nrge you to rester.
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STATE OF NOTAA are Mheg servicas are both tie cctieuaing a es ensiv, and
vey rntesl burden Of comnnitY service providers s

UWIT $TAT AIR WOC It is the department' s intention in the coming months to
ISA?? 'ONflMt IMPAT~t STATEMENT Orqata a cese picture cf the c tual0 Impact or. department

P&RAUM RAIL GahSON series by amy inceased military activity at Ibaiettrom Air
Force Base. The department intend. to continufe to share this

The State of Montana appreciates thiLs ootunity toali information on an, ongoing basis with Neleetrom Air Frtes ioee
egaring he raftEnvronmnta Impct tateentOff icials, ."wall as the Governor's Intergovermntal Smell ICWoasnte reX do th Drf.rrktl Ipc Sen dting Group in the spirit of consistent comncation and

(0012), * P ebeer Rail Garrison. prepared by the United State& oriainwt i~ar idiclofca.
air Force.coriainwtmiiayadlclofils

state agencies have reviewced the Peacekeeper Rell Garrison
MS. and coneier the 1987 Stat* of Montana coments submitted

to the United States Air force regarding the proposed Small 11tHI
project to be eppropriate for the propoeed peacekeeper Rail
Garro roeta wll. ThO Montana Department of Family

Srloss bee! however, provided additional coments secsif ic to
the Peacekeeper DRIS. Thoee coments follow.

Montana Decarteent of Family Servigos

The Nontanai Department of Family Servicee has recently been
comiling data whick is beginning to provide baeic trend
information pertinent to those servicee provided by the
department and related to military projects ongoing or proposed
for Mlsetron Air Forte ieee. It is the department's opinion
that inoffcln fat r er available at the tims of compilation
of the Peaceb"epr SKIS for the Air Force to be able to project,
accureto iepcta of a new Project on the local human aervices,
prngr. Initial findings Of the departmentes research
indicates that there has been a significant impact to local
servIces by military families, as well as itinerant familis
brought in by the prospect of ne, construction.

The department is beginning to profile expenditures made by
soun d sMtate governments that are a direct result of the

close proaluty to a military installation. The protielnary
findings profile the far reaching effects on the local econony.

Miltar fisileear ofpaticular interest because of the
direcitpactmli**.r on thecinhu resoces' i0 rimes of criais.
Th."e families Often availI thoeelves of local resources bec a
of the philosophical diffecr*=e. surrounding the Issue of
confidentiality between two entitis.

Dysfunctional families require many costly supportive
service-; psychological evaluations, staff investigations and
intervention, foster care; long end short-term and in the case of
an emotionally disturbed child, residential treatment. Families
brought into the area by the prospect of employment on military
i nstallations may also increase the need for additional services.
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cAesa EM haseo a Sr of other Seriounces relating to the analysis

SPl 2W for the Barksdale Am5 alternative si te and E1-2 for all other stta.
Thee ratingos or., O00oicnd on tle encoed smry Shleat. I hove asked
Or. W2. 0104a0dcr Williams (202-382-5909) to follfow W with ou c00ocernhing

Lt. Oel. Pee als
MWIN-U131
Ninon MFS. (A 92409-44

Richard E. Sandroo
Doo teolrel Welsh; Director

Office of FrwI Activitis
Dn aca" with the reqfrmita of the Hational Dbirome

Plcy Ot tMFR we section 309 of the clean hir Act, the O.S. fhc I-o
Dwlfrem Prtction Agency has twvisua tile U.S. Air Fotte's Draoft
fteirsatal avot Stato fot tihe peackepe Rai1 Garrison
gro - The Propoed Actin is to deply 50 Fasooespmissle 5101 On 25
trains. Up to four treile cold he deplo at FrE. warren Air Fotte
Se (Arb); the other treile woild he deployed ason nix of tmi
t04dide diptomax irletatiors. r. .Waren AMs wlud be the
pSiftl ocaion toe Ain.0iy, Integratinn, Major netrE.IS a
OP~at~mI meport Of the system. 0.11 inllting facilitisesmtabished
to PUFONt the Pm~mr in l5.,utm Slimo cyst.. at FrE. Warren AM
would be used fot anly and maintenanc of the Rai I Gartton SytWe.

A gattison would tonllt of four esrtl,-cr sheltev itnod
the treble wmild be tonnel. Aditionally, a missile ,leintelesO
bul idicsg 4cls'e the temosy tehirles 01014 be installed On the .0,01 ito.
an lentry cr.,,.i facility. intst-cOtllq rt and track , and
security flein would he constructed. mal totsl -o rv^ of0 at
garisn 0101 be apoximately 1S0 scr. A tail 12ne waild he,
coletructsd or uprml to correct the garrison to the closest main I In
reil Rm. The facililties 0010 he located In lnitimg, 50110101. Or
rawly constructed strturse On or in the vicinity of the candidate
insetallations.

~EM major concern ith the proposal is telated to the potential
Ispata uw w.tlnd. at som sites. Ispect to wetln "04 otme/bitaSt
are, rt we11 defind toldI som ae nt~ se, identitfi) and
mitigation mesrs for wstLand co losesh not ot been sufficiently
deaeicW. goe ~t to wat11.04 values Are clearly sigi'lficant at
Selae AM inl ioa.Oinec Ntr- 1" acrvg of ontlOOs 1.012 bPIv
an W a , 

5
textet a Witaitl MD., Faittihi 1d A, and Wht r O.
Ift -ct vitit a thse iteswil rauimparedto uider Sction

404 Of the Clean etx act . AS wlaS sd ticatiOn snsuirmS. Eoo'o
Fasoltse ie that the IXta be o ids0 by the oseetion of other site
for ild=imttlo Of the otcgti. EM strongly ratossn presentttion
of nmiqtlie, plan ot tihes Impact 10 the final EO. oince the need
for an Cs of thee pi8. could affect the hit F.-ttecso On1001
slactiot of Ws.
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80.1000001W Tmpt Statemen for 0200[,eoMwMInoo 08400 of the. AOtIo, 02.. hir FtOrc P.CWW Rai1 Gasri PFioqra

I.oroO~o Pe, , 8000040 of Olt 00000000 dobsus that M00 d b
ad0* 0 t. AS - SAMo 00ed, Ch0.". 0 the .000,.

o 1,0014000 this 10, the Deprtment of Defense0 WM)
fC.4I-o10i000 18000 neeaft to 004000l. its rOspoibilitie under 608001010,

fail . .0, 0000I0 0. 00.... £40014 O40000 No 128,reldnqIi8.00in0~arascodr~nto
CU".t I8 10.s Pr0o ". oatisOr - Sp00000 of ..,..o....0,0 ulhri ton a ro an1y0 *r08 slf itY Or -.. 1 ad. DO

east - ee i t1I. .EA-4Il to 00.0 00800 008*000. ontol

0 387t000 2.4. pag 2-14, arid 5.0. ~ 5-2, 0800021 includ 0the

=o~.I- eo 04. to 000.04. 040000. P.00.000lot far I'd a"rfoOn. .oeo", .. S flioeental protection 7.1001y (ZI0k wou10 -.0I by

ooooO'ooOOeo .1 =.~ 00000 c 001.0 000*0 laladlo te 00 00t000 any contingency . .E ttaii Wou1ld assiort the tospord0 10oca1,
PeanutO0. I o 00ar Itembtloi. CPAI00004.00o"'Aa 00 X0 l.ad Istalti and fedra agenies with 0000.efforts. I 00 Itm w
000007 08 008000 0000 000*000. appea00 r to 170317.00e t205 the00 will re1y On the
Ell-4oo00.int.liY *0000000000001 1oca1, state and1 002000r fr7al ageai0 to codut caareny
10400 0,0 hoeasdItrfd 04000440001.00.0,0800000 pe 0 te000 0 a0 of00 0p activitis. In Sacti80n 5.5.1.
'Off0.4 80000044.oad 0040 shl.f 000 000.00,00000.7 0. radmis Of aa 5-38, DM in rfeorred to as r.0,5 O l 08
oolO an Is o.001t ,OSellers I 04Mally. EPA ladeod, to 0 . 000 2 futhority with rosror to imlor -s -nlr. D military
004Ide 0004070 to 00 00010 00000mact. if*004 0000*00.0l 00000.000 wz0510ost000 0±tr 2b o. toS~0n0
0000001 am 00080 00A00 005ete at 00000l i a&. 0000 Proposal S0ir 00 sconistir inscribing DODs role is 0t00 arrears of SO

.00.n04. for ref0,0.0 0000 c1. incident. Cisrifiatio is necessary, iSe0i000 in m1i01 treat

Adsioooo 0I.0 Impact 00.., unde0r t000 National. contingency plan0 (NIC, DW srequired to
design I iow 0801oan 00100 od0oor.

100J 0010, 004 trd a"00 thes of0000 0000 *0.00 sin 004 rbl a,070.000000 0 Sect180 5. 5. 1. page . tS r oar.4~te 0o
0able *lororojec a,000000 0000010. ad 00000 01000000 0,00-1 W00 daati e'Mth tifiCation prooir. of thOD 00-07000s C rtntn.

00000.0000.agenciese is 00101007. 100870 1s0no description of 0008 ODl)
0

I..00 .-00000000000 method00 of 0re00010ng SO Incident to 0008 National l04-000
*00,0 00 00000800OlCO~ 018t0 0 10 7. ater s required by 0t08 INrtable Qu10.010 regulia:ions, 40" draft [ fS lo. tact -1,1 wsol~r 0,oe.fm c fee or PA 00*000 f ..00 . CR Par 302, lnder tow NrP. 0000 dessri0iof 0*0008role or

tw00b0. 00400 lih" to 0040010.4 of 0004000000. Analysed 01 to delo - .. .00 spwally trained aO] equipe W dea
0,0t 1, .000004004 -to0n0 mars.*he00-. 0.04th*St0a. 00. with Sny cc.t0gercy....- Section 5.5.1 d30000 08t4sffi171080017

00004. I, tan 00000 , IS. doy them bass.

C0000 3-Ifladaet

0. 900010000 00,000.o00 of00 0000 000000. A.00 00, tootEAriad .
00100 00. 0000000000000.1000t 0001 000400004.o01004 0 The0 methodlogy emp10yed Iimpalistir, based essen10i010y 804

"I 0*real 08,04She 4 l 0000000800, 00101000000,en 00 000. data any 5 , tntored po11*00010 70010000Ares linearly related to

p000000 004 00*A 04/or Sect-o in0,move. eIN 004 000 d 00000 111OO mjor prob1em is 000tow a1r quality7 monitors in this reort
00000 ad 0000 .o00080 an lefor 000000 cos~ 0,t a09000 00 0100000 arie not located 71008 enough0 th00 Air 0070e Bases to ove0re

I0..gtoo US of I o,0". ;
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short-term0 high re0atluun frome f~tie 600 0080 that00-a1 1000 4040b0(10 gu01de1i1es, published 80 40 CPR pat 230 119470, are
0010400. 07 c 04011010 0001 00000r actiwitls Will occur %WY5 71008 d011400.000 0f 0 oar fil S isi.. 40 a.i 230.10000 cower
to 0t00 *001100 0f alason &I01 tow Air honor0 B00 Studied, 0700 '000000000 40o.ot tivitiSO' (1.e.. actlwiticsO 00080 could be

0000 p.00000004 r 1t o pra = -r0. of10.*1. l~06 0 O 60100 6000t clsO0ia00 0008108 SO 40000000010t site is melt1bl that
lan to rea1ist17 air qua8lity 1apat . 0000 0W 10001l of 040,017l wo.1d Ogden0 1800 010000 t e 0100 00010000. Speifically, It p.00id 00ha0

1aidlngP rfo in chatr 5.0 f00 acciden 001405000a should0 be -W0 d140000.r of0000 00 o fill 080,01.1a sh0811 be permitted if000 10ssi
I I I for0 tow air quality analysed; is Chapter 4.0. a paw 0174010alteenative8 to 0000 popose 00080 would0 have0 a 10

adderta imacatt on 0t00 'S80ltut ear00ystt.- It &I50 p.00i th0t00
0 son potionsi 00 chapter 5.0 s100 40.8000s NMht. r10.0 0000 practicable *1000000010800my iludean ara t presently ow040 by tow

analaterbl98ic1 sawsapiceas in 14010 5.3.1-3 ore cofsing. app117500 wh11ch could reaonaibly be obtain .lied. s m
0 

- 001 o
Allosi i Saility 2 Shou1ld be dOhfraslood anslihl m1anaged0009 is order to *0010111 0008 ba017 purpose 00 0000 I.04 0001010
Stab100. 0not ai040017 080004018e 00880000008804sta1110ty0. E140 a.R 230.ltOaIOl.w It 0070008710pro1id8000ha.,000100c71arl1
004011107 imp1188 0000 preietilo a0 surfaca-oed tonaeortue decatrteal 00000*71.. prtiale alternantl'*ev are (1) - In to 08

4 00.0081,8a with Wo sen01081 Mixinan W0 touorace beast ancrai. 40.0011.401 0001 (2) 010.0 to 004008 1ines 4080 Impac 80 0000 aquatic4 ea the000 010881*0 1of 8 aJ adtn 00008 det sntcurc.ec jenm 100.i Y f 23,0a131 to u obtlo picat0 2n.107 .40tboh
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000004.th 0000 0000 1"g114.and01 tricl u 010.1. 00r 0*08540 to Sign0i*17ant 018gr4000180 00 0000 Pletion's win01000 0001 0that aOy a.0018

000th is rot impa8ct1 1 stan be0 084019040l 01000040 pract17able W0.

5 0rsf41000 to pag 4.3-29 o 00 e 000887 ZI. -the Air 000000 Exciatio 0000
AM 02=c ameems I 4I 001I 10tor 10 in 0010eact with Seticar 4048since 02080OtlIe

010.0i 0078e 1obsidered for 100.0180a of program *001110108. In orde to
A11111013ILLS-M0011oc008 facilition; of th0 propoed p.00000m with mis1ti1ng *ac11101es

001 d 8 00OW ,081004 90080100081 an000007810101ntrart, it OS 40000000*40 0*00r
0trar00uc10o0 00 pora facilities wo.101 0es*10 in tow disturbace oee to0107 100 pratiooble .1tarnlti" t e 000 I.e c00000ruct010 80 a
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0Se001on, 4.3. 04018 4.3-2). technician100 would0*8 1800101 e a104 pr1acti0cable mnimu to

min1imum0here to 0501004.'

TO.000100 Traino 00001000, an01 Id00 0811 810. areo propoed for urarIspa It 1000 not 4aset to VIA at this 01ime04 tha posibe anol1ei of 00h1s
podr10000 of the bae. 0onst000000180o 00 e 0 ail 7401 , ew. t0 oddle, Site or 011.01018n Of ties erimIe Ai1r0Forc. am as. 7000104008 010.
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RAILROAD Ctol1itIbSlOd OF TEXAS

Ott AND GAS IVISION
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Deputy~~~~50 Vietro taeiSFFO itles" C. ltoafro, Geologist
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I ITRODoUCTION

The U.S. Air Force is proposing to been 50 to 100 MXt

missiles on railcers to be distributed to certain air force bases

located in various parts of the country. One of thsse bases is

COMUM S Of THE TRANSPORTATION DIVISION located in T.es: Dyes AFB in Abilene. These coents will

IAILR.OAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS address issues concerning the safety record of Texas railroads

and the general condition of Texas rail lines likely to be

in response to included in the missile trains' dispersal plans.

U.S. AIR FORCE PEACEMBPER RAIL GARRISON SYSTEM II. TEXAS RAIL ROUTES AFFECTED

IS I TX--88-oY.k-Od001-0-00 No discussion wan included in the Environmental Impact

JUNE 1988 Statement (EIS) relating to the condition of the track. nor was

mention made of local rail traffic densities.

In order to address these issues. the Railroad Commleion of

Prepared: August 10. 1988 Texas (ROT) first attempted to identify probable rail routes to

be used by missile trains operating from Dyess AF. The attached

map (Exhibit 1) is marked to illustrate the track routes over

which trains could operate at lengths of running times for 2

hours and 4 hours from their respective bases. Current timetable

operating speeds were used in deriving the maximum distance

expected to be achieved in the time alloed. No allowance wes

made for delays encountered from meeting or passing other trains.

The RCT assumed that the missile trains would operate on a high

priority basis whereby all other rail traffic would be placed in

the clear sufficiently in advance to avoid delays to the missile

trains.
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Psaceksek ..ente Peaceheepec tocsents
Transportation Di,-RC - 2 - August 10, 1988 Trssportetion Div.-ROT - 3 - August 10. 1988

As the lhibit 1 shows, trains originating at Dyesa API can The UP min track east and west from Dyess AFB (Abilene) is

operate throusghout central end northwest Texas and even reach experiencing light traffic Loedings (1.6 million net tons) and

into far weet Texas and southeastern New Realco. The capability only supports up to two trains per day. West of Odessa, this

to dispatch trains to widely divergent geographical ocations and level of train operations is reduced even further. The 0N branch

to traverse significant distances within the 4-hour isochromn of from Abilene to Wichita Falls is elae a light density line.

Dyeee APt con be attributed to the area's extensive rll network Peacekeeper train training operations would not be intrusive to

and a generelly good track condition. commercial rail operations at these locations.

B. Rail Safety

A. Track Conditions The EIS at S-45. and later in Section 5.2. discusses the

Maxima authorized track speed of the various routes differ fine mechanical attributes of the new missjle trains and the fact

with the carrier and with status of the individual rail line. that the occurrence of mechanical related accidents is expected

Main lines of the Union Pacific (UP) end the Atchison. Topeka i to be extremely low. Track related accidents for rail operations

Santa Fe (ATSP) railroade. two principal carriers proximate to emanating from Dyess AFt can also resonably be expected to be

Dyess APR. generally lim trains to be operated at 60 mph. extremely low. From 1983 through 1987, crack caused accidents in

indicative of a well maintained track facility. ATS track Texas declined by 56I (Exhibit 3). an impresaive improvement

between broeatood and Creson and between Lubbock and Canyon record.

allow a mamums euthorized speed of 49 mph while other branches The oeed for afe., high quality trackage ie especially

allow speeds ranging from 10 mph to 30 mph. UP track west of important to the operation of Peacekeeper trains because this is

Abilene is operated at speeds ranging from 60 mph down to 40 mph one variable ln the proposed rail operation where the Department

at the western end of the line. The tarlington Northern (9N) of Defense (DOD) cannot establish en absolute quality control

railroad branch between Abilene and Wichita Falls operates up to effort. The track structure is privately owned and maintained

aesimm speed of 30 ph. wherees equipment reliability and the proficiency of operating

Track maintenance is performed at a level consistent with personnel can be strictly monitored and controlled by DOD.

traffic density over each line. The traffic density map (Exhibit ILI. CONCLUSION

2) for 1986 gives a good representation of traffic flows in An extensive rsil netuork and the quality of privately owned

Taees. Exhibit 2 is scaled to net tons of freight hauled, railroad track should be major considerations in selecting
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Peac.Is*aper coauttts Wass ADD mO Tenet
Trnsportation Div. -RCT 4 ugs 10. 1988S

Wsi sts orP.a.ke.p~r missi. troin.. Lyess AFB is an

excellent candidate for a Peacekeeper Rail Garrison when

evaluated by these tv, criteria.
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TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
4

(10  H *4 E. I. C. Adams4
8hh ~ ~ Ug e~. uut 4, 1908

8e" caoJ . H"G_% Faq. 2
MWO i Ce 6 .0. 5udt _ica E. Pluld. Chul -AsA%,
L A Ito.SC - Qn~ Km - I ft ctw riw NA

Almflc.eiaecru E-- *O Daadaat- Creek, Which aetr. the treated sewage from thle City of
Juist e' wastewaer treatment plant (includin~g contribution.

August 4, 2oos 41 fi roeDya Air Force Base), do.s not enter Lak. Fort Phantom
kill, an depicted on the sap. Instead, Dead~an Creek gome around
th. east side of the Lak. and enters Elm Creak downtream. of the

It you have any question* regarding this matter, p1... contact

Wer. T. C. Ad 01r r. Jack Kramer of my staff at (512) 463-7791.
state Single Point ofContact Sneeyyus

and Planning
p. o. Sloe 12425. Capitol Station
Aostin., Tea .7 11 0 4 W -

Rat Draft Environental Impact Stateent (DEI01 Aolt.. ieto
for tO. Peaoksaper Rail Garriaon Systeme;st~eDrco
Is # r1-R-08-07-06-0001-50-00

Dear air. Adams:

Tha Sat of the Texas Water Comission has reviewed the above
rafarenced DEIS relative to the watar quality implications of theproposed construction of the Peacokeaper Rail Garrison at Dyes
Air Fore Base near Abilene, Texas.

Little Elm Crak border. the cite proposed for the construcction
of the irail gqrriao and drain.s to 14k. Fort Phantom 0111I(Abilene's potable Water supply). Our primary concern ie the
protection of the Witter quality o f tel Crack and Lake Fort

2 Phseto Hill. Extensive coil dieturbance will be required during
Itha conastruction phas. of th. project. Sit* specific starts water
I enagaasent and erosion control ;rocduree should be developad and
iilepiseanted to prevent eocaeaive transport of diaturbed cOil
during rainfall runoiff events. Cuatic l adby conatructions

crv aid foal. and lubricating oils required by heavy equipeet
Should be stared and handled properly to prevent accidental
containation of surtfso. and/or ground water in the area.

3Following coeplation of the project. maintenance and routine
operating activities should ha conducted An a manner that will
prcant accidental spill. or accueoulations of contaalnatcd
Set rialc f rom being tranaported to tak. Phantom H111 by store
water -uoff.

The sap presented in Fiqura 4.4.7-1 (P. 4.4-27) of the DEIS ic
partially incorrect and Could cauaa ase uninecemay concern.
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Ret .1.. 317i
W, Gandicer. H! 04345

9Septemben 196

TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
P.O 96120 tsnsi. T-1O Wtt, i .- 1 The lnrh.Vllia. Cobos

July 25.19889 DItad St S cate
Vachiagton. DC 20510

Dear Sosator Cobeat
T.C. Adans. Stet Siogle Poust Of Conotc
Goveonrsfjfice ofBdp Oainsd Planning The opportunity for public comment n the 'Peacekeeper Ii
Pt). Don 12428 G-rn60o Fraort , siaea I spn Stane .. eA .*
Aasto. Texas 78711 31 the S :31 ..os toe sffe.tc of caatructiom of rail yards

:ad garrison faoilitc I .fan 23 teral ec achK nrylg 2 M91
Rn e: rhop = M . Garnsn, Sys-t si.ciles at the F. 2. Tors AFerChrec Vlos.i* Suit tea

DatES F.88-7-0401 -0-l other Air Fore* Installatioa.. 2aninomceatel topect rfoe.ests
(AIRFORCE A2. AS. B4) are o s1. uppoased to discos. altersotee approach*. no Ohs

decIred action., The~ l 051 it erss ti I,.ddroae is. 1 the 8118 I@
DorSir d alo at of 10 91c as .I 0 rals. 50 the -ae Air Forte hass*.

Thobpa erpondigt~ifnnoe concr.g th abve rfr-nced.pro.A revew f Denicg etie-s of natioal need" the train@ woeld he dispersad
acilbl da ooeoe clo) eoacn idiatsthat Ot aecoll urv of arrayrobc over the U.S, rail .. tek -thereby naspllcattag the cee :tdtotahn noVircpbpnm h purpose of the sury" a-i)l bno identify aoy archeological nr.ista e eigI esar oc.o oeRvs

aweteorpnpeneovthepreoet hoondnn t my bn eligibln fce ,rrclis-c .,thin thv nlear weapons tO destroy th. MI mssile*. The Air Force seeks
Ncoeoal Registerof Ftisaie Piece to protect the 92 .icelles by hiding thee among th. people.

;Ie. .1k sh. eapon. were *endahle to defooan of the
The goner.) regiont ctas -y0 kn00n -rheclogtcel.1 d tifr hroughl h ytematc P. p oties. *nder Oh. rail begn s 0 . ecnloca :111 he

ascaoe sscoto h~~ytstpwtaeligile for the Niale Rettir of Him~n Plucr rered Ii the population at lang. wh10ich I nedheO
4opo odYfo, oln ans e to the peescnt. and rangingin --ioiy Ic- .. I he915 s =a7scllgot c.neets A. srheologual turuvy undraken by a qualified

pero.l shoald In condaced for the proposed arnas of construction Field exacmintor UnDder the 11-noeta..... thar. bh..ld heen hees nuerous hearings
should inclade alone) c m nt tdaentify subsurfce cultiural depoits Colleutton of inatroalt isme the D2S eld satleoide 0.4bisg the public at large to
ptnnht toden; ias requrared. A 7mio f tncestogano should In produced in confovnance 31eebt h esrte h.lcte erast aeata
with the Secetry of the Intentions UStaded sod Guidelines for Arclreology and Historcc II rs I :-t to he ti bor is.lanl deai to erve s roi

Thue*= oconga t fcpt ~ ete ocs.W i
1

colvnotoill~r Used., NIPS (Ilsoto..s est seo....t:lPolicy Act) all major federal
uodero ICRG,ds inplerteortg regulations of Intih e 14.1 1 coc- Preoco- Air. uon project. East he asessed from,. oane oniro.stal sponete
tecep.ervy repon. If yo hieeen . .-aei, orifworcaon 01 o further -,--iirac~lea Including .c:c:Snecoeo~i ffect. etilitie. trapovtaeine. lad
c.rote, Deboah Sooth of this offce st 512461-06. ece. Ieoea eff'ta helegical affects. geology, coil. eater.

et Ir in 6s0, e l ow. aever. It to ohbous thet hoeer

Weo .keeper" Rai1 Gav~es n.. crotruton project, they ...144 .si O n ospcnl.o. to Oh beoelronagatal consequeceso of the
eItIesteacoOh rci h ss t e m of ICIN9casae-61 to

Splettere 
far .eclear ear fighting.

Iharw Poernnor ffice c U Cl Per W.... I-olo AF
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United States Department of the Interior

I~ ol th hol cb~once~pt to itl-comeoi,0d ao. tiomal securiy (*rtlC1 11 ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT REVI la
oul e. :.Cr0 omehow:the R pqu.:ic a its poten: 

t
iavi

t
i WASH4INGTONI. DC 3MOR-

sr trdopER h.. o ordetd b; Rb111-411/511'f MD

M.ooa~t M I tatoocriatisociisof RbhM trot.. out of teir alr bas. sRrrioo could Lt. Colona Pt, Walsh
Rot bo tuO t b0. orubtot 0.I. tcO ,..L APRCS-BMWJDE

rolotto.. R0..o. S. I . .. S ... ol result 1. Meht APB, CA 90-44dd
fioser. butag potuod 0u At... treo 00 both wld. i0 euttoip.-
tieos Of 1RItiaRIaj Irtoeptiw. srEikes. The best tRaathe ER. OoLt. Coloel Waldo

5 Sovets .o wahebr. to nipS out III sisal..s would be before th.
N, r tr td6 0 W l4ai dispersed. _-88aO. of tER pressureonO The D"oent of tbe Inteio heo reviewed thu droft alivirOROseatl impat statement

Sthe sovy1t0r . pr**@Ptlv strike would ceeooRb the P-_ M)f theod pamossO M Moimo roll gorion pecrao,. we. ofter tho loowle
tiefrteU.S. to betta otedraw.

Tb. piroa A ROROt foil bott rapidly *ecerbate say cr101. Iu Miml eame~
roltl. Rot e tb A*pp . to tER danger Ilot Rpo-
**aR of the III sulo w1ll moderate. aot .. home ita y .d Tb. douut.,t Mtt. that sond Ars noto ienc00 lded 0.th. - ffut
d.t.r ...... at ltapets. Th. dudie 00t to 1=004 wonsdeaton of poentiaol Import. related to

and And grael drinolopatent stoy be inpmiwglot. what. 00- res.orc. t-orTbe final decision a. to wbotb~r to g0 abead with Rb. 1 b -oo FrequentlyOandAM gravl deptimit. hveousro.Rand v" inarid ouban
.,o. par' Rtl ROsitR Program will ho 0.40 by tho next etwee b ow..f lmited avioltfflty a.4 mocess"ity.
President Rout tping.

It Ahudbtfttro hROogobbbwbo p~t
0

otb O the 7ppoed a alterwative pbojectS40 *.. ht inerls d00 Ac Ait, Am
Ru opr t h oRb I roll grorion program. tha ae n im0000opo. 08.. Of the poteotially emalfrailo Miniml deposits lowutod at

A, .lmo the. Allow ina4 udome 511m;go i trt o and0.00 mandato00 in
SIoCor.ly. 2 Missouri; 0tin t0 .F'rd~ i0 140.0W0 day04 Am0 Ahud in4 10Notb Dakota;21limestonehI Ten;an grpanite (ued for building since) in Modogow Given that the

Producton of totmer1 - would he precloud t(w the durali10 of the roll 50,0100
prp.,,. the final documet woutt describe000 the potetial Rood fo, devopmenwot of the.e

Vic.tor Shorop.. Jr., N.D. reentrant and the potential1 effects thet precluding4 that developmeo~t 00004i 00*00.

Recreation

cc: Tbh 00:. oor:.o Mttob:!l

TR. C ptol.. Pter Walsb Anto foolt V-toe. An p o uld00 hero ignificant impactson Al oready3 00.od recreation Greek, baot w-o 004 Off-boo.. 11*. £10.l ES should4 include aana1ysi. of nrtolo Vply'7 40 nd. w0i0 thb and without the propoma. Lt
Advrs.lpooo roolrtoe I dtWf4 I0Rrol of the p~a... 404
he developed And Prseted 04401 00.14 0ledut tA.=~ poo

Wetlant

T~wSot E oo..tht Alwolend.1e W114. ro Profth posal0. b
find REI sho0uld 41etl hw ompliance With Exutive 04.er1H090 (Protorto of4 tited0.) will he medooind. Under the Ode, P040.va agndis euis avoid cortruction
in rootheod or unons it I. doetrmind that the.e I. no precoll0. Idteul. 0.d the
pposed4.110 motionorposeto. All proctical 000o to wmlomnsom herm to .Wetu.o.

DOCUMENT 516 DOCUMENT 517

LOCATION li,,o-oeQJ AIA hR 00044' W *100.

Lt. Col. Wal" Peg. 2. U.S AIR FORCE PRACEREEP11 RAIL GARRISON PROGRAM
Embustered Bond1. Theob yo o at enoding this hearing. Our pupose foo lmwU~rg th hearing 1. to

str..ootme for yA00 nthe rommantal aommiemomi w. hew. 4.00raood My ocenr It teThe Draft B contairs a List of speoies expected to occur In the P.rojewt u,0a (P.E. Pimeoboopar 0ell Garrison proor.. preeds, And affor you Am apprtuty, to bring to
Wor. APB. Wyomeing, 0.d MaloO~toM APB. Mont000)0.n states thet no, thretened4 0. our attention matters we ma0y hoe Inadvertently overloked. Our goal Is&d~
embingeOd species Will he affected by the pOp o wol a00., the RIS 40oe00 lnoto indicate.o*1 .0 1 A o*0
bow the Air Force1100 a *01*10 at 0 ths" ffect" dotewliello.. Forth.,. It "-. MR*)0 W.~.Zh.eaa~do~oootl0tetoeot~F1whether a biological owoot of effect on ad0g~0 q*.Wif es prood fo, the onwbrom"Anta inenta that y0u feel0r 000 he ae udoquinty An0.70. In the Draft

S proposed. A b10010(10. 0*0omuent must* he mP900 t o r c) onstruo At livitie (50 EnvironmentalImpact Statement.
CPR 402 .1 2(b)) 0.d he oheroittod to the U.S. Fisb 0. Wildlif. Service (PBS) tor review , ,oL
(so CPR 042.ll2jlI. The findings in the biological oow* t 0.d the resuts of my7 14 - 1 C.. A- I--. ., , .
consutto nducte 004000 040 the Eo40egored 0900)0. Act should he presented in the £10inal&J

The P.L 0Warren And Malinorr . uron located .,t10R the historic ronge of the% I
endangered bloot-footed twot (Mos1t 55~B The £10.l R= should4 .0 the . (

ptnial eff("is of the Propoal WMrt))JlW.o*. . ito he10tot. Prei01. dog 0010.0. aro r &,A 7 J'ds .... o. J .11 A. t 14- -466 eadrdPotentlal hebitat for the blok-f-tod fore.L If Prairi. dolf clsoell O0000 -10s." "
.ithi0 the proposed project rWs, -.oys that we coordinated witb PMNS should he A- r011W4 f
conducted4 to daterntint the p- woof the blOab-footel feret. 4_ _

Cultural Saoon

The final EIS should dorotwAnt coslton with* appropriate State Historic Pr.omeatin 4 1-
7 ffcrsA prescribed by the National Hisotoric Pmarto~no Act. 1,1- t

Page-0000lfle Comets LLoto-- -f

8 I Page 4.1-40,Tble 4.2.6-1. Tho, swiftI fou (Vlo~l0) is a cadidate species. not An

spec01a). Thio Auction sh*0.4 0100 Include An0 senue000 of potential Impacts ron the.9 Colorado butterfly plant (oGe. nwomn0.000 ~. olquRdoe.I). Thio plant 1.00 ="da04ta ~ . .4 .. o .J , 4.... .  4 .(
.90010 1400.. to protect this freel;N ro"_ot-o d hepacts should he
presented In the final PES.

10 o Pago C.8I, T1WA 4.0.6-I. The btfb-fo~tod feMat should4 he 04ded. ~~- £0E.

rhork0* oor the opportuioty to provide000*0*00*00M the draft RIls. We we ycou find10 r.i c, i
themr ef" 01in developing the £1n01 documen0t. Por *00*0*1001 Assistance on mtters
pertaninI0( to' the fdwiged Species Act, you may contacR the Supavoloor U.S. Fish*0 Ande. Street Addiin City 0*0*.
Wildhf. 10,0100, P.O. Rot 10023, Helena,. 000*000. 00020 (telephoeo 400-440-220or PTB
M0-52111. P00.*00 hand thi o,. In0or0mail*ta Lt Col Peter Iseib

APRCE.0M0/DEV
Sincerely. 00rt0n Air P0000 Bo.nn

Sun Baroordiffna Calfornia 02400
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4 -t se~sic ws S COOO.OA - tSA4 -tState of North DakotaS

-p..4(3.~-.rs~.av. p......4~..a..44a .~ p 8SkfARCK NM~TH DAI(YrA SSW$ S

21 ~aA. 1L a4ftA,

s~. ..U .t~o~At a- 4... S.i. ept". 20. 1988

3 wkL4(jf, 4 4t4jti

Keo~~re-k M~e 4. bo L orton An,. CA 92409-6448

4 0 Sj, 4-.c.,5~ ~~" a Deer Lteaenon Colone Baredl

44- 5rdf -61Wk EMIGeod isenr"td Copy of our cntao the Draft

4.C.-.J N.fevir 7S- tonl 1.a. Sttea (1S) - Pekapr til Gaison

~ toob. 'I.48  m ~ ~ ~ 17~ AO~
7

The eactios tine Googra-phy and Sail." nsa actoally oemitted; the
~ I t 4 ~ jJ mmeoattna that headiog ehoouid btva been eodar th, hading

3' ~ ~ ~ !- J"t: nnl aprlt. e-oeiatie ofI this corrected Copy for the

5s Ai rer ;4a&
0  

4Cut. LIr~,

Governo
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Draft EiS - Peacekeeper sail Garriton Prose..t

to r..epona to the Draft itS for ea . keaekapor tail Garisn 2
Prose.- this office. ireettin eith no stt .... i.
offers the follone comment.; Utilities

iontoacooies The Draft IS. to analYsIn o-ast-ate sete f or Grand 'erke Air

!1%o, Cll:.1.. v~t .. le, Prr*ae. te, sta. that -Wfhiio ths proare-osated Incease. is
Whie he rf T lcaa e tnime ear. o isat adrltinol e1il -10 ea Itoees the trqneIfs ttetdr

rechaeoroaev e heconttieOeilinerhadle tha Violatione" cs. t.hi)) To s addiion IfitI.. staatheniart
tepacta. no inforeastior or proJectiona are previded 0eon o A,.. 'the ans p. ia7g17n system enI tohiteat nar the it

ra1na. To. diffc.,Ir I ... ooaaeoa anioy'e ebiliy ro a-d nyto he odoqoat te handlo the inriadlon
afteetirti, addr...s the iepeoesn-I- potent ial ranseo. cabaT.e1-S. T sorpsiinta st-se rset
projeeted. tiiilst ohbes her ositoend the t-fra ha toeraato

citigats C aoy ese societed nlth bae operationa so * ast 1:tms
2.Whl telef tO sieseayor the infrastructol Corcsrnsan pIoiio ho yecr

of tho Gran Fokr in.t regiona of inflo...ea. itno.tioaahly c.,

..gia..a "artion of soeel .aerice ispact' . With a.projeetod Teansorretio
riead dee tI of 'poedo ion dieo ovloln aiorn

9(in 4.h10 Gran Fork arha fM,in 2990 00a 235in9 to % t5 in I. At the Grand Fork, in. cntoto of the tail morciso _oni
993 Yr.4-D and io10 ohs Nit areast from 95 total reaoi In the inotalatIot of a second rail Spor hanan tha

the aem ynearvention i-l). it needear thatme eiaIn trir koa North&r- -ic it.. and the hose (o.__.7-5). Both
service ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 itererir silh-eddoarteayas n alsoend Interst, iS ftigheay 2 aCjean to iho Grand

ndditio .0t thai iraa Ineilarary epyen.local coo,.* Fokta. To aIniata- possible d-a tt alngUS.Rghs
seric .fce otseaaddtil, icoe norla n 2. =t ond reoned'.. cooidatioo of Pthatn rali spore'into

eoedi~e. ipinot acotforaco of fos;etepoaoe n ditio, onfee the rosigeioea andh
no ponainnu o coutfricread .tyondino.- ithrstiilty of th IinFread "1ge ...a ideretion of

thaacsr ofC- roarlaol this point If iooet rty is no nended.

3. Forl both Grand lForks An and Miot iAn. tha Draft fIS. Do D. Anonther Concesn .s hen, is thet the rail eye. ored
ena.tyin Po oriio fiooacite oaheoanoorate iockagee athgrfaonc sffic pot. nutl

eoet iars sats a~rryr~o s horifalil Could =ooe .. pniocaddittol. tafi frem thie por. ta DOft

err ondro prop.. novie la behind the ddltie conaldoradro-di.. o. rodoce these btocie. epecially for
Mntoi17eto aetdo-hthho prop osod and alternative anrga ebhile*? Sorb readies ilcida grnd, separation o

actio . Tohth cease tha DP.Af f1i cite. tha ovililte o.1 f pred oasto give presdtvCe tosemarantoy high-,y traffic.
eohool district Is.-v fonda to Cover pofential ehortf.lts
pe. 4,7-i2 and p. 4.10-10) . Coitoral tesoorcee

The reliance on echool diatoict raarv, fonds at Grand F orbs and At eoncoead'*Y toou repaly bhe Nol .rth Daota State Oceteric
rItnoi i. qost ...ahie at this tise. AaaIraot of den Itoing Prsrvto Offc SHf), OIhs Draft ElS odgamen that "it is non
econnic conditios to North Dakota ... o.. tated vito a faiterieg likhaty that an eportan 'ite" ooud be tffeciad iy tha proposnd
oil InoddI rp end tha currsne drought. stat reovoa r pnogcae (r. ".UD-" I peerene Ii Ihe ,esolt. of th cotonsde mii . he .. ce rdoettco in state Zoevior' resorc sorve coisiond bytDU0D has bae r-v.seed by the 5900.

eehovI dI .s.lc, hode.- C..og-ahr end Soile

Byetheeet tmaoad data, of svae oad doploymeot of th The drf i.iaalan oil erosion. aekeroldgee abort -dort-o
t"i Garisn rora. lt- inreemy he ecob thatgrtheprofre taisa =' boheaNtoad G-an Forkositee

..peIt on a-ov I .nane.. ea hs econsiderhibgeae than (a. WII n .ADi) nistheet1 of thaateilyeia.
etta in the Draft MS. Thrfra ...oa tole sno 2 neec smd t dories and after oo...eroction. a -ich .- uid
ehte sie-. -y he .ar.-td tth 0005 id'eratile givtoe DOb ht ppltad. Th Is olId redoce drg-rlosd .i s1rreIoC. loch

f...IIaid to tbnea dircta Itet ar'cea irno aetond shoul baaoie.
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o.Draft SiS-P - Mbapoo tail Gart-n Ptrgras

otber STATE OF TEXAS
Omi.. OP T.1 G~v ...O0

1. ond thi. stop. of th Draft St -. need to consider the tist. AUSTIN TEXAS 78111
of hi. be.i fit. of .14-proad diep .. Ito of missile

anptbiit I.. Th I" important at th.. point of vise of ftIs
ooI"tAbtlit~ of U.. Saittasisforce. and also fro. the Setme 2-18

pointom of ofor.ositybypolititool A"4 it tary ....... a. 2. 98
11adsrt .1t 0 h11b*ot iconsider th wnorabiitry of fth
tttoo not lost sp.-Ley pcpotat.d rst-. ft~ 05Thet for...

are basfd.
2. noter uesionInvlve th posibe trea tobi, ,,,Patick P. C -r1aa Coloonal

2. a mte tnn itran t ome fits onattr w to eostraor fo otit~d States Air Force
olto th frtsig 0010 to tototactsif dsooorsir. nt.Deputy Diractor of Staatqpto. S07

prot:et groups. ffM% to USAF policy regarding proissotoo and Airlift Programs
strro If its he a&inog to&in@ dariog the poofornato. of wanagtoO. D.C. 20330-1000

t dotItol Whtts tho fshrittng of respoosibility bor,
bowel'. Itetl. stat, and federal tao enforceeaeonc0ies? SIX TX-R-68-07-06-0001-30

Th. atone tostsopr-oni sons of the a or -meos raised by t.e P- aep*s RalGz 5nSse
Draft H.S Io OThi aoa Theoe comets, however. do ntt prsolodsa Calmed, Cooaner
tse 8aidiseo. of t e to the isdividatl agencies on sPacifico
point.. Attached are Seuensot os ts osoatod front the Taxas

Departenet of Health, nagae Wait Drelopment Board and th T~ae
mhast yn. for toe ppormity t coneon 00nth Draft E IS. Ytnr Part. and Wildlife D.,patment o- t. rof ..... IS draft
attenftion0 totoal io,,,s and concerne s topprscittd. .nvircmn~taIimlpant stat...nct.

If -. ay b. of inottar S.at-cet plans. lat os tnt.

Sincerely.

I. C. Ad.s
State Single Point of Conrtact

Unc/pstr

DOCUMENT 519 DOCUMENT 519

Texas Deparmnent of Health PARKSI AN ID.IEDPRMN

C _ X Taw 7as11oore C - - Stember 7, 198

September 1, 1988 Mrycltoi~. ~ S. T. C. AdMa11
wlrp Icn old- aon~irState tSingle Point of Contact

otarnora Offi. ofa~t~tc badget Wsol Planning
Psat Offic It. t 23

or So 0.00 .. aoo sootint, Taaae 72711
Goneent's Ofice of Budget sod planning
P. 0. a.. 12126 - aptlteion itos . Rto et Draft Alto irs~tal Impact Statement

tastft1 Steil I80 deo~fa~ mu =n~i Program
Austin TO."a $71lis T71-4,-.-0--00,-5-00

dflfe Mr. T. C. Adsm.. Diretor el eu r eospeoial projest. t~fte arS.Aan

SUSAJECTi Peacekeeper Pail Garrison Program -Cwa-~to A SatCr Of the Taes Natuaral taritage Program Infor~a-
DatEvrnetlIpc tsiee.ni tiost Syatem rawmalad Th no rggatly knlown ctrel. of

Drsftr ontyans Wrst. iiieS ~saial apecies, or ntwal cowaitim. in t.e gaeal
U.S.Dopriant f it ti Fots i iityi of t.e propoaed project. The tRitaga Program

U.S. erntmenftt of te rF.n and Jlos informatt nonludad tar. a Nimas non the beat data
EIS Vn. TX-9-88.-d..0001-50-00 churrentl' ainie La tmhe itat eadn threaneld,

andangatrad. or otteois asitv pai-a. Somnmer. the
Doer W. osit data dom. not provide a defistit. Statament as to tha

prSaanoa Or absaanoe of spacial epecies or natoora
Draf Envroamntallowet Satemnt (EIS) Pmotrranoitia. within yoa, projact atme nor cn it

L.fins PrcXO,58 And its amtiscod ffittacbesnit MIS have ronsf loTtr is Isiteroed to sadist youa in awoidlog hao. to spec ies
In !btmis d eireno bhelth Iiations. The doumeni was prepared by that On00 rn yo I ta Plamiae sontaot t.e Toana Parh.
t.e aU. Oepseisot of the ir Fotto it t. feted J000 196&* and N i"dlifa. Depatt ent- a taritaga program bafr."

g tea o inforsstito mitloed in te bcjost MIS. no esignifisemi lost-tare poablisbiny or othasa diaaaainating any apati f It

a drer. Pohlto evronmtentaet h tIm pats we expected It tht. propoed local ity ifotsation.

stto Iti too condacted in accordane with good puttic and envifronmental ::a~ rpud oeroino the fa.Llity Will be 0n

We @Wansts"o too opportnity to review mod Moment to ihe Draf tonlrnoeatoil 2 wnadh aeiwith Goves modificationae s" additions, no
Or t. .... . a alpant significant advaradi Impact. up" flab and

tesoot oaet = pecekeeper 1oil Garrisn rodra In ti drsfe~Iwlifa are anticipated.

I appeciate t. opportuonity to rAtviS tis projaft.

Sitoetlty

A.-oisa" "oI-ton for gtio. nentat Charles 0. Travis
snd Dostnion WethO TPnott toemotiva Director

"W11-O CDT1OSIS Wjg

toot TPoti. 16aith "Gow 5, 700
So.- of t-nir.s1te foaIt. TOP
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Laod h. 4cc, "1~oi O,,,,0 ' ''. 1. C. A-
.0 t ...... ... it 4. ''~. r.,. Page 2
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4.1 Responses to Post 31 August 1988 Documents

Doe Comment
No. No.

511 1 RESPONSE: Field surveys were conducted on Fairchild AFB in 1988 to
fully evaluate the wetlands that would be affected by the program. The
wetlands were delineated as per the U.S. EPA wetland delineation
methods. A detailed analysis was conducted based upon the results of the
field delineation. If Fairchild AFB is chosen for Rail Garrison
deployment, a detailed wetland mitigation plan would be prepared in
accordance with the requirements of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
and in cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington Department of Ecology,
and other interested agencies.

511 2 RESPONSE: If Fairchild AFB is chosen for Rail Garrison deployment, a
detailed mitigation plan would be prepared in order to minimize impacts
on wetlands. Potential relocation of facilities would be addressed in the
mitigation plan. The plan would be prepared as per the requirements of
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and in cooperation with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington
Department of Ecology, and other interested agencies. Impacts on
nonwetland habitats would be minimized as much as possible.

511 3 RESPONSE: Section 4.6.6.3 of the Final EIS has been changed to reflect
these comments.

511 4 RESPONSE: Due to page limitations, the specific classifications for all of
the wetlands that would be affected by the program could not be included
in the EIS. The National Wetland Inventory Maps were consulted during
the preliminary photointerpretation phase. Findings of this preliminary
determination were checked in the field in the spring of 1988. The text
represents a much condensed version of our analysis.

511 5 RESPONSE: See response to Document 511, Comment 2.

511 6 RESPONSE: The burrowing owl may occur in the area thaft would be
disturbed by construction activities. If Fairchild AFB is chosen for Rail
Garrison deployment, the Spokane office of the Washington Department of
Ecology would be contacted before any construction activities begin.
Joint site inspections would be conducted, where necessary.

511 7 RESPONSE: The report detailing the results of cultural resources
investigations at Fairchild AFB has been transmitted to the SHPO in
accordance with standard reporting procedures. The SHPO has reviewed
the report and concurred with the finding that no resources eligible for
the NRHP would be affected.

512 1 RESPONSE: All of the data and information provided by various
departments and agencies of the State of Montana have been considered in
the environmental impact analysis for the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison
program. Since the program is considerably smaller than the Small ICBM
program, the presentation of analysis in this Final EIS for Peacekeeper
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Rail Garrison is at a lesser level of detail than that presented in the Draft
EIS for the Small ICBM program.

512 2 RESPONSE: Monitoring of the social services demands of inmigrating
military personnel and dependents was conducted at F.E. Warren AFB for
a defense program of similar size to the Proposed Action. No significant
increases in service demands were identified.

513 1 RESPONSE: The Air Force will comply with Section 404 permit
requirements and will prepare wetland mitigation plans, as required, for
those bases where wetlands will be affected by program activities. See
Final EIS, Sections 4.3.6.3, 4.6.6.3, 4.11.6.3, and 4.12.6.3 for detailed
discussions of potential wetland impacts at Barksdale AFB, Fairchild AFB,
Whiteman AFB, and Wurtsmith AFB, respectively. Mitigation cost
estimates were included in site analyses, but were never a significant
determinant compared to overall costs of system deployment.

513 2 RESPONSE: A statement of the Air Force's responsibilities under
Executive Order No. 12580 will be included in the Final EIS. A
clarification of DOD's role in providing emergency response activities
related to the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program has been included in
Section 5.5 of the Final EIS. A clarification of the notification procedures
that would be used to inform the EPA and other federal, state, and local
agencies of emergency incidents is also provided in Section 5.5 of the
Final EIS.

513 3 RESPONSE: The Final EIS Section 3.10.5 has been modified in response to
this comment. Additional air quality modeling was performed to evaluate
the short-term impacts of fugitive dust on PM 1 0 concentrations at the
base property lines.

513 4 RESPONSE: Table 5.3.1-3 has been modified with atmospheric stability E
defined as slightly stable. The reference to mixing layer depth was
eliminated and replaced with surface inversion. Section 5.4.2.1 was
rewritten and a figure showing the dispersion of MMH downwind with
distance was added (Figure 5.4.2-1). The reference to distance in the text
was deleted. The use of English units and metric units inside or outside
parentheses was eliminated. English or metric units were used
individually in the revised version of Chapter 5.

513 5 RESPONSE: If Barksdale AFB is chosen for Rail Garrison deployment, a
detailed wetland mitigation plan would be prepared per Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act and in cooperation with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other interested
agencies. Furthermore, the Air Force has continued the siting redesign
efforts to reduce or avoid impacts on wetlands on Barksdale AFB as much
as possible. The potential for impacts on wetlands at Barksdale AFB and
other candidate installations would be taken into consideration during the
base selection process. Alternative siting analysis is described in Final
EIS Section 4.3.6.3.

513 6 RESPONSE: A potential loss of 3.2 acres of wetlands is indicated for
Wurtsmith AFB in the Final EIS, Section 4.12.6.3 if this base is selected
for deployment. All of this loss is due to the Peacekeeper project and
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does not include any potential loss due to the potential addition of a
second rail spur. If a second spur is added to the system in the future,
additional environmental analysis and documentation would be prepared
for that action. The document has been revised (Section 4.12.6.3) to
clarify the discussion on replacement of lost habitat. Unless otherwise
suggested by the U.S. Corps of Engineers, the Air Force will follow a
policy of "in kind" wetland creation or enhancement.

513 7 RESPONSE: Michigan has chosen to administer its own permit program
for the discharge of dredged or fill material into wetlands within its
jurisdiction. Michigan's program, as such, meets the requirements of
Section 404. An analysis of feasible alternatives was conducted and is
described in the Final EIS, Section 4.12.6.3. Further wetlands and
mitigation analysis will be presented through the permit process if
Wurtsmith AFB is chosen for deployment of Rail Garrison.

513 8 RESPONSE: If Wurtsmith AFB is chosen for deployment of the Rail
Garrison program, a detailed mitigation plan would be prepared in
consultation with appropriate state and federal agencies and would include
a discussion of replacement or enhancement requirements (See Final EIS,
Section 4.12.6.3). The mitigations referenced in the Draft EIS were meant
to be inclusive of wetland and nonwetland habitats. Some of these have
been reworded in the Final EIS, Appendix and Chapter 4.

513 9 RESPONSE: If Wurtsmith AFB is chosen for deployment of the Rail
Garrison program, a detailed wetland mitigation plan would be prepared
which would include a discussion of monitoring requirements.

513 10 RESPONSE: Final EIS Section 4.12.10.3 has been modified to include an
analysis of the noise impacts resulting from relocation of the grenade
range at Wurtsmith AFB.

513 11 RESPONSE: The base is currently reviewing a regional water supply plan
which would use Lake Huron water to supply several towns in losco
County, Michigan and Wurtsmith AFB. In addition, the feasibility of an
alternate, local groundwater supply to meet the needs of the Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison program is also being investigated. These are mentioned as
potential mitigation measures in the Final EIS, Section 4.12.7.3.

513 12 RESPONSE: Noted.

513 13 RESPONSE: Inmigrating population were incorporated into the utilities
and transportation analyses and the impacts were identified in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

513 14 RESPONSE: Locating the Rail Garrison program at Wurtsmith AFB may
cause additional development in the region. The proponents of these
various developments would be responsible for complying with all
appropriate local, state, and federal laws and regulations and preparing
any wetland mitigation plans that may be required.

513 15 RESPONSE: If Fairchild AFB is chosen for deployment of the Rail
Garrison program a detailed wetland mitigation plan would be prepared
per the requirements in Section 404 of the Clean Water Act in cooperation
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with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and other interested local, state, and federal agencies (See
Final EIS Section 4.6.6.3).

513 16 RESPONSE: Two siting options are identified for the garrison at
Malmstrom AFB. Potential impacts for each of these options are
discussed under each environmental resource. The only difference
documented in the Draft EIS was in Land Use. The impacts reported for
Biology in the Draft EIS have been revised and appear in Section 4.9.6 of
the Final EIS. With concurrent deployment of the Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison and Small ICBM programs, the east site option would not be
considered because of facility siting and operational requirements of the
Small ICBM program in that area. Therefore, cumulative impacts
resulting from the concurrent deployment of the two programs were
analyzed for only the south site option.

513 17 RESPONSE: Detailed analyses and field delineations of wetlands were
conducted at Malmstrom AFB. Due to page limitations, the results of
these surveys are presented in condensed form in the Final EIS,
Section 4.9.6.3.

513 18 RESPONSE: Discussions with agricultural agencies and irrigation districts
in the area in 1987 indicated that no major new agricultural irrigation
projects would occur in the foreseeable future. Statistics on irrigated
acreage in Cascade County from 1979 to 1985 show substantial variation
but no increasing trend. As stated in the Final EIS, Section 4.9.7.3, the
City of Great Falls (which also supplies water to Malmstrom AFB) has
water rights to over 73,000 acre-ft/yr of Missouri River water, far in
excess of the city's projected needs.

513 19 RESPONSE: As now stated in the Final EIS, Section 3.8.5, the water use
numbers used in the text have generally been rounded to the nearest
10 acre-ft. This appears justifiable due to the inherent uncertainty in
both baseline water use and program water estimates. Table 4.9.7-1
shows only the program-induced water figures and is correct.

513 20 RESPONSE: The Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program, as currently
scheduled, would be initiated in 1990 with construction activity at
F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming. Garrison base construction and deployment
at selected locations could begin at any time between 1990 and 1992. The
currently described Small ICBM program at Malmstrom AFB is for
planning purposes, scheduled to be constructed and deployed between 1990
and 1996. Sensitivity analyses varying the start date of Rail Garrison
activities over the years 1990 through 1992 suggest no considerable
differences in cumulative impacts.

513 21 RESPONSE: The impact of the Proposed Action rail traffic was
considered to be negligible because the increase in rail use by the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program is very small. If a second rail
connection is considered for adoption at a later date, specific proposed
routes and their alternatives will be determined and appropriate
environmental analysis will be accomplished.
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513 22 RESPONSE: Revised figures for the capacity of the lagoon and overland
flow system have been incorporated into Section 4.11.2.2 of the Final
EIS. Revisions to the projected population of Knob Noster have reduced
the 1994 projected average daily flow to 0.24 MGD. It appears that no
additional land will be required to treat the projected flow.

513 23 RESPONSE: The 0.38-MGD figure was erroneous and has been corrected
to 6.0 MGD in the Final EIS, Section 4.11.2.2.

513 24 RESPONSE: This water quality problem is now discussed in the Final EIS,
Section 4.11.7.2.

513 25 RESPONSE: An estimate of program-induced sedimentation from the
garrison site is now included in the impact assessment. Also, it is
expected that herbicides would be used to maintain a minimum level of
brush clearance and visibility in this high security area. Only
EPA-registered herbicides would be used and they would be applied in
accordance with proper application procedures. Their use is not expected
to appreciably change local water quality conditions. No substantial
quantities of additional pollutants are expected to occur in stormwater
runoff from the garrison site.

513 26 RESPONSE: The analysis of program water use in the Warrensburg area
(Final EIS Section 4.11.7.3) indicates that program-induced pumpage in the
town's wells would be about 50 acre-ft/yr, or less than two percent of
baseline pumpage. It is doubtful whether any groundwater model would be
sensitive enough to accurately determine changes in groundwater flow
patterns attributable to such a small increase in pumpage, and no
modeling has been carried out. An official with the Warrensburg Water
Company stated that the last salinity problems the company had were
in 1962 and resulted in the abandonment of several wells. There have
been no indications of salt water intrusion in any of the current supply
wells.

513 27 RESPONSE: As stated in Final EIS Sections 4.11.2.2 and 4.11.7.2, the
water system at Whiteman AFB is being expanded to meet the increased
water demands expected from the deployment of the B-2 bomber mission
at the base in the early 1990s. Three new wells have recently been drilled
at the base to supply the expected increased water use. The base worked
closely with the State of Missouri to assure proper well protection. This
resulted in the addition of extra casing for the upper 60 feet of one of the
wells. No additional wells would be drilled to meet the needs of the
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison program should it be deployed at the base. The
Missouri Division of Environmental Quality was contacted regarding the
status of its Wellhead Protection program. The state program is still in
the early stages of formation and no specific guidance regarding future
activities at Whiteman AFB was forthcoming.

513 28 RESPONSE: Section 4.11.9.2 of the Final EIS has been modified to clarify
the fact that the boiler to be added to the Whiteman AFB heating plant is
for the B-2 bomber program and all of the air quality impacts will be
evaluated when the construction permit *s obtaned.
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513 29 RESPONSE: If Whiteman AFB is chosen for deployment of the Rail
Garrison program, a detailed wetland mitigation plan would be prepared
per the requirements of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act in
cooperation with the U.S. EPA, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other
interested local, state, and federal agencies (Final EIS Section 4.11.6.3).

514 1 RESPONSE: Siting of the Rail Garrison facilities at the north site option
has carefully avoided constructing program facilities near the location of
the wellbore. The location of the wellbore would also be clearly marked
and visible during the construction phase.

514 2 RESPONSE: Concerns for soil erosion sedimentation and erosion control
practices have been addressed in Final EIS Sections 3.9.5, 4.4.7.3,
and 4.4.8.3. Standard construction practices to minimize erosion and
sedimentation will be required. These practices will be implemented at
the site via an environmental protection plan prepared by each contractor
selected to construct program components at the military base. Soil
erosion is considered a short-duration problem related to the construction
phase. Following construction, stabilization and revegetation measures
should reduce long-term erosion to near-baseline levels.

514 3 RESPONSE: During the construction phase, crews will use appropriate
management practices to protect public water supplies and maintain
stream quality. In compliance with federal regulations, each base has a
Hazardous Waste Management Plan and a Spill Prevention and Response
Plan. These plans identify the process of collecting, storing, and shipping
hazardous wastes. The plans also outline the procedures necessary to
respond to unplanned releases of hazardous materials during the
operations phase. Each of these plans will be updated to incorporate
Peacekeeper Rail Garrison facilities and program-related wastes.

514 4 RESPONSE: This error has been corrected on Figure 4.4.7-1 in the
Final EIS.

514 5 RESPONSE: See Document 16.

515 1 RESPONSE: The Final EIS thoroughly discusses the No Action Alternative
as well as the alternative of 100 missiles on 50 trains. Predictions for
conditions for the No Action Alternative are discussed under baseline
conditions of each chapter. There are no other reasonable alternatives.
See response to Document 3, Comment 1.

515 2 RESPONSE: Issues if strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.

Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

515 3 RESPONSE: See response to Document 34, Comment 11.

515 4 RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war are beyond the scope of this EIS. Also
see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

515 5 RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy and enemy threat are beyond the
scope of this EIS. See response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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516 1 RESPONSE: Aggregate demand for the program is expected to be less
than 400,000 tons per installation. Producers were contacted near each
installation and it was determined that aggregate is available from
existing producers in the area and the program demand would not cause
any shortage.

516 2 RESPONSE: The EIS does not imply that "minerals do not exist" due to a
lack of existing leases for mineral resource deployment. The Region of
Influence (ROI) for the program was limited to a 1-mile radius for each
installation due to the limited nature of the proposed program. Critical
and strategic minerals were not identified in the ROI at any installation.
We acknowledge that mineral resources do occur near several installations
but these localities were not within the RO. Regional investigations to
identify critical and strategic mineral resources were not conducted
because they were not considered to be within the scope of this study.

516 3 RESPONSE: An analysis of the regional recreation demands was not
included in the EIS due to the small size of the program-related population
changes relative to baseline levels. However, local recreation demands in
terms of the additional personnel required to meet these demands were
included in the public services analysis.

516 4 RESPONSE: Alternative sites were considered at those bases where it
was determined that wetlands would be affected. In order to properly
locate program facilities within existing facilities and meet engineering,
safety, and operational constraints, it was determined that there would be
no practical alternative to the proposed construction of some facilities in
wetlands. Site-specific mitigation plans will be prepared for those bases
that are chosen for program implementation. These plans will be prepared
per the requirements in Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and Executive
Order 11990, appropriate state, federal, and local laws and regulations,
and in cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the
U.S. EPA.

516 5 RESPONSE: Data regarding regional and site-specific distributions,
abundance, population status, and habitat requirements for federal
threatened and endangered species were obtained from various U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service regional offices, state game departments, natural
heritage programs, and various other sources. Field surveys were also
conducted at all 11 bases to evaluate habitats onbase and to determine if
any federally listed species or their habitats would be affected by the
proposed program. Following the analysis of all available data, it was
determined that no federally listed threatened or' endangered species
would be affected by the proposed program. A biological assessment must
be prepared for a major construction project if it is determined that a
project may affect a federally listed threatened or endangered species. It
was determined that the proposed program was not in a "may affect"
category and no biological assessments were prepared.

516 6 RESPONSE: Surveys were conducted on F.E. Warren AFB (both north and
south sites) and Malmstrom AFB (both south and east sites). No prairie
dog towns were identified on any of the sites; therefore, no impacts on
black-footed ferrets are expected to occur. Table 4.9.6-1 has been
revised to include the historical presence of black-footed ferrets in the
ROI for Malmstrom AFB. See the Final EIS, Sections 4.2.6.3 and 4.9.6.3.
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516 7 RESPONSE: In the course of fulfilling the requirements of Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act, the Air Force has received
correspondence from State Historic Preservation Offices in nine states.
Because of the volume of correspondence, these documents are not
included in the Final EIS. They will be maintained on file by the Air Force
and will be made available through the National Technical Information
Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia, 22161, Attention
Order Control.

516 8 RESPONSE: The federal status of the swift fox has been corrected in the
Final EIS from federal endangered to federal candidate, Category 2. See
the Final EIS, Tables 4.2.6-1 and 4.9.6.1.

516 9 RESPONSE: It was determined that no federally listed threatened or 4
endangered species would be affected by the program; therefore, no
biological assessment was prepared. The Colorado butterfly plant occurs
on F.E. Warren AFB in the riparian habitats along Crow and Diamond
creeks. These riparian habitats are not located in the direct impact area
and would not be affected by program implementation at the north site.
A detailed survey was conducted in August 1988 on the proposed south site
to determine if the Colorado butterfly plant was present. No plants were
found; therefore, no impacts on the plant are expected. See the Final EIS,
Section 4.2.6.3.

516 10 RESPONSE: The black-footed ferret has been added to Table 4.9.6-1. See
the Final EIS, Section 4.9.6.3, Table 4.9.6-1.

517 1 RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

517 2 RESPONSE: Production of nuclear warheads is beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

517 3 RESPONSE: Issues relating to the development of the missile are beyond
the scope of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

517 4 RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 63.

517 5 RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of
this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

518 1 RESPONSE: See Document 424.

518 2 RESPONSE: Concerns for soil erosion and erosion control practices have
been addressed in the Final EIS, Section 3.9.5. Soil erosion is considered a
short-duration problem related to the construction phase and has also been
covered under mitigation sections related to construction.

519 1 RESPONSE: Noted.

519 2 RESPONSE: Noted.

519 3 RESPONSE: Over the next few years, Dyess AFB is expected to
experience a small increase over its current water use. The figure
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of 1.02 MGD given on Draft EIS page 4.4-14 is the 1987 water use for the
base. The figure of 1.2 MGD given on Draft EIS page 4.4-28 is the
estimated baseline water use by the base at a time corresponding to the
operations phase of the program, that is 1993 and onward.

519 4 RESPONSE: The estimated value of Dyess AFB's current wastewater flow
to the Abilene plant is 0.61 MGD. Contacts with the city indicated no
problems with the effluent quality from Dyess AFB, therefore data
concerning the quality of the flow are not included in the EIS. The city
will begin construction of its expanded wastewater treatment facility
in 1989 with completion scheduled for October 1990.

519 5 RESPONSE: Figures 4.4-1 and 4.4.7-1 illustrate the base drainage to
Little Elm Creek, as does the text in the Final EIS, Section 4.4.7.2. A
detailed storm drainage map of Dyess AFB was reviewed as part of the
impact analysis. A stormwater analysis performed for the south site
indicated that peak runoff from the site to Little Elm Creek, resulting
from a 2-year, 24-hour storm, could increase by about 55 cfs, depending
upon actual drainage design for the site.

519 6 RESPONSE: The only out-of-channel flooding of Little Elm Creek at
Dyess AFB is in the vicinity of the base housing area at the eastern side of
the base, 1.5 miles downstream of the south site, and well outside of the
explosive safety zone. The railspur bridge will be designed to pass
the 100-year flood, identified by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as
being 20,500 cfs at Dyess AFB.

519 7 RESPONSE: To deal with accidental spills, Dyess AFS has a Hazardous
Waste Management Plan and a Spill Prevention and Response Plan. These
plans identify the process of collecting, storing, and shipping hazardous
materials and also outline the procedures necessary to respond to
unplanned releases of hazardous materials. The Peacekeeper Rail
Garrison program will add one fuel storage tank and use the existing
hazardous materials storage facilities for the materials generated by the
maintenance of the Rail Garrison program. Each of the base plans will be
updated to incorporate Peacekeeper Rail Garrison facilities and program-
related hazardous materials.

520 1 RESPONSE: See responses to Document 6, Comment 1 and Document 33,
Comment 74.

520 2 RESPONSE: Off-limit areas are presented on maps in the Final EIS,
Chapter 4 which describes impacts on each candidate base. Also see
response to Document 6, Comment 2.

520 3 RESPONSE: See response to Document 506, Comment 66.

520 4 RESPONSE: Military and civilian personnel required for operations at
Little Rock AFB are 363 and 63, respectively. Personnel requirements for
all phases of the program at Little Rock AFB are presented in
Table 4.8.1-1 in the Final EIS, Section 4.8.1.3.

520 5 RESPONSE: See response to Document 33, Comment 30.
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520 6 RESPONSE: See responses to Document 33, "omment 12 and
Document 6, Comment 2.

520 7 RESPONSE: Issues of nuclear war and enemy attack are Leyond the scope
of this EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

521 1 RESPONSE: During the constrction phase, impacts on railroads would
occur as a result of rail track extension and spur construction and/or
rehabilitation. Most of the installations would require new rail spurs to
connect the garrison and associated facilities with a railroad main line.
The connector rail spurs would require construction of wyes at the main
line. Because most of the construction would occur off the railroad main
lines, minimal interference from normal commercial train traffic would
occur. Construction of the wyes at the main lines could be completed
without causing delays to normal commercial train traffic. Also see
response to Document 33, Comment 76.

521 2 RESPONSE: The likelihood and consequence of such accidents are
discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of the Final EIS.

521 3 RESPONSE: Issues of budgetary priorities are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.

521 4 RESPONSE: Issues of strategic policy are beyond the scope of this EIS.
Also see response to Document 3, Comment 1.
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